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PREFACE

This volume contains the full length papers accepted for presentation at the IV International Conference
on Computational Methods for Coupled Problems in Science and Engineering, COUPLED PROBLEMS
2011, island of Kos, Greece on June 20 – 22, 2011.
COUPLED PROBLEMS 2011 is the fourth International Conference on this subject organized in
the framework of Thematic Conferences of the European Community on Computational Methods in
Applied Sciences (ECCOMAS) and is a Special Interest Conference of the International Association
for Computational Mechanics (IACM).
The objective of COUPLED PROBLEMS 2011 is to become a forum for state of the art presentations
and discussions of mathematical models, numerical methods and computational techniques for solving
coupled problems of multidisciplinary character in science and engineering. The conference goal is to
make a step forward in the formulation and solution of real life problems with a multidisciplinary nature
and industrial interest, accounting for all the complex couplings involved in the physical description of
the problem.
Previous editions of the conference were held on the Islands of Santorini, Greece (2005), Ibiza, Spain
(2007) and Ischia, Italy (2009), with an increasing number of participants in each edition. Coupled
Problems 2011 has attracted over 320 participants, coming from all over the world. All together about
300 lectures were presented, including 11 plenary lectures, which reflect the current state of the
research and advances in engineering practice in the field. The Proceedings contain the contributions
sent directly by the authors and the editors cannot accept responsibility for any inaccuracies and
opinions expressed in the text.
The conference was jointly organized by the National Technical University of Athens (Greece), the
International Centre for Numerical Methods in Engineering (CIMNE), of the Technical University of
Catalonia (UPC) and the University of Padova (Italy). The organizers acknowledge the encouragement
and support of ECCOMAS and IACM, under whose auspices this conference is held. Special thanks
go to the colleagues who contributed to the organization of the 15 Invited Sessions.
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Abstract. Coupled problems arising in biomechanics on the cellular and sub-cellular
scale are discussed based on two model systems: the human red blood cell (RBC) and
biopolymeric networks. We present a novel finite-element based model on cellular level for
RBC and demonstrate its potential to realistically simulate various experimental results
with one set of parameters. In addition to that we present a finite-element approach to
the computer aided analysis of biopolymer networks on sub-cellular level.

1

INTRODUCTION

Relevant advances and insights in biomechanics are more and more obtained on smaller
scales. In this contribution we will present some of our recent work on such scales including
a variety of coupled problems. For this purpose, we will concentrate on two selected
subjects - one on the cellular and one on the sub-cellular scale.
Human red blood cells (RBC), that can be sketched as a liquid capsule enclosed by a
biological membrane, often serve as model system for living cells. The great interest in
RBC behaviour also comes from the fact that they govern the rheology of blood and the
avoidance of RBC damage can govern the design of medical devices. A comprehensive
numerical model of the RBC and its interaction with the surrounding plasma first necessitates a realistic model of the cell membrane. The two-layered continuum based model
we have presented in [1] accounts for the characteristics of the lipid-bilayer and the cytoskeleton separately. Second, the membrane has to be coupled to the interior and to the
surrounding fluid. Here, we propose a dual mortar based monolithic fluid-structure interaction (FSI) approach [2] to deal with the resulting balloon-type problem. This approach
can handle nonconforming FSI interfaces that arise from different solution requirements
of the physical fields and can easily be extended to allow for the simulation of rotating
1
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structures. We show that our RBC model seems to be the first model that is able to
accurately match different experimental results with one set of realistic parameters.
As the mechanics of RBC on the cellular scale, the mechanics of biopolymer networks
is a model problem on the sub-cellular scale: the viscoelastic response of living cells
is well-known to be largely determined by the so-called structural polymorphism [3] of
the cytoskeleton, which is thus of crucial importance for cell motility, cell division and
mechanostransduction in cells and as a consequence also for the development of new techniques in tissue engineering and cancer therapy. The cytoskeleton itself is a biopolymer
network in the interior of cells. A major difficulty in the simulation of biopolymer networks on sub-cellular scale is the great impact the laws of statistical mechanics have on
this length scale. As pointed out in [4, 5, 6], this impact has to be accounted for by a spacetime white noise term if the single biopolymers are modelled as rod-like Cosserat continua.
In this part we give a brief introduction into a novel finite element approach to the simulation of biopolymer networks (including the essential coupling with the stochastic field)
and its application to biologically relevant problems such as structural polymorphism of
such networks
2
2.1

THE HUMAN RED BLOOD CELL
The red cell membrane

The erythrocyte membrane can be considered to mainly consist of a phospholipid
bilayer and a cytoskeleton network. The behavior of the RBC membrane is greatly affected
by its two-layered construction and the different material characteristics found in each
layer. Thus, the proposed approach models the RBC membrane by two distinct layers,
the modelling of which has been discussed in great detail in [1] and is only briefly addressed
here.
On the one hand the outer lipid bilayer is very thin and contributes little to the
membrane in-plane shear elasticity, but on the other hand it provides the significant
bending elasticity of the membrane. Moreover, it shows a fluid-like characteristics namely
viscosity, incompressibility and large resistance against area dilatation. The basic idea to
include this difficult characteristic property of the lipid bilayer in the present membrane
model, is to use an incompressible solid-shell element, an algebraic global surface area
constraint and an anisotropic vicoelastic constitutive law. The latter adds virtual rods
initially aligned in the thickness direction of the incompressible solid shell element. Since
a bending deformation of an element in this layer will stretch these virtual rods, their
stiffness provides the necessary bending elasticity to the membrane.
The cytoskeleton of the RBC is a spectrin network tethered to intramembrane proteins in the lipid bilayer [7]. Spectrin is a highly extensible elastic molecule. Thus the
cytoskeleton is the source of shear elasticity, its network topology implying a hardening effect for large deformations. Numerical, this is accounted for by a compressible, third-order
material.
2
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Modelling two distinct membrane layers accounts for the required properties of healthy
RBC as stated above. Furthermore, will allow us to study certain diseases and to investigate certain damaging effects independently: defects of the lipid bilayer, defects of the
cytoskeleton and damaged connection between the two membrane layers.
2.2

Coupling between membrane, surrounding fluid and cytoplasm

Considering the cell’s mechanical response to dynamic deformation requires a reliable
fluid-structure interaction (FSI) framework that allows for the interaction between membrane and cytoplasm as well as for the interaction between membrane and outer blood
plasma. The balloon-like problem emerging from the membrane and the enclosed incompressible cytoplasm necessitates the application of monolithic FSI coupling schemes.
Different resolution requirements demands independent mesh generation for blood plasma
and RBC membrane, resulting in a nonconforming FSI interface.
To meet these requirements, we developed a novel dual mortar based monolithic FSI
scheme [2]. The additional Lagrange multiplier degrees of freedom are eliminated from the
global linear monolithic system by condensation, which requires the inversion of one of the
coupling matrices. Due to the dual mortar approach this inversion is trivial because of the
diagonal shape of the considered matrix. The final system matrices have the same block
structure as the matrices obtained in the conforming case. Therefore, the iterative solution
methods recently proposed in [8] for conforming FSI interfaces can be used without any
conceptual changes.
Since the coupling matrices do not change during the simulation, the computational
cost associated with their evaluation is negligible. Compared to the monolithic FSI approach used in [8], the elimination of the Lagrange multipliers requires additional explicit
matrix-matrix products on some sub-blocks of the global monolithic system of equations.
In [2] we show that the increase in computation time caused by these operations is very
low.
If subjected to shear flow the cell undergoes large rotations, which is also to be dealt
with by the FSI framework. Owing to its generality and flexibility the proposed approach
can be easily extended to allow for the simulation of rotating structures, by decoupling
the fluid grid displacements and the fluid velocities at the interface. Using a projection
algorithm the fluid grid interface does not follow the rotation of the structure, but accounts
for its translation and deformation.
2.3

Numerical results

The model of the human red blood cell is validated based on results from laser trap
experiments, which allow to investigate the deformation of a single erythrocyte under a
well-controlled loading condition. In these experiments two rigid silica beads are attached
at the diametrically opposite ends of the cell. With the help of a laser, a force is applied
to the beads and the cell can be stretched.
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(a) Displacement over force diagram. Top curve for axial, bottom (b) Hysteresis curve at 5 µm/s trap
curve for transverse diameter. Compared with experimental data speed in comparison with results from
from [9]
[11]
Figure 1: Comparison between numerical and experimental results for laser trap experiments.

To investigate the elastic behavior, which is governed by the cytoskeleton for large
deformations, we focus on static laser trap experiments presented in [9]. This work has
been the experimental basis for several numerical studies. In [1] we show that the model
predict the outcome of a static laser trap experiment very well. An excellent agreement
of the force over displacement diagrams is shown in Fig. 1(a). The numerical results are
obtained with a total initial shear modulus µM of 4.8 pN/µm, which is in the range stated
in literature. Other computational studies in literature propose a higher shear modulus.
In [1] it has been discussed that the difference can be explained by the fact, that all
available models in literature either neglect the area conservation of the lipid bilayer or
the particular loading conditions in optical tweezers. These shortcomings in the models
have to be compensated for by higher values of the shear modulus.
Besides static experiments, laser traps also allow for a dynamic deformation of the cell.
In [11] a triangle wave-like displacement of one bead was realised for different velocities,
while the second bead was fixed. Force over displacement curves showed a hysteresis
behavior and the energy dissipation can be related to the strain rate in the cell. Employing
values for fluid and membrane viscosities taken from literature, numerical results show
good agreement to the experimental data, as can be seen in Fig. 1(b).
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3
3.1

BIOPOLYMER NETWORKS
Importance of biopolymer networks on sub-cellular scale

As the mechanics of RBC on the cellular scale, the mechanics of biopolymer networks
is a model problem on the sub-cellular scale: shape and mechanical properties of living
cells are largely determined by the structure of their cytoskeleton. The cytoskeleton is
a biopolymer network mainly consisting of actin filaments, microtubules and intermediate filaments. In response to different incentives it can adjust its structure in order to
promote cell motility or cell division thereby enabling directed growth or repair of tissue
in living organisms. The precise mechanisms of this dynamic structural polymorphism
of the cytoskeleton have been unknown to a large extent so far. For their experimental
investigation usually simplified in-vitro model systems are studied such as filament networks consisting only of one type of biopolymer - typically actin - in aqueous solution.
Filament length in such in-vitro systems typically ranges between 1µm and 20µm and
the filaments either form an entangled polymer solution or are connected by so-called
crosslinker molecules, which establish transient elastic links between different filaments.
Despite the simplicity of these in-vitro systems as compared to the cytoskeleton in living
cells, their experimental or theoretical investigation is yet a challenging problem owing
to their small length scale and still tremendous complexity. Thus, computer simulations
have become increasingly popular in this field.
3.2

Finite element simulation of biopolymer networks

The mechanics of single biopolymers such as actin can be modeled on a micrometer
scale in many cases by the laws of continuum mechanics. The laws of quantum mechanics
do not matter on this length scale and even molecular mechanics can be neglected in
many cases. Thus, single biopolymers can be modeled as rod-like Cosserat continua and
represented in computer simulations by nonlinear three dimensional finite beam elements
[6]. Due to the extreme slenderness ratios of typical biopolymers in cytoskeletal networks
(e.g. ∼ 1000 for a 1µm long actin filament) and the slow motion of the fluid they are
embedded into, the dynamics of the solvent surrounding the biopolymers has usually not
to be simulated explicitly. Rather the effect of the solvent to the biopolymers can usually
be accounted for by distributed line loads on the rod-like Cosserat continua representing
the biopolymers in our model. Unlike it would be the case in simulations of macroscopic
systems, these line loads are not only viscous damping terms owing to the relative motion
between biopolymer and fluid, but rather they have to include also a so-called Brownian
sheet, i.e. a stochastic excitation with zero correlation time and zero correlation length
in space [4, 5, 6]. This stochastic excitation term is a direct consequence of the laws of
statistical mechanics, which play an important role for biopolymers on the micrometer
scale. These laws imply the so-called fluctuation-dissipation theorem, which says that
in a system each degree of freedom subject to a damping force or moment at the same
time experiences a stochastic excitation proportional to the square root of its damping
5
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Figure 2: Isotropic-homogeneous, bundle, cluster and layer (from left to right) network phase reproduced
in a finite element simulation, illustrated with (top) and without (bottom) crosslinker molecules

coefficient and the system temperature. In principle this stochastic excitation is present
in mechanical systems on any scale, i.e. also for example in the wall of a building or
the crankshaft of a motor. Nevertheless, in the analysis of such macroscopic systems it
can usually be neglected as it scales at constant temperature with the square root of
the damping coefficient. The damping coefficient itself, however, scales usually with the
surface area of a body in case external friction and with its stiffness or mass in case of
internal friction. Thus the impact of the stochastic excitation decreases with increasing
characteristic length of the system so that for typical problems in structural engineering
it can usually be neglected. However, on the micrometer scale stochastic excitation plays
a crucial role.
3.3

Numerical results

In experiments so far mainly four thermodynamical phases have been observed in
crosslinked actin networks [13, 14]: isotropic-homogeneous phases, bundle phases, cluster
phases, and layer phases. So far only little is known about the exact conditions under
which these different phases arise. Using finite element simulations with nonlinear finite
beam elements and coupling the stochastic field in the fluid surrouding the biopolymers to
the dynamics of the biopolymers by means of distributed stochastic line loads as described
in section 3.2, all the four phases could be reproduced in finite element simulations as
shown in Fig. 3.3. In addition to that, the simulations revealed that orientation constraints of crosslinke molecules and the crosslinker density determine which phases arise.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

Both on cellular and sub-cellular level finite element methods allow for the computer
aided analysis of both in-vitro and in-vivo systems. Not only are they capable of capturing
the mainly deterministic dynamics predominant on cellular-level, but also the stochastic
Brownian dynamics of macromolecules on sub-cellular level. Therefore, finite element simulations are expected to be a highly valuable tool for the future scientific and technological
progress in biomechanics, bioengineering and biomedical engineering.
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Abstract. In this work we discuss two model problems appearing in magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD), namely, the so called full MHD problem and the inductionless MHD
problem. The first involves as unknowns the fluid velocity and pressure, the magnetic (induction) field and a pseudo-pressure introduced to impose the zero-divergence restriction
of this last unknown. The building blocks of this model are the Stokes problem for the
velocity and the pressure and the Maxwell problem for the magnetic field and pseudopressure. We discuss the numerical challenges of the approximation of these two model
problems having in mind the need to couple them in the full problem, where additional
coupling terms appear. The second model we consider is the inductionless MHD approximation. Instead of the magnetic induction and pseudo-pressure, the magnetic unknowns
are now the current density and the electric potential. The building blocks are the Stokes
problem for the fluid and the Darcy problem (in primal form) for the current density and
electric potential. We discuss also the numerical challenges involved in the approximation
of this last problem, particularly considering that it has to be coupled to the former.
Once the building blocks have been analysed independently, the possibilities of dealing
with the fully coupled problems are discussed. Iterative schemes that can be shown to be
stable are presented in the stationary case, showing that a segregated solution for the flow
and the magnetic problem is not possible. Most of the results presented are elaborated
independently in previous works. Our objective in this paper is to present the different
problems with a unified perspective.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this work is to discuss some aspects related to the finite element
approximation of two model problems in MHD, namely, the so called full MHD approximation and the inductionless model. The two main issues to be addressed are the compatibility conditions required for the unknowns and the iterative schemes that may be
used (at least for the stationary problem), as well as the links between both aspects.
Let us present the two models to be discussed. The general MHD approximation can
be stated as follows. Given a domain Ω ⊂ Rd and a time interval (0, T ), find a velocity
u : Ω × (0, T ) −→ Rd , a pressure p : Ω × (0, T ) −→ R, a magnetic (induction) field
B : Ω × (0, T ) −→ Rd and magnetic pseudo-pressure r : Ω × (0, T ) −→ R as the solution
of the problem:
∂t u + u · ∇u − ν∆u + ∇p −
∂t B +

1
µm σ

1
µm ρ

(∇ × B) × B = f f ,
∇ · u = 0,

∇ × (∇ × B) −∇ × (u × B) +∇r = f m ,
∇ · B = 0.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

In these equations, ρ is the fluid density, ν is the kinematic viscosity, f f and f m are the
body forces for the momentum and magnetic field equations (zero in the applications),
µm is the the magnetic permeability and σ the conductivity. Appropriate initial and
boundary conditions need to be appended. Note that the pseudo-pressure r has been
added (r = 0 is the exact solution).
The second model to be considered is the inductionless MHD approximation. Now B
is assumed to be given, causing an unknown current density j : Ω × (0, T ) −→ Rd and an
unknown electric potential φ : Ω × (0, T ) −→ R. The equations to be solved are:
1
∂t u + u · ∇u − ν∆u + ∇p − (j × B) = f f ,
ρ
∇ · u = 0,
j + σ∇φ −σ(u × B) = 0,
∇ · j = 0.

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

As before, appropriate initial and boundary conditions need to be appended.
Apart from the complex physics represented by equations (1)-(4) and (5)-(8), its finite
element approximation has several difficulties. The purpose of this paper is to touch two of
them, as mentioned above. We will present here a summary of previous works, presented
in a unified manner and showing their computational implications. In particular, basic
compatibility conditions and the use of stabilized formulations as a means to avoid them
are analyzed in [3, 1, 2], the finite element approximation of the general MHD problem
2
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in [4] and of the inductionless model in [5]. The reader is referred to these articles for
additional references, where appropriate credit to previous developments is indicated. Due
to space restrictions, no further references will be included.
2

BUILDING BLOCKS

Let us first consider problem (1)-(4). Deleting nonlinearities, coupling terms and time
derivatives, we are left with a Stokes problem for u and p and a Maxwell problem for B
and r. Therefore, the inf-sup conditions for both problems are necessary conditions to be
met when the Galerkin finite element approximation of the problem is undertaken. It is
easily shown that these conditions are also sufficient.
Let us turn our attention to (5)-(8). Deleting again nonlinearities, coupling terms and
time derivatives, the problems we now find are a Stokes problem for u and p and a Darcy
problem for j and φ. The inf-sup conditions associated to both problems are required if
the problem is approximated using the standard Galerkin method.
From these observations it is clear that the building blocks of a finite element approximation of the general MHD model and the inductionless approximation are the Stokes,
the Maxwell and the Darcy problems. These are the problems whose approximation is
discussed in this section. First of all, let us write them in a unified format. They consist
in finding u : Ω −→ Rd and p : Ω −→ R such that
Stokes:
−ν∆u + ∇p = f ,
∇·u = 0.
Maxwell:
λ∇ × ∇ × u + ∇p = f ,
∇·u = 0.
Darcy:
σu + ∇p = f ,
∇·u = 0.
In these equations, ν, λ and σ are appropriate physical parameters.
To write down the variational formulation of these problems, let VX × QX be the
functional spaces where the pair [u, p] is sought, and let


for the Stokes problem
aS (u, v) := ν(∇u, ∇v)
aX (u, v) = aM (u, v) := λ(∇ × u, ∇ × v) for the Maxwell problem


for the Darcy problem
aD (u, v) := σ(u, v)
Spaces VX and QX are determined by requiring that
3
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VX

QX

Stokes

VS = H01 (Ω)d

QS = L20 (Ω)

Maxwell

VM 1 = H0 (curl; Ω)

QM 1 = H01 (Ω)

VM 2 = VM 1 ∩ H(div; Ω)

QM 2 = L20 (Ω)

VD1 = L2 (Ω)d

QD1 = H 1 (Ω)

VD2 = H0 (div; Ω)

QD2 = L20 (Ω)

Darcy

∇p, v
−(p, ∇ · v)
+(∇p, v)
−(p, ∇ · v)
+(∇p, v)
−(p, ∇ · v)

Table 1: Functional setting

1

Maxwell 2

1

λ 2 ∇×v +

1

λ2
L0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

v + λ− 2 q + λ− 2 L0 ∇q

λ 2 ∇×v + λ 2 ∇ · v +

Darcy, primal
Darcy, dual

1

ν 2 ∇v + ν − 2 q

Stokes
Maxwell 1

|||[v, q]|||X

1

λ2
L0

1

v + λ− 2 q

σ 2 v + σ − 2 ∇q
1

σ 2 v + σ 2 L0 ∇·v +

Table 2: Working norms

1

σ− 2
L0

q

• aX (u, v) is continuous.
• The term ∇p, v, obtained by testing ∇p by v, is well defined under the minimum
regularity conditions.
In case of the Stokes problem, the first condition implies that u, v need to be in H 1 (Ω)d ,
and thus the minimum regularity for p corresponds to take ∇p, v = −(p, ∇ · v), which
requires p ∈ L2 (Ω). However, for both the Maxwell and the Darcy problem we may
choose either ∇p, v = −(p, ∇ · v), p ∈ L2 (Ω), ∇ · v ∈ L2 (Ω), or ∇p, v = (∇p, v),
∇p ∈ L2 (Ω)d , v ∈ L2 (Ω)d . The possibilities for the functional setting of the different
problems are summarized in Table 1. The choice of the functional setting has important
practical consequences, both physical and numerical.
The norms in the product space VX × QX depending on the choice of the functional
setting are indicated in Table 2. All have been written to ensure a correct scaling. Note
that the two possibilities for the Maxwell problem have been simply indicated as Maxwell
1 and 2, whereas for the Darcy problem they correspond to the well known primal and
dual formulations [3].
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Stokes

Maxwell

Darcy

Figure 1: inf-sup stable elements

3

GALERKIN VS STABILIZED FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATIONS

When the Galerkin finite element approximation of the problem is attempted, the finite
element spaces Vh ⊂ VX and Qh ⊂ QX need to satisfy the discrete counterpart of the infsup conditions that hold at the continuous level. These inf-sup conditions are different
for the three problems considered, leading to different requirements for Vh and Qh . The
simplest inf-sup stable elements in 2D are schematically shown in Fig. 1, where nodes to
interpolate the velocity components are printed in black and pressure nodes in red. For
the Maxwell and the Darcy problems, the first row corresponds to the choice p ∈ H 1 (Ω)
and the second to p ∈ L2 (Ω).
There are several inconveniences in the use of the interpolations of Fig. 1. For example,
if we consider a combined problem of the form
−ν∆u + λ∇ × ∇ × u + σu + ∇p = f ,
∇ · u = 0,
it is clear that spaces satisfying the inf-sup condition for the Stokes problem need to be
used if ν > 0. However, we might be interested in letting ν → 0, or λ → 0 or σ → 0.
From the numerical point of view, oscillations will show up if the correct interpolation is
not used in each case.
Another inconvenience is faced in the case of a coupled problem, such as the MHD
models discussed earlier. From the implementation point of view, it is much simpler to
have all the unknowns at the same nodes of the finite element mesh.
As an alternative to the use of inf-sup stable elements, our approach is the use of
stabilized formulations, in which any conforming u-p interpolation is allowed. No stability
problems will be found in the limits ν → 0, σ → 0, λ → 0 and, if Lagrangian interpolations
5
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are used, coupling of different problems will be easy. For example, in contrast to the
different interpolations shown in Fig. 1, it will be possible to use the simplest continuous
P1 interpolation for u and p.
The key ingredients to design the stabilization methods presented in the following are
• A two scale decomposition of u and p, within the variational multiscale framework
(VMS).
• A proper scaling of the problem, which requires the introduction of a length scale.
• A closed form expression for the subscales based on an approximate Fourier analysis
of the problem.
These ingredients will not be elaborated here. The methods proposed will be stated
without (heuristic) derivation. For simplicity, we will take f ∈ L2 (Ω)d .
4

STOKES’ PROBLEM

This is the problem for which stabilized finite element methods are best known. Let us
start writing the variational form of the problem, which is: find [u, p] ∈ H01 (Ω)d × L20 (Ω)
such that
BS ([u, p], [v, q]) = LS ([v, q]) = (f , v),
for all [v, q], where
BS ([u, p], [v, q]) = ν(∇u, ∇v) − (p, ∇ · v) + (q, ∇ · u),
The stabilized finite element approximation we propose is: find [uh , ph ] ∈ Vh × Qh such
that
BS,h ([uh , ph ], [v h , qh ]) = LS,h ([v h , qh ]) ∀[v h , qh ] ∈ Vh × Qh ,
where BS,h and LS,h depend on the particular stabilized formulation. In particular, for
the so called Algebraic Subgrid Scale (ASGS) method BS,h and LS,h are given by:

BS,h ([uh , ph ], [v h , qh ]) = BS ([uh , ph ], [v h , qh ]) +
τp ∇·uh , ∇·v h K
+


K

K

τu −ν∆uh + ∇ph , ν∆v h + ∇qh K ,

LS,h ([v h , qh ]) = (f , v h ) +


K

τu f , ν∆v h + ∇qh K ,

where τp and τu are the stabilization parameters, that we compute as
τp = c1 ν,

τu = (c1 ν)−1 h2 ,
6
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with c1 an algorithmic constant and h the element size of the mesh, which we consider
quasi-uniform for simplicity.
For the Orthogonal Subgrid Scales (OSS) method BS,h and LS,h are given by:
BS,h ([uh , ph ], [v h , qh ]) = BS ([uh , ph ], [v h , qh ])

τp Ph⊥ (∇·uh ), Ph⊥ (∇·v h )K
+
K

+


K

τu Ph⊥ (−ν∆uh + ∇ph ), Ph⊥ (ν∆v h + ∇qh )K ,

LS,h ([v h , qh ]) = (f , v h ),
where Ph⊥ is the projection orthogonal to the finite element space and τp and τu are the
same as for the ASGS method.
The numerical analysis of both the ASGS and the OSS methods shows that they have
the same stability and convergence properties. Let us define the mesh dependent norm:
1
h2 
|||[v h , qh ]|||2S,h = ν∇v h 2 + qh 2 +
∇qh 2K .
ν
ν K
We also define the error function
1
ES2 (h) = νε21 (u) + ε20 (p),
ν
where εi (·) denotes the interpolation error in the H i (Ω)-seminorm. We then have:
Theorem 4.1 (Stability) Suppose that the constant c1 is large enough. Then, there
exists a constant C > 0 such that
BS,h ([uh , ph ], [v h , qh ])
≥ C > 0.
[uh ,ph ] [vh ,qh ] |||[uh , ph ]|||S,h |||[v h , qh ]|||S,h
inf

sup

Theorem 4.2 (Convergence) Let [u, p] be the solution of the continuous problem and
[uh , ph ] the solution of the discrete one. Suppose that c1 is large enough. Then
|||[u − uh , p − ph ]|||S,h  ES (h).
5

MAXWELL’S PROBLEM

The variational formulation of Maxwell’s problem can be written as: find [u, p] ∈ V ×Q
such that
BM ([u, p], [v, q]) = LM ([v, q]) = (f , v),
7
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for all [v, q], where
BM ([u, p], [v, q]) = λ(∇ × u, ∇ × v) + ∇p, v − ∇q, u,

and ∇q, v has two possible expressions according to the functional setting chosen:

Formulation M1 : ∇q, v = (∇q, v), V = H0 (curl, Ω), Q = H01 (Ω).
Formulation M2 : ∇q, v = −(q, ∇ · v), V = H0 (curl, Ω) ∩ H(div, Ω), Q = L2 (Ω).

We will refer to M1 as the curl formulation and to M2 as the curl-div formulation. The
main theoretical interest of Maxwell’s problem is that there are solutions that can be
found approximating M1 but not from the approximation of M2. These are the so called
singular solutions. This fact, known as the corner paradox, follows from the following
results:
Lemma 5.1 If Ω is not convex, H 1 (Ω)d is a closed proper subspace of H(curl, Ω) ∩
H(div, Ω) (all with tangential boundary conditions).
Corollary 5.1 If Ω is not convex, u is the solution of (9) and uh its finite element
approximation, then
lim u − uh H(curl,Ω)∩H(div,Ω) = 0,

h→0

in general.
One could argue whether this Lemma implies an approximability problem when using
standard Lagrangian finite elements. The reason is that it can be shown that
If uh ∈ H 1 (Ω)d ⇒ ∇uh   ∇×uh  + ∇·uh .

Thus, if uh is C 0 , its H 1 norm will be bounded, and thus uh will converge to a function
in H 1 (Ω)d , whereas the exact solution may belong to H(curl, Ω) ∩ H(div, Ω).
The problem however cannot be attributed to C 0 interpolations, but to the curl-div
formulation. It is not true that C 0 spaces cannot approximate the solution to (9). This
only happens if, for some reason, ∇ · uh happens to be uniformly bounded. Thus, we
have proposed a stabilized finite element method using C 0 spaces but able to reproduce
the curl formulation [1]. This reads as follows: find [uh , ph ] ∈ Vh × Qh such that
where

BM,h ([uh , ph ], [v h , qh ]) = LM,h ([v h , qh ]) ∀[v h , qh ] ∈ Vh × Qh ,
BM,h ([uh , ph ], [v h , qh ]) = BM ([uh , ph ], [v h , qh ])

τp P̃ (∇ · uh ), P̃ (∇ · v h )K
+
K

+


K

τu P̃ (∇ph ), P̃ (∇qh )K ,

LM,h ([v h , qh ]) = (f , v h ) +


K

8
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and where
P̃ =



I
Ph⊥

for the ASGS method
for the OSS method

The stabilization parameters are given by:
τp = c 2 λ
where
=



h2
,
2

τu =

2
,
λ

L0 (characteristic length) for the curl formulation (M1)
h
for the curl-div formulation (M2)

It can be shown that it is possible to switch from the functional setting M1 to M2 just by
a proper scaling of the stabilization parameters.
The numerical analysis we have performed shows that the formulations proposed are
stable and optimally convergent in the norm
1
1 h

|||[v h , qh ]|||M,h = λ 2 ∇×v h  + λ 2 ∇·v h  + 1 ∇qh .

λ2

Note that
•  = L0 yields the discrete H(curl, Ω) × H 1 (Ω) norm.
•  = h yields the discrete H(curl, Ω) ∩ H(div, Ω) × L2 (Ω) norm.
Moreover, when  = L0 if the continuous solution is singular (u ∈ H r (Ω)d , r < 1), uh → u
in H r .
6

DARCY’S PROBLEM

As for the Maxwell problem, there are two possible functional settings, now called
primal and dual. The variational formulation of the primal problem reads: find u ∈
L2 (Ω)d and p ∈ H 1 (Ω) such that
∀v ∈ L2 (Ω)d ,
∀q ∈ H 1 (Ω),

σ(u, v) + (∇p, v) = (f , v),
−(∇q, u) = (g, q),

whereas for the dual problem the variational formulation is: find u ∈ H0 (div; Ω) and
p ∈ L20 (Ω) such that
σ(u, v) − (p, ∇·v) = (f , v),
(q, ∇·u) = (g, q),

∀v ∈ H0 (div; Ω),
∀q ∈ L20 (Ω).
9
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A forcing term g has been included in the continuity equation for generality. Let BD and
LD the appropriate forms of the problem, written as find [u, p] ∈ VD × QD such that
BD ([u, p], [v, q]) = LD ([v, q])

∀[v, q] ∈ VD × QD .

The stabilized approximations that we propose read as follows: find [uh , ph ] ∈ VD,h × QD,h
such that
BD,h ([uh , ph ], [v h , qh ]) = LD,h ([v h , qh ]) ∀[v h , qh ] ∈ VD,h × QD,h
where
BD,h ([uh , ph ], [v h , qh ]) = BD ([uh , ph ], [v h , qh ])

τp P̃ (∇·uh ), P̃ (∇·v h )K
+
K

+


K

τu P̃ (σuh + ∇ph ), P̃ (−σv h + ∇qh )K

LD,h ([v h , qh ]) = (f , v h ) + (g, qh ) +
+


K


K

τp P̃ (g), P̃ (∇·v h )K

τu P̃ (f ), P̃ (−σv h + ∇qh )K ,

and where P̃ is defined as for Maxwell’s problem. The stabilization parameters are computed as
τp = c3 σ2 ,

τu = (c3 σ2 )−1 h2

where
=



h
for the primal formulation (D1).
L0 (characteristic length) for the dual formulation (D2).

We will be able to switch from the functional setting D1 to D2 just by a proper scaling of
the stabilization parameters.
The numerical analysis indicates that the formulations proposed are stable and optimally convergent in the norm
|||[v h , qh ]|||2D,h = σv h 2 + σ2 ∇ · v h 2 +

h2 
1
2
q

+
∇qh 2K .
h
σL20
σ2 K

Note that
•  = L0 yields the discrete H(div, Ω) × L2 (Ω) norm (dual problem).
10
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Method
eu 
ep 
∇ · eu 
∇ep 

Primal mixed Stabilized Dual mixed
k = 0, l = 1 k = l = 1 k = 1, l = 0
h2
h2
h
h

h
h2
1
h

h
h
h
1

Table 3: Convergence order using the lowest order interpolations

•  = h yields the discrete L2 (Ω)d × H 1 (Ω) norm (primal problem).
•  = (hL0 )1/2 yields a norm that happens to be optimal for equal order interpolations.

Just as an example, in Table 3 we have indicated the convergence orders that can be
found using the Galerkin method and inf-sup stable elements for the primal formulation
(left column), for the dual formulation (right column) and using the stabilized method
we propose (central column). In this table, k and l refer to the interpolation order of u
and p, respectively. The gain in accuracy using the stabilized formulation we propose is
clear.
7

COUPLING AND CONCLUSIONS

Let us consider now the linearization of the stationary version of problems (1)-(4) and
(5)-(8), restricting our attention to fixed-point-type schemes. Starting with the former, it
can be shown that the only stable scheme is [4]:
a · ∇u − ν∆u + ∇p −

1
µm ρ

(∇ × B) × b = f f ,
∇ · u = 0,

1
µm σ

∇ × (∇ × B) − ∇ × (u × b) + ∇r = f m ,
∇ · B = 0.

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

where a is the velocity and b the magnetic field of the previous iteration. It is observed
that all the variables need to be computed in a coupled way.
Let us move our attention to problem (5)-(8). Now it can be shown that the only stable
scheme is [5]:
1
a · ∇u − ν∆u + ∇p − (j × B) = f f ,
ρ
∇ · u = 0,
j + σ∇φ − σ(u × B) = 0,
∇ · j = 0.
11
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Remember that now B is given. Again, all the variables have to be computed in a coupled
way.
Let us conclude with some remarks related to the finite element approximation of problems (10)-(13) and (14)-(17). The first point to remark is that the stabilized finite element
approximation that we propose allows the use of arbitrary, and in particular equal, interpolation for all the unknowns. This implies an important ease of implementation, since
only one data structure (nodal connections, derivatives of shape functions) is required for
all the variables. For example, when computing the element matrices arising from (10),
contributions multiplying the arrays of u, p and B can be computed within the same
loops, over the elements, over the nodes and over the integration points.
An aspect that we have not explored here is that the extension of the stabilized formulation to (10)-(13) and (14)-(17) allows to deal with combined problems and all the
range of physical parameters. In particular, instabilities due to small viscosity (or large
magnetic permeability or conductivity) are avoided.
A very important aspect of our formulation is the adaptation to the appropriate functional setting by a proper design of the scaling in the stabilization parameters. This is
not a mathematical divertimento, but has important consequences. For example, for the
magnetic field we may want or need to capture singular solutions. For problem (14)-(17)
we may choose a better approximation for φ or for j. Nevertheless, we have also shown
that there is a version of the stabilization parameters that yields better accuracy that
both the primal and the dual formulation of the Darcy problem of which φ and j are
solution.
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Abstract. Computer modeling of ringsail parachute clusters involves fluid–structure interaction (FSI) between the parachute canopy and the air, geometric complexities created
by the construction of the parachute from “rings” and “sails” with hundreds of gaps and
slits, and the contact between the parachutes. The Team for Advanced Flow Simulation
and Modeling (TAFSM) has successfully addressed the computational challenges related
to the FSI and geometric complexities, and recently started addressing the challenges related to the contact between the parachutes of a cluster. This is being accomplished
with the Stabilized Space–Time FSI technique, which was developed and improved over
the years by the TAFSM and serves as the core numerical technology, and the special
techniques developed by the TAFSM to deal with the geometric complexities and the
contact between parachutes. We present the results obtained with the FSI computation
of parachute clusters and the related dynamical analysis.

1

INTRODUCTION

Computer modeling of large ringsail parachutes by the Team for Advanced Flow Simulation and Modeling (TAFSM) was first reported in [1, 2]. The two major computational
challenges successfully addressed were the fluid–structure interaction (FSI) between the
parachute canopy and the air and the geometric complexities created by the construction of the “ringsail” parachute from “rings” and “sails” with hundreds of gaps and slits.
These large parachutes are typically used in clusters of two or three parachutes. The contact between the parachutes creates another major challenge, which the TAFSM started
addressing very recently (see [3, 4]).
1
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The core technology used in the TAFSM parachute FSI computations (see, for example, [5, 1, 2, 6, 7, 3, 4]) is the stabilized space–time FSI (SSTFSI) technique, which
was introduced in [5]. The SSTFSI technique is based on the new-generation DeformingSpatial-Domain/Stabilized Space–Time (DSD/SST) formulations, which were also introduced in [5], increasing the scope and performance of the DSD/SST formulations developed earlier [8, 9, 10, 11] for computation of flows with moving boundaries and interfaces,
including FSI. A number of special FSI techniques were introduced in [5, 1, 12, 6, 7, 3] in
conjunction with the SSTFSI technique and the DSD/SST formulation. Many of these
special techniques are in the category of interface projection techniques, such as the FSI
Geometric Smoothing Technique (FSI-GST) [5], Separated Stress Projection (SSP) [1],
Homogenized Modeling of Geometric Porosity (HMGP) [1], adaptive HMGP [6], “symmetric FSI” technique [6], accounting for fluid forces acting on structural components
(such as parachute suspension lines) that are not expected to influence the flow [6], a
new version of the HMGP that is called “HMGP-FG” [7], and other interface projection
techniques [12]. These special FSI techniques address many of the challenges involved
computer modeling of ringsail parachutes.
In FSI modeling of parachute clusters, the contact between the parachutes is one of the
major challenges. In a contact algorithm we need for the parachute FSI computations, the
objective is to prevent the structural surfaces from coming closer than a predetermined
minimum distance we would like to maintain to protect the quality of the fluid mechanics mesh between the structural surfaces. The Surface-Edge-Node Contact Tracking
(SENCT) technique was introduced in [5] for this purpose. It had two versions: SENCTForce (SENCT-F) and SENCT-Displacement (SENCT-D). In the SENCT-F technique,
which is the relevant version here, the contacted node is subjected to penalty forces that
are inversely proportional to the projection distances to the contacting surfaces, edges
and nodes. For FSI problems with incompatible fluid and structure meshes at the interface, it was proposed in Remark 1 of [1] to formulate the contact model based on the
fluid mechanics mesh at the interface. This version of the SENCT was denoted with the
option key “-M1”. The contact algorithm used in the parachute cluster computations
reported in [3] has some features in common with the SENCT-F technique but is more
robust. Also, compared to the SENCT-F technique, the forces are applied in a conservative fashion. For that reason, we call the new technique “SENCT-FC”, where the letter
“C” stands for “conservative”. The new technique was used with option M1 in [3]. The
SENCT-FC technique was described in detail in [4] and was used with option M1 also in
the cluster computations reported in that article. This article is a short version of [4] .
We present the computational results together with the related dynamical analysis.
2

CLUSTER COMPUTATIONS

The objective in these two-parachute cluster computations is to determine how the parameters representing the payload models and starting-conditions affect long-term cluster
dynamics. The parachute clusters reported in this paper are used with a payload that is
2
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about 19,000 lbs. Each parachute has 80 gores and a nominal diameter of about 120 ft.
It has 4 rings and 9 sails. More information on the parachutes can be found in [2, 6, 7].
The parameters selected for testing are the payload-model configurations and initial coning angles (θINIT ) and parachute diameters (DINIT ). We also investigate two scenarios to
approximate the conditions immediately after parachute disreefing. This is explained in
more detail in a later paragraph. In all cases, θINIT is the same for both parachutes.
The first set of computations investigates the effect of the payload model. In drop
tests, the parachutes are connected to a rectangular pallet that is weighted to represent the
mass and inertial properties of a proposed crew capsule. The preliminary parachute cluster
computations reported in [3] modeled the payload as a point mass located at the confluence
of the risers. We will refer to this as the payload at the confluence (PAC) configuration.
Two new computational payload models were created to see how they would influence
parachute behavior. The payload lower than the confluence (PLC) configuration adds
another cable element below the confluence and models the payload as a point mass
at the location of the pallet center of gravity. The payload as a truss element (PTE)
configuration further enhances the model by distributing the payload mass at 9 different
points to match the mass, center of gravity, and six components of the inertia tensor of
the pallet. This is accomplished by adding 5 cable elements and 26 truss elements below
the confluence. All of the payload comparison computations use θINIT = 35◦ .
The second set of computations investigates the effect of θINIT . Three values of θINIT are
tested: 15◦ , 25◦ , and 35◦ . It should be noted that 35◦ is greater than the θ values seen in
drop tests. The average θ during normal descent is around 15◦ , and the maximum θ does
not usually exceed 25◦ . We use θINIT = 35◦ only to cause a large perturbation in order
to analyze the dynamic response of the parachute cluster. All of the θINIT comparison
computations use the PTE configuration.
The parachute described in this paper uses a reefing technique to permit incremental
opening of the canopy. The parachute skirt is initially constricted by reefing lines and
the reefing lines are cut at predetermined time intervals to allow the canopy to “disreef”
to larger diameters. In the third set of computations, we compute two scenarios to
analyze how conditions immediately after disreefing could have an effect on long-term
dynamics. In the first scenario, which we call “simulated disreef”, θINIT = 10◦ , and for
both parachutes DINIT = 70 ft. These values represent the approximate θ during final
disreefing and the average minimum D during nominal descent. The second scenario
represents an “asynchronous disreef” by using, with θINIT = 35◦ , for one parachute DINIT
= 70 ft, and for the other DINIT = 90 ft. These values represent the average minimum
and maximum parachute diameters during nominal descent, respectively. Both scenarios
use the PTE configuration.
2.1

Starting conditions

We first build a starting condition for a single parachute. We begin with a parachute
shape obtained with the symmetric FSI computation reported in [6]. We do another
3
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symmetric FSI computation with a horizontal inflow velocity of 24.0 sin(θINIT ) ft/s. This
results in an angle of attack of θINIT , and we compute for three breathing cycles. We
use the parachute shape and position corresponding to the time when the parachute skirt
diameter is at its average value and assemble the cluster structural mechanics mesh with
the parachutes at θINIT . After that we generate a fluid mechanics mesh. With the cluster
mesh, holding the parachute shapes and positions fixed, we first do a fluid mechanics
computation. The inflow velocity is 31.0 ft/s. Next, we do a fluid mechanics computation
with a prescribed, time-dependent shape for both parachutes. The time-dependent shape
comes from the single-parachute symmetric FSI computation carried out earlier at an
angle of attack of θINIT . We use the solution from the fluid mechanics computation with
prescribed parachute motion as the starting condition for the FSI computation.
2.2

Computational conditions

Figure 1 shows, for a single parachute, the canopy structure mesh and the fluid mechanics interface mesh. The fluid mesh is cylindrical with a diameter of 1,740 ft and a

Figure 1: Canopy structure mesh (left) and fluid mechanics interface mesh (right) for a single parachute.
The structure has 30,722 nodes, 26,000 four-node quadrilateral membrane elements, and 12,521 two-node
cable elements. There are 29,200 nodes on the canopy. The fluid mechanics interface mesh has 2,140
nodes and 4,180 three-node triangular elements.

height of 1,566 ft. It has four-node tetrahedral elements. The fluid interface mesh has
three-node triangular elements. The number of nodes and elements are given in Table 1.
All computations are carried out using air properties at standard sea-level conditions.
The geometry and material properties are the same as they are described in Section 3.2
of [7]. In addition to moving our reference frame vertically with a reference descent
speed, as originally proposed in [6], we move the mesh horizontally and vertically, with
the average displacement rate for the structure. The horizontal motion of the mesh
becomes particularly helpful when the parachute glides significantly. With a mesh that
moves horizontally, we use the velocity form of the free-stream conditions also at the
lateral boundaries. All computations are carried out in a parallel computing environment
using PC clusters. The meshes are partitioned to enhance the parallel efficiency of the
computations. Mesh partitioning is based on the METIS [13] algorithm. In solving
4
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Membrane
Cable
Payload
Interface
Interface

Fluid

Volume (15◦ , 80/80 ft)
Volume (25◦ , 80/80 ft)
Volume (35◦ , 80/80 ft)
Volume (10◦ , 70/70 ft)
Volume (35◦ , 70/90 ft)

nn
ne
ne
ne
nn
ne
nn
ne
nn
ne
nn
ne
nn
ne
nn
ne
nn
ne

61,443
52,000
25,042
1
58,400
52,000
4,280
8,360
197,288
1,210,349
280,601
1,739,739
289,679
1,797,003
352,861
2,199,472
289,221
1,795,542

Table 1: Number of nodes and elements for the two-parachute clusters before any payload modifications.
Here nn and ne are number of nodes and elements, respectively. The fluid mechanics volume mesh
is tabulated for different combinations of θINIT and DINIT values. The PLC configuration has 1 more
structure node and 1 more cable element. The PTE configuration has 10 more structure nodes, 5 more
cable elements, 26 more truss elements, and 8 more payload elements.

the linear equation systems involved at every nonlinear iteration, the GMRES search
technique [14] is used with a diagonal preconditioner.
The stand-alone fluid mechanics computations are done in two parts. The first part uses
the semi-discrete formulation given in [11]. We compute 1,000 time steps with a time-step
size of 0.232 s and 7 nonlinear iterations per time step. The number of GMRES iterations
per nonlinear iteration is 90. The second part uses the DSD/SST-TIP1 technique (see
Remark 5 in [5]), with the SUPG test function option WTSA (see Remark 2 in [5]).
The stabilization parameters used are those given in [5] by Eqs. (9)–(12), (14)–(15) and
(17), with the τSUGN2 term dropped from Eq. (14). The porosity model is HMGP-FG.
We compute 600 time steps with a time-step size of 0.0232 s, 6 nonlinear iterations per
time step, and 90 GMRES iterations per nonlinear iteration. For the fluid mechanics
computations with prescribed, time-dependent shapes, we again use the DSD/SST-TIP1
technique, with the same SUPG test function option and stabilization parameters as those
described above. We compute roughly 300 time steps with a time-step size of 0.0232 s,
6 nonlinear iterations per time step, and 90 GMRES iterations per nonlinear iteration.
For FSI computations, we use the SSTFSI-TIP1 technique (see Remarks 5 and 10
in [5]), again with the same SUPG test function option and stabilization parameters as
those described above. The fully-discretized, coupled fluid and structural mechanics and
mesh-moving equations are solved with the quasi-direct coupling technique (see Section 5.2
in [5]). The time-step size is 0.0232 s, and the number of nonlinear iterations per time step
5
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is 6. The porosity model is HMGP-FG. We use SSP. We use selective scaling (see [5]),
with the scale for the structure part set to 100. The SENCT-FC contact algorithm is
used with SA = C
A = 1.45 ft (see [4] for the terminology), which is approximately equal
to the radial distance between the valley nodes and the outermost part of the sails at the
parachute skirt. The number of GMRES iterations per nonlinear iteration is for most of
the time steps 140 for the fluid+structure block, and 30 for the mesh-moving block. When
the parachutes are close to each other, the number of GMRES iterations per nonlinear
iteration for the fluid+structure block is increased as needed to control the residuals,
especially those corresponding to the structural mechanics part. The maximum number
of GMRES iterations used per nonlinear iteration for the fluid+structure block is 1,400.
We compute each parachute cluster for a total of about 75 s, and we remesh as needed
to preserve mesh quality. The frequency of remeshing varies for each computation and
usually depends on how often the parachutes collide, how much the cluster rotates about
the vertical axis, and how much each parachute rotates about its own axis. Depending
on the computation, remeshing is needed every 170 to 370 time steps.
2.3

Results

The critical measure of performance for the parachute system described in this paper
is the descent speed of the payload. The maximum payload descent speed ultimately
determines if the system meets mission requirements. Another common measure of performance is the drag coefficient, which is calculated as CD = W/( 12 ρU 2 So ). Here W is
the payload weight, ρ is the density of the air, U is the payload descent speed, and So is
the nominal area of the parachute. Figures 2–5 show the computational results for the
parachute cluster computations.
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Figure 2: Cluster computations for different payload models and θINIT = 35◦ .

The geometry of parachute clusters usually forces individual parachutes to fly at angles of attack that are higher than the angle of attack at which they would fly as single
parachutes. If the forced angle of attack in the cluster is not a stable one for the parachutes,
6
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Figure 3: Cluster computations for PTE and different θINIT values.
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Figure 4: Cluster computations for simulated disreef.

they tend to collide with each other as they attempt to reach an angle of attack that is stable. Figures 6–7 show the contact between two parachutes from the asynchronous-disreef
computation. Parachute clusters often experience reductions in drag due to this mutual
interference between parachutes. The oscillatory motion of parachutes in the cluster and
the frequency of collisions between parachutes can be used to characterize cluster stability.
Figures 8–11 show the vent-separation distance (“LV S ”) for all cluster computations. The
horizontal black line on each plot shows the approximate vent-separation distance when
the parachutes are in contact.
Tables 2–4 summarize the payload descent speeds and
drag coefficients for all of the cluster computations.
One of the goals of this computational analysis is to assist parachute design engineers
in determining which factors contribute to the payload descent speed oscillations seen
in drop tests. For example, collisions between parachutes are usually associated with
increased payload descent speed, but this is not always true. Previous analyses have
also noted some correlation between parachute coning angles and payload descent speed.
However, the correlation between these parameters is not strong enough to conclude that
coning angle is the only, or even the most important, factor. The payload descent speed
7
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Figure 5: Cluster computations for asynchronous disreef.

Figure 6: Parachutes at t = 52.20 s, t = 53.36 s and t = 54.52 s during the asynchronous-disreef
computation modeling the contact between parachutes.

is composed of several overlapping frequencies caused by various parachute dynamics.
The overlap makes it difficult to determine which individual parachute behaviors and
parachute cluster behaviors are contributing to changes in payload descent speed. In
order to address this complex problem, we have developed a technique to decompose the
payload descent speed into components. This technique is described in Section 4 in [4].
3

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented our FSI computations of large ringsail parachute clusters. The
core technology used is the SSTFSI technique, supplemented with a number of special
FSI techniques, many of which were developed to address the computational challenges
involved in computer modeling of ringsail parachutes. One of the special techniques,
which was fully developed recently, addresses the major computational challenges created
8
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Figure 7: Parachutes at t = 55.68 s, t = 56.84 s and t = 58.00 s during the asynchronous-disreef
computation modeling the contact between parachutes.
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Figure 8: Vent-separation distance. Left: PAC and θINIT = 35◦ , Right: PLC and θINIT = 35◦ .

by the contact between the parachutes of a cluster. We have also presented a dynamical
analysis of the computed results. Overall, we demonstrated that the core and special FSI
techniques developed by the TAFSM give us a powerful tool for computer modeling of
ringsail parachute clusters.
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Abstract. In the present work we propose a three-phase chemo-elastic damage model for the
description of the mechanical degradation of concrete induced by the Alkali Silica Reaction
(ASR). The model accounts for ASR kinetics, depending on temperature and humidity
conditions, and the swelling pressure exerted by the ASR reaction products on the skeleton.
The model is validated on the basis of experimental tests on concrete reactive beams
performed at varying ambient humidity conditions.
1

INTRODUCTION

The alkali-silica reaction occurring in concrete composed by certain type of aggregates and
cement paste forms a hydrous alkali-calcium-silica gel. In the presence of water this gel
swells, causing expansion and micro-cracking. Water in concrete is always present in little
quantities as the rest of the process of hydration, but environmental conditions can change the
water content.
The structural consequences of this phenomenon can be very serious, especially in massive
concrete structure such as dams or bridges built some decades ago. For this reason in recent
years many experimental campaigns has been performed to assess the influence of
environmental factors, such as temperature and humidity conditions, on the ASR development
[1, 2] and several mathematical models have been proposed to simulate the mechanical effects
of ASR. In early proposed models [3, 4] the gel expansion was taken into account as an
incompatible strain. Subsequently, more refined models have been proposed (see e.g. [5, 6]),
with focus on the kinetics of the reaction. In [6] the kinetics law, based on Larive’s proposal,
also includes, in a heuristic way, the effect of the stress state. Other models address the
mechanical modeling of ASR by considering a two-phase material with the concrete skeleton
and the expansive gel acting in parallel [7, 8, 9, 10]. Very recently a model was developed
taking into account concrete creep, the stress induced by the formation of ASR gel and the
mechanical damage [11]. More in general multi-phase models have been developed to model
other chemo-physical phenomena in concrete, like e.g. calcium leaching [12].
In the present work the phenomenological bi-phase isotropic damage model proposed in
[13] is extended in order to catch the structural effects induced by the alkali-silica reaction
(ASR) in concrete structures when ambient humidity conditions change and moisture
gradients occur. The quantity of water present in the structure is taken into account through
the degree of saturation of concrete and, in the framework of Biot's theory of multi-phase
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porous materials, concrete is here conceived as a three-phase material constituted by the
superposition of three homogenized phases: the concrete skeleton, the gel produced by the
chemical reaction and the water. The assumption of three different phases allows to take into
account also the effects of shrinkage at difference from the two-phase model previously
proposed by the Authors [14].
The ASR kinetic is described by using an intrinsic time (as proposed in [1]), expressed as
a function of the latency time and the characteristic time depending on both temperature and
degree of saturation. When external humidity boundary conditions are not homogeneous, the
moisture gradients are taken into account through a diffusion analysis of moisture in its liquid
form. The mechanical part of the model is based on the damage theory in order to assess the
decrease of stiffness of the concrete due to cracking caused by ASR.
The proposed model has been validated through the comparison with experimental results
in [15] for free expansion tests on unconstrained cylindrical specimens and plain concrete
beams.
2

CHEMO-DAMAGE MODEL

2.1 Field equations
The present model for concrete affected by ASR is formulated within the theory of multiphase porous materials [16]. At the meso-scale three different phases are considered: the
concrete skeleton, (s) including cement paste and aggregates, the gel (g) and the water (w)
present in the connected porosity.
In the proposed model gel and water are considered as distinct phases, occupying two
distinct and not interacting porosities. This hypothesis is in accordance to the theoretical
models based on surface-chemistry principles, that attribute the expansion of the product gel
in the presence of water to an electrical double-layer repulsion (see e.g. [17]), similarly to
what happens for clays (see e.g. [18]).
Let us consider a representative volume element RVE of total volume V and denote
by
the volume occupied by solid, gel and water phases, and by
the
void volume, formally divided into the volume of voids
and
, which can be filled by
the gel and by the water respectively. The total porosity
is thus divided into two
non interacting porosities
and
, and the degrees of saturation for the
gel and the water are defined as
and
. With the above definitions,
the volumetric fractions of gel and water are expressed as
,

(1)

Petrographic investigations show that ASR gel forms between grains and cement past
consuming the silica particles necessary for the reaction, so we assume that the gel porosity
evolves with the gel formation and be always filled by the gel, so that Sg=1. The very low
permeability of concrete with respect to gel than to water justifies the assumption that the
forming gel does not fill the connected porosity of concrete, initially available for water.
Assuming small strains and quasi-static conditions the compatibility, equilibrium and mass
balance equations for the multi-phase solid read
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(2)
(3)
(4)
where: is the total strain in the skeleton,
is the skeleton displacement, is the Cauchy
stress in the combined solid and fluid mix,
is the density of the
assembly,
is the mass density of phase ,
is the body force of the solid and fluid mix,
is the mass variation of phase ,
is pseudo-displacement
of the fluid phase
relative to the skeleton,
and
is the rate of mass formation
or consumption
for the phase
which coincides with the rate of mass
exchanged among phase and other two phases.
The mass variation
of the fluid phase can be expressed as the product of the mass
density
times the volumetric fractions of gel and water ( =g, w) which can be
interpreted as the variation of fluid phase content with respect to initial conditions, i.e. the
volume change of fluid phase per unit total volume:
(5)
In order to adapt the general equations of mixture theory to our problem, some simplifying
assumptions can be introduced at the meso-scale. First of all the rate of solid mass dissolved
by water and intervening in the ASR reaction can been neglected in the solid mass balance
equation, while its contribution is relevant for the evolution of gel mass. Moreover the rate of
mass of water absorbed by the gel is negligible with respect to the concentration of water in
the porosity and the relative velocity of gel with respect to solid skeleton
is negligible
with respect to the relative velocity of water
. Finally, the rate of mass of water
transformed into vapor can be neglected because of the small porosity of concrete. With these
approximations, using eq.(5), the conservation laws (4) for the gel the liquid and water can be
written as
(6)
(7)
Proper transport law should be specified for the fluid phases. As already remarked the low
permeability of concrete with respect to gel allows to neglect the transport of gel. For the
water phase, we adopt the simplified equation of moisture transport proposed in [19], valid for
slightly porous material and obtained by the combination of the Darcy’s law for fluid flow in
porous media with conservation law (7). The Darcy’s law reads:
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(8)
where ,
,
and
denote respectively intrinsic permeability of concrete (independent
from the saturating fluid), dynamic viscosity, relative permeability and pressure of water.
Substitution of (8) into the conservation law (7) leads to the following non-linear transport
law for moisture in its liquid form
(9)
where
is the permeability of concrete, dependent on the degree of saturation. By
taking into account the approximations introduced in the conservation laws (6) and (7), the
and the procedure
expression introduced in [21] for the relative permeability
proposed in [20] the following expression for the permeability of concrete can be obtained:
(10)
where m1, m2 and m3 are assumed as in [20].
2.2 Constitutive equations

The state equations relating the static variables (total Cauchy stress , chemical potential
of each fluid phase
and entropy S) to the conjugate kinematic variables (strain of the
skeleton , variation of fluid phase contents
and temperature variation
, being
the local reference temperature) are derived from the free energy potential
In order to
model the concrete skeleton degradation induced by the ASR, we also introduce in the free
energy an internal damage variable D. This damage variable affects the solid skeleton elastic
behavior and depends on two scalar variables, Dt and Dc, which describe damage
mechanisms under prevailing tension and compression conditions:
.
The following explicit expression for the free energy is proposed:

(11)
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In the above equation e is the deviatoric strain tensor, G and K are respectively the shear
and bulk moduli of the homogenized concrete skeleton, Mg and Mw are the Biot moduli
referred to gel and water, bg and bw are the Biot coefficients,
are respectively the
volumetric coefficients of thermal expansion for concrete skeleton, gel and water. The terms
account for free energy supply associated with the mass variations
.
The state equations are obtained by partial derivation and read:
(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)
The chemical potential of the fluid phases can be expressed in terms of the pressure
and
that gel and water exert on the solid skeleton and of the specific free energies of gel and
water
and
as
(16)
Substituting (16) into equations (13) and (14) one obtains the following forms for the gel
and water pressure
(17)
(18)
Consequently the macroscopic stress, equation (12), can be written as
(19)
The constitutive model should be completed by evolution equations for the variation of
fluid volume contents
and damage D. For the evolution of the water content we assume
the simple form
(20)
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where the constant A is calibrated on the basis of experimental data [20] as explained in
Section 3. The evolution of the gel content is assumed to be proportional to the rate of the
reaction extent
(21)
The constant c is proportional to the free asymptotic volumetric expansion due to the ASR
)
in the fully saturated case (
(22)
with

denoting the undrained bulk modulus.

Considering a first order reaction kinetics [9], the following form for the rate of reaction is
proposed
(23)
where is the intrinsic time of the reaction which depends on the local temperature and
degree of saturation histories
and
, and on the reaction extent
. As suggested
by experiments [22] and assumed by various authors, we consider the simultaneity of gel
formation and swelling. The intrinsic time is expressed in terms of latency time
and
characteristic time
registered for the swelling of reactive specimens. In this work both the
is introduced
dependence on temperature and degree of saturation
(24)
with

τ i (T , S w ) = {τ i (T ,1) +

⎡ ⎛ 1 1⎞⎤
τ i (T ,0) − τ i (T ,1)
}exp ⎢U i ⎜ − ⎟ ⎥ , i = ch,lat
⎡ c (1 − 2S w ) ⎤
⎣ ⎝T T ⎠⎦
1 + c1i exp ⎢ − 2i
⎥
⎣ S w (1 − S w ) ⎦

(25)

The expressions (25) here proposed combine the Arrhenius law, describing the dependence
on the temperature, with a dependence on the moisture, based on experimental results at the
reference temperature
=38°C (see e.g. [9]). In the equation (25)
and
are the
activation energies [13], while the parameters c1i, c2i,
and
are calibrated with
experimental data [14]. The function
takes into account the influence of water content
on the final extent of reaction and assumes the following form
(26)
where parameters b1 and b2 are calibrated with experimental data and reported in Section 3.
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The evolution of the damage variables Dt and Dc is governed by loading-unloading
conditions defined in terms of the macroscopic stress , the gel pressure pg and the water
pressure pw through the ‘inelastic effective stress’
defined as
The non-dimensional coefficients βg ≤ bg and βw ≤ bw govern the damage level achievable
in a concrete specimen under free expansion due ASR and the pressure exerted on skeleton by
gel and water.
The loading-unloading conditions read
where

and fc are the damage activation function in tension and compression, defined as

where s is the deviatoric stress, and
are the hardening-softening functions and ai0, ai1, ai2
(i=t,c) are non-negative material parameters governing the shape and the size of the elastic
domain (see [23] for details).
3

MODEL CALIBRATION

The proposed model requires the identification of four distinct sets of material parameters,
namely: (i) elastic parameters for concrete skeleton, gel and water (K, G, Mg, bg, Mw, bw) (ii)
parameters governing the damage response (ai0, ai1, ai2, i=t,c), (iii) parameters defining the
expansion due to ASR (Ui,
,
, ci1, ci2, with i=lat,ch, b1, b2, βg, βw,) and (iv)
parameters governing the hygroscopic behavior of concrete (m1, m2, m3 and A). The procedure
for the choice of these parameters is briefly illustrated in the following. Table 1 collects the
values identified for the concrete used in the experimental test performed by [15], simulated
in Section 4.
Table 1: Parameters of the model
at0
ac0
τlat (Sw=1)
τlat (Sw=0)
φw
bw
Mw
c1lat

0.3
at1
0.0025
ac1
80
days τch (Sw=1)
200
days τch (Sw=0)
0.16
φg
0.41
bg
11923.85 MPa Mg
0.0145
c2lat

5.01
3.8
70
150
0.003
0.0089
612496.35
3.43

MPa
MPa
days
days
MPa
-

at2
ac2
b1
b2
ε∞ASR,Sw=1
βw
βg
c1ch

21.33 MPa2
349.29 MPa2
130000
17
0.0035
0.025
0.0008
0.049
-

K
η1
m1
m2
m3
A

1e-21
0.001
37.55
2.17
0.46
0.025

c2ch 2.2984

m2
Kg/ms
MPa
-

(i) The elastic parameters for concrete can be computed from the experimental values of
Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio; Biot’s parameters Mw and bw can be obtained from the
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initial porosity of concrete through the homogenized relations proposed in [25]; Mg and bg can
be estimated from the experimental data on the volume fraction occupied by the gel (data in
[11] are used).
(ii) The second set of parameters can be identified on the basis of standard uniaxial and
biaxial mechanical tests on concrete. Feasible intervals for the model parameters, together
with their units and experimental data required for their identification can be found in [23].
(iii) The activation energies for ASR kinetics in (25) have been estimated by Larive on the
basis of experiments on reactive concrete specimens, at different temperatures. The
parameters c1i, c2i,
and
in (25) and b1 and b2 in (26) have been calibrated by
using isothermal free expansion tests on reactive concrete cylindrical specimens at different
moisture conditions as shown in [14]. Figure 1 shows the model variation of characteristic
time, latency time and asymptotic axial ASR expansion with degree of saturation and
experimental data. The values of coefficients βg and βw can be obtained by calibration on the
basis of experimental data or by a proper micromechanical model (e.g. [24] for a bi-phase
model).

Figura 1: (a) Variation of characteristic time and latency time and (b) asymptotic axial ASR expansion with
degree of saturation Sw: experimental points from [1, 2] and proposed model

Figura 2: (a) Drying shrinkage of hardened concrete: experimental points from [2, 20] and proposed model (b)
Total axial deformation of cylindrical specimens of reactive concrete with degree of saturation: experimental
points from [1, 2] and proposed model
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(iv) For the calibration the data reported in [20] for ordinary and high performance
hardened concrete can be used since experimental studies [2, 15] show the same drying
behavior for reactive and non-reactive concrete. The constant A governing the evolution of the
water content in (20) is calibrated on the basis of experimental drying and adsorption tests
reported in Figure 2a. Parameters m1, m2 and m3, governing the dependence of concrete
permeability on the degree of saturation in (10), has been taken from [20] for an ordinary
concrete.
Figure 2b shows the total axial deformation for a reactive-concrete obtained with the
model together with the experimental data used for calibration.
The model has been validated by simulating the experimental tests reported in [2] for a
reactive cylindrical specimen kept in water for two years and then exposed to drying air at
30% RH, as shown in Figure 3.

Figura 3: Free expansion tests at T=38°C for a reactive specimen kept in water for two years and then exposed
to drying air at 30% RH: experimental points from [15] and model prediction

4

REACTIVE CONCRETE BEAMS SUBMITTED TO MOISTURE GRADIENTS

The proposed model has been implemented in a finite element code and has been
employed to simulate the experimental test reported in [15] performed on reactive and nonreactive plain concrete beams subjected to controlled imposed histories of humidity and
temperature.
To compute the degradation effects of ASR on concrete structures when temperature and
moisture gradients vary in time, the mechanical analysis is preceded by two uncoupled
diffusion analyses: the heat diffusion analysis, governed by Fourier law, and the liquid
moisture diffusion analysis, governed by equation (9). A 2D (plane strain) finite element
discretization of the beam section has been used. The experimental conditions adopted in [15]
are reproduced in the analysis by proper initial and boundary conditions: after curing under
aluminium sealing, the lower face of the beam was immersed in water, while the upper face
was in contact with air at 30% RH for 14 months and then submitted to permanent water
supply for 9 months. Figure 4 shows the computed patterns of degree of saturation and
reaction extent after 14 and 23 months respectively. The comparison between experimental
results and numerical analysis is shown in Figure 5 in terms of strain evolution at different
depths of the beam. At 0.08 m from the top the model predicts shrinkage due to the decrease
of external humidity conditions. With the model parameters calibrated in Section 3, on the
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basis of the experimental results in [1, 2], no ASR expansion occurs at that level of humidity.
On the contrary the experimental data show a limited expansion in the upper part of the beam
which seems to indicate that ASR is not completely stopped despite the low humidity
conditions.
Figure 6 shows the corresponding damage evolution at four depths of the reactive beam. In
the upper part (0.08m depth) a limited damage develops during the first months due to drying,
while damage induced by ASR develops after the water supply. The damage evolution is
faster in the lower part of the beam, where the degree of saturation is high and ASR evolves
rapidly.

Figure 4: Patterns of degree of saturation and reaction after (a) 14 and (b) 23 months

Figure 5: Vertical and transverse strains of reactive beams measured at four depths (0,08, 0,17, 0,27, 0,37 m
from the upper face): experimental points from [15] and model prediction

Figure 6: Damage of reactive beams measured at four depths (0,08, 0,17, 0,27, 0,37 m): model prediction
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Figure 7 shows vertical and transversal deformations for a non-reactive beam submitted to the
same moisture gradient history. A good qualitative agreement is observed. The quantitative
discrepancy between experimental data and model results could be caused by a disagreement
between the moisture pattern obtained with the theoretical expression in (6) and the real
adsorption-desorption behavior of the beam. This aspect needs a closed examination.

Figure 7: Vertical and transverse strains of non-reactive beams measured at four depths (0,08, 0,17, 0,27, 0,37 m
from the upper face): experimental points from [15] and model prediction

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this study a three-phase chemo-elastic damage model for the description of the
mechanical degradation of concrete induced by the ASR has been presented. The model takes
into account the influence of temperature and humidity histories on the kinetic of the reaction
and on the final expansion of the gel produced by the ASR. The consequent mechanical
degradation of concrete is described by introducing an isotropic damage variable. The
application of the model to beams subjected to moisture gradients shows the capability of the
isotropic model to predict the structural degradation due to ASR.
Although the attention has been focused on the rigorous thermodynamic formulation, the
model is simple enough to be used in structural analysis.
With respect to the two-phase model previously proposed by the Authors [14], the present
model permits to take into account shrinkage effects in a straightforward way.
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Abstract. This paper presents an efficient computational model for the simulation of fully coupled
two-phase flow in a deformed partially saturated formation. Focus is placed on modeling the flow of a
CO2 plume in a porous medium. The numerical procedure is based on coupling between the Level-set
method (LS) and the extended finite element method (XFEM). The level set is employed to define the
location of the front between injected CO2 and existing formation water. A streamline upwind PetrovGalerkin method is utilized to stabilize the possible occurrence of spurious oscillations in the
advection of the CO2 front. The XFEM is employed to model the gradient in the degree of saturation
at the front. This is done by decomposing the saturation field into a continuous part and a
discontinuous part. The latter is enhanced by the use of a local enrichment function which is calculated
on the basis of the Level-set function. Numerical implementation of the method is discussed and
numerical examples are given.

1

INTRODUCTION

Carbon dioxide sequestration is considered to be a promising method for reducing the
emission of CO2 into the atmosphere. This process can be achieved by capturing CO2 from
sources, e.g. flue gases in power plants, and then injecting it into a variety of underground
formation, including active or depleted oil and gas reservoirs, subsurface aquifers and coal
beds.
The injection of CO2 into underground formation involves coupled multi-physical
processes including fluid flow in porous media and hydro-mechanical processes. The
simulation of CO2 flow and its propagation in porous media is essential for understanding
these processes, designing field parameters and monitoring the process.
To attain a high level of accuracy and a stable result for the convection-dominate flow
process especially in a large domain, conventional simulators require a large number of finite
elements and significant CPU time.
In this work the level set method and the partition of unity method are used to model CO2
injection in a saline aquifer. The level set method is used to capture the interface between
CO2 and water and the evolution of CO2 plumes during injection. A streamline upwind
Petrov-Galerkin method is utilized to stabilize the possible occurrence of spurious oscillations
in the advection of the CO2 front. The partition of unity finite element method is employed to
model the sharp front within the element. This is done by decomposing the saturation field
into a continuous part and a discontinuous part. The latter is enhanced by the use of a local
enrichment function which is calculated on the basis of the level set function.
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The Level set method was first introduced by Osher and Sethian [8] for capturing moving
fronts. This method makes use of a distance function, referred to as the level-set function,
which labels every point with a sign and a value. The sign indicates the fluid domain and the
value represents the shortest distance to the interface. As such this function is equal to zero at
the interface and non-zero elsewhere. The interface is advected with a local flow velocity,
using any of the known advection equations.
However, when using the standard Galerkin finite element method to solve the LS
equation, the advection term creates a skew matrix which is the source of non-physical
oscillations. One of the most popular solutions of this problem is known as the Streamline
Upwind Petrov-Galerkin method (SUPG). It was proposed by Hughes and Brooks in [3]. In
SUPG method the shape function is perturbated in the direction of the flow. There is a vast
amount of literature regarding the design and amount of this perturbation. The formulation
presented in [11] is used in this study.
In XFEM the standard finite element space is enriched with special functions to capture the
discontinuity or high gradient in the problem. The method was first utilized for the
simulations of cracks in structures without the need of re-meshing (see for example
Belytschko and Black [1] and Moes et al [6]). Sukumar et al. [9] were the first to combine the
XFEM with a level set method to make the enrichment function related to interfaces.
In this paper we present some preliminary results of the proposed model.
2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The physical model which is used in this approach is the same as that presented by Lewis
and Schrefler [5] for deforming multiphase flow in porous media. The macroscopic field
variables are displacement, wetting fluid pressure and non-wetting saturation. The governing
equations of the coupled multiphase flow are briefly presented hereafter.
2.1 Equilibrium equations
For a three-phase medium, i.e. solid, water and CO2 under static loading, the linear
momentum equation in terms of total stress tensor, σ can be presented as:
∇. σ + ρ g = 0

(1)

where g is the gravity force vector per unit mass and ρ is the density given by:
ρ = (1− n) ρs + n S wρw + nS g ρ g

(2)

in which ρs is the solid density, ρw is the water density, ρg is the CO2 density, Sw is water
saturation, Sg is CO2 saturation and n is the porosity.
The effective stress principle used is given by:
σ = σ '' − mT α ( S w Pw + S g Pg )

(3)

in which, σ '' is a general form of the effective stresses, Pw and Pg are water and gas pressure, α
is the Biot constant and mT=[1,1,1,0,0,0]T.

2
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2.2 Continuity Equations
The continuity equation for the water phase and the gas phase can be respectively
expressed as:

 α − n 2 nS w  ∂ Pw α − n
∂ Pg
∂u

+
+ α S wmT L
Sw +
SwS g

 K s
K w  ∂ t
Ks
∂t
∂t
α −n
∂ S
 kk

α−n
+ 
Pw S w −
Pg S w + n w + ∇T  rw (−∇ Pw + ρw g )  = 0
 

Ks
 K s
 ∂ t
 w

∂S
∂ Pw α − n 2 ∂ Pg  α − n
α−n
SwS g
+
Sg
− 
S g ( Pg − Pw ) + n w
Ks
∂t
Ks
∂ t  K s
 ∂ t
+α S g mT L

∂ u nS g ∂  Pg M g 
 + ∇T
+

∂t
ρ g ∂t  θˆ R 

(4)

(5)



 kkrg (−∇ P + ρ g )  = 0
g
g
 

 g


in which Ks and Kw are bulk modulus of solid and water, respectively, k is the absolute
permeability of porous media, krw and krg are water and gas relative permeability, L is the
differential operator, u is displacement, µg is gas viscosity, Mg is the molecular weight of gas,
θ is absolute temperature and R is universal gas constant.

2.3 Constitutive Relations
The systems of equations are nonlinear because the relative permeabilities and the degree
of saturation Sw are a function of capillary pressure which is defined as: Pc=Pg-Pw and can be
determined experimentally or analytically.
Substituting the relation

∂S w ∂S w  ∂pg ∂pw 
 , equation (4) and (5) are converted to a
=
−

∂t
∂Pc  ∂t
∂t 

Pressure-Saturation formulation. The constraint Sw+Sg=1 is considered. There are a variety of
relationships that could be used for the relative permeability curves and capillary pressure
calculation. In this study the Van Genuchten equation [10] and the Brook and Corey’s
relationship [2] are used.

3

LEVEL SET METHOD
The level set function is defined as a signed distance function Φ and given by:

min

xi ∈Γ x − xi , x ∈ 1
Φ( x) = 
− min
xi ∈Γ x − xi , x ∈ 2


(6)

Φ( x ) ∈ R , x ∈ 

In each time step, the level-set values are advected with the velocity field of the fluid, as

3
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Figure 1: A typical finite element mesh with interface, showing enriched nodes and a front

∂Φ
+ u.∇Φ = 0
∂t

(7)

An important issue in the level-set method is the reinitialization of the level-set function in
each time step. This is necessary because otherwise the distance property of the level-set
function is no longer maintained after the transport. The reinitialization procedure used in [7]
is used in this study.
The SUPG (Streamline Upwind Petrov-Galerkin) method is used in this study to stabilize
the level set equation. The numerical scheme is stabilized by adding a perturbation to the
weighting functions. This perturbation is proportional to the gradient of the standard
interpolation functions as:

Nɶ = N + τu.∇N

(8)

where N is standard shape function, u is flow velocity vector, τ is a perturbation parameter
and Nɶ is the perturbated shape function. The perturbation parameter presented in [11] is used
in this study.
4

EXTENDED FINITE ELEMENT

Due to the high gradient in the saturation field at the front between different phases, the
XFEM is utilized. The Level set function is utilized for enhancing the element. The enriched
approximation is given by:

S h ( x, t ) = ∑ N I ( x) S I (t ) +
I ∈N

∑

N Jenriched ( x, t )aJ

(9)

J ∈ N enriched

where S(t) are the nodal saturations for the standard finite element and aj(t) are additional
nodal parameters at the enriched node J. In constructing the finite element approximation, we
distinguish nodes whose element is intersected by the interface Γint from all others; this set of
nodes is indicated by Nenrich. Fig. 1 illustrates which nodes are enriched for a typical example.
So for the enriched node an extra degree of freedom should be defined. The enriched shape
functions can be defined based on a standard shape function and the level set function as:

N Jenriched ( x, t ) = N j ( x) ( Φ h ( x, t ) − Φ h ( xJ , t ) )

(10)

Figure (2) shows the enrichment functions for a linear two-node element. The enrichment
function is calculated by multiplying a standard shape function to a level set function as
represented in equation (10).

4
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N1

N2

Φ (x,t)-Φ1(x,t)

Φ(x,t)-Φ2(x,t)

N1enrich

N2enrich

Figure 2: Example of two enriched finite element shape functions for a linear two node element.

5

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

5.1 Buckley-Leverett
Here, we consider idealized immiscible two phase displacement flow (Buckley-Leverett)
in a porous medium. The Buckley-Leverett problem is a simple test problem that has an
analytical solution. This problem describes two-phase flow of two immiscible and
incompressible fluids in a porous medium, where capillary pressure, gravitational force and
deformation are ignored.
The geometry, initial and boundary conditions and model parameter are given in Fig. 3.
The CO2 displaces a wetting phase from left to right. Fig. 4 shows the motion of the
saturation front in time. In Fig. 5, the numerical solutions obtained by the standard Galerkin
method with 125 elements, by adding artificial diffusion and the PUM method using a coarse
mesh with 25 elements are compared with the analytical solution of the Buckley-Leverett
problem.
Obviously, the standard Galerkin method exhibits spurious oscillations due to convection.
The Petrov Galerkin is highly dissipative, and produces unrealistically smeared sharp fronts.
The proposed model produces a sharper front and a smoother profile.
Domain length, L
Absolute permeability, k
Porosity, n
Water viscosity, µw
CO2 viscosity, µg
Residual water saturation, Swr
Residual gas Saturation, Sgr
In-flux velocity
Total pressure, p
Van Genuchten parameter, m
Entry pressure,

Insulating

CO2
Initial condition
Sw=1.0
Ptot=1.0E+6

Insulating

300
1.0E-7
0.2
0.01
0.01
0
0
3.4E-7
1.0E+6
2/3
1.0E+4

m
m-2
--Pa.s
Pa.s
----m/s
Pa
--Pa

Figure 3. The 2D geometry, initial and boundary conditions used for solving the two-phase flow formulation.
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240.0

300.0

x/L
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t=80 d
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Figure 4. Saturation profiles for different time using the new approach

1.3

Saturation

1.0
0.7

0.4
0.1

-0.2
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

x/L
Analytical

Standard Galerkin

Artificial Diffusion

This study

Figure 5. Comparison of saturation profile at t=100 day for the different methods.
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5.2 McWhorter Benchmark Problems
In this test, the capillary pressure is taken into consideration. The deformation of porous
media is ignored. The initial saturation of CO2 is assumed to be 0.1 in the medium. The
domain length is assumed to be 2.6 meter. Here, flow is governed by a capillary force when
CO2 saturation at the left end of the medium is kept to one and the CO2 injection pressure is
assumed to be 2 .0E+5 Pa.
Figure (6) shows the motion of the saturation front. In Figure 7, numerical results obtained
from standard Galerkin method using coarse (∆x=0.1) and fine meshes (∆x=0.02) are
compared with those obtained from this study and from the semi-analytical solution of the
McWhorter problem. The saturation profile at time t = 4000s for the three methods and the
analytical solution is plotted in this figure.
In this case, unlike the Buckley-Leverett problem, which is a convection dominant problem,
the capillary effect inserts a diffusive effect in the solution; therefore the front between the
two phases is no longer sharp. Consequently the difference between the standard procedure
and the extended procedure is less pronounced for this case.
1

Saturation

0.7

0.4

0.1
0
0s

0.2
2000s

4000s

0.4
6000s

x/L

8000s

0.6
10000s

0.8
12000s

Figure 6. Saturation profiles for different times.
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1.0

Saturation

0.7

0.4

0.1
0.0

0.3

0.6

0.9

1.2

1.5

Distance[m]
Analytical (McWhorter)

Standard Galerkin (coarse)

Standard Galerkin (5X fine)

This study

Figure 7. Comparison of saturation profile at t=4000s for the different methods.

6

CONCLUSIONS
A computational model based on the level set method and the extended finite element
method has been developed and utilized for modeling two-phase fluid flow in unsaturated
porous media. The level set method is used to track the interface between the injected gas
and the resident fluid. A streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin procedure is used to stabilize
the level set equation. The high gradient in the saturation profile is modeled by
decomposing it into continuous and discontinuous parts based on the partition of unity
method. This makes the model capable of capturing the discontinuity or high gradient in
the saturation and stabilizes the result using relatively coarse meshes.
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Abstract. This study contributes to identification of the constitutive model parameters
for coupled THM models for unsaturated sand-bentonite mixtures via back analysis approach. The approach strategy consists of: definition of the forward model, sensitivity
analysis, selection of optimization algorithm, selection of a set of parameters to be optimized, setup of the parameter’s constraints, and assessing the reliability and accuracy of
the identified model and material parameters. For this analysis the iterative direct approach based on numerical solution of the direct problem and minimization of an objective
function has been selected. It is given an example of application of the selected inverse
analysis procedure to identification of parameters involved in a modified Barcelona Basic
Model taking into account of variation of temperature.

1

INTRODUCTION

Current solution for the radioactive waste disposal is to place the canisters containing
the waste in a tunnel system located deep in the host rock. The canisters are surrounded
by expansive clay that composes the buffer. The behavior of the buffer needs to be well
understood in order to guarantee the safety and the efficiency of the radioactive waste
repository. The clay in the buffer, initially unsaturated, is subjected to high temperature
emitted by the radioactive waste and to hydraulic gradients induced by water permeating
from the host rock. As a consequence swelling and shrinking phenomena take place with
the variation of water content and temperature.
1
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During the past decade a number of numerical simulations were carried out in order
to assess the physical processes and predict the behavior of the buffer soil in a real environment. Because the coupled THM phenomena are complicated the constitutive models
were gradually gaining complexity. This material model complexity often invokes the need
of large sets of model parameters that are not simple for determining experimentally. Several researchers contributed with their experimental studies for deriving unsaturated soil
models parameters. Particularly for the Barcelona Basic Model (BBM), contributions are
made by e.g. Lloret et al [8] for FEBEX bentonite, Geiser et al [5] for sandy silt, Agus [1]
for sand-bentonite mixtures. However due to device and sensor restrictions it may not
be always possible directly to measure and provide sufficient and reliable laboratory test
data for determining the material model parameters, especially, the parameters with the
effect of temperature. The available experimental data may request back analysis procedure for identification of model parameters by minimizing the error function between
measurement and e.g. numerical simulation results. For instance, Schanz et al (2008) [11]
determined couple hydro-mechanical parameters for the modified BBM model [4] from
measurement in swelling pressure cell. In the present paper, the back analysis procedure
is introduced to identify the coupled THM model parameters for sand-bentonite mixture
based on constant volume column test data. The approach strategy consists of: definition
of the forward model, sensitivity analysis, selection of optimization algorithm, selection of
a set of parameters to be optimized, setup of the parameter’s constraints, and assessing
the reliability and accuracy of the identified model parameters.
2

CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS OF THE COUPLED THM MODEL

Following the two stress variable concept in unsaturated soil mechanics, the elastic part
of the strain increment is taken to be a sum of the increments of suction induced ε s−e ,
net stress induced ε σ−e and the strain increment due to temperature change dεεT −e . The
final relation for the elastic strain increment reads:
dεεe = dεεσ−e + dεεs−e + dεεT −e

(1)

The nonlinear elastic law for the volumetric strain induced by the net stress is expressed
in Eq. 2.
dεσ−e
=
v

κi (s) =

κi (s) dp
1 + e p


and p = p − max(pg , pl )

κio (1 + αi s) if 1 + αi s ≥ 0.001
0.001 kio
if 1 + αi s < 0.001

(2)

(3)

where p is mean total stress, p is the mean net stress in unsaturated state or effective
stress in saturated state, pg and pl are gas pressure and liquid pressure, e is the void ratio,
2
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κio and αi are model parameters. For deviatoric elastic strains, a constant Poisson’s ratio
is used.
Suction and temperature induce only volumetric strains with constitutive equations
given as following:
dεs−e
v

κs (p , s) ds
=
1 + e s + pat

;

dεTv −e = αo dT

(4)

with
κs (p , s) = κso κsp exp (αs s s)

(5)

and

κsp


 −20 
10

ln
if p ≤ 10−20
1
+
α

sp
pref


 

if p ≥ pref exp α−1
= 0
sp





p

1 + αsp ln pref
elsewhere

(6)

The parameters involved are: αo for the elastic thermal strain; κso is the elastic stiffness
parameter in changing of suction at zero net stress; pat is the atmospheric pressure; αs s
and αsp are model parameters. The elastic modules κi and κs may be considered not
dependent on temperature in case of moderate temperature gradients.
The yield surface in BBM model is given in the deviatoric plane q − p via the following
equation:



F = q 2 − M 2 (p + ps ) (po − p ) = 0

(7)

where q = 32 σ D : σ D , with deviatoric stress defined as σ D = σ  − 31 σ  : I . The preconsolidation pressure po depends on suction and according to Alonso (1990) [2] it is defined
as:
po = p

c



p∗o
pc

 λ(0)−κ
io
λ(s)−κ
io

(8)

where pc is a reference pressure, p∗o is the preconsolidation pressure for a saturated state,
λ(0) is a plastic stiffness parameters for changes in effective stress at saturated state. The
stiffness parameter for changes in the mean net stress at given suction is defined by:
λ (s) = λ (0) [(1 − r) exp (−βs) + r]
where r and β are model parameters.
3
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The tensile strength ps , follows a linear relationship with suction and is a function of
temperature:
ps = ps0 + k s exp(−ρ∆T ) and ∆T = T − Tref

(10)

where k is parameter that takes into account the increase of tensile strength due to suction, ps0 is tensile strength in saturated state, ρ is a parameter that takes into account
the decrease of the tensile strength due to temperature increase, Tref is a reference temperature.
The isotropic hardening depends on the plastic volumetric strain according to:
dp∗o =

1+e
p∗ dεp
λ (0) − κio o v

(11)

For hydraulic process, advective flow of the water phase is described by the generalized
Darcy’s law:
ql = −

k krl
(∇pl − ρlg )
µl

(12)

where µl is the dynamic viscosity of the pore liquid, g is the gravity acceleration, ρl is the
liquid density. The tensor of intrinsic permeability k , is supposed to depend on porosity
according to the Kozeny’s model:
k = ko

φ3 (1 − φo )2
(1 − φ)2
φ3o

(13)

where φ is the porosity, φo is a reference porosity, k o is the intrinsic permeability for matrix
with porosity φo . The relative permeability krl , is derived from Mualem-van Genuchten
closed form model, [7]:
krl =





λ 2
Se 1 − 1 − Se1/λ

(14)

where λ is a shape parameter for retention curve and Se is defined as:
Sl − Srl
=
Se =
Sls − Srl



1+



pg − p l
P0

−λ
1
 1−λ

(15)

where Sl , Sls and Srl are the current, the maximum and the residual liquid degree of
saturation, P0 is a model parameter.
Fick’s law is adopted to define the diffusive flux of water vapour i v :
i v = − (φρv Sl DmI ) ∇ω v
4
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where ρv is the vapour density, ω v is the mass fraction of the vapour, I is the identity
matrix and Dm is the diffusion coefficient of vapour in m2 /s is defined by:
Dm = τ D

(273.15 + T )n
Pg

(17)

where τ is the tortuosity, D is the molecular diffusion coefficient at temperature 273.15K
and Pg = 101kPa, and n is a coefficient.
Fourier’s law is adopted for heat conduction flux, ic , of heat:
i c = −λT ∇T

(1−Sl )

l
where λT = λSsat
λdry

(18)

where λT is the soil thermal conductivity, λsat and λdry are soil thermal conductivity at
the saturated and dry state, respectively.
In summary, there are total 26 parameters to describe the behaviour of coupled THM
model.
σ = 0):
• Parameters involved in modelling net stress driven processes (dσ
c
∗
M = {κio , αi , pref , λ(0), r, β, k, ps0 , p , M, α, eo , po }
• Parameters involved in modelling suction driven processes (ds = 0):
H = {P0 , λ, φ0 , κo , κs0 , αss , αsp }
• Parameters involved in modelling temperature driven processes (dT = 0):
T = {τ, D, λsat , λdry , α0 , ρ}
H, T , M }
The total parameters are summarised in vector: x = {H
3

IDENTIFICATION OF CONSTITUTIVE PARAMETERS FOR COUPLED THM MODEL VIA BACK ANALYSIS

The back analysis approach strategy consists in the following steps: definition of the
forward model, parameter sensitivity analysis; selection of a set of parameters to be
optimized; selection of optimization algorithm; setup of the parameter constraints, and
assessing the reliability and accuracy of the identified model parameters.
3.1

Sensitivity analysis

The influence of model parameters on the model response is determined based the
following fundamental equations.
1- Determination of scaled sensitivity (SS): The SS analysis indicates the amount of
information provided by the i-th type of observation for the estimation of j-th parameter.
We define SS for each particular observation k of the i-th type of observation:
k
SSi,j
=

xj ∂yik
yik ∂xj
5
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Thus we use k to denote different observations done during the experiment at different
time, e.g. tk , k = 1...N
2- Determination of composite over time scaled sensitivity (CSS): CSS is used to measure the i-th type of observation sensitivity to a given parameter xj over the whole time
of measurement:


N
1 
 k 2

CSSi,j =
SSi,j
(20)
N k=1

3- Determination of sensitivity factor γi,j for each of parameters: The sensitivity factor
is used to normalise CSSi,j in the range from zero to one.
γi,j =

CSSi,j
maxj {CSSi,j }

(21)

In order to understand the response of the model in different time intervals, the sensitivity analysis later done for the THM model is performed for three different time intervals,
namely at the end of the experiment (T 100), at 50% of the total time of the experiment
(T 50), and at the first time step of calculation process, (T 0). In our particular case the
vector of model response is y = {Sl (t), T (t), σyy (t)}.
3.2

Model–parameter optimization via direct inverse approach

The direct inverse approach, which consists of an automated iterative procedure correcting the trial values of the unknown parameters by minimizing an error function, is
applied here for the back analysis of the instrumented constant volume column test. The
optimization algorithm uses the simplex Nelder-Mead optimization method [10]. The objective function employed here is the absolute mean error FAM (Eq. 22). The solution of
the optimization problem is considered against one of following criteria: FAM ≤ , the
maximum number of iteration, or Eq. 23. The optimization routine is executed by means
of the VARO2 PT [13] optimization tool.
n

1  meas
x)|
x) =
FAM (x
|y
− yi (x
n i=1 i
prev
| ≤ ∆
∆FAM = |FAM − FAM

(22)

(23)

where y meas and y are the vectors of the measurement and numerical (model) observations,
prev
FAM
is the value of the objective function from the previous step,  and ∆ are critical
values to stop the optimization iterations.
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3.3

Assessment of the quality of the optimal set of model parameters

The values of the sensitivity factors γi,j are used to assess the reliability of optimal set
of parameters. The mean value νj gives the overall model sensitivity to j − th parameter:
n

3.4

1
νj =
γi,j
n i

(24)

Assessment of the goodness of the fit

We may use several strategies to back calculate the model parameters and depending
on the strategy we may obtain different optimal parameter sets. In order to compare
different solutions and assess the goodness of the fit we calculate the following statistical
measures: the mean error, the standard deviation and skewness, defined as:

 n
n

1 
1
µ3
µ=
εi ; σ = 
(εi − µ)2 ; γ1 = 3
(25)
n i=1
n i=1
σ
where n is a number of measured samples and εi is the error between i − th measurement
and simulation values, µ3 is the third moment about the mean.

4

DEFINITION OF THE FORWARD PROBLEM

A series of hydration test and heating test were performed in the newly developed
THM apparatus, [9]. The experimental data obtained is used for back analysis and the
boundary and initial conditions of the tests are used in building the model for the forward
calculation.
4.1

Hydration test

During the hydration test we measured the water absorbed by sand-bentonite mixture
(SBM) and the vertical stress. The sample was hydrated from the top and development
of swelling pressure with time was measured at top and bottom ends of the sample. The
evolution of water front along the vertical axis of specimen is recorded by three Time
Domain Reflectometry (TDR) sensors.
For numerical simulation of hydration test, the numerical model is built in the X-Y
plane, Fig. 1a. At the top and the bottom of the model liquid flux boundary condition is
applied. The distances from points 1, 2, 3 to the top of the model are 50 mm, 150 mm,
250 mm, respectively (see Fig. 1). Points 1, 2 and 3 correspond to the position of the
measurement devices. Point 4 is located at the bottom of the sample where the load cell
measurements are recorded.
4.2

Heating test

The heating test series was carried out to investigate the behavior of SBM sample by
heating. The temperature boundary conditions is a prescribed temperature at the bottom
7
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Numerical model: (a)– Hydration test model; (b)– Heating test model; (c)– FE-discretization
with the observation points

(80 o C) and at the bottom (25 o C) and zero heat flux at the lateral boundaries (see Fig.1b).
The change of humidity was measured by the RH sensors, temperature sensors are also
installed at the same place where RH sensors are located. Water content within the
specimen is measured by TDR sensor inserted in the soil specimen and thermocouple
sensors are placed nearby to the TDRs to measure the current local temperature. No
water is supplied. The independent variables for the model are displacement vector u ,
liquid pressure pl and temperature T .
5
5.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of the sensitivity analysis

For the hydration test model, the material response is characterised in the terms of
degree of saturation (Sl ) and vertical stress (σyy ). The vector of model parameters is now
H , M } and the vector of model response is y = {Sl (t), σyy (t)}. The results of the
x H = {H
sensitivity analysis are presented in Fig. 2. No data is presented for the parameters that
have very low influence to the model responses.
H , T , M } and
For the heating test model, the vector of model parameters is x T = {H
the vector of the model response is y = {Sl (t), σyy (t), T (t)}. The results of sensitivity
analysis are presented in Fig. 3. The analysis of temperature response indicates that
λsat is the parameter influencing the most the heat conduction process. The analysis of
8
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Reference porosity
1.0

t0
t50
t100

t0

Reference porosity
1.0

0.8

0.8

beta

0.6

t50
t100

Intrinsic perm.

0.6

0.4
0.4

0.2

Lambda

0.0

0.2

Intrinsic perm.
Alpha
Alpha_sp

(a)

Alpha_i

P_0

K_io

0.0

K_so
(b)

Alpha_ss

Figure 2: Hydration test: (a)– γj of degree HM
of saturation.
(b)– γj of vertical stress
Model

the vertical stress indicates that the parameter αsp is significantly influencing the model
response at the beginning of the test and its influence is reduced with time. Beside that,
the parameter k o is significantly influencing the vertical stress evolution.
5.2

Results of the optimization

For the initial forward calculation we used parameter set with parameter values found
M) are taken from [1]. The values of thermal
in literature. The mechanical parameters (M
conductivity λsat and λdry are used as for the FEBEX bentonite reported in [12]. The
value for the molecular diffusion coefficient of vapour in the air is taken from [6]. The
parameters for the retention curve (Eq. 15) are obtained via regression analysis from test
on SBM [3].
Figure 4 presents the comparison between the calculated and measured Sl in the hydration test before and after optimization based on the data from only this test. Fig. 5(a)
presents the evolution of the temperature and Sl obtained using the initial model parameter set. Fig. 5(b) depicts the model response after the parameter set optimization using
only data from this test.
There are two types of tests to calibrate the coupled THM properties of SBM. When
consider the boundary conditions during our tests it can be concluded that there are four
possible strategies for identification of the model parameters: (1) to identify the H and
M parameters using solely the hydration test back analysis; (2) to identify H , M and
T parameters via back analysis base of solely the heating test; (3) to identify T model
parameters based on heating test when using H and M calibrated via (1); and (4) to
identify M model parameters in hydration test based on H obtained by inverse modelling
of the heating test. The results of the application of these four strategies are given in the
Table 3.
9
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Phi_ref

t0

1.0

Alpha_0

k_ref

0.8

t50
t100

0.6

Alpha_sp

Diffusion coef.

0.4
0.2
0.0

Alpha_i
t0

1.0

t50
t100

0.8
0.6
0.4

P_0

Lamda retention

Lamda_dry
Phi_ref

Phi_ref

1.0

Lamda_sat

Alpha_ss

0.6

K_so

(a)

k_ref

K_io
Lamda_sat

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.0

0.0

(b)

t0
t50
t100

0.8

Diffusion coef.

Lamda_dry

k_ref

(c)

Diffusion coef.

Figure 3: Heating test: (a)– γj of vertical stress (σyy ). (b)– γj of degree of saturation. (c)– γj of
THM Model
temperature

5.3

Assessment of the quality of the optimized parameters

Table 1 presents the assessment of the quality of the identified parameters. The results
show that P0 in hydraulic equation and αsp have a strong influence on the model response.
Therefore these two parameters are calibrated most reliably.
5.4

Assessment of the goodness of the fit

In order to assess the goodness of the fit in each result after optimization, residual analysis method is adopted. The mean value, standard deviation and skewness are computed
to assess the normality of the residuals.
Table 2 presents the result of the residual analysis. The results indicated that the
optimization of hydration test obtained the best fit between measurement and numerical
simulation.
6

CONCLUSION

The paper presents the strategy to identify the parameters for coupled THM model
of sand bentonite mixture (SBM). Direct back analysis to two types of experiments is
applied to identify the model parameters to which the model response is the most sensitive.
Further, the quality of the obtained optimal set of parameters is assessed. One may expect
10
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Figure 4: Hydration test–simulation vs. measurement: (a) Before optimization, (b) After optimization

that the best model calibration can be obtained combining the hydration and the heating
test data, however the result of out investigation show that the independent back analysis
of the heating test provides the best and most reliable set of model parameters.
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Figure 5: Heating test–simulation vs. measurement: (a) Before optimization, (b) After optimization

Table 1: The quality of the optimized parameters

{yi }

THM:
Sl
T
σyy
HM:
Sl
σyy
ν

kio

kso

αss

αi

αsp

{xj }
P0

λ

ko

D

λdry

λsat

0.000
0.000
0.810

0.000
0.000
0.623

0.000
0.000
1.000

0.000
0.000
0.103

0.000
0.000
0.911

1.000
0.000
0.000

0.895
0.000
0.000

0.118
0.014
0.116

0.355
0.059
0.478

0.000
0.214
0.046

0.000
1.000
0.291

0.000
0.100
0.182

0.000
0.099
0.144

0.000
0.182
0.236

0.000
0.035
0.028

0.000
1.000
0.382

1.000
0.000
0.400

0.828
0.000
0.345

0.271
0.392
0.182

0.000
0.000
0.178

0.000
0.000
0.052

0.000
0.000
0.258
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Table 2: Residual analysis for the back analyzes

Hydration

Heating

-0.0035
0.0704
0.0498

0.0127
0.0400
0.0793

Mean value
Standard deviation
Skewness

Heating
→Hydrat.
0.0216
0.0837
0.5108

Hydrat.
→Heating
0.00785
0.04140
-0.13469

Table 3: Summary of the parameters before and after back analysis
Par.

Unit

Initial

Constrain
Min.

TEP Elastic Parameters
kio
0.0029
0.0019
0.1426
0.1
kso
-0.1128
-0.09
ass
-0.006
-0.003
ai
-0.3
-0.15
asp
Hydraulic and thermal parameters
P0
MPa
15
7.00
λ
0.53
0.40
(m2 ) 2.07E-19
5.0E-22
ko
D
(*) 5.90E-06
1.0E-06
τ
0.8
0.70
n
2.3
1.50
λsat
1.507
1.20
1.00
0.70
λdry
(*) : m2 s−1 K −n P a

Constrain
Max.

Hydrat.

Heating

Heating =>
Hydration

Hydrat. =>
Heating

0.0039
0.2
-0.18
-0.009
-0.50

0.0033
0.1468
-0.103
-0.0063
-0.333

0.0029
0.1426
-0.1128
-0.006
-0.3

0.0037
0.181
-0.141
-0.0069
-0.327

0.0033
0.1468
-0.103
-0.0063
-0.333

25.00
0.80
1.00E-18
1.00E-05
1.10
3.00
1.80
1.20

16.35
0.564
5.62E-20
5.90E-06
0.8
2.3
1.507
1.00

15
0.543
3.59E-21
6.36E-06
0.79
2.5
1.749
1.18

19.73
0.543
3.59E-21
6.36E-06
0.79
2.5
1.749
1.18

16.35
0.564
5.62E-20
6.10E-06
0.83
2.48
1.560
1.00
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Abstract. The formulation of suitable boundary conditions is a very crucial task when
modeling water infiltration into macroporous hill slopes. The processes of water infiltration
and exfiltration vary in space and time and depend on the flow on the surface as well as in the
subsurface. In this contribution we have purposed special system process dependent boundary
conditions can be formulated for a two-phase dual-permeability model to simulate infiltration
and exfiltration processes. The presented formulation analyses the saturation conditions of the
dual-permeability model (e.g. saturation) at the boundary nodes and adopts the boundary
conditions depending on the processes at the soil surface such as rainfall intensity. Using a
simplified macroporous hill slope and a heavy rainfall event we demonstrate the functionality
of our formulation.
1

INTRODUCTION

Fast water infiltration into hill slopes during rainfall is an important issue since it can
reduce slope stability and act as trigger for landslides. Modelling the water infiltration is an
important key to understand the processes that can lead to a slope failure. The soil of natural
slopes may be highly strongly heterogeneous and contains often macropores which strongly
affect water flow1. For this reason, dual-permeability models are frequently used to simulate
the coupled flow processes in such macroporous soils, where the soil is separated into two
coupled overlaying domains, a matrix domain containing the small matrix pores and a
macropore domain containing larger pores (e.g. earthworm channels, fissures and fractures).
Separate balance equations are defined for each domain and mass transfer functions are
introduced to describe the fluid exchange depending, for example on the pressure differences
between macropore and matrix and the resistance along its interface. Dual-permeability
models that simulate the water infiltration into the unsaturated zone are typically based on the
Richards equation for both domains as found in Gerke and van Genuchten2. A more general
dual-permeability model can be obtained when applying the two-phase flow equations instead
of the Richards equation. This is necessary when the mobility of the soil air must be taken
into account and the air pressure deviates from atmospheric pressure. Typical examples for
that are strongly heterogeneous and layered soils where water is ponding and soil air escape is
limited3. As such a case is investigated here, we decided to use the two-phase (water/air) dual-
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permeability model developed by Stadler et al.4 of the multi-scale multi-physics toolbox
DuMux5 for our work.
A special difficulty for modelling the water infiltration processes with a dual permeability
model is the definition of reasonable boundary conditions. Most of the rainwater will usually
infiltrate via the matrix into the soil until the infiltration capacity of the matrix is exceeded.
When surface runoff occurs, water will also infiltrate directly into surface connected
macropores. Consequently, the formulation of boundary conditions must be flexible since
those for matrix and macropores are coupled and depend on the pressure and saturation
conditions which vary in space and time. Such special boundary conditions are also called
system-dependent boundary conditions6. In this paper we discuss all the different cases which
can occur during infiltration and exfiltration and we describe the way they are implemented as
boundary conditions in an external module of our two-phase dual-permeability model within
DuMux.
2 DUAL-PERMEABILITY MODEL
Our dual-permeability model is based on the separation of the soil pores into matrix pores
and macropores. Mass balance equations combined with the extended Darcy’s law are first
defined for both pore systems (domains) separately. They are then linked by a mass transfer
equation to describe the fluid exchange between matrix and macropore domain. A detailed
review of models and concepts for dual-permeability models can be found in Šimůnek et al. 7.
2.1 Model equations
The balance equations for a two-phase flow dual-permeability system for the wetting phase
w and the non-wetting phase n can be written for the matrix domain m and the macropore
domain f as:
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Where  i [L3L-3] is the porosity of a domain i (matrix/macropore), S i [L3L-3] the fluid

saturation of a phase  ,  i [kg m-3] the density, vi [m s-1] the vector of the Darcy velocity,

qi [kg s-1] is a source/sink term and  [kg s-1] a mass transfer term that describes the
exchange between matrix and macropore domain. In a two-phase water/air system the water
will be the wetting phase and the air the non wetting phase. The pressure difference between
both phases in each domain (i) is equivalent to the capillary pressure pci [Pa] and can be
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described as function of the effective saturation S ei .
(2)

p ci 
( S ei ) p ni  p wi
i
i

S ei ( S wi  S wr
) /(1  S wr
 S nri ) .

(3)

S i r is the residual saturation of a fluid. In the presented work we use the formulation after
van Genuchten8 to compute the capillary pressure relationship:
p ci 

(S )

1

i 1 / m
e



1

1/ n

(4)

.

The van Genuchten parameters  , m, n are parameters that describe the shape of the
relationship. The parameters depend on the soil properties and are different for each domain
of the dual-permeability model. The fluids in each domain fill the full pore space of the
domain so that the sum of both saturations is in each domain is equal to one:
(5)

S wi  S ni  1 .

The Darcy velocity of a phase in a domain can be computed with the extended Darcy law:
ki
i
v
 K ri ( grad pi   i g ) ,

(6)



where K [m2] is the intrinsic permeability tensor, i [kg m-1 s-1] the dynamic viscosity and
ki [-] is the relative permeability which can be calculated with the van Genuchten relationship
in combination with the model of Mualem9:
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.
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Where m, n are again the van Genuchten parameters which depend on the considered
domain. The mass transfer between both domains is approximated by a first-order transfer
equation10 that depends on the pressure differences between both domains
 
s     ( pm  pf ) ,

(9)

s [m-1] is a scaling factor between the regarded soil volume [m3] and the macropore
surface.  [m] is a surface resistance parameter and  [kg m-1 s-2] the mobility (relative
permeability over dynamic viscosity).
2.2 Numerical model

The four balance equations (eq. 1) of the two-phase dual-permeability model together with
supplementary and further conditions (eqs. 2-9) yield to a strongly coupled system of four
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non-linear partial differential equations with mixed parabolic / hyperbolic character. DuMux
applies a local and global mass conservative box method (mixture of Finite-Element and
Finite-Volume Method) for the spatial discretization of the dual permeability model. The time
discretization is done with a full implicit Euler scheme11. Further, the Newton-Raphson
Method is used for the linearization of the system12.
We selected the pressures of the non-wetting phase and the saturation of the wetting phase
as primary variables. The switch of the boundary conditions presented in the following is
determined by an analysis of the values on the actual time level while the primary variables
are computed on the new time level.
3 DEFINITION OF SYSTEM DEPENDEND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Natural systems like hill slopes are characterized by a strong temporal and spatial variation
of subsurface (e.g. saturated/unsaturated) and surface-water flow conditions (e.g. overland
flow/dry conditions). It is urgently required to simulate subsurface flow in a natural slope
with varying boundary conditions since soil and surface are representing a coupled system.
The most common cases where boundary conditions must be adopted are water infiltration
during rainfall and water exfiltration during saturated conditions (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Water infiltration and exfiltration.

Surface runoff can occur in steep hill slopes and when the permeability and / or rainfall
intensity are high. However, surface runoff is not taken into account here. The impact of this
simplification is reduced when the hill slope gets flatter and when the permeability and
rainfall intensity are getting smaller. The presented concept can be easily extended and
coupled with surface runoff models.
It is possible to define four different inner states of the system (Fig. 2, left) which depend
on the soil conditions in the matrix and macropore domain. In combination with the available
water for infiltration, this leads to eight possible cases which must be distinguished for the
definition of which will be explained in the following. The available water can be water from
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a rainfall event, overland flow or ponding surface system-dependent boundary conditions and
water.

Figure 2: Possible states matrix and macropore domain (left) in combination with possible states at the soil
surface (right).

In a first step it is necessary to determine the system state. Therefore, the saturations at
boundary nodes are regarded. If a cell is saturated, the mass fluxes (Fig. 3) are additionally
computed to analyze whether water is infiltrating or exfiltrating over the boundary surface.
The corresponding cell fluxes over the cell surfaces (inner boundaries) are Fsurface and the
fluxes between matrix and macropore domain are mass transfers Ftransfer . If the sum of both
fluxes is positive, outflow over the boundary will occur when the element is saturated. A
negative sign indicates that water will infiltrate over the surface boundary.
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Figure 3: Fluxes at boundary node (i) for matrix and macropore domain and mass transfer fluxes for fluid
exchange between both domains.

In the following we discuss the four possible cases and the corresponding sub-cases which
can occur. Based on the presented concept Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions can
be prescribed for both domains. The pressure of the gas phase is chosen as primary variable in
both domains and is set to atmospheric pressure as long no water table stands above the soil
surface. The saturation of the water phase is variable and Dirichlet or Neumann boundary
conditions are set depending on the system state.
3.1 Case 1 – unsaturated matrix and unsaturated macropore domain

No ponding of water occurs as long as both domains are unsaturated. Thus, atmospheric
pressure is set as Dirichlet boundary condition for the gas phase of both domains (1a, 1b). A
Neumann no-flow boundary condition is set for the water phase in both domains (1b) if no
water is available for infiltration. If water is available, it is checked whether the actual
infiltration capacity q wm,max of the matrix is exceeded. If yes, the remaining water infiltrates via
the macropores ( q wm  q wm,max and
q wf q wf  q wm,max ). If not, the whole water infiltrates via the
matrix ( q wm  qi and q wf  0 ). Due to the high macropore conductivity there is usually no
limitation for the water infiltration into the macropores until they are saturated.
3.2 Case 2 - unsaturated matrix and saturated macropore domain

Macropore flow will usually only occur when the matrix is saturated. However, in some
cases the water can bypass an unsaturated matrix and flow through the macropore domain.
This is a special case which may occur at the toe of a slope where water can flow out through
saturated macropores. Regardless of whether water infiltrates or exfiltrates (2a, 2b),
atmospheric pressure is set for the gas phases in both domains (Dirichlet boundary condition).
The definition of boundary conditions is very complex for case 2 since a high nonequilibrium between matrix and macropore domain exists. For single domain concepts water
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will only exfiltrate when the soil is fully saturated. This can be also prescribed for dualpermeability models when a Neumann no-flow boundary condition for both domains is set.
However, the water can bypass an unsaturated matrix and escape to the surface. Thus, a
Neumann boundary condition is set for the water phase of the matrix and a Dirichlet boundary
condition is set for the macropore domain (2a). The water can also infiltrate from the surface
into saturated macropores during infiltration (2b). If more water than available infiltrates via
the macropores the Dirichlet boundary condition for the water phase is switched to a
Neumann boundary condition.
3.3 Case 3 – saturated matrix and saturated macropore domain

For this case it is necessary to check the mass fluxes at the boundary node to control
whether water is infiltrating or exfiltrating. As mentioned above, surface runoff can be
neglected for macroporous slopes and the pressure in both domains is set as Dirichlet
boundary condition, assuming atmospheric pressure during ex-filtration (3a). The influence of
the pressure increase du the water level will be negligible for small water depths. However,
when water stands above the surface (e.g. river), the pressure must be adopted. For infiltration
(3b) it is checked whether if the infiltration capacity exceeds the available water and in case a
switch to a Neumann boundary condition for the water phases in one or both domains
(depending on the infiltration rates) is carried out.
3.4 Case 4 – saturated matrix and unsaturated macropores

The last case generally occurs during infiltration (4a) if the infiltration capacity q wm,max of
the matrix is lower than the available water for infiltration. Then the rest of the available
water will infiltrate via the macropores ( qi  Fw,transfer  Fw,matrix  q wf ). This case is
implemented by a Neumann boundary condition for the water phase of the macropore domain
and Dirichlet boundary conditions for the water phase in the matrix domain (fully saturated).
The pressure of the gas phase is set again to atmospheric pressure. If no water is available for
infiltration, outflow may occur via the matrix pores (4b). However, the water will directly
infiltrate into the macropores. A Neumann no-flow boundary condition is set for the water
phase in the matrix domain. This leads to an increasing saturation in the macropore domain
and avoids water exfiltration until the macropores are saturated.
4 EXAMPLE

Common examples where system-dependent boundary conditions can be demonstrated are
small slopes where the water infiltration leads to an increasing groundwater table during
infiltration. The model domain (Figure 4) for our example is a simplified macroporous hill
slope similar as shown in Figure 1. The soil parameters for the study are given in Table 1. A
rainfall event with a intensity of 40mm/h and a duration of two hours is investigated to study
water infiltration. The groundwater table at the initial state (Figure 3a) is influenced by the
water body at the right side where a water level (e.g. lake) is imposed using Dirichlet
boundary conditions for the matrix and macropore domain. The level of the water body is
assumed to be constant during the whole simulation time. The initial saturation in the matrix
and macropore domain is very low (~0.3). The rainfall intensity will exceed the infiltration
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capacity of the matrix so that macropore flow will occur directly. Soil parameters and initial
conditions are chosen to test most of the possible cases during this extreme situation.
Starting with a low saturated zone (Figure 3a), the water table increases mainly in the right
part of the hill slope during water infiltration, the nodes on the right boundary above the water
table get saturated and switch to Dirichlet conditions (Figure 3b, right). Most of the water
infiltrates via the macropores and bypasses the matrix because of the low permeability of the
matrix domain. After the rainfall event has finished, the saturation of the boundary nodes at
the right side is reduced and they switch back to Neumann no-flow boundary conditions
(Figure 3c, right).

Figure 4: Water saturation of the matrix (left) and macropore domain (right) for various times (a = 0h, b = 2h
and c = 2.5h) for an infiltration rainfall rate of 40mm/h and a period of two hours.
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Table 1: Soil parameters

Swr [-]
Snr [-]
K [m2]
van Genuchten n [-]
van Genuchten α [Pa-1]
Φ [-]
β [m]
s [m-1]

matrix domain
0.14
0.05
1.0E-13
2.2
5.0E-4
0.4
2.0E-13
1

macropore domain
0.05
0.05
1.0E-11
4.2
8.0E-3
0.08
2.0E-13
1

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed a concept to simulate simplified interactions between
surface and subsurface flow on macroporous hill slopes where the overland flow is not taken
into account yet. The two-phase dual-permeability model of the numerical simulator DuMux
was extended by special system-dependent boundary conditions to simulate infiltration and
exfiltration processes on macroporous hill slopes. An idealized system with a low matrix
infiltration capacity was investigated to test the model capabilities during a high rainfall
event. Due to the low permeability of the soil matrix the rainwater bypassed the soil matrix
and water infiltration and exfiltration mainly occurred via the macropores. In future work the
proposed concept will be further extended and coupled with a surface runoff model.
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Abstract. Previous stability analyses on Gauss-Seidel coupling iterations in partitioned
fluid-structure interaction simulations have demonstrated that Fourier modes with a low
wave-number in the difference between the current and correct interface displacement are
unstable. To stabilize these modes, the IQN-ILS technique automatically constructs a
least-squares model of the flow solver and structural solver. In this work, the multi-level
IQN-ILS technique (ML-IQN-ILS) is presented, which uses a coarsened grid of the fluid
and structure subdomains to initialize this least-squares model. As the modes that need to
be present in this least-squares model have a low wave-number, they can be resolved on a
coarsened grid. Therefore, in each time step, a number of cheap coupling iterations is first
performed on the coarsened grid to construct the model, followed by a smaller number of
coupling iterations on the fine grid. As the iterations on the coarse grid are fast and fewer
iterations are performed on the fine grid, the total duration of the simulation decreases
compared to a simulation on the fine grid only.

1

INTRODUCTION

Partitioned fluid-structure interaction (FSI) simulation techniques solve the flow equations and the structural equations separately. In this article, the focus lies on partitioned
techniques which couple the flow solver and the structural solver as ‘black boxes’, which
means that the discretization and solution techniques of the solvers do not have to be
known. Implicit (or strongly coupled) partitioned techniques enforce the equilibrium of
the stress and velocity (or displacement) on the fluid-structure interface in each time step.
Several strongly coupled partitioned techniques are able to couple ‘black-box’ solvers,
1
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for example Gauss-Seidel iterations with Aitken relaxation [1], the Interface Generalized
Minimal Residual method (Interface-GMRES) [2], the Interface Block Quasi-Newton technique with an approximation for the Jacobians from Least-Squares models (IBQN-LS) [3]
and the Interface Quasi-Newton technique with an approximation for the Inverse of the
Jacobian from a Least-Squares model (IQN-ILS) [4].
Several stability analyses on coupling algorithms have been performed for the incompressible, inviscid flow in a straight, elastic tube [5–8]. Fourier analysis has been performed
on the difference between the current and the correct interface displacement during GaussSeidel coupling iterations in [7, 8]. From these analyses, two lessons can be learned. While
the standard, one-level IQN-ILS technique only takes advantage of the first one, the new
multi-level IQN-ILS (ML-IQN-ILS) technique takes advantage of both of them.
The first lesson is that only a fraction of the Fourier modes is unstable during GaussSeidel iterations. If a quasi-Newton technique is used, then only a low-rank approximation
for the exact Jacobian is required, as long as it represents the behaviour of these unstable
and slowly converging modes, which explains the performance of quasi-Newton methods
like IQN-ILS. For combinations of Fourier modes that are covered by the least-squares
model, IQN-ILS performs Newton iterations; for the other modes, IQN-ILS corresponds
to Gauss-Seidel iterations.
The second lesson is that the unstable modes have a low wave number, so their behaviour can be determined on a relatively coarse grid. The new ML-IQN-ILS technique
uses more than one grid level, each with a different number of grid points. It first calculates
the coupled solution on the coarsest grid level and constructs the low-rank approximation
for the inverse of the Jacobian as present in IQN-ILS while doing so. Then coupling
iterations are performed on the second grid level, during which the approximation for
the inverse of the Jacobian obtained on the coarsest grid level is further improved. This
procedure is repeated until the solution on the finest grid level has been found.
The goal of the multi-level IQN-ILS technique is thus to obtain the low-rank approximation for the inverse of the Jacobian required for the convergence of the coupling iterations
on the finest grid level at a lower cost, by constructing it partly on coarser grid levels.
This new multi-level approach is depicted in Figure 1 for two grid levels. As only data on
the fluid-structure interface is exchanged, this partitioned multi-level coupling technique
can couple black-box solvers. The name multi-grid is not used because it already refers
to a common solution technique [9], which has been used for fluid-structure interaction
simulations in for example [10, 11] and which is different from the ML-IQN-ILS technique.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview
of the governing equations, before the detailed explanation of ML-IQN-ILS in Section 3.
Numerical results in Section 4 illustrate the performance of ML-IQN-ILS compared to the
standard, one-level IQN-ILS. Finally, Section 5 offers the conclusions.

2
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Fluid grid

Coupling grid

Structural grid

Level 2

Interpolation

Interpolation

Fine
grid
level

Level 1

Interpolation

Coarse
grid
level

Interpolation

ML-IQN-ILS

Figure 1: The coarse and fine fluid grid (left) and the coarse and fine structural grid (right), together
with the unique coupling grid (centre) in a multi-level simulation with two grid levels. d represents the
displacement of the interface while s represents the stress distribution on the interface. F denotes the
flow solver and S the structural solver. The output of a solver is indicated with a tilde as this value is
not always directly given as input to the other solver. In the multi-level IQN-ILS algorithm, coupling
iterations are first performed on the coarse grid level (level 1) to construct the approximation for the
inverse of the Jacobian as present in IQN-ILS at a lower cost. Subsequently, this approximation for the
inverse of the Jacobian is used and improved further during the coupling iterations on the fine grid level
(level 2), resulting in fewer coupling iterations on the fine grid level. All interface data on the different
grid levels are interpolated to and from the unique coupling grid, which determines the dimension of the
approximation for the inverse of the Jacobian.
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2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The fluid and structure subdomains are indicated as Ωf and Ωs and their boundaries
as Γf and Γs , respectively. The fluid-structure interface Γf s = Γf ∩ Γs is the common
boundary of these subdomains. This article only considers incompressible fluids as they
prove to be most challenging for the partitioned fluid-structure interaction techniques.
The unsteady flow of an incompressible fluid is governed by the conservation of mass and
the Navier-Stokes equations
∇ · �v = 0
(1a)
ρf

∂�v
+ ρf ∇ · (�v�v ) − ∇ · σ̄f = f�f .
∂t

(1b)

In these equations, ρf is the fluid density, �v the fluid velocity and t the time. f�f represents
the body forces per unit of volume on the fluid. The deformation �u of the structure is
determined by the conservation of momentum
ρs

d2�u
− ∇ · σ̄s = f�s
dt2

(2)

with ρs the structural density, σ̄s the Cauchy stress tensor and f�s the body forces per unit
volume on the structure.
The equilibrium conditions on the fluid-structure interface (�x ∈ Γf s ) are
�v =

d�u
dt

and σ̄f · �nf = −σ̄s · �ns ,

(3)

which stipulate that the velocity and the stress have to be the same on both sides of the
interface. The vector �nf (�ns ) is the unit normal that points outwards from the subdomain
Ωf (Ωs ). A Dirichlet-Neumann decomposition of the fluid-structure interaction problem
is applied, so the flow equations are solved with a given velocity (or displacement) of the
fluid-structure interface and the structural equations are solved with a given stress on the
interface.
The flow equations and the structural equations are discretized in space and time
with a method of choice. The discrete flow equations are represented by F, the discrete
structural equations by S. The vector v groups all flow variables (velocity, pressure, etc.)
in Ωf ; the vector u groups all structural variables (displacement, stress, etc.) in Ωs . The
displacement of the interface Γf s with respect to the initial geometry is represented by
the vector d and the stress on the interface by the vector s. In the case of a DirichletNeumann decomposition, the displacement of the interface is considered as a function of
the structural degrees of freedom (d = d(u)) and the stress on the interface as a function
of the flow degrees of freedom (s = s(v)). All variables are at the new time level tn+1 ;
the dependence of the solution on the variables at tn , tn−1 , . . . is hidden.
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The flow solver calculates the flow variables v that satisfy F(v, d(u)) = 0 for a given
interface displacement d. From the flow field v, the stress on the interface s is extracted.
Therefore, the flow solver is represented by the function
s̃ = F (d).

(4)

Similarly, the structural solver calculates the structural variables u that satisfy S(u, s(v)) =
0 for a given stress on the interface s. The displacement of the interface d is subsequently
extracted from u, so the structural solver is represented by
d̃ = S(s).

(5)

As the multi-level coupling technique uses several grid levels for the flow equations
and the structural equations, data has to be interpolated between different discretizations
of the fluid-structure interface. However, even though the discretization of the interface
inside the flow solver and the structural solver depends on the grid level, all operations of
the coupling algorithm are performed on a unique grid, the so-called ‘coupling grid’ (see
Figure 1). In this work, this coupling grid is identical to the interface discretization of
the finest fluid grid.
In line with the definition of the flow solver and structural solver as black-box functions,
the interpolation on the interface should not require access to the discretization in the
solvers. Therefore, interpolation with radial basis functions is applied. A local interpolant
is constructed in the neighbourhood of each point on the interface using a basis function
introduced by Wendland [12], namely
(6)
φ(||�x||/r) = (1 − ||�x||/r)4+(4||�x||/r + 1),

with r the radius and ||�x|| = x21 + . . . + x2d the Euclidean distance of dimension d. The
plus-sign behind the first term denotes that this term is zero if 1 − ||�x||/r < 0 such that
φ has a compact support.
3

ML-IQN-ILS

In the explanation of this coupling algorithm, a prime denotes the Jacobian matrix
of a function and a hat refers to an approximation. The output of a solver is indicated
with a tilde as this value is not always directly given as input to the other solver. The
grid level is indicated with a subscript i and the coupling iteration within time step n + 1
with a superscript k. The superscript n + 1 is omitted wherever possible. The standard
algorithm with a single grid level is described first, followed by the multi-level algorithm
with g grid levels. The first grid level is the coarsest grid level and the g th grid level is
the finest one.
The FSI problem reformulated as a set of nonlinear equations in the interface’s displacement
R(d) = S ◦ F (d) − d = 0
(7)
5
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can be solved by means of Newton-Raphson iterations
k

solve R′ ∆dk = −r k
d

k+1

k

= d + ∆d

k

(8a)
(8b)

with the residual calculated as
r k = R(dk ) = S ◦ F(dk ) − dk = d̃k − dk .

(9)

k

R′ denotes the Jacobian of R, evaluated at dk . The Newton-Raphson iterations in the
time step have converged when ||rk ||2 ≤ ε with ε the convergence tolerance. However, the
exact Jacobian of R is unknown as the Jacobians of F and S are unavailable. Moreover,
the linear system in Eq. (8a) with as dimension the number of degrees of freedom in the
displacement of the fluid-structure interface has to be solved in each Newton-Raphson
iteration. If the Jacobian R′ is approximated and quasi-Newton iterations are performed,
black-box solvers can be used. However, the linear system in Eq. (8a) still needs to be
solved. As will be explained below, it is more advantageous to approximate the inverse
of the Jacobian by applying the least-squares technique introduced by Vierendeels et al.
[3] on a particular set of vectors, which is done by the standard IQN-ILS algorithm. The
quasi-Newton iterations with the approximation for the inverse of the Jacobian can be
written as
−1 


 k = dk + R ′ k
dk+1 = dk + ∆d
−r k .
(10)

It can be seen from Eq. (10) that the approximation for the inverse of the Jacobian does
not have to be created explicitly; a procedure to calculate the product of this matrix with
the vector −r k is sufficient. The vector −r k is the difference between the desired residual,
 k = 0 − r k = −r k .
i.e. 0, and the current residual r k and it is further denoted as ∆r
The matrix-vector product in Eq. (10) is calculated from information obtained during the
previous quasi-Newton iterations. Eq. (9) shows that the flow equations and structural
equations are solved in quasi-Newton iteration k, resulting in d̃k = S ◦ F(dk ) and the
corresponding residual r k . So, at the beginning of quasi-Newton iteration k + 1, a set of
known residual vectors
r k , r k−1, . . . , r 1 , r 0
(11a)
and the corresponding set of vectors d̃
d̃k , d̃k−1, . . . , d̃1 , d̃0

(11b)

are available. After each coupling iteration, the difference between the vectors from
the current coupling iteration and the vectors from the previous coupling iteration is
calculated using
∆r k−1 = r k − r k−1 and ∆d̃k−1 = d̃k − d̃k−1 .
(12)
6
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This yields a set of differences ∆r j and the corresponding set of differences ∆d̃j which
both grow in each coupling iteration (j = 0, . . . , k − 1). These vectors are stored as the
columns of the matrices V k and W k . The number of columns in V k and W k is indicated
with v which is not always equal to k as will be explained further and which is generally
much smaller than the number of rows u. Nevertheless, in simulations with a low number
of degrees of freedom on the interface, it is possible that the number of columns has to
be limited to u by discarding the rightmost columns.
 k = 0 − r k is approximated as a linear combination of the known ∆r j
The vector ∆r
 k ≈ V k ck
∆r

(13)

V k = Qk R k ,

(14)

with ck ∈ Rv×1 the coefficients of the decomposition. Because v ≤ u, Eq. (13) is an
overdetermined set of equations for the elements of ck and hence the least-squares solution
to this linear system is calculated. For that reason, the so-called economy-size QRdecomposition of V k is calculated using Householder transformations

with Qk ∈ Ru×v an orthogonal matrix and Rk ∈ Rv×v an upper triangular matrix. The
coefficient vector ck is then determined by solving the triangular system
T
k
Rk ck = Qk ∆r

(15)

using back substitution. If a ∆r i vector is (almost) a linear combination of other ∆r j
vectors, one of the diagonal elements of Rk will (almost) be zero. Therefore, the equation
corresponding to that row of Rk cannot be solved during the back substitution. If a small
diagonal element is detected, the corresponding columns in V k and W k are removed.
Subsequently, the QR-decomposition (Eq. (14)) is performed again. This procedure is
repeated until none of the diagonal elements is too small. The tolerance εs for the detection
of small diagonal elements depends on how accurately the flow equations and structural
equations are solved. An appropriate value for εs can be determined by analyzing the
change of the vector d̃ due to a small perturbation of the vector d. If the perturbation
is too small, the resulting change will be numerical noise. The value of εs should be
chosen so that the change of d̃ has a physical meaning if the perturbation of d has an L2 norm larger than εs . If the solution of the flow equations and the structural equations is
calculated with more significant digits, for example by using stricter convergence criteria
inside the solvers, then a smaller value of εs can be used.

 k is subsequently calculated as a linear combination
The ∆d̃k that corresponds to ∆r
j
of the previous ∆d̃ , analogous to Eq. (13), giving
d̃k = W k ck .
∆
7
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From Eq. (9), it follows that ∆r = ∆d̃ − ∆d and substitution of Eq. (16) results in
 k = W k ck − ∆r
 k.
∆d

(17)

 k can be ap k , Eq. (17) shows how ∆d
Because the coefficients ck are a function of ∆r
 k . Hence, Eq. (17) can be seen as a procedure to calculate the
proximated for a given ∆r
 k = −r k
product of the approximation for the inverse of the Jacobian and a vector ∆r
−1

 k = R′ k
 k = W k ck + r k .
(18)
∆d
∆r

Algorithm 1 shows the Multi-Level IQN-ILS (ML-IQN-ILS) algorithm in detail. Lines 8
to 18 are the standard IQN-ILS algorithm as described above. Around the standard
algorithm, an additional loop over the grid levels is added (line 5). First, the coupled
solution is calculated on the coarsest grid level. Then, starting from that solution, coupling
iterations on the following, finer grid level are performed. These steps are subsequently
repeated for all grid levels until the solution on the finest grid has been found. The
variable ℓ ensures that at least one coupling iteration is performed on each grid level.
The displacement and the residual are not changed when the grid level i changes, as
both are defined on the coupling grid. As explained above, the coupling algorithm itself
works with a unique coupling grid, which determines the dimension of the approximation
for the inverse of the Jacobian. The different grid levels that are used for the multi-level
technique are only present inside the flow solver and structural solver. The solvers have to
interpolate the data from the boundary of their grid to the coupling grid of the coupling
code. In this way, the acceleration of the coupling iterations and the interpolation of
the data on the fluid-structure interface are completely separated, which facilitates the
implementation.
Because the coupling algorithm operates on the coupling grid, the difference between
r and d̃ in consecutive coupling iterations is always interpolated to a fixed number of
grid points, regardless of the current grid level. As a result, the modes that have been
generated on a coarse grid level can be used to accelerate the coupling iterations on the
finer grid levels. The same least-squares model is used for all grid levels so the number of
columns in the matrices V k and W k increases on each grid level. Because the matrices
V k and W k have to contain at least one column to perform a quasi-Newton step, a
Gauss-Seidel step using relaxation with factor ω (line 9) is performed in each time step,
but only on the coarsest grid level.
The numerical experiments in Section 4 indicate that vectors ∆r j and ∆d̃j from a
coarse grid level can accelerate the coupling iterations on a fine grid level. However, it
should be noted that the difference between r and d̃ in the last coupling iteration on a
certain grid level i and the first coupling iteration on the following grid level i + 1,
∆r j−1 = Ri+1 (dj ) − Ri (dj−1 )

(19a)

∆d̃j−1 = S i+1 ◦ F i+1 (dj ) − S i ◦ F i (dj−1 ),

(19b)
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Algorithm 1 The multi-level IQN-ILS (ML-IQN-ILS) algorithm.
1: k = ℓ = 0
n
n−1
k
+ 12 dn−2
2: d = 52 d − 2d
k
3: d̃k = S 1 ◦ F 1 (d )
k
4: r k = d̃k − d
5: for i = 1 to g do
6:
while ||rk ||2 > εi or ℓ = 0 do
7:
ℓ=1
8:
if k = 0 then
9:
dk+1 = dk + ωrk
10:
else
11:
construct V k and W k
12:
calculate QR-decomposition V k = Qk Rk
T
13:
solve Rk ck = −Qk rk
14:
dk+1 = dk + W k ck + rk
15:
end if
16:
d̃k+1 = S i ◦ F i (dk+1 )
17:
r k+1 = d̃k+1 − dk+1
18:
k =k+1
19:
end while
20:
ℓ=0
21: end for
22: for i = 1 to g − 1 do
23:
synchronize F i and S i with F g and S g
24: end for
should not be added to V k and W k . Otherwise, the approximation for the inverse of R′
would not only relate a change of the residual to a change of the interface’s displacement,
but would also represent the additional features that become visible due to a change of
the grid level. If these differences are added to V k and W k nonetheless, the convergence
of the coupling iterations on grid level i + 1 is hampered in the numerical experiments.
When the differences in Eqs. (19) are not used, the number of columns in V k and W k at
the end of the time step is less than or equal to the number of coupling iterations minus
the number of grid levels.
Lines 22 to 24 show that synchronization is necessary at the end of the time step.
Once the solution has been found on the finest grid level, all degrees of freedom on the
coarser grid levels have to be corrected. A possible approach to the synchronization is to
interpolate the data in the entire fluid and solid domain from the finest grid level to all
other grid levels. If no such mechanism is available because the solvers are black boxes, the
interface displacement and stress calculated during the coupling iterations on the finest
grid level can be applied to the interface of the coarser grid levels and the flow equations
9
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Figure 2: The pressure contours (in Pa) on the fluid-structure interface of the finest grid level for the
propagation of a pressure wave in a 3D tube after 10−3 s (left), 5×10−3 s (centre) and 9×10−3 s (right).

and structural equations can be solved once more on all but the finest grid level, with this
displacement and stress as boundary condition.
4

NUMERICAL RESULTS

As an example, the propagation of a pressure wave in a straight flexible tube is simulated [13]. This tube with radius 0.005 m and length 0.05 m is a simplified model for a
large artery. The finite volume flow solver uses linear interpolation for the pressure and
first-order upwind discretization for the momentum. It solves the Navier-Stokes equations in arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation with PISO pressure-velocity
coupling and the first-order backward Euler time integration scheme. The grid of the
fluid domain is adapted to the displacement of the fluid-structure interface by replacing
the cell edges with springs. The finite element structural solver uses implicit HilberHughes-Taylor time integration of shell elements with 8 nodes and takes into account the
geometric nonlinearities due to the large deformation of the structure.
The tube’s wall is a linear elastic material with density 1200 kg/m3 , Young’s modulus
3×105 N/m2 , Poisson’s ratio 0.3 and thickness 0.001 m. The structure is clamped in
all directions at the inlet and outlet. The fluid is incompressible and has a density of
1000 kg/m3 and a viscosity of 0.003 Pa·s. Both the fluid and the structure are initially
at rest. During the first 3×10−3 s, an overpressure of 1333.2 N/m2 is applied at the inlet.
The wave propagates through the tube during 10−2 s, simulated with time steps of 10−4 s.
The pressure contours on the fluid-structure interface as shown in Figure 2 correspond
well with those in [13].
For this simulation, two grid levels are used and the convergence tolerance is εi =
−3
10 ||r0 ||2 for both grid levels. The coarse grid level contains 34944+1824 degrees of
freedom for the flow and the structure, respectively. For the fine grid level, each direction
is refined with a factor 4, giving 2247168+28032 degrees of freedom. IQN-ILS required
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on average 13.2 coupling iterations per time step on the fine grid, whereas ML-IQN-ILS
performed on average 12.1 coupling iterations on the coarse grid and 7.0 on the fine grid.
The number of coupling iterations on the fine grid is thus reduced by approximately 50 %
in the simulation with two grid levels, compared to a simulation with a fine grid only. As
the cost of the coupling iterations on the coarse grid level is relatively small, the duration
of the simulation also decreases by approximately 50 %.
5

CONCLUSIONS

A new multi-level coupling technique for partitioned simulation of fluid-structure interaction has been presented. This technique is based on the fundamental insight from
stability analyses on Gauss-Seidel coupling iterations that in the difference between the
current and the correct interface displacement, the Fourier modes with a low wave number
are most unstable. ML-IQN-ILS first calculates the coupled solution on the coarsest grid
level and subsequently uses that solution as the starting point for the coupling iterations
on the following, finer grid level. Moreover, the approximation for the inverse of the
Jacobian constructed on the coarser grid levels accelerates the convergence of the coupling iterations on the finer grid levels. The numerical results show that this multi-level
algorithm can reduce the duration of a partitioned fluid-structure interaction simulation.
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Abstract.
Coupled problems consist of two or more problems which in most cases
describe different physical phenomena. An example of such a problem is the interaction
of fluid and structure. Usually, the most accurate way to solve coupled problems is the
monolithical approach. But often, due to different reasons, a partitioned method is used,
where the subproblems are solved with different software packages and there may be
different discretisation methods. One reason for partitioning a coupled problem is that
existing codes and the best discretisation schemes can be used. In this note we introduce
an iteration-free, partitioned method which is based on a linear-implicit time integration
method.

1

INTRODUCTION

Coupled problems appear in different research areas. One common example is the
interaction of structure and fluid [DR08], e.g. the numerical simulation of offshore wind
turbines, see [MM04], or of biomechanical processes. Coupled problems consist of two
or more different physical problems which are in general space and time dependent. The
discretisation in space leads to a high dimensional system of ordinary differential equations
(ODEs). The computation of the numerical solution needs the simultaneous solution of
the strong coupled equations of each problem. But often for each subproblem different
discretisation schemes are used. In the case of fluid-structure interaction the fluid is
discretised with Finite Volumes and the structure with Finite Elements. For building a
monolithic solver [RB00], it is often difficult to find a free available software system which
processes different discretisation methods for different problem classes.
This is one reason to use a modular approach and partitioned methods [RB00, FP80,
MW01, PFL95, MS02, MNS06], i.e. the subproblems are solved by different codes which
1
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communicate with each other. The communication between the solvers can be realised
with the help of the Component Template Library (CTL), i.e. the solvers are transformed
into software components and are controlled from outside with a central unit. In [RSM09]
the CTL is used to solve FSI problems.
For the time discretisation of parabolic differential equations, the heat equation or the
incompressible Navier–Stokes equations, often implicit methods are used [GS00, JR10]
to obtain a stable numerical solution. To use an implicit time integration method for a
coupled problem leads to difficulties in solving the final non-linear system since each solver
processes only a part of the system. Therefore iterative methods as the staggered scheme,
the Block-Gauß-Seidel- or the Block–Newton scheme are used to solve this non-linear
system.
In this paper we introduce two classes of time stepping schemes. First the diagonally
implicit Runge–Kutta methods (DIRK–methods). We formulate the Block-Gauß-Seideland the Block–Newton scheme. The second class are the linear implicit Runge–Kutta
methods, the so-called Rosenbrock–Wanner methods. This class of methods needs only
the solution of a linear system. It is possible to formulate the Block–Gauß–Seidel method
in such a way that we get an iteration-free partitioned method, and the Block–Newton
method reduces to a Block–Gauß method, i.e. only one iteration step is needed.
The paper is structured as follows: First we give a short introduction into the time
discretisation schemes. Then the Block–Gauß–Seidel and the Block–Newton methods for
both discretisation schemes are formulated. In chapter 4 we present a numerical result.
2

TIME DISCRETISATION
In this note we are considering strongly coupled problems of ODEs which are given by
M1 u̇ = f (t, u, v),
M2 v̇ = g(t, u, v),

u(0) = u0
v(0) = v0 ,

(1)
(2)

where the matrices M1 ∈ Rn1 ,n1 and M2 ∈ Rn2 ,n2 are regular. Problems which can be
formulated in the form (1)–(2) arise in the simulation of mechanical problems, in the case
of semi-discretised Dirichlet-Neumann-problems and in the simulation of FSI problems
(see [MS03]).
In practical applications the systems (1) and (2) are stiff, i. e. explicit time disscretisations schemes need arbitrarily small time steps to compute a stable numerical solution.
Therefore we consider linear-implicit and diagonally implicit Runge–Kutta methods which
have no steplength restriction to produce a stable numerical solution.
2.1

Diagonally implicit Runge–Kutta methods

Application to ODEs. First we consider an implicite ODE of the form
M u̇ = F(t, u),
2
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where M is a regular matrix. A Runge–Kutta method (RK–method) with s internal
stages, [HW96, SW92], is a one–step–method for solving (3) of the form
M ki = F (tm + ci τm , Ui ) ,

U i = u m + τm

s


aij kj ,

i = 1, . . . , s,

(4)

j=1

um+1 = um + τm

s


bi k i .

(5)

i=1

The coefficients of an RK–method are usually represented with the help of a Butcher–
table,
c1 a11 . . . a1s
c2 a21 . . . a2s
.. = c A .
..
..
.
.
.
b
cs as1 . . . ass
b1 . . . b s
The vector c includes the grid points of the time discretisation and b is a vector with
weights. The coefficients aij , bi and ci should be chosen in such a way that some order
conditions are satisfied to obtain a sufficient consistency order.
In this paper, the coefficients of the RK–method (4)–(5) satisfy aij = 0 for i < j,
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , s} and aii = 0 for i ∈ {2, . . . , s}. RK–methods satisfying these conditions
are called diagonal–implicit RK–methods (DIRK–methods). These methods are discussed
in several papers and books, e.g. in [SW92, HW96]. Applications to fluid problems can
be found in [JGR06, JR10] and to structural problems in [HH10].
Application to strongly coupled problems. Next we apply the RK–method (4)–(5)
on our strongly coupled problem (1)–(2). Then the method reads as
M1 ki = f (tm + ci τm , Ui , Vi ) ,
M2 li = g (tm + ci τm , Ui , Vi ) ,

U i = u m + τm
V i = v m + τm

s


j=1
s


aij kj ,

i = 1, . . . , s,

(6)

aij lj ,

i = 1, . . . , s,

(7)

j=1

um+1 = um + τm

s


bi k i ,

vm+1 = vm + τm

i=1

s


bi l i .

(8)

i=1

In each timestep s non-linear systems have to be solved. One possibility for the solution
of these systems is the simplified Newton method [SW92, HW96] which reads for the
equation F(x) = 0 as follows
x(ν+1) = x(ν) − (∂x F(x(0) ))−1 F(x(ν) ).
3
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Since inverting a matrix is very expensive, we multiply by ∂x F(x(0) ) and get the linear
system
(∂x F(x(0) ))(x(ν+1) − x(ν) ) = −F(x(ν) ).
In the case γ := aii for i = 1, . . . , s, the system-matrix on the left-hand side in (6)–(7)
does not change during a timestep. Therefore we can make one LU-decomposition in each
time-step and then solve all non-linear systems by forward and backward substitutions
which reduce the cost for the linear algebra. In our case the linear systems reads as



 
(ν+1)
(ν)
ki
ki
−
(ν)
(ν+1)
li
li
 
 
(ν)
(ν)
  (ν) 
+
c
τ
,
U
,
V
f
t
m
i m
i
i
0
ki
  , (10)
− 
(ν)
(ν)
(ν)
M2
li
g tm + ci τm , Ui , V i

M1 − τ aii ∂u fm
−τ aii ∂v fm
−τ aii ∂u gm
M2 − τ aii ∂v gm
=



M1
0

 

where ν > 0, ∂u fm := ∂u f (tm , u, v), and
(ν)

Ui

:= um + τm

i−1


(ν)

aij kj + τm aii ki ,

i = 1, . . . , s

j=1

Adaptive time step control. RK–methods have the advantage that they allow an
easy implementation of an adaptive time steplength control. Consider a RK–method of
order p ≥ 2. An adaptive time step control employs a second RK–method which has
the coefficients aij , b̂i and ci , i, j = 1, . . . , s, and order p − 1. The solution of the second
method at tm+1 is given by
s

b̂i ki .
ûm+1 = um +
i=1

Now, the next time step τm+1 is proposed to be
τm+1 = ρ

2
τm

τm−1



T OL · rm
2
rm+1

1/p

,

(11)

where ρ ∈ (0, 1] is a safety factor, T OL > 0 is a given tolerance and
rm+1 := um+1 − ûm+1  .

(12)

This step size selection rule is called PI–controller [GLS88], and details on the numerical
error and the implementation of the automatic steplength control can be found in [HW96,
Lan01].
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2.2

Rosenbrock–Wanner methods

Application to ODEs. As in the case of DIRK schemes we start our considerations
with an implicit ODE of the form (3). A Rosenbrock–Wanner–method (ROW method)
with s internal stages is given by
i



M ki = F tm + αi τm , Ũi + τm J
γij kj + τm γi Ḟ(tm , um ),

(13)

j=1

Ũi = um + τm
um+1 = um + τm

i−1

j=1
s


aij kj ,

i = 1, . . . , s,

bi k i ,

(14)

i=1

where J := ∂u F(tm , um ), αij , γij , bi are the parameters of the method,
αi :=

i−1

j=1

αij ,

γi :=

i−1


γij ,

γ := γii > 0, i = 1, . . . , s.

j=1

If the parameters αij , γij , and bi are chosen appropriately, a sufficient consistency order
can be obtained. Additional consistency conditions arise if J is only an approximation to
∂u F(tm , um ), or if J is an arbitrary matrix. This class of methods are called W–methods,
[SW92]. If a ROW method is applied to semidiscretized partial differential equation,
further order conditions should be satisfied to avoid order reduction, see [LO95]. The
same stability concepts apply for ROW methods as for DIRK–methods.
The ROW method (13)–(14) requires the successive solution of s linear systems of
equations with the same matrix M − γτm J. Note, J depends only on um . The right hand
side of the i–th linear system of equations depends on the solutions of the first to the
(i − 1)–st system. Thus, a main difference of ROW methods to DIRK methods is that it
is not necessary to solve a nonlinear system of equations in each discrete time but a fixed
number of linear systems of equations, i.e. there appears no iteration loop for solving the
nonlinear system and so the method can be interpreted as iteration-free.
Again, as in the last section about diagonal–implicit RK–methods, an automatic step
length control can be implemented with the help of an embedded method. Common
Rosenbrock methods as ROS3P, ROS3Pw have an embedded method.
Application to strongly coupled systems. An ROW method applied on the strongly
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coupled system (1)–(2) reads as



−τ γ∂v f
Ui
M1 − τ γ∂u f
−τ γ∂u g
M2 − τ γ∂v g
Vi
 
 



i−1

f tm + αi τm , Ûi , V̂i
U
∂
f
∂
f
i
u
v
  + τm
γij
= 
∂u g ∂v g
Vi
g tm + αi τm , Ûi , V̂i
j=1
 
 
ḟ tm + αi τm , Ûi , V̂i
 ,
+ τm γ i  
ġ tm + αi τm , Ûi , V̂i
Ûi = um + τm

i−1


aij Uj ,

V̂i = um + τm

j=1

um+1 = um +

s


aij Vj ,

i = 1, . . . , s,

(16)

j=1

bi Ui , vm+1 = vm +

i=1

3

i−1


(15)

s


bi V i .

(17)

i=1

THE PARTITIONED APPROACH

Next we consider the partitioned approach, i.e. the ODEs (1)–(2) are solved with
different codes and methods. Considering the DIRK– and ROW–methods the systems (10)
and (15)–(16) are solved on different computers. Therefore we start our considerations
with the strongly coupled, non-linear system
0 = f (x, y),
0 = g(x, y),

x ∈ Rm
y ∈ Rn ,

(18)
(19)

where f : Rm × Rn → Rm and g : Rm × Rn → Rn are sufficiently smooth functions.
We discuss two partitioned approaches to the solve the problem (18)–(19). First the
Block–Gauß–Seidel method and second the Block–Newton method.
3.1

The Block–Gauß–Seidel method

The idea of the Block–Gauß–Seidel method is the following. First we solve equation (18) with fixed y w.r.t. x. Then we insert this solution x into equation (19) and
solve it w.r.t. y. This procedure is repeated until convergence and a graphical illustration
of the method can be found in Figure 1. For the convergence of the Block–Gauß–Seidel
method we refer to [Axe96].
Application to DIRK–methods In this section we apply the Block–Gauß–Seidel method
on our coupled system (6)–(7). As explained before we use a simplified Newton iteration
to solve the two non-linear systems. Our parititioned method reads then as follows:
(ν)

1. Set ν := 0, ki

(ν)

:= 0 and li

:= 0.
6
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ODE 1



um







k1 . . .




ODE 2










vm 



. . . ks

um+1










l1 . . .

...




ls 



vm+1

Figure 1: Block–Gauß–Seidel method

2. Compute
(ν)

Vi

:= vm + τm

i−1


(ν)

aij lj + τm aii li

j=1

and communicate it to the first solver.
(ν+1)

3. Compute ki

by solving (6), set
(ν+1)
Ui

:= vm + τm

i−1


(ν+1)

aij kj + τm aii ki

,

j=1

(ν+1)

and communicate Ui
(ν+1)

4. Compute li

to the second solver.

by solving (7).

5. Set ν := ν + 1.
(ν+1)

6. If the values ki

(ν+1)

and li

are not sufficiently accurate then go to Step 2

Application to ROW–methods In this section we apply the Block–Gauß–Seidel method
on our coupled system (15). In this case to a simplified, iteration free Block–Gauß method
since the diagonal blocks of the Jacobian, i.e. J12 and J21 , are set two zero. To get a
better approximation we can manipulate the time derivative of the right-hand side, but as
we will see later in the section on the numerical example our coupled Rosenbrock methods
have order reduction.
Our parititioned method then reads as follows. Compute Ui by solving








(M1 − γτm ∂u f ) Ui = f tm + αi τm , Ûi , V̂i + τm

i−1

j=1



γij ∂u fUj + γi τm ḟ (tm , um ) + ∂v fgm

and
(M2 − γτm ∂v g) Vi = g tm + αi τm , Ûi , V̂i + τm
7
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with fm := f (tm , um , vm ), gm := g(tm , um , vm ), Ûi and V̂i , i = 1, . . . , s, given by (16).
The terms ∂v fgm and ∂u gfm result from the time derivative of f and g.
3.2

The Block–Newton method

First we apply Newton’s method on our nonlinear system (18) and (19). We obtain
the linear system





fx f y
f (x(k) , y(k) )
∆x(k+1)
,
(20)
=−
gx gy
g(x(k) , y(k) )
∆y(k+1)
where fx , . . . are the Jacobians and ∆x(k+1) := x(k+1) − x(k) . In the next step we apply
one Gauß-step on the system (20), i.e. we resolve the first equation of (20) w.r.t. ∆x(k+1) ,
i.e.
∆x(k+1) = −fx−1 (fy ∆y(k+1) + f )
and insert this result into the second equation, i.e.
−gx fx−1 (fy ∆y(k+1) + f ) + gy ∆y(k+1) = −g
or
(gy − gx fx−1 fy )∆y(k+1) = gx fx−1 f − g.
For abbreviation we set
S := gy − gx fx−1 fy ,
  

p := fx−1 f .

=:C

The matrix S is often called Schur complement. Now our Block Elimination Algorithm
has the following form
1. Compute p, i.e. solve fx p = f for p.
2. Compute C = fx−1 fy , i.e. solve the matrix equation fx C = fy for C.
3. Compute the Schur complement S = gy − gx C.
4. Compute the modified right-hand side gx p − g =: g̃.
5. Solve S∆y = g̃ for ∆y.
6. Compute ∆x = −(p + C∆y).
Application to DIRK–methods In this paragraph we apply our Block–Newton method
on the non-linear equation (6)–(7). Therefore, as in the previous section, we first apply
a Newton method on (6)–(7) leading to the linear system (10) which is then solved by a
Block–Gauß algorithm. Our Block–Newton method reads then as follows
8
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(ν)
(ν)
(ν)
− M1 ki .
1. Compute p, i.e. solve (M1 − τ aii ∂u fm )p = f tm + ci τm , Ui , Vi

2. Compute C = −τ aii (M1 − τ aii ∂u fm )−1 ∂v fm , i.e. solve the matrix equation
(M1 − τ aii ∂u fm )C = −τ aii fm ∂v fm
for C.
3. Compute the Schur complement S = (M2 − τ aii ∂v gm ) + τ aii ∂u gm C.
(ν)

4. Compute the modified right-hand side τ aii ∂u gm p − M2 li + g =: g̃.
5. Solve S∆y = g̃ for ∆y.
6. Compute ∆x = p − C∆y.
Application to ROW–methods In the case of ROW–methods the Block–Newton
method simplifies to a Block–Gauß method applied on the linear system (15). The method
reads as


(ν)
(ν)
1. Compute p, i.e. solve (M1 − τ aii ∂u fm )p = f tm + ci τm , Ui , Vi
.
2. Compute C = τ aii (M1 − τ aii ∂u fm ∂u , i.e. solve the matrix equation
(M1 − τ aii ∂u fm )C = τ aii fm )−1 ∂u
for C.
3. Compute the Schur complement S = (M2 − τ aii ∂v gm ) − τ aii ∂u gm C.
4. Compute the modified right-hand side τ aii ∂u gm p − g =: g̃.
5. Solve S∆y = g̃ for ∆y.
6. Compute ∆x = −(p + C∆y).
4

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
As an example we consider a simple predator-prey model which is given by
u̇ = 10u(1 − v),
v̇ = v(u − 1),

u(0) = 3
v(0) = 1.

For determining the numerical solution we apply the trapezoidual rule, DIRK3 [Ran07],
ROS3P [RA05], and ROS3Pw [RA05] with equidistant time steps τ = 1/(10 · 2N ), N =
0, 1, dots, 5.
9
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Figure 2: Block–Gauß–Seidel method: τ versus error

Figure 3: Block–Newton method: τ versus error

In Figure 2 we present the results which are obtained with the Block–Gauß–Seidel
method. It can be observed that the ROW–methods have order reduction since the
Jacobian is not evaluated exactly. The DIRK–methods give better results since these
methods need not the evaluation of a Jacobian.
Different results appear if the Block–Newton method is used to solve the final system
(see Figure 3). In this case all methods reach the desired order and the ROW–methods
give much better results as then with the Block–Gauß–Seidel method.
5

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this note we have introduced the Block–Gauß–Seidel and the Block–Newton method
for DIRK– and ROW–methods. In the case of ROW–methods we get an iteration-free,
partitioned method.
10
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In the next steps we first have to consider more complicated ODEs, e.g. the coupling of
parabolic differential equations. Moreover the coupling of differential algebraic equations
should be analysed since it is well-known that the Block–Gauß–Seidel method may fail
for this class of problems.
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Abstract. Fluid–structure interaction of inflatables comprizes a family of applications,
of which airbags are one. Challenges in this domain are complex geometries requiring
relatively high resolution; large displacements possibly entailing severe mesh distortion;
and strong coupling. A promising approach seems to be coupling a classical finite element formulation for the airbag fabric to a boundary element formulation for the enclosed
fluid. Together with an appropriate time-integration scheme this method answers aforementioned challenges, as demonstrated by numerical simulation.

1

Introduction

In a small percentage of airbag deployments, out-of-position impact occurs, usually
resulting in severe injuries. To understand and improve the inflation process, a precise
understanding of the airbag dynamics is required. This can be provided by accurate
numerical simulations. These simulations are a complicated endeavor however, mainly on
account of the large displacements and length-scale disparities inherently involved. On
the one hand, a realistic stowed airbag constitutes a labyrinth of intricate folds. On the
other, the final configuration is a relatively simple bulb. To date, the complex behavior
on the small scales has been overly simplified (e.g. [9]) rendering the results inappropriate
for the analysis of out-of-position situations.
The approach proposed here is to decompose the fluid domain according to the abovementioned length-scales. The flow inside the geometrically complex folded region is described by a simple, linear potential flow model. This enables analysis using the boundary element method (BEM), which offers significant advantages over domain-discretization
approaches. Most prominently: the anticipated large displacements do not entail mesh
1
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skewing problems; the solution is calculated exclusively at the coupling interface; and the
structure mesh can be inherited by the fluid.
To assess the aforementioned approach, we consider a fluid-structure-interaction problem consisting of a potential-flow model coupled to a string model described by a nonlinear wave equation. The latter is discretized with the finite element method. The system
requires the imposition of volume conservation on the structure subproblem to account for
the incompressibility of the fluid, and setting of an arbitrary additive constant on the fluid
solution, both by means of a Lagrange multiplier. Also, due to the typically low mass
of the membrane and the incompressibility of the fluid, the added-mass effect [2, 3, 5]
requires the use of an implicit time-integration scheme.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In sec. 2, the mathematical problem
is introduced. From the governing equations suitable variational forms are derived. Some
properties pertaining to the numerical solution of the system are elucidated. In sec. 3, the
discretization in both space and time of the variational forms is treated. Ensuing, sec. 4
presents numerical verification and demonstration of the proposed method. This leads to
the conclusions, which are drawn in sec. 5.
2

Problem statement

The structure is assumed to behave according to a large-displacement string model.
The fluid is assumed inviscid and irrotational. In this section variational forms for the
structural and fluidic subsystems are given, followed by their coupling and a discussion
on the aggregate system.
Membrane The airbag, henceforth designated the membrane, is modeled by a curve in
the plane parametrized by x : (0, L)×(0, T ) −→ R2 . This membrane is defined by the time
dependent set Γw := x((0, L), t). Together with the inflater opening Γi , it enclosesthe
fluid domain Ω, which is consequently also time dependent. The boundary Γ := Γw Γi
is assumed to be C 1,1 -continuous almost everywhere. Time- and space derivatives are
denoted ∂t (·) and ∂s (·), respectively. The motion of the membrane is governed by the
momentum-balance equation [1, 13]:


0 ∂t2 x − ∂s E[1 − J −1 ]∂s x − Jpn = 0,
(1)

supplemented with initial conditions x(·, 0) = x0 (s), x (·, 0) = x1 (s); and boundary
conditions x(0, ·) = x0 (0), x(0, ·) = x0 (L). The second term in (1) is derived from Ψ :=
−E(J − 1)2 /2, the strain energy of a linearly elastic material. Furthermore, J := ∂s x
denotes the determinant of the Jacobian of x. The normal n can also be expressed as
R∂s xJ −1 with R the π/2 negative rotation. The parameters 0 and E represent the
structural density and Young’s modulus respectively. The variational form becomes find
x − x0 ∈ H01 (0, L; R2 ) s.t. ∀w ∈ H01 (0, L; R2 ):
(w, 0 ∂t2 x)L2 + (∂s w, E[1 − J −1 ]∂s x)L2 − (w, pR∂s x)L2 = 0,
2
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with (·, ·)L2 the L2 (0, L; R2 ) inner product.
Fluid The Laplace problem with pure Neumann boundaries governs the fluid response,
described by φ,

∆φ = 0
in Ω,
(3)
∂n φ = g at Γ,
with g the normal velocity at the boundary. These equations can be cast into a boundary
integral formulation, as derived in e.g. [8, 12]:
 ∗
 ∗
c(x)φ(x) +
H(x; y)φ(y)dΓy =
G(x; y)g(y)dΓy ,
(4)
where x ∈ Γ and
G(x; y) = −(2π)−1 log r,

H(x; y) = ∂ny G(x; y),

(5)

are the single- and double-layer potentials respectively, with r := x − y the distance.
The coefficient c(x) = α/2π with α the local angle of Γ. Recalling our regularity assumptions, c = 1/2 a.e. The integrals are singular and, accordingly, the asterisk indicates
that these should be interpreted in the Cauchy principal value sense. Employing the
Galerkin technique, the variational problem corresponding to (4) is: find φ ∈ H 1/2 (Γ) s.t.
∀w ∈ H 1/2 (Γ):
(w, φ/2)X + (w, H ∗ φ)X = (w, G ∗ g)X .
(6)
The appropriate inner product would be that of X = H 1/2 (Γ) (see [10]), however, the
choice X = L2 (Γ) is more convenient and is taken as a first attempt.
Coupling The membrane and fluid are coupled kinematically by imposing
g = ∂t x · n at Γw

(7)

on the fluid and dynamically through the pressure acting on the membrane, by Bernoulli’s
law,
p = ∇φ2 /2.
(8)
Closure To ensure uniqueness of the coupled problem, two issues are addressed in this
paragraph. The first pertains to the nullspace of the Laplace-Neumann equation, the
second to a compatibility condition on the boundary data.
It is well-known that (3) is ill-posed, a property that carries over to the boundary
integral equation (BIE) (4), see [7]. It follows by substitution that an arbitrary constant
can be added to the solution. Thus, the nullspace is nontrivial. Physically, the equation
is derived to find a velocity field, which is the gradient of φ. This constant is therefore
3
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an artifact and it is dealt with by imposing the auxiliary condition φdΓ = 0 through a
Lagrange multiplier approach. Accordingly, we add to (6): find λ ∈ R s.t. ∀µ ∈ R:


λ wdΓ + µ φdΓ = 0.
(9)
Γ

Γ

This freedom in the nullspace comes at the cost of freedom in the choice of valid boundary data, i.e., g has to satisfy a compatibility condition. Indeed, by Gauss’ theorem, it is
apparent that the boundary integral of g should vanish. The boundary data g depends on
the structural displacement, however, via the kinematic condition (7), and the structural
solution generally does not comply with the compatibility condition. To avoid incompatibility of the structural displacement, a constraint is imposed on the (instantaneous)
volume V of Ω, viz.,
 t
C(x; t) := V (x(t)) − V (x(0)) −
vn dΓdτ = 0.
(10)
0

Γi

The constraint (10) is again imposed weakly through a Lagrange multiplier approach, by
adding to (2): find λ ∈ R, s.t. ∀µ ∈ R:
λC(x; t) + µC  (x; t)(w) = 0.

(11)

We remark that (11) is derived from the constrained minimization problem corresponding
to (2), see [11].
3

Discretization

Spatial semi-discretization The parametric space (0, L) is partitioned into Ne segments κe with maximum length h. This generates the computational mesh Th := {κe }e<Ne .1
A (p + 1)-dimensional polynomial basis {Ni (ξ}i≤p is defined on the reference segment
κ̂ := (−1, 1) and mapped by M e to each κe , such that a solution u : (0, L) −→ Rd can be
approximated by

u(s) ≈
Ni ◦ [M e ]−1 ûei ,
e,i

where ûei ∈ Rd . Following the isoparametric concept, a similar relation holds for the
geometry, x, of the fluid subproblem. We employ a piecewise linear basis {Ni (ξ)} :=
{(1 − ξ)/2, (1 + ξ)/2}. This way, the discrete approximation of Γ satisfies the regularity
assumption.
The fluid approximation space is easily derived from that of the structure by reducing
the dimension d and appending a discretization of the inflow boundary Γi . Where element
1

Indices i, j and e are taken to run in N from 0.
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integrals are singular, they are evaluated analytically. On the polygonal boundary with
linear Ni we find, if s, sy ∈ κe :
(Ni ◦ [M e ]−1 (s), H(s; sy ) ∗ Nj ◦ [M e ]−1 (sy ))L2 = 0,

 ny J 2
.
(Ni ◦ [M e ]−1 (s), G(s; sy ) ∗ Nj ◦ [M e ]−1 (sy ))L2 = 6 + (−1)i+j − 4 log 2J
8π
Time As elucidated in [5, 3], strong coupling involving an incompressible fluid imposes
strong stability requirements on the time discretization. Usually, this entails implicit
schemes, such as the 1st -order backward Euler scheme proposed here.2 The solution
vector u of the 2nd -order structural semi-discretization is advanced with time-step τ to
time-level n + 1 by
M (un+1 − 2un + un−1 )τ −2 + K(un+1 ) = f n+1 ,

(12)

with M , K and f the mass, stiffness and forcing derived from (11). A Newton procedure
is employed to solve this nonlinear system. Our selection of the Euler scheme is motivated
by its simplicity and good numerical damping.
4

Results

Two notes are made on the solution of the discrete system presented in sec. 3. Firstly,
to solve the nonlinear weak form of the structure, the Newton procedure is employed.
This requires second derivatives of (11) with respect to x. The only non-linear term in
(2) pertains to the stiffness, and its linearization yields




∂s x∂s (·) − ∂s x 12 ∂s x−1 2(∂s x · ∂s (·))
−1
∂x (∂s w, J ∂s x)L2 (·) = ∂s w,
∂s x2
L2


−1
−3
= ∂s w, [J Id − J ∂s x ⊗ ∂s x]∂s (·) L2

Boundedness of J −1 is guaranteed if x(0, ·) = x(L, ·). Note that the tangent stiffness
∂x (∂s w, E[1 − J −1 ]∂s x)L2 is possibly singular, posing problems for the steady case, such
as the hoop stress test presented in this section. In this case the tangent above is approximated by perfect elasticity [13], i.e., by letting J → ∞.
Secondly, the volume of the airbag, that is required to impose the compatibility condition 10, can be computed by the determinant rule, according to:

V (x) =
|x̂e |,
(13)
Th

where the correct numbering should be noted, i.e., ∀e < Ne : M e (−1) < M e (1).
The proposed discretization has been verified by various numerical experiments:
2

However, recently a 1st -order explicit scheme with defect correction was proposed in [4].
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(L, L)
Γ2

Γ3 φ = uxy

x
Γ1
(0, 0)

Γ0
(0, 0)

(L, 0)

uL
p
(a) Shearing flow case.

(b) Hoop stress case.

Figure 1: Schematics of the test cases.
i) the fluid discretization, by a known solution representing shearing motion;
ii) the structural semi-discretization, by finding the hoop stress;
iii) the dynamic fluid–structure-interaction formulation, by the inflation of a pancakeshaped domain.
Shearing flow To verify the fluid discretization, the solution φ = uxy is assumed on
a unit square. The resulting Neumann conditions suggest the evolution of the boundary
from a diamond-shape to a square, see fig. 1a.
The potential and pressure solutions are given in fig. 2. The solution φ is very accurate
for both quadrature orders. However, in pressure, the tangential derivative clearly reduces
the regularity of the solution at the corners of the domain. From the convergence plots
in figure 3, we observe the theoretical quadratic convergence [6] in φ and the residual,
provided quadrature is high enough. If numerical quadrature is used on an element
close to the singularity, the quadrature should be sufficiently high. As Ne increases, the
neighboring element moves toward this singularity and these errors start to deteriorate
the solution, as can be seen from the low-order quadrature curve for p in fig. 3b.
If the inflow is locally perturbed in an incompatible fashion, it can be seen that pressure
changes remain local, except increased oscillations at the corners. Thus the pressure
distribution does not cause the membrane movement to accommodate the extra inflow,
so volume conservation will have to be enforced explicitly, as implied in sec. 2.
Hoop stress To verify the structure discretization, a constant pressure is applied such
that a taught string is elongated to a semi-circle. The strain then equals π − 1, a straight6
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(a) Potential along boundary.

(b) Pressure along boundary.

Figure 2: Shearing flow, Ne = 64. Plotted are the analytic solution (−), 4th -order (− −)
and 32nd -order (· · · ) Gaussian quadrature approximations. Errors of these solutions are
given along (− · −) in figure 3b.

(a) L2 (Γ) Riesz representation of the residual.

(b) L2 (Γ) error norms for φ (triangle) and p (circle).

Figure 3: Convergence with Ne (along horizontal axes) for shearing flow w.r.t. the analytical solution of the 4th -order (− −) and 32nd -order (· · · ) Gaussian quadrature approximations.
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(a) Subiteration residual decay for Ne = 512, approx-(b) Spatial convergence (Ne varies along the horizonimate tangent (triangle), exact tangent (circle).
tal axis) w.r.t. the analytical solution, H 1 (0, L; R2 )
norm (triangle), L2 (0, L; R2 ) norm (square).

Figure 4: Subiteration- and convergence behavior for the hoop stress case.
forward calculation conveys the required internal pressure p = (π − 2)E/L, cf. fig. 1b.
We restrict ourselves to the steady, nonlinear problem. In the Newton method, the
residual (plotted in fig. 4a) should decay quadratically where the exact tangent is applied,
as it is seen to do. Figure 4b shows that the formulation provides linear and quadratic
convergence in the H 1 and L2 norms, respectively. These convergence rates are optimal.
Pancake Finally, we verify the coupled problem qualitatively, by considering a pancakeshaped unstressed initial configuration at rest. An inflow is then applied, following ∂t V =
∂t V S(s)T (t), with
S(s) = 4s(Li − s)/L2i

(1 − cos (πt/T1 )) /2,



1,
T (t) =

(1 + cos (π(t − T2 )/T1 )) /2,



0,

0 < t ≤ T1 ,
T 1 < t ≤ T2 ,
T 2 < t ≤ T1 + T 2 ,
T1 + T2 < t < T.

In these relations we have the mean inflation flux ∂t V = (V (0) − V (T1 + T2 ))/T2 , inflater
opening Li and two time instances 0 < T1 ≤ T2 . Note that the mean flux has a negative
sign as it is directed into the enclosure. The inflow has a quadratic profile and its magnitude is gradually in- and decreased in time, see fig. 5, which also shows the subiteration
history. Snapshots at different time-levels are given in fig. 6. Near the inflater, the membrane is initially concave which causes it to compress under the action of pressure. It is
observed that the subsequent wrinkling does not impede the numerical process.
8
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(a) Influx per time-interval.

(b) Subiteration count.

Figure 5: Evolution of total inflow (top) and subiteration count (bottom) in time for the
pancake test case.

Figure 6: Snapshots of the response in the pancake test case.
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5

Conclusions

We have presented an investigation of a computational approach for the simulation
of a nonlinear membrane in interaction with an inviscid, incompressible and irrotational
fluid, based on the boundary element method. We showed that the compatibility condition on the boundary velocity originating from the incompressibility of the fluid, must
be imposed explicitly on the structural motion as an auxiliary constraint. Numerical
experiments conveyed optimal convergence of the finite-element approximations of the
fluid and structure subsystems, and of the coupled fluid-structure-interaction problem.
Our results indicate that BEM provides a very effective approach to large-displacement
fluid-structure interactions on geometrically complex domains, because it avoids the mesh
degradation inherent to standard volumetric discretization methods. Moreover, it significantly reduces the computational complexity, because the fluid solution is only computed
on the boundary.
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to understand the performances of different finite elements in the space discretization of the Finite Element Immersed Boundary Method. In
this exploration we will analyze two popular solution spaces: Hood-Taylor and BercovierPironneau (P1-iso-P2). Immersed boundary solution is characterized by pressure discontinuities at fluid structure interface. Due to such a discontinuity a natural enrichment
choice is to add piecewise constant functions to the pressure space. Results show that
P1 + P0 pressure spaces are a significant cure for the well known “boundary leakage”
affecting IBM. Convergence analysis is performed, showing how the discontinuity in the
pressure is affecting the convergence rate for our finite element approximation.

1

INTRODUCTION

Several applications involve the dynamical interaction of solids and fluids. Compatibility and dynamical conditions are set to quantify the mechanical phenomenology involving the solid and fluid phases. Solid equations are naturally written in a Lagrangian
framework, fluid equations are written in an Eulerian framework. The duality between
Lagrangian and Eulerian coordinates is the first issue regarding fluid-structure interactions.
There are different strategies for the coupling of Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions.
Among those we recalll the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian approach [13, 14, 12, 15] and
1
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the fictitious domain method [8, Ch. 8].
The subject of this paper is the immersed boundary method (IBM). The IBM was
first introduced by Peskin in the 70’s in order to simulate the heart blood flow during a
cardiac beat. In the case of immersed boundary method the structure is fully immersed
in the fluid. We refer to [16] for a review of the method. The main idea is to consider the
structure as a part of the fluid. At the fluid and solid overlap, the resulting stress tensor
and density consist of a combination of the fluid and solid ones. In this manner fluid and
solid can be treated in their natural formulation, Eulerian and Lagrangian respectively.
In its original finite difference formulation the IBM takes into account fluid-solid interface
conditions by means of a Dirac delta function. The finite difference approximation of
Dirac delta functions is characterized by an intrinsically diffusive behavior. A great effort
is produced to stabilize this effect and to minimize the well know “boundary leakage”
phenomena [10, 11, 9].
Recently, a finite element approximation of the IBM has been introduced [3, 6, 5, 7, 2].
The finite element discretization of IBM treats variationally the interface between the
fluid and the solid, resulting in a natural embedding of the solid equations into the fluid
ones. The variational treatment of the discontinuity results in a sharper separation of
fluid and solid, see [3, 4].
In this paper we explore the performances related to different popular solution spaces
for the Navier-Stokes equations solution. We start analyzing the Bercovier–Pironneau
(P1-iso-P2) and the Hood–Taylor finite elements. Then we take advantage of the variational treatment of the fluid solid interface, and we add piecewise constant functions to
the pressure space. In this way we give a variational interpretation of the discontinuity
between fluid and solid. Adding a P0 to the pressure solution space results in a five times
reduced “boundary leakage”. Moreover the oscillations due to the approximation of discontinuous solution with continuous pressure functions are reduced. On the other hand
we will show that the solution spaces for the velocities are characterized by non intuitive
behavior. The Hood–Taylor element is more accurate than the Bercovier–Pironneau, but
the resulting diffusivity is higher.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the formulation of our problem,
in Section 3 we recall the discrete formulation of our problem, Section 4 is dedicated to
the numerical experiments. Careful attention will be paid to the results of choices in
Section 3.1. Finally in Section 5 we draw our conclusions.
2

PROBLEM FORMULATION

Let Ω ⊂ Rd , d = 2, 3, be a region containing a fluid and an immersed solid material.
In particular, we focus on viscous incompressible fluids and incompressible viscoelastic
structures. The natural framework for the fluid dynamics is Eulerian, the solid mechanics
is usually described using Lagrangian coordinates. The key feature of the IB is assuming
that the stress tensor at the overlapping between fluid and solid equals the sum of the
fluid and structure stress tensors. In this way fluid and structure can be properly treated
2
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in their natural framework.
At time t the solid body is located in Bt ⊂ Ω, which is the image of a reference domain
B ⊂ Rm , m = d, d − 1, through a mapping X. We set up our Lagrangian framework
denoting s the variable in the reference domain B and x as a material point in the current
domain Bt . Moreover, we assume that ∂Bt ∩ ∂Ω = ∅. From now on we consider the
reference domain coinciding with the initial domain, that is B = B0 .
The relationship between the two different frameworks is given by the mapping
X : B × [0, T ] → Bt

so that x = X(s, t) ∀x ∈ Bt .

(1)

We assume that at any given time the mapping X(s, t) is invertible, which implies that
the deformation gradient


∂Xα (s, t)
Fαi := ∇s X(s, t) αi = Xα,i (s, t) =
,
∂si

has rank m. We assume that the quantity |F| defined

 

∂X





 ∂s 




  ∂X ∂X 


|F| =
 ∂s1 ∧ ∂s2 









 ∂X ∂X
∂X



 
·
∧
∂s1 ∂s2
∂s3 

(2)

as

if m = 1
if m = 2

(3)

if m = 3,

is positive at time t = 0, and therefore at any subsequent time.
Velocity and acceleration of a particle at x at time t are respectively defined as:
u(x, t) =

∂X
(s, t) for x = X(s, t),
∂t

(4)

and

Du
∂2X
∂u
(x, t) =
(x, t) + u(x, t) · ∇ u(x, t),
(5)
(s, t) =
2
dt
∂t
∂t
We assume homogeneous and incompressible fluid and solid, so that the density ρ is
piecewise constant:

ρf in Ω \ Bt
ρ=
(6)
ρs in Bt .
u̇(x, t) =

Detailed study of stability criteria regarding the ratio ρs /ρf can be found in [2].
The Cauchy stress tensor σ, is considered equal to the fluid one, where no solid phase is
located. Where the fluid and the solid overlap the fluid and the solid stresses are summed:

σf
in Ω\Bt
σ=
(7)
σf + σs
in Bt
3
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This assumption is satisfied for example by some biological tissues, subject of several
fluid structure interaction problems (see, e.g., [18]). The fluid stress tensor is specified for
viscous fluids of type:
σ f = −pI + µ(∇ u + (∇ u)T )
(8)
The solid stress tensor σ s is expressed in Lagrangian variables by means of the first
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P:
P(s, t) = |F(s, t)| σ s (X(s, t), t) F−T (s, t).

(9)

The previous definitions are combined with the principal of virtual work, the balance of
momenta and |F| = 1 to get:

 2


∂ X
(ρf u̇ − ∇· σ f ) · vdx = −(ρs − ρf )
· Vds + (∇s · P) · Vds −
PN · VdA. (10)
2
Ω
B ∂t
B
∂B
where V(s, t) = v(X(s, t)), and N is the outer normal to the region B in Lagrangian
coordinates. The change of variables between Eulerian and Lagrangian can be avoided
using the defining property of the d-dimensional Dirac delta distribution:

V(s, t) = v(X(s, t)) =
v(x)δ(x − X(s, t))dx ∀s ∈ B.
(11)
Ω

Taking into account the definition of σ f and noticing that v is arbitrary we conclude the
derivation of our problem: find u, p and X which satisfy the Navier–Stokes equations


∂u
+ u · ∇ u − µ∆u + ∇ p = d + f + t in Ω×]0, T [
(12)
ρf
∂t
in Ω×]0, T [
(13)
∇ ·u = 0

with the following source terms



∂2X
d(x, t) = −(ρs − ρf )
δ(x − X(s, t))ds in Ω×]0, T [
2
B ∂t

f (x, t) =
∇s · Pδ(x − X(s, t))ds
in Ω×]0, T [
B

t(x, t) = −
PNδ(x − X(s, t))dA
in Ω×]0, T [

(14)
(15)
(16)

∂B

and the following equation for the immersed boundary with suitable boundary and initial
conditions
∂X
(s, t) = u(X(s, t), t) in B×]0, T [
(17)
∂t
u(x, t) = 0
on ∂Ω×]0, T [
(18)
in Ω
(19)
u(x, 0) = u0 (x)
X(s, 0) = X0 (s)
in B.
(20)
4
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3

FINITE ELEMENT DISCRETIZATION

We now recall how to discretize the problem using finite element in space and a semiimplicit approach in time. We refer to [2] for more details.
Let Th be a subdivision of Ω into triangles or rectangles if d = 2, tetrahedrons or
parallelepipeds if d = 3, being K a single element of Th . We consider two finite dimensional
spaces Vh ⊆ H01 (Ω)d and Qh ⊆ L20 (Ω).
Next consider a subdivision Sh of B into segments, triangles or tetrahedrons for m =
1, 2, 3 respectively. We shall use the following notation: Tk , k = 1, . . . , Me denotes an
element of Sh , sj , j = 1, . . . , M stands for a vertex of Sh , and Eh indicates the set of the
edges (or faces) e of Sh . Then Sh is the finite element space of piecewise linear d-vectors
defined on B as follows
Sh = {Y ∈ C 0 (B; Ω) : Y|Tk ∈ P1 (Tk )d , k = 1, . . . , Me },

(21)

where P1 (Tk ) stands for the space of affine polynomials on the element Tk . For an element
Y ∈ Sh we shall use also the following notation Yj = Y(sj ) for j = 1, . . . , M .
One of the crucial points of our method is the evaluation of the force term. We consider
Xh piecewise linear so that the deformation gradient Fh = ∇s Xh is piecewise constant.
Therefore also Ph = P(Fh ) is piecewise constant and we can work as follows for all v ∈ Vh :
Fh (t), v = −

Me 


Ph |Tk : ∇s v(Xh ) ds

k=1 Tk
Me 


Ph |Tk N · v(Xh )dA

=−

=−

k=1

∂Tk

e∈Eh

e



(22)

[[Ph ]] · v(Xh )dA

where [[Ph ]] is the jump of Ph across the interelement edge e, defined as:
− −
+
[[Ph ]] = P+
h N + Ph N ,

(23)

and N+ and N− are the normals to the interface e pointing outward “+” or inward “−”
the element. Moreover we use the convention that, when e ∈ ∂B, then [[Ph ]] = Ph N, where
N is the outer normal to B. We observe that e could be either a face (if m = 3) or an
edge (if m = 2) or a point (if m = 1). In the first two cases the integrals are computed
with a suitable quadrature formula, while in the latter case there are no integrals in the
formula. Moreover, the computation of (22) requires an interpolation procedure in order
to evaluate the test function along the structure.

5
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3.1

Stable Finite Elements

In this work we focus on two popular finite elements in two dimensions: Bercovier–
Pironneau (P1-isoP2) and Hood–Taylor. In the IB method the structure imposes a discontinuity in the solution for the stress while the velocity is still continuous. This is the
reason why we add piecewise constant functions to the pressure space for both elements.
The numerical experiments will compare Hood–Taylor finite element:
Vh = {v ∈ H01 (Ω)2 : v|K ∈ P2 (K)2 ∀K ∈ Th },
Qh = {q ∈ L20 (Ω) : q = q1 , q1 ∈ C(Ω̄), q1 |K ∈ P1 (K) ∀K ∈ Th },

(24)

and its augmented version:
Vh = {v ∈ H01 (Ω)2 : v|K ∈ P2 (K)2 ∀K ∈ Th },
Qh = {q ∈ L20 (Ω) : q = q1 + q0 , q1 ∈ C(Ω̄), q1 |K ∈ P1 (K), q0 |K ∈ P0 (K) ∀K ∈ Th }.
(25)
The Bercovier–Pironneau will be also tested:
Vh = {v ∈ H01 (Ω)2 : v|K ∈ P1 (K)2 ∀K ∈ Th/2 },
Qh = {q ∈ L20 (Ω) : q = q1 , q1 ∈ C(Ω̄), q1 |K ∈ P1 (K) ∀K ∈ Th },

(26)

and its augmented version will be considered as well:
Vh = {v ∈ H01 (Ω)2 : v|K ∈ P1 (K)2 ∀K ∈ Th/2 },
(27)
Qh = {q ∈ L20 (Ω) : q = q1 + q0 , q1 ∈ C(Ω̄), q1 |K ∈ P1 (K), q0 ∈ P0 (K) ∀K ∈ Th },
here Th/2 is the mesh obtained connecting the midpoints of every element of Th . In [1]
we used the macroelement technique to prove that the inf-sup condition, for the Stokes
problem, is satisfied for the augmented finite elements (see also [17, 19]). Introducing
the augmented pressure space for the Stokes problem we reduced the difference between
analytical and numerical solution. Moreover the Hood–Taylor confirmed a more accurate
behaviour with respect to Bercovier–Pironneau.
In the case of IB we expect two significant improvements in the elements performances:
1. A better mass conservation. Considering a P1 + P0 test function for the pressure is
equivalent to impose the subsequent restriction:

∇ · u dx = 0
(28)
K

being K a generic triangle in Th .
2. We expect a sharper profile in the pressure solution. The original formulation of
Bercovier–Pironneau and Hood–Taylor approximate the pressure with continuous
functions. This causes a Gibbs phenomenon at pressure discontinuity. We expect
P1 + P0 functions to better control this Gibbs phenomenon.
6
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The second order derivative of Xh with respect to time is discretized with the usual second order finite difference and then approximated using the discrete counterpart of (17).
Hence the scheme reads as follows:
Step 1. Compute

Fn+1
,
v
=
−
[[Ph ]]n · v(Xnh (s, t)) dA
∀v ∈ Vh .
(29)
h
e∈Eh

n+1
Step 2. Solve the Navier-Stokes equations: find (un+1
h , ph ) ∈ Vh × Qh such that

 n+1
uh − unh
n+1
n+1
n+1
, v + b(un+1
ρf
h , uh , v) + a(uh , v) − (∇· v, ph ) =
∆t
 n+1 n
uh (Xh (s)) − unh (Xn−1
h (s))
(30)
− (ρs − ρf )
· v(Xnh (s))ds + Fn+1
h , v ∀v ∈ Vh
∆t
B

(∇· un+1
h , q) = 0

∀q ∈ Qh .

Step 3. Advance the position of the points of the structure:
n
Xn+1
n
hi − Xhi
= un+1
h (Xhi ) ∀i = 1, . . . , M.
∆t

4

(31)

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

This section is devoted to numerical experiments. We refer to the popular inflated
balloon test case. We are considering a two-dimensional domain, the square [0, 1]2 , for
a Stokes fluid. The immersed boundary is lying along a circle of radius R = 0.4. The
immersed boundary initial parametric representation is:


R cos(s/R) + 0.5
X0 (s) =
, s ∈ [0, 2πR] .
R sin(s/R) + 0.5
The elastic distributed load is written as follows:
 2πR
∂X(s, t) ∂v(X(s, t))
F(t), v = −κ
.
∂s
∂s
0

(32)

where κ represents the structure stiffness.
This parametric representation of the immersed boundary, together with the tension
formulation in (32), results in a distributed load per unit length equal to κ/R, radially directed toward the domain center. The resulting Stokes problem is solved using a conjugate
gradient method in combination with a Backward Euler time discretization, see [8]. In
this simple test case of the inflated balloon we can derive a stationary analytical solution.
As soon as we get to a stationary regime the velocity field and pressure map are:
7
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u(x, t) = 0 ∀x ∈ Ω,
p(x, t) =



∀t ∈]0, T [

κ(1/R − πR), |x| ≤ R
∀t ∈]0, T [.
−κπR,
|x| > R

(33)
(34)

The parameters used for our simulations are: final time (T = 10−1 ), structure density
(ρs = 1), fluid density (ρf = 1), fluid viscosity (µ = 1), structure stiffness (κ = 1),
fluid mesh amplitude (hx = 1/32), structure mesh amplitude (hs = 2πR/1024), time step
(∆t = 10−4 ). Notice that, for the purpose of this paper we are not interested in the effect
of inertia terms, being ρs − ρf = 0. The interested reader can refer to [2] for a detailed
analysis of the case ρs = ρf .
In Figure 1(a) we compare the performances of the different finite elements in terms of
area conservation. We observe that adding piecewise constant functions to the pressure
space the area loss is decreased by five times. As predicted in Section 3.1 the imposition
of (28) is effective in reducing the “boundary leakage” effect. A deeper understanding
of this result is achieved considering Figure 1(b). Here we plot the L2 -norm of the “real
divergence” defined as:
df

∂ϕj
∂ϕj
∇ · uh =
+ u2j
.
u1j
∂x
∂y
j=1

where ϕj are the basis functions and df is the number of degrees of freedom on K ∈ Th
for the Hood–Taylor scheme. For the Bercovier–Pironneau scheme df are the degrees of
freedom of the single triangle in Th/2 . The “real divergence” for the Hood–Taylor scheme
is piecewise linear, while it is piecewise constant for the Bercovier–Pironneau one. Plot
1(b) shows that Hood–Taylor scheme is affected by slightly greater values of the “real
divergence”. This is explaining why the area loss is slightly larger for P2 finite elements.
This result can be at first surprising in the sense that improving the element accuracy
provides an overall scheme with slightly more diffusive properties.
Figures 3 and 4 represent the pressure profile at the mid section of the domain for
the Hood–Taylor and the Bercovier–Pironneau schemes, respectively. The numerical and
analytical solutions are superimposed. A detailed representation of the Gibbs phenomenon
is shown in 3(b), and 4(b). In both cases, the augmented pressure space is effective in
reducing the oscillations, resulting in a sharper pressure profile.
Tables 1 and 2 report the convergence analysis for the four finite elements. In the same
manner as in [1], augmenting the pressure space is reducing the solution error for both
the finite elements. The rate of convergence for Bercovier–Pironneau and Hood–Taylor
elements is comparable, since the discontinuity in the solution provides an upper limit for
the achievable accuracy.
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Figure 1: Boundary leakage and real divergence for solution spaces.
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Figure 2: Real divergence for the augmented spaces.
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Figure 3: Pressure profile for Hood-Taylor finite element.
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hx
1/8
1/16
1/32
1/64

DOF
289
1084
4225
16641

hx
1/8
1/16
1/32
1/64

DOF
289
1084
4225
16641

P1 isoP2 /P1 + P0
||ph − p||L2 /||p||L2
L2 rate
−1
2.796936 · 10
1.896726 · 10−1
0.5603356
1.349056 · 10−1
0.4915617
1.021229 · 10−1
0.4016440
P1 isoP2 /P1
2
||ph − p||L /||p||L2
L2 rate
−1
4.382848 · 10
3.055532 · 10−1
0.5204451
2.296133 · 10−1
0.4122172
1.715187 · 10−1
0.4208407

||uh − u||L2
1.773827 · 10−3
9.032238 · 10−4
3.291174 · 10−4
1.191034 · 10−4

L2 rate
0.9737103
1.456481
1.466388

||uh − u||L2
9.247036 · 10−3
3.031251 · 10−3
1.045616 · 10−3
3.937636 · 10−3

L2 rate
1.609078
1.535560
1.408951

Table 1: Spatial convergence to the reference stationary solution.

hx
1/8
1/16
1/32
1/64

DOF
289
1084
4225
16641

hx
1/8
1/16
1/32
1/64

DOF
289
1084
4225
16641

P2 /P1 + P0
||ph − p||L2 /||p||L2
L2 rate
−1
2.679253 · 10
1.873964 · 10−1
0.5157377
1.323534 · 10−1
0.5016974
9.766083 · 10−2
0.4385436
P2 /P1
2
2
||ph − p||L /||p||L
L2 rate
−1
3.015382 · 10
2.277048 · 10−1
0.4051762
1.590665 · 10−1
0.5175350
1.144642 · 10−1
0.4747342

||uh − u||L2
1.666593 · 10−3
9.165198 · 10−4
3.115031 · 10−4
1.083690 · 10−4

L2 rate
0.8626639
1.556920
1.523295

||uh − u||L2
8.617810 · 10−3
3.043257 · 10−3
1.030705 · 10−3
3.776420 · 104

L2 rate
1.501705
1.561984
1.448540

Table 2: Spatial convergence to the reference stationary solution.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

At the beginning of this paper we recalled the immersed boundary method in its
variational formulation as in [7] and [5]. The key idea is to split the Cauchy stress tensor
into two components to be treated in Eulerian and in Lagrangian formulation for the fluid
and the structure, respectively.
The main result of this paper is the study of the performances of two families of
finite elements whose stability was proved in [1]. Being the solution for the pressure
discountinuous, we augmented the pressure space with piecewise constant functions. In
Section 3.1 we anticipated two improvements in augmenting the pressure space: better
mass conservation, and better oscillations control at the interface. Numerical results show
the accomplishment of both these goals. On the other hand we experienced a non-intuitive
result for the “real divergence”. The Hood–Taylor scheme makes the whole IBM algorithm
more diffusive than the Bercovier–Pironneau one. Considering the “real divergence” it
is straightforward to notice that the latter enjoys a more “flexible” shape which is more
effective in adjusting the “real divergence” to the structure inclusion (see Figure 2).
Finally, we can conclude that the behavior of both augmented elements (Bercovier–
Pironneau and Hood–Taylor ) is comparable.
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Abstract. An implicit non-linear finite element (FE) numerical procedure for the simulation of biological muscular tissues is presented. The method has been developed for
studying the motion of muscular hydrostats, such as squid and octopus arms and its general framework is applicable to other muscular tissues. The FE framework considered is
suitable for the dynamic numerical simulations of three-dimensional non-linear nearly incompressible hyperelastic materials that undergo large displacements and deformations.
Human and animal muscles, consisting of fibers and connective tissues, belong to this
class of materials. The stress distribution inside the muscular FE model is considered as
the superposition of stresses along the muscular fibers and the connective tissues. The
stresses along the fibers are modeled as the sum of active and passive stresses, according
to the muscular model of Van Leeuwen and Kier (1997) Philos. Trans. R. Soc. London, 352: 551-571. Passive stress distribution is an experimentally-defined function of
fibers’ deformation; while active stress distribution is the product of an activation level
time function, a force-stretch function and a force-stretch ratio function. The mechanical
behavior of the surrounding tissues is determined adopting a Mooney-Rivlin constitutive
model. The incompressibility criterion is met by enforcing large bulk modulus and by
introducing modified deformation measures. Due to the non-linear nature of the problem,
1
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approximate determination of the Jacobian matrix is performed, in order to utilize the
full Newton-Raphson iterative procedure within each time-step. In addition, time discretization is performed via the implicit Newmark method. We developed an open-source
finite element code that is capable of simulating large deflection maneuvers of muscular
hydrostats. The proposed methodology is validated by comparing the numerical results
with existing measurements for the squid arm extension. The efficiency and robustness
of the proposed numerical method is demonstrated through a series of octopus arm maneuvers, such as extension, compression and bending.

1

INTRODUCTION

Muscular tissues are complex, non-linear, anisotropic, incompressible, viscoelastic materials undergoing large deformations. A wide class of muscular tissues deforms voluntarily
and simulation of muscles behavior through the finite element method (FEM) has been
the subject of many numerical investigations. Amongst the pioneering works in skeletal
muscles’ computational mechanics through the FEM, Kojic et al. [1] proposed a FEM
numerical algorithm for the determination of muscle response. In this work, Hill’s threeelement model was used as basis for the mechanical description of fibers and accounted for
non-linear force-displacement relation and change of geometrical shape. In the same year,
Martins et al. [2] developed a three-dimensional FE methodology for the simulation of
skeletal muscles, where the constitutive relation adopted is a generalization of the model
proposed by [3], being compatible with the passive and active behavior of skeletal muscles
of [4]. Johannsson et al. [5] proposed a mixed total Lagrangian FE formulation for simulating muscular behavior, based on non-linear continuum mechanics, where contractile
active and passive properties of skeletal muscles were considered and the stress distribution was assumed to be equal to the superposition of passive and active ones. Yucesoy et
al. [6] considered the skeletal muscle in two domains: the intracellular and extracellular
matrix domain, represented by two separate meshes linked elastically to account for the
trans-sarcolemmal attachments of muscle fibers, which allows force transmission between
these domains. Furthermore, Oomens et al. [7] proposed a FE approach where physiological reasoning and ”cross-bridge” kinetics via a two-state Huxley model was adopted, in
order to examine the mechanical behavior of a tibialis anterior of a rat. In the recent work
of Liang et al. [8], the governing equations for a muscle element, were based upon the
approach of [9], and incorporated in a commercial general purpose explicit FE program.
It was also, Martins et al. [10], in succession to [2], who introduced a multiplicative split of
the fiber stretch into contractile and (series) elastic stretches, and they considered the simultaneous presence of the series elastic element, the dependence of the contractile stress
on the strain rate and the activation level function. Röhrle and Pullan [11] presented a
simulation framework of an anatomically realistic model of the human masseter muscles
and associated bones, in order to investigate the dynamics of chewing. In the work of
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Tang et al. [12], Hill’s muscle theory coupled with fatigue was proposed to describe the
mechanical behavior of skeletal muscles, where the force developed by a fatigued muscle
was described by a muscle fatigue formula. Stojanovic et al. [13] proposed an extension
of Hill’s three-component model of [1], in order to take into account for different fiber
types. They presented a model consisting of different type sarcomeres coupled in parallel
with the connective tissues, where each sarcomere was modeled by one non-linear elastic
element connected in series with one non-linear contractile element. Most recently, Tang
et al. [14] presented a three-dimensional FEM for skeletal muscles that was developed to
simulate their mechanical behavior during lengthening or shortening. The constitutive
relation of the muscle was determined by using a strain energy approach and active contraction behavior of the muscle fiber was modeled through the Hill’s three-element muscle
concept. In addition, Lu et al. [15] developed a visco-hyperelastic model for skeletal muscle, where the constitutive relation was based on the definition of a Helmholtz free-energy
function, while their model involves fourteen material parameters.
In the present work, motivated by the OCTOPUS project (FP7-231608) that aims
to the development of octopus-like robotic arms, an implicit non-linear finite element
numerical procedure has been developed for the accurate simulation of biological muscular
tissue dynamic motion. In the next section, the constitutive equations adopted and the
FE framework developed in this work are presented in detail. The numerical results
obtained with the implementation of these constitutive equations are initially validated,
and presentation and discussion of results representative of octopus arm motions concludes
the third section. The conclusions of this work are summarized in the last section.
2

FINITE ELEMENT METHODOLOGY

Assume a three-dimensional non-linear, homogeneous elastic continuous medium and
denote by 0V the volume and by 0S the surface in its unloaded state that undergoes
large deformations, as shown in Fig. 1. The volume and bounding surface of the body in
its current (deformed) state is tV and tS , respectively. The equilibrium equations for a
solid, subject to finite deformations, are identical to those for small deformation analysis,
i.e.
∂σij
= tρ üi ,
t
∂ xj

(1)

where body forces have been neglected and tρ is the material density. Prescribed displacements are assumed on tS U and prescribed tractions are assumed on the portion tS T
of the bounding surface to obtain a well-posed boundary value problem.
The stress equilibrium Eq. 1 is replaced by an equivalent principle of virtual work.
Application of the variational theorem for finite elasticity in the current configuration
yields [16]
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t

V , tS

0V , 0S

Figure 1: Deformed (red) and undeformed (blue) octopus arm configurations.

δΠ =



t

δvi ρ üi dV +
tV



δLij σij dV −
tV



δvi t̄i dS = 0 ,
tS

(2)

T

where t̄i is the prescribed traction vector on tS T , δvi being an admissible velocity variation
that satisfies the condition: δvi = 0 on tS U , and δLij = ∂δvi/∂ tx j the virtual velocity
gradient matrix. The integrals in the virtual work relation are considered with respect
to the current configuration. However, proper transformations can be applied in order
to transform the integrals into the reference configuration, since the undeformed elastic
body configuration is known. These transformations are the following: 0ρ = J tρ , d tx i =
Fij d 0xj , d tS = Jγ d 0S and d tV = J d 0V , where Fij = ∂ tx i/∂ 0xj the deformation gradient
tensor (expressed in terms of the initial and current coordinates of a material point 0xi ,
t
x i , respectively), J the deformation gradient
determinant, Bij = Fin Fjn the left Cauchy

Green deformation tensor, and Jγ = J n̂i Bij−1 n̂j .
In the present work, muscles are assumed as a composite material, comprising of muscle
fibers and connective tissues. Therefore, one can safely assume that the stress distribution
inside the muscle is the superposition of the stress distribution in the connective tissues
(ct)
(f )
and the fibers, respectively, i.e. σij = σij + σij .
Inserting the aforementioned transformations into Eq. 2, the virtual work variational
balance equation can be expressed into the reference configuration



δΠ =
δvi 0ρ üi J dV +
δLij σij J dV −
δvi t̄i Jγ dS = 0 ,
(3)
0V

0V

0ST

where 0ρ the initial elastic body material density.
element discretization
of Eq. 3 using Lagrange polynomial shape functions δvi =
 Finite

(α) ∂δv
(α)
(α)
t
∂N
δvi , i/∂ x j = α ( (α)/∂ tx j ) δvi yields:
αN
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N (α) 0ρ üi J dV +
0V

N (α) 0ρ üi J dV +
0V





0V

0V

∂N (α)
σij J dV −
∂ tx j



∂N (α) −1
F σij J dV −
∂ 0xk kj

N (α) t̄i Jγ dS
0ST





N (α) t̄i Jγ dS
0ST

(α)

δvi



=0⇔

(α)

δvi

= 0.

(4)

This discrete, non-linear virtual work equation is solved using Newton-Raphson itera(α)
(α)
(α)
tion assuming a corrected updated solution ui + ∆ui , where ui is the solution at the
end of the previous time increment or the previous iteration solution. After linearization
of the integral Eq. 4 and some algebra it can be obtained




Cijkl

0V



∂N (α) −1 ∂N (β) −1
∂N (α) −1 ∂N (β) −1
(β)
J dV ∆uk
F
F − σij
F
F
∂ 0xr rj ∂ 0xl lk
∂ 0xm mk ∂ 0xn nj


∂N (α) −1
(α)
=
N t̄i Jγ dS −
σij
F J dV ,
∂ 0xp pj
0ST
0V

(5)

where Cijkl is the tangent stiffness tensor given by
∂σij
(ct)
(f )
Fls + σij δkl = Cijkl + Cijkl ,
(6)
∂Fks
is the sum of the corresponding stiffnesses of the connective tissues and fibers contribution,
respectively.
Numerical evaluation of the domain and boundary integrals of Eq. 5 yields a system
of linear equations. In the present work, the Newmark implicit method is utilized as
time-integration procedure. Given the displacement, velocity and acceleration from the
previous time-step, the displacement increment is calculated through Eq. 5 and the updated displacement, velocity and acceleration components are evaluated accordingly [17].
At this point, it is necessary to address the constitutive description of the muscular
finite element model. As stated above, the muscle consists of connective tissues with biofluids and muscular fibers. Their material description is provided in detail in the following
subsections.
Cijkl =

2.1

Muscle fibers material description

The fiber is the component that takes active role in the fiber and muscle contraction,
resulting into muscle deformation. The fiber comprises of parallel bundles of myofibrils,
which in turn are divided longitudinally by the Z-discs into sarcomeres. Sarcomeres are the
basic contractile units of a muscle and they are also responsible for the passive properties
of the muscle [18].
5
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Assume a direction vector along the fiber, denoted with n̂i in the undeformed configuration, which is explicitly defined, and denote with 
m̂i = 1/λ (Fij n̂j ) the direction vector
in the deformed (current) configuration, where λ = n̂i Fki Fkj n̂j the fiber stretch ratio.
The nominal fiber strain εm
0 is defined by the change of length divided by the reference
length of the fiber, i.e. εm
=
λ − 1. Therefore, the corresponding volume preserving fiber
0
(f )
strain tensor can be written as εij = 21 εm (3m̂i m̂j + δij ). The corresponding Cauchy
stress tensor has the form
(f )

σij = σ m m̂i m̂j ,

(7)

where the nominal axial stress σ0m in the fiber is defined in terms of the Cauchy true fiber
stress as: σ m = σ0m (εm
0 + 1), given that the volume of the fiber is preserved.
According to the approach of [19], the fiber nominal axial stress in muscles is defined
as the accumulation of passive σ (pass) and active axial stress. The latter part is considered
as the product of the maximum isometric stress at fiber optimum length σ (max) , a normalized active state function f (a) , a force-length function f (l) and a force-velocity dependent
function f (v)
σ0m = σ (pass) + σ (max) f (a) f (l) f (v) .

(8)

The activation state f (a) describes the activation pattern and is a function of time. The
filamentary overlap function f (l) describes the dependence of active stress on the nominal
(v)
fiber strain εm
is a rate-dependent function that
0 , and the force-velocity function f
relates the active muscle stress and the nominal fiber strain rate ε̇m
0 .
Inserting the above stress tensor relations in Eq. 6, one can analytically evaluate the
tangent stiffness tensor as follows
(f )
Cijkl

2.2




∂σ0m
m
m
m
m
= λ m (1 + ε0 ) + λ σ0 − 2σ0 (1 + ε0 ) m̂i m̂j m̂k m̂l
∂ε0
m
+ σ0 (1 + εm
0 ) [δik m̂j m̂l + m̂i δjk m̂l + m̂i m̂j δkl ] .

(9)

Connective tissues material description

In the present work the connective tissues are described through a hyperelastic MooneyRivlin constitutive relation, where a modified stored energy function W̄ is used in order
to evaluate stresses, provided by the generalized relation: W̄ = c1 (I¯1 − 3) + c2 (I¯2 − 3) +
K/2(J − 1)2 , where c , c , K are material constants. The modified invariants of the left
1
2
Cauchy-Green deformation tensor are introduced in W̄ : I¯1 = I1 J −2/3 and I¯2 = I2 J −4/3
based on the modified deformation gradient tensor F̄ij = Fij J −1/3 , due to the nearly or
fully incompressible behavior of biological tissues the constraint J ≈ 1 must be satisfied.
The calculation of the Cauchy stress tensor can be obtained by differentiation of the
stored energy density function with respect to deformation as
6
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(ct)
σij


∂
W̄
∂ W̄
2 ∂ W̄
¯1
B
+
I
−
Bim Bmj
= 5/3
ij
J
J 7/3 ∂ I¯2
∂ I¯1
∂ I¯2


2 ¯ ∂ W̄
∂ W̄
∂
W̄
I1 ¯ + 2I¯2 ¯ δij +
δij ,
−
3J
∂J
∂ I1
∂ I2
2



(10)

with the Cauchy stress tensor consisting of the sum of a purely isochoric contribution and a
purely volumetric one. Substituting the modified generalized Mooney-Rivlin constitutive
material relation of W̄ in Eq. 10, the Cauchy stress tensor for the connective tissues is


(ct)
σij = 2(c1 +c2 I¯1 )J −5/3 Bij −2c2 J −7/3 Bim Bmj − 2/3J (c1 I¯1 + 2c2 I¯2 ) + K(1 − J) δij , (11)

where for the present analysis the material constant K represents the bulk modulus of
elasticity, while c1 is equal to the shear modulus and c2 = 0.
The corresponding tangent stiffness tensor of the connective tissues can be evaluated
analytically through Eq. 6 and is provided below



(ct)
Cijkl = 4/9J (c1 I¯1 + 4c2 I¯2 ) + K(2J − 1) δij δkl + 2c2 J −7/3 (2Bij Bkl − Bil Bjk − Bik Bjl )


2
− 4/3 (c1 + 2c2 I¯1 )J −5/3 (Bij δkl + δij Bkl ) + 8/3 c2 J −7/3 Bij2 δkl + δij Bkl


+ 2(c1 + c2 I¯1 )J −5/3 (δik Bjl + Bil δjk ) − 2c2 J −7/3 δik Bjl2 + Bil2 δjk ,
(12)

where Bij2 = Bik Bkj .
3

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In order to validate the finite element methodology, the squid arm extension during
the strike to catch prey is simulated. The squid arm is modeled as a simplified cylindrical
geometry, consisting of an active stalk and a passive club. The stalk consists of transverse
muscles inside the arm and an outer layer consists of longitudinal muscles. Detailed
description of the squid musculature is provided by Van Leeuwen and Kier [9], while the
material properties of the muscle fibers and surrounding tissues are identical to the ones
used by previous FE approaches [5, 8].
Due to symmetry, only one quadrant of the cylindrical arm is modeled. Symmetry
boundary conditions are applied on the symmetry planes and the outer surface is considered traction-free. The discretized quadrant consists of 246 four-node hexahedral and 41
six-node triangular base prismatic elements, as seen in Fig. 3(a). The applied activation
signal for the current simulation is a step function [9] having a 40 msec activation time
for maximum activation level, while the total time duration of the simulation is 100 msec.
In Fig. 3(a) a comparison of the squid arm-length growth in time is presented. The
FE numerical results, obtained by the proposed methodology (diamonds), are compared
7
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Undeformed and (b) final deformed squid arm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Comparison of experimental and numerical results for the squid arm extension: (a) tentacle
length and (b) arm-tip velocity.

with the experimental data (solid line) of the squid arm extension and the corresponding
simulations (circles) obtained by Van Leeuwen and Kier [9]. It is observed that the overall
agreement, both qualitative and quantitative, of the present FEM numerical results with
the experimental measurements is very good. In Fig. 3(b), it can be noticed that a
relatively lower arm-tip velocity is predicated through the proposed FE analysis. However,
similar observations were made by other investigators [5, 8, 14], who used the same values
of the material parameters.
Next, a conical geometry resembling an octopus arm is considered. The arm is 10 cm
long, extending along the z axis, and has 1 cm root diameter, as seen in Fig. 4(b). The
arrangement of muscles in the octopus muscular hydrostat is very different to that of the
squid, and is depicted in Fig. 4(a). The musculature consists mainly of four groups of
longitudinal muscles that extend along the arm and the transversal muscles. In addition,
oblique muscles are present, which have helically aligned fibers around the arm, and the
central axis of the arm is occupied by the axial nerve cord. Due to the lack of experimental
data for the octopus muscular hydrostat, the same material parameters utilized for the
squid arm simulation are taken for the octopus arm as well.
The finite element mesh of the octopus arm consists of 420 four-node hexahedral and
8
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Octopus muscular hydrostat structure: longitudinal muscles (L), transverse muscles (T),
oblique muscles (O), axial nerve cord (N), and (b) finite element discretized model of the octopus arm

420 six-node triangular base prismatic elements (see Fig. 4(b)). The core of the truncated
conical geometry contains the transverse muscles and the rest of the domain contains
the longitudinal muscles. Oblique muscles are neglected in the present analysis because
they have minor contribution to bending motion of octopus arms and they are hard to
incorporate in robotic arm models. The root of the arm is allowed to move on the x-y
plane and is fixed at the origin point (0, 0, 0), while the rest of the boundary is taken
traction-free. The applied activation signal for the current simulation is a step function,
as follows

0, t  ti



� 1 (1 + sin (πt/t − π/2))�3.5 , t  t + t
a
i
a
2
f (a) =
,
(13)

1,
t

t
i + td



0, t > ti + td

In Eq. 13 the activation time is set equal to ta = 0.5 sec, while the total simulation
duration is one second. Furthermore, ti and td are the initialization and duration time of
the activation function.
As seen in the previous example, (Fig. 3(a)) the squid hydrostat can perform an extension maneuver if all transverse muscles are activated simultaneously. In order for the
octopus arm to perform a bending or/and reaching move, primarily longitudinal muscles
have to be activated. Initially, it is assumed that one group of longitudinal muscles is
activated uniformly (ti = 0); then it is assumed that the same muscle is activated nonuniformly (ti = z̄/0.2, ti = z̄/0.6 and ti = z̄), given the normalized axial position z̄ of a
material point within the muscle. The time duration of the activation level is equal to
td = 1 sec.
In Figs. 5(a) it is shown how the octopus arm deforms when one longitudinal mus9
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(a) t = 0.125 sec (b) t = 0.125 sec (c) t = 0.125 sec (d) t = 0.125 sec

(a) t = 0.25 sec

(a) t = 0.375 sec

(a) t = 0.5 sec

(b) t = 0.25 sec

(c) t = 0.25 sec

(d) t = 0.25 sec

(b) t = 0.375 sec (c) t = 0.375 sec (d) t = 0.375 sec

(b) t = 0.5 sec

(c) t = 0.5 sec

(d) t = 0.5 sec

(a) t = 0.625 sec

(b) t = 0.625 sec (c) t = 0.625 sec (d) t = 0.625 sec

(a) t = 0.75 sec

(b) t = 0.75 sec

(a) t = 0.875 sec

(a) t = 1.0 sec

(b) t = 0.875 sec

(b) t = 1.0 sec

(c) t = 0.75 sec

(c) t = 0.875 sec

(c) t = 1.0 sec

(d) t = 0.75 sec

(d) t = 0.875 sec

(d) t = 1.0 sec

Figure 5: Various snapshots of the octopus arm deformation when uniform and non-uniform activation
of one longitudinal muscle occurs.

10
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cle activates uniformly. For this uniform activation case it is evident how the bending
maneuver is achieved within 0.4 sec approximately. On the other hand, in Figs. 5(b)
it is shown how the octopus arm deforms when one longitudinal muscle activates nonuniformly (ti = z̄/0.2) and in Figs. 5(c) the same longitudinal muscle activates nonuniformly (ti = z̄/0.6) faster than in the previous simulation example, and in Figs. 5(d)
a longitudinal muscle activates even faster (ti = z̄). Comparing the corresponding snapshots of Fig. 5 one could observe that the bending maneuver is performed more rapidly
when uniform activation occurs than in non-uniform activation. Similar arm deformation
occurs when two neighboring longitudinal muscles are activated in the same manner (not
presented herein), but the final bend is stronger in that case, since two muscles contract
instead of one. It is interesting to note here that one can experiment to various activation
levels and active muscles, thus, producing various octopus arm deformation regimes. However, it is expected that more impressive simulations can be produced when the oblique
muscles are set active that reflect to torsional arm deformation regimes, which is left for
future work.
4

CONCLUSIONS

An implicit non-linear FE numerical procedure for the simulation of biological muscular tissues is presented. The proposed methodology is applied to study the behavior of
the octopus muscular hydrostat. Within the FEM framework, it is considered a threedimensional non-linear nearly incompressible hyperelastic fibrous material that undergoes
large displacements and deformations. Due to the material and geometrical non-linearity
to this problem, the Newton-Raphson technique is utilized and analytical evaluation of
the Jacobian matrices is presented. Time discretization of the dynamic problem is done
with the aid of the Newmark implicit technique. The proposed FEM is validated by comparing the numerical results with the corresponding experimental ones for the squid arm
extension during the strike to catch prey. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that
the FEM can successfully simulate more complex arm motions, such as the octopus arm
bending at various activation conditions. However, the presented numerical approach can
also be applied to other muscle simulation problems, such as elephant trunks, snakes and
sceletal muscles, with various muscle groups and with external loading. Future development to the existing methodology will account for the oblique muscles of the octopus
arm, where explicit description of the fibers orientation will be provided, and initial stress
distribution will be considered in order for simulations to run when the arm is at deformed
initial state.
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Abstract. In this paper, conceptual and numerical modeling of coupled thermo-hydromechanical (THM) processes during CO2 injection and storage is presented. The commonly used averaging procedure combining the Theory of Mixtures and the Concept of
Volume Fractions serves as background for the complex porous media approach presented
here. Numerical models are based on a generalized formulation of the individual and
overall balance equations for mass and momentum, as well as, in non-isothermal case, the
energy balance equation. Within the framework of a standard Galerkin approach, the
method of weighted residuals is applied to derive the weak forms of governing equations.
After discretizing spatially these weak forms, a system of nonlinear algebraic equations
can be obtained. For the required time discretization a generalized first order difference
scheme is applied, linearization is performed using Picard or Newton-Raphson methods.
The corresponding models are implemented within the scientific open source finite element
code OpenGeoSys (OGS) developed by the authors, which is based on object oriented programming concepts. This assists the efficient treatment of different physical processes,
whose mathematical models are of similar structure. Thus, the paper is mainly focused
on a generic theoretical framework for the coupled processes under consideration. Within
this context, CO2 sequestration in georeservoirs of different type can be simulated (e.g.,
saline aquifers, (nearly) depleted hydrocarbon reservoirs).
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1

INTRODUCTION

Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) is counted among the most promising transition
technologies for the mitigation of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions. Recently, CO2
sequestration as an essential part of CCS procedures has become a subject of worldwide
investigation.
Three types of geological formations are particularly considered for the safe storage of
CO2 : (nearly) depleted hydrocarbon reservoirs, deep saline aquifers and unminable coal
seams. The migration of the carbon dioxide in the subsurface, and its interaction with
the formation fluids as well as with the porous reservoir media is characterized by various
complex transport, reaction and deformation phenomena. Several trapping mechanisms
(e.g., stratigraphic, structural, solubility, mineral effects), which prevent the migration
of the buoyant CO2 back to the surface, are based on these phenomena. Within the
context of mechanical loading, the injection of carbon dioxide into the subsurface results
in high pressure in the vicinity of the injection well. Due to the injection pressure, the
stress distribution in this reservoir region can be changed significantly. To consider high
pressure induced medium deformation is very important for the integrity of potential
geological storage sites. Fluid and matrix properties of the porous subsurface media are
also affected by prevailing thermal conditions. In particular, high temperature differences
between injected fluid and reservoir environment have the potential of possible reservoir
failure (e.g., thermal matrix damage).
The coupling of multiple physical-chemical processes requires numerical analysis based
on physically grounded complex mathematical models. Within this context, the modeling
and simulation of the injection and the spreading of carbon dioxide in the underground is
essential for the proper understanding of the physical and chemical processes at different
length and time scales, to ascertain migration and trapping of CO2 in the porous formations, and in assessing the capacity as well as the safety of the reservoir. Sophisticated
mathematical models, numerical algorithms and software tools have to be developed taking into account all relevant physico-chemical phenomena during migration and storage of
CO2 in the subsurface, such as flow and transport of multiple phases including dissolution
and mixing effects, hydrodynamic instabilities (e.g. viscous fingering), rock deformation
as well as fracturing, heat transport and phase changes. In most cases it is not necessary
to be able to describe all these processes for the whole simulation time period or for the
entire model domain. The formulation of specific model concepts has to consider the
spatial and temporal scale of the problem and the dominating processes in each case.
While transport and deformation processes in porous media have been studied for several decades considering various applications (e.g. groundwater flow and consolidation
problem), the modeling of carbon dioxide migration in geological formations is a fairly
new subject of investigations in different research areas (e.g. hydrology, geotechnology,
computational mechanics and mathematics). As about ten years ago only a few publications have been dedicated to this topic (cf. [1, 2]), recently an increasing number of
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numerical (see e.g., [3–7]), semi-analytical (cf. [8, 9]) and analytical (cf. [10–12]) studies have been published. Within the context of numerical simulations, more complex
problems can be treated (e.g. coupling of different processes, consideration of heterogeneities and various geological conditions), although the development of efficient and
stable algorithms is challenging. Among hydromechanical site specific simulations of CO2
injection, hypothetical cases are reported (e.g., [13], saline aquifer) as well as real field
studies (e.g., [14], depleted hydrocarbon reservoir). For the state of the art in model and
software development for geological CO2 storage see also [2,15] and literature cited there.
To compare several numerical simulators with respect to their capabilities, efficiency and
accuracy code comparison studies have been conducted [16, 17]. Within this context,
benchmark problems and real site studies have been defined addressing various aspects of
CO2 storage at different reservoir conditions.
Modeling of CO2 storage on a reservoir scale for feasibility studies and risk analyses
is very demanding with respect to the computational costs due to the complex geometry
that needs to be described and due to the diversity of interacting hydraulic, thermal,
mechanical, and geochemical processes. According to the evolving processes at various
time and length scales, we propose a successive model development with the final goal
of a comprehensive coupled simulation of all relevant physico-chemical effects, but starting with the most relevant effects at CO2 injection near the injection well. Since the
model complexity is adapted to these dominating processes, other processes having less
contribution to the event under consideration are neglected for computational efficiency
(e.g., mineral trapping for short-term processes). Within this context, in this paper, the
investigation is restricted to thermo-hydro-mechanical (THM) effects of the CO2 injection
into different types of reservoirs.
In this study, we present the generalized conceptual model, the governing equations
and numerical aspects of a finite element approach to analyze THM coupled processes
at geological CO2 storage. To this purpose, we focus on basic ideas and relations, not
discussing here specific formulations of governing equations, which are related to typical
processes in different storage sites (e.g., multiphase flow in deformable porous media
in the case of saline aquifers, non-isothermal compositional gas flow for enhanced gas
recovery in gas reservoirs). With the present assumption, the changes in thermal, flow
and deformation fields of the model are simulated by using the standard Galerkin finite
element method, which is realized in an object oriented scientific tool, OpenGeoSys (an
open source finite element code) developed by the authors. Specific model formulations,
simulation results and discussion are presented in two complementary conference papers.
In the following, vectors and higher order tensors will be denoted by boldface characters. Their scalar product is characterized by a single dot while double dots indicate the
summation product (double inner product) a ·· b = aij bji . A superposed dot indicates
the material rate of a vector or a tensor. The individual constituents α of a porous material represent the phases of the overall aggregate or components within a phase. Below,
superscript α = s marks the solid phase, and α = γ denote several pore fluid phases.
3
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2
2.1

CONCEPTUAL MODELING
Preliminary Remarks

Based on Biot’s studies on the macroscopic theory of saturated wet soils (cf. [18]), the
Theory of Mixtures has been widely accepted to model the complex behavior of porous
media (concerning basic assumptions see e.g., [19, 20]). For the realistic modeling of the
mutual interactions of the porous media constituents, the Theory of Mixtures has been
combined with the Concept of Volume Fractions by, e.g., [21, 22]. Within the context
of this enhanced Theory of Mixtures (also known as Theory of Porous Media), all kinematical and physical quantities can be considered at the macroscale as local statistical
averages of their values at the underlying microscale. Comprehensive studies about the
theoretical foundation and numerical algorithms for the simulation of coupled problems of
multiphase continua are given in, e.g., [23–25] and the quotations therein. Recent developments of enhanced numerical approaches for the porous media modeling in geotechnical
applications are reported in, e.g., [26–28].
In the following, the subsurface formation designated as carbon dioxide reservoir is
considered as a mixture of a solid skeleton and a pore fluid content, which can either be
• a single liquid or gas (single-phase flow in porous media),
• an immiscible fluid mixture of gas and liquids (multiphase flow in porous media) or
• a miscible fluid mixture of different reacting constituents allowing phase transitions
due to evaporation, condensation, precipitation (multiphase multicomponent flow
in porous media).
Within the framework of the Concept of Volume Fractions, various scalar variables are
defined to describe the microstructure of a porous medium in a macroscopic manner neglecting the real topology and distribution of the pores. These variables serve as measures
of local fractions of the individual constituents. In this context, the volume fractions nα
represent the ratio of the partial volume of the corresponding constituent of a multiphase
body with respect to the overall volume of a representative elementary volume (REV) of
the control domain under consideration. One of the most characteristic media properties
of a porous material is the porosity n, the local amount of fluid volume fractions.

n=
nγ = 1 − ns
(1)
γ

Since, in general, the overall medium is completely filled with matter, from the definition
of the volume fractions follows the saturation condition regarding the overall aggregate.

nα = 1
(2)
α

If multiphase flow occurs, it is more convenient for various applications to use the (partial)
fluid saturations S γ instead of the volume fractions. These local functions are given by
4
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Sγ =

nγ
n

with the pore content saturation condition



Sγ = 1

(3)

γ

In the following, two different formulations of mass density related to the constituents
of a porous medium are introduced. The so-called material (effective, realistic) density
ραR is defined as the ratio of the mass fraction dmα of the individual constituent under
consideration with respect to its partial volume fraction dv α .
ραR =

dmα
dv α

(4)

The so-called partial (global, bulk) density is given by the ratio of the mass fraction of
the given constituent with respect to the volume fraction of the overall aggregate dv.
dmα
ρ =
dv
α

with the correlation ρα = nα ραR

(5)

Obviously, the mass density of the porous medium (homogenized overall aggregate) is
defined as the sum of the partial densities of its constituents.

ρ=
ρα
(6)
α

The conceptual idea behind the formulations and relations presented above consists
in the assumption that the mass fractions of all constituents of the multiphase medium
are simultaneously present and statistically uniformly distributed over the entire control
domain. Within this context, the material body under consideration is theoretically substituted by an aggregate completely and continuously filled by superimposed (overlapping)
homogenized partial continua with reduced mass densities. Consequently, the motion and
physics of the individual constituents as well as the overall aggregate can be specified by
well-accepted phenomenological methods of continuum mechanics.
Describing the transport and deformation of the constituents of porous media within
the framework of continuum mechanics it is assumed that the geometry of the control
domain under consideration is characterized at each time by the solid skeleton, whereas
the fluid pore content is able to flow across the boundary of the surface. Thus, it proves
to be reasonable not to model the absolute motion state of the pore content, but its
motion relative to the motion of the solid phase, considering the porous medium as a
local thermodynamic open system with the solid skeleton as volume under observation.
2.2

Governing Equations

The governing field equations for the modeling of transport and deformation processes
of non-isothermal multiphase flow in deformable porous media are formulated based on the
local individual balance relations of the constituents, particularly mass, momentum and
5
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energy balances. Within this context, the application of the fundamental balance relations
on the analysis of multiphase materials is based on Truesdell’s metaphysical principles [29].
The crucial idea behind these principles is the assumption that the balance relations of the
constituents as well as the balance relations of the overall aggregate of a porous medium
can be formulated in accordance to the corresponding classical relations of single-phase
continuum mechanics. Additionally, to account for the interaction mechanisms between
the constituents, so-called production terms are introduced for the individual balance
relations of the constituents (cf. [24]). Following, superposition is used to define the
balance relations of the overall aggregate based on the individual balance relations of the
constituents.
Neglecting mass exchange between the phases (no dissolution and sorption processes),
the local mass balance for any individual constituent of the porous medium is given by
dα ρα
∂ρα
+ ρα ∇ · v α =
+ ∇ · (ρα v α ) = 0
dt
∂t

(7)

with the velocity v α of the constituent under consideration, and the usual divergence
operator ∇ · (). From the velocity-displacement relation for the solid skeleton follows
v s = u̇ s with the solid displacement vector u s . The derivative
∂a
dα a
=
+ v α · ∇a
dt
∂t

(8)

with the usual gradient operator ∇() denotes the material time derivative of an arbitrary
variable a with respect to the motion of a material point of the constituent. For the
further discussion, the relations between the material time derivatives (here, of an arbitrary variable a) with respect to the solid skeleton, and with respect to an individual fluid
constituent is of crucial interest in terms of a unified numerical characterization of the
different processes.
dγ a
ds a
=
+ v γs · ∇a
(9)
dt
dt
Here, v γs = v γ − u̇ s is the so-called seepage velocity describing the fluid motion with
respect to the deforming skeleton material.
According to the generalized formulation Eq. (7), considering Eqs. (1) and (5), the
local solid phase mass balance is given by


ds (1 − n)ρsR
+ (1 − n) ρsR ∇ · u̇ s = 0
(10)
dt
serving as basis for the calculation of porosity changes. Following the same procedure,
additionally considering Eqs. (3) and (9), the mass balance relations for fluid constituents
can be defined with respect to the solid phase motion.




ds nS γ ργR
+ ∇ · nS γ ργR v γs + nS γ ργR ∇ · u̇ s = 0
(11)
dt
6
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Assuming material incompressibility of the solid phase, i.e. ds ρsR /dt=0, and applying
the solid phase mass balance Eq. (10), Eq. (11) can be represented in a more detailed
description.
nS γ

ds ργR
ds S γ
+ nργR
+ +∇ · (ργR w γs ) + S γ ργR ∇ · u̇ s = 0
dt
dt

(12)

Here w γs = nS γ v γs is usually known as filter velocity of the motion of the pore fluid
constituent ϕγ . For non-isothermal problems, the saturations S γ and the mass densities
ργR represent functions of temperature T and the fluid pressure fractions pγ
Deformation processes in porous media are described by the momentum balance equation in terms of the total Cauchy stress tensor σ referring to the local loading state of the
overall aggregate. In geotechnical problems, the internal fluid friction forces can be neglected in comparison to the interaction terms between fluid and skeleton motions. Thus,
σ is given by the sum of all partial stresses of the constituents. Consequently, the stress
tensor is defined according to the well-known effective stress concept [30]:
σ = σEs − pI

(13)

with the solid effective stress tensor σEs and the identity tensor I . Therein, the pore
pressure p is given in analogy to Dalton’s law.

p =
S γ pγ
(14)
γ

Finally, in non-isothermal case, the specific local overall linear momentum balance equation for fluid saturated porous media is defined as follows:




∇ · σEs − (
S γ pγ )I − α ∆T D ·· I
+ ρg = 0
(15)
4

γ

where α is the thermal expansion coefficient, D is the fourth-order elastic material tensor,
4

and ρg is the volume force with the gravity vector g .
The heat transport equations for individual constituents of a porous medium are based
on their local partial energy balance equations.
ρα Cpα

dα T α
− ∇ · (λα ∇T α ) + Qα = 0
dt

(16)

Here, Cpα denotes the heat capacity and λα the thermal conductivity of the given constituent, respectively, T α is the individual temperature of the constituent, and Qα characterize source/sink terms. Assuming that the constituents are locally in a thermodynamical
equilibrium state, i.e., locally all phases are at the same temperature T at each material
point of the homogenized continuum, and using Eq. (9), the set of necessary balance
7
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equations according to the generalized problem under consideration is completed by the
heat transport equation for the overall aggregate.

ds T  
+
Cpγ nS γ ργR v γs · ∇T − ∇ · (λeff ∇T ) + QT = 0
(17)
(ρCp )eff
dt
γ
Considering the above mentioned Truesdell’s metaphysical principles, the effective heat
capacity and the thermal conductivity of the overall porous medium are calculated according to the following equations, which allows for the coupling of thermal and hydraulic
properties.

(ρCp )eff = (1 − n)ρsR Cps + n
Cpγ S γ ργR
(18)
λeff =



γ

λα

(19)

α

Based on specific material functions for the state variables and appropriate formulations
of different production terms to characterize the interaction between the constituents of
the overall aggregate (e.g., phase transition, mixing), specific formulations for the above
mentioned balance equations have to be defined considering the site specific situation.
2.3

Constitutive Relations

If the balance relations characterize fundamental physical and thermodynamical properties of the matter independently of specific material properties, in real applications
the response of a physical body on similar interactions with the external environment
differs for various materials. Thus, so-called constitutive relations have to be defined
to characterize the specific material behavior. In terms of the mathematical modeling
of physico-chemical processes this observation is equivalent to the formulation of closed
systems of equations, which should consist of balance as well as constitutive relations.
Within the context of the multiphase problem under consideration, constitutive equations are required for selected production terms of the specific balance relations of the
individual constituents, as mentioned above, for pore fluid properties like pressure and
saturation, for the partial effective stress tensor of the solid skeleton, and for several thermal properties. Among others, specific formulations of Darcy’s, Fick’s and Fourier’s law,
equations of state, capillary pressure-saturation functions as well as the relations between
relative permeability and saturation, and deformation laws relating the effective stress
to the strain and/or strain rate of the solid matrix are substantial constitutive equations
required for porous media mechanics.
3

NUMERICAL SCHEME

The numerical treatment of the coupled problem of THM processes in deformable
porous media is based on the governing field equations together with discretization meth8
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ods in the space and time domains. Some general representations of corresponding numerical approaches to solve the problem under consideration can be found in [25, 31–33].
Usually, the method of weighted residuals is applied to derive the weak formulations
of all the governing equations given above. Within the framework of a standard Galerkin
procedure, the corresponding local individual or overall balance equations are multiplied
by arbitrary test functions, which are defined in appropriate spaces and meet the corresponding homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, and are integrated subsequently
over the domain of interest bounded by the solid skeleton.
As usual, in the finite element space the continuous functions of the selected primary
variables are interpolated based on their nodal values and appropriately defined shape
functions. After discretizing spatially the weak forms of the balance relations a system
of nonlinear algebraic equations can be obtained. For the required time discretization we
use a generalized first order difference scheme, but in most applications, a fully implicit
Euler scheme is used, which is unconditionally stable and can be applied to complex
coupled problems. However, numerical diffusion is introduced into the system by time
discretization. This problem is reduced by an adaptive time-stepping scheme.
The nonlinear coupled boundary value problem is solved iteratively using the Picard or
Newton-Raphson linearization. Within this context, usually all unknowns can be solved
at the same time in the context of a so called monolithic scheme. However, solving the
whole system of equations monolithically may lead to memory problems when employing
a fine mesh due to a large number of freedoms per element node of the coupled problem
under consideration. We adopt a mixture of monolithic and staggered schemes to avoid
this bottleneck without losing the accuracy of the solutions.
The discussed numerical scheme is realized in an object oriented scientific software
tool, OpenGeoSys, developed by the authors, and has been verified by several classic
benchmarks. The presented generalized model has been adopted to several site specific
applications (e.g., two-phase flow in deformable porous media in the case of saline aquifers,
compositional gas flow for enhanced gas recovery in gas reservoirs - for details see [34,35])
4

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the conceptual model and the governing equations for the simulation
of coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical processes, which are observed for geological storage of
carbon dioxide in porous subsurface materials. The presented generalized numerical model
is based on balance laws for the overall porous medium as well as for its different fluid
and solid phases. Using well-established discretization procedures (in space and time), a
coupled multiphysics finite element model is developed from the weak formulations of the
governing equations. Monolithic or staggered monolithic/staggered coupling schemes are
available to solve the discretized system of equations. The presented generalized approach
represents the basis for specific formulations of numerical models for the simulation of
different application oriented situations within the context of geological CO2 storage (e.g.,
saline aquifers, nearly depleted hydrocarbon reservoirs). For this purpose, the appropriate
9
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choice of relevant primary variables and constitutive relations has a high priority, and is
subject of intense scientific studies. This indicates that the analysis of the thermo-hydromechanical response is crucial for proper selection of injection sites, injection rates, and
total storage capacity of potential CO2 reservoirs.
5
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Abstract. Many natural soils and engineering geomaterials, such as aggregated soils and
compacted clay pallets, exhibit two levels of porosity corresponding to the inter- and intraaggregate pores within their hierarchical structure. Mechanical behavior of these materials, in
particular when unsaturated, is an issue of added complexity which should be described an
appropriate constitutive framework. A coupled water retention–mechanical constitutive
model for unsaturated soils with double porosity is presented here. Based on the multi-scale
experimental results, the model incorporates the inter-particle bonding, fabric and partial
saturation effects in a single framework. It is formulated within the framework of hardening
elasto-plasticity and is based on the critical state concept. The mechanical model is coupled
with the water retention law which itself takes into account the two levels of porosity. The
coupling is made through the expression of the effective stress and the evolution of the
preconsolidation pressure with suction. On the other hand, the mechanical model at the
macro-scale is also coupled with the pore-scale behavior of the materials through an internal
variable which accounts for the evolution of the soil structure. The model is used for
numerical simulation of the behavior of aggregated and bonded soils. Comparison of
numerical simulations and the experimental results show that the model can successfully
address the main features in the behavior of unsaturated soils with double porosity.
1

INTRODUCTION

Constitutive modeling of unsaturated soils is a subject of increasing interest owing to its
importance in a large number of geotechnical engineering problems. Although the early
developments were focusing on a homogeneous continuum concept and a single porosity,
further evaluation of structured porous media, such as aggregated soils, fissured clays and
fractured rocks, revealed the necessity of considering a structure with inter-particle bonding
and at least two distinct values of porosity linked to macro- and micropores. Hence, the
concept of double porosity [1,2] usually applies for these materials.
Improvements of constitutive models for natural bonded soils have been proposed by
introducing a dependency of the size of the yield limit on the inter-particle bonding [3-9].
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These models often ignore the soil fabric effects and use ad hoc relations to describe the soil
structure evolution. Moreover, these models are mainly developed for saturated soils and only
few works have looked into the coupled effects of soil structure and partial saturation [10, 11].
When unsaturated, the pores are infiltrated by more than one fluid. Hence, beside the
improvement of the mechanical constitutive model for capillary effects, an additional
constitutive relation is required to describe the liquid retention of the pores. Such a relation
becomes of particular importance when the constitutive stress includes a combined function
of suction and degree of saturation, as in the models of Bolzon et al. [12] and Wheeler et al.
[13]. It is, therefore, important to introduce a coupling between the mechanical and the water
retention constitutive relations.
In the present paper, a mechanical constitutive model coupled with the water retention
relation is proposed for unsaturated soils with double porosity. It incorporates the interparticle bonding, fabric and partial saturation effects in a single framework. Also, it allows a
two-way coupling between water retention and mechanical behavior. The model development
is based on the multi-scale experimental results of unsaturated aggregated soils presented in
[14, 15] and that is briefly reviewed in the next section. The two parts of the model
corresponding to the mechanical and the water retention parts are then presented in
subsequent sections. At the end, the typical response of the model is presented and the
numerical simulations are compared the model simulation with the experimental results for
unsaturated aggregated and saturated bonded soils.
2 COUPLED EFFECTS OF SUCTION AND SOIL STRUCTRE
The stress-strain behavior of unsaturated aggregated soils at the macro-scale has been
studied using suction-controlled oedometer testing method [14]. Results of that study revealed
three main class of effects: (i) soil structure effects describing the difference between
reconstituted soil (with ‘intrinsic behavior’, after [16]) and aggregated soil at the same
suction., (ii) intrinsic suction effects describing reconstituted soil at different suction values,
and finally (iii) the coupled effects of soil structure and suction describing unsaturated
aggregated soils at different suctions and their comparison to reconstituted soil results.
For the soil structure effects, the experimental results showed an apparent preconsolidation
stress in aggregated soils, which depends not only on stress state and stress history, but also
on the soil structure. Exhibiting an initial apparent overconsolidated state, aggregated soil
appeared to have a normal consolidation line (NCL) located to the right side of that of
reconstituted soil at the same suction. It was shown that the two curves tend to converge at
higher stresses where the aggregated structure is obliterated (see in Figure 2).
Looking into the intrinsic suction effects, the main feature was found to be the increase of
the effective apparent preconsolidation stress increases with suction. The term ‘effective’ will
be further discussed in the mechanical constitutive framework in section 3.
Finally, as for the main coupled effect of suction and soil structure, experimental results
showed that although the effective (apparent) preconsolidation stress increases with suction in
both aggregated and reconstituted soils, the rate of this increase is higher for aggregated soil.
In Figure 1, this behavior can be thought of as augmentation of the horizontal separation of
the two curves as suction increases.
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In addition to the above-mentioned macroscopic results, the pore-scale behavior of
unsaturated aggregated soil has been also studied using the combination of mercury intrusion
porosimetry, environmental electron scanning microscopy, and neutron computed
tomography method [15]. Based on the obtained results, it has been suggested that the
structural phenomenon of particle aggregation is the main cause of the macropore formation.
As such, the macropores represent the actual state of the soil structure. Any degradation of
structures due to mechanical loading or humidity variation results in closure of these extra
pores, and brings the state of the soil closer to that of a reconstituted soil. As an important
experimental finding, it was evidenced in neutron tomography tests that the change in the
volume fraction of macropores is mainly associated with plastic deformations [17]. Those
experimental evidences allow quantifying the soil structure in terms of macroporosity as a
physical parameter and relate it to the plastic deformations as a state parameter [18,19].
3

MECHANICAL CONSTITUTIVE MODEL

3.1 Modeling framework
The proposed mechanical model, named ACMEG-2S, lies within the framework of
hardening elastoplasticity and is based on the critical state concept [20]. It is originally built
upon the model of Hujeux [21], and extends the ACMEG model of saturated reconstituted
soils [22] to unsaturated structured state. The detailed mathematical formulation of the model
can be found in [19]. The model considers the saturated reconstituted state as a reference state
to which the suction and structure effects will be added.
The model uses the generalized effective stress defined here as the Bishop’s effective
stress [23] with the Bishop’s coefficient being the degree of saturation [24, 25]:
𝝈𝝈′ = 𝝈𝝈 − 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎 𝑰𝑰 − 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟 𝑠𝑠𝑰𝑰

(1)

where 𝝈𝝈′ is the effective stress tensor, 𝝈𝝈 the total Cauchy stress tensor, 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟 the degree of
saturation, 𝑠𝑠 = 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎 − 𝑝𝑝𝑤𝑤 the matric suction with 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎 and 𝑝𝑝𝑤𝑤 being, respectively, the air and water
pressures, and finally 𝑰𝑰 is the identity tensor. Adopting the above constitutive stress provides
a straightforward transition from saturated to unsaturated state owing to the uniqueness of the
yield surface, constitutive stress, and the critical state line at the two states [26].
3.2 Model description
The model uses non-linear elasticity for the revisable part. Based on the experimental
results, we assume that the elastic parameters are not affected neither by soil structure nor by
partial saturation and are equal to those of the corresponding saturated reconstituted soil.
The plastic response in the model is governed by two plastic mechanisms, isotropic and
deviatoric plastic mechanism. Following the concept of multi-mechanism plasticity [27], the
total plastic strain increment is induced by the two corresponding dissipative processes. The
two-invariant yield functions for the isotropic and the deviatoric mechanisms are:
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑝𝑝′ − 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐′ 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 0

𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑞𝑞 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀′ �1 − 𝑏𝑏ln
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(2)
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Figure 1 : Yield surfaces and elastic region in ACMEG-2S model

In these equations, 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐′ is the apparent effective preconsolidation pressure accounting for the
coupled effects of effects of suction and structure. It controls the size of the set union of the
elastic regions given by the two yield functions in the stress plane, as depicted in Figure 1.
The required material parameters are M, b, d, and those involved 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 .
Parameter M is the slope of the critical state line in the effective stress plane 𝑞𝑞 − 𝑝𝑝′. This
slope is neither affected by partial saturation [26] nor is influenced by the soil structure effects
[6, among others]. Parameter b is a material parameter affecting the shape of the deviatoric
yield surface. Parameter d, occasionally referred to as the spacing ratio [28], is the ratio of the
saturated preconsolidation pressure over the saturated effective critical state pressure in the
same yield surface for the soil (d fixed at 2.718 and 2.0 is the original and modified Cam-clay
models, respectively). The two variables 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 .represent the degree of mobilization of
isotropic and deviatoric plastic mechanisms, respectively, and allow a smooth transition from
the elastic to plastic domain without abrupt change in the rate of deformation.
Postulating an identical shape of yield function for unsaturated aggregated and saturated
reconstituted soil, parameters b and d are identical to their values in the reference model.
Moreover, it is plausible for the mobilization process of plastic mechanisms to be independent
of the suction and soil structure and to be governed directly by the provoked plastic strain.
This implies no change in 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 compared with their reference value for reconstituted
saturated soils. Accordingly, parameters of the yield limits are directly inherited from the
intrinsic values of in the reference model. The model also assumes adopts the plastic flow rule
of reference model for reconstituted soil which an associated the isotropic and non-associated
for the deviatoric plastic mechanism.
3.3 Apparent preconsolidation pressure
The apparent effective preconsolidation pressure used in the expression of the yield
functions (Eqs. 2 & 3) controls the size of the yield limits and it is the main element for taking
into account the combined effects of suction and soil structure. The model uses an isotropic
hardening rule that allows the change in size but not in the shape of the yield surface and,
indeed, describes the evolution of the apparent effective preconsolidation pressure. We
introduce the expression of the apparent effective preconsolidation pressure in the form [19]:
′
𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐0

′
𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐′ = 𝜓𝜓 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝜓𝜓 𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐0

(4)

where
is the reference effective preconsolidation pressure in saturated reconstituted soil,
𝜓𝜓 𝑠𝑠 is a function of suction accounting for the intrinsic primary suction-induced hardening
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effects as in reconstituted soils, and the function 𝜓𝜓 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 introduces the soil structure effects
including the mere soil structure effects and those coupled with suction.
The evolution of the reference effective preconsolidation pressure is governed by the
intrinsic strain hardening (or softening) rule of the reference model, which is in the present
case a volumetric plastic strain hardening rule of Cam-clay type. For the primary suction
effects, the suction-induced hardening relation of reconstituted soil proposed by Nuth and
Laloui [29] has been extended for the case of aggregated soils as
1

𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠′ Log(𝑠𝑠/𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒1 )

𝜓𝜓 𝑠𝑠 = �1 +
1 + 𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠 Log(𝑠𝑠/𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 )

; 0 < 𝑠𝑠 < 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒1
; 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒1 ≤ 𝑠𝑠 < 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
; 𝑠𝑠 ≥ 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

(5)

where 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 and 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒1 are the air entry value suction of the corresponding reconstituted soil and that
of the micropores, respectively, 𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠 and 𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠′ are material parameters which are correlated
through 𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠′ = 𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠 Ln�𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ⁄𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒1 ��Ln�𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ⁄𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 �, , and 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 > 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 is an arbitrary reference suction.
At the next step, the soil structure effects are introduced by recall the definition of the
degree of soil structure R, as a physical parameter, which is the ratio of current macrovoid
ratio, 𝑒𝑒 2 , over its initial value , 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖2 at the intact state (superscript 2 for macrovoids) [18]:
𝑅𝑅 = 𝑒𝑒 2 ⁄𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖2

(6)

𝑅𝑅 = exp (−𝜔𝜔𝜀𝜀 𝐷𝐷 )

(7)

𝜓𝜓 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = (𝜓𝜓𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 )𝑅𝑅

(8)

The degree of soil structure is, indeed, an internal scaling parameter, which equals unity
for an intact aggregated soil in the presence of macropores and zero for a fully destructured
soil in their absence. Any structure degradation, irrespective of its cause, might alter the soil
structure, the macropores, and consequently the degree of soil structure. This variable is then
linked, as a state parameter, to the plastic strain through an equation of the form [18]

where 𝜔𝜔 is a material parameter controlling the rate of structure degradation with plastic
deformation, and 𝜀𝜀 𝐷𝐷 , referred to as destructuring strain, is an invariant of volumetric,
deviatoric, or a combination of both plastic strain tensor [17,19].
Using Equation 6 and the compression plane of Figure 5, we can now derive the expression
of 𝜓𝜓 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 . Knowing that the physical definition of R implies 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴′′ ⁄𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 ′′ ≈ 𝑅𝑅, one can deduce the
following expression for 𝜓𝜓 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 [18]
The soil structure function 𝜓𝜓 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 should also account for the coupled effects of suction with
the soil structure. As mentioned previously, the initial apparent preconsolidation pressure
increases with suction at a higher rate in aggregated soil rather than in reconstituted soil. This
corresponds to an increase in the horizontal distance between the two compression curves of
aggregated and reconstituted soils in Figure 2; hence, a higher 𝜓𝜓 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 as suction increases. Based
on the experimental evidences [14], the following reversible function is proposed:
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝜓𝜓 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝜓𝜓𝑖𝑖ref
�

𝑠𝑠 + 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
�
𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
; 𝜓𝜓𝑖𝑖ref
≠1

(9)

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
where 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 is the atmospheric pressure, 𝜓𝜓𝑖𝑖ref
is the initial reference value of the function for
structured soil at the reference suction 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 , and the exponent 𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is a material parameter.
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Figure 2 : Normal consolidation curves of aggregated (solid line) and reconstituted (dotted line) soils

The other coupling effect is related to the influence of suction on the rate of structure
degradation, i.e. on parameter ω in Eq. 7. This parameter is also allowed to vary with suction
to take into account the more brittle yielding of aggregated soils at higher suctions [19].
The coupled effects of suction on the apparent preconsolidation pressure in aggregated
(structured) soils are illustrated in Figure 3. The abscissa is the ratio of apparent
preconsolidation pressure over the saturated preconsolidation pressure in reconstituted sate,
′∗
𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐′ ⁄𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐0
. The increase of apparent preconsolidation pressure due to intrinsic suction effect,
∆𝜓𝜓1 , given by Eq. 5, is represented by curve a. Multiplication of this curve with a reference
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
soil structure function 𝜓𝜓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
gives the curve b, which represents the increase in the apparent
preconsolidation pressure due to intrinsic suction, ∆𝜓𝜓1 , and pure soil structure effects, ∆𝜓𝜓2 ,
without considering the suction-hardening of soil structure. Accounting for this latter effect by
Eq. 9, the final evolution of apparent preconsolidation pressure with suction in aggregated
soils is represented by curve c. The gray area between curves b and c in Figure 6, hence,
corresponds to the gain in the apparent effective preconsolidation pressure due to the suction
effects on the soil structure, ∆𝜓𝜓3 .

Figure 3 : Combined effects of suction and soil structure on the apparent isotropic preconsolidation pressure
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3.4 General model formulation
The vectors of yield functions, plastic potentials, and non-negative plastic multipliers for
two mechanisms can be written as
(10)

where the plastic strain tensor is obtained from the flow rule as
𝑑𝑑𝜺𝜺𝒑𝒑 = 𝝀𝝀𝒑𝒑 . 𝒈𝒈,

𝒈𝒈 =

𝜕𝜕𝑮𝑮
𝜕𝜕𝝈𝝈′

(11)

The plastic multipliers are determined using the Prager consistency equation for multidissipative plasticity [27] and satisfy the usual Kuhn–Trucker conditions
d𝑭𝑭 = 𝒇𝒇: 𝑑𝑑𝝈𝝈′ − (𝐻𝐻 ∗ + 𝐻𝐻 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ). 𝝀𝝀𝒑𝒑 = 0, 𝝀𝝀𝒑𝒑 ≥ 𝟎𝟎 and 𝑭𝑭 ≤ 𝟎𝟎

𝒇𝒇 =

𝜕𝜕𝑭𝑭
𝜕𝜕𝑭𝑭 𝜕𝜕𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐′∗
, 𝑯𝑯∗ = − ′∗ ∙ 𝒑𝒑 ,
𝜕𝜕𝝈𝝈′
𝜕𝜕𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 𝜕𝜕𝝀𝝀

𝑯𝑯𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 = −

𝜕𝜕𝑭𝑭 𝜕𝜕𝜓𝜓 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
∙
𝜕𝜕𝜓𝜓 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝜕𝜕𝝀𝝀𝒑𝒑

(12)
(13)

In the above relations, 𝑯𝑯∗ is the generalized (primary suction effects included) hardening
modulus corresponding to the reconstituted model, and 𝑯𝑯𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 is the generalized hardening
modulus arising from soil structure effects. For a constant, 𝑯𝑯𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 <0, i.e entries being negative,
determines a softening due to structure degradation. However, to determine whether the
material is in general hardening, softening, or showing a perfect plastic response, the sign of
the total hardening modulus 𝑯𝑯 = 𝑯𝑯∗ + 𝑯𝑯𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 should be considered.
Note that in the above form of consistency equation d𝑠𝑠 does not appear. This means that
for any suction increments, all the suction-dependent variables are first updated with the new
suction and then derivation is made with suction being held fixed. Hence, as proposed by
Borja [30], there will be no return map on the suction during the numerical integrations.
Solving for the plastic multiplier yields
𝑫𝑫𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆 = 𝑫𝑫𝒆𝒆 − 𝝌𝝌−𝟏𝟏 ⋅ (𝑫𝑫𝒆𝒆 : 𝒈𝒈 ⊗ 𝒇𝒇: 𝑫𝑫𝒆𝒆 )

,

𝝌𝝌 = 𝒇𝒇: 𝑫𝑫𝒆𝒆 : 𝒈𝒈 − 𝑯𝑯∗ + 𝑯𝑯𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔

(14)

where symbol ⊗ denotes the dyadic product of two tensors, and 𝑫𝑫𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆 is the general
elastoplastic constitutive tensor.
4

WATER RETENTION MODEL

The second part of the model describes the relation between suction and the degree of
saturation. A number of well-established phenomenological water retention relations exist for
non-deformable homogeneous porous media with single porosity [31, 32]. Such a relation,
however, has been rarely investigated for porous media with multi-porosity [33, 34]. Total
degree of saturation for double porous media in general is

lm

𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟 = � Ψ m 𝑆𝑆 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑚𝑚=1,2

(14)

where S is the local degree of saturation of the micro (m=1) and macropores (m=2), and
Ψm is the volumetric pore fraction of micro/macropores over the entire pores. Assuming two
distinct air entry suction values for micro and macropores, the total water retention curve of
double porous media exhibits at least two points of inflection as in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 : Schematic water retention curve in soils with double porosity

Three different zones of saturation on this curve are zone 1 where both macro and micropores
are saturated, zone 2 where micropores are saturated and macropores are unsaturated, and
zone 3 where both macro and micropores are unsaturated.
In reality, however, the air entry value of macropores in aggregated soils is much lower
than that of micropores. Therefore, it is plausible to assume that the macropores become
drained at the very early stages of desaturation and the total degree of saturation reads
(15)

𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟 ≃ Ψ1 𝑆𝑆 𝑙𝑙1

As for the water retention equation governing 𝑆𝑆 𝑙𝑙1 , Durner [34] and Carminati et al. [35]
considered a van Genuchten-type of equation [31] in non-deformable aggregated soil. A
similar equation has been here considered and extended for deformable media by introducing
the void ratio:
𝑆𝑆

𝑙𝑙1

=�

1

𝑁𝑁 1⁄𝑁𝑁−1

�1 + �𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 (𝑒𝑒 1 )𝛽𝛽 𝑠𝑠� �

(16)

; 𝑠𝑠 ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒1
; 𝑠𝑠 > 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒1

where 𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 [𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿−1 𝑇𝑇 −2 ] and N [-] are the van Genuchten’s shape parameters, and the exponent
𝛽𝛽 𝑑𝑑enotes the contribution of void ratio in the variation of degree of saturation. The way the
deformation effects are included in this equation is similar to the one proposed by Gallipoli
et al. [36], and allows variation of degree of saturation with induced deformation even at a
constant value suction as evidenced in the experimental results [13, 14, 36, 37]. Note that in
the above form of liquid retention law, the hydraulic hysteresis on drying and wetting paths
[38] is not considered.
Using Eq. 6 for the degree of soil structure, we can write Ψ1 = 1 − e2i R⁄e yielding the
following expression of the total degree of saturation
1
1 − 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖2 𝑅𝑅/𝑒𝑒

𝑆𝑆 𝑙𝑙1 = �
𝑁𝑁 1⁄𝑁𝑁−1
(1 − 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖2 𝑅𝑅/𝑒𝑒) ∙ �1 + �𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 (𝑒𝑒 − 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖2 𝑅𝑅)𝛽𝛽 𝑠𝑠� �

; 𝑠𝑠 = 0
; 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒1 > 𝑠𝑠 > 0
; 𝑠𝑠 > 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒1

(17)

The degree of soil structure in the above equation, as a state parameter, is linked to the
plastic strains through (21). Accordingly, the above water retention model is coupled with the
mechanical model through the degree of soil structure, void ratio and also, the suction and the
degree of saturation present in the expression of the effective stress.
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5

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

The model has been used for numerical simulation of experimental results. Numerical
integration of the constitutive equations was made using an existing driver of constitutive
equations [39] modified for the equations of ACMEG-2S. Input data includes the material
properties, material state and imposed loading. After initialization of parameters and stress
states, the model uses a return mapping-type algorithm in which stress and strains of a given
step are predicted based on elastic analysis and then corrected using plastic iteration.
The model has been examined for its capability in reproducing the experimental result of
suction-controlled oedometer test on unsaturated aggregated Bioley silty clay given in [14].
The results that are presented here (samples USS03) correspond to oedometric compression at
the maximum suction of circa 500 kPa. The model parameters are determined based on
suction-controlled oedometer tests on corresponding unsaturated reconstituted samples, and
some mercury intrusion tests (MIP). Values of Ψ𝑖𝑖2 have been deduced based on the aggregate
porosity 22% obtained from MIP tests of single aggregate [15]. The reference suction is 500
kPa; and the initial soil structure function at this suction 𝜓𝜓𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 175.63.
This test involves two phases: first is the increase of suction from 50 to 500 kPa, and
second is the mechanical loading and unloading where the vertical net stress varies between
15 and 3000 kPa under the constant suction. Figure 7(a) shows the evolution of the degree of
soil structure, R, as the effective stress increases. R reduces from 1 at the initial state to 0.26 at
the end of the compression, remaining constant during unloading. As observed in Figure 7(b),
the model successfully reproduces the effective stress-strain response of the sample.

Figure 5 : Model simulation and experimental results for unsaturated oedometer test on aggregated Silty clay
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Thanks to the modified water retention relation and its coupling with deformation, the
model addresses the main features in the evolution of degree of saturation during the test
(Figure 17(c)). For the early steps, despite a relatively low value of initial suction (si=50kPa),
the model gives a low degree of saturation of about 0.29. This is due to the existence of empty
macropores. Similar to the experimental results, simulations also show an insignificant
decrease of degree of saturation due to suction increase. During the subsequent mechanical
loading at constant suction, however, the model predicts the strong increase of the degree of
saturation because of macropore closure. The good correlation between the simulated and
experimental data for this phenomenon can be better observed in Figures 7(d) and 7(e) where
the evolution of degree of saturation is expressed in terms of suction and void ratio.
6

CONCLUSIONS

A coupled water retention–mechanical constitutive model, named ACMEG-2S, was
proposed for unsaturated soils with double porosity. It incorporates the inter-particle bonding,
fabric and partial saturation effects in a single framework. The model builds upon multi-scale
experimental results and has two interconnected parts: mechanical and water retention parts.
The mechanical part of the model lies within the framework of hardening elastoplasticity
and is based on the critical state concept. It uses non-linear elasticity and two isotropic and
deviatoric plastic mechanisms. Using the generalized Bishop’s effective stress with the
Bishop’s parameter being the degree of saturation, the model allows a straight forward
transition from saturated to unsaturated condition. Partial saturation is considered through the
primary effects on soil matrix, and secondary effects coupled with soil structure. A new
apparent effective preconsolidation pressure has been introduced which depends not only on
stress state and history but also on soil structure and suction. The soil structure is quantified in
terms of macropore volume fraction using an experimentally-based parameter, called degree
of soil structure, the evolution of which is linked to the plastic strains.
In the water retention part of the model, an improved relation has been proposed
accounting for deformation and double porosity effects. The two parts of the model are fully
coupled through the expression of the effective stress and the degree of soil structure.
Numerical simulations showed that the model can successfully address the main features
including the non-linear stress–stress relationship during the virgin compression and the
increase of degree of saturation during compression at constant suction. The proposed model
provides an efficient tool for coupled constitutive modeling of unsaturated structured soils
behavior in geotechnical problems.
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Abstract. Algebraic multigrid solvers and preconditioners are level of the art solution
techniques for many types of linear systems in science and engineering. In this contribution
we will compare the computational performance of different algebraic multigrid techniques
as preconditioners of Krylov-solvers for coupled systems that reflect the discretisation of
problems of mixed elliptic-hyperbolic type. We will report on our experience with different
aggregation and cycling strategies as well as on own development and implementation
improvements. Our benchmarks are cases of different size from CFD (computational fluid
dynamics) applications where the pressure-correction equation is coupled to a transport
equation. Very similar systems are those solved in geo-engineering applications, e.g. in oil
reservoir simulations. Recently presented k-cycle methods are very efficient and can be
readily modified for such linear problems.

1

INTRODUCTION

The efficient solution of linear systems representing the discretisation of mixed elliptichyperbolic problems is the kernel of simulations in many areas of science. Some important
examples are computational fluid dynamics (CFD), oil reservoir simulations, ground water
flow simulations, and semiconductor device simulations. These linear systems reflect the
discretisation of coupled differential equations. For subsonic flow problems the pressure
usually is ruled by an elliptic differential equation while most of the other variables are
essentially determined by equations of hyperbolic type. The common discretisation of
problems with both types of equations results in linear systems we refer to as coupled
systems.
For large linear problems multigrid techniques are essential parts of effective solvers.
In particular for partial differential equations that are discretised on unstructured grids,
AMG (algebraic multigrid) methods are attractive since they require for the construction
of the grid hierarchy only the information that is stored in the matrix such that the
1
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definition of an interface to the solver part of a program is particularly simple. Since a
number of years such solvers are applied with great success to scalar linear problems,
i.e. to problems where the components of the unknown vector are associated with a
single physical unknown. Sufficiently robust methods are known for a large number of
physical problems; appropriate implementations and algorithmic modifications allow to
apply algebraic multigrid techniques also on parallel computers with shared or distributed
memory without major draw-backs with respect to parallel performance.
For the engineer or scientist who does physical modelling on the level of an own implementation of a simulation program and who wants to solve a particular system, it is a very
pleasant fact that a number of very good AMG implementations have been provided to
the scientific community through the world wide web. The most prominent examples are
hypre, see Falgout and Yang [9], and ML as part of Trilinos, see Gee et al. [10]; rather new
is the package AGMG, see Notay [11]. With regard to application to coupled problems
and in particular to mixed elliptic-hyperbolic problems, with none of these packages a
particularly good performance can be expected. The reason is that for the construction
of an appropriate grid the association of the component of the unknown vector to the
physical unknowns should be taken into account.
In this contribution we summarise the modifications to existing AMG implementations
that are needed for good performance in applications where mixed elliptic-hyperbolic problems are to be solved. We then focus on aggregation AMG and compare the performance
of solvers that are obtained by adapting the most important aggregation algorithms to
coupled problems.
2

ALGEBRAIC MULTIGRID FOR COUPLED SYSTEMS

We consider a continuous problem with more than one unknown function, i.e. with
more than one physical unknown or independent variable. The discretisation leads us to
a system of linear equations. Let us denote the linear problem for the moment as
A�x = �b

(1)

where A ∈ Rn×n is regular and sparse, �b ∈ Rn is some right-hand side vector and �x ∈ Rn
the solution where n is the rank of A and thus the number of components of the unknown
solution vector �x. These components are referred to as “nodes” in a large part of the
literature on AMG. One node corresponds to one unknown value of one of the function
that are approximated by the solution of the linear system. It refers to the vertices of
the connectivity graph of the matrix and not to a geometric entity (like a point of the
discretisation scheme). Note that for coupled systems these difference is substantial while
for scalar systems it is only a question of the word choice.
An AMG algorithm comprises two phases: A setup phase and a solution phase. In the
setup phase the operators Ak ∈ Rnk ×nk (k = 2, ..., kmax , Ak = A) with system size nk are
defined where nk+1 < nl holds for k = 1, ..., kmax − 1. Moreover, a smoother Sk as well
2
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as a prolongation operator Pk and a restriction operator Rk have to be determined for
each level k. The effects of prolongation and restriction are illustrated in figure 1. It is
common practice in algebraic multigrid to choose Rk = PkT and to follow the Galerkin
approach to generate the coarse-grid hierarchy recursively by
Ak+1 = PkT Ak Pk

(k = 1, ..., kmax − 1).

(2)

Various ways have been described in the literature to define Pk ; in fact this is the major
difference between the different AMG methods.

Restriction
T

xk+1=Pk xk
Pk

T

xk+1

xk

xk = Pk xk+1

Pk

Prolongation

Figure 1: Illustration of prolongation and restriction

The prolongation operator Pl projects a vector of size nl+1 which represents a solution
on level l + 1 to a vector of size nl representing a solution on level l. Generally, the values
on level l are interpolated values where the supporting points are the nodes on level l + 1.
In a geometric scheme the interpolation relies on the spatial relation of the nodes; in an
algebraic scheme, however, the geometric relation of the nodes is not explicitly known and
is therefore replaced by the matrix connectivity. Note that in many cases, on the finest
level, the geometric relation is reflected by the matrix connectivity. It has to be avoided
that the interpolation takes place between two nodes associated with different physical
values. For AMG schemes it is therefore not enough to consider only the information
contained in the matrix: those connections corresponding to edges in the connectivity
graph that link nodes associated with different physical unknowns need to be skipped in
the construction of the interpolation scheme. Assuming (for simplicity) an ordering of the
3
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xk+1

Pk

xk+1

xk

Pk

xk

Figure 2: Prolongation operators assuming ordering of nodes by physical unknown (left: scalar systems,
right: coupled systems, grey area: first physical unknown out of two)

nodes by physical unknown, this leads to a block structure of the prolongation operators
as shown in figure 2.
The blocks in the prolongation operator can now be constructed in exactly the same
way as the corresponding operators for scalar systems. The association of the nodes
to the physical unknown can either be tracked by a marker field or, as we did in the
implementations used for this work, the variables are ordered by physical unknown on
each grid; in our opinion the latter way is advantageous since practically no reordering
on the coarse-grid is necessary because it is natural to define the coarse-grids for the
individual physical unknowns one after the other.
If indeed the coarse-grid of each physical unknown is constructed as if the matrix would
describe a scalar problem, then the method is referred to as unknown-based approach,
see Clees and Ganzer [3]. The same authors report that the employment of an identical
aggregation scheme to all physical unknowns can be beneficial for the convergence. In
terms of a geometrical method this approach means that for each physical unknown on
any point the same coarse-grid points are involved in the interpolation. This scheme is
referred to as point-based approach. Note that this cannot be exploited to simplify the
computation of the coarse-grid operators by Galerkin approach (2).
In the solution phase these structures are employed to approach iteratively, starting
from an initial guess, the solution. The pseudocode of a standard v-cycle algorithm as one
of the easiest cycling strategies is shown in algorithm 1. In practice, the cycling strategy,
the smoother and its parameters, and the choice of the prolongation and restriction operator should be adjusted carefully to each other in order to obtain an efficient method.
3

BENCHMARKS

In this section we first describe shortly five algorithms; the selection reflects technically
feasible possibilities. For details we will refer the interested reader to the literature. For
4
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Algorithm 1 v-cycle AMG
(3)

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

(0)

�xk = AMG par(k, �rk , �xk )
(0)
Input: level l, right-hand side �rk , initial guess �xk
(3)
Output: approximate solution �xk
if k = kmax then
(3)
solution of coarse-grid system: �xk = A−1
rk
k �
else
(1)
(0)
pre-smoothing: �xk = Sk (�rk , Ak , �xk )
(1)
restriction: �rk+1 = PkT (�rk − Ak �xk )
recursive solution of coarse-grid system: �xk+1 = AMG par(k + 1, �rk+1, �0)
(2)
(1)
prolongation of coarse-grid solution and update: �xk = �xk + Pk �xk+1
(3)
(2)
post-smoothing: �xk = Sk (�rk , Ak , �xk )
end if

the AMG variants we name sources of efficient implementations of the algorithms. Later
on we present two benchmarks: the sample systems are two linear systems that reflect
the discretisation of a problem of elliptic-hyperbolic type from a CFD application.
3.1

AMG variants

The smoother in all algorithms is a ILU(0) smoother with one sweep before and after
the coarse-grid correction. The coarse-grid treatment is done by an agglomeration scheme,
i.e. as soon as the grid on one of the processes becomes too small in the course of the
coarsening, it is merged to the grid of a neighbour; whenever in the solution phase action
on this or a coarser level is taken, this process is idle. The threshold grid size is 200
nodes. An alternative to this procedure is the employment of a sparse direct solver such
as MUMPS, see Amestoy et al. [1]. It is easier to implement, but in particular for smaller
problems or for runs on distributed systems with slow interconnect the computation might
take up to 20 % more time, see Emans [6]. If one starts with one of the mentioned
packages, the question which coarse-grid treatment technique to choose is obsolete since
these packages cover the parallelisation of the whole algorithm, e.g. AGMG uses MUMPS.
The differences between the algorithms are the coarse-grid selection schemes and, related
to this, the cycling strategies. This will be outlined in the following.
Smoothed Aggregation AMG This scheme forms aggregates containing typically
between 20 and 50 nodes. Formally, a tentative prolongation operator with constant
interpolation is constructed. Since it would result in rather poor representation of the
fine-grid problem on the coarse-grid, it is smoothed by applying one Jacobi-smoothing step
to it. The implemented serial algorithm has been described by Vaněk et al. [15]. In our
parallel implementation the aggregation and the smoothing are strictly local processes,
i.e. aggregates are not intersected by inter-domain boundaries. More details of the parallel
5
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implementation used here have been discussed in the previous publication [5]. Another
similar implementation of this algorithm can be found under the short ML in the solver
package Trilinos [10]. A measure for the memory requirement is the operator complexity,
i.e. the ratio of the sum of the number of nodes on all grids and the number of nodes
on the finest grid. For this method it is typically around 1.5. Here, this algorithm is
used as a preconditioner of a GMRES method. The multigrid cycle is a v-cycle with one
pre-smoothing and one post-smoothing sweep of the ILU(0) smoother. The algorithm is
referred to as ams1gm.
Pairwise Aggregation AMG Notay [11] suggested recently an efficient algorithm that
produces aggregates of only two nodes. Due to the small aggregate size, a solution on grid
k +1 is represented with reasonable quality on grid k if constant interpolation is employed.
With this interpolation scheme, the prolongation operator Pk is also particularly simple:
One row (that corresponds to a node on level k) contains exactly one entry with value
one, namely in the column that corresponds to the aggregate on level k + 1 this node is
assigned to; all other elements are zero. The computation of the coarse-grid hierarchy
is particularly cheap: Equation (2) reduces essentially to an addition of rows of Ak .
Consequently, the computation of the coarse-grid hierarchy in total is inexpensive. It is
local to each process since only nodes assigned to the same process are grouped together
in an aggregate. However, the number of grids will be rather large since from level l to
level l + 1 the number of nodes is reduced only by a factor of approximately two. It
can be seen as a disadvantage that the operator complexity of this method is about 2.5.
The cycling strategy is an f-cycle, see Trottenberg et al. [14] for a definition, with one
pre-smoothing and one post-smoothing sweep of the ILU(0) smoother. The algorithm is
referred to as amf1gm.
GCR-accelerated AMG This kind of preconditioner has been suggested by Notay
[11]. An implementation (which is quite similar to ours) is available as AGMG from
the homepage of the author. The main difference to conventional (fixed cycle) AMG
preconditioners is that the coarse-grid system is approximated by one or two iterations
(depending on a termination criterion) of an inner GCR-solver [4] (in a modified economic
implementation) that is preconditioned by AMG instead of being approximated by the
multigrid scheme alone. Since this preconditioning operation is not the same in each
iteration, standard Krylov-methods cannot be used as outer iteration. For nonsymmetric
problems Notay [11] uses GCR also as outer Krylov-solver. In this algorithm the doublepairwise aggregation suggested by Notay [11] is employed: It is obtained by applying the
pairwise aggregation of algorithm amf1gm twice. The aggregates usually comprise four
nodes, the computation of the coarse-grid system is similarly cheap as that of amf1gm.
Since only every second grid and its associated operator is stored, the operator complexity
is only about 1.6 for this method. We refer to this algorithm as amk1gm.
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GMRES-accelerated AMG In this algorithm the GCR in amk1gc as inner and outer
solver is replaced by GMRES. Since the preconditioning operation is not the same in
each iteration, GMRES is implemented as FGMRES, see Saad [12]. In our experience
this GMRES-based method is significantly more robust than the GCR-based one. A
discussion of this issue along with relevant examples can be found in Emans [7]. All other
parts of the algorithm, in particular the cycling strategy and the coarsening algorithm, are
the same as that of amk1gc. A potential disadvantage of this method is that (up to the
knowledge of the author) an implementation cannot be directly obtained and consequently
some implementation effort will be faced. We refer to this algorithm as amk1gm.
ILU-preconditioned BiCGstab The algorithm that serves as a reference is a ILU(0)preconditioned BiCGstab method. It has been deduced and discussed in detail by Saad
[13]. Our implementation requires only to store one additional vector of the size of the
unknown vector. We apply two sweeps in each iteration of the Krylov method. Here, we
refer to this method as ilu0bc.
3.2

Performance

In order to compare the efficiency of the algorithms we have chosen two linear problems
from different CFD applications. The SIMPLE algorithm extended by a pressure-enthalpy
coupling, see Emans et al.[8], leads to a system of the type

 ′   
�p
C Sh
�c
=
(3)
′
�
�g
Sp G
h
where C is the symmetric positive definite operator of the pressure-correction equation,
G the operator of the transport equation for the enthalpy, Sh and Sp are the coupling
operators, �c and �g are the right-hand sides; the components of the unknown vector are
either associated with the pressure correction �p ′ or with the enthalpy update �h′ . Since the
underlying partial problem of the pressure-correction equation is elliptic and the transport
of the enthalpy is essentially a hyperbolic problem, the system is referred to be of mixed
elliptic-hyperbolic type. The iterative solution procedure is terminated if the 1-norms of
the residuals of both parts of the system have been reduced by a factor of 1.0 · 10−6 .
In problem 012 the flow of cold air (293 K) into a complex engine cylinder geometry with
hot walls (650 K) is simulated; the mesh consists of 1.4 mio cells of which approximately
80% are hexagonal while the rest is tetrahedral. In problem 045 a backward-facing step
problem, see Armaly et al. [2], is solved where hot gas (1100 K) is entering the domain
that is initially filled by cold gas (293 K). The orthogonal mesh of this case has 2.3 mio
cells.
For the benchmarks we used up to eight nodes à 2 quad-cores of a Linux cluster;
each node of this cluster is equipped with two Intel Xeon CPU X5365 (3.00GHz, main
memory 16GB, L2-cache 4MB shared between two cores). The nodes are connected
7
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by an Infiniband interconnect with an effective bandwidth of around 750 Mbit/s and a
latency of around 3.3 µs. The computational part of the program is compiled by the
Intel-FORTRAN compiler 10.1, the communication is performed through calls to hpMPI subroutines (C-binding). The benchmarks were run within the environment of the
software AVL FIRE(R) 2009 with 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and eventually 32 processes. Computations
with 1, 2, and 4 processes were done on a single node, for more processes we used 2, 4,
and 8 nodes respectively. This is done to ensure that each process has sole access to
one of the L2-caches on the node. It is important to note that the MPI implementation
uses the shared memory space of one node for the communication between two processes
wherever possible. This means that all intra-node communication (calculations with up
to 4 processes) is done without utilisation of the network interconnect.
In figures 3 and 4 the number of iterations, the computing times, and the parallel
efficiency Ep = t1 /(tp · p) (tp : computing time with p parallel processes) are shown. First
it is interesting to see if and at what rate the numerical method converges. Convergence
within 250 iterations is observed in all AMG calculations apart from the ams1gm runs for
problem 012. In this case the algorithm does neither stall nor diverge, but the convergences
is so slow that the criterion is not reached within 250 iterations. The diagrams with the
iteration count shows further that the AMG methods converge much more rapidly than the
ILU(0) method. Apart from ams1gm for problem 045, the AMG solvers the parallelisation
does not mitigate the convergence behaviour.
The computing times show that the k-cycle methods (amk1gc and amk1gm) are the
fastest methods. They are faster by 50% and by 90% compared to ilu0bc for 012 and
045 respectively. The larger advantage in the latter case is due to the problem size.
Compared to the pairwisely aggregating AMG amf1gm the advantage is still considerable.
Comparing now amk1gc and amk1gm the results show that the differences are rather
small: for problem 012 amk1gm is slightly faster, for problem 045 amk1gc is slightly
faster. Since both systems here are solved by both algorithms, the main advantage of
amk1gm stays hidden: It is its larger robustness, see Emans [7]. From the view point of
practical usage, amk1gc is advantageous since, coming from AGMG, only the modification
of the coarse-grid generation for coupled system needs to be implemented.
The parallel efficiency of both algorithms amk1gc, amk1gm, and amf1gm is satisfying
and competitive to that of ilu0bc. The curves are typical for computations on the used
hardware: For up to four processes a decrease is observed. This is due to the fact the the
data transfer mechanism on the chip which is a Front-Side Bus (FSB) is the bottleneck;
the data transfer between the processes is fast since it relies on the shared memory mechanism. If more processes are involved, inter-node data transfer through the interconnect
is required; more important is that the probability of cache misses is reduced since the
decomposed problems have become smaller and a larger portion of them fits into the
cache. Consequently the curves rise. The rise is more pronounced for smaller problem
012. The observed parallel efficiencies of these coupled solvers correspond well to the
parallel efficiencies which can be reached with similar methods for scalar problems.
8
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Figure 3: Iteration count (left), computing times (middle), and parallel efficiency (right) for benchmark
012

Figure 4: Cumulative iteration count (left), computing times (middle), and parallel efficiency (right) for
benchmark 045

4

CONCLUSIONS

The k-cycle methods amk1gc and amk1gm are the fastest AMG solvers for our benchmarks. Practically, amk1gc can be deduced from existing methods which are available to
the scientific community where the effort to implement the modifications is small. These
relatively new algorithms outperform both, Smoothed Aggregation AMG and ILU(0)preconditioned BiCGstab.
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Abstract. The explicit version of the Material Point Method [1] has been extended in order to
model coupled hydromechanical saturated problems. MPM discretizes the continuum, which
is considered as a saturated soilfluid mixture, by dividing it into particles or material points.
The discrete movement equations are not solved at the material points. Instead a support
mesh, built to cover the domain of the problem, is used. In this paper it is assumed that
particles carry all the variables needed to represent the state of the continuum including the
pore pressure as a variable associated with each particle. The particle pore pressure increment
is calculated explicitly using the equation of fluid mass balance, from the particle volumetric
deformation and the fluid velocity relative to the soil skeleton, at the particle location.
The shape functions used for the mesh elements are usually the same bilinear functions of the
Finite Element Method and therefore the background mesh elements suffer the same
drawbacks. These drawbacks include: volumetric locking for quasiincompressible materials
when four particles per cell are used, which is equivalent to four integration points in the
finite element method, pressure instability for quasiincompressible and low permeability
materials and the generation of zero energy modes when one particle per cell is used, which
corresponds to reduced integration in the finite element method. The MPM original version
has also the disadvantage of generating "noise" in the solution [2] when a particle pass from
one cell to another. A simple procedure that can be used to reduce instabilities is to consider
constant stress at each cell equal to the stress average of the particles which are in the cell at
the instant k. In this case the internal forces are obtained in the same way as in the finite
element method when one point of integration is used, using the gradient of the shape
functions calculated in the cell center. In this work, to avoid volumetric locking and
simultaneously achieve a stable behavior, internal forces and pressure increments at the nodes
are calculated using the gradients calculated at the cell center.
The procedure is completely explicit and has proved to be stable for the low permeability
values used to model the foundation of Aznalcollar dam. The simulation of Aznalcollar dam
progressive failure is presented as an example [3]. 
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1

INTRODUCTION

The method was initially described by Sulsky et al. [1] and by Sulsky and Schreyer [5].
The Material Point Method discretizes the continuum dividing it into particles. A mass is
assigned to each particle which remains fixed during all the calculation process, thus assuring
mass conservation. Other initial values, such as velocities, strains and stresses, are also
assigned to the material points. The discrete movement equations are not solved at the
material points. Instead a support mesh, built to cover the domain of the problem, is used.
This mesh is composed by elements of the same type as those used in finite element method.
For simplicity, it is common to use four nodes bilinear quadrilateral elements. The boundary
conditions are imposed at the mesh nodes and the movement equations are incrementally
solved. Then the quantities carried by the material points are updated through the
interpolation of the mesh results, using the same shape functions. The information associated
with the mesh is not necessary in the following step of the analysis; therefore it can be
discarded, taking care of preserving the boundary conditions that may have been established.
It is possible to discretize the momentum conservation equation through the application of
standard Galerkin weighted residual method ([1], [5]). The derived mass matrix varies in
time, and must be calculated for each step of the analysis. To reduce the computational cost of
the procedure, a diagonal mass matrix can be used; therefore the movement equations are
decoupled, and can be written for a node and for the k time step as:
=
a fint, + fext, 

(1)

where fint and fext are the vectors of internal and external forces at the node i, respectively,
 is the mass of node i and  is the node acceleration.
2

MPM COUPLED HYDROMECHANICAL ANALYSIS

MPM is very well suited for dealing with finite strains and large displacements that are
developed when collapse or near collapse problems are studied. In order to model coupled
hydromechanical saturated problems the continuum can be considered as a saturated soil
fluid mixture. In this paper it is assumed that particles carry all the variables needed to
represent the state of the continuum including the pore pressure as an associated variable.
The formulation of the equations which describe the behavior of a saturated porous
medium was first developed by Biot [4] and then extended by Zienkiewicz and others [6], [7].
The governing equations can be simplified if the fluid acceleration relative to the soil skeleton
is small as follows.
The balance of momentum is written for the mixture as:
∇· σ + ρ b ρ a

2
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σ is the total stress tensor, b are the body forces, a is the acceleration and ρ is the density of
the mixture,
(3)
ρ = (1n) ρ  + n ρ 
 is the porosity, ρ  is the solid density and ρ  is the fluid density.
The balance of fluid mass is written,

ɺ
(4)

w is the Darcy velocity, ∇ ⋅ w the divergence of velocity, εɺ is the volumetric strain
variation of soil skeleton and ɺ the fluid pressure variation.  is the combined
compressibility modulus of the fluid and solid phase.

1
     
(5)



εɺ ∇ ⋅ w  

  is the fluid bulk modulus,   is the bulk modulus of the grains material.
The Darcy equation is written:
k
(6)
w   ∇ρ  bρ  a 
γ


Where k is the permeability tensor, γ  the specific weight of fluid and ∇ the pressure
gradient.
The relationship between effective stress and total stress is:
(7)
σ= σ '− α  m
σ ' is the effective stress,  the pore pressure (positive for compression),  = δ  ,
Kt
and K t is the bulk modulus of soil skeleton.
Ks
For soils K t <<K s and α ≅ 1

δ  : Kronecker Delta, α =1 

These equations together with boundary conditions can be discretized and solved numerically
using as unknowns the displacements and the pore pressure.
2.1

MPM discretization of the equations related to the fluid.

The pore pressure increment in a particle is calculated explicitly using the equation of fluid
mass balance, from the particle volumetric deformation and the fluid velocity relative to the
soil skeleton, at the particle location.
From Equation(4):

 +  (εɺ ∇ ⋅ w) =  + ( ε  ∇ ⋅ w  ) = 0

3
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ε  is the volumetric strain increment at a point in the continuum and  the pore pressure
increment at the end of time interval  .
The boundary conditions imposed on the mesh are:
in Γ  :  −  =
0

 : Pressure imposed on the boundary Γ  (9)
∂
−  =  −  = 0
∂
 : Fluid velocity enforced in Γ 

in Γ  : 

(10)

 : velocity normal to boundary Γ 
The standard Galerkin method is applied to Equation (8) using weighting functions for the
pressures equal to those used for the interpolation of displacements.

∫



[  + ( ε  ∇ ⋅ w  )] d −



∫

(  − )  dΓ =0

i

(11)

Γ

  is the shape function for node i.
Integrating by parts,

∫  ∇ ⋅ w d= ∫  w ⋅ ndΓ  ∫ ∇ ⋅ w d


(12)



i



Γ



results in:

∫





  d +

∫





 ε  d − ∫ ∇  ⋅ w  d +


∫  dΓ =0
i

(13)

Γ

The particle pressure increment is approximated using the pressure increments at the nodes
using the same interpolation functions used for displacements:
  =



∑ 
 =1




  ( x  )

(14)

 is the node pressure increment at time k ,   the particle pressure increment at time k
and x  is the particle position.
Replacing the integrals in equation 13 by sums of quantities at the material points, the
mesh nodes pressure increments at time  can be computed. In these integrals the material
points or particles correspond to the integration points in the finite element method. The first
of the integrals of equation 13 is equal to:
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Where   is the particle volume. The element volume matrix   can be lumped at the nodes
to give a diagonal matrix  :
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Thus the pressure increments at the nodes can be calculated explicitly:

=
 +1


1  
  ∑ (   (x  ) ε   −∇  (x  )⋅ w   )   + ∫  i   dΓ
   =1
Γ



 (19)


The Darcy equation is used to calculate the flow velocities at each particle:
w   

k

γ



∇ ( x  )ρ  bρ  a  

(20)

The pressure gradient is evaluated using the field interpolated from the node’s pressures at the
k instant. This pressure field can be approximated in the same way as the pressure increment:


  = ∑     ( x  )

(21)

 =1

where  is the node i pressure for instant k and   the particle pressure at instant k. Then,
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(22)
(23)

Thus the pressure gradient can be calculated with the expression:


∇ (x  ) = ∑  ∇  ( x  )
 =1
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Finally the following equation is used to update the particle pressures:


  +1 =   + ∑  +1   ( x  )

(25)

 =1

The nodal pressures are calculated with equation (23) using the pressures carried by the
material points which were obtained in the previous step of the solution. This calculation
scheme is similar to the procedure used in MPM to obtain the momentum at the mesh nodes.
The pressure gradient is obtained through equation (24) from the mesh pressure field. The
fluid flow relative velocity, at the coordinates of particles, is calculated using the Darcy
equation(20). The pressure increment at the nodes is calculated using equation(19). The terms
in this equation: volumetric strain increment, velocity divergence and external flow are
accumulated at the nodes by adding the contribution of the particles. Boundary conditions are
imposed on the mesh. The particles pressures are updated through equation (25) for use in the
next step. At the end of the time interval the pressures at the nodes are not useful and can be
discarded because the particles carry the information on pore pressures.

2.2 Stability of the solution
The shape functions used for the mesh elements are typically the same bilinear functions
used in the finite element method and therefore the background mesh elements suffer the
same drawbacks. These drawbacks include: volumetric locking for quasiincompressible
materials when four particles per cell are used, which is equivalent to four integration points
in the finite element method; pressure instability for quasiincompressible and low
permeability materials and the generation of zero energy modes when one particle per cell is
used, which corresponds to reduced integration in the finite element method.
Mixed displacementpressure approximations are known to suffer pressure instability if the
BabuskaBrezzi condition is not fulfilled. In the framework of the finite element method an
element is stable without using special procedures if the number of degrees of freedom used
to interpolate the pressure is lower than the number used to interpolate the displacements.
The same shape functions are used in 2.1 to interpolate displacements and pressures in the
discretization of the equations for the fluid. Therefore, pressure instability is expected for this
formulation.
MPM original version has also the disadvantage of generating "noise" in the solution [2]
when a particle pass from one cell to another. This noise is due to the discontinuity of the
interpolation function gradient which is involved in the calculation of internal forces [2]. A
simple procedure that can be used to reduce this type of instability is to consider a constant
stress at each cell equal to the stress average of the particles which are in the cell at the instant
. In this case the internal forces are obtained in the same way as in the finite element method
when one point of integration is used, using the gradient of the shape functions calculated in
the cell center. When there are more or less particles in a cell than the original amount of
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particles per cell, the average density of the cell increases or decreases artificially and hence
the internal forces due to the contribution of that cell can be approximated as follows:

  −
 −
 −

int, 
 

 − 

 
 

=
 1=
 1 =
 1


f

=
−∑ G S =
−∑ G

ρ   =

σ

ρ



 −
  
 
G
σ
G
=
=
∑  =
0 ∑ σ 

  −
  − 
 1

(26)

  −  


where :

  : particle mass
G  = ∇  ( x ) x = x : shape function gradient at particle location


G  0 : shape function gradient at cell center
S  =

σ 

ρ

:specific stress

ρ   : average cell density at step 

  −  number of particles in the cell at step 
 :cell volume (constant)
In equation (26) the gradients at particles positions are approximated by the gradient at the
center of the element and this is equivalent to the procedure of averaging the stresses of the
particles which are in a cell. On the other hand the pressure instability is avoided by imposing
a constant pressure increment to the particles in a cell equal to the pressure increment
calculated at the element center instead of calculating the pressure increment at positions of
the particles (Equation 25).
Figure 1 shows a rigid footing resting on a watersaturated porous material with zero
permeability. This problem was solved with 4 particles per cell. The average stress of the
particles in the cell and the gradient calculated at the center of the element were used for
compute internal forces. Also the particles pressure increment is calculated at the center of the
element. A constant vertical velocity was imposed to the particles of the footing. Figure 2.a
shows an instant pore pressure distribution for an elastic material and Figure 2.b the same for
a MohrCoulomb elasticplastic material with cohesion and friction. The procedure is stable
and there are not pressure oscillations. Figure 3 shows contours of equivalent plastic strain for
the MohrCoulomb material. If the internal forces are calculated using the gradients in the
positions of the particles, we obtain the classical pressure instability shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 1. Rigid footing resting on saturated porous material.
a) Geometry b) Particle model.

a)

b)
















































Figure 2. Rigid footing. Pore pressure contours for zero permeability
a) Elastic material b) Mohr Coulomb material.
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Figure 3. Equivalent plastic shear strain for Mohr










Figure 4. Pressure instability

Coulomb material

2.3 Impulsive load applied to a soil column.
This section compares MPM results for a soil column (Figure 5.a) with those obtained by
Mira et al. [8] with Q8P4 finite elements (elements with 8 displacement and 4 pressure
degrees of freedom) in order to check the stability of the calculation algorithm. Figure 5.b
compares results for pressure distribution one second after the application of an impulsive
load. Pressure instability occurs if pressure increments at positions of the particles are used for
updating the particle pressures.
Soil column : k=10e-7 m/s, Q=10e4 MPa
Pore PressurePa
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Figure 5. a) Soil column under impulsive load. b) Pore pressure distribution.
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3

MODELLING AZNALCOLLAR DAM FAILURE

MPM in its explicit version, including the hydromechanical coupling for a watersaturated
material, has been used for modeling Aznalcollar dam failure ([9], [10], [3]). It is believed
that this dam failed progressively due the fragility of the very low permeability foundation
clay, in which high pore pressures persisted during twenty years of construction until failure,
and the downstream method of construction which generate high shear stresses under the
downstream slope. The dam failed and moved forward as a solid body in the way indicated in
Figure 6. The failure was explained by the development of a continuous subhorizontal failure
surface located 14 m under the contact between the dam and its foundation at the dam axis.
The construction and filling of the reservoir was simulated in stages (Figure 9). Figure 8
shows the vertical pore pressures distribution for the foundation clay in a zone of the tailings
pond, away from the dam, for the 9, 13 and 15 stages of construction. The pressures
calculated with MPM are compared with Terzaghi's solution. Also a point is plot, for stage 15,
which represents the pressure measured at the approximate depth of the sliding surface in a
not failed section located north to the failure zone. A boundary condition of hydrostatic
pressure was applied at the bottom of the modeled foundation layer, which is considered fixed
during construction. This hypothesis is based on field data from the aquifer that lies under the
clay layer. A deep piezometer installed in the sand under the clay measured pore pressure
equivalent to the height of the clay layer. The top boundary condition is variable and equal to
the height of the tailings, which were always kept under water for each stage. A free water
condition was considered in the upper layer of downstream alluvium.
Figure 8 shows contours of equivalent plastic shear strain for different stages of
construction. The development of localization bands within the clay foundation and the
tailings deposit are shown. The concentration of plastic shearing strains started underneath
the downstream slope of the rockfill dam. The shearing band extended first downstream and
then in the upstream direction. The shearing band defines a horizontal failure surface that
eventually bends upwards below the upstream toe of the dam slope and crosses the tailings’
deposit.

Figure 6. Crosssection of slide. Geometry after the slide, as interpreted from borehole data and surface
topography [9]
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Figure 7. Pore pressure distribution at foundation.

Figure 8. Sequence of contours of equal equivalent plastic strain, 1% and 5%. cv = 0.001 cm2/seg, K0 = 1
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Figure 9. Geometry of the model and construction sequence of the dam

4

CONCLUSIONS

The Material Point Method was extended to model hydromechanical geotechnical problems.
Pressure instability is circumvented using concepts of the Finite Element Method. A relative
large scale problem of dam construction and failure was successfully solved with the
procedure shown in this paper.
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Abstract. In this work we present the conceptual modeling and the numerical scheme
for carbon dioxide storage into nearly depleted gas reservoirs for enhanced gas recovery
reasons. For this we develop non-isothermal compositional gas ﬂow model. We used a
combined monolithic / staggered coupling scheme to solve mass balance equation for the
gaseous mixture with heat and fractional mass transport equations. Temperature change
resulting from ﬂuid expansion and viscous heat dissipation is included in heat transport
in addition to advection and conduction. We have used a modiﬁed version of the PengRobinson equations of state, to determine the density of the real gas mixture along with
an empirically extended ideal gas equation. A real behavior of mixture is accounted by
using energy and distance parameters.

1

INTRODUCTION

Fossil fuels continue to be the main global energy source. Therefore, squeezing the gas
from matured ﬁelds will be of positive interest and additionally oﬀering space for injection
and storage of CO2 . Sequestration of CO2 is at present of much importance because CO2
has been identiﬁed to be one of the main greenhouse gases which can potentially lead
to global climate change. Nearly depleted natural gas reservoirs are good candidates
for storing CO2 and at the same time recovering the rest gas found in these reservoirs.
They oﬀer several advantages for EGR processes namely integrity against gas escape,
larger volume capacities, a good reservoir history enhancing its understanding and existing
infrastructure. Numerical simulation studies have been performed showing the technical
1
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feasibility of carbon sequestration and enhanced gas recovery (CSEGR) with existing
commercial codes (Pusch [1], Oldenburg [2]).
According to Holloway [3] underground storage of industrial quantities of carbon dioxide is technologically feasible. However, combustion of coal produces more carbon dioxide
than could be stored in the space from which the coal came from [4, 5]. If one wishes to
dispose of carbon dioxide permanently, it has to be conﬁned within depleted hydrocarbon reservoirs or trapped in an aquifer directly analogous to a hydrocarbon reservoir [6].
Hydrocarbon reservoirs have many advantages over aquifers. Firstly, the reservoirs have
a seal that has proven capable of retaining liquids or gases for thousands to millions of
years. Secondly, some of the equipment installed on the surface or underground for oil
or gas recovery may be re-used for carbon dioxide disposal. The underground reservoir
needs a sealed trap to prevent the carbon dioxide from reaching the earth’s surface due
to percolation upwards through inhabitant ground water. This is because supercritical
or liquid carbon dioxide is lighter than water and tends to force its way up through the
water-saturated rocks.
Starting from appropriate local formulations expressing the balance laws of continuum
mechanics, we develop the governing equations for non-isothermal miscible displacement
of compressible mixture of nonpolar gases through a non-deformable porous medium. The
compressibility of the gaseous mixture is again deﬁned according to the Peng and Robinson [7] equation of state. The mass balance equations are then written to describe the
macroscopic behavior of the gaseous mixture with heat transport. The energy conservation equation is solved to account for heat loss due to gas expansion and viscous heat
dissipation along with advection and conduction. Macroscopic fractional mass transport
equations are then obtained for each component of the mixture. Equation of state for
density and viscosity is introduced to obtain the general ﬁeld variables. We select gaseous
mixture pressure p, temperature T and mass-fraction of each component xk as primary
ﬁeld variables.
A numerical module has been developed for compositional gas ﬂow coupled with heat
and fractional mass transport. The ﬁnite element module is embedded in the objectoriented framework of the scientiﬁc open source code OpenGeoSys ([8, 9]). Therefore,
allows an easy extension of the numerical model for multi-dimensional problems. A combined, monolithic and staggered coupling scheme is used (i.e., monolithic for the pressure
and temperature ﬁelds and staggered for the component mass-fraction) with variable time
stepping.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The diﬀerential form of the mass balance equation for the kth component of the gaseous
mixture is
∂ (nρk )
+ ∇ · [JFAk + JFDk ] = Qρk
(1)
∂t

2
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Here, advective mass-ﬂux (mass rate per unit ﬂow area) of the kth component is JFAk =
ρk nv. In presence of concentration gradients, diﬀusive mass-ﬂux (mass rate per unit
ﬂow area) of the kth component w.r.t. v (velocity of center of the gravity) is JFDk =
xk ρn(vk − v) where vk is the average velocity of the kth component. It is clear from this
relationship that sum of diﬀusive ﬂux over all components (total diﬀusive mass-ﬂux) is
zero. Density ρ, is deﬁned as mass of gas per unit volume which varies with pressure and
temperature. Qρk is an external source/sink term due to the kth component.
The linear momentum balance equation for the mixture can be expressed in the form
of the extended Darcy’s law. This is a reasonable approximation of slow laminar ﬂow
arising in reservoir engineering problems. According to Darcy’s law, the advective part
of the total mass-ﬂux due to all components is JFA = ρnv and can be written as

k
xk vk .
ρnv = −ρ (∇p − ρg); where v =
μ
k

(2)

Where k is intrinsic permeability, μ is mixture dynamic viscosity and g is gravity constant.
Summarizing the mass balance Eq. (1) corresponding to each component results in the
mass balance equation for the gaseous mixture,

∂ (nρ)
+ ∇ · (ρnv) = Qρ ; where ρ =
ρk .
∂t
k

(3)

Here, ρ is calculated by the extended ideal gas equation which is given by
ρ=

pM
zsc RT

(4)

where M is the molecular weight of the gaseous mixture, R is the universal gas constant;
the mixture super compressibility factor zsc is a non-dimensional constant which varies
with pressure, temperature and composition.
Following the assumption of local thermal equilibrium, the energy balance equation of
porous media can be obtained as
∂T
+ cp ρnv · ∇T − ∇ · [κeﬀ ∇T ] =
∂t
∂p
+ βT T nv · ∇p − nv · ∇p +QT
nβT T
∂t 
   


(ρcp )eﬀ

(5)

V HD

JT C

The 1st term of the right hand side is related to Jule-Thomson Cooling (JTC) and the
2nd term is related to Viscous Heat Dissipation (VHD). where κeﬀ , is the eﬀective thermal
conductivity tensor of the porous media, with coordinates deﬁned as (κeﬀ )ij = (1−n)κsij +
nκij . κ is the thermal conductivity of the gaseous mixture. (ρcp )eﬀ is the eﬀective heat
3
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capacity of the porous medium deﬁned by (ρcp )eﬀ = (1 −n)ρs csp + nρcp . Here, speciﬁc heat
capacity and thermal conductivity of the gaseous mixture are approximated by averaging
over its components.
Analogous to the derivation of the mass balance equation, the transport equation
results from the balancing of each component’s mass. The characteristic quantity for
mass transport is nρxk which is conserved by deﬁnition. With macroscopic dispersion,
we obtain the mass transport equation for each component in the porous medium,
∂ [nρxk ]
(6)
+ ∇ · JMAk + ∇ · JMDk = Qxk .
∂t
where xk represents the mass-fraction of the kth component of the gaseous mixture. Qxk
is the mass source/ sink term. Advective and diﬀusive mass-ﬂuxes of the kth components
are JMAk = −(xk ρk/μ)(∇p − ρg) and JMDk = −nτ Dk ∇ (ρxk ), respectively.
Using the componential mass balance Eq. (1) with mass transport Eq. (6), the divergent form of the fractional-mass transport equation is given by
∂xk
+ ρnv · ∇xk + xk Qρk − ∇ · [nρD∇xk ] = Qxk .
∂t
CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS
nρ

3

(7)

Density and viscosity of the carbon dioxide change abruptly as it passes through critical
pressure near critical temperature. Here, we describe the procedure which we have used
to calculate the mixture density and viscosity for the necessary range of pressure and
temperature.
In reservoir engineering, the empirically extended ideal gas law is well known. Oldenburg et al.[2] have used this in their numerical model for CSEGR. Here, the degree of
non-ideality shown by a gaseous mixture can be expressed by the super compressibility
factor zsc . For the gaseous mixture zsc is obtained by solving constitutive equations, which
are, e.g., derived by inserting zsc = pV /(Nn RT ) in the modiﬁed Peng-Robinson equation
of state (PR-EOS). For the gaseous mixture, PR-EOS needs critical constants and the
acentric factor to get the attraction a(T ) and repulsion b parameters values. The critical
pressure and temperature of the mixture are approximated as


cr
pcr = M
xk Mk−1 pcr
;
T
=
M
xk Mk−1 Tkcr
(8)
k
k

k

As we have values of a(T ) and b, we can solve the following cubic equation analytically.
z3sc + z2sc (B − 1) + zsc (A − 3B 2 − 2B) + (B 3 − B 2 − AB) = 0

(9)

where, A = p a(T )/(RT )2 and B = p b/(RT ). The parameters a(T ) and b are calculated
from empirical relations


2

R2T cr 2
T
RT cr
a(T ) = 0.4572 cr
1 + a0 1 −
;
b
=
0.07779
(10)
p
T cr
pcr
4
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where, a0 = 0.3746 + 1.5422ω − 0.2699ω 2; ω is the acentric factor of the gaseous mixture.
a(T ) accounts for attractive forces between the molecules of the mixture and b takes into
account the reduction in free volume of the particular molecule.
The above cubic equation can have three positive roots, with the largest positive root
corresponding to the gaseous mixture. To guarantee the single phase i.e., gas phase we
choose the reservoir temperature 393.15 K, which is greater than the critical temperature
of any component.
The dynamic viscosity of the gaseous mixture is calculated from a temperature and
density dependent empirically correlated function. This predicts the viscosity for nonpolar gases with an error of ≤ 2%.




1
A9 � A10 �2
2
μ(ρ, T ) = d0
+ 2 2
(11)
+ A6 Y + f0 A7 Y G2 exp A8 +
G2
kT
k T
where
G2 =

A1
(1
Y

cr
− e−A4 Y ) + A2 G1 eA5 Y + A3 G1
1 − 0.5Y
−3 ρV
;
; G1 =
Y
=
1.0
×
10
A1 A4 + A2 + A3
(1 − Y )3
M

d0 = 4.0785 × 10

−7 (MT )
2

1
2

V cr 3 Ω

(1 − 0.2756ω); f0 = 3.6344 × 10

−7 (MT )

1
2

2

V cr 3

where k is the Boltzmann constant and the reduced collision integral Ω depends on the
intermolecular potential. Empirical equation for Ω and constants A0 − A10 are given in
[10]. The acentric factor and the molecular weight of the mixture are calculated by
ω=
and

1
3
1 
xi xj (ωi ωj ) 2 (σi σj ) 2
3
σ i j


 12
1
M
2M
1 
i
j
M = 2
xi xj σi σj (�i �j ) 2
.
�σ i j
Mi + Mj
1
2

(12)

(13)

Here, i and j stand for the ith and j th components.
The parameters of the intermolecular potential for the gaseous mixture, σ and �, are
approximated by averaging over its components.

3
3
1
1 
σ3 =
xi xj (σi σj ) 2 ; � = 3
xi xj (σi σj ) 2 (�i �j ) 2
(14)
σ
i
j
i
j
σ and � are the parameters of the intermolecular potential describing the interaction
between molecules of components of the mixture and are expressed, respectively, in
Angstrom units and degrees Kelvin. An approximation of these two constants for a
 cr  13
V
cr
respective component is provided by �k = 0.77kTk and σk = 0.0833 Mk
.
5
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To obtain the mixture viscosity at any temperature and any pressure, we ﬁrst calculate
the corresponding density of the mixture by using Eq. (4). This requires the values of
M, σ, �, and ω, which can be obtained from Eqs. (12)-(14) by using the critical constants
and acentric factor of the components. Finally the mixture viscosity is calculated using
Eq. (11), where the mixture critical volume V cr is estimated from the relation V cr =
 σ 3
M 0.0833
. Martial parameters used in this simulation are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Material parameters

Symbol
hp
lp
zsc
μ
ρ
cp
κ
M
k
n
τ
D0
αL , αT
�
σ
ω

4

Meaning
Value
Unit
Layer thickness
4, 6, 19
m
Reservoir column length
1000
m
Super compressibility factor
Max root of Eq. (9)
−
Dynamic viscosity
Eq. (11)
Pas
Density
Eq. (4), 2460, 2700, 2940
kg m−3
Heat capacity
1839.3, 960, 920, 880 Jkg−1 K−1
Thermal conductivity
0.0466, 3.0, 2.5, 2.2 Wm−1 K−1
Mixture molecular weight
Eq. (13) kg kmol−1
−17,−18,−20
Intrinsic permeability
1.0 × 10
m2
Porosity
0.085, 0.014, 0.01
−
1
Tortuosity
n3
−5
−2
Self diﬀusion coeﬃcient
0.965, 2.0, 1.78 × 10
ms
Dispersivity
0.1, 0.01
m
cr
2
−2
Energy parameter
0.77kT
m kgs
 V cr  13
Distance parameter
0.0833 M
A
Acentric factor
0.228, 0.0114, 0.04
−

NUMERICAL SCHEME

The numerical treatment of the coupled problem of gas ﬂow in undeformable porous
media is based on the governing ﬁeld equations together with discretization methods in the
space and time domains. The method of weighted residuals is applied to derive the weak
formulations of all the governing equations given. Within the framework of a standard
Galerkin procedure, a spatially discretized formulation of the weak forms is deﬁned in the
ﬁnite element space.
For the required time discretization of the global system of governing equations we
use the generalized ﬁrst order diﬀerence scheme. The nonlinear coupled boundary value
problem is solved iteratively using the Picard linearization within the context of the ﬁnite
element method [9]. We adopt a staggered scheme without losing the accuracy of the
solutions. Within this context, at ﬁrst the gas ﬂow problem is solved, then heat and
6
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mass transport problem are solved separately considering the results from the gas ﬂow.
This iteration cycle is repeated until the converged solution of all primary variables is
achieved. For the sake of simplicity, at the current stage, gas ﬂow to transport coupling
is conducted in one way only, i.e. pore pressure changes inﬂuence transport, without the
inverse feedback.
5

BENCHMARK DEFINITION

In the present study of non-isothermal compressible ﬂow, we consider three main components (carbon dioxide, nitrogen and methane), which appear in the natural gas mixture.
The accurate calculation of density of nonpolar light hydrocarbon mixtures is done by using a modiﬁed version of the Peng-Robinson equations of state. The pressure provided by
carbon dioxide during expansion upon natural gas, enhances gas recovery. Concentration
gradients in the gas phase lead to mixing by molecular diﬀusion-dispersion. The extent
to which carbon dioxide could mix with natural gas is a primary concern for technical
and economic feasibility of carbon sequestration with enhanced gas recovery. Pressure
gradients arise due to mixing and introduce minor advective ﬂow at rates depending on
the permeability and porosity of the porous reservoir medium.
5.1

System geometry and conditions
• Geometry: We used middle and bottom layers as reservoir and top one for seal.
Injection and production well are 500 m apart. 2-dimensional depleted gas reservoir
model is taken in r − z plane which is 19 m thick in z-direction and 1000 m long in
r-direction (see Fig. 1).
• IC: We assume that caprock-reservoir system is ﬁlled with 75% methane and 25%
nitrogen at pressure of 4.0 × 106 Pa and temperature 393.15 K.
• BC: Through injection point I, we perform injection of CO2 gas with pressure 6.0 ×
106 Pa and temperature 353.15 K. At production running well at pressure 3.0 ×
106 Pa, we are producing natural gas which is a mixture of 75% methane and 25%
nitrogen at temperature 393.15 K.

<

}

9m

1000 m

>

Ω2

{

Ω1

}

4m

CO2 Injection

Ω0

6m
CH 4+N2 Production

Figure 1: Model setup for CSEGR and grid arrangement
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5.2

Results
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In Figs. 2a, b we have shown the time evolution of carbon dioxide mass fraction and
temperature at certain observation points. The observation points are O1 and O2 , which
are at the perimeter of circle around the injection point I. Larger value of xCO2 and
temperature at observation point below to injection point than above is shown by Figs.
2a, b, and is due to advection enhanced by gravity force. At beginning of the simulation
rate of gas expansion is high due to relatively low formation pressure. Hence advective
transport plays role to make steep rise of mass fraction and temperature in Figs. 2a, b.
As injection and formation pressure gets in equilibrium then advection is not so extensive,
hence after steep rise temperature and mass fraction versus time curve showing steady
nature for both observation points. During this time transport by diﬀusion-dispersion is
dominated over advection.

1.2E+07

(a)

0

2E+07

4E+07

6E+07

Time (s)

8E+07

1E+08

(b)

Figure 2: Time evolution of CO2 mass fraction and temperature at points O1 and O2 located equidistantly
(1 m) above and below to injection point, respectively

Figs. 3a, b show the distribution of carbon dioxide and methane mass-fractions for four
diﬀerent times. Multi-component transport in the gas mixture is mainly by advection and
diﬀusion whereas dispersion is due to random motion of molecules. Advection is driven
by pressure gradients as well as buoyancy forces (in the case when ﬂuid density diﬀerences
are signiﬁcant), and diﬀusion depends on concentration gradients. From Fig. 3a it can
be seen that near the injection point advective mass-ﬂuxes are dominating over diﬀusive
ones because of high pressure gradients for compressible ﬂow. At the same time, due to
the larger density of injected carbon dioxide than natural gas, gravity makes safe disposal
of carbon dioxide in such reservoir caprock system.
8
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Figure 3: Mass fraction distribution of (a) CO2 ; (b) CH4 in the permeable layers of a gas reservoir

Figs. 4a, b depict the evolution of pressure and temperature distribution in the reservoir
layer in the sequence of CO2 injection through point I. As gas is compressible, transient
ﬂow is developing at the beginning; simulation shows a symmetry pattern of pressure and
temperature distribution, respectively around injection point I (see Figs. 4a, b). Distribution pattern for long duration showing that gravity making the pressure distribution
asymmetric and a positive pressure gradient is developed in negative z-direction. Therefore, mass and heat transport in bottom reservoir layer is dominated over the middle one
due to gravity (see Figs. 3a, b). This supports the strategy to store carbon dioxide along
the lower surface of the bottom reservoir layer and producing natural gases from above
reservoir layers
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Figure 4: Evolution of (a) gas pressure and (b) temperature distribution through the permeable layers of
a depleted gas reservoir
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In Fig. 5 we present carbon dioxide mass fraction proﬁle along vertical line through
injection point I. Figure shows that at lower surface of the bottom reservoir layers (where
injection is performed) most of carbon dioxide is disposed. This ﬁgure shows some sharp
discontinuity along interface of reservoir layers Ω0 and Ω1 . This is due to lower permeability of layer Ω1 , and carbon dioxide can not penetrate into it easily. We have found that
in the caprock layer (least permeable), i.e. Ω2 , after one year maximum carbon dioxide
mass fraction is 0.001 and in the reservoir layer Ω0 (most permeable) is 0.366. This shows
present caprock-reservoir system is safe for carbon dioxide disposal.

1
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0.8
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0.6

0.4
YEAR
MONTH
WEEK
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0.2

0
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5
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Figure 5: Profile of the CO2 mass fraction along the vertical line passing through injection point

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have demonstrated that the benchmark was carefully deﬁned to
analyze carbon dioxide disposal coupled with enhanced natural gas recovery into depleted
gas reservoir system. We provide the following conclusions.
• The governing equations for the compositional gas ﬂow model presented here include
the mass balance Eq. (3) for the gaseous mixture along with heat and mass transport
10
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equation according to Eq. (5) and Eq. (7), respectively. Equation of state for
considered mixture of nonpolar gases at high pressure has been used.
• We used a combined monolithic / staggered coupling scheme, i.e. monolithic for the
gas ﬂow and staggered for transport processes.
• Non-isothermal compositional gas ﬂow model developed here works for a pT range
up to 7.0 × 106 Pa and 393.15 K. This allows model applications for the calculation
of gaseous mixture properties in the vicinity of heat loss due to expansion of injected
carbon dioxide.
• Properties of CO2 and CH4 are favorable for repressurization without extensive
mixing over time scales of practical interest. Simulations of the process of CO2
injection, into a depleted gas reservoir carried out with OGS conﬁrm the plausibility
of CSEGR as a way to CO2 sequestration while enhancing natural gas recovery.
7
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Abstract. A numerical scheme is presented for the solution of coupled multiphase hydromechanical problems in deformable porous media. Model verification is conducted against
analytical solutions for multiphase flow with capillarity and coupled multiphase hydromechanical consolidation. A hybrid monolithic(flow)-staggered(mechanical) numerical
solution scheme is verified to be stable for real materials, provided proper error control is
placed on the hydraulic to mechanical iteration and the time-stepping scheme. Initial results of
CO2 injection into an aquifer-caprock system do not show significant differences in CO2
migration rate between flow-only and hydro-mechanical simulations for conservative
injection scenarios. However, the results highlight important regions in the reservoir with
regard to potential mechanical failure and caprock integrity and suggest the need for further
analysis.
1

INTRODUCTION

Long-term storage of CO2 within deep geological reservoirs, saline aquifers or otherwise,
is increasingly cited as a promising method for the global reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions. However, the behavior of such reservoirs during CO2 injection is not well
understood in all of the relevant physico-chemical aspects necessary to ensure safe disposal.
In addition to complexities associated with modeling individual processes, such as multiphase hydraulic transport, chemical dissolution and transport, or mechanical deformation, the
interaction between such processes is often complex and non-linear.
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Being less dense than water, supercritical CO2 requires an impermeable seal (caprock)
above the target reservoir to prevent escape to the surface. Over the vast areas that injected
CO2 will migrate during long term injection, potentially greater than 100 km2 for a 1000-MW
coal-fired power plant injecting over 30 years into a 100m thick reservoir [1], the caprock is
extremely unlikely to exhibit homogeneity or a lack of potential escape conduits such as faults
or large fracture zones.
Beyond uncertainty in initial state, the aquifer-caprock system will be prone to dynamic
alteration in permeability and porosity resulting from hydraulic and thermal stimulation.
Mechanical failure will be an important consideration where elevated shear stresses are likely,
such as at boundaries of materials with strongly different properties (such as the reservoir
caprock interface), and such failure has direct consequences on the integrity of the system.
This paper will be one in a series of which examine development and application of a large
scale numerical model (OpenGeoSys, [2]) for analysis of these situations. To have sufficient
confidence in the ability of a numerical model to answer these very complex questions, it is
first necessary to build confidence in the model in more fundamental respects. In this paper
we focus on model verification for coupled multi-phase hydromechanical (H2M) problems.
Several benchmarks test the individual and combined processes against analytical accuracy.
Stability is discussed in relation to time-stepping schemes and inter-process coupling
tolerance. A simple reservoir-caprock system is examined to highlight some important
differences between typical multi-phase flow simulations and those that include contribution
from mechanical deformation and also to examine mechanical integrity of the storage system.
2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The governing field equations for modeling multiphase flow in deformable porous media
are formulated based on local mass and momentum balance relations of the constituents. The
general mass balance of a component, κ, may be written (neglecting diffusive/dispersive
flux),
∂ (φ Sκ ρκ )
+ ∇ ⋅ (φ Sκ ρκ vκ ) = 0 ,
∂t

(1)

in terms of the porosity, φ, saturation, Sκ, density, ρκ, and phase velocity, vκ. Expanding the
time derivative term and utilizing the material time derivative of a component relative to the
motion of the deformable solid,

d
∂
= + v s ⋅∇ ,
s
d t ∂t

(2)

introduces the relationship,

φ

d ( Sκ ρκ )
dφ
+ Sκ ρκ s + φ Sκ ρκ ∇ ⋅ v s + ∇ ⋅ qκr = 0 ,
s
d t
d t

(3)

where the flux, qκr , is relative to solid motion. The Lagrangian form (utilizing Eq. (2)) of solid
mass balance is,
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d (1 − φ ) ρ s
+ (1 − φ ) ρ s ∇ ⋅ v s = 0 ,
d st

(4)

from which the expanded storage term yields the porosity derivative [3],

dφ
=
d st

(1 − φ ) d ρ s +
ρs

d st

(1 − φ ) ∇ ⋅ v s .

(5)

Substituting this into Eq. (3) yields,

φ

d ( Sκ ρκ )
⎡
(1 − φ ) d ρ s ⎤ = −∇ ⋅ q r ,
+
S
ρ
∇
⋅
v
+
⎢
⎥
κ
κ
κ
s
d st
ρs d st ⎦
⎣

(6)

where an assumption of small strain negates the resulting two terms: v s ⋅∇Sκ ρκ and v s ⋅∇ρ s .
A Biot formulation is utilized to represent the solid density time derivative [cf. 4] and Eq. (6)
is divided into two fluids; a wetting fluid (subscript w) and a non-wetting fluid (subscript nw).
Algebraic manipulations target three primary variables for the numerical solution; wetting
fluid pressure, Pw, non-wetting fluid saturation, Snw, and the solid displacement vector, u:

⎡ φ α − φ ⎤ dPw
⎡ kk wr
⎤
dSnw
du
+
Sw ⎢
( −∇Pw + ρ wg ) ⎥
⎥ s − φ s + α S w∇ ⋅ s = −∇ ⋅ ⎢
K g ⎦⎥ d t
d t
d t
⎣ μw
⎦
⎣⎢ K w

(7)

⎡ φ
⎡ Snw dPc ⎤ dSnw
α − φ ⎤ dPw
S nw ⎢
+
⎥ s + φ ⎢1 −
⎥ s +
K g ⎥⎦ d t
⎢⎣ K nw
⎣ K nw dS w ⎦ d t
.
r
⎡
⎤
⎛
⎞
kk
dP
du
α Snw∇ ⋅ s = − ∇ ⋅ ⎢ nw ⎜ −∇Pw − c ∇Snw + ρ nwg ⎟ ⎥
d t
dS w
⎠⎦
⎣ μnw ⎝

(8)

and

Relative fluid flux (the right hand side term) is obtained from Darcy’s law. The solid
displacement derivative is du d s t = v s , and variables are the intrinsic permeability tensor, k,
viscosity, μκ , fluid density, ρκ , gravity vector, g, solid grain modulus, K g , and Biot’s alpha

α ≈ 1 − K / K g , where K is the solid bulk modulus. Fluid pressure is related to the capillary
Pnw . The bulk modulus, Kκ, is, by definition,
pressure, Pc, as Pw + Pc =
1/ Kκ ≡

1 ∂ρκ
ρκ ∂pκ

.

(9)

∂T ∂t =0

The third governing equation (for the H2M problem) is given by linear momentum balance
on the solid mixture (stress equilibrium equation),

∇ ⋅ ( σ − PI ) + ρ m g = 0 ,
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for the total stress tensor, σ, with an appropriate stress/strain constitutive relationship,
σ = Dε , in terms of the strain tensor ε =

1
2

(∇u + (∇u ) ) . Effective fluid pressure is defined as
T

=
P S w Pw + Snw Pnw and the mixture density is=
ρ m φ ( S w ρ w + S nw ρ nw ) + (1 − φ ) ρ s . Equations
(7) and (8) are solved globally, with an iterative coupling to Eq. (10). Alternate assumptions
are sometimes used for the mean fluid pressure, such as the perfect wetting fluid assumption
(all grains are at all times perfectly wetted by the wetting fluid), P = Pw .
2.1 Saturation equations
Relative permeability and capillary pressure are defined utilizing the Brooks-Corey
r
relationship. For the effective saturation, Se = ( S w − S wr ) (1.0 − S wr − Snw
) , these relationships
are:
kwr = Se3+ 2/ m

r
knw
=
(1 − Se ) (1 − Se1+ 2/ m ) ,

2

(11)

Pc = Pb Se −1/ m
for the entry pressure, Pb, and the residual saturations, Sκr .
3 NUMERICAL METHOD
Simulations utilize the open source numerical simulator OpenGeoSys (OGS) [2], in
continued development by the authors. Weak formulations of the above governing equations
(Eqs. (7), (8), and (10)) are derived using the method of weighted residuals. A standard
Galerkin procedure is followed, multiplying the equations by arbitrary test functions and
integrating over the domain of interest. Time discretization is designed as a generalized first
order difference scheme, but all simulations in this paper utilize a fully implicit Euler scheme.
The fluid equations (7 and 8) are solved globally in a single matrix, for a resulting non-linear
system that is iterated with a Picard linearization. Coupling to the solid equation (and vice
versa) is performed with an iterative linking of this global equation (7 and 8) to that of the
solid (10). Iteration is performed until a tolerance is met that defines stabilization of error
between the solid and fluid system. Such an error tolerance is also a reasonable foundation to
build an adaptive time stepping scheme. This is briefly discussed in the following section.
3.1 Tolerance and stability
Convergence of the iteration between the solid and fluid system can depend on error
reduction in any of the three primary variables, and potentially a third: the capillary pressure.
As the fluid scheme utilizes saturation as a primary variable, the 0 to 1 bounds introduce
potential instability in the system. As wetting saturation falls to near the wetting residual
saturation, the non-linear relationship to Pc generates a rapid increase in Pc, and thus a rapid
mean pressure response. Therefore, iteration and/or time stepping based on Pw and Snw are
inadequate in this case, as they will not recognize the rapid system change. We find the most
stable method to define error and time stability in the fully H2M system to be that of the mean
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pressure. Therefore, both H2 ↔ M coupling and adaptive time stepping can be stably confined
by controlling equilibration of the mean pressure, P =
Pw S w + Pnw Snw =
Pw + Pc Snw .
The semi-staggered solution also has potential stability issues dependent upon material
properties. When the fluid becomes highly incompressible relative to the solid (stiff system)
the solution will fail. This is best defined relative to the Skempton coefficient, B (Table 1), a
lower value of B ensures greater stability and we have observed that this criterion is generally
independent of loading rate. The Skempton coefficient, B = −dP / dσ m ζ =0 is, in fact, a perfect
criterion, as it is a direct measure of strength of coupling between the solid and fluid system.
In fact, in undrained coupling methodologies (cf. [5]), this is the coupling linkage between
Eqs. (7-8) and (10). In 1-D, as in the analytical solution below, it is the 1-D Skempton
coefficient, Bv, that measures strength of coupling and thus stability.
For real systems, where fluids and solid grains are compressible, we have experienced no
trouble. It is the introduction of incompressible fluids that tend to cause instability. It is nonethe-less important for a given problem and set of solid/fluid properties to examine stability
with appropriate benchmarks (as provided below) before extending to the full system.
4 MODEL VERIFICATION
4.1 Two-phase flow
Validation of the flow component is provided by a 1-D solution to the incompressible fluid
mass balance equation [6, 7],
r
φ (1 − S wr − S nw
)

∂f ( S ) ∂ ⎛
∂S ⎞
∂Sκ
=
−qκ ( t , 0 ) κ w + ⎜ Dκ ( S w ) κ ⎟
∂x ⎠
∂t
∂x
∂x ⎝

(12)

where fκ is a fractional flow function,
fκ ( S w ) =

λκ ( S w )
λw ( S w ) + λnw ( S w )

(13)

for the mobility, λκ = kκr μκ . And Dκ is a diffusivity function ( Dnw = − Dw ),
Dw ( S w ) =

λw ( S w ) λnw ( S w ) dPc
.
λw ( S w ) + λnw ( S w ) dS w

(14)

and where the source term is required to take the form qκ ( t , 0 ) = At −1/2 for A > 0 . McWhorter
and Sunada [7] provided the first analytical solution to this relationship, and a nicely modified
improved form was presented by [6]. It is this modified form that we utilize in our
comparison. See [6] for the semi-analytical methodology required to generate the solution. A
1-D flow problem is set up with an initially high wetting saturation prescribed in the domain.
A source injection of non-wetting fluid, qκ ( t , 0 ) , is applied to the leftmost inlet and saturation
monitored in time. The results are provided in Figure 1. It is quite difficult to represent the
sharp front dictated by the analytical solution, which would require a very tight spatial
discretization. None-the-less, the solution is quite agreeable.
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Figure 1. Saturation profiles for the numerical and analytical solutions of the 1-D two-phase flow problem.

Note: A simpler analytical solution is available if Pc = 0 = constant is prescribed (BuckleyLeverett equation), but a solution that considers Pc variation is strongly desirable for code
validation. Furthermore, because the dPc / dS w term vanishes in Eq. (8), and this term
represents a stabilizing diffusive term in the relationship (see Eq. (14)), we cannot achieve a
stable solution to the Pc = 0 problem without an upwinding scheme. An upwinding scheme
was implemented for this purpose and achieved accurate reproduction of the Pc = 0 analytical
solution, but those results are not presented here. All results shown in this paper do not utilize
an upwinding scheme.

4.2 H2M coupling
In this section we test the fundamental premise and validity of a coupling between fluid
flow and mechanical deformation. Mechanical compression generates a fluid pressure
response, while pressure storage and dissipation affects the mechanical condition via the
effective stress. Terzaghi has provided the framework to test such a problem.
This problem tests the fundamental linkage within a hydro-mechanical coupling. It is a
convenient test of both the deformation and flow modules but most importantly guarantees
that the coupling is correct between them. Without it, H2M (or HM) coupling does not exist.
It is necessary for this benchmark to define the composite fluid bulk modulus,
S w S nw
1
.
=
+
K f K w K nw

(15)

This relationship is accurate for immiscible (or slowly miscible) fluids without penetrating
bubbles and allows us provide an analytical solution for H2M where none would otherwise be
available.
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Table 1. Poroelastic quantities (see [8, 9]).
Parameter

Description

Equation

B

Skempton coefficient

K
⎡⎣α − φ (1 − α ) ⎤⎦ + φ
Kf

Ku

Undrained bulk modulus

G

Shear modulus

νu

Undrained Poisson’s ratio

2 ( 3K u + G )

Bv

Uniaxial Skempton coefficient

B 1 +ν u
3 1 −ν u

Kv

Uniaxial bulk modulus

3K

K vu

Uniaxial undrained bulk modulus

3K u

Sv

Uniaxial storage

α

K
1.0 − α B
1 − 2ν
3K
2 + 2ν
3K u − 2G

(1 −ν )
1 +ν

(1 −ν )
u

1 +ν u

α

K v Bv

4.2.1 Analytical solution
For a single fluid phase, the analytical solution for pressure dissipation and solid
deformation in time are available. The analytical solution to this problem has been utilized a
number of times for this very purpose. Beginning from the 1-D fluid diffusion equation of
hydrogeology,
∂P
∂2 P
−c 2 = 0
∂t
∂z

(16)

where c is 1-D fluid diffusivity. The pore pressure response to a vertical load, σ z , applied
−

linearly over time ( σ zt =0 = 0 ) to the top of the column at a rate, σ z = dσ z / dt , is, [10, Eq.
6.50],
m
2
⎧⎪
⎤ ⎫⎪
⎛ L − z ⎞ 32 ⎡ ∞ ( −1)
2
⎡
⎤
−
⎡
−
⎤
exp
cos
P ( z, t ) =
P0 ⎨1.0 − ⎜
ct
L
z
λ
λ
(
)
⎟ − 3 ⎢∑
3
⎣
⎦⎥⎬ ,
⎣
⎦
⎝ L ⎠ π ⎣⎢ m =0 ( 2m + 1)
⎪⎩
⎦⎥ ⎪⎭

(17)

where the total pressure generation is
P0 =

L2
( Bvσ z ) ,
2c
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Figure 2. Numerical and analytical solutions of the coupled H2M Terzaghi consolidation problem with variable
loading rate.

for the factor,=
λ ( 2m + 1) π / ( 2 L ) , the total column length, L, and the location in the column
(downward from the applied stress), z. The 1-D Skempton coefficient,
Bv = −

dP
dσ zz

=
ε xx= ε yy= ζ = 0

α
K v Sv

,

(19)

is given purely by micromechanical, poroelastic considerations from the uniaxial drained bulk
modulus, Kv, and the 1-D specific storage, Sv (Table 1). The 1-D diffusivity is also a
derivative of the 1-D storage:
c=

k
,
μ Sv

(20)

If utilizing an applied step load at time t = 0+ an analytical solution is available for
pressure and displacement. For this validation, only the linear loading rate solution is
examined. Because displacement is the primary variable in the FEM formulation, the
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displacement must be accurate in order to generate the correct pressure response: we find no
need to reproduce the results of a step load analysis here.
r
r
The domain is given the initial properties, S w = 0.8 , k=
k=
0.5 , and K w = 2.93 GPa
w
nw
and K nw = 1.19 GPa. Capillary pressure is set constant at zero and relative permeability is
constant. Utilizing Eq. (15) the appropriate coefficient (Eq. (19)) for calculation of the
analytical solution (Eq. (17)) can be obtained. Two loading rates ( σ z = dσ z / dt ) are examined
in Figure 2 and adaptive time stepping and iteration tolerance control is utilized as discussed
in section 3.1.
5 TEST CASE: AQUIFER CAPROCK SYSTEM
This section presents a few initial results of H2M flow in a simple aquifer-caprock system.
Figure 3 illustrates the geometry and boundary conditions. A depth of 2000m is chosen, and
fluid properties of water and CO2 assigned appropriately. A vertical stress of 44MPa is
applied at the upper boundary and an initial fluid pressure assigned to the total domain at
20MPa. CO2 is injected centrally to the reservoir, at the maximum non-wetting saturation and
injection pressure is constant, conservatively, at 22MPa. East and west boundaries constrain
zero horizontal displacement, and so the vertical and horizontal stress state is allowed to
develop naturally. Real reservoirs will exhibit a greater degree of initial instability due to
tectonic stress states.
The aquifer is given mechanical parameters of generic sandstone, and the caprock
modified slightly from this in terms of saturation dependent properties. Mechanical properties
are not altered from reservoir values for the caprock, which generates a more stable physical
situation. Introducing a boundary of differing mechanical properties would decrease the
mechanical stability beyond that observed in Figure 4. Property values are shown in Table 2.
Stability of the reservoir is indexed to a “factor of safety ( f ss )” defined by a Mohr-Coulomb
failure criterion. In 2-D, the criterion states that mechanical failure is favorable when the
current maximum shear stress,
=
τ m 1/ 2 (σ 1 − σ 3 ) , becomes [11],

τ m ≥ Ch cos ϕ + (σ m − P ) sin ϕ ,

(21)

where σ 1 and σ 3 are the maximum and minimum principle stresses, respectively, and

σ m = 1/ 2 (σ 1 + σ 3 ) is the mean normal stress. A relationship is presented based on Eq. (21)

that defines a “factor of safety ( f ss )” for shear slip/failure along an optimally oriented failure
plane,
σyy

2000m
caprock
initial P0 , Snw

injection

initial P0 , Snw

reservoir
initial P0 , Snw

Figure 3. Geometry of reservoir system.
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Table 2. Parameter values for reservoir simulation.

Parameter
Slr
Sgr
Pb
k

Reservoir
0.30
0.02
19.6kPa
1.9×10-13 m2
0.19
14.4 GPa
0.2
0.8

φ
Young’s Modulus
Poisson Ratio
α

f ss =

τm
,
Ch cos ϕ + (σ m − P ) sin ϕ

Caprock
0.30
0.02
3100kPa
1.9×10-17 m2
0.02
14.4 GPa
0.2
0.8

(22)

for the cohesion, Ch = 50MPa, and friction coefficient, tan ϕ = 0.6 . Values of f ss ≥ 1 imply
incipient failure. Results of this criterion are presented in Figure 4 (left) for two values of
cohesion. The lower value (5MPa) represents the case where optimally oriented, pre-existing
fractures are present. The factor of safety is not violated in either case. However, the physical
description utilized here is extremely conservative with respect to initial reservoir stability,
discontinuity of mechanical properties across layers, and the injection pressure. Regardless,
prime locations for reservoir instability are easily discernable. With lower cohesion, a greater
fraction of the caprock is in the higher range of f ss and the magnitude of the instability is also
higher (the latter is of course expected). It is clear that the highest risk of failure is at the
reservoir/caprock interface near the injection region (a result in agreement with the study of
[12]), not necessarily good news given the importance of caprock integrity. Additionally,
although not strongly observable in the figures due to the domination of the material interface,
a region of increased instability can be observed to follow the advance of the CO2 migration
front. Whether or not this will be an important observation is the focus of future study.
Figure 4 (right) illustrates the difference in CO2 migration between H2M and H2
simulations. While some small difference is visible, it is not significant in this case. However,
as porosity and permeability are not allowed to change in these simulations, the difference
was not expected to be large. Permeability was shown to increase by nearly 50% in the CO2
injection study of [12]. Furthermore, the introduction of thermal effects, shown to have dire
consequences on permeability in geothermal reservoirs ([13]), may be important in this
regard. This, also, will be included in future work.

6 CONCLUSIONS
A numerical scheme has been implemented for the coupled solution of multiphase flow
and mechanical deformation during the injection of CO2 into geological reservoirs.
Benchmarking of the multiphase hydraulic and also the multiphase hydro-mechanical
coupling has been conducted against analytical solutions. Results are accurate for the
fundamental coupling methodology.
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0.30

0.7

0.05

0.32

Ch = 50 MPa

H2M

factor of safety

non-wetting saturation

Ch = 5 MPa
0.802

H2

0.834

0.05

0.7

Figure 4. Left: Factor of safety (Top: Ch = 50MPa Bottom: Ch = 5MPa) and Right: CO2 saturation (Top: H2M
simulation Bottom: H2 simulation) for alternate test conditions.

Initial results for a simplified aquifer-caprock system do not show significant differences
between H2 and H2M simulations for the very conservative injection scenario utilized here.
More importantly, however, the coupled problem allows examination of reservoir integrity
and the potential for breaching of an intact caprock. The interface between zones of different
material properties (such as between the reservoir and caprock) are particular targets for
mechanical failure, and improper selection of injections rates could easily lead to a breach of
trapping integrity. More complex stress states will be important for a more detailed analysis in
addition to sensitivity analysis of injection scenarios.
Future work will seek greater complexity in geometric representation of the reservoir
system. Principally, the introduction of high permeability zones within the caprock and
extension of the geometry to include additional geological layers. Greater complexity will be
sought with regard to constitutive relationships defining how porosity and permeability will
be altered dynamically within the system.
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Abstract. This paper aims at describing the influence of carbonation on the poromechanical behaviour of a wellbore cement. Attention is paid to the estimation of the
damage risk of the cement sheath in the context of CO2 geological storage. A chemoporomechanical model is presented. It accounts for the main chemical reactions occurring
within the cement matrix and their consequences in terms of matrix dissolution and carbonates precipitation. These porosity changes are accounted for by introducing a chemical
porosity associated to the cement matrix dissolution and the porous volume occupied by
carbonate precipitates. The model has been implemented in a finite volume code. An
axisymmetrical configuration is considered. Evolutions of transport characteristics and
mechanical behaviour during carbonation process are predicted. The damage risk of the
cement sheath is finally estimated through the calculation of the elastic energy stored
within the solid matrix.

1

INTRODUCTION

A possible solution to mitigate the impact of greenhouse gases emissions into the atmosphere relies on the geosequestration of carbon dioxide. This technology consists in
1
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injecting CO2 into a relatively deep geological formation through an injection well. Selected sequestration sites must ensure the perenity of the storage. To this end, a favourable
geological configuration has to include a highly porous reservoir rock covered by a caprock
characterised by low permeability and porosity.
The study presented in this paper deals with the chemo-poromechanical couplings occurring in wellbore cements in the context of CO2 geosequestration. The main objective
is to follow the evolution of chemically induced mechanical alterations of the cement and
to estimate the damage risk of the cement well. Indeed, the presence of CO2 within the
injection site may affect the poromechanical behaviour of the cement and the rocks. This
work concerns exclusively the behaviour of a cement well. The matrix of this latter is
composed of several hydrated minerals such as lime hydrates (mainly Portlandite and
calcium silicates). In presence of CO2 , cement will be submitted to dissolution and precipitation reactions, which will heavily affect its stiffness and strength. These chemical
reactions can present a serious threat to the perenity of CO2 geosequestration.
A cylindrical cement well-bore submitted to the injection of CO2 is considered in this
study. This boundary value problem is solved by considering axisymmetric conditions and
assuming infinitesimal transformations. At any time, the porous medium is saturated by
a single liquid phase. CO2 injection effects are simulated by the presence of CO2 -rich
brine put in contact with the porous system.
In the first part of the paper, the chemo-poromechanical model is presented before
describing its implementation within a finite volume code. Then, the simulated boundary
value problem, corresponding to a possible leakage of CO2 between the caprock and the
cement sheath, will be presented and numerically solved. Evolutions of pore overpressure,
porosity, permeability and solid matrix modulii during cement carbonation process will be
predicted. Finally, the damage risk of the cement sheath will also be estimated through
the calculation of the elastic energy stored within the solid matrix.
2

CHEMO-POROMECHANICAL MODEL FOR CEMENT CARBONATION

In all the study, we assume isothermal conditions and infinitesimal transformations.
We consider a two-phase porous medium, composed of a solid phase and a fluid phase.
Each of these phases is composed of several species. The solid phase, denoted by S,
contains not only the solid cement matrix itself composed by several minerals Mi but also
carbonate crystals C. The in-pore fluid phase F is made of water, the solvent, denoted
w, and dissolved species denoted α which partly come from the dissolution of the solid
phase and CO2 . In presence of CO2 the main chemical alteration to which the cement
is submitted corresponds to a carbonation process leading its matrix leaching and to the
formation of carbonate crystals. Furthermore, it has been assumed that the carbonate
crystals precipitate exclusively as calcite, given the relative stability of this polymorph as
compared to other forms.

2
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2.1

Saturated poroelasticity

Mechanical behaviour of saturated porous solids can be efficiently accounted for using
a sound thermodynamical framework. Such an approach, as demonstrated by Coussy [1],
[2], is relevant because it allows the extension to porous media of the balance equations
of continuum mechanics relative to mass, momentum, energy and entropy. Key points of
this approach are recalled in the following.
In this work, in-pore fluid solution is assumed to be a mixture composed of several
species: the water being the solvent and several solutes such as the species coming from
the dissolved matrix, dissolved carbonates and dissolved CO2 . Let ni × Ω0 be the number
of moles of the species i present in a unit volume of the porous medium Ω0 , so that ni is
the apparent molar density of species i. The isothermal Gibbs-Duhem equality assuming
chemical equilibrium can be written relatively to the in-pore solution and to the carbonate
crystal so that:
dpC
dµS
+ nSC C
dt
dt

dpF
dµFi
−φF
+
nFi
dt
dt
i=α,w
−δC

= 0

(1)

= 0

(2)

where pC and pF are the pressures of the carbonate crystal and the in-pore fluid respectively and µSC and µFα stand for the molar chemical potentials of calcite and aqueous
species α respectively. In the equation 2, the energy transmitted through the shear stress
is assumed to be neglected in front of that transmitted through the normal stress between
carbonate crystals and solid matrix.
Let φ0 be the initial porosity and Ω0 be the initial volume of the infinitesimal representative element of the porous continuum so that the initial porous volume of the medium
is φ0 × Ω0 . A difference is made between the effective porosity of the porous medium
and the porosity of the solid matrix. The former, denoted φF , corresponds to the porous
volume occupied by the in-pore fluid per unit of porous medium. The latter denoted φ
corresponds to the space per unit of volume of porous medium which is not occupied
by the cement phase. The difference between these two porosities is denoted δC . By
definition, the volume δC × Ω0 equals the volume occupied by carbonate crystals. This
distinction is relevant to follow precisely the processes of dissolution/precipitations of the
cement matrix and the calcite. These porosities are linked through the following relation:
φ = φF + δC

(3)

When a cementitious material is submitted to the presence of CO2 , it undergoes several
variations on porosities. Some are due to chemical reactions, denoted φL for leaching of
cement matrix and φP for carbonates precipitation. Others are related to the deformation
of the porous medium. Let ϕF and ϕC be the deformation of the porosity filled respectively
3
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by the fluid phase and by the calcite phase. The porosities involved in Eq. (3) can thus
be rewritten as follows:
φ F = φ 0 + φ L − φ P + ϕF
δC = φP + ϕC

(4)
(5)

Let now  be the overall infinitesimal strain tensor of Ω0 and σ the overall stress
tensor to which the considered system is subjected. Ω0 being an open thermodynamic
system, Ω0 will exchange during its evolution moles of species α with its surroundings.
Finally, let introduce Ψ the free energy of the system. The first and the second laws of
thermodynamics combine to provide the isothermal Clausius-Duhem inequality related to
the system in the form (see [1]):

dΨ
≥0
(6)
σ : ˙ −
µFi divwiF −
dt
i=α,w
where wiF is the vector of molar transport of the aqueous species i. Thus −divwiF is the
rate of moles of aqueous species i externally supplied to the infinitesimal porous element
Ω0 by its contiguous elements. Considering Fick’s diffusion law and Darcy’s law for the
diffusive and advective transport of species i, the vector wiF can be expressed as:
κ
gradpF
(7)
wiF = −deff gradCiF − CiF
ηvis
with deff the effective diffusion coefficient, κ the intrinsic permeability, ηvis the dynamic
viscosity of the fluid phase, CiF the molar concentration of the species i and pF the fluid
pressure. From Gibbs-Duhem equalities (1) and (2) and Clausius-Duhem inequality (6),
assuming isothermal conditions, the constitutive equations of isotropic linear poroelasticity can be deduced (see [1] for more details):



2
K − G (ε − ε0 )1 + 2G ( − 0 ) −
bK (pK − pK,0)1
(8)
σ − σ0 =
3
K=F,C
 pK − pK,0
; J = F, C
(9)
ϕJ − ϕJ,0 = bJ (ε − ε0 ) +
N
JK
K=F,C
where ε = tr() is the volumetric deformation. K and G respectively are the bulk modulus
and the shear modulus of the empty porous solid and bJ and NJK respectively are the
generalised Biot coefficient and the generalised poroelastic coupling moduli.
In order to account for the effects of porosity variations and others parameters of the
solid matrix on the mechanical modulii, the three-phase self-consistent micromechanical
model under the assumption of local isotropy [5] is used. The effective bulk modulus of
the porous medium thus writes:
K=

4Gm Km (1 − φ)
4Gm + 3Km φ
4
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where Km and Gm are the bulk and shear modulii of the solid matrix. The effective shear
modulus G can be obtained thanks to Gm , the effective porosity and Poisson’s ratio ν of
the porous medium. Its expression is detailled in [5].
Finally, thanks to the linearity of poroelastic constitutive equations (8), the elastic
energy W stored within the solid matrix simply writes in the following form:

W = σ0 : 0 +



σ − σ0 +



bJ (pJ − pJ,0 )

J=F,C

2

2K

+

 (pI − pI,0 )(pJ − pJ,0 ) (s − s0 ) : (s − s0 )
(11)
+
2NIJ
4G
I,J=F,C

1
where σ = tr(σ) denotes the mean stress and s = σ − σ1 the deviatoric stress. The
3
calculation of this energy W is relevant when evaluating the risk of damage to the solid
matrix.
2.2

Chemical reactions

In this work, we will only consider two hydrates of the cement : Portlandite (Ca(OH)2 ),
noted CH in cement industry, and calcium silicate hydrates, noted C−S−H. Indeed,
following [8], predominant mechanisms of the carbonation of cement are those related
to these last two hydrates. The chemical mechanism associated to the carbonation of
CH is simple whereas the evolution of the C−S−H during carbonation corresponds to a
progressive loss of density linked to a decalcification of the structure until the formation
of amorphous silica SiO2 . In order to identify the reactions pathways of carbonation,
a reactive transport simulation has been carried out using the reactive transport code
TOUGHREACT, a software well suited for modelling multiphase geochemical reactive
transport in porous and fractured media (cf [9]). The main chemical reactions which have
been identified during these simulations are the following:
R1
R2
R3
R4

CH + CO2 −→ CaCO3 ↓ + H2 O
2, 5 C−S−H1.6 + CO2 −→ 2, 5 C−S−H1.2 + CaCO3 ↓ + 1, 3 H2 O
2, 5 C−S−H1.2 + CO2 −→ 2, 5 C−S−H0.8 + CaCO3 ↓ + 1, 3 H2 O
1, 25 C−S−H0.8 + CO2 −→ 1, 25 SiO2 (am) + CaCO3 ↓ + 1, 925 H2 O

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

The first reaction R1 corresponds to the carbonation of CH, whereas the others describe
the carbonation of C−S−H by successive decalcifications, from C−S−H1.6 to SiO2 . The
subscripts 1.6, 1.2, and 0.8 reflect the loss of density of the C−S−H and correspond to
the C/S density ratio. Based on the simulations performed with TOUGHREACT, we
will assume that all the reactions Ri are instantaneous, complete and successive. In other
5
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words, reaction kinetics are neglected. We can write these four reactions in the following
synthetic form:
S
S
a1,Ri M1,R
+ CO2 −→ a2,Ri M2,R
+ aH2O,Ri H2 O + CaCO3 ↓ ,
i
i

i ∈ {1, 4}

(16)

S
where aj,Ri is the stoechiometric coefficient of the mineral Mj,R
in the reaction Ri , with
i
j = 1 for a reactant and j = 2 for a product in the same reaction.
Chemical equilibrium conditions between fluid, crystals and cement matrix components are now recalled. The reaction of precipitation of calcium carbonates is assumed
to be instantaneous. This assumption can be made because the kinetics of dissolution/precipitation is really faster than diffusive transport of CO2 in the liquid phase
(cf [7]). Doing so, the thermodynamical equilibrium between dissolved species in the fluid
and precipitated carbonate crystals is true at any time and in each infinitesimal representative volume. This amounts to say that the chemical potential of carbonate crystals is
in equilibrium with the one of dissolved crystal:

µC = µCa 2+ + µCO32−

(17)

Finally, during the molar transport of CO2 and during chemical reactions, each molar
dni
is not only due to exchanges of matter with surrounding
quantity of species, denoted
dt
elementary volumes but also to chemical reactions. Assuming that molar transport of
solid minerals is not significant, conservation equations can be expressed such as:
dnSMi ,C
= n̊SMi ,C
dt
dnFα,w
F
= −divwα,w
+ n̊Fα,w
dt

(18)
(19)

with n̊SMi ,C and n̊Fα,w the molar variations of solid and dissolved species due to the chemical
F
reactions and wα,w
the molar transport given by equation (7).
2.3

Chemo-poromechanical behaviour

To conclude on the coupling between the chemical reactions and the poromechanical
behaviour, we express the overall mass conservation of the in-pore fluid:
1 d(φF ρF )
dni
1 
=
Mi
ρF
dt
ρF i=α,w
dt

(20)

By introducing the bulk modulus of the in-pore fluid, KF , the variation of the density of
the fluid in isothermal conditions can be written in the form:


F

1 dρF
1 dpF
d(1/ρF )
F dni
F
=
+
with γi = ρF
γi
(21)
ρF dt
KF dt
dt
dn
i
p
,n
F
j,j
=
i
i=α,w
6
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where γiF is the variation of the density of the fluid which takes into account the effects of
chemical reactions on the porous medium behaviour due to the modification of the chemical composition of the in-pore fluid. Moreover, with the assumption of no transmission
of shear between calcite and cement matrix (see section 2.1), the mechanical behaviour
of the crystal can be written as:
1 dρC
1 dpC
=
ρC dt
KC dt

(22)

where KC is the bulk modulus of the carbonate crystal, ρC its density and pc its pressure.
Thanks to equations (4), (5), (20) and (21) and by assuming a dilute in-pore fluid (that is
to say that water is in excess as compared to dissolved species), the conservation of fluid
mass can be expressed as follows:



φF dpF
dϕF
κ
S
F
S
S
F
S
+
= (νC − νC,dis )n̊C −
(23)
((νMi − νMi ,dis )n̊Mi ) + div
gradpF
KF dt
dt
ηvis
M
i

According to the assumptions related to reactions kinetics previously introduced, the
advancement rate ˚
ξRi of each reaction Ri can directly be estimated from the quantity of
CO2 supplied to the system by diffusion and advection:
 





nCO2
nCO2
κ
div deff grad φF + φF ηvis gradpF if M1,Ri = 0 and M1,Ri−1 = 0
˚
ξRi =
0 otherwise
(24)
Finally, the variation of the molar quantity of CO2 corresponds to the gas quantity brought
by advection and diffusion minus the quantity consumed by chemical reactions:

 

 

dnCO2
nCO2
nCO2
κ
˚
= div deff grad
+
ξRi
gradpF −
(25)
dt
φF
φF
ηvis
R
i

Equation (8) submitted to the momentum balance condition and equations (23), (24) and
(25) define the chemo-poromechanical model that has to be solved. Its implementation
into a finite volume code is described in the following section.
3

COMPUTER CODE

The chemo-poromechanical model introduced so far is now implemented into a numerical code in order to solve a realistic boundary value problem, corresponding to the
modelling of wellbore cement subjected to CO2 injection under deep reservoir conditions.
As a preliminary study, a simplified geometry is considered by assuming axial symmetry
and plane strain conditions. In these conditions, the different unknowns only depend
on the radial space variable (distance to the well). Assuming also that the material is
isotropic, the strain and stress tensors are diagonal. The cement studied here corresponds
7
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φ0
30%
S
νCH
33.1

κ0
1 · 10−19
S
νCSH1.6
84.7

ηvis (m2 /s)
1.79 · 10−9
S
νCSH1.2
72

Km (MPa)
17500
S
νCSH0.8
59.3

Gm (MPa)
10575
S
νSiO2
29

KF (MPa)
2200
νCS
36.9

Table 1: Table of parameters (with molar volumes in cm3 /mol)

to a class G cement. According to [6], for such cements, the permeability and the diffusivity coefficients depend on porosity changes according to:
11

φF
κ = 1, 2
· κ0 [m2 ]
(26)
0, 26
(27)
deff = 100 exp(9.95φF − 29.08) [m2 /s]
where κ0 is a material constant. A table of the parameters is presented in the table 1.
In order to solve numerically the problem, we implement the previous equations into
a finite volume code. This code has been initially developped by M. Mainguy [7] and
extended by A. Fabbri [3] to account for crystallisation phenomena. As seen from carbonation experiments on cement samples (see [4] for instance), a quite sharp separation
exists between the carbonated and healthy parts of the samples. Furthermore, this front
remains sharp during the carbonation process. As a consequence, it can reasonably be
assumed that a sharp carbonation front exists at any time in the sample.
Based on the assumptions made in this study, it appears that the use of the finite
volume discretization is pertinent for the numerical resolution since it prevents from the
occurrence of numerical instabilities or divergence problems because of this sharp carbonation front.
In the finite volume method, we discretize the modelled domain in a given number of
control volumes associated by central nodes and interfaces. We choose to keep a constant
radius step between nodes of volumes, and thus between interfaces. The unknowns of
the problem, as fluid pressure, advancement rate of reaction, CO2 concentration and
displacements, are localized on the nodes (and thus constant per control volume). To
fix the boundary conditions, two half-control volumes are added at the boundaries of the
structure. In our program, an implicit Euler scheme is used for the temporal discretization.
Then, the resolution of our problem is ensured by the Newton-Raphson method.
The cement is composed of 50% of Portlandite and 50% of C−S−H in volume. With
the hypothesis of the sharp carbonation front, we consider that for a given control volume,
CO2 reacts with all the reactants in presence before entering into the next control volume.
Finally, given that the water bulk modulus KF is sensibly lower than the bulk modulii
dϕF
of the cement matrix K and the carbonate crystal (70 GPa), we neglect the term
dt
in equation (23). To simplify the problem, calcite is assumed to be equilibrated with the
fluid (pC = pF ).
8
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4
4.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Statement of the problem

Before presenting the results of the simulations, we will make explicit initial and boundary conditions used.
We consider a cylindrical sample of cement with an internal radius of 89 mm, an
external radius of 108 mm and an unit height. Since we are interested in the simulation
of the leakage of gas dissolved in water through the interface between the caprock and the
well cement seen as a preferential path, CO2 will be assumed to reach the cement through
its external surface. We consider a uniform fluid pressure of 13 MPa at the beginning,
which roughly corresponds to the injection pressure of CO2 at around 1000m depth.
Moreover, the initial state being considered as a reference, null displacement (ur = 0) and
deformation (r = θ = 0) are supposed in the well. The in situ stress field is uniform
and isotropic. The mean total stress is 25 MPa. In addition, the cement is healthy and
without any carbonate crystal before the injection of CO2 . The initial porosity is 30%,
a realistic value encountered in class G cements. The in-pore water does not contain
dissolved CO2 at the initial state.
At the beginning of the injection stage (t = 0s), the fluid pressure of 13 MPa is keeped
constant on the outside face of the cylinder and, with the arrival of CO2 -rich fluid, a CO2
concentration corresponding to the saturated concentration of CO2 in water is fixed on this
surface. On the inside face, because of the presence of the metallic casing, an impermeable
boundary is assumed. Finally, concerning the mechanical problem, we choose to apply
a radial stress of compression of 25 MPa on the external surface and of 13 MPa on the
internal surface of the well, which corresponds to the stress induced by injection pressure.
4.2

Results

The results are now presented. We choose to simulate the injection of CO2 into a
cement sample during 180 days. First, we can follow the evolutions of the chemical
reactions as a function of space at several times by looking at the evolutions of the molar
quantities of the CH, C−S−H and CaCO3 in figure 1.
We recall that the incoming of CO2 is imposed by the external surface of the sample
(at r = rext = 108 mm). As we can see on figure 1(a), after 30 days of exposure, the
zone of the sample between r=100mm and r=108 mm does not contain CH and C−S−H.
So that, the first 8mm are totally carbonated. The limit between the part containing
no CaCO3 and the one containing only CaCO3 (apart from SiO2 coming from C−S−H
carbonation) corresponds to the carbonation front. Figure 1(b) shows that all the sample
is fully carbonated after 161 days of exposure to CO2 . After this time, all the CH and
C−S−H have been consumed, letting place to the carbonate cristals. As seen previously,
these modifications of constitution of the cement matrix involve evolutions of the porosity
of the porous media. Figure 2(a) shows how the chemical reactions affect the fluid porosity
φF of the sample during the 180 days of exposure.
9
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Figure 1: Evolutions of molar quantities of the CH, C−S−H and CaCO3 under CO2 injection according
to the distance from the cylinder axis and the time

When the cement sample is healthy (that is before being carbonated), its porosity is
30%, whereas in the part completely carbonated, its porosity decreases down to 24.4%.
This important loss of porosity involves, as seen from equations (26) and (27), a real
alteration of transport characteristics of the cement such as a real decrease of the permeability which is divided per 10 and of the diffusivity coefficient of the CO2 in water which
is divided by 2 in alterated zones.
Moreover, as a consequence of the decrease of the fluid porosity when the carbonate
cristals are forming, the in-pore fluid pressure increases and can not be immediatly evacuated because of the low permeability. So, from the graph 2(c), we can see a peak of
in-pore fluid pressure localized at the carbonation front and which creates a water flow
directed towards the external surface of the cement sample. However, even though the
fluid porosity decreases with the carbonation, the dissolution of the cement matrix due
to its leaching leads to an increase of the effective porosity of the matrix φ (see figure
2(b)). The porosity φ (that is excluding carbonates) of the cement matrix varies between
30% and 82% in our case. Consequently and according to Eq.(10), the cement matrix
stiffness is highly degraded: the bulk modulus is divided by 9 and the shear modulus
per 3 in the carbonated zones. This indicates a potential risk for the durability of CO2
storage. The risk of damage of the cement can be evaluated by the estimation of the
matrix elastic free energy stored in the cement matrix. As seen in Figure 2(d), the elastic
free energy increases and damage could be expected . But this risk is really increased
when the permeability decreases. Indeed, by comparing figures 3(a) and 3(b), the elastic
free energy of the matrix reaches almost 600 MPa for κ = 6 · 10−22 m2 whereas when κ =
6 ·10−21 m2 , W does not exceed 3 MPa. Morover, we can highlight that the carbonation
front induces a peak of the stored elastic free energy. The carbonation process could thus
create an important risk of damage into the cement matrix.
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Figure 2: Evolutions of the porosities, the fluid pressure and the matrix elastic free energy in the cement
sample during 180 days of exposure to the CO2

5

CONCLUSIONS

Thanks to the development of a chemo-poromechanical model implemented into a finite
volume code adapted to an axisymmetrical problem, we have simulated the behaviour of a
cylindrical cement wellbore during the injection of CO2 . Taking into account the chemical
reactions related to the cement carbonation enables to predict the modifications of the
transport properties and the mechanical behaviour of the cement. Given that the leaching
of the cement matrix and the precipitation of carbonates lead to important variations of
the fluid and matrix porosities, permeability, diffusivity and elastic modulii are highly
impacted by the carbonation process. Obtained results show a significant risk of damage
in the cement that is mainly the result of the important excess pore pressures generated
at the carbonation front.
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Abstract. Many problems solved with the finite element method require more than
one mesh (i.e. one specific mesh for each Physic or a remeshing is needed). The Data
Transfer Method used, has a great importance in the capacity to solve the problem and
in the reliability of the solution. In general, the data is composed of two kinds of fields
(defined thanks to the nodal values or at the integration points). In this paper, the more
used Data Transfer Method is compared with the Data Transfer Methods based on a
Weak Form (using Mortar Element or Finite Volume).

1

Introduction

The numerical resolution with the Finite Elements Method of many multi-physical
problems require more than one mesh. On the one hand, some problems require one
specific mesh for each Physic (i.e. one mesh for the mechanical part and another one for
the thermal part). On the other hand, in some cases, during the computation a remeshing
is needed. In all these cases, the Data Transfer Method used to transfer information from
one mesh to another has a great importance in the capacity to solve the problem and in
the reliability of the solution. In general, two kinds of fields have to be transferred: the
first is defined thanks to the nodal values (primary field) and the second one is defined at
the integration points (secondary field). Currently, despite the research effort, no Transfer
Method has been recognized as the best. Each method has important disadvantages.
This paper compares the more used Data Transfer Method (Element Transfer Method
[1, 2]) with the Data Transfer Methods based on the Weak Form (using Mortar Element
[3, 4] or Finite Volume [5, 6, 7]).
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2

Definition of the problem

In this paper a problem is computed with the finite element method. During the
computation, a Data Transfer is needed from the mesh call old mesh to the one call new
mesh. Some primary and secondary fields known on the old mesh are needed on the new
mesh. The field P is known on the old mesh thanks to the primary field P old . The old
old
old
is noted P•old.
mesh is composed of nold
e elements, nn nodes and the nodal values of P
The value of P old on each element eold is written as:
nelem
n

P old =



Nj .Pjold

(1)

j=1

where Nj is the shape function of the node j in the element eold and nelem
the number
n
of node of the element. The field S is estimated on the old mesh by the secondary field
S old . The value of S old on each element eold is defined by means of the value at the
integration points (noted • S old ). The fields P and S are evaluated on the new mesh
thanks to the primary field P new and the secondary field S new , respectively. The aim
of the Data Transfer Method is to define on the new mesh, the nodal values of P new
(P•new ) and the value at the integration points of S new (• S new ). The properties of the
Data Transfer Method should be:
• weak numerical diffusion,
• conservation of the extrema,
• easily treatment of the boundaries.
3

Transfer Methods

The Data Transfer Method makes the link between the two discretisations. The reliability of the field on the new mesh is directly linked with the Data Transfer Method
used.
3.1

Element Transfer Method

The Element Transfer Method (ETM) is the most commonly used. The computation
of the field on the new mesh is done in two steps:
• Firstly, for each characteristic point (node or integration point) of the new mesh a
search is done to find the element of the old mesh eold in which the characteristic
point lies inside.
• For the secondary field S old , the nodal values of the element eold (e S•old ) are computed
by extrapolation of the values at the integration points of this element (• S old ). So,
in the general case, these nodal values are different for each element. Then, the
2
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value of the field on this characteristic point is computed by interpolation of the
nodal values of the element eold ([1, 2]), as:
nelem
n

P•new

=



Nj .Pjold = P old (x)

(2)

j=1

or :

nelem
n
•S

new

=



Nj . e Sjold

(3)

j=1

This method does not deal with the elements of the new mesh. These elements have
no influence on the value of the field. The transfer is done from the old mesh to a
characteristic point of the new mesh. On the one hand, for the secondary field, this
method does not conserve the extrema because of the extrapolation on the nodal values.
On the other hand, the extrema are conserved for the primary field, but due to geometrical
approximations, some nodes on the boundary can be outside of the old mesh. So, a special
treatment is required for the boundaries.
3.2

Mortar Element Transfer Method

The Mortar Element Transfer Method (METM) is based on a weak conservation form
of the field (using Mortar Element [3]). The field on the new mesh are not directly
computed at the characteristic points. But, it is evaluated considering that the integral
of the difference between the value of the fields on the new mesh and the value on the old
mesh is null ([3, 4, 8]). This integral is done over the new mesh. To compute this integral,
for each element, the nodal values of the secondary field (S old or S new ) are defined (in
function of the values at the integration points of the element). The nodal values are
noted e S•old for an element of the old mesh and e S•new for an element of the new mesh.
The value of these fields on each element is defined like the primary field (see equation 1,
but in the general case, these nodal values are different for each element). The value of
the primary field P new on the new mesh is done thanks to the relation:
 

nnew
e

enew =1

(P new − P old )f de = 0

(4)

enew

and the relation between the secondary field S new and S old is defined for each element
enew of the new mesh by:

(S new − S old )f de = 0
(5)
enew

where f is a weighting function defined on each element enew (like a primary field). The
nodal value of the function f , f• can take any value.
3
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The transfer relation of the secondary field (equation (5)) can be written like:
nnew
n



A=1

nnew
n


1
NAB
(enew )SBnew − NA2 (enew , S old )

B=1



= 0.

(6)

1
2
(enew ) and NAC
(enew , S old ) are the mortar elements linked with the element
Where NAB
enew defined as:


1
new
2
new
old
NAB (e ) =
NA NB de
NAC (e , S ) =
NA S old de
(7)
enew

enew

2
where Ni is the shape function of node i (A or B) in the element enew . NAC
is the coupling
term.
The transfer relation of the primary field (equation (4)) can be written like:
 new

nnew
nn
nold
n
n



1
2

NAB
PBnew −
NAC
PCold  fA = 0.
(8)
A=1

B=1

C=1

1
2
and NAC
are the mortar elements defined as:
Where NAB
nnew
e
1
NAB

=



nnew
e
1
NAB
(enew )

2
NAC

enew =1

=



NA2 (enew , NC )

(9)

enew =1

where NC is the shape functions of the node C in the corresponding element eold .
3.2.1

Computation of mortar element

1
) is computed by numerical integration over the element
The first Mortar Element (NAB
new
(because is a product of two shape functions of this element). The
of the new mesh e
evaluation of the coupling term (the second Mortar Element, NA2 (enew , •)) is more complex.
Because, in the general case, the field S old is not continue on each element of the new
mesh. In addition, the sum of the shape functions NCold on each element of the old mesh
is not a polynomial function on each element of the new mesh (enew ). A numerical and
an exact integration are used to compute this Mortar Element.

Numerical integration The mortar element is computed by numerical integration over
each element of the new mesh. For the element of the new mesh enew , the computation
is done with nip integration points. The numerical integration supposes that the value of
the field on the old mesh can be evaluated by a polynomial function on each element of
the new mesh.
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Exact integration Each element enew of the new mesh is divided in nsub
elements, as
e
sub
each sub-element (e ) is only over one element of the old mesh. So, on each element
esub , NCold is a polynomial function. Finally, the mortar element is computed exactly by
numerical integration over each sub-element esub (because is an integration of polynomial
function). The exact integration of mortar element considers all intersections between the
element of the new mesh and the elements of the old mesh. However, with the numerical
integration, the mortar elements are evaluated in function of the intersection in which the
integration point lies inside. So, the intersections than are smaller than the influence area
of the integration point can be ignored.
3.2.2

Evaluation of the field on the new mesh

Global solving (GS) The relation between the nodal value of the field S new on each
element of the new mesh and the value of the field S old (equation (6)) can be written as:

  new  

1
1
new
(enew )
···
N1n
)
N11
S1
N12 (enew , S old )
elem (e
n

  ..  

..
..
..
..
(10)

 .  = 

.
.
.
.
2
new
old
new
Nnelem (e , S )
Nn1elem 1 (enew ) · · · Nn1elem nelem (enew ) Snelem
n
n
n

n

n

The size of this equation is equal to the number of node of the element of the new mesh.
The value at each integration point is equal to the interpolation of the nodal values. This
equation can be solved for each element of the new mesh.
For the primary field, the equation (8) can be written as:
  nold 2 old 


1
1
new
N11
···
N1n
T
new
1
C=1 N1C TC
n



 ..


..
.
.
.
..
..
(11)

 .
  ..  = 
.
nold
new
1
1
n
Tnnew
Nnnew
Nn2new C TCold
1 · · · Nnnew
nnew
n
n
n
n
C=1

n

The size of this equation is equal to the number of node of the new mesh. In addition,
the solution of this equation cannot certify the conservation of the extrema.

Local solving (LS) To obtain a local system, a diagonal matrix is used. The value
of the diagonal term is equal to the sum of the line (or the column, because the matrix
is symmetric). This is totally equivalent to the row-sum technique used to lump mass
matrix in explicit time integration method.
So the value of the field S on each node of the element enew is done by:
NA2 (enew , S old )
SAnew = nelem
1
n
new )
B=1 NAB (e

(12)

The value at each integration point of the element enew is computed by interpolation of
the nodal values.
5
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And, the value of the field P on each node is done by:
nold
2
old
n
new
C=1 NAC PC
PA = 
(13)
nnew
1
n
N
AB
B=1
With this method, the weak conservation of the field is done in a cell composed of the
elements of the new mesh including the node A. This technique increases the area of computation of nodal value and in the same time the numerical diffusion. But, in opposition
of the global solving, the local solving conserves the extrema.
To sum up, the evaluation of the field is done at the node of the new mesh on a function
of the shape function of the elements of the new mesh and the value of the field on the
elements of the old mesh.
3.3

Finite Volume Transfer Method

With the Finite Volume Transfer Method (FVTM), each field is rebuild thanks to a
finite volume mesh (called old finite volume mesh on the old finite element mesh and
new finite volume mesh on the new finite element mesh). The finite volumes are called
cells. For the primary field, the cells are based on the node of the finite elements (see
figure 1). On the finite volume mesh build for a secondary field, the cells are based on the
integration points of the elements of the finite element mesh (see figure 1). So, each field
is transferred from one old finite volume mesh to a new finite volume mesh. The same
procedure is used to transfer the primary and the secondary field (to more information
see [5]).

Figure 1: Finite element mesh and finite volume mesh based on integration points and on the nodes

The value of the field ϕnew (primary or secondary) on one cell is equal to the value of
the field at the corresponding characteristic point (node or integration point) of the finite
6
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element mesh. The value of the of ϕnew on one cell cnew of the new finite volume mesh
(ϕnew
• ) is done by:

old
dc
new ϕ
new
ϕcnew = c new
.
(14)
Vc
Where ϕold is the value of the field on the old finite volume mesh. Like with the mortar
element, a numerical or an exact integration can be used to evaluate the coupling between
the cells of the old and the new mesh.
Numerical integration The value of the field ϕnew on the cell cnew is defined by
numerical integration over this cell. This computation supposes that the field on the old
finite volume mesh can be evaluated by a polynomial function on this cell.
Exact integration A super-mesh is built, each cell cnew of the new mesh is divided in
ncsub cells, like each of them corresponds only to one cell of the old mesh. For each cell
cnew the value of ϕnew
cnew is done by:
ϕnew
cnew =

ncsub

Vcsub × ϕold
cold
.
new
Vc

csub =1

(15)

sub
. Vcsub
Where ϕold
cold is the value of the cell of the old mesh corresponding to the sub-cell c
sub
is the value of the volume (the surface in two dimensions) of the sub-cell c . The exact
integration of coupling considers all intersections between the cell of the new mesh and
the cells of the old mesh.

4

Examples

The difference between these Data Transfer Methods is shown on two dimensional
academic examples. These examples expose the numerical diffusion and the evaluation
of the data on the boundaries. The meshes are composed of quadrilateral elements. The
1
evaluation of the Mortar Element NAB
is done by numerical integration using two Gauss
points in each direction. For the numerical integration, the coupling elements (Mortar
2
Element NAC
or coupling between cells) are evaluated with five Gauss points in each
direction. For the exact integration, the evaluation of the coupling elements is done using
six Gauss points on each triangle of the subdivision (to exact integration of quadratic
function). These two examples are be used to compare the transfer of a primary field
with the Transfer Element Method and the Transfer with Mortar Element in [9].
4.1

Numerical diffusion

The numerical diffusion lies to the Data Transfer Operator is studied with this example.
A primary and a secondary field are known on the square. The square’s sides are meshed
by 30 elements. A rotation of π/8 is apply on this square. The Data is transferred from
7
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the moved mesh to the initial mesh. The initial value of the field is of a hundred inside
a circle and null outside. The centre of the circle is identical to the centre of the square
and the radius is the half of the side’s square.

(a) ETM

(b) METM (GS; numerical integration)

(c) METM (LS; numerical integration)

(d) FVTM (numerical integration)

Figure 2: Numerical diffusion after twenty transfers of the secondary field (4 Gauss points)
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The comparison of the numerical diffusion is done after twenty transfers (see figures
2(a), 2(b), 2(c) and 2(d)). These figures show that the numerical diffusion is minimized
with the METM with global solving and the FVTM (the both with numerical computation
of coupling terms). But the METM with global solving does not conserve the extrema,
this Transfer Method introduces oscillations around a steep variation (see figure 2(b)).
In this case, the difference between the numerical and the exact integration of coupling
terms is not significant.
4.2

Influence of boundaries

To study the influence of the boundaries, a mesh of a disc with a hole is used. Like the
first problem, the transfer is done after rotation of π/8 from the moved mesh to the initial
mesh. The half circle is divided in fifteen elements and the radius in ten. The exact value
of the field is a linear function of the abscissa (from zero to hundred). The difficulty is
that in the general case, the nodes on the boundaries of the new mesh are not inside an
element of the old mesh.
Figures 3 show the value of the field after sixteen transfers (one revolution). This
problem proves that the ETM applied to a primary field requires a special technique to
deal with the boundaries. The nodes located on the boundaries of the new mesh do not
lie inside any element of the old mesh. This problem does not appear with the transfer
of a secondary field (see figures 3), because the computation of the field is done on the
integration points of the new mesh and these points generally lie inside of an element of
the old mesh. In addition, the computation of the coupling terms by numerical integration
does not consider the part of the elements that is outside of the other mesh. This explains
that the METM with global solving does not introduce any error after the transfer (see
figure 3(b)). The error after the transfer with the other Transfer Methods is a numerical
diffusion and not a wrong evaluation of the field on the boundaries (see figures 3(c),
3(a) and 3(d)). The exact integration of the coupling terms introduces an error of space
discretisation of the boundaries. The parts of the element of the old mesh that do not lie
inside any element of the new mesh are not considered on the Mortar Elements. In the
same time, the parts of the element of the new mesh that do not lie inside any element
of the old mesh are considered and the value of the field inside is null. So, the integral
of the field over the new mesh is not equal to the integral over the old mesh. This error
impairs the quality of the solution.
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(a) ETM

(b) METM (GS; numerical integration)

(c) METM (LS; numerical integration)

(d) FVTM (numerical integration)

Figure 3: Numerical diffusion after sixteen transfers of the secondary field (4 Gauss points)

5

Conclusion and future works

In conclusion, this paper presents a comparison of Data Transfer Methods between
two different meshes. The Data Transfer Methods based on the Weak Form (the Mortar
10
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Element Transfer Method and the Finite Volume Transfer Method) are compared to the
more used, the Element Transfer Method. With these methods (METM and FVTM)
the value of the field at one characteristic point (a node or an integration point) of the
new mesh is a function of the value of field on the old mesh and the elements of the new
mesh. This paper shows that with the numerical integration of the coupling terms, these
methods deal with complex boundaries without any specific procedure. In addition, the
METM with global solving minimizes the numerical diffusion, but the global computation
can introduce oscillations around steep variations of the field. So, this method cannot
conserve the extrema. On the other hand, the local computation increases the smoothing
of the field.
These Data Transfer Methods are applied to couple the simulation of the friction stir
welding and the numerical simulation after the end of the welding. A remeshing is done
after the end of the welding to continue the computation on a more appropriate mesh.
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Abstract. This paper deals with an industrial application of a coupling procedure involving
two different computer programs : MetaLub and ThermRoll. The first one models the
mechanical phenomena occurring in the roll-bite during cold rolling such as elasto-plastic
strip strains, elastic-roll deformations, asperity flattening and lubricant flow. The second one
uses the previous results to compute the steady-state temperature field of the work-roll and the
strip. These two codes are briefly described and a model of an industrial stand demonstrates
the importance of the thermomechanical coupling in order to get a better understanding of the
process.
1

INTRODUCTION

The general framework of this paper is in the field of numerical simulation of lubrication
in cold strip rolling. This process implies many complex mechanisms at different scale levels
that prevail in the roll bite which is working in mixed lubrication regime. As this mixed type
of contact condition is not yet fully understood from the physics point of view, numerical
models are as essential as ever to get a better understanding of this industrial process. In this
paper, the coupling of two independent computer programs, MetaLub and ThermRoll,
devoted to strip rolling simulations, is presented.
MetaLub [1-10] is based on the slab method. It iteratively solves the one-dimensional
equations resulting from the longitudinal discretisation of the strip and from a coupled model
of mixed lubrication at the interface. This lubrication model takes into account the evolution
of the oil film thickness as well as the asperity crushing along the roll bite. An adiabatic
model can be used to compute the temperature rise in the strip due to its deformation.
However, the thermal conduction as well as heat transfer between the roll and the strip cannot
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be taken into account. Nevertheless, is some cases, these heat transfers may have a huge
impact on the rolling conditions. To model heat transfer during strip rolling, a software named
ThermRoll, has been developed at CEMEF [11]. It predicts steady-state temperature field in
the work-rolls and in the strip for several cooling configurations. ThermRoll uses the results
of MetaLub to compute plastic and frictional heat generations and then solves the heat
transfer equations for a given mechanical state. ThermRoll provides two temperatures profiles
: one for the strip and one for the rolls. These profiles are then used by MetaLub for further
iterations. An automatic external iterative procedure has been implemented to fully automate
this coupling between the two codes. This method implies an exchange of result files between
MetaLub and ThermRoll during the iterations. These operations are greatly simplified by
thanks to the Python language [12].
The coupling between these two computer programs was used to model the behaviour of
the last stand of an ArcelorMittal rolling mill. The following sections briefly describe the
features of the mechanical and thermal models and the assumptions made to in order to be as
close as possible of the real rolling conditions encountered in the stand. Then, the results
obtained with these two codes are discussed and compared to measurements.
2 METALUB MODEL
In MetaLub, the strip equilibrium is solved by the classical slab method [13-14] which
computes a mean value, through the thickness of the strip, of stresses, strains and velocity at
each point along the roll bite. For the purpose of this application, the mechanical behaviour of
the steel strip is described by an elastic perfectly-plastic law with a yield limit σ0 of 778 MPa.
Tension and strip thickness at the entry and the exit of the roll-bite are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Tension and thickness in the strip at the entry and the exit

Entry
Exit

Tension
[MPa]
155
110

Thickness
[mm]
0.349
0.210

The lubricant viscosity  is modelled using the Williams-Landel-Ferry law [15]. The
numerical values corresponding to the various parameters of the WLF law are listed in Table
2. Tg(pl) is the glass transition temperature at the fluid pressure pl.

log (T , pl )  log g 





C1 T  Tg ( pl ) F ( pl )





C2  T  Tg ( pl ) F ( pl )
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Tg ( pl )  Tg (0)  A1 ln(1  A2 pl )

 F ( pl )  1  B1 ln(1  B2 pl )

12
 g  10 Pa.s

(2)

Table 2: Parameters of the WLF law used to model the viscosity of the lubricant 

A1
[°C]
3,65

A2
B2
B1
C1
[Pa-1]
[-]
[Pa-1]
[-]
4,64.10-9 0,24381 1,55.10-8 15,91

C2
[°C]
27,868

Tg(0)
[°C]
-108,18

The local average friction stress is computed using the following sharing law
(3)

 ( x)  A a  (1  A) b

where A is the relative contact area between the strip and the work-roll, τa is the shear stress
due to solid-to-solid contact, and τb is due to friction between the lubricant trapped between
the strip asperities and the work-roll surface. The value of τa is computed using a Coulomb
law with a limiting stress :


 a  min  Coulomb . n , Tresca


0 

3

(4)

The parameter µCoulomb is set to match the experimental results (forward-slip i.e. the relative
velocity difference between the strip and the work-roll at the exit of the roll-bite) and it is
assumed that µTresca = 2.6 µCoulomb. τb depends on the lubricant viscosity, the lubricant film
thickness, the relative contact area and the relative velocity between the roll and the strip.
The relative contact area A is computed using Wilson and Sheu’s analytical crushing law
[16]. A Christensen's profile [17] is used to model the distribution of the asperities heights .
This is an approximation of a Gaussian profile, more realistic since it eliminates points at
infinite distance from the centreline. The arithmetic roughness of the work-rolls at stand 4 and
5 are Ra,rolls,4 = 0.65 µm and Ra,rolls,5 = 0.5 µm respectively. The roughness of the strip between
stand 4 and 5 is assumed equal to the roll roughness of stand 4.The corresponding composite
roughness Rq, which is a quadratic mean of the work-roll and strip quadratic roughness, is
1.03 µm.
The rolls diameter is 515 mm and the rolling velocity is 1000 meters per minute. Workrolls deformations are taken into account since, during the simulations, they appeared to be of
primary importance in the heat generation. Indeed, rolls' deformations modify, among others,
QPlastic and QFriction profiles. Jortner’s [18,19] formulation is chosen to model this deformation.
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3 THERMROLL MODEL

ThermRoll is a 2D thermal numerical model based on the Finite Volume method, which
computes the temperature fields in the roll and the strip in the steady-state rolling regime.
The plastic heat generated in the strip QPlastic as well as the frictional heat at strip/roll
contact QFriction are computed from the results of the mechanical simulation performed with
MetaLub. Frictional heat at strip/roll contact is equally divided between the roll and the strip.
All boundary conditions are linear, with the heat flux  given by:
(5)

  H .(T  Tref )

Tref is the temperature of the local counterpart, solid or fluid. The heat transfer coefficients
H are defined separately for the roll/air contact, roll cooling water contact, strip/roll contact,
work-roll/back-up roll contact, strip/strip coolant jet contact... In each zone, a constant value,
or a position-dependent function for a maximal flexibility, can be given. The solid contact
Hcontact can be made pressure- and temperature-dependent, using for instance Tseng’s
correlation [20]:
H contact  3800 

2Roll Strip

Roll  Strip

0.257
q

R

 P 


 P  3. 0 

0.94

 
  Lub 1  A
 h 

(6)

’s are the conductivities of the roll and strip metals and of the lubricant, Rq is the RMS
roughness, 0 the strip yield stress. The Hs values and the reference temperatures modelling
the thermal behaviour of stand 5 are schematically represented in Figure 1 and listed in Table
3.

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the thermal model of the fifth stand
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Table 3: Inputs of the work-roll thermal model of the fifth stand

H (Wm-2K-1)
Tref (°C)

Z1
2.106
Roll-bite

Z2
10
25
Air-cooled

Z3
2.105
40
Contact with
back-up roll

Z4
10
25
Air-cooled

Z5
18000
65
Emulsion
cooled

4 COUPLING PROCEDURE BETWEEN MECHANICAL AND THERMAL
COMPUTATIONS

The iterative scheme involving MetaLub and ThermRoll can be seen in Figure 2. A first
simulation is launched with MetaLub. Once MetaLub simulation is completed, ThermRoll
comes into play using QPlastic and QFriction obtained with the mechanical model. ThermRoll
computes a two-dimensional temperature field in the strip and the work-roll as well as the
corresponding mean profiles; Tstrip(x) and Troll(θ) along the roll-bite and the work-roll
circumference respectively. These profiles are then employed in the next mechanical iteration.
This procedure stops once the maximum difference between two successive strip temperature
profiles Tstrip(x) is less than a tolerance specified by the user (0.5°C).

Figure 2: Staggered thermomechanical scheme

MetaLub and ThermRoll are two independent software. Moreover, the first one is written
in C++ while the second one is coded in Fortran90. They essentially communicate by
exchanging files; once a mechanical or thermal simulation is completed, the following is
started using the results of the previous one.
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The coupling procedure is greatly simplified by using the Python language [12]. Indeed,
this language makes very simple the reading of the data set, the execution of the simulations,
the creation of new directories, the copy of result and input files from one directory to
another, etc.
5 APPLICATION TO AN INDUSTRIAL MILL
5.1 Roll mill cooling configuration

In this section the thermomechanical model of the Stand 5 of an ArcelorMittal rolling mill
is fully described and discussed. The configuration is schematically represented in Figure 3.
Prior to stand 5, the strip is cooled down by emulsion sprays. One of them is located between
the stand 4 exit and a wiping roll while the other one is about 1.1 m ahead of the stand 5 roll
bite entry.
Several experiments were conducted on this mill. For example the cooling of the strip prior
to the Stand 5 and its influence on the rolling behaviour and on the strip exit temperature.

Figure 3: Interstand 4-5 cooling configuration

During the experiments, three lubrication conditions were investigated. First of all, the first
spray was turned ON and the second one was turned OFF. Then, the second spray was turned
ON. In this case, no significant impact on the stand 5 behaviour was observed; neither the
forward slip nor the exit temperature changed. Finally, the first spray was turned OFF. This
lead to an increase of the forward slip by 2.5% (showing an increase of friction) and an
increase of the exit temperature by 7°C. Moreover, some vibrations occurred on the stand 5.
The sections below discuss numerical results corresponding to these experiments.
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5.2 Fully-lubricated configuration : spray 1 ON and spray 2 ON

In the first experiment, the strip cooling sprays 1 and 2 were enabled. In this case, fully
lubricated (non-starved) conditions, which means the roll-bite absorbs as much oil as it can,
were assumed in MetaLub. Two numerical parameters were set in order to match the
experimental conditions. The first one is the friction coefficient µCoulomb of the mechanical
model which allows us to get close to the forward slip experimental value. The second one, in
the thermal model, concerns the temperature (Tstrip,front) about 1.3 m prior to the roll-bite entry
which is set to approach the exit temperature (Tstrip,backwards) measured 2 m behind stand 5 exit.
Numerical results obtained with µCoulomb = 0.04, Tstrip,front = 118°C are shown in Table 4. As
one can see, the fully-lubricated simulations match experimental values of the forward slip
and the exit temperature for an initial temperature of 118°C.
Table 4: Comparison between experimental measurement and numerical results obtained with µCoulomb = 0.04
and Tstrip,front = 118°C in fully lubricated conditions

Forward slip SF
Tstrip,backwards

Experiment
3 [%]
153 [°C]

Numerical results
3.3 [%]
152.4 [°C]

5.3 Sub-lubricated configuration : spray 1 OFF and spray 2 ON

Turning OFF the spray 1 has two main consequences. The first is the decrease of the
amount of lubricant available at the inlet of the roll-bite in stand 5. The second effect is an
increase of the strip temperature before stand 5. These two effects have been separately
studied in the numerical model by modifying Tstrip,front and h0 .
In the first case, the initial temperature was kept constant (Tstrip,front = 118°C) and the inlet
lubricant film thickness (h0) was progressively decreased. These results correspond to the
green curve in Figures 4 and 5. One can see in Figure 4 that h0 higher than 10 µm gives
similar results as the ones obtained in a fully lubricated case. For lower initial lubricant film
thickness starvation occurs. Indeed, reducing h0 from 10 µm to 5 µm induces a slight rise of
the forward slip of about 2.7%. Then a significant increase is observed until a film thickness
of 0.1 µm is reached. Finally for a lubricant film thinner than 0.1 µm, the forward slip is more
or less constant. In Figure 5, it is observed that the value of the inlet oil film thickness does
not change the exit temperature much.
In Figure 4, numerical results, corresponding to an inlet film thickness of 3.48 µm, match
the forward slip experimental value measured after having turned OFF the spray 1.
Nevertheless the exit temperature obtained in this case is 5°C lower than the experimental
measurement.
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num. results : Tstrip,front = 118°C

18

num. results : Tstrip,front = 150°C

numerical results : full lubrication
exp. data : spray n°1 ON & spray n°2 ON
exp. data : spray n°1 OFF & spray n°2 ON
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Forward slip SF [%]
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fully-lubricated configuration
see § 5.2

8
6
4
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see § 5.3
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Figure 4: Forward slip corresponding to two entry temperatures (Tstrip,front ~1.3 m ahead of the roll-bite entry)
for various lubricant film thicknesses available at the inlet of the roll-bite
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Temperature [°C]
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fully-lubricated configuration
see § 5.2

sub-lubricated configuration
see § 5.3

num. results : Tstrip,front = 118°C

150
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num. results : Tstrip,front = 150°C

num. results : full lubrication
exp. data : spray n°1 ON & spray n°2 ON
exp. data : spray n°1 OFF & spray n°2 ON
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Figure 5: Exit temperature (Tstrip,backwards , 2m after the roll-bite exit) corresponding to two entry temperatures
(Tstrip,front ~1.3m ahead of the roll-bite entry) for various lubricant film thickness available at the entry of the rollbite
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In the second case, simulations were performed with Tstrip,front = 150°C. The forward slip
values are close to the one obtained with Tstrip,front = 118°C. The maximum absolute
difference between these two curves is less than 2%. The temperature difference at the entry
of the roll-bite, after the emulsion cooling, is 10 °C. Figure 4 shows that this temperature
difference, for a given inlet lubricant film thickness, does not have a huge impact on the
forward slip. As one can see in Figures 4 and 5, Tstrip,front = 150°C and a 3.48 µm initial
lubricant film thickness match the forward slip and the exit temperature measured when the
spray 1 is OFF.
From the analysis of Figures 4 and 5, it can concluded that reducing the amount of
lubricant at the roll-bite entry essentially affects the forward slip while the exit temperature
does not vary much. On the contrary, moderate temperature change at the entry of the roll-bite
does not affect much the forward slip while its has a more important impact on the exit
temperature.
6 CONCLUSION

A coupled mechanical / thermal / tribological model has been created to examine the
behaviour of the stand 5 of an industrial mill. A parametric study on lubrication and thermal
conditions has been conducted. These numerical results have been compared to the
experimental ones. This comparison gives a better understanding of the stand behaviour.
Indeed, experimental results revealed that turning OFF a lubricant spray on the strip had two
impacts: an increase of the forward slip, and a temperature rise at the exit of the roll-bite. The
thermomechanical model highlights that these two effects are due to two different reasons: the
exit temperature rise is due to an increase of the entry temperature while the increase of the
forward slip is due to lower lubricant film thickness at the entry of the roll-bite.
In the two lubrication configurations investigated here, the obtained numerical results are
close to experimental ones.
To sum it up, the coupling of MetaLub-ThermRoll has been proven to be a very helpful
tool to better understand some complicated rolling mill configurations that can occur when the
mixed lubrication regime as well as the strip temperature play a critical role on the behaviour
of the process. This thermomechanical model can be a solid support for industrial cold rolling
process optimisation.
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Abstract. Whereas thixoforming of low melting point alloys as aluminium or magnesium is
now an industrial reality, thixoforming of high melting point alloys, as steel, is still at the
research level. High working temperature, die wearing and production rate are problems that
must be solved and are under investigation. The aim of this work is to evaluate the thermal
and mechanical loadings applied to the tools during the steel thixoforging process in order to
determine if classical hot-work tool steel could be an appropriate tool material. This
evaluation has been realized thanks to experimental trials and to simulations on the finite
elements code Forge2009©. The effect of the loadings on the tool’s failure modes are
highlighted and compared to the ones observed in classical hot forging. Beyond this, the
failure modes of hot-work tool steel, the X38CrMoV5 or H11, is presented.
1 INTRODUCTION
Due to high slug temperature (usually higher than 1350°C), tools surfaces reach very high
temperature. In hot forging, this temperature could already reach 500°C [1-3]; in thixoforging,
it could be higher than 700°C. Such a temperature is higher than classical tool steels annealing
temperature and could leads to a fall of the mechanical properties. In order to minimize the
thermal shocks, dies are usually pre-heated from 40 to 350°C in hot forging.
Thixoforging process, as hot forging is composed of three sequential steps:

Brutal contact of high temperature slug on the tool. If needed, tool closing could be
done before or after this step.

Forming step during which mechanical constraints are applied to the tool.

Part ejection and tool cooling.
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In production, these steps are repeated in a cycle. Tool damaging could be due to different
mechanisms: fatigue cracking following thermomechanical loading cycle, microstructure
evolution or scaling due to hot working, geometrical modification generated by wearing or
plastic deformation. The common failure modes observed in hot forging are shown on Figure
1.

Figure 1: Most common hot forging tools failure modes and their localizations: (1) abrasive wearing, (2) thermal fatigue,
(3) mechanical fatigue, (4) plastic deformation [4]

In thixoforging, thermomechanical loadings are quite different as forming loads are lower
but thermal loads are higher. The failure modes could be different too. Their determination is
the first aim of this paper. The resistance of classical hot forging tool steel (X38CrMoV5) to
these loadings is also studied.
2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Tool

Figure 2: “H” or double-cup tool
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The tool used during this work (Figure 2) is made in H11 hot work steel and forms a
double-cup part (or axisymmetric H). The deformation is a compression followed by an
important reverse extrusion. Due to small thickness of the walls, this geometry highlights the
thermal effects occurring during forming. The dies and the punches are instrumented by
thermocouples in order to measure their inner thermal fields. At the beginning of cycle, the
tool is open and the punches are out of the dies. When heating is done, robot puts the slug in
the lower die and moves back. Then, the upper part of the tool moves down to close it and the
two punches form the part. It is also possible to form it with the upper punch alone if the
lower one is already inside the die at the beginning of cycle. This possibility was used in a
former work to determine friction parameters [5].
2.2 Tool material
Tool has been made of X38CrMoV5 hot working tool steel. It has a good thermal shocks
resistance thanks to the presence of chrome, molybdenum and vanadium. It is commonly used
as die material in hot forging [6]. The X38CrMoV5 composition is given on Table 1.
Chrome, molybdenum and vanadium make carbides which increase wearing resistance.
Chrome and molybdenum delay the softening due to annealing. Chrome and vanadium inhibit
the grains coarsening during austenitizing and chrome and silicon increase scaling resistance.
Table 1: Mass composition of X38CrMoV5 hot working tool steel [6]

[%]

C

Cr

Mn

V

Ni

Mo

Si

0.40

5.05

0.49

0.47

0.20

1.25

0.92

Nevertheless, this steel grade looses a part of its mechanical properties at high
temperature. Table 2 gives the mechanical properties of X38CrMoV5 for four working
temperatures for a material previously oil-quenched at 1040°C after two tempering at 640°C.
At 600°C, resistance is nearly divided by two. Extrapolated until 800°C, Rp0.2 falls to
400MPa, so lower than the locking force applied on the dies. Moreover, the austenitizing
beginning temperature (830°C) is closed to the working one [7].
Table 2: Mechanical properties of X38CrMoV5 at different working temperatures [7]
Temperature [°C]

Rm [MPa]

Rp0.2 [MPa]

A [%]

20

1400

1170

12

400

1170

1020

13

500

1050

900

18

600

810

700

25
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2.3 Modelling
The Finite Elements code Forge2009© was used for the simulations. The constitutive law
used in this work is quite simple and mainly driven by the liquid fraction, and so the
temperature. Thus, the structure of the raw material and its evolution are not explicitly
represented. Even if this is a limitation of the calculation results, the error on the flow behavior
is small for high solid fraction. Thermal exchanges are already taken into account by the FE
code.
The constitutive law is a classical Spittel one (which is the default law used by the solver)
when material temperature is lower than solidus and a modification of this Spittel equation
when the material temperature is higher than solidus. The modification induces a linear
decrease of the consistency by multiplying it by a factor going from one to zero between the
solidus and the liquidus. There is then a smooth transition between semi-solid and solid
behavior during cooling.
The constitutive law is
m4

  Ae  e 
m1T

m2



(1)

m3

for T < Tsolidus and

 T T 

m4

e  e 
  A

T T 
liq

liq

m1T

m2



m3

(2)

sol

for Tsolidus < T < Tliquidus

In these equations, σ is the stress, ε is the strain,  is the strain rate, T is the temperature,
Tliq is the liquidus temperature, Tsol is the solidus temperature and A, m1, m2, m3 and m4 are
constants depending on the steel grade. For 100Cr6 steel, the values of the constant
parameters are given in Table 3. The values of A and m1 to m4 come from the database of
Forge2009© and the values of Tliq and Tsol have been obtained by Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC) [8].
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Table 3: Values of the constants used in equations (1) and (2)
Parameter

Value

A

2707.108

m1

-0.00325

m2

-0.00325

m3

0.1529

m4

-0.05494

Tsol

1315°C

Tliq

1480°C

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Mechanical loading
In the case of thixoforming, mechanical loadings are about ten to twenty times lower than
in hot forging [9]. Figure 3 shows the Von Mises equivalent stresses, calculated by the
Forge2009© software, at the end of forming inside the lower part of the tool. The simulated
forming is a 100Cr6 steel slug symmetrically deformed with a tool speed of 170mm/s. It
appears that maximum stress, for the areas in contact with the semi-solid material, is around
170MPa. This maximum stress is located in the centre of the punch top surface. If the punch
temperature reaches a value for which its material yield stress is lower than 170MPa, there
would be a deformation of this punch.

Figure 3: Von Mises equivalent stresses inside the tool at the end of forming
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The accordance of the simulation total load to the recorded forming load for the upper
punch is shown on Figure 4.

Figure 4: Comparison of the forming load measured during test and calculated by Forge2009©

The simulation did not take into account the locking force applied to the dies to keep the
tool closed. In the present case, this force is 2000kN. On a surface of about 3200mm², the
pressure is close to 630MPa.
3.2 Thermal loading
In hot forging, slugs are usually heated at a temperature higher than 1000°C. Their
contact with the dies could heat these ones up to 500°C. In thixoforming, the working
temperatures are still higher, until more than 1400°C. Tools surfaces are then subjected to
very high temperature. The double-cup tool has been designed in order to be instrumented by
K-type thermocouples. The measures of these thermocouples allowed validating the
temperature fields calculated by simulation, as shown on Figure 5.

Figure 5: Comparison of the temperatures inside the tool measured by thermocouples and calculated by Forge2009©
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Figure 6: Temperature fields inside the tool at the end of forming (a) and at ejection time (b)

Figure 6 shows the temperature fields inside the lower part of the tool at the end of the
forming and two seconds after, when the tool opens and the part is ejected. Simulation shows
that, at the moment of the ejection, the surface temperature could reach 800°C. In this case, if
the stresses are important, because of galling during the ejection for example the tool could
easily be damaged.
Simulation has been run for hot work tool steel. In the case of another tool material, and
thus another thermal conductivity, the surface temperature should be different. In the case of a
lower thermal conductivity, the surface temperature would be higher, which will be
interesting from the forming point of view as the flowing material temperature would stay
higher during a longer time and thus, the forming load would be lower. At the opposite, from
the tool point of view, this higher surface temperature would increase the risk to overrun the
tool material yield stress and to damage the tool. Thermal stresses, coming from thermal
gradients, depend of these gradients value and of the thermal dilatation coefficient.
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3.3 Wearing
Figure 7 shows the area of maximum wearing. As in hot forging, they are located where
sliding speeds are the higher, thus mainly at the punch edge. On the die, there is not any
wearing at the joining plane level as the tangential speed is null on this area in the case of a
symmetric deformation. As the working temperature is higher in thixoforming, the tool
wearing resistance is lower than in hot forging.

Figure 7: Wearing areas inside the tool

3.4 Hardness
Hardness of the tooling’s lower punch has been measured after 50 cycles of forming.
Figure 8 shows the hardness values measured on the punch and the line along which the
measured have been made.

Figure 8: Hardness measured along the lower punch after 50 parts forming
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The graph shows that the lower part of the punch has kept its original hardness, around
48-50 HRC. But the hardness of the last three centimetres has noticeably decreased. The
closest point to the plane surface has a hardness of only 38.5 HRC. This softening is due to
annealing occurring at high temperature. This means that the punch is more easily
deformable. Moreover, some marks are visible on the punch surface, due to galling and
abrasive wearing.

Figure 9 Profile measures on the punch after 50 formings along the lateral (a) and top (b) surfaces

3.5 Mechanical resistance
Figs. 9 and 10 give profile measures of the upper punch (Figure 9) and die (Figure 10).
These profiles have been measured on four different lines in order to limit the impact of local
damages.
The profile of the punch lateral surface (Figure 9a) does not show significant
modification of this surface. On the top surface (Figure 9b), a small modification could be
noted, as the point zero, corresponding to the punch edge, is few hundredths of millimetres
lower than point 12, corresponding to the surface centre. This slight deformation is due to the
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punch diving inside the semi-solid steel. It seems thus that mechanical resistance of the punch
is high enough to avoid great plastic deformation.

Figure 10 Profile measures on the die after 50 parts forming along the lateral inside (a) and top (b) surfaces

The top surface of the die (Figure 10b) does not show any major modification, except
the usual one due to scum (residual lubricant, scaling…) crushing between the dies bearing
areas during the locking. However, the inner lateral surface (Figure 10a) shows a great
deformation (2 to 5 tenth of millimetre) at the joining plane level. This is due to the dies
locking which induces important stresses (about 630MPa). Around this joining plane, the
temperature could reach 500°C (Figure 6). In this case, the X30CrMoV5 tool steel Rp0.2 is
900MPa (Table 2), so clearly higher than the locking force. Nevertheless, one must take into
account the locking force regulation. As it is not perfect, the locking load often reaches a
transient value higher than 2500kN for a setting of 2000kN. In this case, the stress could reach
800MPa, what is close to the X38CrMoV5 steel Rp0.2 value. It is sufficient to create a
deformation, really small but increasing from trial to trial. The deformation is thus a kind of
fold of the die toward the inside at the joining plane level. This is an important issue, as the
deformation acts as a reverse draft during the ejection, locking the part inside the die. At the
opposite of the punch case, the hot mechanical resistance of the X38CrMoV5 hot work tool
steel does not seem sufficient in this case.
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An other super-thickness is visible on Figure 10a close to point 25, but this is only due to
lubricant waste accumulation. This is not a die deformation.
4 CONCLUSIONS
Up to now, thixoforming tool lifetime is still the main lock to the technology
industrialization. Due to high working temperature, mechanical features of the hot work tool
steels classically used in hot forging strongly decrease. In particular, hardness and yield stress
are too low to guarantee the tooling integrity.
Hardness could be increased by surface treatment, as nitriding, glazing [10, 11 and 12]
or oxidation. The problem is to keep a good adherence of the coating or a good stability of the
structural treatment.
Plastic deformation is the main issue. It is due to mechanical and thermal stresses.
Compared to hot forging, mechanical stresses are clearly lower but thermal stresses are
higher. However, at industrial production rate (6-12 parts per minute), the working
temperature should be higher but temperature variation would be lower, so the thermal fatigue
should be lower than in the case of laboratory study. An important point is also to minimize
the contact time between tool and semi-solid steel in order to minimize the tool temperature.
Parts ejection must then be as fast as possible to decrease thermal loading.
The X38CrMoV5 hot working tool steel could be used only for low stresses forming. Its
hardness is not sufficient to avoid abrasive wearing at high working temperature.
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Abstract.
In this paper the fatigue analysis of the structural components of a high-speed press is
presented. The fatigue analysis is based on the results of a hybrid multi-body simulation.
During the hybrid multi-body simulation the press is virtually loaded by the forces occurring
while cutting high-strength steel. The hybrid multi-body simulation was coupled with a
durability software package for the fatigue analysis. A high cycle stress approach was applied
for the fatigue analysis of the press frame, ram, con rods and eccentric shaft. In addition,
critically dimensioned test structures were designed, manufactured and assembled to a highspeed press at the Institute of Metal Forming and Metal-Forming Machines to validate the
fatigue analysis of the components of the press. The test structures were loaded due to the
cutting of high-strength steel until crack initiation was detected by means of the dye penetrant
inspection. The predicted and experimental determined fatigue life correlated. The simulation
is based on design data and no calibration of the model was performed.
1

INTRODUCTION

Recently press manufacturers reported increasing risks of early crack initiation at the
structural components of presses due to cutting high-strength steels. Crack growth at
structural components of presses, for instance at the press frame, probably causes a sudden
breakdown of the production line as well as high repair costs for the press manufacturer.
Thus, an approach to determine the fatigue strength of structural components of presses is
required that takes into account the specific demands while cutting high-strength steels.
A shock occurs due to the sudden drop of the cutting force when cutting high-strength
steels. This shock initiates the press structure as well as assembled parts to vibrate [1]. The
occurring load amplitudes and load changes are much higher than the values previously
known from the cutting of conventional deep drawing materials. Therefore, the interaction
between the cutting process and the cutting press must be considered for the development of
future presses to realise the required fatigue strength to process high-strength steels.
A hybrid multi-body simulation (MBS) model based on design data of a high-speed press
was established at the Institute of Metal Forming and Metal-Forming Machines (IFUM). Due
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to the replacement of the rigid bodies of the press representing the press frame, ram, con rods
and eccentric shaft by means of finite element (FE) meshes the elasticities of these
components were taken into consideration during the simulation [2, 3]. In this paper the setup
and validation of a fatigue analysis based on the results of the hybrid MBS are shown. The
durability analyses of the structural components of the press are based on a high cycle stress
approach and were carried out by means of commercial durability software package that was
coupled with the MBS. It is shown that a coupled simulation entitles product engineers to
determine the fatigue strength of structural components of presses within the design process.
2 MULTI-BODY SIMULATION OF THE HIGH-SPEED PRESS
The static and dynamic properties of a high-speed press were investigated by means of a
hybrid MBS at the IFUM [2, 3]. Therein, the elasticities of the press frame, ram, con rods and
eccentric shaft were taken into consideration during the MBS. This was realised by applying
the Craig-Bampton method [4, 5] which is generally established [6] and implemented in most
commercial MBS software packages [7-9]. By means of the Craig-Bampton method static and
dynamic modes of the bodies that should be considered elastic during the MBS were
calculated. The static modes depend on the type of joints acting on the bodies due to the
connection to other bodies of the MBS. The dynamic modes are obtained by means of a
modal analysis of the bodies themselves. Therefore, the degrees of freedom of the FE-models
were reduced to a set of static and dynamic modes for each body. The actual deformations of
the bodies during the MBS were determined by superimposing a combination of the static and
dynamic modes. By this approach a good correlation between the simulated and
experimentally determined properties of the press was realised. For instance the oscillation of
the ram due to the drop of the cutting force was virtually determined as shown in figure 1.
This oscillation mainly depends on the elasticities of the above mentioned components of the
press and their mass.

Figure 1: Simulated and experimentally determined oscillation of the ram due to the drop of the cutting force

The hybrid MBS of the high-speed press was validated by means of further numerical and
experimental investigations as shown in [2, 3]. Due to the reduction of the degrees of freedom
of the FE-models to a small number of static and dynamic modes the above described
approach allows the simulation of the dynamics of a mechanical press with accuracy as well
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as with considerable low computational requirements.
3 FATIGUE ANALYSIS OF THE COMPONENTS OF THE PRESS
The following approach of a fatigue simulation allows the analysis of each component that
is considered to be elastic within a MBS. As described above, for each component considered
elastic during the MBS a set of static and dynamic modes was determined by means of the
finite element method (FEM) following the Craig-Bampton method. In addition, for each
static and dynamic mode of deformation of a given FE-model, a corresponding stress mode
can be determined by means of a FE-solver. These stress modes are also known as modal
stresses [6, 10-12]. As the deformation of the entire body can be determined by
superimposing the individual modes of deformation, the corresponding stress state of the
entire body can be determined by superimposing the modal stresses. The modal stresses of the
different elastic components of the press were determined by means of the FEM and imported
into a durability software package. In addition, the durability software package was coupled
with the MBS. The transient deformations of the elastic bodies were transferred from the
MBS to the coupled durability software package. Within the durability software package the
transient stress states of the flexible components were determined based on deformation of the
bodies given by the coupled MBS and the modal stresses of the bodies imported from the
FEM. Therefore, the transient stress state of any component that is considered to be elastic
within the MBS can be analysed by means of the durability software package.
Within the fatigue analysis the virtual determined transient stresses are compared with the
material related stress-number curves (S/N curves). The press frame, ram and con rods of the
analysed high-speed press are made of ductile cast iron type EN-GJS-500-7. The eccentric
shaft of the analysed press is made of a quenched and tempered steel type 30CrNiMo8. The
S/N curves of these two materials are given by the Guideline of the Forschungskuratorium
Maschinenbau “Analytical Strength Assessment” (FKM-Guideline) [13]. According to the
FKM-Guideline the S/N curves are defined by the fatigue limits for completely reversed
normal stresses σW,zd and the tensile strength Rm. Hence, these values were applied to define
the S/N curves required for the fatigue analysis of the structural components of the press by
means of the durability software package.
The structural components of the press are not loaded to pure cyclic loads. In fact mean
stresses lead to an almost zero-tension loading. Therefore, an additional approach was
requried to take the influence of the mean stresses into consideration. As such an approach the
mean stress correction according to Goodman [14, 15] is known. The Goodman model
requires a so called mean stress sensitivity Mσ which describes the influence of the mean
stress. The mean stress sensitivity Mσ was determined according to the FKM-Guideline.
During the fatigue analysis of the structural components of the press it was distinguished
whether a component is exposed to proportional stresses or non-proportional stresses.
Proportional stresses occur if the loads acting on a body are applied proportional to each
other. For instance the con rods of the press are exposed to proportional stresses. The con rods
have only two points where they are connected to other components of the press. These are
the connections to the eccentric shaft and to the ram. If a given load FR is applied to a con rod
by the ram this load is transferred to the eccentric shaft, leading to a reaction force of the
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eccentric shaft FE at the second joint of the con rod. The reaction force due to the eccentric
shaft has the same amplitude as the force applied by the ram. Thus, the two loads acting on
the con rods are always proportional to each other and therefore the stress state of the con rod
is also proportional. On the other hand the eccentric shaft is loaded highly non-proportional.
In figure 2 the different forces and momentums acting at the eccentric shaft are illustrated.
The force FF is required to support the mass of the fly wheel and acts continuously with a
constant amplitude. The momentum MF caused by the fly wheel depends on the sum of the
other forces acting at the eccentric shaft. These are for instance the forces due to the con rods
FC1 and FC2 which drive the ram. FC1 and FC2 are dynamic loads as they depend on the force
required to drive the ram as well as on the process force applied to the ram. Similar to the
forces FC1 and FC2 the force FM is a dynamic load. FM is required to drive the mass of the
mass balancing unit. In addition, a second momentum MFe acts on the eccentric shaft which is
required to drive the feeder attached to the press. Finally, the forces acting on the eccentric
shaft due to the bearings FB1 to FB4 depend on all the other forces described above. All these
forces acting on the eccentric shaft are not proportional to each other. Therefore, the eccentric
shaft is non-proportional loaded leading to a non-proportional stress state at the eccentric
shaft.

Figure 2: Loads acting on the con rod and eccentric shaft

For a proportional loaded component it is not required to take into consideration on which
plane of the component the maximum stress occurs. The maximum stresses occur always on
the same plane and thus the fatigue damage of each loading cycle can be added to the fatigue
damage caused by the previous loading cycle. However, if the stress states of a component are
non-proportional it must to be distinguished on which plane the different transient stress
amplitudes act. Therefore, in a non-proportional stress approach each stress amplitude is
associated with a plane. The fatigue solver identifies the plane with the highest fatigue
damage and defines this plane as the critical plane. On the critical plane crack initiation
occurs first. Hence, depending on the stress states of the components of the press different
fatigue approaches were applied to analyse the fatigue strength of the components of the press
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(Figure 3). The con rods were analysed by means of a signed von Mises approach as they are
loaded proportional. The other components of the press were analysed by means of a critical
plane approach as they are loaded non-proportional.

Figure 3: Approaches for the fatigue analysis of the structural components of the press

In figure 4 the results of the fatigue analysis for the con rods of the press are shown. At the
left con rod of the press a maximums stress of 46 N/mm2 was identified. According to the
simulation the maximum occurring stress of the right con rod (44 N/mm2) is slightly lower
than the maximum stress occurring on the left con rod. The results are based on the loads
acting on the press due to cutting a disc of 35 mm diameter made of high-strength steel type
MS-W 1200. The determined fatigue damage is shown on the right hand side of figure 4. For
both con rods of the press no fatigue damage was detected. Therefore, the con rods of the
press are considered non-critical regarding crack initiation for the selected loading of the
press.
The maximum stresses at the press frame and the ram were of the same range as the
maximum stresses determined for the con rods. Therefore, crack initiation at the press frame
and the ram is unlikely for the selected loading of the press. The maximum stress determined
for the eccentric shaft (148 N/mm2) was considerably higher. However, according to the
FKM-Guideline the material of the eccentric shaft (30CrNiMo8) is also capable to carry
higher loads. Therefore, crack initiation at the eccentric shaft either due to normal stresses or
shear stresses is also unlikely for the selected loading of the press.
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Figure 4: Stress distribution and fatigue damage determined at the con rods of the high-speed press

A validation of the fatigue analyses of the components of the press is not possible as no
crack initiation was predicted by means of the coupled simulation. Therefore, it would be only
possible to validate durability. An increase of the loadings of the press would eventually lead
to a predicted crack initiation after a given number of strokes; however the validation of such
a scenario would certainly damage the press. Therefore, it was decided to validate the selected
approach of the fatigue analysis of the components of the press by means of specimens loaded
with a fatigue testing machine as well as by means of test structures assembled to the press.
4 FATIGUE ANALYSIS OF NOTCHED SPECIMENS LOADED BY MEANS OF A
FATIGUE TESTING MACHINE
As it is not practicable to load the press available at the IFUM until crack initiation occurs
the validation of the selected approach for the fatigue analysis of the components of the press
was realised by means of notched specimens. The notched specimens were loaded by means
of a fatigue testing machine until crack initiation occurred. Figure 5 shows a notched
specimen as it was clamped during the test setup. The material of the components of the press
(ductile cast iron) is not available as a standardised profile bar. Therefore, S235JR was
selected to manufacture the notched specimens of a standardised profile bar. This material is
applied by many press manufactures to construct welded press structures such as press
frames, rams and the like. On the market different profile bars as well as different sheet sizes
are available in the quality of S235JR and therefore welded structures can be easily
manufactured applying such standardised sizes. Thus, the notched specimens were also
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manufactured applying a standardised profile bar of the material S235JR. The loading of the
notched specimen was simulated by means of a hybrid MBS which was coupled with a
durability software package as it was previously done for the structural components of the
press. The notched specimen was considered elastic during the MBS. The clamps of the
fatigue testing machine were modelled rigid. The coupled simulation was used to determine
the forces which were applied to the notched specimen by means of the real fatigue testing
machines. It was determined that a force amplitude of 5 kN leads to a stress amplitude of
220 N/mm2 at the root of the notches. The stress distribution of the loaded specimen and the
region of the maximum stresses at the root of the notches are shown in figure 5. Five notched
specimens were loaded with a force amplitude of 5 kN until crack initiation was detected or
10 million load cycles were reached. On two out of the five notched specimens crack
initiation was detected. The numbers of load cycles at which crack initiation was detected are
marked in the graph of figure 5 showing the S/N curve of the material S235JR. As crack
initiation was not detected on all of the specimens it was decided to increase the force applied
by means of the fatigue testing machine. According to the coupled simulation a force
amplitude of 6 kN leads to a maximum stress amplitude of 264 N/mm2. Therefore, five
notched specimens were loaded with a force amplitude of 6 kN. On all five specimen loaded
to a force amplitude of 6 kN crack initiation was detected. The numbers of cycles at which
crack initiation was detected on a maximum stress amplitude of 264 N/mm2 (force amplitude
6 kN) are also marked in the graph of figure 5. The graph in figure 5 shows that no crack
initiation was detected at a number of cycles that is lower than the number of cycles given for
a certain stress amplitude by the S/N curve. Thus, no crack initiation occurred at a lower
number of cycles than predicted by means of the coupled simulation.

Figure 5: Validation of the fatigue analyses by means of a zero-tensile loaded specimen

Having planned to load test structures assembled to the real press to bending as it is shown
in chapter 5 an additional notched specimen was loaded to bending by means of the fatigue
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testing machine. Thus, a test rig was designed and manufactured to apply bending loads. In
figure 6 the test setup to apply bending loads is shown. The loading of the notched specimen
exposed to bending forces was also simulated by means of the coupled simulation. During the
coupled simulation the specimen was considered as elastic whereas all other components of
the test rig were modelled rigid. Ten specimens were loaded to different loading levels. The
loading levels were determined by means of the coupled simulation. The numbers of loading
cycles at which crack initiation was detected are marked in the graph of figure 6. The graph
shows that each crack initiation was detected at a higher number of cycles than the number of
cycles given by the S/N curve for a certain stress amplitude. In addition, it can be seen that at
the highest stress level selected crack initiation occurred at 200,000 to 300,000 cycles.

Figure 6: Validation of the fatigue analyses by means of a bending loaded specimen

The load levels (stress amplitudes) determined by means of the experiments described
above were used to design critical dimensioned test structures. This critically dimensioned
test structures were assembled to the high-speed press at the IFUM to validate the fatigue
analysis of the components of the press by means of the coupled simulation as described in
the following chapter.
5 VALIDATION OF THE FATIGUE ANALYSES BY MEANS OF TEST
STRUCTURES ASSEMBELED TO THE PRESS
Based on the results of chapter 4 critically dimensioned test structures were designed,
manufactured and assembled to the press. The test structures were loaded due to cutting highstrength steel. The fatigue life of the test structures was virtually determined by means of the
coupled simulation. Therefore, the hybrid MBS model of the high-speed press was extended.
Figure 7 shows the extended hybrid MBS model. It can be seen that test structures are
virtually assembled between the ram of the press and the top of the cutting tool. Therefore, the
test structures are assembled in the flux of the process forces. According to figure 7 the test
structures are loaded to bending similar to the specimens which were loaded to bending by
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means of the fatigue testing machine (figure 6). The coupled simulation was applied to
determine the size of the notches. Therefore, it could be assured that at the root of the notches
similar stresses occur while cutting high-strength steel as at the specimens loaded to bending
which had a fatigue life of 200,000 to 300,000 cycles. Figure 7 shows also the real test
structures assembled to the high-speed press.

Figure 7: Critically dimensioned test structure in the flux of the process force

After approximately 200,000 cycles of cutting high-strength steel with a stroke rate of 200
strokes per minute crack initiation was detected by means of the dye penetrant inspection
[17]. The detected cracks are shown in figure 8. Crack initiation occurred on both notched
specimen at the predicted position at the root of the notches.

Figure 8: Cracks at the test structures in the flux of the process force

Taking into consideration that the simulation was based on design data and no calibration
of the model was carried out the simulation represents the experiment well. Furthermore, it
has to be considered that according to figure 5 and figure 6, the fatigue lifes of the specimens
made of S235JR spread largely. Hence, no precise prediction of the fatigue life could have
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been expected. Within the coming months further tests will be carried out at the IFUM to
confirm the result of the fatigue analysis of the critically dimensioned test structure assembled
to the press.
In addition to the test structure assembled to the press in the flux of the process force a
second test structure was assembled to the bolster plate by means of a test rig (figure 9). This
test structure is however not in the flux of the process force. On both sides of the test structure
a mass is mounted. The vibration of the bolster plate due to the drop of the cutting force is
transferred to the test structure via the test rig. The vibration of the test structure initiates the
mounted mass to oscillation. Due to resonance, the oscillation of the mass increases at critical
stroke rates. The critical stroke rate determined by means of the MBS is 220 strokes per
minute. During the cutting of MS-W 1200 the critical stroke rate of the real test structures
assembled to the test rig was found to be 216 strokes per minute. According to the simulation
the amplitude of the oscillating mass (movement) is approximately 0.4 mm whereas the
measured amplitude is approximately 0.6 mm (figure 9). The notched test structure is loaded
to bending due to the oscillation of the mass. During each stroke of the press six load changes
occur at the test structure. The test structure is designed for a fatigue life of approximately
2 million load changes. So far no crack initiation was detected by means of the dye penetrant
inspection. However, within the coming months approximately 2.5 million strokes will be
carried out at the IFUM to validate the results of the fatigue analysis while cutting highstrength steel.

Figure 9: Oscillating test structure

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper an approach was shown in which a hybrid multi-body simulation model of a
high-speed press was coupled with a commercial durability software package. Thus, a fatigue
analysis of the components of the press considered as elastic during the hybrid multi-body
simulation was realised. Within the project presented in this paper the press frame, ram, con
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rods and eccentric shaft were considered elastic during the multi-body simulation. The
selected approach of the fatigue analysis of the components of the press was a stress based
high-cycle fatigue approach. During the fatigue analysis of the different components of the
press it was distinguished whether a component was loaded by forces acting proportional to
each other or by forces acting non-proportional to each other.
Furthermore, intensive tests in which notched specimens were loaded by means of a
fatigue testing machine until crack initiation occurred were shown. The loading of the notched
specimens and the corresponding fatigue life was analysed by means of a coupled simulation.
Thereby, the same fatigue approach was applied as for the components of the press. Hence,
the fatigue approach applied for the components of the press was validated by means of the
test carried out with the notched specimen.
Finally, critically dimensioned test structures were designed, manufactured and assembled
to the real press at the Institute of Metal Forming and Metal-Forming Machines. These test
structures were also analysed by means of the coupled simulation regarding their fatigue life.
The critically dimensioned test structures were loaded due to cutting high-strength steel until
crack initiation occurred. The coupled simulation was validated as the experimentally
determined and simulated fatigue life of the test structures correlated.
With the above described approach for a fatigue analysis of the structural components of a
high-speed press it is possible to determine their fatigue life. The described approach has a
high potential to improve the design of presses as it is based on design data and no calibration
of the model is required. Therefore, the approach can be applied during the design process of
presses without the use of further experimental tests.
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Abstract. A numerical scheme is presented for the solution of the compressible Euler
equations over unstructured grids in cylindrical and spherical coordinates. The proposed
scheme is based on a mixed finite volume / finite element approach. Numerical simulations are presented for the explosion problem in two spatial dimensions in cylindrical and
spherical coordinates, and the numerical results are compared with the one-dimensional
simulation for cylindrically and spherically symmetric explosions.

1

INTRODUCTION

Some gasdynamics problems exhibit such strong symmetries that could be more convenient to describe these problems in a curvilinear reference, i.e. cylindrical or spherical,
rather than in a Cartesian one. These are, e.g., astrophysical flows, Inertial Confinement
Fusion (ICF) applications, sonoluminescence phenomena and nuclear explosions [1].
To compute the numerical solution of the compressible flow equations for these kind
of flows, an interesting possibility is provided by the use of a mixed finite volume (FV) /
finite element (FE) approach [2]. For example, in viscous flows, it is possible to use the
FV and the FE to compute the advection and dissipation terms, respectively, within the
same algorithm.
The combined use of these two different techniques is made possible by the introduction
of suitable equivalence conditions that relate the FV metrics, i.e. cell volumes and inte1
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grated normals, to the FE integrals. Equivalence conditions relating FV and FE schemes
have been derived for Cartesian coordinates in two and three spatial dimensions [3],[4]
and for cylindrical coordinates in axially symmetric two-dimensional problems [6]. In
both cited references, equivalence conditions are obtained by neglecting higher order FE
contributions. Subsequently in [7], equivalence conditions for the cylindrical coordinates
have been derived for the first time without introducing any approximation into the FE
discrete expression of the divergence operator, and in [8] the differences between the consistent scheme and an alternative one violating the the equivalence conditions have been
quantified for the case of one-dimensional problems in cylindrical and spherical coordinates. In the present paper the consistent formulation is presented in the cylindrical and
spherical reference systems. Numerical results for the explosion problem are also provided
to demonstrate the correctness of the proposed approach.
The present paper is structured as follows. In section 2, the scalar equations in cylindrical and spherical coordinates are introduced. In sections 3 and 4 the spatial discretizations
of the scalar equation by FE and FV are presented in cylindrical and spherical coordinates respectively. Equivalence conditions between FE and FV metrics are also shown. In
section 3, numerical simulations are presented for the explosion problem in the cylindrical coordinates on the R–θ plane and in the the spherical coordinates on the r–φ plane.
Numerical results are also compared to one-dimensional simulations.
2

SCALAR EQUATIONS IN CYLINDRICAL AND SPHERICAL
COORDINATES

For simplicity we consider first a multidimensional scalar conservation law. The model
equation in a three-dimensional cylindrical reference reads
∂u ∂fZ
1 ∂
1 ∂fθ
+
+
(RfR ) +
= 0,
∂t
∂Z
R ∂R
R ∂θ

(1)

where t is the time, Z, R and θ are the axial, radial and azimuthal coordinates, respectively,
u = u(Z, R, θ, t) is the scalar unknown and f ∅ (u) = (fZ , fR , fθ ) is the so-called flux
function. A more compact form of the above equation is obtained by introducing the
divergence operator in three-dimensional cylindrical coordinates ∇∅ · (·) as follows
∂(u)
+ ∇∅ · f ∅ (u) = 0.
∂t

(2)

The model equation in a three-dimensional spherical reference reads
1 ∂
∂u
1 ∂
1 ∂fφ
+ 2 (r 2 fr ) +
(sin θfθ ) +
= 0,
∂t
r ∂r
r sin θ ∂θ
r sin θ ∂φ
where r, θ and φ are the radial, polar and azimuthal coordinates, respectively, u =
u(r, θ, φ, t) is the scalar unknown and f  (u) = (fr , fθ , fφ ) is the flux function. In a
2
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compact form, using the divergence operator in three-dimensional spherical coordinates
∇ · (·), it can be rearranged as
∂(u)
+ ∇ · f  (u) = 0.
∂t
3
3.1

(3)

FINITE VOLUME/ELEMENT METHOD IN CYLINDRICAL
COORDINATES
Node-pair finite element discretization

The scalar conservation law (2) is now written in a weak form by multiplying it by
the radial coordinate R and by a suitable Lagrangian test function φi ∈ Vh ⊂ H 1 (Ω).
Integrating over the support Ωi of ϕi gives


∂u
dΩi +
Rϕi ∇∅ · f ∅ (u) dΩi = 0, ∀i ∈ N ,
(4)
Rϕi
∂t
Ωi
Ωi
where N is the set of all nodes of the triangulation. Note that by multiplying by R,
the numerical singularity of the cylindrical reference system is formally removed [6]. In
the following, to simplify the notation, the infinitesimal volume dΩ = RdRdθdZ is not
indicated in the integrals. Integrating by parts immediately gives




∂u
∅
∅
∅
∅
=
Rf · ∇ ϕi +
ϕi f · ∇ R −
Rϕi f ∅ · n∅i
(5)
Rϕi
∂t
Ωi
Ωi
∂Ω∂i
Ωi
where ∂Ω∂i = ∂Ωi ∩∂Ω, with ∂Ωi and ∂Ω are the boundary of Ωi and of the computational
domain Ω, respectively, and where n∅i = nZ Ẑ + nR R̂ + nθ θ̂ is the outward normal versor
to Ωi . The scalar unknown is now interpolated as

u(Z, R, θ, t)  uh (Z, R, θ, t) =
uk (t)ϕk (Z, R, θ),
k∈N

and the flux function f ∅ (uh ) is now expanded using the same shape functions φh ∈ Vh [9]
as follows






f ∅ uh = f ∅
f ∅k (t)ϕk (Z, R, θ),
uk (t)ϕk (Z, R, θ) 
k∈N

k∈N

to obtain





duk
∅
∅
∅
=
Mik
f k (t) · ϕi ϕk ∇∅R
f k (t) · Rϕk ∇ ϕi +
dt
Ωik
Ωik
k∈Ni
k∈Ni
k∈Ni


−
f ∅k (t) · Rϕi ϕk n∅i ,


∅

∂Ω∂ik

k∈Ni∂

3
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where Ni is the set of shape functions ϕk whose support Ωk overlap Ωi of ϕi , Ni∂ is the
set of all boundary nodes of Ωi , Ωik = Ωi ∩ Ωk and ∂Ω∂ik = ∂Ωi ∩ ∂Ωk ∩ ∂Ω The previous
equation simplifies to [6]

 f∅ + f∅

duk
f ∅k − f ∅i
i
∅
k
∅
∅
=−
· η ik −
· ζ ik
Mik
dt
2
2
k∈Ni
k∈Ni ,=
(6)
 f∅ − f∅
∅
∅
∅
i
∅
k
∅

· χik − f i · ξi ,
+ f i · Li −
2
∂
k∈Ni,=

where Ni,= = Ni \{i} and Ni,∂= = Ni∂ \{i}, and the following FE metric quantities have
been introduced




∅ def 
def
∅
∅ def
∅ def

Mik = ϕi ϕk , ζ ik = ϕi ϕk R̂, Li =
ζ ik = ϕi R̂,
Mik = Rϕi ϕk ,
Ωik

def

η ∅ik =



Ωik

R(ϕi ∇∅ϕk − ϕk ∇∅ϕi ),

Ωik

def

χ∅ik =



Ωik

Rϕi ϕk ,

∂Ω∂ik

k∈Ni

def

ξ ∅i =



Ωik

Rϕi .

∂Ω∂ik

In the next section, the corresponding FV metrics are derived.
3.2

Edge-based finite volume discretization

The spatially discrete form of the scalar conservation law (2) is now obtained according
to the node-centred finite volume approach [10]. To this purpose, the integral form of (2)
times the radial coordinate R is enforced over a finite number of non-overlapping finite
volumes Ci , with boundary ∂Ci . Over each control volume Ci the cell-averaged unknown
is introduced as follows

1
u(Z, R, θ, t)  ui (t) =
u(Z, R, θ, t),
Vi Ci

where Vi is the volume of the i-th cell. Splitting the boundary integral into interface and
edge contributions


 
dui
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
Vi
=−
Rf · ni − Rf · ni + f ∅ · R̂,
(7)
dt
∂Cik
∂Ci∂
Ci
k∈N
i,=

where Ni,= is the set of the finite volume Ck sharing a boundary with Ci , excluding Ci
and where ∂Cik = ∂Ci ∩ ∂Ck = ∅, k = i, is the so-called cell interface. As it is standard
practice, the flux vector is assumed to be constant over each cell interface. Under this
assumption, the domain and boundary contributions read



∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅ def
Rf · ni  f ik · Rni = f ik · ν ik
with
ν ik =
Rn∅i
and
∂Cik
∂Cik
∂Cik



∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅ def
Rf · ni  f i · Rni = f i · ν i
with
νi =
Rn∅i ,
∂Ci∂

∂Ci∂

∂Ci∂

4
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respectively. If a second-order centred approximation of the fluxes is considered, namely,
f ik = (f ∅i + f ∅k )/2, the final form of the finite volume approximation of (2) reads,

 f∅ + f∅
∅
∅ def
dui
∅
∅
i
k
∅
∅
∅


Vi
=−
· ν ik + f i · V i − f i · ν i with V i = R̂,
(8)
dt
2
C
i
k∈N
i,=

to be compared with the corresponding FE discretization (6).
3.3

Finite Element/Volume equivalence

The equivalence conditions relating the above FV metric quantities and the FE ones
defined in the previous section are now derived. To this purpose, relevant properties of
the FE and FV discretizations are briefly recalled.
Considering FE metric quantities first, from its definition the vector η ∅ik is asymmetric,
namely, η ∅ik = −η ∅ki which will be referred
in the following as property FEM-a. Property

FEM-b is obtained by noting that k∈Ni (η ∅ik − ζ ∅ik ) + ξ ∅i = 0 which gives immediately

∅ =
η ∅ik + ξ∅i .
(9)
L
i
k∈Ni,=

Property FEM-c stems from the following identity




∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
3Li =
Rϕi ∇ · p =
Rϕi p · ni −
ϕi p · R̂ −
Rp∅ · ∇∅ϕi .
∂Ω∂i

Ωi

Ωi

(10)

Ωi


By substituting the exact expansion p∅ = k∈Ni p∅k ϕk , and applying node-pair representation described in section 4.1, Eq. (10) can be written as

  p ∅ + p∅
p∅k − p∅i
∅
i
∅
∅
k
· η ik −
· ζ ik
3Li =
2
2
k∈N
i,=

 ∅ · p∅ +
−L
i
i

 p∅ − p∅
i
k
· χ∅ik + p∅i · ξ ∅i .
2
∂

k∈Ni,=

By substituting property FEM-b in the above identity, one finally obtain property FEM-c
as

 p∅ − p∅
  p ∅ + p∅
p∅k − p∅i
∅
∅
i
∅
i
k
k
· η ik −
· ζ ik +
· χ∅ik .
(11)
3Li =
2
2
2
∂
k∈N
k∈Ni,=

i,=

Considering now FV metric quantities, from the fact that n∅i = −n∅k over ∂Cik , property
FVM-a reads ν ∅ik = −ν ∅ki , which corresponds to the conservation property of the scheme.
From the Gauss theorem, one also has


∅
∇ R = Rn∅i ,
∂Ci

Ci

5
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which, from the definition of FV metric quantities, gives property FVM-b as

∅
ν ∅ik + ν ∅i .
V i =

(12)

k∈Ni,=

Property FVM-c is obtained by noting that



∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
3Vi = R∇ · p = Rp · ni − R̂ · p∅ .
∂Ci

Ci

(13)

Ci

The right hand side of (13) is now computed by means of the FV discretization described
in section 3.2 as
 p∅ + p∅
i
k
 ∅ + p∅ · ν ∅ .
· ν ∅ik − p∅i · L
3Vi∅ =
i
i
i
2
k∈N
i,=

which from property FVM-b becomes
3Vi∅ =

 p∅ + p∅
i
k
· ν ∅ik .
2
k∈N

(14)

i,=

Therefore, a FV approximation can be formally obtained from FE metric quantities
defined over the same grid points by setting (see properties FEM/FVM-a and -b)
ν ∅ik = η ∅ik ,

ν ∅i = ξ ∅i ,

Note that the mass lumping approximation,


k∈Ni

∅
Mik

∅
 ∅.
V i = L
i

duk
dui
 L∅i
dt
dt

has to be introduced in the Eq. (6) for the equivalence conditions to be applicable. By
subtracting Eq. (11) to Eq. (14), one finally has
Vi∅ = L∅i +

 p∅ − p∅
 p∅ − p∅
i
i
k
k
· ζ ∅ik −
· χ∅ik .
6
6
∂
k∈N

(15)

k∈Ni,=

i,=

It is remarkable that, differently from the Cartesian case [3, 4], in the cylindrical reference
the FV cell is not coincident with the FE lumped mass matrix. Moreover, the shape of the
FV cells that guarantees equivalence with FE discretization still remains to be determined.

6
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4

FINITE VOLUME/ELEMENT METHOD IN SPHERICAL
COORDINATES

4.1

Node-pair finite element discretization

In the present section the spatial discretization of conservation law in a spherical reference system is presented.
The scalar conservation law (3) is multiplied by the quantity r sin θ to formally remove
the singularity of the spherical coordinate system along the zenith direction. The FE
node-pair discretization is obtained as done in the cylindrical case, namely

 f + f
dui
f k − f i
i


k


Mik
=−
· η ik −
· ζ ik + f i · L
i
dt
2
2
k∈Ni ,=
(16)
 f − f
i


k

· χik − f i · ξi ,
−
2
∂
k∈Ni,=

where Ni,= = N \ {i} and Ni,∂= = N ∂ \ {i}
introduced

 def
Mik = r sin θϕi ϕk dΩ ,
Ωik
def
ζ ik = ϕi ϕk r̂,
Ωik

def

χik =
4.2



and the following metric quantities have been



def

η ik =

  def
L
i =
def

ξ i =

r sin θϕi ϕk ,

∂Ω∂ik



r sin θ(ϕi ∇ϕk − ϕk ∇ϕi ),
Ωik



ζ ik ,

k∈Ni



r sin θϕi .
∂Ω∂ik

Edge-based finite volume discretization

The FV spatially discrete form of the scalar conservation law (3) multiplied by the
quantity r sin θ reads
Vi

 f + f

dui
i
k
=−
· ν ik + f i · V i − f i · ν i
dt
2
k∈N
i,=

where
 def
V i =



r̂,

∂Ci∂



def

ν ik =





r sin θni

∂Cik
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def

and ν i =



r sin θni

∂Ci∂

(17)
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4.3

Finite Element/Volume equivalence

The equivalence conditions relating the FV and FE scheme are obtained like in the
cylindrical case. The following properties are introduced for the FE metric quantities

 =
L
η ik + ξi (FEM − b),
(18)
η ik = −η ki (FEM − a),
i


3Li

=







∂Ω∂i

r sin θϕi x · ni −



k∈Ni,=


ϕi x · r̂ −

Ωi



r sin θx · ∇ϕi ,

(FEM − c)

Ωi

and for the FV metric quantities
ni = −nk

(FVM − a),


V i =



ν ik + ν i

(FVM − b),

(19)

k∈Ni,=

 x + x
i
k
· ν ik . (FVM − c)
2
k∈N

3Vi =

i,=

Therefore, a FV approximation can be formally obtained from FE metric quantities defined over the same grid points by setting (see properties FEM/FVM-a and -b)
ν ik = η ik ,

ν i = ξi ,


 .
V i = L
i

By subtracting (FEM–c) to (FVM–c), one finally has


Vi

 x − x
 x − x

i
i
k
k
· ζ ik −
· χik ,
= Li +
6
6
∂
k∈N


(20)

k∈Ni,=

i,=

where, like the cylindrical case, the mass lumping approximation has been introduced.
It is clear that also in this case he FV cell is not coincident with the FE lumped mass
matrix and the shape of the FV cells that guarantees equivalence with FE discretization
still remains undetermined.
5

FULLY DISCRETE FORM OF THE EULER EQUATIONS IN CYLINDRICAL AND SPHERICAL COORDINATES

The Euler equations in cylindrical and spherical coordinates for compressible inviscid
flows are now briefly recalled. The differential form reads
∂u∅
1
+ ∇∅ · f ∅ = s∅
∂t
R

∂u
1
+ ∇ · f  =
s ,
∂t
r sin θ

and

where u∅ (Z, R, θ, t) = (ρ, m∅ , E t )T and u (r, θ, φ, t) = (ρ, m , E t )T , with ρ density,
m∅ = (mZ , mR , mθ )T , m = (mr , mθ , mφ )T momentum and E t total energy per unit
8
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volume. The flux function and the source term are defined as follow in the cylindrical
case


mZ
mR
mθ


0


 m2Z
mR mZ
mθ mZ 




+Π
 0 


ρ
ρ
ρ




 2

2

 mZ mR
mR
mθ mR 
 mθ


∅
∅

,
+Π
,
s
f =
=

+
Π


ρ
ρ
ρ


ρ



 m m
2
 mθ mR 
mR mθ
mθ
Z θ




+Π 

 ρ 
ρ
ρ
ρ



 mZ
mR t
mθ t
0
(E t + Π)
(E + Π)
(E + Π)
ρ
ρ
ρ

and in the spherical one










f (u ) = 






mr
m2r
ρ

+Π



0

  2
 m2
 θ + Π + mφ
 ρ
ρ




s (u ) = 
− mθρmr


m m

− φρ r


0


s̆

mθ mr
ρ

mφ mr
ρ
mφ mθ
ρ

+Π

m2φ
ρ

mθ mφ
ρ

mr mφ
ρ

(E t + Π)

mφ

m2θ
ρ

mr mθ
ρ

mr
ρ

mθ

mθ
ρ

(E t + Π)


+Π

mφ
ρ








,






(E t + Π)


0






 0 
+Π 





 2


 mφ
 sin θ +  ρ + Π cos θ.







 − mφ mθ 



ρ



0




s̄

The FV spatially-discrete form of the Euler equations reads
 f∅ + f∅
du∅i
k
i
∅
= −
· η ∅ik + Li s∅i − f ∅i · ξ ∅i ,
Vi
dt
2
k∈N ,=

(21)

i

 f + f
du
i
k
  − f  · ξ  + s̆ L̂i + s̄ Ľi ,
· η ik + f i · L
Vi i = −
i
i
i
i
i
dt
2
k∈N
i,=

def

def

def

where the following notation has been used s∅i = s∅ (u∅i ), s̆i = s̆ (ui ), s̄i = s̄ (ui ).
The terms Vi∅ and Vi are computed from the equivalence condition in cylindrical and
9
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spherical case, respectively. In the computation, a TVD [11] numerical flux is used, with
the van Leer limiter [12]. The fully discrete form of the Euler system is obtained by a twostep Backward Differencing Formulæ. At each time level, a dual time-stepping technique
is used to solve the time-implicit problem [13].
6

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In the present section, numerical results for diverging cylindrical and spherical shock
waves are presented in the two-dimensional cases (R–θ and r–φ planes) and the onedimensional case.
Initial conditions are as follows. The velocity is assumed to be zero everywhere; the
density is uniform and equal to 1, whereas the pressure is uniform and equal to 10 in
a circular region centered at the origin with radius r = 0.5. In the remaining portion
of the domain, the pressure is uniform and equal to 1. In all computations, the ideal
gas model for nitrogen (γ = cP /cv = 1.39) is used. The thermodynamics variables
are made dimensionless by the corresponding value at rest (outer region), the spatial
dimensions are made dimensionless by the radius of the domain. Velocity and time are
made dimensionless by the square root of the reference pressure divided by the reference
density; the reference time is the reference length divided by the reference velocity.
Numerical results are shown in figure 1, for the cylindrical and for the spherical cases,
where the density isolines at different time levels are shown together with the pressure
profiles along the axis y = 0. A shock wave propagates towards the outer boundary
of the computational domain; the shock wave is followed by a contact discontinuity. A
rarefaction wave propagates towards the origin and is then reflected outward. The grid is
the made with 39 153 nodes 77 587 triangles and the time step is 1.5 × 10−4 . The pressure
profiles are compared against reference one-dimensional results for the three different time
levels. One-dimensional computations were performed over a evenly-spaced grid made of
2 001 nodes, which corresponds to an element spacing of 5 × 10−4 .
7

CONCLUSIONS

A novel unstructured-grid hybrid finite element/volume method for a orthogonal curvilinear coordinates was presented. The method moves from suitable equivalence conditions
linking finite element integrals to the corresponding finite volume metrics, such as the cell
volume or the integrated normals. The equivalence conditions were derived here without
introducing any approximation and allow to determine all needed finite volume metric
quantities from finite element ones. Numerical results are presented for two-dimensional
compressible flows: these consist in the numerical simulation of the explosion problem, in
which an initial discontinuity in pressure results in the formation of a diverging shock. The
computed pressure and density profile agree fairly well with one-dimensional simulation
in cylindrical and spherical symmetry over a very fine grid.
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Figure 1: Density isolines for the explosion problem: left R–θ and right r–φ plane (Each isoline corresponds to a density difference of ∆ρ/ρref = 0.03). The pressure signal is along the axis y = 0. The solid
line is the 1D reference solution, the dash-dotted line is the 2D solution.
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Abstract. One of the characteristics of the numerical simulation in geotechnical engineering is that non-linear/discontinuous behaviour is concentrated on small portions of the
total domain. A representative example is tunnel excavation, where high stress concentration is observed only near the excavation area and not over the whole rock mass. The
Discrete Element Method (DEM) is ideal for handling discontinuous behaviour. However,
employing DEM over the whole domain would be prohibitive, due to the large computational effort it requires. On the other hand, the Boundary Element Method (BEM)
can effectively treat infinite and semi-infinite domains. The aim of the current work is
to develop a simulation methodology that can iteratively couple Boundary Element and
Discrete Element Methods in order to treat discontinuous behavior that arises in small
portions of the total domain. To simplify the meshing procedure, an overlapping FEM
zone is introduced on the DEM side of the common boundary.

1

INTRODUCTION

The Boundary Element Method (BEM) is an established numerical method that performs particularly well in problems where infinite domains are involved. Such problems
are the norm in geomechanics, where the soil and the underground rock masses can be
modelled as infinite or semi-infinite domains. The BEM has been successfully appplied
to a variety of problems related to underground structures [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
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However, the existence of non-linear behavior that can appear in problems like tunnel
excavation, gives rise to additional volume integrals in BEM, that require the use of
internal cells. Then the main advantage of the BEM, i.e. the discretization exclusively
of the domain boundary, is partially lost, because of additional calculations that require
integrations over the domain volume. In addition, discontinuous behavior can not be
modelled.
In order to deal with these problems, the Discrete Element Method (DEM) is employed. DEM is a dynamic method, initially proposed by Cundall and Strack [8] and
Cundall [9] and is used to investigate the behavior of geomaterials. A significant advantage of the DEM is its ability to model large displacements and discontinuous and
non-linear behavior. In view of these advantages the DEM has been used to model the
brittle behavior of rocks and to simulate crack initiation and propagation [16, 11, 12, 13].
However, these benefits come at a high computational cost, that prohibits the use of DEM
in large domains.
The aim of the current work is to combine these two methods, by utilizing each, where
they work best. It is common in geotechnical engineering problems, that discontinuous/nonlinear behavior is confined to only small portions of the total domain. A representative
example is tunnel excavation, where high stress concentration is observed and confined
near the excavation zone and not over the whole rock mass. In the present work, an
attempt is made to develop a simulation methodology that can iteratively couple the two
aforementioned numerical methods in order to effectively treat non-linear/discontinuous
behavior in problems related to tunnel excavation.
This paper is organized as follows: sections two and three briefly describe the BEM and
DEM formulations that are used in the analysis. Section four describes the iterative coupling algorithm that is used and in section five the numerical results for a two-dimensional
problem are obtained and discussed. Finally, section six contains the conclusions of this
study and the plans for future work on that topic.
2

BEM FORMULATION

The boundary element method used in the present work is a displacement-based, collocation method that is typically derived from Betti’s reciprocal theorem [14]. Based on
that and Green’s third identity, the following integral equation, for a linear elastic domain
Ω can be derived.


c (P) · u (P) = U (P; Q) · t (Q) dS − T (P; Q) · u (Q) dS
(1)
∂Ω

∂Ω

with u (P), t (P) being the displacement and traction vectors at point P, point Q running
over the domain boundary (∂Ω) and U (P; Q), T (P; Q) being the fundamental solutions
for the displacements and tractions respectively. Furthermore, the tensor c (P) is equal
to the unit tensor I, if P lies inside the domain, 1/2I if P lies on the domain’s smooth
boundary and 0 if P lies outside of the domain.
2
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Discretizing the domain boundary into nodes and elements and writing the above equation for every node of the boundary of the domain, the following integral representation
for node xk is obtained.
A(e)

A(e)

E 
E 

 k k 
k
k
c x ·u =
∆Uei · t −
∆Tkei · uk
e=1 i=1

(2)

e=1 i=1

with uk , tk being the displacements and tractions of node xk , E being the total number of
elements and A (e) the total number of nodes for element e. Moreover, ∆Ukei and ∆Tkei
are matrices that contain integrals over the element e, of the fundamental solutions U
and T respectively, multiplied by the i-th interpolation function and Jacobian of element
e, that are typically calculated using Gauss quadrature.
Collocating eq (2) for all boundary nodes and utilizing the boundary conditions of the
problem, results to the final linear system for the BEM, which is of the form
A·x=b
3

(3)

DEM FORMULATION

The Discrete Element Method is a dynamic method, where the material is respresented
as a collection of particles interacting with each other. The formulation utilized in the
present work is the one proposed by Oñate and Rojek [15] and Labra et al.[17].
Assuming N particles in total and writing the equations of motion for translations and
rotations for all of them results in
MD · {ü} = {F}
JD · {ω̇} = {T}

(4)
(5)

with {ü} and {ω̇} containing the components of acceleration and angular acceleration
respectively. Furthermore, matrices MD and TD are block diagonal matrices that involve
the particle masses mi and moments of inertial Ji and are of the form




m1 · I . . .
J1 · I . . .
0
0

..  and J =  ..
.. 
..
..
(6)
MD =  ...
 .
.
.
D
. 
. 
0
. . . mN · I
0
. . . JN · I

with I being the 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 identity matrix for 2D and 3D respectively. Finally
vectors {F} and {T} contain the total force and total moment for each degree of freedom
of each particle, respectively. It is worth noting that the total force applied to a particle is
described as the sum of the external forces, the contact forces from the adjacent particles
and the forces resulting from the imposed external damping. Similarly, the total moment
is given by the sum of the external moment due to the external load, the rotational
3
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component of the contact forces between adjacent particles and the moment resulting
from the imposed external damping.
Since DEM is a dynamic method, eqs (4) and (5) have to be integrated in time. This is
done be employing a central difference scheme. The calculation of the displacements and
the incremental rotations for step n + 1 is done in terms of the displacement and rotation
and their time derivatives over the previous time step, utilizing also an intermediate,
auxiliary time step, indicated as n + 1/2.
n
{ü}n = M−1
D {F}
n+1/2

{u̇}

{u}

n+1

n−1/2

= {u̇}

(7)

+ {ü}n ∆t

(8)

n+1/2

(9)

n

= {u} + {u̇}

∆t

n
{ω̇}n = J−1
D {T}
n+1/2

{ω}

n+1

∆ {θ}

(10)

n−1/2

+ {ω̇}n ∆t

(11)

n+1/2

∆t

(12)

= {ω}

= {ω}

with ∆ {θ} being the incremental rotations.
4

ITERATIVE COUPLING

In order to couple the BEM and DEM subdomains, an iterative coupling scheme has
been adopted. An important advantage of iterative coupling is that it allows solving each
region separately, without having to assemble a global linear system. The interaction
between the adjacent regions during the iteration steps is achieved with the exchange of
boundary conditions on their common boundary. From now on, the term interface will
be used to describe the common boundary of the two subdomains. The proposed scheme
is a strong coupling scheme, i.e. there must be a “1-1” correspondence of the nodes of
the two adjacent subdomains on their common boundary.
A basic requirement for the coupling scheme to work, is that the same fields must be
calculated on all interfaces, regardless the method that is implemented in each subdomain.
Otherwise, the exchange of boundary conditions will not be possible. To that end, the
BEM formulation described in Section 2 was modified to calculate or accept as boundary
conditions the nodal point forces instead of the element-based tractions on the interface.
4.1

BEM - Nodal Force Calculation on the Interface

As explained by Beer et al.[14], the nodal tractions on the interface of a BEM subdomain can be expressed as
{t}c = {t}c0 + KBE {u}c
(13)
where the vector {t}c contains the tractions on the interface nodes, {t}c0 contains the
tractions on the interface nodes due to the applied loads on the rest of the boundary, {u}c
4
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contains the displacements on the interface nodes and KBE is the so called pseudo-stiffness
matrix, calculated for the interface nodes.
To calculate {t}c0 , one has to solve the BEM subdomain using the linear system (3)
with a constrained interface ({u}c = 0) and the boundary conditions on the rest of the
domain boundary as specified by the problem.
For calculating the pseudo-stiffness matrix KBE , the linear system (3) is utilized again.
The collocation procedure is conducted for all nodes of the domain, in order to assemble
the system matrix and all nodes, including those of the interface, are considered to have
unknown tractions. Then the linear system is solved (number of interface nodes) ×
(number of dofs per node) times. Each time, a unit displacement is applied to one degree
of freedom of one node of the interface, whereas all other displacements are set to zero.
This results to the following traction vector:
 b
{t}i
{t̄}i =
(14)
{t}ci
with i ranging from 1 to (number of interface nodes) × (number of dofs per node), {t}ci
indicating the inteface tractions and {t}bi indicating the tractions on the rest of the boundary of the subdomain. Using vectors {t̄i } as columns, a matrix B can be constructed,
with dimensions [ (number of nodes) × (number of dofs per node) ]×[ (number of interface
nodes) × (number of dofs per node) ].

 b
{t}1 {t}b2 . . .
(15)
B=
{t}c1 {t}c2 . . .
Isolating the part of B that corresponds to the tractions on the interface, yields the
pseudo-stiffness matrix KBE .


KBE = {t}c1 {t}c2 . . .
(16)

After KBE and the applied load contribution {t}c0 have been calculated, eq (13) can
be solved either for displacements or for tractions on the interface nodes. However, it
requires further processing in order to utilize nodal forces instead of tractions.
To obtain the x-component of the equivalent nodal point force for a node k, we apply
a unit virtual displacement to that node in the x direction. Then, the work done by the
tractions at that point must be equal to the work done by the equivalent nodal point
force.

k
Fx · 1 = tx δux dS
(17)
S

with S being the boundary of the domain (including the interface). By discretizing eq (17)

5
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and introducting the displacement and traction interpolation functions
tx =

Ne


Nn tnxe

n=1

δux = Nj δuxj = Nj · 1, j = local node numbering of node k
we end up with the following expression:
Fxk

=

E  
Ne

e=1

Se

Nn texn

(18)

n=1

with E being the total number of elements that node k belongs to and Ne being the
number of nodes of element e. The same procedure can be followed for the y-component
of the nodal force and the total equivalent nodal force at node k can be expressed using
vector notation as follows:
E 
Ne

Fk =
Nejn ten
(19)
e=1 n=1

with E, Ne being the same as in eq (18) and Nejn being a matrix of the form

e
e
e
Njn = Njn · I, with Njn = Nj Nn dSe

(20)

Se

where Nj , Nn are the displacement and traction interpolation functions respectively.
Repeating the same procedure for every node of the interface (i.e. where we need the
equivalent nodal point forces) we obtain
{F}c = N {t}c = N {t}c0 + NKBE {u}c

(21)

with matrix N containing the contributions of Nejn . The above procedure is explained in
further detail in [14] and results to
{F}c = {F}c0 + K {u}c

(22)

where {F}c and {u}c are the nodal point forces and the displacements on the interface
nodes respectively, {F}c0 is the contribution of the external load on the interface nodes
and K is the stiffness matrix of the interface.
Now using eq (22) the displacements or the forces on the interface can be calculated,
when the forces or displacements are provided from the adjacent region respectively. The
results of the calculation can then be transfered back to the adjacent subdomain. Note
that during the iterative procedure only the interface has to be solved.
From the above, it is easy to see that in order to calculate the solution at the subdmain
interface, only the calculation of the matrix K and of the forces on the interface nodes
{F}c0 is required and is done only once. This means that the fields on the boundary of
the subdomain do not have to be calculated in every iteration step, but only in the end,
after the iterative procedure has converged.
6
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4.2

DEM - Overlapping FEM Zone

Directly coupling DEM and BEM using a strong coupling scheme would impose additional requirements on the DEM mesh, such as gradually increasing the particle size
to match that of the BEM element size on the interface. In order to avoid this problem, a FEM zone was introduced between the BEM and DEM subdomains, that partially
overlaps with the DEM subdomain, as described by Rojek and Oñate [16] and Labra et
al.[17].
In short, the methodology described in Section 3 is enhanced with the so called explicit
dynamic FEM formulation over the FEM zone.
int
MF · {ü}F = {F}ext
F − {F}F

(23)

int
with MF being the mass matrix and uF , Fext
F and FF being the displacements, external
and internal forces respectively. The same central difference scheme as before has been
utilized for the time integration.
Over the overlapping zone, where DEM and FEM coexist, additional kinematic constrains have to be applied to the DEM particles in order to constrain their displacement
field by that of the underlying finite elements. The above constrains are imposed by means
of a penalty function which forms the final linear system for the DEM-FEM subdmain
along with the equations of motion derived from the DEM and FEM formulations. This
formulation is described in great detail in [17].

4.3

Coupling Algorithm

A common problem in iterative coupling is avoiding floating domains. In that context,
each static subdomain should either have sufficiently prescribed displacements or be of
infinite extent, to avoid being subjected to rigid body motion. In the case neither of the
above is true, the required displacements should be provided by an adjacent region in the
form of appropriate boundary conditions. To fulfill this requirement in a general manner,
an algorithm has been developed to determine the sequence in which the subdomains
will be solved during each iteration step and what kind of boundary conditions should
be imposed on their interfaces with the adjacent regions. This algorithm is invoked only
once, before starting the iterative procedure and results in an array, reffered to as the
solving sequence array, that contains all the subdomains of the problem in the reverse
sequence in which they should be solved. Furthermore, the boundary conditions that will
be used on the interfaces are determined for each subdomain. The algorithm consists of
the following steps:
– While there are still unhandled subdomains
◦ If current subdomain has sufficient displacement boundary conditions (bcs) or
is infinite
 Set Neumann type bcs on its interfaces with other subdomains
7
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 For all adjacent subdomains set Dirichlet type bcs on their interfaces with
the current subdomain
 Add current subdomain to the solving sequence array
After the solving sequence and the types of boundary conditions have been determined
on all interfaces, the iterative procedure takes place:
– While convergence or maximum number of iterations have not been reached
◦ Run through the solving sequence array from the back to the front and back
again
 For the current subdomain, obtain boundary conditions from adjacent subdomains
 Solve current subdomain
 Check for convergence
The convergence criterion used, was the one proposed by Elleithy et al.[18]. Namely,
the displacements of the BEM subdomain on the interface {uBEM }I are checked over two
consequent iteration steps.


{uBEM }n+1 − {uBEM }n 
I
I


<
(24)
{uBEM }n+1 
I

with n and n + 1 being consequent iteration steps and  being the predefined tolerance.
To illustrate the procedure described above, consider two subdomains, Ω1 and Ω2
that have a common boundary, as shown in Figure 1. The elements of Ω1 that lie on
the common boundary with Ω2 form the interface I12 , whereas the elements of Ω2 that
lie on the common boundary with Ω1 form the interface that is indicated as I21 . The
n
displacements and forces on I12 , at the n-th iteration step, are denoted as un12 and f12
n
respectively. Similarly, un21 and f21
are used to indicate the displacements and forces on
the interface I21 .

Figure 1: A problem with two subdomains sharing a common boundary
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Now assume that the subdomain Ω1 is fixed and that a constant load is applied to Ω2 . In
that case, the algorithm sequence determination algorithm would check Ω1 , and since it is
fixed, it would apply Neumann boundary conditions to I12 , Dirichlet boundary conditions
on I21 and would store Ω1 in the solving sequence array. Afterwards, the algorithm would
check subdomain Ω2 , which now has prescribed Dirichlet boundary conditions (on I21 ).
It has no interfaces with subdomains other than Ω1 , which has already been addressed.
The subdomain Ω2 is added to the solving sequence array and the algorithm ends. At this
point both subdomains have been assigned with a boundary condition on their interface.
The next step is to proceed to the iterative procedure itself. The first subdomain to
be solved is the last added to the solving sequence array, i.e. Ω2 . In order to solve Ω2 ,
the displacements have to be specified on the interface I21 . For the first iteration, zero
displacements are assumed, whereas fo the next iterations, the displacements are provided
by Ω1 .
To ensure convergence for the aforementioned iterative procedure, a relaxation scheme
had to be adopted. A wide range of relaxation algorithms exist in the literature [19]. For
the present work, the same relaxation scheme was applied on all interfaces, regardless the
type of the imposed boundary conditions, as shown in eqs (25) and (26).
n
un+1
= α un+1
12
21 + (1 − α) u12
n+1
n+1
n
f12
= β f21
+ (1 − β) f12

(25)
(26)

The values of the relaxation parameters α and β are problem dependent and can affect
not only the convergence speed of the iterative procedure, but also the convergence itself.
5

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In order to demonstrate the aforementioned coupling strategy, a two dimensional, linear
elastic compression test is solved. The problem domain consists of an α × 2α rectangular
plate, with α = 0.5 meters.
The upper half of the plate is modelled as a linear elastic BEM region with Young’s
modulus E = 100GP a and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0. The lower half of the plate was
modelled as a DEM region with a partially overlapping FEM zone, as shown in Figure 2(a).
Note that the DEM and the FEM regions are treated as one subdomain, as described in
Section 4.2. For the FEM zone, the same material parameters are used, whereas for the
DEM the particle radius is r = 0.025α and the normal stiffness was set to kn = 94.6GP a
in order to obtain the same effective Young’s modulus as in the BEM subdomain.
A uniform load L = 0.05GP a is applied to the top of the plate, whereas its base is
constrained with zero displacement in all directions. During the iterative procedure, the
BEM subdomain is solved first with zero displacement prescribed on its interface with
the adjacent subdomain. The forces calculated on the interface are applied to the DEM
as boundary condition. Since the DEM is dynamic, the boundary condition was applied
incrementally starting from zero force at time t = 0 and increasing linearly until the
9
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Figure 2: (a) The problem domain and (b) the displacements along the vertical axis.

value provided by the BEM is reached at time t = 0.01sec and remains constant until the
the total time T = 0.02sec is reached. Then, the obtained results on the interface are
transfered to the BEM subdomain allowing the iterative process to continue.
The convergence kriterion was set to  = 1e − 4. After the iterative procedure has
converged, the displacements along the vertical direction were compared to the analytical
solution of the problem (Figure 2(b)). The mean error obtained was 0.02%.
6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In the present work a DEM-BEM iterative coupling scheme has been presented. In
order to simplify the coupling procedure, a FEM zone has been introduced between the two
subdomains, partially overlapping with the DEM region. The DEM with the overlapping
FEM zone and the BEM subdomains were solved independently from one another during
the coupling procedure and the interaction between them was achieved by exchanging
boundary conditions on their common boundary. The type of boundary conditions to
be used on the interface was automatically determined, taking into account the existing
boundary conditions of each subdomain, in order to avoid floating domains.
A numerical example has been solved to demonstrate the aforementioned algorithm.
The covergence of the coupling scheme depends on the values of the relaxation parameters. The optimal values of these parameters are problem specific and to calculate them
efficiently, an automatic relaxation algorithm should be used, as the ones proposed by
Yan et al.[20] and Lin et al.[21].
In order to be able to model non-linear effects on the DEM subdomain with the proposed scheme, additional feedback from the BEM subdomain is required, during the
10
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solution of the DEM region. Since DEM is a dynamic method, the strategy to follow
would be to pause the DEM calculation at specific time steps, couple iteratively with the
BEM region and after the iterative procedure has converged, proceed to the next time
step. However, this case requires further investigation and is the subject of future work.
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Abstract. There are many applications in aeronautics where there exist strong couplings
between disciplines. One practical example is within the context of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) automation where there exists strong coupling between operation constraints,
aerodynamics, vehicle dynamics, mission and path planning. UAV path planning can be
done either online or offline. The current state of path planning optimisation online UAVs
with high performance computation is not at the same level as its ground-based offline
optimizer’s counterpart, this is mainly due to the volume, power and weight limitations
on the UAV; some small UAVs do not have the computational power needed for some
optimisation and path planning task. In this paper, we describe an optimisation method
which can be applied to Multi-disciplinary Design Optimisation problems and UAV path
planning problems. Hardware-based design optimisation techniques are used. The power
and physical limitations of UAV, which may not be a problem in PC-based solutions, can
be approached by utilizing a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) as an algorithm
accelerator. The inevitable latency produced by the iterative process of an Evolutionary
Algorithm (EA) is concealed by exploiting the parallelism component within the dataflow
paradigm of the EA on an FPGA architecture. Results compare software PC-based solutions and the hardware-based solutions for benchmark mathematical problems as well
as a simple real world engineering problem. Results also indicate the practicality of the
method which can be used for more complex single and multi-objective coupled problems
in aeronautical applications.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Multi-disciplinary design optimisation (MDO) has been actively applied across engineering disciplines over a wide range of problems, the majority of which lies within the
field of aeronautics [1]. The complexity of modern systems has directed research focus
towards improving MDO search algorithms and analysis tools [2–4]. One method to speed
up the runtime of an MDO search algorithm is to implement its features in hardware,
where concurrent data processing is possible. MDO search algorithms that take several
hours to run could be executed in fractions of a second, impacting significantly on the
design time of a project.
One such hardware which has advanced extensively in technology is the Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). An FPGA implementation in the field of aeronautics
will also contribute to the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) automation community where
it is necessary to have a high level of integration within the capabilities of a vehicle. One
practical example is within the context of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) automation
where there exists strong coupling between operation constraints, aerodynamics, vehicle
dynamics, mission and path planning. UAV path planning can be done either online
or offline. The current state of path planning optimisation online UAVs with high performance computation is not at the same level as its ground-based offline optimizer’s
counterpart, this is mainly due to the volume, power and weight limitations on the UAV;
some small UAVs do not have the computational power needed for some optimisation
and path planning task. In this paper, we describe an optimisation method which can
be applied to Multi-disciplinary Design Optimisation problems and UAV path planning
problems. Hardware-based design optimisation techniques are used. The power and
physical limitations of UAV, which may not be a problem in PC-based solutions, can
be approached by utilizing a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) as an algorithm
accelerator. The inevitable latency produced by the iterative process of an Evolutionary
Algorithm (EA) is concealed by exploiting the parallelism component within the dataflow
paradigm of the EA on an FPGA architecture.
In this paper, an FPGA implementation of the search algorithm of an MDO is proposed.
Our proposed design inherits the diversity and Pareto optimality features necessary for
an effective MDO search algorithm. Simulation results showing speed up of 43 times for
discrete and discontinuous test problems, and 244 times for the constrained test problem.
2

BACKGROUND

Previous work incorporating search algorithm design onto FPGA [5–10] have ascertained
this concept. One of the limitations was the application to single objective search algorithms
only, which is not realistically applicable to real-world scenarios where conflicting objectives
often arise. An important point to note is that the paradigm behind an MDO search
algorithm design is very different from that of a single objective optimisation [11]; the MDO
search algorithm is aimed to find multiple trade-off optimal solutions with a wide range of
2
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values across the objectives, whereas a single objective optimisation search algorithm is
directed towards one optimal solution. Bonissone and Subbu [12] presented an Evolutionary
Multi-objective Optimisation on an FPGA but were restricted to the basic filtering of
Pareto fronts and not addressing the core features such as solution diversity and Pareto
optimality.
3

METHODOLOGY

The methodology applied to this research is as depicted in Figure 1 below. Coinciding
with the methodology, the rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 4 summarises
the features of EAs which contribute to a robust MDO search algorithm. Section 5
presents the proposed FPGA-based MDO implementation. Section 6 reports on the test
problems conducted to verify the functionality of the FPGA-based MDO and demonstrate
its effectiveness. Section 7 concludes with a brief summary and highlighting future work.

Figure 1: Methodology for developing an FPGA-based MDO

4

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY DESIGN OPTIMISATION

The two main objectives in multi-objective optimisation and MDO is to find a set of
solutions which are as diverse as possible and as close as possible to the set of optimal
solutions within the feasible search space, known as the Pareto-optimal front [11]. There are
a number of search methods used in MDO, such as NSGA-II [13], DPGA [14], SPEA [15],
TDGA [16] and PAES [17]. One class of the techniques actively applied on MDO is
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) [18, 19], which is a Metaheuristic optimisation algorithm
inspired by the theory of natural evolution. The attractiveness of EAs lies in its populationbased characteristic, where manipulating multiple solutions leads to the simultaneous
discovery of a Pareto set [4]. There are a number of EAs and MOEAs with different
features. In this paper we use and explore the features of a well known multi-objective
EA, NSGA-II [13]. Even though NSGA-II has some drawback [13], it also has very good
3
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features such as diversity maintenance technique using a crowding distance assignment
and Pareto ranking for preserving elitists.
5
5.1

PROPOSED FPGA-BASED MDO
Algorithm Overview

The architecture of the FPGA-based MDO is depicted below in Figure 2. The algorithm incorporates the key features, fixed-point representation, random number generator,
crossover, mutation, Pareto front ranking, crowding distance assignment, selection and
evaluation, which are needed for securing diverse Pareto-optimal fronts. The population, consisting of candidate solutions, is stored on the block RAM onboard the FPGA.
Tournament selection is randomly carried out across the population, determining better
candidate solutions to be genetically altered, which produces the offspring for that current
generation. After the offspring have been crossovered, mutated and evaluated, they are
concatenated with the parent population to undergo Pareto front ranking and crowding
distance assignment. The higher ranking and wider spread solutions are updated back
into the population block RAM. It is stressed that the data flow arrow in Figure 2 denotes
parallel processing. The following subsections will describe the functionality of the basic
features and modules of the proposed FPGA-based MDO.

Figure 2: Architecture of the FPGA-based MDO search algorithm.

5.2

Representation

One of the first design decisions is determining the representation of candidate solutions.
These could be coded either in real-coded binary, floating-point or fixed-point numbers.
Michalewicz [19] experimented and concluded that floating-point and fixed-point represen4
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tation is faster, more consistent and higher in precision than real-coded representation.
Since the complexity of floating-point arithmetic consumes a larger logic footprint and is
not as efficient as fixed-point arithmetic, therefore the candidate parameters are encoded
in fixed-point representation.
5.3

Random Number Generator

When deciding on a logic level Random Number Generator (RNG) for an FPGA
implementation, two main factors are taken into consideration. They are the randomness
and its period. Matsumoto and Nishimura [20] proposed a pseudo RNG called Mersenne
Twister, which was argued to be as fast and random as the standard ANSI-C ”rand()”.
The Mersenne Twister is essentially a uniformly distributed pseudo RNG based on a
matrix linear recurrence over a large finite binary field. Another advantage of FPGA
implementation of a Mersenne Twister is its low resource consumption and its capability
to generate new random sequences every clock cycle.
5.4

Crossover/Mutation

A simulated binary crossover and a polynomial mutation proposed by Deb and Agarwal
[21] are implemented. The intention of a crossover operation is to exchange useful
information between two candidate solutions, whereas a mutation operation is aimed
to slightly alter a candidate solution. Thus, crossover and mutation can be seen as
exploitation and exploration respectively. A balance between them is applied to guide a
search algorithm.
5.5

Pareto Front Ranking

Pareto front ranking is based on the non-dominance feature of a candidate solution [11].
Solution A is said to dominate solution B if all of solution A’s fitness is better than solution
B’s, else solution B is non-dominated. Non-dominated solutions are allocated higher rank
than dominated ones, hence ensuring the preservation of Pareto fronts.
5.6

Crowding Distance Assignment

A technique proposed by Deb(2001) [11] known as crowding distance assignment is
implemented to maintain the diversity of the Pareto fronts. The advantage of this technique
lies in the nature by which it operates, whereby it does not require any performance
dependent parameter.
5.7

Selection

Tournament selection based on the Pareto front rank and crowding distance is used as a
competition winning criteria for the next generation of offspring. Higher ranking solutions
wins over lower ranking solutions. If two solutions are of the same rank, the solution with
higher crowding distance wins. This method ensures the survival of the fittest.
5
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5.8

Evaluation

The evaluation module is the only module that is application dependent. It would
contain the necessary objective functions to be optimized.
6
6.1

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Test problems

Three different types of test problems were used as a test bench. These three test
problems were specifically chosen to analyze the functionality of the algorithm when
applied on discrete, discontinuous and constrained problems. The first test problem is
SCH1 [22]:
Minimize f1 (x) = x2 ,
Minimize f2 (x) = (x − 2)2 .

(1)

This problem has a convex set of Pareto-optimal solution. It is aimed to highlight the
diversity of solutions and whether or not they lie on the convex Pareto-optimal front.
The second test problem is SCH2 [22] :

−x
if x < 1,



x−2
if 1 < x ≤ 3
Minimize f1 (x) =
4
−
x
if 3 < x ≤ 4



x−4
if x > 4
Minimize f2 (x) = (x − 5)2 .

(2)

This problem has a Pareto-optimal front consisting of two discontinuous regions. The
aim for this test problem is to verify if the algorithm will capture the true Pareto-optimal
front and not get trapped in a local front.
The third test problem is a well-studied constrained welded beam design problem [23]:
Minimize f1 (x) = 1.10471h2 l + 0.04811tb(14 + l),
2.1952
Minimize f2 (x) =
.
t3 b
Subjected to g1 (x) ≡ 13, 600 − τ (x) ≥ 0,
g2 (x) ≡ 30, 000 − σ(x) ≥ 0,
g3 (x) ≡ b − h ≥ 0,
g4 (x) ≡ Pc (x) − 6, 000 ≥ 0,
0.125 ≤ h, b ≤ 5,
0.1 ≤ l, t ≤ 10.
6
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where:
τ (x) =



(τ  )2 + (τ  )2 + 

lτ  τ 
0.25(l2 + (h + t)2

,

6, 000
τ = √
,
2hl

6,
000(14
+
0.5l)
0.25(l2 + (h + t)2 )
,
τ  =
2
l
2(0.707hl( 12
+ 0.25(h + t)2 ))
504, 000
σ(x) =
,
t2 b
Pc (x) = 64, 746.022(1 − 0.0282346t)tb3 .

(5)

This optimisation problem consists of four design variables and five inequality constraints.
It is aimed to test the search algorithm functionality under constrains.
6.2

Experiment Setup

The PC-based implementation for comparison is the NSGA-II [13], which is fundamentally based on an elitist genetic algorithm. NSGA-II was simulated though MATLAB
on a Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU E8600 @ 3.33GHz, 3.49 GB of RAM. The proposed
FPGA-based MDO was simulated on a Xilinx Virtex 4 (xc4vlx200-11ff1513). This section
illustrates the FPGA-based MDO and NSGA-II results on the three tests problems. The
parameters used for both algorithms and all the test problems are as follows:
- population size = 20,
- number of generations = 100,
- crossover rate = 0.9,
- mutation rate = 0.1.
6.3

Discussion of the Results

Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows the Pareto fronts captured for SCH1 and SCH2 respectively.
The proposed FPGA-based MDO was demonstrated to be able to converge to the true
Pareto-optimal front and not being trapped in a local front for the discontinuous problem
(SCH2). In both problems the FPGA-based MDO found diverse set of solutions, about of
the same quality as those found by the NSGA-II.
Figure 5 shows the performance of the algorithms of the constrained welded beam
problem. Both algorithms were not able to converge to the true Pareto-optimal front
after a low specified number of generations; the true Pareto front is found after 10000
generations of the PC-based NSGA-II. The FPGA-based MDO is able to find 4 solutions
closer and better than NSGA-II after 100 generations. The fronts captured by both
algorithms are also diverse; no clustering occurred.

7
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Table 1 shows the computation time results for the test problems. The computation
time was significantly enhanced, in particular for the welded beam problem where there
was a speed improvement of 244 times. The NSGA-II, which is processing sequentially, is
problem complexity dependent; as the objectives becomes more complex, the algorithm
takes a longer time to process the information. Whereas the FPGA-based MDO search
algorithm have no correlation with the problem definition because of its parallel processing,
which accounts to the significant speed improvement when faced with the more complex
welded bream problem.

Figure 3: Pareto fronts obtained using MATLAB and FPGA for the SCH1 problem showing both
algorithms converging to the true Pareto-optimal front.
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Figure 4: Pareto fronts obtained using MATLAB and FPGA for the SCH2 problem showing both
algorithms converging to the true Pareto-optimal front.

Figure 5: Pareto fronts obtained using MATLAB and FPGA for the welded beam problem showing both
algorithms not converging to the true Pareto-optimal front.

9
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Table 1: Computation time results showing the speed improvements

Test Problem
SCH1
SCH2
Welded Beam Problem

7

Computation Time (ms)
NSGA-II FPGA-Based MDO
232
7.542
354
8.128
1805
7.392

Speed
Improvement (X)
30
43
244

CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a computationally fast and effective search method to address the
increasingly complex field of Multi-disciplinary Design Optimisation (MDO). On three
different types of test problems, which pertained to discrete, discontinuous and constrained
problems, the proposed FPGA-based MDO was able perform computationally better than
NSGA-II, with speed improvements of over 30 times, and producing results of about
similar quality. However, with the welded beam problem, the FPGA-based MDO with its
data represented in predefined 32-bit fixed-point widths was not able to attain a wider
Pareto-front. In the aeronautics community, this optimisation method can be used on
the ground for design problems (aerodynamics, structural etc.) and also practicable for
onboard aeronautics application, where equipment size and power consumption are limiting
current onboard capabilities.
Future work will look into improving the solution quality by analysing how fixed-point
representation and resolution affects the Pareto-front found, especially when objective
space of the problem is unknown beforehand. One possible research development is to
dynamically alter the width of the fixed-point representation based on the search progress.
Additionally, the computation time can be drastically improved by pipelining the flow of
FPGA modules.
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Abstract. Multiscale simulations of molecular systems such as proteins, DNAs, and RNAs
are implemented using models with different resolutions ranging from a fully atomistic model
to coarse-grained molecules, up to a continuum level system descriptions. For such simulations, pairwise force calculation is a serious bottleneck which can impose a prohibitive amount
of computational load on the simulation if not performed wisely. Herein, a novel method is
presented to approximate the resultant force and the associated moment for long-range particlebody and body-body interactions applicable to multiresolution coarse-grained simulation of
biopolymers. The resultant moment is due to the fact that the net force does not necessarily
act through the center of mass of the body. This moment is neglected in bead-based coarse
models which use particle dynamics to form the equations of motion of each large spherical
pseudo-atom. The presented method significantly reduces the cost of the force field calculations specially in multiscale models which contain rigid subdomains.
1

INTRODUCTION

Function of most biopolymers such as DNA and RNA is highly related to their structure.
As such, modeling and simulation of such systems are performed to predict the associated
structure accurately in a timely manner. Such systems with large number of particles (n ≈
106 [1]) suffer from the cumbersome pairwise force field calculations with the computational
complexity of O(n2 ) at each time step. Therefore, different algorithms have been developed
to efficiently calculate far-field interactions. Ewald summation method applicable to periodic
systems [2, 3] is the approach which calculates the long-range field in Fourier space. For nonperiodic systems, particle-mesh (PM) and particle-particle particle-mesh (PPPM) techniques
perform satisfactorily when the required precision is low and the particles are distributed more
or less uniformly [4]-[6]. As the next generation of the fast algorithms, the first tree methods
1
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Figure 1: Multiscale modeling of an RNA

[4] presented in [7] and [8] provide the monopole approximation of the long-range field in the
system. Using higher order multipole expansion, Fast Multipole Method (FMM) is presented in
[9] to approximate the electrostatic field of a group of particles with a computational complexity
of O(n). This method is later extended and used to approximate different potential fields for
different systems [10]-[13].
Eliminating high frequency modes of motion by considering groups of atoms as rigid or
flexible bodies, coarse-grained simulations of biopolymers improve the integration time step.
Additionally, they reduce the computational cost associated with pairwise force calculations
by ignoring the interactions among particles embedded in rigid regions of the system. This
technique may be implemented by replacing different subdomains of the system with rigid or
flexible bodies. Using internal coordinates, these regions are connected together via kinematic
joints [14]-[16]. Alternatively, coarse-grained modeling may be implemented by considering a
group of atoms as a spherical bead, and applying particle dynamics to formulate the equations of
motion of each large pseudo-atom [17, 18]. Such systems may also be modeled in the multiscale
and/or adaptive [16] framework to capture the dynamics of the system more accurately. These
models may contain multiple resolutions ranging from fine scale atomistic domains, coarsegrained macromolecules to continuum level system descriptions.
Herein, we extend the approach used to approximate long-range gravitational force and the
associated moment in spacecraft dynamics [19] to the pairwise forces in articulated multiscale
simulation of molecular systems. We provide an approximation of the resultant force and the associated moment applied from a particle to a body (pseudo-atom) consisting of many particles.
The resultant moment approximated here is due to the fact that the net force does not necessarily
act through the center of mass of the body (pseudo-atom). This moment should be considered
when the equations of motion are formed in an articulated multibody framework. However,
it is neglected in most coarse-grained bead models which use particle dynamics. These approximations can be used to find the long-range interactions between the atoms and rigidified
nucleotides of an RNA shown in Fig. 1. We also derive the approximation for the spatial force
due to the interactions between particles embedded in two pseudo-atoms (bodies). For the same
system shown in Fig. 1, this approximation is applied to find the far-field interactions among the
rigidified nucleotides. Herein, multipole and Taylor series expansion coefficients are elaborated
and as such, expressed using terms with physical meanings. For instance, we define pseudo2
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center and pseudo-inertia tensor for each body. Then, we express the approximations in terms
of the location of the pseudo-center and specific elements of the pseudo-inertia tensor of each
body. This tensor is calculated for each rigid subdomain of the system before starting the simulation. We also show that if the pseudo-center is defined for the subdomain and is selected as the
origin of the body-fixed frame, the first (dipole) moment disappears in the force approximation.
2

FORCE ON A SMALL BODY FROM A PARTICLE

Consider particle P̄ , and body B (not necessarily a rigid body) containing N particles shown
in Fig. 2. Any arbitrary particle Pi belonging to B experiences a pairwise force due to its
interaction with P̄ . Herein, we assume that this force is expressed by the following relation
FP̄ Pi =

s+1
κλ̄λi
2
er i = κλ̄λi r i (r i )− 2 ,

s
(|r i |)

(1)

where, λi and λ̄ are the quantities corresponding to the force field, κ is the constant associated
with the force field of interest, and s is an integer. In this formula, er i is the unit vector from
particle P̄ to Pi . This general formulation may be used to address the gravitational, Coulombic
or London forces. For instance, if one is interested in pairwise forces due to the Coulomb’s
law, κ is replaced by the Coulomb force constant, λi represents the charge of the particle, and
s becomes 2. For each body, we define the lumped quantity corresponding to the quantity of
interest λ as


Λ=

N


(2)

λi .

i=1

We also define the “pseudo-center” of the body denoted by Cλ . Position vector of this point
with respect to the center of mass (i.e., B ∗ ) is determined by the following relation
N
Ri λi
Rλ = i=1
,
(3)
Λ

provided that Λ = 0. In the above relation, Ri is the position vector of the particle (atom) Pi
measured from the center of mass of the body. In the following derivations, it is assumed that
the origin of the body-fixed frame coincides with the pseudo-center of the body.
Using the following relation based on Fig.2,
r i = R + r i ,

(4)

Eq. (1) is rewritten as
FP̄ Pi = κλ̄λi (R + ri )(R2 + r2i + 2R · ri )−

s+1
2

.

(5)

Introducing the intermediate vector qi as
qi =
3
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R
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Pi

r i

ri

Cλ
λ

Ri

R = Ra1

R

P̄

F P̄ P i

B∗

Figure 2: Particle P̄ applies the force FP̄ Pi to the particle Pi on body B.

and expressing vector R as
(7)

R = Ra1 ,
one can rewrite Eq. (5) in the following format
κλ̄λi
2
− s+1
2 .
(a
+
q
)(1
+
q
+
2a
·
q
)
1
i
1
i
i
Rs
Recalling the binomial series expansion,
FP̄ Pi =

(1 + x)n = 1 + nx +
the term (1 + q2i + 2a1 · qi )−

n(n − 1) 2 n(n − 1)(n − 2) 2
x +
x + ... (|x| < 1),
2
3!

s+1
2

(8)

(9)

in Eq. (8) is expanded as follows if |q2i + 2a1 · qi | < 1
s+1

(1 + q2i + 2a1 · qi )− 2
s+1 2
(s + 1)(s + 3) 2
(qi + 2a1 · qi ) +
(qi + 2a1 · qi )2
= 1−
2
8
(s + 1)(s + 3)(s + 5) 2
(qi + 2a1 · qi )3 + ...
−
48

(10)

Using the expression provided in Eq. (10), the total force experienced by body B due to the
pairwise interactions between its own particles and P̄ is rewritten as
FP̄ B

N
N
N


κλ̄ 
[
λi a 1 −
(s + 1)λi (a1 · qi )a1 +
λi q i
=
Rs i=1
i=1
i=1

−
−

N

(s + 1)
i=1
N

i=1

2

λi q2i a1

+

N

(s + 1)(s + 3)
i=1

(s + 1)λi (a1 · qi )qi + ...)].

2

λi (a1 · qi )2 a1
(11)

We elaborate on different terms in the above expression based on their orders with respect to
|ri |
.
R
4
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• O( |rRi | )0 :
N

N

κλ̄ 
κλ̄  (2) κλ̄Λ
λ
a
=
a1
λi = s a 1
i 1
Rs i=1
Rs i=1
R

(12)

• O( |rRi | ):
N
N

κλ̄(s + 1)
κλ̄ 
−
a1 a1 ·
λi ri + (s+1)
λi r i
R(s+1)
R
i=1
i=1

(13)

Although it is mentioned in [4] that the dipole moment measured from the center of charge
(pseudo-center in this paper) vanishes if “the charges are all positive” [4] (λi > 0), in the
following we show that the dipole (first) moment measured from the pseudo-center (if
defined) becomes zero independent of the sign of λi
N

i=1

λi r i =

N

i=1

λi (Ri − Rλ ) =

N

i=1

λi Ri − Rλ

N

i=1

λi = ΛRλ − ΛRλ = 0. (14)
(2)

Consequently, the first order terms disappear if the pseudo-center is defined as the origin
of the body-fixed frame.
• O( |rRi | )2 :
N

N


(s + 1)  2
(s + 1)(s + 3)
κλ̄
a
a
[−
λ
r
+
a
·
λi r i r i · a 1
1
i i
1 1
R(s+2)
2
2
i=1
i=1
− (s + 1)a1 ·

N


λi ri ri ].

(15)

i=1

To simplify the above expression, we define the “pseudo-inertia” tensor for body B associated with the quantity λ with respect to its own pseudo-center as
B/Cλ

Iλ



=

N

i=1

(U r2i − ri ri )λi ,

(16)

where U denotes the identity tensor. This tensor represents the tensor of the moment of
inertia (second moment) of the body if one studies the gravitational force [19]. For the
Coulombic force, this tensor turns out to be the quadrupole moment tensor [20]. Defining
the trace of the pseudo-inertia tensor as
B/C
tr(Iλ λ )

=2

N


λi r2i

=⇒

i=1

N

i=1

5
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and using the following property
N


B/Cλ

λi r i r i =

i=1

tr(Iλ
2

)

B/Cλ

U − Iλ

(18)

,

the second order terms are simplified as
B/Cλ

(s + 1)
(s + 1)(s + 3)
tr(Iλ
κλ̄
B/C
tr(Iλ λ )a1 +
a1 a1 · (
[−
(s+2)
R
4
2
2
B/Cλ
tr(Iλ
)
B/C
U − Iλ λ )].
−(s + 1)a1 · (
2

)

B/Cλ

U − Iλ

) · a1
(19)

Substituting Eqns. (12), (13), and (19) into Eq. (11), the net force applied to the body is
expressed as
s(s + 1)
(s + 1)(s + 3)
κλ̄
B/C
B/C
{Λa1 + [
tr(Iλ λ ) −
a1 · Iλ λ · a1 ]a1
s
2
2
R
4R
2R
s+1
r 3
B/Cλ
+
a 1 · Iλ
+ O( ) },
R2
R

FP̄ B =

(20)

where r is the position vector of a generic point on B with respect to the pseudo-center of the
body. If the particle P̄ is far enough from the pseudo-center of the body such that the largest
distance from the pseudo-center to the particles embedded in body B is smaller than the distance
between P̄ and Cλ , i.e., maxi∈B |ri | << R, one can ignore the third and higher order terms in
Eq. (20). Additionally, introducing a dextral, orthogonal set of unit vectors, a1 , a2 , and a3 , and
defining the elements of the pseudo-inertia matrix in a-basis as
B/Cλ

Iij = ai · Iλ

· aj (i, j = 1, 2, 3),

(21)

one arrives at the following approximation for the resultant force
s(s + 1)
(s + 1)(s + 3)
κλ̄
B/C
{Λa1 + [
tr(Iλ λ ) −
I11 ]a1
s
2
R
4R
2R2
s+1
(I11 a1 + I21 a2 + I31 a3 )}.
+
R2

F̃P̄ B =

(22)

The above equation represents the second order multipole approximation of the force applied
from particle P̄ to body B. The first term shows the interaction between the particle and the
body in which the whole body is treated as a particle located at its pseudo-center with the
lumped quantity Λ. Since the origin of the body-fixed frame is located at its pseudo-center, the
first moment does not appear in the approximate force. Further, the trace of the pseudo-inertia
tensor which appears in this expression is an invariant quantity for rigid superatoms. In other
words, it does not change when the orientation and location of the rigid body changes within the
6
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course of the simulation. As such, once this term is calculated, there is no need to update it. The
pseudo-inertia tensor is also a constant matrix for the rigid body if expressed in its body-basis.
Therefore, if this tensor is calculated for a rigid subdomain of the system at some time either
before or during the simulation, there is no additional cost associated with forming or using
this dyadic during the course of the simulation. It is only necessary to monitor the superatom
location and orientation to update this tensor at each time step.
Since the pseudo-center is not defined (see Eq. (3)) for a body with zero lumped quantity Λ,
the center of mass of the body (subdomain) is considered as the origin of the body-fixed frame
to derive the above equations. As such, the pseudo-inertia tensor used in Eq. (22) is defined
about B ∗ . Since the origin of the body-fixed frame is located at the center of mass of the body
rather than the pseudo-center, unlike
N the previous derivations, the first moment is not zero. For
such a system, using the relation i=1 λi = −λj from Eq. (2), one can rewrite the first moment
i=j

measured from the center of mass of the body as
N

i=1

λi Ri =

N


(λi Ri ) + λj Rj =

i=1
i=j

N

i=1
i=j

λ i Ri − Rj

N


λi =

i=1
i=j

N

i=1
i=j

λi (Ri − Rj ),

(23)

which is effectively the first moment measured from the reference point j. Since j is an arbitrary point of the body, this relation demonstrates that if the pseudo-center is not defined
for the subdomain, the first moment is constant regardless of the choice of the origin. Consequently, when the lumped quantity of the pseudo-atom is zero, it is necessary to consider its
origin-independent first moment in Eq. (22). Further, this term becomes time-invariant for rigid
subdomains of the system.
3

FORCE ON A SMALL BODY FROM A SMALL BODY

Consider bodies B and B̄ shown in Fig. 3 containing N and N̄ particles, respectively. Each
body experiences a resultant force due to the pairwise interactions between particles {Pi }N
i=1
belonging to B, and {P̄j }N̄
j=1 embedded in B̄. Summing over the low order approximation
of the resultant forces applied to B by particles P̄j on B̄ from Eq. (22), one arrives at the
approximate net force applied to body B from B̄ as
F̃B̄B =

N̄

κΛλj
j=1

−

R̄js

āj1

N̄
κλj  s(s + 1)
B/C
+ s
{[
tr(Iλ λ )
2
4R̄j
R̄j j=1

(s + 1)(s + 3) j B/Cλ j j s + 1 j B/Cλ
ā1 · Iλ
· ā1 ]ā1 +
ā · I
},
2R̄j2
R̄j2 1 λ

(24)

where R̄j denotes the distance from P̄j to the pseudo-center of body B, and āj1 is the corresponding unit vector.
We initially elaborate on the first summation in the above equation. Based on the geometry
7
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Pi

r̄j

R=

λ

a1
a1
−R

Ri

P̄j

Cλ
R

R̄j =

ri

j
R̄j ā1

B∗
B

C̄λ

B̄

Figure 3: Body B̄ applies a resultant force to body B due to the pairwise interaction between the particles
belonging to different bodies.

shown in Fig. 3, the term

āj1
R̄js

can be replaced by the following relation

s+1
s+1
āj1
= R̄j (R̄2j )− 2 = −(R + r̄j )(R2 + r̄2j + 2R · r̄j )− 2 ,
s
R̄j

(25)

where R is the position vector of the pseudo-center of body B̄ relative to the pseudo-center of
body B which is written as
R = −Ra1 .

(26)

r̄

Introducing the intermediate vector q̄j = − Rj , Eq. (25) becomes
s+1
āj1
1
= s (a1 + q̄j )(1 + q̄2j + 2a1 · q̄j )− 2 .
s
R
R̄j

(27)

We replace the first summation of Eq. (24) with the above expression and expand the term
s+1
(1 + q̄2j + 2a1 · q̄j )− 2 using the binomial expansion described in section 2. The zeroth order
r̄
terms in Rj are treated the same as those provided in Eq. (12). Similar to the results provided for
r̄
Eq. (13), the first order terms in Rj disappear since the pseudo-center coincides with the origin
r̄
of the body-fixed frame. The second order terms are even functions of q̄j = − Rj . As such,
the negative sign used in the definition of q̄j disappears. Therefore, this vector in the second
order terms is treated exactly the same as qi in Eq. (15). Finally, the first term of Eq. (24) is
approximated by
N̄

κΛλj
j=1

R̄js

āj1 ≈
−

κΛΛ̄
κΛ s(s + 1)
B̄/C¯
a1 + s {[
tr(Īλ λ )
s
2
R
R
4R
s+1
(s + 1)(s + 3)
B̄/C¯
B̄/C¯
a1 · Īλ λ · a1 ]a1 +
a1 · Īλ λ },
2
2
2R
R
8
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B̄/C¯

where Īλ λ is the pseudo-inertia tensor of body B̄ about its pseudo-center, and the lumped

quantity of body B̄ is defined as Λ̄ = N̄
j=1 λ̄j .
In the second summation of Eq. (24), R̄ and āj1 may be replaced by R and a1 , respectively,
since this summation involves the terms of second or higher degree in |ri |, so that no terms of
interest for the purpose at hand are lost through this replacement. Defining the elements of the
pseudo-inertia tensors of the bodies in a-basis, this relation is expressed in terms of the elements
of the pseudo-inertia tensor as


κΛΛ̄
κΛ s(s + 1)
(s + 1)(s + 3) ¯
B̄/C¯
a1 + s {[
tr(Īλ λ ) −
I11 ]a1
s
2
R
R
4R
2R2
s+1 ¯
¯21 a2 + I¯31 a3 )} + κΛ̄ {[ s(s + 1) tr(I B/Cλ )
(
I
a
+
I
+
11
1
λ
R2
Rs
4R2
s+1
(s + 1)(s + 3)
I11 ]a1 +
(I11 a1 + I21 a2 + I31 a3 )}.
−
2
2R
R2

F̃B̄B =

(29)

The approximation provided in Eq. (29) is valid if the distance between the pseudo-centers of
bodies B and B̄ is greater than the distance between the pseudo-center of each body and the
corresponding farthest particle, i.e., maxi∈B |ri | << R and maxj∈B̄ |r̄j | << R. The symmetry
observed in the net force properly implies that the provided approximation does not violate
Newton’s third law of motion.
4

MOMENT ON A SMALL BODY FROM A PARTICLE

Since the resultant force calculated in section 2 does not generally act through the center
of mass of the body, it creates a moment about B ∗ . Based on the geometry shown in Fig. 2,
the resultant moment about B ∗ due to the interaction between P̄ and Pi is expressed by the
following cross product
∗

(30)

MP̄BPi = Ri × FP̄ Pi .

According to Fig. 2, and knowing that both r i and FP̄ Pi are collinear vectors, this moment
becomes
∗

MP̄BPi = (Rλ − R) × FP̄ Pi + r i × FP̄ Pi .
  

(31)

0

As such, body B experiences the following moment about its center of mass due to the interactions between its own particles and P̄
∗
MP̄BB

=

N

i=1

(Rλ − R) × FP̄ Pi = (Rλ − R) ×

N

i=1

FP̄ Pi = (Rλ − R) × FP̄ B .

(32)

Substituting R from Eq. (7) into the above equation, using the approximate force from Eq. (20),
and defining the elements of the pseudo-inertia tensor in a-basis, the approximate moment about
9
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the center of mass of the body is expressed as
∗

κλ̄
s(s + 1)
(s + 1)(s + 3)
B/C
Rλ × {Λa1 + [
tr(Iλ λ ) −
I11 ]a1
s
2
R
4R
2R2
s+1
κλ̄(s + 1)
+
(I
a
+
I
a
+
I
a
)}
−
(I21 a3 − I31 a2 ).
11
1
21
2
31
3
R2
R(s+1)

M̃P̄BB =

(33)

In the above equation, if the pseudo-center and the center of mass of the body coincide, i.e.,
Rλ = 0, the last term only contributes to the moment applied to body B. In this case, if a1 is
aligned with one of the principal axes of the pseudo-inertia tensor of body B, the approximate
moment formulation provides a zero value. As such, the analyst may use the exact calculations
or higher order approximation to find the moment.
5

MOMENT ON A SMALL BODY FROM A SMALL BODY

Since the resultant force applied to body B from body B̄ does not necessarily pass through
the center of mass of body B, it creates a moment about B ∗ . As such, the resultant moment can
be approximated as a summation over the approximate moments applied by each particle P̄j on
B̄ to body B as
∗
M̃B
B̄B

=

N̄

κλj Λ
j=1

R̄js

Rλ ×

āj1

+

N̄

κλj
j=1

R̄js

Rλ × {[

s(s + 1)
B/C
tr(Iλ λ )
2
4R̄j

−

(s + 1)(s + 3) j B/Cλ j j s + 1 j B/Cλ
ā1 · Iλ
· ā1 ]ā1 +
ā · I
}
2R̄j2
R̄j2 1 λ

−

N̄

κλj (s + 1)
j=1

(s+1)
R̄j

B/Cλ

āj1 × (āj1 · Iλ

).

(34)

The first summation can be expanded exactly the same as the manipulation conducted in section
3. Similarly, since the terms in the second and third summations are second or higher orders in
|r̄j |, we may replace R̄ and āj1 by R and a1 , respectively. Defining the elements of the pseudoinertia tensors of the bodies in a-basis, the approximate moment about the center of mass of
body B from B̄ due to the pairwise interactions between the particles embedded in B and B̄ is
expressed as
κΛΛ̄
Rλ × a 1
Rs
κΛ
s(s + 1)
(s + 1)(s + 3) ¯
B̄/C¯
+ s Rλ × {[
tr(Īλ λ ) −
I11 ]a1 +
2
R
4R
2R2
κΛ̄
s(s + 1)
(s + 1)(s + 3)
B/C
+ s Rλ × {[
tr(Iλ λ ) −
I11 ]a1 +
2
R
4R
2R2
κΛ̄(s + 1)
−
(I21 a3 − I31 a2 ).
R(s+1)
∗

M̃B
B̄B =

10
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s+1 ¯
(I11 a1 + I¯21 a2 + I¯31 a3 )}
R2
s+1
(I11 a1 + I21 a2 + I31 a3 )}
R2
(35)
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In the above equation, if the pseudo-center and center of mass of body B coincide, only the
last term survives and contributes to the moment. In this case, if a1 is aligned with one of the
principal axes of the pseudo-inertia tensor of body B, the moment becomes zero. Consequently,
either the exact moment calculation may be used to find the resultant moment or the moment is
approximated considering higher order terms.
6

CONCLUSIONS

A novel method to approximate the resultant force and moment due to the long-range particlebody and body-body interactions in Cartesian coordinates has been presented. The effective
moment is due to the fact the resultant force does not necessarily act through the center of mass
of the body. In this low order multipole approximation, for each body of the system, a pseudocenter and pseudo-inertia tensor have been defined. Using the pseudo-center of the body (if
defined) as the origin of the body-fixed frame, the first (dipole) moment disappears in the force
approximation. In this derivation, the quadrupole terms have been elaborated and expressed in
terms of the elements of the pseudo-inertia tensor (qurdaupole moment tensor). This matrix
is constant for each rigid body (subdomain) if expressed in its own body basis. As such, it is
formed in the preprocessing step, and there is no additional cost associated with forming this
tensor during the course of the simulation.
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Abstract. A hybrid numerical technique is proposed for a characterization of the radar cross
section of a microstrip patch antenna residing in a dielectric filled cavity which is loaded by a
sinusoidal mechanical pressure. A new 3D hexahedral finite element is developed in order to
take into account the deformed shape of the antenna within the electromagnetic computations.
The numerical tool combines the finite element and boundary integral methods to formulate a
system for the solution of the fields at the aperture and those inside the cavity. In this work,
numerical examples are presented for demonstrating the ability and the validity of the
hexahedral element.
1

INTRODUCTION

The framework of the present study is the development of metamaterial strip antennas for
aeronautical applications. This work is part of the MSIE project (Intelligent Materials and
Structures for Electromagnetism), launched in 2008 by the competitiveness French cluster
AStech. The aim of this project is the reduction of antennas on aircrafts using conformable
microstrips made of metamaterials.
Such antennas, which are thin and conformable to planar or warped surfaces, can easily be
embedded on any aircraft surfaces. Since these surfaces are subjected to aerodynamic and
thermal loads, the influences of geometry change and mechanical strains on the
electromagnetic signals of the antenna have to be studied. Available commercial predictive
analysis tools appear not to be well suited for structural systems involving multiphysical
couplings, and in particular electromagnetism.
The main difficulty in the solution of a problem involving deformable antennas is the
accurate evaluation of the integrals over the unbounded domain of the electromagnetic
radiation. Classical numerical methods for structural mechanics, such as Finite Element
Method (FEM), require the discretisation of the domain far from the source region, which
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leads to an excessive computational effort. An efficient solution consists in the combined
Finite Element-Boundary Integral (FE-BI) Method [1], first developed in mechanical
engineering and later introduced in electromagnetism.
This method consists in introducing a fictitious boundary that encloses the structures to be
studied. Classical FEM is then used to approximate the fields in the interior domain, whereas
the fields in the exterior region are evaluated by the boundary integral method. These fields
are coupled at the fictitious boundary via the field continuity conditions. This leads to a
coupled system of the interior and boundary fields to be solved.
The new numerical tool here proposed is based on a weak coupling between
electromagnetism and mechanical behaviour. The FEM/BIM approach is used with a new
dedicated 3D hexahedral finite element. The mechanical field is approximated through a
classical nodal formulation while the electromagnetic one is expressed by an edge formulation
[2]. This completely new software has been implemented from scratch and it has been
validated through various benchmarks found in the literature [4]. This contribution presents
an extension of the FEM/BIM technique applied to numerical simulations for the
characterization of a patch antenna subjected to bending loads.

2 FORMULATION OF THE COUPLED PROBLEM
2.1 Geometric description
In the present work, the considered antennal structure is illustrated in Figure 1. It consists in
a rectangular patch antenna residing on a cavity [1] recessed in an infinite ground plane. The
cavity is filled with a homogeneous dielectric material having a relative permittivity εr and a
relative permeability µr. The antenna thickness is assumed to be smaller than the substrate
height. Therefore, it will be neglected in the following developments. Furthermore, this
structure is supposed to be integrated on composite aircraft panels.

Figure 1: Studied one patch antenna

In the following sections, the free space region above the cavity and the ground plane, and
below these ones will be respectively denoted by V∞ and V symbols (see Figure 2).
The antenna is studied in a receiving run mode. Thus, the cavity is illuminated by
electromagnetic waves emitted by a source point of the region V∞. Considering the Cartesian
coordinate system presented in the Figure 3, the incident wave, emitted from a source point M'
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and received by an observation point M, is respectively located by the following position


vectors r '= OM' and r = OM . The related Euclidian norms are defined by


r′ = r ′ = x ′2 + y ′2 + z′2 and r = r = x 2 + y 2 + z 2 .
At last, the cavity is assumed to be subjected to some mechanical loads such as pressures.
The
and variational formulations are presented in the next sections.
€ governing equations
€
€

€

Figure 3: The incident field and the Cartesian
coordinate system

Figure 2: The cavity model and its surrounding regions

2.2 Mechanical governing equations and weak form
Assuming the antenna is embedded on a composite panel, the cavity volume V will be
subjected to mechanical distortions of its support. Taking into account strains in the
electromagnetic computations is then essential.
Considering a static approach, the mechanical governing equations consists in the
equilibrium equation, the constitutive equation in V and the strain-displacement relationship
[3] :
 
(1)
div T + f = 0


T = C S ( u)
€

 1


S ( u) = grad u + grad T u
2

(

(2)

)

(3)

€
 
where T, S ( u) , f and C are respectively the stress tensor, the strain tensor, the prescribed
body forces vector applied to V and the elastic stiffness tensor. In addition to these equations,
one has to take into €
account the mechanical boundary conditions : a first one where

u is imposed, and the second one where a surface force
mechanical
vector
displacement

€ €F is applied on the boundary ∂V .
vector
F
The weak form of the mechanical boundary value problem is then given by :
€
€

€
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∫


find u ∈ U ad such that :


 
S * ( u* ) : T ( u)dV = u* f dV +

∫

V

V

(4)

∫

 
u*F dS

∂VF


€
*
for any admissible virtual displacement u* ∈ U ad
. This variational principle is the usual
starting point for any finite element approximation in mechanical modelling.
€
2.3 Electromagnetic governing equations and weak form
€
Here, the FEM/BIM technique [4] is used. The proposed method involves the equivalence
principle to subdivide the original problem into two equivalent problems. They are then
coupled by enforcing field continuity. The fields in each region are subsequently formulated
via a variational or integral equation approach leading to a coupled set of integral equations
solved via the finite element method.
2.3.1

The governing equations

The Maxwell's equations (in the usual time harmonic convention e jωt ) and the constitutive
relations are :


rot E = − j ω µr µ0 H


rotH = jω εr ε0 E

(5)

€
(6)

€


div D = ρ

( )

(7)

€


div B = 0

( )

(8)


 

D = ε0εr E , B = µ0µr H

(9)

€

 

€
where D, B , ε0 , µ0 and ρ respectively
are the electric flux density related to the E field, the

magnetic flux density related to the H field, the permittivity and the permeability in the free
space region and the electric
€ charge density.
€
€ € € €
€
€ conditions and loads
2.3.2 Boundary
€
− The excitation vector : Considering the antenna runs in a receiving mode, the excitation
vector is defined by the incident plane
 inc wave model [4]. The propagation direction of the
travelling wave is defined by k . Thus, the excitation vector received by an

observation point located by r is given as a function of the electric field polarisation E 0
and the wavenumber k0 by :
€

 inc 


E inc = E 0 e− j k0 k . r

(10)

€
€
− The perfect electric conductor : the boundary conditions associated to the cavity model
are those of perfect electric conductors prescribed on the cavity walls indicated in the
Figure 2. They enforce no tangential electric fields on the metallic regions such as the

€
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patch and the ground plane :

  
n∧E =0

(11)

− The integral equation on the aperture surface S : in accordance with the equivalence
principle [4], the fields existing in the free space region (above the ground
are
  plane)

then due to the radiation caused by the equivalent magnetic
currents
residing
M
=
E
∧
n


€
on the ground plane. Accordingly, the magnetic field H ext created by M in the external
region is defined by :


(12)
k
  €
H ext = 2 H inc − 2 j
G€0 ( r , r ′) E ∧ n d€S ′
Z0
S
 inc
where H denotes the magnetic field due to an incident wave, Z0 is the intrinsic
impedance in free space and G 0 is the free space dyadic Green's function [5]. Enforcing
continuity€of the tangential electric fields across the interface S, the fields in both the
€ internal and external regions are then coupled :


(13)
€
 E int  E ext
n ∧  int = n ∧  ext
H
H

∫∫

(

)

where the superscripts int and ext respectively denote the fields created in the internal
region V and the unbounded external region V∞.
€
2.3.3 Weak form formulation
Considering the equations (5) to (13), the variational principle leads to the weak form of
the electromagnetic problem :

(14)
find E ∈ E ad such that :
 

b E, E * = c E *
*
*
for all admissible virtual electric
€ field E ∈ E ad , with :


 
 
(15)
2
E *εr E dV
b E, E * € =
rot E *µ−1
r rot E dV − k 0
V
V
* 
  
2
€
E S n ∧ G 0 ( r , r′) ∧ n ′ E S′ dS ′dS
+k0

(

(

) ( )

∫

)

∫

∫∫ (

  
c ( E ) = −2 j k ∫ ( n ∧ E )( k
S

)

S

*
S

*

0

S

inc


∧ E inc dS

)

(16)

€
where S = Saperture represents the aperture zone of the cavity that is not covered by the metallic


patch as illustrated in Figure 2. The n and n ′ denote the normals associated to the observation

point M and the
€ source point M' lying on the aperture area. The fields E and E S are
respectively the internal and aperture electric fields.
A difficulty in the evaluation
€
€ of this quadruple surface integral within (15) is the usual
singularity associated with the derivatives of the free space Green's function. This can be
€
€
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numerically computed by considering two different Gauss quadratures, each is related to the
observation surface (S) and the source surface (S').
3 SOLVING THE COUPLED PROBLEM
3.1 Weak form of the coupling
The mechanical behaviour of the antenna is assumed to be non sensitive to the
electromagnetic phenomena. Therefore, a weak coupling between the electromagnetic part
and the mechanical one is considered. The problem can be studied in two successive steps :
− firstly, the mechanical problem (4) is solved in order to compute the deformed shape of
the antenna. The displacements are interpolated at the element nodes.
− secondly, the computation of the electromagnetic problem (14) is done by taking into
account the deformed mesh.
3.2 A 3D hexahedral vector/node-based element
The antenna is meshed using 3D hexahedral finite elements (see Figure 4). The same
element is used to solve either the mechanical or the electromagnetic problem. In order to
ensure the compatibility between the two physical domains, the mechanical displacements are
linearly interpolated at the 8 nodes of the element :
8


u=

∑ N (ξ,η,ζ )u
i

(17)

i

n=1

whereas the electric fields are approximated through the 12 edges of those :
€


E=

12



∑W (ξ,η,ζ ) E
i

i

(18)

n=1


The N i are the classical nodal shape functions of a hexahedra while W i are the vector
shape functions [1] related to this kind of finite element. In (19), the quantities E i represents
the electric field magnitude€lying on the hexahedra edges.
Through this way, the hexahedral elements are able to take into account the deformed
€
€
shape information when performing the electromagnetic computation.
By virtue of the finite
element method, the technique is then pertinent to study a patch €
antenna residing on a
dielectric substrate that is mechanically loaded.
Introducing the field approximations in equations (4) and (14), the mechanical discretized
problem can be written as the following form :
K FEM {qU } = {Fext }mech

(19)

where K FEM , {qU } and {Fext }mech , are respectively the stiffness matrix, the unknown
displacements and the mechanical excitation vector. For the electromagnetic problem, one
€
obtains :
€

€

€
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(Y

FEM

)

− k 02 ( LFEM − LBIM ) {qE } = {Fext }em

(20)

where YFEM , LFEM , LBIM , {qE } and {Fext }em represent respectively the admittance matrix, the
inductance matrices related to the interior and the exterior fields, the unknown electric fields
€
and the electromagnetic
excitation vector. The subscripts FEM and BIM denote the matrices
that are resulting from the discretization of the interior volume V and the aperture region S.
€
€
€
€
€

Figure 4: The 3D hexahedral vector/node-based finite element

4

NUMERICAL VALIDATION

In order to validate the coupling formulation, a numerical test presented in [4] is
considered. It consists in computing the radar cross section (RCS) of a patch antenna as a
function of its curvature. In the test, the deformed shape of the antenna is just controlled by
the curvature radius. In this section, the RCS of the same antenna is computed with a
deformed mesh resulting from a mechanical pressure load.

The radar cross section σ is computed from the scattered magnetic fields H far and is
defined by :
 far 2
H
€
€
σ = lim 4 π r 2  2
(21)
r →∞
H inc
 2
where H inc is equal to unity. The RCS is usually normalized to λ2, the squared wavelength.

The scattered magnetic €
fields result from the integration of the surface magnetic currents
emitted by a test point M' lying on the aperture surface S , and received by an observation
point M located at the infinity space :
€

k
 
H far = j 0
G 0 ( r, r′) n ∧ E S′ dS ′
(22)
Z0 S

∫

(

€
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4.1 Geometric description of the benchmark
The structure consists in a rectangular patch residing in a dielectric filled cavity, which the
relative permittivity is εr = 2.17, the relative permeability is µr = 1.00 and the Young modulus
is about E = 1 000 MPa. The patch dimensions are 20 mm x 30 mm and the cavity size is 50
mm x 60 mm x 0.7874 mm. The antenna is simply supported along the y direction at x = 0
and is mechanically loaded by a sinusoidal pressure :


p = p0 sinπ


x

L

(23)

where L = 50 mm here.
Considering a receiving antenna, the electromagnetic excitation is a vertical incident field
and set for a transversal magnetic polarisation (α = 0°, see Figure 5).
€

Figure 5: Incident field and polarisation setup

The sensitivity of the RCS to the curvature is studied with respect to various pressure
magnitudes p0 and with respect to a frequency range going from 4.0 GHz to 6.0 GHz. The
magnitudes p0 listed in Table 1 were chosen in order to match two curvatures studied by [4]
for the considered antenna. Figure 6 presents two configurations of the strained antenna
resulting from the cylindrical pressure p.

Pressure magnitude p0

Associated curvature
radius R

0.54 x 10-3 MPa

2 000 mm

7.21 x 10-3 MPa

150 mm

Table 1: Curvature radii as a function of the mechanical pressure p loading the antenna

8
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(a) Curvature radius R = 2 000 mm
(very close to planar configuration)

(b) Curvature radius R = 150 mm

Figure 6: Configurations of the strained patch antenna loaded by a sinusoidal pressure

4.2 RCS as a function of the frequency
The backscattered RCS of the antenna are shown in Figure 7. They are related to the planar
and the curved cases which the curvature radii R = 150 mm and R = 2 000 mm. The results
performed with the hexahedral elements are in good agreement with the brick elements
simulations done in [4]. The resonance frequencies and the dB levels are similar with both the
hexahedra and brick finite elements. As expected for a very large radius (2 000 mm), it can be
seen that the planar and the curved RCS are nearly merged. A 19% RCS shift is noticed for
the 150 mm curved configuration. Therefore, the planar configuration represents an envelope
for infinite radii of curvature and bounds lower ones.

Figure 7: RCS of a patch antenna related to a planar and two cylindrical structural configurations

Conversely, an important point has to be underlined concerning the numerical treatment of
the BIM part. Our solutions are computed with two different Gauss quadratures whereas an
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exact form of the planar Green's function contribution is considered in the computational
process used in [4]. Moreover, the ability of hexahedral elements to take into account each
node coordinates allows both planar and conformal configurations to be computed through the
same element. For brick elements, treating planar and conformal shape needs to implement a
planar and a curved brick element respectively. In the future, the hexahedral elements will
enable us to treat more arbitrary strained structures than using bricks and furthermore, to
investigate the effects of singly or doubly curvatures on the RCS.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The presented work concerns the computation of the RCS property of a patch antenna
loaded by a sinusoidal mechanical pressure. A weak coupling between the electromagnetic
and the mechanical domains was assumed. The simulations were performed through the
FEM/BIM method considering a new 3D hexahedral finite element that combines the
interpolation of the electromagnetic fields (at the element edges) and the mechanical fields (at
the nodes of the hexahedra). Then, the main feature of the hexahedral element is the ability to
take into account the deformed shape of the antenna within the electromagnetic computations.
Moreover, the FEM/BIM technique allows the computational domain to be only reduced to
the structure volume since the unbounded external region is modelled through the BIM and
then avoid the free space to be meshed.
The good agreement between the numerical results and the literature ones confirms the
validity of the hexahedral element and the ability of the method to be applied to simulate the
mechanic/electromagnetic coupled problem for a cylindrical conforming context. In order to
enlarge the use of this work, more a kind of mechanical loads imposed on the antenna has to
be considered such as twisting loads.
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Abstract. In order to ensure the galvanic isolation of an electrical system following a manual
operation or a default strike, current limitation properties of the electric arc are used, forcing a
fast decrease to zero current. Modeling this process reveals complex, since it involves a large
amount of physical phenomena (radiation, phase transitions, electromagnetism, fluid
dynamics, plasma physics). In order to get a robust solving, enhancing strongly coupled
resolution and time constants compatibility, the Finite Volume Method has been chosen. This
method was first implemented on intrinsic electromagnetism problems (current flow,
magnetostatics including non-linear materials, and magnetodynamics). Once validated, the
models have been successfully used in the Schneider's current-interruption dedicated
software, thus allowing a significantly improved simulation of Schneider Electric circuit
breakers.
1

INTRODUCTION

Various multiphysic modeling, and more particularly the arc interruption modeling,
requires fluid dynamics and electromagnetic models [1]. Whereas conventional Finite Volume
Method (FVM) usually dedicated to Computational Fluid Dynamics enforces the local
conservation of mass, momentum and energy [2], low-frequency electromagnetic software
minimizes global energy functionals within the Finite Elements Method (FEM) [3]. Hence,
magnetohydrodynamics problems are currently resolved by using either:
• a FE-CFD code, which is not suitable for circuit breaker applications because the
method is unable to model the shock waves during the interruption process; or
• an hybrid method combining a FVM and a FEM, thereby sacrificing the high level of
integration and the accuracy achieved with a single mesh [4].
Thus, the search for a common, effective and integrated model and important
hydrodynamic constraints call for a single numerical method for the two phenomena. In this
work, an electromagnetic model based on the FVM is adopted.
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2 ELECTROMAGNETISM WITHIN FINITE VOLUME METHOD
2.1 Finite Volume Method (FVM)
The Finite Volume Method is based on the local conservation (Fig. 1). Expressing the
balance in any elementary volume between the dissipative term (RHS) and the variation over
time and the flux exchanged at its boundary (LHS), it reads:
∂γ
+ div(− kgradγ + vγ ) = S

 source
∂t

diffusive and convective flux

Triansent
term

(1)

term

term

where γ denotes the transported physical quantity, k is the diffusion coefficient of the
transported quantity and v its velocity.
S

Φinput
dtγ
Φ output
Figure 1: Local balance of the flow Ф: dtγ is the local variation and S denotes the source term.

In FEM the unknowns are associated to the nodes or edges of the mesh and the integral
approximation is made by an approximation of the solution. In contrast, the unknowns are on
the cell-centroid and the integral approximation is made by an operator approximation in
FVM. Hence, the diffusive flux Df , across a face f of a scalar V is given by:
V −V A ⋅ A
A⋅A 

D f = ∫∫∫ div(− kgradV )dΩ = − k 1 0
+ kgradV ⋅  A − es

dsA⋅
es 
 A⋅ es
Ω



Primary flux (implicit term)

(2)

Secondary flux (explicit term)

where k is the diffusion coefficient at the face, V0 and V1 the scalar value in the cell c0 and c1,
A the area normal vector of face directed from cell c0 to c1, ds the distance between the cell
centroids, and es the unit normal vector in this direction.
C1

V1
ds,es

V0

A

C0

Figure 2: Diffusive flux approximation for non-orthogonal meshes
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While the first term of Df on the right hand side represents the primary gradient directed
along the vector es, the second term represents the cross diffusion term directed along the
vector es⊥. Notice that the former is an implicit term whereas the latter is explicit and allows
correcting fluxes for non-orthogonal meshes (Fig. 2).
The previous description was adapted successfully to solve linear magnetostatic problem
within the so-called T0-φ formulation [5]. This formulation is known to require a lower
number of degree of freedom than the magnetic potential vector formulation [6].
Unfortunately, no extension to non-linear case was given, preventing to compute the inclusion
of the electric arc in the splitter plates. In order to make feasible the whole arc inerruption
process – including its vanishing by the inclusion in the splitter plates –, a specific
formulation should be developed to take non-linear magnetostatic properties into account.
2.2 Non linear Magnetostatics (3D)
Within the 3D magnetostatic T0-φ formulation, the magnetic field reads H = T0−gradφ.
Hence, the magnetic flux density divergence-free is expressed as a diffusion equation with a
source term resulting from the field T0 obtained in vacuum:
div(− µr ∇φ ) = div(− µ r T0 )
 

(4)

source
term

diffusive
term

where µr is the non-linear magnetic permeability. Notice that −gradφ is nothing but the
demagnetizing field if T0 is given by the Biot and Savart’s law.
Among the various choices to describe the non-linearity [7], a two-parameter tan−1 law is
used to fit the anhysteretic curve. After an initial magnetostatic resolution in vacuum to
compute T0 and the set-up of the relative magnetic permeability µr – typically the half-value
of the relative magnetic permeability at the origin µr_init –, the computation is performed
iteratively thanks to an update of µr. To avoid the oscillation around the solution, an overrelaxation on µr is used. The inspection of the flux density conservation provides a criterion to
check the convergence (Fig. 3).
Set-up

µ(0) =µr_init/2

T0 resolution
H= T0− ∇φ

µ(n)=(1−α) µ(n−1)+α µ(H)
div(−µ(n) ∇φ) = div(−µ(n) T0)
Compute ∇φ
Convergence?
∑c| divB |<ξ
Figure 3: Flow chart algorithm for the resolution of a non-linear magnetostatic problem.
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The previous developments are used in a 2D case where two steady and opposite currents
flow in circular conductors to magnetize a non-linear ferromagnetic plate (Fig. 4).

Non-linear
magnetic
plate

Conductors
supplied by
a current

Figure 4: Refraction of the H-lines around a non-linear ferromagnetic plate magnetized by two conductors
supplied by opposite currents: The level of saturation of the plate may be followed by the permeability value µr.

The saturation is observed qualitatively and the numerical comparison with finite element
computations – achieved with Flux2D software – show that the relative error in energy
deviates less than 5% (Fig. 5). Hence, the extension of the T-φ formulation in 3D is quite
straightforward [8].
10

-7

2

2,5x10

Energy/I
2
Coenergy/I

-7

2

Energy/I (J/A )

8

6

-7

2

1,5x10

-7

4

-8

2

1,0x10
5,0x10

0,0

Relative error (%)

2,0x10

0

0,0

4

5,0x10

1,0x10

5

5

1,5x10

Current (A)
Figure 5: Energy and co-energy curves reduced by squared current (left) and the maximum relative error
computed with FEM (right) vs. supplied current.

3 CIRCUIT BREAKER MODELING
In the interruption process, the magneto-dynamic effects (eddy currents) can be neglected
both in feeders and splitter plates (often called arc chutes) [9]. Therefore it is possible to
model the process within the previous FV electromagnetic developments.
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3.1 The framework of the resolution procedure
The resolution procedure follows the chart represented in Fig.6 where one iteration is
represented. The previous formulation was implemented within the plasma physics-dedicated
Schneider Electric software. This code already included:
• a real gas model,
• a radiation model,
• a table of electrical properties,
• an arc root model.
Plasma
Initialization
Emag
model

σ

Electrical
properties

Lorentz
forces

Joule
losses

σ −1J 2

J ×B
Momentum
source
terms

T,P

Energy
source
terms

Fluid Dynamical
model
Mobil contact
displacement

Arc roots drop
Voltage

T,P,J
Arc root
model

T,P

Radiation
model
Ablation
model
Roots
losses

Figure 6: Resolution procedure chart for the interruption process modeling (T is the temperature, P the pressure,
and σ denotes the electrical conductivity).

All the models (real gas, radiation, root model and electromagnetism) are driven by the
fluid dynamical based core [10]. These models are the inputs of source terms in energy and
momentum. In the case of electromagnetism, the Lorentz forces and the Joule losses are
introduced in fluid dynamical solver (Fig. 5).
This resolution code is achieved within the CFD Fluent code thanks to the explicit solver,
which use a Gauss-Seidel method with a multi-grid resolution.
2.2 Circuit breaker modeling
The Fig. 7 shows a LV arc chamber currently designed in Schneider Electric. After
modeling of the whole interruption process occurring therein thanks to the non-linear
developments derived above, comparison with experiments is provided in Fig. 8. Agreement
is quite encouraging on both current and voltage drop.
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Figure 7: Typical circuit breaker arc chamber: While two electric arcs are initiated by the rotation of the moving
conductor (center), their displacement towards the splitter plates (right and left) is enhanced both by the loop
effect (provided by the feeders shape) and the switching reluctance effect (provided by the ferromagnetic parts).

10000

1000

I - experimental
I - numerical
Uarc - experimental
Uarc - numerical

800

7500

5000

400

2500

0
0,000

Uarc(V)

I (A)

600

200

0,001

0,002

0
0,003

t (s)
Figure 8: Comparison of numerical and experimental results on current and voltage drop during an interruption
process.

Hence, further investigations on local behaviors occurring during the interruption process
could be considered to enhance the arc chamber design. This kind of investigation was
performed on an experimental mock-up, composed of two feeders, three ferromagnetic
splitters plates, and a far pressure outlet (Fig. 9). The mesh has 400,000 cells and the
unknown solving are (ρ,v,H,V,T0,φ), respectively density, velocity, Gibbs’ energy, electrical
potential, field in the vacuum and magnetic scalar potential. The computational time for an
arc interruption process modeling is about 3 weeks on Pentium Xeon single core 2 GHz -2Gb
RAM, each time step running for 10ns.
The Fig. 9 also provides three iso-values of the current density during the whole arc
interruption process, and especially when the arc is getting into the ferromagnetic splitter
plates (also called arc chutes). As a result, the saturation of the splitter plates is effective
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during the breaking process, showing that a non-linear treatment of the field is required to
avoid an over-estimation of the driving force acting on the electric arc [6].
Furthermore, such investigations are necessary to enhance current limitation and
subsequently thermal and electrodynamical damages of the electrical installation.

Figure 9: Modeling of the arc interruption process: While the electric arc is displayed with three iso-values of the
current density (1.5⋅107; 8.0⋅106; 5⋅106 A⋅m-2), the saturation of the splitter plates is effective and represented with the
relative magnetic permeability µr.

CONCLUSION
Within sight of the results obtained thanks to non-linear magnetostatic developments, the
Finite Volume Method seems suitable to model efficiently electromagnetism. This method
does not have any ambition to compete with Finite Element Method but simply to allow a
stronger coupling between the fluid dynamical and electromagnetism in the specific case of
arc interruption. These electromagnetic developments allow already modeling the interruption
process with ferromagnetic materials. The comparison with the experimental data is not easy
but is under progress. Nevertheless, although non-linear ferromagnetic material modeling is
already efficient, CPU-time remains too huge to be used for the modeling of the whole arc
interruption process at a design center level. Subsequent improvements and productivity in
the design of arc interruption products (Medium- and Low-Voltage circuit-breaker) are
expected.
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Abstract. For the Particle-In-Cell (PIC) method which is used to simulate non-neutral
plasma the charge conservation is violated. To solve this problem several approaches have
been suggested. In this paper we shall investigate the hyperbolic divergence cleaning
method. It has been proposed in two different manners, one enforcing only Gauss’ law
and another considering both Gauss’ law and the magnetic monopole divergence constraint. We shall investigate the differences between the two approaches with numerical
simulations of a quasi 2D diode with the PIC method and a pure Maxwell equations example satisfying the charge conservation in its initial conditions. We use a discontinuous
Galerkin FEM-type space discretization method to solve the Maxwell equations. The
results of the numerical investigations are presented and the advantages or disadvantages
of both approaches w.r.t. performance and quality are discussed.
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1

Introduction

For given charge and current density, ρ and j, the evolution of the electromagnetic field
is given by the Maxwell equations,
∂E
j
= c2 ∇ × B − ,
(1)
∂t
ε0
∂B
= −∇ × E,
(2)
∂t
∇ · B = 0,
(3)
ρ
∇·E= ,
(4)
ε0
where E and B denote the electric field and the magnetic induction field, respectively.
c is the speed of light and ε0 is the electric permittivity.
When ρ and j satisfy the charge conservation equation
∂ρ
+ ∇ · j = 0,
(5)
∂t
for all times t ≥ 0, and when the initial E and B satisfy (4) and (3), respectively, the
Maxwell system of hyperbolic evolution equations (1) and (2) has a unique solution.
In the discrete case, i.e. using a numerical method such as the Finite-Element or FiniteVolume method, approximation errors of the fields (E, B) and the sources (ρ, j) lead to
small inconsistencies accumulating to large errors for long simulation times. Thus, the
charge conservation (5) is not satisfied by the discrete approximation any more. In the
scope of the Maxwell equations this means that Gauss’ law (4) is violated.
Another situation where the charge conservation is not satisfied occurs in the ParticleIn-Cell (PIC) framework where particles and fields are simulated in a self-consistent manner on discrete level [3, 4, 9]. In the PIC technique the particles are directly used as
sources that are assigned to the grid via special deposition methods, e.g. nearest-gridpoint, volume-weighting or shape-function [3, 9]. The deposition leads to errors in Gauss’
law (4) which can become very large in the course of time.
To resolve this problem mainly two approaches have been proposed, i.e. the projection
method [3] and a set of methods relying on a generalized Lagrange multiplier (GLM)
approach for the Maxwell equations. The latter has three different formulations, the
hyperbolic-elliptic constrained formulation proposed by Assous et al. [2], the hyperbolicparabolic form introduced by Marder [11] and the purely hyperbolic Maxwell (PHM)
system introduced by Munz et al. [12, 13], known as hyperbolic divergence cleaning.
In the frame of the standard projection approach a Poisson equation has to be solved
which requires large computational effort and is cumbersome for straightforward implementation of the scheme on parallel platforms.
The hyperbolic divergence cleaning technique seemed to be the best choice w.r.t. numerical complexity, locality and parallelization since it can be solved explicitly and, beyond that, yields qualitatively similar results to the projection method [9]. It is easy to
2
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implement in an explicit discontinuous Galerkin method, which will be used within this
work.
To satisfy charge conservation (5) the divergence constraint of Gauss’ law (4) has to be
coupled with the evolution equation (1). This is done by a generalized Lagrange multiplier
Φ. For the hyperbolic divergence cleaning Munz et al. proposed in [12] to incorporate
the Lagrange multiplier in the Maxwell equations as follows
∂E
j
= c2 ∇ × B − c2 ∇Φ − ,
(6a)
∂t
ε0
∂B
= −∇ × E,
(6b)
∂t
ρ
∂Φ
= −χ2 ∇ · E + χ2 ,
(6c)
∂t
ε0
where χ is a positive dimensionless parameter. The new variable Φ is an additional
degree of freedom, leading to a seven variable system in three space dimensions, named
PHM7 in the following. The physical interpretation of the new variable is a correction
potential that transports the divergence errors of the electrical field out of the domain
with the speed χ · c. The higher χ is the better (4) is satisfied. Obviously the monopole
constraint (3) for the magnetic fields is left out of consideration in the PHM7 system.
None the less it was recognized that violations of the magnetic divergence constraint also
appear, similar as in the context of Magneto-Hydro-Dynamics (MHD) [5, 1]. Thus in
the same year Munz et al. presented in [13] a system involving the magnetic divergence
constraint, yielding
∂E
j
= c2 ∇ × B − χc2 ∇Φ − ,
(7a)
∂t
ε0
∂B
= −∇ × E − γ∇ψ,
(7b)
∂t
∂Ψ
= −γc2 ∇ · B,
(7c)
∂t
ρ
∂Φ
= −χ∇ · E + χ ,
(7d)
∂t
ε0
where γ has the same function as χ. This system couples the originally elliptic divergence constraint (3) with the hyperbolic evolution equation (2) through the additional
variable Ψ, yielding eight variables in total. Thus we call it PHM8 in the following. In this
paper we shall investigate the differences between the PHM7 and PHM8 system w.r.t. the
quality of the divergence cleaning and the performance with the help of a pure Maxwell
equation and a PIC problem.
1.1

Numerical Method

For the spatial discretization we use a mixed nodal and modal FEM-type discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method [6, 7] and a low storage fourth-order explicit Runge-Kutta
(LSERK4) scheme [10] for the temporal time discretization.
3
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The computational domain Ω is divided into K non-overlapping hexahedral or tetrahedral elements; pyramids and prisms are also possible. In each element locally the state
vector uk (x, t) is approximated by a polynomial ukh (x, t) of order p,
M
N


(8)
ûkn (t)φn (x)
uk (x, t) ≈ ukh (x, t) = ũk (xi , t)Li (x) =
n=1

i=1

where {Li }i=1,...,M is the multivariate Lagrange basis, ũ(xi , t) is the state evaluated at
M nodal interpolation points (IPs) xi , {φn }n=1,...,N is the modal basis and û(t) the modal
coefficients. In three dimensions each element needs N = (p + 1)(p + 2)(p + 3)/6 modal
degrees of freedom (DOF). The choice of M and the location of the IPs xi is discussed
in [6]. M only equals N in case of linear tetrahedrons; for all other types of elements
M > N . Important for the spatial resolution of the electromagnetic fields is the number
of IPs in different element types. This has to be taken into account later when comparing
the Cartesian mesh build with hexahedral elements and the unstructured mesh build with
tetrahedral elements. The modal polynomial is used to achieve a quadrature free method
and the nodal polynomial is used to determine the physical fluxes as well as to incorporate
the sources, i.e. the particles in the PIC method. For further details on the DG method
we refer to [7].
2

Numerical Experiments

In order to quantify errors arising from the approximation of the magnetic divergence
constraint (3) and Gauss’ law (4), mainly two quantities will be investigated: The divergence of the magnetic field component, ∇ · B, and the error in Gauss’ law, ∇ · E − ρ/ε0 ,
which indirectly also measures the violation of the charge conservation (5). We consider
the L2 -norm of the time derivative of the Lagrange multiplier. For instance, in the case
of the PHM8 system we obtain
  
 
2


 ∂Φ 2

ρ 
1
1 ∂Φ



 L :=
(9)
  dV =
∇ · E − ε0  dV .
χ ∂t 2
χ
Ω ∂t
Ω

Here we evaluate the right expression because in this case, even for χ = 0, the norm
can be computed. In the following we will call (9) the divergence error of the charge
conservation. The L2 -norm of the magnetic field divergence is computed in a similarly
straightforward way.
For the PHM8 system we always set χ = γ. A different value can be chosen if it
is necessary to clean the divergence of one of the two electromagnetic field components
stronger than the other.
2.1

Example - 3D Issautier Example

The following example points out the significant differences between the PHM8 and
PHM7 systems. In PIC codes the charge conservation (5) usually is violated due to the
deposition method. In a pure Maxwell equation setup without particles but analytically
4
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initiated sources we can force charge conservation. This has been done by Issautier et
al. for a two-dimensional transverse electric (TE) Maxwell system [8]. We extended their
idea to a three-dimensional fully electromagnetic setup with the sources
ρ(x, t) = sin(ωt) [sin(πy) + sin(πx) + sin(πz)] ,


jx (x, t) = (cos(ωt) − 1) π cos(πx) + π 2 x sin(πz) − cos(ωt)x sin(πz),


jy (x, t) = (cos(ωt) − 1) π cos(πy) + π 2 y sin(πx) − cos(ωt)y sin(πx),


jz (x, t) = (cos(ωt) − 1) π cos(πz) + π 2 z sin(πy) − cos(ωt)z sin(πy).

(10a)
(10b)
(10c)

The divergence of the current density is

∇ · j = − cos(ωt) [sin(πy) + sin(πx) + sin(πz)] ,

(11)

and the derivative of the charge density yields
∂ρ
= cos(ωt) [sin(πy) + sin(πx) + sin(πz)] ,
(12)
∂t
satisfying the charge conservation equation (5). The spatial setup is given as a unity
cube by (1 × 1 × 1 [m3 ]) centered in the origin with irradiation boundaries (see [12]) and
ω = 10−9 [1/s]. For the Cartesian mesh we used 10 × 10 × 10 hexahedrons and for the
unstructured mesh roughly 2400 tetrahedrons. Note that a hexahedron can be filled with
six tetrahedrons of the same edge length. The edge length does not necessarily determine
the resolution since in our DG implementation a fourth-order hexahedron has 56 IPs and
a tetrahedron has 20 IPs, yielding 56000 IPs and 48000 IPs for the Cartesian unstructured
mesh, respectively. Therefore we can assume a nearly equal resolution even if the number
of tetrahedrons does not multiply by a factor of six.

Figure 1: L2 -norm of charge conservation error
for the Cartesian mesh.

Figure 2: L2 -norm of charge conservation error
for the unstructured mesh.

The computations have been performed with χ = [0, 1, 2, 5] and a fourth-order DG
method. Figure 1 and 2 show the L2 -norm (9) for the Cartesian and the unstructured
mesh computed with the PHM system. The results of both PHM systems are equal.
5
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There is no difference between the PHM7 and PHM8 results. This is reasonable since
the compared L2 -norm (9) is based in both cases on the same equations, i.e. (1) and (4)
with the specific Lagrange multiplier Φ. The influence of the magnetic field component in
this early phase of the simulation is still small enough and does not influence the electric
field. In a later phase when the magnetic field component is stronger developed it will
also affect the electrical field and a difference between the PHM7 and PHM8 system will
occur. In good comparison with results by [12, 13] the error is damped more strongly
with increasing χ.
Not very well visible, the Cartesian mesh evolves slightly lower errors than the unstructured mesh, especially for χ = 5. It is known that unstructured grids evolve higher
divergence errors [12, 13]. None the less, an optimal mesh requires a detailed analysis of
the wave propagation directions. A spherical structured mesh might be an even better
choice for this problem.

Figure 3: L2 -norm of ∇·B for the Cartesian mesh.

Figure 4: L2 -norm of ∇ · B for the unstructured
mesh.

Figure 3 and 4 show the divergence of the magnetic field for the Cartesian and the
unstructured mesh. With the PHM7 system and the Cartesian mesh, with any χ the
magnetic divergence is equal and growing. For the unstructured mesh it is continuously
oscillating without increase. In both cases the divergence of the magnetic field is much
larger than for the PHM8 system. This is obvious since (3) is not enforced by the PHM7
system. In contrast to that, for the PHM8 system with χ = γ = [1, 2, 5] the divergence
is damped to a lower and not growing value. For the PHM8 system with χ = γ = 0
the divergence evolves equal to the PHM7 system since the constraint (3) is not enforced
either. In agreement to the previous results for the charge conservation, also the Cartesian
mesh shows better results for the damping of the magnetic divergence.
The influence of the magnetic field on the electric field is described by (1). There it
is added with the factor c2 to the derivative of the electric field. Thus, even a small
divergence error in the magnetic fields affects the electric field. The growing values of the
magnetic divergence for the PHM7 system with the structured mesh and also the non6
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growing values for the unstructured mesh might become a problem for longer simulation
times because the Poynting vector ∼ E × B becomes erroneous. These results clearly
demonstrate the necessity of enforcing also the magnetic divergence constraint, as in the
PHM8 system.
Concerning the computational performance the expectation is that the PHM7 system
is faster than the PHM8 system since one variable less has to be computed. In an optimal
sense this would mean a reduction of the computational time of 12.5 %. Of course this
is not realistic since a certain overhead (data-structure, I/O, initialization, etc.) exists.
None the less a significant reduction of about 5 to 10 % can be expected.
Table 1 lists up the computational time tT ot for this example. The initialization time is
below 1 % of tT ot to guarantee that mainly the performance of the DG scheme is measured.
The speed-up S is given as 1 − tT ot,P HM 7 /tT ot,P HM 8 .
Contrary to the expectation it seems as if the PHM7 system is slower than the PHM8
system. In total, we performed 11 runs leading to a mean value of −0.025 for the speed
up and a relatively large standard deviation of 0.032, which means that in some runs
we also achieved a positive speed up. Obviously for this test case the PHM7 system is
even slower than the PHM8 system. None the less, w.r.t. the standard deviation we can
identify a certain scattering of the results, which lies within the range of scattering that
arises by performing the same computation again and again.
For the memory consumption we found a reduction of ≈ 1.5 % for the PHM7 system.

tT ot [s]
S [−]

χ=0
PHM7 PHM8
792.38 753.82
-0.051

χ=1
χ=2
χ=5
PHM7 PHM8 PHM7 PHM8 PHM7 PHM8
3111.71 3101.47 1492.81 1524.40 3840.32 3824.26
-0.003
0.021
-0.004

Table 1: Computational time tT ot and speed-up S for the Issautier example with different χ. Note, that
the simulation time for each run was different.

2.2

Example - 2D Diode

To show the impact of the hyperbolic divergence cleaning, we chose a simple but very
typical situation occurring in the context of PIC simulations. The domain (0.1 × 0.1 ×
0.0015 [m3 ]) is considered to be a plane diode with cathode and anode situated on the left
and on the right sides, respectively. Figures 5 and 6 show the domain in the x-y-plane for a
Cartesian and an unstructured mesh which have been used in the following computations.
The spatial setup is a three-dimensional grid trying to imitate a plane two-dimensional
diode. In x-direction we have implemented perfectly conducting, in y-direction open and
in z-direction periodic boundaries.
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Figure 5: Cartesian grid of 64×64×1 second-order
hexahedrons with ≈ 33000 IPs.

Figure 6: Unstructured grid of 7452 second-order
tetrahedrons (edge length 0.0001) with ≈ 30000
IPs.

In the center of the cathode we inject an electron beam imitating a current density
that has 75% of the space charge limiting current density. The length of the emitter is
37.5 [mm], the voltage is 100 [kV] and the current density is ≈ 5536 [Am−2 ]. The current
density is simulated by an electron beam where 9000 charges/ns are injected with a macro
particle factor1 of 2.180367·105 , which are accelerated in x-direction by an external electric
field of −106 [Vm−1 ]. In the following we will only consider the PHM8 system since no
significant qualitative and quantitative differences compared to the PHM7 system have
been found.

Figure 7: Ex -field at 50 [ns] of y-x-plane slice at
50% z-thickness for χ = 0 with Cartesian mesh.

Figure 8: Particles for Cartesian mesh at 50 [ns]
with χ = 0.

Figure 7 shows the situation for the Cartesian mesh at simulation time t = 50 [ns]
without divergence cleaning, only using the hyperbolic evolution equations (1) and (2).
1

One macro particle imitates the presence of a certain number of real particles. This number is the
macro particle factor.
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Strong gradients of the Ex -field in the region of the electron beam indicate large charge
conservation errors. Figure 8 shows the corresponding position of the particles. A weak
bunching of the beam in the left part of the figure can be observed. Filaments of particles,
specially on the edges of the beam, can be found in the right part of the figure. These
filaments are a typical sign for inconsistencies between the electrical field and the charge
density, i.e. a violation of Gauss’ law (4).
In Figure 9 and 10 we find the situation for t = 50 [ns] with χ = 1. Here we can
see a smooth electrical field without strong gradients and no significant divergence errors.
The particle beam is diverging and filaments, especially on the edges, are not occurring.
Moreover, a more homogeneous particle distribution can be found.

Figure 9: Ex -field at 50 [ns] of y-x-plane slice at
50% z-thickness for χ = 1 with Cartesian mesh.

Figure 10: Particles for Cartesian mesh at 50 [ns]
with χ = 1.

The results for the unstructured mesh without divergence cleaning can be found in
Figure 11 showing the Ex field and Figure 12 showing the corresponding particles at
t = 50 [ns]. Strong scattering in the Ex -field indicates large charge conservation errors.
The particles are totally scattered in a strong diverging fashion along the diode, which
can be explained by the violation of the charge conservation. For χ = 1 the results for the
unstructured mesh are very similar to the results of the Cartesian mesh shown in Figure
9 and 10.
Figure 13 shows the charge conservation error for χ = [0, 1] in logarithmic scale due
to a strong growth in the error with χ = 0. We can find that for the unstructured grid
the error grows significantly stronger than for the Cartesian grid. This can be explained
by the propagation direction of the particles and the electromagnetic waves. While the
Cartesian mesh is aligned with the propagation direction the unstructured mesh is not
aligned. This leads to stronger errors.
Figure 14 shows the charge conservation error for the structured and unstructured grid
with χ = [1, 2, 5]. The errors evolve about linearly in the beginning phase and remain
constant after 1.5 [ns]. Electrons are initially emitted from the left traveling about 1 [ns]
9
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Figure 11: Ex -field at 50[ns] of y-x-plane slice at
50% z-thickness for χ = 0 with unstructured mesh.

Figure 12: Particles for unstructured mesh at
50[ns] with χ = 0.

to the right. After the initial phase and another 0.5 [ns] the current is fully developed
and the errors stay constant. For increasing χ the error decreases as expected. Again the
unstructured mesh has larger errors than the Cartesian mesh, which can be explained as
mentioned above.

Figure 13: L2 -norm of the charge conservation
error for the Cartesian and unstructured mesh
using hexahedral and tetrahedral elements, respectively. Computed with the PHM8 system for
χ = [0, 1].

Figure 14: L2 -norm of the charge conservation
error for the Cartesian and unstructured mesh
using hexahedral and tetrahedral elements, respectively. Computed with the PHM8 system for
χ = [1, 2, 5].

Performance tests with seven runs revealed a small speed up of the PHM7 system
with a mean value of 0.021 and a standard deviation of 0.035. This is not the expected
speed up of ≈ 10 %. Apparently, for a complex three-dimensional DG code on a modern
cache-based CPU, it does not matter whether we use a seven or eight variable system.
Latencies, caching and prefetching of data from the memory seem to have a greater effect
than the computational overhead of one additional variable.
10
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3

Conclusions

The necessity for divergence cleaning of the Maxwell equations has been demonstrated.
Both test cases revealed no significant differences in the charge conservation error for
both the PHM7 and PHM8 system. A significant difference exists for the enforcing of
the magnetic divergence constraint. For the PHM7 system the magnetic divergence is
increasing and influencing the results of electromagnetic wave propagation on a long time
scale. On the short scale these errors do not influence the overall errors as shown in the
pure Maxwell equations example. For an example where magnetic fields play an important
role, such as the Weibel instability, this issue has to be taken into account.
A major influence on the errors is caused by the grid. In both examples the unstructured grid led to larger errors than the Cartesian grid. While for the PIC example significantly larger errors were observed, for the pure Maxwell equation example only slightly
bigger errors appeared. When the grid is uniform with the wave and source propagation
directions, errors are smaller than for a non-uniform grid. With χ = 1 satisfactory results
are achieved for both Cartesian and unstructured grids. None the less, a proper study of
the wave propagation directions seems to be an important issue. A grid designed for these
specific demands can improve the charge conservation and reduce magnetic divergence errors drastically and is better than using a high χ. Using high values of χ additionally is
not advisable since the time step decreases due to the CFL condition leading to longer
computation times.
Performance tests revealed no significant speed up for the PHM7 system compared to
the PHM8 system. But memory reductions of about 1.5 % for the PHM7 system were
measured. Apparently, for a complex three-dimensional DG code on a modern cachebased CPU, it does not matter whether we use a seven or eight variable system. Latencies,
caching and prefetching of data from the memory seem to have a greater effect than the
computational overhead of one additional variable. Thus performance considerations are
not relevant for the choice of the system since the differences between them w.r.t. this
issue are negligible.
In general we suggest to choose the PHM8 system since on long time scales not only the
violation of charge conservation has to be considered, but also the harm of the magnetic
divergence constraint, which affects the Poynting vector as well. While the PHM7 system
neglects the magnetic divergence constraint the PHM8 system enforces this constraint.
4
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Abstract. Every engineering discipline faces the fact of ever-shortening time-to-market
windows and development cycles. In order to counteract these, virtual prototyping, simulation and problem optimization are employed in a rapidly increasing number of cases.
Yet, the key to efficient problem formulation by professionals still lies in the use of sophisticated simulation software capable of processing numerous diverse design and optimization
tasks in a versatile way.
More often than not, different tools for different workflows need to be coordinated and
interdepend on each others data in the design process chain. When toolchains need to
be run multiple times, as it is typically the case in numerical optimization, the lineup
overhead tends to be tedious to both man and machine.
This paper describes different aspects concerning the design of a software and data framework which tackles the problem of lining up software tools that may be incoherent in terms
of data exchange and control mode. The resulting system covers all parts of multiphysical
simulation problems that may arise in electrical engineering and its adjoining disciplines
as an application of the finite element method.

1

INTRODUCTION

A typical optimization cycle making use of the finite element method (FEM) [1] covers
four domains: problem setup, model creation and discretization, solving the equation
1
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system,and interpretation of the results to feed the next iteration, if necessary. Welldefined interfaces are mandatory for obtaining best results within such a cycle. Internally,
one physic model’s calculation relies on the results obtained by another one and vice versa,
making accessible data structures mandatory. Externally, interfaces with optimization
toolboxes or equation system solvers need to be found. These data structures form the
major part of the research reported in this paper.
The central objectives aimed for consist of:
• The facilitation of solving forward problems because of direct, thus fast data access
• Dynamically adjustable model discretizations in both granularity and geometry
• Option of different models and discretizations for different physics
• Encapsulation of solution data, enabling access control for certain user groups.
Four classes of actors can be defined in a framework adhering to the design objectives
mentioned above. The Controller takes the input as an XML string [5] and other models’
postprocessing results, before each single model is set up using these data. Consequently,
model solving is started. It also decides if a given stopping criterion is fulfilled and halts
or re-starts the process accordingly.
Depending on the nature of a given problem, different Solver architectures can be employed, i.e. FEM, circuit analysis, or analytical solving (Python). Postprocessors enable
access between different models’ solutions and setups. The controlling functionality is provided by Matlab, interfacing with external structures (such as Python [6], FieldView [4])
is also provided. The Evaluator, in the end, computes output XML from all solutions
accrued through direct access to these, including all intermediate optimization cycles’
solutions. It also interfaces with a Python interpreter, thus enabling complex query constructions the formulation of which would be complicated or limited in predefined syntax.
When numerical optimization of multiphysical problems is to be addressed, three different issues arise. Each of these accounts for several dimensions of complexity and,
therefore, different approaches towards solving have been researched. As a result, numerical simulation, optimization and coupling frameworks are in use in areas as different as
natural science, engineering, medicine, and social sciences.
Common to all of these is that the numerical simulation of large-scale, complex systems
requires consideration of a number of physical components, such as electromagnetics,
solid mechanics, heat transfer, or fluid dynamics and the like [7]. This multidisciplinary
nature of research requires simulation code development to be partitioned among different
research groups, yielding independently developed software modules. Integration of these
modules into a coupled system is usually done by integration frameworks [8].
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2

FRAMEWORK COMPONENTS

In order to create a software tool capable of serving the above mentioned needs, a set
of functionality requirements for the implementation of such a tool can be compiled as
follows.
Sought for was the creation of a
• coupled
– transient
– multi-conductor
– multi-objective
• optimization system
– following a modular software architecture
– allowing for multiple solver kernels to be triggered
– in a client-server environment
∗ with definable user access rights
∗ offering output functionality suitable for web-browsers and
∗ accepting input via some special client or web application
For the framework that has been developed, the system boundary was set at taking over
commands for solving a certain coupled problem, and at the delivery of the current solution to the optimization control again, thus offering full connectivity to an optimization
toolbox. Fig. 1 shows an exemplary block diagram, containing both actors (coloured rectangles) and data to be exchanged between these (rounded rectangles). On the contrary,
the optimization control functionality is denoted as an orange pentacle.
As the input for the problem setup should be any given problem that may be subject to
optimization, data interoperability and data exchange were seen to be the main principles
to be followed. Therefore, as a format for exchanging and storing data, eXtensible Markup
Language XML was chosen [5].
In the engineering world, MATLAB is an omnipresent player in any profession and
is used for a vast multiplicity of purposes. Therefore, a wide number of so-called toolboxes with standardized interfaces exist. The combination of this fact with offering a
fully integrated development environment (IDE) for technical algorithm design, even allowing for object oriented design, led to the decision of selecting MATLAB for prototype
development.
Depending on the application area, data representation follows one of three approaches.
The finite element analysis makes use of certain parts that can be seen as objects, such
as matrices, vectors, meshes and elements. Therefore, concepts of object oriented design
3
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the ideal optimization framework
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and programming are employed. That means for example that a computation’s results
are kept in a computer’s memory represented by objects.
Persistent yet accessible storage of large data sets, on the other hand, requires employment of appropriate strategies. The Hierarchical Data Format (HDF) has proven
to largely comply with these demands as well as to be robust even when holding huge
amounts of data [2]. Therefore, interfaces with HDF have been created. Together with
XML officiating as the data exchange backbone between the framework and the outside
world as well as between actors within the framework, expedient data representation
models have been identified and implemented for each use case.
2.1

Controller

The Controller offers the main interface to the outside world. It is also the main
instance that governs the handling of the full process between input and output data as
depicted in figure 1.
All other actors within that process are fed by data provided through the controller,
and are also started and queried for results by this command structure accordingly. It
therefore makes use of the overall input as an XML string and other models’ simulation
results as described in chapter 2.5. The input is split up into single models’ data which
is, where necessary, supplemented by data retrieved from other models’ results in order
to consequently yield self-contained and fully-fledged model data that can be forwarded
to model solving functionality of whatever nature.
This linkage of different models defines the weak coupling process mentionend before.
Most prominently, this will be the coupling of two finite element method’s models, but
the current functionality is not limited to these. For the simulation of electrical circuits,
for example, active parts are typically presented as equivalent circuits. As such equivalent
circuits often do not provide sufficient information about the behaviour of the replaced
system, the field equations are solved numerically and then coupled with the circuit equations [9]. In order to fulfill these demands, the circuit can either be modelled in external
applications, or through inclusion of the respective logics using the Python interface which
has been created for this purpose.
2.2

FEM Solver

As a part of research conducted on the topic of creating a software framework for coupled simulation problems, a novel Finite Element Method solver was created. FEMtastic,
as it was called by the developers, in its current state of development allows obtaining
solutions to electrostatic, thermal, static current flow and magnetostatic problems alike,
offering support to problems that are either of two-dimensional nature or can be modelled
by a twodimensional setup. This can, for example, be achieved for rotational symmetric
problems; cross sections through a problem geometry with an assumedly infinite third
dimension would also qualify.
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2.3

Analytical Solvers - Matlab and Python

Usually, computer applications are distributed in some sort of self-contained way, i.e.
they offer encapsulated functionality aimed at solving a given problem or fulfilling a given
task. Some programmes provide extensions or even extendability with limited complexity;
the potential sphere of operations is limited in both cases.
Therefore, a completely open approach was selected for the work under scrutiny, open
in a sense of not binding the user to a newly created set of directives and therefore to
predefined functionality. Rather, a scripting framework was added, which would allow fast
prototyping of new functions or even applications, thus postponing code specialization as
much as possible [10].
For achieving such a goal, interpreted languages were chosen because of their characteristics of flexibility, interactivity and extensibility. Matlab, as forming the backbone
programming language of the whole project, lends itself to being employed automatically.
Apart from that, Python was selected for a number of reasons. It offers concise and almost
pseudocodelike syntax, modularity, object oriented design principles, and the availability of numeric extensions that allow for efficient handling of large volumes of numerical
data [10].
Within the simulation framework under scrutiny, an interface for carrying out Python
as well as Matlab code was created. The latter one emerges straightforward from the
design decision of Matlab being the development environment for most of the project,
Python on the other hand offers the above mentioned assets. Therefore, models that do
not have to undergo FEM simulation can be solved using deterministic code using the
interfaces to these two environments.
2.4

Evaluator

The Evaluators main responsibility is to generate output values on the basis of design
parameters. These serve, for example, as objective function values for evaluation of the
obtained result by superimposed control structures.
Its functionality is more or less confined to executing the output queries that are
extracted by the controller from the input XML data. As it is necessary when dealing with
the interface to analytic solvers the Evaluator, in the end, offering similar functionality
these query statements need to contain a returnValue array that is filled during the course
of execution. The contents of this data vector are then inserted into the output XML
structure.
2.5

Different Models’ Data Interfaces: Implementing Weak Coupling

The import of values from one model to another is the process that is pursued with
respect to weakly coupling them. Therefore, it plays an eminent role within the whole
simulation workflow. Importing values is currently allowed for models that are to be
solved analytically, and for certain characteristics of FEM models. For these, imported
6
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values would qualify to be applied as sources or material parameters.
The Import - directive within the data model offers two ways of deriving values that
are to be forwarded to the next model’s setup. Figure 2 shows the according data schema
diagram.

Figure 2: XML schema for importing

On the one hand, a number of readily available functions for common coupling problems
exists. For these, the type - attribute of the Import element may be employed. Currently,
the following directives are available:
• max(ν) gathers the maximal value of a quantity ν in the domain of the current
macro element (where applicable). ν depends on the nature of the problem to be
solved. Apart from that, also certain derivatives from the addressed result set may
be queried. For electrostatic and current flow models, for example, ν may take the
following values:
– U delivers the maximal value of the electric potential Φ (denoted as U, to simplify matters)
– E delivers the maximal value of the electric field strength depending on the
potential distribution within the given domain
– J delivers the maximal value of the current density, depending on electric field
and material properties within the given domain
• source retrieves integral qantities that serve as a source with respect to the given
simulation model’s nature. For magnetostatic problems, this would be the total
current I within a given domain.
• energy yields the total energy stored in a magnetic or electric field within a particular domain.
Then again, more complex dependencies have to be modelled using very specific functions that are not easily mapped using said features. For example, the temperature
dependency of a metal’s specific conductivity follows a curve that is best implemented
using explicit formulae. In such cases, special code of any necessary complexity may
7
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be implemented using CouplingCode. Its attribute interpreter denotes which code interpretation base should be deployed, e.g. Matlab directly, or Python via an implemented
interface.
Common to both interface varieties is the necessity to determine where to take information from. fromModel denotes exactly that linkage, and refers to a model’s name
attribute. In that respect, the weak coupling scheme pursued within this work is of information pulling nature; a single model and its solving architecture does not have to be
aware of being coupled with others, it is only queried for certain results when necessary.
When two or more models are not coupled in one direction, but information is also
gathered from the last model in the chain to feed the first one again, the resulting workflow
may easily end in infinite round trips. This may be desirable when particular results have
to converge on account of changing external conditions determined by another simulation.
Nevertheless, such a process needs to be brought to a stop once stability is reached.
This is usually done by comparing results of two succeeding simulation runs for their
difference, and halt the round-trip accordingly as soon as a certain threshold is underrun. Both absolute and relative values are accepted for the respective attribute, with 1%
being the default value that is employed automatically in order to avoid infinite loops.
3

SAMPLE APPLICATION: ELECTROTHERMAL HARDENING

Hardening of steel components is commonly done using the method of annealing. This
typically requires controlled heating of the workpieces to exact temperatures following a
just as exact time schedule in order to effectuate the desirable material properties.
Therefore, the design of an appropriate heating device would include the determination
of the dimensions a heating plate should have, given the fact that the device is supplied
with a fixed voltage. The optimization strategy and the determination of fitness with
respect to the optimization objectives is left to an optimization toolbox not within the
scope of this paper.
The two-dimensional cross-section model of such an appliance made from alloy is shown
in Fig. 3 together with its cupreous feed connections shown on either side of the heating
plate. An arbitrary workpiece of steel is placed on top of it. All measurements are given
in meters, the third dimension is assumed to be infinite in length, which eases the model
to being of two-dimensional nature only.
The electric potential distribution that arises drives current through the heating plate
(as depicted in figure 4). As a result of the power dissipation due to ohmic losses therein,
it will heat up and thus serve as a source for the thermal model simulation. Within
this model, the feed connections can be neglected, but as, of course, the workpiece to be
hardened has to be taken into account, a problem space discretization entirely different
to the current flow model’s is the result. Figure 5 shows the according model space and
its discretization as well as the resulting simulated thermal distribution.
Now, taking advantage of the finite elements being realized as software objects, the
input values for source elements of the thermal model can easily be determined for each
8
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Figure 4: Current density causing the losses that serve as thermal source
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Figure 5: Thermal distribution within the modelled domain

finite element’s integration points. As each FE object of the current flow problem offers
its own postprocessing functionality, exact input values - the power dissipation in each
integration point as a result of the current density J - can be retrieved and fed into the
new thermal source elements.
Also, the temperature that arises within the heating plate can influence its material
properties, e.g. specific conductivity. Therefore it may be advisable to re-feed this information into the electric model and simulate it again, before starting the thermal simulation
using the now freshly calculated current flow. This round-trip can be repeated until the
difference between two iterations falls below a certain threshold.
Details to early stages of reasearch on this topic are summarized and published in [3].
The computation of a full optimization cycle for the given problem setup requires, as
9
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outlined in above, an intermediate result to be computed. In the case of the first model
– the static current flow model – that would be the distribution of the current density J.
In order to gain the final result, the thermal model has to be computed subsequently in
order to receive the temperature distribution or the scalar temperature field T of the steel
workpiece.
For the reason of having two coupled models originating from different physical domains
this approach is called multiphysics. After computing the current flow within the heating
plate, the respective power losses can be calculated. In the course of calculating the
second thermal model, these power losses will act as energy sources for heat.
Figures 5 outlines the thermal subtask. Only the heating plate and the steel workpiece
have to be modelled; thermal effects within the electrodes can safely be neglected in just
the same manner as the influences on the current flow in the workpiece are disregarded.
The heating plate is then constructed of an alloy with a thermal conductivity of k =
85W K −1 m−1 , the steel workpiece on the other hand shows a thermal conductivity of
k = 42W K −1 m−1 .
The framework supports weakly coupled problems through the <Import> expression
in the input XML file. It advises the controller to access the model that is identified by
the therein contained number. It is then queried for its postprocessing features to return
certain computed values. The controller, in the end, forwards these values to the actual
model for assembling it into its calculations.
The current implementation necessitates parts analysed in both models to be located at
the same positions in their respective geometry. For the given example this would mean
that the heating plate features the same coordinates in both the current flow and the
thermal model. Different setups of macroelements or a different meshing and triangulation
would, on the contrary, be of no concern.
1 T
J J
(1)
σ
The below mentioned listing shows how the import functionality for a given model is
activated, in this actual case for a current flow - thermal coupling. Equation 1 states
W
the relation between the current flow J and the power loss p in m
3 , with the latter being
the source of the thermal problem. This relation is specified through the value of the
<Type> directive being set to current-thermal. The value for <Threshold> can be set to
any arbitrary value, when no roundtrip coupling is applied.
p=

<Source>
<Import>
<FromModel>1</FromModel>
<Type>current-thermal</Type>
<Threshold>1\</Threshold>
</Import>
</Source>

10
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In case the influence of the heating plate’s temperature should also be fed back to its
material properties, an import of the respective value for this would have to be put into
execution before another calculation cycle is started as this may influence the current
flow and the temperature distribution accordingly. In order to find a stopping criterion,
either value being imported can be monitored by the controller. Should the difference
of imported values between two cycles fall below the given threshold in the <Import>
directive, the calculation cycle is halted. <Threshold> accepts both percentages and
absolute values, and is – as mentioned above – ignored when the models to be calculated
are not coupled in both ways.
The given setup was evaluated including such a feedback loop. That means that
the temperature that arises within the heating plate has to be obtained and forwarded
as input to calculate the heating plate’s temperature dependent specific conductivity
σ(T ) . Engineering reference compendia list a temperature coefficient α for the electrical
resistivity ρ. Therefore, the respective value of α = 0, 4%K −1 for the alloy material chosen
for the heating plate has to be applied to obtain σ(T ) as in (3).
ρ(T ) = ρ(T0 ) · (1 + α∆T )
1
σ(T ) = σ(T0 ) ·
1 + α∆T

(2)
(3)

The first simulation run per default uses T0 for determination of σ(T ) . After that, the
maximum temperature within the heating plate is obtained and stored for later evaluation.
As soon as the difference between the latest two values determined by this drops below
1%, the stopping criterion flag is set which brings the evaluation to an end.
4

RETROSPECT AND OUTLOOK

For the overall software framework design, MATLAB has proven to be accurate and
flexible in general. It allows a clear differentiation between software modules and components, uniting them into common data structures, and thus making them accessible for
the computation of coupled problems.
Also, the use of XML as common data interchange format has proven to cater to a
number of different problem setups. Nevertheless, when pushing forward the software
functionalitys capabilities, the notation of problem geometry in XML may turn out to be
inefficient, maybe even not sufficient to cover all needs.
IGES, the Initial Graphics Exchange Specification, should be mentioned as one of the
resources worth investigating. It is a free, well established, manufacturer independent data
format that is widely used for data interchange among computer-aided-design products.
The incorporation of a data format like this would also overcome two drawbacks the
current framework exhibits. Firstly, it would be possible to also work with complex
threedimensional topographic layouts. Secondly, through incorporating a prevalent data
format also for internal purposes, interfaces to external programme modules would be
11
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more consistent, and the complexity of and efforts to create wrappers could therefore be
reduced.
In addition to that, modern computing equipment with cheap multi-core or multiprocessor infrastructure allows to ventilate parallelization of the computational load. The
implementation of parallelized algorithms usually contributes significantly to speeding
up a numerical simulation and optimization process. Therefore, implementation of appropriate mechanisms ranges among the most desirable goals to be scheduled for future
development.
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Abstract. Model development for coupled electro-mechanical problems in light-weight smart
structure design is the subject of this paper. The paper addresses development of reliable
models for the controller design of piezoelectric smart structures and systems, within an
overall design procedure. Model development is based on the finite element (FE) approach,
with application of modal reduction techniques for obtaining the state space models
convenient for the controller design. Modal truncation and balanced modal reduction are
considered as modal reduction techniques, with regard to controllability and observability
issues. From the model optimization and verification point of view the experimental modal
analysis and identification issues are addressed as well. Examples of model application to
controller design document the feasibility of the technique.
1 INTRODUCTION
Modelling of light-weight smart structures has been a research challenge over the past
years. As a part of the overall design of smart structures it represents an important phase in
development procedure, which supports all subsequent steps including simulation, controller
design, testing and implementation. Smart structures and systems in general comprise
integrity (structural and functional) of a structure or a system, multifunctional materials,
actuators/sensors and appropriate control in order to achieve desired performances under
varying environmental conditions. This paper considers a special type of active
multifunctional materials – piezoelectric materials, which belong to the group of
ferroelectrics. Due to special properties of the piezoelectric materials, which qualify them for
the implementation as actuators and sensors in smart structures, their modelling deserves a
special attention. Numerical modelling of smart light-weight structures, which include
piezoelectric actuators and sensors, will be treated as a coupled electro-mechanical problem,
which integrates the primary mechanical structural behaviour and piezoelectric influence of
the active material.
Development of reliable coupled electro-mechanical models for the controller design of
piezoelectric smart structures and systems, as a part of an overall design procedure, is the
subject of this paper. Special attention is paid to development of state space models, since
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they represent the basis for many controller applications [1]. Model development is based on
the finite element (FE) approach, and appropriate formulation of the coupled electromechanical problem [2], with application of modal reduction techniques for obtaining the
state space models convenient for the controller design. Development of reduced state space
models based on the FE approach has mostly been treated in literature by applying pure model
truncation techniques, which assume retaining only the eigenmodes of interest, assessed by
the designer without considering or adopting criteria for the mode selection. This approach
does not consider controllability and observability issues within the model reduction
algorithm, which represents its lack. The model reduction technique proposed in this paper
overcomes the mentioned drawback of the pure model truncation, by introducing weighting of
the eigenmodes of interest and consideration of the controllability and observability issues,
via appropriate controllability and observability Gramians. In this way a consistent conclusion
about the influence of the modes with respect to highest controllability and observability
Gramians can be adopted as a criterion for the mode selection. An algorithm for such
balanced modal reduction is developed and implemented in this paper for development of
reduced order state space models, which are reliable and appropriate for the controller design.
As an alternative approach, the subspace-based state space model identification is also
presented. The implementation of the techniques is documented by an example of state space
model development for coupled electro-mechanical behavior applied to vibration control of a
piezoelectric light-weight structure.
2 FINITE ELEMENT BASED REDUCED MODELS
The finite element (FE) based modeling of piezoelectric smart systems and structures
represents a suitable basis for the overall simulation and design procedure. This approach
results in models which are convenient for the controller design [3-5] and for the analysis of
appropriate actuator/sensor placement [6].
The FE analysis is based on the finite element semi-discrete form of the equations of
motion of a piezoelectric smart system, which describe its electro-mechanical behavior. These
equations can be derived using the established approximation method of displacements and
electric potential and the standard finite element procedure [6]. Here the coupled electromechanical behavior of smart structures will be considered.
Constitutive equations in the stress-charge form (1) are used for the development of the
equations of motion for a smart structure:
D  eT ε  κE

σ  Cε  eE,

with following notations:

σ T   11  22  33  12  23  31 

(1)

mechanical stress vector, C(66) symmetric elasticity
matrix, ε T  11  22  33 212 2 23 2 31  strain vector, ET  E1 E2 E3  electric field
vector, e(63) piezoelectric matrix, DT  D1 D2 D3  vector of electrical displacement and
(33) symmetric dielectric matrix.
The system of equations which describe electro-mechanical behavior consists of the
constitutive equations (1) together with the mechanical equilibrium and electric equilibrium
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(charge equation of electrostatics resulting from the 4th Maxwell equation):
DuT σ  P   v  0,

(2)

D T D  0

where P T  P1 P2 P3  represents the body force vector, v T  v1 v2 v3  is the vector of
mechanical displacements,  is the mass density and Du and D are differentiation matrices:
 

 x1
DuT   0

 0


0

0


x2

0

0


x3


x2

x1
0

 

x3 
0  ,

 
x1 

0

x3

x2

 
D T  
 x1


x2

 
.
x2 

(3)

Variational statement of the governing equations for the coupled electro-mechanical
problem derived from the Hamilton’s principle represents the basis for development of the FE
model [2]. It is obtained in the form:
  ( v T v  ε T Cε  ε T e T E)dV   (E T e ε  E T κ E  v T FV )dV
V

V

  v T F d  v T FP    q d   Q  0
1

(4)

2

where F represents the surface applied forces (defined on surface 1), FP the point loads, 
the electric potential, q the surface charge brought on surface 2 and Q the applied
concentrated electric charges. Applying the approximation of displacements and electric
potential with the shape functions over an element, representing the structure by a finite
number of elements and adding up all elements contributions, the finite element semi-discrete
form of the equations of motion is obtained:
  Dd q  Kq  E f (t )  B u(t )
Mq

(5)

where vector q represents the vector of generalized displacements including mechanical
displacements and electric potential and contains all degrees of freedom. Matrices M, Dd and
K are the mass matrix, the damping matrix and the stiffness matrix, respectively. The total
load vector is divided into the vector of the external forces FE  E f (t ) and the vector of the
control forces FC  Bu(t ), where the forces are generalized quantities including also electric
charges. Vector f(t) represents the vector of external disturbances, and u(t) is the vector of the
controller influence on the structure. Matrices E and B describe the positions of the forces
and the control parameters in the finite element structure, respectively.
Model (5) represents a standard FE formulation of equations of motion for a piezoelectric
structure. Since FE models in this form often may have more thousands of degrees of freedom
(depending on the meshing, i.e. number of finite elements), they are often not suitable for
subsequent investigation phases, especially not for the controller design, and therefore a
model reduction is required. A technique often used for the model reduction of large flexible
vibrating structures is modal truncation, which will be briefly represented in the following.
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2.1 Modal truncation
This model reduction technique is based on the modal analysis, which enables determination
of structural eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies. Eigenmodes, i.e. eigenvectors, form the modal
matrix m. Modal coordinates z can be introduced in the following way:
(6)

q(t )  Φ m z (t ) .

If (6) is substituted into equation of motion (5), then the following ortho-normalization
relations can be applied Φ Tm MΦ m  I , Φ Tm KΦ m  Ω , Δ  ΦTm DdΦ m , where  represents the
spectral matrix and  the modal damping matrix. In modal truncation only a limited number
of eigenmodes of interest is taken into account. The remaining modes are truncated, which
enables model reduction. Introducing the state space vector:
x(t )  z z  T

(7)

after performing appropriate transformations, the state equation of the modally reduced state
space model can be obtained in the form:
I 
 0 
 0 
 0
x  
u(t )  
f (t ) .
x  
Φ Tm B 
Φ Tm E 
 Ω  Δ

(8)

Equation (8) corresponds to the state equation in the state space form of a structural model
(9), which is convenient for the controller design.
x (t )  Ax(t )  Bu(t )  Ef (t )

(9)

y  Cx(t )  Du(t )  Ff (t )

Controllability and observability issues play an important role in controller design and its
application. For state space models of a smart structure, controllability and observability can
be proven using appropriate numeric criteria. In literature different criteria can be found, see
e.g. [7]. Controllability/observability of single selected modes of interest cannot be strictly
assessed for truncated models using standard controllability/observability criteria based on the
rank of the controllability and observability matrices. Balanced modal reduction overcomes
this drawback.
2.2 Balanced modal reduction
Ranks of the controllability and observability matrices, although relatively simple criteria,
provide only an answer to the controllability/observability question in terms “yes” or “no”. As
very well known, if the rank of the controllability/observability matrices is equal to the
number of states, the model i.e. the realization is controllable/observable. This approach gives
good results only for lower system orders, otherwise numerical difficulties may be
encountered. Controllability and observability properties of the state space systems can be
qualitatively expressed in terms of controllability (P) and observability (Q) Gramians, defined
in the following way:




T

T

P   e At BB T e A t dt , Q   e At CT C �
e A t dt .
0

0
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P and Q satisfy algebraic Lyapunov linear matrix equations:
AP  PA T  BB T , A T Q  QA  CT C .

(11)

For an arbitrary transformation of the states by some transformation matrix, appropriate
Gramians are obtained, with the property that the eigenvalues of the controllability and
observability Gramians products remain invariant. This invariants are the Hankel singular
values of the system, and they represent the basis of the balanced model reduction. In
balanced realization each state (mode) is equally controllable and observable and the reduced
order model is obtained by truncating the least controllable and observable modes. The task of
the balanced reduction is actually to find such state transformation, which provides equal
controllability and observability of retained modes. In other words, the controllability and
observability Gramians of the retained modes are diagonal and equal, and based on this
criteria balanced model reduction can be performed.
3 MODAL REDUCTION FOR A SMART PIEZOELECTRIC BEAM
For a piezoelectric beam represented in Figure 1 the finite element model was obtained
using the standard FE procedure for modeling piezoelectric materials and mechanical
structures.

Figure 1: Geometry and layout of the smart structure

The smart structure consists of a cantilever aluminum beam (Young’s modulus 70 GPa and
density 2.7 g/cm³) and four piezoelectric patches (DuraActTM P-876.A15), which are
attached to the beam, two on each side of the beam. For control purposes these four patches
are used as actuators to enable active vibration control of the beam. A scanning digital laser
Doppler vibrometer (VH-1000-D), which acts as a sensor, is used to measure the velocity of
the bending vibration at the tip of the beam. The sensor provides the feedback signal in the
active control algorithm. Among investigations of different MIMO and SISO models, some
selected results for the model with one input (piezoelectric actuator excitation) and one output
(measured velocity at the tip of the beam) are presented here. The model was obtained using
the balanced reduction procedure previously described.
Balanced realization with 20 states was obtained from the original FE model which was
reduced by selecting 10 eigenmodes of the beam. A diagram of controllability and
observability Gramians for the balanced realization is represented in Figure 2, showing
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diagonal elements with highest magnitudes for the states which are most controllable
/observable.
Balanced model, controllability and observability Gramian diagonal terms
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Figure 2: Balanced controllability/observability Gramians

Amplitude

Based on this diagram, selection of the states, which are most controllable and observable
at the same time, can be performed. In this case those are obviously first twelve states.
Furthermore, the number of the states which should be retained can be selected as well. In this
case four eigenmodes are selected. Balanced reduction determines, which of the modes should
be retained based on the previously stated controllability and observability criteria for the
states. The order of the states in the diagram of grammians does not necessarily correspond to
the order of the structural eigenmodes.
Analysis of the balanced reduced order model and its comparison with the original
unreduced FE model shows an excellent agreement of frequency responses for the retained
modes (Figure 3). It can be clearly seen that the fourth and the sixth modes or the original
model are truncated, which was determined based on the balanced reduction and maximal
controllability/observability influence of the states corresponding to appropriate structural
eigenmodes.
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Figure 3: Frequency responses of the original and reduced model
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4 MODEL DEVELOPMENT USING SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
Another possibility for development of reliable smart structural models is system
identification. The premise for this approach is the existence of a real structure, which should
undergo experimental identification procedure. Subspace based system identification was
proven to be a very efficient means for the identification of smart structural models, [3]. This
procedure is suitable for the identification of discrete-time state space models in the form:
x[k  1]  Φx[k ]  Γu[k ],

y[k ]  Cx[k ]  Du[k ] .

(12)

The task of the subspace identification is to determine the order n of the unknown system
as well as the system matrices Φ R nn , Γ R nm , C  R ln , D  Rlm . Input and output
measurement data are organized in the form of the following input-output relation:
Y[k ]  Γ  x[k ]  Φ  U[k ] ,

(13)

where Γ  represents the observability matrix for the system (13), and Φ  is the Toeplitz
matrix of impulse responses from u to y. A detailed subspace identification procedure is
described in [1,3]. Comparison of the frequency responses obtained for identified models
using subspace identification method with different model orders is represented in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Frequency responses of identified models with different orders

5 CONTROLLER IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
State space models obtained by previously described procedures can be successfully
implemented in the controller design for vibration suppression. Development of reliable
models, which enable an overall design of smart structures including controller design, plays a
very important role for further application steps.
Active control of the piezoelectric beam represented in Figure 1 was performed by
applying a discrete-time negative feedback control in the form:
u[k ]  Lx[k ]

(14)

where u represents control voltages applied to the piezoelectric patches, and the state
variables x are estimated using an observer (Kalman filter), [8]. The feedback gain matrix L is
determined for an optimal linear quadratic regulator (LQR). The controller design task is to
determine the control law which minimizes the performance index:
J

 x[k ]T Qx[k ]  u[k ]T Ru[k ]


k 0

7
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where the matrices Q and R are the designer specified symmetric positive definite weighting
matrices.
Implementation of the controllers, designed based on developed state space structural
models with the purpose of vibration suppression is illustrated in the following figures. Figure
5 represents the sensor signal (velocity at the tip of the beam) in the presence of a random
noise; the controller is switched on after 2 seconds. Active control of the piezoelectric beam
results in significant reduction of the vibration magnitudes in comparison with uncontrolled
case.

Time (sec)

Figure 5: Velocity of a point at the tip of the beam (uncontrolled and controlled using piezoelectric patches)

Successful performance of the controlled system is also demonstrated for the case of the
initial displacement disturbance. Free vibrations of the beam caused by an initial displacement
applied to the tip of the beam are comparable with impulse disturbance vibrations.

Figure 6: Free vibration response (velocity) of the controlled and uncontrolled system

The free vibration response (velocity) of the open-loop and closed-loop system subjected to
an initial displacement of is represented in Figure 6. Designed controller attenuates
significantly the magnitudes of the free end displacement [8].
In both cases controller development and application were performed owing to reliable
reduced state space models.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the modeling of coupled electro-mechanical behavior of piezoelectric lightweight structures is considered. Numerical modeling based on finite element procedure is
used to obtain the reduced state space models, which are convenient for the controller design.
For the model reduction the balanced modal reduction is employed, which is superior in
comparison with the pure modal truncation, since it provides necessary information on model
controllability and observability issues. Besides, the numerical modeling using the subspace
based model identification is also presented, as a technique for reliable modeling in case when
a real structure or a prototype is available. State space models obtained applying proposed
techniques provide a suitable basis for all subsequent steps in the overall design and
implementation of actively controlled smart structures. The feasibility of the models for the
controller design was demonstrated on example of a flexible cantilever beam with
piezoelectric patches. Controllers designed based on the developed state space models
perform significant vibration reduction in comparison with the uncontrolled cases.
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Abstract. A new type of a combined electromagnetic-thermoelastic actuator is presented. The
device is intended for accurate setting of position. Its mathematical model represents a
nonlinear coupled problem characterized by the interaction of electromagnetic field, temperature field and field of thermoelastic displacements. Its numerical solution is illustrated on a
typical example whose results are discussed.
1

INTRODUCTION

Accurate setting of position belongs to standard requirements in numerous laboratory and
industrial processes and practically is realized on the basis of several physical (for example,
mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, electromagnetic, and other) principles. But even when such
systems are robust and reliable, they always exhibit one disadvantage consisting in the presence of movable parts (micrometric screws, pistons, plungers, etc.), whose movement usually
negatively affects the available accuracy.
This is also the case of classical electromagnetic actuators [1–3]. They usually work with
the movement of a plunger that is controlled magnetically, by the field current. Their accuracy
does not exceed 10–4–10–3 m. Several years ago, the authors proposed a thermoelastic actuator
[4–5] working with extremely small shifts (10–6–10–3 m) of its dilatation element. Its accuracy
is very high, but on the other hand, there is no possibility of any additional movement, so that
the range of possible positions is equal to the mentioned thermoelastic shift. A combination of
both above systems presented in this paper results in a device providing a possibility of accurate wide-range setting of position.
2

DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVICE AND ITS OPERATION

The basic arrangement of the combined actuator is depicted in Fig. 1. Its working regime
consists of two steps: electromagnetic operation and consequent thermoelastic operation.
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Figure 1. A combined electromagnetic-thermoelastic actuator:
1–ceramic part of the plunger, 2–electromagnetic clutch I, 3–nonferromagnetic metal part of the plunger,
4–return spring, 5–field coil consisting of several sections, 6–electromagnetic clutch II,
7–ferromagnetic part of the plunger, 8–ferromagnetic shell, 9–thermal insulation, 10–stiff frame or wall

In the course of the electromagnetic operation, the field coil 5 consisting of generally more
sections carries direct current I ext,DC of density J ext,DC , that generates in the system
quasistationary magnetic field BDC . This field produces magnetic force Fm acting on the
ferromagnetic part 7 of the plunger and pulling it into the field coil. In order that the plunger
starts moving, the force Fm must be higher than the sum of the force Fs produced by the
return spring 5 and possible external force Fext . After reaching the desired shift ς d (which,
however, is only approximate), the electromagnetic friction clutch 6 switches on and the field
coil 5 is disconnected from the DC source. Now the rough position of the nonferromagnetic
part of the plunger 2 is fixed, but with a certain error.
During the thermoelastic operation, selected sections of the coil 5 start carrying harmonic
current of density J ext,AC and frequency f . This current generates in the device a periodic
magnetic field BAC . This field induces in the plunger (mostly in its nonferromagnetic part 3)
eddy currents of density J eddy that cause its heating and consequent dilatation ∆u with
respect to its fixed part specified by the friction surface of the clutch 6. This shift may also be
fixed by another friction clutch 2.
The aim of the paper is to present the complete mathematical model of the device (a triply
coupled task characterized by the interaction of electromagnetic field, temperature field and
field of thermoelastic displacements), numerical solution of its computer model and to discuss
the results.
3

CONTINUOUS MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE SYSTEM

The arrangement of the device may be (with a small error given by the presence of the
friction clutch) considered axisymmetric. Its complete model consists of several partial
models providing the results for both above regimes.
For the electromagnetic operation we need to know the static and dynamic characteristics
of the device. The static characteristic is represented by the dependence of the electromagnetic force Fm on the shift ς of the plunger, see Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. To the computation of the static characteristic Fm = Fm (ς ) of the device
(the structural parts correspond to the parts in Fig. 1, symbol ς d denotes the desired position)

For the thermoelastic operation we have to determine the distribution of periodical
magnetic field in the system, temperature rise of the plunger (particularly its
nonferromagnetic part 3) and its dilatation.
3.1 Electromagnetic operation
Magnetic field in the system (for any position ς of the plunger) may be described by the
partial differential equation (PDE) for the magnetic vector potential A in the form [6]
1

curl  curl A  = J ext,DC ,
µ


(1)

where µ is the magnetic permeability. The magnetic force Fm acting on the plunger is then
expressed by the integral
Fm =

1
2

∫ [ H ( n ⋅ B) + B( n ⋅ H ) − n (H ⋅ B)] dS ,

(2)

Sp

where H and B are vectors of the magnetic field, n denotes the unit vector of the outward
normal, and finally, Sp is the whole surface of the plunger (consisting of parts 3 and 7). The
force Fm depends on the instantaneous position of the plunger and can be controlled by the
external field current I ext,DC . During the movement up to the desired position ς d there must
hold Fm (ς ) ≥ Fs (ς ) + Fext , where Fs (ς ) depends on the actual compression of the return
spring 4.
The dynamic characteristic of the plunger ς = ς ( t ) follows from the solution of two
ordinary nonlinear differential equations
m

dv
dς
= Fm (ς ) − Fs (ς ) − Fext − Ff (ς ) ,
= v,
dt
dt
v ( 0 ) = 0, ς ( 0 ) = 0 ,

where Ff (ς ) is a possible friction force.
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As the above mechanical transient is very short (on the order of 10–2–10–1 s), the
temperature rise of the system due to the Joule losses in the field coil is very low and in
practical computations can be neglected.
3.2 Thermoelastic operation
Its model represents a triply coupled task characteristic by an interaction of the
electromagnetic field, temperature field and field of thermoelastic displacements.
Distribution of the periodical electromagnetic field in the actuator is given by the solution
of the well-known parabolic equation for magnetic vector potential A in the form [6]
1

∂A
(4)
curl  curl A  + γ
= J ext,AC ,
∂t
µ

where µ denotes the magnetic permeability, γ the electric conductivity and J ext the vector
of the external harmonic current density in the field coil. But solution to (4) would require a
lot of time because the quasi-steady (periodical) state is reached only after about 10 periods of
the field current (which would represent at least 103 time steps). That is why the model was
somewhat simplified using the assumption that the magnetic field is harmonic. In such a case
it can be described by the Helmholtz equation for the phasor A of the magnetic vector
potential A

curl curl A + j ⋅ ωγµ A = µ J ext,AC ,

(5)

where ω is the angular frequency. But the magnetic permeability µ of ferromagnetic parts is
not supposed constant; it is always assigned to the local value of magnetic flux density B
(that is, due to the previous assumption, harmonic as well). Its computation is based on an
iterative procedure. The conditions along the axis of the device and artificial boundary placed
at a sufficient distance from the system are of the Dirichlet type ( A = 0 ).
As the device may be considered axisymmetric, the magnetic vector potential A has only
the circumferential component Aα , while the magnetic flux density B has two components

Br and Bz .
The nonstationary temperature field in the system is described by the heat transfer
equation [7]
div ( λ ⋅ gradT ) = ρ c

∂T
−p
∂t

(6)

where λ is the thermal conductivity, ρ denotes the mass density, and c stands for the
specific heat (all of these parameters are generally temperature-dependent functions). Finally,
symbol p denotes the time average internal volume sources of heat that generally consist of
the volumetric Joule losses pJ due to the induced eddy currents, and volumetric
magnetization losses pm . Thus,
p = pJ + pm ,

where
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2

pJ = J eddy / γ , J eddy = j ⋅ ωγ A ,

(8)

while pm are determined from the known measured loss dependence pm = pm ( B ) for the
used material. The boundary condition generally respects both convection and radiation, but
its particular application depends on the case solved.
The solution of the thermoelastic problem may be performed in several manners. After
some research in the domain we decided to use the Lamé equation for the vector of
displacements u that reads [8]

(ϕ + ψ ) ⋅ grad ( div u) + ψ ⋅ ∆u − ( 3ϕ + 2ψ ) ⋅ αT ⋅ grad T +

f = 0,

(9)

where ϕ > 0, ψ > 0 are coefficients associated with material parameters by the relations

ϕ=

E
ν ⋅E
,ψ =
.
2 (1 + ν )
(1 + ν )(1 − 2ν )

Here E denotes the modulus of elasticity and ν the Poisson coefficient of the transverse
contraction. Finally, u = ur , uϕ , uz represents the displacement vector, αT the coefficient of

(

)

the linear thermal dilatability of material and f the vector of the internal volumetric forces.
The boundary conditions depend on the arrangement solved.

4 NUMERICAL COMPUTATION
The mathematical model presented in the previous paragraph was solved by the finite
element method in the quasi-coupled formulation using the codes QuickField [9] (magnetic
field) and COMSOL Multiphysics [10] (temperature field and field of thermoelastic
displacements) supplemented with a lot of own procedures and scripts. The last two fields are
supposed not to affect the primary magnetic field. Particular attention was paid to the
convergence of results (in the case of the thermoelastic operation) in the dependence of the
position of the artificial boundary (periodical magnetic field) and density of the discretization
mesh (all three physical fields). In order to obtain values with three valid digits for the magnetic field, the corresponding mesh must consist of more than 150 000 quadratic elements; for
the two remaining fields this number could be substantially lower (the corresponding
definition areas are smaller and both fields are relatively smooth) – about 60 000 elements.

5 ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
For an illustration, we will present the most important results for the device whose
principal dimensions are depicted in Fig. 3. This device does not contain the magnetic
clutches 2, 6 (but their presence influences the main results by not more than about 2–3 %),
and ceramic part of the plunger, so that the arrangement is fully axisymmetric.
The nonferromagnetic part of the plunger 1 is made of zinc, the return spring 2 is made of
spring steel DIN 17 221, the field coil 3 is made of Cu, the shell 4 and ferromagnetic part 6 of
the plunger are made of carbon steel CSN 12 040, and thermal insulation 5 is made of Teflon.
The basic physical parameters of the mentioned materials including their temperature de-
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pendencies were found in [11]. For example, Fig. 4 depicts the magnetization characteristic of
steel 12 040 (left part) and temperature dependence of its thermal conductivity (right part).
The air inside the device (representing the ambient medium) is supposed unmoving, its
thermal conductivity being 0.03 W/mK. The external and friction forces ( Fext and Ff from
(3)) are equal to zero.

Figure 3. The main part of the investigated device with the principal dimensions in mm:
1–nonferromagnetic part of the plunger, 2–return spring, 3–field coil of the actuator, 4–ferromagnetic shell,
5–connecting Teflon matrix, 6–ferromagnetic part of the plunger
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Figure 4. Magnetization characteristic of carbon steel 12 040 (left) and
temperature dependence of its thermal conductivity λ (right)

The computations provided a lot of qualitative and quantitative results. The qualitative
results are represented by maps of all three fields, but they are rather of low importance.
Much more important are the qualitative results depicted in the following figures.
Figure 5 shows the dependencies of the magnetic force Fm on shift ς for two different
values of DC field current density J ext,DC and a similar dependence of the counterforce

Fs (ς ) exerted by the return spring. It is clear that for the selected return spring the current

density J ext,DC = 106 A/m2 is too low to overcome the counterforce Fs (ς ) (the plunger would
not move at all). But DC field current density J ext,DC = 2 × 106 A/m2 is already enough for the
movement of the plunger in any range of shifts ( Fm > Fs everywhere).
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Figure 5. Dependencies of the magnetic force Fm and counterforce Fs exerted by the return spring on shift ς
I - Fm (ς ) for DC field current density J ext,DC = 106 A/m2
II - Fm (ς ) for DC field current density J ext,DC = 2 × 106 A/m2

III - Fs (ς ) for the constant of elasticity of the spring k = 0.2 N/m

F tot (N)

The same conclusion can be seen in Fig. 6 that depicts the resultant static characteristics of
the electromagnetic operation (defined as Ftot = Fm − Fs ) for three different DC field current
densities and the same elasticity constant of the return spring. For field current density J ext,DC = 5 × 106 A/m2 we obtain an unreal characteristic, because one its part lies below zero.
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Figure 6. Static characteristics of the device for
= 106 A/m2, II - J ext,DC = 2 × 106 A/m2, III - J ext,DC = 5 ×106 A/m2

Figure 7 shows the dependence of the total thermoelastic shift u z of the leftmost point of
the zinc part of the plunger on its average temperature Tav , the previous electromagnetic shift
being ς = 25 mm. The dependence is almost linear. A similar graph is shown in Fig. 8
depicting the dependence of the average temperature rise ∆T of the zinc part on the shift u z
of its leftmost end (the previous electromagnetic shift ς being 25 mm again). This
dependence may be very useful for an accurate determination of this shift (because the
average temperature rise of the zinc part may be well measured either indirectly or by
thermocouples).
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Figure 7. Dependence of the total thermoelastic shift u z of the leftmost end of the zinc part
on its average temperature Tav for ς = 25 mm
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Figure 8. Dependence of the average temperature rise ∆Tav of the zinc part on shift u z
of the leftmost end of this zinc part for ς = 25 mm

Of great importance are also the dynamic characteristics of the system, because the
thermoelastic operation can take tens of seconds or even minutes. Figure 9 shows the time
evolution of the average temperature Tav of the zinc part of the plunger for three different
field current densities J ext,AC of frequency f = 5 kHz, shift ς being 25 mm. And Fig. 10
shows the corresponding time evolutions of the shift u z of the leftmost end of the zinc part of
the plunger, the other parameters remaining the same.
Of course, the temperature in the system must not exceed 200 °C due to thermal endurance
of used insulation elements. This is also marked in both Figs. 9 and 10 by the unreal zones.
But even these results are far from being complete, because the figures show the graphs
just for several selected parameters. Some more results obtained for other parameters are
listed in Tab. 1.

6

CONCLUSION

The device exhibits a lot of possibilities of practical applications in optics (setting of focal
distances of lens systems), laser technologies (setting of position of the laser head or focusing
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of the laser beam) or microscope technologies (setting of positions of specimens with respect
to the focus of light or electron beams). Next work in the domain will be aimed at further acceleration of computations and detailed analysis of behavior of other parts of the device
(mainly both clutches).
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Figure 9. Time evolution of the average temperature Tav of the zinc part of the plunger for three different field
current densities ( ς = 25 mm, f = 5 kHz):
I - J ext,AC = 4 × 10 A/m2, II - J ext,AC = 5 ×106 A/m2, III - J ext,AC = 6 × 106 A/m
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Figure 10. Time evolution of the shift u z of the leftmost part of the zinc part of the plunger for three different
field current densities ( ς = 25 mm, f = 5 kHz):
I - J ext,AC = 4 × 106 A/m2, II - J ext,AC = 5 ×106 A/m2, III - J ext,AC = 6 × 106 A/m
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Table 1. Results for other parameters (symbol p denoting the volumetric losses in the zinc part of the plunger)
f

p

(Hz)

(W/m3)

Tav

u z ,max

(°C)

(m)

J ext,AC = 2 × 106 A/m

2

50
500
5000

1.088 ×103
1.062 ×105
4.977 ×106

4.20 ×10–5
5.40×10–5
4.14 ×10–4

29.60
32.55
115.50

J ext,AC = 5 × 106 A/m

2

50
500
5000

6.800 ×103
6.637×105
3.110 ×107

76.86
98.33
870.00

2.47 ×10–4
3.40 ×10–4
2.59 ×10–3

The last row in the table is unreal because of unacceptably high temperature.
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Abstract. We present numerical analysis of a coupled problem composed of fluidics,
electromagnetic and particle dynamics. The forces acting on the dielectric micro-particle
consist of a dielectrophoretic(DEP) force, drag force and gravitational force in the proposed
analysis model. DEP force and drag force are calculated using the distribution of the electric
field and fluid velocity field to analyze the characteristic of the micro-particle motion. The
forces exerted by each field are driving terms in the Newton’s equation for particle motion.
The designed particle separating device, which has the one inlet and the two outlets, is
simulated to validate proposed numerical scheme. The analysis results show the trace of the
micro-particles can be analyzed using the proposed numerical approach.
1

INTRODUCTION

The electric force acting on dielectric material under non-uniform electric field is called
dielectrophoretic(DEP) force. Recently, dielectric micro-particles, whose motions are
controlled by the DEP force, play an increasing role in various areas, ranging from
environmental engineering to biomedical fields [1]. For example, minute particles caused
during a manufacturing process have a detrimental influence on people’s health, and can
damage modern equipment consisting of micro scale devices. These pollutants can be
manipulated using the DEP force. Many particle control devices have been developed.
The dielectric micro-particles existing in the air experience many forces such as electric,
drag, gravitational and buoyancy [2]. Among them, the dominant forces are electric force,
drag force and gravity since buoyancy is very small relative to gravity. The electric force is
related to both dielectric material properties and non-uniform electric field. Drag force is
determined by fluid velocity. Last, gravity is associated with physical constants: volume,
density and particle radius.
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In this paper, we propose a numerical procedure to solve the coupled problem, and design
a separating device. The micro-beads in air can be controlled by both fluid stream and electric
force. That is, the motion of the particles is determined by the distributions of an electric field
and fluid velocity. The characteristic of the particle motion is a form of coupled problem of
electromagnetic, fluidics and particle dynamics [3].
The electric field is calculated using the finite element method for the electrostatics, and
the fluid velocity field is calculated also using the finite element method for the potential flow
to calculate numerically the DEP force and fluid drag force. The gravitational force can be
obtained easily from material properties. The three forces are summed to be a driving force of
Newton’s equation to calculate particle motion. The Runge-Kutta method is used to
numerically solve the coupled motional equation.
The micro-particles suspended in laminar flow experience positive DEP force in the
designed device based on their relative permittivity and electric field intensity. The movement
characteristics of the micro-particles are analyzed using the proposed numerical analysis
procedure. Simulation results show validity of the proposed method and feasibility of the
designed device.
2 MODELING OF PARTICLE MOTION
The force acting on dielectric material suspended in a non-uniform electric field is
generated by interaction of imposed with the induced dipole moment. The DEP force on the
dielectric particle, which is lossless in a DC electric field, can be obtained using the effective
dipole moment that follows as:

p = 4πε1R 3 KE0

(1)

where ε 1 , R , and E0 are fluid permittivity, particle radius and applied electric field,
respectively, and K , known as the Clausius-Mossotti(CM) factor, can be expressed as
K=

ε 2 − ε1
ε 2 + 2ε 1

(2)

where ε 2 is particle permittivity. Using the above equations, the well-known expression for
the DEP force can be written as [4]:

FDEP = 2πε1 R 3 K∇E02

(3)

According to (2), the CM factor, whose value range is in − 0.5 ≤ K ≤ 1.0 range, provides a
measure of the magnitude of the DEP force and the particle’s direction of motion. If fluid
permittivity is larger than that of the particle, then it is called the negative DEP force due to
the CM factor.
The moving particles suspended in fluid experience the drag force as follows [2]:
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FD = 6πη (u − v )R

(4)

where η , u and v are viscosity, fluid velocity and particle velocity, respectively. The drag
force can be calculated by the relative velocity between fluid and particle velocity.
These two forces on the particles are substituted into Newton’s motional equation of
motion to evaluate the movement characteristic of the particles:

FDEP + FD + FG = m

dv
dt

(5)

where m is particle mass, FG is gravity force. Equation (5) can be solved using the RungeKutta method.

3 ANALYSIS OF PARTICLE DYNAMICS
3.1 Analysis Model
The DEP force and the drag force are considered using three design variables the design
the device. First, from the material standpoint, the analysis region is divided into two parts:
fluid and micro-particles. The difference of permittivity between two materials affects the
DEP force. Second, the drag force associated with the flow increases linearly with the fluid
velocity because the radius of the particles used in analysis is constant. Third, applied voltage
value is chosen to prevent its malfunction considering breakdown of air.

Figure 1: Analysis model

Fig.1 shows the designed device. It consists of the one electrode and the channel. The
electrode, whose diameter is 2 mm , keeps 0.1 mm away from the channel. The maximum
electric field intensity is about 2.4 MV / m when applied voltage is 5.5KV. This is under the
breakdown field in the air. The channel has a one inlet and two outlets, and the micro beads
are supplied with fluid velocity through the inlet. The fluid field with flow velocity,
u = 0.5 cm/s, is laminar flow, since the Reynolds number of the device and the particles is
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much less than 2000 and 1 [5]: Red ≈ 0.16 and Re p ≈ 1.7 × 10−3 .

3.2 Analysis results
The drag force and DEP force can be calculated from each field distributions. Fig. 2 shows
the fluid velocity field distribution obtained by the finite element method. The drag force can
be obtained from equation (4) using the relative velocity between fluid and the particles at
each point.

Figure 2: Flow velocity distribution

All particles experience the DEP force when the voltage is applied. Fig. 3(a) shows equipotential distribution, and Fig. 3(b) depicts the gravitational force and the DEP force on the
line that is near the bottom of the channel in Fig. 3(a). The DEP force between 0.3 mm and
2.6 mm is stronger than the gravitational force, which is about 0.8 × 10−12 [ N ] , and the CM
factor is a positive value. Therefore, in this region all particles move towards the electrode.

(a) equi-potential line distribution
(b) DEP force and gravity force
Figure 3: Comparing the forces near the bottom of the channel

The applied voltage to generate the same electric field becomes lower, as the electrode
diameter becomes smaller. However, the DEP force acting on the particles at the same
distance is weak in the case of a smaller electrode, because it is proportional to the electric
field gradient. Fig. 4 shows the analytical result of the quarter of the electrode in Fig. 3. The
region where the DEP force is dominant is smaller than one of the bigger electrode model.
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(a) equi-potential line distribution
(b) DEP force and gravity force
Figure 4: Comparing the forces near the bottom of the channel

The beads used in analysis are assumed to be carbon particles, instead of cells, to obtain
the reliable analytical results using well-known material property. The diameter of the microparticles is 5 µm , and its mass density is assumed as 1.31 g ⋅ cm −3 . Fig. 5 shows the particle
motion in only the electric field.

(a) Initial particle position

(b) Particle motion under electric field
Figure 5: Electric field only exists

Fig. 6 shows the simulation results. The carbon micro-particles are supplied from the right
side, and it can be manipulated by electric field. The injected beads move toward the lower
channel when there is no electric field, since the forces acting on them are the drag and the
gravitational forces. In contrast, if the voltage is applied, then all particles gather in the upper
channel due to the DEP force.

4 CONCLUSION
We have proposed a numerical procedure that can solve the coupled problem to analyze
the particle movement in fluid and electric fields. The total force acting on the beads was
calculated from each field distributions by the finite element method, because the forces vary
with its position. These values are substituted in Newton’s equation to calculate the particle
motion. The Runge-Kutta method is used to solve the coupled motional equation. The
dynamic characteristics were estimated using the proposed algorithm in the micro-particle
separating device designed.
Fluid velocity, material properties of a particle and an applied voltage are considered to
design the separating device. The simulations showed the particles can be safely and rapidly
manipulated using the DEP force, which is proportional to both the CM factor and electric
field gradient. The usefulness of the proposed numerical scheme is validated.
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(a) Turn off the electrode
(b) Turn on the electrode
Figure 6: The micro-particle motion
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Abstract. The electrowetting is a phenomenon that the shape of droplet is deformed by
external electric field. The most of electrowetting studies have been presented by researchers
with mechanical viewpoint. In this paper, we present a numerical method to calculate the
droplet shape by taking into account the effects of external electric field, surface tension and
gravity. The numerical analysis for shape calculation is formulated by using the equilibrium
condition of hydrostatical pressure in the coupled system of external electric field and surface
tension in the presence of gravity. The model is numerically implemented and coupled using a
standard finite element procedure. The proposed method is numerically tested and validated in
a shaping problem of water droplet placed above a conductor coated by dielectric material in
external electric field. The electrowetting phenomenon was successfully modeled and
analyzed by the proposed approach.
1

INTRODUCTION

The electrowetting is a phenomenon that the shape of droplet is deformed by external
electric field. Various applications, such as lap-on-a-chip, electronic display, and adjustable
lenses are based on the electrowetting phenomenon. In recent papers, they assert that the
shape of droplet is initially determined by the contact angle, and then the contact angle is
changed by applying a voltage between two electrodes [1,2].
It is commonly understood that the contact angle, with no applied voltage, is only
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determined by the triple line as shown in Figure 1. The angle can be calculated using the
following relation (1),

γ LG cosθ = γ SG − γ SL

(1)

where γ is the surface tension coefficient (e.g., γ LG at a liquid /gas interface) and θ is the
contact angle. When a voltage is applied, the relation (1) is modified to (2) to consider the
influence of the electric field [1],
1
2

γ LG cosθ = γ SG − γ SL + CV 2

(2)

where C is the capacitance and V is the applied voltage. It was asserted that Maxwell stress
can be used as the electric pressure [3].

(a) Hydrophilic contact, θ < 90°
(b) Hydrophobic contact, θ > 90°
Figure 1: Schematic view of the forces at the triple line (Solid, Liquid, Gas)

From the mechanical viewpoint [4]-[7], the shape of droplet is determined by the contact
angle. And the change of contact angle by the voltage is explained to be due to the chage of
material property by the voltage. However, this paper aims to analyze the electrowetting in
electrical viewpoint using the distributed electric force, which is generated by electric field
distribution. That is, we couple the static fluid system with the electric system to form a
coupled system equation for calculation of the droplet shape [8].
We present a numerical method to calculate the droplet shape by taking into account the
effects of external electric field, surface tension and gravity. The different physical
phenomena influence each other and they constitute a coupled system. So, their transient
interaction between them is very complicated and difficult to analyze and calculate. Thus, in
this paper, the numerical analysis for shape calculation is formulated by using the equilibrium
condition of hydrostatical pressure in the coupled system of external electric field and surface
tension in the presence of gravity.
The model is numerically implemented and coupled using a standard finite element
procedure. The proposed method is numerically tested and validated in a shaping problem of
water droplet placed above a conductor coated by dielectric material in external electric field.
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2 PROPOSED APPROACH
From the hydrostatical force equilibrium, the pressure on the surface can be expressed as
follows [8],
Li

pi = ∫ (ρg + f e ) ⋅ dl + p0 + pLS
L0

(3)

i = 1,2,..., n

where p is the isotropic mechanical scalar pressure, i is the index for indicating different
positions on the surface, n is the number of control positions, ρ is the mass density of the
liquid, g is the acceleration vector of gravity, f e is the Kelvin force density in the liquid, L0 is
an arbitrary fixed position on the free surface of the liquid, p0 is the atmospheric pressure, L is
a position on the droplet surface and p LS is an additional pressure by surface curvature at
position L .
The line integration path should go through the inside of the fluid to consider the internal
body force. It is noted that the path can be arbitrary because the pressure pi is independent of
the integration path. In the state of hydrostatical equilibrium, all the pi should be the
atmospheric pressure, p0 .
From [9], the formula of volume force density is written as
(4)

f e = −(P ⋅ ∇)∇V = (P ⋅ ∇)E

where P is polarization, E is electric field intensity and V is the electric scalar potential.
The calculation technique of pressure using surface tension is shown in Figure 2(a). Also,
the points in Figure 2(b) represent the control points to draw the surface of droplet. Pressure
by surface tension is expressed as follows (5).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Schematic diagram to calculate (a) pressure by surface tension and (b) control points of droplet surface.

Pst = p LS =

2 × σdθ 2σ
=
( N / m2 )
rdθ
r

(5)

Where σ is the surface tension constant of water, r is the radius, determined by control points.
The model is numerically implemented and coupled using a standard finite element
procedure. The proposed method is numerically tested and validated in a shaping problem of
water droplet placed above a conductor coated by dielectric material in external electric field.
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3 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
From the stage of the experiment, Figure 3 shows the dimensions and properties for a
numerical model. An axis-symmetric 3D formulation was derived and a finite element
analysis was performed. From (4), the equation in cylindrical coordinates, multiplying it by
r to avoid singularities at r = 0, the equation becomes
1
f e = − (P ⋅ ∇)rE0
r

(6)

where r denotes the radial directional components and E 0 is the external electric field intensity.
E 0 is expressed as follows [8],
E0 =

1+ εr
E
2

(7)

The concept of an external field was first introduced by Kelvin, as follows in [9]. The
electromagnetic external field can be also found in [10]-[12].

Figure 3: Numerical model from the experimental stage. Axis-symmetric 2D formulation and finite element
analysis were performed. The line integration path should go through the inside of the fluid. The line integration
path is used to calculate the pressure on the droplet surface. 30 points on the surface were used for the pressure
calculating.

The droplet shape is detected with the pressure equilibrium condition at control points. The
surface tension on the droplet through the radius and hysteresis phenomenon is ignored. The
volume of the droplet is 5 μℓ, and the Teflon coating thickness is 6 μm. The integration path
to the control points is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Flowchart to find surface control point by the hydrostatical equilibrium condition.

The free surface profile of the droplet can be obtained through numerical iteration, whose
algorithm is based on the condition that the pressures on the free surface are the same. Figure
4 presents the overall flowchart of the procedure.
4 NUMERICAL RESULT
Figure 5 shows equi-potential lines passing through the surface of initial and final shape
when 200 V is applied.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5: Body Surfaces of 1 μℓ droplet and flux distributions of (a) initial and (b) final shape.
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Figure. 6 shows the electromagnetic body force density distribution near the tip of the
electrode when the voltage is applied. The force density near the tip of the electrode is larger
than the points far from the electrode.

Figure 6: Body force density distribution. The arrows to visualize the body force density are drawn in each of
the elements.

Figure 7 shows the trajectory of the droplet shape detected with the pressure equilibrium
condition at control points.

(a)
(b)
Figure 7: Numerical analysis results. Trajectories of the 1 μℓ droplet surface profile. Applied voltage : 50 V (a)
and 200 V (b), The potential line for the last shape.
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The final shapes of droplet according to the various applied voltage is shown in Figure 8.
The volume constraint condition is adopted to determine the shape of droplet. The larger the
voltage, the flatter the droplet shape. The result shows that the electrowetting phenomenon
was successfully modeled and analyzed using the proposed approach.

(a) Distance between tip and bottom – 1mm

(b) Distance between tip and bottom – 0.5mm

Figure 8: Comparison of droplet surface according to the applied voltage

5 EXPERIMENT
In Figure 9 presents photos of the experiment.

Figure 9: Experimental equipments used to observe electrowetting phenomena.

A detailed description of the measurement procedure follows. First, a 5 μl water droplet is
placed on the grounded metal plate coated with Teflon. Second, voltage is applied to the
electrode in the droplet. The distance between the tip of the electrode and coated metal plate
was 1.5 mm and 0.5 mm . A picture of the droplet shape is taken using a CCD camera.
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(a) 50V, 0.5 mm

(b) 100V, 0.5 mm

(c) 150V, 0.5 mm

(d) 200V, 0.5 mm

(e) 50V, 1.5 mm

(f) 100V, 1.5 mm

(g) 150V, 1.5 mm

(h) 200V, 1.5 mm

Figure 10: Photographs of shape deformation with applied voltage and depth of the electrode

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a numerical approach to represent the effect of electric field in
electrowetting phenomenon. The electrowetting phenomenon can be regarded as a result of
electromagenetic body force and surface tension. The proposed approach was successfully
modeled and analyzed qualitatively for the electrowetting phenomenon. We have obtained a
significant result although the experimental part permits only to analyze qualitatively the
electrowetting phenomenon. We can get many advantages to analyze the electrowetting
phenomenon from electrical viewpoint. Variations of voltage, the depth of electrode, the sort
and thickness of the dielectric coating are easily treated in the electromagnetic viewpoint. The
reason why contact angle is saturated , fingering effect near contact line, contact line
instability radiation of light can be explained reliably, if electrowetting is continuously
studied with electrical aspect.
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Abstract. The unprecedented energy intensities of modern hadron accelerators yield special
problems with the materials that are placed close to or into the high intensity beams. The
energy stored in a single beam of LHC particle accelerator is equivalent to about 80 kg of
TNT explosive, stored in a transverse beam area with a typical value of 0.2 mm×0.2 mm. The
materials placed close to the beam are used at, or even beyond, their damage limits. However,
it is very difficult to predict structural efficiency and robustness accurately: beam-induced
damage for high energy and high intensity occurs in a regime where practical experience does
not exist. The interaction between high energy particle beams and metals induces a sudden
non uniform temperature increase. This provokes a dynamic response of the structure
entailing thermal stress waves and thermally induced vibrations or even the failure of the
component. This study is performed in order to estimate the damage on a tungsten component
due to the impact with a proton beam generated by LHC. The solved problems represent some
accidental cases consequent to an abnormal release of the beam: the energy delivered on the
components is calculated using the FLUKA code and then used as input in the numerical
simulations, that are carried out via the FEM code LS-DYNA.
1

INTRODUCTION

The LHC [1,2] is a circular accelerator with a 26.659 km circumference situated at the
border between Switzerland and France at an average depth of 100 m underground. This
machine mainly provides the collision between two counter-circulating proton beams. At the
design operating condition, each proton beam consists of 3×1014 protons at 7 TeV, so when
the protons collide the collision energy is 14 TeV. The beam has 2808 bunches each having
1.11×1011 protons. The bunch length is 0.5 ns and the time between two successive bunches is
25 ns, so the duration of the entire beam is about 72 s.
The total energy stored in each beam at maximum energy is about 350 MJ: this is enough
energy to melt 500 kg of copper. This large amount of energy is potentially destructive for
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accelerator equipments having direct interaction with particles (e.g. the collimation system) in
case of uncontrolled beam loss, so everything is done to ensure that this never happens.
Besides, it is important to know what will be the damage in case of the LHC malfunction. It is
in this perspective that a thermo-mechanical analysis becomes relevant. However, it is very
difficult to predict structural efficiency and robustness accurately: beam-induced damage for
high energy and high intensity occurs in a regime where, nowadays, practical experience does
not exist. For now the importance of developing a reliable multidisciplinary methods (physics,
hydrodynamics and structural engineering are involved) and accurate models that could be
efficiently applied to estimate the damage occurring during an impact is therefore evident.
The interaction between high energy particle beams and solids can be considered from a
structural point of view as an energy deposition inducing a sudden non uniform temperature
increase. In function of which part of material is investigated the behaviour is different
(Figure 1). In the material part closest to the beam, the pressure and temperature increase and
the material could arrive at its melting temperature or vaporize. The material response in this
condition is correctly described only using an equation of state that is able to describe the
hydrodynamic behaviour, while in this portion of material the deviatoric stress is totally
negligible. On the other hand, the remaining part of the material is characterized by high
values of plastic strain, strain-rate and temperature, so the response is related with the strength
material model used.
Shockwaves

PARTICLE
BEAM

Density (g/cm3)

High pressure plasma/liquid

Plasticity at High Strain Rate,
Pressure and Temperature Pressure (GPa)

PARTICLE
BEAM

Figure 1: high energy particle beam impact effects on a metal structure

From these considerations it is clear what is the complexity of the problem: in order to
correctly simulate the thermo-mechanical response of the hit material it is needed to take into
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account both the hydrodynamic behaviour using a dedicated equation of state (EOS) and the
deviatoric behaviour using a dedicated material model.
The numerical simulations are performed using the commercial FEM code LS-DYNA [3].
For the simulations the chosen equation of state is a polynomial EOS, in which the
coefficients are obtained fitting a three-phase tabular equation of state, and the material model
is the Johnson–Cook model.
The evaluation of thermal loads on the hit material is performed using a statistical code,
called FLUKA [4], based on the Monte-Carlo method.
As mentioned before, the material involves in such high energy and high intensity impacts
operates under extreme conditions, in which the possibility to perform experimental tests is
limited. For this reason the importance of developing a reliable methods and accurate models
that could be efficiently applied to estimate the damage occurring during an impact is
therefore evident.

COPPER
TUNGSTEN

Figure 2: energy distribution (GeV/cm3) on a tungsten/copper component (TCT collimators jaw) for a single
proton at 5 TeV

In case of interaction between a high energy particle (protons) beam and a metallic
material three main dynamic response regimes may occur, depending on the deposited energy,
the energy density, the interaction duration and the material strength. The first possibility is
the case in which the induced stress waves and the vibrations remain in the elastic domain. In
this case the deposited energy density is low, the changes in density are negligible and the
stress waves travel in the material at the sound speed. On the other hand, for medium energy
levels, the stress waves are generated in the plastic domain. This implies the velocity of the
waves is lower than the elastic domain speed and there are permanent deformations in the
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component also once the load is over. The last case implies that a large amount of energy is
delivered on the component. In the matter there is the dawn of shock waves, in which there is
a nearly discontinuous change in the characteristic of the medium (pressure, temperature and
density). The discontinuity moves with a supersonic velocity and this makes the mass
transport phenomenon to be relevant.
In order to correctly simulate the effects of the high energy particle interaction with a solid
target, it is necessary to calculate the energy deposition on the component delivered during the
impact duration. In this work the calculation is done from the physicists at CERN via the
statistical code FLUKA [4]. FLUKA is a fully integrated package for the calculation of
particle transport and interaction with the matter, based on the Monte-Carlo analysis with
many applications in high energy experimental physics and engineering. The FLUKA result
(Figure 2) is the energy map on the same geometry on which the mechanical simulation is
performed taking into account all the particles in the cascade generated by the interaction
between the proton beam and the target. Finally the FLUKA results are used as input for
thermo-structural studies.
2. HYDRODINAMIC AND VISCOPLASTIC BEHAVIOUR
2.1 Equation of state
An equation of state (EOS) is a constitutive relation between state variables and describes the
state of the matter. Usually it expresses a thermodynamic variable (such as pressure or
internal energy) in function of two other independent state variables (such as density and
temperature).
In this work a tabular multi-phase equation of state [5] is used. In particular, solid, liquid,
vapour, gas and plasma region are taken into account. In Figure 3 the P- (varying T) and P-
(varying ) planes for tungsten are depicted.

isotherms

isodensity

Figure 3: Equation of state for tungsten in the P- (left) and P-E (right) planes for tungsten
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Once the energy for the impact of a proton bunch is known, it is possible to understand the
consequent material behaviour considering the EOS in the P-E plane varying the density
(Figure 3). The arrival of the bunch pulse, obviously, modified the precedent matter
condition: in particular, there is an increment in the energy of the medium. Since the impact is
quite short, it can be considered as an isochoric transformation, so the jump in energy is done
along the density curve characteristic of the previous state. This implies a new value in
pressure univocally identified from the new energy and density conditions. The global result
is that instantaneously the material reaches a different (greater) pressure. This, together with
the fact that for this problem different parts of the component are not in the same condition, a
shock front is generated: the elements with a high level of pressure rapidly expand into the
elements with a low level.
2.2 Material model
In past decades a lot of material models for the description of the visco-plasticity in metals
are proposed. The Johnson-Cook (J-C) model [6] is a purely empirical model; an example of
semi-empirical model is the Steinberg-Cochran-Guinan-Lund model, which was first (S-G)
developed for the description of high strain-rates behaviour [7], and after (S-L) extended to
low strain-rates [8].
A first set of simulations is carried out with the J-C [6] model because also if it very simple
it is able to predict the mechanical behaviour of the materials under different loading
conditions. Besides, it is one of the most used material model, so it is implemented in many
FEM codes and it is quite easy to find the values of J-C parameters for different materials.
Nevertheless, the J-C model is quite inaccurate to describe the material behaviour in case of
high pressure conditions and extremely high strain-rates. The J-C values are usually obtained
in a range of strain-rate lower than 105 s-1 and could overestimate the strain-rate sensitivity for
strain-rate ≥105 s-1. As a matter of fact, it neglects the influence of the pressure and changes in
volume on the flow stress and it considers the melting temperature as a constant, while the
solid-liquid transition is influenced by the density.
In this work, a more suitable model is used: the S-G material model [7] in which the
strength material characterization is controlled by the equations
 y  A GG

0

 A   0 1    pl,i   pl n   max
G

G0





 1  bPv1 / 3  hT  300

(1)

Tm  Tm 0 exp2a1  v v  2 0  a 1 / 3

in which both the flow stress and the shear modulus are function of temperature, strain and
also pressure, v is the relative volume, b and n are the work-hardening parameters and pl,i is
the initial equivalent plastic strain, normally equal to zero. The subscript 0 refers to the
condition in which T=300 K, P=0 and =0, the reference state. b and h are proportional to the
derivative of the yield stress respect to the pressure and to the derivative of the shear modulus
respect to the temperature, respectively. As in the J-C model, if the temperature overcomes
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the melting temperature then the material strength goes to zero, but differently from the J-C
model, the melting temperature is not constant but is a density function. The S-G model is
strain-rate independent, according to the fact that for strain-rates greater than 105 s-1 the rapid
decrease of rate dependent effects with increasing dynamic stress may be explained by the
increase in temperature with increasing stress [7]. This assumption is reasonable in case of
FCC material, but could be inaccurate in case of BCC materials [8].
4. BENCHMARKING
The numerical simulations are performed via the commercial code LS-DYNA. The
validation of the numerical results is performed on a simplified geometry: a cylindrical bar
(radius of 10 mm and length of 1 m) facially irradiated by 8 bunches at 7 TeV (r= 0.088
mm), each of them having 1.11×1011 protons. A lagrangian 2D axis-symmetric model is used
with an explicit time integration (time step magnitude 0.01 ns). A non reflection boundary
condition is applied at the external radius.
The response of a cylindrical structures subjected to a beam impact in the centre was
investigated in different works for different materials [9,10]. For this reason, the results of
similar simulations are easily comprehensible.

Figure 4: pressure evolution for tungsten components: radius (), length ()

Figure 5: density evolution for tungsten component: radius (), length ()

The results in terms of pressure, that are substantially independent from the chosen
strength material model since the level of deposed energy is order of magnitude greater than
plastic work, are reported in Figure 4.
A radial shock wave generated in the central/impact zone travels from the hit zone to the
face. The levels of pressure reached at the end of the deposition (~200 ns) are very high. Since
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the intensity level of the beam is the same used for the other materials [9,10], the difference in
the pressure levels is essentially due to the difference in density: the greater the density the
higher the energy absorption.
Figure 5, shows the density evolution: there is a rarefaction behind and a compression
ahead the shock wave front. Due to the strong reduction in density, the material becomes gas
and it is removed from the model.
In the centre the Von Mises stress (Figure 6) is zero because the temperature overcomes
the melting value. In the remaining part of the component high levels of stress (~2 0) are
reached.

 0=2.3
GPa
Figure 6: Von Mises stress evolution for tungsten component: radius (), length ()

In Figure 7, an overview of the results is reported. The pressure and the density at the end
of the deposition act as a pump (or similarly an explosive) which produces a dynamic
deformation of the material ahead the shock front. In the remaining part of the component
high levels of strain-rate (over 105 s-1) and plastic strain (over 10%) are reached.

Figure 7: pressure and density distribution at the end of the deposition (left) and Von Mises, strain-rate and
plastic strain at about 1 s after the impact (right) for tungsten (bottom) component: radius (), length ()

5. THREE-DIMENSIONAL REAL STRUCTURE
The method is finally applied to simulate the beam impact against a real complex
geometry: the Target Collimator Tertiary (TCT) of LHC [11].
The lagrangian 3D numerical model (Figure 8) represents a simplified structure respect to
the original one, but it considers the presence of two different material parts and the contact
between the different model components. Substantially, the structure is a parallelepiped with
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an internal part made by tungsten (the hit part) and an external C-section in copper. The
simulation provides the impact of 8 bunches each having 1.131011 protons at 5 TeV (x=
0.3 mm and y= 0.19 mm).

MAXIMUM
DEPOSITION
SECTION

PARTICLE
BEAM
Figure 8. 3D view of the simplified TCT

In Figures 9-12 some simulation results on the model section of maximum deposition
energy (Figure 8) are shown.
During the deposition phase (0÷182 ns) the pressure evolution is quite similar to the 2D
cylindrical case. The reached level (156 GPa) is lower due to the different beam intensity and
size. Once the deposition is finished a shock wave is generated and moves from the tungsten
region to the copper part. Differently from 2D, in which the beam hits the centre of the
structure, in this case the material is hit near a free surface. For this reason it can’t create a
wide zone of rarefaction because the pressure wave reaches in a short time the component free
surface and is reflected: due to this the material is projected toward the other TCT jaw at high
velocity (Figure 10) and consequently the other jaw may be damaged. The high level of
particle speed in the material is a proof of shockwaves phenomena.
Since the significant difference in impedance between the two materials, the shock wave is
in part reflected at the interface with the potential spallation of tungsten (Pcutoff=-900 MPa)
and the reduction of the pressure level transmitted to copper.
In Figure 11 the results in terms of temperature are reported: the temperature is limited for
a better understanding to the normal melting temperature (4520 K) since in the hit zone it
could reach several thousand of K (plasma condition).
The level of stress is over 3 GPa in the tungsten part, that results heavy deformed after the
beam impact. In the melted part of the component the Von Mises stress is zero and the
behaviour is purely hydrostatic. On the other hand it reaches the maximum value behind the
shock wave profile.
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Figure 9. simulation results at: 182 ns (end of deposition), 600 ns, 1.2 s, 4 s, Pressure (Pa)

Figure 10. simulation results at: 182 ns (end of deposition), 600 ns, 1.2 s, 4 s, resultant velocity (m/s)

Figure 11. simulation results at: 182 ns (end of deposition), 600 ns, 1.2 s, 4 s, Temperature (K)
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Figure 12. simulation results at: 182 ns (end of deposition), 600 ns, 1.2 s, 4 s, Von Mises Stress (Pa)

CONCLUSIONS
This study was performed in order to estimate the damage on a metal component due to the
impact with a proton beam generated by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. The case
study represents an accidental case consequent to an abnormal release of the beam, in which 8
bunches irradiate the target directly. The energy delivered on the component was calculated
using the FLUKA code and then used as input in the numerical simulation, that were carried
out via the FEM code LS-DYNA.
In this kind of problems both the hydrostatic and the deviatoric components are involved,
but in different regions of the hit component. The hydrostatic behaviour of the target was
described using a multi-phase equation of state, while the elasto-plasticity response was
treated using Steinberg-Guinan material model.
In the first part, the validation of the numerical procedure on a simple geometry) and
constitutive material models was presented. In particular, the high energy particle (7 TeV)
impact was examined on a facially irradiated cylindrical bar: the beam hits the component
directly on the centre of the basis. Then the final step was the study of the impact on a real
structure with an energy beam of 5 TeV (the next target in the energy value of LHC beam).
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Abstract. The design of rotating machines working in chambers submerged in liquids is a
complicated technological problem. Vibration of the whole system produced by unbalance of
the rotating parts can be significantly reduced if damping devices are inserted between the
rotor and its stationary part. Due to variable operating conditions depending on the depth of
the chamber submerging to achieve their optimum performance, the damping effect must be
controllable. This is enabled by application of semiactive magnetorheological squeeze film
dampers. Their damping is produced by squeezing a thin film of magnetorheological fluid
between two rings and is controlled by the change of the magnetic flux passing through the
lubricating layer. The liquid, in which the chamber is submerged, is considered as
incompressible and acts on the chamber walls by its inertia and damping effects. The
investigating behaviour of such systems requires to analyse several mutually coupled physical
problems (mechanical, hydraulical, electrical and magnetic).
1

INTRODUCTION

The design of rotating machines working in chambers submerged in liquids belongs to
complicated technological problems. Unbalance of the rotors always produces their lateral
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vibration and forces transmitted through the coupling elements into the rotor housing and into
the chamber walls. Their magnitude depends not only on the speed of the rotor rotation but
also on the depth of submerging the chamber, the flow of the surrounding liquid and on
position of the chamber in the tank or in the channel. The presence of the liquid shifts due to
additional mass and damping the resonance frequencies and therefore also the critical
revolutions of the rotor. Vibration of the whole system can be significantly reduced if
damping devices are inserted between the rotor and its stationary part. Due to variable
operating conditions, to achieve their optimum performance, their damping effect must be
controllable. This is enabled by application of semiactive magnetorheological squeeze film
dampers. Their damping is produced by squeezing a thin film of magnetorheological fluid
filling the gap between the inner and outer damper rings. As resistance against the flow of
magnetorheological liquid depends on magnetic induction, the damping effect can be
controlled by the change of the current in the coils generating the magnetic field.
The regular experimental and theoretical research of squeeze film magnetorheological
dampers started in the end of the 20th century. In the mathematical models the
magnetorheological fluids are usually represented by Bingham or Bulkley-Herschel materials.
Vibration and control of a flexible rotor attenuated by a magnetorheological damping device
was studied by Wang et al. [1]. The mathematical models of a long squeeze film
magnetorheological damper based on modification of the Reynolds equation and on the
assumption that the rotor journal exhibits a circular orbit can be found in [2], [3] and [4].
These works were extended by Zapomel and Ferfecki [5], [6] who developed the
mathematical models of short and long magnetorheological dampers applicable also in the
cases when trajectory of the rotor journal centre in the damper is a curve of a general shape
and consequently applied them for computational simulations investigating the transient
response of a rigid rotor passing the critical speeds [7].
A computational procedure for analysis of lateral vibration of a rotor submerged in perfect
liquid is reported by Zapomel in [8], [9]. The pressure distribution in the liquid is described
by a Laplace equation that is obtained by simplification of the Navier-Stokes equations and
the equation of continuity. Components of the resulting force acting on the disc of the rotor
are obtained by integration of the pressure distribution around the circumference and along
the width of the disc. These forces can be expressed as a linear combination of the
components of the disc acceleration and therefore these coefficients of proportionality are
considered as additional masses. To solve the Laplace equation a finite element method was
adopted.
The procedure presented in this paper is intended for investigating the transient response of
rigid rotors working in chambers submerged in liquids focusing on attenuation of the rotor
vibration. Its application requires to solve several mutually coupled physical problems
(mechanical, hydraulical, electrical, magnetic).
2 THE INVESTIGATED SYSTEM
The investigated rotor RT works in a chamber CH placed in a tank TA filled with liquid
(water) LQ (Fig.1). The rotor consisting of a shaft and of one disc is supported by rolling
element bearings whose outer races are coupled with the bearing housings by spring elements
B1, B2. The chamber is coupled with the wall of the tank by spring elements C1 and C2
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exhibiting also some damping. The rotor turns at constant angular speed and is loaded by its
weight and by the disc unbalance. The springs supporting the rotor are prestressed to
eliminate their deflection caused by the rotor weight. The chamber is cylindrical and is partly
or fully submerged in the liquid. It is loaded by its weight and by the forces transmitted from
the rotor through the bearings and the damping elements into the walls of the chamber faces.

Figure 1: The investigated system

The task is to analyze influence of the change of damping of the magnetorheological
dampers inserted between the rotor and its stationary part fixed with the chamber on
attenuation of the system vibration at different operating conditions.
In the mathematical model the rotor, the chamber and the tank are considered as absolutely
rigid bodies. The magnetorheological dampers placed between the rotor and its stationary part
are represented by force couplings and the liquid in the tank is modelled as inviscid. Because
of the design arrangement, the system is considered as symmetric relative to the middle plane
of the disc and therefore the flow in the tank is two dimensional.
3

DETERMINATION OF THE DAMPING FORCE

The squeeze film magnetorheological damper consists of two rings between which there is
a thin film of magnetorheological liquid (Fig.2). Both rings are coupled with the stationary
part of the rotating machine, the outer ring directly, the inner one by a spring. The shaft is
supported by a rolling element bearing whose outer race is coupled with the inner ring of the
damper. Vibration of the inner ring relative to the outer one squeezes the film of
magnetorheological liquid, which produces the damping force. In the body of the damper
there is embedded an electric coil generating magnetic filed. The magnetic flux passes
through the layer of magnetorheological liquid and as resistance against its flow depends on
magnetic induction, magnitude of the current can be used to control the damping effect.
The development of the mathematical model of the damping element is based on
assumptions of the classical theory of lubrication with the exception of modelling the
lubricating liquid. The fixed and movable rings are assumed to be absolutely rigid and their
surfaces absolutely smooth, the width of the gap between the rings is very small relative to the
rings radii, the magnetorheological liquid is represented by Bingham material, its yield shear
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stress depends on magnetic induction, the flow in the lubricating layers is laminar and
isothermal and the pressure in the radial direction remains constant and curvature of the oil
film does not influence the lubricant flow.
The further attention will be focused only on the dampers whose geometry and design
make possible to consider them as short [10]. Then the flow induced in the circumferential
direction can be neglected.

Figure 2: Scheme of the magnetorheological damper

Figure 3: Coordinate system of the damper

The thickness of the lubricating film depends on position of the rotor journal centre relative
to the system stationary part [10]

h = c − e H cos (ϕ − γ ) .

(1)

h denotes the thickness of the oil film, c represents the width of the gap between the fixed and
movable rings, eH is the rotor journal eccentricity, φ is the circumferential coordinate and γ
denotes the position angle of the line of centres (Fig.3).
To describe the pressure field in the layer of magnetorheological fluid, the Reynolds
equation was modified for the case of Bingham liquid [6]

(
− 3 (h

)
h Z ) p ′

h 3 p ′ 3 + 3 h 2 τ y − 4 η B h Z p ′ 2 − 4τ 3y = 0

for

p′ < 0 ,

(2)

h 3 p′3

for

p′ > 0 .

(3)

2

τ y + 4 ηB

2

+ 4τ 3y = 0

Equations (2) and (3) represent cubic algebraic equations with respect to the pressure
gradient in the axial direction p'. ηB denotes the Bingham dynamical viscosity, τy is the yield
shear stress, Z is the axial coordinate and (.) denotes the first derivative with respect to time.
As follows from the derivation, the root that has the physical meaning must satisfy the
following conditions:
• it must be real (not complex),
• the conditions of validity of equations (2) and (3) must be satisfied, this means that the real
roots obtained from (2) must be negative and the real ones obtained from (3) must be
positive,
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•

p′ < −
p′ >

2τy
h
2τy
h

for

p′ < 0 ,

(4)

for

p′ > 0 .

(5)

The pressure profile p is given by integration of the pressure gradient

p = ∫ p ′ dZ .

(6)

Equations (2) and (3) are solved with the boundary condition expressing that pressure at
the damper faces is equal to the pressure in the ambient space

p = pA

Z =±

for

L
.
2

(7)

L is the length of the damper.
It is assumed that in the areas where the thickness of the lubricating film rises with time

( h > 0 ) a cavitation occurs. Pressure of the medium in cavitated regions remains constant and
equal to the pressure in the ambient space. Then it holds for the pressure distribution in the
film of the magnetorheological oil

pD = p

for

p ≥ pA

pD = p A

and

for

p < pA .

(8)

In the simplest design case of the damper, the rings, between which there is a layer of
magnetorheological liquid, can be considered as a divided core of an electromagnet. Then the
dependence of the yield shear stress on magnetic induction can be approximately expressed
ny

NI
τy = ky 
 .
 2h 

(9)

ky and ny are the material constants of the magnetorheological liquid, N is the number the coil
turns and I is the electric current.
y and z components of the damping force FMRy, FMRz are then given by integration of the
pressure distribution around the circumference and along the length of the damping element.
As it is assumed its symmetry relative to the plane perpendicular to the shaft centre line the
resulting relations take the form
L
2π 2

L
2π 2

FMRy = −2 R ∫ ∫ p D cos ϕ dZ dϕ ,

FMRz = −2 R ∫ ∫ p D sin ϕ dZ dϕ .

0 0

(10)

0 0

R is the radius of the gap between the damper rings.

4

THE FORCE OF THE LIQUID ACTING ON THE CHAMBER

To determine the force by which the liquid acts on the chamber it is assumed that the walls
of the tank and of the chamber are absolutely rigid and smooth, the liquid is incompressible,
newtonian, the flow is isothermal and due to the system symmetry it is two dimensional (2D).
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Then the pressure and the velocity field is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations and by
the equation of continuity

 ∂ 2 v1 ∂ 2 v1 
 ∂v1
∂p F
∂v1
∂v1 
 − η F  2 + 2  = ρ F g ,
+ ρ F 
+ v1
+ v2
∂x1
∂x1
∂x 2 
∂x 2 
 ∂t
 ∂x1
 ∂v
∂p F
∂v
∂v
+ ρ F  2 + v1 2 + v 2 2
∂x 2
∂x1
∂x 2
 ∂t

 ∂ 2 v2 ∂ 2 v2

 − η F  2 +
∂x 22

 ∂x1


 = ρ F g ,


∂v1 ∂v 2
+
= 0.
∂x1 ∂x 2

(11)

(12)

(13)

x1, x2 are the y and z cartesian coordinates, v1, v2 are the velocity components of the flow in
the y and z directions, pF is the pressure, ρF, ηF are the density and dynamical viscosity of the
liquid, g is the gravity acceleration and t is the time.
As the chamber performs oscillations only with small amplitude, the Reynolds number of
the flow is low and the liquid inertia forces are dominant [11], [12]. On these conditions the
viscous and convective terms in the Navier Stokes equations can be neglected and
consequently (11) - (13) can be transformed into a Laplace equation describing the pressure
distribution in the liquid [12]
∂ 2 pF ∂ 2 pF
+
=0.
∂x12
∂x 22

(14)

Because of the performed simplifications, pF in (14) covers only the pressure induced by
vibration of the chamber but it does not include the hydrostatic component that is caused by
the weight of the fluid and that produces the lifting force acting on the chamber.
The liquid particles touching the body surface are not constrained in the tangential
direction and in the normal direction they move together with the chamber wall. This is
expressed by the boundary condition needed for solving the Laplace equation (14)
∂p F
= −ρ F a n .
∂n

(15)

n is the coordinate in the direction the outer normal to the chamber surface and an is
acceleration of the liquid particle on the boundary in the direction of the outer normal.
As the chamber exhibits only a sliding motion, the boundary condition (15) can be
rewritten in the following form

∂p F
∂p
cos α n + F sin α n = −ρ F ( a y cos α n + a z sin α n ) .
∂x1
∂x 2

(16)

ay, az are the acceleration components of the chamber sliding motion in the y and z directions
and αn is the directional angle of the outer normal of the chamber surface.
The governing equation (14) together with the boundary condition (16) is solved by
application of a finite element method. After discretization of the region filled with the liquid
and after some manipulation described in details e.g. in [9], [12] one obtains at each point of
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time a set of linear algebraic equations for unknown values of the pressure at all nodes.
It follows from the Laplace equation (14) and the boundary condition (16) that the pressure
can be expressed at each moment of time as a sum of terms proportional to the acceleration
components of the sliding motion of the chamber

p F ( x1 , x 2 ) = a y p *y ( x1 , x 2 ) + a z p *z ( x1 , x 2 ) + p 0 .

(17)

p *y , p *z are the coefficients of proportionality that depend only on the border (the chamber
wall) geometry and p0 is the pressure component depending on the pressure at the free surface
(atmospheric pressure). Then integration of the pressure distribution around the circumference
and along the length of the submerged part of the chamber gives components of the hydraulic
force acting on the chamber
FFy = − LCH

∫p

F

cos α n ds ,

FFz = − LCH

ΓCH

∫p

F

sin α n ds .

(18)

ΓCH

LCH is the length of the chamber and ΓCH is the border of the region filled with the liquid
corresponding to the chamber wall.
Taking into account relation (17), equations (18) can be rewritten into the form [9], [12]

FFy = −m Fyy a y − m Fyz a z + FFy 0 ,

(19)

FFz = −m Fzy a y − m Fzz a z + FFz 0 .

(20)

Coefficients mFyy, mFyz, mFzy, mFzz are called additional masses and the force components
FFy0, FFz0 depend on the pressure on the free surface. The additional masses express inertia
effects of the liquid by which the vibration of the chamber is influenced. They depend on the
mutual position of the chamber relative to the tank and on geometric shape of their walls.

5

THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF THE INVESTIGATED SYSTEM

Lateral vibration of the rotor and of the chamber partly or fully submerged in water is
described by four equations of motion. Taking into account the system symmetry, they have
the form

m R yR + 2 k CHR y R − 2 k CHR yCH = m R eT ω 2 cos(ωt + ψ 0 ) − 2 FMRy ,

(21)

m R zR + 2 k CHR z R − 2 k CHR z CH = m R eT ω2 sin(ωt + ψ 0 ) − 2 FMRz − m R g + 2 FPS ,

(22)

mCH yCH + 2 bCHT yCH − 2 kCHR yR + 2 (kCHR + kCHT ) yCH = 2 FMRy + FFy ,

(23)

mCH zCH + 2 bCHT zCH − 2 kCHR z R + 2 (kCHR + kCHT )zCH = 2 FMRz + FFz − 2FPS − mCH g + FL

(24)

where
2 FPS − mR g = 0 .

(25)

mR, mCH denote the mass of the rotor and of the chamber, kCHR, kCHT are stiffnesses of the
coupling elements placed between the rotor and the chamber and the chamber and the tank,
bCHT is the coefficient of linear damping in the constraint between the chamber and the tank,
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FMRy, FMRz are components of the damping force produced by the magnetorheological
dampers in y and z directions, FFy, FFz are the y and z components of the hydraulic force by
which the liquid acts on the chamber, FPS is the prestress force, FL is the lifting force, eT is
eccentricity of the rotor centre of gravity, ω is angular speed of the rotor rotation, ψo is the
phase lag, yR, zR, yCH, zCH are displacements of the rotor and chamber centres in the y and z
directions respectively and (.), (..) denote the first and second derivatives with respect to time.
After some manipulations the equations of motion can be rewritten into a matrix form
M x + B x + K x = f CO cos ωt + f SO sin ωt + f MR + f F + f G + f L .

(26)

M, B, K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, fMR is the vector of damping forces
produced by the magnetorheological dampers, fF is the vector of hydraulic force by which the
liquid acts on the chamber, fCO, fSO are the vectors of the unbalance force acting on the rotor,
fG , fL are the vectors of gravitational and lifting forces and x is the vector of displacements of
the rotor and of chamber centres.
To solve the equation of motion (26) a modified Newmark method has been applied. To
simplify the calculation procedure, the damping forces related to time t+t are determined by
means of their expansion into a Taylor series in the neighbourhood of time t and by neglecting
the terms of the second and higher orders
f MR ,t + ∆t = f MR ,t + D B (x t + ∆t − x t ) + D K (x t + ∆t − x t ) + ... .

(27)

DB and DK denote the Jacobi matrices of partial derivatives.
After these manipulations the equation of motion (26) referred to time t+t is rewritten
M x t + ∆t + (B − D B ,t ) x t + ∆t + (K − D K ,t ) x t + ∆t =

= f CO cos ωt + f SO sin ωt + f MR ,t − D B x t − D K x t + f F (x t + ∆t ) + f G + f L .

(28)

According to (18) - (20) components of the hydraulic force FFy, FFz can be expressed by
means of the chamber acceleration components
f F ,t + ∆t = −M F x t + ∆t + f P 0 .

(29)

Consequently the equation of motion (26) related to time t+t takes the form

(M + M F )x t + ∆t + (B − D B ,t )x t + ∆t + (K − D K ,t )x t + ∆t

=

= f CO cos ωt + f SO sin ωt + f MR ,t − D B x t − D K x t + f G + f L + f P 0 .

(30)

MF is the matrix of additional mass and fP0 is the vector of the hydraulic force depending on
the pressure at the free surface. As the displacements are considered to be small, the change of
the shape of the region filled with the water is negligible and coefficients of matrix MF remain
constant. The resulting equation of motion (30) has the form required by the basic Newmark
algorithm and its calculation arrives at each integration step at solving a set of linear algebraic
equations. But the effective stiffness matrix must be repeatedly set up.
To perform solution of the equation of motion (30) it is assumed that at the beginning the
system is in rest and takes the equilibrium position.
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6

COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATIONS
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The task was to investigate the influence of the damping effect of the magnetorheological
dampers on the vibration amplitude of the rotor and of the chamber in the tank with water for
two specified speeds of the rotor rotation (50 rad/s and 70 rad/s) and for the cases when the
chamber is not submerged and is submerged to 1/3 of its radius.
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Figure 4: Additional masses
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Figure 6: The overdamped system natural frequencies
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Figure 7: Positions of the chamber centre orbits

In Fig.4 one can see that the additional masses related to the horizontal (myy) and vertical
(mzz) directions grow up with increasing depth of submerging. Rising magnitudes of the
additional masses arrives at the decrease of the system undamped natural frequencies (Fig.5).
The splitting of the courses is caused by different magnitudes of the additional masses in the
horizontal and vertical directions. If the coupling between the rotor and the chamber is
strongly overdamped, then the rotor and the chamber behave as one rigid body. The
dependence of its natural frequencies on the submerging depth is drawn in Fig.6. As evident
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the change of damping in the magnetorheological dampers changes the system modal
properties and shifts its natural frequencies. This can be utilized for attenuation of the
oscillation amplitude.
In Fig.7 one can see the affect of the lifting force on the orbits of not submerged (0 mm)
and partly submerged (100 mm, 300 mm) chamber. The trajectory centers are pushed upward
to the free water surface.
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Figure 8: Orbits of not submerged chamber at speed of the rotor rotation 50 rad/s
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Figure 9: Orbits of submerged chamber at speed of the rotor rotation 50 rad/s

In Fig. 8 to 10 there are drawn orbits of the rotor and chamber centres for increasing
magnitudes of the current controlling the damping effect of the magnetorheological dampers.
Its evident that for the speed of the rotor rotation 50 rad/s rising damping (rising magnitude of
the applied current) arrives at higher reduction of the oscillation amplitude. Comparing results
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in Fig. 8 and 9, the displacements are larger if the chamber is partly submerged. Submerging
the chamber also changes the shape of the orbits. Fig. 10 shows a different behaviour of the
system. The rising current leads to increase of the size of orbits of the rotor and the chamber
centres.
The observed phenomena can be explained by the change of two system parameters :
amount of damping in the magnetorheological dampers and influence of the inertia effects of
the liquid (additional mass of the water), in which the chamber is submerged, and by
nonlinear character of the magnetorheological damping force. These parameters lead to
changing the course of the resonance curves and to shifting the resonance peaks. The obtained
results confirm that to reach the minimum amplitude of the system vibration the damping
effect must be controllable to be possible to be adapted to the current operating conditions.
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Figure 10: Orbits of not submerged chamber at speed of the rotor rotation 70 rad/s

7

CONCLUSIONS

The developed procedure represents a tool for analysis of the transient and steady state
vibration of rigid rotors placed in chambers submerged in liquids. The variable depth of
submerging changes the system parameters, which has the influence on the system resonance
frequencies and critical speeds of the rotor rotation. Amplitude of the induced vibration can be
significantly reduced if damping devices are inserted between the rotor and its stationary part
fixed with the chamber. To achieve their optimum performance, the damping effect must be
controllable. For this purpose application of squeeze film magnetorheological dampers were
investigated. As the damping effect depends on magnitude of the magnetic flux passing
through the layer of magnetorheological fluid, the change of the current generating the
magnetic field can be used for its control. Results of the performed computational simulations
confirm that the magnetorheological dampers make possible to adapt the damping effect to
the current operating conditions and to minimize amplitude of the system vibration.
Advantage of the proposed damping mechanism is that it always produces some amount of
damping, which if needed, can be increased. In addition it does not require a complicated and
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expensive control system and makes possible to achieve the optimum performance of the
rotating machine by means of adapting the damping effect to the current operating conditions.
Investigating attenuation of vibration of rotating machines working in chambers
submerged in liquids by means of application of magnetorheological dampers is a
complicated technological problem. Its solving requires to analyze several mutually coupled
physical problems (mechanical, hydraulical, electrical, magnetic).
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Abstract. In this work, a passive ortho-planar microvalve design is investigated. The
component is conceived to be integrated in micropumps and microfluidic systems. It is
very compact and it can be realized through standard planar machining techniques, such
as laser rapid prototyping or MEMS surface micromachining.
Analytical and Finite Element coupled approaches are used to describe the microvalve
response to the fluid flow. A validation of the models is successfully carried out with
respect to literature data for silicon microvalves. The proposed analytical model well
describes the hydraulic resistance. Eventually, a calibration through a limited number
of numerical simulations can be done. Subsequently, polymeric prototypes are realized
and tested. The manufactured microvalves are effective in flow rectification and a power
law Q − ∆pV trend is evidenced. As expected, deviations are found with respect to the
modeled ideal response. This seems to be due to tolerances in assembly and high structure
compliance.

1

INTRODUCTION

Microvalves are fundamental components in microscale fluid manipulation systems.
As an example, in reciprocating micropumps valves have to be used to convert the nondirectional fluid motion in a directional flow [1].
1
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In this research, a passive ortho-planar valve design is considered, suitable be used for
flow rectification in micropumping devices [2; 3]. The device fully develops in plane, while
it works outside the plane through an orthogonal motion [4]. A major advantage of this
type of structures is that they are very compact and they can be easily manufactured
with planar techniques, also at the microscale. Moreover, there is no need to actively
drive valve action. This results in low complexity in both manufacturing and control.
Basically, the investigated microvalve consists of a central disk suspended by compliant
elements over a circular inlet hole. The working principle is shown in Figure 1. If the
pressure in the upper chamber is higher than the pressure in the lower one, the disk is
pushed to close the hole. A higher pressure in the lower chamber will result in a lift of
the boss, allowing the fluid to flow.
Fundamental requirements are a low leakage (especially in the reverse direction) and a
low pressure drop in the flow direction. As a consequence, spring stiffness and geometry
should be carefully selected [5]. The most elementary option to realize ortho-planar springs
is represented by straight beams with an out-of-plane action; more convoluted spring
geometries can be considered, such as folded beams [4–6]. Valve designs characterized by
one or two suspension arms exhibit large leakage, caused by kipping motion of the disc
[6]. A three beams design is then selected here.
A wide variety of shapes and materials can be envisaged, as well as different fabrication
methods. A number of Authors proposed and successfully realized micro check valves exploiting the ortho-planar working principle. Recently, SU-8 microvalves at the millimeter
scale have been studied by Nguyen et al. especially for implementation into micropumps
and microfluidic devices [6]. Small et al. [5] manufactured and characterized analogous
systems, with an in-plane characteristic size in the range of hundred of microns and a
100 µm layer thickness. Interestingly, micromachined in-silicon ortho-planar microvalves
realized through conventional etching techniques were demonstrated too [7; 8]. The inplane characteristic size was in the range of a hundred of microns; a thickness of tenth of
microns was utilized to obtain structures with an adequate compliance. Oosterbroek and
collaborators also reported a complete description of the proposed fabrication process,
suitable to be embedded in a standard MEMS microfabrication workflow [7].
Although polymeric check valves have a
much lower spring constant and a soft sealing surface that allows almost zero leakage [6], it has been shown that the micromachined in-silicon counterpart is characterized by a more predictable and reproducible behaviour (compare [5; 6], [7; 8]).
Besides, the full compatibility with MEMS
fabrication processes and the possibility to
Figure 1: Schematic cross section of the microvalve easily scale down the size of the device are
in closed (a) and open state (b).
important advantages.
2
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In this work, analytical and Finite Element fluid-structure coupled approaches are
adopted to describe microvalve response under the assumptions of rigid boss, linear elastic response of beam springs and zero leakage. A validation of the models is successfully
carried out with respect to literature data for silicon microvalves [7]. Subsequently, polymeric prototypes are designed, realized through laser rapid prototyping, and tested.
2

ANALYTICAL MODEL

To perform the check valve design, a simple analytical model is defined first. The
response of the structure under fluid load is described as follows. An ideally rigid disc
with radius Rd is considered. Three equally spaced, straight radial beams with length
L, width w and thickness t are designed. The fluid load is assumed to act on the boss
only; the action of fluid flow on beams is neglected (Figure 2). This model exhibits radial
symmetry.
A linear spring response of the beams is assumed. The force versus displacement
relationship for the system is
F = kV δ
(1)
The total fluid load acting on the disc is assumed to be equally divided between each
arm. Beams are clamped on the outer edge and subjected to a load Ft = F/3 at the tip,
where orthogonal (out of plane) displacement only is allowed. For straight, slender beams
(L/t < 20) in small deformations regime (t/δ < 10), the displacement at the tip is
δ=

F t L3
12EI

(2)

where E is the Young’s modulus of the material and I = wh3 /12. The equivalent spring
constant become then
3Ewt3
F
kV =
=
(3)
δ
L3
The expression of the force due to the fluid load, for a given pressure drop ∆pV , when

kV

δ
F

Figure 2: Representation of the model adopted to describe valve mechanical response: the displacement
δ of the rigid boss under the fluid load F is described through an equivalent linear spring of constant kV .
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the internal radius is Ri and the external radius Rd , is [5]
 2π  Ri
 2π  Rd
∆pV
F =
∆pV r dr dθ +
(r − Rd ) r dr dθ =
0
0
0
Ri R d − R 1
π
= ∆pV (Rd2 + Rd Ri + Ri2 )
3

(4)

Finally, disc displacement δ can be expressed with respect to pressure drop:
δ=

π L3
∆pV (Rd2 + Rd Ri + Ri2 )
9 Ewh3

(5)

At this point, the fluid flow through the microsystem is treated. Fluid is assumed to
be water. In small scale systems, the gravity effect exhibits a negligible effect; thus, the
correspondent body force is coherently neglected. The flow of an incompressible fluid in
stationary conditions can be described by the generalized Bernoulli equation [9].
The fluid path through the valve can be conveniently split into two contributions [10]:
the vertical inlet channel and the meatus with variable thickness δ between the disc and
the base layer. Radial symmetry is considered. Along the inlet channel, the flow profile
is not strictly unidimensional, and a rigorously correction on the kinetic energy terms
have to be considered [11]. However, since the most relevant contribution to the overall
pressure drop is expected in the meatus, the contribution of this part will be neglected.
In the meatus, laminar flow loss is considered, by applying a derivation of the NavierStokes formula [12]. For microchannels with a width d such that d/δ > 4.5:
∆p =

12µw LQ
d δ3

(6)

where µw is water viscosity. The section is an annulus. Thus, the equivalent width can
be evaluated by performing an integration as follows:
 
 Rd
12µw Q
6µw Q
Rd
∆p =
(7)
dr
=
ln
3
π δ3
Ri
Ri 2π r δ
Now, by combining Equations 3, 5 and 7, the flow through the valve can be computed:
 

6µw Q
Rd

 ∆pV (δ) =
ln
3
πδ
Ri
(8)

π
 δ (∆p ) = k ∆p (R2 + R R + R2 )
V
V
V
d i
d
i
3
It is worth emphasizing that the solution above effectively considers the coupling between the solid domain and the fluid domain. The relation between pressure drop ∆pV
and flow rate Q in Equation 8a depends on device geometry and valve opening δ(∆pV ),
thus inherently on the structural response of the equivalent spring that represents the
4
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beams. The deformation of the system computed in Equation 8b is determined by the
fluid load, here explicitly represented in terms of the pressure drop ∆pV .
To summarize, the fluid flow Q can be expressed as
Q ∝ kV−3 · ∆p4V · Γ(Ri , Rd )

(9)

where Γ(Ri , Rd ) is a geometrical function. From Equation 9, it can be seen that the
microvalve fluidic component is expected to be characterized by a fourth order power law
Q − ∆pV relationship. The effect of valve spring constant is relevant, since a third order
relation with respect to kV is found. Oosterbroek [7] developed an analogous analytical
model and proposed an interesting adimensionalization of the full problem. Differently, the
flow through valve gap was considered as a Poiseuille flow, but the same fourth order power
law Q − ∆pV and third order dependence on valve stiffness kV were identified. The design
of the compliant structure is a crucial aspect in ortho-planar microvalve development.
3

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

With COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5a (COMSOL AB), a fully-coupled Fluid-Structure
Interaction (FSI) Finite Element model is developed. A 2D model is defined (Figure 3),
since a 3D model would be very expensive from a computational standpoint. Rigid boss
assumption is in fact relieved, but the motion of the disc is constrained due to imposed
radial symmetry.
A preliminary study with structural 3D models showed indeed that, for the proposed
geometry, the assumption of radial symmetry during valve opening due to a uniform fluid
load is not always respected. In particular, when the valve is realized with a material
with E  1 − 10 GPa (here, E = 3.5 GPa), the boss deformation is relevant, leading
to a wavy profile and a non-uniform meatus thickness. Thus, higher flow rate can be
expected. When E  100 GPa or higher (e.g. for polysilicon, E = 160 GPa), the
radial symmetry assumption is reasonably fulfilled. The 2D model here introduced do
not aim therefore to provide a precise representation of polymeric valve response, but to
give interesting information on valve functioning and to provide a comparison with the
analytical approach above expounded.
In the FSI axisymmetric model, at inlet and outlet of the fluid domain a pressure boundary condition is imposed. Concerning the fluid-structure interaction, at the fluid/solid
interface boundary velocity and fluid load are exchanged. The disc can move along the
axial direction according to the response of the compliant elements. The elastic response
of beams is assumed to be concentrated on a linear spring of constant kV . For implementation purposes, spring action is distributed and applied as a pressure over the upper disc
surface. In the present model, complete valve closure cannot be achieved. This would
require the fluid domain in the gap to collapse on a line. This is not allowed in a standard Finite Element formulation. Thus, a manual remeshing is performed, when mesh
deformation in the domain degenerates in element inversion.
5
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kV

p2 = 0
p1
Figure 3: Axisymmetric Fluid-Structure Interaction Finite Element model of the microvalve.

Simulations are performed starting from an open valve configuration. The nodal force
acting on the upper surface is evaluate as F̃n,z = kv (w + δ0 ), where δ0 is the valve gap at
the beginning of the simulation, and w is the displacement. First, the system is initialized
by means of the analytical model. Then, a portion of the Q − ∆pV is swept. The solution
scheme can be summarized as follows:
1. Initialization:
• For a trial pressure drop across the valve ∆p∗V (ideally, the upper or lower limit
of the interval of interest), a guess for boss equilibrium position δ0∗ is obtained
from Equation 5.
• The model geometry is drawn. Inlet pressure p1 = ∆p∗V is imposed.

• A value of the flow Q∗ for the given configuration is obtained, for the fluid
domain only (fixed disc). Field solution over the fluid domain is stored.
• The value of the flow Q is computed again, for full model, starting from stored
solution for fluid domain. Field solution over whole model is stored.
2. Curve sweep:
• A small variation in the inlet pressure p1 is imposed, and the new value of Q
is computed. At each step, the field solution over whole model is stored.
• The procedure is repeated until excessive mesh deformation is found. Then,
manual remeshing is performed, and the solution is restarted from the last
step.

6
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In this solution scheme, the field solution over a domain or the whole model is stored
at each step. The solution is then used as initial condition for the further step of the
analysis. This originates a relevant decrease of the computational cost of each iteration,
since a guess, very close to the solution, is used.
4

PROTOTYPING

With the aim to realize a prototype of planar microvalves, laser rapid prototyping
has been considered. This process can be adopted to easily manufacture a variety of
planar valve designs, on various materials. The valves here reported are realized on
Polyimide/Kapton film (DuPont). Machining is realized with a TruMark Series 6000
laser (Trumpf). Nominal dimensions w = 125 µm, Ri = 250 µm, Rd = 1000 µm, Li =
1500 µm are defined for all the valves, while different beam widths w = 300 µm, 400 µm,
500 µm are selected.
After the valve layer is realized, PMMA top and bottom layers containing inlet and
outlet channels are realized. Layers are finally stacked to obtain a sandwich – with
the valve layer in the middle – by using a double-sided high performance acrylic adhesive
tape (3M 467MP with 200MP adhesive). Assembly is done by means of alignment screws.
Process is shown in Figure 4.
Finally, connection of microvalves to the external fluidic circuit is achieved by using a
NanoPort connector (Upchurch Scientific) at the inlet. At the outlet a Polyimide conical
connector is used; it is kept in place by a mechanical contrast, while an optimal sealing is achieved by realizing PDMS seals. The Q − ∆pV characterization is performed in
flow control. A flow rate is imposed by means of a syringe pump (Harvard PHD2000),
and pressure drop across the valve is measured with a differential pressure transducer
(Honeywell 142PC05D) read by a function implemented through LabView (National Instruments). To finally obtain the characteristic Q − ∆pV , a series of static measurements
is performed varying the imposed flow rate.
5
5.1

RESULTS
Modelling

To perform a consistent validation of the proposed models, experimental data for silicon
micromachined microvalve are considered [7]. This choice is made since this component
during functioning fulfills the hypotheses of rigid boss and linear elastic response of beam
springs. Comparison with experimental data is satisfactory (Figure 5).
The analytical formulation overestimates the flow. The valve characteristic obtained
by the Fluid-Structure Interaction fully-coupled model very well represents the system
response in the considered range. Interestingly, the discrepancy between the two proposed approaches is constant, and can be compensated by a correction factor on the flow
rate. In this case, the ortho-planar circular microvalve response can be represented by an
expression in the form
7
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Figure 4: Microvalves prototypes: (a) Kapton valve layer; (b) outlet part, with conical connectors and
contrast; (c) application of valve layer on the outlet part.

Q  kQ ·

π 4 ∆p4V (Rd2 + Rd Ri + Ri2 )3
 
·
·
162 µw kV3
ln Rd

(10)

Ri

where kQ  0.765 is a correction factor, which can be extracted by means of a small
number of FSI simulations.
5.2

Prototype testing

In Figure 6a, results of microvalve characterization is reported. The tests evidenced
the possibility to successfully obtain flow rectification. The three different geometries
here proposed differ by spring stiffness: the measured flow rates coherently reflect this.
While for a given pressure drop across the valve the flow rate is proportional to spring
stiffness, the response cannot be in general identified as a power law as expected from
models. Indeed, the more compliant valves (w = 300 µm and w = 400 µm) exhibit a
response which is somehow linear, similarly to polymeric microvalves reported by Small
and co-workers [5].
8
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Figure 5: Microvalve flow curve: comparison of the proposed models with literature experimental data.

In fact, this behaviour can be explained by the limitations concerning the manufacturing process and the assembly. In particular, surface finish could be too rough and
some asymmetry in the assembly could be present [5]. Moreover, melting due to laser
cutting originates irregular edges and features size slightly differs from the nominal ones,
as evidenced by optical microscope observations. These aspect, combined with a low
spring stiffness, can generate a relevant leakage. In practice, the flow through the valve
is basically determined by this leakage.
Concerning the stiffer valve (w = 500 µm), a fourth order power law response can be
reasonably identified. However, as evidence in Figure 6b, from the analytical model a
stiffer response was expected. From a qualitative point of view, it can be argued that the
higher spring stiffness of this valve design is capable to partially overcome the leakage due
to manufacturing issues. Besides, the non-uniform meatus thickness that comes from the
high compliance of the boss – which could be appreciated through a 3D modelling of the
device – can explain the higher measured flows.
6

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the design of valves to be implemented in microsystems for microscale fluid
transport is illustrated. The proposed planar shape is compact and valves are suitable
to be realized by means of standard standard planar machining techniques, such as laser
rapid prototyping or MEMS surface micromachining.

9
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Figure 6: Characteristic flow rate versus pressure drop curve for the polymeric microvalves: (a) Comparison of experimental results for different valve geometry; (b) Fourth order power law data fitting of
experimental results on w = 500 µm microvalve, and prediction from the analytical model.
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Analytical and Finite Element coupled approaches are defined to study the microvalve
response to fluid flow, under the assumptions of rigid boss, linear elastic response of beam
springs and zero leakage. A successful validation of both modelling strategies is achieved
by comparison with experimental data available in the literature. It has been found
that the proposed analytical model well describes the hydraulic resistance. Eventually, a
calibration through a limited number of numerical simulations can be done.
Subsequently, polymeric prototypes are designed and realized through laser rapid prototyping. The manufactured microvalves are effective in flow rectification, while deviations are found with respect to the expected ideal response which are not captured by
the proposed flow models. The deviations can be explained by limitations concerning the
manufacturing process and the assembly, but also by considering that the proposed models are not suitable to describe in details the response of highly deformable microvalves.
Indeed, a satisfactory agreement is found, while for a precise modeling 3D models able
to capture structure non-symmetric deformation should be envisaged. It is worth noting
that the modelling and simulation of polymeric microvalves is a challenging task. It is
meaningful that, up to now, no effective simulation has been reported for this class of
microvalves.
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Abstract. In this work, a fully-silicon mechanical displacement micropump is proposed
and investigated. Electrostatic actuation of a flexible diaphragm is used to generate the
pressure difference required to transport the fluid at the microscale. The study is carried
out by exploiting the Finite Element method in a multiphysics framework, considering
simplified geometries and boundary conditions. These investigations suggest the possibility to adopt the proposed device for applications in biomedical and biological fields.
Achievable stroke volumes and flow rates are computed: values are in line with those
obtained for similar devices presented in the literature.

1

INTRODUCTION

Micropumping is emerging as a critical research area for many applications. Several
extensive reviews concerning micropumps are available [1–3]; some of them have emphasized specific applications [4–6]. The motivations of this growing interest in micropumping
can be found first in the need to develop miniaturized pumping mechanisms for applications in microfluidics. Indeed, a major research interest in this area is the development
of autonomous platforms to perform a precise manipulation of biological samples or the
administration of drugs and chemicals. It is worth mentioning that microfluidics is also
an essential part of precision control systems for automotive, aerospace and machine tool
industries [4]. Additionally, micropumps are being considered for applications in the
thermal management of electronic components [6].
Nevertheless, the industrial transfer is still at the beginning. Some micropumps have
already entered the marketplace, but to definitely obtain a broad diffusion, cost-optimised
and fabrication-optimised designs and a good performance reproducibility are the next
goals to be achieved [2]. The key step at this point is to perform technology-driven
1
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studies, in which a micropumping principle is developed in the framework of a wellestablished fabrication technology. In particular, the perspective of taking advantage of
MEMS Integrated Circuits batch-processing technology to obtain affordable and reliable
devices is of great interest. Besides, a direct integration with electronic components can
be achieved, which is a key feature for power supplying and control of the device, as
well as for a straightforward embedding in the electronic devices to be cooled or the
realization of devices for fluid actuation and manipulation along the same fabrication
process [7]. Indeed, the possibility to realize effective microfluidic components with MEMS
microfabrication technology has been proven [8].
In this work, a diaphragm displacement micropump is proposed. The motion of a
flexible diaphragm through electrostatic actuation is used to generate a pressure difference
and then to obtain the fluid transport. The electrostatic actuation is considered, since this
choice shows some relevant advantages, such as low power consumption, fast response time
and full MEMS compatibility [2]. Since no external actuation is required, the cost and
complexity of the device is noticeably reduced with respect to other actuation solutions
(e.g. piezoelectric). The main reference for device actuation design is the work by Zengerle
et al. [9]. However, a different geometry is here proposed and the stable operation regime
– avoiding actuator electrostatic collapse – is considered.
The micropump here presented is intended to be used for biomedical applications –
such as drug delivery systems – or for microfluidics devices for biological fluid handling
and analysis. Key requirements are high quality standards and low costs, since many
drug delivery systems and biological analytical chips are disposable. In these contexts,
the possibility to exploit microsystems fabrication to obtain cost-effective manufacturing
in high volume, satisfying high requirements of accuracy and reliability, is a fundamental
aspect and represents a research driving force. Biocompatibility issues have to be considered too, especially for implantable devices or components that are directly interfaced
with the biological environment [10].
2

DEVICE DESIGN

The geometry of the in-silicon micropumping device under study is reported in Figure
1. A description of a micromachining process suitable to realize it is reported elsewere [7].
A circular pumping chamber with R = 2 mm radius and hf = 10 µm height is designed.
The initial volume of the pumping chamber is v0 = πR2 hf  126 nl. The diaphragm is
realized in polysilicon, with a thickness hm . A rigid ground electrode is placed above, with
spacing hc . The space between electrodes is assumed to be filled of a dielectric, namely
air, with permittivity ε. The actuation voltage is such that Vmax = 60 V.
Inlet and outlet ports are placed along the perimeter of the pumping chamber, in
diametrically opposite positions. At this stage ideal valves are considered, with no pressure
drop during fluid flow and no leakage if valve is closed. Herein, inlet pressure is referred as
pin and outlet pressure is referred as pout . Inlet pressure can be regarded as the pressure of
a reservoir which contains the fluid to be pumped, even pressurized to facilitate pumping.
2
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The device functioning over a pumping cycle is illustrated in Figure 2. Starting from
the rest position (a), when voltage is applied the diaphragm is loaded by an electrostatic
pressure. This pressure is transferred to the fluid contained in the pumping chamber
and generates a depression. When the chamber pressure is lower than the inlet pressure,
the inlet valve opens and liquid flows into the expanding chamber (expansion stroke),
while the diaphragm deflects as a consequence of the electrostatic force acting on it (b).
When voltage is removed, the diaphragm bounces back. This increases the pressure in the
pumping chamber (compression stroke). When the chamber pressure is higher than the
outlet pressure, an amount of liquid is discharged through the outlet valve (c). In fact,
the driving force in the emptying phase is given by the elastic recovery of the diaphragm.
For a generic pumping cycle, after fluid discharge the pressure in the pumping chamber
will be equal to pout . Indeed, the outlet valve closes when the pressure inside the pumping
chamber is equal to the outlet pressure, since the system has reached an equilibrium
condition. The pressure difference to overcome during the next filling is then pout − pin .
Conversely, the pressure in the pumping chamber at the end of filling is pin , then the
pressure difference to overcome is then again pout − pin . Summarizing, since ideal valves
are considered, the pressure drop to overcome during a pumping cycle, in both expansion
and compression stroke, is given by the difference between the outlet pressure pout and
the inlet pressure pin :
∆p = pout − pin

(1)

On the assumption that all the charges are localized within a thin layer below the electrode surface and that there is no bending of the diaphragm towards the counterelectrode,
a lower limit for the electrostatic generated pressure is [9]
εV 2
(2)
2 h2c
Equation 2 represents the minimum value of the electrostatic force, calculated in rest
position. Once the diaphragm deflects, the distance between the plates decreases and an
higher (although non-uniform) pressure is exerted on the diaphragm on the new configuration [11].
p̃el =

Figure 1: The proposed device design. Rigid electrode (upper gray plate), diaphragm (in red) and
pumping chamber (in blue) are represented (not to scale).
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(a)
voltage is applied

(b)
elastic recovery occurs

(c)

Figure 2: Device functioning over a pumping cycle: rest position (a), filling (b) and fluid discharge (c).
Valve action is schematically represented.

To start a pumping cycle, the actuator electrostatic pressure in rest position must be
higher than ∆p. This is required to generate a sufficient chamber depression to open the
inlet valve. This condition can be represented by the inequality
εV 2
> ∆p
2 h2c

(3)

Equation 3 expresses a minimum requirement. If matched, the diaphragm starts to move
and the electrostatic pressure to rise, up to the desired deflection (Figure 3). In this study,
inlet and outlet pressure is the same: ∆p = 0 [9].
Fluid discharge is obtained in the proposed device by elastic recovery only. In previous
works on micropumps simulation [12; 13], when outlet and inlet pressure is considered to
be the same, the pumping chamber variation in quasi-static conditons vs was assumed as
stroke volume ∆v, considering that the diaphragm ideally bounces back to the undeformed
configuration at each pumping cycle:
∆v  vs

(4)

Then, for a given pumping frequency fp , the ideal flow should be given by
Qi = vs · fp

(5)

If this approach is applied to the device here investigated, a theoretical flow transport
capability of Qi = 1-15 µl/min for an actuation frequency of 10-50 Hz is estimated [7; 11].
4
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Figure 3: Limit value of the pressure drop ∆p = pout − pin that can be overcome, for different applied
voltages and capacitor spacings.

Equation 4 is a reasonable approximation only if a negligible pressure drop is found
in the pumping chamber and through inlet and outlet valves and channels. But the
most relevant assumption is that the pump is capable to pump all the stroke at any
frequency. In fact, both electrostatic active expansion and passive elastic compression
require a finite time. As a consequence, increasing the frequency over a limit value (which
is a characteristic of the system) leads to a decrease of the effective amount of fluid
which is pumped at each stroke. Experimental measurements on micropumps prototypes
evidenced that the effects here neglected might assume a relevant role and then influence
in a considerable manner micropump performances [9; 14].
If the maximum stroke vs is taken as design parameter, a pumping efficiency index can
be defined as
∆v(fp )
· fp
(6)
vs
where ∆v ≤ vs represents the stroke obtained for a given pumping frequency. Finally, for
a given design and pumping frequency fp , the effective flow is
E(fp ) =

Q(fp ) = vs · E(fp )
3

(7)

DEVICE MODELLING

In this work, dynamic electro-fluid-mechanical simulations are performed, with the
aim to appreciate the effect of the fluid on device actuation. To the knowledge of the
Authors, this is the first reported simulation of the fully coupled dynamic response of an
electrostatic micropump.
5
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An effective, sophisticated compact approach was proposed by Voigt et al. [15; 16].
To date, this is the only complete implemented model of the electrofluidic microsystem
previously realized by Zengerle et al. [9]. Each component is a block, connected to the
others in a Kirchoffian network, in which driving forces and resulting fluxes are treated
with a lumped parameter approach. Each block is described by a physically based compact model extracted from continuum theory or from experimental data. Nevertheless,
the lack of Finite Element simulations of the effective pumping mechanism does not enable a precise characterization of either the fluid dynamic field or the diaphragm action.
Multiphysics Finite Element simulations can be used as a design tool not only to optimize the overall performance of the system, but also to reduce both the time and cost of
development.
Due to the extreme aspect ratio of the device, a 3D multiphysics fully-coupled model has
been found to be too expensive from the computational standpoint. In order to describe
inlet and outlet while preserving flow directionality, an equivalent 2D plane strain model is
defined which represents a diameter slice of the device. Parameters and constants adopted
are reported in Table 1. Since the plane strain formulation exhibits a diaphragm flexural
stiffness lower than the clamped circular plate, a scaling is necessary to obtain the same
deflections as in the axisymmetric formulation. A straightforward solution is to scale
Young’s modulus, defining an equivalent modulus Eps = (8/3) E such that the maximum
deflection obtained in plane strain simulations is the same that in the previously performed
axisymmetric analysis [7]. With an out of plane equivalent chamber depth df = πR/2,
the initial volume v0 of the chamber is preserved. The volume v(t) during actuation is in
general larger, due to the different diaphragm deformed configuration, then it has to be
scaled. The results can be considered a qualitative representation of the device dynamic
behaviour. In fact, some relevant considerations can be drawn.
Second order quadrilateral elements are used for mechanical, electrostatic and fluid
domains, with large displacements formulation and mesh movement described by the
arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme, with no remeshing. Characteristic length of the
elements is   hm /10. Suitable boundary conditions are defined along sub-domain
boundaries, in terms of electrostatic forces and displacements (for the electro-mechanical
interaction), and boundary velocities and fluid load (for the fluid-structure interaction).
E
ν
ρ
ε
ρw
µw

polysilicon Young’s modulus
160 GPa
polysilicon Poisson’s ratio
0.22
polysilicon density
2320 kg/m3
dielectric (air) permittivity 8.854 · 10−12 F/m
fluid (water) density
1000 kg/m3
fluid (water) viscosity
0.001 Pa · s

Table 1: Parameters and constants adopted in the Finite Element model.
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4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Figure 4, square wave actuation is simulated at fp = 3 Hz, for a device with hm = 30
µm and hc = 6 µm. Voltage is applied for half cycle, then switched off during the second
half cycle. For this device geometry, this represents a limit frequency, beyond which
the stroke volume can not be fully exploited. Indeed, if a higher actuation frequency is
imposed, there is not enough time to reach equilibrium configuration at the end of neither
expansion nor compression stroke. Increasing the frequency fp , however, would improve
the pumping performances: although a reduced stroke is exhibited, a higher number of
pumping cycles is performed for a given time interval.
A set of simulations for different geometries, for actuation frequencies ranging from
1 Hz to 50 Hz with square wave actuation, is performed. This yield an estimate of the
flow rate Q(fp ) in this simplified framework (Figure 5). As a first consideration, the
micropump behaviour is well reproduced by the simplified 2D model here proposed, from
a qualitative standpoint. In fact, it exhibits the same frequency trend found by the
experimental results presented by Zengerle et al. [9] and Machauf et al. [14].
For low frequencies, here roughly below 1-5 Hz with respect to the device geometry, the
full stroke is exploited. In this low-frequency regime, increasing the frequency of actuation
corresponds to a proportional increase of flow rates. A further increase of the actuation
frequency leads to a decrease of the stroke (∆v ≤ vs ). This is initially overcompensated
by faster actuation. When an optimal frequency is reached, the maximum of pumping
effectiveness is achieved. A this point, a further increase of the actuation frequency fp
leads to a decrease of the generated fluid flow.

chamber volume [nl]

128

127

126

125
0,0

0,5
time [s]

1,0

Figure 4: Chamber volume for square wave actuation at fp = 3 Hz, for hm = 30 µm and hc = 6 µm.
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From simulations, it appears that optimal pumping frequency is considerably influenced
by membrane thickness, but not by capacitor spacing. For thinner diaphragms, a lower
optimal actuation frequency is found. The obtained flow rate, for a given capacitor
spacing, is the same in the investigated range of thickness. Although a higher stroke vs
is obtained with thinner diaphragms, this cannot be exploited at higher frequencies, due
to pumped fluid inertia.

flow rate [nl/s]

100

hc = 4 µm
hc = 5 µm

10

hc = 6 µm

hm = 30 µm

1
1

10

100

fp [Hz]

(a)

flow rate [nl/s]

100

hm = 30 µm

10

hm = 25 µm

hc = 6 µm

1
1

10

hm = 20 µm

100

fp [Hz]

(b)
Figure 5: Flow rate Q(fp ) calculated by means of the dynamic fully-coupled electro-fluid-mechanical
model. The effect of capacitor spacing hc (a) and membrane thickness hm (b) is emphasized.
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On the other hand, the fluid transport capability is greatly influenced by the capacitor
spacing, not by membrane thickness. As expected, for smaller gaps a higher actuation
pressure is exerted and more liquid can be displaced. Moreover, dynamic simulations
evidenced that the higher stroke vs achieved by decreasing capacitor spacing is better
exploited, since the optimal actuation frequency is the same in the investigated range of
capacitor spacings (for a given membrane thickness).
10

hc = 6 µm

hc = 5 µm

eﬃciency index

hc = 4 µm

1

hm = 30 µm

0,1
1

10

100

fp [Hz]

(a)
10

eﬃciency index

hm = 30 µm

hm = 25 µm

1
hm = 20 µm

hc = 6 µm

0,1
1

10

100

fp [Hz]

(b)
Figure 6: Efficiency index E(fp ) calculated by means of the dynamic fully-coupled electro-fluid-mechanical
model. The effect of capacitor spacing hc (a) and membrane thickness hm (b) is emphasized.
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Similar considerations can be drawn by considering the efficiency index E(fp ), plotted
in Figure 6. The efficiency index, defined in Equation 6, is adopted here to quantify
the advantage in improving the actuation frequency. It is clear that the micropump
efficiency in the stable operation regime is greatly influenced by the membrane thickness
hm . Capacitor spacing has a reduced effect, that could became evident only for very small
hc . Considering dynamic effects and fluid inertia and referring to Equation 7, a flow rate
Q of 1-2 µl/min can be hypothesized for the device, considerably lower that Qi computed
with standard arguments from quasi-static simulations.
5

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a fully-silicon mechanical displacement micropump is investigated. From
a technological standpoint, the final goal of the research project is to take advantage of
well-established MEMS technologies and realize cost-effective and reliable devices which
can directly integrate with both electronic and microfluidic components.
An investigation by means of numerical methods is performed to provide an outlook on
the device fluid transport capabilities. This preliminary work is intended to support the
design process and the prototype realization, by providing suggestions on the development
of the device, in terms of working principle, geometric parameters, actuation voltage. As
expected, the results suggest the possibility to adopt this device design for a proper fluid
actuation, in terms of actuation voltages and geometry. For the considered geometry, a
flow rate of 1-2 µl/min is expected for actuation frequencies from 10 to 30 Hz.
To take advantage of the full stroke, a maximum pumping frequency of 2-5 Hz can be
hypothesized. A further increase of the actuation frequency leads to a decrease of the
stroke (∆v ≤ vs ), overcompensated by the faster actuation up to an optimal frequency,
which corresponds to the maximum pumping effectiveness.
The optimal frequency identified for the current geometry is 10-30 Hz. A further
increase of the actuation frequency fp leads to a decrease of the generated fluid flow
and a decay of performances. For a given actuation voltage in square wave, the optimal
actuation frequency is greatly influenced by the membrane thickness hm , but not by the
capacitor spacing hc . For thinner diaphragms, a lower optimal actuation frequency is
found. By reducing the capacitor spacing hc , higher flow rates can be obtained. The
effect of membrane thickness hm on the flow rate is negligible.
From a methodological point of view, it is worth to mention that the electro-fluidmechanical dynamic simulations here presented return interesting results, although some
rough simplifications are made to reduce the full problem to a 2D one. Indeed, to the
knowledge of the Author, no detailed electro-fluid-mechanical fully-coupled models have
been previously reported in the literature for electrostatic micropumps. The proposed
simplified model is a step in this direction, and results are novel and encouraging.
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To optimize the device and to improve pumping performances, the key component
is the actuator, which deserves a particular attention. To increase the fluid transport
capabilities dynamic drive could be exploited [17]. A viable alternative to increase the
stroke volume avoiding pull-in is to apply charge control combined with tailored electrode
shapes [18].
The device is here studied only in a stable range of actuation: a strong attention should
be paid to pull-in phenomena, with the aim to control this feature and eventually to take
advantage of it. The prototype developed by Zengerle and collaborators [9] works in the
pull-in regime, developing a considerably higher stroke volume. In a similar circumstance,
analyses should be performed to evaluate the adhesion (stiction) of the diaphragm and
the its release after capacitor deactivation, also when the working fluid is present [19].
Acknowledgements
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Abstract. In this paper three problems representing the multiphysical aspect of electrical
machine computation are addressed. The interaction between magnetic and structural
mechanical systems is demonstrated by the finite element method (FEM) structural
investigation of the turbo-generator end-winding deformations. Multiphysical simulation of
the acoustical problem is presented by weakly coupled electromagnetic, structural dynamic
and acoustic simulations. And finally, a procedure based on computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulation for acquiring the convective heat transfer coefficients is proposed in order
to improve the accuracy of the coupled electro-thermal FEM simulations.
1 INTRODUCTION
In order to comply with modern demands for better efficiency and more environmentfriendly machine-drives, they should be considered as comprehensive coupled systems, where
effects of different physics are interacting with each other. The numerical computation of
these phenomena is rather pretentious and often requires a substantial enhancement of the
state of the art numerical procedures and highly efficient computing powers. In 2007 a new
laboratory titled Christian Doppler Laboratory for Multiphysical Simulation, Analysis and
Design of Electrical Machines (MuSicEl) has been established in the scope of the Institute for
Fundamentals and Theory in Electrical Engineering (IGTE) and the Institute for Electrical
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Drives and Machines of the Graz University of Technology. The research work of the
laboratory is focused particularly on the development of efficient computational methods
required for the consideration of the multiphysical nature of the electrical machines. In this
paper three such representative electrical machine multiphysical problems are addressed in
order to present the research activities of the Christian Doppler Laboratory for Multiphysical
Simulation, Analysis and Design of Electrical Machines. The descriptions of the presented
computational methods are based on the work published by the authors in [1], [2] and [3].
The investigation of the turbo-generator end-winding deformations shall demonstrate the
interaction between magnetic and structural mechanical systems. The numerical approach
based on the sequential coupling between a current-flow, an electromagnetic and a
mechanical model is presented. In order to take the excitation produced by stator windings
into consideration, a procedure based on coupled current flow and magnetic field analyses
using dissimilar finite element (FE) meshes and numerical calculation of the Biot-Savart field
has been employed. The magnetic forces acting on current conducting elements have been
calculated and have been applied to the structural model. Under design operating conditions,
computed harmonic forces specified by amplitude and phase have been applied to the
mechanical model in order to simulate the frequency response of the end-winding system.
For the numerical computation of audible noise generated by induction machines, weakly
coupled electromagnetic, structural dynamic and acoustic simulations have been
accomplished [2], [4]. In order to comply with the different demands of each physical domain,
different numerical formulations have been used for the simulation models besides applying
different space discretizations. Electromagnetic excitation forces have been estimated by
solving a transient nonlinear eddy current problem formulated by FE methods. The resulting
forces have been applied to a linear structural dynamic FE model in the frequency domain.
Finally, the acoustic sound pressure level is determined from the structural surface vibrations
using the boundary element method.
Knowing the thermal boundary conditions is crucial in order to carry out coupled
electrical-thermal analyses. The accuracy of the whole thermal simulation depends on the
precision of those boundary conditions. Especially for complex geometries like the endwindings, there is no exact analytical method for the calculation of the convective heat
transfer coefficient. A procedure based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation for
acquiring the convective heat transfer coefficients is proposed.
2 ANALYSIS OF SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR END-WINDING
DEFORMATIONS
The structural investigation of synchronous machine end-region phenomena based on a
numerical approach is an especially ambitious task, since the coupling of two models, each
fitting different physics, needs to be accomplished. The numerical approach based on the
sequential coupling between a current-flow, an electromagnetic and a mechanical model is
presented in this paper. An electromagnetic simulation has been carried out in the frequency
domain using a T,Φ-Φ formulation [5]. The material nonlinearity has been taken into account
by the employment of the effective B-H curve [6]. The magnetic forces acting on current
conducting elements have been calculated in the frequency domain and their time-varying
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components have been applied to the structural model. A different FE mesh discretization of
the mechanical model has been required in order to take into account the exact structural
characteristics of the winding system and the construction parts.
2.1 Stator current excitation
Owing to the employed T,Φ-Φ formulation [5], the current density in the stator three-phase
winding (J) needs to be represented by an arbitrary current vector potential T0 satisfying the
following condition:
curl (T0 ) = J .

(1)

One possible way to find an adequate function T0 is to calculate the Biot-Savart field
produced by the stator current excitation. Static current flow analysis has been carried out in
order to obtain the current distribution in the stator winding. Knowing the current
distribution, the Biot-Savart field has been numerically computed in the integration points of
another FE mesh representing the motor, its housing and the surrounding air. As seen in Fig.
1, the meshes of the stator winding and of the motor are non-conforming.

Figure 1. 3-D FE model of the motor and its end-winding.

The Biot-Savart field Hs has been evaluated for each phase excitation separately and by
summing up the three magnetic field contributions, the complex representation of the rotating
magnetic field intensity is obtained [1]. Knowing the numerically calculated Biot-Savart field,
the rotational part T0 of the magnetic field is represented with the aid of edge element shape
functions in order to avoid cancellation errors:
ti =

∫

H s dl ; =
T0

Edge i

ne

∑

Edge i

t i Ni

(2)

where Ni stands for the vectorial edge element shape functions associated with the i-th
edge and ne for number of FE edges.
2.2 Rotor current excitation
The rotating magnetic field of the rotor is not generated by a 3-phase AC current
excitation, but rather by DC currents and the mechanical rotation of the rotor making it
impossible to be modeled in the same way as the stator excitation. In order to overcome this
problem, a novel numerical method has been developed [1]. Using the T,Φ-Φ formulation, the
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rotor excitation has been defined by prescribing the rotating part T0 of the magnetic field in a
thin finite element layer on the surface of the rotor [1]. It is sufficient to define the radial
component of T0 only (Fig 3b), since this way the current density J in axial and azimuthal
directions is taken into consideration:
curlT 0 =

∂T 0, r
∂z

eφ −

1 ∂T 0, r
ez = J
r ∂φ

(3)

where T0,r denotes the radial component of the prescribed vector potential T0, J the current
density in the rotor excitation winding and eφ and ez the unit vectors in z and φ directions in a
polar coordinate system. This way, the current excitations in axial and azimuthal directions
are modeled in correspondence with the actual rotor winding distribution. In order to define
the adequate amplitude of the prescribed potential T0 (3), the well known analytical
expressions for the rotor current excitation have been taken into consideration. The detailed
description of this procedure can be find in [1]. Knowing the distribution of the magnetic
field, the Lorentz forces acting on the stator end-winding have been calculated. Since the
computation has been carried out in the frequency domain, the constant as well as the
oscillating parts of the forces have been evaluated. The latter forces oscillating with double
nominal frequency (100 Hz) are especially important for the structural investigations of the
nominal operating conditions. Therefore, these forces have been used as an input for the
structural mechanical analysis carried out in the next step.
2.3 Structural mechanical analysis
Another FE mesh has been used for the structural harmonic analysis. A detailed
mechanical structure consisting of winding bars, poromat bricks, fabric tubes, cantilevers,
finger-plates and the stator package has been modeled. Since non-conforming meshes have
been used for all parts, contact elements have been employed to link the different parts. A
separate pre-processor program has been developed in order to parametrically define the
model’s geometry and to obtain a finite element mesh composed of well shaped hexahedron
elements. Finally, the investigation of the structural behavior has been carried out in the
program package ANSYS [7].
The final goal of the presented mechanical investigations has been to determine
deformations of the end-winding system caused by the calculated excitation. The extent of the
resulting deformations can be attributed to individual deformation waves of different ordinal
numbers. In order to avoid mechanical resonances, the lowest natural frequency of the endwinding system has to be located distant enough from the excitation frequency. It is safe to
assume that, for the machine under research, all natural frequencies above 140 Hz are not
going to be highly stimulated by the excitation frequency of 100 Hz. The natural frequencies
have been ascertained by performing a modal analysis. Moreover, a harmonic analysis has
been carried out as well in order to compute the exact deformations due to the force
excitation.
2.4 Results
In the present work, a crucial impact of the boundary conditions on the calculated winding
forces has been ascertained. In order to compute the magnetic field as accurately as possible,
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the problem has been solved in the frequency domain and eddy currents induced in the
housing, the bearing shield, the clamping-fingers and the clamping-plate have been taken into
consideration. In Fig. 2a the eddy currents in the portion of the steel clamping-plate and the
front clamping-fingers are shown.

Figure. 2a. Induced eddy currents in the
clamping -plate and –fingers.

Figure. 2b. Side view of
the forces acting on stator
end-windings.

Figure. 2c. Forces acting on a
single stator winding branch.

In Fig. 2b, the oscillating parts of the forces acting on the stator end-winding are shown.
As seen from the Fig. 2b, the forces are symmetrically distributed over 72 stator slots and
maximal force densities are obtained at the positions near the rotor package (Fig. 2c).
The results of the harmonic analysis are given in Fig. 3. Outcomes of two methods are
presented and mutually compared. The deformations shown in Fig. 3a have been obtained by
full stiffness and mass matrices. The modal superposition method taking into consideration
the first twenty modes only has been used to obtain the deformations shown in Fig. 3b. Based
on the presented results (Fig. 3), the conclusion can be drawn that all essential deformation
characteristics are kept even when a less complex and less time-consuming modal
superposition method is employed.

Figure. 3a. End-winding deformations (harmonic
analysis using full mass and stiffness matrices).

Figure. 3b. End-winding deformations (harmonic
analysis using modal superposition of the first 20
modes).

The proposed method is very time-efficient, since a transient time-stepping analysis has
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been avoided, which would otherwise be required to consider the rotor excitation. It has to be
mentioned that the rotor slots harmonics have been neglected in this procedure, since only the
fundamental spatial harmonic of the prescribed vector potential to the rotor has been taken
into consideration. Nevertheless, a further improvement of this method is possible by
imposing the excitation fields of higher-order harmonics to the FE layer on the rotor surface.
The proposed procedure has been employed to investigate the structural behavior of a
synchronous generator. The findings of this study lead to a conclusion that, for the machine
under research, the natural frequencies of the end-winding are not interfering with the
excitation frequency. Consequently, the obtained deformations by harmonic analysis are also
within the expected μm range and no negative influences on the end-winding life-cycle are to
be expected. These simulation results have also been confirmed by the measurement results.
3 NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF THE NOISE RADIATION OF AN
INDUCTION MACHINE
The reasons for audible noise generated by electrical machines are, besides mechanical
causes, as for example bearings, brush noise or rotor unbalance, and noise of aerodynamic
origin, certain aspects in the electromagnetic field generation [8], [9]. Due to the permeance
fluctuations, e.g. arising from the slotting or saturation effects, and the winding composition,
the magnetic flux distribution in the airgap contains, apart from the fundamental wave, timeharmonics of higher order. Due to the electromagnatic field in the airgap, forces with
according harmonics acting on the rotor and stator surface occur. Obviously, the
electromagnetic forces acting on the stator lead to its deformation and thus also the
deformation of the housing. The resulting vibrations result in pressure fluctuations of the
enclosing air and thus audible noise is generated. Therefore, for computations of audible noise
with electromagnetic origin, three different physics, namely electromagnetics, mechanics and
acoustics, have to be considered and coupled accordingly. A comprehensive numerical
approach shall be presented in this paper. A detailed version of this approach can be found in
[2].
3.1 Electromagnetic Field Computation
The electromagnetic field in the airgap, with the magnetic flux density B , results in the
mechanical stress σ , which can be computed in time domain according to [10] with the
following relation
=
σn

1

2 μ0

σt =

( Bn2 − Bt2 )
1

μ0

Bn Bt ,

(4)
(5)

where μ0 denotes the magnetic permeability for vacuum and the indices n and t the normal
and tangential component of the magnetic flux density B . The determination of B is carried
out numerically with a finite element multi-slice simulation [11], which also enables the
consideration of skewing effects. The axial dimension is divided into five slices which are
represented by two dimensional finite element models. These models, more precisely the
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currents in the rotor bars, are then connected via an electric circuit. The A, v − A formulation
[12] is used to solve the nonlinear and transient eddy current problem. The solution yields
results for the magnetic flux density B in the airgap at distinct axial positions. For the
successive structural computation the stress distribution in the airgap along the axial
dimension is needed. Hence the axial characteristic of B has to be reconstructed from the
multi-slice simulation results. Therefore the time-harmonics and spatial harmonics of the
magnetic flux density B , implying a 2D Fourier transformation, are needed. The spatial order
in axial direction is computed analytically and a correlation with the harmonics of the multislice solution enables the reconstruction, see [13]. The mechanical stress acting on the teeth of
the stator can now be computed according to (4) and (5) in time domain.
3.2 Structural Vibration Computation
To determine the structural vibrations the finite element method is used. A three-dimensional
model of the investigated machine, comprising the main parts stator, rotor, windings and
housing, has to be set up and discretized appropriately. As only the steady state solution is of
interest, the simulation can be performed in frequency domain. According to [14], the
dynamical behaviour of the structure for the excitation frequency Ω is therefore described by
(−Ω 2 M + K ) xˆ =
Fˆ

(6)

with the mass matrix M and the stiffness matrix K . F̂ and x̂ denote the complex nodal
force amplitude and the complex deformation amplitude for the excitation frequency Ω . It is
assumed that the deformation does not influence the magnetic flux distribution, which results
in a weakly coupled problem. The mechanical stress σ has to be transformed into frequency
domain, or directly computed in this domain. The nodal forces at the excitation frequencies
can then be determined and impressed onto the structural model. Solving (6) then provides the
deformation characteristic on the surface of the machine, which is of interest for the noise
computation.
3.3 Acoustic Computation
To determine, in a last step, the noise radiation due to the machine vibrations and surface
oscillations the homogeneous Helmholtz equation
Δp + k 2 p =
0

(7)

with the wave number k has to be solved, regarding the sound pressure p , for an exterior
radiation problem. Therefore the Sommerfeld radiation condition
⎡ ∂p
⎤
lim ⎢ R
− jkp ⎥ = 0
⎣ ∂R
⎦

R →∞

(8)

with R denoting the radial distance, has to be satisfied, meaning that any acoustic disturbance
caused by the structure dies out at infinity.
To solve (7) the boundary element method [15], [16] is used. Only the surface of the
investigated structure has to be discretized and furthermore (8) is fulfilled implicitly when
using this method, which are great advantages compared to the finite element method. From
the structural frequency domain solution for the deformation x̂ the velocity of the surface
vibration can be computed. Again the influence of the sound pressure on the structural
deformation is neglected and thus weak coupling is assumed. The normal components of the
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velocity are applied to the surface elements as a boundary condition for the boundary element
problem. The solution of the Neumann problem of (7) is the sound pressure on the surface of
the investigated machine. To get the sound pressure distribution in the circumference of the
investigated structure a field, where the boundary element solution is evaluated, discretized
with appropriate elements, has to be set up.
3.4 Numerical Simulation Results
The numerical simulation has been carried out for an induction machine with a cylindrical
cooling jacket. The rotor is skewed for one stator slot pitch and has a speed of 2991 rpm at
nominal operating point. Acoustic measurement showed a noise peak at 1895.6 Hz of
approximately 78 dB. The solution of the transient electromagnetic simulation shows a time
harmonic of the surface stress occurring at this frequency. In Fig. 4a the computed real part of
the radial component of the mechanical stress acting on the stator teeth is depicted.

Figure. 4a. Teeth forces in
radial direction

Figure. 4b. Real part displacement solution

Figure. 4c. Sound pressure level on a
plane field surrounding the machine

This resulting stress distribution is impressed on the mechanical finite element model and
the structural deformation is computed according to (6). The solution is shown in Fig. 4b. It
can be seen that the deformation characteristic is dominated by plate bending, which can be
lead back to the eigenmodes near the excitation frequency. This plate bending causes the
pressure fluctuations in the air and thus the radiating noise. The sound pressure level in a
horizontal plane field, passing through the rotation axis of the rotor, is depicted in Fig. 4c. The
main part of the noise is radiating from the cylindrical surfaces, as there the highest
deformation amplitudes occur. The sound pressure level of more than 70 dB near the
machine's surface is decreasing with the distance. At a surrounding sphere maximal sound
pressure levels of approximately 70 dB can be detected. This however deviates from
measurement results which yield approximately 78 dB at the excitation frequency and in 1 m
distance for this induction machine. The deviations can be explained by the lack of validated
material parameters for the structural model and by the possible influence of the forces acting
on the rotor core stack.
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4 DETERMINATION OF CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT AT
END WINDINGS FOR TEMPERATURE FIELD SIMULATIONS
The transport of thermal energy can be split into three different physical phenomena heat
radiation, heat conductance and heat convection. All three of these phenomena can occur at
the same time and can be cumulated into the total heat flux qtot .
Under common operating conditions of electrical machines the heat radiation transports a
negligible portion of thermal energy. Due to its dependency on the fourth power of the
temperature difference its influence on the total energy balance is rarely perceptible. For a
simple test case of a radiating body in a free environment the heat radiation can be written as

qrad =εσ ⋅ (T 4 − T∞4 ) ,

(9)

where ε is the emissivity, σ the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and T∞ denotes the ambient
temperature. Nevertheless it should not be discarded completely from the design process of
electrical machines. In certain situations the heat radiation can be an observable fact, for
instance for machine types, which allow higher temperatures at the housings surface. In this
case the magnitude of heat flux by radiation can reach the value of heat flux by free
convection, and must be considered [17].
The procedure of conductive heat flow simulation in solid materials is well known and
reliable. The distribution of temperature inside the material can be solved for instance with
finite element method (FEM) by solving the Laplace equation
qcond = −λ ⋅∇T

(10)

with the conductive heat flux qcond . A homogenisation of the material properties [17] can
simplify the computation model [3] for components with non isotropic thermal conductivity λ
like laminated iron sheets and insulated copper windings. At contact regions of different solid
materials or a thin layers of a different substances a special treatment of the FEM model is
necessary, in order to avoid a very fine resolution of the mesh. In these cases the application
of certain element types can include these effects as proposed in [18]. Its accuracy satisfies
most requests of engineering purposes if proper boundary conditions have been specified.
The boundary to the adjoining fluid coolant is specified by the convective heat flux
qconv = α ⋅ (T − T∞ )

(11)

with the convective heat transfer coefficient α. This convective heat transfer coefficient
depends basically on the fluid properties of the coolant and its flow conditions like velocity
and turbulence. In general α can be defined for certain areas or locally αx for certain points at
the surface. If the heat transfer coefficient is defined locally one has to take under
consideration the validity of its value. Due to its definition with the environmental
temperature T∞ it can be physically invalid if the difference between surface temperature and
environmental temperature becomes zero but the convective heat flux qconv does not [19].
The convective heat transfer coefficient can be derived analytically only for very simple
geometries in the case of laminar flow conditions. In the case of turbulent flow conditions at
complex geometries with rough surfaces only empirical approaches could be used in the past.
Due to the improvements of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the nowadays available
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computational power, it is possible to derive the convective heat transfer coefficients of any
geometry numerically. An exact derivation of the convective heat transfer can be done with
direct numerical simulation (DNS) but it requires a mesh resolution based on the Kolmogorov
length scale η
1

⎛ν 3 ⎞
η =⎜ ⎟ ,
⎝ε ⎠
4

(12)

which is defined by the kinematic viscosity ν and the turbulence dissipation rate ε. By using
this length scale the element size of the mesh has to be in the magnitude of several
micrometers for an electric machine, which uses air as cooling fluid. Hence this dramatically
enlarges the number of elements and degrees of freedom, thus DNS is not a suitable method
for industrial applications. Models which are based on eddy viscosity are more appropriate for
engineering purposes and should be used instead DNS. Hence these numerical simulation
models are based on certain simplifications, they can not be used for all kind of flow
conditions in the same way and can fail in calculating the heat transfer. Therefore it is still
necessary to validate the derived results by measurements or other empirical approaches.
Especially at low velocities and thus low Reynolds numbers certain turbulence models fail in
predicting the heat flux at the surface. The occurrence of flow separation and reattachment of
the fluid cannot always be predicted accurately but it makes a crucial difference in the
derivation of the heat transfer.
According to the investigations in [20] and [21] the Shear Stress Transport (SST)
turbulence model [22] and the Scale Adaptive Simulation (SAS) turbulence model [23] meets
the requirements for the prediction of the heat transfer coefficient best.
In Fig. 5 the derived heat transfer coefficient is shown related to its maximum.

Figure 5: Norm values of the local heat transfer coefficient at the surface of the end-windings of an induction
machine, with the cooling ducts (a), cord (b), end windings (c) and a heat flux sensor (d) which has been meshed
with the end-windings' geometry in order to validate the simulation results.
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As one can see, the heat flux reaches the maximal value at the outermost position of the
end-windings, where the conductors are exposed directly to the air flow from the cooling
ducts. The results shown in Fig. 5 have been derived by the use of the SAS turbulence model,
using constant values for the temperature at the models' surfaces and temperature dependent
fluid properties as used in [24].
These derived values for the local heat transfer coefficient can be used for the simulation
of the temperature distribution inside the solid material of the electric machine. This should
lead to more accurate results than using mean values for the convective heat transfer
coefficient.
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Abstract. This paper reviews the methods for coupling the magnetic and mechanical
problems in magnetic materials and their application to electrical machines. The reviewed
methods include both the material models and the computing methods as well as the methods
for computing the magnetic forces. The paper shows that there are different levels of coupling
the magnetic system with the mechanical one and that the use of a method or another depends
on the application and the level of accuracy aimed at. The paper also clarifies some terms and
concepts related to the coupling terminology such as strong, weak, local, global, direct and
indirect coupling and put these terms in a coherent context. Most of the examples are related
to the two dimensional analysis but some three dimensional ones are also shown.
1

INTRODUCTION

Energy conversion devices refer to these devices that convert mechanical energy into
electrical one or vice-versa by the media of a magnetic field. Such device could be an electric
motor or generator but it could be also an actuator or in some cases even a sensor although
there is very little energy conversion in this latter case.
In the case of a motor or generator, the energy conversion occurs so that the current
flowing in the windings of the machine, connected to a voltage source, generates, in
accordance with the Ampere law, a magnetic field in the core and the air gap of the machine
that exerts magnetic forces and torque on different parts of the machine and thus produces
motion of the rotor or any other moving part. Thus the electrical energy in the form of
voltages and currents at the terminal of the machines is converted into mechanical energy in
the form of motion and torque at its shaft or vice-versa. In the case of actuators the electrical
energy is converted into mechanical one either through a rigid motion of a plunger or through
an elastic deformation of the actuating part under the effect of the magnetic field e.g.
magnetostrictive deformation. Fig. 1 shows a cross-section of an electrical motor and
illustrates the power flow from the electric supply to the mechanical load. Fig. 2
schematically shows a simple electromagnet and illustrates the related power flow. Fig. 3
shows a schematic view of a magnetostrictive actuator and illustrates its operation and power
flow. The energy conversion is always accompanied with power losses in different parts of
the devices and only part of the input power is converted to the output.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the power
flow in an electric motor. The
electric power is converted into
mechanical power through the
magnetic field and the torque it
produces. Part of this power is
dissipated in the device.

Pe = UI

Plunger

Pm = Fv

Figure 2: A schematic view of an
electromagnet. The input electric
power, which depends on the
position of the plunger, is
converted into mechanical power in
the form of motion and force on
this later one.

Figure 3: Schematic representation
of a magnetostrictive actuator. The
magnetic field in the actuating part
causes its deformation, which is
transmitted as mechanical output to
the surrounding

Besides their operation as energy converters, the above devices are prone to parasitic
phenomena such as vibrations and acoustic noise as well as wearing. The vibrations and noise
occur due to the magnetic forces and the magnetostriction. Indeed, the time dependent
magnetic field in the core and the air gap of the machine produce time dependent magnetic
forces and induce magnetostrictive strains under the effect of which the structure of the device
starts vibrating and emits acoustic noise. The acoustic noise is also produced by fluid flow in
the machine and its surrounding as well as by pure mechanical effects such as contacts
between parts or rolling of the bearing balls. In some cases, the acoustic noise is not generated
in the structure of the machine but rather in some surrounding of it as the vibrations of the
machine are transmitted to the surroundings.
On the other hand, the operation of the energy conversion device depends on the magnetic
properties of the underlying material of its core, windings and permanent magnets. These
properties such as the magnetization characteristics of the permanent magnets and the core
material or the resistivity of the winding material or even the magnetostriction of the actuating
parts strongly depend on the temperature or the mechanical stress level in the material or both.
Fig. 4 shows e.g. the measured hysteretic magnetization curves of alloy steel under different
levels of applied mechanical stresses at room temperature [1] and Fig. 5 the magnetostrictive
strain of an electrical steel grade at different mechanical stresses and as function of the
magnetic flux density [2]. Also, the rigid motion of different parts of an energy conversion
device contributes and is a decisive factor in determining e.g. the current drawn from a
voltage source by the device. This phenomenon can be appreciated when comparing the
current of an electrical machine or an electromagnet in the case when the rotor or the plunger
is under motion with the case of blocked rotor or plunger for example.
The design of efficient energy conversion devices and the prediction of their operation
under different load and fault conditions as well as the minimization of the parasitic
phenomena caused by these devices require not only simulation models from different fields
of science vis. electromagnetism, mechanics etc. but also in most cases a coupling
methodology between these models. In this paper we will focus on the magneto-mechanical
or magneto-elastic models and the way they are coupled. In some examples the
electromagnetic coupling is also handled.
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Figure 4: Measured quasi-static BH-loops of alloy steel
at different applied stresses. The stress state in the
sample is different from the applied one due to the
magnetostriction. The frequency is 0.01 Hz.
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Figure 5: Measured magnetostrictive elongation of
electrical steel under different applied stresses. The
stress and the magnetic field are in the same
direction and the measurement frequency is 5 Hz.

In Section 2 we will first establish a general context in which the coherent definition of
different terms used to specify the nature of the coupling and its methodology is possible. In
Section 3 we will review and explain the different levels of magneto-mechanical coupling and
how they have been used in the recent literature. Section 4 clarifies the methods for magnetic
force computation as well as the magnetostriction and the ways to deal with it. Last, in
Section 5 we present some challenges and open issues in the magneto-mechanical modeling.
2 CLARIFICATION OF TERMS AND CONCEPTS
If one goes through the published literature dealing with the coupled problems in general
and the electro-magneto-mechanical coupling in particular, he/she will find a multitude of
terms used to specify the nature of the coupling methodology for solving a given problem.
Such terms as direct or indirect coupling as well as strong and weak coupling are deliberately
used and seldom explained. In this section we will first clarify these terms.
We propose a separation between the physical or phenomenological aspect of the coupling
and its computational methodology or implementation aspects. In this respect, the physical
coupling could be either strong or weak depending on the level of interaction between the
fields or in other words how the change in one field say the magnetic field e.g. affects the
change in the other field say displacement field e.g. It is obvious that this definition is a
subjective one and depends on the accuracy at which we are aiming. Yet another terminology
related to the phenomenological aspect is the concept of global and local coupling. By global
coupling we mean an interaction between the field quantities without effects on the
constitutive relations of the underlying materials, whereas the local coupling means the
participation of the materials constitutive relations to this interaction. These concepts of weak
vs. strong and local vs. global can be combined in pairs to specify the level of coupling both
from its strength and its nature point of views. E.g. a problem can present strong global
coupling and weak local coupling as is the case when modeling the operation of an electrical
machine without interest in its vibrations. The strong global coupling here describes the
coupling between the rotor motion and the magnetic field and the weak coupling describes the
fact that in these conditions single-valued stress-independent magnetization properties are
used to model the magnetic material and that the magnetostriction can be ignored.
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The terms implicit, explicit, direct and indirect coupling should be reserved for the
computational or implementation level. One speaks about explicit coupling when the
governing equations for the quantities from different fields are written in a closed form,
whereas the implicit coupling relates to governing equations that are written for each set of
quantities separately but with the awareness that each set of equations includes parameters
that have to be solved or updated from the other set. In both cases the equations can be
formulated and solved either simultaneously and one speaks about a direct method or
sequentially and we are speaking about an indirect method. Fig. 6 illustrates the intended use
of these terms with some examples. It should be noted here that the explicit coupling is
possible only in very special cases where some assumptions on the geometry of the problem
or the properties of the materials are to be made. The explicit coupling also results in large
system matrices with lower level of sparseness, which usually makes the solution of such
problems slow. It is also to be noted that in most cases the solution of a coupled problem
requires an iterative procedure regardless of the computational methodology used.
Phenomenological
coupling
•Direction and magnitude
of the interaction
•Order of magnitudes of
the time constants
Strong
vs.
Weak

•Interactions between
local fields and materials.
•Interaction between fields
only.
Local
vs.
Global

Computational
coupling

Electromagnetic
system

f ( x, y)  0

Explicit
vs.
Implicit

3

Electromagnetic
system

 A C   x  a
 B D  y = b

   

 B y =  b

F,T

Mechanical
system

Magnetic forces
and magnetostriction
Stresses, strains
and displacements

Mechanical
system

bidirectional
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Figure 6: Proposed terminology for coupling
methodology. x and y are hypothetic fields. f, g, h,
and k are functions or operators defining the
governing equations of the fields. A, B, C and D are
matrices or sub-matrices, which in conjunction with
the load vectors a and b define the algebraic
equations to be solved. These vectors and matrices
are in general depending on the fields and the
problem is generally nonlinear and requires an
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Figure 7: The Flow charts of the unidirectional and
bidirectional magneto-mechanical coupling. B and H are
the magnetic flux density and the Magnetic field
strength. F and T are the magnetic forces and the torque.
In some cases the magnetic vector potential A and the
scalar electrical potential Ф are used instead of B and H.
The unidirectional coupling takes only the effect of
electromagnetic system on the mechanical one whereas
the bidirectional coupling is simultaneous and all the
phenomena happen at the same time in both systems.

THE DIFERENT LEVELS OF MAGNETO-MECHANICAL COUPLING

Now that the terminology is explained we will proceed with the different levels of coupling
starting from the simplest one and in a bottom-up fashion evolving to the most general case
and concentrating on the magneto-mechanical phenomena only.
3.1 Unidirectional coupling
The flow chart of the unidirectional magneto-mechanical coupling is shown in Fig. 7.
From the phenomenological point of view such a coupling method suites a weak coupling,
where there is no effect of the mechanical displacements on the magnetic field or the
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underlying magnetic materials. In such a methodology the nonlinear Maxwell equations
governing the magnetic field in the device are solved assuming that the magnetic material
properties such as the permeability of iron or the relation between H and B, are not depending
on the mechanical state of the material i.e. the mechanical stress. Such an assumption is
usually possible due to the low level of stresses in the core of the machine and also due to the
fact that the mechanical displacements are very small, except when a rigid motion is involved.
The rigid motion is possible to handle separately. The one directional coupling is the most
popular way of calculating the vibrations and noise from rotating electrical machines [3]-[6].
It allows for a complex and accurate electromagnetic modeling such as coupling the circuit
equations of the machine windings and the electrical supply e.g. the frequency converter with
the magnetic problem in the machine either in a 2D or 3D approach as well as for complex
and accurate material modeling e.g. magnetic hysteresis [7]. It also allows for a complex
modeling of the mechanical problem by the use of a detailed 3D geometry and updated FE
model parameters [3], [5]. The coupling quantities in this approach are the magnetic forces
that may or may not include the magnetostriction [2], [6], [8], [9]. The different methods for
computing the magnetic forces and magnetostriction are explained later in Section 4.
However, the most common ways to transfer the forces from the magnetic problem to the
mechanical problem in this kind of coupling are either the so called teeth forces or the rotating
stress waves in the air gap of the machine [2], [10]-[12]. Both methods are based on the
Maxwell stress tensor as will be seen in Section 4. Fig. 8 shows a plot of the teeth forces for
the stator of a 37 kW induction motor at a given time and Fig. 9 shows a spectral plot of the
2D Fourier decomposition of the Maxwell stress in the air gap of the same machine. Both
forces are calculated from the 2D time stepping solution of the magnetic field in the cross
section of the machine. The generalized nodal forces can also be used to couple the magnetic
problem with the mechanical problem. The computation of these forces will be explained in
Section 4.
3
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Figure 9: 2D spectral decomposition of the radial Maxwell stress
in the air gap of the 37 kW machine. Each line corresponds to a
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3.2 Two directional coupling
In a two directional coupling it is possible to model both the effect of mechanics on
magnetism and that of magnetism on mechanics. Such kind of coupling, suites best for
phenomenological strongly coupled problems. This is the kind of coupling at which, most of
the recent papers on the subject are aiming. Indeed, the solution of the magnetic problem
requires knowledge of the material magnetic properties, which are stress dependent (see Fig.
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4). On the other hand the solution of the elastic or mechanical problem requires knowledge of
the load forces and the magnetostrictive strains, which depend on both the magnetic field and
the stress of the material (see Fig. 5). Further, any change in the computed stresses and
displacements will reflect on the computed magnetic forces through a change in the magnetic
field and any change in the computed stresses and displacements or strains will reflect on the
magnetic field through either the material properties or the geometry of the problem. These
considerations are better understood from the flow chart presented in Fig. 7 above.
It should be understood that the coupling between the different phenomena is simultaneous
and occurs in a continuous process rather than in a discrete or sequential one. This also means
that the separation between the causes and consequences is rather artificial and should be used
only for visualization purposes in view of a better understanding of the phenomena considered
so that it could be used for the derivation of possible simplifications when needed.
In addition, the magneto-mechanical coupling is affected by the electric system, which is
usually the source of the magnetic field. A load torque e.g. at the shaft of a machine
connected to a voltage source will result in increased current withdrawn by the machine,
which in turn will change the magnetic field configuration and further the force and the
mechanical strains and displacements. Here again, the separation between the causes and the
consequences is rather artificial and all these phenomena occur simultaneously. Reference
[13] presents an example of this electro-magneto-mechanical coupling, where the coupling
methodology seems to have some effect on the results of the computations. In the study, the
motion of the plunger of an actuator, like the one in Fig. 2, has been modeled with time
stepping and with its terminals connected to a voltage source. It was noticed that the current
of the actuator was depending on whether the coupling was implement as direct or indirect.
The magneto-mechanical coupling can be modeled in different manners depending on the
nature of the coupling and the aim of the investigation. The vibrations of an electrical
machine can be computed with reasonable accuracy with a unidirectional approach and
without accounting for the effect of mechanical stresses or any other mechanical quantity on
the material magnetic properties and the geometry of the machines. However, the
computation of the hysteresis energy losses e.g. in the iron core of the machine requires
knowledge of the stresses in the core of the machine as the losses are very much affected by
these stresses [14]-[16]. The additional losses due to the stress affect the current withdrawn by
the machine and the torque it produces and thus affects the stress state. The methodology to
carry out such an analysis as well as the results of its application to an electrical machine has
been presented in [17]. The methodology consists of presenting the reluctivity of electrical
steel as a function of the magnetic flux density and the mechanical stress and solving the
magneto-mechanical problem with an implicit approach and in an iterative fashion. In such
analysis the magnetostriction of iron was ignored and the iron losses were computed in a
posteriori manner which result in their effect on the current being ignored.
The magnetostriction of iron has been also modeled with equivalent magnetic forces acting
on the structure of the machine [6], [9]. The computation method of these forces are presented
later in section 4.3 and discussed altogether with other methods. It is worth notice that the
approach adopted in the implementation of the problem is again implicit although the
algebraic systems of equations have been solved simultaneously.
After time and space discretisation, the equations to be solved has the form
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n
With P the Jacobian matrix for the coupled magneto-elastic system, DAk+
the vector
1

potential increment, Duk+1 the rotor bar voltage increment, Dik +1 the stator current increment,
r n

s n

displacement increment and Rkn+1 the residual at time step k+1 and iteration n [2]. As
far as the phenomenological coupling is not very strong, the off-diagonal sub-matrices
associated with the magneto-elastic coupling can be set to zero resulting in a sparse matrix but
a lower convergence rate of the solution. When the coupling is strong due to material
properties, the coupling terms could not be avoided.
n
Duk+
the
1

3.3 Coupling through the material
The coupling procedures and methodologies presented in the previous section were
implicit coupling in the sense that the equations for the magnetic and mechanical systems are
written separately and the coupling is implemented through the magnetic and magnetostrictive
forces. The equations of each system are then discretised and the solution is achieved through
an iteration process that updates the material properties according to some rules or equations.
In [18], the coupling methodology is quite different. Here, the constitutive equations of the
material are written in a coupled form, which is derived from energy considerations. Thus the
coupling procedure is explicit and does not require separate modeling of the magnetostriction
e.g. as a set of equivalent forces as will be discussed later. The explicit coupling, which
requires coupled constitutive equation for the material, is the correct way to model
magnetostrictive materials used in actuators. The explicit coupling presents also the
possibility of modeling the so-called delta-E effect if the constitutive equations are well
elaborated. However the explicit coupling required the energy functional to be parameterized
and even though resulted in large system matrix with low level of sparseness as explained
above. This is a natural property of the explicit coupling that requires coupling terms in the
Jacobian matrix for the solution to converge.
The constitutive equations in [18] are written in terms of the stress tensor t and the
magnetic field strength vector H as functions of the strain tensor e and the magnetic flux
density vector B . Additional parameters ai are used to write the energy functional y of the
magneto-mechanical system in terms of six invariants I i , from which the constitutive
equations are derived. Further, in defining the stress tensor it was assumed that the stress is
the sum of the electromagnetic stress and an elastic stress t = selastic + t m where the
electromagnetic stress tensor is defined in terms of the magnetic flux density B and the
magnetization M vectors as
æ
ö
1
t m = m0-1 ççB Ä B - (B ⋅ B ) I÷÷÷ + (M ⋅ B ) I - B Ä M
÷ø
çè
2

(2)

The space and time discretisation of the governing equations follows similar approach as in
the implicit coupling and results in similar matrix equations.
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4 METHODS FOR MAGNETIC FORCE COMPUTATION
The computation of magnetic forces from the solution of the magnetic field in a given
geometry has been a subject of many discussions and publications. The main problem, was
the fact that different computation methods ware giving exactly the same total magnetic
forces but the force distribution were different from one method to the other [19]. These
differences were mainly present in magnetized media such as the iron core of an electrical
machine. Lately, methods based on the principle of virtual work seem to gain confidence
among the researchers and the application of these methods is somehow established especially
in conjunction with the FEM.
In this section we present the main methods for force computation and explain how they
can be used in coupling a magnetic system with a mechanical one.
4.1 Lorentz force
Consider a current carrying conductor with a constant permeability μ 0 . The force density
within the coil is given by the classical Lorentz formula
fj = J × B
(3)
Where J =  ´ H is the current density in the conductor and B = m0 H is the magnetic flux
density in the conductor. H is the magnetic field strength. This formula can be used whenever
the conductor has a constant permeability and is currying a current. The resultant force acting
on the conductor is naturally the integral of the force density over the volume of the
conductor.
In magnetized media, the conduction current is usually zero and the Lorentz force equation
results in null force density. However, the magnetized media can be represented at least in
three different manners; surface magnetic pole distribution, surface current density, or a
combination of both. In all cases, a local use of the Lorentz force distribution combined with
the definition of magnetic moments, will result in a given force distribution either on the
surface of the iron or inside it. A summary of these distributions is given all together with
their discussion and consequences in [19].
4.2 Maxwell stress tensor
Starting from the Lorentz force formula, Maxwell derived a general purpose stress tensor
that can be used to compute the force on any part on a device either magnetized or not
1
1

 B  B  B  BI 
2
μ0 


(4)

ò fdV = ò  ⋅ sdV = ò s ⋅ ndS

(5)




The force on any volumeV bounded with the surface S is then calculated as
F=

V

V

S

Where n is the normal vector to the surface element dS directed outwards of the volume
element dV and f =  ⋅ s is interpreted as a force density, which result into
F=

æ 1
ö÷
1
ç
(Bn2 - Bt2 )n + BnBtt ÷÷ dS
m0
ø÷÷
0

ò ççèç 2m
S

(6)

Although no mathematical or theoretical evidence is given, the terms under the integral are
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interpreted as a normal and tangential surface stresses or surface force densities. Such an
interpretation has been the subject of a large number of publications.
If we accept this assumption (see Fig. 10 and 11), and in conjunction with rotating
electrical machines, the stress can be developed into two dimensional Fourier series (space
and time) and used as input or load for the mechanical system in the unidirectional coupling
approach. A spectral plot of the radial component of the Maxwell stress in a 37 kW induction
machine has been shown in Fig. 9. The usefulness of such a method is that even without
making any mechanical analysis one can already “guess” what are the expected noise and
vibration frequencies and modes that can be generated in the machine. Of course, all the
frequencies and modes are not likely to be excited. The Maxwell stress or in general the
electromagnetic stress tensor can also be used in the more general coupling method as
explained in [18].
4.3 Method of virtual work
The method of virtual work for force calculation is not only one of the oldest methods to
compute the magnetic forces but also is the one that have seen many developments is the last
decades. The conventional virtual work method consisted of computing the magnetic field at
two positions of a given moving part while the current or the flux are kept unchanged,
computing the magnetic energy or co-energy at these positions and calculating the magnetic
force as the ratio of the change in the magnetic energy or co-energy and the displacement of
the part under investigation. Such a method is very heavy as it required two computations of
the magnetic field and the displacement needed to be of adequate size for accuracy aspects.
Reference [20] came with a method that best fits the FE computation and needs only one field
solution. In this method the forces are computed from the derivative of the magnetic energy
too but the derivation is made using the numerical and analytical properties of the FEM.
However, the method was intended for the computation of total forces and torque of electrical
machines and did not answer the critical question of force distribution. Reference [21] used
the concept presented by [20] and applied it to the nodes of an FE mesh. In this way the
author could resolve what he called “generalized nodal forces”. These forces do not represent
the force distribution in the material. They rather give a combined method to transform the
force distribution into a local total forces acting each on a given node of the mesh and
representing the force on a volume around that node. The volume itself cannot be defined
with this method neither the force distribution. However, the advantage of the generalized
nodal force concept it that it allows for a coupling between the magnetic and the mechanical
systems when they are treated with finite element method. They also allow for the use of the
same FE mesh for the magnetic and elastic system and avoid the problem of projection from
one mesh to the other. The computation routine for the nodal forces although originally
present in terms of the magnetic vector potential has been extended to the general case of
magnetic flux density and also could be derived from the Maxwell stress tensor as in [22].
These methods were using linear finite elements. Methods using higher order elements and
methods to reconstruct the force distribution from the generalized nodal force have been
presented in [23], [24]. Other projection methods related to the generalized nodal forces have
been presented in [25]. A plot of the generalized nodal force in the stator of a 3 MVA
synchronous machine is shown in Fig. 10. For comparison purpose a plot of the surface forces
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from the Maxwell stress tensor is shown in Fig. 11. In both figures the field solution and the
force computation have been carried out with linear triangular finite elements. Note that the
scaling of the force vectors is not the same in the two figures but the shapes of the force
distributions are similar and the absolute values are close to each other. This is due to the fact
that the iron is saturated and the forces are concentrated on the surface of the iron [26].

Figure 10: Generalized nodal
forces in the stator of a 3 MVA
synchronous machine.

Figure 11: Maxwell force distribution on the stator of a 3 MVA
synchronous machine.

Figure 12: Magnetostrictive forces in
the stator of a 3 MVA synchronous
machine.

4.4 Magnetostriction
The magnetostriction is the phenomenon by which a sample of magnetic materials deforms
under the effect of a magnetic field. Such a deformation is not due to the existence of external
magnetic forces, it is rather the result of the internal stresses and strains in the material, which
are due to the rearrangement of the magnetic domains and their interactions with the material
lattices.
The magnetostriction has been traditionally accounted for through sets of equivalent
forces, which are computed from either the magnetostrictive strain [6] or the magnetostrictive
stress [8]. A plot of the magnetostrictive forces computed from the magnetostrictive stress in
the stator of the 3 MVA synchronous machines is shown in Fig. 12.
However, the magnetostrictive stresses or strains are themselves dependent on the total
stress in the material as shown in Fig. 5. Such a behavior could be simulated with stress
dependents magnetostrictive forces [2] but it does not reproduce the actual stress behavior in
the material when the materials boundary conditions are taken into account [2]. In this
respect, the magnetostriction is better modeled within the material coupling methodology
presented above [18]. In this methodology the magnetostriction is included in the magnetoelastic coupled constitutive equation through a relation between the stress, strain and magnetic
flux density, which has been derived from energy considerations and measurements analysis.
The fact that the magnetostriction is already in the constitutive equations makes it difficult to
visualize it from complex computations which is the consequence of the fact that in real life
the magnetic and mechanical coupling happen simultaneously and there is no way to separate
them. Some attempts to find out how different phenomena in the magneto-mechanical
coupling could be separated are still presented in [18].
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5 OTHER CHALLENGES
In the previous sections, we handled the magneto-mechanical coupling as a separate
problem from the electrical coupling and also from the mechanical load, which is usually
connected to the shaft of electrical machines or the moving plunger of an actuator. We also
assumed that the solution of the magneto-mechanical system is non-dissipative except for the
dissipation in the resistive parts of the system. The other dissipations such as iron losses were
estimated a posteriori.
The mechanical dissipation can be added to the system by additive mechanical damping
[27] and the magnetic dissipation in the iron parts due to hysteresis and eddy currents can also
be added through dynamic vector hysteresis models [7]. However, such additions to the
different parts of the system result in non-coherent description of the energy, resulting in
mathematically (and also physically) incorrect models. One challenge in the magnetomechanical modeling is thus to include different dissipation phenomena at an early stage of
the energy description, derive the dissipative constitutive equations for the material, and
include these equations in the solution of complex systems such as electrical machines and
actuators.
Most of the problems presented above have been implemented in two-dimensional
analysis. This is due to the fact that the computational cost of these models is high and at the
limit of what nowadays computation resources allow for. The computational resources are
however developing very fast and already now one can carry out three-dimensional analysis
of very complex systems within a reasonably short time. The development of the previous
models and their adequacy for three-dimensional computations is then another challenge that
has to be dealt with in the near future.
Last and not least, the characterization of the material and the identification of the models
require experimental setups able to take measurements in three directions, whereas the
existing setups are mainly designed for a single or at most two directional measurements.
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Abstract. The paper introduces the concept of high-temperature creep Continuum Damage
Mechanics (CDM); and then presents the associated physics-based creep constitutive
equations used to model CDM. The equations involve the coupling of inelastic creep
deformation and damage mechanisms. The calibration of the constitutive equations from
available creep data is addressed; and materials constants are presented for parent, weld and
intermediate phase materials found in welds used in high-temperature pipework in the power
generation industry.
The paper continues with the introduction of a ferritic steel welded branched header
pipe that is subjected to a constant internal pressure of 4 MPa at a temperature of 590°C. The
pressurised branch was tested to failure, and the associated test data is used as a benchmark
against which lifetime and damage evolution predictions are assessed. The results of two
Finite Element solutions are presented that have been obtained using the FRONTAL and the
PGC equation solvers. Excellent correlation is shown between laboratory test results on the
branch and the Finite element predictions.
1

INTRODUCTION

High temperature creep and rupture of materials is a major limiting factor in the design
and operation of power generation plant and turbines. Lifetimes can be of the order of 35
years, and hence there is a need to predict deformation and the potential for failure over that
time. Materials data is typically available for much shorter periods of time, and physics-based
material models are needed that allow accurate data extrapolation. The problem is made more
severe due to the non-linearity of creep in both stress and temperature. An example of a set of
uni-axial creep curves, for Type IV weldment phase material at 640°C, is given in Fig.1 [1].
Creep curves have three stages: the initial or primary region, where strain rate decrease due to
hardening; a secondary phase in which creep rates are approximately constant, where
hardening and softening mechanisms balance; and a third or tertiary stage, where the internal
softening mechanisms dominate, strain rates tend to infinity, and failure occurs. The paper
concerns the identification of constitutive equations and the associated damage
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Figure 1: Comparison of experimental (symbols) and predicted (continuous)
creep curves for simulated Type IV weld material at 640°C [1].

evolution equations that can be used to model their coupling, and to accurately predict creep
strains and lifetimes of both testpieces and engineering components. To illustrate the process
an internally pressurised branched steam pipe has been selected [2].
The calculation method utilises the concept of creep Continuum Damage Mechanics
(CDM) [3,4] and this will be introduced first. Then the formulation of the creep damage
evolution equations will be addressed, concentrating on the rage of possible mechanism.
Discussed next is the identification of the controlling damage mechanisms, and the calibration
of the materials constants in the relevant damage and constitutive equations. The experimental
study of a welded branched header pipe is then briefly outlined; and this is followed by the
presentation of the results of full CDM analyses on the vessel.
2 CONCEPT OF CREEP CONTINUUM DAMAGE MECHANICS
Creep damage evolves during tertiary creep, and some mechanisms and be easily
(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Micrographs taken from mid-thickness sections of 99% pure copper teastpieces at 250°C after
creep rupture: (a) bar subjected to a uni-axial stress σ o [5]; and, (b) the top, outer surface of a rectangular
sectioned beam subjected to a uniform bending moment [6]. Failure times are of the order of 1500 h.
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Observed using optical microscopy. This can be seen in Fig. 2 for 99% pure copper either at
or close to failure [5,6]. Fig, 2a shows a uni-axial testpiece with its failure surface on the left
hand edge. It can be seen that where the stress field is uniform then the damage field, shown
as grain boundary cracks, is also uniform. Figure 2b shows a micrograph of the top, outer
surface of a rectangular sectioned beam that has been subjected to a uniform bending moment
[6]; the vertical failure surface is not shown on the figure. The stress on the upper surface of
the beam was tensile, decreasing in magnitude as one moves down the figure, what is evident
is that as the stress reduces, so does the intensity of damage. These two figures clearly
demonstrate the existence of CDM.
3 FORMULATION OF COUPLED CREEP CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS
In this section a range of tertiary creep damage evolution mechanisms are presented, along
with the equations that describe the controlling physics.
3.1 Hardening in primary creep
The parameter H models dislocation structures; during the process of hardening,
dislocation entanglement, competes with softening, dislocation disentanglement, by thermal
activation.

Figure 3: Change of Primary Creep State Variable H with time, [7].

Figure 3 shows this variation of H/ H* with time; the saturation limit of H=H* being achieved
when secondary creep is attained. The governing equation is:

=
H

( hεe / σ e )(1− ( H / H*)) ,

(1)

where σ e and ε e are respectively the effective stress and strain and h is a material constant [7].

Figure 4: Softening due to stress independent ageing and particle coarsening [8].
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3.2 Softening due to stress independent ageing and particle coarsening
The parameter Φ models the stress independent ageing due to the coarsening of particles,
typically carbides contained within the grains, which are used to prevent dislocation motion
[8]. This is shown schematically in Fig, 4. The parameter Φ increases monotonically from
zero to unity. The controlling physical equation is:
=
Φ

( K c / 3)(1 −Φ )

4

,

(2)

where K c is a material constant.

Figure 5: Softening due to multiplication of dislocation substructures [9].

3.3 Softening due to multiplication of mobile dislocations
A common softening mechanism is the multiplication of dislocation sub-structures as
shown schematically in Fig.5 [9]. The evolution equation for the damage parameter ω1 is:
=
ω1 C (1 − ω1 ) εe
2

(3)

where C a material constant.
3.4 Softening due to void nucleation and growth
A dominant mechanism for low stress, long term, creep rupture is damage by creep

Figure 6: Softening due to grain boundary cavity nucleation and growth [9].

constrained cavitation, ω2 , which is shown schematically in Fig. 6 [9]. The population of
damaged grain boundary facets increases with time. The governing equation is:
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ω 2 = DN εe (σ 1 / σ e ) ,
ν

(4)

where σ 1 is the maximum principal tension stress, D is a material constant and N is the
Heavyside unit function, with N=1 for σ 1 ≥ 0 . The term in brackets reflects the multi-axial
stress-state sensitivity of the damage process [5].
3.5 Softening due to continuum cavity growth
This mechanism dominates at higher stresses under conditions of tri-axial stress and the
associated parameter is ω3 ; it is shown schematically in Fig. 7 [8,10]. A nucleated void grows
by power law creep of the material adjacent to a grain boundary and of that of the surrounding

Figure 7: Softening due to continuum cavity growth [8].

grains. The controlling physical equation is:

⎧

⎫
− ( 1 − ω3 )⎬ ,
⎩ ( 1 − ω3 )
⎭

ω 3 = Θ εe ⎨

1

n

(5)

where Θ = H sinh {q( J1 / σ e )} , J1 = (σ 1 + σ 2 + σ 3 ) and σ 1 , σ 2 and σ 3 are principal stresses and
n is the Norton’s creep index.
4 CREEP DEFORMATION RATE EQUATION
It is widely accepted that the best equation that can be used to describe the creep strain
rate process over a wide range of stress is the sinh function equation [9,10], shown here for
primary-secondary creep:

εij = A {3sij / 2σ e } sinh { Bσ e (1- H )}

5
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where A and B are material constants. The inclusion of the damage parameters, Θ , ω1 , ω2 ,
ω3 , given by equations (2-5), is done by their inclusion in the argument of the sinh function
and in the multiplier term [8,9].
4.1 Coupling with Elasticity
Elastic strains, at any instant, eij , are given by the relation: σ ij = Cijkl ekl , where Cijkl is the
elasticity tensor. The total strains, ξ ij , are assumed to be the sum of the elastic and creep
strains, and given by ξij= eij + ε ij .
5 CALIBRATION OF CONSTITUTIVE MATERIALS CONSTANTS
The basic material model comprising one state damage evolution equation and a single creep
constitutive equation may be calibrated against uni-axial data using most optimisation
schemes [11]; and after the identification of an appropriate optimisational functional they
converge well with good accuracy. But when equation (6) is coupled with the differential
equations (1-5) they contains approximately twelve independent constants, and each has to be
determined to provide a good fit to the experimental data. Use of schemes due to Dunne et al
[11], for the basic equation set, has not proved successful for the multiple equation set. The
difficulty has been overcome by Kowalewski et al [12] who developed a new approach; it
involves taking each physical mechanism, or the equation that describes its kinetics i.e one of
the equations (1-5), and isolating it from other mechanisms in such a way that it yields good
estimates of the material constants for that mechanism. After the determination of good
estimates for as many materials constants as possible, the values are used as initial values in
the numerical minimisation of the functional Ψ :
a ⎡⎧ b
⎪
Minimum Ψ = ∑ ⎢ ⎨∑ ε jp - ε exp
j
i=1 ⎣
⎢ ⎩⎪ j=1

(

)

2

⎪⎫ ⎤
p
exp
⎬ ⎥ +Z i ti -ti
⎭⎪i ⎦⎥

(

)

tiexp

where a is the number of creep curves, a = 4 in Fig. 1, b is the number of data points per

Figure 7: Medium bore branch under test at a constant pressure of 4 MPa at 590°C.
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Figure 8: Five material zones of weld shown on crotch section

curve, ε p and ε exp are respectively the predicted and experimental values of strain, Zi is an
amplification constant, t p and t exp respectively denote predicted and experimental lifetimes.
The second term in (7) is used only when t p > t exp . Progressing in this way, and by inclusion
or exclusion of each of the equations (1-5), the quality of fit to the experimental data can
beassessed by the magnitude of the Kernal functional Ψ . Hence, the dominant physical
mechanisms can be identified. It is in this way that the appropriate mechanism-based
constitutive equation can be identified from the available uni-axial materials data.
5.1 Constitutive parameters for the medium bore branched welded pipe.
The material of the branched welded pipe to be examined in this study is 0.5Cr, 0.5Mo, 0.25V
and the weld material is 2.25Cr, 1Mo, c.f. Fig. 7. The two crotch positions are marked to be
in-line with the axis of the main pipe. The welded pipe under consideration is composed of
five different materials zones c.f. Fig. 8. For these materials, at 590°C, the procedure outlined
above has been enacted and it has been found that C = Θ =0 in equations 3 and 5respectively,
and that the coupled set of differential equations is:

εij =

⎡ Bσ e (1- H ) ⎤
A sinh ⎢
⎥,
2σ e
⎣⎢ (1 - Φ )(1- ω ) ⎦⎥
3sij

H = ( hεe / σ e )(1- ( H / H *) ) ,

Φ = ( K c / 3)(1-Φ ) ,
4

ω 2 = DN εe (σ 1 / σ e ) ,
ν
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where ν = a {exp (bσe / σo )} , and a and b are material constants. The materials constants
determined in this way are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Ferritic steel constitutive parameters used in the medium bore branched pipe analyses [13]

590C
-1

6

Parent

Weld
-9

2.8898 × 10

Refined HAZ
-8

1.3913 × 10

-9

Type IV
5.2879 × 10

CG HAZ
-9

1.5844 × 10-10

A (h )

1.3913 × 10

B (MPa-1)

1.4337 × 10-9

1.1109 × 10-1

1.4337 × 10-1

1.1762 × 10-1

1.9746 × 10-1

C (-)

2.9983

3.7894

2.9983

6.7693

8.8783

h (MPa)

7.3288 × 104

2.4649 × 104

7.3288 × 104

2.9714 × 104

6.2785 × 104

H* (-)

0.4218

0.4088

0.4218

0.543

0.6281

Kc (h-1)

1.0020 × 10-4

5.2579 × 10-5

1.0020 × 10-4

6.3709 × 10-4

1.4046 × 10-4

ν (-)

2.8

2.7955

2.8

5.3106

2.7977

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF A WELDED BRANCHED HEADER PIPE

The medium bore main pipe was welded symmetrically, at right angles, to the branch. The
main body of the vessel (pipe) was 465mm in outer-diameter with a wall thickness of 20mm;
the branch was 111mm in inner-diameter with a wall thickness of 8mm. The mean radius to
thickness ratio of the main pipe was R/tp = 11.125, and the mean radius to thickness ratio of
the branch r/tb was 7.438. Both the main pipe and branch were pressurised to a constant level

Figure 9: Finite element brick mesh of medium bore vessel [13].
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of 4.0 MPa, at a constant uniform temperature of 590oC. The parent and weld materials have
the same Young's Modulus of 160 GPa at 590oC.
For the class of low alloy ferritic steels studied here, it is established practice to stress
relieve welds using an appropriate heat treatment; and, in the CDM analyses the welds have
been assumed to be initially stress free.
The weld geometry was specified at two geometrical locations, namely the crotch and
flank sections. The flank plane is normal to the crotch plane, and contains the axis of the
branch. The geometry of the weld has been defined by Hayhurst et al [13].
7 FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION
A single quadrant of symmetry of the branch is shown in Figure 9; the planes of symmetry
are the flank and crotch planes. The volume has been modelled with six sided bricks. Each
brick is then filled with 24 constant strain tetrahedra; the total number of nodes is 54,687, and
the number of degrees of freedom is 164,061, and the number of elements is 240,048. The
internal pressure conditions of 4MPa were applied using nodal forces normal to the internal
surfaces of the pipe and branch; and the pipe and branch endloads were applied using nodal
forces parallel to the pipe and branch axes. Zero normal displacements were applies to nodes
on the two planes of symmetry.
The CDM numerical analysis involves the solution of a combined boundary-initial value
problem. Having obtained the elastic solution at t = 0, the current rates of damage and creep
strain are determined using the CDM-based constitutive equations set (8). These rate
equations have been solved as a system of ordinary differential equations using a fourth-order
Runge-Kutta method [14]. This procedure involves the repeated solution of a boundary-value
problem to determine the field quantities required for the numerical solution. The integration
technique uses a time step control algorithm based on error estimation; and, time steps are
reduced until absolute and relative errors on normalised creep strain rate are met. When an
element reaches the failure condition, ω2 ≥ 0.7 , it is removed, and the boundary-value
problem is redefined. The field variables from the previous iterations become the new starting
values for the next iteration. The procedure is then repeated until complete failure of the
damage vessel occurs.
The first solution route taken has been to use the FRONTAL numerical solver written by
Scott [15] for use on parallel architecture computers; and, to employ a heuristic time step
algorithm due to Vakili-Tahami et al [16]. Both of these developments have resulted in a
speed-up of the running of the code by a factor of 35 relative to that for a single processor
[17]. However, for the 164 061 degrees of freedom the problem took 70 days to run. The
second solution route taken has been to use a parallel iterative Preconditioned Conjugate
Gradient (PGC) solver, written by Salimi and Hayhurst [18] as a direct replacement for the
frontal solver discussed above. The speed-up achieved from parallelism scaled up to 64
processors, and this reduced the computation time to 3 days [19].
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Table 2: Comparison of predicted and experimental times to first failure, and lifetimes

First Failure Time
Rupture Lifetime
Experimental Lifetime

8

FRONTAL Solver
8 826 h
18 242 h
20 038 h

PGC solver
8 820 h
18 233 h
20 038 h

PRESENTATION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS

For the solutions carried out with both the FRONTAL and PGC solvers, the location of
the initiation of failure, i.e. the first element to fail, was identical. It occurred at the weld toe
in the crotch plane at approx 8 825 h, c.f Table 2. Failure progressed within the Type IV
material with greatest concentration in the crotch plane; a contiguous failure path was
predicted at approximately 18 235 h at which point the steam contained within the branch
would be expected to leak out. The failure path is shown on the damage plots of ω2 in Fig 10;

(a)

0.700
0.625
0.550
0.475
0.400
0.325
0.250
0.175
0.100
0.025
0.0

(b)

Figure 10: Damage contour plots, ω2 , predicted for diametral sections of the branch
at t/tf =0.99 , (a) crotch section, and (b) flank section.

the red zone of Fig 10a shows the failure, or steam leak path. The levels of damage are
everywhere else low. Damage levels on the orthogonal Flank plane are extremely small.
Table 2 shows that the time to first failure and the lifetime predicted by the two methods
are extremely close. However, the predicted lifetimes are of the order of 9% lower than the
experimental value. When interpreted in terms of a design stress this corresponds to a stress
which is almost 2% too high; however it is a most acceptable result.
9

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The paper has shown the complexity of modelling interacting creep damage mechanisms
and has demonstrated a formalism that is based within the Continuum Damage Mechanics
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framework for accurate physical modelling and extrapolation. The latter is justified on the
basis that the differential equations that describe damage evolution are physics-based. The
damage evolution equations are coupled with the creep strain rate equation, and are also
coupled through the interaction with elasticity.
The difficulty of identifying the strongest damage mechanisms and the subsequent
determination of the corresponding constitutive materials constants has been addressed using
an appropriately defined Kernal function and appropriate optimisation methods.
A low alloy ferritic steel branched welded pipe, for which experimental test data is
available at 590°C has been analysed using the above techniques. The weldment that connects
the two orthogonal pipes, has four materials zones, each of which has been characterised in
constitutive materials terms. The derived equations have been used as input to two different
finite elements schemes.
Since the CDM finite element solution is computationally demanding, the speed-ups that
computer parallelism can provide have been exploited. It is the equation solver that occupies
the majority of the solution time, and therefore has to be fast. Firstly a FRONTAL equation
solver has been used that takes 70 days to run on 4 processors; and secondly a PGC equation
solver has been employed that takes three days to run on 64 processors. Both methods give
near identical results, with the lifetimes being close to those observed experimentally.
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Abstract. A nonlocal elastic behaviour of integral type is modeled assuming that the
nonlocality lies in the constitutive relation. The diffusion processes of the nonlocality are
governed by an integral relation containing a recently proposed symmetric spatial weight
function expressed in terms of an attenuation function. Starting from the variational
formulation associated with the structural boundary-value problem in the context of nonlocal
elasticity, a nonlocal finite element model is proposed and a 1D example is proposed.
1

INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that one of the main drawbacks of local elasticity consists in the fact that
many problems, such as sharp crack-tip in continuum fracture mechanics, lead to stress
singularities in classical elastic theories.
A possible solution consists in considering a continuum approach in which there are
information regarding the behaviour of the material microstructure by assuming that an elastic
material can transmit information to neighbouring points within a certain distance. Such a
distance is the internal length scale and is an essential material parameter which accounts for
nonlocal effects in the continuum. Nonlocal variables turn then out to be weighted average of
the corresponding local variables over the material points of the structure and the internal
length controls the weighting process related to a state variable at a given point.
A continuum theory for elastic material with long range cohesive forces can be found in
the pioneristic work of Kröner. A nonlocal elastic theory is presented by Eringen but a
simplified and more effective nonlocal theory is contributed in [1] by assuming that
nonlocality appears only in the constitutive relation. It is shown that several problems related
to stress singularities in local elasticity, such as crack-tip problems, disappear by adopting the
nonlocal theory. An elastic model in a geometrically linear range endowed with the nonlocal
elastic material model is dealt with in [2] in which the extension to nonlocal linear elasticity
of the classical principles of the total potential energy, complementary energy and mixed HuWashizu principle are also provided.
In the present paper, starting from the nonlocal elastic constitutive model proposed by
Eringen and co-workers, the thermodynamic framework and the boundary-value problem for
nonlocal elasticity are formulated and the complete set of nonlocal mixed variational
principles is then provided. A recently proposed, in the context of damage mechanics,
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symmetric spatial weight function which preserves constant fields is considered. A firm
variational basis to the nonlocal model is provided. A consistent symmetric nonlocal finite
element procedure is then derived starting from the nonlocal counterpart of the displacementbased variational formulation. A piecewise homogeneous bar is solved by the recourse to the
proposed nonlocal finite element method for an imposed displacement and different
attenuation functions. The solutions obtained are in a good agreement each other and no
pathological behaviours at the boundary are present.
2 NONLOCAL ELASTICITY

ε

ε

The nonlocal elastic model is based on the idea that the long range forces arising in a
homogeneous isotropic elastic structure are described by the following constitutive relation
[3,4]:
(1)
 ( x )  ( R )( x )  ( RE )( x )   W ( x, y )E( ( y ))dy


The linear regularization operator R transforms the local stress field σ into the related
nonlocal stress  since its value at the point x of the body Ω depends on the entire field σ. In
linear isotropic elasticity, the elastic operator is E=K(11)+2GI* where K and G denote the
bulk and the shear moduli respectively, I*=I-1/3(11) is the fourth-order deviatoric
projection tensor being I and 1 the fourth-order and the second-order identity tensors
respectively.
From a mechanical standpoint, the space weight function W describes the mutual longrange elastic interaction. The function W is positive, have its maximum for x=y and decreases
monotonically and rapidly to zero approaching the boundary of the interaction zone. The
space weight function W vanishes, or it approaches to zero, for ║x-y║≥r where r is the chosen
influence distance,
A nonlocal behavior is present for high space variation of the local stress σ so that it results
R=I for uniform fields σ being I the identity operator. Accordingly the weight function W
must fulfill the normalizing condition:
(2)
 W ( x, y)dy  1


for any x in Ω. In order to impose such a condition, also for points close to the boundary of
the body in which the interaction zone is deprived of a contribution, the following expression
is considered in the sequel:


V ( x) 
(3)
W ( x
, y ) 1  
g ( x, y )
 ( x, y ) 
V 
V

which is similar to the one proposed in [5] within the context of nonlocal damage. In the
equation (3), V is the representative volume:
(4)
V ( x )   g ( x , y )dy ,


V∞ is the value assumed by the representative volume V for an unbounded body, the symbol
δ(x,y) denotes the Dirac delta distribution and α is an adimensional scalar parameter. The
scalar function g(x,y) is a symmetric attenuation function.
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Due to the symmetry of the weight function W, the regularization operator is self-adjoint,
i.e. R=R′ where R′ denotes the dual operator.
3

THERMODYNAMIC FRAMEWORK

Let us analyze the thermodynamic framework for the nonlocal elastic model. The first
principle of thermodynamics (see e.g. [6]) for a nonlocal behaviour can be formulated as
follows:
(5)
e( x )dx  ,    Q ( x )dx





where e is the internal energy density depending on strain ε and entropy s. The heat supplied
to an element of volume is dQ/dt= - divq being q the heat flux and “div” is the divergence
operator.
The relation (5) can be written pointwise as follows:
(6)
e( x )   ( x ) *  ( x )  P ( x )  Q ( x )
where the nonlocality residual function P takes into account the energy exchanges between
neighbor particles [7]. The residual P fulfils the insulation condition:
(7)
 P( x )dx  0


since the body is a thermodynamically isolated system with reference to energy exchanges
due to nonlocality.
The second principle of thermodynamics is enforced in its classical pointwise form:
q( x )
(8)
0
s( x )T ( x )  divq( x )  T ( x )*
T (x )
everywhere in Ω where ds/dt is the internal entropy production rate per unit volume and T is
the absolute temperature. The symbol  denotes the gradient operator.
The thermodynamic laws (6) and (8) yield the non-negative dissipation at a given point of
the body:
q( x )
(9)
D( x )   ( x )*  ( x ) - ( x )  P( x ) - s ( x )T ( x )  T ( x ) *
0
T (x )
where  = e - sT is the free energy.
Considering isothermal processes, the inequality (9) becomes:
(10)
D( x )   ( x )*  ( x ) - ( x )  P( x )  0 .
The free energy function at a point x of the body Ω is defined according to the relation:
1
(11)
  ( x )) 
( RE )( x ) *  ( x ) .
2
A direct evaluation shows that, for a piecewise homogeneous material, the operators R and
E commute with respect to the scalar product in L²(Ω) so that the following equality holds
<REε1, ε2> = <ε1, REε2> for any strain ε1 and ε2.
The body energy dissipation L follows from the integration of (10) to get:
(12)
L   , -  ( x )dx  0 .


Note that the global free energy is the functional of the strain ε obtained by integrating the
specific free energy (11) over the whole domain of the body:
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1
RE,
2
and the complementary potential turns then out to be the quadratic functional:
1
-1
 *  )   , RE   .
2
Recalling the equality (13), the body energy dissipation (12) becomes:
 ,  RE,  0 .
  ) 
  ( ( x ))d x 


(13)

(14)

(15)

The relation (15) must hold for any admissible deformation mechanism so that, following
widely used arguments [6], the following state law is obtained:
(16)
  x) 
( RE)( x )  d ( ( x )) .
It is then apparent that the relation (15) holds as an equality. Moreover the dissipation (10)
can be viewed as the integrand of (15) so that the inequality (10) vanishes according to the
reversible nature of the model:
(17)
D( x )   ( x )*  ( x ) - ( x )  P( x ) 
0
and the explicit expression for the nonlocality residual function at a given point of the body is
given by:
1
1
(18)
P( x ) ( x )   ( x )*  ( x )  RE ( x )*  ( x ) - RE ( x )*  ( x ) .

2
2
Finally the nonlocal elastic relation can be expressed in the following equivalent forms in
terms of the free energy functional Φ and its conjugate Φ*:
(19)
 
d(  )   
d * (  )  (  )   * (  ) 
 ,
where the last equality represents the Fenchel’s relation.
4. THE NONLOCAL ELASTIC STRUCTURAL PROBLEM
In order to develop the structural model, it is convenient to formulate the constitutive
relations in a global form, i.e. in terms of quantities pertaining to the whole structure. In the
sequel such quantities will be referred to as fields. For a continuous model such fields are
functionals defined in the domain Ω occupied by the body and belong to suitable functional
spaces.
Local subdifferential (or differential) relations, enforced almost everywhere in Ω, can be
equivalently expressed in global form by integrating the relevant functions over the domain
Ω.
It can be proved that if the local function is convex (concave), the corresponding global
one turn out to be convex (concave) in the corresponding fields. An analogous definition
holds for any other functional to be defined over the whole body .
Let u U be the displacement field which is square integrable in Ω together with its
distributional derivatives up to the order m [8]. Conforming displacement fields fulfill linear
constraint conditions and belong to a closed linear subspace LU.
The kinematic operator B is a bounded linear operator from U to the Hilbert space of
square integrable strain fields εD.
Denoting by F the subspace of external forces, which is dual of U, the continuous operator
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B′ is the equilibrium operator and is dual of B. Let ℓ={t,b}, belonging to F, be the load
functional where t and b denote the tractions and the body forces.
In a geometrically linear range, the compatibility condition and the equilibrium equation
are given by:

 Bu  w ,
f  B'  .
(20)
The external relation between reactions rF and displacements uU can be given in terms
of two conjugate concave functionals Υ and Υ* by means of the following equivalent
relations:
(21)
r  (u)  u   * (r )  (u)   * (r ) 
r, u
where the symbol ∂ denotes the superdifferential of concave functionals [9]. The last equality
represents the Fenchel’s relation.
In the case of external frictionless bilateral constraints with non-homogeneous boundary
conditions, the admissible set of displacements is given by the subspace L=w+Lo where Lo
collects conforming displacements which satisfy the homogeneous boundary conditions. Then
the functional Υ turns out to be the indicator of Lo, i.e. Υ(u)=0 if u-w belongs to Lo and - ∞
otherwise.
The relations governing the nonlocal elastic structural problem for a given load history ℓ(t)
are:
'   r
B
Bu  w  


(22)


 d( )
u   * (r )
The variational formulation in the complete set of the state variables is provided by the
next statement.
Proposition 1 - The set of state variables  u , ,  , r ) is a solution of the saddle problem:
(23)
min max stat M(u,  ,  , r)


r

u ,

where:
(24)
M(
u,  ,  , r) ( )   * (r )   , Bu  w       r, u
if and only if it is a solution of the nonlocal elastic structural problem (22).
The variational formulation in terms of displacements u is obtained by enforcing the
external constraint relation (22)4 in terms of the Fenchel’s relation (21)3 and the compatibility
condition (22)2 in the expression of the functional M to get:
Proposition 2 - The displacement u is a solution of the convex optimization problem:
(25)
min P(u)
u

where:
(26)

P(u) Bu  w    (u)  , u
if and only if it is a solution of the nonlocal elastic structural problem (22).
The potential P is the nonlocal counterpart of the classical total potential energy in
elasticity.
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5. A NONLOCAL FINITE ELEMENT
The nonlocal total potential energy functional P can be adopted in order to develop a finite
element procedure for the proposed nonlocal elastic model. Using a conforming finite element
discretization, let Ωe (e=1,…,N) be the domain decomposition induced by the meshing of the
domain Ω. The unknown displacement field v(x) is given, for each element, in the
interpolated form vhe(x)=Ne(x)qe with x Ωe where qe is the vector collecting the nodal
displacement of the e-th finite element and Ne(x) is the chosen shape-function matrix.
The conforming displacement field vh={vh¹, vh²,…, vhN} satisfies the homogeneous
boundary conditions and the interelement continuity conditions. The rigid-body displacements
are ruled out by imposing the conformity requirement. The displacement parameters qe can be
expressed in terms of nodal parameters q by means of the standard assembly operator Ae
according to the parametric expression qe=Aeq. The interpolated counterpart of the nonlocal
total potential energy P can be obtained by adding up the contributions of each non-assembly
element and imposing the conforming requirement to the interpolating displacement to get:
1
(27)
Ph (v h )  REB( v h  w h ), B( v h  w h )  , u ,
2
with vhLo. The interpolated nonlocal total potential energy Ph can then be explicitly written
as follows:

1 N
V ( x) 
E e B( v eh  w eh )( x ) * B( v eh  w eh )( x )dx 
Ph (v h )    1  
2 e 1  e 
V 




N

N



V e 1 m 1  e  m
N

g ( x,y )E m B( v mh  w mh )( y ) * B( v eh  w eh )( x )dydx 

(28)

N

   b( x ) * v eh ( x )dx    t ( x ) * v eh ( x )dx
e 1

e

e 1

Se

where Se=∂Ω∩∂Ωe.
The matrix form of the discrete problem is obtained by imposing the stationarity of Ph with
respect to vh which is given by:
N

V ( x) 
1  
E e B( v eh  w eh )( x ) * Bv eh ( x )dx 


e
V 
e 1





N

N

  

V e 1 m 1

e  m

g ( x,y )E m B( v mh  w mh )( y ) * Bv eh ( x )dydx 
N

N

   b( x ) * v eh ( x )dx    t ( x ) * v eh ( x )dx
e 1

e

e 1

Se

for any δvhe Lo.
Defining the component submatrices and subvectors in the form:
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K lee   (BN e ) T ( x )E e (BN e )( x )dx
e

nl
K ee
 





V

e

(BN e ) T ( x )V ( x )E e (BN e )( x )dx

(30)

nl

K ee K lee  K ee



nl
K em


V

 

e  m

(BN e ) T ( x )g ( x,y )E m (BN m )( y )dydx

and
f el   N Te ( x )b( x )dx   N Te ( x )t ( x )dx   (BN e ) T ( x )E e (BN e )( x )dx w
Se

e

f enl 


V





V

e

e

(BN e ) T ( x )V ( x )E e (BN e )( x )dx w 

 

e  m

(31)

(BN e ) T ( x )g ( x,y )E m (BN m )( y )dydx w


f e f el  f enl
the matrix form of the discrete problem is:
N

N

N

N

 AeT K ee Ae q   AeT K emnl Am q   AeT f e .
e 1

e 1
m 1


(32)

e 1

The integration appearing in (30)1 is performed elementwise so that Keel turns out to be the
standard stiffness matrix while Keenl and Kemnl in (30) turn out to be the nonlocal symmetric
stiffness matrices reflecting the nonlocality of the model. The elements of the matrix Kemnl
vanish if the related elements are too far with respect to the influence distance r. Accordingly
the matrix Kemnl is banded with a band width larger than in the standard stiffness matrix.
Hence the solving linear equation system follows from (29) and is given by:
(33)
Kq 
(K l  K nl )q 
f
where the global stiffness matrix K is symmetric and positive definite.
In the case of a local elastic behaviour, the nonlocal terms disappear and the solving
equation system reduces to the standard local finite element method given by Klq=fl.
6. A COMPUTATIONAL EXAMPLE
The elastic bar reported in Fig. 1 is solved by the proposed nonlocal finite element
approach.
w
L/2

L/2

Figure 1: A one-dimensional bar in tension.

The bar has a unit cross-section and a length L=100 cm. It is clamped at the end x=0 and is
subjected to a given displacement w at the other end x=L. The bar is piecewise homogeneous
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and the Young modulus has the following expression E(x)= βEo for 0≤x≤L/2 and
E(x)=Eo=21×104 MPa for L/2≤x≤L with the parameter β varying from 0 to 1. Three different
weight functions W1, W2 and W3 of the type (3) are employed in which the attenuation
function g is, respectively, given by the Gauss-like function:
 x y 2
1

(34)
g1 ( x, y ) 
exp 

2l 2 
l 2


the bi-exponential function:
 x y 
1

(35)

g 2 ( x, y )
exp 

2l
2
l


and the bell-shaped polynomial function:
 1
 x y 2
 if x  y  r

exp 

(36)
g 3 ( x , y )   l 2
2l 2 



if x  y  r
0
where it is assumed l=r/6. The internal length is l=2 cm, the influence distance is r=12 cm
and the material parameter is α=-1. The imposed displacement at the end x=L is w=0.2 cm.
A series of computations have been accomplished by using the above data, the three space
weight functions W1, W2, W3 and different jumps of the elastic modulus provided by the
parameter β.
In the case of a homogeneous material, i.e. for β=1, strains and stresses coincide to the
classical solution for homogeneous media independently of the internal length.
The strain plot ε are provided in Figs. 2 for different values of β.





(a)
(c)
Figure 2: Strain plots of the bar in tension for different attenuation functions g.

(b)

The relations (34)-(36) of the attenuation function g are considered in the expressions of
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the symmetric function W1, W2, W3 and different values of the ratio β are also addressed. In
Fig. 2a the homogeneous bar with E1 = E2 (β = 1) is considered. In Fig. 2b the piecewise
homogeneous bar with E1 = 0.8Eo and E2 = Eo (β = 0.8) is solved and in Fig. 2c the piecewise
homogeneous bar with E1 = 0.4Eo and E2 = Eo (β = 0.4) is considered.
As expected, the solution for β=1 reported in Fig. 2(a) coincides to the local one and the
value ε = wh/L = 2×10-3 is attained independently of the choice of the attenuation function g
in the expression of the space weight function W. On comparing the nonlocal behaviour with
the local one in the Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) for different values of the ratio β, it is apparent the
presence in the nonlocal response of a narrow layer around the middle section of the bar in
which the strain ε smoothly varies with more or less slope depending on the considered
attenuation function g.
The comparison shows that the use of the bell-shaped and Gauss-like attenuation functions
in the expression of the spatial weight function W provides the best fit of the constant strain
for different values of β. Moreover, the Gauss-like function presents a narrow layer around
the middle section of the bar with a sharper slope than the one corresponding to the bellshaped attenuation function.
The displacement profiles corresponding to the considered values of β are reported in Fig.
3 in which the discontinuity in the middle section of the bar is apparent in the case of
nonhomogeneity.

Figure 3: Displacement plots of the bar in tension for different values of the ratio β.

The stress plots are reported in Fig. 4.



Figure 4: Stress plots of the bar in tension for different attenuation functions g.
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The stress is evaluated for a piecewise homogeneous bar with E1 = 0.8Eo and E2 = Eo (β =
0.8) considering the attenuation functions g (34)-(36) in the expression of the symmetric
function W.
No boundary effects are present in the stress field in a layer near the end cross-sections.
Acknowledgement: Research support by "Ministero dell'Istruzione, dell'Università e della
Ricerca" of Italy is kindly acknowledged.
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Summary: A new geometric formulation of rate-independent generalized plasticity is presented.
The formulation relies crucially on the consideration of the physical (referential) metric as a
primary internal variable and does not invoke any decomposition of the kinematical quantities
into elastic and plastic parts. On the basis of a purely geometrical argument the transition to
classical plasticity is demonstrated. The covariant balance of energy is systematically employed
for the derivation of the mechanical state equations. It is shown that unlike the case of finite
elasticity, in finite plasticity, the covariant balance of energy does not yield the Doyle-Ericksen
formula, unless a further assumption is made. As an application, a new material model is
developed and is tested numerically for the solution of several problems of large scale plastic
flow.
1 Introduction
The kinematics of large deformation plasticity has been for a long time a subject of serious
debate. For instance, Nemat-Nasser [1] on the basis of the principle of energy conservation
proposed an additive decomposition of the rate of deformation tensor. This decomposition
constitutes the basic kinematical assumption adopted in several works of computational interest,
such as those of Nagtegaal and De Jong [2], Key and Krieg [3], Atluri [4] and Panoskaltsis et al.
[5]. Green and Naghdi [6, 7] considered the additive decomposition of the Lagrangian strain
tensor, while Lee and Liu [8] and Lee [9] among others (e.g. Mandel [10], Kratochvil [11],
Dashner [12], Lubliner [13, 14], Simo [15], Le and Stumpf [16]) advocated the multiplicative
decomposition of the deformation gradient together with the concept of an elastically relaxed
(intermediate) configuration. Additional suggestions constitute the combination of both additive
and multiplicative theories proposed by Simo and Ortiz [17]. However, as it is pointed out in a
review paper by Naghdi [19], almost all authors introduce some measure of plastic strain that can
be either a primitive quantity or a solution of an evolution equation, from which the plastic strain
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is obtained after suitable initial conditions have been specified. Such an assumption has been
subjected to the serious questioning of Gilman [20], among others. The basic objective of this
paper is to propose a new formulation of the theory of plasticity, in the general case of finite
deformations, which is not based on the introduction of an “artificial” quantity that will stand for
plastic strain, but on the referential metric which is a natural quantity. The powerful concept of
referential metric was introduced by Valanis [22] (who termed it “physical metric”) and it was
advanced further by Valanis and Panoskaltsis [23]. The approach has its origins in the realization
that since the body is embedded into some ambient space, it is automatically endowed with two
distinct metrics, namely the ambient space metric and the body one. These metrics are of
different thermomechanical origin and their interrelation in the course of deformation will
inevitably specify both the elastic and the plastic (dissipative) properties of the body. As a result,
the body (referential) metric is considered as the primary internal variable, while the metric of the
ambient space is considered as the control variable, leading naturally to a strain space approach,
which offers several advantages in the formulation of an elastic-plastic theory (see, for instance
Naghdi [19]). Moreover, in our work we introduce non-Euclidean spaces providing some
important advantages, that are not supplied by the classical Euclidean ones. In particular, the
present approach can describe several internal material structures, which may differ vastly from
the classical Euclidean ones, namely directional densities, curved material structures, pre-formed
materials, pre- stressed reference configurations and the presence of dislocation fields, which
may change a Euclidean internal structure to a non-Euclidean one (see, Valanis and Panoskaltsis
[23]). Second, the introduction of manifold underlying spaces, besides allowing for the
extraction of valuable geometrical information, provides the necessary mathematical tools for a
covariant formulation of the theory. Generalized plasticity theory (Lubliner [13, 14, 21]) is used
in this paper, since it is more general and versatile than classical plasticity. Also, as we have
proved in another publication [41], classical plasticity is a particular case of generalized plasticity
theory.
The present paper is organized as follows: In section 2 generalized plasticity is presented in a
covariant setting. For this purpose, manifold structure is considered not only for the body of
interest and the ambient space, but also for the state space, that is the set of all realizable states
over a material point. The involvement of the standard pull-back/push-forward operations (e.g.
Marsden and Hughes [24, p. 67]), leads to the introduction of the convected Lie derivative (e.g.
[24, p. 95], which eventually leads to a covariant formulation of the theory. Loading-unloading
criteria, in both the reference and the spatial configurations, are derived as well. The spatial
covariant balance of energy, which constitutes the keystone for any covariant theory, relativistic
or non–relativistic, is presented in section 3. It is emphasized that even though this concept has
been extensively studied within the context of finite elasticity this is not the case within the
context of an inelastic theory. Our development shows that, unlike the case of finite elasticity,
the covariant balance of energy does not yield the Doyle-Ericksen formula, unless a further
assumption is made. As an application, a material model is derived and its predictions for several
problems of large scale plastic flow are presented in section 4.
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2 Constitutive theory
Since we deal with large scale plastic flow, we follow the geometrical approach proposed
within the context of non-linear elasticity by Marsden and Hughes [24]. Accordingly, we
consider both the body of interest and the ambient space S as three dimensional Riemannian
manifolds with (covariant) metrics G and g, respectively. In particular, let Ω be the reference
configuration of the body of interest with points labeled by (X 1, X 2 , X 3 ) and define a motion of
the body within the ambient space as the time dependent mapping x:

(
)
(X , X , X , t ),
(X , X , X , t ),

x : Ω → S , x 1 = x 1 X 1, X 2 , X 3 , t ,
x =x
2

2

x3 = x3

1

2

3

1

2

3

(1)

which maps the points of the reference configuration onto the points x = x(X, t ) of the current
(spatial) configuration.
Then the deformation gradient is defined as the tangent map of (1), i.e.
F (X, t ) =

with determinant J (X, t ) = det ⎡⎢⎣F (X, t )⎤⎥⎦ > 0.

∂x (X, t )
∂X

,

(2)

Additionally, we consider the right Cauchy-Green

deformation tensor defined as the pull back of the spatial metric g and the Finger deformation
tensor c defined as the push-forward of the referential metric G:
C = x* (g) = FT g F,
(3)
-T
T
(4)
c = x∗ (G) = F G F .

A detailed analysis of the geometrical meaning of those quantities can be found in Valanis [22]
(see also Yavari et al. [28]).
Generalized plasticity (e.g. Lubliner [13, 14, 21]) is a local internal variable theory of rate
independent behavior, which is based primarily on the assumption that plastic deformation may
take place on loading but not on unloading. The theory may, in principle, be formulated
equivalently with respect to the stress or the strain (deformation) space. Since we deal with
manifold underlying spaces and their corresponding metrics, a strain space formulation of the
theory seems more natural. In turn, in the absence of thermal effects1 the mechanical state at the
referential point X with coordinates X 1, X 2 , X 3 is determined by the control variable, which is
identified by the right Cauchy-Green tensor and the internal variable vector. The latter is
assumed to be composed by the referential metric G and an additional internal variable vector Q.
In general, the referential metric is unknown and several considerations must be made for its
determination, including experimental procedures (Valanis and Panoskaltsis [23]). To this end, it
is emphasized that for the elastic-plastic (dissipative) continuum studied here, the referential
metric is a function of the history of deformation (see Valanis [22], Valanis and Panoskaltsis
1

The extension of the theory to the non-isothermal regime is a non-trivial task and may be done along the lines
presented in this work in conjunction with some developments given in Marsden and Hughes [24] and Lubliner [14].
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[23]) and its consideration among the internal variables has a concrete physical basis. It is also
emphasized that the only one case in which the referential metric is constant in the course of
deformation is that of an elastic (non-dissipative) material, like the one discussed in the covariant
approach of Marsden and Hughes [24]. The additional internal variable vector may be composed
by hardening parameters (e.g. [15, 30]), evolving anisotropy directions (e.g. [29]) and multiple
material metrics arising as a physical possibility when changes in the internal structure are due to
multiple internal deformation mechanisms [22]. The internal variable vector Q is assumed to be
covariant in the sense that under mapping (1) obeys the general transformation law, that is:
q

j1 ... jr

i1 ...is

=

∂x

j1

∂X

I1

...

∂x

jr

∂X

Ir

∂X

K1

∂x

i1

...

∂X

Ks

∂x

is

Q

I 1 ...I r

K1 ...Ks

,

(5)

where q j ... j i ...i are the components of q which is the push-forward of Q, i.e. q = x* (Q) .
1

r

1

s

The state space D=(C, G, Q) is assumed to be attached at the point X so that the set {X} × D is

a fiber of X. A dynamical process P may be identified by the local vector bundle mapping (e.g.
Abraham et al. [27, p. 167]):
defined as:

P : Ω× D → S × D' ,

P ((X, t ), C, G, Q) = ((x,t ), x* (C), x* (G), x* (Q)) = ((x,t ), g, c, q ) .

(6)

Accordingly, the material state in the current configuration at the point x with coordinates

x 1, x 2 , x 3 is determined by the spatial metric g and the internal variable vector (c, q). A local

process Ψ in the state space D is defined as a curve in D, i.e. as a mapping:
defined as:

Ψ:I ∈R → D

Ψ(t ) = (C(t ), G(t ), Q(t )) .

The direction and the speed of such a process is determined by the tangent vector,
 : D → T D, with Ψ
 (t ) = (C (t ), G
 (t ), Q
 (t )),
Ψ

or simply Ψ = (C ,G ,Q ) , where T D is the tangent space of D . Since C is always known under
deformation control, the components (G , Q ) have to be determined. The latter are assumed to be
given as:
 = A (C,G,Q, C ),
G
Q = B (C,G,Q, C ) .

or equivalently,

Lv c = a (g,c,q,F, Lv g),

Lv q = b (g,c, q,F, Lv g),

(7)

(8)

where A and B : T D × D → T D and a and b : T D ′ × D ′ → T D ′ are vector fields in T D andT D ′,
respectively and hence they are considered as tensorial functions of the denoted arguments and
Lv (·) stands for the Lie derivative, defined as the convected derivative relative to the current
configuration (e.g., [25, 27]). Further, the dependence of the functions a, b on the deformation
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gradient F, because of the push-forward operation by which Equation (8) is derived from
Equation (7) is noteworthy.
Rate independence implies that Equations (7) and (8) are invariant under a replacement of t by
χ(t ) where χ(⋅) is any monotonically increasing function. Then a necessary and sufficient
condition for rate independence is that A and B be homogeneous to the first degree (see [14]),
that is for any positive number α :
 = α ⋅ A(C,G,Q,C)
 ,
A(C,G,Q,α ⋅ C)
 = α ⋅ B(C,G,Q,C)

B(C,G,Q,α ⋅ C)

(9)

a(g,c,q,α ⋅ Lv g) = α ⋅ a(g,c, q,F,Lv g),
b(g,c,q,α ⋅ Lv g) = α ⋅ b(g,c,q,F,Lv g).

(10)

or equivalently in the spatial description:

A local process is defined as elastic if it lies entirely in a six dimensional submanifold of D
defined by (G, Q) = constant; otherwise is defined as plastic. The basic concept of generalized
plasticity is that of the elastic range of a state (e.g. Pipkin and Rivlin [31], Lucchesi and PodioGuidugli [32], Bertram [33]). The latter is introduced as a submanifold of the state space, defined
as the manifold comprising the values of C that can be reached by an elastic process from the
current state. It is further assumed that the boundary of the elastic range is a five dimensional
manifold, the points of which have coordinate neighborhoods, and which is attached to the
interior in much the same way a face of a cube is attached to the interior. The latter manifold
may be defined as a loading surface at (G, Q) (e.g., Lubliner [14], Eisenberg and Phillips [34]).
A state within the elastic range may be defined as plastic if it lies on a loading surface and elastic
otherwise. Accordingly, the rate equations for the internal variables may be derived on the basis
of the defining property of a plastic state and the irreversibility of a process from such a state.
Thus, if (C, G, Q) is a plastic state and N is the outward normal to the loading surface in the state
under consideration, then a simple form for the functions A and B which fulfills both
requirements together with the homogeneity conditions is:
A = ΓΛ(C, G, Q) N : C ,
B = ΓM(C, G, Q) N : C ,

(11)

where Γ is a scalar function of the state variables related to the yielding properties of the
continuum and which must be positive at any plastic state and zero at any elastic one and <·>
stands for the Macauley bracket defined as:
⎧⎪x if x > 0
x = ⎪⎨
⎪⎪0 if x ≤ 0.
⎩

Finally, Λ and Μ are assumed to be non-vanishing functions of the state variables which are
associated with the direction of the plastic flow.
In view of Equations (11) the final form for the rate equations for the internal variables may be
stated as:
 = ΓΛ(C, G, Q) N : C ,
G
Q = ΓM(C, G, Q) N : C .
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From the rate Equations (12) one can derive directly the loading-unloading criteria for
generalized plasticity theory as:
⎧⎪Γ(C,G,Q) = 0
elastic state,
⎪⎪
⎪⎪Γ(C,G,Q) ≠ 0 and N:C < 0 elastic process,
⎪⎨
⎪⎪
N:C = 0 neutral process,
⎪⎪
N:C > 0 plastic process.
⎪⎪⎩

(13)

To this end it is emphasized that the loading-unloading criteria play a paramount role for the
numerical implementation for a generalized plasticity based model (see Panoskaltsis et al. [5,
30]).
The equivalent spatial formulation can be derived either in a similar manner (see [5]), or by
performing a push-forward operation to Equations (12) as:
Lv c = γ λ(g,c,q,F) n:Lv g ,
Lv q = γ µ(g,c,q,F) n:Lv g ,

(14)

where λ, µ and n are the push-forwards of the functions Λ, Μ, Ν in the current configuration and
γ is the expression of Γ in terms of the spatial variables. The loading - unloading criteria follow
in a similar manner as:
⎧⎪γ(g,c,q,F) = 0
elastic state,
⎪⎪
⎪⎪γ(g,c,q,F) ≠ 0 and n : L g < 0 elastic process,
v
⎪⎨
⎪⎪
n : Lv g = 0 neutral process,
⎪⎪
n : Lv g > 0 plastic process.
⎪⎪⎩

(15)

The rate Equations (12) or (14) along with the mathematical expression of the loading (hyper)
surfaces in the state space, which in general are assumed to be given as single parameter families
of the form:
Φ(C,G,Q) = K ,
(16)
or equivalently:
ϕ(g,c,q,F) = k,
(17)
constitute the basic ingredients of rate-independent generalized plasticity. It is concluded that the
theory does not employ the concept of the yield surface as a basic ingredient. Nevertheless, the
concept of the yield surface may be introduced on the basis of purely geometric arguments and an
equivalent approach for classical plasticity may be obtained.
3 The covariant balance of energy and the stress tensor
The keystone element of any covariant constitutive theory, relativistic or non- relativistic, is
that of the covariant balance of energy. A first approach to this concept, within the context of
non-linear elasticity and manifold underlying spaces, is given in Marsden and Hughes [24] (see
also Simo and Marsden [26]). In particular, these authors by postulating the invariance of the
energy density under arbitrary spatial diffeomorphisms, that is spatial transformations which may
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change the whole ambient space, derived the conservation and balance laws of classical
mechanics, together with the Doyle-Ericksen formula (see Doyle and Ericksen [36]). The concept
has been studied further by Yavari et al. [28], where particular emphasis is placed on the
transformation properties of the balance of energy under arbitrary referential diffeomorphisms;
this approach leads to the notion of the configurational forces, which are forces acting on the
reference configuration. Nevertheless, the concept seems to have passed largely unnoticed within
the context of materials with internal variables, which do not appear explicitly in the balance laws
(Bertram [33]). Its generalization for the elastic-plastic body studied herein, constitutes the
primary objective of this section.
The principle of balance of energy may be stated as an axiom as follows:
Let U be any open subset of Ω and let P :U × D → S × D' be a fixed dynamical process of the
body within the space S × D' , which is modeled by the local vector bundle map (6). Let ρ(x, t )
be the mass density, e(x, t ) the internal energy function per unit mass, υ(x, t ) the spatial velocity,
b(x, t ) the external body force per unit mass and t(x, t, m) the Cauchy traction vector, where m is
the unit normal to the boundary ∂x(U ). Then, for a purely mechanical theory the balance of
energy axiom reads as follows:
Axiom (Balance of Energy): The dynamical process satisfies balance of energy if:
d
dt

∫

x (U )

(

)

ρ e + 12 υ, υ dv =

∫

x (U )

(

)

ρ b, υ dv + ∫

∂x (U )

t, m da

(24)

where ⋅, ⋅ stands for the inner product in S and dv, da are the volume and area elements
respectively, in the current configuration. The covariant balance of energy axiom within the
context of the elastic-plastic body in question may be stated as follows:
Axiom (Covariant Balance of Energy): For the fixed dynamical process
P :U × D → S × D' which satisfies the balance of energy axiom, consider an arbitrary superposed
spatial diffeomorphism ξ : (S , D' ) → (S , D' ). Postulate that the new dynamical process x = ξ D x
satisfies the balance of energy axiom, provided that the metric g is replaced by ξ *g , the Finger
deformation tensor c is replaced by ξ* c, the additional internal variable vector q is replaced by
ξ * q and velocities, forces, accelerations, etc. are transformed according to the standard laws of
tensorial calculus (e.g., Marsden and Hughes [24, p. 163]), i.e.:
d
dt

∫

x (U )

(

)

ρ e + 12 υ, υ dv =

∫

x (U )

ρ

( b, υ )dv + ∫

∂x (U )

t, m da .

(25)

We assume that unlike the classical elastic case discussed for instance in Marsden and Hughes
[24], where the functions e, ρ, etc. depend solely on the spatial metric, in the case of an inelastic
material with internal variables, these functions depend on the internal variables as well. This
plausible consideration follows from the fact that the internal variables -even though not
controllable- they are measurable (e.g. Maugin [37, p. 277]) and play an equally weighted role to
the continuum response.
The basic assumption for postulating Equation (25) lies crucially on the adopted
transformation law for the internal energy density, namely:
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x = ξ(x), e (x, t, g,c,q) = e(x,t,ξ *g,ξ * c, ξ * q) .

(26)
As it is noted in Simo and Marsden [26], this assumption is rather natural and is based on the
fact that referential tensors such as the right Cauchy-Green tensor C, the referential metric G and
the additional internal variable vector Q, remain unchanged under the superposed spatial
diffeomorphism. In particular, if ξ : (S , g, c, q) → (S , g, c, q) is a spatial diffeomorphism, the new
metric g and the new internal variable vector ( c, q) must be such that C = C and (G, Q) = (G, Q) ,
that is:
g = ξ D x* (C) = ξ D x* (C) = ξ * (g)
(27)
and similarly,
( c, q) = ξ D x* [(G, Q)] = ξ D x* [(G, Q)] = ξ * (c, q).
(28)
Furthermore, by extending the classical elastic case, one can define the set
O(g,c,q ) =

{(ξ (g), ξ (c, q) | ξ : (S , D') → (S , D') is a diffeomorphism}
*

*

as the orbit of the state variables.
The covariance axiom may be systematically used in order to find restrictions on constitutive
equations of materials and in particular, when deformation is the primary variable, to show how
the stress can be derived from the internal energy density. For instance, Doyle and Ericksen [36,
p. 57] proved that for an elastic continuum, the Cauchy stress tensor σ is given as:
σ = 2ρ

∂e
.
∂g

(29)

For the rate independent continuum, with the rate equations taking the form (14), the
procedure is the following: Equation (25) is evaluated at time t = t0 for which
ξ

t =t0

= identity and w =

∂ξ
,
∂t t =t
0

is the velocity of ξ (at t = t0 ).
Then, by applying a standard procedure (see Marsden and Hughes [24, pp. 166, 167]), which
involves the transport theorem, the divergence theorem and the Cauchy tetrahedron, we obtain
the equations of conservation of mass, balance of momentum, balance of moment of momentum,
together with the additional identity:
(30)
∫ ⎡⎢⎣ρ (e − e) − 12 σ : Lw g⎤⎥⎦ dv = 0.
x (U )

The definition of the Lie derivative yields:
∂e d
e = e +
:
∂g dt

ξ * (g) +
t =t0

∂e d
:
∂c dt

ξ * (c) +
t =t0

∂e
∂e
∂e
= e +
: Lw g +
: Lw c +
: L q.
∂g
∂c
∂q w

Substitution of (31) into (30) yields:
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:
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ξ * (q) =
t =t0
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⎡ ∂e
⎤
∂e
∂e
1
⎢ρ
⎥ dv = 0.
+
+
−
L
L
L
L
:
g
ρ
:
c
ρ
:
q
σ
:
g
∫x (U ) ⎢ ∂g w
w ⎥
2
∂c w
∂q w
⎣
⎦

(32)

Substitution of the rate Equations (12) into Equation (31) yields

⎧⎪⎡ ∂e
⎫⎪
⎤
∂e
∂e
+ρ
: λ(g, c, q, F)n + ρ
: µ(g, c, q, F)n − 12 σ ⎥ : Lw g⎬⎪ dv = 0 ,
⎨⎪⎢⎢ ρ
⎥
x (U ) ⎪
⎪⎪
∂c
∂q
⎪⎩⎣ ∂g
⎦
⎭
and by noting that Lw g can be arbitrarily specified, we derive

∫

from which

ρ

∂e
∂e
∂e
1
+ρ
: λ(g, c, q, F)n + ρ
: µ(g, c, q, F)n − σ = 0 .
∂g
∂c
∂q
2

(33)

(34)

Therefore, the covariance axiom does not yield the Doyle-Ericksen formula, unless a further
assumption is made, namely that an unloading process (i.e. a process with n:Lv g ≤ 0 ) from a
plastic state is quasi-reversible, which means that in such a process the plastic dissipation,
defined as
dp = −

⎛
∂e
∂e
∂e
∂e  ⎞⎟
: Lv c −
: Lv q ⎜⎜⎜= −
:G−
: Q⎟⎟
∂c
∂q
∂G
∂Q
⎝⎜
⎠⎟

vanishes. If this is the case, the Doyle-Ericksen formula can be derived as in the classical elastic
case directly from Equation (32).
It is interesting to note that Lubliner [14] arrives at a similar result by working entirely in the
reference configuration and on the basis of the second law of thermodynamics, expressed in the
form of the Clausius-Plank inequality. In our covariant approach we bypass the second law,
focusing on all transformations of a given process, unlike the second law of thermodynamics
where we focus on all processes (Marsden and Hughes [24, p. 201]).
4 A model problem
In order to illustrate the application of the presented concepts to the constitutive modeling of
solid materials a specific model is developed. The formulation of the model is motivated by
classical metal plasticity and in particular it comprises von-Mises loading surfaces with both
isotropic and kinematical hardening.
Since we deal with large scale inelastic flow, the kinematics of the problem together with the
covariance principle, suggest that a formulation of the model in terms of the spatial metrics and
their Lie derivatives is more fundamental. Further, in the current configuration the spatial metric
has usually a diagonal form, which makes the computations simpler than those in the reference
configuration, where the (Lagrangian) metric C is fully populated (e.g. see [29]). Accordingly,
the stress response is assumed to be hyperelastic, governed by an isotropic strain energy function,
which is given in terms of the invariants of the tensor gb, where b is the left Cauchy-Green tensor,
defined as the push-forward of the reciprocal (contravariant) metric G−1 , i.e. b = x∗ (G−1 ) = FG FT ,
as:
ρ0 ψ = λ

(I 3 )2 − 1
4

−

1

λ
1 −
ln I 3 + µI 3 3 ⎢⎡I 1 − 3⎥⎤ ,
⎣
⎦
2
2
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where λ and µ are Lame ′ type of parameters, ρ0 is the referential density and I 1 and I 3 are the first
and the third invariants of the tensor gb.
Then, the Kirchhoff stress tensor τ, (τ = J σ) is given by the Doyle-Ericksen formula (see [24, p.
204]) as:
τ = 2ρ0

1
−
I − 1 −1
∂ψ
=λ 3
g + µI 3 3devb,
∂g
2

(35)

where dev(⋅) stands for the deviatoric operator in the current configuration and is given as:
1
dev(⋅) = (⋅) − [g : (⋅)]g−1 .
3

The loading surfaces are assumed to be given by a von-Mises type of expression in the form:

(

ϕ(τ,g,a, q) = (τ ij − q ij )(τ kl − q ij )gik g jl − 13 τ kl gkl

)

2

−

2
3

(σ

y

+ δHa ),

(36)

where α is a scalar internal variable, that stands for the description of the isotropic hardening of
the von-Mises loading surface and q is a purely deviatoric tensorial internal variable (backstress), which stands for its kinematic hardening. Finally, σy denotes the uniaxial yield stress and
and H are two model parameters related to the hardening properties of the material.
The evolution of the contravariant metric is assumed to be given by a normality flow rule,
which resembles the one derived on the basis of the maximum plastic dissipation by Simo [15],
within the context of classical multiplicative elastoplasticity:
δ

−

1

µI 3 3 Lv b = −2

1 ϕ
n n : Lv g ,
β ϕ

(37)

where β is an additional parameter. For the rate equations for the evolution of the hardening
variables, motivated from the infinitesimal theory (e.g. see Simo and Hughes [38, p. 90]), we
consider the following forms:
a =

2 1 ϕ
3β ϕ

n : Lv g ,

(38)

2
(39)
(1 − δ)HLv b.
3
∂ϕ
Finally, the normal vector n =
to the loading surfaces, after lengthy computations (see
∂g
Lv q =

Simo [15]), can be found to be:
n=
−

1

⎛
⎞⎟
devτ
⎜
∂ϕ
dev[m 2 ]⎟⎟⎟,
= µ ⎜⎜m +
⎟
µ
∂g
⎜⎝⎜
⎠⎟

where µ = µI 3 3 I 1 and m =

devτ
devτ

(40)

is the normal vector to the yield surface in the stress space.

An equivalent expression of the model in the reference configuration can be derived in a similar
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manner like the one discussed in section 2, by a pull-back operation to the basic equations (e.g.
[16, 29, 30]).
The proposed model can be implemented numerically by employing a predictor-corrector
scheme like the one proposed within the context of a classical elastic-plastic formulation by
Simo and Hughes [38, pp. 311-321]. In sharp contrast to the classical elastic-plastic case, for the
model in question the state variables are not constrained to lie within the manifold enclosed by
the yield surface, because of the absence of the concept of the yield surface. Accordingly, unlike
the classical elastic-plastic case where the governing equations define a unilaterally constrained
problem of evolution (e.g. Simo and Ortiz [17], Simo and Hughes [38, pp. 311-321]), in the
present case the governing equations define a differential system which must obey the loadingunloading conditions stated in Section 2 (see Equations (13), (15)). The resulting system is in
general highly non-linear and it can be solved by an iterative technique. Algorithmic details
related to the crucial role played by the loading-unloading criteria for the numerical
implementation of a generalized plasticity model, within the context of the infinitesimal theory,
can be found in Panoskaltsis et al. [39]. Additional details, encompassing several algorithmic
forms of the time continuous loading-unloading criteria within the context of large deformation
plasticity and algorithmic approximations for the Lie derivatives appearing in the formulation, are
given in Panoskaltsis et al. [5, 30].
Due to lack of space one problem of large scale plastic flow is considered, that of finite shear.
This problem has been used extensively as a testing problem within the context of large
deformation constitutive theory (e.g. [4, 5, 18, 40] and is defined by:
x 1 = X 1 + γX 2, x 2 = X 2, x 3 = X 3,

where γ is the shearing parameter. The material parameters are similar to those considered by
Simo and Hughes [38, p. 326] (where a related problem, i.e. the elastic- plastic upsetting of an
axisymmetric billet is examined):
λ = 833.33 MPa, µ = 384, 62MPa, σy = 1MPa, H = 3MPa, δ = 0.2.

In our example both isotropic and kinematic hardening mechanisms are considered. The
referential metric is assumed initially to be equal to the Euclidean metric.
The stress-deformation curves predicted by the model for different values of the plastic
parameter β are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The predicted response corresponds to stresses which
increase monotonically with strain and the oscillating response, reported among others by Atluri
[4] in a finite shear problem, due to the use of the (corrotational) Jaumannn rate, does not appear.
The salient feature of a generalized plasticity predicted stress-strain curve, according to which
reloading, following unloading from a plastic state, results in plastic behavior before the stress
level from which the unloading began (see [30, 35]), is verified.
5 Concluding Remarks
A new approach to large deformation plasticity has been proposed. The approach considers
the referential, ‘‘physical” metric as the primary internal variable, the time derivative of which
accounts for the description of the plastic (dissipative) mechanisms within the material.
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The proposed approach has several advantages over the classical approaches to large deformation
elastic-plastic theory since:
(1) It is based on a physical quantity namely the physical metric, which can be determined by
experimental procedures and does not consider neither the introduction of an “artificial”
primary measure accounting for plastic deformation, nor any decomposition of the
kinematical quantities in elastic and plastic parts.
(2) By considering the “physical” metric as the primary internal variable and the spatial
metric as the control variable, a natural strain-space formulation of the theory is achieved.
(3) It can describe several internal structures, which may differ vastly from the classical
Euclidean one.
(4) It constitutes a natural extension of the well established theory of elasticity of Marsden
and Hughes [24] to the elastic-plastic range.
(5) It can be extended naturally to a covariant one.
Furthermore, in the course of this development two additional novel features are presented:
(1) The derivation of the Doyle-Ericksen formula within the context of an elastic- plastic
continuum.
(2) The derivation of a simple elastic-plastic model within a strain-space formulation and its
numerical implementation for the solution of large scale plastic flow problems.
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Figure 1: Finite Shear. Shear stress τ12 vs. shear strain γ.
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Figure 2: Finite Shear. Normal Stress τ11 vs. shear strain γ.
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Abstract. This paper deals with analysis of rock massif in connection with a planned
deposit of nuclear waste. This problem has emerged with renessaince of nuclear power
plants which are now considered as a stable and relatively clean source of electrical energy.
The deposits are located deep in rock massif and analysis of stress redistribution caused by
cave drifting and temperature changes is required. Difficulties with solution of systems of
non-linear algebraic equations were discovered and two variants of the arc-length method
were tested.

1

Introduction

Renaissance of nuclear power plants in many countries is accompanied with solution
of problem with nuclear waste. One method considered is the excavation of large underground caves where the waste can be stored with the help of very ingenious technology.
The artificially made caves are located deep under the surface in rock massif. This topic
is in the center of attention of many research group [1, 2, 3].
The final analysis of deposit of nuclear waste has to contain not only mechanical part
but also transport processes have to be studied in connection with possible leakage. Therefore, hydro-thermo-mechanical analysis will be required. The main emphasis will be laid
on the coupling of damage parameters with material diffusivity and permeability. In this
preliminary study, only one way coupling, where the heat transfer influences the mechanical analysis, is taken into account.
Special attention has to be devoted to the solver of non-linear algebraic equations which
are obtained by discretisation of the problem solved by the finite element method. The
arc-length method is used in this paper because of the softening branch of the stress–strain
diagrams. Some difficulties were observed and the classical spherical arc-length method
was compared with the linearized method.
1
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Threedimensional model of the whole rock massif with excavated caves is usually very
large, i.e. it contains at least hundreds of thousands degrees of freedom. Such large problems are hardly solvable on single processor computers. In fact, there are two possibilities
how to solve these problems efficiently. One is based on domain decomposition methods which can be performed on parallel computers [4, 5, 6]. Second possibility is based
on adaptive methods where the mesh and the degree of approximation polynomials are
changed with respect to error estimates [7].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes very briefly material models used.
Section 3 summarizes variants of the arc-length method. Section 4 deals with numerical
results.
2

Material Models

As was mentioned before, this contribution deals with preliminary analysis of rock
where the mechanical load cases are accompanied by thermal load. The mechanical analysis is based on the damage theory. The simplest isotropic damage model was not used
with respect to different strength in tension and compression. The used orthotropic damage model is described in the next subsection.
2.1

Orthotropic Damage Model

The main drawback of the scalar isotropic damage model is that it uses only one
damage parameter for all principle directions regardless of tension or compression. Once
the damage parameter caused by exceeding limit strain in one principle direction evolves,
it reduces stiffness in all remaining principle directions even though they should not be
influenced. This drawback is not significant in the case of the one-dimensional stress state
such as pure bending but it becomes more important especially for the three-dimensional
stress state.
That led to development of the more advanced damage model which can describe
better the 3D problems. In reference [8], the authors proposed general anisotropic model
for concrete which contains nine material parameters. The laboratory measurements of
the required material parameters has to be performed but it caused difficulties for certain
cases. Additionally, the model required a significant number of internal variables that
have to be stored. These difficulties led to development of a simplified version of the
model which is based on six material parameters - three for tension and another three
parameters for compression.
The model is based on the following stress-strain relation
σα = (1 − H(εα)Dαt − H(−εα )Dαc )[(3K − 2G)εv + 2Gεα ],

(1)

where the index α stands for the index of principle components of the given quantity. The
model defines two sets of damage parameters Dαt and Dαc for tension and compression,
respectively. In the equation (1), the symbol H() denotes the Heaviside function, K is
the bulk modulus, G is the shear modulus and εv stands for volumetric strain.
2
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There are many evolution laws that can be used for Dt and Dc description. In our
problems, the two evolution laws for the damage parameters are used similarly to the
laws used in the scalar isotropic damage model. The first law gives better results for
compression but the determination of the material paremeters is more complicated. It
can be written in the form
Dαβ =

Aβ (|εβα | − εβ0 )Bβ

Bβ

1 + Aβ (|εβα | − εβ0 )

,

(2)

where β represents indices t or c which are used for tension and compression. Aβ , Bβ
are material parameters controlling the peak value and slope of the softening branch and
εβ0 is the strain threshold. The second law involves correction of the dissipated energy
with respect to the size of elements and it describes tension better. It is defined by the
non-linear equation (3) which can be solved using the Newton method


Dαβ h|εβα |
β
β
(1 − Dα )E|εα | = fβ exp −
.
(3)
w0β
In the above equation, fβ represents the tensile or compressive strength and w0β controls
the initial slope of the softening branches. More details about the implemented models
can be found in [9, 10, 11].
2.2

Models for Transport Processes

With respect to limited space, detailed description of material models for transport
processes are not included in this paper. They can be found e.g. in references [12, 13, 14].
Efficient computer implementation of transport processes can be found in [15].
3

Arc-length Method

With respect to the softening part of stress–strain diagram, the systems of non-linear
algebraic equations are solved by one of arc-length methods. Detailed description of the
method can be found in references [16, 17].
The equilibrium condition of a structure after discretization by the finite element
method has the form
f int (d) = f c + λf p

(4)

where d denotes the vector of nodal displacements, f int denotes the vector of internal
forces, f c denotes the vector of constant prescribed forces, λf p denotes the vector of
proportionally changing forces and λ denotes the scalar load-level multiplier. The vector
of unbalanced forces has the form
r(d, λ) = f c + λf p − f int (d)
3
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and it is the residual. The relationship between the forces f and the displacements d
has to be obtained by an incremental process where increments of length along the curve
f —d are used. Within each increment, iteration process is needed in order to attain the
equilibrium state. Let the i-th increment be known, i.e. the vector di and the parameter
λi are known and r(di , λi ) = 0. Expansion of the residual has the form
r(di+1 , λi+1 ) = r(di , λi ) +

∂r(di , λi )
∂r(di , λi )
δdi +
δλi = −K i,0 δdi,1 + f p δλi,1 = 0 (6)
∂d
∂λ

Let the vector δdi,1 be in the form
δdi,1 = δλi,1 v i,1

(7)

The length of arc in the first iteration within the increment can be written
(δdi,1 )T δdi,1 + ψ 2 (δλi,1 )2 f Tp f p = (δλi,1 )2 v Ti,1 v i,1 + ψ 2 (δλi,1 )2 f Tp f p = (∆l)2

(8)

where the scaling parameter ψ was defined. The increment of the scalar load multiplier
has the form
∆l
δλi,1 = ± 
v Ti,1 v i,1 + ψ 2 f Tp f p

(9)

New system of equations has to be solved in second iteration
f c + (λi + δλi,1 )f p − f int (di + δdi,1 ) − K i,1 δdi,2 + f p δλi,2 = 0

(10)

Cumulative quantities are defined
∆di,j = ∆di,j−1 + δdi,j
∆λi,j = ∆λi,j−1 + δλi,j

(∆di,1 = δdi,1 )
(∆λi,1 = δλi,1 )

(11)
(12)

and they are schematically depicted in Figure 1. Equation (10) can be split into two
systems
K i,1 ui,2 = f c + (λi + ∆λi,1 )f p − f int (di + ∆di,1 )
K i,1 v i,2 = f p

(13)
(14)

where the previously defined notation is used. The length of arc has now the form
∆di,1 + ui,2 + δλi,2 v i,2 2 + ψ 2 ∆λi,1 f p + δλi,2 f p 2 = (∆l)2

(15)

which is the quadratic equation
a1 (δλi,2 )2 + a2 (δλi,2 ) + a3 = 0
4
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f
f (d)
δλi,1 f p

∆l
f c + λi f p

δdi,1

δdi,2

∆di,1
∆di,2
di

d

Figure 1: Non-linear force–displacement relationship.

with coefficients
a1 = v Ti,2 v i,2 + ψ 2 f Tp f p
a2 = 2v Ti,2 (∆di,1 + ui,2 ) +

(17)
2∆λi,1 ψ 2 f Tp f p

T

(18)
2

a3 = (∆di,1 + ui,2 ) (∆di,1 + ui,2 ) + (∆λi,1 ) ψ

2

f Tp f p

− (∆l)

2

(19)

The increment δλi,2 is obtained from the quadratic equation (16). New values are again
substituted to the residual and equality to the zero vector is checked. The algorithm is
summarized in Table 1 and it is called the spherical arc-length method. If the scaling
parameter ψ is equal to zero, the method is called the cylindrical arc-length method.
Solution of the quadratic equation (16) is straightforward but only one root has to be
used for next computation. One of the criteria used has the form
∆dTi,j+1 ∆di,j
cos θ =
→ max
(∆l)2
Substitution of (11) and (12) leads to the form
1
∆dTi,j (∆di,j + ui,j+1 + δλi,j+1 v i,j+1 )
cos θ =
(∆l)2

(20)

(21)

Both roots of the equation (16) are substituted to the expression (21) and the root leading
to the larger value is selected.
Linearized form of the arc-length leads to the expression
δλi,j+1 =

− 12 li,j − ∆dTi,j ui,j+1

∆dTi,j v i,j+1 + ψ 2 ∆λi,j f Tp f p

and no root selection procedure is needed.
5
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Table 1: Algorithm of the Arc-length Method

λ0 = 0, d0 = 0
For i = 0, 1, 2, . . .
∆λi,0 = 0, ∆di,0 = 0, r i,0 = 0
For j = 0, 1, 2, . . .
ui,j+1 = K −1
i,j r i,j
v i,j+1 = K −1
i,j f p
a1 = v Ti,j+1 v i,j+1 + ψ 2 f Tp f p
a2 = 2v Ti,j+1 (∆di,j + ui,j+1 ) + 2∆λi,j ψ 2 f Tp f p
a3 = ∆di,j + ui,j+1 2 + (∆λi,j )2 ψ 2 f Tp f p − (∆l)2
a1 (δλi,j+1 )2 + a2 (δλi,j+1 ) + a3 = 0 ⇒ δλi,j+1
δdi,j+1 = ui,j+1 + δλi,j+1 v i,j+1
∆di,j+1 = ∆di,j + δdi,j+1
∆λi,j+1 = ∆λi,j + δλi,j+1
r i,j+1 = f c + (λi + ∆λi,j )f p − f int (di + ∆di,j )
if r i,j+1  < ε, stop

λi+1 = λi + ∆λi

di+1 = di + ∆di

6
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Figure 2: Difficulties with non-linear solvers in softening branch.

4

Numerical results

Two problems were numerically modelled in this preliminary study. First problem was
represented by a compression of cylinder which was used for material parameter identification. Cylindrical rock samples were tested in laboratory [1] and the Young modulus,
stress-strain relationships and the compressive strength were obtained. Difficulties were
observed during the numerical analysis in softening branch of stress-strain relationship.
The spherical arc-length method converges very slowly while the linearized arc-length
method exhibits incorrect unloading–loading cycles. The situation is depicted in Figure
2 where the red curve is obtained by the spherical method and the black curve by the
linearized method.
Second problem was represented by a rock massif with excavated caves. Two different
caves were taken into account. Distribution of the damage parameter is depicted for both
cases in Figure 3.
5

Conclusions

Analysis of rock massif based on the orthotropic damage material model was performed.
Load cases were represented by the dead load and thermal load. Identification of material
parameters was done with the help of laboratory tests. Difficulties with solution of nonlinear systems of equations were observed.
7
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Figure 3: Distribution of the damage parameter in the vicinity of caves.
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Abstract. In the last years FRP (Fiber Reinforced Polymer) technology has been developed to repair

damaged concrete structures. In this work it is proposed to investigate the complex mechanism of
stress-strain evolution at the FRP interface, during different loading programs (short or long-time
loadings), until complete debonding. This study has been performed by means of a fully threedimensional approach within the context of damage mechanics, to appropriately catch transversal
effects as well as normal stresses, developing a realistic and comprehensive study of the delamination
process. The adhesion properties have been reconstructed through a contact model incorporating an
elastic-damage constitutive law, relating inter-laminar stresses acting in the sliding direction. A F.E.
research code (FRPCON) has been developed, including a numerical procedure accounting for
Mazars’s damage law inside the contact algorithm. The code is able to describe the delamination
process considering the different surface preparation of the concrete part as well. The long-time
behaviour of these composite structures has been studied by means of two visco-elastic formulations:
i) Bazant’s B3 law has been considered for the concrete component, where creep effect is composed
by three different terms, i.e. the elastic part, basic creep and drying creep; ii) for FRP’s fibres and
matrix a micromechanical approach has been implemented. The experimental results of long-time
bending tests have been used to calibrate and validate the numerical models.

1

INTRODUCTION

The externally bonded fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) technology has been successfully used
in the last years, particularly for recovering structures. In civil engineering practice, this
method (generally used for masonry and concrete materials) can be subjected to delamination
phenomena: the rupture is localized in the first concrete’s layer close to the FRP, named
interface zone. In literature several studies of stress field evolution at the interface, obtained in
close forms [1, 2] and via numerical models [3-6], can be found. Generally, the delamination
process in flexural beams is influenced by shear stress concentration at the joint, normally
evaluated experimentally by single or double shear tests [7, 8] or bending tests [8].
The contribution of surface preparation in concrete beams (before FRP bonding) to
increase strength, as proposed in [9-11], is a new aspect which can be considered for a deeper
understanding of the delamination mechanism. Different techniques of surface preparation
aim to increase concrete’s roughness at the interface zone, allowing for a better bonding with
FRP and an increasing strength under ultimate limit loads.
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A three-dimensional finite element code has been specifically developed to simulate
debonding processes, influenced by surface preparation, by means of a contact-damage
algorithm [3, 11] able to represent the entire delamination progression under short or long
time applied loads. Transient analyses to simulate long term effects have been carried out
considering visco-elastic materials characterized by different compliance functions, for
concrete materials (by using B3’s theory [12]) and for FRP materials (by using a
micromechanical theory developed in [13]) as well. For additional information on long term
analyses see [11].
2

THE DELAMINATION PROCESS

Delamination is a progressive detachment of FRP sheets from concrete surface after
exceeding the joint strength. Experimental evidences [9, 10] establish that delamination
normally affects a thin layer of concrete close to FRP sheets (i.e. at the interface), due to the
fact that the maximum shear stress of concrete is smaller than the adhesive’s one. From the
numerical point of view, the interface can be represented with a physical constant thickness
(ta) known as adhesive layer or, as previously stated, interface zone [5-8]. In standard
practice, concrete surface is subjected to mechanical treatments for enhancing the asperities
before FRP bonding, hence increasing adhesion strength (Figure 1 a). After bonding, the real
adhesive thickness depending on concrete surface’s roughness does not result constant along
the joint, hence it appears as more appropriate to assume ta as the average asperity height
(Figure 1 b), so including concrete and adhesive as well.

Figure 1: a) Different types of surface treatment; b) interface thickness with asperity inclusions.

If the interface zone is considered as composed by adhesive and concrete (i.e. asperities),
necessarily homogenised, the constitutive characteristics can be assumed as
DC = DC (Vc,Va )
DijC =

Dc,ij Vc% + Da,ij Va%
Vc%

2
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where Vc is the volume of asperities, Va the volume of adhesive, Vk% the volumetric
percentage of k-material (k = a, c) and Dk,ij are the constitutive tensor components of kmaterial.
3

CONTACT MODEL

FRP-concrete bonding at the interface has been numerically modelled by means of the contact
mechanics theory. If considering two bodies, Ω1 and Ω2 (Figure 2), e.g. representative of
concrete and FRP, two surfaces can be identified, Γ1 (with Γ1 ∈Ω1 , named slave) and Γ2
(with Γ 2 ∈Ω2 named master), where contact is possible. The closed contact condition is
achieved and the two bodies are in contact if the contact surface Γ C = Γ1 ∩ Γ 2 ≠ 0 .

Figure 2: Contact condition.

Contact is defined considering the fundamental conditions [14]:
- Non-penetration conditions
(2)

where ui (with i = 1, 2) are the displacement vectors, Xi the vectors’ position in the reference
configuration, g the gap function (the distance between two points in contact) and n the
normal vector (Figure 2).
- Action-reaction conditions
(3)

where ti are the stress vectors.
- Kuhn-Tucker conditions
(4)

where DC is the constitutive tensor and ε the strain tensor of the interface (which has a
physical volume, as explained in the previous Section).
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In the developed three-dimensional numerical code, characterized by quadratic brick
elements (20 nodes), master and slave surfaces have been defined by the faces of brick
elements (Figure 3). The closed contact condition have been considered in the contact pair,
defined through a slave node and a master point where the gap function g is evaluated.

Figure 3: Master and slave surfaces in brick elements.
2

The master point x in a contact pair is chosen as the point with a minimum distance from
the slave node x1; generally it does not coincide with a master node but with a generic point
belonging to Γ2. If the gap function value is less than a minimum distance, the contact is
defined as closed. To describe concrete-FRP adhesion by means of a contact algorithm, the
minimum distance for considering closed contact has been assumed equal to the asperity
height ta.
To associate stress and strain tensors to the interface zone at each slave node (and for every
contact pair) an element with volume ΔV = Δx ⋅ Δy ⋅ ta has been considered, where the base
S = Δx ⋅ Δy is geometrically defined by mesh discretization (Figure 4 a) and the volume’s
height has been assumed equal to ta (Figure 4 b).

a)

b)

Figure 4: a) Reference base at the interface in the discretized slave surface; b) typical interface volume for
every contact pair (concrete plus adhesive).

The strain tensor has been evaluated by considering linear displacement variations inside

4
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ΔV [2]; the stress field at the interface between FRP and concrete has been defined once slave
and master displacement components for every contact pair (us, vs, ws, um, vm, wm), as well as
the constitutive tensor DC, had been known
(5)

4

DAMAGE MODEL

A contact procedure alone is not sufficient to simulate the stress-strain evolution at the contact
zone during delamination processes. Considering that the detachment between FRP and
concrete occurs in the first concrete layer closed to the joint, to represent the loss of adhesion
the Mazars' damage law [15] (not reported here for sake of brevity) has been associated to the
contact algorithm. In this way bonding/debonding phenomena are driven by the evolution of
damage at the interface.
Being the mechanical characteristics of the interface zone during delamination dependant
on damage variable d, the tensor DC is correspondingly modified by damage, DC = DC(d).
Hence delamination occurs if, during loading, the damage variable assumes a unit value at a
contact pair: the contact is consequently open.
5

MODELS AND RESULTS

Numerical models have been carried out to first calibrate and then validate the procedure with
available experimental results [9]. The setup of the single shear test (Figure 5) consisted in
one concrete prism 100×100×300 mm3 connected to one 50 mm wide sheet of carbon fiberreinforced polymer (CFRP).

a)
b)
Figure 5: a) Experimental single shear test; b) adopted discretization.

Several types of surface preparation have been considered with different asperity heights
(see Table 1).
Under an increasing applied load, the elastic state is overcome at the interface and
subsequently delamination starts; the damage evolution of Figure 6a is representative of the
delamination process, characterized by a typical shear stress distribution (Figure 6 b).
A comparison between experimental and numerical results in terms of ultimate loads has
hence confirmed the correctness of the adopted procedure (Table 1).
Experimental bending tests on concrete beams reinforced by FRP sheets under long time
loads [11] have been additionally considered for validating the model. The bending test setup
is reported in Figure 7, where 100×100×600 mm3 concrete prisms have been strengthened by

5
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50×400 mm2 carbon fibres sheets (their thickness has been evaluated in 0.165 mm).
The numerical simulations have accounted for a viscous behaviour for the considered
materials; specifically, model B3 [12] has been chosen for representing concrete creep and a
micromechanical model [13] for FRP sheets creep as well.
Table 1: Experimental and numerical ultimate limit loads with different surface preparation techniques.

Surface
preparation
technique
Sandblasting
Hammering
Brushing

Asperity height ta
[mm]

Experimental Ultimate
load [kN]

2.7
2.4
1.6

25.31
23.48
17.62

Numerical
Ultimate load
[kN]
25.89
22.98
15.85

a)
b)
Figure 6: a) Damage evolution during debonding; b) interface shear stresses.

Numerical strains at the joint have been compared with experimental strains evaluated at
strain gauges, externally applied to the CFRP reinforcement; Figure 8 refers to strain gauge 1
(applied at 5 mm from the middle of the beam).

Figure 7: Bending test setup.

6

CONCLUSIONS

Composite beams, made of concrete strengthened with FRP sheets, have been here
investigated considering short and long time applied loads, starting from already available
experimental evidences and referring to a specifically developed 3D numerical model. The
whole system (concrete plus FRP and adhesive) has been represented via three different
physical objects: the concrete base, the interface zone composed by adhesive and concrete
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asperities and the strengthening bonded FRP strip. The adhesion between layers has been
modelled by means of a contact model whose elastic-damage constitutive law relates
interlaminar stresses acting in the sliding direction. Long term effects have been studied
considering appropriate compliance functions (B3 model for concrete and a micromechanical
model for FRP). The research F.E. code has demonstrated to be able to simulate delamination
processes and long time stress-strain evolutions. By comparing the numerical results with
those of a wide experimental investigation, in terms both of ultimate load and strain vs. time,
it has been shown that such an approach is able to catch delamination from a threedimensional point of view and its evolution during the entire loading process.

Figure 8: Comparision between experimental and numerical interfacial strains.
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Abstract. A deep knowledge on the behavior of concrete materials at the mesoscale level
requires, as a fundamental aspect, to characterize aggregates and specifically, their thermal
properties if fire hazards (e.g. spalling) are accounted for. The assessment of aggregates
performance (and, correspondingly, concrete materials made of aggregates, cement paste and
ITZ –interfacial transition zone-) is crucial for defining a realistic structural response as well
as damage scenarios. Particularly, it is assumed that concrete creep is associated to cement
paste only and that creep obeys to the B3 model proposed by Bazant and Baweja since it
shows good compatibility with experimental results and it is properly justified theoretically.
The fully coupled 3D F.E. code NEWCON3D has been adopted to perform meso-scale
analyses of concrete characterized by aggregates of different types and different thermal
conductivities. Damage maps allows for defining an appropriate concrete mixture for
responding to spalling and for characterizing the coupled behaviour of ITZ as well.
1

INTRODUCTION

The effect of aggregates on the visco-damaged response of concrete at the meso-scale level is
here considered; particularly, model B3 [1, 2] and Mazars’ law [3, 4] have been chosen and
implemented in the FE code NEWCON3D [5] when considering creep and damage,
respectively.
As regards the viscous response, many experiments available in literature have shown that
in concrete the source of creep is the cement paste, instead aggregates do not creep in the
range of stresses encountered in service. It is therefore reasonable to consider concrete as a
composite formed by one aging viscoelastic phase (cement paste) and one elastic phase
(aggregate) [6]. Hence model B3, generally adopted to characterize the creep features of
concrete, can be successfully used even to model cement paste creep alone [7].
Model B3 has been first validated within NEWCON3D to fit experimental tests at the
macro-level [8] and subsequently adopted to perform predictive creep and shrinkage analyses
at the meso-level, where concrete is considered as a three-phase composite made of cement
paste, aggregate and ITZ.
Additionally, the damaged behavior of concrete at the meso-level has been considered both
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to understand the influence of ITZ, the weakest region of the composite material, on the
overall mechanical behavior and to define an appropriate concrete mixture for responding to
spalling.
2 MODEL B3
Model B3, first developed by Bazant and Baweja in 1995 [1, 2], characterizing concrete creep
and shrinkage in the design of concrete structures, shows good compatibility with
experimental results and it is better theoretically justified if compared to previous models.
The model distinguishes between Basic Creep (time-dependent deformations where no
moisture exchanges with the environment occur) and Drying Creep (additional creep strain
accounting for drying).
The compliance function of this model at time t, if a unit uniaxial constant stress is applied
at time t’, takes the following form:
J(t,t’) = q1 + C0(t,t’) + Cd(t,t’,t0)

(1)

where q1 is the instantaneous strain due to a unit stress, C0(t,t’) is the compliance function for
basic creep and Cd(t,t’,t0) the additional compliance function due to drying, t the current age, t’
the age at loading and t0 the age at the start of drying.
Specifically, the total basic creep compliance is:

[

]

⎛t⎞
n
C=
0 ( t , t' ) q 2 ⋅ Q( t , t' ) + q 3 ⋅ ln 1 + (t − t' ) + q 4 ⋅ ln⎜ ⎟
⎝ t' ⎠

(2)

instead the additional creep due to drying is:
C d (=
t , t' , t 0 ) q 5 ⋅ [exp{− 8 H (t )} − exp{− 8 H (t' )}]

1

2

(3)

where H(t) and H(t’) are spatial averages of pore relative humidity.
As regards q1 , q2 , q3 , q4 , q5 parameters, Z.P. Bazant has provided a series of relations based
on a statistical survey data of the Data Base by RILEM.
3 MAZARS’ DAMAGE MODEL
The damage model considered in NEWCON3D is the non-local Mazars’ damage one. The
stress-strain law is expressed as:
σ = Λ0 (1 − D ) ⊗ ε e

(4)

where σ and εe are stress and strain tensors, D is the damage parameter and Λ0 the initial
stiffness matrix of the material.
The response of the material takes the following form:
f (ε , Λ, K 0 ) = ~
ε − K( D )

(5)

where ~ε is the equivalent strain and K(D) the hardening/softening parameter, initially equal to
K0.
Particularly, the response in traction or compression is described by the damage parameters
Dt and Dc:
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Dt = Ft (ε~ )

D = α t Dt + α c D c ,
Fi (ε=
i ) 1−

(1 − Ai )K 0
~
ε

−

and

Ai
exp[Bi (~
ε − K 0 )]

Dc = Fc (ε~ )

(6)

(i = t , c )

(7)

where αt and αc are weight coefficients and K0, Ai and Bi are parameters that can be determined
from experimental tests [9].
Considering a non-local approach, the model computes a variable ε :
B

ε (x ) =

1
~
ε (s )α (s − x )dv
V r (x )

∫

(8)

V

where ~ε is the equivalent strain, x the coordinate of the current Gauss point, s the coordinate
of the generic Gauss point, α the weight function depending on the characteristic length l and
Vr is the characteristic volume. For further explanations the reader is referred to [3, 4, 10, 11].
3 CONCRETE AT THE MESO-SCALE LEVEL
Concrete has a highly heterogeneous microstructure and its composite behavior is exceedingly
complex. For obtaining a deeper understanding, theoretical studies based on micromechanics
analysis of the interaction between various components of concrete have been developed for
deducing its macroscopic constitutive behavior. However, microstructure and properties of
the individual components of concrete and their effects on the macroscopic overall response
have not been deepened enough; such aspects are now analyzed for simulating concrete
behavior from the computational viewpoint [12].
As a composite material, concrete is a mixture of cement paste with aggregates inclusions
of differents sizes. The components of the heterogeneous material have different properties.
The way they react on loading varies too. Variation in stiffness and strength of the
components has influence on the global stiffness and fracture behaviour of the material.
Different thermal expansion coefficients of the components result in internal stresses
(eigenstresses) when the global temperature changes. Heat of hydration during hardening and
temperature changes during re are important features as well. Differences in porosity of the
components influence the transport and with that also hygral dilation. Different chemical
compositions have influence on internal reactions taking place inside the material, which can
also be a function of ingress of species [13].
However, concrete is not just a two-phase composite; it has been found that the presence of
grains in the paste causes a thin layer of matrix material surrounding each inclusion to be
more porous than the bulk of the surrounding cement paste matrix. This layer is called the
interfacial transition zone (ITZ), which is known to play an important role in the properties of
a concrete composite [14, 15]. The ITZ has a layered structure, a lower density than the bulk
matrix and it is more penetrable by fluids and gases [15, 16]; therefore, the ITZ greatly
influences the overall permeability of concrete [17]. Additionally, due to its complex
structure, the ITZ appears to be the weakest region of the composite material when exposed to
external loads. Experiments have demonstrated that the elastic modulus of concrete is strictly
related to the elastic modulus and volume fraction of ITZ regions [18, 19]. However, in
presence of low w/c ratios and/or fine mineral admixtures (e.g. silica fume), the ITZ may be
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absent or difficult to detect. Therefore, the ITZ is not necessarily an intrinsic feature of
concrete but depends on factors such as the presence of admixtures, type of mixing, w/c ratio,
etc. [20].
As regarding creep features, it is experimentally established that in concrete the only phase
subjected to creep is the cement paste; aggregates have essentially an elastic response and
cement paste consequently acts as an aging viscoelastic phase. Hence the cement paste is
characterized by the aging viscoelastic compliance function J(t,t’); particularly, as previously
shown, the compliance function adopted here is the one of model B3, being the physical basis
of the assumptions used in its derivation also valid for mortar, [6, 7].
4 NUMERICAL ANALYSES.
4.1 Validation of B3 model
To validate B3 model within NEWCON3D, a series of tests by L’Hermite et al. [8] have been
taken as reference; specifically, a 7×7×28 cm3 prism was considered, with the same
characteristics as reported in literature (see Table 1) and subjected first to basic creep only
(specimen kept in water) and subsequently to drying creep (specimen cured in water; at t0 = 2
days exposed to drying).
Table 1: Parameters used for validation of the model (see [21] )

Size of the sample [cm3]
Elastic Modulus [MPa]
fcm28 [MPa]
Cement Content [kg/m3]
Water Content [kg/m3]
Aggregate-cement ratio
Age at the start of dryng t0 [d]
Age of loading t’ [d]
Axial compressive stress [MPa]
Environmental Relative Humidity
Environmental Temperature [°C]

3.5×3.5×14
28522.1
36.3
350
171.5
4.82
2
7 - 28 – 90
9.07
50%
20

The sample has been additionally loaded by an axial compressive stress of 9.07 MPa;

Figure 1 reports the curves of the compliance function (including drying creep), numerically

obtained via the code NEWCON3D once model B3 has been implemented. Three different
loading times are considered (7, 28 and 90 days) and a comparison with the curves given by
Bazant [21] is depicted, showing a good agreement between numerical and experimentallybased results.
Additionally, the spatial averages of pore relative humidity H (t ) and H (t' ) within drying
creep have been replaced with the current relative humidity obtained at each time step from
the coupled u-H-T system of equations; hence, it has been possible to effectively estimate the
humidity variation contribution on the creep term (Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Comparison between compliance curves reported in [8] and obtained via NEWCON3D (dashed lines).

Figure 2: Comparison between analytical creep curves obtained with the spatial average relative humidity (solid
line) and with the current relative umidity (dashed lines).

4.2 Numerical Analysis of concrete at the meso-level
If concrete is considered as a composite material made of cement paste and aggregates, the
only phases subjected to creep are cement paste and ITZ, whereas aggregates behave
elastically, as reported in [6]-[7].
The adopted parameters are listed in Table 2 and Table 3.
The tests by L’Hermite et al. are again taken as reference; the sample is first subjected to
basic creep only (specimen kept in water) and subsequently to drying creep (specimen cured
in water; at t0 = 2 days exposed to drying at 50% relative humidity and 20°C). The sample is
additionally loaded by an axial compressive stress of 9.07 MPa at time t’ = 7 days.
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Table 2: Meso-scale analysis: parameters for cement paste.

Elastic Modulus [MPa]
fcm28 [MPa]
Cement Content [kg/m3]
Water Content [kg/m3]
Aggregate-cement ratio

28522.1
36.3
350
171.5
1.5

Table 3: Meso-scale analysis: parameters for aggregates.

Elastic Modulus [MPa]

67000

Figure 3 depicts the evolution of relative humidity within the sample at different times
along a section (“A”) passing through an aggregate; the physical barrier exerted by the
aggregate towards the flux of humidity is clearly evidenced. Consequently, some delay in
drying can be noticed when comparing humidity fluxes from the macro-scale analysis (the
results are not reported here for sake of brevity).

Figure 3: Evolution of relative humidity in the sample at different times for the red line.

A comparison between creep curves for two different points in the cement paste is shown
in Figure 4: as expected, in proximity of the aggregate, creep effects (hence deformations) are
reduced due to a “stiffening effect” coming from the aggregates themselves.
The same concrete sample (3.5×3.5×7 cm3, in symmetry conditions) has been further
considered by including the ITZ and allowing a damage triggering effect; in this way a first
estimate of the role of ITZ on the overall mechanical behavior of the concrete sample has
been obtained, in view of defining an appropriate concrete mixture for e.g. responding to
spalling under high temperature conditions.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the creep function for two nodes of the cement paste.

In Table 4 and Table 5 the parameters used for the three different phases as well as for
Mazars’ damage law are listed.
Table 4: Parameters for cement paste, aggregates and ITZ.

Elastic Modulus [MPa]
Poisson’s Ratio
Reference Diffusivity along x,y,z [mm2/d]
Thermal Conductivity along x,y,x [N/d K]

CEMENT PASTE ITZ AGGREGATE
28522.1
10000
67000
0.15
0.2
0.2
150
300
0
110000
220000
170000

Table 5: Parameters used for the isotropic Mazar’s damage model (cement paste and ITZ).

k0
At
Bt
Ac
Bc
Β
B

B

1×10-4
1.2
5000
1
1000
1

The sample is subjected to a compressive load, in displacements control so to simulate the
non linear material response in the softening regime.
The evolution of damage within the sample is shown in Figure 5 (reference line on the right)
at three different times; particularly, it can be noticed that the peaks (maximum damage)
occur in the ITZ, the weakest zone of concrete.
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Figure 5: Evolution of damage within the sample at different times for the reference line on the right.

5 CONCLUSIONS
From the previous results some key conclusions can be drawn.
First, the three-dimensionality of the geometric description of concrete at the meso-level
can be now appreciated, since 2D or axi-symmetric sections often used in the past were not
able to describe with enough precision the complex behaviour of concrete as a composite
material. Now this effect can be systematically incorporated due to the availability of
powerful computers.
Then, creep of cement paste and ITZ, described by consolidated and complete models as
the B3 one presented by Z.P. Bazant (carefully calibrated on the basis of well known
experimental results like the ones given by R. L’Hermite), allows to incorporate in the model
the complex reality of creep, which is not only a matter of fluid flow and pressure dissipation
but also the result of chemical-physical reactions.
Again, the description of concrete as a composite material, in connection with porous
media analysis, allows for understanding the hygro-thermal and mechanical response of
concrete, first of all in terms of hygral and thermal changes in a material where aggregate
inclusions (incapsulated by ITZ concave volumes) appear with some statistical distribution
inside concrete (as originally described by F.H.Wittmann, even if without the ITZ effect,
[22]).
Hygral barriers due to the presence of aggregates can be seen only at this modelling level.
On the other side, thermal conductivity properties dominate the thermal conduction in the
sample.
Finally, from the mechanical viewpoint, the remarkable damage peak effect arising from
the inclusion of ITZ, if compared with the less pronounced peak when ITZ is disregarded
from the analysis, is here reported.
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Abstract. Numerical-experimental results are here described, derived from an innovative
experience at both national and international level, related to modelling, designing and
producing steel blast-resistant doors and windows. Their capability to sustain thermal loads
due to fire hazards is additionally accounted for. The activity has been developed within a
collaboration between Wellco S.p.A. and some researchers of the Department of Structural
and Transportation Engineering of the University of Padua, Italy. The study has been
conducted to define and characterize the non-linear response of a large number of doors and
steel framed windows, with the objective of sustaining dynamic loads from explosive hazards
of fixed magnitude, variable design and clearing times. The local overcome in the strength
limit (with correspondent plastic response) and possible formation of plastic hinges has been
critically discussed. Numerical models have allowed for refining first design sketches and
subsequently understanding the real thermo-mechanical behaviour for the investigated
structures. Experimental tests on typical steel doors at 1:1 scale have been performed at the
Laboratory of Construction Materials of the same Department above. Such tests had the
objective of “a-posteriori” verifying the correctness of the already available numerical results,
validating the adopted procedures and correspondingly guaranteeing the doors’ structural
efficiency even under dynamic loads higher than design ones.
1 INTRODUCTION
The work comes from a joint collaboration in the field of Blast Resistant buildings, doors and
windows. Particularly, steel doors and windows have been investigated following a request of
an international client constructing gas plants in Eastern Europe.
Doors and windows effectively represent the most peculiar elements when designing blast
resistant buildings, e.g. if their re-opening after explosion is requested for safety reasons
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(escape of personnel after the blast) [1]. Such an aspect is largely binding, essentially in the
numerical modelling phases, being in fact its fulfilment to be guaranteed by controlling
specific parameters. It is hence possible to admit that doors and windows enter the plastic
regime (also considering that Ultimate Limit States are accounted for [1], [2]), but this
requires additional verifications of well-defined ductility and rotation ratios. Consequently,
the correct element behaviour is not affected and safety/rescue operations are ensured.
Doors and windows designed and constructed by Wellco S.p.A. are of various types and
dimensions: from the one-shutter 1000×2000 mm2 door up to larger 3500×4500 mm2 ones.
In relation to doors and windows’ dimensions [3]-[5], to value and duration of the
explosive load (fixed), first design lines have been developed and subsequently the whole
problem has been investigated by verifying procedures and characterizing the dynamic
response of the structural elements. Non-linear (for material and geometry) analyses have
been conducted also considering frames, joints, plates, hinges, glasses and opening devices.
Procedures and methodology of analysis had already been known from a previous joint
experience [6]-[9].
In the following the main results related to one door type only have been reported for sake
of brevity, as well as the lines followed in agreement with International Recommendations;
additional analyses, not described here, have also allowed for designing doors and windows
under impulsive loads as well as thermal ones, satisfying the Italian requirements for REI60
or REI120.
2 F.E. MODELLING
2.1 Geometry
Finite Element models have been set up to simulate the door’s behaviour in its closed
configuration; beam-type elements have been used for defining the main structure (frame),
Figure 1, whereas shell-type ones have characterized the internal and external steel plates.
Beam elements present a transversal section in agreement with the design one, to allow for
defining a correct stiffness to internal and border elements (Figure 2); the number of horizontal
stiffeners has been defined proceeding via a series of repeated analyses to obtain a structural
response to guarantee the appropriate functional door’s behaviour. Again, steel plates have
been modeled to reproduce the design drawings (Figure 3).
2.2 Constraint conditions
Each shutter is connected to the edge wall through hinges (which number has been
determined again via repeated analyses), modeled with rigid constraints to allow for free
rotations. The counter-frame has been represented by the introduction of springs with
equivalent stiffness, active in compression only; such a stiffness has been evaluated by
considering a three-dimensional local model to which an imposed unit displacement has been
applied (Figure 4). The contact between shutters has been additionally considered by
interposing link elements, inactive if the response leads them to move away from each other
(Figure 5), and closure points (representative of the real closure system, Figure 6).
During the rebound phase (qualifying the dynamic response and corresponding to the door
bending in opposite direction with respect to the applied load) it has been assumed that the
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only active constraints are exclusively represented by closure points and hinges.

Figure 1: Main frame model, double shutter-type door.

Figure 2: Internal and border elements.

Figure 3: Typical horizontal section.
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Figure 4: 3D model for counter-frame stiffness definition.

Figure 5: Shutter-to-shutter contact elements.

Figure 6: Schematic representation of closure points (in red).
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2.3 Dynamic analyses
Once the (design) peak value of the blast load has been defined, as well as the time required
for dissipating overpressure (td), it has been assumed to consider the impact of a plane frontal
wave considering, in agreement with the Regulations, specific values for peak reflected
pressure (Pr), stagnation pressure (Ps) and clearing time (tc), realizing diagrams of the type of
Figure 7.

Figure 7: Typical pressure-time diagram for plane frontal blast wave.

The analyses have additionally included effects of dynamic damping to take into account a
possible reduction in stress deriving from internal frictions and yielding of some elements;
particularly, damping effects coming from the formation of plastic hinges have been
represented by assigning an elasto-plastic behaviour to the material, whereas a fixed damping
ratio has allowed for evaluating damping from internal frictions.
In Figure 8 a typical displacement evolution in damped and undamped configurations is
reported: the maximization of effects (peaks of maximum and minimum) is reached in both
situations; this comes from the fact that the blast is rapidly exhausted (red curve) and the
damping contribution is highlighted for longer times only (larger than td). Consequently,
concerning the design phase, maximum actions only have to be considered and not the entire
loading history; such an aspect has allowed for developing essentially undamped analyses,
reducing computational times without loosing in approach generality and/or underestimating
the real response.
2.4 Analysis of results
For the considered door, the analyses have highlighted an elastic response for the internal
frame in the peak phase (Figure 9), with occurrence of out-of-plane displacements compatible
with the correct structural behaviour of the whole door, both in the peak and rebound phase
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(Figure 10).
Further, constraints reactions (variable with the structure’s oscillation consequent to the
explosion) have been analysed and maximum values have been taken as reference; in general,
internal hinges appeared to be overloaded, due to the door’s bending, and their verification
has been developed in agreement with Eurocode 3 (Figure 11); anchoring bolts of the
perimetric counter-frame have been checked as well.

Figure 8: Displacement vs. time for damped and undamped analyses.

Figure 9: Maximum stresses in the peak phase, internal frame.
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Figure 10: Contour map of out-of-plane displacements during rebound (steel plates).

Figure 11: Geometric scheme for hinges’ verification.

The design of the door has been then completed via tensile/compressive, bending and shear
(and coupled actions) verifications for each structural element following the procedures of the
Ultimate Limit States; as required by EC3, design and resistant actions ratios have been
controlled to check their being lower than one, both in the peak and rebound phase, as well as
close to these states. When such a limit had not been satisfied and correspondingly for some
elements a plastic regime had been evidenced, the respect of the additional limits provided by
ASCE standards in term of ductility and rotation ratios have been controlled.
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3 EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
The results obtained from the numerical analyses in terms of strength and deformability have
been subsequently compared with those coming from laboratory tests, conducted on a real
scale door, confirming the correctness of approaches and methodologies as well as the door
capability to sustain dynamic loads even larger (nearly double) than the design ones. The tests
have been developed at the Laboratory of Construction Materials of the Department of
Structural and Transportation Engineering in Padua, Italy. Even in an “ultimate”
configuration, the requirement of a door reopening has been guaranteed, proving its efficiency
in response and technical realization for dynamic regimes.
The test scheme has been planned to (dynamically) reconstruct the explosive event even
without using blast-reproducing devices, hence minimizing costs connected to the entire test
set-up but anyway ensuring a correspondence between tests and real behaviour. It has
consequently been chosen to perform an impacting mass with fixed weight to be thrown
against the door; the nature of the impact is so local, being the impact area not distributed on
the whole door’s surface (Figure 12), but such a condition has been verified to be more severe
in the evaluation of the door behaviour, so once again ensuring a more precautionary
situation.

Figure 12: Test set-up: impacting element (left) and position of displacement transducers (right).

The design condition has been reconstructed making reference to energetic equivalences,
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by matching the kinetic energy associated to the impacting mass with the work done by the
blast load; in this way a “design” height has been determined, such as to certify that the
impact could lead to pressure values equivalent to the explosion ones.
Via such an approach it has not been possible to take into account the (real) transient
nature of the pressure wave; a possible, consequent, underestimate in the blast effects is
however associable to the rebound phase only, but these have been evaluated as negligible: in
fact, the maximum displacements used in the energetic equivalence above are numerically
derived and consequently they come from having included real quantities such as reflected
pressure (higher than the design one) and wave duration. It is additionally verifiable that a
structure is more sensitive towards a variation in the peak pressure rather than in a different
time distribution of the pressure wave itself.
In the methodological definition of the tests and in the subsequent discussion of results
even effects coming from deformable constraints have been included as well (in fact, in the
test the door is not restrained to any edge wall).
It has been observed from the displacement values measured by transducers (Figure 13)
that: a) the whole system response (door and supporting frames) results damped, favorable
condition for a structure designed to respond to dynamic loads; b) the peaks in the curve
subsequent to the first one are effectively “fictitious” (i.e. non reproducible in reality),
because consequent to the repeated impact of the mass and strictly related to the planned tests
(it is however possible to say that such a phenomenon represents a condition in favor to
safety, being the door more stressed); c) a rebound is evidenced: this could be amplified in
reality, due to a depressurization consequent to the explosion, but such an aspect is believed to
have no consequences on the real capacity of the door for sustaining loads, nor on its
reopening (Figure 14).
First test, design blast
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Figure 13: Measured displacements, test with design pressure.
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The tests (conducted in 3 subsequent phases), as anticipated, have allowed for
demonstrating the validity of the hypotheses and of the adopted procedures, as well as to
prove the agreement between numerical and experimental results. Even including (necessary)
simplifying assumptions, the tests have shown a correct structural behaviour for the door,
both under the design load and for nearly double ones, not only without evidencing collapse
phenomena (even locally), but also qualifying the post-explosion functional character of the
door itself.

Figure 14: Door reopening after design blast.

4 CONCLUSIONS
Numerical-experimental results have been briefly described, referring to an innovative
experience, at both national and international level, in modelling, designing and realizing steel
blast-resistant doors and windows.
The study has been conducted to define and characterize the non-linear response of a large
number of doors and windows with steel frame, with the objective of sustaining dynamic
loads from explosive hazards of fixed magnitude and variable design and clearing times.
The local overcome in the strength limit (i.e. generating a plastic response) and possible
formation of plastic hinges has been critically discussed and examined in relation to
prescribed Regulations and Recommendations.
The numerical models have allowed for refining first design sketches and subsequently
understanding the real structural behaviour of the investigated structures.
Experimental tests on typical steel doors at 1:1 scale have been conducted with the
objective of “a-posteriori” verifying the correctness of the already available numerical results,
validating the adopted procedures and correspondingly guaranteeing the doors’ structural
efficiency even under dynamic loads even higher than design ones. Their capability to sustain
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thermal loads due to fire hazards has been additionally accounted for.
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Abstract. The coupled hydro-mechanical state in soils coming from
consolidation/subsidence processes and undergoing plasticity phenomena is here evaluated by
means of the subloading surface model. The most important feature of this theory is the
abolition of the distinction between the elastic and plastic domain, as it happens in
conventional elastoplastic models. This means that plastic deformations are generated
whenever there is a change in stress and a smoother elasto-plastic transition is produced.The
plasticity algorithm has been implemented in the PLASCON3D FE code (on the basis of a
previous 2D version), coupling hydro-(thermo)-mechanical fields within a saturated porous
medium (locally partially saturated at reservoir level due to the possible presence of a gas
phase) subjected to external loads and water/gas withdrawals from deep layers
(aquifers/reservoirs). The 3D model has been first calibrated and validated against examples
taken from literature, and then subsidence analyses at regional scales due to gas extractions
have been developed to predict the evolution of settlements and pore pressure in soils for
long-term scenarios.
1

INTRODUCTION

Surface subsidence due to withdrawal of underground fluids occurs in many parts of the
world, see for instance the case book of Poland [1]. Underground fluids involved are either
water from superficial aquifers or gas and oil from usually deeper reservoirs. Such surface
settlement is a particular threat if it is experienced in low lying areas, close to the sea, e.g.
Groningen in the Netherlands (gas), Venice (water) and Ravenna (water and gas) in Italy,
Wilmington (oil) in the USA. Surface subsidence of this kind is almost exclusively
understood in terms of drop of pressure in the aquifers or in the reservoir: i.e. withdrawal of
these underground fluids results in a reduction of their pressure downhole; this in turn
increases the part of the overburden carried by the skeleton of the reservoir rocks causing
compaction. The compaction manifests itself, through deformation of the overlying strata, as
surface settlement.
In case of a single fluid (water) involved, compaction can easily be explained by the
principle of Terzaghi [2] which states that the compression of a porous medium is controlled
by changes of effective stresses, i.e. variations of the difference between total stresses and the
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pressure of the fluid in the pores. However, when more fluids are involved or more phases of
the same fluid, the Terzaghi traditional expression of effective stress alone is not sufficient to
completely justify measured compaction and the concepts of unsaturated soil mechanics with
appropriate stress measures and elastoplasticity concepts are needed. Drop of reservoir
pressure is not the only mechanism leading to reservoir compaction and suction effects must
also be accounted for at least for some types of extracted fluids and some reservoir rocks.
It is then proposed in [3-5] that capillary effects and structural collapse can not be ruled out
as significant factors in the development of subsidence occurring above gas fields. These
phenomena seem to provide sound explanations for continuing surface settlements when
reservoir pore pressures stabilise and for additional settlements occurring even after the end of
gas production. However, it is to be said that for the investigated area here considered,
undergoing subsidence, there is no direct experimental evidence on samples from the field to
show the key effect of capillarity on subsidence itself and hence any additional consideration
could be largely speculative with many assumptions that are not justified enough.
Again, the discussion about the contribution of capillary effects when performing reservoir
compaction and subsidence analyses at regional scale is out of scope for the present paper.
The idea is to make use of unconventional plasticity [6] by means of the subloading surface
model [7-11] for predicting softening behaviour of soil as well as reducing computational
efforts when performing fully coupled hydro-mechanical subsidence analyses in threedimensional domains [12], as demonstrated below. The reader is referred to [13] for
discussions about modelling strain-softening from the computational point of view.
2 THE PROBLEM OF SUBSIDENCE ABOVE GAS RESERVOIRS
The particular subsidence problem solved here is first briefly summed up as follows [1418]. It is supposed that there are several gas reservoirs at different levels, and some of the
reservoirs have an edge aquifer. It is further assumed that in each respective domain there is
only one fluid: water in the aquifers and gas in the reservoirs. The gas, upon exploitation of
the reservoirs, may be substituted by encroaching water, which comes from the edge aquifers
and from possible leaky aquitards. Capillary effects due to the simultaneous presence of gas
and water in the reservoirs are not accounted for, as previously explained.
Under these assumptions the following balance equations can be written, where the chosen
macroscopic field variables are displacements u and water pressure pw.
Linear momentum balance equation for the mixture solid + water or solid + gas
∇σ& = 0

(1)

where σ is the total stress tensor; no variable body forces are accounted for.
An averaged density of the mixture of the form
π = w (water) or g (gas), s = solid

ρ= (1 − φ ) ρ s + φ ρ π

(2)

φ being the porosity, is assumed in the following.
Flow conservation equation for the aquifers and aquitards
m T DT
⎧k
⎫ ⎛
− ∇ ⎨ ∇(p w + ρ w gh )⎬ + ⎜⎜ m T −
3K s
⎩μ
⎭ ⎝

⎤ ∂p
⎞ ∂ε ⎡ (1 − φ ) φ
1
⎟⎟ + ⎢
m T D T m⎥ w = 0
+
−
2
K w (3K s )
⎥⎦ ∂t
⎠ ∂t ⎢⎣ K s
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where m is a vector with components equal to unity for the normal stress components and
zero for the shear stress components, Kw the bulk modulus, Ks the averaged bulk modulus of
the solid grains, k the absolute permeability matrix of the medium, DT the tangent matrix, ε
the total strain of the skeleton, μ the dynamic viscosity of water.
Instead of writing a similar mass balance equation as Eq. (3) for the gaseous phase, we
consider its integral form for the whole reservoir volume. This is valid if the reservoir volume
is small compared to the analysed cross section and its thickness is small compared to the
depth of burial [15, 16, 18, 19]. The conservation equation assumes hence the form of a
Material balance equation for the reservoir

(

)

GB gi = G − G p B g + We − Wp B w

(4)

where G is the initial free gas in place, Bg the gas formation volume factor, Bw the water
formation volume factor, Gp the cumulative gas production, Wp the cumulative water
production and We the influx from the adjacent aquifer and from leaky aquitards; the index i
denotes initial conditions. Its incremental form can be found in [13].
The model is completed by the constitutive relation for solid mechanical behaviour relating
the effective stress σ´ and the adopted strain measure. In general, for small displacement
gradients, it can be written as
=
σ& ' E(ε& − ε& p )

(5)

ε& p being the plastic strain rate, and E the fourth order elasticity tensor.

3

MODELLING PLASTICITY – THE SUBLOADING SURFACE MODEL

The subloading surface model is a particular elasto-plastic model falling within the
framework of unconventional elastoplasticity [6], an extended elastoplasticity theory such that
the interior of the yield surface is not a purely elastic domain, but rather a plastic deformation
is induced by the rate of stress inside the yield surface [7-11]. Its main features are briefly
recalled here.
In the subloading surface model the conventional yield surface is renamed the normal yield
surface, since its interior is not regarded as a purely elastic domain. The plastic deformation
develops gradually as the stress approaches the normal yield surface, exhibiting a smooth
elastic-plastic transition. Thus the subloading surface model fulfils the smoothness condition
[11, 20-22], which is defined as the stress rate-strain rate relation (or the stiffness tensor)
changing continuously for a continuous change of stress rate. Strain accumulation is predicted
for a cyclic loading with an arbitrary stress amplitude, where the magnitude of accumulated
strain depends continuously on the stress amplitude because of the fulfillment of the
smoothness condition. Inelastic deformation occurs immediately when the stress point once
again moves outward the current yield surface. Zero diameter yield surface bounding surface
models, nested surface models, and subloading models have this attribute, but do not display
any purely elastic response [6].
A subloading surface is also introduced (together with the normal yield one), which always
passes through the current stress point σ and keeps a shape similar to that of the normal yield
surface and a similar orientation with respect to the origin of stress space, i.e. σ = 0.
The ratio of similarity is named normal yield ratio and governs the approach of the
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subloading surface to the normal one, i.e. if R = 0 the subloading surface is a point coinciding
with the origin of the stress space, whereas 0 < R < 1 represents the subyield state and with R
= 1 the stress lies directly on the normal surface.
The subloading surface can be described by the scalar-valued tensor function
f(σ) = RF(H)

(6)

where the scalar H is the isotropic hardening/softening variable; in agreement with [10] the
normal yield surface takes e.g. the form
⎛ H
F = F0 exp⎜⎜
⎝ ρ '−γ

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(7)

in which F0 is the initial value of F, ρ' and γ the slopes of the normal consolidation and
swelling curves respectively in lnυ-lnp space (υ being the specific volume and p = -tr(σ)/3).
The extended consistency condition for the subloading surface is obtained by
differentiating Eq. (6), which leads to
⎛ ∂f (σ) & ⎞ &
&
tr ⎜
=
σ ⎟ RF + RF' H
⎝ ∂σ ⎠

(8)

together with considering the evolution rule of the normal yield ratio, given by
R& = U ε& p

ε& p ≠ 0

for

(9)

where σ& is the proper objective co-rotational stress rate, ε& e = E −1σ& , and U is a monotonically
decreasing function of R satisfying the condition
=
⎧U +∞ for R = 0
⎨
for R = 1
⎩U = 0

(U < 0

(10)

for R > 1)

The associated flow rule is assumed as
ε& p = λ N

(11)

where λ is the positive proportional factor representing the increment of plastic deformation
along the direction given by the normalized outward normal of the subloading surface N
λ=

N≡

tr ( N&σ )
M

∂f ( σ )
∂σ

p

∂f (σ )
∂σ

(12)

(13)

p

being M the plastic modulus.
The loading criterion is finally given [22, 23]
⎧⎪ε& p ≠ 0 : tr ( NEε& ) > 0
⎨ p
⎪⎩ε& = 0 : tr ( NEε& ) ≤ 0

For additional details, see [13].
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4 APPLICATION CASE: 3D SUBSIDENCE ANALYSIS ON REGIONAL SCALE
Surface subsidence due to extraction of underground fluids (water, hydrocarbons) plays an
important role in reservoir engineering. For decades a great deal of attention has been directed
towards modelling this phenomenon, also because it affects historical cities, like Venice and
Ravenna in Italy [3-5, 15, 16, 18, 24-25]. Subsidence analyses are computationally intensive
by involving problems of regional scale and very long time spans: e.g. in the case of the
Groningen gas field, subsidence predictions for the year 2050 have been made from the year
1973 on. The subsidence surfaces have been obtained with different models and codes, e.g. in
[26] with ECLIPSE [27]; in [25] with a quasi three-dimensional hydrologic model and a
three-dimensional uncoupled structural model and in [9, 18] with a fully coupled
consolidation model.
Apart from exceptions (as e.g. in [9]), three-dimensional subsidence models have assumed
a linear elastic response for the solid skeleton and not much has been done for modelling
possible interactions in case several reservoirs at different levels are distributed over a large
area, as it is the case of the Northern Adriatic region, Italy [28] (Figure 1). Here the pools’
depth of burial ranges between 900 and 4000 m and the horizontal area involved is about
19000 Km2. In addition, the different pools are not scheduled to be put in production at the
same time [30], which complicates the situation further.

Figure 1: Location of gas pools in the Northern Adriatic Sea [29].

At present, creep, plasticity [28] and capillary effects [3-5] are envisaged among the
possible processes yielding a retarded sinking over the reservoir; as already explained before,
the choice here is to refer to an unconventional elastoplastic model, also being its
potentialities independent on the specific application case treated here.
The effects of the exploitation of four of the gas reservoirs shown in Figure 1, located at
three different depths and undergoing different production histories [30], are here analysed;
the region covers an area of 40×40 km2 and has a depth of 1300 m; it is discretized by about
500 20-node isoparametric elements (additional results, not reported here for sake of brevity,
refer to 980 and 2940 elements as well). Free flux on the horizontal and vertical boundaries of
the investigated area is assumed. The main material parameters are shown in Table 1 [16, 30];
the grains are assumed to be incompressible and the clayey layers to behave in agreement
with the subloading surface model when accounting for plasticity effects. The geomechanical
data have been obtained through analysis of master-logs at our disposal, which are
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representative of the investigated area, whereas the plastic variables have been taken from the
previous examples, appropriately scaled to take into account the effect of depth.
Table 1: Material data for subsidence analysis

Soil stratum #

E
[MPa]

ν

1
2
3 & Reservoir # 1

1.13·104
1.00·104
1.13·104
1.00·104

0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17

ki
[m/day]
0.2208
0.865·10-4
0.2208
0.865·10-4

1.14·104
0.322·104
1.14·104
0.322·104
0.898·104
0.555·104
0.224·104

0.30
0.38
0.30
0.38
0.15
0.37
0.39

0.7985
0.865·10-4
0.7985
0.865·10-4
0.9752
0.865·10-4
0.865·10-4

4
5, 7, 9
6, 8, 10
11 & Reservoir # 4
12
13 & Reservoirs # 2, 3
14
15

Depths [m]
1300÷1254
1300÷1254
1300÷1254
1300÷1254 &
1300÷1070
1254÷1070
1254÷1070
1070÷1027
1027÷860
860÷848
848÷600
600÷0

As evidenced by Table 1 and Figure 2, some planimetric variability for the soil strata has
been additionally introduced just to be closer to the real configuration of the subsoil, e.g.
considering the available seismic section of [30]; so 7 macro-levels are present, including 15
different soil strata. The horizontal projection of the investigated pools can be seen in Figure 3,
together with the mean radius of their productive levels. The exploitation points (wells) are
assumed to be equally distributed above each reservoir such as to allow for the assumption of
a constant drop of pressure inside it. The pressure histories (Figure 4), obtained from previous
reservoir simulators (starting from available gas production records developing in 10 years)
are applied as boundary conditions to the nodes of each pool. A computationally more
expensive alternative would be to apply the outflow given from the production schedule (if
available).

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the soil strata distribution: macro-levels are superimposed from surface
(top) to bottom (see Table 1).
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Figure 3: Horizontal projection of the investigated reservoirs for subsidence analysis.

Figure 4: Reservoirs’ pressure histories.

The analysis has been pushed up to 30 years from the beginning of exploitations, when a
general pressure recovery has already been attained (Figure 4); the results in terms of surface
subsidence above each reservoir are shown in Figure 5, accounting for linear elasticity and
unconventional elasto-plasticity as well. The effect of interaction among the different
reservoirs can be seen from the shifting in time of the maximum value of subsidence as
compared with the minimum of reservoir pressure: this phenomenon is also to be partly
ascribed to the presence of clay layers confining the pools, but it is particularly evident when
plasticity is introduced: as an extreme situation, maximum subsidence can not be reached
even after 30 years; a “residual” delayed land subsidence has clearly appeared, so confirming
the usefulness of the proposed unconventional plasticity model for modelling continuing
surface settlements when reservoir pore pressures stabilize and for additional settlements
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occurring even after the end of gas production.

Figure 5: History of surface subsidence above the reservoirs.

The subsidence bowl is depicted in Figure 6 and Figure 7, referring to the evolution of
surface subsidence of Section A-A, Figure 3; apart from repeating the general trend shown in
Figure 5, they evidence a subsidence bowl which appears, independently on time, to be slightly
wider when elasto-plasticity is accounted for. It is to be underlined that the time scales
involved, as well as the orders of magnitude for the resulting subsidence, agree well with what
evidenced by [28] and [30] (the latter referring to linear elasticity only), with similar (or
equal, as in the latter case) cumulative gas production histories and geological/geomechanical
subsoil configurations.

Figure 6: Subsidence bowl, linear elastic case.
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Figure 7: History of surface subsidence above the reservoirs.

5 CONCLUSIONS
The coupled hydro-mechanical state in soils coming from consolidation/subsidence
processes and undergoing plasticity phenomena has been evaluated by means of the
subloading surface model, allowing for predicting a smooth response for smooth monotonic
loading, considering the sign of tr (NED) only in the loading criterion, automatically drawing
back of a stress to the normal yield surface even if it goes out from the surface itself. Hence a
rough numerical calculation with a large loading step is allowed and return-mapping iterative
techniques can subsequently be skipped, so enhancing speedup and efficiency of large scale
coupled analyses, as required when modelling subsidence in 3D domains and for long-term
scenarios. The plasticity algorithm has been implemented in the PLASCON3D FE code,
coupling hydro-thermo-mechanical fields within a saturated (locally partially saturated)
porous medium subjected to external loads and water/gas withdrawals from deep layers
(aquifers/reservoirs).
The plastic deformation due to the change of stress inside the yield surface exhibiting a
smooth elastic-plastic transition has been described, as well as a first ability of describing
softening behaviours has been shown.
Regional subsidence analyses due to gas extractions have been possible with reduced
computational efforts when introducing unconventional elasto-plasticity in the code. It has
been demonstrated that the time scales involved, as well as the orders of magnitude for the
resulting subsidence, agree well with what evidenced by [28] and [30] (the latter referring to
linear elasticity only), with similar (or equal, as in the latter case) cumulative gas production
histories and geological/geomechanical subsoil configurations. Particularly, the effects of
interaction among exploitations have been estimated, as well as the phenomenon of residual
land subsidence near abandoned gas fields has been successfully modelled: the estimation of
this delayed environmental cost of gas pumping is generally neglected, whereas it clearly
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appears of being fundamental for an increased awareness of the consequence that gas
production may have on future coastline stability relatively far from the gas field [28].
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Abstract. We here extend the use of the PGD to the case of a viscoelastic mechanical
problem with a large number of internal variables and with a large spectrum of relaxation
times. Such a number of internal variables leads to solving a system of non linear differential
equations which correspond to the return to the equilibrium state. The feasibility and the
robustness of the method are discussed in a simple case; a future application is the simulation
of a polymer reaction under cyclic loading.

1

INTRODUCTION

To solve a problem with a large number of degrees of freedom (dofs), numerical
techniques, as parallel computing and domain decomposition, can be used. In the case of a
multiphysical problem or of a problem with a large number of internal variables, it leads to
solving a large number of differential equations.
The PGD method, based on the radial approximation [4], has proved to be efficient for
solving problems with a large number of dofs [2, 3], and particularly in the case of a coupled
thermo mechanical problem [1].
We here extend the use of the PGD [1] to the case of a viscoelastic mechanical problem
with a large number of internal variables and with a large spectrum of relaxation times (50 to
100 times [5]). Such a number of internal variables leads to solving a system of non linear
differential equations which correspond to the return to the equilibrium state. The feasibility
and the robustness of the method are discussed in a simple case; a future application is the
simulation of a polymer reaction under cyclic loading.
Section 2 introduces the equations of the viscoelastic mechanical problem. In section 3, the
PGD is used to solve the problem with internal variables. While in section 4, we present the
numerical results of a problem with one internal variable but with different relaxation times.
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2

RESOLUTION OF VISCOELASTIC PROBLEM WITH INTERNAL VARIABLES

2.1 Equations of problem
Let us consider a one-dimensional problem in space (noted x). The generic form of the
mechanical problem with internal variables is written as:
∂σ
+ f =0
∂x

(1)

(

dz j
1
=−
z − z∞
dt
τj j j

)

(2)

Where
∂u

m

− ∑z
σ = Ev
∂x j =1 j
z ∞j = E ∞rj

∂u
∂x

(3)

(4)

∞
Where z j represents the relaxed status of the internal variable z j ; τ j is the relaxation time;

E∞
rj is the relaxed Young’s modulus and E v is the vitreous Young’s modulus of the material.

The vitreous Young’s modulus depends on the E ∞ modulus and the relaxed one E r and its
m

form is:

Ev = E∞ +

∑
j

E∞
rj

m

where E r

=

∑E

∞
rj

.

j

Problems (1)-(2) are assumed to be defined on the domain: Ω = Ω x × Ω t , where Ω x = [0, L x ]
and Ω t = [0, L t ] . The initial conditions are equal to zero and the boundary conditions are
written as: σ ⋅ n = F o n ∂ f and u = 0 o n ∂  u .
Remark: The subscript j concerns the internal variables, and it variates from 1 to m, where m
is the number of internal variables. If we consider a problem with m internal variables, it
means that the equation (2) is reported m times. The specificity of each equation is related to
the relaxation time of this internal variable. The displacement field and the internal variable
are then coupled.
2.2 Use of the PGD to solve the viscoelastic problem
The aim of the separated representation method is to compute N couples of functions
are defined
respectively in Ω x and Ω t , and the solutions u and z of the coupled problem can be written in
the following separated form:

{(A i , B i ), (C i , D i ), i = 1,....., N } such that {A i , C i , i = 1,....., N } and {B i , D i , i = 1,....., N }
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 u ( x, t ) ≈



 z j ( x, t ) ≈


N

∑ A (x )B (t )
i

i =1
N

∑C

kj

i

(5)

(x ) D kj (t )

k =1

Once N separated variables functions are computed, the next separated variables functions to
be computed are called R(x) , S (t ) , V j (x) and W j (t ) in this step. They are solutions of the
Galerkin variational formulation related to equations (1) and (2):

∫ (divσ + f )u dΩ + ∫ (σ (l) − F )u dΩ = 0
*

*

Ω

∀u *

(6)

∀z *j

(7)

∂Ω f

(

 dz j
1

z − z ∞j
+
 dt τ j j
Ω

∫

) z dΩ = 0
*
j



With the trial and test fields written as follows:
n

u(x,t) =

∑

n

Ai (x)B i (t) + R(x)S(t),

z j (x,t) =

∑C

+ V j (x)W j (t)

(8)

u *(x,t) = R *(x)S(t) + R ( x ) S * (t ) , z *j (x,t) = V j*(x)W j (t) + V j (x)W j*(t)

(9)

i =1

ij (x)D ij (t)

i =1

2.3 Specificities related to the internal variables
The displacement field and the internal variables are completely integral. We choose to
solve equation (6) and then equation (7) at each step of enrichment in order to decouple the
problem. The process is initialized with the solution of an elastic problem without internal
variable. Once the displacement field is computed (6), the solution is introduced in equation
(4) in order to compute the internal variable in equation (2). This internal variable is placed in
equation (3) to compute the solution of the viscoelastic problem. This process is iterated until
convergence.
In a step of enrichment, the method of fixed point is used to compute the functions R(x) ,
S (t ) and then V j (x) and W j (t ) . In what follows, the equations to compute these functions are:
For R(x) :
Ev β t

∂2R
∂x 2

n

= − Ev

∑
i =1

α ti

∂ 2 Ai
∂x 2

n

+

m

∑∑
i =1 j =1

γ tj

∂C ij
∂x

m

+

∑δ

j

∂V j

t

∂x

j =1

− θt

(10)

For S (t ) :
n

E v β x S (t ) = − E v

∑
i =1

n

α xi Bi (t ) +

m

∑∑
i =1 j =1

m

γ xj Dij (t ) +

∑δ

j
x W j (t ) − θ x

j =1

For V j (x) :

3
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n
 j 1 j
1
 γ + θ V = −
β ti Cij −
t
j
 tj τ j

τj


i =1

∑

n

∑

n

∑β

B

δ tji C ij +

τj

i =1

i
tj

i =1

∂Ai
B ∂R i
+
Γt
∂x
τ j ∂x

(12)

For W j (t ) :
∂W j
∂t

γ xjj +

n

1

τj

W j γ xjj = −

∑

β xji

∂Dij

i =1

∂t

n

∑

1

−

τj

n

∑α

B

β xji Dij +

τj

i =1

i
xj Bi

B

+

τj

i =1

i
Sδ xj

(13)

Where :
βt =

∫S

2

(t )dt , α ti =

Ωt

Ωx

θx =

j

i

∂ R ( x)
2

∂ x
2

dx , α xi =

∫ R ( x)

Ωx

∫ (σ (l ) − F )R( x)dx . θ = ∫ W
j

Ωx

∫ S (t )W (t )dt , γ = ∫

Ωt
i
=
α xj

∫

Ωx

∂ Ai ( x)
2

∂ x
2

=

2
j (t )dt

Ωx
j
, βt =

j
tj

∂W j (t )

Ωt

∂Ai ( x)
V j ( x)dx , δ xji =
∂x

∂x

∫

Ωx

∫

∂Dij (t )
∂x

Ωt

W j (t )dt . γ xjj =

∫V

∫ W (t)S (t )dt , θ = ∫ (σ (l ) − F )S (t )dt .
j

t

Ωt

∫ R( x)

j
dx , γ x =

Ωt

j

j
t

Ωt

t

Γt j =

ij

t

Ωt

∫ R( x)

βx =

∫ B (t)S (t )dt , γ = ∫ D (t)S (t )dt , δ

Ωt

∂Cij ( x)
∂x

dx , δ xj =

∫ R ( x)

∂V j ( x)

Ωx

W j (t )dt , δ tjj =

=

∫C

dx

∫ D (t)W (t )dt , α = ∫ B (t)W (t )dt ,
ij

j

Ωt

j
2
j ( x )dx , β xj

∂x

i
tj

i

j

Ωt

ij ( x)V j ( x )dx ,

Ωx

Ωx

∂R( x)
V j ( x)dx .
∂x

After each iteration l, two residuals are computed; Ru related to equation (1) and RZ j related
to equation (2).
Ru =

(ul +1 − ul )
ul

≤ε

(

 z j l +1 − z j l

R Z = max
j

zjl


Where

(14)

) 

 ≤ ε


(15)

stands for the L2 norms. The iterative procedure is stopped when max(Ru , Rz j ) is

small enough. The solution of the problem is then given by equation (5).

3

APPLICATION TO A PROBLEM WITH ONE INTERNAL VARIABLE

The simulation test is a 10 mm long one-dimensional bar subjected to a load
F ( x, t ) = G( x = 10) × H (t ) at x = 10 mm as shown in figure 1 and with null boundary conditions
at x = 0 mm. The time Lt equals 10 s. The parameters of material are given in the table 1. The
time step equals 0,1 sec, and the space one equals 0,25 mm. We here consider a problem with
one internal variable with different relaxation times and study its influence on the
displacement field.
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F (N)
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Figure 1: Creep load at the extremity of the bar
Table 1: Mechanical parameters of the material
Ev (MPa)

E∞ (MPa)

1140

140

3.1 Results and Discussion
For τ equals 1 second, the solution is reached with 10 iterations with ( Ai × Bi ) = (0.01 – 0.07
– 0.009 – 0.0025 – 0.0001 – 0.002 – 0.001 – 0.0004 – 0.0001 – 0.00003) for the displacement
field; and ( Ci × Di ) = (10.41 – 7.53 – 0.85 – 0.19 – 0.03 – 0.21 – 0.09 – 0.03 – 0.009 – 0.002)
for the internal variable.
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Figure 2: (a) Displacement field and (b) Spatial and Temporal modes.

Figure 2a shows the displacement field computed. Temporal and spatial modes for the
displacement field are represented in Figure 2b. Figure 3 shows the convergence of the
solution via the residuals (equations (14) and (15)) compared to the iteration number.
7
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Figure 3: Convergence of the PGD
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Figure 4: (a) Influence of relaxation time on the displacement field, (b) and comparison with elastic solution

The same simulation is done with different value of relaxation time. Based on the value of τ ,
the solution was not reached with the same number of modes which increases when τ
decreases. Figure 4a shows the influence of the relaxation time on the displacement field.
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We can observe that the influence of the internal variable is important when the value of the
relaxation time is weak. Figure 4b shows that when the relaxation time is high, the reached
solution is that of the elastic problem. In that case, fewer modes are needed to represent the
solution. In table 2, we show the number of iterations with respect to the variation of the
relaxation time τ .
Table 2: Influence τ of on the number of modes
τ (s)
iteration

4

0.1
15

1
10

10
9

100
5

1000
4

CONCLUSION

In this work, the PGD was validated in the case of a viscoelastic problem with one internal
variable. The solution was computed with different relaxation time, and we observed that the
number of modes needed to describe the displacement field depends on the relaxation time.
These results are encouraging and will be extended to the case with many internal variables
and relaxation time in order to simulate the behavior of the PE-HD polymer under cyclic
loading. It will be our future application.
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Abstract. Recently, the researchers of the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) have
been developed a technique to investigate high strain-rates in which a sphere is launched at
high speed (300-800 m/s) through a conical die (Dynamic Tensile Extrusion test).
The system can use a set-up similar to a Taylor test (like a light gusgun) but induces in the
material high levels of tensile stresses and allows to investigate the fracture and damage of the
material in these extreme conditions. Due to the high strain-rates and hydrostatic component
of stress that occur during the extrusion in the die, the material is also subject to a rapid
heating.
In this work, the DTE test has been simulated with the explicit Lagrangian code LSDYNA. In order to correctly reproduce the various aspects of the test it is necessary to use an
elasto-plastic material model that takes into account strain-rate, thermal softening, pressure
influence and damage and that adequately describes the thermal coupling effects and the
equation of state (EOS) of the material. Besides, due to the high distortion of the Lagrangian
mesh, the use of a mesh adapting technique is absolutely necessary.
1

INTRODUCTION

A lot of different experimental techniques can be applied to identify material mechanical
properties in function of loading conditions, stress/strain distribution, pressure influence,
thermal contribution, wave or shockwave propagation and, finally, temperature and strain-rate
ranges. In general, it is not possible to completely characterize a material with a single
experimental test because each test is limited in strain-rate. At low strain-rate (from 10-5 s-1 to
10-1 s-1) the material transformation is considered to be isotherm without any propagation and
dynamic phenomena. The experimental test can be conducted on a standard electromechanical or servo-hydraulic machine. In the medium strain-rate test (from 10-1 s-1 to 102 s-1)
the deformation process is still isotherm but the dynamic component of the response starts to
be relevant. In this case the tests are performed via pneumatic machine and drop fall. Finally,
in the experimental characterization under high value of strain-rate (from 102 s-1) the wave
propagation (elastic, plastic or shock waves) is very important and the phenomenon evolution
is adiabatic. This implies the overheating of the specimen due to the heat conversion of a
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percentage of the mechanical work since the phenomenon duration does not allow the
conduction or convection heat dispersion. The experimental test to perform in these
conditions are, for example, compression and tensile test on Split Hopkinson Bar, the Taylor
test, the flyer impact test and the Dynamic Tensile Extrusion (DTE).
In this work the attention is focused on the material characterization under high value of
strain-rate and plastic strain. These input conditions are get via a Dynamic Tensile Extrusion:
the experimental concept was developed by Gray III et al. at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory [1]. The main objective is the development of a suitable numerical method able to
reproduce all the features of the experimental test: quite relevant pressure dependence, strain
and strain-rate hardening and coupled thermal softening. Obviously, the choice of the material
models used for the mechanical behaviour description is correlated to the goodness of the
model to be able to describe these fundamental aspects. In this work the completely empirical
Johnson-Cook model, the semi-empirical Steinberg-Guinan and Zerilli-Armstrong models
and the phenomenological Mechanical Threshold Stress model are taken into account for
what concerns the deviatoric behaviour in addition to a Mie-Grüneisen equation of state for
the description of the hydrodynamic behaviour. The numerical simulations are performed
with the FEM code LS-DYNA [2], which includes implicit and explicit solver with coupled
thermo-mechanical and high non-linear capabilities. The numerical analysis is performed on
copper spherical projectile and the numerical results are compared with the experimental
results obtained in [1,3,4] and the numerical results obtained via the FEM code MARC in [5].
2 EXPERIMENTAL TEST DESCRIPTION
The Dynamic Tensile Extrusion (DTE) concept was proposed by Gray III et al. in [1]. The
test is suitable to evaluate the material mechanical response in case of high plastic strain and
strain-rate. These conditions are obtained via a gas-gun facilities without the use of a highexplosive launch system. The experimental results used for the numerical model validation
are obtained in [1,3,4].
In case of copper, a spherical projectile (diameter 7.60 mm) is accelerated in a highpressure helium gas gun at ~400 m/s and extruded through a high-strength steel die (entrance
diameter of 7.62 mm, exit diameter of 2.28 mm and angle of 10°). In case of tantalum a
spherical projectile (diameter 7.58 mm) is accelerated in a high-pressure helium gas gun at
384 and 553 m/s and extruded through a high-strength steel die (entrance diameter of 7.62
mm, exit diameter of 2.8 mm and angle of 9°).
For both materials the sequence of the segments exiting the die are captured via a highspeed photography [1,3,4] and the results for tantalum are shown in Fig.1 within the
reassembly of the recovered segments in sequence of exit. Comparing the results for tantalum
specimens at different launch speed it is evident higher velocity implies high elongation and
propensity to plastic instabilities of the extruded material. Both in case of copper and
tantalum, the material appears to be not fully extruded since the rear portion of the specimen
halts in the die.
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Figure 1: high speed images of the DTE on tantalum launched at 384 m/s and 553 m/s; topology of the
recovered extruded Ta sphere launched at 384 m/s and 553 m/s [1,4]

3

NUMERICAL MODEL

The numerical simulations are carried out via the FEM code LS-DYNA [2]. The model is a
2D axis-symmetric model and the solution is obtained by an explicit solver. In order to avoid
too high distortion of the Lagrangian mesh, the use of a mesh adapting technique is absolutely
necessary (Figure 2).

Figure 2: effects of mesh adaptivity on a simulation of DTE: without an adaptive algorithm the mesh is heavy
distorted due to the high level of plastic strain reached; with an adaptive algorithm, which remeshes the model at
constant time interval, the elements maintain a regular shape and a fixed characteristic dimension
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In such kind of problems the choice of the material model (strength model and equation of
state) is of fundamental importance: the numerical model has to be able to take into account
all the mechanical variables that play a key role in the material deformation process and in the
resultant stress and velocity fields. The variable of interest are strain, strain-rate, temperature
and pressure.
The phenomenon is strongly thermo-structural coupled (Figure 3): the structuralmechanics material conditions produce the rise in temperature that consequently modifies the
mechanical material response. Usually, due to the rise in temperature, there is a decrease of
the mechanical strength but also a modification (reduction) in the effect of the strain-rate on
the flow stress.
As a matter of fact, the material properties may depend strongly upon the local temperature
and for these problems it becomes necessary to compute the temperature throughout the
material as time increases. In particular, thermal softening phenomena are essentially due to
heat conversion of mechanical work occurring at high strain-rate where strain is localized.

temperature






  F f1( ,T ), f2 (,T ), f3 (T )


p  (E, ,T )

Mechanical work (,p-,) + adiabaticity ()

T

Strength model
Equation of state

 f1( ,T )  f2 (,T )  f3 (T )

Figure 3: scheme of the thermo-structural coupling

In general, starting from   102 s-1 thermal diffusion (conduction and convection) can be
neglected and thermal softening can be evaluated under adiabatic assumption. Given this last
hypothesis and the further assumption of uniform stress, strain and temperature fields, the
material temperature could be analytically computed as a function of plastic work
T  Tr 

p


 C p

   , , T   d



(1)

0

where  is the material density, Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure and  is the
Taylor-Quinney coefficient [6,7] that represents the portion of plastic work that is converted
into heat (for metals about 0.9). The temperature increase is not uniform but grows up in the
material with a distribution corresponding to plastic work.
In a more general manner, assuming that the stress tensor and internal energy are state
functions of the strain and the temperature, it is possible to evaluate the temperature increment
in the material once the strength model and the equation of state of the material are known.
3.1 Strength material model
In past decades a lot of material models for the description of the deviatoric behaviour are
proposed. The classification model makes a distinction between empirical, semi-empirical and
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phenomenological models. The empirical models have not physical basis, but are obtained by
interpolation of the experimental data. On the other hand the phenomenological models are
obtained starting from the transformation in the material occurring during a deformation
process.
Table 1: Visco-plastic material models
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dislocation-based semiempirical model: athermal and
thermal stress components;
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melting temperature and shear
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semi-empirical rate
independent model (athermal
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shear modulus function of
pressure, density and
temperature;
melting temperature function of
density
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dislocation mechanism based
model (mechanical threshold
stress as internal state variable):
athermal and thermal (thermal
activation and controlled drag)
stress components;
no pressure and density
influences;
shear modulus function of
temperature

1

Models such that proposed by Johnson-Cook (J-C) [8] is purely empirical model and it is
one of the most widely used. An example of semi-empirical model is the Zerilli-Armstrong
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(Z-A) model [9], that is obtained on the basis of the dislocation mechanics theory and presents
a different formulation for BCC and FCC materials. Another example of semi-empirical
model is the Steinberg-Cochran-Guinan-Lund (S-C-G-L) model [10,11], which was first
developed for the description of high strain-rates behaviour [10], and after extended to low
strain-rates [11]. A phenomenological more complex dislocation-based model is the
Mechanical Threshold Stress (MTS) model [12].
In general, a visco-plasticity model express the flow stress as a combination of athermal
and thermal components. The athermal part of the stress can be in general correlated with
strain, strain-rate, temperature and pressure, while the thermal component identifies the
temperature influence on the strain-rate effects on the flow stress (temperature-strain-rate
coupling).
The J-C model [8] is the most simple model able to predict the mechanical behaviour of
the materials under different loading conditions. Besides, as mentioned before, it is one of the
most used material model, so it is implemented in many FEM codes and it is quite easy to
find in literature the values of J-C parameters for different materials. In the J-C model only
the athermal stress component is taken into account and it expresses the flow stress as
reported in Table 1. In more details,  is the elastic limit strength, B and n are the work
hardening parameters. C and 0 express the strain-rate sensitivity coefficients and m describe
the thermal softening. In more details, 0 represents the quasi-static strain-rate threshold, that,
ideally, represents the highest strain-rate for which the strain-rate effects on the flow stress are
negligible. Finally, the thermal effects are described, in function of the temperature T, the
reference temperature at which there are not any thermal effects Tr and the melting
temperature at which the material mechanical strength goes to zero Tm. In this condition the
material loses its shear strength and starts to behave like a fluid. The J-C model is a
multiplicative model, in which the effects of plastic strain, strain-rate and temperature are
assumed to act independently. The J-C model is quite inaccurate to model the material
behaviour in case of high pressure conditions. As a matter of fact, it neglects the influence of
the pressure and changes in volume on the flow stress. Besides, it considers the melting
temperature as a constant, while the solid-liquid transition is influenced by the density.
The Z-A [9] model is based on simplified dislocation mechanics, and as the J-C model, it
neglects the pressure and densities influences and considers the shear modulus and the
melting temperature to be constants. At difference from J-C model it takes into account also
the thermal component of the stress. Since it is partially physical-based, it presents a different
flow stress formulation for FCC and BCC materials. In reference to the Table 1, in the Z-A
models, l represents the polycrystal grain diameter and g, B0, B1, 0, 1, K0, n and ke are
experimental constants based on a dislocation mechanics analysis of the plastic deformation
mechanism operative in the two different crystal lattice structures.
A more accurate model is the S-G material model [10] in which both the flow stress and
the shear modulus are function of temperature, strain and also pressure. In reference to Table
1, v is the relative volume,  and n are the work-hardening parameters and pl,i is the initial
equivalent plastic strain, normally equal to zero. The subscript 0 refers to the condition in
which T=300 K, P=0 and =0, the reference state. h and h2 are proportional to the derivative
of the yield stress respect to the pressure and the derivative of the shear modulus respect to the
temperature, respectively. Also for this model, if the temperature overcomes the melting
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temperature then the material strength goes to zero, but in this case the melting temperature is
not constant but is a density function. The S-G model is strain-rate independent (athermal
stress component), according to the fact that for strain-rates greater than ~105 s-1 the rapid
decrease of rate dependent effects with increasing dynamic stress may be explained by the
increase in temperature with increasing stress [10]. This assumption is reasonable in case of
FCC material, like copper, but it is quite inaccurate in case of BCC materials [11].
The last material model takes into account in this work is the MTS model [12] which is
quite different from the previous ones because it uses the mechanical threshold stress as the
internal state variable (instead of the strain) and treats evolution of this variable using
physically based and phenomenological based expression. In reference to Table 1, the flow
stress is separated into two components: the athermal component ˆ A characterizes the rate
independent interactions of dislocations with long-range barriers such as grain boundaries,
while the thermal component ˆ T characterizes the rate dependent interaction with short range
obstacles. The factor s is related only to the thermally activated controlled glide in according
to the results of [13] that indicates at strain-rate lower than ~104 s-1 the rate controlling
deformation mechanism is thermal activation while the contribution of dislocation drag is
negligible. s is evaluated via an Arrhenius rate equation, where 0 is a constant, k is the
Boltzmann constant, g0 is the normalized activation energy, G is the shear modulus, b is the
magnitude of the Burger’s vector and p and q are constants that characterize the shape of the
obstacle profile. In the definition of the strain hardening rate , the first terms is the hardening
due to dislocation accumulation (a0, a1 and a2 are material constants) and the second one is
the dynamic recovery rate, that is related to the threshold stress at zero-hardening ˆ S ,
correlated to the saturation threshold stress for deformation at 0 K ˆ S 0 ( S 0 , and A are
constants). Finally, the shear modulus G temperature dependence is expressed according to
the results found in [14].
In addition in LS-DYNA [2] it is possible to combine each material strength model with an
element failure model. In particular, it is possible to define one (or more) condition for the
deletion (erosion) of the elements: when the condition is reached the element is cancelled
from the model. In case of the DTE simulations the condition is imposed on the value of the
maximum effective strain.
Similarly, the standard LS-DYNA J-C model provides also a failure model for which the
strain at fracture is given by





*
 f   D1  D2eD3  1  D4 ln * 1  D5T *







(2)

where D1, D2, D3, D4 and D5 are the failure parameters and * is the ratio between the
pressure and the effective stress. The material fracture occurs when the damage parameter
D

 p



reaches the value of 1.
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3.2 Equation of state
The other fundamental aspect to consider is the implementation of an equation of state to
simulate the hydrodynamic material behaviour. An EOS is a constitutive relation between
state variables and describes the state of the matter. Usually it expresses a thermodynamic
variable (such as pressure) in function of two other independent state variables (such as
density and internal energy).
In general the equations of state can be divided into two categories: analytical EOS and
tabular EOS.
In LS-DYNA [2] the equations of state for metals are in general partitioned into two terms:
a cold pressure and a thermal pressure (see equation 4). The first terms PC() is a function of
the density and is hypothetically evaluated along a 0 K isotherm, while the second one
PT(,E) depends on both the density and the internal energy per unit volume of the system
(5)

P( , E)  PC ( )  PT (, E)

where . It is clear that for a compressed material >0, for an expanded material
<0 and if no load is applied to the material =0. More precisely the EOS implemented have
the general form
(6)

P(, E)  A( )  B( ) E

so the pressure is a general function of the density but linearly depending by the energy per
unit volume.
The analytical equation of state implemented in LS-DYNA and used in this work is the
Mie-Grüneisen EOS, that is able to describe the behaviour of a solid material. It defines the
pressure for compressed materials as
P
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and for expanded materials as
P  0C02    0  a E

(8)

where 0 is the initial density, C0 the sound speed, 0 the Grüneisen parameter that defines
the effect on the atoms vibration consequent to the change in energy (or temperature), Si are
the coefficients of the polynomial that defines the shock wave velocity as function of particle
velocity and a is the first volume correction to 0.
4

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A great number of simulation are performed in order to investigate the effects of the
various numerical model aspects on the results of a DTE on copper specimen.
This type of test is used as a benchmark of numerical model capabilities to reproduce a
phenomenon in extreme conditions of strain, strain-rate, temperature and pressure. In this
preliminary phase, the interest is focused on the understanding of the more important model
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parameters and modelling choices to correctly reproduce the real behaviour. In the future,
when experimental data of this kind of test will be available, it will be possible to use a
combined experimental and numerical approach to obtain the strength model parameters of
material under investigation. For this reason, the value of the material model parameters used
in these simulations are those reported in the original works of the model authors [8-12].

Figure 4: high-speed imaging showing the deformation of an extruded Copper sphere which entered the die at
400 m/s (time intervals 4 s) [3]; dynamic tensile extrusion of Copper for (a) 65 m, (b) 118 m and (c) 185m
grain size [1]

Figure 4 shows some results presented in [1,3] in terms of shape evolution during the test
and final geometry of the recovered samples (no other experimental measurement is
available).
Table 2 summarizes the set of numerical results in terms of plastic strain for the copper
sphere (diameter 7.60 mm) launched at 400 m/s. The die (entrance diameter of 7.62 mm, exit
diameter of 2.28 mm and angle of 10°) is modelled as a rigid body (E=200 GPa) and the
contact with the specimen is frictionless. The results are shown at the same time step (48 s
after the impact).
For all the material models, the deformed shape has a good likelihood with the
experimental test results even if the model parameters are not optimized. The level of plastic
strain is comparable for all the models, as showed in Table 2, but the speed of the projected
pieces is different due to a different flow stress evaluation that implies a different energy
dissipation (plastic work).
As mentioned before, these results are obtained with the data available in [8-12]; with a
change of some material parameters the results of the numerical simulations becomes much
more similar to the experimental ones. In an empirical model (such J-C) all the parameters
affect the results and could be changed to obtain a best fit, but this may be very complicate
without results from other type of tests or a suitable optimization strategy. On the other hand,
with a phenomenological model the number of parameters that is sensible to change is usually
limited.
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Table 2: numerical results in terms of plastic strain for the simulation of the DTE test on copper sphere
launched at 400 m/s: comparison between different material models

J-C [8]

Z-A [9]

S-G [11]

MTS [12]

To understand the typical distribution of mechanical and thermo-dynamical quantities in
such problems, in Table 3 the results for S-G material model at two different time are
reported. At 21 s after the impact, the sample is still in the die, subjected to high
compression stress, strain and strain-rate with an increase in the particle velocity from the
initial 400 m/s up to about 1 km/s. The pressure level is in the order of 2 GPa, and the
temperature increment is about 200 K.
When the material is extruded outward, the stress, strain and strain-rate become positive
(tension) and due to the high velocity and plastic instability, the strain level grows up and the
deformation is localized. In this phase the pressure falls down but the temperature grows up in
the heavy deformed portions, with an increment of about 500 K.
CONCLUSION
Recently, the researchers of the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) developed a
technique to investigate high strain-rates in which a sphere is launched at high speed (300-800
m/s) through a conical die (Dynamic Tensile Extrusion test).
The system can use a set-up similar to a Taylor test (like a light gusgun) but induces in the
material high levels of tensile stresses and allows to investigate the fracture and damage of the
material in these extreme conditions. Due to the high strain-rates and hydrostatic component
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of stress that occur during the extrusion in the die, the material is also subject to a rapid
heating.
Table 3: numerical results for the simulation of the DTE test on copper sphere launched at 400 m/s: S-G
strength material model

Quantity

36 s

21 s

VM (MPa)
0.000

641.3

0.000

613.3

pl (-)
0.000

1.529

0.000

3.439

0.000

2.801

0.000

2.401

0.000

2.432

0.000

1.196

0.000

0.783

0.000

820.4

SR (105 s-1)

P (GPa)

v (km/s)
0.000

1.150

T (K)
0.000

517.8

In this work, the DTE test was simulated with the explicit Lagrangian code LS-DYNA. In
order to correctly reproduce the various aspects of the test it is necessary to use an elastoplastic material model that takes into account strain-rate, thermal softening, pressure influence
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and damage and that adequately describes the thermal coupling effects and the equation of
state (EOS) of the material.
Several strength material models both empirical and phenomenological were compared.
Besides, due to the high distortion of the Lagrangian mesh, the use of a mesh adapting
technique was absolutely necessary.
The simulations were compared with available experimental results from tests performed
on pure copper, at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
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Abstract. We consider a total of ten cases, at three different locations, half of which
ruptured sometime after the images were taken. We use the stabilized space–time FSI
technique developed by the Team for Advanced Flow Simulation and Modeling, together
with a number of special techniques targeting arterial FSI modeling. We compare the ten
cases based on the wall shear stress, oscillatory shear index, and the arterial-wall stress.
We also investigate how simpler approaches to computer modeling of cerebral aneurysms
perform compared to FSI modeling.

1

INTRODUCTION

Arterial fluid mechanics modeling is now a significant part of computational biomechanics research. Much of this has been in patient-specific modeling of cerebral arteries
with aneurysm, taking into account the fluid–structure interaction (FSI) between the
blood flow and arterial walls. This class of research has been benefiting much from
computational mechanics techniques targeting FSI modeling in general. The DeformingSpatial-Domain/Stabilized Space–Time (DSD/SST) formulation [1, 2] was developed by
the Team for Advanced Flow Simulation and Modeling (TAFSM) for flow computations with moving boundaries and interfaces, including FSI. The formulation is based
1
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on the Streamline-Upwind/Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) [3] and Pressure-Stabilizing/PetrovGalerkin (PSPG) [1] methods. The DSD/SST formulation is used with the mesh update methods [4] developed by the TAFSM. New-generation DSD/SST formulations
were introduced by the TAFSM in [5]. The stabilized space–time FSI (SSTFSI) technique, which is based on the new-generation DSD/SST formulations, was also introduced
in [5]. The SSTFSI technique, with special techniques developed by the TAFSM for
arterial FSI, has been extensively used for arterial modeling, with emphasis on cerebral
aneurysms [6, 7]. The special techniques include methods for calculating an estimated
zero-pressure (EZP) arterial geometry [8, 9], a special mapping technique for specifying
the velocity profile at an inflow boundary with non-circular shape [10], techniques for using variable arterial wall thickness [10, 9], mesh generation techniques for building layers
of refined fluid mechanics mesh near the arterial walls [11, 9], a recipe for pre-FSI computations that improve the convergence of the FSI computations [6, 8], and techniques [12]
for the projection of fluid–structure interface stresses, calculation of the wall shear stress
(WSS) and calculation of the oscillatory shear index (OSI).
In this paper, which is a short version of a recently-submitted journal article [7], we
focus on comparative patient-specific FSI modeling of cerebral aneurysms. We have ten
cases, at three different locations, half of which ruptured sometime after the images were
taken. We compare these cases based on the WSS, OSI and the arterial-wall stress. We
also investigate how simpler methods perform compared to FSI modeling.
2

COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES AND GENERAL CONDITIONS

We use the SSTFSI technique [5], with special techniques for arterial FSI. The special techniques include a mapping technique for specifying the inflow velocity profile [10],
methods [12] for the projection of fluid–structure interface stresses and calculation of
the WSS and OSI, and the Separated Stress Projection (SSP) technique [13, 9]. Special
boundary condition techniques [9] are used for inclined inflow and outflow planes. The
fully-discretized, coupled fluid, structure and mesh-moving equations are solved with the
quasi-direct coupling technique (see Section 5.2 in [5]). In iteratively solving the linear
systems involved at every nonlinear iteration, we use “Selective Scaling” technique (see Remark 14 in [5]) to shift the emphasis between the fluid and structure parts. In some cases,
we also use selective scaling to shift the emphasis between the parts of the fluid equations
corresponding to the momentum conservation and incompressibility constraint [14].
The fluid and structure properties can be found in [9]. At the inflow we specify the
velocity profile as a function of time, by using a special technique
[9]. The Womersley
parameter, which appears in that technique, is defined as Υ = rB 2π/νT . Here rB is
the average radius of the inflow cross-sectional area, which comes from the image-based
data, ν is the kinematic viscosity, and T is the period of the cardiac cycle, which is taken
as 1 s. The volumetric flow rate (which is calculated based on a velocity waveform that
represents the cross-sectional maximum velocity) is scaled by a factor. The scaling factor
is determined in such a way that the scaled flow rate, when averaged over the cardiac
2
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cycle, yields a target WSS for Poiseuille flow over an equivalent cross-sectional area. The
target WSS is 10 dyn/cm2 in the current TAFSM computations. The time-step size
is 3.333×10−3 s. The number of nonlinear iterations per time step is 6. The number of
GMRES [15] iterations per nonlinear iteration for the fluid+structure block was chosen
such that mass balance is satisfied to within at most 5% for each case. For all six nonlinear
iterations the fluid scale is 1.0 and the structure scale is 100. In three of the cases, the
fluid scales for the momentum conservation and incompressibility constraint are 1.0 and
10. For the mesh moving block the number of GMRES iterations is 30. All computations
were completed without any remeshing. For additional description of the computational
techniques used and general conditions, see [7].
3

CASE STUDIES

Ten cases are studied from three locations: 4 Middle Cerebral Artery (MCA), 4 Anterior
Communicating Artery (Acom), and 2 Basilar Artery. Half of each location ruptured
sometime after the images were taken. Figures 1–3 show the lumen geometries. The

M1MCA
Unruptured

M2MCA
Unruptured

M3MCA
Ruptured

M4MCA
Ruptured

Figure 1: Arterial lumen geometry obtained from voxel data for the MCA models.

M5Acom
Unruptured

M6Acom
Unruptured

M7Acom
Ruptured

M8Acom
Ruptured

Figure 2: Arterial lumen geometry obtained from voxel data for the Acom models.

physical parameters are shown in Table 1. The number of nodes vary between 8,000 and
18,000 for the structure (hexahedral) meshes and between 33,000 and 60,000 for the fluid
(tetrahedral) meshes. For all models the maximum WSS occur at the maximum inflow
3
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M9Basilar
Unruptured

M10Basilar
Ruptured

Figure 3: Arterial lumen geometry obtained from voxel data for the Basilar models.
Model
M1MCA
M2MCA
M3MCA
M4MCA
M5Acom
M6Acom
M7Acom
M8Acom
M9Basilar
M10Basilar

DI
2.43
1.56
2.50
1.70
3.05
3.13
1.02
1.94
2.60
3.03

DO1
2.42
1.41
1.49
1.21
1.78
2.12
0.90
2.31
1.31
1.34

DO2
1.87
1.38
1.43
0.81
1.75
2.12
0.80
2.17
1.01
1.04

DO3

1.38
0.88
1.01

Υ
1.52
0.97
1.57
1.06
1.91
1.96
0.64
1.21
1.63
1.90

Qmax
0.51
0.12
0.56
0.08
1.08
1.20
0.04
0.25
0.64
1.06

Table 1: Physical parameters. Diameters are in mm and peak volumeteric flow rate is in ml/s. M10Basilar
has a fourth outflow with diameter 0.93 mm.

flow rate of the cardiac cycle. Maximum and average WSS values are shown in Figure 4.
Figures 5–9 show the OSI for all the models.
The maximum structural stress in space
and time occurs at the peak pressure. Figure 10 shows the maximum stress and maximum
variation in stress for all the models. As a point of reference, we note from [16] that the
breaking strength of saccular aneurysms is in the range of 730–1,900 kPa.
4

NUMERICAL-PERFORMANCE STUDIES

We investigate how simpler approaches to modeling of our ten cases compare to FSI
modeling. The three simpler modeling techniques are computing the blood flow with the
artery shape held fixed at the average pressure (92 mm Hg), computing the arterial wall
deformation with a prescribed, time-dependent pressure, and computing the blood flow
with the prescribed arterial shape coming from that arterial-wall computation. We refer
to these modeling techniques as “Rigid Artery (RA)”, “Structure (S)”, and “Prescribed
Shape (PS)” in this paper. For the RA and PS computations we compare the WSS and
OSI. For the Structure computations, we compare the arterial-wall stress.
Figure 11 shows the maximum and average WSS for the FSI, RA, and PS techniques.
We see the maximum WSS being almost the same for the FSI and PS computations. The
shape for the PS comes from a structural mechanics only computation where the viscous
forces from the fluid are not accounted for. This gives the PS a slightly smaller shape
than the FSI shape resulting in WSS that is on average 2.5% higher than FSI. For the
4
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Figure 4: Maximum and average WSS (dyn/cm2 ) in space and time.
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Figure 5: OSI for M1MCA and M2MCA.

RA computations, we see a clear pattern of higher WSS than the FSI. The RA shape
is inflated to the average pressure, which, over the interval of peak inflow flow rate, is
smaller than the FSI shape over that same interval. For this reason, we see the average
WSS to be 4.2% higher than FSI. Using M5Acom as a sample model, we compare the
spatial distribution of the OSI obtained with the PS and RA techniques (Figures 12 and
13) to those obtained with the FSI computation. The differences between the RA and FSI
computations show the need for computing with a deformable structure. Figure 14 shows
the maximum arterial-wall stress for the FSI and Structure techniques. The differences
are less than 1%.
5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented an extensive comparative study based on patient-specific FSI modeling of cerebral aneurysms. We considered a total of ten artery models, coming from
three different locations, half of which ruptured sometime after the images were taken.
5
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Figure 6: OSI for M3MCA and M4MCA.
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Figure 7: OSI for M5Acom and M6Acom.

We used the SSTFSI technique developed by the TAFSM, together with a number
of special techniques targeting arterial FSI modeling, which were also developed by the
TAFSM. We compared the WSS, OSI and the arterial-wall stress. We also showed how
simpler approaches perform compared to FSI modeling. The simpler approaches were
computing the blood flow with the artery shape held fixed, computing the arterial wall
deformation with a prescribed, time-dependent pressure, and computing the blood flow
with the prescribed arterial shape coming from that arterial wall computation.
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Abstract. Impact of injecting microbubbles on the thermal expansion due to the nuclear
spallation reaction were examined numerically. Since the mercury density is higher than the
density of solid wall, the interaction between mercury and solid wall must be taken into
account. Our approach is to solve the momentum and energy conservation equations and the
time development of elastic stress for both bubbly fluid and elastic solid. The Keller equation
is employed to reproduce the nonlinear oscillation of bubble with considering the thermal
dumping effect by the reduced order model. The continuum phase of liquid mercury is
coupled with the discrete phase of microbubbles using the Euler-Lagrange method. As the
results, the bubble cloud develops around the center of inertia of motion induced by the
thermal expansion. The elasticity of the wall affects on the migration of the center of inertia
away from the wall. The injection of microbubbles is effective to decrease the pressure rise
due to thermal expansion for both rigid and elastic wall conditions when the void fraction of
microbubbles is higher than the volume rate of thermal expansion of liquid mercury.
1

INTRODUCTION

Japan proton accelerator research complex (J-PARC) was constructed as a spallation
neutron source in Japan. The heat generation of the nuclear spallation reaction causes the
thermal expansion of liquid mercury, which produces high pressure waves. When the pressure
waves hit a casing wall, cavitation occurs and erodes the wall [1]. To mitigate the cavitation
erosion, a method of introducing gas bubbles into liquid mercury has been proposed [2]. The
method has expected that the microbubbles absorb the thermal expansion of liquid mercury
and attenuate the pressure waves.
The propagation of pressure waves caused by a thermal shock in liquid mercury containing
microbubbles has been numerically investigated in the previous work [3]. The influences of
the injecting bubble size and void fraction on the absorption of the thermal expansion of
liquid mercury and the attenuation of pressure waves have clarified as follows. Firstly, if the
void fraction is higher than the volume rate of thermal expansion of liquid mercury, the
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pressure rise due to thermal expansion decreases with decreasing bubble radius, because of
the increase of the natural frequency of bubble in bubbly mixture. Secondly, as the bubble
radius increases, the peak of pressure waves which propagate at the sound speed of mixture
decreases due to the dispersion effect of bubbly mixture. In the case of liquid mercury
containing large bubbles whose natural frequency is lower than the frequency of thermal
shock, the pressure waves propagates at the sound speed of the liquid mercury and increases
the peak pressure at the wall. Thirdly, the comparison with and without heat transfer through
the gas liquid interface shows that the pressure waves are attenuated by the thermal damping
effect even if the decrease of the void fraction makes the behaviour of bubbles nonlinear.
Since the density of liquid mercury (13,579kg/m3) is higher than the density of solid wall
(316SS, 7,946kg/m3), the impact of the interaction between liquid mercury and wall on
cavitation erosion should be considered when the pressure waves hit the wall. Therefore, we
extend the previous work to consider the elasticity of wall in a two-dimensional computation.
Our approach is to solve the mass, momentum and energy conservation equations for
bubbly fluid with the equation of state of liquid mercury to reproduce the pressure rise due to
thermal shock. The Euler-Lagrange method is used for coupling the liquid mercury and
microbubbles. The nonlinear oscillation of bubble dynamics is described by the Keller
equation with an assumption of spherical bubble. The thermal dumping effect due to the heat
transfer through the bubble interface is taken into account using the reduced order model. The
elastic wall is represented by solving the equations for elastic body.
In the present paper, firstly, basic equations are introduced to reproduce the propagation of
pressure waves caused by a thermal shock in liquid mercury containing microbubbles with
taking into account the interaction between bubbly fluids and elastic wall. Secondly, the
numerical method and model are mentioned. Finally, the impacts of the interaction of the
thermal expansion of liquid mercury and the wall on the pressure rise due to thermal
expansion and the distribution of bubble clouds are discussed.
2 BASIC EQUATIONS
2.1 Discrete phase of bubbles
To describe the dynamics of spherical bubble of radius R, the Keller equation [4][5] is
employed
 1 dR  d 2 R 3 
1 dR   dR 
1 
 R 2  1 


2  3cs dt   dt 
 cs dt  dt

2

1  1 dR 1 d  
2 4 dR


 R   PG 

 PL 
1 
  cs dt cs dt  
R
R dt


(1)

where cs is the sound speed of surrounding liquid,  is liquid density,  is surface tension and
 is liquid viscosity. If the bubble boundary moves with a velocity much lower than the speed
of sound in the gas, the pressure of gas inside bubble PG can be taken as uniform and is
expressed as

2
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dPG
1 dR 3   1 T

3 PG

K
r
dt
R dt
R

,

(2)

r R

where  is the ratio of specific heats [6]. The second term on the right hand side represents the
heat transfer between the gas inside bubble and the surrounding liquid. The temperature
gradient at the bubble boundary is estimated by a reduced order model [7] instead of directly
solving the energy equation for the temperature distribution inside bubble. The reduced order
model is briefly described as follows.
The temperature gradient at the bubble boundary is modeled as

  T  T   Im  L  1


Re LP
T

2
r r  R
LP

P

0

b

LP

2

N

dTb
,
dt

(3)

where Tb  PG R3Tb PG 0 R03 is the representative temperature of the gas inside bubble. The
natural frequency of bubble N is described by

Re   N  PG T0 2
4



 2 4
2
3
Tb  R  R
R
2
N


Im   N  PG T0 
 

4N
Tb 


2

(4)

where ϒN is a complex function defined by
3 N2 
N  2
 N  3   1 N coth  N  1

(5)

with

 N2  i

N PG R 2
.
  1 Tb K0

(6)

~

The thermal penetration length LP is also a complex function and is described as

 N2  3  N coth  N  1
LP 
R
 N2  N coth  N  1

(7)

The temperature gradient at a boundary can be obtained by solving equations (3) to (7). Then
the pressure inside is updated according to Eq.(2).
In the present study, bubbles are treated in a Lagrangian way. Due to the assumption of the
no-slip condition, the bubble velocity is the same as the bubbly mixture velocity. The position
of the each bubble is then traced by

x B   u  x B  dt .

(8)

2.2 Continuum phase of bubbly fluid and elastic solid
Since the acoustic Mach number is low, the advection term assumes to be negligible. Then,
the momentum equation can be represented
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v
 σ .
t

(9)

The total strain rate is
e





1
T
v   v  ,
2

(10)

and includes the elastic strain rate, thermal strain rate and the volumetric strain rate due to
bubble oscillation as e  e E  eT  e B . Assuming the small strain, Hook’s low for isotropic
linear elasticity is employed for the elastic strain. The time development of elastic stress can
be described
σ
p
 1


 I  2  e  tr  e  I  ,
t
t
 3


(11)

where  is shear modulus. The time development of pressure is defined by
p

  tr  e   tr  e B   tr  eT 
t

(12)

where  is bulk modulus. The volume change due to bubble oscillation is described using the
void fraction of bubbles fG [8]
tr  e B  

1 fG
.
1  fG t

(13)

And the thermal volumetric strain rate can be described using the thermal expansion rate at
constant pressure 
 1 V  V T  p [9] as

tr  eT  


Cp

T

S
.
t

(14)

Both a temperature diffusion and the heat generation due to the nuclear spallation reaction are
taken into account in the energy equation

T

S
    kT   Q .
t

(15)

Substituting Eq.(15) to Eq.(14), the thermal volumetric strain rate becomes

tr 
 eT 


   kT   Q  .
C p 

(16)

TdS C p dT    T   dp [9], the
On the other hand, using the thermodynamic relation as 
time development of temperature can be described
T
t

C
T
p

p
    kT   Q .
t
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In the present study, two volume fractions are introduced. Firstly, the volume fraction of
solid phase is employed to distinguish solid phase from fluid phase. Secondly, the volume
fraction of gas is defined as the volume ratio of bubble in the fluid phase. The mixture density
of fluids and solid is described as  
1  S  F  S S , where the density of fluid phase can

be assumed as  F 1  fG   L because of low density and low void fraction of gas. Then the
mixture density becomes


1  S 1  fG  L  S S .

(18)

Specific heat and thermal expansion rate at constant pressure are represented respectively,

C p 
1  S 1  fG  LC pL  S S C pS

(19)


1  S 1  fG  L  S S .

(20)

and

The coefficients, bulk modulus, shear modulus and thermal conductivity are calculated by the
harmonic average using the volume fraction of solid phase as
1 1  S S
.





L

(21)

S

The density and bulk modulus of liquid phase is obtained from pressure and temperature
through the equation of state for liquid mercury [3].
3

NUMERICAL METHODS

The basic equations are solved using a second-order finite difference scheme based on the
FDTD method [10]. To resolve the rebound of bubble collapse, the Keller equation is
integrated in adaptive time increments, which are always smaller than the time increment for
the integration of the basic equations for the mixture. Bubbles are described by the
representative bubble at the Lagrange point and coupled with mixture phase by the EulerLagrange method, which requires the interpolation of physical values between Euler and
Lagrange points. The void fraction at the Euler point is obtained by
fG  x 




x  dx
f G  x    x 


k

4
3

 nBk Rk3
Vk

D  x Bk  x 

(22)

where nB is the number weight of the representative bubble and D is defined by

 2  xi 
  xi  
 
1  cos 
  , for xi   .
D  x    i 1  2 
   

0,
othre wise


(23)

The width of the smooth delta function  is taken as x. On the other hand, the pressure and
velocity of the mixture at the bubble position, which are required to solve Eq. (1) and Eq. (8),
are interpolated, respectively, as follows:
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(a) Numerical domain
(b) Profiles of heat generation
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the numerical model. The bubbly liquid mercury is surrounded by the rigid
and elastic wall of the cylinder, in which helium microbubbles uniformly distribute. The heat generation is
introduced at the center bottom.


PL  x B 
4

and u  x   u  x  D  x  x  .
 p  x  D  x  x 
x

B

B

x

B

(24)

NUMERICAL MODEL

Bubbly liquid mercury in a cylinder is considered as shown in Fig.1(a). Helium
microbubbles uniformly distribute in the liquid mercury. The sizes of numerical domain are
LR=30mm and LZ=30mm, which is resolved by 200 ൈ 200 grid points. The width of bottom
wall is W=1.5mm resolved by 10 grid points. The properties of the solid material of 316SS
are density S=7,964kg/m3, Young’s modulus ES=195GPa and Poisson ratio S=0.27. A heat
generation is introduced around the center bottom of the cylinder to represent a spallation
neutron reaction. The profiles of the heat generation are 1s rectangular pulse in time and
Gaussian distribution of the standard deviation =5mm in space as shown in Fig.1(b). That
induces the thermal expansion of liquid mercury and pressure rises. Pressure waves then
propagate through the bubbly liquid mercury. We chose the maximum of the heat generation
as Qmax=26.7ൈ1012W/m3 to reproduce the pressure rise of the order of tens MPa in the case
without microbubbles.
5

RESULTS

Influences of the elasticity of the bottom wall are examined without microbubbles. The
time evolution of the pressure distribution for the elastic wall is compared with that for the
rigid wall in Fig.2. In the case of the elastic wall, the pressure around the center bottom
changes as plus, minus and plus in time. The pressure propagates upward unlike with the
spherical pressure propagation of the rigid wall. The profiles of the pressure at points of z=0,
4.5mm on the axis of the cylinder are shown in Fig.3 with comparing for the rigid and elastic
wall conditions. The elasticity of the solid wall decreases the pressure fluctuation induced by
the thermal expansion at z=0mm as shown in Fig.3(a). However, as shown in Fig.3(b), the
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Rigid wall

Elastic wall

t=1s
t=6s
t=11s
t=16s
Figure 2: Influence of elastisity of bottom wall on the development of pressure distribution without
microbubbles.

(a) z=0mm
(b) z=4.5mm
Figure 3: Influence of elastisity of bottom wall on the profiles of the pressure at z=0, 4.5mm without
microbubbles.

negative pressure becomes lower than that for the rigid wall. This is because the center of
inertia of the motion induced by the thermal expansion is moved upward away from the center
of heat generation owing to the elasticity of the wall, whose density of the solid wall is lower
than the mercury density. Such negative pressure is closely related with the growth of bubble
clouds. We have focused on the production of the bubble cloud after the thermal expansion of
liquid mercury.
Influences of the elasticity of the bottom wall on the production of the bubble cloud are
examined by injecting microbubbles to liquid mercury with bubble diameter d=10m and
initial void fraction fG0=0.05%. Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the pressure and void
fraction distributions for the rigid and elastic wall conditions. As shown in Fig.4(a), pressure
waves spherically propagate under the rigid wall condition at the slower speed than the sound
speed of mercury. The bubble clouds also spherically grow up at the center bottom. On the
other hand, the bubble clouds grow up away from the wall in the case of the elastic wall. The
shape of the bubble clouds is like a squashed sphere as shown in Fig.4(b). The pressure
fluctuations are observed between the bubble clouds and the elastic wall. The profiles of the
pressure and void fraction at points of z=0, 4.5mm on the axis of the cylinder are shown in
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Fig.5. The pressure increase to around 60MPa for the rigid wall and to around 35MPa for the
elastic wall at the point of z=0mm. The peaks of pressure for both conditions are lower than
the peaks without microbubbles. This is due to the contraction of the injected microbubbles.
As shown in Fig.5(a), the pressure at z=0mm fluctuates in the case of the elastic wall.
Negative pressure as shown in Fig.3 is disappeared owing to the microbubbles. The void
fraction at z=0mm for the rigid wall is higher than that for the elastic wall. Contrary, the void
fraction at z=4.5mm for the rigid wall is lower than that for the elastic wall. This is because
the center of inertia of motion induced by the thermal expansion is away from the wall as
shown in Fig.4. Thus the bubble cloud develops around the center of inertia of motion
induced by the thermal expansion of liquid mercury. The elasticity of the wall impacts on the
migration of the center of inertia away from the wall.
Here, the volume rate of thermal expansion of liquid mercury is estimated as

 Qmax 
.
 LC pL

f L L

(25)

It becomes fL=0.26% for L=182ൈ10-6K-1, L=13,579kg/m3, CpL=139J/kg∙K,
Qmax=26.7ൈ1012W/m3 and =1s. So it is required for the mitigation of the pressure rise that
the initial void fraction of microbubbles is higher than the volume rate of thermal expansion
of liquid mercury fL=0.26%.
Next, calculations under the condition of the initial void fraction of fG0=0.5% are
performed. The diameter of microbubbles is 10m. Figure 6 shows the time evolution of the
pressure and void fraction distribution for the rigid and elastic wall condition. The time
evolution of the pressure distribution for both is similar to that without microbubbles as
shown in Fig.2. But the time scale with microbubbles is much longer due to the slower sound
speed of bubbly liquid. On the other hand, the time evolution of the void fraction distribution
well follows the pressure distribution. The void fraction decreases in the high pressure region
and decreases in the low pressure region.
Figure 7 shows the profiles of the pressure and void fraction for the rigid and elastic wall
conditions. Obviously, the pressure rise decreases in both conditions as shown in Fig.7(a) and
(b). The intensity of pressure at z=0mm is around 2.5MPa, which is much lower than that
without microbubbles. The fluctuations of pressure at z=0mm and 4.5mm are observed in
t=0~4s. This is due to the bubble oscillation with the natural frequency of bubble in bubbly
liquid [3]. For the elastic wall, the pressure at z=0mm continuously fluctuates owing to the
oscillation of the elastic wall. As shown in Fig.7(c) and (d), the void fraction at z=0mm
decreases from 0.5% to 0.25% in t=0~1s. The difference of the void fraction is around
0.25%, which approximately corresponds to the volume rate of thermal expansion of liquid
mercury fL=0.26%. Thus, the injection of microbubbles is effective to decrease the pressure
rise due to thermal expansion of liquid mercury for both rigid and elastic wall conditions
when the void fraction of microbubbles is higher than the volume rate of thermal expansion of
liquid mercury.
6

CONCLUSIONS

To investigate the cavitation erosion and its mitigation for the nuclear spallation source, the
impacts of injecting microbubbles on the thermal expansion due to a nuclear spallation
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reaction were examined numerically. The interaction between liquid mercury and solid wall
was taken into account by solving the momentum and energy conservation equations and the
time development of elastic stress for both fluid and solid phases. Additionally, the nonlinear
oscillation of bubbles was reproduced using Keller equation with considering the thermal
dumping effect by the reduced order model.
As the result of the calculation, the bubble cloud develops around the center of inertia of
motion induced by the thermal expansion of liquid mercury. The elasticity of the wall affects
on the migration of the center of inertia away from the wall.
The injection of microbubbles is effective to decrease the pressure rise due to thermal
expansion of liquid mercury for both rigid and elastic wall conditions when the void fraction
of microbubbles is higher than the volume rate of thermal expansion of liquid mercury.
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Pressure

Void fraction

t=10s

t=50s
(a) Rigid wall

t=90s

Pressure

Void fraction

t=10s

t=50s
t=90s
(b) Elastic wall
Figure 4: Time evolution of the pressure and void fraction distribution for fG0=0.05%.

(a) Pressure at z=0mm

(b) Pressure at z=4.5mm

(c) Void fraction at z=0mm
(d) Void fraction at z=4.5mm
Figure 5: Profile of the pressure and void fraction at points of z=0, 4.5mm for fG0=0.05%.
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Pressure

Void fraction

t=10s

t=50s
(a) Rigid wall

t=90s

Pressure

Void fraction

t=10s

t=50s
t=90s
(b) Elastic wall
Figure 6: Time evolution of the pressure and void fraction distribution for fG0=0.5%.

(a) Pressure at z=0mm

(b) Pressure at z=4.5mm

(c) Void fraction at z=0mm
(d) Void fraction at z=4.5mm
Figure 7: Profiles of the pressure and void fraction at points of z=0, 4.5mm for fG0=0.5%.
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Abstract. A number of multiscale space–time techniques have been developed recently
by the Team for Advanced Flow Simulation and Modeling (TAFSM) for fluid–structure
interaction computations. As part of that, we have introduced a space–time version of
the residual-based variational multiscale method. It has been designed in the context of
the Deforming-Spatial-Domain/Stabilized Space–Time formulation, which was developed
earlier by the TAFSM for computation of flow problems with moving boundaries and
interfaces. We describe this multiscale space–time technique, and present results from
test computations.

1

INTRODUCTION

A number of multiscale space–time techniques [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] have been developed
recently by the Team for Advanced Flow Simulation and Modeling (TAFSM) for fluid–
structure interaction (FSI) computations. These have been mostly multiscale techniques
based on effective ways of dealing with the different spatial or temporal scales that may
be involved in the fluid and structure parts of the problem. They have been tested in conjunction with the Deforming-Spatial-Domain/Stabilized Space–Time (DSD/SST) formulation [6, 7] and stabilized space–time FSI (SSTFSI) technique [8], both developed by the
TAFSM. In addition, recently we have introduced a multiscale space–time technique [9]
that is based on representing the different flow scales involved in the fluid mechanics part,
so that we could have a good turbulence model for high Reynolds number flows. This
multiscale technique, which we call “DSD/SST-VMST”, is the space–time version of the
residual-based variational multiscale method [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The technique has
also been successfully tested in 3D computations [16]. This paper is a short version of the
1
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journal paper [9]. We describe the DSD/SST-VMST technique, and present results from
test computations.
2
2.1

GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND SPACE–TIME FORMULATION OF
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOWS
Governing equations

Let Ωt ⊂ IRnsd be the spatial domain with boundary Γt at time t ∈ (0, T ). The
subscript t indicates the time-dependence of the domain. The Navier–Stokes equations of
incompressible flows are written on Ωt and ∀t ∈ (0, T ) as


∂u
ρ
+ ∇ · (uu) − f − ∇ · σ = 0,
(1)
∂t
∇ · u = 0,
(2)
where ρ, u and f are the density, velocity and the external force, respectively.
 The stress
T
∇u) + (∇
∇u) /2. Here p is
tensor σ is defined as σ (p, u) = −pI + 2µεε(u), with ε(u) = (∇
the pressure, I is the identity tensor, µ = ρν is the viscosity, ν is the kinematic viscosity,
and ε(u) is the strain-rate tensor. The essential and natural boundary conditions Eq. (1)
are represented as u = g on (Γt )g and n · σ = h on (Γt )h , where (Γt )g and (Γt )h are
complementary subsets of the boundary Γt , n is the unit normal vector, and g and h are
given functions. A divergence-free velocity field u0 (x) is specified as the initial condition.
2.2

Space–time variational formulation

A space–time variational formulation of incompressible flows (see for example [6, 17,
18, 7]) is written over a sequence of N space–time slabs Qn , where Qn is the slice of the
space–time domain between the time levels tn and tn+1 , and Pn is the lateral boundary
of Qn . We denote the trial and test functions spaces for the velocity and pressure as
u ∈ Su , p ∈ Sp , w ∈ Vu and q ∈ Vp . In deriving the variational formulation, we start with
multiplying Eqs. (1) and (2) with the corresponding test functions, integrating them over
Qn , and setting it equal to zero:





∂u
∇ · udQ = 0.
+ ∇ · (uu) − f dQ −
w · ∇ · σ dQ +
q∇
(3)
w·ρ
∂t
Qn
Qn
Qn
We integrate by parts all the terms except for the external force and enforce the essential
(i.e. strong Dirichlet) and natural boundary conditions over (Pn )g and (Pn )h , the complementary subsets of Pn . That gives us the following variational formulation: find u ∈ Su

2
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and p ∈ Sp such that ∀ w ∈ Vu and ∀ q ∈ Vp




∂w
−
−
+
−
· ρudQ −
wn · ρun dΩ −
wn+1 · ρun+1 dΩ −
(w · ρu) (n · v) dP
Ωn
Qn ∂t
Ωn+1
(Pn )h




∇w : ρuudQ −
w · ρf dQ −
w · hdP
(w · ρu) (n · u) dP −
+
(Pn )h
Qn
(Pn )h
Qn



qn · udP −
∇q · udQ = 0,
(4)
ε(w) : σ dQ +
+
Qn

Qn

Pn

+
where the notation (·)−
n and (·)n denotes the values at tn as approached from below and
above, and v = dx
is the velocity of the spatial-domain boundary.
dt

2.3

Scale separation

In the variational multiscale techniques [10, 11, 12, 13] the “coarse-scale” and “finescale” are separated as follows:
Su = Su ⊕ Su ,

Sp = Sp ⊕ Sp ,

Vu = Vu ⊕ Vu ,

Vp = Vp ⊕ Vp .

(5)

The coarse-scale part of Eq. (4) is written as follows:




∂w
−
−
+
−
· ρudQ −
wn+1 · ρun+1 dΩ −
wn · ρun dΩ −
(w · ρu) (n · v) dP
Ωn+1
Ωn
Qn ∂t
(Pn )h




(w · ρu) (n · u) dP −
∇w : ρuudQ −
w · ρf dQ −
w · hdP
+
(Pn )h
Qn
Qn
(Pn )h



ε(w) : σ dQ +
qn · udP −
∇q · udQ = 0.
(6)
+
Qn

Pn

Qn

From [10, 11, 12, 13], the fine-scale solutions are represented by the strong-form residuals of the coarse-scale:
τM
u = − rM (u, p) ,
(7)
ρ
(8)
p = −ρνC rC (u) ,
where


∂u
rM (u, p) = ρ
+ u · ∇u − f
∂t
rC (u) = ∇ · u,



∇ · µεε(u),
+ ∇p − 2∇

(9)
(10)

and τM and νC are stabilization parameters measured in units of time and kinematic
viscosity, respectively.
Remark 1 More on the fine-scale approximation in conjunction with the Green’s operator
can be found in [10, 11, 12, 13].
3
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2.4

DSD/SST formulation

In the DSD/SST method [6, 17, 18, 7, 8], the space–time finite element interpolation
functions are continuous within a space–time slab, but discontinuous from one space–time
slab to another. The finite-dimensional
trial
for the velocity and
 h
 and
 h  spaces
 testh functions
h
h
h
h
pressure are denoted as u ∈ Su n , p ∈ Sp n , w ∈ Vu n and q ∈ Vph n .

2.4.1

Fine-scale discretization

The
solutions

 fine-scale
 h  are evaluated over each element from Eqs. (7) and (8) with
h
h
u ∈ Su n and p ∈ Sp n :
h

τM  h h 
rM u , p ,
ρ
 
= −ρνC rC uh .

u = −

(11)

p

(12)

Remark 2 When the polynomial order of the shape functions is less than two, the last
term in Eq. (9) vanishes.
There are various ways of defining τM and νC . For τM we use the definition
τM = τSUPG ,

(13)

where τSUPG comes from [7], specifically the definition as given by Eqs. (107)–(109) in [7],
which can also be found as the definition given by Eqs. (7)–(9) in [8]. For νC , we the
consider νLSIC definition given in [8]:
2

νC = νLSIC = τSUPG uh − vh  ,
where vh is the mesh velocity, and the definition from [14]:
 n
−1
sd

Gii
,
νC = τM

(14)

(15)

i=1

where

Gij =

nsd

∂ξk ∂ξk
k=1

∂xi ∂xj

,

(16)

and ξ is the vector of element coordinates. In our computations we evaluate the stabilization parameters at ξ = 0.
Remark 3 The τSUGN12 component of the τSUPG definition given by Eqs. (107)–(109) in [7]
is the space–time version of the original definition in [19]. These definitions sense, in addition to the element geometry, the order of the interpolation functions. Some τ definitions
do that and some do not. The definitions in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 of [20], for example,
are among those that do not.
4
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Remark 4 Remark 3 is applicable also when the interpolation functions are NURBS
functions. This includes classical p-refinement and also k-refinement, except when used
in conjunction with periodic B-splines.
Remark 5 In meshes made of NURBS, for quadrilateral (or hexahedral) elements that
degenerate to triangles (or tetrahedra), we calculate τSUGN12 , τSUGN1 when applicable, and
“hRGN ” embedded in the τSUGN3 definition in a special way. Instead of letting the sum of the
magnitudes involved in the expression degenerate, we first add together the basis functions
associated with the coalescing control points, and then apply the expression using the
modified basis functions. In other words, we do not degenerate the expression, but instead
apply the expression to the degenerated basis functions. This special way is applicable also
in the context of finite element meshes.
2.4.2

Coarse-scale discretization

 
Spatially discretized version of Eq. (6) is written as follows: find uh ∈ Suh n and
 
 
 
ph ∈ Sph n such that ∀ wh ∈ Vuh n and ∀ q h ∈ Vph n :



 h −
 h −

h −
 −
 −
(w )n+1 · ρ (u )n+1 + (u )n+1 dΩ −
(wh )+
n · ρ (u )n + (u )n dΩ
Ωn+1

Ωn

h

∂w
· ρ(uh + u )dQ +
∂t





  h


wh · ρ uh + u
n · (uh + u − vh ) dP
Q
(Pn )h


 n
h
h

h

h
h
∇w : ρ(u + u )(u + u )dQ −
w · ρf dQ −
wh · hh dP
−
Q
Qn
(Pn )h

 n


ε(wh ) : σ (ph , uh ) + σ  dQ +
q h nh · (uh + u )dP
+
Pn
Qn
∇q h · (uh + u )dQ = 0.
(17)
−
−



Qn

σ

Here σ ≡ σ − σ h is introduced temporarily. We set the fine-scale solution to zero at the
∇u = 0 (see [12, 21]),
spatial and temporal boundaries, use the assumption ε(wh ) : 2µ∇
and obtain the following form:



∂wh
h −
h −
h +
h −
· ρ(uh + u )dQ
(w )n+1 · ρ(u )n+1 dΩ −
(w )n · ρ(u )n dΩ −
Ωn+1
Ωn
Qn ∂t


 h



+
w · ρuh nh · (uh − vh ) dP −
∇wh : ρ(uh + u )(uh + u )dQ
(P )
Q

 n
 nh
wh · ρf h dQ −
wh · hh dP +
ε(wh ) : σ (ph + p , uh )dQ
−
Q
(P )
Qn
 nh
 n
q h nh · uh dP −
∇q h · (uh + u )dQ = 0.
(18)
+
Pn

Qn

5
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2.4.3

Comparison with the original DSD/SST formulation

We can further rearrange the terms in the formulation given by Eq. (18) to compare it with the original DSD/SST formulation (with the advection term retained in the
conservation-law form) and obtain the following:

 h



∂u
h
h h
h
h
h
h
+ ∇ · (u u ) − f dQ +
w ·ρ
ε(w ) : σ (p , u )dQ −
wh · hh dP
∂t
Qn
Qn
(Pn )h




h +
h −
q h · ∇uh dQ +
(wh )+
+
n · ρ (u )n − (u )n dΩ
Qn

Ωn



  h
(nel )n 

∂w
h
h
h

+ u · ∇w + ∇q · u dQ −
∇ · wh p dQ
ρ
−
∂t
e
e
Qn
Qn
e=1
e=1
(nel )n 
(nel )n 


 h




h
−
ρu · ∇w u dQ −
ρu · ∇wh u dQ = 0.
(nel )n

 
e=1

Qen

e=1

(19)

Qen

Here each Qn is decomposed into elements Qen , where e = 1, 2, . . . , (nel )n . The subscript
n used with nel is for the general case where the number of space–time elements may
change from one space–time slab to another.
Remark 6 The last two terms correspond to the Reynolds stress and cross-stress, respectively. We call this formulation DSD/SST-VMST (i.e. the version with the variational
multiscale turbulence model).
Remark 7 If we exclude the last two terms, the formulation is the same as the original
DSD/SST formulation (with the advection term retained in the conservation-law form)
under the conditions that τPSPG = τSUPG and νC = νLSIC . The 6th and 7th terms are the
SUPG/PSPG and LSIC (least-squares on incompressibility constraint) stabilization terms,
respectively. We name this DSD/SST-SUPS (i.e. the version with the SUPG/PSPG
stabilization).
Remark 8 One of the main differences between the ALE and DSD/SST forms of the
variational multiscale
 method is that the DSD/SST formulation retains the fine-scale time
∂u 
derivative term ∂t ξ . Dropping this term is called the “quasi-static” assumption (see [15]
for the terminology). This is the same as the WTSE option in the DSD/SST formulation
(see Remark 2 of [8]). We believe that this makes a significant difference, especially when
the polynomial orders in space or time are higher (see Section 6 in [9]).
3

TEST COMPUTATIONS WITH FLOW PAST AN AIRFOIL

The airfoil is NACA 64-618 and the geometry is approximated with quadratic B-splines.
The computational domain is (−5, 10)×(−5, 5). The leading edge is located at (0, 0).
6
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The angle of attack is 0◦ . The length and velocity scales are the chord length and inflow
velocity, respectively. The Reynolds number is 6.0×106 . We compute the problem with
the DSD/SST-DP-SUPS and DSD/SST-DP-VMST techniques, using the νLSIC definition
∇ · µεε(u) term in Eq. (9). With both techniques, we
given by Eq. (14) and neglecting the 2∇
use two different meshes, one made of quadratic B-splines and one made of linear finite
elements. First we manually generate a “frame” control mesh made of quadratic B-splines,
which has 8 patches and is shown in Figure 1. Then, by a knot-insertion process that

Figure 1: Frame control mesh made of quadratic B-splines. The mesh has 8 patches.

involves little manual intervention, we generate a refined control mesh made of quadratic
B-splines, which has 1,681 control points and 1,400 elements. To generate the mesh made
of linear finite elements, we start with a quadrilateral mesh generated by interpolating
the NURBS geometry at each knot intersection. We subdivide each quadrilateral element
into two triangles. The resulting mesh has 1,450 nodes and 2,780 elements. Both meshes
are shown in Figure 2. The boundary conditions consist of a uniform velocity at the inflow
boundary, zero stress at the outflow boundary, no-slip conditions on the airfoil, and slip
conditions at the top and bottom boundaries. The time-step size is 0.01. The number
of nonlinear iterations per time step is 3, with 30, 60 and 270 GMRES iterations for the
first, second and third nonlinear iterations, respectively. Figures 3–6 show the pressure
coefficient and velocity magnitude for the four test computations.
Table 1 shows the
drag and lift coefficients for the four test computations, together with the measured values
from Figure 2a in [22].
4

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A number of multiscale space–time techniques have been developed recently by the
TAFSM for FSI computations, mostly multiscale techniques based on effective ways of
dealing with the different spatial or temporal scales that may be involved in the fluid
and structure parts of the problem. In addition, recently we have introduced a multiscale
space–time technique that is based on representing the different flow scales involved in the
fluid mechanics part, thus giving us a good turbulence model for high Reynolds number
7
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Figure 2: Left: Refined control mesh made of quadratic B-splines (1,681 control points and 1,400 elements). Right: Mesh made of linear finite elements (1,450 nodes and 2,780 elements).
CL

Linear Finite Elements

0.0012

0.34

Quadratic B-Splines

0.0044

0.41

Linear Finite Elements

0.0010

0.45

Quadratic B-Splines

0.0032

0.52

Experimental Data From [22]

0.0050

0.45

VMST SUPS

CD

Table 1: Drag and lift coefficients, CD and CL , for the computations and the measured values from [22].

flows. This multiscale technique is the space–time version of the variational multiscale
method. We described the technique and presented results from test computations. These
computations, and also the 3D computations [16] carried out using the technique, show
that the technique is working well even with meshes that would normally be suitable for
Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) type computations. This justifies our expectation that the technique can also be used with meshes that would normally be suitable for a
detached-eddy simulation (DES) type computation [23]. The same observation was made
in [24] for the residual-based variational multiscale method using ALE and NURBS [15].
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Figure 3: Computed with the DSD/SST-DP-SUPS technique and the mesh made of linear finite elements.
Pressure coefficient (left) and velocity magnitude (right).
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Abstract. The extension of a hierarchical one-dimensional structural model to aeroelasticity is the subject of the present paper. The aerodynamic model is based on the Vortex
Lattice Method, VLM, whereas the refined 1D model is based on the Carrera Unified Formulation, CUF. Airfoil in-plane deformation and warping are introduced by enriching the
displacement field over the cross-section of the wing. Linear to fourth-order expansions
are adopted and classical beam theories (Euler-Bernoulli and Timoshenko) are obtained
as particular cases. The VLM aerodynamic theory is coupled with the structural finite
element model via an appropriate adaptation of the Infinite Plate Spline method. The
aeroelastic tailoring is investigated for several wing configurations (by varying aspect ratio, airfoil geometry and sweep angle) and an excellent agreement with MD NASTRAN
solution is provided for structural and aeroelastic cases. The effectiveness of higher-order
models for an accurate evaluation of aeroelastic response of isotropic and composite wings
is shown.

1

INTRODUCTION

Composite materials are widely used nowadays in a large variety of applications and
engineering fields. The advantages related to their spread are becoming so significant that
composites are by now a must for state-of-the-art manufacturing technology.
The requirements of weight saving and structural efficiency for aerospace systems such
as rotor blades, aircraft wings, and helicopter rotor blades are leading to a wide use of
structures in the form of composite thin-walled beams. This makes the accurate evaluation
of the response of deformable lifting bodies (LBs) when subjected to steady and unsteady
1
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aerodynamic loadings an even more challenging issue for the aeroelastic design of aerospace
vehicles [8]. Over the last decades, many significant contributions have been given in
structural, aerodynamic, and aeroelastic coupling modeling [12]. A relevant review article
about recent advances in describing fluid-structure interaction is found in Dowell and Hall
[9].
Composite beam-like structures can be analyzed by means of beam models provided
that a number of non-classical effects such as large torsional warping are incorporated.
Detailed structural and aeroelastic models are essential to fully exploit non-classical effects
in design due to the properties characterizing advanced composite material structures,
such as anisotropy, heterogeneity and transverse shear flexibility [14]. A detailed review of
the recent development of beam models can be found in [20]. A considerable amount of
work was done in trying to improve the global response of classical beam theories [11, 19]
using appropriate shear correction factors, as described by Timoshenko [19]. El Fatmi [10]
improved on the displacement field over the beam cross-section by introducing a warping
function to refine the description of normal and shear stress of the beam. An asymptotic
type expansion in conjunction with variational methods (VABS) was proposed by Yu and
co-workers [22]. Generalized beam theories (GBT) have improved classical theories by
using a piece-wise beam description of thin-walled sections [18].
Among the various extensions of refined beam models to aeroelasticity, the work done by
Librescu and Song [16] on divergence instability of swept-forward wings made of composite
materials is mentioned. A thin-walled beam model was implemented which incorporated
the anisotropy of the material, transverse shear deformation and warping effects.
Carrera and co-authors have recently proposed refined 1D theories with only generalized
displacement variables for the analysis of compact and thin-walled sections/airfoils. Higherorder finite elements are obtained in the framework of the Carrera Unified Formulation,
CUF, which considers the order of the model as a free-parameter of the analysis. This
technique has been developed over the last decade for plate/shell models [2] and it has
recently been extended to beam static and dynamic modeling [4, 5, 6].
The present work couples a refined 1D model based on CUF with the Vortex Lattice
Method (VLM) for the analysis of static aeroelastic response of aircraft wings. The
aerodynamic load transferring is based on the work presented by Demasi and Livne [8] via
the Infinite Plate Spline method [13]. In the proposed formulation (see Varello et al.[21]),
the computation of linear steady aerodynamic loads refers to the VLM presented by Katz
and Plotkin [15].
2

PRELIMINARIES

A beam-like structure with axial length L is considered. A local cartesian coordinate
system is defined in Fig. 1. The cross-section of the structure is Ω and the beam longitudinal
axis is along the y direction. The displacement vector of a generic point is:

T


(1)
u x, y, z = ux uy uz
2
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Figure 1: Beam’s cross-section geometry and coordinate system.
The stress, σ, and the strain, ε, are grouped in vectors as follows:


T
εp = εzz εxx
σp = σzz σxx σzx


T
σn = σzy σxy σyy
εn = εzy εxy

εzx
εyy

T

T

(2)

The subcripts n and p refer to quantities related to the cross-section Ω and the out-of-plane
direction, respectively. In case of small displacements with respect to the length L, the
linear strain-displacement relationships hold and are written in a compact notation:
ε p = Dp u
εn = Dn u = Dnp u + Dny u

(3)

where Dp , Dnp , and Dny are differential matrix operators. Constitutive laws are introduced
for beams made of linear elastic orthotropic materials:

where matrices

11
C

pp =  C
12
C
0

pp εp + C
pn εn
σp = C
 T εp + C
nn εn
σn = C
pn

pn , and C
nn are:
pp , C
C




16 C
12 0
13
0 C
C
nn = 
pn = 
26 C
22 0 
23 
C
, C
 0 C

, C


0 C44
0
C45 0

(4)


55 0
0
C
66 C
36 
0 C
 (5)


0 C36 C33

ij on Young’s moduli, Poisson’s
For the sake of brevity, the dependence of the coefficients C
ratios, shear moduli, and the fiber orientation angle θ is not reported here. It can be found
in the book by Reddy [17]. θ is defined as the angle from the x axis to the 1-material axis
on the x−y plane.
3

REFINED ONE-DIMENSIONAL THEORY AND FE FORMULATION

According to the framework of the CUF [2, 7], the displacement field is assumed to be
an expansion of generic functions Fτ , which depend on the cross-section coordinates x and
z:
u (x, y, z) = Fτ (x, z) u τ (y)
τ = 1, 2, . . . , Nu = Nu (N )
(6)
3
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The number of terms Nu depends on the expansion order N , which is a free parameter
of the formulation. Mac Laurin’s polynomials x i z j are chosen as cross-section functions
Fτ and hence Eq. 6 is a Taylor-like expansion. Most displacement-based theories can
be formulated on the basis of the above generic kinematic field. Classical beam models
such as Timoshenko’s (TBM) [19] and Euler-Bernoulli’s (EBBM) [11] are easily derived
from the linear expansion, N = 1 [5]. Models having constant and linear distributions of
the in-plane displacements components, ux and uz , require opportunely reduced material
coefficients to overcome Poisson’s locking effect [3]. For the sake of brevity, the explicit
expression for these coefficients is not reported here, but can be found in [4].
The FE approach is herein adopted to discretize the structure along the y axis. By
introducing the shape functions Ni and the nodal displacement vector q, the displacement
field becomes:
u (x, y, z) = Fτ (x, z) Ni (y) qτ i
where qτ i =



quxτ i

quy τ i

quy τ i

T

i = 1, 2, . . . , NN

(7)

contains the degrees of freedom of the τ th expansion

term corresponding to the ith element node. Elements with a number of nodes NN equal
to 4 are formulated and hereinafter referred as B4. A cubic approximation along the y
axis is adopted [1].
The stiffness matrix of the elements is built via the Principle of Virtual Displacements:

 T

δεn σn + δεpT σp dV = δLext
δLint =
(8)
V

where Lint stands for the strain energy and Lext is the work of external loadings. δ stands
for virtual variation. By using Eqs. 3, 4, and 7 the internal virtual work becomes:
δLint = δqτTi K ij τ s qsj

(9)

K ij τ s is the 3 × 3 fundamental nucleus of the structural stiffness matrix. For the sake of
brevity, its explicit expression is not reported here, but it can be found in [20]. It should
be noted that no assumptions on the expansion order have been made. Therefore, it is
possible to obtain refined beam models without changing the formal expression of the
nucleus components. Shear locking is corrected through selective integration [1].
4

STRUCTURAL AND AERODYNAMIC NOTATIONS

The proposed beam model can easily analyze non-planar wing configurations with
arbitrary orientation in the 3D space, such as tapered wings with dihedals and sweep
angles.
The aerodynamic method here chosen is the Vortex Lattice Method (VLM) [15]. The
aerodynamic mesh, which consists in a lattice of NAP quadrilateral panels, lies on a
reference trapezoidal surface with 2 edges parallel to the wind direction. As shown in
4
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yloc

z loc’

z glob

yloc’

yglob

z loc
V

x glob x loc’
x loc
Figure 2: One-dimensional structural mesh and two-dimensional aerodynamic mesh of the
wing structure.
Fig. 2, a second coordinate system x loc −y loc −z loc is introduced so that the reference
surface lies on the x loc − y loc plane. A global coordinate system x − y − z is placed on
the airfoil’s leading edge point at the root wing section so that x and x loc axes are both
parallel to the free stream velocity V∞ (see Fig. 2).
The wing is modeled with a straight beam. The structural FE mesh is contained along
the y loc axis, which is on the trapezoidal reference surface. The fundamental nucleus (see
Eq. 9) was derived in the local coordinate system. The notation is slightly modified by
introducing the subscript “loc” to reflect this fact:


ij τ s
ij τ s
δLint = δqτTi loc Kloc
qsj loc = δqτTi e T · Kloc
· e qsj = δqτTi K ij τ s qsj (10)

where e is the 3 × 3 rotation matrix relating the global and the local coordinate systems.
5

SPLINING AND AEROELASTIC FORMULATION

The present advanced beam model allows a very accurate calculation of the displacement
field at any point of the three-dimensional wing. Based on this property, the Infinite Plate
Spline method [8, 13] was shown (see [21]) to be the ideal choice for the aerodynamic load
transferring with the advanced multi-fidelity beam model presented in this work. For the
sake of brevity, the final expressions relating the displacements at aerodynamic load points
and slopes at aerodynamic control points to the nodal DOFs vector of the whole structure
are reported:
 · q
 loc = A
Z
3

dZ loc
dZ loc
= A3 · q
=
dx loc
dx

(11)

The coordinate system for the splining is the local one. More details about the adaptation
of the IPS to the CUF-beam via a set of pseudo-structural points can be found in [21, 20].
The derivation of aerodynamic loads is now faced. According to the VLM [15], the
5
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pressures acting on the wing are transferred as lift forces located on load points of the
aerodynamic panels and perpendicular to the wind direction:
−1

1
1
L = ρ∞ V∞2 I D · ∆p = ρ∞ V∞2 I D · AD
· w
(12)
2
2
where ∆p contains the dimensionless pressure acting on all the load points, normalized
with respect to the dynamic pressure. ID contains the panels’ geometrical data. The VLM
allows the dimensionless normalwash w, normalized with respect to V∞ , to be described
as a function of vector ∆p by means of the Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient Matrix AD .
In the steady case, considering that the structure changes configuration when it deforms,
the boundary condition used for the Vortex Lattice formulation imposes the dimensionless
normalwash to equal the slope at the control points:
w =

dZ loc
dx loc

(13)

The transfer from loads at the aerodynamic points to the energetically equivalent loads
at structural nodes is performed via the Principle of Virtual Displacements. All the lift
forces are parallel to the z loc axis, hence:


 T  · L = δq T · A
 T · 1 ρ∞ V 2 I D · AD −1 · A3 · q = δq T · L str
δW = δ Z
∞
3
loc
2
(14)
⇒ L str = − K aero · q
where the negative sign is adopted for the sake of convenience. Such a term can go to the
left hand side of the aeroelastic equation system and summed up to the structural stiffness
matrix:
K str · q = L str = − K aero · q
(15)


K aeroelastic · q = 0
(16)
K str + K aero · q = 0

where K aeroelastic is the aeroelastic stiffness matrix. The stiffness of the system now takes
into account the aerodynamic loads due to the deformed configuration. From Eq. 16 it
appears that there is no motion. It occurs because the angle of attack so far considered is
zero. To solve this problem, a different from zero angle of attack is assigned to the wing
and the corresponding aerodynamic lift forces acting on the panels are computed. The
wall tangency condition is now imposed at the control point of each panel by setting the
dimensionless normalwash to be equal to the local slope:


w = tan π − α
(17)
where the angle of attack α is a small quantity (linear aerodynamic model). Following
the same procedure used to build L str , the energetically equivalent nodal loads L RHS (the
subscript RHS means Right Hand Side) are:

 T


1
 · I D AD −1 d
(18)
L RHS = ρ∞ V∞2 tan π − α A
3
2
6
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(a) NACA 2415 with 3 cells

(b) Rectangular section

Figure 3: Cross-sections used for the wing configurations.
where d stands for a NAP × 1 vector of ones. More details about this procedure can be
found in [20]. In conclusion, the final aeroelastic equation to be solved is:
K aeroelastic · q = L RHS

(19)

Equation 19 allows nodal displacement vector q to be computed. Now that the right hand
side is different from zero, we have a solution.
6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A number of wings with different geometries, layout and loadings are considered. Two
different solutions are investigated and compared in this work. The first one coincides with
the static structural analysis, hereinafter referred as SSA, and involves only the structural
stiffness matrix by disabling the aerodynamic matrix K aero . The second solution is the
static aeroelastic analysis (SAA) which solves the aeroelastic system (Eq. 19) by adding the
aerodynamic stiffness matrix to the elastic one. Unless otherwise specified, the wings are
subjected to a pure aerodynamic loading (vector L RHS ). Cantilever boundary condition
on half-wings is accounted for and the symmetry condition is exploited in the aerodynamic
computation.
A swept tapered wing is first taken into account. A half-wing is modeled via a cantilever
beam by using the following data: length L = 5 m, root chord croot = 1.6 m, taper ratio
λ = 0.25, and sweep angle Λ = +13.5°. The cross-section is a thin-walled NACA 2415
airfoil, which is subdivided into three cells by two longerons along the spanwise direction
at 25% and 75% of the chord (see Fig. 3a). An isotropic aluminium (Young’s modulus
E = 69 GPa and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.33) is considered.
A convergence study is carried out to evaluate the combined effect of the number of
finite elements NEL and the expansion order N on the solution. The mechanics of the
beam is described in terms of the maximum vertical displacement uz max , which is located
at the trailing edge of the tip cross-section. The results for SSA and SAA are shown in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively. uz max increases with N for any mesh, to such an extent
that no remarkable differences are detected for high-order expansion. The numerical
convergence on NEL is achieved both for SSA and SAA. Linear theories EBBM, TBM,
and N = 1 are unable to handle any torsional behavior. Poisson’s locking correction is not
sufficient to make them effective in computing the maximum displacement.
7
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Table 1: Convergence study: effect of the number of B4 elements on uz max [mm] for
different beam models. Swept tapered wing. V∞ = 50 m/s, α = 3°, 4 × 40 panels. SSA.
NEL

EBBM

TBM

N =1

N =2

N =3

N =4

2
5
10
20
40

4.2749
3.1768
3.0401
3.0071
2.9990

4.2829
3.1842
3.0473
3.0144
3.0062

4.2909
3.1965
3.0605
3.0277
3.0196

4.4309
3.6408
3.4701
3.4097
3.3920

4.9598
3.8045
3.5785
3.4854
3.4440

5.1036
3.8858
3.6316
3.5377
3.4802

-13.69 %

-13.49 %

-13.10 %

-2.383 %

-0.886 %

+0.155 %

MD NASTRAN-solid (sol 101): 3.4748
EBBM

N=3

Figure 4: Tridimensional deformation of the swept tapered wing. Pz = −7.2 kN. SAA.
Table 2: Convergence study: effect of the number of B4 elements on uz max [mm] for
different beam models. Swept tapered wing. V∞ = 50 m/s, α = 3°, 4 × 40 panels. SAA.
NEL

EBBM

TBM

N =1

N =2

N =3

N =4

2
5
10
20
40

4.2747
3.1767
3.0400
3.0071
2.9989

4.2827
3.1841
3.0472
3.0143
3.0061

4.2904
3.1959
3.0598
3.0270
3.0189

4.4236
3.6307
3.4597
3.3993
3.3816

4.9456
3.7930
3.5678
3.4749
3.4337

5.0915
3.8743
3.6206
3.5269
3.4695

-13.40 %

-13.20 %

-12.83 %

-2.353 %

-0.849 %

+0.185 %

MD NASTRAN-shell (sol 144): 3.4631
8
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On the contrary, as far as the SSA is concerned, the refined 1D models (5445 DOFs)
are very close to MD NASTRAN-solid results (sol 101 - 106 DOFs). Besides, excellent
agreement with aeroelastic MD NASTRAN-shell results (sol 144 - 2135 DOFs) is obtained
for the aeroelastic analysis (SAA). Figure 3 shows the tridimensional deflection of the wing,
drawn by means of a large scale factor, if a bending force (Pz = −7.2 kN) is combined
to the aerodynamic load. The third-order model clearly illustrates the torsional effect,
whereas the limits of EBBM are once again made evident.
Table 3: Effect of the free stream velocity V∞ [m/s] on uz max [mm]. Unswept wing with
rectangular section. 20 B4 elements. α = 1°, 10 × 50 panels. SSA vs SAA.
V∞ = 30
EBBM

V∞ = 50

SSA

SAA

SSA

SAA

SSA

SAA

68.650

68.611

190.693

190.398

373.756

372.628

-0.05573 %

N =2

62.640

-0.15459 %

68.236

+8.93451 %

N =4

V∞ = 70

66.947

224.454

341.038

+28.99720 %

73.397

+9.63479 %

173.999

-0.30189 %

185.963

244.464

599.986

+75.92906 %

364.487

+31.4584 %

668.562

+83.42555 %

Table 4: Effect of tailoring on the twist ∆uz T IP [mm] of the tip cross-section. Unswept
wing with rectangular section. 20 B4 elements. V∞ = 50 m/s, α = 1°, 10 × 50 panels.
Orthotropic material. SSA vs SAA.
θ

SSA
N =4

SAA
N =4

SAA
NASTRAN

SAA
% Diff

−60°
−30°
0°
30°
60°
90°

2.9935
4.3186
1.0209
−2.4578
−1.1199
1.0396

3.5297
5.5433
1.0708
−2.1753
−1.0576
1.0914

3.5407
5.5408
1.0741
−2.1638
−1.0439
1.1065

−0.3107
+0.0451
−0.3072
+0.5315
+1.3124
−1.3647

An unswept wing of length L = 5 m with a rectangular cross-section is introduced.
Referring to Fig. 3b, the chord c is equal to 1 m and the height is h = 20 mm. Table 3
reports a parametric study on uz max , placed at the leading edge of the tip cross-section,
9
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(a) Twist
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Figure 5: Effect of tailoring on the twist and bending of the tip cross-section. Unswept
wing with rectangular section. Orthotropic material. SSA vs SAA.
as the free stream velocity changes. While uz max increases linearly with the square of V∞
for SSA, the same does not occur for SAA. The contribution of K aero to system stiffness
becomes more evident as V∞ increases and the difference from SSA can become very
significant for V∞ = 70 m/s. This difference increases with the expansion order N , which
enhances the flexibility of the structure. EBBM is ineffective in describing the difference
between structural and aeroelastic behavior.
The length L of the unswept wing is further extended to 10 m. The chord c is equal to
1 m and the height of the rectangular section is h = 100 mm. A composite material is
introduced to analyze the well-known aeroelastic tailoring. Young’s modulus along the
longitudinal axis EL is equal to 20.5 GPa, whereas those along the transverse directions
are equal to 10 GPa. Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.25 and the shear modulus G = 5 GPa are the
same in all directions. Table 4 shows the effect of the lamination θ on the torsion of the
tip cross-section due to the only aerodynamic pressure. The quantity ∆uz is defined as
the difference of uz between leading and trailing edges. The aeroelastic tailoring is more
evident for the wing twist evaluation as it is presented in Fig. 5a.
The comparison of SSA and SAA underlines the importance of the contribution of
K aero in the case N = 4 to evaluate the aeroelastic behavior of composite wings. While
the curve related to SSA is essentially symmetrical with respect to the θ = 0° lamination,
the aeroelastic analysis shows a trend which is far from symmetrical. In general, the
aeroelastic analysis leads the twist of the unswept wing to be higher compared to the
structural solution as the lamination changes, expecially for negative values of θ. The
same result occurs for bending behavior as shown in Fig. 5b, where only the SSA case
obtains an almost symmetrical curve. The excellent agreement between the fourth-order
beam model and MD NASTRAN-shell (sol 144) to describe the aeroelastic response of
orthotropic wings with generic orientation is again striking.
10
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7

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has extended the Vortex Lattice Method and a refined one-dimensional
structural model for the analysis of anisotropic wings. Advanced 1D finite elements have
been obtained via the Carrera Unified Formulation which allows any order theory to be
obtained in a hierarchical manner. The static aeroelastic and structural response of wings
with different geometries and cross-sections has been analyzed. Isotropic and composite
materials has been considered.
The CUF-VLM structural and coupling models have been assessed and compared
with MD NASTRAN results. The effectiveness of higher-order models for an accurate
analysis of aircraft wings exposed to a free stream has been shown in respect to classical
theories. Comparison of structural and aeroelastic solutions has underlined the importance
of the contribution of aerodynamic stiffness. The effect of aeroelastic tailoring has been
investigated and excellent agreement with MD NASTRAN in evaluating the aeroelastic
response of composite wings has been documented. Future works will focus on aeroelastic
static and dynamic stability analyses (divergence and flutter).
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Abstract. In order to validate fluid-structure interaction solvers, a one degree of freedom
(1 DOF) aeroelastic experiment is performed. A rigid wing with an harmonically actuated
flap, is suspended by springs to allow a free heaving motion. Displacements and time
dependent aerodynamic forces are measured for reduced flap frequencies ranging from k =
0.1 to k = 0.3. Simulations with three codes of different complexity level are performed
for validation purposes: theodorsens model, a 2D panel code and 2D URANS, all coupled
to a 1 DOF structural model. Results presented by bode diagrams, show differences in
both the displacement and the lift between numerical work and experiment. Although
there is an offset, consistency is found between displacements, forces and phase angles in
the system for all simulations and the experiment.

1

INTRODUCTION

In many applications the interaction between fluid and structures is important to consider. Examples are deformations of aircraft, buildings, bridges and wind turbines due to
airloads. Fluid-structure interactions (FSI) can be investigated in several ways. It is very
common to use a numerical approach for solving a particular case [1, 2, 6]. However, the
problem with many numerical FSI solvers is that the validation with measurement data
is relatively unexplored. Some validations are performed, but as far as noticed they all
have there restrictions, e.g. very low Reynolds numbers [7] or prescribed motions [3]. In
general one can say that without a decent validation it means that it is not proven that
the equations that are solved, tackle the problem in the correct way.
Another option is to perform field measurements: existing structures equipped with
sensors gather the necessary data. Field measurements are e.g. performed on wind
turbines. However, the problem with such methods is that it is almost impossible to
1
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know the exact boundary conditions. This implies the data can often only be used for a
qualitative assessement. Validation of numerical solvers is not likely to be possible with
these datasets.
A third option is to perform experiments in a wind tunnel with a (scale) model. This
provides direct insight in fluid-structure interactions, although also in wind tunnel measurements one has to deal with uncertainties and measurement errors. Benifit is that
when uncertainties and measurement errors are considered and quantified, the measurement data can be used for validation purposes.
This research is performed to be able to validate FSI solvers for Reynolds numbers
in the order of one million. The focus is on a controlled experiment in the wind tunnel
involving FSI. The complexity level is reduced as much as possible and has led to a one
degree of freedom aeroelastic experiment: a free heaving airfoil with an actuated 20%
chord trailing edge flap. Forces and displacements are measured by sensors.
Next to the experiment, for validation an URANS solver, a 2D panel code and Theordorsens model, all coupled to a structural model, are used to simulate the same test case.
The solutions are compared with the experimental results.
2

EXPERIMENT AND METHODS

For both the experiment and the numerical modeling it is benificial to keep the complexity
level as moderate as possible. Therefore, a rigid body is considered with only one degree
of freedom: the vertical or heaving motion. Since the structure is rigid the structural
model can be modeled by a mass-damper-spring system, as shown in Figure 1.
The wing (mass m) is excited by a time dependent lift force F. The lift force is fluctuating
due to a prescribed, harmonic actuated flap moF
tion and the wing motion. By applying different
flap frequencies the response of the system and
thus the fluid-structure interactions can be assessed. Since the wing is mounted in between
m
side panels, another simplification is made: the
flow can be approximated to be two dimensional
for angles of attack in the linear part of the cl −α
c
k
curve. This assumption is checked by observing
the spanwise flow component with tufts covering about 75% of the span width, although some
losses of lift near the edges are unavoidable.
Figure 1: 1 DOF structural model

2.1

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiment is conducted in the Open Jet
Facility (OJF) of Delft University of Technology.

2
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(a) Experimental setup

(b) Detail of suspension

Figure 2: Experimental setup: (a) overview and (b) detail of suspension

The wind tunnel is characterized by an open test section of 2.85m x 2.85m. The typical
turbulence level in this tunnel at the measurement wind speed of 21m/s is below 0.5%.
At the test section an adjustable flat table is present to mount a test model. The plateau
is positioned about 20 cm below the exit, such that the jet can expand also downwards.
On the plateau a supporting frame with a height of 3.2m, a width of 2m and a length of
1.03m is mounted. This frame accommodates sensors, a rails system, spring systems and
two side plates that can translate along the rails. In Figure 2(a) an schematic overview
is given of the experimental setup.
The wing is attached with bearings to two side plates that can slide along rails in
vertical direction, as can be seen in 2(b). The side plates are suspended to the frame
by 4 sets of springs, that are pre-tensioned. The amount of pre-tension is not important
as long as it is such that the springs for each possible position of the wing are loaded.
The springs have a joint theoretical stiffness of ks = 8550.3N/m. The mechanism for the
pitching motion, as can be seen in the same figure is locked. The carbon-fibre wing is an
extrusion of a DU96-W180 airfoil with a full span 20% chord trailing edge flap. The flap
is hinged at the lower surface and actuated by two servo engines installed in the wing.
Turbulator strips are applied at the suction surface at 2% of the chord from the leading
edge and on the pressure side at 5% of the chord. The wing has a chord of 0.5m, yielding
a Reynolds number of Re = 700000 and the span is 1.8m. The natural frequency of the
entire setup is estimated to be 2.58Hz.
3
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Various measurement devices are used in the setup, which are read out with a rate of
2000Hz. An inductive potentiometer in the wing measures the flap angle with an accuracy
of ±0.1 ◦ . The angle of attack is kept constant and is measured with an inclinometer with
the same accuracy: ±0.1 ◦ . The vertical displacement is measured by a linear encoder
with an accuracy of 0.1mm. Forces are measured in two ways: two full wheatstone
bridges (strain gauges) on each wing axis measure forces perpendicular and parallel to
the wing chord, loadcells on each spring set (4x) measure the vertical force in the springs,
with an accuracy of ±0.2N. All signals are filtered using a low-pass Butterworth filter
with a corner frequency 8Hz above the highest dominating frequency.
2.2

FREQUENCY RESPONSE AND FLAP ACTUATION

For dynamic systems the frequency response can be assessed by applying input signals
with different frequencies. For the system under consideration, this means the harmonic
flap actuation frequency must be changed. The harmonic motion is characterized by the
reduced frequency, according to equation (1):
k=

πf c
,
V

(1)

where f is the flap frequency, c is the chord and V the freestream velocity. The reduced
frequency is ranging from k = 0.1 up to k = 0.3, with steps of ∆k = 0.025. This range
is chosen to be around the natural frequency of the system, which is about k = 0.2 and
with large enough tails to capture the frequency response to a large extent. Hereby, the
limitations are given by the servo engines. The flap amplitude is set to δf lap = ±2 ◦ . The
angle of attack is chosen to be α = 0, in order to assure attached flow. This implies that
when the flap is actuated in a harmonic manner, the responses are harmonic as well.
The frequency response is found by looking at the gain M and the phase angle Ψ between combinations of input and output signals. In the frequency domain, for a standard
mass-damper-spring system, the transfer function G(s), gain M and phase angle Ψ can
be written as:
1
,
(s + ζωn + jωd )(s + ζωn − jωd )
M = |G(s)| ,


Im[G(s)]
,
Ψ = ∠G(s) = arctan
Re[G(s)]

G(s) =

(2)
(3)
(4)

with the natural frequency ωn , the damping ratio ζ and the damped natural frequency

4
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ωd given by:


ks
,
m
c
ζ= √
,
2 ks m

ωd = ωn 1 − ζ 2 .

ωn =

(5)

√
In the equations m is the total mass, ks is the combined spring stiffness and j = −1.
The mass-damper-spring system relation (2) is valid in case the lift force is used as input
and the displacement is the output, meaning the experimental results can be checked
accordingly. However, the lift is determined as a function of the displacement and thus
the transfer function (2) is used in the reversed manner. Result is that the found phase
lag between lift and displacement is in fact a lead.
2.3

FORCE DERIVATION

The forces measured by the strain gauges (SG) and the load cells (LC) are not the lift and
drag forces. Consider the wing on which the lift force L, an added mass force, the drag
force D, a vertical inertial force and the strain gauges forces in normal Fn and tangential
direction Ft are acting on the left and the right axis. For the horizontal (x-direction) and
vertical (y-direction) force equilibrium the following set of equations can be derived:
D = (Ft,lef t + Ft,right ) cos α + (Fn,lef t + Fn,right ) sin α,
L = (mwing + ma ) ÿ + (Fn,lef t + Fn,right ) cos α − (Ft,lef t + Ft,right ) sin α.

(6)
(7)

In formula (7) the mass of the wing is given by mwing and the added mass is given by ma .
The added mass force is determined by considering the difference in force responses to a
initial exitation of the wing and the force response to a similar initial exitation, but than
with a equivalent mass (slender bar) instead of the wing. The added mass is found to be
2.31kg. Using the forces measured by the load cells Flc , equations can be derived for the
lift force, making use of the structural model as shown in Figure 1.
L = (ms + ma ) ÿ + (ca + cs ) ẏ + Flc ,

(8)

In this equation the damping coefficients ca and cs appear. The aerodynamic damping
coefficient ca is found by applying an initial displacement to the wing in tunnel on conditions and measure the decay of the displacement. For the structural damping cs the
wing must be replaced by a bar with equivalent weight and the same procedure can be
followed as for obtaining the aerodynamic damping. The total damping coefficient c per
test case can also be found by equating relations (7) and (8). The spring stiffness ks can
be checked by measuring the vertical forces and the offset of the wing in vertical direction
5
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from the mid of the structure in tunnel off conditions. For the combined damping coefficient ctot a typical value of about 100Ns/m is observed and for the structural stiffness
ks = 8225.3N/m is measured. The stiffness ks is 325N/m less compared to the theoretical
value.
3

NUMERICAL WORK

Three simulations are performed with solvers of different complexity level: Theodorsens
model, a panel code and an unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) flow
solver, all coupled to a structural model. The simplest model is Theodorsens model,
marching in time with a explicit 4th-order Runge-Kutta scheme. It is loosely coupled to
the 1 DOF structural model, without the possibility for subiterations.
A more complex aerodynamic model is a free wake 2D panel code. To an existing
code a structural model is coupled with an explicit Euler time stepping scheme and the
same loose coupling as for Theodorsens model. A routine is implemented to move the
flap panels according to the prescribed actuation. The flap motion is performed each time
step, before the FSI displacement is computed. The total displacement for each panel is
simply the sum of both contributions, since the body is rigid.
The model with the highest complexity level is an URANS flow solver coupled to a
generic structure solver. The flow solver handles unstructured, hexahedral meshes and
turbulence is taken care of by the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) turbulence model. The SA
turbulence model is chosen because it is able to adequately solve attached flow cases. The
FSI solver is loosely coupled and allows for subiterations. The flap motion is implemented
in the source code in the same manner as for the 2D panel code.
As mentioned for dynamic systems it is important to predict/know the frequency response of the system. Therefore, for all three different codes a similar like interval of
reduced frequencies as for the experiment is covered. Time and spatial convergence studies are performed as well, but not treated in this paper.
4

RESULTS

The setup of the experiment allows to concentrate on the force equilibrium and the displacements in the vertical direction. Since the responses are found to behave harmonically
according to the input of the flap, all variables are represented as a function of the flap
phase angle. The flap phase angle φ is given by:
φ = 360(f t − k),

k = 0, 1, 2, ..... and 0 ◦ ≦ φ ≦ 360 ◦ .

(9)

In this relation t is the time and f the flap frequency. The harmonic behaviour of all
responses has another advantage: all signals can be phase-averaged over a large number
of samples to average out small fluctuations. This is done for both the experimental
results as well as for the numerical work.
For a reduced frequency range of k = 0.1 to k = 0.3 the focus is on the lift force and
the vertical displacement, both as a function of φ, and the phase lag between the signals.
6
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Also the phase lag of the signal with respect to the flap deflection is considered. Use is
made of the bode plot to summarized the frequency responses of the system variables for
the ease of comparison.
4.1

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For each reduced frequency a measurement is performed of about 5 minutes. From this
data set, phase averaged signals can be constructed for one full period (φ = 0 ◦ to φ =
360 ◦ ). In Figure 3 an example is given of a phase averaged result for the lift coefficient for
k = 0.2 with the phase angle φ. Lift coefficients are computed making use of equation (7)
and (8). In the same figure also the spread of the data is given by making use of boxplots
indicating the the mean and the spread of the data.

Force coefficient [ ]

0.4

Phase averaged normal force coefficient LC
Phase averaged normal force coefficient SG

0.2

0
-100

0

200

100

300

400

Phase angle flap [◦ ]
Figure 3: Phase-averaged lift coefficient, k = 0.2, v = 21m/s, δf lap = ±2 ◦

From the figure some important conclusions can be drawn. The deviations of the lift coefficients are acceptable, since 50% of the data is within 4% of the mean lift coefficient and
75% of the data is within about 10% of the mean value. Furthermore, it is noticed there
is a small difference in the phase between the lift coefficient based on the strain gauges
and the load cells of about maximum 8 ◦ , with the load cells leading. Most concerning
however, is the mean value of the lift which is about cl,mean = 0.1878. This is far from the
static lift coefficient cl,α=0 = 0.285 found in previous measurements. Possible cause might
be an offset in the angle of attack or an wind tunnel related change in effective angle of
attack.
7
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Displacement [m], Force coefficient [ ]

To get a better understanding of the interaction between the flow and the structure,
and than in particular the phase lags, the phase-averaged lift and displacement with the
flap phase angle φ are plotted together for k = 0.2 in Figure 4.

0.04

Phase averaged displacement (x 1/1)
Phase averaged normal force coefficient SG (x 1/10)

0.02

0

-0.02

0

100

200

300

400

Phase angle flap [◦ ]
Figure 4: Phase-averaged lift coefficient, k = 0.2, v = 21m/s, δf lap = ±2 ◦

The displacement y is plotted with respect to the initial position (wind off). It can be seen
that the displacement is oscillating around a mean value of about y = 0.0047m with an
amplitude of 0.0096m. It can be seen that the lift generation and the vertical displacement
of the wing are out of phase with a lag in the lift of about 148 ◦. Observing the same figure,
the delays of the aerodynamic force and kinematic response of the wing with respect to
the flap deflection is found. Apparently, the maximum lift for a reduced frequency of
k = 0.2 is reached before the flap is fully deflected downwards. In previous research [5],
it was found that in the case of an oscillating flap (no moving wing) the maximum lift
occurs at maximum downward flap deflection. This implies that the motion of the wing
and the resulting change in the effective angle of attack, causes the shift of the maximum
lift with the flap deflection with respect to non-moving wing case.
As mentioned all previous demonstrated results can be combined in a bode diagram
for all measurements. In Figure 5 the gain and the phase delay are presented for k = 0.1
to k = 0.3. Also the exact solution is plotted for the transfer function (2).
The bode diagram shows that for frequency ratios ≪ 1 the phase delays are small and
increase with increasing frequency ratio up to about φ = 180 ◦. Furthermore it can be
seen that the trends are according to the exact solution for a mass-damper-spring system.
8
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Figure 5: Bode diagram for experiment, v = 21m/s, δf lap = ±2 ◦

4.2

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The numerical results are presented for Theodorsens model, the 2D panel code and the
URANS model separately. For all simulations the free stream velocity is v = 21m/s and
the flap is deflected for each reduced frequency in a similar fashion as in the experiment:
δf lap = ±2 ◦ . The computations are performed for the same reduced frequencies: k = 0.1
to k = 0.3. For Theodorsens model and the panel code the structural parameters are
scaled for a 2D approach: m = 16.75kg, ctot = 56.64Ns/m and ks = 4922.45N/m, whereas
the 2D URANS simulation do not need scaling.
Theodorsens model is written according to previous work [4]. It is a 2D approximation
without any modeling of wind tunnel or supporting structure interferences. The used time
step is ∆t = 0.005s. In Figure 6 the bode diagram is given for the simulations performed
with the coupled Theodorsens model, along with the exact solution.
It follows from the bode diagram that both the magnitude and the phase show a similar
tendency as the experimental results and the exact solution. However, only the magnitude
of the flap-displacement curve is at nearly the same level as for the experiment. The
other curves show quite an offset with respect to the experimental data, which means
the predicted lift, as expected, is different compared to the experiment: for k = 0.2
cl,mean = 0.27 whereas the experimental value is about cl,mean = 0.185. As a consequence
the displacements is shifted with ∆y = 0.0027m such that ymean = 0.0074m. The phase
angles are of the same order as the exact solution.
Just like Theodorsens model, the 2D panel code does also not correct for aerodynamic
9
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Figure 6: Bode diagram for theodorsens model, v = 21m/s, δf lap = ±2 ◦

interference. The airfoil is reconstructed with 200 panels and the free wake contains
maximum 1500 vortex elements. The time step is similar as used in Theodorsens model:
∆t = 0.005. Figure 7 shows the bode diagram for the 2D panel code coupled to the 1
DOF structural model.
The gain of the various inputs is very similar to the gains found with Theodorsens
model. For the phase angles it is seen that the trends are similar as for the experiment,
except for the L-y phase lag for frequency ratios > 1. For k = 0.2 the mean lift coefficient
is cl,mean = 0.255 and the mean displacement is ymean = 0.0114m. The predicted lift is
of the same order as found with Theodorsen, the displacement is not corresponding the
change in lift.
The URANS flow solver, with the turbulence modeled by the Spalart-Allmaras equation, is marching in time with ∆t = 0.005. The free stream turbulence level is set to be of
the same order as for the experiment. Computations are performed with an unstructured
hexahedral mesh containing 70k cells. The bode plot is found in Figure 8.
It can be clearly seen that the results found with the URANS solver and Theodorsens
model are very similar. The mean lift coefficient, which is about cl,mean = 0.299, is
the most off from the experimental lift coefficient, but comparable to the static value
of cl,α=0 = 0.285. The mean displacement is scaled according to the lift coefficient to a
value of ymean = 0.0081m. For the phase angles a very close approximation is found with
respect to the exact solution, just like the solution found with Theodorsens model.
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Figure 7: Bode diagram for 2D panel code, v = 21m/s, δf lap = ±2 ◦
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Figure 8: Bode diagram for 2D URANS with SA , v = 21m/s, δf lap = ±2 ◦

5

CONCLUSIONS

A 1 DOF aeroelastic experiment is performed: a freely heaving rigid wing with a 20%c
trailing edge flap. The flap is actuated harmonically with an amplitude of δf lap = ±2 ◦
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over an reduced frequency range of k = 0.1 to k = 0.3. Amongst others the aerodynamic
lift, the wing displacement and the flap angle are measured. For validation simulations
are performed with Theodorsens model, a 2D panel code and a 2D URANS solver with
SA turbulence modeling, all coupled to a 1 DOF structural model.
The experiment shows good agreement with the exact solution for a standard massdamper-spring system. Concerning is the offset of the found mean lift coefficient with
respect to the static lift coefficient for the same constant angle of attack: cl,mean = 0.1878
and cl,α=0 = 0.285 respectively. The good coherence of the experimental results with the
exact solution indicate there might be an offset in the angle of attack, but further research
is needed. The phase angles are according the expectancy: almost no lag for frequencies
much smaller than the eigenfrequency and for frequency above the eigenfrequency asymptotic behaviour is found towards φ = 180 ◦.
The numerical solutions confirm that the experiment is off, since the mean lift values
are all close to the mean static lift value. The found displacements are consist with the
offset in the lift, except for a slightly higher prediction of the displacment for the panel
code. The phase angles are close to expectancy.
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Abstract. In the quest for performance, modern turbomachinery designs are increasingly
proner to flutter hazards. Unfortunately, their prediction is currently too expensive and
inaccurate for industrial purpose. A significant step towards faster methods would consist
in substituting a sequential algorithm to the classical iterative ones encountered in loose
coupling strategies. The approach proposed here makes it possible through the use of
a meta-model taking into account the sensitivity to design variables. This parametrized
method is evaluated on a standard well referenced turbine configuration.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Flutter is a critical issue presently facing the designers of turbomachinery blades. Indeed, modern turbomachinery configurations involve lighter and slender blades for efficiency. Meanwhile, the span tends to increase because of higher mass flow. Under these
conditions, blade designs are more likely to react to the dynamic loading effects due to
unsteady aerodynamics and conversely the flow itself is more likely to be affected by blade
motion. In the worst case, a self-excited vibration can develop into resonance until the
blade fails. These aeroelastic phenomena should of course be avoided and hence it is
extremely important to be able to predict such unsteady aerodynamic interactions. Although experiments are of great importance in the understanding of these phenomena,
they are sometimes hazardous. So, numerical simulation is the prefered mean to study
flutter.
According to [1], two trends are significant in such simulation code structure. On the
one hand, non-linear, fully integrated solvers have been developed for airfoil and wing and
can be extended to turbomachinery blades. Fluid and structural domains are discretized
together and the associated problems are solved simultaneously. Such tools are really
complex and still require huge computer ressources. On the other hand, loosely coupled,
linearized solvers allow for a faster simplified modelling. They are based on partially
integrated solvers with alternate fluid and structure calculations synchronized more or
less sophisticatedly depending on the way the data are transferred from one computation
to the next via the fluid - structure interface [2, 3, 4]. The process is all the more CPU
time-consuming as it is iterative.
The present paper is in line with the traditional approach of loose coupling. Indeed,
the high stiffness of targeted blades allows to carry out fluid and structure computations
in turn. But, instead of several iterations, the proposed approach is based on a single
standard fluid computation followed by a structure computation supplemented by high
order derivatives which provide information on the sensitivity of the fluid loading to
variations of design parameters and operating conditions. The meta-model based on
this parametrization is subjected to an optimization process which gives directly the
characteristics of the coupled fluid-structure behavior without loop.
The paper outline is as follows. Firstly, theoretical issues are detailed: the proposed strategy is positionned with respect to classical approaches and the parametrization formalism is expressed in the specific case of a single parameter dependency. Secondly, the proposed methodology is supported by an application case to validate the flow
parametrization and the ensuing meta-model.
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2
2.1

A NEW LOOSE COUPLING STRATEGY
Fluid-structure behavior modelization

Structure and fluid calculations are carried out in turn to characterize the coupled
system stability. They share geometric hypothesis. Bladed disks composed of identical
sectors are considered. Thus cyclic symmetry properties are used to simulate one reference
sector, including a single blade. The contribution of every sector is taken into account
through periodic boundary conditions with phase lag, the so-called “Inter Blade Phase
Angle” (IBPA).
First, the outline of the applied structure calculations is presented. No structural
damping and no other excitation forces than the fluid loading induced by the considered
blade displacement are assumed. A finite element discretization of the motion equation,
written for the meshed reference sector, leads for a given IBPA value to:
M

d2 u
+ Ku = f ,
dt2

(1)

where u is the vector of local structural displacements relative to equilibrium state under
loading, f is the vector of aerodynamic forces, M and K are respectively mass and stiffness
complex matrices (taking into account centrifugal effects if necessary). In the framework
of linear stability analysis, the unknown u and the source term f are modeled as:
u = AΦeiω̃t ,

(2)

f = AΨeiω̃t

(3)

where A is the displacement amplitude, Φ and ω̃ are the displacement mode shape and
complex angular frequency, Ψ is the fluid modal loading. For a prescribed flow (i.e. Ψ),
Eq. 1 is then recasted as the following eigenvalue problem, the unknown being the mode
(ω̃, Φ):
(4)
(K − ω̃ 2 M)Φ = Ψ(ω̃, Φ).
It is to notice that, in general, this equation leads to complex eigenvalues :
ω̃ = ω + iα with ω, α ∈ R

(5)

For stable configurations, ω is the damped natural angular frequency while α, positive, is
the decay rate.
Next, the outline of the applied fluid calculations is presented. A viscous perfect gas
subjected to turbulent flows is considered. A finite volume discretization of the Reynolds
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Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations supplemented with a turbulence model, written for the meshed fluid domain, leads to:
d
(J(p) q) + F(p, q) = 0
(6)
dt
where q is the vector of nodal conservative and turbulent variables, J is the vector of mesh
cells volume, p is the vector determining solid walls shape and boundary conditions, F
is the non-linear function expressing the balance of convective and viscous fluxes. In the
framework of linear stability analysis, the imposed instantaneous operating conditions p
and the unknown q are modeled as :
p = p + δpeiωt ,

(7)

q = q + δqeiωt

(8)

where (p, q) are the mean values and (δp, δq) are the small perturbation harmonic
amplitudes at the prescribed angular frequency ω defined in Eq. 5. Then, the classical
time-linearized Navier-Stokes approximation [5], where higher order terms are neglected,
is applied. For a prescribed blade motion (i.e. p, δp, ω), Eq. 6 is then recasted on the
one hand as the Steady RANS equations (SRANS, Eq. 9) and on the other hand as the
Linearized RANS equations (LRANS, Eq. 10), the unknown being (q, δq) :
F(q, p) = 0





∂F
∂J
∂F
iωJ(p) +
(q, p) δq = − iωq (p) +
(q, p) δp
∂q
∂p
∂p

(9)
(10)

Thus, fluid-structure coupling arises from the terms Ψ and δp. Indeed, in Eq. 4, Ψ is
a function of the unsteady fluid behavior and in Eq. 10, δp is a function of the unsteady
wall displacement, namely:
Ψ = Ψ(δq)
(11)
δp = δp(ω̃, Φ)

(12)

Furthermore, ω̃ is shared by Eqs. 4 and 10, but it is an output of Eq. 4 whereas its
real part is an input of Eq. 10.
As a conclusion, to characterize the fluid-structure coupled system stability, the unknown to be calculated are (ω̃, Φ, δq) from Eqs. 4, 10, 11, 12. From these, the balance
of mechanical energy exchanged between the fluid and the blade over one cycle will determine if the unsteady fluid loading is prone to amplify (α < 0) or to damp (α > 0) the
blade oscillation.
4
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2.2

Classical approaches

Modes calculation is often initialized in vacuum, i.e. Ψ = 0. Let (ω̃0 , Φ0 ) be a solution
of interest of Eq. 4 for such conditions. Usually, it is assumed that the mode shape Φ0
remains unaffected by the flow : only the eigenfrequency ω̃ is modified. As a result, the
angular frequency shift, ∆ω̃ = ω̃ − ω̃0 , is sought instead of ω̃ itself. ∆ω̃ is evaluated from
the residual of Eq. 4 projected on the mode shape of interest Φ0 :


R(∆ω̃) = Φ0 H K − (ω̃0 + ∆ω̃)2 M Φ0 − Φ0 H Ψ(ω̃0 + ∆ω̃, Φ0 ).
(13)

where superscript H indicates the Hermitian conjugate. It is to notice that obviously,
R(0) = 0 if Φ0 and Ψ(ω̃0 , Φ0 ) are not orthogonal. ∆ω̃ is sought such that it minimizes
R(∆ω̃), i.e. as the solution of:
∂RH R
= 0.
(14)
∂∆ω̃
Ψ being an implicite intricate function of ∆ω̃, an iterative procedure is classically
applied. R(∆ω̃) is replaced by:


R(n) = Φ0 H K − (ω̃0 + ∆ω̃ (n) )2 M Φ0 − Φ0 H Ψ(ω̃0 + ∆ω̃ (n−1) , Φ0 ).
(15)
Ψ(ω̃0 + ∆ω̃ (n−1) , Φ0 ) is computed from Eqs. 11 and 10, using the previous iteration
angular frequency ω̃ (n−1) = ω̃0 + ∆ω̃ (n−1) . Then, ∆ω̃ (n) is updated from Eq. 14 recasted
as:
(16)
(ω̃0 + ∆ω̃ (n) )Φ0 H MΦ0 R(n) = 0
Such a step from ∆ω̃ (n−1) to ∆ω̃ (n) is repeated as long as the projected fluid modal loading
Φ0 H Ψ changes significantly. The convergence of this procedure might be slow, or even
hazardous, according to the dependence of Ψ on ∆ω̃.
2.3

Proposed parametrized sequential approach

The starting point of the proposed approach consists in modelizing the fluid modal
loading by a truncated Taylor series expansion [6], as:
Ψ(ω̃0 + ∆ω̃)  Ψ0 (ω̃0 ) +

∂Ψ
1 ∂ 2Ψ
(ω̃0 )∆ω̃ +
(ω̃0 )∆ω̃ 2
∂ω
2 ∂ω 2

(17)

Minimizing the residual R(∆ω̃) reduces then in finding once the roots of the third order
HR
polynomial ∂R
= 0 (Eq. 14), without further iterations. The novelty is in computing
∂∆ω̃
the derivatives of Ψ from those of δq. Namely, deriving Eqs. 11 and 10 yields for first
order terms:
∂Ψ
∂δq
∂Ψ
(ω̃0 ) =
(δq0 )
(ω̃0 )
(18)
∂ω
∂δq
∂ω

5
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with


∂F
iω0 J(p) +
(q, p)
∂q





∂J
∂F
∂(δq)
∂(δp)
= − iω0 q (p) +
(q, p)
∂ω
∂p
∂p
∂ω


∂J
− i J(p)δq0 + q (p)δp0
∂p

(19)

2

Recursive derivations yield then to higher order terms, such as ∂∂ωΨ2 . From the initial
approach builds thus
a parametrized metasolution in vacuum (ω̃0 , Φ0 ), the proposed 

∂δq ∂ 2 δq
model of the flow unsteadiness comprising δq0 , ∂ω , ∂ω2 , ... , which leads to a meta

∂2Ψ
,
,
...
. Using a Taylor series expansion, the residual
model of the fluid loading Ψ0 , ∂Ψ
∂ω ∂ω 2
R(∆ω̃) (Eq. 13) is recasted as a polynomial in ∆ω̃, easily minimized. Iterations between
structure and fluid calculations are therefore avoided.
It is to notice
 that the left hand

∂δq ∂ 2 δq
side matrices in Eqs. 10 and 19 are identical. So, δq0 , ∂ω , ∂ω2 , ... are solutions of the
same linear system with multiple RHS. Therefore, computational time can be significantly
reduced by taking advantage of this feature.
2.4

Numerical methods

In the present paper, mechanical Eqs. 4 and 14 are solved with AnsysTM tools and
MatlabTM . The steady flow solution (Eq. 6) is computed with TurbflowTM solver [7, 8].
Eq. 10 is solved by the Fluorem’s LRANS solver called Turb’LinTM , while Fluorem’s
Parametrized RANS(PRANS) solver called Turb’SensTM is used for Eq. 19.
The same numerical setup is shared by the three flow solvers. Fluid domain is discretized with multi-block structured meshes. Convective fluxes are evaluated with JST
scheme [9] in which blade motion is taken into account through grid deformation (ALE formulation). Turbulence effects are modeled by Kok k-ω model [10], but turbulent variables
are assumed constant during LRANS and PRANS computations following th classical
“frozen turbulence” hypothesis. To solve the linear systems, a GMRES Krylov algorithm
is used instead of a more usual time marching algorithm as it is proven to be more stable
and robust [11].
The partial derivatives in Eqs. 10 and 19 are exactly computed by a set of functions
generated by Fluorem “in house” Automatic Derivation (AD) Tool, applied to the core F
function (Eq. 6) of Turb’Flow. This tool was originally intended to parametrize steady
flow solutions [12, 13].
3
3.1

VALIDATION ON A TURBINE CONFIGURATION
Test case overview

A cascade aeroelastic configuration is chosen so that it provides realistic flow boundary
conditions and can exhibit flutter properties. It is a well referenced subsonic turbine
configuration (Standard Configuration number 4 in [14]).
6
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Results of the measurements are reported for four different IBPAs (270◦ , 180◦ , 90◦
and 0◦ ) by Bölcs and Fransson [14]. The experimental apparatus involves a highly loaded
annular cascade of blades that are bending in a controled oscillatory manner.The frequency
of the oscillation remains nearly constant as well as the amplitude. Investigations have
been performed for the first bending mode at a constant exit Mach number of 0.9. The
experimental reduced frequency is then k = 0.107. The full finite element model and the
single sector simulated are presented on Fig. 1. Fig. 2 presents the steady Mach number
distribution obtained when solving Eq. 6.
The local response of the flow is quantified through the complex pressure coefficient
defined for a surface element (ndS) of the blade, as:

cp =

Ψ(∆ω̃).n
dS(Pt − Ps )

(20)

where Pt − Ps is the dynamic pressure taken upstream.
The global energy exchange between the blade and the flow is resolved according to
Fransson [14]. The unsteady aerodynamic work coefficient is integrated over the entire
blade for a cycle of oscillation yielding to the aerodynamic damping coefficient :
Ξ=

−1
(Φ0 H Ψ(∆ω̃))
(Pt − Ps )

(21)

By definition, if the coefficient is negative, the forcing of the blade adds energy making
the system unstable. Thus, this coefficient will be evaluated for illustrative purpose.
3.2

Coupling validation

Herein, the new methodology is demonstrated for an IBPA of 0 degree with regards
to the frequency parameter. Mode shape, IBPA and operating conditions are held fixed.
According to experimental data, IBPA 0 case is near the stability frontier.
Following Eq. 4, a modal analysis in vacuum provides the first bending mode shown
in Fig. 1. Modal frequency is computed at 149.91 Hz. The result is consistent with
experimental data.
Fig. 3 shows the unsteady pressure coefficient defined in Eq. 20, represented through
its module and phase in degrees over the blade as well as its derivatives with respect to
angular frequency (computed with Eqs. 10 and 19).
In order to investigate the validity of Eq. 17 approximation, three characteristic locations on the blade are chosen as illustration. Numerical probes are thus picked out at the
leading edge , and on the pressure and suction sides ( green, red and blue points displayed
in Fig 2 respectively). These three points have been chosen because of their different sensitivity to the steady aerodynamic flow (Fig. 3). On the Fig. 4, the 
cp module behaves
almost as a parabolic curve and the phase is non-linear. At leading edge the module and
phase depend quasi-linearly on the frequency as shown in Fig. 4. On the pressure side,
the phase has a parabolic profile.
7
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Figure 1: Model of the bladed disk: complete model (left) , reference sector (middle),
targeted mode shape (right)
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Figure 2: Mach number in blade-to-blade view
Overall, the approximant is well suited. At each position on the blade, the different
approximations (lines) are obtain by extrapolating 
cp from Eqs. 20 and 17. They agree
very well with direct computation of 
cp (symbols) using only Eq. 10, and particularly on
the phase component. This is promising because the stability analysis is highly related
to the phase status. From a local aerodynamic point of view, the model behaves well, it
is thus expected to do as well from a global point of view.
As the result of this parametric study, the damping coefficient (Eq. 21) versus the
oscillation frequency is presented in Fig. 5. The first order model takes only into account
the first derivative of loadings giving a rough idea on the linear local (in terms of angular
8
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Figure 3: Amplitude (left) and phase (right) of the pressure coefficient and its derivatives
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Figure 4: Comparison at numerical probes of pressure coefficient amplitude (left) and
phase (right)
frequency) behavior of the flow. Finally the second order model brings a good agreement
with direct computations by adding the effect of second order derivatives. In this case,
one could notice that with the second order global damping coefficient approximation the
system is predicted marginaly stable when angular frequency is reduced. On the contrary,
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Figure 5: Aerodynamic damping sensitivity to frequency
IBPA
0◦
90◦
180◦
270◦

freq. in vacuum (Hz)
149.91
149.88
149.85
149.88

freq. in flow (Hz)
149.87
150.20
150.58
150.31

relative variation (%)
−0.03
0.21
0.49
0.28

Ξ
1.24
8.40
6.03
−0.77

Table 1: Frequency shifts and aerodynamic damping coefficient for different values of
IBPA

with first order only, it turns to be unstable.
Because residue R’s minimization (see Eq. 13) gives the frequency shifts, a special attention is paid to the validation of its estimation. Thus, the evolution of RH R according
to frequency is drawn on Fig. 6 for different IBPA values: a comparison is performed
between functions obtained through Eq. 17 and computed points using Eq. 15. The
agreement is very satisfactory: the minima are found at the same frequencies for both
methods whatever the considered IBPA. Moreover the approximate residues fit the reference values in a wide frequency range, around ±10% of the frequency estimated in
vacuum.
The frequency shifts associated with the minima are gathered in tab. 1. These shifts
are relatively small, revealing quite a weak influence of the fluid on the frequency. Larger
variations would be expected with a lower stiffness of the structure, but this has to be
tested numerically.
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Figure 6: RH R evolution for different IBPA values
4

CONCLUSIONS

The feasibility of a non-iterative fluid-structure loose coupling approach dedicated to
turbomachinery flutter problematics has been demonstrated. The new strategy is based
on a parametrization that is made possible thanks to an ”in-house” Automatic Derivation
Tool that provides the aerodynamic force gradients with respect to angular frequency. The
flow influence on mode’s eigenfrequency has been investigated to provide, in a time-saving
way, the characteristics of the mode. However, any design variable affecting stability margin could have been chosen, such as variations stemming from either structural response
(implying mode shape or IBPA) or from operating conditions (rotating velocity, Mach
number, flow incidence).
The gain of CPU time obtained by avoiding the burden of iterating inside the fluidstructure coupling procedure lets foresee applications of this approach in other domains
where loose coupling is used, such as forced response computation, with or without mistuning calculation. The formalism could also be useful in presence of structural nonlinearities.
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Abstract. In this paper the creation of a nonlinear, transient surrogate model is described
that can be used within an aeroelastic coupling-scheme in the transonic range. The
method is based on the theory of artifical neural networks as well as the autoregressive
moving average method (ARMA). It can be shown that the method is able to approximate
the nonlinear aeroelastic behaviour of the NLR7301 airfoil. Also limit cycle oscillations
can be approximated with acceptable accuracy.

1

INTRODUCTION

Aeroelasticity is an important aspect in modern aircraft design and cannot be neglected
in the optimization process of flight performance. The challenge herein is the complexity
of an aeroelastic simulation, which is normally separated in two coupled subsystems, the
aerodynamic and the structural subsystem. This coupled problem can be solved with
high accuracy by combining a computational fluid dynamics solver (CFD) with a computational structure mechanics solver (CSM) within a CFD-CSM-coupling scheme. On the
one hand with such a coupling scheme influences due to separation, transition or shocks
can be considered, but on the other hand the computational effort is very high.
In general the solution of the aerodynamic subsystem needs much more computational effort than the structural subsystem, especially in simplified systems like a 2D airfoil or 3D
wing sections. Furthermore in aeroelasticity only a fracture of the calculated aerodynamic
values are needed, for example the global lift and global pitching moment of the airfoil or
the pressure distribution on the coupling surface. However the whole aerodynamic system
has to be solved completely each timestep.
Therefore the aim within this paper is the creation of a surrogate model for the nonlinear,
1
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transient aerodynamic subsystem that provides only the neccessary data and allows much
faster aeroelastic analysis with high accuracy. Such a surrogate model would also allow
more complex aeroelastic calculations like manouvers as well as atmospheric disturbances
like gusts within an acceptable time.
Reduced order modelling in aeroelasticity became an important field of research in the
last years. For flutter boundary prediction methods based on Hopf bifurcation were successfully applied. According to Henshaw et al. [1] harmonic balance (HB), high order
harmonic balance (HOHB), center manifold, normal form and numerical continuation
methods can be used for bifurcation analysis. Another approach is the eigenvalue realization algorithm (ERA) [1, 6], which identifies a linear state-space-formulation of a given
system. Furthermore proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is widely used for model
reduction [12]. Lucia et al. [6] also uses POD in combination with the second order
Volterra series to approximate nonlinear behaviour.
Finally different types of neural networks have been used to predict the behaviour of
aeroelastic systems. Voitcu for example uses classic multilayer perceptron networks (MLPANN) to predict a closed aeroelastic system with structural nonlinearities [9, 10]. In the
contrary Won proposes a radial basis function network (RBF-ANN) to approximate the
aerodynamic behaviour of the AGARD 445.6 wing [13].
The approach chosen in this paper is based on Won’s RBF networks but is modified to
allow an efficient multiple input multiple output mapping.
2

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

Artificial neural networks (ANN) are mathematical models of biological neural networks, which are naturally also known as brains. An ANN is a quite variable mapping
method that can be used in many different fields like physics, biologics, economics and
engineering, especially in control engineering. There exist many modifications of artificial
neural networks but most of them are based on the multilayer perceptron network (MLPANN), which is explained shortly in the following. For more details the reader is referred
to Hagan et al. [4].
2.1

Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network

A MLP-ANN consists of one or more layers, which also consist of one or more neurons.
In general the architecture1 is optional but it has strong influence on the networks prediction precision. So the number of layers and neurons that are neccessary for a proper
system identification depends on the complexity and nonlinearity of the observed system.
In figure 1 a feed forward MLP-ANN with two layers is shown.
Like in biological neural networks the neurons are the backbones of the ANN. A neuron
The architecture is the outer topology meaning the number of layers as well as the inner topology
meaning the number of neurons per layer
1

2
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Figure 1: Two layer feed forward MLP-ANN
in a MLP-ANN consists of a bias b, its weighted connections to other neurons wi and a
transfer function f (n) also called activation function. In general the neurons transfer
function is user-defined, but often set to linear f (n) = n or hyperbolic functions f (n) =
tanh(n). The answer an of a single neuron to j given inputs x is calculated with equation
1.
j


an = fn (bn +

wn,k xk )

(1)

k=0

An important property of neural networks is that the ability to learn. The learning
process of a MLP-ANN is the optimization of the bias values and weight factors in order
to match the target output. The network learning process is the difficult part in ANN
usage, because the training set as well as the architecture must be well chosen.
An important method for the network training is the backpropagation algorithm, which
allows the systematic training of multilayer networks. The backpropagation can be used
with several optimization methods like steepest descent, Levenberg-Marquardt or Newtons method. The backpropagation as well as the optimization algorithms are described
in Hagan et al. [4].
Well designed networks should be able to predict the behaviour of nonlinear multiple
input multiple output (MIMO) systems, but finding the best architecture can be quite
difficult.
2.2

Radial Basis Function Artificial Neural Network

Another type of neural network is mentioned by Won [13] called radial basis function
networks (RBF-ANN). This network uses radial basis functions, for example gaussian
functions as shown in equation 4, in order to approximate nonlinear systems. The network
Won proposes is quite a simple summation of the gaussian functions (see eq. 3), which
have the ability as universal function approximators.
−

fn (x) = e

(x−cn )2
2
σn

3
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o(x) =

k


−

e

(x−cj )2
σ2
j

(3)

j=1

This kind of networks has a more simple architecture than the MLP-ANN but the
mapping of different types of inputs to target outputs is inefficient because the RBFneurons must cover the whole input range. Furthermore Won proposes a simple training
algorithm using the pseudo inverse of the neuron outputs. This training method led to
unsatisfying results during the investigations for this paper, which will be explained in
section 3.1.
Therefore in this paper a hybrid of both network types is used. Neurons with gaussian
RBF are used in a special layer called prelayer to capture nonlinear effects but the network
itself is a small MLP-ANN. Furthermore the prelayer is divided into neuron clusters in
order to increase the efficiency. Due to this clustering the network is called clustered
artificial neural network (CANN).
3

CLUSTERED ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

The clustered artificial neural network is in fact a MLP-ANN with an extra layer
placed between the input values and the multilayer perceptron network (cf. fig. 2). The
prelayer consists of neuron clusters that are designed for one type of input and which
are not involved in the training process. The neurons of each cluster have the same
gaussian transfer functions as shown in equation 4. The neuron centers cn are distributed
equidistantly over the range of input values given by the training set. The width σ of
the gaussian functions of each cluster is set to σn = 2(cn − cn−1 ), so it is defined by the
distance between the neuron centers within the current cluster. The number of neurons
N per cluster is optional but should be chosen depending on the range of input values as
well as the training set.
A given input value is therefore transformed into N values which can be described as an
input vector C(x). The entries of C(x) are values between 0 and 1 whereupon the value
depends on the distance between neuron center to the input value: If the input x equals
the center c the neurons output is 1, but the larger the distance between x and c is the
smaller is the neurons output. This means that the position of the maximum value of
the entries depends on the scalar value of x. This vector is then fed into the ANN and
mapped to an output.
C(x) = [f1 (x), f2 (x), ..., fN (x)] = [e−
3.1

(x−c1 )2
σ2

−

,e

(x−c2 )2
σ2

, ..., e

−

(x−cN )2
σ2

]

(4)

Properties and limitations of CANN

The main advantage of the CANN is its simple architecture. The prelayer replaces the
hidden layers of the classic MLP-ANN so that only the output layer remains. Thus it is
4
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possible to use only one neuron with a linear transfer function for each output to cover
nonlinearities within the cluster range. In fact for more complex problems the prelayer
may also be combined with a real multilayer network but for the current problem one
neuron per output was used. According to that the network training can be performed
quite easily, because the network only consists of one layer with linear neurons which have
to be optimized. In fact this leads to a linear optimization problem which can be solved
with the pseudo-inverse as Won proposed [13]. Unfortunatly the input matrix, which
has to be inverted is conditioned badly which leads to poor results of the pseudo-inverse
training process. For this reason the steepest descent algorithm with conjugate gradient
method was used in this paper which is described by Hagan [4]. The investigations
showed that the simply structured and easily implemented CANN-method is able to
predict nonlinear behaviour with acceptable precision. It is important to say, that a
MLP-ANN with a well-designed architecture might be more precise than a CANN but
the topology of this well-fitted architecture must be defined first.
A further limitation of the method is the ability of extrapolation. The cluster boundaries,
which are set during the training process, define the covered input range. Input values
laying out off these cluster boundaries lead to zero valued prelayer output vectors v(i) = 0.
Thus the input values outside the cluster boundaries are neglected by the prelayer. This
aspect is not a real disadvantage, because a reliable extrapolation of nonlinear systems is
in fact not possible.
3.2

Usage as Transient Predictor

Until now a nonlinear mapping method for MIMO systems was described. In order
to apply the method to transient, timediscretized systems an approach similar to the
autoregressive moving average (ARMA) is used, like it is proposed by Won [13]. The
ARMA method predicts the response of a linear, timediscretized single input single output
system at the time t with the sum of m past inputs x and n past outputs o like it is shown
in equation 5. The coefficients aj and bk have to be determined so that the model error
is minimized.

o(t) =

m

j=0

aj x(t − j) +

n

k=1

bk o(t − k)

(5)

This approach is a simple neural network with a single linear neuron without a bias.
Hence this method is also applicable to more complex networks like MLP-ANNs as well
as CANNs. In contrast to ARMA in this paper the gradients of the past n inputs are
observed instead of the outputs, because the usage of past outputs has a destabilizing
effect.
Furthermore m is set to 1 so only the input of the current timestep is used and the time
history of motion is only respected by the gradients. The advantage herein is that the
5
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CANN is able to learn easily the approximation of the static as well as the transient
behaviour of the system, because in the static case the gradients are set to zero and only
the remaining input is mapped to the target output. Another aspect is, that the gradients
contain the information of the time step size implicitly.
With these modifications and the assumption that there exists one layer behind the
prelayer with one neuron per target output the approximation of o(t) can be described
with equation 6.

o(t) = a0 C x (x(t)) +

n

k=0

bk C ẋ (ẋ(t − k))

(6)

The degrees of freedom of the observed two dimensional, rigid aeroelastic model are
the pitch angle α and the plunge excitation h. Regarding that only the velocity of plunge
motion ḣ and not the plunge excitation h itself influences the aerodynamics, h is neglected
as input parameter. Furthermore the gradients are scaled with the freestream flow velocity
u∞ to cover the aerodynamic dependency of the freestream flow conditions. For the same
reason the dimensionless lift and pitching moment coefficient are used as target outputs.
So the input parameters are α, uα̇∞ , uḣ∞ and the target output parameters are the lift
coefficient CL and the pitching momentum coefficient CM . A scheme of the used CANN
is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: CANN-scheme used for transient aeroelastic systems

4

RESULTS

The method is demonstrated on the NLR7301 airfoil which is shown in figure 3. The
CFD data are calculated with the TAU -code of the German Aerospace Center (DLR)
[2, 3]. Weber [11] as well as Tang [7] showed that viscous effects have to be respected
6
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for proper limit cycle calculation. Both of them suggest the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence
model which is therefore also used in this paper. To neglect influences due to the transition
location a fully turbulent flow is assumed.
Furthermore the number of neurons per cluster in the prelayer is set to N = 30 and the
number of observed former gradients is set to m = 75, which is chosen due to parameter
studies.

Figure 3: Geometry of the investigated NLR7301 airfoil

4.1

Network Training

In the following pitch and plunge motion of the CANN-CSD-coupling are compared
with the results of the CFD-CSD-coupling at various Mach numbers (see Tab. 2). It
is important to say that a network is identified at a fixed Mach number, so for each of
the investigated Mach numbers at M a = 0.753, M a = 0.7 and M a = 0.65 an according
network was trained. On the other hand the freestream flow parameters pressure p∞ ,
velocity u∞ and density ρ∞ change with the temperature T∞ at a fixed Mach as well as a
fixed Reynolds number. The free stream parameters are connected with the Sutherland
model, the ideal gas law, the Mach number definition and the Reynolds number definition.
According to that the flow conditions can be manipulated even if the Mach and Reynolds
number is fixed, which is why different free stream temperatures T∞ are investigated with
the same network at each Mach number.
In application the network must correctly react on different frequencies and amplitudes.
This flexibility must be learned during the training which is why it is neccessary to
provide as different training sets as possible to the network. The three networks in this
paper were trained with a standardized bundle of forced motion training sets to show
the practicability of the method. It is important that the training sets include different
amplitudes and frequencies to ensure the required flexibility.
An example for a bundle of forced motion training sets is shown in figure 4. In addition
to the shown transient sets a small set of 33 static calculations with αStatic = −8◦ ...8◦ is
also involved in the network training to ensure correct approximation of static cases.

7
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4: Example of a bundle of training set for one Mach number
4.2

Usage as Surrogate Model

After the network was trained it can be used in a two degree of freedom coupling
scheme with a structure model. In this paper the structure model of Tang [7] is used for
the coupled investigations of which the parameters are given in table 1. The governing
equation of motion is given in 7.

8
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Table 1: Parameters of the structure model by Tang [7]
m
sα
Kα
Dα

26.64kg
Ic/4
0.378mkg
Kh
3
6.68 · 10 N m/rad Dh
0.197m2 kg/rad/s

0.086m2 kg
1.21 · 106 N/m
82.9kg/s

The deformation and load transfer between the structure and the surrogate model is
quite trivial: The output values of the structure model h and α are used as network input
and the network output values CL and CM are given back to the structure model. The
lift L(t) and the pitching moment M (t) can then be recalculated from CL and CM with
the current flow conditions.
Furthermore an iterative staggered coupling with Aitken relaxation and first order predictor is used as it is described by Unger [8]. For the time integration of the structural
system the Newmark method is used (see Hughes [5]).



m sα
sα Ic/4



ḧ
α̈



+



Dh 0
0 Dα



ḣ
α̇



+



Kh 0
0 Kα



h
α − α0



=



L(t)
M (t)



(7)

LCO case
First the LCO case at M a = 0.753 is observed. Weber as well as Tang performed their
LCO investigations without a structural damper and with an initial angle of attack of
α0 = 0.6◦ . In order to match their results no damper is used in this case, so Dh = Dα = 0
and the same initial angle of attack is applied. Here the first time steps are critical,
because the surrogate model needs the gradients of former time steps (see equation 6),
which are not available during this phase. Therefore the unknown gradients are set to zero.
In figure 5 the predicted motion of the CANN-CSM-model is compared with the calculated motion of the CFD-CSM-scheme. The amplitudes of the predicted motion increases
faster than the reference solution between t = 0.2 and t = 0.8 (see figure 5 on the left
hand side) but the final LCO amplitude is predicted quite well as it can be seen in figure
5 on the right hand side. The temporal offset between the predicted and the calculated
motion can be explained with small differences in the frequencies. In figure 6 (a) and
(b) the corresponding CL and CM coefficients are shown. In both diagrams the nonlinear
effects can be recognized due to the nonelliptic shape of the hysteresis loop.
The computational effort of the CFD-CSM-scheme for the presented LCO-case is about
92 hours on two Intel i7 cores with 2.8 GHz. In contrast to that the surrogate model needs
9
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Figure 5: Comparison of CFD- and CANN-results of the LCO-case

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: a) Approximated lift coefficient vs. h ; b) Approximated pitching moment
coefficient
for the same calculation 6 minutes and 13 seconds on a single Intel i7 core with 2.8 GHz.
So the surrogate model needs 0.1% of the time with half of the processor power to predict
the LCO behaviour.
It is important to say, that the creation of the surrogate model takes also about 23 hours
per Mach number, because training sets have to be calculated (ca. 21h) and the network
has to be trained as well (ca. 2h).
Investigation of other Mach numbers
Furthermore two other Mach numbers with different free stream conditions are investigated, which can found in table 2. In all observed cases the Reynolds number and
10
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Reynolds length are constant at Re = 1.723 · 106 and LRe = 0.3m. In these investigations
the dampers Dh and Dα are set to the values of table 1 and the initial angle to α0 = 0◦ .
Furthermore during the first 100 steps (t100 = 0.02) a forced motion is applied to the couπ
pled model with α(t) = 180
sin(200t) and h(t) = 0. The training sets for both networks
were calculated at a free stream temperature of T = 273.15K.

Table 2: Aerodynamic parameters of the observed cases
Parameter Case 1
Ma
0.7
T∞ [K]
173.15
u∞ [m/s] 184.635

Case 2
0.7
273.15
231.902

Case 3
0.7
373.15
271.047

Case 4
0.65
173.15
171.447

Case 5
0.65
273.15
215.337

Case 6
0.65
373.15
251.687

In figures 7, 8 and 9 the predicted and the calculated airfoil motion is compared. In
the beginning of each time series during the transient non-periodic phase the prediction
matches the calculation with quite good accuracy. Even the dependency of the free stream
conditions are covered in an acceptable manner. But it is also noticeable that after the
transient starting phase the difference between the predicted and calculated amplitude
increases with the time. This means that the stability limit of the surrogate model does
not match the stability limit of the CFD-system. This lack of accuracy may be fixed with
a better chosen training set.
Nevertheless it can be summarized, that the presented method is able to represent the
aerodynamic system behaviour and can therefore substitute the CFD code within a CFDCSM-coupling scheme for efficient aeroelastic analysis.
5

CONCLUSIONS

A method is presented, which is able to substitute the CFD-code within a CFD-CSMcoupling scheme with two degrees of freedom. Also nonlinear, transient effects can be
covered by the method, which is demonstrated at the LCO-case as well as several examples at different transonic Mach numbers. Even the dependency of different free stream
flow conditions at a fixed Mach number can be regarded, but the surrogate model also
shows a lack of accuracy respective to the stability behaviour of the system.
Another important aspect is the computational effort needed for the creation of the surrogate model. It can be shown that the system behaviour can be identified with several not
specially chosen trainings sets. For more complex aeroelastic investigations like manouvers or influences caused by gusts the choice of training sets should be optimized for a
proper approximation of the stability behaviour.
11
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: CANN vs. CFD Cases 1 & 2
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: CANN vs. CFD Cases 3 & 4
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9: CANN vs. CFD Cases 5 & 6
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Abstract. Behavior due to wind–structure interaction of segmental bridges on construction
stages is presented. The paper deals with the analysis of the bridge “Viaducto km 61+000”
located near the city of Xalapa, in the state of Veracruz, Mexico. This 470 m long bridge with
17.9 m wide cast in place box girder will carry four lanes of traffic over a deep valley, with
piers height from 26 m to 113 m. The superstructure consists of two central spans of 145 m
long and two approach spans of 90 m long. The roadway geometry has vertical and horizontal
curvatures along the entire length of the bridge. The substructure consists of cast–in–place
rectangular hollow piers on bored pile foundations and spread footings. The superstructure is
erected by the unbalanced cantilever method using form travelers. Computational fluid
dynamics based on the finite element method is used to simulate wind forces acting on the
structure, which are coupled to computational structure dynamics on construction stages.
Thus, a stabilized fluid flow formulation is presented together with an ALE scheme while
geometrically non–linear solid dynamics finite elements are used to simulate the bridge
behavior. Both solutions are coupled together using a strong coupling technique to perform an
aeroelastic analysis of the bridge. Differences obtained among numerical approach and code
requirements are presented.
1 INTRODUCTION
On construction stages, most of civil constructions are vulnerable to nature acting forces
like wind or earthquakes, in the specific case of bridges, forces are resisted in one or two
places at most on construction stages, making a very vulnerable structure and needing a
careful construction process. A good behavior estimate on construction stages permit to
achieve a successful constructions without undesirable incidents.
“Viaducto km 61+000” is a 470 m long bridge now in construction with two central spans
of 145 m and two approach spans of 90 m. Figure 1 shows a view of bridge when it will be
finished. The superstructure is supported by three cast–in–place rectangular hollow piers from
26 m to 113 m height on bored pile foundations and spread footings.
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Figure 1 Simulated bridge
b
view when
w
it will bee finished

(a)

(
(b)

Figure 2 Superstructture section geometry
g
(a) Pile segmentt (b) Mid centtral span

Figuree 3 Bridge plaan view
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figu
ure 4 Descrip
ption of some bridge consttruction stagees (a) Constru
uction of pile and pile segm
ment
(b)) Form travellers colocatioon on pile segm
ment (c) Segm
ments constru
uction sequen
nce in cantileever
(d) Constru
uction of closu
ure segments

ure is a 177.9 m wide cast–in–plaace box girrder with vaariable secttion (see
The superstructu

Figure 2) and will ca
arry four lannes of traffiic. The roaddway has veertical and horizontal
h
c
curvature
along tthe entire length of the bridgee as can bbe showed in Figure 3 and Figuure 4(d).

Superstrructure con
nstruction procedure
p
c
consists
off use two form travelers in unbbalanced
cantilevver above eaach pile, whhich is desccribed in Fiigure 4. Befo
ore construcct closure segments
s
are placced, bridge substructure
s
es are isostaatic invertedd pendulums, which aree very vulneerable to
nature forces
f
like wind
w
or eartthquakes.

f
elem
ment analysiis considerring wind–structure in
nteraction at some
In thhis paper finite
construcction stagess is presenteed. Acting forces
f
obtainned from co
ode requirem
ments [1] and
a finite
elementt analysis co
onsidering w
wind–structture interacttion are com
mpared.

3
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3 FLU
UID–STRUC
CTURE MODELATI
M
ION
3.1 Strructure
For structural purposes, a geomeetrically nonlinear
n
solid
s
analy
ysis is em
mployed.
matical exprressions to solve the structural ppart are obttained from
m lineal moomentum
Mathem
conservvation equaation, once discretizedd with finiite elementts consists of solve the
t
next
equationn
 n1  f ext  u n1 
f int  u n1   Mu

where

(1)

f int =Interna
al forces
ext
f = Extern
nal forces
M = Mass
u = Displac
cements vecctor
 = Acceleration field
u

Geneeralized– method
m
is used
u
to com
mpute time integration for equatioon (1) becauuse other
traditionnal methods like –Neewmark tecchnique prooduce spurioous results with geom
metrically
nonlineaar finite element analysis.
Figuree 5 shows a 3D–view of
o the structtural model to be used to computee the dynam
mic of the

structurre due to winnd action.

Wind acction

Figure
F
5 Stru
ucture model to compute structural
s
dyynamic system
m

3.2 Flu
uid
An incompressiible fluid foormulation has been used
u
to simu
ulate wind action due to wind
M
Naviier–Stokes equations are
a used too model fluuid flow
velocityy is lower than 0.3 Mach.
expresseed as

4
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Mv n 1  Kv n 1  Gpn 1 
f next1

where

(2)

GT v n 1  0

v = Velocity
p = Pressure field
v = Acceleration
M = Mass matrix
Κ = Matrix with convective and viscous terms
G = Matrix to include pressure terms or to consider the incompressibility fluid

For dynamic fluid flow analysis, equations (2) can be expressed as

v

n 1
h

, wh   c  vhn 1 , vhn 1 , wh   b  p n 1 , wh   a  vhn 1 , wh  
 bhn1 , wh 

(3)

b  qh , vhn 1   0

In the equation (3) notation used in [2] and [3] has been employed and the meaning can be
founded in [4]. To analyze the structure in a faster way, equations (3) has been uncoupled
using fractional step method that can be founded in [3], and considering this expressions are
fully eulerian, an ALE formulation has been used to take in count the structure movement and
move the domain fluid as well. The uncoupled equations are expressed as

 u

n  mf
h

 



f

f



n  ff
h

 c


t 



f
m

f





n 
n 
n 
, wh  c ch f , vh f , wh  b  phn , wh   a vh f , wh 

  p

n 1
h

 v

 

n  ff
h

f


  , q   b  q , v

n  ff
h

 phn   hn , c

f

f

n 
n 
 phn  , qh   ch f  vh f  phn 1

 wh   bhn 1 , wh 

n
h

h

h

n 1
h



(4)

 mf
0
 vhn1  vhn1 , wh   b  phn1  phn , wh  
t  f



n 1
h





n 
n 
,h   ch f  vh f  phn 1 ,h  0
f

f

Equations (4) are formulated in a four implicit steps for each time step. The first step
consists of solve system at an intermediate velocity, which is a nonlinear formulation. Once
found the intermediate velocity, in the second step the final pressure is computed. Final
velocity is calculated in third step, and finally, the complete system is stabilized in the fourth
step. The generalized– method is used for time integration of the fractionated step. A
complete analytical deduction of generalized– method can be founded for incompressible
fluids in [4].
Figure 6 shows a view of used mesh to compute fluid flow around the structure, where
structure model (Figure 5) fits exactly.

5
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Wind action

Figu
ure 6 Internaal mesh used to
t compute flluid flow arou
und the struccture

3.3 Flu
uid–structu
ure interacttion
t structurre; both calcculations
Struccture and thhe fluid are solved in a domain thaat contains the
are empployed to prredict the siimultaneouss effects, soolving fluid and structuure at the saame time
like in rreal world. The couplee fluid–struucture interaaction probllem can be performedd using a
monolitthic solutionn [5] or parttitioned scheme [6], [4]].
a related to
t have all programme
p
ed in one
Princcipal disadvvantages of monolithic solutions are
code, addding the problem
p
of increase the degrees oof freedom, and for heence, compuutational
time. Partitioned
P
methods
m
peermit to havve specializzed codes to
o each part of the probblem, in
this case, structuree and fluid codes. Havving separatted codes permit to redduce compuutational
o partitioned approach
h is relatedd to converggence of
time to achieve soolution. Disaadvantage of
couplingg solutions,, which cann be solvedd employingg Aitken schemes that solve the ccoupling
for probblems wheree the added mass effect is not signnificant. Thiis solution is
i used in [44] giving
great reesult for aeeroelastic problems
p
liike treated in [7] andd is used for
f problem
m herein
presenteed.
o predict displacemen
d
nts of structture using the
t structuraal solver
Calcuulus processs consists of
(CSD) consideringg the structtural dynam
mic response of the previous
p
tim
me step. Then
T
the
displaceement prediictions of thhe structuree are passedd to the messh solver (C
CMD) to match
m
the
fluid meesh with deformed struucture. Wheen fluid messh is adjusteed, a fluid soolver (CFD) is used
to comppute the dy
ynamic fluid flow. Finnally actingg fluid forcces on struccture are passed to
structurral solver to update struucture displlacements. This
T depicteed procedurre is compuuted until
converggence criteria is achievved, ending the time sttep. Algoritthms for cooupling calcculations
can be founded
f
in [4].
[
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4 STUDIED PROBLEM
In this paper, construction above Pile 1 is presented (see Figure 4) focusing in results
obtained for FSI after construct the fifth superstructure segment. Figure 5 shows the finite
element model used to compute structural dynamics of the bridge. Mesh used to simulate
wind action on structure is showed in Figure 6 when the place occupied by the structure can be
seen inside.
Wind action is established using requirements specified by the Mexican Federal Electric
Commission Code, (Comisión Federal de Electricidad, CFE) [8], which is the code
applicable in Mexico for wind design at the construction site. Wind velocity profile for
analysis is showed in Figure 7.
50
45

Heigth above base level (m)

40
35
30
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20
15
10
5
0
46

48

50

52
Wind velocity (m/s)

54

56

58

Figure 7 Wind velocity profile for analysis

Figure 8 shows wind pressure and structure deformation at several time steps for one
complete vibration cycle, representing the dynamic behavior of the structure. Moreover Figure
9 shows the fluid state at one time step around the structure. At the scale showed in Figure 9
structure deformation cannot be appreciated, but it is considered.
Table 1 shows some results obtained from code regulations established in [1] and [9]
corresponding to a static analysis and compared to FSI analysis described in this paper. As
can be seen, obtained displacements at the top of the structure are greater with FSI than code
requirements. Shear forces and overturning moments computed at pile base have a lower
value with FSI compared to code analysis. The results shows that even displacement
predictions with FSI are greater, forces are not, this is because the static analysis is not
enough to predict inertial forces acting in the structure, but conservative forces considered in
in the static analysis results in greater reactions at pile base.
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Figure 8 Wind presssures [Pa] an
nd deformatioon variation in
i time for on
ne cicle of win
nd induced vibration

Figgure 9 Fluid pressure [Paa] near structture
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Table 1 Some maximum values obtained from Code and FSI analyses

Construction
Stage
5

Top displacement
(m)
Code
FSI
0.0022
0.0083

Base shear
(kN)
Code
FSI
1318.608
980.490

Overturning Moment
(MN-m)
Code
FSI
34.349
23.212

5 CONCLUSIONS
Result shows that static analysis derived of code requirements is a very conservative
approach to estimate acting forces in initial constructions stages of analyzed bridge. This kind
of approximate analysis is relatively easy to perform, but is maybe too expensive for this
particular project. Analysis and comparative in final construction stages are necessary to
determine security against wind action of the bridge, as well on complete constructed bridge.
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Abstract. For the most well-known constitutive model for partially saturated soils,
the Barcelona Basic Model, an optimized return mapping algorithm is proposed, which
is characterized by analytical integration of the hardening law and by solving only a
nonlinear scalar equation at the integration point level. To investigate the performance of
the proposed algorithm several implicit and explicit stress update algorithms are compared
at the integration point level. Finally, the proposed stress update algorithm is applied
to a 2D solid-fluid coupled numerical simulation of water flow through a homogeneous
embankment dam.

1

INTRODUCTION

The development of constitutive models for partially saturated soil and the implementation into FE-programs are ongoing research topics. The latter requires selection of a
suitable stress update algorithm. In addition to accuracy, robustness and efficiency of
the employed stress update algorithm play a decisive role especially for large-scale FEanalyses. This is the motivation for developing an optimized return mapping algorithm
for the most well-known constitutive model for partially saturated soils, the Barcelona
Basic Model (BBM). In the pioneering work [1] basic concepts of modeling the behavior of
partially saturated soils were introduced, e. g. the application of two independent stress
parameters, consisting in the particular case of net stress and matric suction. The original
version of the BBM was developed further by e. g. [7, 14, 2]. However, it is employed here
in its original version, because the latter was agreed as the basis for extensive benchmark
activities within the framework of the MUSE network [9].
1
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Following the ideas of [5] the proposed algorithm is derived from the general formulation
of the return mapping algorithm [13]. Whereas the latter requires solving a system of
several nonlinear equations at the integration point level, the former is characterized by
analytical integration of the hardening law and by solving only a nonlinear scalar equation
at the integration point level.
To investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm several stress update algorithms are compared at the integration point level. This is done on the basis of two sets
of material parameters for the BBM by prescribing different volumetric and deviatoric
strain increments at constant matric suction. The investigated stress update algorithms
include both implicit and explicit integration schemes. The latter include a forward Euler
integration scheme and a semi-explicit integration algorithm [10]. The Richardson extrapolation method, described in [3], is used as the basis for sub-stepping with error control,
which is an essential ingredient especially of explicit stress update algorithms. Moreover,
enhancements of implicit integration methods with sub-stepping and error control techniques are investigated. In addition, a fifth-order Runge–Kutta stress update algorithm
with error control is included in this investigation [4].
Finally, the proposed stress update algorithm is applied to a 2D solid-fluid coupled numerical simulation of water flow through a homogeneous embankment dam. The governing
equations of the finite element formulation are based on a three-phase model for partially
saturated soils, see e. g. [8]. Since in such structural analyses various hydro-mechanical
loading conditions are encountered at different integrations points, the robustness and
efficiency of the proposed stress update algorithm can be demonstrated.
2

THE BARCELONA BASIC MODEL

The BBM is formulated in terms of the net stress tensor σ ′′ and the matric suction pc .
The net stress
σ ′′ = σ − pa I
(1)
is the total stress σ in excess of the pore air pressure pa , and the matric suction
p c = pa − pw

(2)

is the difference between the air pressure pa and the water pressure pw . For stress states
located within the elastic domain, enclosed by the yield surface, the elastic volumetric
and deviatoric strain rates are given as
ε̇ev =

κs
ṡij
κ ṗ′′
ṗc
,
+
, ėeij =
′′
c
1+ep
1 + e p + patm
2G

(3)

with the material parameters κ and κs , representing the elastic stiffness for changes of the
mean net pressure p′′ = (σ ′′ : I)/3 and for changes of the matric suction pc , respectively.
e, patm , ṡij and G denote the void ratio, the atmospheric air pressure, the deviatoric stress
rate and the shear modulus, respectively. It follows from (31 ) that the elastic volumetric
2
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strain rate ε̇ev depends on both the mean net pressure p′′ and the matric suction pc . Within
the elastic domain the stress point (p′′ , e) lies on the unloading-reloading line (URL) with
slope κ. For isotropic plastic conditions it lies on the isotropic compression line (ICL)
with the suction-dependent slope


c
(4)
λ(pc ) = λ(0) (1 − r) e−β p + r .

λ(pc ) describes the soil stiffness during plastic loading in a hydrostatic test for a given
matric suction pc in terms of the respective stiffness λ(0) at saturated conditions and the
material parameters r and β.
The intersection point of the URL and the ICL is denoted as the preconsolidation
pressure p′′0 . The ICL is defined by the slope λ(pc ) and the void ratio e = N(pc ) − 1 at
p′′ = 1 with N(pc ) denoting the respective specific volume. From the volumetric behavior
of the BBM follows
 ′′ 
 ′′ 
p
p0
c
c
+ κ ln 0′′ ,
e = N(p ) − 1 − λ(p ) ln
(5)
1
p
from which
p′′0

= exp



−N(pc ) + 1 + e
κ − λ(pc )



κ

p′′ κ−λ(pc )

(6)

is obtained. The yield surface is defined as
f = J2 −

M 2 ′′
(p + p′′s ) (p′′0 − p′′ )
3

(7)

with the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor J2 = sij sij /2 and
p′′s (pc ) = ks pc ,

p′′0 = p′′ref



(p′′0 )∗
p′′ref

λ(0)−κ
 λ(p
c )−κ

.

(8)

In (7) M defines the slope of the critical state line. p′′s and p′′0 both depend on the matric
suction according to (8). For negative values of p′′ the intersection of the yield surface
(7) with the plane J2 = 0 is given by p′′s according to (81 ) with the material parameter
ks describing the increase in cohesion due to the matric suction. The preconsolidation
pressure p′′0 and the one for saturated conditions (p′′0 )∗ are located on the so called loading
collapse yield curve (LC curve) according to (82 ). This curve is the intersection of the
yield surface with the plane J2 = 0 for positive values of p′′ . Here, p′′ref serves as a reference
pressure such that for (p′′0 )∗ = p′′ref (82 ) degenerates to p′′0 = p′′ref = const.
The plastic strain rate is determined from the non-associated flow rule
ε̇pij = γ̇

∂g
′′
∂σij

3
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√

M
3J2

(p′′0,1 )∗
p

′′

LC curve
p′′s
p′′0,2

p′′0,1

pc

Figure 1: Yield surface of the BBM for different values of the preconsolidation pressure

with the flow potential
g = αJ2 −

M 2 ′′
(p + p′′s ) (p′′0 − p′′ ) ,
3

(10)

where α is a constant. The hardening law relates the rate of the preconsolidation pressure
at saturated conditions (p′′0 )∗ , which serves as the hardening parameter, to the volumetric
plastic strain rate ε̇pv by
1+e p
ε̇ .
(ṗ′′0 )∗ = (p′′0 )∗
(11)
λ(0) − κ v
(11) describes the evolution of the yield surface. The latter is shown for two different
values of (p′′0 )∗ in Fig. 1.
3

AN OPTIMIZED RETURN MAPPING ALGORITHM

For deriving a computationally efficient version of the return mapping algorithm the
flow rule (9) is split into a volumetric and deviatoric part
ε̇pv = γ̇ 3

∂g
,
∂I1′′

ėpij = γ̇

4
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Backward Euler integration of (12) yields
∂g
∆εpv = γ 3 ′′ = ∆εv − ∆εev ,
∂I1
(13)
∂g
p
e
sij = ∆eij − ∆eij ,
∆eij = γ
∂J2
where γ = γ̇∆t. Note that quantities with the subscript n refer to the converged values at
the previous time instant tn , whereas all other quantities refer to the values at the current
time instant tn+1 . In case of a constant value of G


sij = 2Geeij = 2G (eij − epij,n ) − (epij − epij,n )
= sTijrial − 2G∆epij

follows from (32 ). Inserting (13) into (14) gives


∂g
1+γ
2G sij = sTijrial .
∂J2

(14)

(15)

The term enclosed by the brackets is a scalar quantity, hence, sij and sTijrial differ only by
a scalar factor. Thus, from (15) it follows
2

∂g
2G J2 = J2T rial .
(16)
1+γ
∂J2

Making use of γ = (∆εv − ∆εev )/(3∂g/∂I1′′ ), resulting from (131), yields
2
2


∂g
∂g
∂g
e
2G(∆εv − ∆εv ) J2 − 3 ′′ J2T rial = 0 .
3 ′′ −
∂I1
∂J2
∂I1

(17)

In (17) the incremental volumetric strain ∆εv is known from the current estimate of the
displacement increment at tn+1 . J2 and ∆εev in (17) can be replaced by
M 2 ′′
(p + p′′s ) (p′′0 − p′′ )
(18)
3
and
 ′′ 
 c

κs
κ
p
p + patm
e
ln
ln c
+
(19)
∆εv =
1+e
p′′n
1+e
pn + patm
following from (7) and from integration of the rate constitutive equation (31 ). The rate
of the void ratio is given by
ė = −(1 + e) ε̇v .
(20)
J2 =

Integration of (20) yields the value of the void ratio at tn+1
e = (1 + en ) exp(−∆εv ) − 1 .

(21)

(17) together with (18), (19), (21) and (6) represents a nonlinear scalar equation for the
unknown I1′′ (or p′′ = I1′′ /3), which can be solved, e.g., by the Newton method. Once p′′
has been determined from this equation, it is inserted into (6), yielding p′′0 , and the latter
into the recast form of (82 ) yielding the hardening parameter (p′′0 )∗ .
5
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4

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT STRESS UPDATE ALGORITHMS

To investigate the performance of the proposed stress update algorithm, the following
stress update algorithms are considered in the subsequent comparative study:
(a) an explicit stress update algorithm, characterized by forward integration of the
constitutive rate equation
c
σ̇ = Cep ε̇ + Cp ,ep ṗc
(22)
c

with Cep = ∂σ/∂ε and Cp ,ep = ∂σ/∂pc denoting the constitutive tangent operators, which is combined with adaptive sub-stepping and error control based on the
Richardson extrapolation method;
(b) a general return mapping algorithm [13], characterized by backward Euler integration of the rate equations for the plastic strains (9) and the hardening variable (11)
and by enforcing the condition f = 0 for the yield function (7) at tn+1 , which requires
solving a system of nonlinear equations, consisting of the consistency parameter, the
net stress and the hardening variable;
(c) the optimized return mapping algorithm described in section 3 and [6] respectively;
(d) a semi-explicit stress update algorithm [10], characterized by explicit integration of
the rate equations for the plastic strains (9) and the hardening variable (11) and
by enforcing the condition f = 0 for the yield function (7) at tn+1 for determining
the consistency parameter, which is combined with adaptive sub-stepping and error
control based on the Richardson extrapolation method;
(e) the implicit fifth-order Runge–Kutta integration algorithm with error control RADAU5,
proposed in [4].
A comparison of the investigated stress update algorithms with respect to the accuracy
is performed on the basis of two different sets of material parameters for the BBM, provided in [1]. To this end, the error of the stresses computed for prescribed combinations
of volumetric and deviatoric strain increments are considered. The error is defined as a
relative error, related to the ”exact” value for the respective stress component computed
by the RADAU5 algorithm [4] prescribing an extremely small error tolerance of 10−10 .
Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the integration errors obtained by means of the general
return mapping algorithm and the optimized return mapping algorithm for the relatively
large range of strain increments ranging from 0 up to 3%. A particular point of the
diagrams shown in Fig. 2 indicates the error of a single step stress update for a particular
combination of volumetric and deviatoric strain increment (εv , εs ). E.g., the point (εv =
2%, εs = 3%) represents the integration error for the strain increment ∆εv = 0.02 and
∆εs = 0.03, obtained by a single step backward Euler integration. According to Fig. 2
the integration errors for the investigated strain increments reach up to 40%. Contrary
6
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Figure 2: Integration errors for the general return mapping algorithm (left) and the optimized return
mapping algorithm (right)

to the general return mapping algorithm the optimized return mapping algorithm gives
the exact solution for hydrostatic strain paths due to the analytical integration of the
hardening law. Because of the large integration errors, similar to the explicit and semiexplicit stress update algorithm, the return mapping algorithms are also enhanced by
adaptive sub-stepping and error control.
For the investigation of the efficiency of the considered stress update algorithms the
stresses were computed for 25 combinations of volumetric and deviatoric strain increments
of 0.5%, 0.75%, 1.0%, 1.25% and 1.5% for prescribed maximum values of the integration
error, ranging from 10−1 to 10−10 . The mean values of the number of required instructions
are shown in the diagrams of Fig. 3 for the resulting mean values of the computed errors.
It follows from Fig. 3 that for a prescribed error tolerance the optimized return mapping
algorithm is by far more efficient than the general return mapping algorithm and it is
even more efficient than the explicit integration method. The RADAU5 algorithm is very
efficient for very small prescribed values of error tolerances.
5

APPLICATION TO A COUPLED FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The application of the developed optimized return mapping algorithm is demonstrated
by a coupled solid-fluid Finite Element analysis of the water flow through a homogeneous
earth dam. The cross section of the homogeneous earth dam is shown in Fig. 4, the
employed hydraulic parameters and material parameters are reported in [11, 12]. A rigid
foundation of the dam is assumed by constraining the displacements on the bottom of the
dam. For the undrained part of the base an impermeable boundary is assumed, whereas
for the drained part a permeable boundary is considered by applying a mass flux with a

7
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err

err

Figure 3: Work precision diagrams for two sets of material parameters: (a) explicit stress update, (b) general return mapping algorithm, (c) optimized return mapping algorithm, (d) semi-explicit stress update
algorithm, (e) implicit fifth-order Runge–Kutta algorithm

pressure dependent velocity
vn = ksc pw for pw > 0,
vn = 0 for pw ≤ 0,

(23)

with pw denoting the water pressure at the boundary and ksc is a sufficiently large seepage
coefficient to approximately enforce the requirement of a zero water pressure for a freely
draining surface. Similar boundary conditions for the fluid phase are applied at the free
surfaces, i.e. at the upstream slope above the water level, the crest and the downstream
slope.

Figure 4: Cross section of the homogeneous earth dam

8
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P-CAP
+1.20e-01
+8.00e-02
+4.00e-02
+0.00e+00
-4.00e-02
-8.00e-02
-1.20e-01

Figure 5: Distribution of matric suction for selected time instants from top to bottom: (a) t = 20 d, (b)
t = 60 d, (c) t = 310 d, (d) t = 800 d

E, Pressure
+5.00e-03
+3.33e-03
+1.67e-03
-1.16e-10
-1.67e-03
-3.33e-03
-5.00e-03
-7.90e-03

Figure 6: Distribution of the volumetric strain for selected time instants: t = 20 d, t = 60 d, t = 310 d,
t = 800 d

In the first step of the numerical analysis a constant matric suction of 100 kPa, corresponding to an initial degree of water saturation of S w = 0.729, is assumed for the dam
body and the primary stresses due to dead load are computed presuming elastic response.
In the second step the net stresses, the void ratio and matric suction, computed in the
first step, are taken as initial values, whereas the displacements are set equal to zero and
matric suction at the upstream boundary is reduced to zero by specifying the respective
boundary conditions. In the subsequent steps of the analysis the transient seepage flow
9
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U, U2
+2.00e-02
+1.00e-02
+0.00e+00
-1.00e-02
-2.00e-02
-3.00e-02
-4.00e-02

Figure 7: Vertical displacements for selected points of time from top to bottom: (a) t = 20 d, (b) t =
60 d, (c) t = 310 d, (d) t = 800 d

due to a water table of H = 10 m is computed until steady state conditions are attained.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of matric suction for selected time instants. Negative
values of matric suction represent values of the water pressure in fully water saturated
regions. 20 days after impoundment only a small region close to the upstream slope is affected by the water flow. With advancing time the water saturated domain is propagating
until steady state conditions are attained.
The distribution of the volumetric strain with advancing saturation front is shown in
Fig. 6. Volumetric compaction, indicated by positive values of the volumetric strain,
occurs in the lower central region and in the downstream regions which are characterized
by partial saturation. The computed distribution of the vertical displacements of the
soil skeleton (negative values denote settlements) is shown in Figure 7. Shortly after the
impoundment settlements in the vicinity of the upstream face of the dam occur, whereas
at later stages uplifting is predicted in this region. By contrast, in the upper central
region of the dam, the settlements increase with advancing saturation front.
6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper an optimized return mapping algorithm was proposed, which is characterized by analytical integration of the hardening law and by solving only a nonlinear scalar
equation at the integration point level. To investigate the performance of the developed
algorithm, several stress update algorithms were compared with respect to accuracy and
efficiency: (a) an explicit stress update algorithm, (b) a general return mapping algorithm, (c) the proposed optimized return mapping algorithm, (d) a semi-explicit stress
update algorithm, and (e) an implicit fifth-order Runge-Kutta stress update algorithm.
Large integration errors were encountered for the return mapping algorithms when larger
10
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strain increments were integrated in one step. Hence, similar to the explicit and semiexplicit stress update algorithm, they were enhanced by adaptive sub-stepping and error
control. It was shown that for a prescribed error threshold value the optimized return
mapping algorithm is by far more efficient than the general return mapping algorithm
and it is even more efficient than the explicit integration method. Finally, to demonstrate
the robustness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm within a Finite Element context,
a simplified 2D coupled transient numerical simulation of the behavior of an embankment
dam due to impoundment was performed.
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Summary. Behaviour of poroelastic saturated materials submitted to dynamic actions is
strongly dependent of the solid skeleton permeability and the frequency of the movement.
Depending on these quantities, undrained behaviour or fully drained behaviour occurs for
total coupled interaction or for null interaction, respectively. Between these limit cases, some
relative movement occurs among solid skeleton and fluid, generating viscous damping,
which, in turn, modifies the elastic response of the system. This paper presents results of
coupled behaviour in poroelastic saturated layers with an embedded impermeable wall,
submitted to seismic actions. A Finite Element code developed at the University of Coimbra
(FEMEPDYN), with coupled formulation us−uw−p, was used for this purpose. Dynamic
responses of poroelastic layers with an embedded wall are compared with non-porous
materials for similar conditions. Damping of non-porous materials was previously calculated
by calibration of the Rayleigh coefficients in order to match the free field responses for both
materials types. Unlike for the free field analysis, results reveal some differences between
both materials responses with the presence of the wall, due to the volumetric deformations
imposed by the embedded wall. Also, those volumetric deformations have a more uniform
distribution in poroelastic layers with permeabilities that represent near total and near fully
drained behaviour.
1

INTRODUCTION

Behaviour of poroelastic saturated materials is actually described using two theories: the
Biot theory [1, 2], based on the Lagrange classical mechanics, and the Porous Mixtures
theory, firstly presented by Fillunger (1913), which involves the concept of volume fractions
[3]. Considering some simplifications and the incompressibility of the constituents, both
theories result in similar coupled equilibrium equations, where the interaction force between
porous solid skeleton and the interstitial fluid is expressed by:
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2

=
R

n γw
k

(vw − vs )

(1)

where k is the permeability, n is the porosity, γw is the bulk unit weight of fluid, vs is the
velocity of solid and vw is the velocity of fluid.
Interaction forces between the solid skeleton and the fluid in a poroelastic saturated
material are greatly dependent on the permeability and frequency of the movement.
Zienkiewicz et al. [4] presented parametric analyses for wide ranges of permeabilities and
frequencies of harmonic vertical excitations in a poroelastic column. These authors found
bound parameters related to the limit levels of coupled interaction, from near drained
behaviour (quasi-null coupled interaction) to near undrained behaviour (quasi-total coupled
interaction), for a range of loading velocities from the quasi-static (consolidation problem in
despite to inertial forces) to the rapid loading. For near undrained behaviour, relative
movements between solid and fluid are very small and viscous interaction forces developed
are insignificant. In the opposite situation, for near full drained behaviour, permeabilities are
very high and, consequently, viscous interaction forces are very small, in spite the existence
of large relative movements between both phases. In between these limiting situations,
relevant viscous interaction forces may be developed for common dynamic loadings, as those
originated by foundations of industry equipment or earthquakes.
Viscous damping values due to coupled interaction forces were previously calculated on
poroelastic saturated layers subjected to shear free field movements [5]. In these analyses,
only shear deformations are induced and, consequently, excess pore pressures are inexistent.
Permeabilities for near limit cases of coupled interaction with quasi-null damping were found,
as well the damping ratios for middle range permeabilities. The absence of excess pore
pressure generation allows the use of non-porous linear elastic materials for the calculations
of the dynamic responses: with dry properties for quasi-null coupled interaction and with
saturated undrained properties for quasi-total coupled interaction. In between these limit
cases, appropriate Rayleigh damping can be used in non-porous materials for the same
purpose [6]. Main advantages of the use of non-porous materials in finite elements models are
the much lower effort and time computing.
Shear movements induced on saturated porous layers with embedded impermeable walls
produce non-homogeneous fields of volumetric deformations and excess pore pressures
generation. This factor influences the whole response of the layer and tends to disregard the
previously related in free field conditions. Analyses are presented for an artificial seismic
action applied at the base of the layers.
2 NUMERICAL MODELLING
2.1 Finite element code
The numerical analyses were carried using the finite element code FEMEPDYN [6],
developed at the University of Coimbra. FEMEPDYN code uses the Generalized-α time
integration algorithms to perform dynamic calculations in time domain, for both non-porous
and porous materials. The porous materials are modelled by the us-uw-p coupled formulation
[7, 8]. At each time step this formulation enables the computation of nodal displacements,
velocities and accelerations (d.v.a.) of both solid and fluid phases, as well pore pressures
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(p.w.p.) at the corner nodes of the mesh elements. For this purpose, finite element meshes are
composed by quadrangular hybrid elements with 8 nodes of Q8/C4 type, which ensures fluid
pressure continuity between elements (Figure 1a). Meshes for non-porous materials are
composed with isoparametric quadrangular elements of 8 nodes.
2.2 Materials properties
Properties of the poroelastic and non-porous materials are presented in Table 1 and Table
2, respectively. Shear modulus values of 20 MPa (G20) and 80 MPa (G80) were considered
for both materials types. The pore fluid in the poroelastic analyses is almost incompressible,
with a bulk modulus of Kw=1×108 MPa. The permeability coefficients adopted varies in a
wide range with the purpose to achieve the two near limit cases of viscous interaction – for
the quasi-null coupled behaviour unrealistic high permeability coefficients were used.
The reproductions of poroelastic behaviours were carried with two types of non-porous
materials: for the drained behaviours and allowable volumetric deformations with the Poisson
coefficient of the solid skeleton (ν=0.3); for the undrained behaviours with a Poisson
coefficient of ν=0.49. Differences in results between these non-porous materials should not be
detectable in movements without volumetric deformations, as occurs in pure shear column
analyses. The bulk unit weights of non-porous materials were calculated using the solid
skeleton and pore fluid densities of the poroelastic materials, respectively ρs and ρw. For
movements caused by shear wave propagation, bulk unit weights should be calculated
considering saturated and dry materials, respectively for undrained and drained conditions [9].
Densities of saturated and dry materials, ρsat and ρd, are calculated using Equations 2 and
shear wave velocities, vS, are calculated using Equation 3 for respective ρ value.
Saturated: ρ = ρ sat = (1 − n ) ρ s + n ρ w

(2)

Dry: ρ =ρ d =(1 − n ) ρ s
vS =

G

(3)

ρ

Table 1: Properties of poroelastic materials
G
(MPa)
20
80

Es
(MPa)
52
208

ν

ρs
(kg/m3)

ρw
(kg/m3)

Kw
(MPa)

n

k
(m/s)

0.3

2.6×103

1.0×103

1×105

0.365

1×102 to 1×10-5

Table 2: Properties of non-porous materials
G
(MPa)
20
80

Es
(MPa)
52.0
59.6
208.0
238.4

ν

Coupled interaction / Material

0.3
0.49
0.3
0.49

Null / Dry
Total / Saturated
Null / Dry
Total / Saturated

3
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γ
(kN/m3)
16.20
19.78
16.20
19.78

vS
(m/s)
110.1
99.6
220.1
199.2
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The embedded wall has a linear elastic behaviour and was considered as a non-porous
material in all the analyses. The elastic properties are respective to a common concrete
material, with an elasticity modulus of E=20 GPa and a Poisson coefficient of ν=0.2.
2.3 Models meshes
The modelled media consists in homogeneous layers with 20 m thickness, settled over a
rigid and impervious bedrock material. The width of the FE domain depends of the analyses
type: for the free field response of the layer, the existence of only pure shear horizontal
movements allows the use of a single column; for the analyses with the embedded wall, a
larger mesh of 50.4 m width is used in order to mitigate the influence of the lateral boundaries
on wall movements. In both cases, the lateral boundaries have restrictions for vertical
displacements and the bottom boundary is impervious and has vertical displacement
restrictions. In free vibration analyses, the bottom boundary has also horizontal displacements
restrictions. In other analyses, horizontal accelerations (harmonic or seismic) are imposed at
the bottom boundary. The stiffness of layer is related with velocity of wave propagation (Eq.
3) and modal frequencies (Eq. 4). Higher values require more refined meshes in wave
propagation direction to obtain accurate results. Therefore, for layers G20 and G80, 20 and 40
elements uniformly distributed in vertical direction were adopted in respective meshes.
In the FE models with embedded wall, interface joint elements with no thickness were
inserted between wall and surrounding layer. Parameters of constitutive model of these joint
elements were chosen with extremely low tangential stiffness and high normal stiffness. In
these conditions, an almost free shear displacement is allowed and avoided the opening of
gaps in the mesh. Formulation of these joint elements may consider both impervious or
permeable interfaces. In the analyses here presented, permeable case is considered. The wall
is 12 m deep and 0.4 m thick.
Figure 1 presents a scheme of the hybrid elements used in poroelastic analyses, the FE
mesh column used in the free field analyses and the right half of the mesh used in the analyses
with the embedded wall.
a)

b)

displacement
control point

c)

εv control points

displacement
control point

H=20 m

d.v.a.

G20:
20 elem.×1 m
H=20 m

p.w.p.

12 m

Q8/C4

G80:
40 elem.×0.5 m

Impervious
boundary
wall (0.4 m) + 4×0.5 m + 2×1.0 m +
2×1.5 m +2×2.0 m + 2×2.5 m + 3×3.0 m = 25.4 m

Figure 1: Finite element meshes: a) Hybrid elements; b) Free field; c) Layer with embedded wall.
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2.4 Seismic action
The seismic action is an artificial accelerogram generated by the SeismoSignal software
[10], so as to match an elastic response spectrum defined by the Eurocode 8 [11]. Parameters
of this spectrum were chosen for the seismic zone of Coimbra (Portugal), a seismic action of
Type 2 (lower magnitude and epicentre in continental territory) and for Ground Type A
(bedrock layer, considering the seismic action applied at the rigid base boundary of the finite
element mesh). Figure 2 presents the accelerogram adopted in the analyses with a time
duration of 22 seconds, that includes a stationary part of 10 seconds, and a maximum ground
acceleration of ag=1.3 m/s2. The time steps used are of 0.01 seconds for G20 layers and 0.005
seconds for G80 layers (regarding the higher frequencies existent in this layers movement).
1,5

ah (m/s2)

1
0,5
0
-0,5
-1
-1,5
0

2

4

6

8

10 12
t (s)

14

16

18

20

22

Figure 2: Artificial accelerogram used in the analyses

3

EVALUATION OF VISCOUS DAMPING IN FREE FIELD SHEAR MOVEMENT

3.1 Methodology
Here is presented a description of the method to evaluate the modal frequencies and
respective damping ratio of poroelastic saturated layers in free field conditions. Analyses were
made for the range of permeabilities presented in Table 1.
Firstly, a free vibration horizontal movement was induced at the layer by releasing a preimposed displacement on the top of the column. From the free vibration responses, modal
frequencies were calculated using a Discrete Fourier Transformer (DFT) algorithm [12].
Secondly, harmonic shear accelerations, with the previously calculated modal frequencies,
were imposed at the base of the layer exciting only one mode at once. The one-mode response
tends to be infinitely amplified in the absence of viscous damping, as approximately occurs
for permeability values near the limit cases of total and null coupled interaction. For middle
range permeabilities, viscous damping restricts amplification of the movements and a steady
state response is achieved. As an example, the amplified response for the 1st mode of the layer
G20 with k=1×10-1 m/s is presented in Figure 3. The amplification value obtained, D, allows
the calculation of the damping coefficient, ξ, for each vibration mode, using the simplified
equation for homogeneous layers [13]:
π⎞
⎛
D sinh ⎜ ( 2 n − 1) ξ ⎟
=
2⎠
⎝
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Figure 3: Amplified response and frequency spectra for harmonic action with 1st mode frequency.

3.2 Free vibration responses
The elastic deformations due to a pre-imposed displacement, d0, on the top of the column,
released at t=0s, induce a pure shear movement in free vibration mode. Depending on the
coupled interaction between the fluid and solid skeleton, ruled by permeability, different
levels of viscous damping are developed. In Figure 3 are presented the envelopes of the
normalized displacements during the first 40 seconds of free vibration movement.
a) G20

1,0
0,8

k
(m/s)
100

0,8

0,6

d /d0

d /d0

b) G80

1,0

0,4
0,2
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1
1E-1

0,4

1E-2
1E-3

0,2

0,0

1E-5

0,0
0

10

t (s)

20
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40

0

10

20
t (s)

30
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Figure 4: Time variation of displacement amplitudes in free vibration mode for several permeabilities.

The figures show a sharp decrease of displacement amplitudes with decreasing
permeabilities from k=100m/s to 1m/s for G20 and to 0.1m/s for G80. For these last
permeabilities a noticeable higher viscous damping is developed during the movement. For
lower permeabilities, viscous damping tends to decrease as can be noticed by the less damped
movements. Lower damping occurs for k=1×10-5m/s and k=100m/s, denoting their similitude
of behaviour with the undamped coupled limit cases. Anyway, time decreasing amplitudes are
noticeable for these higher and lower values of k, particularly for k=100m/s, which means that
limit cases are not completely achieved and some residual damping is present.
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3.3 Modal frequencies
Analytical value of the n modal frequency for homogeneous layers can be calculated with
the well known expression:
=
fn

( 2n − 1) vS

4H

(5)

where vS is the shear wave velocity (Eq. 3), and H is the thickness of the layer.
The results of the 1st and 2nd modal frequencies detected from spectral distributions for the
aforementioned free vibration responses, as well analytical values obtained from Equation 5,
are compiled in Table 3. Cases where dispersive frequency distribution hinders the
achievement of accurate frequency higher modes are also presented in brackets.
Analytical and calculated values for non-porous materials are in good agreement, which is
a trustful indication that appropriate meshes and time steps had been used. This table shows
that modal frequencies of poroelastic materials can be separated in two sets, each one with
values similar to those of coupled limit cases calculated with non-porous materials. In each
set, the pure shear behaviour of the poroelastic material can be reproduced using the
respective non-porous material with an appropriate viscous damping. It is visible that the
transition from dry to saturated behaviours occurs suddenly for permeabilities between
k=1m/s to k=1×10-1m/s, for both G20 and G80, when viscous damping effect is more
notorious (as shown in Figure 4).
Table 3: Modal frequencies for different coupled interaction levels
Coupled interaction
Null / Analytical (ρ=ρd)
Null / Non-porous (ρ=ρd)

Poroelastic

Total / Analytical (ρ=ρsat)
Total / Non-porous (ρ=ρsat)

G20
Modal frequencies
f1
f2

Permeability
k
(m/s)

∞
∞
100
10
1
10-1
10-2
10-3
10-4
10-5
0
0

(Hz)

1.376
1.375
1.375
1.375
1.350
1.250
1.245
1.245
1.245
1.245
1.245
1.245
( ) Inaccurate values.

(Hz)

4.127
4.120
4.120
4.120
4.125
(3.908)
(3.735)
3.730
3.730
3.730
3.735
3.730

G80
Modal frequencies
f1
f2
(Hz)

2.752
2.750
2.750
2.750
2.740
2.540
2.490
2.490
2.490
2.490
2.490
2.490

(Hz)

8.255
8.240
8.240
8.245
8.240
(8.375)
(7.490)
(7.460)
7.460
7.460
7.470
7.460

3.4 Viscous damping
The steady-state responses for harmonic actions with modal frequencies allow the
calculation of damping ratios, ξ, of the first two modes for the middle range permeabilities.
For the lowest and highest permeability values, the residual damping present is not enough to
hinder an increasing amplification of the responses, therefore, to establish a ξ value. Also,
determination of the ξ values for higher modes is defected of the indelible presence of the
lower modes. Despite these limitations, values of ξ presented in Table 4 are in accordance
with damped responses presented in Figure 3.
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Table 4: Modal damping ratios for different coupled interaction levels
G20 layer
G80 layer
ξ1
ξ2
ξ1
ξ2
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
100
<0.05
-<0.05
-10
0.45
0.18
0.23
(0.12)
1
3.74
1.51
2.16
0.76
1.87
4.68
3.53
6.95
10-1
0.21
-0.40
1.18
10-2
<0.05
-<0.05
(0.14)
10-3
-- Not detectable values; ( ) Inaccurate values.

k
(m/s)

4 ANALYSES WITH THE SEISMIC ACTION
4.1 General description
The behaviours of poroelastic and non-porous layers are compared for equivalent viscous
damping conditions. For that purpose, damping ratios previously obtained for poroelastic
layers (Table 4) are considered for the calculation of Rayleigh damping parameters, a0 and a1
used in non-porous materials, These Rayleigh parameters are calculated for the modal
frequencies f1 and f2 presented in limit coupled cases (Table 3). Limit case frequencies, and
therefore dry or saturated non-porous properties, are chosen according to proximity of
frequency values observed in poroelastic layer which is intended to be replicated. Table 5
presents the designations and main characteristics of the carried analyses with poroelastic and
non-porous materials.
Table 4: Characteristics of the comparative analyses with seismic action.
G
(MPa)
20
80

Poroelastic
Analysis
G20_k-5
G20_k-1
G20_k1
G80_k-5
G80_k-1
G80_k1

k
(m/s)
10-5
10-1
10
10-5
10-1
10

Analysis
G20_sat
G20_sat_R
G20_dry_R
G80_sat
G80_sat_R
G80_dry_R

Non-porous
Coupled inter. /
Material
Total / Sat.
Total / Sat.
Null / Dry
Total / Sat.
Total / Sat.
Null / Dry

Rayleigh coefficients
a0
a1
0
0
0.05421
3.90×10-3
0.07582
2.59×10-5
0
0
0.42616
2.77×10-3
0.07387
1.88×10-5

4.1 Responses of layers in free field conditions
The time variation of relative displacements on the top of the layers (u’=utop-ubase) is
presented in Figure 5, for the several analyses. In this figure a good match between
displacements in poroelastic and non-porous layers is visible, meaning that poroelastic
behaviour can be fairly reproduced with non-porous damped materials (or undamped
materials for quasi-limit coupled cases), in pure shear conditions. Also frequency spectra (not
shown here) are very similar for both materials in these studied cases. A large amplification of
displacements is found for k=1×10-5m/s analyses, particularly visible for the G80 layer, due to
the almost absence of viscous damping in these cases.
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a) G20: k=10-5m/s vs Sat. undamped
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d) G80: k=10-1m/s vs Sat. R. damping
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Figure 5: Time variation of displacement amplitudes in free vibration mode for several permeabilities.

4.2 Responses of layers with embedded wall
Some results of the above-mentioned analyses are presented in Figure 6. In this figure,
comparisons of relative displacements between poroelastic and non-porous layers are
displayed for the top of the layers, above the wall and on the boundary (displacement control
points marked in Figure 1c). These results are in agreement with that observed in free field
analyses, denoting a good, but not so perfect, match of displacements between both materials.
In these figures a higher amplification of responses is observed on the top of the wall,
enhanced particularly for the less damped materials as G80_k-5 and G20_k1.
Responses are less amplified at the boundaries, denoting a decreasing influence with the
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distance of the wall. Anyway, the boundary displacements have some differences from those
of the free field analyses, mainly for the less damped materials, which mean that these
boundaries are not sufficiently far from the wall to reproduce the free field.
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Figure 6: Time variation of displacement amplitudes for the layers with embedded wall.

The volumetric deformations, εv, were calculated in some control points (Fig. 1) for several
depths and for distances from the wall not less then 2m. The results of the time variation of εv
are displayed in Figure 7 for the poroelastic layers G20_k-5 and G80_k-1. For both cases, it is
evident that results at the boundary points are quite different from those at the inner zone of
the layer. This should be due to the slide restrictions imposed at the lateral boundaries layers.
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Also, the time variation of εv is less uniform from point to point in the layer with higher
permeability, due to the fact that for k=1×10-5m/s the behaviour is more similar to the
undrained case in the whole of the inner zone of the layer.
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Figure 6: Volumetric deformations in layers G20_k-5 and G80_k-1 with embedded wall.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
The results presented in this paper show that non-porous materials with appropriate
properties and Rayleigh damping may reproduce almost perfectly pure shear behaviour of
poroelastic layers. The good results obtained in the comparative analyses between both
materials validate the method used for the determination of Rayleigh coefficients.
Subsequent similar analyses were made for layers with an embedded wall. In these cases,
the volumetric deformations induce slight differences between responses of both materials,
more noticeable for the less damped cases. Nevertheless, calculations of the responses of
layers with the embedded wall reveal fairly rigorous results with non-porous materials,
despite the pore fluid pressures presented in poroelastic cases. The use of non-porous
materials has the aforementioned benefits in effort and time computation.
For the analyses with the embedded wall in poroelastic materials, a more uniform field of
volumetric deformations is observed for permeabilities near limit coupled cases, meaning that
over whole inner media has a similar behaviour.
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Abstract. Recently, we developed the first hierarchical, hybrid simulator for the prediction of
the pattern of evolution and the rate of growth of heterogeneous biofilms within the pore
space of porous media [Kapellos et al., Adv. Water Resour. (2007) 30:1648-1667]. An
improved version of our simulator is presented in this work. A continuum-based approach for
fluid flow and solute transport is combined with individual-based approaches for biofilm
growth, detachment, and migration in the pore space. The Navier-Stokes-Brinkman equations
are solved numerically with a marker-and-cell finite difference scheme to determine the
velocity and pressure fields in the pore space. Momentum transport in the biofilms is
described in the context of biphasic poroelasticity and a Galerkin finite element method is
used to determine the solid stress field. Shear-induced biofilm detachment is taken into
account explicitly and a Lagrangian-type simulation is used to determine the trajectories of
detached fragments. Nutrient transport in the pore space is described by the convectiondiffusion-reaction equation, which is solved numerically with an operator-splitting finite
difference scheme. Further, a novel, physically-constrained cellular-automaton model is used
for biofilm proliferation. As an example application, the simulator is used to investigate the
impact of biofilm formation on the fate and transport of suspended particles in a network of
three-dimensional pores.
1

INTRODUCTION

In nature most microbial cells are able to attach, grow and eventually form biofilms at the
interface between an aqueous phase and another fluid, solid or even porous material, if
favorable local environmental conditions persist. The term biofilm is used to describe a
microbial consortium dispersed in a matrix of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), and
attached on a surface [1]. The EPS are mainly polysaccharides and proteins, which are either
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actively secreted by the microbial cells or accumulate in the extracellular space after cell lysis.
The EPS matrix serves several functions including cohesiveness between neighboring cells,
structural integrity of the entire biofilm, protection from predation, antimicrobials, and others
[2]. The ability of certain biofilm-forming microbial species to degrade detrimental (or
synthesize useful) chemical species is driving the interest of scientists and engineers in
studying and developing techniques based on microbial biofilms. For example, this ability of
microbes is observed during the natural attenuation of contaminants dissolved in the
groundwater, and is exploited during the treatment of contaminated and waste water in porous
medium based bioreactors (e.g., packed and fluidized beds, hollow-fiber membranes).
Porous media are exquisite hosts for biofilm-forming bacteria because of their high
specific surface [3]. The analysis of biofilm growth in porous media is not trivial since the
structure of the system exhibits a hierarchy of characteristic length scales that spans several
orders of magnitude (from several nanometers in the EPS up to a few hundreds of meters at
the aquifer scale – Fig. 1) and, further, there exists an intricate interplay of hydrodynamic,
physico-chemical and biological processes occurring at different characteristic time scales. In
addition, each structural level might be heterogeneous with respect to geometrical and
topological characteristics (e.g. pore and grain size, shape and connectivity), physical
properties (e.g. fluid density and viscosity), chemical composition (e.g. mineralogy of the
solid matrix), as well as biological composition and activity (e.g. number and physiological
state of bacterial cells). A generic description of the main processes involved in the formation
of biofilms in porous media is given in [4].

Figure 1: Biofilms in porous media: hierarchical structure of the system (reprinted from [4]).
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Mathematical models and simulators are indispensable tools for the study of such complex
systems because these can be used to postulate and test hypotheses concerning the underlying
mechanisms, to design and interpret experiments, and to optimize the performance of
bioreactors. Up to date, significant work has been devoted in the development of models for
this process on a single length scale (e.g., biofilm or field scale), neglecting what happens at
smaller and/or larger length scales. However, the process under consideration is inherently
multiscale, meaning that the different length scales interact strongly to produce the observed
behavior. For example, the pressure drop and the residence time distribution of dissolved or
particulate matter, which are typically measured at the reactor-scale depend strongly on the
detailed spatial distribution of the biofilms at the core-scale.
We have recently developed the first hierarchical, hybrid computer simulator of biofilm
growth dynamics in porous media (HiBioSim-PM) [4]. The simulator predicts: i) the
structural and biological heterogeneity at the biofilm scale, and ii) the pattern of evolution and
the rate of growth of heterogeneous biofilms within the pore space of porous media (core
scale). A continuum-based approach for fluid flow and mass transport is combined with
individual-based approaches for biofilm growth, detachment, and migration in the pore space.
The rationale for the development of this hybrid approach is the disparity in characteristic
lengths between chemical species and biofilms. Mesoscopic cooperative effects are taken into
account explicitly, and the impact of biofilm formation on the spatiotemporal distribution of
preferential flowpaths and concentration profiles of dissolved substances is determined. In
this work, we present an improved version of our simulator and use it to investigate the
impact of biofilm formation on the fate and transport of colloidal particles in a threedimensional model pore structure.
2

DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATOR (HIBIOSIM-PM)

A brief description of the main modules of the simulator is given in the following paragraphs,
and more details can be found in [4,5].
2.1 Generation of the pore structure
In the present work, a planar network of three-dimensional pores with rhombohedral
topology is used as a model pore structure. This type of porous medium was selected because
it models the microfluidic pore networks used in our laboratory for experimental studies of
biofilm formation. In general, any type of computer-generated virtual structure, or digitized
representations of real porous media can be used in the simulator. In previous works, we have
used unconsolidated and consolidated cores of granular porous media [4-6].
2.2 Inoculation of the pore structure
The inoculation sites are determined as follows. First, the flow field within the pore space
is determined as described in subsection §2.5. Then, a single microbial cell at a time is
inserted randomly at the inflow boundary of the virtual porous medium and moves along the
streamlines (§2.6) until it is captured at a grain surface or exits the system. This procedure is
repeated until the number of initially attached microbial cells (first colonists) equals a
prescribed value.
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2.3 Biofilm growth
With regard to the biological processes, the biofilm is treated as a population of interacting
individual microbial cells, which consume nutrients, grow, proliferate, and synthesize EPS.
The growth and proliferation of microbial cells within the biofilm is modeled using a 3D
cubic lattice of unit biomass compartments (UBCs). A UBC might contain a single microbial
cell (single occupancy UBC) or more than one microbial cells of the same species (multiple
occupancy UBC). A state vector is assigned to each UBC. The state vector contains
information about the species (for mixed biofilms), the size, and the physiological status
(active, dormant or apoptotic) of the microbial cell that occupies the UCB, as well as the
volume fraction and the porosity of the EPS hydrogel. The active microbial cells assimilate
nutrients and synthesize new cellular mass with rate proportional to their mass. Part of the
cellular mass is used for maintenance purposes (endogenous metabolism). Simultaneously,
they synthesize and secrete EPS within their UBC with rate proportional to their growth rate.
Part of the EPS matrix lyses (say due to enzymatic or hydrolytic action) with rate proportional
to its mass. Based on these assumptions the mass balances for bacterial cells and EPS within a
UBC are
dX 
= , g X  − ,m X 
dt
dX 
=Y  /  , g X  −k lys X 
dt

(1)
(2)

where Xκ, Xπ denote the mass of cells, EPS over the volume of a UBC, and μκ,g, μκ,m, Yπ/κ, klys
are kinetic parameters, which might be defined as functions of the local environmental
conditions (nutrient concentrations, mechanical stresses, temperature, pH, etc.). For the
simulation results presented in this work we used the following expression for the local
specific growth rate of cells
, g= F n C n  F σ  I  
Cn
F n C n =max
K C C n
F σ  I  =

{

1− I  / I  , crit if I  I  ,crit
0
otherwise

(3)
(4)
(5)

Here, C n is the local concentration of a growth-limiting nutrient, I  is the first invariant of
the local stress tensor for the solid components of the biofilm, and max , K C , I  ,crit are
kinetic parameters.
If the specific growth rate is greater than a critical value, μκ,g,crit, the active bacterial cells

continuously increase their mass until it exceeds a prescribed upper threshold value, m , crit .
Then they divide into two equal daughter cells (the number of cells within the UBC doubles
and the mass of each cell halves). If the specific growth rate gets lower than the critical value,
the cells enter the dormancy state during which the metabolic activity is halted and only
consumption of cellular mass for maintenance purposes takes place. Dormant cells may be
activated once again if the specific growth rate is restored to a value greater than the critical.
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During dormancy, cellular mass decreases continuously until a prescribed lower threshold
value, m− , crit , is reached. Then the cells enter the apoptosis state (programmed cell death),
which is irreversible and lysis of the cells occurs with probability
p ap  ap =1−exp−k ap ap 

(6)

where ap is the time since the cells became apoptotic and k ap is the apoptosis rate constant.
2.4 Cell proliferation and EPS spreading
The microbial cells move within the biofilm because of the internal stresses that develop
during the division of cells. In this work, the cellular motion that is caused by cell divisions is
modeled on the 3D cubic lattice of UBCs, by implementing a least-action principle. In
particular, if the mass of a cell exceeds a corresponding, prescribed maximum value then
biomass percolates from the UBC, which is occupied by the cell under division, towards the
nearest empty-UBC, which contains only fluid and/or EPS hydrogel, along the path that
minimizes the energy of displacement. First, a random walk procedure is used to generate a
large number of paths that connect the UBC, which is occupied by the cell under division, and
the nearest empty-UBC, without passing over solid obstacles. Then, the shortest of them is
chosen. If there are more than one paths with the same minimum length, then the path that
corresponds to the minimum EPS content is chosen. Afterwards, the overgrown UBC
displaces its adjacent UBC (defined by the path) and thus generates a temporarily empty-UBC
in which it puts half of its biomass, while it retains the other half. The displaced UBC in turn
displaces its adjacent UBC and takes its position. This sequence of interactions continues until
the end position of the path.
2.5 Fluid flow and fluid-biofilm interaction
With regard to momentum and mass transport processes, the biofilm is treated as a biphasic
continuum with poroelastic material behavior. Single-phase flow of an incompressible
Newtonian fluid (say a dilute aqueous solution) is considered within the pore space of the
porous medium, which is occupied partly by fluid and partly by biofilms. Within the fluid
regions, the Navier-Stokes equations and the continuity equation result from the formulation
of the momentum and mass balance, respectively. Within the porous biofilm, Brinkman’s
extension of Darcy’s law is considered as an appropriate equation to describe the flow along
with the conservation of total fluid mass. Further, linear elastic behavior is considered for the
solid components of the biofilm [7]. The final equations are
∇⋅v f =0

f

∂vf

c  f ∇⋅ v f v f /  =−  ∇ P f  f ∇ 2 v f −1−c   f v f
∂t
k
0=∇⋅σ sF f  s
σ s=−1−  P f  s  ∇⋅us s [ ∇ u su s ∇ ]

F f  s=  f v f
k
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Here, v f is the local superficial velocity of the fluid, P f is the intrinsic pressure of the fluid,
u s is the local displacement of the solids in the biofilm, s , s are the Lamé parameters for
the solid,  f is the fluid viscosity,  f is the fluid density,   is the local volume fraction of
fluid, k  is the local hydraulic permeability (defined only within the regions of porous
biofilms) and c is a computational parameter that equals unity within regions of fluid and
zero within biofilms. The local hydraulic permeability of the biofilm is calculated as a
function of the volume fractions of cells, EPS and water, the average diameter of cells, the
average diameter of EPS fibers, and the internal porosity of the EPS (see Appendix in [4]).
Equations (7) and (8) are valid everywhere in the pore space (fluid and biofilm regions),
while equation (9) applies only in the biofilm regions. These equations are solved numerically
by combining finite difference and finite element methods as follows. First, eqs.-(7),(8) are
solved numerically using a staggered grid for the spatial discretization, central finite
differences for the viscous and pressure terms and a higher-order upwinding scheme for the
inertial terms. Then, eq.-(9) is solved using the Galerkin finite element method on a structured
mesh of hexahedral elements with C0-quadratic interpolation functions for the displacement.
2.6 Detachment, migration, and reattachment
If a UBC is adjacent to clear fluid, the average shear stress acting on the surfaces exposed
to fluid is calculated. Then, if the exerted shear stress exceeds a designated critical value, the
UBC is considered to loose the cohesiveness with adjacent UBCs or solid surfaces.
Afterward, the UBC begins to move along the fluid streamlines as if a fluid element (in a first
approximation the effects of gravity and drag forces are neglected based on the facts that
biofilm is highly porous and its density is very close to that of the aqueous solution). The
trajectory of the UBC within the pore space is calculated from the numerical integration of
d rp
=v f
dt

(12)

where r p is the position of the mass center of the UBC at time t. The UBC stops moving if it
passes over the outflow boundary of the porous medium or if it becomes reattached to grain or
biofilm surface, which is exposed to shear stress lower than the critical value. If at least one
UBC has been detached, the flow field is updated.
2.7 Solute transport
The fate of a dissolved substance 'A' (nutrient, chemical signal etc.) is determined from the
convection-diffusion-reaction equation
∂
 K A , / f C A ∇⋅v f C A =∇⋅[DA , eff⋅∇ C A ]R A
∂t

(13)

where C A is the concentration, K A ,/ f is the partition coefficient between the biofilm and
the aqueous solution, D A , eff is the local effective diffusivity and R A is the local reaction rate
of the dissolved substance A. The diffusion coefficient in the biofilm is calculated using the
recently developed model in [8]. Equation (7) is solved using a fractional step method, in
which the solution procedure is split up into independent steps corresponding to the
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convection, diffusion and reaction processes and each step is solved independently. An
explicit in time, higher-order upwinding scheme is used for the convective terms, implicit
central differencing is used for the diffusive terms and the explicit fourth order Runge-Kutta
method is used for the reaction terms.
3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Here, we present sample simulation results of biofilm growth in a pore network with
rhombohedral topology. The values of the physicochemical, biological and operational
parameters used in this simulation are the same with those used in [4]. Figure 2 shows
snapshots of the spatiotemporal evolution of biofilms within the pore space, at various points
in time. Initially, small biofilms are formed at the sites of inoculation. Thereafter, the initial
biofilms grow further and, also, new colonies appear downstream. These new colonies are
formed by the re-attachment of cells that detached from biofilms near the inflow boundary.
By the time, the biofilms grow, spread, merge, and cover completely the surface of pores.
Under conditions of constant flow rate through the pore network, the reduction of the clear
pore sections results in increased fluid velocities which, in turn, cause increased shear stresses
at the fluid-biofilm interface. High shear stresses cause continuous erosion of the biofilm
surface and, thus, maintain the pores unplugged (in this simulation).
The impact of biofilm formation on the fate and transport of colloidal particles is
determined via the following computer experiment. For a given configuration of biofilms, we
perform particle tracking for a large number, typically one million, of particles. As a first
approximation, we considered that the drag force, which is exerted by the fluid on the particle,
is dominant in the force balance and, thus, the trajectory of each particle can be determined
from the numerical solution of Eq.-(12). Every particle enters at a random position of the
inflow boundary and moves until either it passes over the outflow boundary, or it is captured
by interception at the fluid-solid or fluid-biofilm interface. Figure 3 shows the residence time
distributions of particles convected out of the pore network for six different spatial
configurations of biofilms, and for two different scenarios regarding the flow through the
biofilms: a) impermeable biofilms (kβ=0), and b) permeable biofilms (kβ=10μm2). Further,
Fig.-4A shows the effect of the biofilm volume fraction on the average residence time of
particles, which are convected out of the pore network. Two important observations can be
made. First, as the amount of biofilms increases, the residence time distribution changes form,
narrows, and moves to lower values of particle residence time. This trend was intuitively
expected because the fluid velocity in the pores increases as the clear pore section decreases.
Second, for a given configuration of biofilms, even imperceptible flow through the biofilms
results in decreased fluid velocities in the clear pore regions and, thus, in longer residence
times for the particles.
A very interesting behavior is observed with regard to the effect of the biofilm volume
fraction on the removal efficiency of particles, which is shown in Fig.-4B. As the amount of
biofilm increases up to a certain value, the percentage of captured particles increases
monotonically. Beyond that value, further increase in the biofilm volume fraction doesn't
affect the particle removal efficiency substantially. This behavior is explained as follows. The
initial formation of irregular biofilm colonies increases the available area for particle
deposition and, thus, results in increased particle removal efficiency. However, at later stages
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of the process, the available area for particle deposition decreases again because the biofilms
cover completely the surface of the pores and, further, the fluid-biofilm interface becomes
smooth by the action of increased shear stress. Nonetheless, the particle removal efficiency
doesn't undergo substantial change because the effect of decreased surface area is
counterbalanced by the decrease in the cross section of the clear pore, which results in
increased probability for a particle to obtain a limiting trajectory that leads to capture.
In Fig.-4B, we observe also that more permeable biofilms produce significantly higher
removal efficiencies of particles. This is explained as follows. Higher biofilm permeability
results in increased slip velocity at the fluid-biofilm interface, which allows more particles to
approach closer to the interface and, thus, be captured.
4

CONCLUSIONS
-

-

The re-attachment of detached cells and biofilm fragments enhances significantly the
downstream migration of biofilms in the porous medium. This is the only computer
simulator that accounts explicitly for the fate of detached biofilm fragments. In all
previous models and simulators of biofilm formation, the detached material is merely
treated as “lost”.
The formation of biofilms alters the geometrical and topological characteristics of the
pore structure and the flow field, which in turn strongly affect the fate of moving
particles within the porous medium. In particular, biofilm formation results in
increased removal efficiency and decreased residence time of particles in the porous
medium.
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Figure 2: Spatial distribution of biofilms within the pore space at various time instants: (A) t*=7, (B) t*=12,
(C) t*=15.5, (D) t*=20.5, (E) t*=24.25, (F) t*=30, where t*=μmaxt and μmax is the specific growth rate of
cells.The blue lines are equidistant streamlines. The biofilms (green color) and the pore space (gray color)
are semi-transparent for better visualization.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

Figure 3: Residence time distributions of particles convected out of the pore network for two scenarios:
impermeable biofilms (left column, kβ=0), and permeable biofilms (right column, kβ=10μm2). The capital
letters on the outer left denote the corresponding biofilm distributions shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 4: Impact of the biofilm volume fraction on: (A) the average residence time of particles convected out of
the pore network, and (B) the efficiency of particle removal (i.e., percentage of captured particles).
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Summary A theoretical model of the soil-water-structure interaction involved in a breakwater
structure subjected to sea wave actions is presented. The model includes i) soil skeleton-pore fluid
interaction governed by the u − pw Generalized Biot formulation [1] including dynamic effects, ii)
non-linear soil elastoplastic behaviour described by a novel Generalized Plasticity model [2] coupled
with a conservative hyperelastic formulation for the dependence of the elastic stiffness on the stress
[3], iii) coupling between the caisson and foundation through a non-linear contact with geometrical
compatible formulation incorporating frictional behaviour.
The numerical solution of the settled governing equations has been fully developed through the Finite
Element Method. Furthermore, a program called ADÍNDICA has been created in M Matlab language.
ADÍNDICA is a Spanish acronym for “Caisson Breakwater Dynamic Analysis”. Related numerical
analyses are developed with reference to precise boundary value problems of specific physical nature.
ADÍNDICA code has been able to reproduce adequately the principal characteristics of the caisson
oscillations and instantaneous pore pressure generation relation deduced experimentally. Moreover,
ADÍNDICA has been able to reproduce satisfactorily the accumulative settlement behaviour of a
vertical breakwater structure subjected to series of sea wave impacts including the correlation
between accumulated settlements and residual pore pressure.

1

INTRODUCTION

The design of the foundation of marine structures presents a series of difficulties due to the
complexity of the forces exerted over the structure, derived from the dynamic swell action and
transmitted to the seabed through a complex foundation-structure interaction, as well as the
nonlinear soil behaviour, where there is a coupling between solid skeleton and pore water.
These difficulties make the dynamics associated with a seabed underlying a vertical
breakwater a uniquely complex task. It seems that the phenomena involved in these dynamics
cannot be reproduced with a single model. Therefore it is necessary to couple a series of
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models to adequately reproduce each of the determinant aspects concerned, for which the use
of numerical techniques becomes indispensable.
Although the phenomenon of wave-induced seabed instability has received great attention
among costal a geotechnical engineers since 80 of last centuries, most of the developed
researches [4, 5] have modelled the seabed soil skeleton-pore fluid interaction through the
pseudostatic Biot Formulation. This theory, even if it is the base of most of subsequence
developments, does not include dynamic terms. However several researches [6, 7] have
shown the significant relation of these terms with the wave induced effective stress
development.
Most soil models used in the investigations of sea floor dynamics have been limited to the
poroelastic model. Only a few contributions [8] have incorporated advanced constitutive
relations that are able to represent properly the features of soil response under cyclic loading.
This is a prominent aspect within any model proposed to analyze the geomechanical
behaviour associated with a breakwater foundation as is needed to investigate the possible
degradation process, i.e. the change of the strength and stiffness of the soil with time, mainly
due to repetitive loading. The theoretical model for the soil-water-structure interaction
presented in this paper includes an advanced sand constitutive model sensitive to cyclic loads.
The caisson-rubble mound interaction phenomenon, responsible of the principal loads
transmitted to the foundation, has been investigated mostly through elastic Mass-SpringDashpot models [9, 10] where the caisson structure is modelled as a point mass. Therefore,
these models are not able to analyze the different interface strain-stress states involved in this
contact surface. Few researches have employed frictional contact mechanics of deformable
bodies to represent this interaction phenomenon not analyzing geomechanical implication.
In the next chapter the proposed theoretical model for the soil-water-structure interaction
involved in a breakwater structure subjected to sea wave actions is presented. Afterwards the
Finite Element numerical solution is outlined leading to some related numerical analyses with
reference to precise boundary value problems of specific physical nature in order to justify the
theoretical model and its numerical approach.
The sign convention of compressive stresses and strains negative while compressive pore
pressure positive is assumed.
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2 SOIL-WATER-STRUCTURE INTERACTION THEORETICAL MODEL.
The soil-water-breakwater interaction has been modelled coupling different physical
systems, therefore independent solution of each system being impossible without
simultaneous solution of the others.
The physical systems involved in the soil-water-breakwater interaction analysis are the
caisson, the rubble mound and the sea bed (Figure 1). The coupling among these three occurs
on domain interface via the boundary conditions imposed there. The rubble mound and the
sea bed are already coupled media, where skeleton-pore fluid interaction exists, and the
coupling occurs through the governing partial differential equations describing each physical
phase.
Sea waves are not modelled as a proper physical system in the proposed theoretical model,
representing the sea wave actions exerted over the structure as boundary conditions.

CAISSON
RUBBLE MOUND

SEA BED
Figure 1: Physical systems involved in the soil-water-breakwater interaction model

The theoretical model for the soil-water-breakwater interaction proposed is developed in
two dimensions under plain strain idealization.
Once the sea bed, rubble mound and caisson governing equations are derived, including
the couplings involved as well as the initial and boundary conditions, the theoretical model
for the soil-water-breakwater interaction proposed will be set.
In (Figure 2), the main parts of the theoretical model proposed in this paper in order to
analyze the complex clay like-rubble mound-caisson-swell interaction are schematically
shown. The novel theoretical contributions appear in this figure over a dark colour box.
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Constitutive law

Soil skeleton-pore fluid
interaction governed by the
u − pw Generalized Biot

Generalized Plasticity
model
Pastor-Zienkiewicz (1990)

formulation
(Zienkiewicz & Shiomi,
1984)

Thermodynamically illfounded elastic component.
Not appropriate to reproduce
cyclic loading
Boundary conditions

Houlsby et al. (2005)
Non-linear elasticity law.
Thermodynamically
sound

Constitutive model
Rubble mound

Mira et al. (2009)
Thermodynamically
sound constitutive
formulation for granular
like soils

CaissonFoundation
geometrical
compatible
contact

Constitutive model
Sea bed

Absorbent
boundaries

Boundary
conditions model

Impulsive
wave
forces

Linear elastic
constitutive model
for the caisson

PROPOSED MODEL TO REPRESENT SOIL- RUBBLE MOUND-CAISSON-SWELL
INTERACTION

Figure 2: Outline of the theoretical model proposed.

3

FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION OF THE SETTLED GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Once the kinematic relations as well as the constitutive laws are integrated in the balance
equations, a system of five partial differential equations with five field variables is
established. The field variables involved are: sea bed skeleton displacement u sb , pore water
pressure pwsb , rubble mound skeleton displacement u rm , pore water pressure pwrm and caisson
displacement u ca .
The system of partial differential equations can be discretized using standard Galerkin
techniques,
as
described
in
[11].
After
spatial
discretization,
sb
u
sb
sb
p
sb
rm
u
rm
rm
p
rm
ca
u
ca
u ≅ N u , pw ≅ N pw , u ≅ N u , pw ≅ N pw , u ≅ N u the second order ordinary
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differential equation system (1)-(3) is obtained

ɺɺsb + C sb uɺ sb +
M sb u

∫ B σ′
T

sb

dΩsb − Q sb pwsb − f sb1 = 0

Ωsb

(Q )
sb

T

(1)

uɺ + H p + S pɺ − f
sb

sb

sb
w

ɺɺrm + C rm uɺ rm +
M rm u

sb

sb
w

∫ B σ′
T

rm

sb 2

=0

dΩ rm − Q rm pwrm − f rm1 = 0

Ωrm

(Q )
rm

(2)

uɺ + H p + S pɺ − f

T

rm

rm

rm
w

rm

rm 2

rm
w

ɺɺca + C ca uɺ ca + K ca u ca −
M ca u

=0

f =0
ca

(3)

Where B = SN u and

∫ (N )

f sb1 =

sb

ρ sb bd Ω +

u T

Ωsb

∫

Ωsb

f rm1 =

u T

(4)

(∇N p ) k sb ρwsbbd Ω +
u T

rm

ρ rmbd Ω +

Ωrm

f rm 2 =

p T

∫ (N )

u T

w

rm
timp
d Γtrm +  rm
c

Γtrm

∫

∫

( N u ) ρ ca bd Ω +

Ωca

sb
qimp
d Γ sbp

Γsb
pw

(∇N p ) k rm ρwrmbd Ω +

Ωrm

f ca =

∫ (N )

sb

T

∫ (N )

sb
timp
d Γ tsb +  sbr

Γtsb

 sbr = ( R1 + R2 + R3 ) uɺ sb
f sb 2 =

∫ (N )

rm

T

ca

T

(5)

( N p ) qimprm d Γrmp

∫

T

w

Γrm
pw

∫ (N )

u T

ca
d Γ cat +  cac
timp

(6)

Γca
t

The matrices given in the system (1)-(3) are defined by

M sb =

∫ (N )
u

T

ρ sb N u d Ω sb , M rm =

Ω sb

∫ (N )
u

T

ρ rm N u d Ω rm , M ca =

Ω rm

Q sb =

∫ B mN
T

p

∫ (N )
u

T

ρ ca N u d Ω ca (7)

Ω ca

d Ω sb , Q rm =

Ω sb

∫ B mN
T

Ω rm
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S sb =

∫ (N )
p

Ω sb

H sb =

∫ ( ∇N )
p

T

Ω sb

T

T
1
1
( N p ) d Ω sb , S rm = ∫ ( N p ) rm ( N p ) d Ωrm
sb
Q
Q
Ω

(9)

rm

T
k sb
k rm
( ∇N p ) d Ωsb , H rm = ∫ ( ∇N p )
( ∇N p ) d Ωrm
ρw ⋅ g
ρw ⋅ g
Ω

C sb = α sb M sb + β sb K sb , C rm = α rm M rm + β rm K rm , C ca = α ca M ca + β ca K ca
K sb =

∫ B D ( σ ′ ) B dΩ
T

sb

(10)

rm

sb

sb

, K rm =

Ω sb

∫ B D ( σ ′ ) B dΩ
T

rm

rm

rm

, K ca =

Ω rm

∫BD
T

ca

BdΩ ca

(11)
(12)

Ω ca

The  sbr term in (4) represents the contribution of the radiation boundaries to the discretized
governing equations, while  rmc and  cac terms, appearing in (5) and (6), respectively,
represents the contribution of the rubble mound - caisson contact to the discretized governing
equations.
The proper choice of the element type in order to discretize the computational domain is of
paramount importance as some elements introduce errors leading to unrealistic limit loads and
spurious failure elements [12]. Under Babuska-Brezzi robustness condition, keeping in mind
the need of a C 0 interpolation for each field variable, in the present paper a mixed
isoparametric lagrangian triangular element has been used, with 6 nodes quadratic
interpolation for any skeleton displacement, u sb , u rm y uca and 3 node linear interpolation for
pore water pressure interpolation, pwsb , pwrm .
Temporal discretization of the displacements u global = [ u sb , u rm , u ca ] is performed by the
T

Generalized Newmark GN 22 scheme while the excess pore pressure of the sea bed and

rubble mound pwglobal = [ pwsb , pwrm ] are discretized by the GN11 scheme, leading to the
following difference equation systems
T

ɺɺ global = u
ɺɺ global + ∆u
ɺɺ global
u
n +1
n
n
ɺu global = uɺ global + ∆t ⋅ u
ɺɺ global + β ⋅ ∆t ⋅ ∆u
ɺɺ global
n +1
n
n
n
1

(13)

1
ɺɺ global + 1 ∆t 2 ⋅ β ⋅ ∆u
ɺɺ global
unglobal
= unglobal + ∆t ⋅ uɺ nglobal + ∆t 2 ⋅ ∆u
n
n
+1
2
2
2

pɺ wnglobal
= pɺ wnglobal + ∆pɺ wnglobal
+1
pwnglobal
= pwnglobal + ∆t ⋅ pɺ wnglobal + ∆t ⋅ β1 ⋅ ∆pɺ wnglobal
+1

(14)

After the incorporation of difference equation (13) and (14) in (1)-(3) a non linear
ɺɺ sb , ∆pɺ sb , ∆u
ɺɺ rm , ∆pɺ rm , ∆u
ɺɺ ca  . The
algebraic system is obtained where the unknown values are  ∆u
n
wn
n
wn
n 
Newton-Raphson scheme is used to solved the non linear algebraic in each time step,
global
obtaining the values of the displacements un+global
and pore water pressure pwn+
at time tn +1 by
1
1
the difference equations (13) and (14).
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4

ADÍNDICA PROGRAM.

The soil-water-structure interaction involved in a breakwater structure subjected to sea
wave actions is not restricted to a unique engineering discipline. Taking into account the
limitations of commercial codes to deal with this kind of multidisciplinary phenomena, the
authors of the present paper have decided to fully develop the numerical solution of the settled
governing equations. Furthermore, a program called ADÍNDICA has been created in M
Matlab language. ADÍNDICA is a Spanish acronym for “Caisson Breakwater Dynamic
Analysis”.
This program can be used to design gravity maritime structures foundations. The users of
ADÍNDICA program may be able to analyze the fundamental aspects involved in the
geomechanic behaviour associated with the foundation of this kind of structures. These
aspects are: i) the complex caisson-rubble mound interaction derived from the swell dynamic
and cyclic action, allowing an estimation of the stresses transmitted to the seabed, ii) the soil
skeleton-pore fluid coupling, essential to estimate the pore pressure variation influenced by
the elastic compression of the pore fluid (air), by elastic compression and dilatation of the soil
skeleton in combination with limited drainage, and iii) the possible change of soil strength
and stiffness with time mainly due to repetitive loading and /or consolidation, allowing a
degradation estimation of the seabed and long term effects. The principal features of
ADÍNDICA code [13] are the following:
• Two dimensional finite element program under plane strain and axisymmetric
idealization.
• Pre and Postprocessor without leaving Matlab environment. It is also coupled with
GID for specific situations.
• Static, consolidation and dynamic problems can be solved.
• Linear and nonlinear problems (material and contact-impact) can be solved.
• Robust and accurate local integration algorithm for elastoplastic constitutive law as
well as global load-displacement integration algorithm.
• Point and distributed loads can be defined on the boundary. Both in static and dynamic
fashion.
• Stage constructions can be designed
5

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The large scale model conducted in 2004 by Kudella and Oumeraci [14] in the Large Wave
Flume (GWK) of Hannover is numerically reproduced under the scope of the soil-waterstructure interaction model proposed in the present paper.
ADÍNDICA code has been able to reproduce adequately the principal characteristics of the
caisson oscillations and instantaneous pore pressure generation experimentally deduced
(Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5). These characteristics are: i) the magnitude of the caisson
motions induced by impact load at the seaward edge is higher than at the shoreward edge, ii)
The shape of the pw records closely follow the shape of the vertical movement records of the
caisson edges with the reverse sign. Indeed, the relatively small downward caisson motion at
shoreward edge induces a much higher positive pore pressure amplitude than the negative
amplitude at seaward edge, where the upward motion is higher and iii) The influence of
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caisson motions on pore pressure generation decreases with increasing depth.
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ADÍNDICA code is able to reproduce satisfactorily the accumulative settlement behaviour
of a vertical breakwater structure subjected to series of sea wave impacts. It is also able to
simulate adequately the correlation between accumulated settlements and residual pore
pressure (Figure 6).
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Abstract. Innovative flexible protection barriers against shallow landslides, made from
high tensile steel meshes, demanded the development of numerical models for the different
mesh types accompanied with 1:1 scale prototype field testing. To generate the barrier
model, a special Discrete Element had to be developed that represents the chain link
type of steel mesh. It was crucial that it includes the complex out-of-plane height of
the mesh that accomodates the local high deformations of the net. The filling process
of the barrier is simulated using OpenFOAM, taking the fluid-structure interaction with
high deformations into account. In addition to the shear thinning behaviour of the mud,
the turbulence in form of a large eddy simulation can be introduced, having regard to
the interaction with the complex geometry and free surface by a Dynamic Mixed Model
approach for the subgrid scales. The model is validated with 1:1 scale tests where shots
of 50 m3 of mud travel down a 40 m long slope and hit the barrier.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Shallow landslides are natural hazards of increasing importance, making the development of protection barriers that can retain a shallow landslide impact a very important
issue. Flexible protection systems against rockfall or shallow landslides have certain advantages compared to rigid protection walls. Their main advantage is the transfer of the
impact energy to anchors over time, with brake elements designed to consume the impact
energy through plastic deformation. This way, a flexible protection system can slowly
decelerate the impact and control peak forces throughout the structure. With protection
nets made out of high-tension steel wire, carried by support ropes that are lead over steel
posts to ground anchors, low weight barriers were developed that can be installed without much intervention to the slope. They have the capability to catch high energy rapid
mass movements like rockfall or shallow landslides. A successful design of this kind of
protection systems needs to trace the dynamic behaviour of all involved parts and needs
to adjust their dimensioning to the energy transfer through the system. In general, this
procedure demands 1:1 scale testing so there is a high demand for numerical models that
reduce the number of tests necessary to find a successful design. This work focuses on two
challenging issues within this context, the numerical model for chain-link steel meshes,
and the simulation of the dynamic interaction of a shallow landslide impact with the barrier. The aim of this work is to improve the current state of the art of shallow landslide
barrier design, where the whole filling process still is replaced with a static analysis and
an equally distributed force.
2

CHAIN-LINK TYPED STEEL NETS

There are a wide range of different mesh structures. The chain-link meshes normally
found in the design of standard fence structures gain increasing use in setups using highstrength steel due to its enormous capacity to retain loads while having a low need of steel
material. Figure 1 shows the general geometry of a chain link mesh and its representation
as elements, segments and the mesh junctions as nodes for numerical discretization. The
performance of the mesh is dependent on non-trivial processes in the mesh nodes that
control the maximal load the mesh can take and the development of the mesh stiffness
under high stress.

2
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Figure 1: An element
represents
a wire
(bundle),
a segment specifies the element section from net node
Abbildung
3: Ein Chain
Link Element
beschreibt
to net node. At the node (right), two elements cross each other in accordance with the mesh angle α and
form a contact area between them.

2.1

Angle dependent performance

A series of quasi-static in-plane tension tests (Fig. 2) have demonstrated that the limit
load of a segment depends on the mesh angle α. Net samples fixed on all borders and
loaded by dragging one border can take about 30% more load when deformed in the
direction of the elements then if pulled in an orthogonal direction. This is caused by the
increase of the element length that leads to increasing mesh angles, while an orthogonal
deformation of the sample causes increasing element widths with decreasing angles.

Figure 2: A TECCO type net is pulled in mesh direction decreasing the mesh angle while deforming.

2.2

Numerical approach of the discrete chain-link finite element

The test samples failed at the net nodes. With detailed modelling of the node geometry
in dependency of the mesh angle, the combined normal force, shear and momentum of
the wire along the node could be calculated. As failure criteria, the section with the
highest normal force and shear interaction was defined. At this section, the steel wire
resistance combining shear, normal force and bending was re-checked. With only varying
3
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the steel material properties and the net geometry, the maximal load of plane tensile tests
of different mesh types with single wire elements could be predicted with ±5% accuracy.
The net stiffness is not directly related to the stiffness of the steel wire but is dominated
by the bending resistance of the segments at the nodes. The out-of-plane-height of the
mesh construction provides reserves for locally high deformations that can develop with
plastic bending deformations. Two opposite processes occur under loading, one leading
to an increase of net stiffness by reducing the out-of-plane-height of the mesh and one
that decreases the net stiffness by normal stress - bending interaction. By including these
processes to the model, it was possible to simulate the longitudinal and transversal plane
tensile tests with good accuracy, matching the maximal deformations with ±6%.
The high computational costs needed for such a detailed approach (about three hours
to simulate one second of a mesh specimen containing 200 segments on an Intel dual core
machine, 3GHz) led to a simplified model that takes advantage of the nearly linear-plastic
behaviour but accommodates the dependency to the mesh angle. The discrete chain-link
finite element model uses instead the maximal load per mesh width, the maximal load
per mesh length and the corresponding maximal deformations as input parameters. This
information can be found on the mesh type data sheets and is usually generated from
plane tension tests with 1 x 1 m specimen.
2.3

Calibration

The stiffness of the 1 x 1 m specimen under plane loads is not very representative for a
large scale net under out-of-plane impact. Therefore, the two maximal deformation input
parameters for the discrete chain-link finite element were calibrated for each net type by
vertical impact tests, where a 820 kg concrete ball with accelerometers embedded in its
core was dropped into a 3.5 x 3.5 m net (Fig. 3 left). The corresponding simulation (Fig. 3
right) shows the discrete chain link finite element integrated in the software FARO[1] . A
comparison of simulation to measurement data obtained with load cells installed in the
steel frame, the accelerations measured in the ball and its position captured with high
speed cameras (Fig. 3 middle) shows the impact of the ball, its acceleration back in the
air and a second impact when the ball drops back in the net.
2.4

Validation

Full scale rockfall tests were taken as validation for the chain-link finite element. Two
vertical high impact tests were used, one with a 1600 kg concrete block generating a 500
kJ rockfall impact (Fig. 4) and one with a 3200 kg concrete block and 1000 kJ of impact
energy. At both tests, the block reached the net wit 25 m/s velocity. The quality of the
simulation was observed comparing the simulated and measured time delay of the impact,
the maximal rock displacement and the rope forces. The process is reproduced with good
accuracy concerning the time delay, and the maximal displacement of the rock from
the moment of contact to the moment of standstill is predicted within ±10% difference.
4
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The forces of ropes that are connected to brake elements show good results as in Fig. 3
(middle), overestimating the forces by maximal 13% dependent on the brake element
material law. The retaining ropes holding the posts tend to develop dynamic oscillation
which is a problem of the rope element. It occurs independent of the chain-link mesh and
einen Vergleich der Bremsbeschleunigung, der Geschwindigkeit und des Bremswegs
zwischen Versuch
und entsprechendem
Modell in der Simulationssoftware
FARO.
is subject
to further
investigation.


 





 




















 
































Figure 3: Test site (left), corresponding model (right) and comparison of the calibrated model with curves
from experimental data over time in [ms] (middle).

Abbildung 7: Versuch mit TECCO G65-3 auf dem KTI-Rahmen in Walenstadt: Die
Beschleunigungsmesskugel wird von der Kranklinke im Bild aus in die
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Figure 4: A 500 kg concrete block hits the barrier with 25 m/s (left), calculated and measured rope
forces over time in [s] (middle) and the corresponding simulation with colours representing the degree of
utilisation (right).

3

SHALLOW LANDSLIDE IMPACT WITH CFD

A crucial factor in the process of development of shallow landslide protection systems
is the determination of the landslide impact pressure. Extensive research is in progress
to clarify the shallow landslide dynamics and to allow the two dimensional simulation of
flow head, density and mean velocity over a slope surface. Derived from depth averaged
simulations with two phases, properties like density, water content, flow head and the
mean front velocity can be estimated for the moment of impact at the barrier[2] . These
properties were treated as input parameters to a three-dimensional model that represents
5
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the impact area by a finite volume grid that can handle dynamic mesh movements. Due
to the local scale of the barrier impact and its short process, the shallow landslide material
can be treated as homogenous. It is represented with a two phase freeface flow model
processed by using the computational fluid dynamics of OpenFOAM[3] . The Volume of
Fluid (VOF) approach was chosen to trace the interface between air and mud, and the
mud was represented as a Herrschel-Bulkley fluid. The solver InterDyMFoam was chosen
which can handle dynamic mesh deformations, two face flow and turbulence. The shallow
landslide impacts studied in this work were dominated by laminar flow, but turbulence in
high suspension flows is a focus of ongoing research[5][6] . Therefore, as an option, the Large
Eddy Simulation (LES) turbulence model of the solver accounting for complex geometry,
was combined with the Dynamic Mixed Model for the subgrid scales that treats the
surface influence and the backscatter effect in an appropriate way[7] . The corresponding
code was developed at LTT Rostock[4] .
3.1

Solver validation

As a check on the performance of the solver, three channel flow experiments with three
sets of water inflow to a 2 m long and 0.3 m wide channel were carried out, and the surface
velocity was measured with high-speed video tracking suberic particles[8] . The Reynolds
number reached from transient to fully turbulent flow. The simulation using the LES
turbulence model, applied the Dynamic Mixed Model for the subgrid scales together with
a successful clipping procedure[9] , both implemented by the LTT Rostock. The average
surface flow velocity in the simulation fitted the measured results with ±4%. Figure 5
presents the simulation grid with the freeface flow velocity.

Figure 5: Simulation of a freeface channel flow, 2m long and 0.3m wide, with 20.4 l/s inflow on the left
side and 5◦ inclination.

4

FSI COUPLING

The fluid structure interaction between the FARO structure code and the OpenFOAM
CFD simulation was carried out by explicit weak coupling. After a defined interaction
interval has passed, FARO sends the barrier deformation to the InterDyMFoam solver
6
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which performs the corresponding mesh deformation to fit the front patch of the simulation
grid to the barrier shape defined in FARO, and the InterDyMFoam solver sends the forces
at each front cell face to FARO where they are applied to barrier nodes (Fig. 6).
4.1

Boundary condition between non-matching grids

For the development of different barrier types it is necessary to allow maximal precision
in the barrier model while guaranteeing a certain independency of the CFD simulation
from the geometry details of the construction. The deformation of the barrier model
simulates the dynamic behaviour of the structure including the wave propagation through
the non-loaded net when the front of the landslide hits the net at its bottom. Thereby, the
deformation of the net has strong variations on small scales. For the OpenFOAM solver,
it is necessary to avoid deformations where a cell face travels through the cells opposite
face causing negative cell volumes and false cell orientations. For that reason, instead of
linking the nodes of the finite volume grid boundary to the barrier nodes in a fixed manner,
the interaction was implemented as a sliding interface: At every interaction step, each
cell node belonging to the finite volume grid boundary searches for barrier nodes that lie
momentarily closest to a slope-parallel projection of the cell nodes. Then, the boundary
nodes of OpenFOAM perform a displacement along their slope parallel projection so that
they get placed along the three closest barrier nodes of the FARO simulation.
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Figure 6: Fluid-structure-interaction between FARO and OpenFOAM: Stepwise update of fluid and
barrier dynamics.
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4.2

Modelling the area above the barrier

The barrier decelerates the impact and causes the flow to form a wave with a countercurrent, which can develop higher than the top end of the barrier. It was necessary
to extend the finite volume grid in such way that it reaches about one meter higher than
the barrier. This fact caused a concave discontinuity at the front boundary shape. With
increasing barrier deformations, cells became false orientated and caused solver instability
(Fig. 7). It became necessary to smoothen the edge of the finite volume grid at the upper
barrier border (upper support rope) by moving all nodes of the finite volume boundary,
which are positioned higher than a cell row below the upper support rope. A successful
implementation that can handle different barrier types takes the deformation at the upper
support rope and multiplies it with a factor dependent to the point with the maximal
barrier deformation. Then this increased upper support rope deformation is applied along
all finite volume nodes positioned higher than the upper support rope region, but with
an applied linear decrease with height.

Figure 7: Cut through the simulation grid showing the two phases by colour. The circle marks the
concave discontinuity of the front where the back face of the cell interpenetrates the front.

4.3

Data exchange

The exchange of forces and deformations between the OpenFOAM and FARO models
is processed via input and output file streams. Initially, the interface writes a file with the
position of the nodes at the boundary of the finite volume grid. The FARO code reads
and stores these initial positions, and at each interaction step it calculates the discrepancy
between these initial positions and their slope-parallel projection on the FARO-barrier.
Then the discrepancy is written into a file as displacement vectors, one line for each
OpenFoam boundary node. The InterDyMFoam solver reads in these displacement vectors
and applies them to the grid over the next interaction interval with its internal dynamic
mesh solver. But before starting the next interval, it calculates forces for each OpenFoam
boundary node that represent the pressure at the boundary, and writes these force vectors
to another file. FARO then reads these forces and distributes them: Each OpenFoam
boundary node force is distributed along three FARO nodes, that lie closest to the slope
parallel projection of the corresponding OpenFoam boundary node.
The timing of reading and writing, and the control of one simulation waiting for the
8
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other to finish the current interaction interval, is done by two flags written to another
two files that store the stage of each simulation. Fig. 8 shows the interface part of the
flowchart with the OpenFOAM solver waiting for FARO until FARO has read the forces
and written the displacements of the current interaction step. OpenFOAM then reads the
displacements, calculates and writes the forces and continues the simulation. Problematic
was the file sharing without lock that allows reading the number of CFD interactions while
they are written. As a workaround there are currently two file stream readers following
each other and comparing the tokens they read. If the tokens match, it is assumed that
this token was not overwritten during reading.
Fluid:
OpenFOAM

Interface:
Shared Files

Structure:
FARO

continue solving CFD

continue solving FE

time for interaction?

time for interaction?

No

No

Yes
write CFD stage

read structure stage

number of
CFD
interactions: a
number of
structure
interactions: b

Yes
read CFD stage
Yes
a < b?
No

No

read & apply
forces

b > a?
Yes
read & apply
displacements

calculate &
write forces

displacements

calculate &
write displacements

forces

write structure stage

Figure 8: Part of a flowchart of the interface processes in OpenFOAM. From “write CFD stage” to “write
structure stage” OpenFOAM stays in the “read structure stage” loop.

4.4

Execution time

The speed of the calculation is limited by the need for exchange between the two codes.
It is not an issue of time consumption for data transfer, the files written and read at an
interaction stage typically need less than 100 Kb all together. But the solver for the two
phase flow could perform much higher timesteps by the use of its automatic time step
control that allows speeding up the solution at stages where the flow proceeds with low
9
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courant numbers. The need for a small interaction interval to avoid pressure oscillations
limits the time step, so the simulation currently takes four hours for the simulation of one
second of impact on a standard dual core PC.
4.5

Testing

A wide number of 1:1 scale test have been realized, were up to 50 cubic meters of
mud travel down a 30 m long slope, passing three flow head measurement points carried
out with laser, a ground plate taking the weight and tangential force of the flow and
two vertical force plates that register the impact pressure. Finally the artificial shallow
landslides hit the flexible barrier and activate four tension load cells installed at the
support ropes and retaining ropes of the barrier[10] .
4.6

Results

First outputs of one simulated test give promising results: The impact pressures of the
model lie below the ones measured by the rigid impact force plates that reached 90000 Pa,
see Fig. 10. This fits the assumption that the flexible barrier results in lower pressures
than a rigid wall. Upper support rope forces and retaining rope forces fit well to the
measured maxima and the development over time (Fig. 9). After the impact, material
slowly leaves the barrier towards the sides. That effect is overestimated leading to a faster
decrease of static loads in the simulation. Veltheim Test 7 S I
Upper support rope simulated
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Figure 9: Measured and simulated rope forces taken from the 7th test performed at the WSL-test side
in Veltheim, Switzerland.
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Figure 10: Full impact: The maximal impact wave reaches a height in OpenFOAM that is about the
height witnessed at the experiment.

5

CONCLUSIONS

The development of flexible shallow landslide barriers is in need for numerical models.
The state of the art to apply Finite-Element simulations for the design of the barrier
structure was raised by developing a discrete element for the investigated net types that
predicts not only the maximal load but the deformations with good accuracy. The loading
of the barrier is conventionally simulated with static and equally distributed forces that
do not account for the dynamic interaction. With the coupling of the structure code to a
CFD simulation realized in OpenFOAM, the impact and the interaction between barrier
and shallow landslide were successfully modelled, and should reduce the efforts needed in
full scale prototype testing.
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Abstract. In this paper, a boundary element method is developed for the nonlinear response
of shear deformable beams of simply or multiply connected constant cross section, traversed
by moving loads, resting on tensionless nonlinear viscoelastic foundation, undergoing
moderate large deflections under general boundary conditions. The beam is subjected to the
combined action of arbitrarily distributed or concentrated transverse moving loading as well
as to axial loading. To account for shear deformations, the concept of shear deformation
coefficients is used. Three boundary value problems are formulated with respect to the
transverse displacement, to the axial displacement and to a stress functions and solved using
the Analog Equation Method, a BEM based method. Application of the boundary element
technique yields a system of nonlinear differential – algebraic equations (DAE), which is
solved using an efficient time discretization scheme, from which the transverse and axial
displacements are computed. The evaluation of the shear deformation coefficient is
accomplished from the aforementioned stress function using only boundary integration.
Analyses are performed to investigate the effects of various parameters, such as the load
velocity, load frequency, shear rigidity, foundation nonlinearity, damping, on the beam
displacements and stress resultants and to examine how the consideration of shear and axial
compression affect the response of the system.
1

INTRODUCTION

Vibration analysis of beams traversed by moving load is of great interest in the area of
high-speed transportation or rocket-sledge technology. This problem can be modelled as a
beam on elastic foundation subjected to loading moving at a constant speed.
When the beam deforms the conventional elastic foundation models can sustain both
compression as well as tension. In order to address this issue tensionless foundation models
were proposed, in which regions of no contact develop beneath the beam. These regions are
unknown and the change of the transverse displacement sign provides the condition for the
determination of the contact region. Besides, having in mind the magnitude of the arising
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compressive forces due to environmental loads such as changes in temperature or moisture or
due to the train wheel and the importance of weight saving in engineering structures, the study
of nonlinear effects on the analysis of supporting structural elements becomes essential. This
non-linearity results from retaining the square of the slope in the strain–displacement relations
(intermediate non-linear theory), avoiding in this way the inaccuracies arising from a
linearized second – order analysis. Moreover, due to the intensive use of materials having
relatively high transverse shear modulus, the error incurred from the ignorance of the effect of
shear deformation may be substantial, particularly in the case of heavy lateral loading. All of
the aforementioned concepts constitute the motive for a rigorous nonlinear dynamic analysis
of shear deformable beams subjected to moving loads and resting on a tensionless nonlinear
viscoelastic foundation.
When the beam deflections are small, a wide range of linear analysis tools, such as modal
analysis, can be used, and some analytical results are possible. Analytical solutions of
problems involving beam vibrations of simple geometry and boundary conditions under
moving loads have received a good amount of attention in the literature, with pioneer the
work of Krylov [1] and later the one of Timoshenko [2] who determined dynamic stresses in
the beam structure. Linear transverse vibrations of a simply supported beam traversed by a
constant force moving at a constant velocity were presented by Inglis [3], Lowan [4] and later
on by Koloušek [5] and Fryba [6].
Since then, important development has been achieved regarding also linear more rigorous
dynamic analyses of beams under moving loads employing either analytical or numerical
methods. Kargarnovin and Younesian [7-9] studied the response of infinite beams supported
by nonlinear or Pasternak-type viscoelastic foundations subjected to harmonic moving loads
employing a perturbation methods. Zehsaz et. al. [10] studied the dynamics of railway, as a
Timoshenko beam of limited length, lying on a Pasternak viscoelastic foundation, subjected to
moving load employing the modal superposition method.
As the beam deflections become larger, the induced geometric nonlinearities result in
effects that are not observed in linear systems. Chen et. al. [11] performing a geometrically
nonlinear analysis with constant axial force presented the dynamic stiffness matrix of an
infinite Timoshenko beam on viscoelastic foundation subjected to a harmonic moving load
and determined the critical velocities and the resonant frequencies. Kim and Cho [12]
presented the vibration and buckling of an infinite beam-column under constant axial force,
resting on an elastic foundation and subjected to moving loads of either constant or
harmonically varying amplitude with a constant advance velocity, taking into account shear
deformation effect.
In this paper, a boundary element method is developed for the nonlinear response of shear
deformable beams of simply or multiply connected constant cross section, traversed by
moving loads, resting on tensionless nonlinear viscoelastic foundation, undergoing moderate
large deflections under general boundary conditions. The beam is subjected to the combined
action of arbitrarily distributed or concentrated transverse moving loading as well as to axial
loading. To account for shear deformations, the concept of shear deformation coefficients is
used. Three boundary value problems are formulated with respect to the transverse
displacement, to the axial displacement and to a stress functions and solved using the Analog
Equation Method [13], a BEM based method. Application of the boundary element technique
yields a system of nonlinear differential–algebraic equations (DAE), which is solved using an
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efficient time discretization scheme. The evaluation of the shear deformation coefficient is
accomplished from the aforementioned stress function using only boundary integration. The
essential features and novel aspects of the present formulation compared with previous ones
are summarized as follows.
i. Shear deformation effect and rotary inertia are taken into account in the nonlinear
dynamic analysis of beams subjected to arbitrary (distributed or concentrated)
transverse moving, as well as to axial loading.
ii. The homogeneous linear half-space is approximated by a tensionless three-parameter
viscoelastic foundation.
iii. The beam is supported by the most general nonlinear boundary conditions.
iv. The proposed model takes into account the coupling effects of bending and shear
deformations along the member as well as shear forces along the span induced by the
applied axial loading.
v. The shear deformation coefficients are evaluated using an energy approach, instead of
Timoshenko’s [14] and Cowper’s [15] definitions.
vi. The effect of the material’s Poisson ratio ν is taken into account.
vii. The proposed method employs a BEM approach (requiring boundary discretization)
resulting in line or parabolic elements instead of area elements of the FEM solutions
(requiring the whole cross section to be discretized into triangular or quadrilateral area
elements), while a small number of line elements are required to achieve high accuracy.
Analyses are performed to investigate the effects of various parameters, such as the load
velocity, load frequency, shear rigidity, foundation nonlinearity, damping, on the beam
displacements and stress resultants and to examine how the consideration of shear and axial
compression affect the response of the system.
2

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Let us consider a prismatic beam of length l (Fig.1a), of arbitrary constant cross-section of
area A (Fig.1b), having at least one axis of symmetry (z-axis). The homogeneous isotropic
and linearly elastic material of the beam cross-section, with modulus of elasticity E , shear
modulus G and Poisson’s ratio v occupies the two dimensional multiply connected region
 of the y, z plane and is bounded by the  j  j 
1, 2,..., K  boundary curves, which are

piecewise smooth, i.e. they may have a finite number of corners. The beam is supported on a
homogeneous tensionless nonlinear three-parameter viscoelastic soil. The foundation model is
characterized by the linear Winkler modulus k L , the nonlinear Winkler modulus k NL , the
Pasternak (shear) foundation modulus k P and the damping coefficient cz . Taking into account
the unbonded contact between beam and subgrade, the interaction pressure at the interface can
be only compressive and is represented for the transverse direction by the following relations
psz  x, t   U  x, t  preact  x, t 

preact

 x, t  kL w  x, t   k NL w3  x, t   kP

where U  x, t  is a unit step function defined as
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(1a)

 w  x, t 
2

x

2

c

w  x, t 
t

(1b)
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1if  preact  x, t  
U  x, t 

if  preact  x, t 0

(2)

The foundation reaction preact of eqn.(1b) takes into account the nonlinear behavior of the
subsoil (e.g. ballast and rail-bed) as proposed by Dahlberg [16], demonstrating that the
differences between the non-linear and linear models are considerable and a non-linear track
model simulates the rail deflection quite well whereas the equivalent linear one cannot. Later,
Wu and Thompson [17] presented a similar non-linear model and studied the problem of
wheel/track impact employing the finite element method. Moreover, for real sample of the
hardening behavior of the foundation one can refer to [18] where detailed field measurement
results are presented.
The beam is subjected to the combined action of the arbitrarily distributed or concentrated
transverse along the axis of symmetry moving loading pz  pz  x, t  with constant velocity V

as well as to axial loading px  px  x, t  , as shown in Fig.1a. Under the action of this loading,
the displacement field of the beam taking into account shear deformation effect is given as
u  x, y
, z, t  u  x, t   z y  x, t 

w  x, t   w  x, t 

(3a,b)

where u , w are the axial and transverse beam displacement components with respect to the
Cyz system of axes (Fig.1b); u  x, t  , w  x, t  are the corresponding components of the
centroid C and  y  x, t  is the angle of rotation due to bending of the cross-section with
respect to the same point.
Employing the strain-displacement relations of the three - dimensional elasticity for
moderate displacements the following strain components can be easily obtained

Timoshenko beam

pz(x,t)
V

px(x,t)
kL
kNL

z,w

kp

x,u

c

(a)

l

t
y
Γ2

n

Γ1

s

(Ω)

S
C

z

ΓΚ

(C: Center of gravity
S: Shear center)

(b)

Figure 1: Prismatic beam resting on a nonlinear viscoelastic foundation (a) of an arbitrary mono symmetric
cross-section occupying the two dimensional region  (b)


xx

u 1  w 
 

x 2  x 

2

 xz 

w u w w


x z x z

 zz   yz  0

where it has been assumed that for moderate displacements

 u x 

(4a,b,c)
2

 u

x

,

 u x  u z    u x    u z  . Substituting the displacement components (3) to the

strain-displacement relations (4), the strain components can be written as
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1
2

 xx  x, z, t  
u   z y  w2

 xz  w   y

(5a,b)

where  xz is the additional angle of rotation of the cross-section due to shear deformation.
Considering strains to be small, employing the second Piola – Kirchhoff stress tensor and
assuming an isotropic and homogeneous material, the stress components are defined in terms
of the strain ones as
 S xx   E 0   xx 
 
 
 S xz   0 G   xz 

(6)

or employing eqns. (5) as
1


S xx  E  u   z y  w2 
2



S xz G   w   y 

(7a,b)

On the basis of Hamilton’s principle, the variations of the Lagrangian equation defined as
t2

  U  K  Wext dt 
0

(8)

t1

and expressed as a function of the stress resultants acting on the cross section of the beam in
the deformed state provide the governing equations and the boundary conditions of the beam
subjected to nonlinear vibrations. In eqn.(8),    denotes variation of quantities, while U ,

K , Wext are the strain energy, the kinetic energy and the external load work, respectively
given as

U

 S
V

xx

1
  u 2   w 2 dV
2 V
 px u  pz w    psz w dx

 xx  S xz xz d
V
K

 Wext



L

(9a,b)
(9c)

Moreover, the stress resultants of the beam are given as
N   S xx d 



y





S xx zd 

Qz   S xz d 
Az

(10a,b,c)

Substituting the expressions of the stress components (7) into equations (10), the stress
resultants are obtained as
1



N EA  u   w2 
2



M y  EI y y

Qz  GAz  xz

(11a,b,c)

where A is the cross section area, I y the moment of inertia with respect to z-axis given as
A   d

(12)

I y   z2d

(13)





and GAz is its shear rigidity of the Timoshenko’s beam theory, where

Az 
zA

5
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is the shear area, respectively with  z the shear correction factor and az the shear
deformation coefficient. Substituting the stress components given in eqns. (7) and the strain
resultants given in eqns. (5) to the strain energy variation int (eqn.9a) and employing eqn.
(8), the equilibrium equations of the beam are derived as



u  EA  u   ww  
px



   Nw   GAz w   y  psz  pz
w

(15a)

EI y y  GAz  w   y  
 I yy

(15b,c)

where (  ), (   ) denote differentiation with respect to t , x , respectively. Combining equations
(15b,c) the following differential equations with respect to u , w are derived as
u  EA  u   ww  
px

(16a)

EI y 



2 w
2 w


  Nw '    A 2  psz " pz "    Nw '    I y 2
GAz 
x
x



 I y   2  Nw '
  
psz  
pz   pz

  Aw
2

GAz  t


  psz 
EI y w "" w

(16b)

Eqns. (16) constitute the governing differential equations of a Timoshenko beam,
supported on a tensionless nonlinear three-parameter viscoelastic foundation, subjected to
nonlinear vibrations due to the combined action of arbitrarily distributed or concentrated
transverse moving loading as well as to axial loading. These equations are also subjected to
the pertinent boundary conditions of the problem at hand given as
a1u  x, t    2 N  x, t    3

(17)

1 w  x, t    2Vz  x, t  
3
 1 y  x, t    2  y  x, t  
3

(18a,b)

at the beam ends x  0, l , together with the initial conditions
u  x , 0   u0  x 

u  x, 0   u0  x 
w  x, 0   w  x 

w  x, 0   w0  x 

(19a,b)
(20a,b)

0

where u0  x  , w0  x  , u0  x  and w 0  x  are prescribed functions. In eqns. (18) Vz and M y
are the reaction and bending moment, which together with the angle of rotation due to
bending  y are given as
EI y 

w
 Nw   pz  psz '  A    I yy

x 
GAz 
EI y 
M y   EI y w 
 Nw  pz  psz   Aw 

GA 

Vz  Nw  EI y w 

(21a)
(21b)

z

y


EI y 
 
w
1
EI y w   I yy  GAz w
 pz  psz '  Nw    A  
2
2 
x  GAz
G Az 





(21c)

Finally,  k ,  k ,  k ( k  1, 2,3 ) are functions specified at the beam ends x  0, l . Eqs. (17)-(18)
describe the most general nonlinear boundary conditions associated with the problem at hand
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and can include elastic support or restraint. It is apparent that all types of the conventional
boundary conditions (clamped, simply supported, free or guided edge) can be derived from
these equations by specifying appropriately these functions (e.g. for a clamped edge it is


1 ,  1  1 ,  2  




0 ).
1
1
3
2
3
2
3
The solution of the initial boundary value problem given from eqns (16), subjected to the
boundary conditions (17)-(18) and the initial conditions (19)-(20), which represents the
nonlinear flexural dynamic analysis of a Timoshenko beam, supported on a tensionless
nonlinear three-parameter viscoelastic foundation, presumes the evaluation of the shear
deformation coefficient az corresponding to the principal centroidal system of axes Cyz . This
coefficient is established equating the approximate formula of the shear strain energy per unit
length [19]
U appr . 

az Qz2
2 AG

(22)

with the exact one given from
U exact  



 xz 

2

2G

d

(23)

and are obtained as [20]
az

1



z

A
2

     d       d  d 

(24)



where  xz  is the transverse (direct) shear stress component,     i y   y   iz   z  is a
symbolic vector with i y , iz the unit vectors along y and z axes, respectively,  is given as

 2 1    Ι y Ι z

(25)

 is the Poisson ratio of the cross section material, d is a vector defined as
d




 I z yz  i y   I z


y2  z2
2


 iz


(26)

and   y, z  is a stress function evaluated from the solution of the following Neumann type
boundary value problem [20]
 2   2 I z zin


 n  d on

n

K 1


j 1

j

(27a,b)

where n is the outward normal vector to the boundary  . In the case of negligible shear
deformations az  0 . It is also worth here noting that the boundary conditions (27b) have been
derived from the physical consideration that the traction vector in the direction of the normal
vector n vanishes on the free surface of the beam.
3 INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS  NUMERICAL SOLUTION

According to the precedent analysis, the nonlinear flexural dynamic analysis of
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Timoshenko beams, supported on a tensionless nonlinear three-parameter viscoelastic
foundation, undergoing moderate large deflections reduces in establishing the displacement
components u  x, t  and w  x, t  having continuous derivatives up to the second and up to the
fourth order with respect to x , respectively, and also having derivatives up to the second
order with respect to t (ignoring the inertia terms of the fourth order [21]). These displacement
components must satisfy the coupled governing differential equations (16) inside the beam,
the boundary conditions (17)-(18) at the beam ends x  0, l and the initial conditions (19)(20). Eqns (16) are solved using the Analog Equation Method [13] as this is developed for
hyperbolic differential equations [22].
4

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

On the basis of the analytical and numerical procedures presented, a computer program has
been written and a representative example has been studied to demonstrate the efficiency of
the developed method. In the example, the results have been obtained using L  21 nodal
points (longitudinal discretization), 400 boundary elements (cross section discretization) and a
time step of t1.0 sec .
4.1 Example

In order to illustrate the importance of the nonlinear analysis, a simply supported UIC60
rail track, resting on a nonlinear viscoelastic bilateral foundation is examined. The geometric
constants of the track and the foundation are given in Table 1. The track is subjected to a
concentrated moving harmonic load pz  x, t   P  x  Vt  sin  t  , where P ,  are the
amplitude and the frequency of the harmonic load, respectively and  is the Dirac’s delta
function. Moreover, the track is subjected to an either tensile or compressive distributed axial
load px  x, t   2500  kN / m  .
In Fig. 2 the time history and the extreme values of the central deflection w  l / 2, t  of

the track resting on the viscoelastic Winkler foundation and subjected to a concentrated
harmonic load at its midpoint ( V  0m / s ,   100rad / s ) is presented, performing either a
linear or a nonlinear analysis and taking into account both rotary inertia and shear
deformation effect. To illustrate the significant effect of the load frequency, in Table 2 the
maximum values of the deflection w  x, t  of the track resting on the nonlinear viscoelastic
foundation, subjected to a moving with constant velocity V  100m / s harmonic load are
presented for various values of the excitation frequency  , performing either linear or
nonlinear (for both cases of tensile or compressive axial load) analysis. Moreover, in Table 3
the maximum deflections and bending moments of the track are presented for different types
of foundation reaction, for  400rad / s , V  100m / s , while in Fig. 3 the deflection curves
w( x, 0.055) along the track axis at the time instant t  0.055s as well as their maximum
values are also presented for linear and nonlinear analysis for Winkler and Nonlinear
viscoelastic foundation. From the obtained results, it is concluded that the discrepancy
between the linear and the nonlinear analysis is not negligible and should not be ignored,
while the influence of the shear deformation effect (increasing the transverse displacements
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and decreasing the bending moments) in both linear and nonlinear analysis is observed. This
latter influence is more pronounced as the length of the track becomes smaller.
Table 1: Geometric constants of the UIC60 rail track [8,16] and the foundation of the beam
l(m)
E  GPa 
G GPa 

Am



  kg / m

3

az

210

k L  MPa 

k P  kN 

30.55×10-6



2.68

k NL  MN / m

77

I y  m4 
2

10

c kNs / m

76.86×10-4

2

2

35



4×108

200



145

P kN 

7850

100

Table 2: Maximum values of the deflection w 101  mm  of the track, for various values of the excitation

frequency 
  rad / s 

Linear

0.1
0.5
1.0
5.0
10
50
100
200
400

0.1377
0.6738
1.2708
3.8139
5.2252
5.7224
5.8639
5.7268
5.7828

Nonlinear – Tensile
Load
0.1278
0.6278
1.1970
3.7529
5.1603
5.7052
5.8475
5.6447
5.6259

Nonlinear –Compressive
Load
0.1511
0.7358
1.3770
3.9737
5.3181
6.7736
7.0310
6.5544
6.8505

Table 3: Maximum deflections wmax and bending moments M y max of the track, for different types of foundation

reaction
wmax 10 1  mm 

M y max  kNm 

Linear Winkler
Linear and
Nonlinear Winkler
Pasternak
3-Parameter

Without Shear Deformation
Linear Analysis
9.879
15.449
5.788
13.468
9.861
15.422
5.783
13.439

Nonlinear
Analysis
14.336
37.154
6.859
22.196
14.235
36.917
6.851
22.132

9
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With Shear Deformation
Linear Analysis
9.973
15.353
5.923
13.142
9.937
15.312
5.820
13.127

Nonlinear
Analysis
14.436
33.345
6.992
20.608
14.452
33.123
6.893
20.557
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0.003

Deflection w(l/2,t) (m)

0.002

2.174mm
1.452mm

0.001

1.353mm
0

-0.001

-1.341mm
-1.452mm
-2.163mm

-0.002

-0.003
0

0.02

0.04
0.06
Time (s)

0.08

0.1

Nonlinear Analysis with Compressive Axial Load
Nonlinear Analysis with Tensile Axial Load
Linear Analysis

Figure 2: Time history and extreme values of the midpoint deflection w  l / 2, t  of the track
0.0008

0.7963mm

Deflection curve w(x,0.055) (m)

0.7238mm
0.0006

0.0004
0.2923mm
0.2891mm

0.0002

0

-0.0002

0

2

4
6
Length (m)

8

10

Nonlinear Analysis - Nonlinear Foundation
Linear Analysis - Nonlinear Foundation
Nonlinear Analysis - Winkler Foundation
Linear Analysis - Winkler Foundation

Figure 3: Deflection curves w  x, 0.055  , at the time instant t  0.055s and their maximum values
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5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main conclusions that can be drawn from this investigation are
a. The numerical technique presented in this investigation is well suited for computer aided
analysis for beams of arbitrary simply or multiply connected cross section having at least
one axis of symmetry.
b. The proposed method is developed for general dynamic moving loading, while the beam is
subjected to the most general boundary conditions and rests on a linear or nonlinear
viscoelastic foundation.
c. The lift up of the beam caused by the tensionless character of the foundation is observed,
leading to magnification of the consequences of the dynamic response.
d. In some cases, the effect of shear deformation is significant, especially for low beam
slenderness values, increasing the transverse displacements and decreasing the bending
moments in both linear and nonlinear analysis.
e. The discrepancy between the results of the linear and the nonlinear analysis is remarkable.
f. The response of the beam is strongly influenced by the linear and nonlinear parameters of
the foundation reaction.
g. The damping coefficient is of paramount importance for beams on viscoelastic
foundations, as it reduces the vibration amplitude and the consequences of the dynamic
response.
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Summary. The point-symmetric linear coupled consolidation models, known from the theory
of the oedometric testing and from dissipation testing, can be summarized into a single
mathematical model in the function of the embedding space dimension m ([1]). When a set of
boundary conditions is specified equally for the 1, 2 and 3 dimensional models (i.e.
oedometric, cylindrical and spherical models) then a family of related model: a “modelfamily” is obtained.
Some inferences of the results of the qualitative analysis of two model-families are
presented and discussed in this paper. These are (i) the similarity of the solution within a
model-family, (ii) a direct proof that the uncoupled consolidation theories cannot be
considered as a special case of the coupled consolidation theories and (iii) the interesting fact
that an instantaneous dissipation may be predicted for the uniform initial pore water pressure
distribution if the displacement is specified at both boundaries.
1

INTRODUCTION

Consolidation models are commonly employed in the theory of the oedometric testing and
dissipation testing. These may differ in terms of the formulation of the constitutive equations
and the assumed boundary conditions ([1]). In particular, models often differ in the nature of
the condition specified at the outer boundary of the consolidating zone, which can be in terms
of either a prescribed radial displacement (v) or a prescribed volumetric strain (ε).
In this paper, a single point-symmetric, coupled, linear consolidation constitutive model is
considered in a generalised form that can be expressed as a function of the embedding space
dimension, m. When the same set of boundary conditions is adopted for the 1, 2 and 3
dimensional models (i.e. oedometric, cylindrical and spherical models), then a family of
related models, a “model-family”, is obtained. Two model families (referred to as coupled 1
and coupled 2) are considered here, based on different boundary condition assumptions. A
summary of existing consolidation models and their classification within this framework is
given in Table 1.
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Table 1 Summary and classification of existing consolidation models.

V or  boundary 1D point-symmetric 2D point-symmetric
condition
(Oedometric models) (Cylindrical pile models)
no (uncoupled)
Terzaghi [2]
Soderberg [5]
v-v (coupled 1)
Imre [3]
Imre & Rózsa [6]
v- (coupled 2)
Biot [4]
Randolph at al [7]

3D point-symmetric
(Spherical pile models)
Torstensson [8]
Imre & Rózsa [9]
Imre & Rózsa [10]

2 MODEL
The basic units of the model-families (coupled 1 and 2), differing in one boundary condition,
are presented in this section. The models are one dimensional with embedding space of
various dimensions, m, as shown in Figure 1.

r0
r0

r1

r

1

a)
b)
c)
Figure 1. The displacement domain for the point-symmetric models bounded by a (a) 0 dimensional sphere,
(b) 1 dimensional sphere, (c) 2 dimensional sphere.

2.1 System of differential equations
Two equations are derived ([1]): one from the equilibrium condition and one from the
continuity condition. Equation (1) combines the equilibrium condition, the effective stress
equality, the geometrical conditions and the constitutive equations:

Eoed

ε u
- =0
r r

(1)

Equation (2) compiles the continuity equation, Darcy’s law and the geometrical
arrangement:

-

k
ε
Δ u+ =0
γv
t

(2)

In equations (1) and (2), u is the pore water pressure (neglecting the gravitational
component of the hydraulic head), ε is the volumetric strain, r and t are the space and the time
co-ordinates respectively, k is the coefficient of permeability, w is the unit weight of water, Δ
is the Laplacian operator and Eoed is the oedometric modulus, which is expressed as:
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E oed =

E(1   )
2 G(1  μ)
=
,   0 .5
( 1   )( 1  2  )
1  2

(3)

In equation (3), G is the shear modulus, E is the is Young’s modulus,  is the Poisson’s
ratio in terms of the effective stress ’ (’=-u where  is the total normal stress). The
volumetric strain and the Laplacian operator, containing the dimension m of the embedding
space, and expressed in terms of the radial displacement v, are as follows:
1

 
 

r

m 1

1
r

m 1



(4)

  m 1  
r

r 
r 

(5)


r

r

m 1

v

2.2 Boundary conditions
The two model families considered here have three of their boundary conditions in common.
These are (for m=2)
(1) The (common) boundary condition #1: zero pore pressure at distance r1.
u( t , r) |r  r = 0

(6)

1

(2) The (common) boundary condition #2: zero gradient in the pore pressure at distance r0.
 u(t, r)
|r  r 0  0
r

(7)

(3) The (common) boundary condition # 3: constant, non-zero radial displacement at distance
r0 .
v( t, r) |r  r  v 0 > 0
0

(8)

The coupled 1 and coupled 2 model families differ, however, in the nature of their fourth
boundary condition. For the coupled 1 models, the condition is
(4a) Boundary condition #4a for the coupled 1 models: zero radial displacement at distance r1
v( t, r) |r  r  0
1

(9)

(4b) Boundary condition #4b for the coupled 2 models: constant, non-zero volumetric strain at
distance r1
 (t , r) |r  r   1 > 0 .
1
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3

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

The transient part of the solutions, that is, the solution of the system of differential equations
(1) and (2) with the homogeneous form of the boundary conditions, is qualitatively analysed
in this section, without actually determining it.
3.1 Analysis of Equation (1)
Explicit expressions are derived for v and u by integrating the equilibrium equation (1) with
respect to r subject to boundary condition #1:

u(t, y) = Eoed ε(t, r) - Eoed ε(t, r) |r=r

1

(11)

The boundary condition function can be determined by further integrating the Equation
(11) with respect to r using boundary condition #3 and boundary condition #4a for the
coupled 1 models:

 (t , r) |r  r =   u mean 
 E oed 
(t ) 



(12)

1

r1

r

u mean (t )  r 0

n 1

r1

u(t , r) dr

r

r0

(13)
n 1

dr

Equation (11) can also be integrated with respect to r using boundary condition #3 and the
homogeneous form of boundary condition # 4b for the coupled 2 models, which results in the
zero function.
Coupled 1 models

Using Equation (11) and the boundary condition function:

 (t , r ) =
v(t,r) =

1
r n 1E oed

1
E oed

u(t,r)  u

mean

(t )



r
r

n 1
 r n 1u(t,r) dr 
(
t
)
r
dr
u mean 


r1
 r1


(14)
(15)

The initial condition functions for u and vt have the following relationships:
u0 (r) = E oed  0 (r) - E oed  0 (r) |r  r1
t

t
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v (r) =
t
0

1
r n 1E oed

r
r

n 1
 r n 1u (r) dr - u

r
dr
0
0 , mean 


r1
 r1


(17)

It is apparent that the vt0(r) is the zero function when the initial pore water pressure
function u0(r) is uniform.
Coupled 2 models

Using Equation (11) and the boundary condition function:

 (t , r ) =
1
n 1
E oed r

v(t , r) =

u(t,r)

(18)

E oed
r

r

n 1

u(t,r) dr

(19)

r0

t

The initial condition functions for u and v have the following relationships:

u 0 (r) = E oed  0 (r)
t

t
v 0 (r) = 

r

1
r

n 1

r

(20)

n 1

E oed r 0

u0 (r) dr

(21)

3.2 Analysis of Equation (2)

By integrating Equation (2) twice with respect to r using the homogenous form of the
boundary conditions #2 and #1, the following explicit expression is derived for the pore water
pressure:
u (t , r ) 

k

1

r1



v r x

n 1

x

r

r0

n 1

 t
drdx
t

(22)

By further integration with respect to t between 0 and  to give A(r), the area of the
subgraph of the dissipation curve u(t,r) can be expressed for any fixed r as follows, for the
coupled 1 and 2 models, respectively:


A(r )   u (t , r ) dt 
0



A(r )   u (t , r ) dt 
0





(23)

1 r1 1 t n 1

 x u0 ( x) dxdt
c r x n 1 r0

(24)

1 r1 1 t n 1

 x u0 ( x)  u0 mean dxdt
c r t n 1 r0





It can be observed that the A(r) is equal to 0 for the coupled 1 models if the initial pore
water pressure function u0(r) is uniform. It follows that dissipation must be instantaneous in
this case.
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4

DISCUSSION

4.1

Constructing the analytical solution

The analytical solution for the total and effective stress components can be constructed using
the analytical solution of the pore water pressure and the displacement or volumetric strain,
on the basis of the constitutive equations and the explicit expressions derived from Equation
(1). As an example, we consider the cylindrical case here. The constitutive equations valid for
embedding space dimension m=2 ([7]) are
σ 'r = 

2G 
v
( 1  μ)ε  ( 1  2μ ) 

1  2μ 
r

σ' = 

2G 
v
με + ( 1  2μ ) 

1  2μ 
r
2Gμ
σ 'z = 
ε
1  2μ

(25)

(26)
(27)

For the coupled 1 model, the transient components of the effective stresses are
r
r


1  2  
(1   ) u (t , r )  u
(
t
)
ru
(
t
,
r
)
dr
(
t
)
r
dr

u mean  
mean
2


r  r1
r1


r
r

1  2  
1 
't

(
t
,
r
)
u
(
t
,
r
)
(
t
)
ru
(
t
,
r
)
dr
(
t
)
r
dr





u mean
u mean  .
2

1  
r  r1
r1



 r (t , r )  
't



1
1 









'
z

(t, r)  



1 

u(t, r)  u

mean

(t )



(28)
(29)
(30)

For the coupled 2 model, the transient components of the effective stresses are


1  2 r

(1   )u (t , r ) 
ru
(
t
,
r
)
dr
2



r r0



1 
1  2 r
't
  (t , r )   1   u (t , r )  2  ru (t , r )dr 
r r0



 r (t , r )  
't

1
1 


4.2

Radial stress behavior

'
z

(t,r)  



1 

u(t,r)

For the coupled 1 models, the transient component of the radial effective stress is



't
r

(t , r )  

2G
1  2

v

(1   )  ( n  1)(1  2  ) r 
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  u(t, r)  u mean (t ) 



r
r

(n  1) 1   n 1
n 1

r
u(t,
r)
dr
(
t
)
r
dr
u

mean

(1   ) r n   
r1

  r1

't
r

(t , r0 )  u mean (t )  u (t , r0 )

(34)
(35)

For the coupled 2 models, the transient component of the radial effective stress is

 r (t , r )  
't

2G
1  2

(n  1) 1 r n 1
v





r u(t, r) dr
(
1
)
(
1
)(
1
2
)


n



u(t,
r)


(1   ) r n 
r 

r0



't
r

(t , r0 )  u (t , r0 )

(36)
(37)

During dissipation, the radial total stress at r0 decreases with time by the initial value of the
mean pore water pressure for the coupled 1 models, but it is constant for the coupled 2
models. The radial effective normal stress at r0 increases during dissipation, by the difference
between the initial pore water pressure and the initial mean pore water pressure for the
coupled 1 models, and by the initial pore water pressure for the coupled 2 models.
4.3

A theoretical consequence of the analysis of Equation (1)

For certain boundary conditions, a coupled model with irrotational displacement may have the
same pore water pressure solutions as an uncoupled model (which can be derived under the
assumption that the total stress state is constant: see e.g. [11]). The additional boundary
condition constraint adopted by [3] can be summarized as follows. The equilibrium equation
(1) is integrated to give
Eoed ε - u = K(t)

(38)

Using this, equation (2) can be expressed in terms of u.
-

k
u
K(t)
Δ u=
+
γv
Eoed t Eoed t

(39)

Equation (2) reduces to Terzaghi’s uncoupled consolidation equation (except that instead of
the bulk modulus the oedometric modulus occurs) if the term K(t) is constant for one value of
the space coordinate: a condition that is met for the coupled 2 model-family.. However,
despite this, the uncoupled model cannot be considered as a special case of the coupled 2
model.
We can derive an explicit expression for the first invariant of the transient part of the total
stress tensor for the coupled 2 models using Hooke’s law, the effective stress equality and the
explicit expression derived for the volumetric strain on the basis of Equation (1) in terms of
the pore water pressure. It is
σ It (t, r) = σ I,t (t, r) + 3u(t, r) = Eoed
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 1+ μ
1  2μ
= 
+ 3 u(t, r) = 2
u(t, r)
1 μ

 1 μ

(40)

This term is constant if  (the Poisson’s ratio in terms of the effective stress) is equal to 0.5
which is physically impossible in case of consolidation (it implies the soil is incompressible).
4.4

A theoretical consequence of the analysis of Equation (2)

Although the time for consolidation is infinite, using Equation (2), a finite-valued function
can be derived in terms of the initial condition for each model-family to characterize the rate
of the dissipation at any point r (i.e. as the area of the subgraph of the dissipation curve u(t,r)
for fixed r).
According to these expressions, for the coupled 1 models the dissipation time depends on
the difference between the initial pore water pressure and the initial mean pore water pressure
and it has two zeros. For the coupled 2 models, the dissipation time depends on the initial
mean pore water pressure and it has one zero. It follows from the derived expression for the
coupled 1 models that the consolidation from a uniform initial pore water pressure
distribution is instantaneous since the initial transient volumetric strain is identically equal to
zero in this case. By contrast, for the coupled 2 models, the greatest possible dissipation times
are predicted for donsolidation from a uniform initial pore water pressure distribution.
According to the Zeroth law of Thermodynamics ([12]) The transport of any extensive
quantity implies the existence of an intensive quantity, the homogeneous distribution of which
is a precondition for equilibrium, and according to the Second law, the movement of an
extensive quantity is caused by the inhomogeneous distribution of the intensive quantity,
which is tends to be eliminated (Theorem 2 of Thermodynamics). In consolidation
phenomena, the extensive variable for seepage is the water mass or volume. The intensive
variable for seepage is the total hydraulic head of the water phase. These are related through
u
h= z+
(41)
γw
where z is the vertical distance from an arbitrary datum. In the models presented here, the
effect of z was neglected assuming that h=u/w.
The instantaneous dissipation phenomenon indicates that the intensive variable of seepage
cannot be the hydraulic head alone. The initial transient effective stress determined from the
equilibrium equation gives a precise answer whether a seepage occurs or whether dissipation
is instantaneous.
4.5

The stress drop phenomenon in some experimental tests

These results can be considered in the contexts of two types of experimental tests with
(basically) constant displacement boundary conditions. One is the oedometric relaxation test
where the total stress and the pore water pressure are measured after a fast load imposition. The
second is the simple rheological-type cone penetrometer test where the local side friction and
cone resistance are measured after the steady penetration ceases. In the latter case the effect of
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a stress release, which occurs as the elastic deformation of the rod is recovered when steady
penetration is stopped, makes the boundary condition approximate, as the rod diameter
slightly decreases and the rod length slightly increases.
Some typical oedometric relaxation test results showing ‘instantaneous stress drop’ can be
seen in Figure 2, where t’ is a modified time variable indicating the time elapsed since loading
ceased ([13]). The rate of the stress decrease is constant, and about equal to the rate of the
load imposition, with both being limited by the mechanical characteristics of the constant
power servo-system used in the test (which may allow some partial unloading, also).
Figure 3shows some rheological-type cone penetrometer test results, sampled over a large
area and averaged for the various soil types. These also display some instantaneous drop in
stress ([14]).
According to the theoretical results, instantaneous dissipation may occur in the tests with
constant displacement boundary conditions, (irrespective of the space dimension m) if the
initial pore water pressure distribution is constant. The initial pore water pressure distribution
may be considered to contain a constant component on the condition that the load imposition
is very fast. However, very fast loading rates may invoke a slightly different, more
pronounced time dependency in the rheological response that is not described by the
constitutive laws derived for well-known models ([15], [16]). Rapid loading may induce a
discontinuity when load imposition ceases (i.e. stress drop phenomenon), also. For example,
fast initial stress drop during soil relaxation tests with fast, partly-drained load imposition was
reported by Whitman [15].
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Figure 2. Oedometric relaxation data for a soft clay soil indicating the initial stress drop. (a) Measured total stress,
(b) measured pore water pressure, (c) computed effective stress, (d) measured displacement [3]
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The instantaneous dissipation response is not easily measured, since pore water pressure
measurement is prone to error and the data measured during the stress drop cannot be
considered as reliable for the oedometric relaxation test. The measured values are
underestimated and there is delay in the measuring system ([17], [18]).
Two time dependent constitutive models that do accommodate some initial stress drop
upon relaxation condition are Kelvin's model [20] and Leroueil et al's experimental model
[16]. The reason for the sudden stress drop in the case of Kelvin’s model is that the dashpot
does not store energy, whereas in the case of Leroueil et al's model, it is because the strain
rate of the sample changes discontinuously at the end of the loading period from a finite value
to zero, while the mean strain is constant. These models fail to simulate the actual stress
relaxation, since the stress is constant after the initial stress drop.
The compression curve constructed on the basis of multistage oedometric relaxation test is
not the virgin compression curve unless the load imposition is fully drained. If the load
imposition consists of a drained and undrained component, it can be assumed that the stress
response relates to the drained part. According to some experimental results, the deviation is
generally small for clays and may be considerable for freshly deposited loose silts. Larger
deviation of the compression curve for loose soils can be experienced probably due to the fact
that the effective stress may be negative within the sample (and local hydraulic fracturing may
take place) if the preconsolidation pressure of the soil is small [19].
In the case of the rheological-type cone penetrometer test, it is very probable that an
amount of stress drop also occurs due to the effect of stress release, as the elastic deformation
of the rod is recovered and the rod diameter decreases when steady penetration ceases.
However, this is not the case for the measured cone resistance.
In the light of the foregoing comments, the stress drop phenomenon can be attributed to
 the instantaneous dissipation of a constant component of the initial pore water pressure
distribution if such component does exist,
 the change in the time dependency of the constitutive law,
 the fact that the soil may store a definite amount of energy,
 the stress release of the rod which modifies the boundary condition (in the case of the
rheological type cone penetrometer tests).
5

CONCLUSIONS

The solution of the linear, point-symmetric, coupled consolidation models for two different
sets of boundary conditions was qualitatively characterized. The same explicit expression
could have been derived for the pore water pressure, strains or the displacements from
Equation (1) for a given model-family.
From these, some explicit expressions can be derived for the total and effective stress
components which are generally the same within a model family. It follows from this
similarity that a point-symmetric problem with a specified embedding space dimension can be
studied on the basis of a test related to different embedding space dimension.
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t [min]
t [min]
a)
b)
Figure 3. Results of simple rheological type CPT test indicating the immediate stress drop. (a) Local side friction
vs. time data. (b) Cone resistance vs time data.

There are two special theoretical inferences coming from the qualitative analysis which can
be concluded as follows. The pore water pressure solutions of uncoupled models and, the
coupled 2 models are basically the same. However, the former cannot be derived from the
latter, in the sense that the assumption of a constant total stress state of the uncoupled models
cannot be verified.
In the case of the coupled 1 model-family, if the initial pore water pressure distribution is
constant then the transient component of the initial volumetric strain is identically equal to
zero, resulting in an instantaneous dissipation. This phenomenon indicates that the intensive
variable of seepage,– which is a thermodynamic process - cannot be the total hydraulic head
alone. If the distribution of the total hydraulic head is not uniform then the initial transient
effective stress function, which can be determined from the equilibrium differential equation,
gives a precise answer to whether there is a seepage or whether an instantaneous dissipation
takes place.
It follows that some stress drop may theoretically occur for the tests with a constant
displacement boundary condition if the initial pore water pressure distribution has a constant
component. In a large number of tests with constant displacement boundary conditions, some
kind of stress drop has been detected at the beginning of the test, which probably cannot be
attributed to measurement errors, and its rate of decrease seems to be limited by the control
system. However, further research is needed on the components and the cause of these stress
drops since the measured records may entail some measuring errors.
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Abstract. The suction is an essential parameter to describe and understand the behavior of
unsaturated soils. The ability of unsaturated soils to retain water is quantified by determining the water
retention curves (WRC), which express the hydraulic behavior of porous materials such as soil. These
curves are determined by subjecting samples to several drying and wetting cycles. The curve during
drying path is located above the wetting curve, developing a hysteresis phenomenon [1], and value of
content water at a given suction value depends on the path used to reach this point.
The aim of this paper is to present a study on the hydraulic behavior of soil, water retention capacity
due to drying and wetting cycles, pointing out the hydro-mechanical behavior of unsaturated soils.
In the first part, the effect of physical and mechanical properties of soil [32] (initial void ratio, particle
size, cohesion, density...) on the water retention is presented.
In the second part, a complete numerical model was developed, based on the empirical model of Van
Genuchten [18], to model the two boundary curves, and the experimental scanning data were bestfitted using the same theory of Mualem model [13]. This complete model requires 4 parameters.
This model has been validated with experimental data on different type of soils: sand [10], [34], U.S.
Silica F-95 sand [30].
1

INTRODUCTION

The description and prediction of hydro-mechanical behavior of unsaturated soils require
good knowledge of their hydraulic properties. One of these basic properties is the water
retention curve (WRC), which connects the water content or the degree of saturation with
suction. This relationship was used to estimate the hydraulic conductivity, volume change,
and to estimate the aqueous diffusion functions of unsaturated soils ([1]; [2]; [3]). For a given
matrix suction, water content in the drying curve is always higher than that in the wetting
curve. In other words, soil follows different WRCs during a drying and a wetting process.
This phenomenon is referred to as hysteresis. This hysteresis is typical of porous media
consisting of interconnected pores of varying sizes, in which air is trapped. The contact angle
between the water and the pore surface is greater in an advancing meniscus than in a receding
meniscus. The hysteresis can also be caused by irregularities in the cross-sections of the void
passages or the “ink-bottle” effect [4].
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The term suction in geotechnical engineering has been defined in [5] as potential energy
similar to the hydraulic head in saturated soils, corresponding to “the applied energy to carry
free water from infinity to an unsaturated soil”.
In engineering practice, soil suction is composed of two components: matrix and osmotic
suction [1]. The sum of matrix and osmotic suction is called total suction. Matrix suction
comes from the capillarity, texture, and surface adsorptive forces of the soil. Osmotic suction
arises from the dissolved salts contained in the soil water.
In Geotechnics, matrix suction consist the main part of total suction, and is usually expressed
and water
as a negative water pressure in KPa, the difference between air pressure
pressure
.
(1)

2

WATER RETENTION CURVES OF SOIL

The water retention curves are classified into 4 types: boundary drying curve, boundary
wetting curve, wetting scanning curves and drying scanning curves.

Ψ1

Ψ2

Figure 1: Schematic representation of Water Retention Curve (WRC) with the four curves: the two boundary
curves for drying and wetting, and the scanning curves. There are two particular suction values: the air entry
value and the water entry value.

On the boundary curves we have:
The air entry value (AEV): it is the higher suction at which the degree of saturation starts to
decrease from full saturation at the boundary drying curve.
The Water Entry Value (WEV): it is the lower suction at which the degree of saturation starts
to increase from residual water content at the boundary wetting curve.
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2.1 Experimental setup for suction
Various experimental tools have been developed to deal with unsaturated soils, or to measure
the value of matrix suction (measuring techniques), or to fix it for a test (control techniques)
(after [5]). The principal measurement techniques are: Tensiometers, Psychrometers and the
filter paper method (for more detail [5]). Most of these instruments have limitations with
regard to range of measurement, equilibration times, and cost.
Therefore, there is a need for a method which can cover the practical suction range, be
adopted as a basis for routine testing, and inexpensive.
Given the difficulty of measuring the suction, several numerical models have been developed
to describe the sigmoid curve of water retention.
2.2 Numerical models
A lot of research has been conducted in the context of WRC; different approaches have been
adopted to describe the hysteresis effect in these curves. The various models used to predict
hysteretic WRCs can be classified into two categories: conceptual models (domain models)
and empirical models.
The first group of conceptual models is based on the theory of independent domains
developed by Néel [6] and used by other authors [7]; [8]; [9]. This theory attributes to the
water in the soil two areas (group of pores): area without water and water-filled area. The
Néel diagram assumes that the soil pore exists in one of two states; full of water or empty.
The state of a pore can be characterized by two values of soil suction; namely, (i) drying soil
; and (ii) wetting soil suction,
. When soil suction increases to the drying soil
suction,
suction of the pore,
, then the pore is fully drained. When soil suction decreases to the
, then the pore is filled. The first application of this theory
wetting soil suction of the pore,
was made by Poulovassilis [10] and Topp [11], both models require all four curves for
calibration. Mualem [12];[13];[14] still used the theory of fields, but with two curves for
calibration. Other authors have proposed modifications to the theory of fields, to take into
account interactions between domains. Several models, requiring more than two branches for
calibration have been developed ([15]; [16]). The final model developed by Mualem [17]
requires two branches for calibration: it uses a correction factor for variations in water content
calculated on the basis of the independent domain theory.
The second group of models is related to empirical models. These models are based on
analysis of the shape and properties of the curve.
A number of empirical models have been developed to describe the non-linear (sigmoid)
WRC ([18]; [19]; [21]).
All these empirical models are derived from a general equation of the form:
(2)

Where
volumetric water content.

are constants,
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Most of the researchers try to find equations describing the water retention curve using the
simplest set of measurable parameters of soil solid phase such as particle size distribution,
bulk density.
2.3 For boundary curves
Leong and Rahardjo [20] and Aubertin and Maksoud [21], Fredlund and Houston, and
Fredlund and Sillers ([22]; [23]) found that the equation of Van-Genuchten [18] and that of
Fredlund and Xing [19] models are most relevant to a variety of soils to model curves limits
of water retention. This choice was made based on the Akaike information criterion.
The Van Genuchten equation can be written as:
(3)

is a parameter related to the air entry value (AEV),
is a parameter related to the
is
variation of water content in the soil once the suction pressure exceeds the AEV, and
related to residual water content . The index in (
) is equal to in wetting case
and
in drying case.
for
= 1 we have the VG-Mualem formulation
and
can be related by:
for km= 2 we have the VG-Burdine formulation [18]. The Van-Genuchten equation can be
expressed in term of degree of saturation:
(4)

is the degree of saturation corresponding to suction value ,
is the residual degree of
is the maximum degree of saturation.
saturation,
Several authors ([24]; [32]) have correlated the parameters of Van-Genuchten with soil bulk
density and with the content of soil organic matter, sand, silt and clay. Different numerical
techniques were used to find correlations such as linear regression, nonlinear regression, and
multivariate nonlinear optimization.
Other authors have estimated the water retention curve using parameters such as bulk density
porosity, pore volume, and texture ([32]; [26]).
The differences between the values of Van-Genuchten parameters for the soils studied in [25]
may be governed by differences in their physical and chemical properties. It seems that the
particle size has the greatest influence on these parameters. Likewise, this study highlights the
influence of compactness.
2.4 For scanning curves
Viane et al. [25] compared six models: (1) Mualem (1974), (2) Mualem (1977), (3) Hogarth et
al. (1988), (4) Mualem (1984b), (5) Hanks et al. (1969), and (6) Scott et al. (1983), using the
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data set of 7 soils. The authors, after a statistical analysis, found that the models of Mualem
give comparable results and provide a good prediction of the scanning curve for models with
two branches. Pham and Fredlund [31] have used in their comparison of the two models
(Mualem (1974) and Mualem (1984)) are especially relevant to Viane et al. (1994) with three
other models.
These studies demonstrated the relevance of the model of Mualem [13] for modeling the
scanning curves.
Mualem's model can be drawn from scanning curves from the two limit curves.
on the limit curve of wetting, is
The scanning drainage curve, which starts from suction
given by:
(5)

Where
is the water content on the boundary wetting curve at suction, ;
is the
is the water content at the
water content on the boundary drying curve at suction, ; and
meeting point of the two boundary curves at zero suction.
Similarly, the wetting scanning curve, which starts from suction
on the drying boundary
curve, is given by:
(6)

The complete model is then formulated with the two models of Van-Genuchten and Mualem.
The same formulation has been adopted for Mualem equations in term of degree of saturation.
3

FACTORS AFFECTING THE WATER RETENTION CURVE

A comprehensive description of the behavior of soils partially saturated in water should take
into account:
- the hydraulic behavior (retention properties)
- the mechanical behavior (stress/strain relationship)
- the water flow in porous medium.
All three behaviors are known to be coupled together, and especially, the stress strain
behavior is explicitly suction-dependent.
So the researches were conducted to show the different physical and mechanical factors
affecting the water retention curve.
In this study, we present the main factor: the effect of void ratio, which is the result of
mechanical behavior. There are many other factors; in this article we introduce only the main
factor related to coupled hydro-mechanical behavior.
Effect of initial void ratio
Kawai et al. [26] studied the effect of the value of void ratio on the boundary Water Retention
Curve (WRC). The pore water tends to migrate with increasing suction and when the value of
the suction reaches the air entry value (AEV), the water begins to drain. The AEV reflects the
magnitude of the capillary zone of saturation in the soil. The more the pores are large, the
smaller AEV become. The AEV is inversely proportional to the logarithm of e (e is the void
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ratio for the soil). When the soil is wetted, suction decreases and the degree of saturation
increases, when the value of sucking decreases beyond a certain value called the Water Entry
Value (WEV) (Fig. 1), an increase in the degree of saturation is more remarkable. In this
context, Vanapalli et al. [27] published the results of water retention curves of a clay loam
under different states of compaction.

Figure 2: Water retention curves of compacted clay loam under different initial void ratio [27]

To introduce the mechanical coupling, the complete model should take into account the effect
of the evolution of soil porosity on the boundary water retention curve.
4

COMPLETE MODEL TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE VARIATION OF
POROSITY

Recent discussions on stress frameworks for unsaturated soils [28]; [29] propose to scale
down the analysis to the pore scale to understand the physical implications of saturation. The
water retention curve shows that for the same net stress (defined as the difference between
total stress and pore air pressure) and same amount of matrix suction, a specimen on a drying
path reaches a higher degree of saturation than a sample under a wetting path.
Given that a difference in the degree of saturation induces a different repartition of water in
the soil pores, modified proportions of bulk water and meniscus water are encountered
according to the suction change following the wetting or the drying path.
It is agreed that suction within the meniscus part of the pore water acts only on the forces at
inter-particle contacts whereas suction in bulk water is seen as an overall (isotropic) water
pressure deficiency [33]. The skeleton effective stress could thus be identified as a function of
external stresses, interstitial fluid pressures or suction, and repartition of pore water or degree
of saturation. In other words, whenever a capillary hysteresis is identified in a soil water
retention curve, it might significantly affect the state of effective stress within the soil.
In this study, the complete model is based on the Van-Genuchten equation (equation (3)) for
boundary curves and on the use of Mualem equations for scanning curves (equations (5), (6)).
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The Van-Genuchten equation is improved by adding the
parameter to take into account the
effect of void ratio evolution on the boundary water retention curves. And
can be made a
function of the void ratio, according to:
(7)

is a material coefficient, and
is the Air entry value at the referential void ratio
model this value is defined as the intersection of two lines:

, in the
(8)

And the tangent line on boundary drying curve at inflection point defined by:
(9)

Hence, Eq. (3) will be modified to:
(10)

In summary, two reference boundary curves (for an initial reference void ratio e 0) are
expressed, where
and
are recalculated using the modified Van-Genuchten equation (10)
in wetting case and
in drying case. The parameter (
) of each curve are
determined based on experimental data for a given soil, then the scanning curves are
interpolated between the two boundary curves using Mualem equations (equations (5); (6))
depending on the evolution of suction value: the drying case is obtained for positive suction
increment whereas the wetting case is obtained for negative suction increment.
Recent studies [28],[29] have adopted the same method of shifting for boundary curve with a
linear relation between the air entry value and the void ratio.
This model has four parameters ( , ; , ). By a simple method, these parameters can be
determined for each type of soil.

Figure 3: Shape of boundary retention curve with the variation of void ratio: change of void ratio induces a shift
of the retention curve (the smaller void ratio, the higher air entry value)
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5

VALIDATION OF NUMERICAL MODEL

A comparison of model predictions with experimental data is provided in order to further
illustrate the capabilities of the model in simulating real unsaturated soil behavior.
The first experimental data considered are those presented by Lins et al. [34], from test on
Hostun sand for which the parameters used in equation (4) are presented in Table 1, and
.
The prediction is shown in Fig. 4, from which it can be concluded that the model is
reasonably accurate, although the lowest part of the wetting path was not quite exactly
predicted. This is due to the number of simplifications adopted, particularly assuming that:
(11)

Figure 4: Validation of the proposed WRC model against experimental data from tests on Hostun sand (data
after [35]).

The second set of experimental results considered are those presented by Muraleetharan et al.
[30] and correspond to a fine poorly-graded sand named US Silica F-95 (Berkeley Springs,
West Virginia). The results provided in Muraleetharan et al. [30] are expressed in terms of
suction against volumetric water content , defined as the volume of fluid divided by the
total volume of a representative elementary volume (REV). This volumetric water content
will be equal to the porosity n when the suction becomes zero. Fig. 5 shows the experimental
data points and the model predictions of boundary drying and wetting WRCs and scanning
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curves, from which it can be seen that the computed results are a reasonably accurate
representation of the experimental data.
Table 1: Van-Genuchten parameters for Hostun sand(data after [34]).

Drying


Wetting




1.1376 7.825

0.5963



3.987

Figure 5: Validation of the proposed WRC model against experimental data from tests on US Silica F-95 fine
sand (data after [31])

In order to further illustrate the versatility of the proposed model, for this second validation,
the axes will be directly selected as x = and y = , as were utilized in the coupled model of
Muraleetharan et al. [30]. Now,
and
for the US Silica F-95 sand. The
parameters for equation (3) are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Van-Genuchten parameters for US Silica F-95 sand (based upon test data after [30])

Drying


Wetting




6.7613 8.168

3.9215



7.695

However, in the literature, to the knowledge of the author of this article, there’s no a complete
experimental data, for water retention curves with the coupled hydro mechanical effect on
those curves, in other terms, there’s no experimental data of hydraulic loading cycles (the four
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water retention curves) taking into account the effect of the void ratio. A new experimental
setup has been developed, in our laboratory, for measuring the water retention curve and
controlling the porosity of the sample subjected to suction cycles.
6

CONCLUSION

A complete representation of the WRC with hysteresis behavior of unsaturated soils is
presented, involving a simple series of equations. The great advantage of this technique is its
easy application to experimental saturation–suction data for a given soil. The proposed model
for water retention curve introduces two reference boundary curves corresponding to a
reference void ratio e0.
The coupled model has eight parameters: four hydraulic calibration parameters:
, one mechanical parameter (λ) to introduce the effect of void ratio
evolution on water retention curve, and three physical parameters
. The first five
parameters are calibrated by wetting and drying experimental curves and the last three are
directly measured by characterization experiments.
The model presented here deals with the hydro-mechanical behavior and takes into account
the deformation characteristics of soils, such as the influence of either the initial or current
void ratios. The implementation of the resulting equations into fully hydro-mechanical
coupled models, with the stress/strain relation for numerical analyses, is straightforward
though, using an effective stress definition, such as Bishop equation.
The model is efficient with two different data sets [31],[35] introducing only the retention
behavior. Experiments are in progress to be able to catch the void ratio variation.
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Abstract. High fidelity analysis of fluid-structure interaction systems is often too timeconsuming when a large number of model evaluations are required. The choice for a
solution procedure depends often on the efficiency of the method and the possibility of
reusing existing field solvers. Aggressive Space-Mapping, a technique originally developed
for multi-fidelity optimization, is applied to accelerate the partitioned solution procedure
of a high fidelity fluid-structure interaction model. The method supports software modularity. Aggressive Space-Mapping (ASM) is applied to an academic testcase and the
results are compared with the corresponding Incremental Quasi-Newton (IQN) method.
An efficiency metric is defined to facilitate the comparison. The ASM method is found
to be more efficient than the corresponding IQN method for the testcases considered.
The efficiency of space-mapping increases with increasing fluid-to-structure mass ratio,
indicating that the method is especially useful for strongly coupled problems.

1

INTRODUCTION

High-fidelity analysis of fluid-structure interaction systems is often too time-consuming
when a large number of model evaluations are required. Examples are found in design,
optimization and stochastic analysis of fluid-structure interaction systems [1, 2, 4].
The aim of this contribution is to efficiently obtain transient solutions of a high-fidelity
model using a partitioned procedure in combination with a technique from multi-fidelity
optimization called Aggressive Space-Mapping (ASM) [1]. Using ASM, information of a
cheap low-fidelity model is exploited to accelerate the solution procedure of an expensive
high-fidelity model. In the following the cheap low fidelity model is named “the coarse
model” and the expensive high-fidelity model “the fine model”. Coarse models can be
categorized as [2]
1
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1. Data-fit models: response surfaces, kriging, radial basis functions etc.
2. Reduced order models: Proper Orthogonal Decomposition, modal analysis, Volterra
series etc.
3. Hierarchical models: physics-based models of lower fidelity.
In turn, hierarchical models can be categorized as
1. Low-fidelity models that neglect some physics modeled by the high-fidelity models.
2. Low-fidelity models that are the same as the high fidelity model, but converged to
a higher residual tolerance.
3. Low-fidelity models that are the same as the high fidelity model, but discretized on
a coarser grid or using a lower order disretization method.
Using defect correction with coarse models in the latter category emanates in a wide range
of methods known as multi-grid or coarse-grid methods. The application of coarse-grid
methods on a fluid-structure interaction problem has been thoroughly investigated in [3].
The observed efficiency gains of coarse-grid methods motivates to explore the application
of other defect correction based algorithms such as space-mapping.
An important distinction can be made in the way coarse models are derived from fine
models. For the derivation of a large class of coarse models, detailed preliminary problems
need to be solved first. Examples are the classical POD and the Volterra series model
reduction methods. This is called the a posteriori approach. The a posteriori approach
is useful when the coarse model is able to capture variations in model parameters. In
that case, it can be used to replace the fine model in design, optimization or uncertainty
analysis. On the other hand, there exist the a priori approach [7] which does not assume
prior knowledge of the fine model solution but either starts from a model that was initially
derived from the fine model and/or is improved during the solution procedure of the fine
model.
The advantage of improving the coarse model and solving the fine model simultaneously
is that coarse model information can be used to accelerate the solution procedure of the
fine model. Examples of such hybrid strategies are found in [5, 6]. Here, a reduced order
model is built up during the coupling iterations of a partitioned (implicit) fluid-structure
algorithm. The reduced order model is subsequently used to enhance the convergence of
fixed point iterations. Model adaptation is performed by enriching the ROM basis from
input-output information of the fine model.
Other techniques use reduced order models to provide a better initial guess for the
iterative process at the next time step in an implicit time-integration scheme. Examples
are found in [8, 9] . Here, a POD-based ROM is built up during the integration of the
fine model. Model adaptation is performed by changing the ROM basis using a so-called
2
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incremental eigenspace algorithm. Typically a ROM-prediction is followed by a fine model
correction, if necessary.
In this contribution we aim to explore the application of space-mapping to accelerate
the solution procedure of the fine model. Model adaptation is performed via an adaptively
improved inverse space-mapping function during the coupling iterations at each time
step in a partitioned fluid-structure algorithm. Defect correction on the fluid-structure
interface is employed to find the new iterate. Using this strategy, any coarse model could
be used that shares the interface degrees of freedom with the fine model. The fine and
coarse models are considered “black-boxes“ in the space-mapping approach. Similar to
the method in [9], the solution of the coarse model can be interpreted as a ”shadow” that
runs parallel with the solution of the fine model.
First, the general fluid-structure problem is formulated followed by a short discussion
of the most common coupling techniques. The concept of space-mapping is explained and
the resulting algorithm is applied to a 1-D testcase. Only physics-based models of lower
fidelity are used as coarse models in the space-mapping algorithm. Other coarse model
types can be used but are not considered in this contribution. Finally, the results are
presented and conclusions are drawn.
2

Partitioned coupling techniques

Implicit time integration is often used to ensure a stable numerical scheme. Since
implicit schemes require matching conditions at the new time instant tn+1 , these schemes
lead to coupled problems at each time step in the simulation. Let the vector v denote
the flow variables and vector u the structure variables at the new time level tn+1 . Hiding
the dependency on the solution of previous time levels, the coupled problem at time step
tn+1 is formulated as
f (v, u) = 0,
s(v, u) = 0,

(1)
(2)

where f represents the discrete fluid equations and s the discrete structure equations.
Solving the discrete fluid equations is often much more expensive than solving the discrete
structure equations due to the large range of important scales present in the fluid.
2.1

Problem formulation

The problem can be formulated as a problem in the degrees of freedom of the fluidstructure interface only, with the flow variables v and structure variables u treated as
internal variables of the residual operator [5, 6]. A Dirichlet-Neumann decomposition is
normally employed to solve the system in a partitioned fashion. Introducing the fluid
operator F () and structure operator S():

3
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y = F (x)

x = S(y)

1. Apply the interface displacement x
to the boundary of the fluid domain.

1. Apply the stress y on the boundary
of the structure.

2. Deform the grid in the fluid domain
to the displacement of the boundary.

2. Calculate the structural variables u
in the domain of the structure.

3. Calculate the flow variables v in the
fluid domain.

3. Obtain the displacement x on the
boundary of the structure,

4. Obtain the stress y on the boundary
It follows by substitution of y = F (x) in x = S(y) that
S ◦ F (x) − x = 0.




(3)

R(x)

Strong coupling algorithms aim to minimize residual R as far as possible using a minimal number of residual evaluations at each time step in the sequential time integration
process. The kinematic and dynamic interface conditions at the fluid-structure interface
are satisfied when equation (3) holds. For an overview of strong coupling procedures, see
[10, 11]. As mentioned in [11], the choice of partitioned approach often depends on the
possibility of reusing existing field solvers. The strategy presented in this work supports
software modularity and is in addition modular with respect to the coarse models used
to accelerate the solution procedure of the fine model.
2.2

Classical coupling algorithms

Classical algorithms aim to reduce residual R directly without the use of a coarse model
space. The most common coupling algorithms in this category that support software
modularity are found in [10, 11]. These are: the fixed-point iteration method, fixedpoint iteration method with Aitken acceleration and Incremental Quasi-Newton (IQN)
methods. Space-mapping is introduced in section 2.3. It is shown in section 2.3.2 that the
resulting ASM algorithm is related to the IQN algorithm, which motivates a comparison
between the two algorithms. This is done by performing numerical experiments in section
3.
2.3

Space-mapping

Space-mapping relies on the availability of an expensive fine model and a cheap coarse
model that model the same physical phenomena. The use of the fluid operator is the
most expensive operation in most fluid-structure interaction problems. For this reason
we assume the availability of a fine and coarse fluid operator, resulting in the definition
of the fine and coarse residual R and R̃:
4
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Fine fluid model :

Coarse fluid model :

1. Evaluation of F () expensive.

1. Evaluation of F̃ () cheap.

2. Fine residual: R(x) = S ◦ F (x) − x

2. Coarse residual R̃(z) = S ◦ F̃ (z) − z

3. Solution: x∗ = arg min ||R(x)||

3. Solution z∗ = arg min ||R̃(z)||

4. Accurate solution.

4. Inaccurate solution.

The solution of the fine and coarse model at tn+1 are denoted by x∗ and z∗ .
2.3.1

Space-mapping function

Let X be the space of all interface displacements that can be reached by the fine model
and let Z be all interface displacements that can be reached by the coarse model. The
concept of space-mapping is shown in figure 1.

x∗

∗
p−1
k (z )

X

z∗

Z

xk+1
zk

k

x

Fine model space

p(xk )

Coarse model space

Figure 1: Concept of space-mapping

A choice for the space-mapping function could be
z = p(x) = arg min ||R̃(z) − R(x)||,
z∈Z

(4)

which can be evaluated using coupling iterations with the coarse model, e.g by fixed-point
iterations
zq+1 = S ◦ F̃ (zq ) − R(x).

(5)

The space-mapping function has the following property:
p(x∗ ) = z∗ ,

5
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which states that the mapping function p is perfect [1]. In words: the space-mapping
function maps the fine model solution x∗ to the solution of the coarse model, z∗ . The
inverse of the space-mapping function is given by
x = p−1 (z) = arg min ||R(x) − R̃(z)||.
x∈X

(7)

Evaluation of the inverse space-mapping function in (7) is as hard as solving the fine
model directly. Therefore, an approximation is used at iterate number k:
∗
xk+1 = p−1
k (z )

(8)

−1
Due to the fact that p−1
we have xk+1 = x∗ but as pk → p−1 for increasing k
k ≈ p
it holds that xk+1 → x∗ upon convergence. When a Taylor series approximation is used
for the inverse space-mapping function, the ASM method results. This is the topic of the
next section.

2.3.2

Aggressive Space-Mapping method

The space-mapping function is expanded in a Taylor series
pk (x) ≈ p(xk ) + ∇kx p(x − xk ).

(9)

Using the relations zk = p(xk ) and z ≈ pk (x), the approximation of the inverse spacemapping function is found from equation (9)
k
k −1
k
p−1
k (z) ≈ x + (∇x p) (z − z ).

(10)

The new iterate is found by substitution of the approximated inverse space-mapping
function from equation (10) in equation (8)
xk+1 = xk + (∇kx p)−1 (z∗ − zk ).

(11)

The ASM method is summarized in algorithm 1 and compared with the IQN method in
algorithm 2. Both algorithms use Broyden’s first method to update the Jacobian. Other
Jacobian approximations could be used as long as input/output information is sufficient
in order to obtain the approximation, e.g. the method of Vierendeels and Degroote [5].
Line number 4 and 15 are left blank in algorithm 2 to emphasize that additional work
is performed by the ASM algorithm compared to the IQN algorithm. In addition to the
work performed to evaluate the space-mapping functions on line 4 and 15, work need to
be performed to obtain the coarse model solution z∗ . From the comparison of algorithm 1
and 2 it becomes clear that there is a strong connection between the ASM method and the
IQN method. The ASM method reduces to the IQN method when the Taylor expansion
of the fine model is taken as the coarse model R̃(z) = Rk + ∇kx R(z − xk ) in the space
mapping procedure. The IQN algorithm is therefore a special case of the ASM algorithm.
6
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On the other hand, we can think of the ASM method as a quasi-Newton method applied
to the (nonlinear) system of equations p(x) − z∗ = 0 instead of R(x) = 0.
Algorithm 1 Aggressive Space-Mapping
1: k = 0
2: ∇0x p = I
3: R0 = S ◦ F (x0 ) − x0
4: z0 = argminz∈Z ||R̃(z) − R0 ||
5: while ||Rk || >  do
6: if k = 0 then
7: xk+1 = xk + (∇kx p)−1 (z∗ − zk )
8: else
9: ∆x = xk − xk−1
zk −zk−1 −∇k−1
p∆x
x
10: ∇kx p = ∇k−1
∆xT
x p+
∆xT ∆x
k+1
k
k −1 ∗
k
11: x
= x + (∇x p) (z − z )
12: end if
13: k = k + 1
14: Rk = S ◦ F (xk ) − xk
15: zk = argminz∈Z ||R̃(z) − Rk ||
16: end while

Algorithm 2 Incremental Quasi-Newton
1: k = 0
2: ∇0x R = −I
3: R0 = S ◦ F (x0 ) − x0
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

while ||Rk || >  do
if k = 0 then
xk+1 = xk − (∇kx R)−1 Rk
else
∆x = xk − xk−1
Rk −Rk−1 −∇k−1
R
x
∇kx R = ∇k−1
∆xT
x R+
∆xT ∆x
k+1
k
k
−1 k
x
= x − (∇x R) R
end if
k =k+1
Rk = S ◦ F (xk ) − xk
end while

More computational work per fine model evaluation is performed in the ASM algorithm
than in the IQN algorithm. The number of fine residual evaluations should therefore
decrease significantly to gain efficiency with respect to the IQN method. The efficiency of
the ASM method depends on the kind of coarse model used, the alignment of the coarse
and fine model in time and model parameters. For a certain choice of coarse model, the
efficiency should be determined by performing numerical experiments. To ease comparison
of different techniques, an efficiency metric is defined in the following section.
2.4

Aggressive Space-Mapping versus Incremental Quasi-Newton method

The efficiency of the ASM method and the IQN method is determined by the cost per
time step for a fixed tolerance  in algorithm 1 and 2. Let Wfk,n and Wck,n be the cost
(flops or CPU time) of the k th fine and coarse model iteration respectively at the nth time
step in the sequential time integration process.
Wfk,n = CPU time S ◦ F (xk ) − xk ,
Wck,n = CPU time S ◦ F̃ (zk ) − zk .

(12)
(13)

The average cost per time step tn of a fine and coarse model residual evaluation is then
found from
7
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W̄f (tn ) =

k=N
1 f k,n
W
Nf k=1 f

and W̄c (tn ) =

k=N
1 c k,n
W
Nc k=1 c

(14)

The total cost per time step tn of the ASM method and the IQN method is then estimated
by
and W qn (tn ) = W̄fqn Nfqn ,

W sm (tn ) = W̄fsm Nfsm + W̄csm Ncsm

(15)

where W̄fsm and W̄fqn are the average work of fine model residual evaluations per time step
in the ASM and IQN method respectively. The time dependent efficiency of the ASM
algorithm relative to the IQN algorithm is subsequently found from the ratio of work per
time step
Nfsm W̄csm Ncsp
W sm (tn )
n
η(t ) = 1 − qn n = 1 − qn − qn qn .
(16)
W (t )
Nf
W̄f Nf
     
κf

γc

κc

Equation (16) is valid since W̄fsm ≈ W̄fqn . The relative efficiency at tn depends on three
ratios: the ratio of fine model residual evaluations κf , the ratio of coarse to fine work γc and
the ratio of the coarse to fine residual evaluations κc . The ASM method is more efficient
than the IQN method if η > 0. From (16) it becomes clear that the success of spacemapping is not only determined by the reduction of fine model evaluations but also by the
cost to achieve this reduction. For a constant κf , the product γc κc determines the effect
on the relative efficiency. It follows that a large number of coarse model evaluations with
a very cheap coarse model can be as successful as a few iterations with a more expensive
coarse model as long as the same reduction in the number of fine model evaluations is
achieved.
3

1-D test case: Piston problem
k
c0 , ρ0

q1

m

q2

qi

qNv −1

qNv

xp , zp
0

xp , zp

x
L

x1

x2

xi

xNv −1

xNv

Figure 3: 1D testcase: Computational domain

Figure 2: 1D testcase: Conceptual domain
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3.1

Fine fluid model

The fluid in the piston is governed by the Euler equations of gas dynamics [3, 12]
∂t q + ∂x f (q) = 0.

(17)

Since a one-dimensional compressible inviscid fluid is assumed with p = ρpγ0 ργ , the energy
0
equation in (17) becomes redundant and only the mass and momentum balance are necessary to describe the physics of the fluid. The state and flux vector are therefore given
by
q = (ρ ρu)T

and f (q) = (ρu ρu2 + p)T ,

(18)

with ρ the fluid density and u the horizontal fluid velocity. The Finite Volume technique
is used to transform the integral form of equation (17) to a semi-discrete nonlinear system
of equations
∂t wf + A(wf )wf + Af s ws = 0.

(19)

Here, wf = (qT1 qT2 ...qTNv )T is the discrete state vector of the fluid, Af s is the structureto-fluid coupling matrix and ws = [xp ẋp ]T the state vector of the structure. The computational domain is shown in figure 3. To perform the coupling, a transpiration boundary
condition is used on the fluid-structure interface, see [3]. From (19) it becomes clear that
a fine model residual evaluation requires the solution of a nonlinear system of equations.
The nonlinear system of equations is solved using simple Picard-iterations.
3.2

Coarse fluid model

If the flux vector f in (18) is linearized around the equilibrium state of the fluid: q =
(ρ0 0)T we obtain




∂t q + ∂q f |q=q0 ∂x q = 0,

(20)


with ∂q f the Jacobian of the nonlinear flux f as found in [3, 12] and q a perturbation
with respect to the equilibrium state vector q0 . If the Finite Volume method is applied
to the integral form of (20), a discrete linear system of equations results




∂t wf + Awf + Af s w̃s = 0.

(21)

Here, the state vector is denoted w̃s = [zp żp ]T . A coarse residual evaluation requires only
the solution of a linear system of equations.
3.3

Testcases

The fluid-to-structure mass ratio ζ and ratio of characteristic time-scales λ are defined by
ζ = ρ0 L/m and λ = Lω/c0 ,
9
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k
with ω = m
the natural frequency of the mass-spring system. It is well known that the
c0
and the time step
convergence of fixed-point iterations depends on the ratio ζ/λ = √ρ0km
used in the sequential integration process, see [12]. In order to study the performance of
the ASM-algorithm for various levels of coupling strength, we fix the ratio of characteristic
time scales and increase the fluid-to-structure mass ratio.

FSI-1
FSI-2
FSI-3

Similarity parameters Structural
ζ [−]
λ [−]
m[kg]
1/2
0.85
4
2/3
0.85
3
2
0.85
1

parameters
Fluid parameters
kg
kg
k [ ms2 ]
L[m] ρ0 [ m
c0 [ ms ]
3]
64300
2
1
300
48225
2
1
300
16075
2
1
300

Table 1: Physical parameters and similarity parameters of the 1-D FSI test cases

The testcases are collected in table 1. For each testcase we are interested in the relative
time-dependent efficiency η as defined in section 2.4. The coarse fluid-structure model
has a (non-dimensional) coupled period of P1 = 6.19, P2 = 5.96 and P3 = 5.04 for the
testcases FSI-1, FSI-2 and FSI-3 respectively. Time steps in the simulation are given with
respect to the coarse coupled period as will become clear in section 3.4.
3.4

Numerical experiments

The initial conditions and numerical parameters are collected in table 2. The piston is
released from an initial displacement. For the nondimensionalization the same convention
is used as in [3]. The coarse and fine model use the same discretization.
Description
Initial piston displacement
Initial fluid density
Number of finite volume cells
Number of time steps
Time step

fine model coarse model
x̄0p
0.5
z̄p0
0.5
0
2
0
ρ̄
ρ̄
− 13
3
Nv
64
Nv
64
Nt
500
Nt
500
∆t P/500 ∆t P/500

Table 2: Nondimensional initial conditions and numerical parameters

The BDF2 time-integration scheme is used to integrate the semi-discrete coupled system in
a partitioned way. The tolerance in algorithm 1 and 2 is set to a small value:  = 1×10−12 ,
resulting in a strongly coupled solution. The fine and coarse model fluid density as a
function of (nondimensional) space and time is given in figure 4 and 5 respectively for
testcase FSI-2. A pressure wave is present in the fine model density response, hitting the
piston at t̄/P2 ≈ 0.4 and t̄/P2 ≈ 0.7. The effect of the pressure wave is also present in
10
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the solution of the piston in figure 6. There is no pressure wave present in the solution of
the linear coarse model as can be seen in figure 5 and 7 respectively.

ρ̄

t̄/P2

ρ̄

t̄/P2

x̄

x̄
Figure 4: Fine density response of FSI-2

0.7

0.7

Piston velocity
Piston displacement

0.6
0.5

x̄p , x̄˙ p

Figure 5: Coarse density response of FSI-2

0.5

0.4

z̄p , z̄˙p

0.3

0.4
0.3

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0

0

−0.1

−0.1

−0.2

−0.2

−0.3

−0.3

−0.4
−0.5

Piston velocity
Piston displacement

0.6

−0.4
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

−0.5
0

1

t̄/P2

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

t̄/P2

Figure 6: Fine piston response of FSI-2

Figure 7: Coarse piston response of FSI-2

The number of fine model iterations used in the ASM method, the IQN method and
the fixed-point iteration method as a function of time are plotted in figure 8. As expected,
both ASM and IQN are more efficient than the fixed-point iteration method. The time
dependent efficiency of the ASM algorithm relative to the IQN algorithm is shown in
figure 9. It can be seen from figure 9 that the efficiency of ASM and IQN are comparable
(η ≈ 0), except at the moments when the pressure wave hits the piston. The ASM method
is more efficient than the IQN method at these instances. This indicates that the efficiency
of ASM increases when a strong interaction between the structure and the fluid is present.
The efficiency η is equal to a small negative number −γc κc (O(10−3 )) when Nfsm = Nfqn .
Hence, the coarse model work is negligible for this particular
P sm n problem. The total relative
(t )
efficiency of a single period is given by η̂ = 1 − P W
. The total efficiencies are
W qn (tn )
11
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η̂1 = 6.1%, η̂2 = 6.2% and η̂3 = 8.3% for FSI-1, FSI-2 and FSI-3 respectively. Hence,
the relative efficiency increases when the algorithm is applied to strongly coupled fluidstructure interaction problems.
0.3

7
Space−mapping
Quasi−Newton
Fixed−point

6

Nf

0.25

5

η

4

0.15

3

0.1

2

0.05

1

0

0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

−0.05
0

1

t̄/P2

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

t̄/P2

Figure 8: Fine model iterations Nf for FSI-2

4

0.2

Figure 9: Efficiency η for FSI-2

Conclusions
- Aggressive Space-Mapping is successfully applied to obtain the transient solution of
an academic fluid-structure problem in a partitioned way.
- Aggressive Space-Mapping is found to be more efficient (η̂ = 6% to 8%) than the
corresponding Incremental Quasi-Newton method for the considered testcases and
time intervals. The time-dependent efficiency is high at the moments of strong
interaction (η = 20% to 25%), e.g. when a pressure wave hits the structure.
- The efficiency of Aggressive Space-Mapping increases with increasing fluid-to-structure
mass ratio, keeping the ratio of characteristic time scales fixed. The efficiency is
therefore higher for strongly coupled problems with large fluid densities and/or flexible and light structures.
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Abstract. We consider a linear fluid–structure interaction problem consisting of the
time-dependent Stokes equations coupled with those of linear elastodynamics. We assume
that the fluid and the solid interact through a fixed interface. Then, we reformulate the
problem following the ideas of [6], and propose a new monolithic method in terms of the
velocity (both in the fluid and the solid) and the fluid pressure. We discretize the problem
using the implicit Euler method for the time variable, piecewise linear elements in the
solid and the mini-element in the fluid domain. Displacements in the structure can be
recovered by means of a quadrature formula. Our numerical results confirm the robustness
and good convergence properties of the proposed scheme. Moreover, our approach is easy
to implement as compared with other methods available in the literature.

1

INTRODUCTION

We consider a time-dependent system modeling the interaction between a Stokes fluid
and an elastic structure in two or three dimensional bounded domains, and assume that
the interface between the fluid and the solid is fixed. This model was studied in [2, 3]
and can be used when the solid undergoes only infinitesimal elastic displacements but its
velocity is large enough so that the fluid and the structure remain fully coupled; see [2]
for more details.
In [2], a divergence-free weak formulation of this problem, that does not involve the
fluid pressure field, was introduced and analyzed. The existence and uniqueness of a weak
solution was proved and, under some additional assumptions on the data, strong energy
estimates and the existence of a L2 -integrable pressure field were derived. Semidiscrete
finite element approximations were defined and studied in [3]. The existence of finite
element solutions is proved there using an auxiliary discretely divergence-free formulation
1
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and a discrete inf-sup condition, that allows to establish the existence of a finite element
pressure. Strong a priori estimates for the finite element solutions and semidiscrete error
estimates were also derived in [3]. Previous work concerning this model include, besides
[2, 3], eigenmode analysis [7], homogenization [1], the one-dimensional case [4] and a
numerical algorithm [5].
In this work, we reformulate the problem following the ideas of [6], and propose a
new fully discrete scheme in terms of the velocity (both in the fluid and the solid) and
the fluid pressure. We then discretize the problem using the implicit Euler method for
the time variable, the mini-element for the Stokes problem and piecewise linear elements
in the solid domain. As we will see, displacements in the structure can be recovered
using a quadrature formula. We remark that this new approach is easy to implement
and the numerical experiments carried out confirm its robustness and good convergence
properties.
2

MODEL PROBLEM

We assume that the fluid and the solid occupy two adjacent Lipschitz domains, ΩF ⊂ Rd
and ΩS ⊂ Rd , respectively, where d = 2 or 3 is the space dimension. We let Σ := ∂ΩF ∩∂ΩS
denote the interface between the fluid and the solid, and let ΓF := ∂ΩF \ Σ and ΓS :=
∂ΩS \ Σ denote, respectively, the parts of the fluid and solid boundaries excluding the
interface Σ ; we assume that meas(ΓF ∪ ΓS ) = 0. Finally, we denote by Ω the entire
fluid–solid region, that is, Ω := ΩF ∪ Σ ∪ ΩS . In the figure below, we represent from left
to right the situations where ΓF = ∅, ΓS = ∅ or ΓF = ∅ = ΓS .
Σ

ΓS
ΩS

ΩF

Σ

ΩF

ΩS

nΣ




ΓF
ΓF

ΩF

Σ

ΩS

ΓS



nΣ

nΣ




Figure 1: Domain of the problem. Cases ΓF = ∅, ΓS = ∅ and ΓF = ∅ = ΓS .

Given T > 0, we consider a time-dependent Stokes fluid

ρF ∂t vF − div(σ F ) = fF






σ F = −p I + 2 ν ε(vF )


div(vF ) = 0




vF = 0




vF (0) = vF0
2
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in (0, T ) × ΩF ,
in (0, T ) × ΩF ,

on (0, T ) × ΓF ,

in ΩF ,

(1)
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where vF denotes the fluid velocity, σ F the fluid stress tensor, fF the given fluid body
force, p the fluid pressure, ρF the constant fluid density, ν the kinematic viscosity and
vF0 is the given initial fluid velocity. We recall that ε(v) := 12 (∇v + (∇v)t ) denotes the
strain tensor of small deformations.
In the solid region ΩS , we consider the equations of linear elasticity:

in (0, T ) × ΩS ,

 ρS ∂tt uS − div(σ S ) = fS




in (0, T ) × ΩS ,
σ S = λ div(uS ) I + 2 µ ε(uS )


on (0, T ) × ΓS ,

uS = 0










uS (0) = u0S

(2)

in ΩS ,

∂t uS (0) = vS0

in ΩS ,

where uS denotes the displacement of the solid, σ S the Cauchy stress tensor, fS the given
loading force, ρS the constant solid density and λ and µ are the Lamé constants. The
given initial data, u0S and vS0 , represent, respectively, the initial displacement and the
initial structural velocity.
We assume further that the velocity and the normal stresses are continuous across the
interface Σ:
vF = ∂t uS and σ F nΣ = σ S nΣ
on (0, T ) × Σ,
(3)
where nΣ is the unit normal vector along Σ pointing to ΩS ; see Figure 1.
3

A WEAK FORMULATION

In order to propose a new numerical scheme to solve problem (1)–(3), we first derive
a weak formulation for the problem in terms of the the fluid velocity vF , the structural
velocity vS := ∂t uS , and the pressure field p. In what follows, given a scalar or vector
field ξ ≡ ξ(t, x), we denote ξ(t) := ξ(t, ·).
Multiplying the first equation of (1) by a test function w : ΩF → Rd such that w = 0
on ΓF , and integrating by parts, we obtain:




d
vF · w +
σ F : ε(w) −
σ F nΣ · w =
fF · w .
(4)
ρF
dt ΩF
ΩF
Σ
ΩF
Then, using the definition of σ F , we can write





d
vF ·w −
p div(w) + 2 ν
ε(vF ) : ε(w) −
σ F nΣ ·w =
fF ·w . (5)
ρF
dt ΩF
ΩF
ΩF
Σ
ΩF
On the other hand, the weak formulation of the third equation in (1) is

q div(vF ) = 0
∀ q ∈ L2 (ΩF ) .
ΩF

3
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In the solid region ΩS , we rewrite the equations of linear
structural velocity, vS = ∂t uS , and the stress tensor, σ S :

ρS ∂t vS − div(σ S ) = fS






∂t σ S = λ div(vS ) I + 2 µ ε(vS )


vS = 0




vS (0) = vS0




σ S (0) = σ 0S

elasticity in terms of the
in (0, T ) × ΩS ,
in (0, T ) × ΩS ,

on (0, T ) × ΓS ,

(7)

in ΩS ,
in ΩS ,

where σ 0S := λ div(u0S ) I + 2 µ ε(u0S ). We remark that the displacement of the solid uS
can then be recovered as
 t
0
vS (s) ds ,
(8)
uS (t) = uS +
0

and that the first coupling condition in (3) can be written as
v F = vS

on (0, T ) × Σ .

(9)

Multiplying the first equation of (7) by a test function w : ΩS → Rd such that w = 0
on ΓS and integrating by parts, we obtain:




d
ρS
vS · w +
σ S : ε(w) +
σ S nΣ · w =
fS · w .
(10)
dt ΩS
ΩS
Σ
ΩS
Then, multiplying the second equation of (7) by a test function τ defined in ΩS , and
integrating in ΩS , we get



d
σS : τ = λ
div(vS )tr(τ ) + 2 µ
ε(vS ) : τ .
(11)
dt ΩS
ΩS
ΩS
Taking into account the coupling condition (9), it is reasonable to look for a global
unknown v(t) ∈ H10 (Ω) defined by

vF in (0, T ) × ΩF ,
(12)
v :=
vS in (0, T ) × ΩS ,
and consider global test functions w ∈ H10 (Ω). We also define


fF in (0, T ) × ΩF ,
ρF in ΩF ,
f :=
ρ :=
ρS in ΩS ,
fS in (0, T ) × ΩS ,
and introduce a global version of the initial data,

vF0 in ΩF ,
0
v :=
vS0 in ΩS .
4
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Then, summing up equations (5) and (10), and using the second coupling condition in
(3), we obtain





d
ρv · w + 2ν
ε(vF ) : ε(w) +
σ S : ε(w) −
p div(w) =
f · w , (15)
dt Ω
ΩF
ΩS
ΩF
Ω
for any w ∈ H10 (Ω).
Therefore, given v0 and σ 0S , a weak formulation for the fluid–structure interaction
problem (1)–(3) reads:
For each t ∈ (0, T ], find v(t) ∈ H10 (Ω), p(t) ∈ L2 (ΩF ) and σ S (t) ∈ L2sym (ΩS ) such that






d


ρ v·w + 2 ν
ε(vF ) : ε(w) +
σ S : ε(w) −
p div(w) = f ·w ,


dt Ω

Ω
Ω
Ω
Ω
F
S
F






d


σS : τ = λ
div(vS )tr(τ ) + 2 µ
ε(vS ) : τ ,
dt ΩS
(16)
ΩS
ΩS





q div(vF ) = 0 ,



ΩF



v(0) = v0 in Ω,
σ S (0) = σ 0S in ΩS ,
for all w ∈ H10 (Ω), τ ∈ L2sym (ΩS ) and q ∈ L2 (ΩF ), where


L2sym (ΩS ) := σ ∈ [L2 (ΩS )]d×d : σ t = σ in ΩS .
4
4.1

(17)

FULLY DISCRETE SCHEME
Time discretization

Let N be a given nonnegative integer. We first consider a uniform partition of [0, T ],
{tn }N
n=0 , and denote ∆ t := T /N . For each time step tn , n = 1, 2, . . ., we approximate

d
v(tn ) − v(tn−1 )
σ S (tn ) − σ S (tn−1 )
d
v(tn ) ≈
and
σ S (tn ) ≈
,
(18)
dt
∆t
dt
∆t
and, for any scalar or vector field ξ = ξ(t, x), we denote ξ n ≈ ξ(tn ).
Then, given v0 and σ 0S , for n = 1, 2, . . ., we solve for vn ∈ H10 (Ω), pn ∈ L2 (ΩF ) and
n
σ S ∈ L2sym (ΩS ) such that
 




n
n
n

ρ v ·w + 2 ν ∆t
ε(vF ) : ε(w) + ∆t
σ S : ε(w) − ∆t
pn div(w) =



Ω
ΩF
ΩS
ΩF






n−1


·w,
= ∆t f (tn ) · w + ρ v

Ω
Ω




(19)

n−1
n
n
n

σ
:
τ
=
λ
∆t
div(v
)tr(τ
)
+
2
µ
∆t
ε(v
)
:
τ
+
σ
:
τ
,

S
S
S
S


ΩS
ΩS
ΩS
ΩS







q div(vFn ) = 0 ,

ΩF

5
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for all w ∈ H10 (Ω), τ ∈ L2sym (ΩS ) and q ∈ L2 (ΩF ).
Now we remark that taking τ = ε(w) in the second equation of (19), we have that



n
n
ε(vSn ) : ε(w)
div(vS )div(w) + 2 µ ∆ t
σ S : ε(w) = λ ∆ t
ΩS
ΩS
ΩS

(20)
σ n−1
:
ε(w)
+
S
ΩS

Then, substituting (20) in the first equation of (19), we derive the following semidiscrete
in time scheme to solve problem (1)–(3):
Given v0 and σ 0S , for n = 1, 2, . . ., we look for vn ∈ H10 (Ω), pn ∈ L2 (ΩF ) such that



 
n
n
2
n

ρ v ·w + κ ε(v ) : ε(w) + λ (∆t)
div(vS )div(w) −∆t pn div(w) =



Ω
Ω 
ΩS
ΩF





σ n−1
: ε(w) ,
= ∆t f (tn ) · w + ρ vn−1 · w − ∆t
(21)
S

Ω
Ω
Ω
S







q div(vFn ) = 0 ,
ΩF

for all w ∈ H10 (Ω) and q ∈ L2 (ΩF ), where κ := 2 ν ∆ t in ΩF and κ := 2 µ (∆ t)2 in ΩS .
We then approximate
σ S (tn ) ≈ σ nS := σ n−1
+ ∆t (σ nS ) ,
(22)
S

where (σ nS ) := λ div(vSn ) I + 2 µ ε(vSn ) in ΩS .
Let us define the bilinear forms a : H10 (Ω) × H10 (Ω) → R and b : L2 (ΩF ) × H10 (Ω) → R,
and the linear functional ln : H10 (Ω) → R:



2
a(v, w) :=
ρv · w +
κ ε(v) : ε(w) + λ (∆t)
div(v) div(w) ,
Ω
Ω
ΩS

q div(w) , ∀ q ∈ L2 (ΩF ),
b(q, w) := − ∆t
(23)
 ΩF


f (tn ) · w +
ρ vn−1 · w − ∆t
σ n−1
: ε(w) ,
ln (w) := ∆t
S
Ω

Ω

ΩS

for any v, w ∈ H10 (Ω) and any q ∈ L2 (ΩF ). With these notations, problem (21) can be
written as follows:
Given v0 and σ 0S , for n = 1, 2, . . ., we look for vn ∈ H10 (Ω), pn ∈ L2 (ΩF ) such that


a(vn , w) + b(pn , w) = ln (w) ,
b(q, vn ) = 0 ,

6
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4.2

Finite element discretization

We consider now finite element subspaces Vh ⊂ H10 (Ω) and Qh ⊂ L2 (ΩF ), such that
(Vh |ΩF , Qh ) is a stable pair for the Stokes problem. The corresponding fully discrete
scheme to solve problem (1)–(3) reads as follows:
Given v0 and σ 0S , for n = 1, 2, . . ., we look for vhn ∈ Vh , pnh ∈ Qh such that

a(vhn , wh ) + b(pnh , wh ) = ln (wh ) ,
∀ wh ∈ Vh ,

b(qh , vhn ) = 0 ,
∀ qh ∈ Q h ,
and then compute


n
n
+
∆t
λ
div(v
)
I
+
2
µ
ε(v
)
.
σ nS = σ n−1
h
h
S
5

(25)

NUMERICAL RESULTS

We implemented the fully discrete scheme (25) in a Matlab code in the case d = 2,
choosing the mini-element to approximate the solution in the fluid domain and piecewise
linear elements in the solid domain.
In this section, we show some results for a particular test problem with the known
solution

cos x2 et in (0, 1) × ΩF ,
v1 (t, x) =
(cos x2 + sin x1 ) et in (0, 1) × ΩS ,
(26)
t
v2 (t, x) = sin x1 e in (0, 1) × Ω,
p(t, x) = −2 cos x1 et

in (0, 1) × ΩF ,

where ΩF = (−1, 0) × (−1, 1) and ΩS = (0, 1) × (−1, 1). We consider the case in which
the fluid and the solid have similar mass densities; more precisely, we take ρF = ρS = 1.
The kinematic viscosity is ν = 12 and the Lamé parameters are µ = 12 and λ = 1.
5.1

Validation of the spatial discretization

To start with, we test the choice of finite element spaces, that is, the mini-element
in the fluid domain and piecewice linear elements in the solid domain. To this end, we
solved the test problem for a fixed time. In particular, we took the time step ∆t = 1 and
used exact Dirichlet boundary conditions for the fixed time. We considered a sequence of
meshes obtained by uniformly refining the initial mesh; we denote by h = l, l/2, . . . the
corresponding mesh–sizes, Nh is the associated number of vertices and dof denotes the
corresponding degrees of freedom (d.o.f.). The computed solutions, vh = (v1,h , v2,h ), ph ,
were compared with the exact one, v = (v1 , v2 ), p, to determine the order of convergence.
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In Table 1, we show the total number of vertices, the corresponding d.o.f., and the
absolute errors for each unknown, that we denote eh (vj ) := ||vj − vj,h ||H 1 (Ω) (j = 1, 2)
and eh (p) := ||p − ph ||L2 (ΩF ) . The corresponding experimental convergence rates for each
unknown are shown in Table 2. The experimental convergence rate is computed for each
pair of consecutive meshes as the slope in log-log scale of the error versus the number of
vertices of the associated mesh:
rh := −2

log eh/2 − log eh
.
log Nh/2 − log Nh

(27)

Table 1: Absolute errors for different meshes at a fixed time.

h
Nh
dof
l
195
772
l/2
737
3127
l/4 2865 12595
l/8 11297 50563
l/16 44865 202627

eh (v1 )
0.075514
0.037705
0.018833
0.009400
0.004695

eh (v2 )
0.043627
0.021663
0.010744
0.005344
0.002666

eh (p)
0.022462
0.007871
0.002907
0.001071
0.000385

Table 2: Experimental convergence rates for successive meshes at a fixed time.

rh (v1 )
rh (v2 )
rh (p)
rh (u, p)

1.044696
1.053087
1.577438
1.070852

1.022568
1.032904
1.466830
1.035734

1.012914
1.017875
1.455395
1.020001

1.006846
1.008713
1.482009
1.010696

We can observe that, as the mesh becomes finer, the experimental rate of convergence
approaches 1 for both velocity components, whereas the method is superconvergent in the
pressure variable, with rates of convergence that approach 1.5. It is important to remark
that we have observed a similar behavior in other tests.
5.2

Validation of the time discretization

The main aim of this example is to study the stability of the numerical scheme (25)
as the time step ∆t becomes smaller. To this end, we chose the mesh of size h = l/8,
and then decreased ∆t as shown in Table 3. We remark that the associated errors,
∆t
∆t
∆t
e∆t
h (vj ) := ||vj −vj,h ||L2 ((0,1),H 1 (Ω)) (j = 1, 2) and eh (p) := ||p−ph ||L2 ((0,1),L2 (ΩF )) , stagnate
faster for the velocity than for the pressure.

8
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Table 3: Absolute errors for the mesh–size l/8 and different time steps.

∆t
10−1
10−2
10−3
10−4
5.3

e∆t
h (v1 )
0.039295
0.017876
0.018346
0.022725

e∆t
h (v2 )
0.041494
0.010804
0.011303
0.016331

e∆t
h (p)
0.238824
0.023515
0.003186
0.002571

Numerical results for the fully discrete scheme

Finally, we present the numerical results obtained taking a fixed time step and successively refined meshes. In Tables 4 and 6 we show the results obtained for ∆t = 10−2 and
∆t = 10−3 , respectively. The corresponding experimental convergence rates are shown in
Tables 5 and 7.
Table 4: Absolute errors for successive meshes and the fixed time step ∆t = 10−2 .

h
l
l/2
l/4
l/8

e∆t
h (v1 )
0.152335
0.073220
0.035434
0.017876

e∆t
h (v2 )
0.098009
0.045141
0.021105
0.010804

e∆t
h (p)
0.053320
0.029586
0.024505
0.023515

Table 5: Experimental convergence rates for successive meshes and the fixed time step ∆t = 10−2 .

rh (v1 )
rh (v2 )
rh (p)
rh (v, p)

1.102011
1.166158
0.885995
1.098631

1.069099
1.119933
0.277532
0.942423

0.997426
0.976049
0.060108
0.615441

For ∆t = 10−2 , the experimental convergence rates are around 1 for the two components
of the velocity, but this time step appears to be too rough to obtain good convergence
behavior in the pressure variable. This problem can be solved using a smaller ∆t. Indeed,
we can observe in Table 7 that for ∆t = 10−3 a good convergence behavior is obtained
for the pressure too.
Acknowledgements. The research of the authors was partially supported by the MEC
research project MTM2010-21135-C02-01.
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Table 6: Absolute errors for successive meshes and the fixed time step ∆t = 10−3 .

h
l
l/2
l/4
l/8

e∆t
h (v1 )
0.194069
0.092336
0.040903
0.018346

e∆t
h (v2 )
0.147480
0.067421
0.027274
0.011303

e∆t
h (p)
0.054495
0.017108
0.006349
0.003186

Table 7: Experimental convergence rates for successive meshes and the fixed time step ∆t = 10−3 .

rh (v1 )
rh (v2 )
rh (p)
rh (v, p)

1.117301
1.177398
1.742736
1.158779

1.199388
1.333136
1.460054
1.247323

1.1687576
1.284060
1.005267
1.198638
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Abstract. In this work, a component mode synthesis technique is proposed to improve
the computational efficiency of Finite Element problems including 3D modelling of poroelastic materials. The modal reduction relies on real-valued modes, solution of a standard
eigenvalue problem, based on a classical solid and fluid displacements formulation of the
porous media. Efficiency in terms of degrees of freedom, convergence, sparsity and computation time is presented.

1

INTRODUCTION

Modelling poroelastic materials for interior noise reduction, extensively used in the
transport industry, can lead to rather expensive Finite Element (FE) models. Therefore,
efforts have been made in the last decade to propose efficient solution strategies for the
Biot-Allard theory [1]. Use of a mixed displacement-pressure formulation for the solid
and fluid phases respectively [2] downsized the number of degrees of freedom (dofs) per
node from 6, when using a standard solid and fluid phases displacement formulation, to 4
dofs. Hierarchical elements also proved to reduced the number of dofs needed to model
the porous media [3]. The use of equivalent acoustic impedances [4, 5], while implying low
computational cost, is limited by strong assumptions, or subject to a preliminary identification step thus hampering computational efficiency. Alternatively, modal reduction
techniques have been proposed and applied to poroelastic FE formulations, in an attempt
1
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to keep a fine and complex 3D modelling of the problem in the scope of low frequency
applications [6–8].
In this work, a component mode synthesis is applied to the dissipative part of a 3D
poro-acoustic FE problem. The standard solid and fluid displacements formulation is
used to model poroelastic media. A direct computation scheme at each frequency increment is used to solve the frequency-dependent problem, and frequency response of the
mean quadratic pressure in the acoustic domain is computed as an indicator of the sound
level. Real-valued modes based on the bi-phase poroelastic media are used to define a
transformation applied once at the initial increment, and suitable for the frequency range
of interest. After a presentation of the formulation as well as the modal method used,
the proposed reduction is tested on a rigid cavity treated with a porous layer on one wall.
While showing substantial computation time speed-up, due to both the reduced number
of dofs and the good sparsity of the reduced system, the relatively low convergence rate
suggests further possible improvements.
2

FE FORMULATION FOR THE PORO-ACOUSTIC PROBLEM

A poro-acoustic problem is considered, which description and notations are presented
on Fig. 1. The acoustic fluid and the porous media occupy the domains ΩF and ΩP
respectively. The compressible fluid is described using pressure fluctuation (p) as primary
variable (Subsection 2.1.1), while fluid and solid phases homogenized displacements (us ,uf )
are retained as primary variables for the porous media (Subsection 2.1.2). The domains
boundaries are separated into contours of:
• imposed Dirichlet boundary conditions denoted ∂1 ΩF and ∂1 ΩP ,
• prescribed Neumann boundary conditions denoted ∂2 ΩF and ∂2 ΩP ,
• coupling interface between acoustic fluid and porous media (ΓFP ).
The FE formulation is presented for a permanent harmonic response at angular frequency ω.
porous media
[ΩP ; (us , uf )]

fluid acoustic cavity
[ΩF ; p]
nP = −n

nF = n
rigid wall

ΓFP
∂ 1 ΩP

source
∂ 2 ΩF

Figure 1: Description ans notations of the poro-acoustic interaction problem
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2.1
2.1.1

Dynamic equations and constitutive laws
Compressible fluid (p)

The internal fluid within cavities is assumed compressible and inviscid, satisfying the
Helmholtz equation derived from the motion, continuity, and constitutive equations:
∆p +

ω2
p=0
c20

in ΩF

(1)

where c0 is the constant speed of sound in the fluid, and p the pressure fluctuation scalar
field. The limit case ω = 0 is not given by Equation (1). Though not considered in this
work, the solution is given by the static solution of the coupled fluid-structure problem [9].
2.1.2

Porous media Biot theory (us , uf )
Notation
ρs
(λ; µ)
ρf
η
P0
γ
Pr
φ
α∞
σ
Λ
Λ

Description
Solid frame density
Lamé parameters for the solid frame
Ambient fluid density
Ambient fluid viscosity
Ambient fluid standard pressure
Heat capacity ratio for the ambient fluid
Prandtl number for the ambient fluid
Porosity
Tortuosity
Static flow resistivity
Viscous characteristic length
Thermal characteristic length

Table 1: List of material parameters

At angular frequency ω, the poroelastic media satisfies the following elastodynamic
linearized equations, derived in the Biot-Allard theory [1], taking into account inertia and
viscous coupling effects between solid and fluid phases:
div σs − i ω b(ω)(us − uf ) + ω 2 [(ρs + ρa )us − ρa uf ]
= 0 in ΩP
div σf − i ω b(ω)(uf − us ) + ω 2 [−ρa us + (φρf + ρa )uf ] = 0 in ΩP

(2b)


 12
2
b = σφ2 1 + 4iωα∞ ηρf
σ2 Λ 2 φ 2

(3)

(2a)

where us and uf are respectively the solid phase and fluid phase averaged displacements
in the sense of Biot theory. b(ω) (henceforth denoted b, where  refers to a complex-valued
quantity) and ρa are respectively the complex frequency-dependent viscous drag and the
inertia coupling parameter, based on the standard notations of material parameters introduced in Table 1 [1], and given by:

3
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ρa = φρf (α∞ − 1)

(4)

σs and σf are the averaged stress tensors for the solid and fluid phases respectively. They
satisfy the Lagrangian stress-strain relations developed by Biot:

(1 − φ)2 
 f (ω) tr [ε(uf )] I
Kf (ω) tr [ε(us )] I + 2µ ε(us ) + (1 − φ) K
σs = λ +
φ
 f (ω) tr [ε(us )] I + φ K
 f (ω) tr [ε(uf )] I
σf = (1 − φ) K


(5a)
(5b)

where ε(us ) and ε(uf ) are the strain tensors associated to the averaged displacements
vector fields us and uf , defined by:
ε(v) =


1
grad v + gradT v
2

(6)

Beside the standard material parameters presented in Table 1, the effective bulk modulus
 f (ω) (henceforth denoted K
 f ) is also introduced. For reasons to be
of the fluid phase K
presented in Subsection 3.2, its expression [1] is separated into its zero-frequency limit
and complex frequency-dependent behaviour:
f =
K

γP0


γ − (γ − 1) 1 +

8η
iωP rΛ2 ρf



1+

iωP rΛ2 ρf
16η



 f − P0
= P0 + K

 1 −1
2

(7)

which, when introduced in Equations (5), leads to the following expressions of the stressstrain relations using Voigt notation:
(1)
 (2)
 (2)
σs = D(1)
s ε(us ) + Ds (ω) ε(us ) + Dsf ε(uf ) + Dsf (ω) ε(uf )

σf =

(1)
Dsf ε(us )

with:
(1)
Ds
(1)

Dsf

(1)

=



+

 (2) (ω) ε(us )
D
sf

+

(1)
Df ε(uf )

+

(8a)

 (2) (ω) ε(uf )
D
f

(8b)




(1 − φ)2
P0 D + µ diag 2 2 2 1 1 1
λ+
φ

= (1 − φ) P0 D

= φ P0 D



(1 − φ)2  
(2)
 (2)

K
D
D
−
P
(ω)
=
K
−
P
=
s
0
0 D
f
f
s
φ




 (2) (ω) = K
 f − P0 D(2) = (1 − φ) K
 f − P0 D
D
sf
sf




(2)
 (ω) = K
 f − P0 D(2) = φ K
 f − P0 D
D
f
f
Df


1
1

1
where D = 
0

0
0

1
1
1
0
0
0

1
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0


0
0

0

0

0
0

In this contribution, the Lamé parameters for the solid frame are considered real and
frequency-independent, so that no structural damping is taken into account in the porous
media behaviour. However, the method presented is also valid and straightforward to
establish when structural damping is taken into account.
4
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2.2

Fluid-structure interaction problem

In this subsection, boundary and coupling conditions are recalled for the poro-acoustic
coupled problem presented in Fig. 1, in order to establish the discretized FE problem.
2.2.1

Poro-acoustic coupling and boundary conditions

At external boundary of the acoustic fluid domain, rigid cavity conditions are classically
imposed by setting a free pressure field (∂1 ΩF = {∅}). A harmonic excitation is prescribed
via an acoustic source:
grad p · n = ω 2 ρF uFb

on ∂2 ΩF

(9)

where uFb is set to zero out of the acoustic source included in ∂2 ΩF .
Coupling at interface ΓFP is given by normal stress and normal displacement continuity
conditions between acoustic fluid and both fluid and solid phases of porous media:
σs n + (1 − φ) p n = 0

σf n + φ p n = 0

on ΓFP

(10a)

on ΓFP

(10b)

uF · n − (1 − φ)us · n − φuf · n = 0

on ΓFP

(11)

where φ is the porosity of the porous material, i.e. the volume fraction of fluid.
No external force is applied to the outer boundary of the porous media beside at
interface ΓFP . Therefore, ∂2 ΩP = {∅} in the considered problem. Finally, at external
boundary ∂1 ΩP , two types of boundary conditions can be prescribed, the porous material
being considered either as sliding or bounded to a rigid wall (Table 2).
Bounded layer
us = 0
u f · nP = 0

Sliding layer
us · n P = 0
u f · nP = 0

Table 2: Boundary conditions for porous layer on ∂1 ΩP

2.2.2

Finite element discretized problem

The test-function method is used to derive the variational formulation of the coupled
problem. For this purpose, the spaces of sufficiently smooth functions Cp , Cus and Cuf
are introduced, associated to the field variables p, us and uf respectively. Let δp, δus ,
δuf be the frequency-independent test functions, associated to p, us , uf respectively, and
belonging to their respective admissible spaces Cp , Cu∗s = {δus ∈ Cus |δus = 0 on ∂1 ΩP },
and Cu∗f = {δuf ∈ Cuf |δuf = 0 on ∂1 ΩP }.
Equations (1), (9), and (11) lead to:


ω2
gradp .gradδp dV − 2
c0
ΩF



2



p δp dV − ω ρF (1 − φ)
us .n δp dΣ
ΓFP


−ω 2 ρF φ
uf .n δp dΣ = ω 2 ρF
uFb δp dΣ
ΩF

ΓFP

5
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Equations (2a), (8a),and (10a) lead to:







(1)
tr D(1)
ε(u
)
ε(δu
)
dV
+
tr
D
ε(u
)
ε(δu
)
dV
s
s
s
f
s
sf
ΩP
ΩP



 




(2)
(2)

+ Kf − P0
tr Ds ε(us ) ε(δus ) dV +
tr Dsf ε(uf ) ε(δus ) dV
ΩP
ΩP




+ iωb
us .δus dV −
uf .δus dV
ΩP
ΩP




2
−ω
(ρs + ρa ) us .δus dV −
ρa uf .δus dV − (1 − φ)
p n.δus dΣ = 0
ΩP

ΩP

(13)

ΓFP

Equations (2b), (8b),and (10b) lead to:


(1)
Df ε(uf ) ε(δuf )

ΩP







(1)
tr Dsf ε(us ) ε(δuf ) dV
ΩP
ΩP



 




(2)
(2)

+ Kf − P0
tr Dsf ε(us ) ε(δuf ) dV
tr Df ε(uf ) ε(δuf ) dV +
ΩP
ΩP




+ iωb
uf .δuf dV −
us .δuf dV
ΩP
ΩP




− ω2
p n.δuf dΣ = 0
(φρf + ρa ) uf .δuf dV −
ρa us .δuf dV − φ
tr



dV +

(14)

ΓFP

ΩP

After discretization of the various terms in Eqs. (12)-(14) by the FE method and dividing Eq. (12) by ρF , the following matrix equation for the coupled problem is obtained:



0
0
0
0
KF
 0


(1)
(1) 
(2)
(2) 
 f − P0 
Ksf  + K
Ksf 
0 Kss
−(1 − φ)ATFs Kss
(1)T
(1)
(2)T
(2)
−φATFf
Ksf
Kff
0 Ksf
Kff

    2



P
ω UFb
MF (1 − φ)AFs φAFf
0 0
0
Mss
Msf  Us  =  0 
+i ω b 0 Css Csf  − ω 2  0
T
T
0
0 Csf Cff
0
Msf
Mff
Uf


(15)

This non-symmetric formulation can be symmetrized for a resolution in the frequency
domain by dividing the acoustic equation by ω 2 (ω = 0). The interest of rewriting the
(1)
(2)
porous media formulation into four matrices (Kii , Kii , Cii , and Mii ) is already partly
visible. In fact, it involves constant real-valued matrices which can be assembled once,
 f and b are recomputed at
while only the complex and frequency-dependent factors K
each frequency increment. In addition to that, the amount of memory used is the same as
using two complex-valued and frequency-dependent matrices, as the sparsity is unchanged.
More importantly, the main interest underlined in this work is the possibility to use such
a formulation in the context of modal reduction techniques.
6
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3

MODAL REDUCTION OF THE POROUS MEDIA

3.1

Presentation of the proposed solution strategy

The proposed reduction method is applied to the dissipative porous media of a poroacoustic coupled problem, which is the costly part of the model. For the sake of conciseness, the case of a rigid acoustic cavity with a single porous layer on one wall is considered.
Notations used are presented in Fig. 2.
Acoustic internal dofs I¯
Acoustic interface dofs I
Porous dofs
Figure 2: Problem description for modal reduction of porous media

¯
The acoustic degrees of freedom (dofs) are separated into internal ones (subscript I),
and those at interface with the porous media (subscript I). These notations allow easy
extension of the method to problems with multiple interfaces [10]. The coupled porous
(1)
(2)
media matrices are now considered, involving four matrices KP , KP , CP , and MP
corresponding to the set of unknowns UP such that, for each matrix indexed by P, i.e.
(1)
(2)
BP ∈ {KP , KP , CP , MP } :


Bss Bsf
BP =
Bsf Bff





Us
and UP =
Uf



(16)

Similarly, the coupling between the interface acoustic dofs (subscript I) and the porous
dofs (subscript P) is denoted:


AIP = (1 − φ)AIs φAIf

(17)

Consequently, for modal reduction purposes, matrix set of equations (15) can be written:
2
KI¯I¯ − ω 2 MI¯I¯ KII
¯ − ω MII
¯
KI I¯ − ω 2 MI I¯ KII − ω 2 MII




0

−AIP T


(1)
 f − P0
KP + K

0
2
−ω
 AIP




  2
PI¯
ω UIb
¯
  
0  (18)
 PI =
(2)
2
0
UP
KP + i ω bCP − ω MP

and can be symmetrized by dividing the acoustic equations (lines 1 and 2) by ω 2 (ω = 0).
3.2

Modal reduction

From the proposed expression of the porous media FE problem, real-valued normal
modes can be computed associated to the conservative poroelastic eigenvalue problem:



(1)
KP − ω 2 MP φ = 0

7
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It is supposed that the Dirichlet boundary conditions imposed to the porous media
(1)
result in a nonsingular KP matrix, therefore removing zero-frequency modes. A modal
reduction basis ΦPm is built, selecting m low frequency modes. They are normalized with
respect to the porous mass matrix MP so that:
ΦPm T MP ΦPm = Im

(20a)

(1)
KP ΦPm

(20b)

ΦPm

T

= Ωm

where Im is a unit matrix of dimension m, and Ωm a diagonal matrix of same size, with
the m lowest eigenvalues of (19) on its diagonal.
There are two key points that make a reduction method computationally efficient,
which are its ability to:
• converge rapidly to the expected solution when adding modes in the basis, thus
allowing a subsequent reduction in the number of dofs, as well as a reasonable time
allocated to the computation of the modes,
• preserve or improve the sparsity of the matrices after projection, and ideally produce
diagonal submatrices.
The former aspect will be examined on an example in Section 4. Regarding the second
(2)
aspect, the sparsity of matrices KP and CP after projection on the modal basis is fun(1)
damental to take advantage of the diagonal form of projected KP and MP . The choices
made for the discretization of porous media, among which the separation of the “static”
and “dynamic” parts of the effective bulk modulus, seem to fulfill this requirement. In
(2)
fact, as will be shown in Section 4, it results in sparse reduced KP and CP , and even
orthogonality of some modes with respect to these matrices. Therefore, after testing the
(2)
m retained modes for their orthogonal properties with respect to KP and CP , they are
separated into o “orthogonal” (ΦPo ) and n “non-orthogonal” (ΦPn ) ones, so that:





I
MP ΦPn ΦPo = n
0


T (1) 
Ωn
ΦPo KP ΦPn ΦPo =
0


T (2) 
κ
ΦPo KP ΦPn ΦPo = n
0

T


ζ
ΦPo CP ΦPn ΦPo = n
0

ΦPn ΦPo



ΦPn



ΦPn



ΦPn

T

0
Io




0
Ωo

0
κo

0
ζo

(21a)
(21b)
(21c)
(21d)

where In , Ωn and Io , Ωo , κo , ζo are diagonal matrices of respective dimensions n and o,
while κn and ζn are non-diagonal sparse square matrices of dimension n.
There are several options for the choice of attachment functions, but in this work,
the single degree of freedom (dof) per node associated to the acoustic domain is put
8
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(1)

to advantage. Attachment functions are computed as the KP – static responses of the
porous media to unit pressure successively imposed at each interface acoustic dof:


−AIP

T

(1)
KP

 I   
(1)−1
I
= 0 ⇒ ΨPI = KP AIP T
ΨPI

(22)

(1)

Again, assumption is made that KP is not singular. If otherwise, a shift in frequency using the mass matrix MP can be set instead, to define pseudo-static attachment functions,
but is not considered in this work.
The corresponding change of basis, leaving acoustic dofs uncondensed, is then:






PI¯
II¯
0
 PI  =  0
II
0 ΨPI
UP

0
0
ΦPn

 
 PI¯
0  
PI 
0 
αn 
ΦPo
αo

(23)

where αn and αo are the modal coordinates vectors associated to the selected “nonorthogonal” and “orthogonal” modes respectively.
Applying change of basis (23) to symmetrized Eq. (18) leads to the following reduced
set of equations:


1
¯I¯ −
2 KI
 ω1
 ω2 KI I¯ −




MI¯I¯
MI I¯

0
0




0
0
0
0
− MII
0
0
¯
 0 K(2) K(2) K(2) 

(1)
− MII − KPII
0
0
PII
PIn
PIo 
 f − P0 
+ K


(2)
κn
0 
0 KPnI
0
Ωn 0 
(2)
0
0 Ωo
0 KPoI
0
κo



   
0
0
UFb
0
0
0
0
PI¯


   
CPIn CPIo 
 − ω 2 0 MPII MPIn MPIo   PI  =  0 
0 MPnI
In
0  αn   0 
ζn
0 
0
0 MPoI
αo
0
Io
0
ζo

1
¯
ω 2 KII

1
ω 2 KII



0
0
0 CPII
+i ω b 
0 CPnI
0 CPoI
(1)

(24)

(2)

where for BP ∈ {KP , KP , CP , MP }:
BPII

= ΨTPI BP ΨPI

BPIn

= ΨTPI BP ΦPn = BTPnI

BPIo

= ΨTPI BP ΦPo

= BTPoI

This reduction can be further improved using dynamic condensation of the “orthogonal”
modal coordinates, which is rather straightforward, and not presented in this contribution.
4

APPLICATION AND RESULTS

The proposed reduction of porous media is tested on a dissipative poro-acoustic example initially proposed in [6]. It consists of a 3D hexahedric acoustic cavity of dimensions
0.4 × 0.6 × 0.75 m3 (see Fig. 3), with rigid walls, and filled with air. One wall is covered with a 5 cm-thick porous layer. The low frequency behaviour is tested applying a
harmonic volume velocity source (Eq. (9)) at a corner of the cavity opposite the layer.
9
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Frame

Fluid
c0 = 343 m/s
γ = 1.4
P r = 0.71
ρf = 1.21 kg/m3
η = 1.84 · 10−5 Ns/m2

λ = 905357 Pa
µ = 264062 Pa
ρs = 30 kg/m3

Porous
φ = 0.96
σ = 32 kNs/m4
α∞ = 1.7
Λ = 90 µm
Λ = 165 µm

Table 3: Air and porous material parameters

The cavity is discretized by a 8 × 12 × 15 mesh of 8-node hexahedric elements with
pressure as single degree of freedom per node. The porous material, described by the
Biot-Allard theory, and which material parameters are given in Table 3, is discretized
by a 8 × 12 × 5 mesh of 8-node hexahedric elements (Fig. 3), with 6 dofs per node
corresponding to the fluid and solid phase displacements. Sticking Dirichlet boundary
conditions are applied to the porous foam face in contact with the covered wall, and
sliding conditions are prescribed on the side faces (see Table 2). This leads to a FE model
with 1872 acoustic dofs, and 3070 porous dofs.
Acoustic cavity
1

2

3

0.4 m

Acoustic
corner excitation

Mean quadratic pressure in cavity (dB)

190

0.6 m

180
170
160
150
140
130
120
110

Rigid cavity without porous layer
Unreduced problem − porous damped cavity

100

0.75 m

Porous layer

100

200

300

400

500

600

Frequency (Hz.)

700

800

900

1000

Figure 3: Acoustic cavity mesh and dimensions - Mean quadratic pressure reference FRF

The frequency response of the mean quadratic pressure in the acoustic cavity is given
as an output (Fig. 3). The convergence is first checked, increasing the number of modes
included in the basis, for a response in the range [0 − 1000] Hz. Although many modes are
needed in order to capture the dynamic behaviour of the porous media in the considered
frequency range, the solution eventually converges toward the original solution (Fig. 4).
However, the interest of the proposed method specifically lies in the fact that realvalued modes are computed directly from the coupled porous problem, leading to good
sparsity properties, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Thus, the 3070 porous media dofs are down(2)
sized to 800 modal unknowns, of which 414 correspond to KP - and CP -orthogonal modes,
as introduced in Subsection 3.2. The sparsity is mostly affected by the use of attachment
functions which fully couple interface dofs to modal unknowns. From a storage perspec(1)
tive, using KP –static response for attachment function leads to uncoupled interface and
(1)
modal unknowns in the reduction of KP (See Eq. 24).
10
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180

180

170

170

170

160

150

140

130

120

110

Unreduced problem − porous damped cavity
Reduced problem − porous damped cavity

100
100

200

300

400

500

600

Frequency (Hz.)

700

800

900

Mean quadratic pressure in cavity (dB)

180

Mean quadratic pressure in cavity (dB)

Mean quadratic pressure in cavity (dB)
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160

150

140

130

120

110

Unreduced problem − porous damped cavity
Reduced problem − porous damped cavity

100

1000

100

200

300

400

500

600

Frequency (Hz.)

700

800

900

160

150

140

130

120

110

Unreduced problem − porous damped cavity
Reduced problem − porous damped cavity

100

1000

100

200

300

400

500

600

Frequency (Hz.)

700

800

900

1000

Figure 4: Mean quadratic pressure FRF. Convergence of the reduction: 100, 500, 800 modes
Acoustic
dofs

Acoustic dofs

Figure 5: Sparsity of the system matrix for unreduced and reduced porous media

Regarding the computation time, a reduction including 800 modes in the basis leads to
a factor 2.6 to 3.5 for the CPU time (Fig. 6), with 500 increments computed, depending
whether the offset due to modes computation is taken into account or not.
800

700

CPU time (s)

600

500

400

300

200

Unreduced problem
Reduced problem − including modes computation

100

0

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

Number of frequency increments

400

450

500

Figure 6: CPU time comparison for FRF computation

5

CONCLUSION

In this communication, the variational formulation of a harmonic poro-acoustic problem
was presented. In order to improve the computational efficiency of the FE model, a modal11
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based reduction of the poroelastic material was proposed, and tested on a rigid cavity
treated with a porous layer. On this test application, the porous dofs were downsized
from 3070 to 800 dofs, thus downsizing the coupled problem from 4942 to 2672 dofs, while
preserving good sparsity properties. The computation time is therefore greatly improved.
Regarding accuracy, the reduced model showed excellent match with the original problem
up to 800 Hz, and good approximation up to 1000 Hz. This method can be easily combined
with a similar reduction for the acoustic part evaluated by the authors [10]. Ongoing
works are focusing on improvements for faster convergence to a good approximation of
the original solution, as well as predictive criterion for modal truncation of the basis.
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Abstract. Computational fluid-structure interaction is commonly performed using a
partitioned approach. For strongly coupled problems sub-iterations are required, increasing computational time as flow and structure have to be resolved multiple times every
time step. Reductions in computing times can be achieved by e.g. improving the convergence of the sub-iteration technique and/or performing sub-iterations on a coarse level,
but also by improving the iterative solver used in the flow solver.
In this paper we investigate the combination of a multilevel acceleration technique for
sub-iterations which employs a Newton-Krylov solver on the coarse level to obtain high
convergence for the correction term and a multigrid solver which performs only a limited
amount of iterations on the fine level to reduce memory and computing requirements.
For switching between a coarse grid correction and fine grid solve, an automated coarse
grid ACG(r) selection algorithm is proposed. The algorithm is applied to an academic,
two dimensional test case with incompressible flow. Compared to sub-iterating with
a (memory intensive) JFNK algorithm on the fine mesh, the hybrid algorithm already
requires 10% less computing time. When compared to sub-iterating with multigrid, the
performance increase for the hybrid scheme is a factor 3.

1

INTRODUCTION

Fluid-structure interaction in the incompressible flow regime is often encountered in
engineering problems, e.g. aeroelasticity of wind turbine blades, flapping wing flight of
micro aerial vehicles or underwater propulsion using deformable bodies. Especially in the
field of bio inspired propulsion/control, one encounters strongly coupled fluid-structure
interaction in incompressible media. These interactions are challenging to simulate in
1
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a partitioned procedure, which is a common way of simulating complex fluid-structure
interaction problems as it allows the usage of sophisticated mono-disciplinary solvers.
Every time step sub-iterations are required between flow and structure solver to resolve
the fully coupled solution, reducing computational efficiency.
A robust and effective sub-iteration technique with incompressible flow domains is by
no means a trivial task as the coupling gets stronger as the time step is reduced [1]
and straight forward sub-iterations such as block Gauss-Seidel iterations diverge. More
sophisticated algorithms such as the Aitken [2] and interface quasi-Newton [3] method are
required. Still, a number of sub-iterations need to be performed at every time step.
To reduce the computational work for the sub-iterations, we previously proposed a
multilevel algorithm [4], which resolves a defect-correction on a coarse fluid mesh for the
initial sub-iterations when still a large part of the partitioning error has a large wave number component. This part of the partitioning error can be effectively reduced on a coarse
fluid mesh at a low computational expense compared to solving the fluid equations on
the fine mesh. The algorithm was successfully applied for compressible flow using a density based finite volume code with nonlinear multigrid. For these cases, the flow solution
of the previous sub-iteration is continuously closer to the fully coupled solutions as the
sub-iterations converge. Therefore the flow does not have to be resolved to a very high
precision at every sub-iteration, which limits the computational cost per sub-iteration.
However, when using the same density based nonlinear multigrid solver with incompressible flow, the number of multigrid iterations required per sub-iteration was much higher
[5] for the accurate representation of the pressure field, increasing computational cost per
sub-iteration.
In order to overcome the poor convergence of the nonlinear multigrid solver for incompressible flow problems using a density based finite volume code, preconditioning of the
equations can be applied [6]. Another approach is to use a different iterative solver, e.g. a
Jacobian Free Newton Krylov (JFNK) solver [7]. This solver has the advantage that flow
field (pressure field) is solved globally and the method therefore does not experience the
same reduction in convergence rate as the nonlinear multigrid solver for incompressible
flow. On the other hand JFNK has the disadvantage that a preconditioner is required,
e.g. an ILU (incomplete LU decomposition), for fast convergence and that this preconditioner is expensive both in terms of memory and computing time. For unsteady flow the
preconditioner can be reused for a number of time steps so that computational costs are
reduced, but for sub-iterations in a fluid-structure interaction setting, the intermediate
solutions during the sub-iterations may differ too much to use the same preconditioner
especially during the initial sub-iterations [5].
In this paper we propose a hybrid algorithm which uses a multilevel acceleration for
the sub-iterations, using a fixed number of nonlinear multigrid iterations on the finest
mesh and a JFNK algorithm for the coarse grid correction computation. By choosing
a fixed number of multigrid iterations on the finest level, the computational costs of a
fine level sub-iteration is reduced at the expense of a lower convergence. This way both
2
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a high level of convergence can be reached on the coarse level for limited computational
effort and the memory requirements stay within limits as the ILU preconditioner is only
required for the coarse mesh.
The question is, however, whether the relaxation of the convergence for the fine level
sub-iterations, reduces the effectiveness of sub-iterating to such an extent that the computational speed gained by not iterating the solution to a high convergence on the fine
mesh level is eliminated by the increase in sub-iterations to converge to the fully coupled
solution. To answer this question, the hybrid algorithm is applied to an incompressible,
two-dimensional test case [8] and its efficiency compared to only sub-iterating on the fine
level and multilevel acceleration without JFNK.
First the two dimensional incompressible test case is given in Section 2. Next the
hybrid multilevel algorithm is introduced in Section 3, where after the algorithm is used
to solve the coupled problem in Section 4. Finally conclusions and recommendations are
given in Section 5.
2

COUPLED PROBLEM

In this paper a fluid-structure interaction problem is addressed which is based on the
benchmark problem by Turek [8]. The original problem consists of an incompressible fluid
around a circular cylinder with a flexible trailing flap. The coupled problem consists of a
fluid domain Ωf , see Fig. 1, which is modeled as an incompressible fluid, and a structure

Γf

Ωf
Γs

Ωs

ΓI

y
x

Figure 1: Computational domain.

domain Ωs which is here modeled as a linear elastic body. The boundaries of the domain
are given by Γs , Γf , which result in boundary conditions for the structure and fluid
dynamics respectively. In the partitioned approach the interface boundary between the
fluid and the structure domains ΓI is denoted by two boundaries Γsf and Γf s which close
the structure and fluid domains so that each domain can be treated separately from the
other. The coupling between flow and structure is introduced in the boundary conditions
that are imposed on Γsf and Γf s and that should yield continuity of displacement (of
the interface) and stresses. Since the flap has the highest flexibility in y-direction and
the shear stresses mainly act in x-direction, we simplify the continuity of stresses to a
3
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continuity in pressure so that the conditions at the interface are
dΓf s = dΓsf ,
pΓsf = pΓf s ,

(1)
(2)

where d denotes the displacement of the interface boundary and p the pressure. At
the moment it is still assumed that the spatial coupling is continuous and the temporal
coupling instantaneous. Since the domains have been split and the coupling is performed
using boundary conditions, readily available flow and structure solvers can be used to
discretize and resolve their own dynamics on their own domains. Therefore, we do not
address the specific spatial discretization of the solvers and simply write
dws
+ Ds (ws , pΓsf ) = Ss ,
(3)
dt
dwf
+ Df (wf , dΓf s ) = Sf ,
(4)
dt
wherein ws and wf are the discrete state vectors for the structure state and fluid state
respectively. They contain e.g. the structural displacement or the fluid density. The
spatial discretization of the governing equation is simplified by the operator D, which
depends both on the state w and on the fluid-structure interface conditions pΓsf (the
discrete pressure acting on the structure) and dΓf s (the displacement of the fluid domain
boundary). The right hand side may contain terms S that may arise from boundary
conditions on Γs and Γf . Equations (3) and (4) are in semi-discrete form. We assume
that the time integration is performed by the same implicit scheme in both domains. The
structure and flow solver programs can then be described as solution techniques that can
find solutions wsn+1 and wfn+1 under the boundary conditions pΓsf and dΓf s such that
they satisfy (or minimize)
rs (wsn+1 , pΓsf ) − ss = 0,

(5)

rf (wfn+1, dΓf s )

(6)

− sf = 0,

wherein r the residual function (discretized representation of the governing equations), s
a constant source term within the time step that can depend on e.g. previous solutions or
boundary conditions, pΓ the discrete pressures in the boundary nodes and dΓ the discrete
displacements of the boundary nodes. The subscript s, f denotes that the discrete quantities belong to the structure and fluid domains respectively. A Computational Structure
Dynamics (CSD) package is capable of finding a wsn+1 such that (5) is satisfied for a given
pressure load pΓs f . A Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) package is able to find a
wfn+1 such that (6) is satisfied for a given boundary displacement dΓf s . A fully implicit
(or fully coupled) solution would require
rs (wsn+1 , pn+1
Γsf ) − ss = 0,

(7)

rf (wfn+1, dn+1
Γf s ) − sf = 0,

(8)

4
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wherein the superscript n+1 denotes the discrete solution at the new time level tn+1 .
The coupling between (7) and (8) now poses a problem in a partitioned approach as the
n+1
pressure acting on the structure interface pn+1
and the
Γsf depends on the fluid state wf
n+1
n+1
displacement of the fluid boundary dΓf s depends on the structure state ws . Both the
spatial coupling (transferring data from the flow to the structure mesh and vice versa)
and the temporal coupling (obtaining an implicitly coupled solution) are addressed in the
next sections.
2.1

Spatial coupling

The coupling between flow and structure takes place at the fluid-structure boundary.
In the continuous case, this boundary ΓI would be identical for both fluid and structure
domains, however, at the discrete level, the boundary Γsf and Γf s do not have to be
matching and gaps or overlaps may occur. In this paper a radial basis function interpolation is used [9], both for the interpolation of displacements from structure to fluid mesh
and for the interpolation of surface pressure from fluid to structure mesh. The interpolations If s and Isf respectively denote the interpolation from structure to flow and vice
versa.
2.2

Temporal coupling

In partitioned fluid-structure interaction, obtaining the coupled solution described by
(7) and (8) would require sub-iterating, e.g. when a sequential algorithm is used
rs (wsi , p̂iΓsf ) − ss = 0,

(9)

rf (wfi , diΓf s ) − sf = 0,

(10)

wherein the superscript i denotes the i-th sub-iteration and p̂iΓsf is the estimation of
the fluid pressure acting on the structure for the i-th sub-iteration and diΓf s = If s (diΓsf )
is the fluid boundary displacement obtained by interpolation of the structure boundary
displacement. The simplest choice for the pressure estimation is
p̂iΓsf = Isf (pi−1
Γf s ),

(11)

which results in a block-Gauss-Seidel type of iteration, but which is not guaranteed to
be stable. To increase robustness under-relaxation can be applied, but generally at the
expense of slower convergence rate. In this paper we focus on the widely applied Aitken
method [2], which applies an adaptive under-relaxation to the estimation for the next
time step
i
i+1
p̂i+1
(piΓsf − p̂iΓsf ),
(12)
Γsf = p̂Γsf + θ
for which the under-relaxation parameter θi+1 is obtained from


(∆ei )T (ei )
i+1
i
,
θ =θ 1−
(∆ei )T (∆ei )
5
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with ei = piΓsf − p̂iΓsf the error between the estimated and the resulting pressure after
solving (9) and (10) for iteration i and ∆ei = ei − ei−1 . For the first under-relaxation
step a θ has to be chosen as ei−1 is not available yet. One can use last known value and
at the very start of the computation any (sufficiently small) value can be taken.
3

HYBRID MULTILEVEL ACCELERATION

In order to reduce the computational time for updating the fluid solution during subiterations, the multilevel acceleration scheme solves for a correction of the fluid solution
on a coarse mesh. In the following we introduce the subscripts h and H to denote that
variables or operators are defined on the fine or coarse fluid mesh respectively. In order
i−1
to obtain the coarse level correction, it is first assumed that a fluid solution wh,f
is
known (e.g. from the previous sub-iteration or previous time step). When this solution
is substituted in (10) a residual is identified
i−1
, dih,Γf s ) − sh,f = r̂ih,f ,
rh,f (wh,f

(14)

wherein r̂h,f denotes the residual in the fluid domain on the fine fluid mesh h. Subtraction
i−1
i
i
of (14) from (10) gives a relation for the change in the solution ∆wh,f
= wh,f
− wh,f
that
is desired for the current sub-iteration
i−1
i
i−1
rh,f (wh,f
+ ∆wh,f
, dih,Γf s ) − rh,f (wh,f
, dih,Γf s ) = −r̂ih,f .

(15)

i
Solving the correction ∆wh,f
with an iterative solution technique is as expensive as iteri
atively solving (10) directly for wh,f
. Therefore (15) is approximated on a coarse grid,
reducing computational costs. It should be noted that (15) does not include the source
terms sh,f derived from boundary conditions and that the smaller the right-hand-side
term (in general) the smaller the correction term that is computed, which is fundamentally different from solving (10) on a coarse mesh.

3.1

Coarse grid correction

The coarse grid correction is obtained by approximation of (15) on a coarse mesh
i−1
i
i−1
rH,f (wH,f
+ ∆wH,f
, ẋiH,f ) − rH,f (wH,f
, ẋiH,f ) = −r̂H,f ,

(16)

wherein, instead of displacement of the boundary, the mesh velocity ẋ caused by the
displacement of the mesh is denoted to represent the coupling between structure and
flow. The mesh velocity is obtained after the displacement of the mesh by imposing the
Discrete Geometric Conservation Law (DGCL) [10]. In (16) we use geometric restriction
operators to obtain coarse level variables
i−1
i−1
= Rw wh,f
,
wH,f

r̂iH,f = Rr r̂ih,f ,
6
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wherein Rw and Rr are the restriction operators for the solution and residual respectively.
The restriction operators can differ, depending on the variables that are stored in w and r̂
are already (cell) volume scaled. If the variables are volume scaled, the restriction operator
is simply summation, otherwise the restriction computes a volume weighted average on
the coarse level. The coarse level mesh velocity follows from imposing the DGCL on the
i
coarse level. When ∆wH,f
is obtained on the coarse level, the solution on the fine level is
corrected by prolongation of the correction term to the fine grid
i+1
i
i
wh,f
= wh,f
+ Pw ∆wH,f
,

(19)

wherein Pw is the prolongation operator for the fluid state variables w. In this paper a
linear interpolation is used as prolongation operator. Since the coarse grid operator rH,f
i
is a nonlinear operator, obtaining ∆wH,f
requires an iterative solution technique.
3.2

Coarse level iterative solver

In order to reuse the iterative solvers already available for the fine mesh, the coarse
grid correction (16) can be cast into the following form
i
rH,f (wH,f
, ẋiH,f ) + sH,f + ŝH,s = 0,

(20)

which is equal to the origingal problem (10) on a coarse mesh with an additional source
term
i−1
, ẋiH,f ) − sH,f .
(21)
ŝH,s = r̂H,f − rH,f (wH,f
i,j
the j-th
The source term is constant during the coarse level iterations. If we denote wH,f
i,j
iterative approximation of wH,f , then the fluid residual during the coarse level iterations
is defined by
i,j
ǫjit = rH,f (wH,f
, ẋiH,f ) + sH,f + ŝH,s .
(22)

For incompressible flow with the current density based finite volume flow solver, an accurate representation of the pressure field (and thus the loads on the structure) requires
a high level of iterative convergence (very low value of ǫit ). E.g. when for a compressible medium only 20 multigrid iterations were required to obtain a sufficiently accurate
pressure field, in the incompressible case it is roughly ten times larger. As explained
in the introduction, either a nonlinear multigrid algorithm is used to minimize ǫjit or a
Jacobian Free Newton-Krylov algorithm. The JFNK algorithm initially needs more computing time to build the ILU preconditioner. However, once the preconditioner is built,
the Newton updates can be efficiently evaluated using a GMRES algorithm and only few
Newton updates are required to obtain a high iterative convergence.
3.3

Automated level selection

The steps above describe how a sub-iteration can be performed by computing a coarse
grid correction. However, still a criterion is needed to determine whether to perform a subiteration on the coarse level or that it should be performed on the fine level. Previously
7
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either a fixed number of coarse level iterations was performed followed by one fine level
iteration, or the coupling was first fully resolved using coarse level iterations after which
only fine level iterations were performed. The latter option has the drawback that if the
coupling is resolved fully on the coarse level, still a partitioning error is present on the
fine level that will not be reduced by further sub-iterating on the coarse level. The first
option is more efficient, but it had to be determined manually how many coarse level
sub-iterations gave the highest efficiency. Therefore a ratio is proposed to automatically
determine the mesh level on which the sub-iteration is performed. The idea is that when
the residual from the fine fluid mesh is restricted to the coarse mesh, any high wave
number mode is filtered out by the averaging (or summation) of neighboring cells. This
also means that the norm of the residual on the coarse level is reduced compared to the
norm of the residual on the fine level. When it is assumed that the correction that is
computed scales approximately with the norm of the residual, it can be estimated that
when the residual on the coarse level is much smaller than the residual on the fine level,
higher wave number errors remain dominant and are not reduced by the coarse level
correction and a fine level solve is desired. Using the L2 norms of the residual on the fine
and coarse levels

 Nh 2
 r̂h,i
L2,h = 
,
(23)
Ωh,i
i=1

 NH 2
 r̂H,i
,
(24)
L2,H = 
Ω
H,i
i=1

wherein it is assumed that r̂ is volume scaled, so that taking the square of the residual and
dividing it by the cell volume Ω is effectively multiplying the unscaled residual squared
by the cell volume. This way the norms on the fine and coarse level give exactly the same
value when the residual can be perfectly represented on the coarse level (e.g. residual
is constant). These norms can be determined for each governing equation separately to
avoid an inaccurate estimation when the equations are not solved dimensionless. The
high wave number residual on the fine grid that cannot be represented on the coarse level
(and hence no correction computed), can be estimated as the difference L2,h − L2,H . We
now define the coarse grid residual ratio as
rCG =

L2,H
.
L2,h − L2,H

(25)

This ratio approaches zero when more sub-iterations are performed on the coarse level.
When it is equal to one, it is estimated that the coarse level correction is of the same
order as the partitioning error still remaining on the fine level due to higher wave number
errors. The Automated Coarse Grid selection algorithm is now denoted by ACG(r) and
8
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selects the coarse level correction when
rCG > r.

(26)

The smaller the value for r, the more sub-iterations are performed on the coarse level and
the number of fine level sub-iterations is reduced. However, the lower the value of r more
coarse grid corrections are performed that are hardly effective. Especially depending on
the difference in computing time for a fine level and coarse level solve, the value of r can
be typically chosen between 0.2 and 1. The faster the coarse grid correction compared to
a fine level sub-iteration, the lower the value for r can be.
4

RESULTS

The proposed multilevel acceleration technique is applied to a strongly coupled twodimensional test problem based on [8]. The test case consists of a circular cylinder of
diameter 0.1m in a channel with height H = 0.41m, length L = 2.5m, with an elastic flap
behind it of length l = 0.35m and thickness h = 0.02m, see Fig. 2. The inflow is a parabolic
H

h
l

L

Figure 2: Two-dimensional laminar testcase.

velocity profile (see [8] for details) with a mean velocity of 2 and a maximum velocity of
3m/s. The Reynolds number is based on the mean velocity and cylinder diameter and
is Re = 200. The structure is modeled as a linear elastic structure with a density equal
to the flow density ρ = 1000kg/m3 and a Young’s modulus of E = 5.6 · 106 kg/(m.s2 ).
Time integration is performed by an implicit, third-order accurate, multistage RungeKutta scheme with a time step ∆t = 0.01s (for details on time integration see [10]).
Each implicit Runge-Kutta stage is subiterated until the discrete pressure forces on the
structure mesh ||piΓsf − p̂iΓsf ||2 ≤ 10−3 . The multigrid levels in the fluid are obtained by
agglomeration of fine level cells such that the coarsening ratio is close to the theoretical
optimal value of 4 (for two-dimensional applications). However, as the mesh is deforming,
the lay-out of the coarse grid may change and even the amount of cells on the coarse level
may differ. Therefore, the ILU preconditioner for the JFNK algorithm on the coarse level
cannot be reused and has to be rebuild for every new coarse grid sub-iteration. In this
paper only the fine mesh (21307 cells) and the medium mesh (5859 cells) are used in the
multilevel acceleration. However, the ACG(r) can just as well be used to identify even
coarser meshes to perform sub-iterations on.
First the computational work is determined for each part of the algorithm; a distinction
is made between solving the fluid domain on the fine grid (FG) or solving the coarse
9
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Table 1: Computational work (scaled by FG/MG(50)) and convergence for solving single sub-iteration.

Algorithm
CPU time [-] Overhead
FG/MG(50)
1
15%
FG/MG(500)
8.8
2%
FG/JFNK
1.75
9%
CG/MG(50)
0.35
43%
CG/MG(500)
1.6
9%
CG/JFNK
0.6
25%

Convergence [10 log]
−0.01
−0.1
< −6
−0.005
−0.05
< −6

Table 2: Number of sub-iterations and computational work (scaled by the work for FG/JFNK) for
different fine grid and ACG(0.5) solver settings for solving one time step.

Algorithm
# CG/stage
FG/JFNK
–
FG/MG(50)
–
FG/MG(500)
–
ACG(0.5)-CG/MG(50)-FG/MG(50)
306
ACG(0.5)-CG/MG(500)-FG/MG(50)
45.7
ACG(0.5)-CG/MG(500)-FG/MG(500)
33

# FG/stage
17
220.7
31
46.7
14
9

CPU time [-]
1
6.7
7.8
4.9
2.6
3.9

grid correction (CG) and whether the multigrid solver is used with x iterations (MG(x))
or that the JFNK algorithm is applied (JFNK). The computational work includes any
overhead costs such as the agglomeration of the mesh and file I/O. The computational
work with respect to 50 multigrid iterations on the fine grid, MG(50), is given in Table 1,
including the percentage of overhead and the (average) reduction in residual reached. To
investigate the influence of not reaching the required convergence level before starting
a new sub-iteration, the number of sub-iterations (per implicit Runge-Kutta stage) and
computational work is compared for iterating only on the fine level with either JFNK,
FG/MG(500) and FG/MG(50) and compared to the ACG(0.5) algorithm with multigrid
solvers used on both the fine and the coarse level, see Table 2. The first part of the table
shows that the FG/JFNK algorithm, with full convergence of the flow solver, requires the
least amount of sub-iterations. The multigrid solver performs poorly as the computational
time is increased by at least a factor 6.7. The second part of the table shows that when an
automated multilevel algorithm with multigrid solves on both levels is used, an increased
convergence on the coarse mesh strongly reduces the number of sub-iterations on both
the coarse level (reduction of 85%) and even fine grid sub-iterations (reduction of 70%).
The additional work performed on the coarse level results in a net reduction in computing
time of 47%. However, when the convergence level on the fine grid is increased as well,
the additional work performed for the fine grid solver is not compensated by the further
reduction of sub-iterations. Therefore we choose the hybrid scheme to work with JFNK
on the coarse level to obtain high convergence and MG(50) on the fine level to reduce
10
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Table 3: Number of sub-iterations and computational work (scaled by the work for FG/JFNK) for the
hybrid ACG(r) scheme for solving one time step.

Algorithm
# CG/stage
ACG(0.25)-CG/JFNK-FG/MG(50)
41.3
ACG(0.5)-CG/JFNK-FG/MG(50)
32.3
ACG(1.0)-CG/JFNK-FG/MG(50)
24.3
ACG(0.5)-CG/JFNK-FG/JFNK
15.3

# FG/stage
4.7
8
13.7
6

CPU time [-]
0.98
0.90
0.93
0.67

computational costs and memory requirements. The results for the hybrid scheme are
presented in Table 3. The influence of the residual ratio in the ACG(r) algorithm is as
expected: the smaller the value for r, the more the reduction in fine level sub-iterations
at the expense of an increased number of coarse level sub-iterations. The smaller the
amount of work for a coarse level sub-iteration compared to the fine level iteration, the
smaller the value of r can be. In our case ACG(0.5) has the lowest computational time
and although the fine grid sub-iterations only use 50 multigrid cycles and do not reduce
the residual as much as JFNK, it is even 10% faster than FG/JFNK. When compared to
the multilevel algorithms that use the multigrid solver on both fine and coarse grids, the
hybrid scheme has a reduction in computing time by a factor of 3. Finally, the ACG(0.5)
using JFNK on both the fine and coarse level shows the highest reduction in computing
time of 33% compared to FG/JFNK.
5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a hybrid multilevel algorithm is proposed which uses JFNK to solve the
coarse grid correction term and nonlinear multigrid using only a specified number of iterations to solve the fine grid fluid equations. For incompressible flow the multigrid solver
has a low convergence rate and the number of sub-iterations to obtain the fully converged
solution increase by a factor of 12 when only 50 multigrid iterations are performed compared to converging every sub-iteration to a high precision. However, sub-iterations can
be effectively reduced by imposing a high level of convergence only for the coarse grid
correction term. With the proposed automated coarse grid selection algorithm with a
ratio r = 0.5, a reduction of 10% in computing time was obtained with the hybrid scheme
compared to sub-iterating only on the fine mesh with the JFNK solver. When the hybrid
scheme is compared to a multilevel algorithm which only uses the multigrid algorithm, a
reduction in computing time of a factor of 3 is achieved. Although the multilevel algorithm with JFNK on both the fine and the coarse level shows even a reduction of 33%
in computing time, the advantage of the hybrid algorithm is that the memory intensive
JFNK is not required on the fine mesh.
Currently the fine level JFNK solver reuses the ILU preconditioner during sub-iterating,
reducing the computational cost of updating the preconditioner continuously. Currently
the same strategy is not employed for the coarse level JFNK solver, as the coarse mesh
11
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is rebuild at every sub-iteration and the agglomeration procedure can result in different
coarse level meshes. When the agglomeration would remain fixed, an additional performance increase could be expected for the coarse level JFNK as the ILU preconditioner
could then be reused.
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Abstract. The optimization of gas turbines is a complex multi-physic and multi-component
problem that has long been based on engineer intuitions and expensive experiments or
trial and error tests. Today, turbine experts commonly acknowledge that computer simulation is a very promising path for optimization, which can reduce costs and diminish
the duration of the design process. Computations however remain a great challenge essentially because of the High Performance Computing (HPC) context, which is necessary
for accurate estimates of real-life type of problems. Despite this difficulty, current highfidelity computer simulations become accessible for specific components of gas turbines
[5]. These stand-alone simulations and solutions now face a new challenge: to improve the
quality of the results, new physics must be introduced with specific and distinct numerical
models. For example, in the context of multi-component simulations, further improving
the accuracy of turbine wall temperature is of limited interest if wall temperature boundary conditions are still set approximately. Dealing with multi-physics, recent studies have
shown interesting results by taking into account reactive flow as well as radiative and
conductive heat transfers to predict wall temperature of a helicopter combustion chamber
[2, 1].
Based on the simulation of conjugate heat transfer within an industrial combustor, the
current study aims at comparing different strategies of code coupling on HPC architectures. The flow solver is the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) code AVBP already ported
on massively parallel architectures [5]. The conduction solver is based on the same data
structure and thus has the same performances in term of parallelism. Coupling these
two codes although possible requires exchanging and treating information based on two
different computational grids and time evolutions. Such transfers have to be thought to
maintain code scalability while maintaining numerical accuracy, thus raising communication and HPC issues: transferring data from a distributed interface to an other distributed
1
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interface in a parallel way and on a very large number of processors is challenging and
the solutions are not yet clear.
The strategies investigated in this work go from standard client/server couplers to fully
distributed couplers. Altough the standard client/server couplers are easier to implement,
they appear to have scalability issues which fully distributed methods do not share.

1

Introduction

Multiphysical simulation is a relatively new research field within the Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) community, and more generally in computational physics. There
are two main strategies to perform multiphysics: on the first hand one can write an all
in one solver handling all of the different physics together, on the other hand several
individual solvers can be interfaced together forming a new aggregated solver. The first
strategy requires developing new solvers capable of handling different physics, and thus
different spacial and time scales, different types of equations,etc... Whereas the second
solution has the advantage of focusing the development effort on the interface between
the codes which is much easier and thus the preferred solution. The latter is called code
coupling.
Generic couplers already exist (MpCCI, PALM, etc...) enabling users to interface different solvers in a simple way, producing an aggregate multiphysical solver. However the
structure of these tools is generally based on one or a few sequential operators providing
the services to interface the different solvers. As long as the solvers remain sequential or
the applications do not require an important amount of parallelism, fairly good results
can be obtained without a significant impact on the performance. However it is by design incompatible with massively parallel applications: in massively parallel applications
scalability is synonym with data distribution whereas centralization is synonym with bottle neck. Thus for massively parallel cases these sequential “couplers ” could become
potential bottlenecks, specially if their is a lot of inter-code exchanges.
The goal of this study is building a scalable conjugate heat transfer simulation by
coupling a CFD code with a thermal conduction simulation using two CERFACS codes:
AVBP for the LES and AVTP for the thermal conduction. The scalability of AVBP has
already been studied [9, 5]. Even though the demonstrator is built using those codes, all
the concepts presented here remain general. Because LES is used for the fluid domain,
the codes must be more tightly coupled than if RANS was used. Discussing the usage
of RANS over LES for coupling applications is not the goal of this paper. Though as
said in [3], RANS accuracy is more limited by closure models than by mesh resolution,
meaning that RANS is not necessarily able to take advantage of high computing power,
unlike LES.
In this multi-code coupling enviromment there are two phases: the initialization phase
and the run-time phase. During the initialization phase the different codes are to be

2
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connected to each other, this implies performing geometric searches on the partitioned
geometry. Then follows the run-time phase, which corresponds to the actual physical
computation with the inter-code information exchanges.
In the first part of this work we will demonstrate how a sequential coupler can become
a bottleneck for a massively parallel multiphysical application, either during the initialization or the run-time of the simulation. Then we will propose and assess a methodology
designed for massively parallel applications.
2

Sequential coupling and massively parallel applications

The main service provided by a coupler is to enable codes to communicate at their
interfaces. Here an “interface” stands for a portion of the geometrical domain which is
shared between two solvers: for conjugate heat transfer it is just surfaces, but for other
types of applications such as radiative coupling the “coupling interface” can be the entire
domain. Because different codes operate on different physics, they may have different
meshes, different processor counts and thus different domain partitioning. In order to
communicate physical fields from a solver to an other, the data must be projected from
the source code’s interface to the destination code’s interface. Though this operation is
a simple interpolation process, in massively parallel codes (especially for CFD codes),
the source and destination interfaces are distributed on different sets of the processors,
making the task more complex.
How the geometry is distributed depends on the type of code, whether structured or
unstructured, and on the partitioning algorithm (recursive inertial bisection, recursive
coordinate bisection, etc...). To remain general we will assume that both coupled codes
are unstructured and we do not make any assumption on the partitioning algorithm used.
All communications are assumed to be performed using an Application Programming
Interface (API) such as Message Passing Interface (MPI), which is the actual standard
for inter process communications in computational physics. The conclusions could be
generalized to other network type mediums, e.g., ordinary IP network. However assessing
coupling strategies performed with slow mediums like temporary files is not considered
here.
The most straight forward method to solve this two code conjugate heat transfer problem, demonstrated by Duchaine et al. [2] and then reused by Amaya, Poitou et al. [1], is
to gather the entire distributed interface on to a service processor, perform the remapping
or interpolation and then scatter this interface information on to the destination solver’s
interface. This follows a many-to-one and one-to-many communication scheme (Fig. 1).
In this type of scheme the entire stress is focused on the service processor:
• receiving data from all the processors can lead to network collisions and thus degraded message passing performance.
• enough memory to gather the entire interface on the service processor is mandatory,
and in some cases may not be possible.
3
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SOLVER B

(b)

SOLVER A
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Figure 1: (a) Centralized Communication scheme (CCS), (b) Direct Communication scheme(DCS)

• the service processor has to perform all the interpolation process in a sequential
way.
We can also see that in this communication algorithm there are two levels of communications introducing a high latency. This scheme will be called a Centralized Communication
Scheme (CCS).
A direct communication scheme (Fig. 1) can be used to transfer the data, this however
requires knowing a priori the adjacency information between both solver’s processors. For
each vertex of a given code, its dependencies, i.e. the source vertices used to interpolate the
value of the given vertex, must be identified (their processor and interpolation weights).
Here we will assume this information is known, we will focus on the communication
scheme, a methodology to obtain this information will be proposed in section 3. We
will call this scheme a Direct Communication Scheme (DCS). In DCS only one level of
communication is needed, thus leading to lower latency than in CCS. Locality of data is
also respected and the quantity of data processed by each worker remains small leading
to low memory, communication and CPU stress. Most of all, in this scheme the stress is
distributed over the entire set of processes handling the interfaces instead of centralizing
it on one service processor.
2.1

Scalability evaluation of the two coupling strategies

These two schemes have been compared on a SGI-ALTIX ICE super computer. For
the tests, a toy application implementing both communications schemes was timed and
tests were performed for small to large processor partitions: from 64 to 8192 processors.
Figure 2 shows for two size of messages that the transfer time on the CCS scales
with the number of processors used, whereas the DCS maintains almost constant timings
regardless of the processor count. The differences in timings have to be evaluated in
CPU cost, hence multiplied by the number of processors used. On massively parallel
applications this can lead to huge differences, e.g., using the data of the “small messages”
(Fig. 2) on 8192 processors performing 10000 coupling iterations the CCS consumes 4200
4
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Figure 2: Coupler transfer time : (a) small messages 1Kb, (b) large messages 100Kb

CPU hours whereas less than 10 hours for the DCS (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Coupler price in CPU Hours

The conclusion is obvious, in order to perform massively parallel coupling simulations,
the communication scheme must stay direct. The result is not surprising since all scalable
massively parallel codes use this communication scheme for their internal communications.
2.2

Memory requirements of the two coupling strategies

As said earlier, CCS can be limited by the amount of memory on the service processor.
This is unfortunate since to take advantage of higher computing power, simulation sizes
have to increase. DCS does not explicitly share that limitation. However implementing
such a scheme requires being able to connect the interfaces together.
5
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Connecting two interfaces together is fairly simple, either use a brute force nearest
neighbor technique [2], or a more efficient tree based approach (Oct-Trees, balanced Kd
Trees [4], etc...) if interface node count becomes high. Unfortunately these methods have
a drawback: constructing trees requires memory, and such algorithms are not directly
suitable for distributed geometry. The peak memory consumption criterion during the
initialization phase is critical even for DCS. If the connection algorithm requires more
memory locally than available on each node, no simulation can run at all. Typical examples of such constraints are some IBM Blugene machines where the available memory per
core is as low as 256Mb.
3

Mesh Interface Connection
Fluid Domain

Solid Domain

Processor 1

Processor 6

Processor 2
Processor 7
Processor 3
Processor 4
Processor 8

Fluid partitioning

Processor 5

Solid partitioning

(a)

(b)

I1 I2

Figure 4: (a) An example of a partitioned geometry (each color group corresponds to a partition), (b)
Interface partitioning

As we have seen, coupling massively parallel applications has to remain a distributed
process to ensure scalability: not only during the run-time part, but also the initialization
part. On one hand, distributing the work load during the run-time minimizes transfer
time from a solver to an other. On the other hand, distributing the workload in the
initialization improves the capacity of the coupled application to handle large simulations.
Thus a fully distributed methodology to perform interface connection is proposed in the
following by addressing the processors adjacency first and the interpolation coefficients in
a second step.
Figure 4 illustrates the typical enviromment to be dealt with in massively parallel
CFD applications where the meshes are partitioned into sub-domains each processed by
a different processor. This partitioning also applies to the coupling interfaces (I1,I2), as
represented on Fig. 4. As the partitioning algorithm is usually not aware of the coupling
process, the different distributions have no reason to match, leading to complex associ6
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ations between interface processors of both solvers. As the communications are bidirectional, the coupling interface connection process is separated into two phases where each
solver is either server or client.
3.1

Computing coupling interface’s processors adjacency

List of Cells

Hash Function

Projection Grid

Hash
directory 1

Hash
directory 2

Hash
directory N

Master
processor 1

Master
Processor 2

Master
processor N

Geometry
Distributed hash table

(a)

Cells associated to geometry

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Geometry projection to cell list,(b) Hashing of the list of cells

In order to locate the processor having parts of the interface involved in the coupling
scheme, the server solver has to map it’s entire geometry into a distributed database.
To do so each processor of the server projects it’s geometry on to a coarse uniform grid,
associating 3D scalar vertices (x, y, z) to cell coordinates (i, j, k) (Fig. 5), each processor
ending up with a list of cells to be mapped into a Distributed Hash Table (DHT). A DHT
is a hash table ([7], [6]) for which the hash directories have been distributed over a network
(Fig. 5). In this implementation each hash directory is assigned to a unique processor
within the solver, the processors managing hash directories are called master processors.
The number of master processors can be chosen between one up to the total number of
processors available to the solver. Choosing a unique master gives a centralized scheme,
and, if all processors are masters then the system becomes a peer-to-peer scheme. This
entire process is a distributed version of a technique called spatial hashing [10] where the
distributed hash table stores the associations between cells and processors. Knowing all
this information, one can compute the list of processors associated to each cell (i, j, k).
Then each processor of the client solver interrogates the distributed hash table stored
on the server solver (using the same projection and hashing mechanism) to obtain the list
of potential processors which share a portion of the coupled interface.
7
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3.2

Computing interpolation coefficients

A first identification of the communication paths being available, each processor communicates with it’s potential neighbors the portion of interface they could share. Whenever possible, the neighbor processor then computes interpolation coefficients (based on
an efficient Kd-Tree nearest neighbor search algorithm), and affects to those coefficients
a quality of interpolation scalar (based on the distance between the elements to interpolate). This information is then received by the interrogating processor, which selects
for each interpolated element the source providing the best interpolation quality. This
information is then reorganized to produce an interpolation sparse matrix which will be
used whenever a solver receives data. To conclude, each processor communicates to it’s
neighbors the list of vertices it depends on.
3.3

Scalability and memory tests of the proposed algorithm

(a)

Interface connection Time(s)

Server Memory peak usage in Bytes

100

1E+10
1E+09
1E+08
1E+07
1E+06
0

256
512
768
Master processor count

1024

(b)

10

1

0.1
0

256

512

768

Master processor count

Figure 6: (a) Peak memory usage on server solver, (b) Interface connection time

As explained before, scalability must be analyzed from a general point of view, that
is not only considering CPU stress, but also memory stress. The results discussed below
are obtained by instrumenting the code, that is adding timers at strategic points and
instrumenting the dynamic allocator.
In this first illustration, a key functionality is tested: the distributed hash table mechanism. The test is carried out in the following way:
• Two pseudo solvers are started, one will act as a server the other one as a client.
The solvers do not have an equal processor count.
• A global set of nodes is distributed throughout each solver’s processors.
• The server solver maps it’s nodes using the distributed hash table.
• Each processor of the client solver asks the server through the distributed hash table
the location of it’s local nodes (several locations are possible).
8
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After the first validation phase with small amounts of nodes, the real size tests are
carried out on partitions of a SGI ALTIX ICE super computer. The results for 1024
cores partitioned into a server solver with 768 computing cores and a client with 256
computing cores exchanging the location of 100 million nodes are shown on Fig. 6. Local
peak memory consumption used by the method for different count of master processors
is specifically illustrated. The main goal has been achieved: by increasing the number of
master processors, the memory load can be distributed over the solver’s processors. An
added benefit seen on Fig. 6 is a global application speed that is also increasing with the
number of master processors. This is explained by the reduction of the quantity of data
that each master processor has to process.
3.3.1

Full process tests: application on an industrial combustor

The entire interface processor adjacency computation and interpolation process has
been tested on an industrial combustor configuration. The combustion chamber walls
were coupled to a LES reacting flow in the burner. The test have been carried out on a
9.2 million cell fluid mesh involving 170 thousand coupled nodes and a 6.7 million cell solid
mesh involving 226 thousand coupled nodes. To ensure full execution of the conjugate
heat transfer problems, tests were executed in pure peer-to-peer mode, i.e., all processors
are master processors. The test results have been summarized in table 1.
Processors
AVBP AVTP
128
32
256
64
512
128

Memory peak
AVBP AVTP
12Mb 26Mb
9Mb
17Mb
7Mb
15Mb

Connection wall
clock time
15.5s
11s
9s

Table 1: Full connection process test results

The primary objective which is maintaining a reasonable memory consumption has
been clearly obtained. Note also that the connection timings remain relatively low and do
decrease with processor count. These values do not decrease linearly with processor count:
due to partitioning the processors handling the boundaries do not scale linearly with processor count. As for the transfer timings, when artificially synchronized (this would be
the case for a perfect load balancing), the DCS maintained very low communication latencies: total transfer time (communication+interpolation) of the order of 1.10-4s. Since
in this case, the iteration time for each code is of the order of 1s, the transfer timings can
be neglected. Without artificial synchronization, because both codes execute at different
speeds, they have to wait for each other during the inter-code transfers. These synchronization times depend on the load balancing. Obtaining a perfect load balancing is a
difficult task, because it depends on the mesh, the solver type and the number of solver
iterations between two inter-code exchanges. In the these tests, the time spent during
9
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these inter-code synchronizations went up to 5s. The solutions to this problem are not
clear yet.
4

Conclusion

This paper compares two different code coupling strategies for multi-physical massively
parallel applications in CFD. Massively parallel codes in CFD obtain good scalability by
distributing their geometry over large sets of processors and because each code has it’s own
geometry distribution, connecting coupling interfaces and transferring data from a code
to an other is a fairly complex operation. Connecting interfaces and transferring data can
be done by either using a centralized scheme or a fully distributed scheme. As discussed
in this work, the centralized scheme has poor scalability and is incompatible with large
simulations due to it’s lack of memory distribution. To circumvent this major drawback
a fully distributed methodology, in terms of interface connection and data transfer, has
been proposed. As demonstrated here using this methodology, very large simulations
can be tightly coupled on massively parallel machines without severely degrading the
performances of the codes. Other fully distributed mesh connection methods must also
be stated here, notably the methodology developed in the PUNDIT program [8].
Note that the load balancing issues still have to be investigated. In practice, obtaining
a good load balancing between the different codes is difficult and thus a great deal of CPU
power is wasted in inter-code waits which need to be reduced. Finally this work naturally
leads to future large conjugate heat transfer simulations where more physical topics will
be investigated, notably coupling frequency and multiphysical solution convergence.
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Abstract. A monolithic approach to fluid-structure interactions based on the space-time
finite element method (STFEM) is presented. The method is applied to the investigation
of stress states in silos filled with granular material during discharge. The thin-walled siloshell is modeled in a continuum approach as elastic solid material, whereas the flowing
granular material is described by an enhanced viscoplastic non-Newtonian fluid model.
The weak forms of the governing equations are discretized by STFEM for both solid and
fluid domain. To adapt the matching mesh nodes of the fluid domain to the structural
deformations, a mesh-moving scheme using a neo-Hookean pseudo-solid is applied. The
finite element approximation of non-smooth solution characteristics is enhanced by the
extended finite element method (XFEM). The proposed methodology is applied to the
4D (space-time) investigation of deformation-dependent loading conditions during silo
discharge.

1

MOTIVATION

While the civil engineer of a silo-shell is interested in the pressure affecting the structure, the process engineer must ensure that the granular material discharges as a mass
flow. If the funnel-shaped discharge zone is not well-suited for mass flow, consolidated
granulars may build inner slots and so-called “dead zones” may occur. In case of kernel
flow, which is also provided by an excentric discharge opening, the stress states inside the
silo are unknown. If inner slots appear close to the silo wall, the structure is not loaded
symmetrically anymore, which may lead to overload and failure.

1
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2

INTRODUCTION

This contribution discusses recent developments in simultaneous (monolithic) analysis
of fluid-structure interaction based on the space-time finite element method. A weighted
residual-based approach to numerical analysis of fluid flow along flexible thin-walled structures, enabling the investigation of flow-induced vibrations of strongly coupled systems,
is presented. Within the simultaneous solution procedure, velocity variables are used for
both fluid and solid, and the whole set of model equations is discretized by a stabilized
time-discontinuous space-time finite element method (TD-STFEM). The flexible structure
is modeled using a three-dimensional continuum approach in a total Lagrangian setting
considering large displacements. In the flow domain the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations describe the characteristics of flowing granular material as non-Newtonian fluid.
A continuous finite element mesh is applied to the entire spatial domain, and the discretized model equations are assembled in a single set of algebraic equations, considering
the two-field problem as a whole. The continuous fluid-structure mesh with identical
orders of approximation for both solid and fluid in space and time automatically yields
conservation of mass and momentum at the fluid-structure interface. A mesh-moving
scheme is used to adapt the nodal coordinates of the fluid space-time finite element mesh
to the structural deformation.
3
3.1

STRONG FORM OF MODEL EQUATIONS
Elasto-dynamics of the continuum-based structural model

The state of motion of deformable continua is characterized by displacements u and
velocities v = u̇. The rate of deformation is described by the nonlinear Green-Lagrangian
strain rate tensor Ė = 12 (Ḟ T F + F T Ḟ ), where F = I + ∇0 u denotes the deformation
gradient. The balance equation of momentum
ρ0 (v̇ − b) − ∇0 · (F S) = 0

(1)

has to be fulfilled in the reference space-time domain Q0 = Ω0 × [0, T ] (subscript 0). ρ0
indicates structural density and ρ0 b the body forces. The material behavior is assumed
to be elastic and is described by the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S, the Green
Lagrange strain tensor and the tensor C of elasticity, which is deduced from the strainenergy function Ψ
Ṡ = C : Ė

with C =

∂ 2Ψ
∂ 2E

(2)

shown in rate formulation. Close to critical loads, the thin-walled shell structure may be
subjected to large deformations at small strains. Therefore, the elasticity tensor of the
St. Venant-Kirchhoff model can be applied, which is defined by the strain-energy function
Ψ = 12 λ(trE)2 +µ E : E depending on the Lamé coefficients λ and µ as model parameters.
2
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3.2

Fluid dynamics

The motion of viscous and incompressible fluids is governed by momentum balance
and continuity equation

ρ




∂v
+ v · ∇ v − b − ∇·σ = 0
∂t
∇·v = 0

(3)
(4)

which are defined in the deforming space-time domain Q = Ω × [0, T ] of the current
configuration. The flow characteristics of the granular material is described by a phenomenological material model for incompressible viscoplastic fluids applying a power law
Characterising ßowing granular material
as a first approach, where
 ν−1

p · sin(ϕ) + c
σ = −p I + φ D with φ = 
+ 2 η 4 J2D 2
JD + 
viscoplastic ßuid-model 2with power law

(5)

v
denotes the Cauchy stress tensor [4]. The viscosity φ depends
on the pressure p and y

= −p
I +rate
φD tensor D = 1 ∇v + (∇v)T , describing the
the second invariant J2D ofσthe
strain
2
kinematics. The limit state between pmaterial
at
rest
and
is characterized by the
� flow
� ν−1
· sin ϕ + c
D 2
� parameters.
+ 2 ηIn 4case
J2 of increasing strain rates
angle of friction ϕ and cohesion c φas=model
D +�
J
2
the mechanical behaviour is further described by a power law, depending on the viscosity
η and ν. The regularisation parameterϕ  angle
 1 ensures
evaluation of stress states for
of internalthe
friction
disappearing strain rates, see Figure 1 c. cohesion
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Figure 1: Stress-strain-relation [4]
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4

SPACE-TIME WEAK FORM AND DISCRETIZATION

A monolithic approach to fluid-structure interaction is chosen in order to develop an accurate and uniform solution procedure for coupled systems exhibiting strong interactions
[3]. The governing equations for both solid and fluid are formulated in terms of velocity
variables and are discretized with the TD-STFEM [1]. A continuous finite element mesh
is applied to the entire spatial domain, and the discretized model equations are assembled
into a single set of algebraic equations, considering the multi-field problem as a whole.
The space-time finite element method provides a consistent discretization of both space
and time, avoiding semi-discrete formulations. For the sake of efficiency, the space-time
domain Q is subdivided into a sequence of space-time slabs Qn = Ω × [tn , tn+1 ] which are
solved successively.
4.1

Space-time finite element formulation of geometric nonlinear elastic solids

The TD-STFEM formulation of the geometric nonlinear elastic solid within the time
slab Q0,n reads


δv · ρ0 (v̇ − b) dQ0 +

Q0,n

+

 

+





Ė(δv, u) : S dQ0

(6)

Q0,n

e Q
0,n




δS : C−1 : Ṡ − Ė(v, u) dQ0

+
−
δv T (t+
n ) · ρ0 (v(tn ) − v(tn )) dΩ0

(7)
(8)

Ω0

+



−1
−
δS(t+
: (S(t+
n) : C
n ) − S(tn )) dΩ0



τ S · δ v̇ · (ρ0 (v̇ − b) − ∇0 · (F S)) dQ0 = 0

e Ω
0

+

e Ω
0

(9)
(10)

where e runs over all elements.
The resulting displacement field u determined by time integration of the velocities and
continuous in both space and time, is needed for computing the Green-Lagrange rate of
strain tensor Ė(u, v) respectively the deformation gradient F (u). In the finite element
formulation above, line (6) represents the weak form of momentum balance, line (7) fulfills
the constitutive law for the state of thermodynamic equilibrium in weighted residual form
at element level. The jump terms for velocities in (8) and equilibrium stress in (9) satisfy

4
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the initial conditions of the time slab in integral form. The line (10) represents a PetrovGalerkin stabilization of the momentum equation with the stabilization parameter

0
i = j

S
1
τij = 
(11)
i=j



2 cp 2
2 2
+
( ∆t ) ∆xi
following
 Hughes and Hulbert [1] depending on the time slab width ∆t, the velocity
µ
of compression waves and the characteristic element length ∆xi in the i-th
cp = λ+2
ρ
direction.
The Dirichlet boundary condition is fulfilled exactly by the approximation space for
the velocity field. While homogenous Neumann boundary condition are fulfilled in weak
form, surface loads can be included into the formulation by the integral δv h0 dP0N over
the Neumann boundary P0N .
To represent the curvature of thin-walled shell-structures, second order polynomials of
the serendipity family are used for geometry description of the finite elements. The same
approximation is used for the velocities, which are continuous in space and discontinuous
and piecewise linear in time.
In contrast, the ansatz functions for the stresses are discontinuous in both space and
time, leading to a mixed-hybrid formulation in which stress variables are defined only
inside finite elements. The approximation of the normal stresses is chosen with respect to
the constitutive equation, assuming linear kinematics and Poisson’s ratio equal to zero.
In this case the normal stresses are proportional to the velocity gradient in the appropriate direction (σii ≈ vi,i ). Thus the approximation is trilinear in the particular direction
of the stress component and perpendicular quadratic. To fulfill the LBB condition and
suppress numerical phenomena like shear locking the shear stresses are approximated by
lower order shape functions. To improve the performance of distorted finite elements, the
locally defined functions for the stresses (Fig. 2) are mapped into the global coordinate
system by the Jacobi matrix, evaluated at the center of the element (Fig. 3).
The balanced shape functions for the stresses according to a quadratic approach are deduced from the divergence-free shape functions for linear mixed finite elements developed
by Pian [5]. Comparisons have shown, that already a linear approximation of geometry
and physics allow analysis of the structural behaviour of thin-walled shells.
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Newtonian fluid model within the time slab Qn reads




∂v
+ v · ∇v − b
∂t



dQ


+ D(δv) : φ(p, v) D(v) dQ − ∇ · δv p dQ

+ δp ∇ · v dQ

 +

−
+ δv(t+
n ) · ρ v(tn ) − v(tn ) dΩ

1
τM L (δv, δp) · (L (v, p) − ρ b) dQ
+
ρ
Qe
e


+
τC ρ ∇ · δv ∇ · v dQ = 0,
δv ρ

e

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

Qe

where line (12) and (13) represents the weak form of momentum balance and line (14)
the incompressibility constraint of the continuity equation. The velocity jump term of
6
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the time-discontinuous formulation is shown in line (15). The GLS-stabilization of the
momentum equation (16) contains the residual of the momentum balance in strong form,
defined as

L (v, p) = ρ




∂v
+ v · ∇v − ∇ · (−p I + φ D) .
∂t

The appropriate stabilization parameter
τM = 


1
2
∆t

2

+



2|ṽe |
h

2

(18)
+

 4 ν 2
h2

derived by Tezduyar et al. [7], depends on the characteristic element length h, the
time slab width ∆t, the kinematic viscosity ν = µ/ρ and the velocities ṽe = ve − vN,e
between the fluid and its moving mesh. The GLS-stabilization of the continuity equation
in line (17), containing the stabilization parameter

τC = h |ṽe | ζ (Ree )

with

ζ=



Ree /3
1

Ree < 3
Ree ≥ 3

and

Ree =

|ṽe |h
2ν

(19)

completes the setup of the finite element formulation.
Finite elements with linear and quadratic approximation of the velocities in space
have been investigated. The pressure is described linear in both cases, such that the
stabilization of the pressure-field is needed only if an equal order (linear) interpolation of
the velocities is used. The evolution of the variables v and p in time is described by linear
functions independently of the discretization in space.
4.3

Mesh motion approach based on a neo-Hooke pseudo-structure

The continuous fluid-structure mesh with identical orders of approximation for both
solid and fluid in space and time automatically yields integral conservation of mass and
momentum at the fluid-structure interface.
For large structural displacements updated coordinates have to be found for the mesh
nodes inside the fluid domain. In order to avoid overlapping nodes and to reduce distortions of extremely stretched elements a pseudo-elastic continuum following a neo-Hookean
material law is used as a mesh-moving scheme.

7
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The elasticity tensor associated to the neo-Hookean material can be specified by
C = λ C −1 ⊗ C −1 + 2 (µ − λ ln(J )) C −1  C −1 ,

(20)

where C = F T F is the right Cauchy-Green tensor and J 2 its third invariant.
5

LEVEL-SET-METHOD AND EXTENDED SPACE-TIME FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

In order to describe the motion of the free surface of the discharging granular material the level-set-method is applied [8]. The level-set-method implies the solution of the
transport equation
Lφ =

∂φ
+ v · ∇φ = 0
∂t

(21)

for the distance function φ moved by the velocities within the fluid domain. The distance
function defines the position of a material point in space and time to an interface separating two domains at zero level (φ = 0). To evaluate the current position of the interface
in a space-time slab Qn = Ωt × [tn , tn+1 ], the transport equation is transferred into a
time-discontinuous space-time finite element formulation with GLS-stabilization for the
convective part of the material derivative as follows

∂φ
+ v · ∇φ dQ
δφ
∂t
Q

 +

−
+ δφ(t+
n ) φ(tn ) − φ(tn ) dΩ
Ω

+
Lφ (δφ) τL Lφ (φ) dQ = 0.




e

(22)
(23)
(24)

Q

In convection dominated problems the solution of the level-set-equation loses accuracy
during the transport process, in particular in the vicinity of inflow-boundaries. To improve the solution of subsequent time-slabs, the level-set-function needs to be reinitialized.
Therefore, the fast-marching-method [6] is used as time-efficient algorithm.
Applying the XFEM, kinks in the velocity and jumps in the pressure field between the
two fluid domains can be taken into account, extending the approximation of variables u
by additional shape functions M in Next .


Nk (x, t) ûk +
Mj (x, t) ũj
(25)
uext (x, t) =
j ∈ Next

k ∈ Nstd

8
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In case of linear approximation of the physics in Nstd additional shape functions
Mj = Nj (x, t) ψjsgn (x, t) with






1
sgn
1 − sgn φ(x, t) · sgn φ(xj , tj )
ψj (x, t) =
2

(26)

based on sgn-enrichment are used to represent discontinuities in the pressure field. On
the contrary, the enrichment functions

Mj = Nj (x, t) R(x, t)

with

R(x, t) =
j



∈ N ext




 

φj Nj 
|φj |Nj − 
j

(27)

∈ N ext

for continuous velocities contain a ridge function R for the specification of kinks. In case of
quadratic finite elements the pressure approximation is still extended by shape functions
based on sgn-enrichment, whereas for the quadratic approximation space of the velocities
quad
Nstd
linear abs-enrichments Njlin ψjabs are used following the recommendation of Zilian
[9].
For the integration over the fluid domain, XFEM elements have to be subdivided into
subelements, where each subelement belongs to a single fluid domain (Fig. 4). With the
developed split-algorithm for 4D space-time finite elements, the velocitiy-field of flowing
granular material
in silos withnite
kernelelement
flow and with
predefined
inner slots can be investigated.
Space-time
interface
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Figure 4: Intersected 4D space-time finite element

3D - space
interface
4D - split algorithm for
integration over subdomains
4D - Space-time nite element
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6

SOLUTION STRATEGY

To solve the transport equation for the interface the values of the velocities in the fluid
domain are needed. On the other hand the enriched approximation space for the physics
depends on the position of the interface, which leads to a strongly-coupled problem. To
ensure the convergence of the boundary-sensitive problem, while taking the physical and
geometrical nonlinearities into account, a staggered solution scheme is used. The outer
loop updates the solution of the transport equation with the current velocities, whereas in
the inner loop the fluid-structure-interaction problem is solved for a given approximation
space by the Newton-Raphson method.
Given the position of the interface separating the two fluid domains, the nonlinear
system of discretized model equations for solid (S), fluid (F) and fluid mesh dynamics
(M) have to be solved iteratively. To enable a computation in acceptable time steps, the
Newton-Raphson method is applied. Therefore the system of algebraic equations has to
be differentiated with respect to the unknowns x̂. The updated solution to the multi-field
problem may be established by computing


x̂i+1 = x̂i − (K|x̂i )−1 r|x̂i ,

(28)

where r is the right hand side. The structure of the linearized system of equations, assembling matrix K, is shown in Fig. 5. In the present case of fluid-structure-interaction the
unknowns are given by the physical quantities v̂ and p̂ and the mesh motion dˆ affecting
the evaluation of the discretized model equations.

KS

rS

∆v S

·

KF

KM

∆v F

=

rF

∆p

∆d

rM

Figure 5: Structure of the strong-coupled linearized system of equations

10
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Velocities as primary variable for both fluid and solid enable a direct coupling that
implicates no-slip boundary conditions in between. Slip boundary conditions can be
realized by interface elements using Lagrange multipliers to couple the velocities of the
two domains at the interface in normal direction n. The weak form of the kinematic
condition n (vF − vS ) = 0 and equilibrium of the normal stress t at the boundary reads



D
N
(29)
δt (vF − vS ) · n dP − δ (vF · n) t dP + δ (vS · n) t dP N ,
leading to the structure of the weak-coupled system of equations shown in Fig. 6.

KS
KI

∆v S

rS

∆t

0

· ∆v =

KF

F

rF

∆p

KM

∆d

rM

Figure 6: Structure of the weak-coupled linearized system of equations

7

VERIFICATION EXAMPLES

For verification the presented approach is applied to two types of 3D silo discharge. The
first example shows a silo with a funnel-shaped discharge zone and a predefined excentric inner slot, streamed by granular material. The dead zone is characterized by nearly
inactive cohesive granular material around the inner slot. The velocity of the granular
material and flow direction in the inner slot is shown in Fig. 7. Furthermore, the reaction
forces around the support and symmetry plane are plotted on the superelevated deformed
configuration.
As further example a silo discharge by mass flow caused by gravitation has been computed. The fluid domain inside is connected to the circumferential 3d silo structure by slip
11
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Gesamtstruktur bei exzentrischer Entleerung
Silowand (Stahl):
/ = 

/ = 

 = . /



= , 
= ,  · − /



Schüttgut (verbackt):
 = 
 = ,  · − /

= ,  · − /

= ,  · − /

Schüttgut (fließend):
 =  /
 = ,  · − /

Fließgeschwindigkeiten

Verformungen

Figure 7: Velocity-field and reaction forces on the deformed configuration
15

boundary conditions connecting only the velocities of the two domains along the interface
in normal direction. An extruded model of the finite element mesh showing the initial
state of the filled silo is shown in Fig. 8 on the left. The finite element mesh consists of
the shell-structure, the interface and the splitted fluid domain containing a pseudo-solid
for mesh movements. The lowering of the free surface between the granular material and
air above is depicted in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: Extruded mesh and lowering of the free surface during emptying

12
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Abstract. The application of higher order implicit time integration schemes to conjugate heat transfer problems is analyzed with Dirichlet-Neumann as the decomposition
method. In the literature, only up to second order implicit time integration schemes
have been reported while there is a potential for gaining computational eﬃciency using
higher orders. For loose coupling of the domains, the IMEX scheme consisting of the
ESDIRK scheme for integrating the governing equations within the subdomains and an
ERK scheme for explicit integration of the explicit coupling terms is utilized. The IMEX
scheme is analyzed for two cases. In one, the material properties of the coupled domains
are the same and in the other they are diﬀerent. While for both cases, the IMEX scheme
preserves the design order of the time integration scheme, diﬀerent stability and accuracy
properties are observed for the two. Finally, the computational eﬃciency of the higher
order IMEX schemes relative to the second order θ scheme is demonstrated using a test
case in 2-D involving coupled conduction problem of three domains.

1

INTRODUCTION

Thermal interaction of ﬂows and structures, also known as conjugate heat transfer,
arises in many engineering disciplines such as aerospace (turbine blades in jet engines),
manufacturing (continuous casting), and MEMS (cooling of electronic chips). In order
to obtain a better understanding of the physics of the coupled problem and hence to
increase the eﬃciency and/or safety of the designs, numerical simulation servers as a viable
tool. However, accurate numerical solution of transient conjugate heat transfer problems
(CHT) can be time consuming and thus methods to achieve the desired accuracy with
less computational work is of great importance.
1
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To improve computational eﬃciency, higher order implicit time integration schemes as
opposed to the traditionally used 1st and 2nd order implicit schemes are investigated. For
this purpose, a family of multi-stage implicit Runge-Kutta schemes (IRK) is analyzed
which can be made of arbitrary higher order while retaining robustness (stability) and
eﬃciency. For partitioned solve of the domains, the Dirichlet-Neumann decomposition is
used to tackle the spatial coupling of the domains and for time integration a higher order
mixed implicit-explicit (IMEX) scheme similar to one in [1] (used for partitioned solve of
the mechanical coupling of ﬂows and structures) is considered. In the application of the
higher order IMEX schemes to the loose partitioned solve of the CHT problem, the time
integration’s design order preservation, their eﬃciency relative to lower order schemes,
and their stability are investigated. In particular, their behavior (stability and accuracy)
is analyzed for two cases. In one, the material properties of the coupled domains are the
same and in the other they are diﬀerent.
2

MODEL PROBLEM

In order to investigate the properties of the numerical algorithm for thermal coupling of
the domains, a model problem consisting of the one dimensional transient heat conduction
in two sub-domains Ω1 = [−1, 0] and Ω2 = [0, 1] which are separated by the common
interface Γ at x = 0 is considered. The two subdomains can have the same or diﬀerent
material properties. For simplicity, it is assumed that the material properties of each
sub-domain (k thermal conductivity, cp heat capacity, and ρ density) are constant. The
governing equation within each subdomain is given by:
∂
∂T1
∂T1
= − (−k1
)
∂t
∂x
∂x
∂
∂T2
∂T2
= − (−k2
)
(ρcp )2
∂t
∂x
∂x

(ρcp )1

− 1 ≤ x ≤ 0,

(1)

0 ≤ x ≤ 1.

(2)

The non-interface boundaries at x = ±1 are insulated. For a well-posed problem, the
continuity of the temperature and heat ﬂux is imposed at the common interface of the
domains, x = 0.

−k1
3

T1 (Γ) = T2 (Γ),

(3)

∂T1
∂T2
|Γ = −k2
|Γ .
∂x
∂x

(4)

IMPOSING INTERFACE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

To solve the coupled problem, domain decomposition method, in particular the DirichletNeumann (D-N), is used where the global domain Ω = [−1, 1] is split into Ω1 and Ω2 .
The Dirichlet (temperature) condition is assigned to Ω2 with the interface temperature
2
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of Ω1 being prescribed as its value and the Neumann (the ﬂux) condition to Ω1 with the
interface heat ﬂux of Ω2 being prescribed as its value thus satisfying the two interface
conditions in Eqn.(3) and Eqn.(4).
In the partitioned approach, the stability of the coupling algorithm depends on the
correct assignment of the interface conditions to the subdomains. Henshaw [2] analyzed
the stability and rate of convergence of the interface iterations with the space kept continuous, and with the θ scheme for time integration and arrived at a criteria for imposing
the interface conditions. With reference to the assigned interface boundary conditions in
the model problem considered here, the criteria is:
√
k2 α1
(5)
|R| ≈
k1 α 2
The assigned interface boundary conditions are stable if R ≤ 1, otherwise the two conditions must be interchanged. Here, it is assumed that, based on the material properties
of the two subdomains, the imposed interface boundary conditions (Dirichlet condition
imposed on Ω2 and Neumann condition on Ω1 ) satisfy the criteria. Based on Eqn.(5),
when the sub-domains have similar material properties R ≈ 1, the Dirichlet-Neumann
formulation will encounter diﬃculties and convergence rate of the interface iterations is
slow. However, when the material properties of the two subdomains are far apart, R << 1,
the interface iterations converge rapidly.
4

SEMI-DISCRETE FORM

To solve the coupled PDE, space and time are discretized separately, with the space
being discretized ﬁrst in order to arrive at the semi-discrete form of the coupled problem.
With reference to the imposed interface boundary conditions, in the case of coupling
a ﬂuid and a solid, typically Ωs = Ω1 and Ωf = Ω2 . Therefore, following a common
practice, Ω1 is discretized using linear-basis ﬁnite elements (FEM) and Ω2 using cell
centered ﬁnite volumes (CFV) (see Fig.(1)). This combination of space discretizations
for thermal coupling of the domains has been in used in the literature (for example see
[3]). With the space discretized, the interface boundary conditions for the subdomains
are evaluated, Eqn.(6) and Eqn.(7).
T2,1/2 = T1,0 ,

(6)

k2,1
q1,0 = − ∆x2,1 (T2,1 − T2,1/2 ).

(7)

2

The two equations are essentially the discrete form of the interface conditions Eqn.(3)
and Eqn.(4). In order to present the model problem in matrix form, for simplicity, the

3
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Figure 1: Discretization of the computational domain using FEM-FVM

interface temperature of Ω2 is directly expressed by the interface node of Ω1 . Therefore,
using Eqn.(6), Eqn.(7) can be expressed by:
k2,1
q1,0 = − ∆x2,1 (T2,1 − T1,0 ) = S1′ T1 + S12 T2 .

(8)

2

The expression on RHS of Eqn.(8) is the matrix representation of q1,0 based on the
nodal temperatures of the two domains. Since q1,0 is deﬁned at the interface, the matrices
S1′ and S12 contain mainly zero entries (for this 1-D problem, each has only one non-zero
entry). For the two sub-domains after discretization in space, the following two coupled
semi-discrete forms are obtained:
d
(M1 T1 ) = S1 T1 + S1′ T1 + S12 T2 + b1
dt

,

(9)

d
(M2 T2 ) = S2 T2 + S21 T1 + b2
.
(10)
dt
T1 and T2 are vectors containing the unknown temperature nodes, M1 and M2 diagonal
matrices (mass-matrix), S1 and S2 are sparse tridiagonal matrices (stiﬀness matrix) and
b1 are b2 are vectors containing the non-interface boundary terms. S21 T1 represents the
interface temperature assigned to Ω2 . Similar to S1′ and S12 , S21 contains only one nonzero entry for this 1-D test case.
5

TIME INTEGRATION

By applying a time integration scheme to the semi-discrete systems Eqn.(9) and Eqn.(10),
a fully discrete system of the coupled problem can be obtained. Here, the higher order
implicit ESDIRK schemes which are L-stable are considered. The L-stability property is
desired since it allows for robust and stable treatment of stiﬀness within the system and
thus the time step is restricted by accuracy rather than stability. For an ODE system of
= F(T, t), the solution at each stage of the ESDIRK scheme is evaluated by:
the form dT
dt
T

(k)

n

= T + ∆t

k
∑
i=1

4
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with aki the coeﬃcients of the corresponding stage. High order solution at the next
time level can be achieved by the weighted sum of the residual functions such that the
lower order errors cancel out:
T

n+1

n

= T + ∆t

s
∑
i=1

where bi are the weight factor with
5.1

Partitioning

∑

i bi

bi F (i)

,

(12)

=1.

In the monolithic approach all the interface terms are evaluated implicitly, however, in
the partitioned method some or all of the interface terms are treated explicitly, depending
on the arrangement with which the two solvers are solved. Following [1], an Additive
Runge-Kutta scheme is used which consists of an Explicit ﬁrst stage, Singly Diagonally
Implicit Runge-Kutta (ESDIRK) scheme for integrating the governing equations within
the subdomains and an ERK scheme for explicit integration of explicit coupling terms
and hence referred to as an IMEX scheme. For the IMEX scheme considered here, the
stage coeﬃcients given in [4] are used. The coeﬃcients of the implicit ESDIRK scheme
are denoted by aIki and that of the ERK scheme by aE
ki and both the schemes have the
same weight factors bi . Here, the coupled system is solved using the block Gauss-Seidel
with integrating ﬁrst Ω2 (GS-21). The solution to the temperature ﬁeld in Ω2 at stage k,
(k)
T2 , using the IMEX scheme is given by:

with

) (k)
(k)
(k)
M2 − ∆taIkk S2 T2 = E2 + ∆taIkk (S21 T1 )∗ + ∆taIkk f2

(

(k)

E2 = M2 T2n + ∆t

k−1
∑

aIki (S2 T2 + S21 T1 + f2 )(i)

,

(13)

.

(14)

i=1

(k)

Now using the updated solution ﬁeld in Ω2 , T1

is computed:

(
) (k)
(k)
M1 − ∆taIkk S1 T1 = E1k + ∆taIkk (S12 T2 )(k) + ∆taIkk (S1′ T1 )∗ + ∆taIkk f1

with

(k)
E1

=

M1 T1n

+ ∆t

k−1
∑

aIki (S12 T2 + S1′ T1 + S1 T1 + f1 )(i)

.

,

(15)

(16)

i=1

E1 and E2 represent the known contributions from the previous stages and/or step and
(S21 T1 )∗ and (S1′ T1 )∗ are the coupling terms that need to be predicted. The choice of the
predictor must be such that the design order of the time integration scheme is preserved
-without the use of sub-iterations. Since the coupled problem is linear, only T1∗ needs to
be predicted which following [1] is given by:
5
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T1∗

k−1 E
∑
aki − aIki (i)
=
T1
aIkk
i=1

,

(17)

The solution at the next time step is obtained by applying Eqn.(12) to each subdomain
(noting that for this 1-D test case, M1 and M2 are constant):

T1n+1

=

T1n

+ ∆t

s
∑

bi M1−1 (S12 T2 + S1′ T1 + S1 T1 + f1 )(i)

(18)

i=1

T2n+1 = T2n + ∆t

s
∑

bi M2−1 (S21 T1 + S2 T2 + f2 )(i) .

(19)

i=1

In practice where two separate solvers are used, in Eqn.(17), T1 is replaced with the
interface nodes (for the 1-D problem considered here with T1,0 ). In addition, to use the
IMEX scheme, the solution ﬁeld of the computed stage must be stored for evaluating the
later stages and the solution to the time step.
The IMEX scheme introduced will be applied to two cases of R << 1 and R = 1.
6

RESULTS

The model problem described is used to assess the the accuracy and stability of the
higher order IMEX scheme. The length of each subdomain is unit meter. Ω1 is discretized
using 256 elements, and Ω2 with 256 cells. A step initial condition is imposed on the global
domain: Ti ∈ Ω1 = −1 and Ti ∈ Ω2 = 1. Block Gauss-Seidel integrating Ω2 ﬁrst, GS-21,
is used to solve the coupled system. As Table.(1) shows two sets of material properties
are used. Even though Eqn.(5) is used to approximate the rate of convergence of the
interface iterations for the θ scheme, as it will be demonstrated, it can also be used as
means to estimate whether loose coupling of the domains using IMEX will encounter any
diﬃculties.
Table 1: Model problem material properties

Set
1
2

Subdomain
1
2

k(W/mK)
25
0.025

1
2

25
25

ρcp (J/m3 K) R
5000*500
.05
1000*1
5000*500
5000*500

1

To evaluate the diﬀerences between the two cases, the partitioning error is investigated. In this model problem, the two sources of error in the partitioned solution are the
6
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partitioning and time integration errors. The partitioning error is deﬁned as the diﬀerence between the partitioned and monolithic solutions both computed with the same time
step. The time integration error is evaluated by computing the diﬀerence between the
monolithic solution obtained using a certain time step and the temporally exact solution.
The temporally exact solution was acquired by solving the coupled problem monolithically using a ﬁne time step, here ∆t = 0.01 sec. When the partitioned error is below the
time integration error, the dominant source of error in the partitioned solution is the time
integration error.
6.1

Case of R << 1

Fig.(2(a)) shows the convergence plot of the partitioning error of the third and fourth
order IMEX schemes (denoted by IMEX3 and IMEX4). In addition, the convergence plot
of time integration errors are shown. The partitioning error of the IMEX schemes, in
the asymptotic range, have the same order as their corresponding time integration errors,
thus allowing the partitioning solution to have the design order of the time integration
scheme. For IMEX3, the 3rd order slope is observed more clearly if smaller time steps are
considered. The ﬁgure also shows that when previous stage solution is used as predictor
for the explicit coupling terms, reduction to second order (the stage order) is observed.
For IMEX3, the partitioning error is below the time integration error for all the time
steps considered here. For IMEX4 it is above the time integration error in the asymptotic range. It should be noted that for both schemes, as the gird is further reﬁned the
partitioning error increases and for IMEX3 eventually moves above the time integration
error. As it will shown later, for a 2-D test case the partitioning errors for both schemes
are above the time integration error at rather coarse grids. In such cases, subiterations
(or interface iterations) might need to be performed in order to increase the accuracy
of the partitioned solution. A question that arises is whether gain in computational eﬃciency relative to second order time integration schemes is observed when the higher order
ESDIRK schemes with subiterations are used for the partitioned solve of the domains.
An important behavior of the higher order IMEX schemes that is observed in their
application to cases where R << 1 is that the solution remains stable even for time steps
on the order of the time scale of diﬀusion within the problem (for this test case, estimated
L2
by td ∝ k11 = 105 ), even though they are partly explicit.
ρ1 cp,1

6.2

Case of R = 1

Fig.(2(b)) shows the convergence plot of the partitioning error for the third and fourth
order IMEX schemes for R = 1. In addition, the time integration errors of the third and
fourth order ESDIRK schemes are also plotted. Just as in the case of R << 1, the IMEX
schemes preserve the design order of the time integration for R = 1 in the asymptotic
range. For both the IMEX schemes, the partitioning errors are above their respective
time integration errors and in comparison to their counterparts in the R << 1, they
7
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Figure 2: Convergence plot of the partitioning and time integration errors for 3rd and 4th order schemes
for case of (a) R << 1 and (b) R = 1.

are larger. Thus, by comparing the behavior of the schemes in the asymptotic range,
one can conclude that as R approaches unity, the inﬂuence of the partitioning error on
the partitioned solution becomes more noticeable, causing the larger deviation of the
partitioned solution from the monolithic one.
Referring to Fig.(2(b)), it is noted that the partitioning errors of the IMEX schemes are
shown only up to a maximum time step of ∆t = 2, since above it the partitioned schemes
are unstable. This is another important diﬀerence in the application of the IMEX schemes
to the two cases. Such instabilities are not present in the monolithic solution- by observing
the time integration error, and their appearance in the IMEX schemes are due to IMEX
schemes’ partly explicit nature. For this test case, where the material properties and the
mesh spacing of the two domains are the same, instability occurs when the Fourier number
of the domains exceeds F o = F o1 = F o2 = 1. Thus, when the loosely coupled higher
order IMEX schemes are used for time integration of cases where R ≈ 1, the time step size
choice is severely reduced, compared to the time step that can be selected independently
for each domain, due to stability reasons. In order to stabilize the algorithm, subiterations
must be performed.
6.3

Eﬃciency of the higher order IMEX scheme

When analyzing the thermal coupling of typical ﬂuids and solids, it is observed that
R << 1. For example for steel-air R ≈ 0.07, and for water-copper R ≈ .0013. Thus, the
loosely-coupled IMEX scheme can be used for time-stepping the coupled problem without
encountering any stability issues. However, in comparison to ﬁrst order BDF1 and second
order time integration schemes such as the θ scheme or BDF2 where only one implicit
solve at each time step is performed, the higher order IMEX schemes, with s number
of stages, computes s − 1 implicit solves at each time step. Therefore, the issue that
8
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Table 2: Set of parameters used in analyzing the model problem, N : number of cells

Subdomain
Ω1
Ω2
Ω3

Lx
.5
.5
.5

Ly
.5
.5
.5

Nx
20
20
20

Ny
10
20
10

k
ρcp
54 7400 × 475
.06 1000 × 1
54 7400 × 475

needs to be considered is whether the higher order IMEX schemes are computationally
more eﬃcient than the lower order schemes in acquiring a certain accuracy. In that
respect, the computational work of third and fourth order IMEX schemes are compared
to that of the θ scheme using the model problem depicted in Fig.(3(a)) where thermal
coupling of 3 domains in 2-D is considered. The governing equation within each domain
is transient conduction. The outer boundaries are insulated. In the previous sections, the
application of the IMEX schemes to the combination of FEM-CFV grids was shown. In
this section, the IMEX schemes is used for time-stepping the coupled subdomains where
all the subdomains are discretized using cell-centered ﬁnite volumes. In order to use the
D-N formulation, an approximation to the interface temperature is then required. Here,
this is obtained based on equating one-sided diﬀerences to compute the interface heat ﬂux
(see [5] for derivation). The material properties, the size of each domain, and the number
of cells used to discretize each domain, are shown in Table.(2). With reference to the
material properties shown in Table.(2), for a stable time-stepping of the coupled problem,
Ω2 takes the Dirichlet condition at the two interfaces, while the other two subdomains
take the ﬂux condition. The following initial condition
{ was imposed on the global domain:
1 if x ≤ 0.25
Ti (x) = 0 for (x) ∈ Ωi with i = 1, 3 and T2 (x) =
. The simulation were
0 if x > 0
carried out to tf inal = 1000 sec.
Figure 3(b) shows the total error of the partitioned solution using the IMEX scheme
against the work, where work is deﬁned as the total number of implicit stage calculations
t inal
). The total error of the partitioned scheme is
during the simulation (W = (s − 1) ∗ f∆t
obtained by comparing the partitioned solution ﬁeld to its corresponding temporally exact
solution ﬁeld and taking the L2 norm of the diﬀerence. The temporally exact solution was
obtained using the fourth order ESDIRK and ∆t = 0.01 sec. Furthermore, the results are
depicted for two possible sequences with which coupled problem can be solved. The work
of the second order θ scheme is also plotted as reference.
As Fig.(3(b)) shows, even in the case where an approximation to the interface equation has to be introduced to solve the coupled problem, the IMEX schemes preserve their
respective design order in the asymptotic range. This result is irrespective of the sequence with which the subdomains are integrated. However, comparing the total error
convergence curves for the two diﬀerent integration sequences it is noted that the inte9
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gration sequence does inﬂuence the magnitude of the partition error and hence the total
error. After performing some numerical tests, it was observed that the magnitude of the
diﬀerence depends on parameters such as the initial condition and the outer boundaries
imposed on the global domain, the mesh ratio of the coupled domains, and the duration
of the computations, tf inal , and therefore a general conclusion in selecting the sequence
which will always give the lowest partition error cannot be made.
For this test case, since the results, for both the θ and IMEX schemes, are not inﬂuenced
noticeably by the order with which the domains are integrated, the following is true for
both the integration sequences considered here. Since the governing equation within all
the subdomains is transient conduction, a rough estimate of the time step to accurately
2
(0.5/20)2
= .06/(1000)
≈
capture the transients based on a Fourier number of unity is ∆t ≈ ∆x
α
10sec. For the θ scheme with ∆t = 10, the computational work performed to arrive at
tf inal = 1000sec is approximately 100 and the accuracy of the solution is ≈ 10−5.5 . Even
though the 3rd and 4th order IMEX schemes require respectively 3 and 5 implicit solves
per time step compared to the partitioned θ scheme, to arrive at the same accuracy the
amount of work required by them are roughly 1.6 and 2.5 times less than θ scheme (for
this particular test case).
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Figure 3: (a) Three domains thermally coupled, (b) Comparison of the computational work of the higher
order IMEX and the 2nd order θ scheme.

7

CONCLUSIONS
- The higher order implicit ESDIRK schemes were used to solve thermally coupled
domains with Dirichlet-Neumann as the decomposition method. For loose coupling
of the domains, the IMEX scheme consisting of the ESDIRK scheme for integrating
the governing equations within the subdomains and an ERK scheme for explicit
integration of the explicit coupling terms was utilized. The stability and accuracy
10
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of the IMEX scheme was evaluated for two cases: In one, the material properties
of the coupled domains are quite diﬀerent (R << 1) and in the other they are
the same (R = 1). For both cases, in the asymptotic range, the IMEX schemes
preserved the design order of the time integration scheme. However, it was observed
that in comparison to R << 1, for R = 1 the inﬂuence of the partitioning error
on the partitioned solution becomes more noticeable, causing the larger deviation
of partition solution from the monolithic one. Furthermore, while for R << 1, the
IMEX schemes did not encounter any stability issues for relatively small time steps
(compared to the time scale of diﬀusion in the problem), for R = 1 instabilities do
appear at such time steps. For the considered test case, instability occurred when
the Fourier number of the domains exceeded unity, F o = F o1 = F o2 > 1. To
stabilize the algorithm, subiterations must be performed.
- The computational eﬃciency of the higher order IMEX schemes relative to the
partitioned second order θ scheme was considered using a test case in 2-D involving
coupled conduction problem of three domains. Even though greater number of
implicit solved per time step is required for the IMEX schemes compared to the θ
scheme, it was demonstrated that to arrive at the same accuracy, the IMEX schemes
required less computational eﬀort.
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Abstract. A local proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) plus Galerkin projection
method was recently developed to accelerate time dependent numerical solvers of PDEs.
This method is based on the combined use of a numerical code (NC) and a Galerkin system (GS) in a sequence of interspersed time intervals, IN C and IGS , respectively. POD is
performed on some sets of snapshots calculated by the numerical solver in the IN C intervals. The governing equations are Galerkin projected onto the most energetic POD modes
and the resulting GS is time integrated in the next IGS interval. The major computational effort is associated with the snapshots calculation in the first IN C interval, where
the POD manifold needs to be completely constructed (it is only updated in subsequent
IN C intervals, which can thus be quite small). As the POD manifold depends only weakly
on the particular values of the parameters of the problem, a suitable library can be constructed adapting the snapshots calculated in other runs to drastically reduce the size of
the first IN C interval and thus the involved computational cost. The strategy is successfully tested in (i) the one-dimensional complex Ginzburg-Landau equation, including the
case in which it exhibits transient chaos, and (ii) the two-dimensional unsteady lid-driven
cavity problem.

1

INTRODUCTION

Reduced order models (ROMs) have become an increasingly active research field along
the last twenty years. This is due to their interest in both understanding basic mechanisms
of fluid systems [7, 15] and improving prediction and design in industrial processes [4, 11].
Concerning the latter, in mature sectors such as automotive and aeronautics, a trend
is observed to promote the use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) in aerodynamics
design, intending to decrease the huge cost of wind tunnel tests. The main difficulty is that
traditional CFD approaches (such as direct numerical simulation or turbulence models)
1
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still require huge computational resources and CPU time, especially in multi-parameter
problems. As a consequence, reducing computational effort of CFD solvers is becoming a
crucial step to facilitate their industrial use.
Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) combined with projection of the governing
equations onto a POD manifold has been seen to produce ROMs of both steady [1, 10]
and evolution problems [3, 12] which allow to drastically decrease computational cost.
In evolution problems, these models consist in (i) identifying a low dimensional POD
manifold that contains a good approximation of the relevant dynamics and (ii) using
as reduced order model the Galerkin system (GS) obtained by projecting the governing
equations onto this manifold. A basis of the POD manifold is constructed by the method
of snapshots [17], which consists in applying POD methodology to a set of numerically
calculated snapshots spanning a portion of the phase space of the dynamical system that
contains all relevant orbits. Time integration of the GS turns out to involve a much
smaller computational effort than time integration of the original system.
A major drawback is that the resulting GS may exhibit spurious dynamics in a somewhat unpredictable way. The reason for that is still controversial, but seems to be due
to the non-invariance of the POD manifold under the true dynamics [14]. Thus, intended
solutions to this difficulty somehow correct either the GS or the POD manifold in order
to make the latter invariant [6, 16]. In all these cases, the GS is intended to approach
the system dynamics in a particular attractor, which can be periodic, quasi-periodic, or
chaotic, and it is not suitable to reproduce transient behaviors.
A somewhat different approach, called local POD plus Galerkin projection (LPOD+GP)
method, was presented in [13] for one-dimensional parabolic equations and extended in
[18] for two-dimensional fluid dynamics problems. In both works, the LPOD+GP method
turned out to be both quite computationally efficient and robust, providing a good approximation of the considered dynamics (either transients or a given attractor), eliminating
spurious behaviors. The main idea (see the sketch in Fig. 1) is to combine a numerical
code (NC) and a GS in interspersed time intervals, IN C and IGS , respectively. Snapshots
are computed by the NC in each IN C interval and are used to either calculate (in the
first IN C interval) or update (in subsequent IN C intervals) the relevant POD modes. The
governing equations are then Galerkin projected onto the most energetic POD modes
to obtain a GS that is integrated in the next IGS interval. Of course, the key point of
the method is to decide when each IGS interval must be terminated because the GS approximation is no longer acceptable. This is accomplished by means of an a priori error
estimate based on the amplitude of some additional higher order modes. In addition, a
second GS that retains a few more modes than necessary is integrated and (in conjunction
with the above mentioned a priori error estimate) provides a safe criterion for switching
between IGS and IN C intervals, even in cases in which the involved dynamics are really
complex.
Since the first IN C interval is much longer than the remaining IN C intervals and the GS
is much computationally inexpensive than the NC, the crucial step to further improve the
2
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Figure 1: The local POD plus Galerkin projection method.

performance of the LPOD+GP method is to reduce the computational effort associated
with the snapshots calculation in the first IN C interval. A key observation is that the
POD manifold depends only weakly on the particular values of the parameters of the
problem. In this work we will show how a suitable snapshots library can be constructed
from the POD manifolds calculated in other runs (for other parameter values). The use
of this library allows for drastically reducing the size of the first IN C interval and thus
the involved computational cost. In other words, the library can be constructed using the
POD modes obtained from a set of snapshots calculated by the NC for other parameter
values (in, e.g., former applications of the LPOD+GP method). These POD modes may
(possibly) not contain a good approximation of the true dynamics for the actual set of
parameters, but they can be updated by adding a few snapshots for the true parameter
values. The computation of these new snapshots only requires to use the NC in a small
IN C interval.
In order to explain and apply the introduced ideas, we will consider two test problems.
A. The complex Ginzburg-Landau (CGL) equation
∂t u = (1 + iα)∂xx u + µu − (1 + iβ)|u|2 u, with u = 0 at x = 0, 1,

(1)

with initial condition u(x, 0) = i sin(2πx) + (1 + i) sin(3πx), which is a fairly simple
equation that exhibits intrinsically complex dynamics [2]. The state variable u is
complex and the parameters µ, α, and β are real. This equation exhibits the modulational instability if αβ < 1 and µ is large. Increasing µ beyond the modulational
instability usually yields chaotic dynamics.
B. The unsteady lid-driven cavity (ULDC) problem [5, 8, 9], which describes the motion
of a liquid in an enclosed cavity whose upper wall is moving back and forth. The
governing equations are
∇ · v = 0,

∂t v + (v · ∇)v = −∇p + Re−1 v,

in the spatial domain 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1, with boundary conditions


v = 0 at x = 0, 1 and y = 0,
v = 16 h(t)x2 (1 − x)2 , 0 at y = 1.
3
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Here, v = (vx , vy ) and p are the dimensionless velocity and pressure, and the
Reynolds number is defined as Re = u∗ L/ν, where u∗ is the maximum lid forcing
(horizontal) velocity, L is the width of the cavity, and ν is the kinematic viscosity.
The function h accounts for temporal oscillations (either periodic or quasi-periodic).
Such time dependence of the driving velocity permits nontrivial dynamics at large
time for moderate Reynolds number.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The basic LPOD+GP method is
briefly recalled and its improvement using POD modes libraries is developed in section
2, where notation is established. The results of the paper are presented and discussed in
section 3. The paper ends with some concluding remarks, in section 4.
2

THE LOCAL POD PLUS GALERKIN PROJECTION METHOD
Let us consider a real or complex system of semilinear parabolic equations of the type
M∂t q = Lq + f (q, t),

(4)

where q is a state vector, M and L are linear operators, with the highest order derivatives
accounted for in L, and f is a nonlinear operator. In the IGS intervals, q is approximated
by a linear combination of POD modes Qi as
q

q nGS

=

n


Ai (t)Qi ,

(5)

i=1

for certain amplitudes Ai 1 . Replacing (5) into (4) and projecting the resulting equations
onto the POD modes, yields the following GS
n

j=1

dAj
MGS
ij
dt

=

n

j=1

GS
LGS
ij Aj + fi (A1 , . . . , An , t),

(6)

where the matrices MGS and LGS , and the nonlinear functions fiGS are defined as
MGS
ij

= Qi , MQj ,

LGS
ij

= Qi , LQj ,

fiGS

n

= Qi , f (
Ak Qk , t).

(7)

k=1

POD and Galerkin projection are performed in terms of a suitable inner product ·, ·.
Computational efficiency of the LPOD+GP method is enhanced by using an inner product
based on a limited number of discretization mesh points [13, 18]. Note that POD modes
are orthonormal with respect to the considered inner product.
When the boundary conditions are nonhomogeneous q is usually replaced by q − q 0 in the expansion
(5), where q 0 satisfies the nonhomogeneous boundary conditions.
1
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In the first IN C interval, POD modes are calculated from a set of N snapshots, namely
N instantaneous distributions of q. After truncation to n ≤ N modes, the relative root
mean square error when reconstructing the N snapshots is given by

 N
 j=n+1 (σj )2
N
RRMSEn =  N
,
(8)
2
j=1 (σj )

where σj is the singular value associated with the mode Qj . This formula is used to select
the number of retained modes. In subsequent IN C intervals, the POD manifold is only
updated by applying POD to the following set of vectors
ν̂1 Q̂1 , . . . , ν̂n Q̂n , ν1 Q1 , . . . , νN QN .

(9)

Here, Q̂1 , . . . , Q̂n are the POD modes used in the last IGS interval, while the weights
ν̂1 , . . . , ν̂n , ν1 , . . . , νN are defined as


σ̂j
σj
|Aj |
ν̂j = min n
, n
,
(10)
, νj = 
2
2
N
(σ̂
)
|A
|
2
k
k
k=1
k=1
(σ )
k=1

k

where, for each j, σ̂j is the singular value associated with Q̂j calculated in the last IN C
interval and |Aj | is the temporal mean value of |Aj | in the last IGS interval; Q1 , . . . , QN
are the POD modes calculated from the new snapshots in the new IN C interval, and
σ1 , . . . , σN are the corresponding singular values. By defining the weights of old and
new POD modes as in (10), we appropriately update the POD manifold avoiding its
contamination and making it dependent on the local dynamics [13, 18].
The instantaneous, spatial, relative error associated with the Galerkin approximation
(5) in each IGS interval is measured by
En = q − q nGS  / q.
If En1 is sufficiently small for some n1 > n, then the quantity
 n
1
(Aj )2
j=n+1
Enn1 =
n1
2
j=1 (Aj )

(11)

(12)

is a good estimate of En [13, 18]. This error estimate is fairly standard and plays an
essential role in the LPOD+GP method.
Now, the LPOD+GP method intends to approximate the solution of (4) within an
error bound ε in each IGS interval. This goal is achieved by retaining at the beginning of
each IGS interval a few more modes than necessary, which also provides an error estimate
to monitor the error [13, 18]. The method also involves a second GS which allows to deal
with highly unstable dynamics [13, 18].
5
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2.1

The basic method

As developed in [13, 18], the basic LPOD+GP method proceeds as follows. A previous
selection is made of the various parameters of the method appearing below, namely the
RRMS error bound, ε, the constant K, the time interval between snapshots, δsnaps , the
number of snapshots in the first IN C interval, and the minimum length of the IGS intervals,
δGS,min . The LPOD+GP method can then be summarized in four steps, as follows.
i. In the first IN C interval, POD modes are calculated taking as snapshots the selected
δsnaps -equispaced portraits of q. In the remaining IN C intervals, POD modes are
calculated from the modified snapshots defined in (9).
ii. Three numbers of modes, n, n1 , and n2 , are defined as the smallest integers satisfying
N
N
2
RRMSEN
n < ε1 = ε/K, RRMSEn1 < ε1 /K, RRMSEn2 < ε1 /K , where the RRMSE
is defined in terms of the singular values as in equation (8) and the parameter K
needs to be calibrated (see [13, 18] and §2.2).
 1
1
iii. Two GSs are constructed, retaining n1 and n2 modes, to calculate q nGS
= nj=1
Aj Qj
n2
n2
and q̃ GS =
j=1 Ãj Qj , respectively, taking as initial condition at t = t0 + δN C
the projections onto the POD manifolds of the NC solution calculated in step (i).
Both GSs are integrated monitoring the error estimate Enn1 defined in (12) and the
2
2
following estimate of En1 , Ênn12 = |q nGS − q̃ nGS
/q̃ nGS
 − Enn1 |. Integration proceeds
until the last value of t, t1 , such that
Enn1 ≤ ε,

Ênn12 ≤ ε1 .

(13)

The second restriction in (13) is used to impose consistency between the two GSs
in connection with higher order modes. Now, there are two alternatives.
1. If the resulting value of δGS < δGS,min , then a new value of δN C is defined as
δN C,new = min{δN C,estimated , 2δN C,old }, where


δGS,min − δGS
δN C,estimated = δN C,old + max δsnaps ,
δN C,old .
δGS,min
The NC solution is completed in the new part added to the IN C interval and
step (ii) is repeated.
2. Otherwise, the method proceeds to next step.
iv. If t1 < T (final value of t), then the value of q at t2 reconstructed from the last
Galerkin state with n2 modes is taken as initial condition, and step (i) is repeated.
Otherwise, the procedure ends.

6
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The effectiveness of the LPOD+GP method can be measured in terms of the ratio of
the total time span to the total length of the IN C intervals, namely

Theoretical Compression = T /
δN C .
(14)

The actual CPU compression factor may also be defined [18], which obviously depends
on the CPU unit and the software used to construct the ROM.
As thoroughly shown in [13, 18], the method produces fairly good results (namely,
the method provides the solution within the required precision, with large theoretical
compression factors), which is due to the fact that the a priori error estimate defined
above works quite well.
2.2

Improved method using weighted POD modes libraries

The POD modes library can be constructed in various ways, including:
• The POD manifold resulting from applying POD to a set of generic functions, such
as Fourier and orthogonal polynomials, depending on the boundary conditions.
• The POD manifold resulting from other runs of the method for other parameter
values. In this case, the weights of the POD modes are those appearing in the last
IN C interval, defined in eq.(10).
• Different libraries can be mixed up by just applying POD to the joint sets of modes,
after appropriately weighting them as explained in the previous item.
Once the POD modes library is defined, it is used in the first IN C interval as done
in the basic method with the old POD manifold in subsequent IN C intervals. In other
words, the POD manifold in the first IN C interval is calculated by applying POD to the
set (9), where ν̂j Q̂j are the weighted modes from the library, while νj Qj are as in eq.(9).
The idea is that the required number of snapshots, N , will be small provided that the
POD modes library includes some of the directions in the required POD manifold. In
fact, the selection of the library is not critical.
3

RESULTS

For illustration, the basic LPOD+GP method and its improvement described above
are now applied to the two test problems introduced in §1.
3.1

The complex Ginzburg-Landau equation

In the CGL equation, the numerical solver results from discretizing the spatial derivatives with centered, second order finite differences, and integrating the resulting system
of ODEs using Matlab ode15s, which is also used to time integrate the Galerkin system.

7
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Figure 2: CGL equation: evolution at the points x = 1/2 (
), x = 1/4 (
), and x = 3/4 (
in the test cases TC1 (top, left), TC2 (top, right), TC3 (bottom, left), and TC4 (bottom, right).

)

Four test cases are considered, which are defined for the following parameter values
(µ, α, β) = (95, −1.5, 12) (TC1),
(µ, α, β) = (65, −1.5, 10) (TC3),

(µ, α, β) = (85, −2, 19) (TC2),
(µ, α, β) = (180, −2, 15) (TC4).

(15)
(16)

These yield representative dynamics of the equation (see Fig.2) and will be used to construct POD modes libraries. The first two of them will also be used to check the performance of the method. Note that after a transient the system shows reflection symmetric
relaxation oscillations in TC1 and even simpler oscillations in TC3, while TC2 and TC4
show representative, non-reflection symmetric chaotic dynamics.
The performance of the basic and improved versions of the method is illustrated in
Fig.3, where the lengths of the interspersed IN C and IGS intervals is indicated in terms
of the time steps required in each of them, both using the basic version of the method
(labelled as LPOD+GP) and the improved version of the method, with various libraries,
as indicated. The label LF stands for the library resulting from applying POD to the set
of Fourier modes sin(πx), for  = 1, . . . , 50, and the labels LTCk , for k = 1, . . . , 4, denote
the last POD manifold resulting from the application of the basic LPOD+GP method
to the test case TCk in the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ 1; LF + LT C3 and LT C1 + LT C3 denote
the libraries resulting from mixing (as explained above) the two indicated libraries. The
parameters of the method are ε = 0.005, K = 100, δsnaps = 0.0005, and δGS,min = 0.06;
the numbers of required POD modes are of the order of (n, n1 , n2 ) = (25, 30, 40) in both
test cases TC1 and TC2. As a general comment, both the basic and the improved method
work as well as the basic method did in [13].
Some remarks are now in order. Concerning the test case TC1 (left plots in Fig.3):
• The basic LPOD+GP method requires only two IN C intervals, whose lengths are
403 and 1 time steps. The theoretical compression factor is 4.95.
8
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Figure 3: CGL equation: the IN C (
) and IGS (
) intervals in 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 for the test cases TC1
(left) and TC2 (right). The number shown above each IN C interval is the number of required time steps.

• Using both the generic library LF and the customized library LTC3 produce similar
results, namely they divide by 3.5 the length of the first IN C interval (the new
compression factor is 18.39). This is because the dynamics of the test case TC3 are
much simpler than those of the test case that is simulated (see Fig.2).
• Using the library LTC4 produces optimal results since it reduces the length of the
first IN C interval to its minimum possible value, namely just one time step (the
resulting compression factor is 1000). This is because the new library results from
the test case TC4, which exhibits more complex dynamics than the dynamics that
are being simulated. It is remarkable that the parameter values of the test cases
TC1 and TC4 are quite different from each other (see eqs.(15)-(16)).
• If the (somewhat simple) libraries LF and LTC3 are mixed up, the performance of
the method is as optimal as when using the (more complex) library LTC4 . This
seems to be due to the fact that each one of the libraries LF and LTC3 spans a
limited part of the phase space of the equation, but when these two libraries are
mixed up, the resulting library spans a larger part of the phase space. The latter is
in fact large enough as to allow for completing the POD manifold calculation with
a slight updating in the first IN C interval.
The last two remarks illustrate well the robustness of the method. The performance of
the basic and improved LPOD+GP methods for the test case TC2 (right plots in Fig.3)
exhibits similar trends. The main difference is that the dynamics of TC2 are more complex
and the basic LPOD+GP method requires larger IN C intervals. The improved method
instead highly decreases the IN C intervals, especially when the LTC1 and LTC3 libraries
(both resulting from much simpler dynamics than the dynamics of TC2) are mixed up,
which increases the compression factor from 3.76 to 400.
Finally, to further illustrate the robustness of the method, a random generation of
the parameters of the CGL equation (1) in the intervals µ ∈ [50, 100], α ∈ [−2.5, −1.5],
β ∈ [10, 20] produced the values (µ, α, β) = (81.87, −1.77, 15.45). In this case the method
behaves as before: without libraries the compression factor is 3.01, while using the libraries
9
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LTC3 , LTC1 , LF + LTC1 , and LTC1 + LTC3 the compression factors are 8.24, 15.06, 333,
and 400, respectively.
3.2

The unsteady lid-driven cavity problem for Re=100

The numerical solver for the ULDC problem (2)–(3) is a rough industrial-like code,
which includes some artificial tricks to accelerate its performance. The Galerkin projection instead is based on the exact equations, discretized using a classical Crank-Nicolson
scheme; see [18] for details. Five test cases are now considered to build up the POD
modes libraries. These test cases are obtained using the following lid driving function h
(appearing in the boundary condition (3)):
h = sin(2πt/7) cos(t/14) (TC1),
h = sin(2t/π) + 0.5 cos t (TC3),

h = sin(πt/10) cos(5t/4) (TC2),
h = sin t (TC4), h = 1 (TC5).

Note that the first three of them are quasi-periodic, the fourth one is periodic, and the
last one is steady. The initial condition is always the quiescent state, meaning that all of
them exhibit unsteady behaviors, even under steady forcing.
The counterpart of Fig.3 is Fig.4. Note that the compression factors are now smaller,
which is due to the nature of the numerical solver that is being used. Otherwise, the
performance of the basic and improved LPOD+GP method exhibits the same trends as
in the CGL equation. In particular:
• The libraries always shorten the length of the first IN C interval, and this effect
is stronger when the library results from a test case that exhibits more complex
dynamics.
• Mixing libraries always produces a larger benefit than when each library is used
alone. This is true even in cases in which the dynamics implicit in the libraries are
simpler than the dynamics that are being simulated.
• The reduction of the first IN C interval (which was already somewhat small as resulting from the basic LPOD+GP method) is only moderate, but the libraries also
succeed in reducing the length of the subsequent IN C intervals, thus improving the
overall performance of the method.
4

CONCLUSIONS

A method based on POD modes libraries has been developed that highly improves the
performance of the basic LPOD+GP method. The improvement has been illustrated and
checked in two paradigmatic examples, namely the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation
and the unsteady lid-driven cavity problem. The following remarks are in order:

10
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Figure 4: Counterpart of Fig.3 for the ULDC problem.

• The selection of the POD modes libraries is not critical. They can be constructed
either out of a set of generic functions or using POD manifolds resulting from previous runs of the method for different parameter values. This is quite interesting
envisaging applications in industrial environments, where solvers are usually run for
a large amount of sets of parameter values.
• The libraries resulting from more complex dynamics than those that are being simulated usually work better than the libraries resulting from simpler dynamics.
• The combination of POD modes libraries usually produces much better results than
when each library is used alone.
All these suggest that many parabolic equations and systems might exhibit a POD manifold that approximately contains (or almost contains) not only the attractors but also a
significant part of the most relevant transient behaviors.
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Abstract. Two reduced order models are presented for the simulation of physically strong
coupled fluid-structure interaction problem, based on computationally partitioned flow
and structure solvers. The reduced order models used are a class of quasi-Newton coupling
methods to obtain a stable solution and to reduce the number of subiterations. The
second reduced order model is a multi-level acceleration in with coarse grid computations
are performed in order to reduce computational costs. Finally an adaptive multi-level
strategy is described, that contains an indicator for when to switch from coarse to fine
grid level and vice versa.

1

INTRODUCTION

Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) is the interaction between a moving or deformable
structure with a fluid flow. Due to the advances in computer power and numerical algorithms we are able to simulate increasingly complex problems. Despite these advances,
issues in efficiency and stability of certain FSI problems remain. This is especially apparent in the simulation of physically strong interaction between the flow and structure,
using a computationally partitioned coupling method.
The main advantages of the partitioned approach above the monolithic approach is that
it allows reusing of existing flow and structure solvers, that are often already developed
separately in the past. The main drawback of the partitioned approach over the monolithic
approach is that the interface conditions,
∂ ds
, σf · n = σs · n, on ΓI ,
(1)
∂t
are not satisfied automatically. A mismatch in interface conditions in the partitioned
approach will eventually lead to stability problems in case of strong physical interaction.
vf =

1
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Subiterations are therefore introduced in order to satisfy conditions (1). Because in the
partitioned approach the solvers are considered to be blackboxes, a class of reduced order models will be used, called quasi-Newton subiterations, to stabilize the subiteration
routine. Examples of these reduced order models that will be summarized here are, in
order of increasing complexity, stability and efficiency: the classical Gauss-Seidel method,
Aitken’s adaptive underrelaxation method [6] and the least-squares method [2]. Other
methods that belong to the class mentioned before, that are not discussed in this work,
are Interface-GMRES(R) [1] or Newton-Krylov method [7]. It is shown that these are
usually outperformed by the least-squares method [2, 5].
Obtaining stability by means of subiterations comes at the cost of a substantial increase
in computation times, which depends heavily on the type of quasi-Newton method chosen.
A second reduced order model will be introduced to suppress computational costs, i.e. a
multi-level acceleration technique, [10], for reducing the costs of the solvers individually.
This is especially of interest for the flow solver, which usually takes up most of the
computation time. The multi-level acceleration technique discussed here is a coarse grid
prediction method. It relies on a solve at the coarse grid level to predict the state at the
fine grid level. Coarse grid levels are sufficient for stability, because it are the lower modes
that might cause instabilities, and therefore need to be suppressed by the subiterations,
[3]. Several strategies are possible with this multi-level acceleration method. One is to first
subiterate on the coarse grid until certain convergence criteria is met, and then subiterate
on the fine grid level. Alternatively, we can alternate coarse grid and fine grid level solves
using a given pattern, e.g. two coarse grid solves followed by one fine grid solve. Finally
we present an adaptive multi-level method, which automatically switches between coarse
and fine grid level, based on a multi-level ratio criteria. It will be shown that this method
significantly reduces the number of fine grid solves, at the cost of a small increase in total
number of subiterations.
2

QUASI-NEWTON METHODS

In case of a Dirichlet-Neumann decomposition of the FSI problem, the stress distribution p on the fluid-structure interface is passed from the flow solver F to the structure
solver S and the displacement of the interface d is transferred the other way around.
We consider the flow and structure solver as two black boxes that must be coupled in
some way. The flow solver gets as an input the structural displacement and has as an
output the fluid stresses acting on the interface. For the structure solver we get vice versa.
In equations this becomes
d = S(p),
p = F(d).

2
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2.1

Quasi-Newton formulation

In many applications the interaction between fluid and structure is weak, e.g. in aeroelastic problems. These problems can be solved with so-called loosely coupled methods,
[4, 8, 11]. Loosely coupled methods consist of a single solve per time-step. These algorithms do not enforce equilibrium on the fluid-structure interface and are therefore often
unstable in cases with strong interaction (where density and stiffeness ratios are of the
same order). The errors made can diverge for more strong interactions. One way to
stabilize the coupling of the partitioned system is to make use of subiterations.
In case we solve (2) and (3) sequentially, it can be writen in a fixed-point formulation,
p = F ◦ S(p),

(4)

so what goes in must come out in order to have equilibrium at the interface. Alternatively
this can be written as a residual problem,
R(p) ≡ F ◦ S(p) − p = 0,

(5)

where R is the residual operator of the coupled problem. A popular method to solve a
nonlinear system, R(p) = 0, in dynamical problems is to use Newton’s method, so solve
the system (with rk = R(pk )):

dR 
∆pk = −rk ,
(6a)
dp pk
pk+1 = pk + ∆pk .

(6b)

However, when using blackbox solvers the exact Jacobian of R is in general unknown
as the derivatives of F and S w.r.t. d and p are often unavailable, especially the cross
derivatives ∂F/∂d and ∂S/∂p. The Jacobian must be approximated instead.
First note however that instead of solving (6), using an approximate Jacobian, it is
also possible, and much cheaper, to use the following explicit expression,
pk+1 = pk +



 −1
dR 
(−rk ),
dp pk

(7)

where we need an approximation for the inverse of the Jacobian instead. Equation (7) is
much cheaper than (6), because (6) requires to solve a dense linear system, where as (7)
only uses a matrix vector product. The residual in (7) is calculated as
rk = R(pk ) = F ◦ S(pk ) − pk = p̃k+1 − pk ,
with convergence criteria ||rk ||2 ≤ . This equation shows that p̃k+1 = F ◦ S(pk ).
3
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2.2

Approximations for the inverse of the Jacobian

Resume by listing three suitable reduced order models for the approximation for the
inverse of the Jacobian. In this section we will discuss the Gauss-Seidel method, Aitken’s
adaptive underrelaxation method, and the Least-Squares method.
The Gauss-Seidel method with subiterations, where the structure is solved first, is
given by
dk+1 = S(pk ),

pk+1 = F(dk+1 ).

(9a)
(9b)

Since we measure convergence of the pressure, it is useful to write it as
pk+1 = F ◦ S(pk ),

(10)

and so the residual for the Gauss-Seidel method becomes
rk = R(pk ) = F ◦ S(pk ) − pk = pk+1 − pk .

(11)

Combine (10) and (11) with (7) to find the expression for the approximation of the inverse
of the Jacobian for the Gauss-Seidel method,


 −1
dR 
dp pk

GS

= −I.

(12)

Unfortunately for strong coupling problems, sub-iterations for the Gauss-Seidel method
converge slow or even do not converge at all. A first step to overcome these problems is
to introduce underrelaxation.
The Gauss-Seidel method often appears to be either very slow (needs many sub-iterations)
or even unstable. A simple and already very effective way is to introduce some underrelaxation. First perform a structure and flow solve as was done in the previous section
(10). Now the output will not directly be used as an input for the next subiteration, but
an underrelaxation will be performed, which is a linear combination of the output and
the state of the previous subiteration,
pk+1 = ω p̃k+1 + (1 − ω)pk = pk + ωrk .

(13)

The underrelaxation has a stabilizing effect on the convergence process. Aitken’s underrelaxation method goes one step further, it uses an adaptive underrelaxation parameter ω k ,
that is based on the one-dimensional Secant method. This Secant method uses a finitedifference approximation of the Jacobian. Suppose we want to solve the scalar equation
4
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R(p) = 0 using Secant’s method, then



pk − pk−1
k
−
R(p
)
R(pk ) − R(pk−1 )
ω k−1 rk−1
(−rk )
= pk + k
r − rk−1
= pk + ω k r k .

pk+1 = pk +

For a system with vectors the idea is the same except that it is not possible to divide
by a vector. An innerproduct multiplication with rk − rk−1 is used instead. Aitken’s
approximation of the inverse of the Jacobian becomes

 k−1

 −1
k
k−1
(r
),
(r
−
r
)
dR 
.
= −ω k I, with ω k = −ω k−1  k
(14)
dp pk
(r − rk−1 ), (rk − rk−1 )
Aitken

The Aitken method results in a recursive, single-diagonal, single-value approximation for
the inverse of the Jacobian. The Aitken method is known to be very cheap, while a big
increase in stability and a reduction in the number of subiterations are noticed.
Despite the capabilities of the Aitken method, it also has its limits. It weighs the
residual of every node with the same factor, which results in a sub-optimal convergence.
A method that weights each node differently is the least-squares1 method [2]. The method
is based on the reuse of the state and residual from previous subiterations, including that
from previous timesteps, to make a linear extrapolation for the new state.
The method relies on a least-squares approximation of the difference between the newly
retrieved data and residual, p̃k+1 , r̃k and a (large) number of previously obtained data
and residual vectors, p̃i+1 , ri , given by
∆p̃i+1 = p̃i+1 − p̃k+1 ,

(15a)

∆ri = ri − rk ,

(15b)

for i = 0, . . . , k − 1. The desired change in residual vector, ∆rk = 0 − rk , can be
approximated by a linear combination of the known residual changes ∆ri , as
∆rk ≈

k−1


cki ∆ri .

(16)

i=1

Because, in general, this gives an overdetermined system, for the coefficients ck , the system
is solved as a minimization problem using the least-squares method,


k−1



 k
k
k
i
c = arg min r +
ci ∆r  .
(17)


i=1

2

also called IQN-ILS, Interface Quasi-Newton method with and approximation for the Inverse of the
Jacobian using Least-Squares method.
1
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Because ∆p̃k corresponds to ∆rk , a similar linear combination as in (16) gives an approximation for ∆p̃k ,
k−1

k
cki ∆p̃i .
(18)
∆p̃ ≈
i=1

Finally, from (8) and (15) we find

pk+1 − pk = ∆pk = ∆p̃k − ∆rk

(19)

which gives us our new pressure state pk+1 , by substituting (16) and (18), with coefficients
found in (17).
Note that (17) may result in a QR-decomposition, applied to a matrix Vk = Qk Rk ,
whose columns are the vectors ∆ri . Then (17) becomes
T

Rk ck = Qk ∆r̃k ,
and so the approximation of the inverse of the Jacobian using the Least-Squares method
is given by

 −1
dR 
−1
T
= Wk Rk Qk − I,
(20)

dp pk
LS

k

with W a matrix whose columns are the vectors ∆p̃i . This gives a full matrix for the
approximated inverse Jacobian, that is diagonally dominated.
3
3.1

MULTI-LEVEL ACCELERATION IN FSI
Derivation of coarse grid prediction method

Let v be a vector containing all structure variables, and let w be a vector containing
all flow variables (i.e. (u, p) for incompressible and (ρ, u, p) for compressible flows). Let d
be the displacement vector at the fluid-structure interface, ΓI , and p be the pressure state
on ΓI . These are obtained by interpolating v, respectively w, towards the fluid-structure
interface, using an interpolation function φΓI , i.e. d = φΓI (v), p = φΓI (w). Now define
the following two (black-box) solvers:
S(v; p) − s = 0,
F(w; d) − f = 0,

(21a)
(21b)

where S and F are the implicit parts of the structure and flow solver, with (a; b) their
arguments, where a are the variables to be solved and b the input variables from the other
solver(s). The vectors s and f are the explicit parts of the solvers. These do not change
during coupling iterations. We make a distinction between quantities corresponding to a
fine and coarse grid using the subscripts h and H , respectively.
6
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The fine grid solution is obtained by solving equations (21a) and (21b) in series. First
solve for vhk+1 using pkh as input, and obtain from that dk+1
h . Then use this interface
displacement as input to obtain the flow state, w̃hk+1 and corresponding pressure at the
interface, pk+1
h .

S(vhk+1 ; pkh ) − snh = 0,
(22)
n
F(w̃hk+1 ; dk+1
h ) − fh = 0.
Equations (21) are not only used to solve for structure and flow variables, but can also
be used in an evaluation to obtain structure and flow residuals. For that, substitute the
solutions of the previous iteration,

rks,h = S(vhk ; pkh ) − snh ,
(23)
n
)
−
f
.
rkf,h = F(w̃hk ; dk+1
h
h
Now we can define the error of each quantity, kv,h = vhk+1 − vhk and kw̃,h = w̃hk+1 − w̃hk .
The system to solve becomes

S(kv,h ; 0) = −rks,h ,
(24)
F(kw̃,h ; 0) = −rkf,h ,
A similar system can be defined for the coarse grid,

S(kv,H ; 0) = −Rrks,h ,

F(kw̃,H ; 0) = −Rrkf,h ,

(25)

except that we use the reduction, performed by matrix R, of the fine grid residual to the
coarse grid. Indeed the solution is fully coupled when the residuals rks,h and rkf,h are zero
and not when rks,H and rkf,H equal zero. The reduction matrix is also used to obtain the
states on the coarse grid,
k
vH
= Rvhk

k
and wH
= Rwhk .

We can replace the errors by the difference between two solves,

k+1
k
S(vH
; pkH ) − S(vH
; pkH ) = −Rrks,h ,

k+1
k+1
k
k
F(wH
; dk+1
H ) − F(wH ; dH ) = −Rrf,h .

Finally write it in the form of (22), to obtain the method on the coarse grid level,

k+1
; pkH ) − sk+1
= 0 with sk+1
= −Rrks,h + rks,H + skH
S(vH
H
H
k+1
k+1
F(w̃H
; dk+1
= 0 with fHk+1 = −Rrkf,h + rkf,H + fHk
H ) − fH

(26)

(27)

(28)

and fHk+1 are no longer constant,
Note that in the coarse grid formulation the terms sk+1
H
but that there appears a recurrence relation.
7
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The new structure state is obtained by a prolongation of the coarse grid correction,
vhk+1 = vhk + Pkv,H
k+1
k
= vhk + P(vH
− vH
)

(29)

and the new fine grid states of the flow states are given using the following prolongation,
k+1
k
− wH
).
w̃hk+1 = whk + P(w̃H

(30)

From w̃hk+1 we can extract the pressure state at the fluid-structure interface, p̃k+1
h , using
−1
the map φΓI . Now calculate the approximate inverse Jacobian, J , with one of the
methods discussed in the previous section, and apply the quasi-Newton step,
pk+1
= pkh + J −1 (−rk ),
h

(31)



k
−1
k
=
p
+
J
−P
pk+1
h
H
h


k
−1
k
−P(p̃k+1
= ph + J
H − pH ) .

(32)

− pkh , so
where rk = p̃k+1
h

3.2

Multi-level convergence criteria

As mentioned in the introduction, a multi-level convergence criteria will be derived.
The fine grid residual, rF , can be decomposed in a part corresponding to the coarse grid
residual on the fine grid, rC , and high wave number residual term, δ, for which holds that
it vanishes when restricting it to the coarse grid, Rδ = 0,
rF = rC + δ.

(33)

Note that compared to the previous section, we have rF = rh and rC = PrH , so both
are defined w.r.t. the fine grid. As we subiterate on the coarse grid, we will notice that
rC → 0, while rF → δ. The new multi-level convergence criteria is related to the ratio
between the coarse grid residual and the high wave number residual,
rC 
rC 
=
≤ C.
δ
rF − rC 

(34)

A reasonable criteria is to set C = 1, in that case rC  ≤ δ. Then the remaining coarse
grid residual is smaller than the high wave number residual, that cannot be removed on
the coarse level. Therefore a prolongation to a finer grid seems reasonable.
Note that in practice the high wave number residual rF − rC  is not known, but the
individual residuals, rF  and rC , are. Instead, we will measure a slightly higher value,
rC 
rC 
≥
.
rF  − rC 
rF − rC 
8
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4

NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION

The discussed reduces order models are applied to the cilinder with flapping beam
benchmark case, version FSI3, introduced in [9]. The case shows transient behavior with
large displacement and is strongly coupled, since the densities of the flow and structure are
equal. Details of the used solvers can be found in [12]. Most important to mention here is
that time integration is performed using the ESDIRK3 method, an implicit, third-order
accurate, multistage Runge-Kutta scheme, see [11]. Each implicit Runge-Kutta stage is
subiterated until rh  ≤ 10−3 . The coarse and fine grids are shown in figure 1. The ratio
of fine to coarse grid is 20737 to 5442 cells, i.e. about 3.8.

(a) Undeformed fine grid level.

(b) Undeformed coarse grid level.

(c) Deformed fine grid level.

(d) Deformed coarse grid level.

Figure 1: Fine and coarse level meshes for undeformed and deformed situation.

4.1

Results

A list of different multi-level strategies are tested in combination with Aitken and
Least-squares quasi-Newton method:
• FG: Fine grid solves only.
• ∞CG-∞FG: First iterate on coarse grid level until convergence, thereafter iterate
on fine grid level until convergence.
• 2CG-1FG: Alternate between two coarse grid solves with one fine grid solve. Final
solve is always a fine grid solve.
9
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Method
Aitken
Least-squares
Aitken
Least-squares
Aitken
Least-squares
Aitken
Least-squares
Aitken
Least-squares
Aitken
Least-squares

FG
FG
∞CG-∞FG
∞CG-∞FG
2CG-1FG
2CG-1FG
3CG-1FG
3CG-1FG
adaptive C = 1.0
adaptive C = 1.0
adaptive C = 0.5
adaptive C = 0.5

Total
30.7 10.2
20.7 6.9
56.6 18.9
42.7 14.2
36.4 12.1
30.5 10.2
38.2 12.7
35.1 11.7
36.4 12.1
27.4 9.1
39.2 13.1
29.4 9.8

Fine
30.7 10.2
20.7 6.9
21.2 7.1
18.4 6.1
12.5 4.2
10.7 3.6
10.3 3.4
9.5 3.2
12.2 4.1
10.8 3.6
10.9 3.6
9.2 3.1

Coarse
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
35.4 11.8
24.3 8.1
23.9 8.0
19.8 6.6
27.9 9.3
25.6 8.5
24.2 8.1
16.6 5.5
28.3 9.4
20.2 6.7

Table 1: Average number of subiterations for 100 timesteps. In black: average per timestep. In blue:
average per implicit RK stage.

• Adaptive C = 0.5: Adaptively alternate between coarse grid solves with fine grid
solves. Final solve is always a fine grid solve.
The results are given in table 1. It shows the average number of subiterations taken
over 100 timesteps. It show both the average number per timestep as well as per implicit
Runge-Kutta stage. With respect to fine grid solves only, the ∞CG-∞FG method shows a
major increase in total number of subiterations and only a minor decrease in the expensive
fine grid solves. The alternating method 2CG-1FG also has an increase in total number
of subiteractions, but the number of fine grid subiterations is already halved. Finally the
adaptive multi-level method with C = 0.5 shows the best result. With respect to fine grid
level only, a minor increase in total number of subiteractions is noticed, while there is a
major decrease in fine grid solves. Per implicit RK stage, the number of fine grid solves
reduces from 10.2 to 3.6 when using Aitken’s method, and from 6.9 to 3.1 when using
least-squares method.
4.2

Convergence behavior

Figure 2 shows the convergence behavior for a full timestep of Aitken’s and leastsquares method using fine grid level only, and the least-squares method with adaptive
multi-level strategy. Most important to see is that for the first five subiterations each
stage, the multi-level approach has the same convergence behavior as the fine grid level
only approach. Only for the last few subiterations the convergence ratio is less for the
multi-level approach than for the fine grid level only approach.
To indicate the existence of δ, we compare the convergence behavior of the ∞CG-∞FG
strategy with both Aitken and least-squares, with the convergence of least-squares adap10
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Figure 2: Convergence behavior of a typical timestep.

tive multi-level C = 0.5, see figure 3. The ∞CG-∞FG methods show a clear jump
when switching from coarse to fine level. Both Aitken and Least-squares method jump
almost to the same level. This clearly indicates that although convergence on the coarse
grid has been reached, there remains to exists a high frequency mode, δ, that cannot
be suppressed by the coarse level solves. This mode is indeed recognized by the adaptive multi-level strategie, which therefore uses a finegrid solve just above the δ-level, to
suppress this mode.
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Figure 3: Convergence behavior of a typical timestep, that indicates the existence of the high frequency
mode, δ.
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Abstract. Since 1996 CERFACS has been developing the PALM parallel coupler, which is
currently used for more than 50 research and industrial projects ranging from operational data
assimilation to multi-physics modelling, from climate change impact assessment to fluid and
structure interactions. It can be defined a dynamic coupler for its ability to deal with situations
where the component execution scheduling and the data exchange patterns cannot be entirely
defined before execution. Under the name O-PALM, it is now open source (LGPL license).
This document provides some highlights on the design of PALM and on the main
implementation choices and a brief description of some representative applications.
1

INTRODUCTION

CERFACS has a long and well established experience in parallel computing and in model
coupling. In particular, the OASIS coupler [1] is a reference tool for coupled climate
simulations [2,3] since the 90's. For this reason, CERFACS was chosen by the MERCATOR
operational oceanography French project [4] for the set-up of the software framework to be
used for the implementation of a new operational data assimilation suite as a coupling
between existing and under development models and tools.
Section 2 will detail the rationale for the design and implementation of a dynamic parallel
coupler to answer this commitment and will introduce other applications that in turns
benefited from the use of a dynamic coupler and contributed to further define the O-PALM
design.
Section 3 will sketch the main technical choices that were adopted to implement a very
flexible and user friendly coupler, still granting high performances and portability.
Section 4 will briefly list the new challenges that a coupler has to face when preparing the
next generations of coupled models on massively parallel and exascale machines.
Finally, Section 5 will present some representative applications currently using O-PALM
in research and production.
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2 DESIGN
O-PALM is a dynamic coupler in the sense that it can be used to implement a coupling
where the component execution scheduling and the data exchange patterns cannot be entirely
defined before execution.
The historical reason for this feature dates back to 1996 when the MERCATOR
operational oceanography project faced the problem to set-up a new operational suite with
Data Assimilation for research and operations in an evolving configuration.
Data assimilation can be roughly defined as a collection of techniques aiming to improve
numerical models skills by the use of observational data. They are based on computationally
expensive algebraic algorithms involving a model, observation treatments, and the statistical
characterisation of the errors on both sides. At that time, in MERCATOR, the choice of the
model configuration was not yet finalized, there were several candidate assimilation methods
to test, there were different kinds of observations to handle and the same system should have
been used for research and operations. All these needs of flexibility lead to the
implementation of the assimilation suite as a coupling between model, observations handling,
error statistics and algebra instead of hard-coding data assimilation routines in the model, or
vice-versa [5].
Some data assimilation algorithms are based on an iterative minimization: this implies the
repeated execution of the tasks and the total number of iterations is not necessarily known
beforehand. Moreover, in some configurations some tasks are activated only if some
observations are available at run-time.
This specific requirement imposed to conceive a coupler of independent parallel codes
capable to deal with complex coupling algorithms allowing for the conditional and/or
repeated execution of the coupled components. The main goals and constraints were user
friendliness, modularity, portability and high performances on parallel computers.
Existing couplers were not a suitable choice for the lack of the dynamic aspects. This lead,
after a thorough feasibility study [6], to the design of a new MPMD dynamic parallel coupler,
based on the MPI message passing and process management standard library [7,8].
In our definition, a dynamic coupler has to fulfil three main requirements:
 process management: this means that the coupler has to be able to start and
synchronise the tasks and to handle algorithms with loops and conditional switches
 buffered communications: in order to grant full flexibility, avoiding deadlocks
dependencies on the production and reception order, at least the production side of a
communication has to be non blocking. This requires the explicit handling of a storage
space for pending communications. This feature allows for some extra possibilities,
such as the linear combination of cumulated fields and the explicit permanent storage
of objects that are to be repeatedly received
 object versioning: the flexible use of a temporary storage space for parallel
communications requires special care to grant the coherency of the stored global
objects. The Last In Only Out paradigm is adopted: every new version of an object
replaces the previous ones. Nevertheless, for parallel communications, we count a new
version of an object only when all the processes of the producing code have provided
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their contributions. For loosely synchronised codes, it implies the introduction of
stamps to keep track of what version of an object new contributions belong to.
The same way, in a parallel coupling, a coupler has to deal with two levels of parallelism:
 concurrent tasks parallelism : independent tasks can run concurrently on separate sets
of processes. The coupler has to deal with the concurrent execution, to establish all the
needed intercommunication contexts and to grant synchronisation.
 distributed coupled codes : as a second level of parallelism we account for the inner
parallelism of the coupled codes, mostly related to data distribution. The coupler has
to grant private and robust intracommunication contexts and, most important, to be
able to manage the data exchanges between sets of processes, including the remapping
between codes with different distributions of the same physical objects.
Since one of the main aims of coupling is the reuse of legacy codes, we tried to reduce the
intrusiveness of the coupling instructions in the source codes. For this reason we adopted the
so-called end point communication paradigm: the producer of an object does not know
anything about the recipients (if any) and the other way round. The coupler makes the
matching.
In order, once more, to minimize the interventions in the codes, we defined a reduced set
of multi-language API calls, complemented by a very detailed Graphic User Interface: most
information - such as the coupling algorithm, the communication patterns and the parallel
distributions - is easily described in the graphic interface. The changes in the code have
minimal impact and, because of the use of the one-sided communications paradigm, they are
independent of the specific coupling algorithm.
O-PALM can thus be interfaced to F77, F90, C or C++ compiled codes or to the main
interpreted languages such as Python, Perl, Java, Tcl/Tk, Octave and also to black-box precompiled executables that can be linked at run-time against dynamic libraries.
The last constraints that drove the design of O-PALM are related to its uses and diffusion.
The operational usage imposes robustness and high performances. This not only determined
some implementation choices, but it also lead to the integration in O-PALM of a real-time
monitor, allowing to display in the graphic user interface the status of the execution while
running and of a performance analyser that works on trace files and helps tuning and
optimising the coupled application. For research applications there are other criteria, such as
portability, that imposed to rely on standard coding and message passing techniques) and user
friendliness. The latter not only drove the design of the Graphic User Interface, but it lead also
the the introduction of an algebra toolbox providing a palette of predefined generic algebraic
operations ranging from BLAS to parallel linear algebra solvers and minimisers that can be
coupled to any other user defined code.
Since then, the range of O-PALM applications has largely extended beyond data
assimilation and it is the coupler of choice in a number of multi-physics coupling when
dealing with flexible configurations [9]. Most relevant applications are in computational fluid
dynamics for fluid-structure interactions modelling or for automatic shape optimisation
computations or in event driven couplings in soil surface modelling [10]. New applications
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carried new requirements for the design of O-PALM future versions, but also some
contributed developments. For this reason, the coupler has become open-source at the
beginning of 2011. This is the most suitable environment to deal with the new challenges that
massively parallel machines and exascale computing will carry into high performances
scientific and engineering computing.
3 IMPLEMENTATION
The coupler implementation went through several steps.
At the very beginning of the project, when the MPI2 standard [11] was recently published,
but hardly any complete and robust implementation was available, we implemented an MPI1
emulation based on a pool of idle processes, released under the name of PALM_RESEARCH,
later changed into PALM_SP. It was dedicated to functional tests, but in practice it proved to
be very effective in some cases and it still used for some full size applications. Some
interesting features of this first implementation could now be seen as possible optimisations
under some conditions and will be hopefully reintroduced in the current O-PALM version in a
near future.
In 2003 we released the first fully MPMD version of O-PALM under the name
PALM_MP. It was based on the MPI2 process management and communication layer. The
main components of PALM_MP are
 the scheduler that handles the process management and the execution of the coupled
components accordingly to the algorithm described in the user interface. PALM can
schedule several parallel codes to run concurrently to perform independent tasks if
enough resources are available. Since starting an independent executable always
causes a overhead, PALM offers the option to merge into a single executable the
coupled components that are started in a sequence.
 the optimised communication scheme managed by a driver that takes care of the data
transfer between parallel programs. This is one of the most evolved components of
PALM and handles very complex communication patterns with some very practical
features, such as the remapping of objects exchanged by parallel codes with different
distributions, the selection of object subsets entirely from the user interface, the
presence of an explicitly managed permanent repository for objects to be repeatedly
received.
Since then the coupler has been constantly enhanced and optimised.
With respect to PALM_MP, the current O-PALM release offers
 the possibility to interface commercial black-box codes (such as Fluent, Abaqus
MSC/MARC) by the use of external dynamic libraries and/or a socket based layer
 the possibility to interface interpreted languages such as
 the implementation of a simplified working mode entirely compliant with the MPI-1
library
 the optimisation of repeated well synchronised communications that don't require the
intervention of the driver
 the enhancement of the parallel algebra toolbox that is soon going to include the
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CWIPI interpolation library from ONERA for the grid to grid remapping.
More technical details on the implementation go beyond the scope of this paper. A detailed
source of information is the web site dedicated to the O-PALM coupler
http://www.cerfacs.fr/globc/PALM_WEB.
The Graphic User Interface, called PrePALM, is a portable Tcl/Tk application (Fig. 1). It
deserves some words because it is the part of the coupler that users interact with most of the
time. The relevant features of the coupled components are described in identity cards that do
not depend on the specific coupling algorithms. The user describe the execution scheduling,
the parallel sections, the data exchange patterns and the algebraic treatments, entirely from
within the user interface. It ends up providing the input file for the coupler executable itself
and the source code for the wrappers of the coupled component that take entirely care of the
set-up of the communication context with no need of change in the components sources.

Figure 1: The PrePALM Graphic User Interface

The same graphic tool can be used at run-time to monitor the simulation status, with colour
codes to distinguish between components running, waiting for resources or not yet scheduled
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and with counters for the completed executions and the performed data exchanges. The same
tool again provides post-mortem some statistics on the memory and CPU time resources used
by the components (Fig. 2.).

Figure 2: The PrePALM Graphic User Interface

4 FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Among the most important technical challenges for the evolution of O-PALM towards
exascale applications, there is the search for the best trade-off between a centralised and a
fully distributed approach. If on one side process management and monitoring is a key issue
for dynamic coupling, it imposes an overhead and a risk of bottlenecks for massively parallel
applications. Optimisations bypassing the O-PALM scheduler and launcher are under study,
but they have to keep the capability of reorganizing the layout of the application in case, for
instance, of automatic load balancing or adaptive meshes.
The same considerations apply for the communication handling: to obtain very effective
parallel communications on massively parallel configurations, we'll have to look the best
compromise between flexibility and monitoring on one side and performances on the other.
Furthermore the new directions in high performances computing introduce some further
constraints, such as the capability to reorganise the coupling layout around self-tuning
applications, changing their configuration at run-time or the capability to implement a
resilient parallel coupling on a very high number of processors.
Finally, some application domains require specific treatments. It is the case of the physical
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constraints (e.g. mass or energy conservation) of the grid-to-grid interpolations for climate
modelling applications. In such a case, the use of O-PALM and the CWIPI interpolation
library (with specific enhancements) has to be thoroughly studied and evaluated on test cases
of increasing complexity and size.
The open source distribution of O-PALM is the most suitable environment to accept
collaborations and contributions on the coupler development on all these topics.
5 SOME APPLICATIONS
Current O-PALM applications largely go beyond data assimilation and cover many fields
of multi-physics coupling ranging from oceanography to hydraulics, from hydrology to
agronomy, from aeronautics to space engineering and so on.
Some of them are particularly representative of the advantages coming from the dynamic
coupling and from the user friendliness of the API's and of the user interface.
For instance we could mention the use of O-PALM for the coupling of an adaptive 2D
surface biosphere model to different parallel atmosphere circulation limited area models. In
such a case, not only the dynamic features of O-PALM can easily take into account the
adaptive model, but also the compact syntax used to describe data exchanges allows for a
quite generic implementation with different atmosphere models [12].
Some full size, near real time applications, like the operational ocean data assimilation and
forecast suite of the MERCATOR operational oceanography centre or the air quality data
assimilation and forecasting system Valentina, based on the MOCAGE chemistry and
transport model [13], provide a very satisfactory test bench for the O-PALM performances in
large scale parallel applications.
We should also mention the recent use of O-PALM for the implementation of a
demonstrative data assimilation suite based on a 1D hydraulic model used in flood
forecasting. The graphic algorithm representation proves to be a very useful pedagogical tool.
Furthermore, the generic formalism allows for the application of the demo suite to real life
applications with no changes in the code lines [14].
To give a detailed, application oriented example of the use of O-PALM in real size
problems, we present here a study in a relevant computational fluid dynamics research
domain: the determination of heat loads that is a key issue in gas turbines conception, because
wall temperatures and heat fluxes are a major constraint in the design of combustors and
turbine blades. Indeed, the life duration of turbine components directly depends on the wall
temperature and therefore designers imperatively need an accurate prediction tool. Numerical
simulations of the thermal interaction between fluid flows and solids is therefore of primary
interest. The complex flows observed in the turbine environment are much better predicted in
the Large Eddy Simulations (LES) framework, especially when considering thermal effects.
To simulate a cooled turbine blade it is necessary to couple a LES solver and a heat
transfer code within solids [15,16]. The LES solver used is the AVBP code [17,18,19,20],
which solves the full compressible Navier-Stokes equations on unstructured meshes, using a
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cell-vertex/finite element approximation and a Taylor-Galerkin weighted residual central
distribution scheme. The calculation of thermal diffusion in solids is performed with the code
AVTP, solving the classical heat equation [16]. AVTP also uses unstructured meshes and is
advanced with a first-order explicit forward Euler scheme.
The study simulates a cooled blade of the T120 cascade, which was designed by Rolls
Royce Deutschland for the European project AITEB [21]. Experiments were conducted in the
High-speed Cascade Wind Tunnel of the Institute of Jet Propulsion of Aachen [22]. The
highly-loaded high-pressure turbine airfoil of the T120 cascade was designed to have a large
separation on the pressure side. The blade is operated at a Reynolds number of 3.8 • 105 and a
Mach number of 0.87, based on the exit velocity and the chord. The film cooling device of the
T120D blade is composed of three holes located on the pressure side, repeated in the spanwise
direction to form a pattern of jet rows (Fig. 3-a). The computational domain covers one
cooling hole pattern in the spanwise direction, with periodicity boundary conditions. The
unstructured mesh is composed of 6.5 millions of tetrahedral elements for the fluid zone, and
600 000 elements within the solid. The skin meshes are the same for the fluid and the solid so
that no interpolation error is introduced at this level when CHT is simulated. The converged
thermal state is obtained in 10 characteristic solid time scale and requires about 4800 CPU
hours. At the converged state, the net heat flux through the blade reaches zero. Figure 3-b
shows an instantaneous snapshot of temperature distribution in the fluid and solid domains.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Instantaneous snapshot of cooling air distribution (a) and temperature distribution in the fluid and solid
domains (b).

Figure 4 compares experimental and numerical cooling efficiency fields on a 2D plot over
the pressure side.
The computation matches the experimental visualization fairly well and evidences the
thermal effects of the cooling jets on the vane.
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Figure 4: 2D plot of time-averaged cooling efficiency on the pressure side: comparison of experimental results
and coupled simulation. The scale of θ corresponds only to the LES field.

6 CONCLUSIONS
The O-PALM coupler has reached a high degree of maturity and stability. It is currently
used for more than 50 research and industrial projects ranging from operational data
assimilation to multi-physics modelling, from climate change impact assessment to fluid and
structure interactions. It implements a dynamic coupling paradigm based on portable and
effective technical solutions. It is well suited for the evolution of the current coupling
technology towards the exaflop machines of next generations and several research centres and
engineering companies are attentively considering this issue. Having become open-source
since the beginning of 2011, O-PALM is aiming to be a tool of reference for dynamic and
high performances coupling applications and ongoing researches in coupling technology.
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Abstract. Hardware in the loop based on dynamic substructuring was conceived to be a
hybrid numerical-experimental technique to simulate the non-linear behaviour of an emulated
structure. Its challenge is to ensure that both numerical and physical substructures interact in
real time by means of actuators –transfer systems-. With this objective in mind, the
development and implementation of partitioned real-time compatible Rosenbrock algorithms
are presented in this paper. In detail, we shortly introduce monolithic linearly implicit L-stable
algorithms with two stages; and in view of the analysis of complex emulated structures, we
present a novel interfield partitioned algorithm. Both the stability and accuracy properties of
the proposed algorithm are examined through analytical and numerical studies carried out on
Single-DoF model problems. Moreover, a novel test rig conceived to perform both linear and
nonlinear substructure tests is introduced, and tests on a two-DoF split-mass system are
illustrated. The drawbacks of this algorithm are underlined and improvements are introduced
on a companion solution procedure.
1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years real-time hybrid testing techniques, as depicted in Figure 1, like the
Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) technique with Dynamic Substructuring (DS), became more and
more popular in order to study the performance of components and structures subject to
dynamic loads [1,2]. With regard to relevant time-stepping methods, they can be broadly
classified in monolithic and partitioned. In a monolithic approach, the method integrates: i)
the Numerical Substructure (NS) only, whilst the Physical Substructure (PS) is considered a
black box [2]; ii) both the NS and the PS by means of stiffness estimates [3], like in a typical
pseudo-dynamic (PsD) test [2]. Conversely, a partitioned approach solves both NS and PS
through different integrators and takes into account the interface problem, for instance by
prediction, substitution and synchronization of Lagrange multipliers. In detail, partitioned
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algorithms can be applied to the Euler-Lagrange form of the equations of motion -secondorder in time- [4-6] or to the Hamilton form of the equations of motion -first-order in time[7,8]. In this paper, we consider partitioned approaches based on L-stable two-stages real-time
compatible Rosenbrock (LSRT) algorithms applied to equations of motion first-order in time.

Figure 1: (a)-(d) Schematic representation of a SDoF split-mass system; (e) block diagram representation
including delay.

Most of the research works carried out on substructure tests considered structural
integrators applied to the equations of motion second-order in time. Nonetheless, it is well
known that the motion of a PS in a substructure test, see Fig.1d, is driven by a transfer system
–actuator- and sensors, governed by a control unit. Since the control system is typically
described by first-order Differential Equations, the utilized integrators have to deal with
mixed first- and second-order ODEs. In order to solve this problem, we suggest to employ
first-order integrators like the LSRT Rosenbrock algorithms, both for structural and control
systems, owing to the favourable properties of LSRT algorithms employed in control [9].
With regard to complex emulated structures, numerical and control requirements impose
different time steps for a NS and a PS, respectively. As a result, two main techniques can be
identified to tackle this problem: i) model reduction, that represents an effective way to lower
computation burdens related to the integration of a complex NS, but becomes very inaccurate
especially for non-linear systems; ii) multi-time methods that allow to employ different time
integrators in distinct subdomains. Furthermore, subcycling permits to use different time steps
in different subdomains. The last strategy is relatively simple to implement, but it can hinder
stability and accuracy properties of the original schemes. Therefore, the paper proposes some
novel multi-time method with subcycling strategies, investigates relevant stability and
accuracy issues and presents hardware-in-the-loop tests. Also, limits and remedies of the
treated multi-time method are suggested.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly, LSRT algorithms with two
stages (LSRT2) are introduced, which are nowadays used in real-time substructured tests [10],
as an alternative to structural integrators applied to the equations of motion second-order in
time [11,12]. Then, interfield parallel algorithms with subcycling strategies based on the
progenitor LSRT algorithm that represent the main focus of the paper are considered. These
linearly implicit algorithms first solve the interface problem by means of Lagrange multipliers
and subsequently advance the solution in all subdomains. Thus, stability and accuracy
properties of these algorithms are analysed through numerical experiments on a Single-DoF
split-mass system, including subcycling too. Successively, real-time tests conducted by means
of a novel test rig on a two-DoF systems are presented and commented. The limits of this
algorithm are underlined and improvements are introduced on a companion interfield parallel
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solution procedure. Lastly, main conclusions are drawn.
2 LINEARLY IMPLICIT ROSENBROCK-BASED ALGORITHMS
In this section, we introduce the LSRT compatible algorithms developed and suggested by
Bursi et al. [10]. They are linearly implicit because eliminate the need to solve non-linear
systems for nonlinear problems. To employ LSRT algorithms, the equations of motion
  r  u, u ,t 
Mu

(1)

can be rewritten into a state-space form
 u

u 
y f  y

, t  , with y 
,
 , f  y, t  
u 
r  u, u , t  

(2)

where M stands for the mass matrix which is assumed to be symmetric positive definite for
simplicity f  y ,t  and r  u, u ,t  for the vectors of applied and internal forces, respectively. In
a FE context, the force vector can be split as r  u, u , t   Ku  Cu  Fe with a stiffness matrix
K, a damping matrix C and a displacement vector u. Differentiation with respect to time is
 to define the corresponding velocity and
expressed by a dot, and thus we set u and u
acceleration vectors.
The two-stage L-stable real-time two-stage (LSRT2) method applied to y  f  y ,t  reads:

I  tJ  f  y k , tk  t ,
1

k1 
k2 

 I  tJ 

1

f  y

k  21



y k  21  y k   21k1 ,



, tk  2  J 21k1 t , y k 1 y k  b1k1  b2k 2 ,

(3)
(4)

where t is the step interval and J  f / y  is the Jacobian matrix evaluated at the first stage.
Two sets of parameters that satisfy second-order accuracy, L-stability and real-time
compatibility are introduced, namely   1  2 / 2 and   1  2 / 2 , respectively, together
with 

1/ 2 ,  21   , b1  0 and b2  1 . The favourable performance of the LSRT2
2
21
method with respect to low and high-frequency components of the response can be observed
from Figure 2, where a comparison with the Generalized-α [13] method is illustrated.

Figure 2: Spectral radii ρ of linearly implicit algorithms with respect to the Generalized-α method vs. the
non-dimensional frequency Ω.
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3 A
PARTITIONED
TIME
ACCELERATION CONSTRAINT

INTEGRATION

METHOD

BASED

ON

In this section, we present a partitioned time integration method that adopts both elementbased partitioning and the LSRT2 method presented in Section 2. Due to real-time
compatibility, we consider the acceleration continuity at the interface of subdomains, and
therefore, an explicit Lagrange multiplier formulation is obtained. Moreover, the novel
partitioned method preserves favourable second-order accuracy, and very often, both
unconditionally stability and high-frequency dissipation capabilities.
3.1 Derivation of an explicit Lagrange multiplier vector

In order to implement the LSRT2 method, we begin with a system of index one
  I 0  u i  
  0 
u i

Λ



i i
  f  ui , u i , t   (G i )T 
 0 M  u



i
S
 
i u
 0, G   i   0
 
u
 i 1

i
1,..., S
,

(5)

which is modelled as a set of S non-overlapping subdomains constrained by acceleration
continuity at the interface. For simplicity, we only consider the case with linear constraint

equations [14]. With the assumption y  uT

u T  , one obtains
T

 A i y i F i  y i , t   (Ci )T Λ


,
S i i
 C y  0
 i 1

(6)

For easiness of notation, both the matrices A i and Ci refer to the i-th subdomain. Both the
vector y i and the Lagrange multiplier vector Λ can be explicitly solved by means of (6), i.e.

y i ( A i ) 1 F i  y i , t   ( A i ) 1 (Ci )T Λ

(7)

with
S

Λ   H 1  Ci ( A i ) 1 F i  y i , t 

(8)

i 1

and
S

H   Ci ( A i ) 1 (Ci )T .

(9)

i 1

Equations (7) and (8) can be expressed in compact forms as

y A 1F  y , t   A 1CT Λ
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with
1

Λ   CA 1CT  CA 1F  y, t  ,

(11)

where

y

(y ) ... (y )  ,
A


F  y, t 

S T T

1 T



Blockdiagonal[A 1 ... A S ]



T T

1
S
 1 1 
 S S 

 F  y , t   ...  F  y , t   , C [C ... C ]
T

.

(12)

Hence, the proposed partitioned method is based on the explicit evaluation of Λ at the
beginning of each time step/stage, and thus, the integration of each subdomain can
independently advance.
3.2 Solution procedure of partitioned time integration methods
For simplicity, let us consider a system divided into two subdomains A and B. In the case
that both subdomains be integrated by the LSRT2 algorithm with the same time step t , i.e.
ss=1, the solution procedure of the partitioned method can be represented as in Figure 3,
endowed with the task numbering. In detail, it can be characterized as follows:

Figure 3 : The procedure of the LSRT2-based partitioned parallel method with ss=1
(1) Evaluate

FkA and FkB and calculate the Lagrange multiplier Λ k at time tk ,
Λk 
H 1 C A ( A A ) 1 FkA  C B ( A B ) 1 FkB  .

(13)

(2) Compute k1i where i  A, B and evaluate the solutions y ik 1/ 2 ( i  A, B ) -First stage1

k1i  I  tJ i  ( A i ) 1 Fki  (C i ) 1 Λ k  t ,

(14)

1
y ik 1/2 y ik  k 1i .
2

(15)

(3) Evaluate FkA1/2 and FkB1/2 and calculate Λ k 1/2 at time tk 1/2 ,
Λ k 1/2 
H 1 C A ( A A ) 1 FkA1/2  C B ( A B ) 1 FkB1/ 2  .

(16)

(4) Compute k i2 and advance the solution to y ik 1 in both subdomains, respectively, -Second
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stage1

k i2  I  tJ i  ( A i ) 1 Fki 1/2  (C i ) 1 Λ k 1/2   J i k1i  t ,

(17)

y ik 1  y ik  k i2 .

(18)

Since the LSRT2 method contains two stages, inter-domain exchange of information is not
only required at the beginning of each time step, but also at the beginning of the second stage.
This algorithm can be defined as parallel, because the interconnection is only done at the
beginning of each stage to compute the Lagrange multiplier; then each subdomain can
independently advance in each stage.
4 AN INTERFIELD PARALLEL SOLUTION PROCEDURE
Along the line of [6], the Rosenbrock-based method developed above can be exploited to
develop an interfield parallel procedure. To illustrate that, let us consider again two
subdomains A and B . The solution procedure is highlighted in Figure 4 with the numbering of
the two processes and the subscript i referred to the time step t . In detail, Subdomain A is
integrated with the coarse time step t A  4  t , while Subdomain B with the fine time
step t B 
t ss , where ss  2 . The solution procedure for Subdomain A is as follows:
(1) Evaluate FiA2 and FiB 2 with the solutions y iA 2 and y iB 2 and then calculate the Lagrange
multiplier Λ i  2 ,
1
1
Λi 2 
H 1 C A  A A  FiA 2  C B  A B  FiB 2  .


(2) Compute k1A and advance the solution to y iA ,

(19)

F A   C A T Λ  4t ,
i 2 
 i  2

1

y iA y iA 2  k1A .
2
A
B
(3) Evaluate Fi and Fi and then calculate Λ i ,

k1A   I  4t J A 

1

A 

A 1

1
1
Λi 
 H 1 C A  A A  FiA  C B  A B  FiB  .


A
A
(4) Evaluate k 2 and advance the solution to y i 2 ,

k 2A   I  4t J A 

1

 A 
A

y iA 2

 

F A  C A
 i
 y iA  k 2A .

1
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Figure 4 The interfield parallel procedure of the LSRT2-based partitioned method with ss=2.

(5) Calculate y A

i 1

by means of linear interpolation:

in
2 ss

in  A
in A


y i  2 ,  in  1, 2,...., 2 ss  .
(25)
1 
 y i 1 
2 ss
 2 ss 
At the same time, the advancement procedure for  j  1,..., s  substep in subdomain B , i.e.
yA

i 1

in
2 ss

from y iB to y iB 1 reads:
(1) Evaluate F A j 1 and F B j 1 and calculate Λ
i

i

ss

ss

i

,

j 1
ss


1

 H 1 C A A A F A j 1  C B A B
i
ss

B
(2) Calculate k 1 and advance the solution to y B 2 j 1 ,
Λ

 

j 1
i
ss

 

i

1


F B j 1  .
i
ss 

(26)

2 ss

1

 t
1 
T
 t B 
B
B
B
k1B 
 I  ss  J   A  Fi  j 1   C  Λ i  j 1  ss ,


ss 
 ss
1
y B
y B j 1  k1B .
2 j 1
i
i
2
ss
ss

(3) Evaluate F A 2 j 1 and F B 2 j 1 and calculate Λ
i

2 ss

i

2 ss

i

2 j 1
2 ss

 

2 j 1
i
2 ss

 

i

 t B 
k 2B 
 I  ss  J 

1

1


F B 2 j 1  .
i
2 ss 

i

 

ss

i
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(29)

ss

 B 1  B
 t
T

B
Λ 2 j 1    J B k1B  ,
 A
Fi  2 j 1  C
i
2 ss 
 2 ss

 ss
y B j  y B j 1  k 2B .

 

(28)

,


1

 H 1 C A A A F A 2 j 1  C B A B
i
2 ss

B
(4) Calculate k 2 and advance the solution to y B j 1 ,
Λ

(27)

(30)
(31)

The method is not self-starting and to preserve second-order accuracy and parallel
characteristics, we have chosen the LSRT2-based partitioned method with no subcycling to
initiate the procedure.
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5 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND HARDWARE-IN-THE-LOOP TESTS

In order to examine numerical properties of the newly-developed method, spectral stability
and convergence are analysed on a Single-Dof split mass system. Additionally, results
provided with Hardware-in-the-loop tests on a two-Dof system are presented as well.
5.1 Stability and convergence analysis on a Single-Dof split mass system

Figure 5: A Single-DoF emulated system with the relevant split-mass system.

Figure 6:

i

of the SDoF problem for the interfield parallel procedure with ss=10 and (a) b 1 =0.1,

  1  2 / 2 ; (b) b 1 =0.5,   1  2 / 2 .
We consider the test problem depicted in Figure 5. For simplicity, we choose the following
1 ; and b1 defined as
system variables m  mA  mB  1 and k  k A  k B 

b1

mA k B

.
mB k A

(32)

In order to highlight the numerical dissipation properties of the method on the solution, we
consider no physical damping. Moreover, no external force is involved as well. The
application of the integration methods to this model problem leads to the recursive formula
y k 1  Ry k  L k ,

(33)

where R is the amplification matrix and L is the load vector that depends on external forces,
respectively. The spectral stability of the method is analysed through the spectral eigenvalues

i of R.
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Figure 7: Global errors of the inter-field parallel method with ss=10 and (a)   1 
(b)   1 

2 / 2;

2/2

The parallel method is not self-starting and therefore the choice of proper state variables for
the stability analysis represents the main difficulty. The initial solutions are composed of
y kA 2 , y kB 2 , y kA , y kB and y kA1 ,while the output contains only y kB1 and y kA 2 . Moreover, another
pair of intermediate solutions y kA1 , y kB1 are needed. As a result, the state vector involved in
the spectral stability analysis reads
T
X k   y kA 2 


y  y  y  y  y  y 
T
B
k 2

T
A
k 1

T
B
k 1

A T
k

B T
k

T
A
k 1

T

 .


(34)

Consequently X k has a dimension 8nA  6nB , with nA and nB the DoFs of the two
subdomains, respectively. For the single-DoF split-mass system, the dimension is 14. i
relevant to the model problem integrated with the algorithm vs. the numerical frequency


k / m t A are plotted in Figure 5. The number of nonzero eigenvalues is found to be 10:
one is unitary, four pairs of them are complex conjugate and the other one is frequently less
than 1. Besides, four zero eigenvalues are included. The method with   1  2 / 2 exhibits
unconditional stability, while the one characterized by   1  2 / 2 sometimes is only
conditionally stable (see Figure 6). Moreover, the stability of the parallel method depends on
the parameter b1 defined in (32). Larger values of b1 introduce more damping and render the
method more stable. For more information, readers are referred to [8].
Successively, the global error is analysed on the SDoF split mass system with the initial
conditions d (t0 )  1 and v(t0 )  1 . Figure 7 shows that the order of convergence of state
variables is in agreement with the theoretical analysis and hence the method exhibits secondorder accuracy [8].
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(b)

(a)

Figure 8: The test rig : (a) drawing; (b) photo.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: The simulation model: (a) 2Dof emulated structure; (b) the split system.

5.2 Tests on Two-Dof split-mass system
Table 1: Characteristics of both emulated and split subdomains in Hardware-in-the-loop tests

Struct.
types
Properties
Items
Translational
Rotational

Emulated system
M
2210.9
157.2

K
346310
138524

C
555.66
22.226

Note: all valuables are in International Units.

Numerical substructure
MN
1658.2
117.9

KN
306640
12265

CN
555.66
22.226

Physical
substructure
MP
552.7
39.3

KP
39670
1711

CP
0
0

In ordrer to validate the effectiveness of the proposed methods in Hardware-in-the-loop
tests, a versatile system was conceived and installed at the University of Trento, Italy. It
consists of four actuators, one dSpace DS1103 control board and other high performance
devices, shown in Figure 8. This section briefly describes the application of the new parallel
method on the 2Dof split mass system, illustrated in Figure 9.
The system characteristics are collected in Table 1. In view of the different sampling times
in different subdomains, multitasking techniques are exploited to make most of the
advantages of the algorithm, such as multiple rates and parallel implementation. In the test,
t / ss 
2ms . Additionally, the system delay of
we selected t A  4  t  16ms and t B 
about 20ms was compensated for by means of a polynomial delay compensation scheme [14].
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Test results compared with reference numerical simulations are presented in Figure 10. Both
displacements fit well to the simulated ones considering the fact that friction forces existing in
the system were not modelled. In addition, smaller limited drifts between displacements
relevant to both the numerical and the physical substructure were observed.

(b)

(a)

Figure 10: Test results: (a) translational displacement time histories; (b) rotational time histories.

6 AN IMPROVED PARALLEL SOLUTION PROCEDURE

Figure 11: The solution procedure of the improved parallel algorithm

The interfield parallel method presented in Section 4 and tested in Section 5 is appealing,
because of its flexibility of dealing with different substructure requirements. Unfortunately,
the drift-off effects may limit its applications. Additionally, four parallel integration processes
are required for Subdomain A. Based on this insight, the integration method was simplified by
conducting the integration in Subdomain A with different stage sizes. Its characteristics can
be observed in Figure 11. In addition, displacement drift observed in the progenitor algorithm
was reduced via velocity projection at the end of each step [15]. The complete solution
procedure of the improved method is also illustrated in Figure 11. Convergence analyses and
applications to real-time Hardware-in-the-loop tests will be presented elsewhere.
7 CONCLUSIONS

Initially in this paper, we introduced and applied linearly implicit L-stable Rosenbrock
methods with two-stages to real time hardware-in-the-loop substructure tests. The methods
are endowed with several favourable characteristics, among which real-time compatibility,
explicit evaluation of state variables and user-defined high-frequency dissipation capabilities.
In detail and in view of hybrid testing of complex emulated structures, we developed and
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illustrated a novel interfield parallel partitioned algorithm based on the progenitor Rosenbrock
method, that can incorporate subcycling. Through spectral analysis and numerical simulations
on an SDoF split-mass system, both stability and accuracy properties were shown. In a greater
detail, the partitioned algorithm preserved second-order accuracy as the progenitor monolithic
method and favourable stability properties. Moreover a novel test rig conceived to perform
both linear and nonlinear substructure tests was introduced, and tests on a two-DoF split-mass
system were illustrated. The drawbacks of this algorithm were commented and improvements
were implemented on a companion solution procedure. Finally, these algorithms will allow an
in-depth study of errors and control strategies of actuators.
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Abstract. The use of controllability methods for solving time-harmonic acousto-elastic
wave equations is considered. In particular, the study concentrates on the coupling between two time-harmonic linear wave equations: the scalar valued Helmholtz equation
concerning the propagation of acoustic waves and the vector valued Navier equation modeling the propagation of waves in an elastic medium. These fundamental equations occur
in a number of physical applications such as acoustics, medicine, and geophysics. In this
work, we concentrate on scattering problems but the same method can be used for other
types of problems as well.

1

INTRODUCTION

Analytical solutions for fluid-structure interaction problems exist only for some simple geometries like sphere. Thus, a wide range of numerical methods have been used for
solving time-harmonic wave equations. The traditional way of using complex-valued timeharmonic equations leads to large-scale sparse indefinite systems. Direct solvers, like LU
or Cholesky factorization, require a significant amount of computing time and memory
storage. Thus, despite the robustness and the fixed number of computing steps, they are
not practical for solving very large problems. Developing iterative methods, such as GMRES or Bi-CGSTAB, to be more efficient, is a challenging task. Efficient preconditioners
are needed to guarantee proper convergence speed for the iterative methods.
We focus on finding periodic solutions without solving the time-harmonic problems
directly. Thus, we turn to time-dependent acousto-elastic equations (see, e.g. [1, 2, 3]). It
is known that time-dependent equations can be simulated with respect to time until the
time-harmonic solution is reached, but the approach suffers from poor convergence. We
accelerate the convergence rate by employing the exact controllability method. The original time-harmonic problem is formulated as an equivalent least-squares control problem
1
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for the time-dependent wave equation. The control problem is then solved by a conjugate
gradient algorithm. The idea of the control approach was first suggested and developed
for the acoustic and electromagnetic wave equations by Bristeau, Glowinski, and Périaux
(see, e.g., [4, 5]). Recently, we have applied different discretization schemes to further
improve the method (see, e.g., [6, 7, 8]).
Various formulations exist for the fluid-structure interaction between acoustic and elastic waves. Expressing the acoustic wave equation by the pressure in the fluid domain leads
to a non-symmetric formulation (see, e.g., [9, 10, 11, 12]), while using the velocity potential results in a symmetric system of equations (see, e.g., [1, 3, 13, 2]). Finding a proper
least-squares functional for the minimization problem of the non-symmetric formulation
is not a straightforward task in the two-dimensional domain. That is why we use the
velocity potential approach in the fluid domain and minimize the functional related to
the natural energy norm of the symmetric formulation.
2

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The computational domain Ω ⊂ R2 is divided into the solid part Ωs and the fluid part
Ωf by the interface Γi such that the structure is surrounded by the fluid (see Figure 1).
Instead of solving directly the time-harmonic equation, we return to the corresponding
time-dependent equation
1 ∂2φ
− ∇2 φ = 0,
c(x)2 ∂t2
∂φ
1 ∂φ
+
= yφext ,
c(x) ∂t
∂nf
∂us
∂φ
· ns +
= 0,
∂t
∂nf
∂ 2 us
ρs (x) 2 − ∇ · σ(us ) = 0,
∂t
∂φ
σ(us )ns + ρf (x) nf = 0,
∂t

in Ωf × [0, T ],

(1)

on Γef × [0, T ],

(2)

on Γi × [0, T ],

(3)

in Ωs × [0, T ],

(4)

on Γi × [0, T ],

(5)

Γi
Ωs

Ωf
Γef

Figure 1: The domain Ω is divided into the solid part Ωs and the fluid part Ωf .
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where length of the time interval is marked as T , φ denotes the velocity potential and us
is the displacement field. Coefficients ρf (x) and ρs (x) represent the densities of media in
domains Ωf and Ωs , respectively. The speed of sound in the fluid domain is expressed
as c(x). The linearized stress tensor σ(us ) depends on the Lamé parameters λs and µs .
The outward normal vectors to domains Ωf and Ωs are marked as nf = (nf 1 , nf 2 )T and
ns = (ns1 , ns2 )T . The boundary Γef truncates the fluid domain Ωf (see, e.g., [14, 15]). In
addition to the system (1)-(5), we take into account the initial conditions e0 = (eφf 0 , es0 )T
and e1 = (eφf 1 , es1 )T such that
φ(x, 0) = eφf 0 ,
us (x, 0) = es0 ,
3

∂φ
(x, 0) = eφf 1 ,
∂t
∂us (x, 0)
= es1 ,
∂t

in Ωf ,

(6)

in Ωs .

(7)

DISCRETIZATION

Spatial discretization is done with spectral element method [16, 10]. It allows convenient treatment of complex geometries and varying material properties. The basis
functions are higher order Lagrange interpolation polynomials, and the nodes of these
functions are placed at Gauss-Lobatto collocation points. The integrals in the weak form
of the equation are evaluated with the corresponding Gauss-Lobatto quadrature formulas.
We denote by u the global block vector containing the values of the displacement
us (x, t) and velocity potential φ(x, t) at time t at the Gauss-Lobatto points of the quadrilateral mesh. Then, the semi-discretized coupled problem can be rewritten in the matrix
form
M

∂ 2u
∂u
+ Ku = F,
+
S
∂t2
∂t

(8)

where M is the mass matrix, S the matrix arising from absorbing boundary conditions
and the coupling between acoustic and elastic wave equations, K is the stiffness matrix,
and F is the vector due to the function yφext . The time discretization is realized with
central finite differences, and SuperLU is used for direct solution of the linear system at
each timestep.
4

CONJUGATE GRADIENT ALGORITHM

After discretization, exact controllability problem is reformulated as a least-squares
optimization problem,


T


1
1 ∂u(T )
∂u(T )
min
(u(T ) − e0 )T K (u(T ) − e0 ) +
− e1 M
− e1
,
(9)
2
2
∂t
∂t
which is solved with a preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm. Each conjugate
gradient iteration requires computation of the gradient of the discretized least-squares
3
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functional, which involves the solution of the state equation and the corresponding adjoint
equation, solution of a linear system with the block-diagonal preconditioner,


K 0
,
(10)
0 M
and some matrix-vector operations. Computation of the gradient of the functional is an
essential point of the method, and we have done it with the adjoint state technique. To
guarantee the smooth initial approximation for the algorithm we use a transition procedure
suggested by Mur in [17]. The graph-based multigrid method [18], smoothed by successive
over relaxation (SOR) with over-relaxation parameter 1.2, is used for preconditioning the
conjugate gradient algorithm.
5

NUMERICAL TESTS

Firstly, we validate the solver. We consider scattering by an elastic circle Ωs , having
radius as = 1, embedded in the center of an acoustic domain Ωf which is truncated
by a circular absorbing boundary of radius af = 2 (see Figure 2). On the absorbing
boundary we set the incident plane wave φinc (x, t) = cos(κx1 − ωt) implying yφext =
κ(1 − nf 1 ) sin(κx1 − ωt).
Thus, the solutions of the control algorithm are corresponding to the solutions of the
time-harmonic problem,
−κ(x)2 Φ − ∇2 Φ = 0,
∂Φ
= −iκ(1 − nf 1 )eiκx1 ,
−iκ(x)Φ +
∂nf
∂Φ
= 0,
iωUs · ns +
∂nf

in Ωf ,

(11)

on Γef ,

(12)

on Γi ,

(13)

Γef
Γi

af
as

Ωs
Ωf

Figure 2: The elastic circle Ωs surrounded by the acoustic media Ωf .
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−ω 2 ρs (x)Us − ∇ · σ(Us ) = 0,
σ(Us )ns + iωρf (x)Φnf = 0,

in Ωs ,
on Γi ,

(14)
(15)

where i is the imaginary unit, ω is the angular frequency, and κ = ω/c is the wavenumber
describing how many waves there is in the fluid domain per a 2π unit. Respectively
we can define wavenumbers in the solid domain κp = ω/cP and κS = ω/cS , where cp
and cs represent the speed of the pressure waves (P-waves) and the speed of the shear
waves (S-waves). The relations between time-dependent and time-harmonic variables are
φ(x, t) = Re(Φ(x)e−iωt ) and us (x, t) = Re(Us (x)e−iωt ).
The solution of the time-harmonic problem can be presented in polar coordinates (r, α)
as a Fourier series form (see, e.g. [19])
Φr (r, α) = eiκr cos α +

∞ 


n=0


An Hn(1) (κr) + Bn Hn(2) (κr) cos(nα),

(16)


 


 
∞
n
n
(κ
r)
−
J
(κ
r)
κ
+
D
J
(κ
r)
cos(nα)
C
J
n
n−1
p
n
p
p
n
n
s
n=0
κp 
r
r
 
,
Usr (r, α) =  ∞ 
n
n
n=0 −Cn r Jn (κp r) − Dn Jn−1 (κs r) − κs r Jn (κs r) κs sin(nα)

(17)


n
where eiκr cos α = J0 (κr)+ ∞
n=1 2i Jn (κr) cos(nα) is the incident plane wave, Jn represents
(1)
(2)
the Bessel functions and Hn and Hn are the Hankel functions. The coefficients An , Bn ,
Cn , and Dn can be solved from the linear system
iω
iω


Hn(1) (κas )An + Hn(2) (κas )Bn − 2 (κp as Jn−1 (κp as ) − nJn (κp as )) Cn − 2 nJn (κs as )Dn
as
as


n
−i Jn (κas ),
n = 0,
=

−2in Jn (κas ), n = 1, . . . , ∞,




Hn(1) (κaf ) − iκHn(1) (κaf )An + Hn(2) (κaf ) − iκHn(2) (κaf )Bn = 0,
− iωρf Hn(1) (κas )An − iωρf Hn(2) (κas )Bn



κs 2 a2s
2µs
2
Jn (κp as ) − κp as Jn−1 (κp as ) Cn
n +n−
+ 2
as
2

2µs
ωρf in+1 Jn (κas ),
+ 2 n ((−(n + 1)) Jn (κs as ) + κs as Jn−1 (κs as )) Dn =
2ωρf in+1 Jn (κas ),
as
− n ((−(n + 1)) Jn (κp as ) + κp as Jn−1 (κp as )) Cn


κs 2 a2s
2
Jn (κs as ) − κs as Jn−1 (κs as )Dn = 0,
− n +n−
2

n = 0,
n = 1, . . . , ∞,

constructed by substituting the formulas (16) and (17) into the boundary and coupling
conditions (12), (13), and (15) in polar coordinates. Derivatives of the Bessel and Hankel


functions are denoted as Jn and Hn , respectively. The test simulation has been run with
angular frequency ω = 5π, element orders r = 1, . . . , 5 (r = 1 corresponds to bilinear finite
5
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Table 1: Mesh stepsizes and number of timesteps for different spectral orders with ω = 5π.

r
1
Number of timesteps N 90

2
330

4
1370

5
1980

101

Maximum error

Maximum error

10-1

3
850

-2

10

-3

100

10-1

-2

10

10
1

2

3
4
Element order

5

1

(a) Error ||Re(Us ) − us ||∞ in the solid domain.

2

3
4
Element order

5

(b) Error ||Re(Φ) − φ||∞ in the fluid domain.

Figure 3: Errors between the control algorithm and the Fourier series solution measured in the L∞ norm.

elements), and material parameters ρf (x) = 1 and ρs (x) = 2.7, c(x) = 1.5, cp (x) = 6.20
and cs (x) = 3.12. The computational domains are presented by rectangular meshes.
The minimum and maximum mesh stepsizes in the fluid domain are hf,min ≈ 0.0833
and hf,max ≈ 0.1963. Respectively, the minimum and maximum mesh stepsizes in the
solid domain are hs,min ≈ 0.0530 and hs,max ≈ 0.0982. Stopping criterion of the control
algorithm is achieved when the relative euclidean norm of the gradient of the least-squares
functional is below 10−5 , whereas the Fourier modes n are computed until the relative
difference attained by adding the next mode to the series is below 10−5 . The number of
timesteps used for solving the time-dependent equations is shown in Table 1. The errors,
measured using the L∞ norm, are presented in Figure 3. In principle, the accuracy of the
spatial discretization increases with the element order. The horizontal line in the error
curves represent the level of dominating error source which is caused by some factor other
than the spatial discretization. The possible sources interrupting the convergence of error
level include the accuracy of time discretization, stopping criterion of the Fourier series
solution, and approximation of the geometrical shapes. The control algorithm solution
in the solid domain with r = 2 is illustrated in Figure 4, whereas the real part of the
Fourier series solution in the solid domain is shown in Figure 5. Respectively, the control
algorithm solution with r = 2 and the Fourier series solution of the values of velocity
potential in the fluid domain are presented in Figures 6 and 7.
6
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(a) us1

(b) us2

Figure 4: Control algorithm solution of the displacement components in the solid domain.

(a) Re(Us1 )

(b) Re(Us2 )

Figure 5: Fourier series solution of the displacement components in the solid domain.

Figure 6: Control algorithm solution φ in the fluid
domain.

Figure 7: Fourier series solution Re(Φ) in the fluid
domain.
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(a) Convex square obstacle

(b) Two non-convex semi-open obstacles.

(c) Non-convex semi-open obstacle.
Figure 8: Scattering by elastic obstacles with polygonal boundaries with r = 3 and h = 1/28. The
solutions are illustrated as velocity potential fields in the fluid domain and as displacement amplitudes
in the structure domain.

8
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Table 2: Mesh stepsizes and number of timesteps for different spectral orders with ω = 4π.

r

1

Mesh stepsize h
1/80
Number of timesteps N 400

2

3

1/40
800

4

5

1/28 1/20 1/16
1500 1700 2000

Table 3: The number of iterations with different scatterers.

Type of the obstacle
convex obstacle (square)

1
107

2
105

3
4
101 102

5
104

two non-convex semi-open obstacles

177

166

165 165

165

non-convex semi-open obstacle

199

192

192 193

193

In the second set of experiments, we consider the acoustic wave equation with incident
plane wave φinc (x, t) = cos(ω · x − ωt) implying yφext = (ω − ω
 · ns ) sin(ω · x − ωt).
Three types of elastic obstacles with polygonal boundaries are considered (see Figure 8).
In these experiments, we have used the angular frequency ω = 4π, which implies that
the artificial boundary is located at the distance of two wave lengths from the scatterer.
Mesh stepsizes and number of timesteps used
 in 1this1 test
 are presented in Table 2. The
√
√
propagation direction is chosen to be ω
 = ω − 2 , 2 . We have set densities ρf (x) = 1
and ρs (x) = 2.7, and the propagation speeds c(x) = 1, cp (x) = 5.95 and cs (x) = 3.12.
The velocity potential fields and displacement amplitudes of the solutions are illustrated
in Figure 8 with r = 3 and h = 1/28, and the number of iterations to reduce the relative
euclidean norm of the gradient of the least-squares functional below 10−5 is reported in
Table 3 for different scatterers. As we can see, the number of iterations is substantially
less in the case of convex square scatterer than in the cases of non-convex scatterers. In
all the experiments it appears that preconditioning keeps the number of CG iterations
bounded with respect to r.
6

CONCLUSIONS

We considered solving time-harmonic acousto-elastic scattering problems by controlling
the corresponding time-dependent equations. The validation of the accuracy of the control
approach is done by comparing the results with the known time-harmonic solution computed by using the Hankel and Bessel functions. The accuracy of the spatial discretization
is shown to increase with the element order until error factor such as time discretization,
approximation of the geometrical shapes, or stopping criterion of the Fourier series solution, disturbs the approach. Furthermore, the simulation results show that, the number

9
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of iterations required to attain the stopping criterio is independent of the element order
and the number of iterations is substantially less in the case of convex square scatterer
than in the cases of non-convex scatterers. The time discretization used in this article is
only second order accurate, which restricts the accuracy of the method unless very fine
time steps are used. Thus, it could be of interest to use higher order time schemes in
future.
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Abstract. In this communication, the Proper Generalized Decomposition method (PGD),
which is an a priori reduction model method, consisting in searching a solution of EDP
in separated form, will be applied to solve non-isothermal Navier-Stokes equations. The
performances of the PGD method will be compared to the standard resolution technique
in term of CPU time as well as in term of accuracy.

1

INTRODUCTION

The numerical simulation of complex fluids flows leads to very large system that cannot
be easily solved numerically. This situation is not convenient for optimization problems for
which multiple solutions are usually required or for feed-back control problems for which
real-time solutions are needed. Consequently, model reduction methods have been developed, as the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD), the Central Voronoi Tesselations
(CVT) or the A Priori Reduction method (APR) . . .
In this communication we will focus on another model reduction method, the Proper
Generalized Decomposition. It is an iterative method which consists in searching the
solution u of an EDP in separating form:
Q N


u(x1 , ..., xN ) =
Fki (xk )
(1)
i=1 k=1

where the N variables xi can be any scalar or vectorial variable, involving space, time or
any parameter of the problem. Thus, if M degrees of freedom are used to discretize each
1
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variable, the total number of unknowns involved in the solution is Q × N × M instead
of the M N degrees of freedom involved in traditional approaches. In most cases, where
the filed is sufficiently regular, the number of terms Q in the finite sum is generally quite
reduced (a few tens) and in all cases the approximation converges towards the associated
solution. It must be emphasized here that the functions are not ’a priori’ known. At each
iteration they are adaptatively computed by introducing the approximation separated
representation into the model and then by solving the resulting non-linear problem.
The PGD method has been applied by using a separation on space and time variables
in order to solve solids mechanics problem [3], or stocahstic problems [2] (in this context,
the PGD was initially called Generalized Spectral Decomposition). Method was extend
to solve multidimensionals problems by Ammar et al. [1]. Finally, the method was aplied
to solve isothermal 2D Navier-Stokes equations in the stationary and instationary cases
with a separation only on the spaces variables [4, 5].
The aim of this communication is to show the ability of the PGD to treat non isothermal
flows. After recall the general idea of the PGD, results for the case of the lid-driven cavity
differentially heated will be presented.
2

“DESCRIPTION OF THE PGD

2.1

Preliminaries

For the sake of clarity and without losing its general scope, PGD will be examined in
the case of a 2D space decomposition. The problem is expressed as follows :

L(U) = G
in Ω
Find U(x,y) as
(2)
+Boundary Conditions
where L is a linear1 differential operator and G is the second member.
PGD consists in finding an approximation of the solution U(x, y) ∈ Ω = X × Y ⊂ R2
with x ∈ X ⊂ R and y ∈ Y ⊂ R as:
m

U(x, y) ≈ Um (x, y) =
αi F i (x)Gi (y)
(3)
i=1

where Um (x, y) is the approximation of the solution of order m. At each iteration,
the solution is enriched with an additional term αm+1 F m+1 (x)Gm+1 (y). PGD should
be decomposed in three steps. During the first step, “called the enrichment step”, the
F m+1 and Gm+1 functions are obtained by solving a small size non-linear problem. Then,
for the second step, called the “projection step“, in order to improve the quality of the
reconstruction, the m + 1 αi coefficients are determined by solving a linear system of size
(m + 1). Finally, the “check convergence step“ consists in the computing of the norm
1

If the operator is not linear, it is necessary to linearize it.
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of the residual in order to decide if the solution need more enrichment or not. In the
following these three steps will be described in details.
2.2

Enrichment step

At the m + 1 stage, the solution approximation of order m is supposed to be known. In
this step we search to compute the functions F m+1 (x) and Gm+1 (y). We search Um (x, y)
as
m

Um (x, y) =
αi F i(x)Gi (y) + F m+1 (x)Gm+1 (y)
(4)
i=1

By introducing equation (4) into problem (2) and by projecting onto each F m+1 and
Gm+1 , we obtain:
< L(

m


αi F i (x)Gi (y) + F m+1 (x)Gm+1 (y)), F m+1 >L2 (X) =< G, F m+1 >L2 (X)

(5)

αi F i (x)Gi (y) + F m+1 (x)Gm+1 (y)), Gm+1 >L2 (Y ) =< G, Gm+1 >L2 (Y )

(6)

i=1

< L(

m

i=1

Solving this set of equations by a fixed point method, for example, gives the F m+1 and
Gm+1 .
2.3

Projection step

In order to increase the accuracy of the decomposition, the αi coefficients are now
searched in such a way that the residual is orthogonal to each of the m + 1 products of
the F i Gi functions. At this step, we search Um+1 (x, y) as,
Um+1 (x, y) =

m+1


αi F i (x)Gi (y)

(7)

i=1

By introducing solution (7) into (2) and by projecting it according each F i Gi , we
obtained the following system of equations:
< L(

m+1


αiF i (x)Gi (y)), F k Gk >L2 (Ω) =< G, F k Gk >L2 (Ω)

for 1  k  m + 1

i=1

The resolution of this linear system gives the αi coefficients .
2.4

Check convergence step

At this step the residual is computed in the following way :

3
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Res

m+1

m+1
�

= L(

αi F i(x)Gi (y)) − G

(9)

i=1

If the L2 norm of this residual is lower than a coefficient ǫ set by the user, the PGD
algorithm was converged.
3

GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF NON ISOTHERMAL FLOW

• Let us a domain Ω with boundary Γ. Flow in the domain is considered as Newtonian, incompressible and constant properties. Boussinesq approximation is performed.
Equations of the problem could be write in dimensionless form :

∇.u = 0



 ∂u
1
→
+ (u.∇)u =
∆u − ∇p + Riθ−
y
(10)
∂t
Re




 ∂θ + (u.∇)θ = 1 ∆θ
∂t
ReP r

where u = (u1 , u2 ) is the velocity field, θ the temperature and p the pressure. Re is
the Reynolds number, P r the Prandtl number and Ri is the Richardson number which
characterizes the mixed convection flow.
These equations are solved by using a time splitting scheme, the so-called Van Kahn
algorithm and a finite volume method.
• Solve this problem by PGD consists in searching the unknowns at each time step n
in the following form :
uni

=

NU i
�

αUl i FUl i (x)GlUi (y)

l=1

4

pn =

NP
�

αPl FPl (x)GlP (y)

l=1

θn =

NΘ
�

l
αΘ
FΘl (x)GlΘ (y)

(11)

l=1

APPLICATION OF THE PGD TO THE LID DRIVEN CAVITY
U=U p and V=0

adiabatic

g
U=0
and
V=0

hot

cold

T=Th

T=Tc

y

adiabatic
x

U=0 and V=0

U=0
and
V=0

d

The definition sketch of the problem and the
boundary counditions are shown in left figure. It
is a square cavity with an incompressible fluid.
Vertical walls have different temperature and horizontals walls are adiabatic. The top wall is moving right, and the the two velocity components
vanish on the three others walls.

d

Simulations are made with δt = 10−3 and for three Richardson number (Ri = 0.1,
Ri = 1 and Ri = 10). Results of PGD will be compared to results of a standard solver
(Bi-Conjugate gradient solver) in order to compare the accuarcy and CPU time between
both methods.
4
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Sun et al.

PGD

Sun et al.

PGD

Figure 1: Comparison of the Streamline of veloity obtained by PGD with these from literature (left) and
isovalue of temperature field obtained by PGD and from literature(right) for Ri = 0.1 (top), Ri = 1
(middle), Ri = 10 (bottom)

Figure 2: Local nusselt number at west for Ri = 0.1 (left), Ri = 1 (middle), Ri = 10 (right)

Figure 1 shows that the streamlines and isovalue of temperature obtained by PGD
are similar to these obtained by Sun et al. [6]. Moreover, figure 2 shows that local
Nusselt numbers which is defined by Nuw = −(∂θ/∂X)w /(θh − θc ), computed from PGD
and standard solver and from [6] are similar. About the computational duration, figure 3
shows that from approximatively 150 nodes in each direction, PGD becomes faster than
standards solver. For a mesh size of 500 × 500, the CPU time was three times lower with
the PGD solver for R1 = 0.1 and Ri = 1 and six times lower for Ri = 10.

5
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Figure 3: Computational duration in function of the number of nodes in each direction for Ri = 0.1 (left),
Ri = 1 (middle), Ri = 10 (right)

4.1

Conclusion

We have observed that the PGD is able to solve this problem accurately with a CPU
time saving in relation to the standard solver. This work is a first attempt to use PGD
method to solve mixed convection problems. Some improvements are worth further developments. The extension to the 3D case is required to benefit more from the CPU time
reduction. Furthermore, being able to consider time as a new variable of the tensorial
decomposition could be an original alternative to the time integration scheme. However,
the difficulty raised here will be related to the convergence rate of a 4D variables problem.
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Abstract. We analyze the error introduced by the arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian description on a deliberately moved mesh with a flow field which is steady in Eulerian
description. As governing equations, the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flow
are considered. Two different discretization concepts are investigated for two time integration schemes. It turns out that the difference between the concepts is rather small,
but that the difference in the time integration schemes and the dependency of the grid
CFL number is much larger.
1

INTRODUCTION

Especially in the context of transient fluid-structure interaction the computational
domain of the flow changes with time. When the computational grid is adapted in each
time step, it is expensive to interpolate field variables in Eulerian description from one time
instance to the next. The arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) description is an elegant
extension to the Eulerian description that eliminates the need for this interpolation.
The main question we address is: What error is introduced to a solution which is steady
in Eulerian description when it is calculated unsteadily in ALE description. For uniform
flow similar tests were already performed in [1] to check for the fulfillment of the space
conservation law.
In section 2 we introduce the basic equations for dealing with the ALE description
followed by the problem specification in section 3 and the description of the methods
1
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employed in section 4. The test cases and the corresponding results are shown in section 5.
2

BASIC EQUATIONS

The governing equations in ALE description are obtained via minor changes to the ones
in Eulerian description. These changes manifest themselves in a time derivative over a
time dependent control volume (CV) and a correction to the convective velocity in terms
of a grid velocity.
The substantial derivative can be denoted in the Eulerian and in the ALE description
as:

dφ
∂φ
∂φ 
=
+ u · ∇φ =

+ (u − ug ) · ∇φ .
(1)
dt
∂t
∂t ALE

Here the term on the left hand side is the substantial derivative of some generic variable
φ with respect to time t. ∂φ
is the Eulerian time derivative and u is the material velocity
∂t
dx
u=
(2)
dt
with the spatial coordinate x. The grid velocity


∂x

ug =

.
∂t ALE

(3)

appears on the right hand side of (1). For incompressible flow, which is assumed here,
the Navier-Stokes equations with the assumption of a Newtonian fluid and no external
body force in Eulerian description read as follows:
∇ · u = 0,

ρ

∂u
+ ρu · ∇u + µ∇2 u − ∇p = 0
∂t

(4)
(5)

with the density ρ, the dynamic viscosity µ, and the pressure p. With the change to
the ALE description the momentum equation changes correspondingly to (1), while the
continuity equation remains the same due to the incompressibility assumption:

ρ


∂u 

∂t 

∇ · u = 0,
ALE

+ ρ (u − ug ) · ∇u + µ∇2 u − ∇p = 0 .

(6)
(7)

For the application of a finite-volume method the Navier-Stokes equations have to be
rewritten in integral form. These change from the Eulerian description


S

u · n dS = 0 ,




∂ 
ρu dV + ρuu · n dS + µ ∇u · n dS − ∇p dV = 0
∂t V
S
S
V

2
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with n being the face normal vector, to the ALE description

∂ 

∂t 

ALE



V

ρu dV +



S



u · n dS = 0 ,

g

S

ρu (u − u ) · n dS + µ



S

∇u · n dS −

(10)


V

∇p dV = 0 .

(11)

For further details about the ALE description see for instance [2].
3

PROBLEM SPECIFICATION

We address the following question: What error is introduced to a solution which is
steady in Eulerian description when it is calculated unsteadily in ALE description?
Similar tests were already performed for uniform flow ([1], [3]). Exactly resampling
a uniform flow is a consequence of the fulfillment of the space conservation law ([1]) or
geometric conservation law ([4]), as it is called moreoften. As it was shown in [3] this law
is a necessary and sufficient condition for the time integration scheme in ALE description
being as stable as the corresponding scheme in Eulerian description.
Since we calculate the grid velocity implicitly corresponding to the space conservation
law our focus lies on the discretization of the time derivative term



∂ 

u dV .
∂t ALE V

(12)

We examine its influence on a flow with a gradient in the direction of the grid movement,
but we do not determine the accuracy of the time integration in ALE description itself,
as it is done in [5].
Two concepts for dicretizing the time derivative are introduced in the next section. For
the sake of simplicity only 1d and quasi-1d configurations are considered.
4

METHODS

Before discretizing (12) in time it is discretized in the ALE domain according to the
midpoint rule, yielding:





∂ 
∂ 


u
dV
≈
(uδV ) .
∂t ALE V
∂t ALE

(13)

The two obvious ways to discretize this term are: Concept A: treat uδV as one term and:
Concept B: treat u and δV as two distinct terms.
For time integration we use the implicit Euler (EI) scheme and the second order backward differencing (BDF2) scheme. Applying concept A to the EI scheme yields




∂ 
1  n+1 n+1
n
n

u
dV
≈
u
δV
−
u
δV
∂t ALE V
∆t

3
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with ∆t being the constant time interval, n + 1 indicating the current time instance and
n the old one. Applying concept B yields







∂ 
∂ 
∂ 



u
dV
≈
(u)
δV
+
u
(δV )
∂t ALE V
∂t ALE
∂t ALE



1  n+1
≈
u
− un δV n+1 + un+1 δV n+1 − δV n
∆t


1  n+1 
=
u
2δV n+1 − δV n − un δV n+1
∆t

(15)

with n − 1 the second last time instance. Applied to the BDF2 scheme concept A and
concept B give





1 3 n+1 n+1
1
∂ 
u δV

u dV ≈
− 2un δV n + un−1 δV n−1

∂t ALE V
∆t 2
2

and







(16)




∂ 
∂ 
∂ 



u
dV
≈
(u)
δV
+
u
(δV )
∂t ALE V
∂t ALE
∂t ALE


1
1 n−1
3 n+1
n
≈
u
− 2u + u
δV n+1
∆t
2
2

1 n−1
3
n+1
n+1
n
δV
+u
− 2δV + δV
2
2


1
1 n−1
n+1
n+1
n
=
u
3δV
− 2δV + δV
∆t
2 
1
−2un δV n+1 + un−1 δV n+1 ,
2

(17)

respectively.
5

NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS

The influence of the two concepts is analyzed for three test cases. The test cases
concern flows varying in the direction of the grid movement. As a first test case a manual
calculation on a concrete example flow is considered. The second test case has the aim to
check the implementation and the validity of the boundary conditions. Finally, the third
test case examines a general nonlinear flow.
The numerical simulations are carried out with the finite-volume code FASTEST ([6]),
which is based on hexahedral block structured grids and uses a pressure-correction scheme
with the SIMPLE algorithm. The discrete system is solved via a geometric multigrid
method incorporating the incomplete LU decomposition method by Stone as a smoother.
The fluxes are discretized via central differences. For the fine grid in the channel flow
configuration (see section 5.3) 6 grid levels are used. The space conservation law is fulfilled
implicitly as proposed in [1].
4
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x/m
un+1
E

3
2
1

u=1

m
s

un+1
P

unP

u
(a) velocity profile

(b) undeformed

(c) deformed

Figure 1: Velocity profile and configuration for the manual calculation

5.1

Manual test case

The manual calculations are conducted on a segment with three adjoining CVs immersed in a Couette flow (see Figure 1a). The extension of the CVs in the two directions
orthogonal to the velocity gradient can be deliberately chosen, but is equal for all CVs
and constant in time (see Figure 1b). Therefore this is a quasi 1d configuration. Constant
pressure is assumed.
In order to judge whether a flow with a CV size change in ALE description will give
the same result as the steady Eulerian solution, singly the time derivative and the grid
velocity part of the convective term have to be considered. Therefore, the momentum
equation in Eulerian description (9) in steady form is subtracted from the momentum
equation in ALE description (11), yielding:




∂ 

ρu dV − ρuug · n dS = 0 .
∂t ALE V
S

(18)

This equation has to be fulfilled for switching between the undeformed and the deformed
configuration. We test this for the EI scheme in 1d on the configuration displayed in
Figure 1. The time step size ∆t is set to 1 s and the density ρ is 1 mkg3 . Concept A results
in




∂ 

ρu
dV
−
ρuug dS
∂t ALE V
S


 1
ρ  n+1 n+1
ρ  n+1
2 n+1
≈
un+1
u
uP δV
− unP δV n −
δV
− δV n
+
∆t
∆t
3 P
3 E
kg m
= −0.5 2 = 0
s

and concept B yields

5
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x/m
1

u = 1 ms

0.6
0.5
0

u

(a) velocity profile

(b) undeformed

(c) deformed

Figure 2: Velocity and CVs for the linear test case





∂ 

ρu dV − ρuug dS

∂t ALE V
S


ρ  n+1 
≈
uP
2δV n+1 − δV n − unP δV n+1
∆t

 1
2 n+1
ρ  n+1
n+1
n
u
+ uE
−
δV
− δV
∆t
3 P
3
= 0.

(20)

As we can see, concept A fails, while concept B passes this simple test.
5.2

Linear test case

In the finite-volume solver FASTEST, both concepts are tested on a Couette flow with
two CVs in order to test the implementation. The two CVs span an area of 1 m×1 m×1 m.
At the beginning of the simulation both CVs have an extension of 0.5 m in the wall normal
direction, which increases to 0.6 m for the lower one and decreases to 0.4 m for the upper
one correspondingly (see Figures 2b and 2c).
The velocity of the lower wall is 0 and of the upper wall is 1 ms . In the directions
orthogonal to the wall normal direction periodic boundary conditions are applied. For
the viscosity a small but finite value (µ = 1 × 10−8 skgm ) is used to avoid diffusion effects
weakening the errors introduced by the schemes.
We obtain results confirming the observations of section 5.1. The converged solution
with concept A is erroneous, while concept B gives the exact result.
5.3

Nonlinear test case

As a nonlinear test case a flow between two flat plates is considered. The calculation
domain is a cube with edge length 1 m, which is splitted in wall normal direction into 4
blocks of equal size (Figure 3b) with 32 equally spaced CVs in each direction for the fine
grid, giving a total number of 131 072 CVs. The boundary conditions are given by no slip
6
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x/m
1

0

u

(a) velocity profile

(b) undeformed

(c) fully deformed

Figure 3: Velocity and blocks for nonlinear test case

walls and periodic conditions in the other two directions. The flow is driven by a pressure
gradient of 1.2 × 10−7 Pa
applied as a body force. Together with a dynamic viscosity of
m
−8 kg
1 × 10 s m this yields a maximal velocity of 1.5 ms . The density is equal to 1 mkg3 .
During the computation the interface between the lowest block and its neighboring
one is shifted by one eighth of the plate clearance towards the middle of the domain (see
Figure 3c). The CVs in each of the two blocks are uniformly expanded and compressed,
respectively. The other two blocks stay unmodified. As initial solution for the calculation
the converged solution of the undeformed grid is used.
The following four parameters are varied:
◦ Time integration scheme,
◦ Grid resolution (see Table 1),
◦ Displacement velocity,
◦ Time step size.
Our calculations show that regarding the error a increase in the displacement velocity
can be eliminated by a decrease in time step size and vice versa. Therefore these two
parameters are replaced by a new one: Displacement steps. The full displacement is kept
constant, as displayed in Figure 3c. Only the number of equally distributed displacement
steps to achieve this full displacement is of interest.
We examine the error in the velocity component parallel to the pressure gradient after
the full displacement. It is calculated as the CV size weighted L2 -norm of the difference
between the solution right after the full displacement and the steady solution on the fully
deformed grid. The results are shown in Figure 4. The difference between the concepts
Table 1: Grid levels for the nonlinear test case

Grid

Control volumes

fine
medium
coarse

131 072
16 384
2048
7
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EI
EI
EI
EI
EI
EI

BDF2
BDF2
BDF2
BDF2
BDF2
BDF2

cA coarse
cA medium
cA fine
cB coarse
cB medium
cB fine

Error/ ms

10−2

cA coarse
cA medium
cA fine
cB coarse
cB medium
cB fine

10−3

10−4
1

2

4

8

16

32

64

Displacement steps
Figure 4: Errors for the nonlinear test case. cA denotes concept A and cB concept B.

is rather small in comparison to the difference between the schemes.
For the EI scheme there is no significant difference between the concepts. However, for
the BDF2 scheme the error for concept A is about twice the error of concept B for a small
number of displacement steps. For a large number of displacement steps there is also no
significant difference.
While for the EI scheme the error is nearly independent of the number of displacement
steps, the error of the BDF2 scheme shows a characteristic change between the behavior
for a small and a large number of displacement steps. For the BDF2 scheme with a small
number of displacement steps a decrease of the error with increasing number of displacement steps of the order of about 1.5 can be seen. For a large number of displacement
steps the error stays nearly constant. The change between these two behaviors happens
at a grid dependent number of displacement steps. In order to describe this behavior the
grid CFL number ν g is introduced:
νg =

ug ∆t
.
∆x
8
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For example, 16 displacement steps on the fine grid result in a grid CFL number of 1
at the beginning of the computation, while due to the decreasing CV size within the
computation, the grid CFL number increases gradually to a value of 2 at the end of the
computation. The intersection of the two asymptotes the error approaches for small and
large numbers of displacement steps is in the vicinity of an average grid CFL number of 1.
Generally, this is true for all grid levels.
6

CONCLUSIONS

Although the results from the linear test case induce the conclusion that the two
considered discretization concepts have significant influence on the error, the results from
the nonlinear test case show that this difference is negligible in contrast to the influence
of the integration scheme or the grid CFL number. While the EI scheme shows no
dependency of the grid CFL number in the analyzed range, the BDF2 scheme on the
other hand does. The results imply, that for the BDF2 scheme attention should be payed
to the grid CFL condition.
7
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Abstract. During a storm in October 2002, wind induced ovalling vibrations were observed on several empty silos of a closely spaced group consisting of 8 by 5 silos in the port
of Antwerp (Belgium). First, a thorough understanding of the fluid flow around the group
is required to clarify the underlying mechanisms for the vibration. Since the configuration
and orientation of the group drastically change the pressure distribution on the silos of
the group, the flow regime around and within the silo group has been simulated for 7
angles of incidence between 0◦ and 90◦ , leaving other parameters unchanged (e.g. spacing
ratio, Reynolds number,...). The flow regime shows similarities with the flow within tube
arrays (e.g. heat exchangers) and the flow around rectangular cylinders. By a ‘one way
coupling’ of static (time averaged) and dynamic (fluctuating) pressure loadings on the
cylinder surfaces, two probable causes of wind induced silo vibrations in the group are
observed. The first, as a result of large static wind pressures and fluctuating drag and
lift coefficients, might lead to rigid body motions of the statically deformed silos. The
second, due to higher dynamic pressure oscillations, can excite ovalling oscillations in the
third and fourth eigenmodes at the lee side of the group, corresponding with the lowest
eigenfrequencies of the silos and the visually observed vibrations in 2002. Although it is
shown by this ‘one way coupling’ that ovalling vibrations can be excited in the group,
more advanced ‘two way coupled’ fluid-structure interaction simulations are required to
determine the underlying mechanism inducing these aeroelastic deformations.
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1

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

During a storm in October 2002, ovalling was observed on several empty silos near the
corners of a group of 40 silos in the port of Antwerp (Belgium). No explanation for these
wind induced instabilities or appropriate design guidelines to avoid them can be found in
standards, e.g. Eurocode 1 [1]. A more realistic estimation of wind pressures and forces
on the silos is required.
Numerical simulations are used to study the observed wind induced ovalling vibrations
in the closely spaced Antwerp silo group, organized in 5 rows of 8 silos (figure 1). First, the
specific structural behaviour with natural frequencies and according ovalling mode shapes
of the silos is presented in the next section. In the third section, numerical simulation
results of the turbulent wind flow, modelled as incompressible (low Mach number) flow,
around the Antwerp silo group are shown. The influence of the angle of incidence α of the
wind flow is investigated while other parameters such as spacing ratio, Reynolds number,
etc. are left unchanged. For the present 8 by 5 closely spaced group configuration in a
storm regime at post-critical Reynolds number (Re = 1.24×107 ), no experimental data are
available. Therefore, validation of the numerical procedure is performed for the better
documented case of 2D flow around a single cylinder in the post-critical regime. The
more challenging simulations of the 2D flow around the entire silo group are furthermore
validated qualitatively by assessing similarities of the present flow with the flow within
tube arrays (e.g. heat exchangers) and the flow around rectangular cylinders. In the
fourth section, the pressure distribution on the silos is investigated to verify whether and
at which locations in the group pressure fluctuations can excite the ovalling eigenmodes
of the silos. It is furthermore verified if this ‘one way coupling’ of structural and fluid
dynamics model is sufficient to explain the existence of the ovalling vibrations in the
silo group or whether more advanced ‘two way coupled’ fluid-structure interaction (FSI)
simulations are required.
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(a)

Figure 1: Plan view of the silo group with numbering of
the invididual silos. Normative dimensions are given as
well as definitions for the angle of incidence α and the
angle θ on the circumference of an individual cylinder.
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(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Selected ovalling eigenmodes of a
single silo, (a) mode (1,3) at 3.93 Hz, (b)
mode (1,4) also at 3.93 Hz and (c) mode (1,2)
at 7.75 Hz [3].
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2

STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOUR OF SILOS

Wind induced ovalling vibrations are an aeroelastic phenomenon where the cross section
of the structure deforms as a shell without bending deformation with respect to the
longitudinal axis of symmetry [2]. The ovalling mode shapes for the present thin walled
empty silos have been studied by Dooms et al. [3] and are referred to by a couple (m, n)
where m denotes the half wave number in the axial direction and n is the number of
circumferential waves (figure 2). The lowest natural frequencies for these silos are found
for ovalling mode shapes (1, 3) and (1, 4) at fn = 3.93 Hz.
3

AIR FLOW AROUND THE 8 BY 5 CYLINDER GROUP

The turbulent air flow around the 8 by 5 silo group is simulated numerically for 7 angles
of incidence (0◦ ≤ α ≤ 90◦). Other influence parameters are left unchanged (e.g. spacing
ratio, Reynolds number,...). After the introduction of the computational procedure, the
case of a single cylinder in cross flow is calculated for validation. Similarities of the
present flow around the silo group with the flow within tube arrays (e.g. heat exchangers)
and the flow around rectangular cylinders are examined for qualitative validation of the
simulation results. Hence, a distinction is implicitly made between vibrations related to
the periodicity of the interstitial flow and vibrations caused by the large vortex structures
behind the entire cylinder bundle.
3.1

Computational procedure

The 2D unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) discretized set of equations is solved in the Ansys FLUENT software package, using the hybrid shear-stress
transport (SST) turbulence model. While 3D flow simulations over complex bodies have
become possible in recent years, they remain very expensive and are therefore limited to
moderate Reynolds numbers. On the contrary, 2D simulations are quite feasible, even for
complex geometries and relatively high Reynolds numbers [4]. A coupled pressure-based
calculation with a second order interpolation of the pressure, a second order upwind interpolation of momentum, turbulent kinetic energy k and specific dissipation rate ω is
performed, while a second order implicit, unconditionally stable, time stepping method is
used.
In the computations, the air density is ρ = 1.25 kg/m3 and its dynamic viscosity is
µ = 1.76 × 10−5 Pa s. The boundaries of the rectangular computational domain are placed
at distances of 9D to the central cylinder for the inlet and the lateral boundaries and 30D
for the outlet of the domain, with D the diameter of the cylinder. Equivalently, 9Dg and
30Dg are used for the group configuration, with Dg the projected width of the silo group
(figure 1). At the velocity inlet, an imposed free stream velocity vf = 31.8 m/s is applied,
based on Eurocode 1 for the present storm conditions in the vast and flat suburban
surroundings of the silo group [1]. The outlet boundary is modelled as a pressure outlet
with static pressure equal to the reference pressure. At the lateral boundaries symmetry
3
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is imposed. The cylinder walls are considered smooth and no-slip boundary conditions
are applied.
In these transient calculations, both grid and time step independency have been checked.
The optimal mesh refinement is chosen and a time step of ∆t = 0.005 s is applied in the
simulations.
3.2

Validation of single cylinder simulations

The Building Block Approach, introduced by the AIAA [5], allows for the validation
of a proposed computational procedure with a simpler sub-system for which experimental
data are available. The lack of experimental data for the 8 by 5 silo group makes this
approach particularly appealing. The computational procedure is hence validated for the
flow around a single cylinder.
For validation, the present numerical results are compared with experimental data and
results of other (2D and 3D) numerical simulations. Several parameters are compared:
the Strouhal number St = fvs L/vf , the separation angle θs (figure 3) and the pressure
coefficient, with fvs the vortex shedding frequency, vf the free stream velocity of the fluid
and L the characteristic length, equal to the diameter D of the cylinder in the present
case. The pressure coefficient along the circumference of a cylinder at a certain point in
time is defined as
p(θ, t) − pf
(1)
Cp (θ, t) =
ρvf2 /2
with pf the free stream pressure. The time averaged pressure coefficient C p (θ) is calculated
as the average over multiple vortex shedding periods in time. The time averaged pressure
coefficient for the present, single cylinder simulation is shown in figure 3 with θs = 116◦
and St = 0.32.

vf

θs

Cp

Figure 3: Time averaged pressure coefficient C p (θ) on the circumference of
the cylinder with indication of the free
stream velocity vf and the separation
angle θs .

Figure 4: Measured pressure coefficients at Reynolds numbers from 0.73 × 107 to 3.65 × 107 [6] (dark grey zone) vs.
present calculated maximal (dashed line), minimal (dashdotted line) and time averaged pressure coefficients C p (θ)
(solid line) at Re = 1.24 × 107 .
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Zdravkovich [6] gives an elaborate overview of experimental pressure coefficients at
Reynolds numbers from 0.73×107 to 3.65×107 (figure 4) where separation occurs between
θs = 100◦ and 110◦ . For Reynolds numbers larger than 0.5 × 107 , experimental smooth
flow data of Zan [7] indicate that the Strouhal number remains at 0.2, whereas Schewe
[8] found that it rises to about 0.3 as the Reynolds number approaches a value of 107 ;
consistent with the tendency of the Strouhal number to rise from 0.2 to 0.3 in the range
of Reynolds numbers between 106 and 107 [6].
Several numerical simulations have been reported in the literature for highly turbulent
cross flows around circular cylinders. Younis et al. [9] performed 2D URANS simulations
at Re = 0.35 × 107 with different turbulence models and report a Strouhal number of 0.28
and separation at θs = 120◦. Travin et al. [10] applied 3D DES for Reynolds numbers up
to 3 × 106 and found Strouhal numbers 0.35 with separation at θs = 111◦ .
The experimental and numerical data from literature show considerable scatter due to
differences in Reynolds number, applied turbulence model, etc. However, generally good
agreement is found between the present simulations (St = 0.32, θs = 116◦ ) and the data
from literature.
3.3

Discussion of the flow around the cylinder group

At the transverse corner cylinders of the group (e.g. cylinders 8 and 33 for α = 30◦ ,
see figure 5c), shear layers in the outer flow are separated while approximately 10% of the
flow is forced through the interstitial spaces in the group. These interstitial flows emerge
at the lee side, join up and form several local recirculation zones in the wake that coalesce
as they are carried downstream. One large scale vortex street is formed in the wake of the
entire group, with a flow periodicity depicted by the Strouhal number St (table 1) with
characteristic length L = Dg . For the smallest angles of incidence (α = 0◦ and 15◦ , figures
5a and 5b), it is clear that the emerging interstitial flows on the upper downstream side
of the group (cylinders 33 to 40) are joined up and dragged downstream without forming
local recirculation zones, due to the proximity of the separated shear layer. The same
applies for the highest angles of incidence (α = 75◦ and 90◦ ), where no such recirculation
zones can be formed on the lower side of the group (cylinders 8 to 40).
The flow around the group as a whole resembles the behaviour of a single bluff body in
cross flow, similarly to what Kareem et al. [11] observed for two closely spaced cylinders
in tandem arrangement. Comparison with experimental data of the flow around a bluff
rectangular cylinder in cross flow might hence be useful to assess the influence of porosity
and rounded corners of the present 8 by 5 silo group. However, no experimental data
can be found in literature for the present high Reynolds number. Knisely [12] performed
experiments for a rectangular cylinder (L/B = 1.67) in cross flow, but at much lower
Reynolds number (1.2 × 104 ≤ Re ≤ 2.4 × 104 ). He found significantly lower Strouhal
numbers (due to differences in Reynolds number and the rounded corners of the silo
group), but also a sudden fall in Strouhal numbers for very small and very high angles
of incidence (α → 0◦ and α → 90◦ ) when the separated shear layer reattaches to the
5
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)

Figure 5: Velocity streamlines of the flow around
the 8 by 5 cylinder group for an angle of incidence
(a) α = 0◦ at t = 80.0 s, (b) α = 15◦ at t = 82.5 s,
and (c) α = 30◦ at t = 77.0 s.

Figure 6: Detail of velocity streamlines for the interstitial space in the 8 by 5 cylinder group for
an angle of incidence (a) α = 0◦ at t = 78.5 s, (b)
α = 15◦ at t = 77.0 s, and (c) α = 30◦ at t = 79.0 s.

cylinder surface. This sudden fall in Strouhal numbers cannot be observed in the present
simulations: the emerging interstitial flows at the downstream side of the group prevent
the shear layer from reattaching.

Table 1: Strouhal frequencies (fvs ) and Strouhal numbers (St) as a function of the angle of incidence (α)
with respective projected width of the silo group (Dg ).

α
Dg
fvs
St

[◦ ]
[m]
[Hz]

0
28.7
0.31
0.28

15
38.4
0.24
0.29

30
45.9
0.17
0.25

6
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45
50.6
0.16
0.25

60
52.3
0.14
0.23

75
50.7
0.18
0.29

90
46.1
0.20
0.29
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3.4

Discussion of the interstial flow in the cylinder group

Despite important differences (e.g. close spacing between cylinders and limitation to
40 cylinders), the interstitial flow pattern in the present simulations can be related to the
flow through tube bundles that has been widely studied for the design of heat exchangers.
Tube bundles are typically divided in two categories [13]: the in-line category where
cylinders are arranged in square or rectangle arrays and the interstitial flow is mostly
straight through the arrays, and the staggered category where cylinders are arranged in
rotated square or triangle arrays and the flow is forced along wavy paths. The in-line,
square configuration could apply to the cases with α = 0◦ and α = 90◦ for the cylinder
group while for all other angles of incidence the staggered, rotated square arrangement
would be applicable. As shown in figure 6, this is not always the case.
No straight flow pattern for α = 0◦ (figure 6a) and α = 90◦ is found. For in-line tube
bundles, the presence of the subsequent row prevents the transitional eddies to form and
roll-up and the eddies are carried away between the tubes by the jet-like interstitial flow
[14]. The present cylinders, however, are too closely packed and these eddies are believed
to partially or completely disappear in the distorted flow. Instead, the interstitial flow is
not separated from the cylinder wall and follows a wavy path through the array, deflecting
the flow up- and downward to the sides of the group, following the shortest path from the
high pressures at the leading side of the group to the lower pressures at the lee side of
the group. For other angles of incidence, interstitial flows resemble the wavy interstitial
flow pattern of staggered tube bundles [13], e.g. for α = 30◦ (figure 6c). However, for
α = 15◦ (figure 6b) and α = 60◦ (not shown), the regular wavy pattern is interrupted
at arbitrary points in the array, where the interstitial flow separates from the cylinder
surface and forms small recirculation zones or even results in local vortex shedding. These
irregularities are probably related to the 2D character of the simulations and would not
exist in 3D simulations where spanwise velocities are allowed [4].
4

Wind induced ovalling vibrations

Pressure distributions on the walls of the cylinders indicate whether wind induced
vibrations of the silos can be excited. Distinction should be made between time averaged
pressures on the one hand, which provide an indication of the static deflection of the silos
and fluctuating pressures on the other hand, which represent the dynamic excitation of
the silos. The silos on the transverse upstream corners of the group where the shear layer
is separated (e.g. cylinders 1 and 33 for α = 0◦ , figure 5a, or cylinders 8 and 33 for
α = 30◦ , figure 5c) are subject to the largest static pressures for all angles of incident
flow. Combined with larger fluctuating drag and lift at these corners, this may result in
observable rigid body motions of the statically deformed silos. This vibration phenomenon
is however fundamentally different from the observed ovalling of the silos.
Ovalling vibrations can only be triggered by the fluctuating pressures on the cylinder
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wall. Therefore, fluctuating pressure coefficients are determined as follows:


Cp (θ, t) = Cp (θ, t) − C p (θ)

(2)

To investigate the contribution of these fluctuating pressures in the excitation of the
eigenmodes of the silos, the pressure coefficients are harmonically decomposed into a series
of cosine functions with circumferential wavenumber n, corresponding to the ovalling mode
shapes of the axisymmetric structure (figure 2):


Cp (θ, t) =

∞




Cpn (t)cos(nθ + φn )

(3)

n=0



Afterwards, the time history of the fluctuating pressure amplitudes Cpn (t) is transformed
to the frequency domain by means of a FFT algorithm. Results for angle of incidence
α = 30◦ and for circumferential wave numbers n = 3 and n = 4 are shown in figure 7 for
cylinders 1, 8, 21, 33 and 40.
The frequency spectra for cylinders 1 and 33 (figures 7c and 7a) show no periodicities
other than the low frequency contributions related to the large vortex shedding in the wake
of the group. However, moving towards the lee side of the group, irregularities appear:
higher frequencies also prevail in the frequency spectra for cylinders 8 and 40 (figures
7d and 7b). This frequency content at around 3 Hz to 4 Hz indicates that the third and
fourth circumferential eigenmodes of the silos (both at eigenfrequencies of 3.93 Hz) will
probably be excited. Moving downstream within the group, contributions at even higher
frequencies are also encountered (e.g. cylinder 21, figure 7e). For other angles of incidence,
these peaks in the frequency range between 3 Hz and 4 Hz are also found, confirming that
the eigenmodes with the lowest eigenfrequencies, i.e. modes (1,3) and (1,4) (figure 2), will
most likely be excited at the lee side of the silo group.
Hence, from the present ‘one way coupling’ of pressure fluctuations to the structural
eigenmodes, it is found that ovalling vibrations may very well be excited at the lee side
silos of the group. However, the underlying mechanism inducing these vibrations has not
yet been determined.
It is generally accepted that there are three distinct mechanisms leading to vibrations
in tube arrays [15, 16]. Firstly, forces can arise due to coincidence of a structural natural
frequency with the vortex shedding frequency in the tube wake. Secondly, fluid-elastic
instability (FEI) is based on self-excited forces which are caused by the interaction between
tube motion and fluid flow [13]. Finally, turbulent buffeting forces arise due to turbulent
fluctuations of the flow pressure. These forces arise as a response to flow turbulence,
either initiated upstream or induced within the array itself [15].
Considering the large difference between the natural ovalling frequencies (figure 2) and
the vortex shedding frequencies (fvs , table 1), resonance effects can be excluded as a
mechanism inducing ovalling vibrations in the silo group. Although periodicities in the
interstitial flow may be very different from classical vortex shedding, these do not seem
8
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Figure 7: Frequency spectra for the amplitude of Cp3 (solid line) and Cp4 (dashed line) for angle of
incidence α = 30◦ for (a) cylinder 33, (b) cylinder 40, (c) cylinder 1, (d) cylinder 8 and (e) cylinder 21.

to be related to ovalling, since they occur throughout the entire group whereas ovalling
is only observed on the corner silos. Hence, FEI and/or turbulent buffeting are believed
to be the primary causes of wind induced ovalling vibrations on the corners of the silo
group.
Although it is confirmed by the present ‘one way’ coupling that ovalling vibrations
may exist in the group arrangement, more advanced ‘two way coupling’ FSI calculations
are required to verify the influence of FEI and turbulent buffeting. Since problems of
aeroelasticity are typically considered weakly coupled problems, a partitioned coupling of
the numerical structural model (e.g. finite element model of the silos) and the numerical
fluid model (e.g. finite volume approach, considered here), with explicit coupling at the
interface, could be applied. However, when modelling the incompressible flow around
light and flexible structures, numerical instabilities as the artificial added mass effect may
occur [17, 18]. The study of coupling schemes for wind-structure interaction problems is
the topic of ongoing research.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

In order to elucidate the occurence of ovalling oscillations on the empty corner silos
of a 8 by 5 silo group in the port of Antwerp, the post-critical flow around this closely
spaced cylinder group was simulated numerically. 2D URANS simulations for the entire
group were performed for 7 angles of incidence α between 0◦ and 90◦ .
The group configuration and orientation of the group drastically change the flow regime,
showing similarities with the fluid flow around bluff rectangular cylinders. The rounded
corners and the porosity of the group have an important influence on the flow regime
around the group. Approximately 10% of the incident flow penetrates the group and
emerges at the lee side, preventing the shear layer from reattaching at very low and high
angles of incidence (α → 0◦ and α → 90◦ ).
The flow in the interstitial spaces of the group is somewhat similar to the flow in tube
bundles. Although the flow pattern is clearly different when the group is oriented parallel
to the incident flow (α = 0◦ or α = 90◦ ), for an inclined orientation, the interstitial flow
is very similar, following wavy paths through the array. For α = 15◦ and α = 60◦ , at
arbitrary locations in the array, irregularities are observed which are attributed to the 2D
character of the numerical simulations.
To verify whether ovalling vibrations can be excited, the pressure distributions on
the silos in the group are ‘one way coupled’ to the dynamic structural properties of the
silos. Both static deflection (time averaged pressures) and dynamic excitation (fluctuating
pressures) of the silos in the group configuration are considered. The silos near the
transverse corners of the silo group, where the shear layer is separated, are subject to
the largest static pressures for all angles of incident flow. However, to explain ovalling
vibrations, dynamic fluctuating pressures have to be considered.
For all angles of incidence α, fluctuating pressures on the silos at the lee side of the
group are seen to most likely excite the third and fourth structural ovalling eigenmodes,
corresponding with the lowest natural frequencies of the silos. This observation corresponds with the visually detected ovalling eigenmodes with three and four circumferential
wavelengths at the corner silos of the group during the 2002 storm in Antwerp.
The ‘one way coupling’ technique, presented here, is sufficient to explain the existence
of the ovalling vibrations on the corner silos at the lee side of the silo group. Based on
these simulations, the underlying physical mechanisms producing the flow periodicities
and eventually inducing the ovalling vibrations are believed to be turbulent buffeting
and/or FEI while resonance with some periodic vortex shedding frequency can be excluded. However, more advanced ‘two way coupling’ (FSI) simulations are required to
verify the influence of FEI and turbulent buffeting.
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Abstract. The analysis of explosives in contact or very near to reinforced concrete (RC)
structures is an important aspect in the design of protective structures and vulnerability
assessments. Although this remains a topic of high importance for defence, a more
widespread interest has developed as civilian structures become the targets of terrorism. This
type of assessment requires a robust simulation method for coupled fluid-structural
interactions (FSI) which can handle the explosive detonation, air blast propagation, structural
deformation, and damage evolution. This paper describes the application of a loose-coupling
method which combines the FEFLO CFD code and SAIC’s CSD code for 3D numerical
simulations of unconfined and semi-confined explosions near RC structures. This approach
takes advantage of the unstructured tetrahedral mesh for the CFD and an embedded method
for CSD structures inside the fluid domain. Comparisons of simulations with experiment
provide validation, but also reveal some weaknesses of the method. A good agreement
between simulation and experiment is found with moderate explosive loading. However, a
severe explosive loading with confinement results in extensive damage to the structure which
is difficult to reproduce in simulations.
1

INTRODUCTION

In this work, we focus on the prediction of damage to reinforced concrete (RC) structures
from the detonation of high explosives. In particular, we are interested in scenarios where the
explosive is very near or in contact with the concrete. This presents a challenging problem for
simulation as there is significant deformation and damage of the structure which will alter the
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blast flow field and it becomes crucial to capture the fluid-structure interaction (FSI)
phenomena. To accomplish this, we use a loose-coupled method which combines
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and computational structural dynamics (CSD)
techniques.
Our current work focuses on the assessment of the loose-coupled FSI method through
comparison with experiments. We follow the simulation methodology established by SAIC
for high strain-rate and large deformation response of concrete structures during blast and
impact scenarios [1]. First, we investigate a moderate blast loading on a single concrete slab to
indentify an appropriate set of model parameters. Then we test how well the same set of
parameters and simulation method works for moderate and severe semi-confined explosive
loading of a more complex RC structure.
2 NUMERICAL APPROACH
2.1 Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) methodology
The simulations use a loose-coupled approach which combines previously validated and
established CFD and CSD codes through a controller code [2]. Alternatively, a strong coupled
method would require a completely re-written single coupled code. The disparity in stiffness
and timestep between the fluid and solid domains also creates difficulties for a strong coupled
method.
The position and motion of the solid inside the fluid domain is handled with an embedded
approach. This has several advantages over a glued-mesh approach. In particular, the CFD
and CSD surface meshes do not have to be matching at the interface, which prevents
problems created when tracking fragments or the breakup of the solid structures [3]. Figure 1
shows the basic FSI approach with exchange of information between the CFD and CSD codes
via the controller code [1, 4].
CSD
• Apply surface loads
• Advance while t<tf,csd

tf,cfd=tf,csd+Δtcfd
surface pos./vel.
tf,csd=tf,cfd+Δtcsd
surface loads
(pressure)

CFD
• Impose surface position and
velocity as BCs
• Advance while t<tf,cfd

Figure 1: General CFD/CSD coupling procedure during simulation. Each code calculates its own timestep (Δt)
and continues from the final time (tf) of the other code in a staggered manner.

2.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) solver
The FEFLO98 code is a 3D, unstructured, edge-based fluid dynamics solver using an
Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation of the Navier-Stokes and Euler equations.
The code uses the FEM-FCT method for shock capturing which has been well-established for
applications involving explosions and shock propagation around complex geometries [3, 4].
The explosive is modeled using the Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) equation of state with a
programmed burn detonation model and the air is modeled with a “Real Gas” EOS (non-
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constant gamma behavior).
2.3 Computational Structural Dynamics (CSD) solver
The structural solver employed is the SAIC-CSD code which uses an explicit second order
finite element method. The primary features applicable for RC simulations are [1]:
• Fully-integrated Q1/P0 solid elements
• A large strain rate (FE) convective formulation
• The K&C phenomological plasticity model for damage in the concrete
• Embedded method for reinforcement bars inside solid concrete elements
• Numerical damping to avoid spurious velocities near failed elements
• A general contact algorithm using bin technology for fast node-face searching
operations
• All procedures are fully parallelized with a quasi-optimum speed-up on shared
memory architectures
The K&C concrete plasticity model has been highly validated for concrete subjected to
explosions, impact, and high strain rate events. This material model has three independent
strength surfaces (yield, failure, and residual) with consideration of all three stress invariants
(I1, J2, and J3) [5]. Additionally, there is an extension of the plasticity model in tension and a
radial path strain rate enhancement which are critical for producing accurate simulations of
concrete under rapid loading conditions. The modified plastic strain λ is calculated separately
for compressive or tensile loading by:
𝜀𝜀�𝑝𝑝
𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀�𝑝𝑝
⎧�
⎪ 0 𝑟𝑟 �1 + p/𝑟𝑟 𝑓𝑓 �𝑏𝑏1
𝑓𝑓
𝑓𝑓 𝑡𝑡
𝜆𝜆 =
𝜀𝜀�𝑝𝑝
𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀
�
⎨
𝑝𝑝
⎪�
𝑏𝑏2
⎩ 0 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 �1 + p/𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 �

for p ≥ 0

(1)

for p < 0

where p is pressure, and the effective plastic strain increment is defined as 𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀̅𝑝𝑝 = ��23� 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝 .
This also accounts for the strain rate enhancement rf (dynamic increase factor, DIF) of the
concrete which is based on the modified CEB formulation [6]:
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =

𝛿𝛿
⎧� 𝜀𝜀̇ �
⎪ 𝜀𝜀 ̇
𝑠𝑠

for 𝜀𝜀̇ ≤ 1 𝑠𝑠 −1

⎨ 𝜀𝜀̇ 1/3
⎪𝛽𝛽 � �
for 𝜀𝜀̇ > 1 𝑠𝑠 −1
⎩ 𝜀𝜀𝑠𝑠̇

(2)

where ε̇ s is a constant, and parameters δ and β are functions of the concrete yield strength. As
λ increases, the K&C model damage parameter η will increase from 0 to 1 at λm and then
decrease back to 0. A scaled damage variable is then calculated by [7]:
𝛿𝛿 = 2𝜆𝜆/(𝜆𝜆 + 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚 )

(3)

The steel is modeled with a bilinear elasto-plastic material and employes a similar form of
strain rate enhancement [8]:
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𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝜀𝜀̇̇
= � −4 �
10

𝛼𝛼

(4)

where α is a function of the steel yield strength. The reinforced bars are modeled by
embedding beam elements into solid hexahedral elements during the CSD initialization.
During each simulation time step, the kinematic variables (displacement, velocity, and
acceleration) of the “slave” embedded re-bars are interpolated from the “master” solid
element’s degrees of freedom, and their internal forces are applied back to their respective
master elements by a standard finite element extrapolation.
3

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

3.1 Explosion near a concrete slab
A validation of the loose-coupled method was performed by comparing simulations with
experimental work described in Zhou et al. [9]. The test consisted of a 0.5kg Comp-B charge
located 10cm above a 1-way reinforced concrete slab which had dimensions of
100x130x10cm and was clamped along the short edges. The concrete strength was 50MPa
and steel rebar assumed properties of ASTM Grade 60. The simulations utilized one plane of
symmetry and were run on 4 to 16 CPU of an SGI-Altix system. A similar element size
between the CFD and CSD domains was maintained as shown in Figure 2a.
(b)

(a)

Figure 2: Blast loading on the concrete slab showing CFD and CSD discretizations (a). Comparison of concrete
damage variable on the top and bottom surfaces using structured and semi-structured 8-node elements (b).

The validation models were used to investigate the influence of mesh, material, and element
parameters on the simulations results. A comparison of simulations using structured and semistructured 8-node solid elements for the concrete shows some influence on the predicted
damage (Fig. 2b). Defining areas of mesh refinement was easier with a semi-structured mesh.
The structured mesh produced element failure along straight paths which was questionable.
However, a structured mesh with uniform element size was useful when the damage locations
are not known a priori. Decreasing the element size resulted in a finer resolution of damage
paths in the concrete, and also increased the localized damage and element failure. A small
change in CSD/CFD element size very rapidly increased the total number of elements and
computational resources required which can become restrictive. Table 1 demonstrates this,
and also reveals that number of elements for the CFD was at least an order of magnitude
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larger than the CSD.
Table 1: Number of elements for the CSD, CFD, and ratio of CFD/CSD for three levels of mesh refinement.
“Size” refers to the dimension of the smallest CSD elements (at the slab center).

Mesh
Coarse
Medium
Fine

Size
8mm
6mm
4mm

CSD
5.10E+04
1.18E+05
3.88E+05

CFD
3.46E+06
4.65E+06
8.20E+06

Ratio
67
39
21

Other important input parameters were the damping fraction α and the concrete maximum
damage value δmax which triggers element erosion (when δmax > δ) [1]. It was found that a few
combinations of δmax and α in simulations produced a reasonable agreement with experiment.
However, keeping α as low as possible was desired to avoid unrealistic over-damping of the
structural response. Values of α = 0.05-0.1 and δmax = 1.90-1.95 gave the best results. The
same set of parameters determined from this validation study were applied to the more
complex semi-confined structures.

Figure 3: Comparison of damage to the bottom of the concrete slab observed in the experiment (image
reproduced with permission)[9] and simulation (α=0.1, δmax=1.90).

3.2 Semi-confined explosions inside RC structures
The semi-confined explosion tests consisted of two slabs with different thickness separated
by columns at the corners. An explosive charge of TNT was placed in contact with the bottom
slab. A complex arrangement of three rebar types (different steel strengths and bar diameters)
provided reinforcement in the structure. Using the embedded rebar approach, the complete
rebar configuration was constructed and modified independently from the concrete structure
in the pre-processing. This makes it considerably faster to develop the RC model compared to
the more traditional approach of constructing a single part containing both the steel and
concrete materials and adjusting element sizes to match the rebar size. The simulations
utilized two planes of symmetry and were run on 4 to 16 CPU of an SGI-Altix system.
The test structure was subjected to a moderate explosive loading which produced spalling,
a small through-hole in the top slab, and a larger hole in the bottom slab. For this case, the
simulations were able to predict the extent of damage and relative size of the damaged areas.
The simulation results are shown at 5 ms, (Fig. 4c), after the blast loading and damage to the
structure was complete.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 4: Damage comparison for a moderate explosive loading scenario. Test results (a,b) and simulation with
visualization for half of the structure (c).

Next, a more severe explosive loading scenario was investigated which consisted of a
larger charge in a similar structure having an additional edge beam around the top slab. The
edge beam provided more confinement for the blast which increased the structural loading. In
this case, there was extensive damage to the structure with the entire top slab removed and
columns destroyed. There was also a through-hole produced in the bottom slab and a large
amount of deformation and damage to the rebar. Initial results of the simulations (5ms) show
a reasonable prediction of the bottom slab through-hole size while the top slab and columns
remain intact. However, simulations run beyond this time have a large amount of failed
elements without the removal of the top slab or rebar damage observed in the test (Fig. 5a).
(b)

(a)

Figure 5: Damage comparison for a severe explosive loading scenario. Test results (a) and simulation at 5ms (b).
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3.3 Treatment of failed concrete elements
Once a concrete element has failed, the internal nodes are duplicated and the element is
allowed to fly free from the structure. The failed CSD elements can either be invisible to the
CFD or have their surfaces sent to the CFD to interact with the flow field. Passing the failed
concrete CSD surfaces to the CFD solver can become very computationally expensive as the
number of failed elements increases during simulation, and is usually not necessary.
In the case of the severe loading or a confined blast, the gas can escape through the holes
created in the concrete and prematurely reduce the structural loading. Two simulations of the
severe loading scenario were used to compare the difference when failed CSD elements were
invisible to the flow and when they interact with the flow. The differences in the blast
pressures and inclusion of the failed CSD surfaces can be observed in Figure 6. As the
number of failed concrete elements increases, the difference in computational time becomes
apparent. At 5ms, the speed of the simulation with failed CSD elements in the CFD (Fig. 6b)
was reduced to approximately 50% of the original (Fig. 6a) on the same number of CPU.
Interestingly, the final damage observed in the two simulations was essentially identical. This
implies that the pressure reduction due to the hole formed in the concrete is not significant to
the overall structural loading.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Pressure contours on the symmetry planes and CSD surfaces passed to the CFD solver for simulations
without (a) and with (b) failed concrete elements.

In actual RC structures, the rebar provides a large amount of strength for the structure and
acts as a cage keeping the damaged concrete fragments from flying apart. Using the
embedded rebar approach, once the concrete element containing a rebar beam is failed then
the exposed rebar does not interact with the CSD elements or CFD flow. That is, the failed
concrete elements will “float” through the exposed reinforcement bars. This lack of
interaction between failing structural components could contribute to the under-prediction of
damage observed in the simulations for the severe loading scenario. A possible solution to
this limitation is to use solid elements for the rebar inside the concrete, but at increased model
complexity and computational expense.
5

CONCLUSIONS

This work has demonstrated the ability of the loose-coupled CFD/CSD method with a
solid-embedding technique for simulating explosions near RC structures. The primary
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observations made through this work are:
-

Preliminary simulations for validation and parameters studies are essential in
determining the best set of solver, material, and mesh parameters.
Simulations for the moderate explosive loading of a concrete slab and a semiconfined RC structure have good agreement with damage observed in tests.
Simulations for the severe explosive loading of a semi-confined RC structure are
initially able to predict the extent of damage, but under-predict the amount of damage
to the structure and rebar at later times.
Including failed CSD concrete elements as individual flying bodies in the CFD flow
increases computational cost significantly, and does not noticeably alter the predicted
damage to the structure.
Treatment of rebar by embedding beam elements in solid concrete elements method
does not account for the interaction of exposed rebar with other CSD elements or
CFD pressures.
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Summary. Numerical simulations of Vortex-Induced Vibrations (VIV) of a circular cylinder
in cross flow with a rotational degree of freedom about its axis have been carried out by
means of a finite-volume method. The study is performed in two dimensions at a Reynolds
number of ReD = 100, based on the free stream velocity and the diameter, D, of the cylinder.
The effect of the rotational degree of freedom on the cylinder’s lift and drag forces are
compared with the baseline simulation results of flow around a stationary cylinder. The
introduction of a rotational degree of freedom (d.o.f) is observed to cause the lift and drag
forces to change. Also, the pattern of vortex shedding behind the cylinder is found to
drastically change when the cylinder is allowed to rotate.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The study of flows around cylinders has a long history [1, 2]. The early studies were
focussed on the flow around a stationary cylinder at various Reynolds numbers. Subsequently,
investigations have been carried out of flow around a cylinder with a prescribed rotational
velocity [2]. Although the study of flows around rotating circular cylinders is not new, most
of the previous works consider the rotational speed as a parameter that can be used to
decrease the effect of vortex shedding on the cylinder. In other words, angular velocity is
viewed as a way to reduce the root mean square of the lift force. This is the reason why
rotation of the cylinder is used in feedback control of wakes [3]. Forced oscillatory rotation of
a circular cylinder has also been investigated numerically as well as experimentally [4]. All of
these studies focused on imposed oscillatory angular velocities. Etienne and Fontaine [5]
studied the effect of vortex shedding on a two dimensional cylinder with two spatial d.o.f.
They observed that the cylinder was mainly oscillating transversely and slightly in line with
the flow. When they added a rotational degree of freedom, for an arbitrary rotational moment
of inertia, the transverse amplitude of oscillation was found to be reduced by a factor of two,
while the mean in-line deflection was also found to decrease by a factor between1.5 to 2. In
their case, the Magnus effect was found to be negligible as the maximum angular velocity was
only on the order of 5% of the free-stream velocity U [5].
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In this study, we evaluate the effect of introducing a rotational degree of freedom, on the
flow around a circular cylinder. To achieve this we introduce the rotational angle of the
cylinder as an unknown that is affected by friction-induced torque.
Below, we present some of the results obtained by performing a parametric study in which
the moment of inertia (I) and the rotational spring rigidity (k) are varied. The spring rigidity is
used to control the rotational degree of freedom (d.o.f) and both k and I determine the natural
frequency (f) of the system. An important parameter in this context is the so-called reduced
velocity, Ur = U/fD, where U is the free-stream velocity and D is diameter of the cylinder. It
should be noted that both k and I are defined for a unit-length cylinder.
2.

GENERAL SPECIFICATION

The cylinder was allowed to rotate about its axis. The
rotation was controlled by adding a torsional spring with
stiffness K. Without the presence of the spring the cylinder
was observed to rotate rigidly in one direction.
Because of the simplicity of the problem and the low
Reynolds number, we were able to model the set up as a twodimensional flow problem. The computational domain is
shown in figure 2. At the inlet, the flow is assumed to be
uniform with u=U0 and v=0, where u and v are the velocities
of the flow in x-direction and y-direction respectively. A
free-slip boundary condition is applied along the upper and
lower boundaries while a convective outflow boundary
condition is applied at the outlet. At the surface of the
cylinder, finally, a no-slip boundary condition is prescribed.

Figure 1 : Cylinder with Rotational
degree of freedom,
a Tortional
spring- stiffness of K and the moment
of Inersial of I

Figure 2: Left: The computational domain showing the boundary conditions. Right: Zoomed view of the Omesh close to the cylinder corresponding to “Detail A” at the left
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This problem is an example of a rotational harmonic oscillator that can oscillate about the
axis of the cylinder. This behaviour is analogous to linear spring-mass oscillators. The general
equation of motion is given by:
(1)
If the damping is small,
, as is the case in this study, the frequency of vibration
is very close to the natural resonance frequency of the system:
(2)
In the absence of a driving force (
homogeneous problem is given by:

), the general solution of the resulting

(3)

Where:
(4)
Table 1 : Definition of terms in the equations

Definition of terms
Term Unit
Radians

Definition
Angle of deflection from rest position
Moment of inertia
Rotational friction (damping)
Coefficient of torsion spring
Drive torque

Hz

Undamped (or natural) resonance frequency
Undamped resonance frequency in radians

Hz

Damped resonance frequency
Damped resonance frequency in radians
Reciprocal of damping time constant

Rad
M

Phase angle of oscillation
Distance from axis to where force is applied

The angular velocity
of the cylinder is determined by a numerical
approximation of eq. (1) with C=0, using an Euler scheme for the integration of time. The
torque τ(t) is calculated every time step by integrating the tangential frictional forces of the
flow on the cylinder.
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3.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

For this simulation the LESOCC flow solver has been used. LESOCC has been developed
at the Institute of Hydromechanics at Karlsruhe, Institute of Technology, Germany. In
Wissink and Rodi [6] it has been extensively tested for the simulation of flow around a
cylinder at Re=3200. LESOCC uses a second-order accurate discretization of the convection
and diffusion, combined with a three-stage Runge-Kutta method for the time-integration. It
uses a collocated variable arrangement combined with momentum interpolation to avoid a
decoupling of the pressure and velocity fields.
For the present study, a mesh independency test was carried out and, as a result, a mesh
with (360*126) points in the circumferential and radial direction respectively was chosen.
Numerous runs have been carried out on the computing cluster at Brunel University. To
simulate each case using 8 processors it takes nearly 2000 hours for the results to converge.
Figure 3 shows how the results converged for one specific case. The Reynolds number was
kept constant at Re=100 for all cases. To initiate the vortex shedding, we applied a random
perturbation to the flow. Figure 4 shows that the results are not dependent on the initial
perturbation.

Figure 3: The results of the simulation Converges- Re=100, I=0.333, K=0.3648 Ur=6

In this study, the effect of a rotational degree of freedom on vortex shedding and lock-in
phenomena was investigated and the results were compared with flow around a stationary
cylinder. Initially an attempt was made to perform a simulation with a rotational d.o.f without
any restoring force (K=0). As a result, the cylinder was observed to rotate in only one
direction. It was therefore decided to add a restoring force by the introduction of a rotational
spring (k>0). To establish which moment of inertia, I, would be relevant to our problem, we
assumed a solid cylinder with the same density of water (1000kg/m3). The diameter of the
cylinder was chosen to be 20 cm; as a result I= (1/8)mD2=(1/32)πρD4 =0.157 kg/m2. (For the
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case with D=0.2m and a density of water equal to 1000 kg/m3, the equivalent moment of
inertia for the cylinder becomes I=0.157 kg.m2) and the corresponding non-dimensional
moment of inertia becomes I=0.5. Figure 5 on the left shows the effect of inertia of the
cylinder on the frequency of the vortex shedding of the cylinder (with a constant rotational
stiffness k=0.05). For high (low) amounts of inertia the frequency decreases (increases)
dramatically. Figure 5, right, depicts the relation between K/I and the natural frequency of the
system and the frequency of the rotational velocity (ω). This graph clearly proves equation
(2). The power of the K/I is 0.5045, which is almost the same as predicted by theory (0.5)
and the coefficient is 0.1598 which is very close to the coefficient 1/2π =0.1591 in eq. (2).

Figure 4: The effect of changes in random perturbation on the convergence of the results for two similar casesRe=100, I=0.333 K=0.05, Ur=16
f(natural frequency of the system)
f(simulation)
Power (f(simulation))

0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0

0.40
y = 0.035x-0.514

freqency

freqency of vortex sheding

Tortional Stiffness K =0.05 -Re=100

0.30
y = 0.1598x0.5045

0.20
0.10
0.00

0.00

0.50
Moment of Inertia

1.00

0

2 K/I

4

Figure 5 –left: Natural frequency verses inertia when K=0.05 constant. Right: natural frequency and vortex
shedding frequency verses (K/I), the parameters are non-dimensional.
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Figure 6 : Vortex Shedding Re=100 - first case: stationary cylinder, St=0.167, Second case I=0.333 and K=0.05,
Ur=16, St=0.0625, third case: I =0.333, K= 0.365, Ur=6, St=0.167
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Figure 6 shows vortex shedding for 3 different cases in a two dimensional flow at Re=100.
The first one is the stationary cylinder; the frequency of the vortex shedding for this case is
0.17. These result exactly match the results of Roshko [7], who measured the frequencies
using a hot-wire velocity probe. For the low Reynolds number laminar region Roshko
condensed his results to an equation of the form St = 0.212 (1 – 21.2 / Re) where St is the
Strouhal number S=FD/U [7]. The second and third pictures in figure 6 show the vortex
shedding from a cylinder with a rotational degree of freedom. For the cases I=0.333 combined
with k=0.05 and k=0.365, the frequencies of vortex shedding become f=0.0625 and f=0.167
respectively. In figure 7, the effect of rotational d.o.f was compared with the stationary
cylinder. Etienne and Fontaine [5] observed that the introduction of a rotational degree of
freedom causes a reduction in the vortex-induced vibration in the transverse direction with the
flow [5]. It implies that we should expect a lower lift when we have a rotational d.o.f. in
combination with spatial degrees of freedom. In the absence of a spatial degree of freedom,
our results show a completely different behaviour and predict a significant increase in
unsteady lift forces acting on the cylinder due to the Magnus effect.

Figure 7- lift for three cases. first case : stationary cylinder, second case: Rotational d.o.f I=0.333 and K=0.05,
third case: Rotational degree of freedom I=0.333, K=0.365

4.

Conclusion

The introduction of a rotational degree of freedom which allows the cylinder to rotate about
its axis, has a significant effect on the pattern of vortex shedding at low Reynolds numbers. In
all cases considered, the vortex shedding locks-in to the natural frequency of the
inertial/spring system. Compared to the baseline simulation of flow around a stationary
cylinder, the addition of a rotational degree of freedom to the cylinder was observed to
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significantly increase unsteady lift forces because of the Magnus effect, while also the drag
forces were not diminished.. In the near future, we aim to complete the present parametric
study of the effects of inertia/spring stiffness on the flow pattern and the lift and drag forces.
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Abstract. The ability to model explosively formed shock waves propagating through a
structure is of particular interest to engineers concerned with structural responses to blasts.
Accurate peak pressure and impulse values are critical to understanding blast loads on
structures and predicting the resulting structural behavior, but are sometimes difficult to
determine analytically. Experiments are necessary to determine the true structural response,
but the experiments alone may not identify all the details involved in an explosive event that
may be important for design purposes. When tied to experiments, computational modeling of
explosive events can be an invaluable tool for an engineer. The most difficult part of modeling
structural response to a close-in explosive event is capturing the fluid-structure interaction of
the resulting flow of the detonation products. In this paper, we compare the results of
numerical simulations of an explosive experimental event in an enclosed structure, or “attic
space”, using two different computational codes, CTH and DYSMAS. Both adequately model
the explosive event in attic space when compared to the experiment. We also compare the two
codes’ ability to produce explosive-induced pressure-time histories in the free field. The
advantage of using a coupled code like DYSMAS is that structural response can be more
accurately captured than by using a hydrocode like CTH alone. The differences between the
two codes’ ability to model the event are analyzed and described as well as a general
description of the shock wave propagation in the attic space.
1 INTRODUCTION
Designing enclosed structures to withstand explosively-generated shock waves presents
many difficulties for the military structural engineer. The original studies on confined blast
started in World War II, but the first useful study published was that of Weibull [1] in 1968
that correlated peak quasi-static pressure versus the charge weight for a series of TNT charges
detonated within a vented enclosure. Since then numerous studies were conducted to
understand confined blast on structures [2-6]. Some recent studies [7-8] have numerically
modeled confined explosive events for understanding the structural loading and mitigation
techniques.
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An engineer needs to know the blast pressure-time history, or as a minimum the pressures
and impulses a structure will need to withstand, in order to produce an adequate design.
Analytical methods work for simple structures; but in complicated structural configurations, it
can be difficult or impossible to predict localized loading throughout the structure. With
experimental validation, computational models have the ability to aid the engineer in
understanding explosively-generated loads on a complicated structure. Many different tools
exist such as LS-DYNA, AUTODYN, ABAQUS, and others, but for this study CTH and
DYSMAS were used to perform simulations on a structure undergoing close-in airblast. CTH,
an advanced Eulerian hydrocode developed by Sandia National Laboratories for the purpose
of modeling materials under large deformations, was used for analysis of shock propagation
through the structure [9]. In contrast to CTH, DYSMAS is a coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian
code that allows the fluid and the structure to be modeled separately. DYSMAS was
originally developed by the United States Navy for modeling under water explosions on
structures [10-11]. This study performed simulations on an enclosed structure using CTH and
DYSMAS and compared the results to experimental data. Simple free field calculations in
open air were performed to compare CTH’s and DYSMAS’s ability to propagate airblast.
This paper shows the merits of using a coupled fluid-structure code like DYSMAS for this
type of scenario.
2 MODEL SETUP
2.1 Experimental setup
Figure 1 shows the experimental scale model of the structure investigated in this study.
The structure consisted of a roof deck suspended 0.188 m above a ceiling deck, forming an
attic space between. The structural members (frames and purlins) were simple rectangular
cross sections. A mild steel was used in order to produce a near non-responding reaction
structure in which to measure the pressure wave as it propagated and reflected through the
attic space. The final dimensions of the structure measured 2.3 m in width, 0.91 m high at the
ridgeline, and 2.5 m in length. A 0.17 m circular hole was cut (shown in Figure 1) in the
upper roof to simulate the breeched area in the roof and to remove the complexity of having to
model the effects of breaching on the blast propagation into the attic space, and a spherical
RDX-based explosive was placed just above the center of the hole and flush with the roof
line. The amount of explosive used in this study was 36.45 g.

Figure 1: Elevation and plan view of experimental structure.
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The pressure-time histories were measured by pressure gages on the top of the ceiling deck
as shown in Figure 2. The only pressure gage that will be discussed in this study is gage 12
which is located on top of the ceiling deck in the center of the structure, as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2 also shows the charge location relative to gage 12.

Roof Deck

Explosive

Ceiling Deck

Figure 2: Plan and elevation views of gage layout. The large orange circle represents explosive location. The
gage under consideration is in the center of the structure on top of the ceiling deck (large red dot). Note the
simulation setup is mirror image of this gage layout.

2.2 CTH model
The CTH model incorporated a simplified upper portion of the experimental structure
discussed in section 2.1. Figure 3 displays a three-dimensional view of the CTH model setup
with the hole and the spherical charge clearly shown. The Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) equationof-state (EOS) was used to model the charge, and the structure’s material used a SESAME
tabulated EOS with a simple elastic-plastic von mises yield model for mild steel. The JWL
EOS parameters are listed in Table 1. Air was also included using the SESAME tabulated
EOS in CTH in order to properly propagate the pressure wave through the structure. The total
size of the CTH model was identical to that of the experimental structure discussed in section
2.1. The domain size was limited to 750 x 750 x 200 cells, or 3.75 m x 3.75 m x 1.0 m. The
sides and top boundary conditions were transmitting boundaries while the bottom boundary
was a wall condition. A mesh sensitivity study was conducted to determine an adequate mesh
size for accuracy and computational efficiency. The study determined that a uniform mesh
with a cell size of 0.005 m for a total of 112.5 million cells over the domain fulfilled the
balance between accuracy and efficiency. Stationary tracer particles were placed in the same
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gage locations as those in the experimental model shown in Figure 2. The simulation was
conducted in two phases. First, a one-dimensional simulation propagated the initial pressure
wave up until the time just before it would impinge on the structure. Secondly, the onedimensional results were rezoned and placed into the three-dimensional domain and the
simulated propagation was allowed to continue. Stationary tracer particles at corresponding
gage locations recorded the pressure-time histories throughout the simulation.

Figure 3: Simplified simulation of the attic space structure. Note the location of the charge above the hole.
Table 1: JWL parameters used for modeling the explosive.
Constant
Density (g/cm3)
AG (MPa)
BG (MPa)
Omega
R1
R2

Value
1.601
6.0977 × 105
1.295 × 104
0.25
4.5
1.4

2.3 DYSMAS model
The DYSMAS model included the same simplified attic space as the CTH model. The
main difference between the CTH model and the DYSMAS model was the DYSMAS model
had the solid and fluid parts separated. The fluid part, or Eulerian domain, was where the air
and the explosive detonation products were modeled. The size of the Eulerian domain was
identical in size to the CTH model described in section 2.2. The domain boundaries were
identical to the CTH simulation. Air was modeled using a gamma law EOS, and the explosive
was modeled with the JWL parameters in Table 1. The solid part, or Lagrangian structure,
was modeled using a near uniform finite element mesh. Figure 4 displays the mesh which
consisted of about 30,000 shell elements with each element having an average side length of
0.02 m and a shell thickness of 0.0127 m. The same material model for mild steel was used
for the structure. The Lagrangian structure was then placed in the Eulerian domain in the
same configuration as the CTH model. DYSMAS requires the elements that were in contact
with the fluid domain must be specified as a wetted element. This specification of wetted
elements allows DYSMAS to handle the coupled fluid-structure interaction when a pressure
wave and/or detonation products impinges on a structure. Just like the CTH calculation a onedimensional Eulerian simulation was performed for the initial expansion of the pressure wave
and detonation products and then was rezoned into the three-dimensional Eulerian domain.
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The simulation was then allowed to continue to completion. Stationary tracer particles at
analogous CTH locations were placed in the Eulerian DYSMAS domain. An added benefit to
DYSMAS was an element’s history near a pressure gage location could also be recorded to
measure exactly what pressure loads the structure endured.

Figure 4: Lagrangian mesh used for the DYSMAS calculation.

2.4 Free field model
Simple free field simulations were conducted in both CTH and DYSMAS in order to
compare the propagation of a pressure wave through air. This was to ensure they could be
compared directly. The two-dimensional axisymmetric domain consisted of a 1.0 m x 2.0 m
size with the explosive at the center. The same explosive weight was used (36.45 g) in the free
field simulations as the previously described CTH and DYSMAS calculations. The uniform
cell size was identical to the CTH and DYSMAS calculations (0.005 m) and used the same
rezoning technique. The rezoning in the free field case was done from a one-dimensional
domain to a two-dimensional domain. A single stationary tracer particle was placed 0.5 m
away from the explosive’s center and recorded the pressure-time history.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Free field results
The free field simulations compared adequately between CTH and DYSMAS for this
scenario. Figure 5 shows the pressure-time history at the tracer particle for both CTH and
DYSMAS. The arrival times were comparable with CTH arriving slightly earlier and the CTH
peak pressure was also slightly smaller in magnitude. These differences were expected
because CTH and DYSMAS used a different EOS for air. The SESAME tabulated EOS used
by CTH is more realistic (i.e., more physics included) than the gamma law, but for the
purposes of this study the similarity between the results was satisfactory.
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0.4
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Pressure (MPa)
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Figure 5: Free field pressure-time histories for CTH and DYSMAS located 0.5 m away from charge center.

Figure 6 shows the pressure field contours for the CTH and DYSMAS free field
simulations at time 1.0 msec. The pressure contours were near identical in size and shape.
CTH included more fluctuations in pressure due to the presence of more Richtmyer-Meshkov
instabilities between the detonation products and the air. The DYSMAS simulation did have
some of the instabilities, but not as many as CTH. The second pressure wave was produced by
the creation of a low pressure void in the expanding detonation products that eventually
collapsed the detonation products inward. The collapse then rebounds to produce the small
pressure peak shown in Figure 5 around 1.2 msec. When the second pressure wave passes
through the instabilities, the resultant pressure field has a non uniform look as shown in
Figure 6a. The DYSMAS detonation products did not have as many instabilities, so the
second pressure wave had a near circular shape. The differences between the two simulations
were minimal which gave confidence that comparing the loading on the structure would be
valid.
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Figure 6: Free field pressure contours at time 1.0 msec for a) CTH and b) DYSMAS.

3.2 CTH and DYSMAS results
The overall response of the simplified CTH and DYSMAS simulations was adequate
when compared to the experimental data. There were some differences noted in the initial
peak pressures and subsequently the impulse on the structure. Figure 7 shows the detonation
products at time equals 2.0 msec. The simulations have similar shapes but have some distinct
differences. The overall expanse in the detonation products were the same size but interacted
differently on the structure’s surface. The detonation products in the CTH calculation tended
to adhere to the structure’s surface more than the DYSMAS calculation. The DYSMAS
detonation products slid fairly well compared to CTH along the roof’s surface, as shown in
Figure 7b. Inside of the attic space the same adhering happened in CTH, and the detonation
products did not get pushed by the sidewall reflected pressure wave as much as the DYSMAS
calculation.

Figure 7: Detonation products at time 2.0 msec for a) CTH and b) DYSMAS.
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The pressure field contours at time equals 1.15 msec for the CTH and DYSMAS
calculations are shown in Figure 8 for a cross section in the center of the structure. The
pressure wave on the top of the roof surface looked identical in both CTH and DYSMAS
cases. Inside the attic space the pressure waves had similar magnitudes, but the arrival times
of the inner reflected wave were quite different. Some of this was due to the fact that
DYSMAS uses a shell element with an assumed thickness for response purposes which made
the attic space cross section area slightly larger than the CTH case as shown in Figure 8. This
would make the wave reflect quicker in the CTH case.

Figure 8: Pressure contours at time 1.15 msec for a) DYSMAS and b) CTH.

Figure 9 displays the pressure-time histories for CTH, DYSMAS, and the experiment at
gage 12. Both of the CTH and DYSMAS simulations adequately predicted the character of
the pressure-time history of the experiment data. Both the CTH and DYSMAS calculations
look smoother because there were no interior frame or purlin members to cause the complex
reflections observed in the experimental data, as shown in Figure 9. CTH nearly matched the
experimental initial peak pressure at 6.7% higher than the experimental data, while DYSMAS
undershot the peak pressure data by 20%. A large difference between the experimental data
and the models is the presence of a high secondary peak which shows up in the experimental
data at time 2.3 msec and between 2.5 msec and 3.0 msec in CTH and DYSMAS, as shown in
Figure 9. The difference between the models and the experiment is clearly shown when
impulse-time history is plotted as shown in Figure 10. This secondary peak causes the overall
impulse to be much higher in the experimental data, which is the reason the simulations
deviate from the experimental impulse shown in Figure 10. The explanation for this
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difference could be threefold. First the simplified model in this study may not capture a large
reflection off of an interior member that is present in the experimental data. A second
explanation is that afterburning effects were not included in the hydrodynamic simulations
which would account for the extra pressure in the secondary pressure wave shown in Figure 9.
Research has shown afterburning effects in RDX-based explosives can be quite substantial in
any enclosed or semi enclosed environment [8]. A third explanation is the JWL EOS did not
adequately capture shock propagation through preshocked air which implies the second
pressure wave in the simulations did not propagate as quickly as the experimental test. More
research needs to be done in order to quantify this difference for this particular structure.
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Figure 9: Comparison of pressure-time histories at gage 12 for CTH, DYSMAS, and experiment.
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Figure 10: Comparison of impulse-time histories at gage 12 for CTH, DYSMAS, and experiment.
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One of the advantages of using a coupled code like DYSMAS is the ability to extract
relevant data on the structure being loaded from the finite element mesh. Extracting this data
from CTH is impossible due to the fact that the mesh is fixed in space. Figure 11 compares
the experimental data, the data extracted from the Eulerian domain tracer, and the data from
the element closest to the gage location. The structure’s element has about a 12% lower peak
pressure than the Eulerian domain tracer which indicates the structure actually feels less of the
pressure wave than the Eulerian domain tracer reports. The two data points track similar
trends until late time when the structure’s element tracts the increasing pressure trend past 8
msec better than the Eulerian domain tracer. Figure 12 displays the matching trend by the
impulse-time history. The experimental impulse in earlier times, 2-4 msec, is much higher due
to the presence of the larger secondary pressure wave, but the structure’s data tracts the
experimental impulse trend far better than the Eulerian domain tracer. The Eulerian domain
tracer data never turns upward in late times (past 8 msec) like the structure’s element and the
experimental data. This highlights the fact that the structure responds differently than a tracer
in the Eulerian domain reports, which shows the importance of modeling the fluid and the
structure separately.
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Figure 11: Comparison between fluid and structure pressure-time histories at gage 12 for the DYSMAS
calculation.
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Figure 12: Comparison between fluid and structure impulse-time histories at gage 12 for the DYSMAS
calculation.

4

CONCLUSIONS

For the scenario presented in this paper, CTH and DYSMAS both propagated the pressure
wave through the attic space adequately compared to the experimental data. DYSMAS had
the advantage of more accurately modeling the structure’s response to the explosivelygenerated pressure wave. The comparison of the experimental pressure-time history and
impulse-time history results to the simulations allows the design engineer to confidently
design a real responding structure with the simulation data. Now that the simulations had
success matching the experimental data, different loadings could be tested in DYSMAS on
the structure that may be helpful for the design engineer.
This was an initial effort in modeling the attic space that can be extended in complexity in
a few different ways. First, the internal members need to be modeled in order to capture the
complex reflections present in the attic space. Second, the effect of afterburning needs to be
investigated and modeled in order to quantify its effects on the pressure wave and impulse. A
third area of future study is the possible EOS issues in the preshocked attic space. A final area
of study is to use DYSMAS to study the roof breaching effects on the attic space in a full
scale event.
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Abstract. This study is devoted to realize the flight system based on biomimetic mechanisms
by using multidisciplinary numerical simulation that consists of flow simulation, structural
simulation and motion analysis. In this paper, the effective motion is investigated to generate
sufficient force to make a flight. The flow simulation is carried out by finite difference and
finite volume method in overset grid while the structural analysis is conducted by linear
elastic simulation with finite element method. The coupled algorithm is constructed from the
weak coupling with inner iteration. As a result, it was revealed that the fluid force is increased
by the deformation of the object.
1

INTRODUCTION

The motion of the wings is essential to generate lift and thrust together for the flight of
living beings. From the viewpoint of the physics, the phenomenon consists of physics of fluid,
structure and motion so that one-sided study is not sufficient to investigate it precisely.
Therefore, multidisciplinary analysis should be performed to reveal the coupled mechanism
and characteristics. The flight mechanism of living beings has been investigated by
experimental and numerical studies [1,2,3]. Especially, one of insects acting in low Reynolds
number flow may be closer to the swimming in sticky fluid rather than flying in the air. Many
researches are conducted to develop a micro aerial vehicle (MAV) based on the insects
because of the high agility flight. These studies are attractive to realize the absolute flight
envelope including complete vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL). By the way, what is
occurred as the scale becomes larger and the flight speed becomes faster? Obviously, the flow
acting on the wings becomes turbulent as Reynolds number becomes high. In the case of birds,
the frequency of the flapping motion becomes lower and the shape of the wing section
becomes closer to the airfoil with increase of Reynolds number [4,5,6]. It is thought that the
trend is caused from the limitation of the muscle power and the efficiency of the wings for the
forward flight. It is correct that only small birds can achieve VTOL due to the flapping motion
with high frequency.
The objective of this study is to develop a manned aerial vehicle that can realize VTOL
characteristics based on biomimetic flight systems. In this paper, coupled simulation is
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discussed to perform parametric study for investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics.
The coupled simulation consists of incompressible Navier-Stokes simulation and linear elastic
structural analysis. The coupling system is constructed by weak coupling algorithm with inner
iteration. In this paper, low Reynolds number flows are adopted to investigate the validity of
the present solver as a primary stage of this work.
2 NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY
2.1 Numerical method for flow simulation
The flow simulation is carried out by two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations with overset grid composed of boundary-fitted coordinate (BFC) grid and multiblock Cartesian grid. The present Cartesian grid method is called as Building-Cube Method
(BCM) that is used for efficient spatial discretization based on equally-spaced Cartesian grid
[7,8,9,10]. Although one of the most important points in using a Cartesian grid method is
surface approximation of the object, the object is represented by BFC grid to estimate the
fluid force correctly in the present study. Furthermore, the numerical dissipation can be
suppressed owing to the background Cartesian grid. It can be significant to capture the
hysteresis of the present flowfield to estimate the fluid force exactly. Arbitrary Lagrangian
Eulerian (ALE) method is utilized in the BFC grid [11], while Eulerian method is adopted in
the background BCM grid [12]. Overset grid system in the present simulation is shown in Fig.
1. Blue thick lines are boundaries of cubes including same number of meshes.

Fig. 1 Overset grid system of BFC grid and BCM grid

The governing equation in BFC grid is expressed in Eq. (1). The grid velocity term is
appeared in Eq. (1) because of the ALE method.
∇ ⋅u = 0

(1)

∂u
∇p µ
+ {(u − u g )⋅ ∇}u = −
+ ∆u
ρ ρ
∂t

The governing equation is divided into three stages for fractional-step method [13] and
discretized by finite difference method in regular grid arrangement. The convective flux and
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the diffusive flux are approximated by UTOPIA scheme and second-order central difference
scheme, respectively. Temporal velocity field of fractional-step method is solved by CrankNicolson scheme. Poisson equation of the pressure is discretized by second-order central
difference scheme. Both the temporal velocity field and the pressure field are solved by SOR
method. Finally, real velocity field is solved by the correction of the pressure gradient to the
temporal velocity field. These procedures are implemented based on Eq. (2).
µ
u* − u n
+ u n − u ng ⋅ ∇ u * = ∆u *
ρ
∆t

{(

) }

∇ 2 p n+1

ρ

=

(2)

∇ ⋅ u∗
∆t

u n+1 − u*
∇p n+1
=−
∆t
ρ

The governing equation in BCM grid is expressed in Eq. (3). In BCM grid, the equation is
also divided into three stages as same as BFC grid for fractional-step method. The spatial
discretization is implemented by finite volume method in collocated grid arrangement.
∇ ⋅u = 0

(3)

∂u
∇p µ
+ ∇ ⋅ (uu ) = −
+ ∆u
ρ ρ
∂t

The convective flux and diffusive flux in solving the temporal velocity field are
approximated by fully-conservative second-order finite difference scheme and second-order
central difference scheme, respectively. In adaptive refined Cartesian grid method, the
numerical fluxes through the boundary between the different-sized grids may cause critical
numerical instability. In the present method, the convective flux is calculated by using firstorder upwind scheme based on the face flux estimated from Rhie-Chow momentum
interpolation [14] and the average of the volume flux. The procedure is shown in the
schematic as Fig. 2. The cell-averaged volume flux in large grid fL is adopted as fluxes in
fringe cells of the small grid. At the same time, the flux of a large fringe cell is calculated as
(fS1+fS2)/2. The face fluxes for small and large grids are evaluated as (fL+fS1)/2, (fL+fS1)/2 and
{(fS1+fS2)/2+fL}/2 to calculate the convective fluxes. In the case of the face between samesized grids, the convective flux is calculated by fully-conservative second-order central
difference scheme.
In the second stage of fractional-step method, Poisson equation is solved for the pressure
that should be taken care of the treatment since the gradient of the pressure is also used to
evaluate the real velocity field. The right hand side of the Poisson equation is calculated by
the face fluxes based on the arithmetic average of the volume fluxes in usual collocated grid
method. In the present AMR grid system, however, the face fluxes should be continuous
through the different-sized grid face. The process is as same as the one for the estimation of
the convective fluxes. Though the calculation process is so simple, it has much importance to
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perform stable computation with fully-conservative scheme in AMR grid system.
The real velocity field is calculated by the correction using the pressure gradient to the
temporal velocity field in the third stage of fractional-step method. Though the contravariant
flux is also calculated by Rhie-Chow momentum interpolation at the same time, it should be
treated properly at the boundary of different-sized grid. Therefore, the face flux of the large
grid is estimated by the same manner as the RHS of the Poisson equation.

fS1

2

fL
1

1

fL

2
1
2

fS2

1

fL

Fig. 2 Schematic of interpolation of fluxes at different-sized grid boundary

The data exchange process is necessary in overset grid system. In the present study, the
relationship between a donor cell and a child node is constructed with the motion of the BFC
grid repeatedly. Here, the donor cell means data supplier to the child node. The process is
performed with weighted averaged interpolation based on the area-coordinate rule as shown
in Fig. 3 and Eq. (4). Blue lines and nodes belong to BCM grid, while red lines and nodes
belong to BFC grid. A variable of child node VC is interpolated from weighed values by using
the areas of triangles of S12, S23, S34 and S41 of the donor cell. Child nodes of the BFC grid are
the vertices belonging in outermost cells as shown in the left schematic of Fig. 3, while one of
the BCM grid are cell center points surrounded by BFC cells except the outermost nodes as
shown in right schematic of Fig. 3.

N2

N1

N1

S12
S41

S23
N3

S34

N2

N4

S12 S41
S23

S34
N3

Fig. 3 Relationship between BCM donor cell and BFC child node (left)
and BFC donor cell and BCM child node (right)
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VC =

(4)

S 23 S34V1 + S34 S 41V2 + S 41S12V3 + S12 S 23V4
S12 + S 23 + S34 + S 41

2.2 Numerical method for structural analysis
The deformation of the object is solved by two-dimensional finite element method as linear
elastic deformation with triangle elements. Shape function is first-order and the relationship
between stress and strain assumes plane-stress state. The deformation at each timestep is
calculated from the stiffness matrix at initial state without any stress by BiCGstab method. In
this procedure, the phase error can be occurred since the fluid force is estimated around
deformed object. This problem is solved by implementation of inner iteration for the coupling
of the flow analysis and structural analysis as shown in Fig. 4. After the object deformation,
the spatial grid for the flow simulation is deformed as the surface deformation of the object by
using simple algebraic method.
2.3 Numerical method for motion analysis

input parameters and
computational mesh

solve temporal velocity u*

time integration

send u* BCM→BFC

move boundary

send u* BFC→BCM

make overset info

solve flowfield

u* data exchange in BCM
make overset info
solve deformation

maximum
inner iteration
of coupling ?

No

solve u* in BCM
solve u* in BFC
converge ?

Yes

Yes
solve pressure field

end

Fig. 4 Flowchart of the present coupled simulation (left)
and algorithm for solving temporal velocity field (right)
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No

next inner iteration
of temporal velocity u*

next timestep

The motion analysis is carried out to investigate the trajectory and the stability of the flight.
However, fluid-structure coupled simulation is discussed in this paper to find out appropriate
motion to achieve a vertical flight.
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2.4 Algorithm for coupled simulation
As mentioned before, the present coupled simulation is based on fluid-structure simulation
to explore the optimal motion to make a flight. The flowcharts in Fig. 4 show the schematics
of the present coupled algorithm and flow simulation with overset grid method. The coupled
simulation is implemented by weak coupling algorithm with inner iteration. The flow
simulation with overset grid method also includes inner iteration in each stage of fractionalstep method to exchange data through the overlapping boundary. Furthermore, the data
exchange process is basically needed for BCM grid because of the multi-block structure.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, three kinds of flows are discussed. Firstly, validation of the present method is
demonstrated by flow around a circular cylinder. Secondly, flow simulation around translating
circular cylinder is discussed as an example of a flow around moving object. Finally, flow
simulation around translating elastic circular cylinder is investigated by the present coupled
simulation. The diameter of the circular cylinder is 0.10[m]. Freestream velocity of the
validation and the maximum translational velocity are 5.0×10-2[m/s]. In all cases, viscosity of
fluid is assumed as 1.82×10-5[Pa⋅s] so that Reynolds number based on freestream velocity or
maximum translational velocity is around 330.

Fig. 5 Vorticity distribution at Re# 330 close to cylinder (left)
and far from cylinder (right)

3.1 Flow simulation around fixed circular cylinder
The validation of the present overset flow solver is conducted by using fixed BFC grid
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with a circular cylinder at Reynolds number 330. Total numbers of grid points of BFC grid
and BCM grid are 4,530 (=151×30) and 274,432 (=268[cube]×322[cell]), respectively.
Uniform flow is assumed at the inflow boundary while Neumann boundary condition is used
for the outflow velocity. The pressure at inflow and outflow boundaries is also determined by
Neumann boundary condition. At upper and lower boundaries, slip boundary condition is
used for the velocity and Dirichlet boundary condition is used for the pressure.
Figure 5 shows fully developed vorticity fields close to the cylinder and far from the
cylinder. The connectivity of the vorticity through the overlapping boundary between BFC
and BCM grid is sufficiently smooth. The variation of the aerodynamic coefficient is also
comparable to general value. The validity of the present flow solver was confirmed from these
results.
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Fig. 6 Aerodynamic coefficient around circular cylinder at Re# 330

3.2 Flow simulation around translating circular cylinder
Next simulation is carried out to investigate the aerodynamic characteristics around
translating circular cylinder in quiet fluid. Only BFC grid is moved backward and forward
along with x-axis by force in background BCM grid. The translational motion is expressed in
trigonometric function as Eq. (5).
x(t)=Acos(ωt)

(5)

The value x in the equation (5) represents the center of the circular cylinder. The variable A
and ω mean the amplitude of the translation and the angular velocity. The amplitude and the
angular velocity are defined as 0.10[m] and 0.50[rad/s] in the present study. The maximum
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translational velocity Aω is 5.0×10-2[m/s] so that Reynolds number based on the maximum
velocity is around 330.

5.0sec

7.5sec

10.5sec

18.0sec

67.4sec

137.2sec

Fig. 7 Vorticity field around translating circular cylinder
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Fig. 8 Aerodynamic force around translating circular cylinder

Figure 8 shows aerodynamic forces history in that the instantaneous vorticity fields are
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captured as shown in Fig. 7. The green symbols in the graph show the timings of capturing
the flowfield. When the cylinder is accelerated to the right direction at 5.0 sec twin vortices
are grown in the wake of the cylinder. Then, the motion is reversed at 7.5 sec to the left
direction. The maximum drag force is generated just after the timing since the cylinder moves
into the wake made by the previous motion. The twin vortices are left in the wake and it flows
to the right direction due to the self-induced velocity at 10.5 sec. After that, vortex streets are
occurred in both sides at 67.4 sec. After further, the flowfield shows asymmetrical vortex
streets in both sides, gradually. Finally, complete asymmetric vortex streets are produced at
137.2 sec. The phenomenon is corresponded to the lift generation in Fig. 8. Although Karman
vortex street is occurred in this Reynolds number in uniform flow as well known, the present
asymmetric flow induced by the motion is similar phenomenon with Karman vortex street in
self-induced flow.
3.3 Coupled simulation around translating elastic circular cylinder
Finally, the fluid force is investigated around an elastic circular cylinder by coupled
simulation. Flow conditions are same as previous simulation around rigid circular cylinder.
The deformation of the cylinder is solved by 3,000 grid points with 6,000 degrees of freedom
with triangular elements. The computational mesh is shown in Fig. 9. Inner circle drawn in
red line is treated as fixed points by the assumption that hard material core is included in the
structural mesh. Though the shape of element is quadrangle in Fig. 9, it is treated as triangular
element in the analysis. Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio are defined as 4×10-2[Pa] and
0.30 to investigate the affect of the deformation, apparently. The width of the material is
1.0[m]. The deformation is solved as linear elastic problem from the initial state at all times.
Inner iteration is performed twice at each timestep to suppress the phase error from the weak
coupling algorithm.

Mesh for flow simulation

Mesh for structural analysis

Fig. 9 Computational mesh for structural analysis
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18.0sec
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Fig. 10 Vorticity field around translating elastic circular cylinder (up)
and the deformation of the elastic circular cylinder (down)
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Fig. 11 Aerodynamic force around translating elastic circular cylinder
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The visualizations show vorticity fields and the deformation of the cylinder at that time.
The extending deformation is occurred at 18.0 sec due to the catching up of the vortices from
the wake in the deceleration phase. In the significant point, the maximum fluid force is
increased at the peak of drag as shown in Fig. 11. Moreover, the flowfield at 67.4 sec
becomes more asymmetric than the previous result shown in Fig. 7, obviously. The
visualization at 76.4 sec shows large deformation at the timing of the reversing of the motion.
It is considered that the deformation of the cylinder is occurred from the wake-motion
interaction. Furthermore, the passive deformation can be effective to receive (generate) the
fluid force since the maximum drag is observed just after the timing in Fig. 11.
12 CONCLUSIONS
-

-

Fluid-structure coupled solver was developed by using overset grid method based on
BFC grid and BCM grid. The validity of the numerical method was confirmed by the
flow simulation at Reynolds number 330.
The flow around translating circular cylinder was solved at Reynolds number 330
based on maximum translational velocity. As a result of the simulation, twin vortices
in the wake of the motion and vortex streets were observed. Moreover, it was also
observed that the flowfield became asymmetric gradually.
The coupled simulation in same flow condition with the previous one around elastic
circular cylinder was carried out to investigate the effect of the deformation.
Consequently, the fluid force was increased by the effect of the passive deformation
by the wake-motion interaction.
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Abstract. Reliable design of turbomachinery is a complex task. In order to gain overall
efficiency in the machine performance, designers may have to reduce the gap between the
impeller and the diffuser, forcing them to be as closely spaced as possible. In these situations,
there may be a strong interaction between them that influences both the aerodynamics and the
structural performance of blades and vanes. This phenomenon is called rotor-stator interaction
(RSI), and it has a strong influence on the machine behavior. These interactions can have a
significant impact on the vibrational and acoustical characteristics of the machine [1-2].
Sometimes, this interaction has led to blade or vane failure [3].
Unsteadiness and turbulence play a fundamental role in RSI [4-5], and the use of
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is becoming a usual requirement in turbomachinery
design due to the difficulties and elevated cost of the experimentation required to identify RSI
phenomena. Nowadays, a CFD analysis based on Reynolds–averaged Navier–Stokes
equations (RANS) and a coupled eddy viscosity turbulence model (EVM) is commonly
applied in turbomachinery design. Therefore, the choice of an appropriate turbulence model
and the boundary layer treatment is far from trivial, and a suitable turbulence modeling plays
an important role for successful CFD results.
In this work, an entire stage of a diffuser pump was modeled by means of a commercial
CFD code in order to study the pressure fluctuations due to the interaction between the
impeller and the diffuser of the pump. The obtained numerical results were compared against
the experimental results of Tsukamoto et al., [6]. Full RANS equations coupled with several
EVM were solved for a diffuser pump stage in order to establish the most accurate modeling
strategy for a diffuser pump. Boundary layer sensitivity tests were performed, and numerical
discretization influence on results was also tested and established. Frequencies of the pressure
fluctuations in the diffuser passage are also obtained with several EVM and compared against
experimental results.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In turbomachinery design, the Rotor-Stator Interaction (RSI) is an important phenomenon,
with a strong influence on the machine behavior. These interactions can have a significant
impact on the vibrational and acoustical characteristics of the machine [2, 3]. Unsteadiness
and turbulence play a fundamental role in complex flow structure [7, 8], and the use of
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is becoming a usual requirement in design in
turbomachinery due to the difficulties and high cost of the necessary experiments needed to
identify RSI phenomena.
The RSI can be divided into two different mechanisms: potential flow interaction and wake
interaction [1] The nature of the flow due to the wake interaction is unsteady and turbulent
and, in the case of flow in turbomachines, there also appear three-dimensional boundarylayer, curvature and system rotation effects.
Nowadays, a CFD analysis based on Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS)
and a coupled eddy viscosity turbulence model (EVM) is commonly applied in
turbomachinery design. Therefore, the choice of an appropriate turbulence model and the
boundary layer treatment is far from trivial, and a suitable turbulence modeling plays an
important role for successful CFD results [4]
In this work, an entire stage of a diffuser pump was modeled, by means of a commercial
CFD code, in order to study the pressure fluctuations due to the interaction between the
impeller and the diffuser of the pump, and the obtained numerical results were compared
against the experimental results of Tsukamoto et al. [6] Full RANS equations coupled with
several EVM were solved for a diffuser pump stage in order to establish the most accurate
modeling strategy for a diffuser pump. Boundary layer sensitivity tests were performed, and
numerical discretization influence on results was also tested and established.
2 NUMERICAL MODELING
2.1 Geometry and Grid Generation
The modeled test pump was a single-stage diffuser pump with five impeller blades, Ni=5,
eight diffuser vanes, Nv=8, and volute casing (Figure 1). A detailed description of the pump is
given by Tsukamoto et al. [6].
Table 1: Mesh sensitivity test

Mesh
1
2
3
4
5
6

Number of
cells
4,8 x 104
9,7 x 104
3,2 x 105
8,1 x 104
1,4 x 105
3,0 x 105

2
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y+
20-200
20-200
20-200
1-10
1-10
1-10
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A mesh sensitivity test was performed in order to evaluate the independency of the
numerical results from the mesh density. Also, the effect of the boundary layer treatment on
the results was performed. For accomplishing the aforementioned, for 3 different mesh
densities the boundary layer around the blades, vanes and walls was modeled using a wall
function (WF), with a y+ ranging from 20 to 200, and another three mesh densities were tested
using a two layer model (TLM), with a y+ ranging from 1 to 10. For further details on the
meshes used see Table 1.
Figure 1: Geometry and studied point position in the vaned diffuser stage.

2.2 Unsteady Calculations Setup
Two dimensional, unsteady incompressible Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations
were solved by means of the commercial CFD code Ansys Fluent 12.1 [9]. A constant
pressure value was imposed at the fluid inlet and a constant pressure value was imposed at the
pump outlet. A non slip boundary condition was imposed at the runner blades, diffuser vanes
and volute casing wall. A rotational speed of 2066 rpm was imposed to the blade impeller.
One of the goals of this work was to benchmark the ability of different turbulence models
in capturing the pressure fluctuations and the characteristic frequencies in the diffuser
according to the experimental results reported by Tsukamoto et al. [6]. Turbulence models
employed in its work are listed in Table 2.
In order to accomplish the proposed turbulence model performance study, pressure
fluctuations in two points of the vaned diffuser passage, which correspond to the reported
measurement points for the experimental data set, were recorded for every numerical
simulation developed. Location of the monitor points r1c3 and r2c3 can be seen in Figure 1.
The unsteady formulation used was a second-order implicit velocity formulation and a
pressure-based solver was chosen. The SIMPLE pressure-velocity coupling algorithm was
used, and second order scheme discretization was selected for the numerical experiments.
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Table 2: Turbulence models used

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Turbulence model
Spalart – Allmaras
Standard k-
Realizable k-
RNG k-
Standard k-
Shear Stress Transport
(SST) k-
Reynolds Stress Model
(RSM)

Reference
Spalart and Allmaras [10]
Launder and Spalding [11]
Shi et al. [12]
Yakhot and Orszag [13]
Wilcox [14]
Menter[15]
Launder et al. [16]

The maximum number of iterations for each time step was set to 40 in order to reduce all
computed normalized numerical residuals to 1x10-5. The interface between the rotor blade and
the diffuser vane was set to a sliding mesh, in which the relative position between the rotor
and the stator was updated every time step. The adopted computational time step was about
1/360 of the rotor revolution time.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Due to the unsteady nature of the flow, it is required that the whole flow domain is affected
by the unsteady fluctuations. In order to check the aforementioned situation, a flow rate
monitoring was made at the domain outlet. Uniform unsteady flow behavior was reached after
10 revolutions.
3.1 Pressure Fluctuations
For the two monitored points, r1c3 and r2c3, in the diffuser vane the unsteady static
pressure was obtained, in order to determine the effect of the RSI in the diffuser vane. The
results obtained for several turbulence models of the non-dimensional unsteady pressure, ∆Ψ,
are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Results obtained show that the highest pressure value in the diffuser is due to the potential
effect generated by the movement of the rotor vane in front of the diffuser vane. The wakes at
the rotor outlet enter the diffuser and interact with the vanes producing high pressure peaks.
When comparing the numerical results obtained with each one of the turbulence models
tested, it can be observed that there’s no significant difference in the results of pressure
fluctuation. Only the Standard k-ω turbulence model diverge from others turbulence models
results and experimental results.
When analyzing the effect of the boundary layer treatment on the results, it can be
observed that WF are able to accurately reproduce the pressure fluctuations due to RSI, while
a TLM does not lead to an improve of the results, even when using a turbulence model that
takes into account the boundary layer transition from laminar to turbulent flow, as the
Standard k-ω or the SST k-ω.
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A detailed analysis of the obtained results allow to notice that using a WF, the SpalartAllmaras, Realizable k-ε and SST k-ω turbulence models show the best fitting for the
experimental pressure fluctuations (Figure 4).
When a TLM is used as near-wall treatment, the best fitting obtained for pressure
fluctuation correspond also to Spalart-Allmaras, Realizable k-ε and SST k-ω turbulence
models.
Previous studies carried out by our research group [4] showed that the SST k-ω turbulence
model presented a good performance when determining the velocities in the boundary layer
and the wake vortex shedding when studying flow around an isolated foil, and also a low
computational cost if compared with more accurate (but more resource-consuming)
turbulence models as RSM or Large Eddy Simulation (LES).
Figure 2: Computed non dimensional unsteady pressure, ∆Ψ, at point r1c3. Boundary layer treatment: left, wall
functions; right, two layer model.

Figure 3: Computed non dimensional unsteady pressure, ∆Ψ, at point r2c3. Boundary layer treatment: left, wall
functions; right, two layer model
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Figure 4: Computed non dimensional unsteady pressure, ∆Ψ. Wall function boundary layer treatment: left, point
r1c3; right, point r2c3.

Table 3: Pressure fluctuations in frequency domain

a
b
c
d
e-f
g-h
i

Frequencies
Experimental
Turbulence
Pressure
model
Point
Spalartr1c3
Allmaras
r2c3
Standard k-ε
r1c3
r2c3
Realizable k-ε
r1c3
r2c3
RNG
r1c3
k-ε
r2c3
Standard k-ω
r1c3
r2c3
SST k-ω
r1c3
r2c3
RSM
r1c3
r2c3

1ZiN
172

2ZiN
344

3ZiN
517

4ZiN
689

5ZiN
861

171
171
171
171
171
172
171
171
171
171
171
172
172

343
343
346
346
343
343
343
343
345
343
343
343

518
518
517
517
518
518
517
517
516
516
515
517
517

689
689
689
689
689
689
689
689
688
689
689
689
689

861
861
860
860
861
861
861
861
862
861
862
862
861
861

3.1 Frequencies
In order to capture the RSI effects, the relationship between the pressure fluctuations and
the movement of the rotor vanes in front of the diffuser vanes was determined. Using a
Fourier transform, the characteristic frequencies of the pressure fluctuations have been
obtained at points r1c3 and r2c3, resulting that the pressure fluctuates with the impeller blade
passing frequency ZiN and its higher harmonics. Table 3 shows the obtained frequencies with
different turbulence models and the experimental results. It can be noticed that the k-ω family
turbulence models are not able to capture the representative frequencies while all the other
models benchmarked accurately capture the characteristic frequencies of the phenomena.
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Figure 5: Spalart-Almaras model. Left: calculated unsteady pressure at point r1c3; right: frequency domain.

Figure 6: Realizable k-ε model. Left: calculated unsteady pressure at point r1c3; right: frequency domain.

Figure 7: SST k-ω model. Left: calculated unsteady pressure at point r1c3; right: frequency domain.
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Figures 5, 6 and 7 show in detail the pressure fluctuations at point r1c3 and its
correspondent ZiN frequencies (after treating the obtained pressure data with a Fourier
transform) for 3 different turbulence models: Spalart-Allmaras, Realizable k-ε and SST k-ω.
For the Spalart-Allmaras and Realizable k-ε turbulence model (Figures 5 and 6), it can be
noticed that for 1 revolution of the rotor, the pressure fluctuation generated by the movement
of the rotor vanes follows a periodic pattern, and the frequency domain accurately registers
the data of the impeller blade passing frequency ZiN.
For the SST k-ω turbulence model (Figure 7), pressure fluctuation show different values
along 1 revolution of the rotor for each passing of the impeller blade in front of the diffuser
vanes, showing also a cyclic pattern after each revolution. The presence of all this ‘noise’ in
the numerical results obtained makes it difficult to determine the impeller blade passing
frequency ZiN, as it translates into non-physical peaks in the frequency domain. This behavior
pattern was also noticed for the Standard k-ω turbulence model.
4 CONCLUSIONS
A 2-D CFD has been applied to the study of RSI in the vaned diffuser of pump. Reynoldsaveraged Navier-Stokes equations with several turbulence models were tested in order to
check their capability to capture RSI phenomena in the pump. Models tested showed good
results of pressure fluctuation in the vaned diffuser when comparing against experimental
results, except the Standard k-ω model.
A detailed analysis of the obtained results allow to notice that the Spalart-Allmaras,
Realizable k-ε and SST k-ω turbulence models show the best fitting for the experimental
pressure fluctuations
When analyzing the effect of the boundary layer treatment on the results, it can be
observed that WF are able to accurately reproduce the pressure fluctuations due to RSI, while
a TLM does not lead to an improve of the results, even when using a turbulence model that
takes into account the boundary layer transition from laminar to turbulent flow, as the
Standard k-ω or the SST k-ω.
The relationship between the pressure fluctuations and the movement of the rotor vanes in
front of the diffuser vanes was determined. The characteristic frequencies of the pressure
fluctuations were obtained, resulting that the pressure fluctuates with the impeller blade
passing frequency ZiN and its higher harmonics. It was noticed that the k-ω family turbulence
models were not able to capture the representative frequencies while all the other turbulence
models benchmarked accurately captured the characteristic frequencies of the phenomena.
All the turbulence models tested shoed a periodic pattern in the pressure fluctuation in
which each cycle is produced by the movement of a rotor blade in front of a diffuser vane,
except for the k-ω turbulence models family. For these models, pressure fluctuations value
was different for each pass of an impeller blade in front of a diffuser blade, but the overall
behavior for 1 revolution of the impeller followed a regular pattern.
Spalart-Allmaras and Realizable k-ε turbulence models show the most accurate results of
the benchmarked models, making them a suitable option for CFD modeling of RSI in
turbomachinery. It is important to remark that Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model has a
smaller computational cost, as it is a 1-equation model.
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Previous work of our research group showed that SST k-ω turbulence models was a good
choice for estimating boundary layer velocities and wake vortex shedding around isolated
foils, but results obtained in present work show that when RSI potential effect is present, the
numerical response of the model generates background noise in the results, making it difficult
to clearly differentiate the characteristic frequencies of the phenomena..
In order to obtain a better understanding of the RSI phenomena it would be necessary to
determine the influence of the discretization schemes, the time step value. These numerical
studies are to be performed in the near future.
5 NOMENCLATURE

ψ = instantaneous pressure coefficient = ( p  Ps ) / U 22 / 2 
Δψ = non-dimensional unsteady pressure = ~
p * / U 22 / 2
p
p = instantaneous static pressure = p  ~





p = time average p
~
p = unsteady component of p
p* = relative pressure = p-Ps
Ps = total pressure at pump suction port
U2 = peripheral speed of impeller =  D2 N
N = rotational speed
ρ = density
t* = non-dimensional time = t/Ti
t = time
Ti = time required to traverse one pitch of impeller blade =1 /( N Z i )
r = radius
c = symbol of pressure traverse line
Z = number of blades
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Abstract. Even though turbulence is a tri-dimensional phenomenon, two-dimensional
flows at high Reynolds numbers Re give some clues of transition to real turbulence, mainly
through the vorticity. This transition is shown here with flows that are obtained computationally from the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations in stream function and vorticity
variables on the well known un-regularized driven cavity problem. The work covers the
range of 5000 ≤ Re ≤ 31000; the results are obtained with a numerical scheme based on a
fixed point iterative process applied to the elliptic nonlinear system that results after time
discretization, it was reported in [1] for lower Re; it started since WCCM V, 2002, [2]-[3],
and we are still working on it. The scheme has the ability to start from rest, initially,
regardless of Re and has shown to be robust enough to handle high Reynolds numbers,
which is not an easy task to deal with.

1

INTRODUCTION

The main goal of this paper is to present numerical results for high Reynolds numbers in
the range of 5000 ≤ Re ≤ 31000. Actually, in [2] the range 10000 ≤ Re ≤ 20000 is covered,
in [3], with primitive variables, the range 25000 ≤ Re ≤ 40000, and in [1] the range
400 ≤ Re ≤ 5000 to capture the steady state flow and the range 10000 ≤ Re ≤ 20000
for time-dependent flows; all the cases of time-dependent flows at high Reynolds numbers
are displayed at bigger times than the one considered here as well as on different meshes.
The results are obtained using a simple numerical scheme for the unsteady Navier-Stokes
equations in stream function and vorticity variables. They give us some clues of transition
1
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to real tri-dimensional turbulence, based on the fact that the Navier-Stokes equations is
one of the three classical approaches to turbulence; the other two being: the dynamical
systems approach and the conventional statical theory of turbulence, [4]. The numerical
scheme is based mainly on a fixed point iterative process applied to the steady subproblem
that results after a convenient time discretization is applied, [1].
At moderate Reynolds numbers, say for instance Re ≤ 7500, the flow approaches to
an asymptotic steady state as t tends to ∞. For higher Reynolds numbers, like the
ones reported here, as time elapses the flow does not seem to be ”stationed” somewhere,
indicating that the solution is time-dependent.
The flows are obtained from the well known un-regularized driven (or lid-driven) cavity
problem which originates recirculation phenomena due to the nonzero velocity boundary
condition on the top wall: the recirculation is originated by the fluid flow coming from
the upstream top corner, and then hitting the downstream top corner.
To get the results, unlike in [3] where very coarse meshes are used since an up-winding
effect is considered, here no stabilization process is used; then the meshes in this work
1
follow the size dictated by the thickness of the boundary layer (of order of Re− 2 ) and no
refining on the mesh is required near the boundary. The results clearly show that as the
Reynolds number increases the mesh has to be refined and this in turn leads to decrease the
time step: numerically, by stability matters and physically, to capture the fast dynamics
of the flow. We have already pointed out in earlier works that to get the right vorticity
contours, say the ones given by the values in [5], which are supposed to be correct is more
difficult than to get the right streamlines of the stream function; this the reason that some
published works do no report the iso-vorticity contours, at best due to oscillations on the
top right corner of the cavity for insufficient mesh refining, [6]; for instance, the result in
1
[7] for Re = 10000, with a mesh 128
, shows a reasonable streamlines but awful iso-vorticity
contours, due to high oscillations, (not reported by them but computed by us using the
same mesh and agreing with them with the streamlines flow). Actually, concerning the
mesh size for our results we have chosen, at this stage, the one for which such oscillations
are reduced to a minimum, smaller than the ones in [6].
Last but not least, as it will be seen in the Numerical Results section, from some
Reynolds number on the iso-vorticity contours resemble the bi-dimensional view we see
in the real 3D hurricane pictures, close to the hurricane’s eye; it may be due to the
recirculation that is originated by the fast fluid water flow hitting the big waves, thermal
effects; and high wind velocities interacting with the ocean nonlinearly, and viceversa, [8].
2

THE CONTINUOUS PROBLEM AND THE NUMERICAL METHOD

Let Ω ⊂ RN (N=2,3) be the region of the flow of a viscous incompressible fluid, and
Γ its boundary. It is well known that this kind of unsteady flow is governed by the
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non-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations given by

1
∆u + ∇p + (u · ∇)u = f in Ω, t > 0,
ut − Re
∇·u
= 0 in Ω, t > 0,

(a)
(1)
(b)

where u, and p are the velocity and pressure of the flow, respectively. The parameter
Re is the Reynolds number. The momentum equation (1a) must be supplemented with
appropriate initial condition and boundary
condition, for instance u(x, 0) = u0 (x) in Ω

(∇ · u0 = 0) and u = f1 on Γ, t ≥ 0 ( f1 · ndΓ = 0) respectively.
Restricting the domain for equations (1a) − (1b) to the two dimensional case, taking
the curl on both sides of (1a) and taking into account the relations
u1 =

∂ψ
∂y

,

u2 = − ∂ψ
,
∂x

(2)

which follow from (1b), with ψ the stream function, and (u1 , u2) = u; the component in
the direction of k gives the scalar system

= −ω
(a)
∇2 ψ
(3)
2
(b)
ωt − ν∇ ω + u · ∇ω = 0
1
has been replaced by the viscosity parameter ν, and ω is the vorticity, which
where Re
from ωk = ∇ × u = −∇2 ψk, is given by

ω=

∂u2
∂x

−

∂u1
∂y

(4)

System (3) is the Navier-Stokes equations in stream function-vorticity variables associated with the one in primitive variables (1), considering the external force given by f = 0.
It should be noted that because of the relations (2) the incompressibility condition (1b)
is automatically satisfied in Ω, an advantage against the disadvantage that no boundary condition is given for the vorticity. Actually in [9], a procedure is given to get the
boundary condition for ω in general domains.
For two dimensional rectangular domains, equations (3) are set in the domain Ω =
(0, a) × (0, b); with a, b > 0. The motion boundary condition in terms of the primitive
variable u is defined by u = (1, 0) at the moving boundary (the top one y = b) and
u = (0, 0) elsewhere.
A translation of the boundary condition in terms of the velocity primitive variable u
to the ψ − ω variables has to be performed. Following [1], ψ is a constant function on
solid and fixed walls; at the moving wall y = b, a constant function for ψ is also obtained,
then ψ = 0 is chosen in Γ. By Taylor expansion of (3a) on the boundary, with hx and hy
the space steps, one obtains
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ω(0, y, t) = − 2h12 [8ψ(hx , y, t) − ψ(2hx , y, t)] + O(h2x )


x

 ω(a, y, t) = − 12 [8ψ(a − hx , y, t) − ψ(a − 2hx , y, t)] + O(h2 )
x
2hx
(5)
1
2
ω(x,
0,
t)
=
−
[8ψ(x,
h
,
t)
−
ψ(x,
2h
,
t)]
+
O(h
)

y
y
y
2h2y


 ω(x, b, t) = − 1 [8ψ(x, b − h , t) − ψ(x, b − 2h , t)] − 3 + O(h2 ).
y
y
y
2h2
hy
y

About time discretization, the time derivative ωt is approximated by the second-order
scheme
ft (x, (n + 1)∆t) ≈

3f n+1 −4f n +f n−1
,
2∆t

(6)

where n ≥ 1, x ǫ Ω, ∆t > 0 the time step.
Then, at each time level the following nonlinear elliptic system is obtained
�

∇2 ψ = −ω, ψ|Γ = 0;
αω − ν∇2 ω + u · ∇ω = fω ,
n

ω|Γ = ωbc ,

(a)
(7)
(b)

n−1

3
−ω
and fω = 4ω 2∆t
. To obtain (ψ 1 , ω 1 ), any second order strategy using a
where α = 2∆t
combination of one step can be applied and systems of the form (7) are also obtained.
Taking into account that the elliptic system (7) in addition to be nonlinear is of nonpotential (or transport) type, a fixed point iterative process is used to solve it. A distinctive aspect here is that the iterative process is extended until the boundary to handle the
ω boundary conditions given implicitly by unknown interior values of ψ.
Denoting

Rω (ω, ψ) ≡ αω − ν∇2 ω + u · ∇ω − fω in Ω ,
system (7) is equivalent to
�

= −ω in Ω , ψ = 0 on Γ
∇2 ψ
(8)
Rω (ω, ψ) = 0 in Ω ω|Γ = ωbc

Then, (8) is solved at time level (n+1), by the fixed point iterative process:
Given ω 0 and θ0 solve until convergence in ω and θ
 2 m+1
∇ψ
= −ω m in Ω ,


 m+1
= 0 on Γ
ψ
(9)
m+1
ω
=
ω m − ρω (αI − ν∇2 )−1 Rω (ω m , ψ m+1 ) in Ω ,


 m+1
m+1
ω
= ωbc
on Γ , ρω > 0 ;

and then, take (ω n+1 , ψ n+1, θn+1 ) = (ω m+1 , ψ m+1 , θm+1 ).
4
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Finally, system (9), with the corresponding ω 0 , is equivalent to
 2 m+1
= −ω m in Ω,
∇ψ


 m+1
ψ
= 0 on Γ
(10)
(αI − ν∇2 )ω m+1 = (αI − ν∇2 )ω m − ρω Rω (ω m , ψ m+1 ) in Ω,


 m+1
m+1
ω
= ωbc
on Γ, ρω > 0.

Two uncoupled elliptic linear problems associated with the operators −∆, αI − ν∆
have to be solved. Therefore, the solution of the original system, at each iteration of each
time level, leads to the solution of standard symmetric linear elliptic operators.
It is well known that for the space discretization of problems like (10), either finite
differences or finite elements may be used, as far as rectangular domains are concerned;
it is also known that in either case very efficient solvers exist. For the specific results
in this work, the second order approximation of the Fishpack solver [10] has been used,
where the linear systems are solved through an efficient cyclic reduction iterative method;
then, such second order approximation in space, combined with the second order one for
vorticity boundary conditions and the second order approximation in time (6) imply that
the whole approximate problem is second order.
3

Numerical Experiments.

The experiments take place on the well known un-regularized driven cavity problem.
Then, the problem is set in the region Ω = (0, 1) × (0, 1), with boundary given by the
four walls of the cavity; the top one is moving with a nonzero velocity given by (1, 0)
and the other are solid and fixed, the velocity (by viscocity) is given by (0,0). The range
that is considered for the Reynolds numbers is 5000 ≤ Re ≤ 31000. The results are
reported through the iso-vorticity contours; the size mesh and the time step are denoted
respectively by h and ∆t, and they will be specified by each case under study. All the
flows that are reported are flows at time t = 5.
A) Figures 1, 2, and 3 picture the iso-vorticity contours for Re = 5000, 10000, and
20000 with mesh size given by h = 1/256, 3/384, and 1/640 respectively, and time step
given by ∆t = 0.0025 for all of them. B) Figures 4, 5 and 7 display the iso-vorticity
contours for Re = 25000, 30000 and 31000, with mesh size h = 1/768 for the first
two, 1/512 for third one, and time step given by ∆t = 0.00025 for all of them. C) In
connection with the flow that is showed in Figure 5, Figure 6 displays the profile for the
vorticity along the line y = x which clearly shows that the great variation, positive and
negative, occurs close to the top right corner which is in concordance with what Figure
5 shows. Actually, for Re = 30000 in Figure 5 we are talking about the Max/min values
for the vorticity are given by Max/min=2.845 × 103 /−2.1812 × 103 and they occur at
(x, y) = (0.999, 1)/(x, y) = (0.999, 0.00195).
Some discussion follows: 1) It is known that the flow for Re = 5000, Figure 1 in A),
arrives at a steady state, we have reported this in earlier works as a validation matter. It
is displayed here just to compare it, at the same time t = 5, with the others which are
5
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supposed to be time-dependent flows (they do not arrive at some steady state); this flow
at this short time shows that the vorticity goes to accumulate around the walls in some
uniform manner. As Re increases, Figures 2 and 3 in A), the vorticty tends to spread
in all the cavity and the uniform manner tends to disappear, Figure 3. 2) Surprisingly,
from Re = 25000, Figure 4, the structure changes drastically, a ”turbulent” part appears;
then, the end of the ”turbulent” part tends to go down as long as Re increases; Figures
5 and 6; which is a consequence that the fluid motion is faster. In this connection, the
flow for Re = 31000 in Figure 7, with mesh size coarser than the one in Figure 5, shows
a bigger oscillation in the top right corner; nevertheless, it is not a significant one since
it shows that the ”turbulent” end is below the previous one for Re = 30000 in Figure 5.
3) Outside the ”turbulent” part in pictures 4, 5, and 7, the vorticity is zero which could
be in disagreement with the position Max/min given just above but it is not: it can be
verified, for instance with the corresponding 3D vorticity picture, that close to the bottom
left corner there appear the lowest values but they are so few that the plotter does not
take care of them in Figure 6.
4

Conclusions

We have presented fluid flows at high Reynolds numbers using the Navier-Stokes equations approach to two-dimensional turbulence through the vorticity which is caused by
recirculation in driven cavity problem, solving the stream function-vorticity formulation
through a simple numerical scheme. For the range of Reynolds numbers considered
5000 ≤ Re ≤ 31000, our results, at the fixed time t = 5, distingue three stages of
Reynolds number sizes: a low one that is supposed to reach its steady state; two which
are supposed to be time-dependent flows; and four for which a ”turbulent” part appears
close to the downstream top corner. Preliminary calculations for higher Reynolds numbers, Re ≥ 40000, with finer mesh than 1/768 and ∆t smaller than 0.00025, show that the
”turbulent” part fills more the cavity downwards, and more at a bigger time than t = 5.
These results will be reported elsewhere. It must be taken into consideration that these
kind of two-dimensional fluid flow views, mainly for Re ≥ 25000, are nowhere realised
in nature or the laboratory but only in computer simulations, [11]; however, as we have
been already pointed out in the Introduction, for this specific recirculation problem these
views have to do, at least qualitatively, with the hurricanes phenomenon.
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Figure 1: Vorticity: Re = 5000, h = 1/256, dt = 0.0025; t = 5
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Figure 2: Vorticity: Re = 10000, h = 1/384, dt = 0.0025; t = 5
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Figure 3: Vorticity: Re = 20000, h = 1/640, dt = 0.0025; t = 5
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Figure 4: Vorticity: Re = 25000, h = 1/768, dt = 0.00025; t = 5
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Figure 5: Vorticity: Re = 30000, h = 1/768, dt = 0.00025; t = 5
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Figure 6: Vorticity: Re = 31000, h = 1/512, dt = 0.00025; t = 5
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Figure 7: Vorticity profile along y = x for Re = 30000: h = 1/768, dt = 0.00025; t = 5
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Abstract. The present paper deals with the numerical study of vortex-induced vibrations (VIV)
of an elastically mounted cylinder in a cross ﬂow with uniform inﬂow. It is well known that,
in the case of low mass-damping, three distinct types of transverse amplitude response can be
observed depending on the range of the reduced velocity. However, the accurate numerical simulation of the VIV amplitudes at the lock-in upper branch remains a great challenge. Moreover,
few studies deal with the investigation of the hysteretic loop due to the jump between the initial
excitation branch and the upper branch.
Here, we propose to compute the transverse motion of the structure at a Reynolds number
equal to 3900 Large Eddy Simulation. The Navier-Stokes equations are solved on a moving
and deforming grid by means of an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) co-located ﬁnite volume method for unstructured meshes. An iterative algorithm is used at each time step based on
Newton’s or ﬁxed point method. This algorithm uses convergent explicit predictions of the coupled ﬂuid structure system and sub-cycling is involved to get convergence towards the implicit
solution of the fully coupled system. A criterion based on the structure velocity is used to stop
the numerical sub-cycling process.
First, we compare the transverse amplitude response of the cylinder for various reduced
velocities with the DNS results obtained by Lucor et al. (2005) for zero structural damping and
a mass ration equal to 2. Next, the experimental data of Hover et al. (1998) are considered to
demonstrate the ability of the present solver to predict the VIV response for low mass-damping.
1 INTRODUCTION
Solving multi-physics problems is still a challenge requiring advanced computational methods. This work aims to investigate ﬂow-induced vibrations of dynamical systems subjected to
1
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complex ﬂows. In very conﬁned areas such as those encountered in steam exchanger and heat
generator tube arrays we are proposing a decomposition of physical problems by considering,
as a ﬁrst step, mechanical systems made of single cylinder subjected to cross-ﬂows.
Typical response of tube array under cross-ﬂow are described below. When there is no mean
ﬂow, this is the so-called region of Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI). Cylinders are subjected to
two kinds of excitations : inertial effect on one hand, damping effect on the other hand. These
effects are combined and generated by the presence of ﬂuid inertia and viscosity impacting
shear stress exerted on solid walls. They may largely depend on conﬁnement and they act on
vibratory response frequency and damping. In the presence of mean ﬂow, ﬂow patterns across
cylinder array are very sensitive to cylinder arrangement as well as other parameters. Cylinder spacing is one of the most important geometric parameters. Conventional results propose a
classiﬁcation in ﬂow regimes in standard in-line and staggered tube arrays. In several conﬁgurations, all cylinders shed Karman vortices but a jet swing associated with vortex shedding is also
possible. Sometimes Karman vortices can not develop because the free shear layer of a front
cylinder may become attached to the downstream cylinder. On the contrary, when the conﬁnement decreases, vortex streets can be the same as those shed by isolated cylinders. There are
several possible ﬂow regimes and many studies have been performed to identify the borderlines
between these ﬂow regimes as ﬂow regimes depend on all of the geometric and hydraulics parameters like Reynolds and Stokes numbers. There are three typical kinds of action exerted by
ﬂuid and ﬂow on solid walls responsible for three different dynamical behaviours of tube array
under cross ﬂow : (1) Vortex-Induced Vibration (VIV) : in the lock-in frequency range, a synchronization occurs between vortex shedding frequency and solid response frequency, which
implies an increase of displacement magnitude as well as a change of cylinder frequency. (2)
Turbulence-Induced Vibration (TIV) : whenever the reduced velocity, cylinders are submitted
to an external action exerted by ﬂuid whose level is directly governed by the Reynolds number.
The higher the Reynolds number value, the higher the level of turbulence and the associated
loading which induces a moderate increase of vibration magnitude - without any change however in the dynamical stability regime of the cylinders. (3) Finally Motion-Induced Vibration
(MIV) : when the reduced velocity reaches the critical threshold called the ﬂuid-elastic instability threshold, vibration magnitude dramatically increases linearly and only non-linear effects
like collision or breakdown can stop this motion.
The paper is organised as follows. A brief review of simulation of VIV are recalled in a ﬁrst
part. In the second part, numerical methods are described. The last section focuses on VIV and
simulation of lock-in for a dynamic single cylinder under cross-ﬂow.
2 STATE OF ART
Before dealing with multi-tube conﬁgurations (in-line or staggered tube arrays), singlecylinder conﬁgurations are investigated in this article. In the case of single cylinder, only the
VIV phenomenon occurs. This phenomenon has been widely studied. So, it is well known that,
in the case of an elastically mounted cylinder with low mass-damping, three distinct types of
transverse amplitudes response can be observed. The distinction between the three response
2
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branches arising in different ranges of the reduced velocity U ∗ has been described in the literature [13][14][15]. The reduced velocity U ∗ is deﬁned by U0 /fn D with U0 the ﬂow velocity, fn
the system natural frequency and D the cylinder diameter.
For low reduced velocities, there exists an initial branch associated with a 2S vortex shedding
mode (two single vortices shed per cycle) and the mean forces and cylinder response are in
phase. For intermediate and larger reduced velocities there is an upper and a lower branch
associated with a 2P vortex shedding mode emission [13] [14] (two pairs of vortices shed per
cycle). The ’lock-in’ is characterized by a synchronization of the vortex shedding frequency
(fs ) and the system natural frequency (fn ). The reduced frequency f ∗ is deﬁned by the ratio
between frequency of oscillation f0 and fn . At the lock-in, f ∗ tends to be equal to 1. At the
’lock-in’, the reduced velocity U ∗ is directly related to the Strouhal number St. For a given
reduced velocity, the amplitude of the response and the mode emission of the vortex shedding
depend on the mass-damping parameter m∗ ξ. m∗ designates the mass ratio m/mf with mf the
mass of displaced ﬂuid for a single cylinder (mf = ρπLz D 2 /4) and ξ the reduced damping.
However, very few numerical results have been able to accurately reproduce the three-branch
response model obtained from experiments.
Reaching the upper branch response still remains a challenge. Hysteresis, three dimensional
as well as low mass-damping effects have been highlighted in previous work (2D-FEM simulations of Singh and Mittal (2005) [16], 3D-DVM simulations of Yamamoto et al. (2004)
[17] and 2D-FVM simulations of Placzek et al. (2007) [18]) but without the capture of the
upper branch response of the cylinder. As the ’upper branch’ regime is observed for moderate
and high Reynolds numbers and therefore appears to be Reynolds-dependent. Al Jamal and
Dalton (2004) [19] introduce turbulence modelling and perform 2D-LES simulations at Re =
8000, without reaching the upper branch. However Guilmineau and Queutey (2004) [20] and
Pan et al. (2007) [21] perform 2D-RANS simulations in a wide range of Reynolds numbers (
2000 < Re < 10000), which yield promising results, since the upper branch regime is observed
by using an ’U ∗ -increasing’ initial condition for simulations (i.e. by performing continuous
simulations and gradually increasing the ﬂuid upstream velocity - and the Reynolds number while keeping all other parameters constant). However, the upper branch is not observed when
using the ’from rest’ conditions (i.e. setting the ﬂuid upstream velocity at a given value and
letting the cylinder freely oscillate under VIV). Recently, Sigrist et al. (2008) [22] yield the
upper branch with a 2D RANS simulation but the extent of this higher amplitude zone is rather
narrow when compared to the experiments. Vortex-Induced Vibrations involve complex three
dimensional phenomena that can not be accurately simulated by using 2D modeling. Only
Lucor et al. (2005) [23] obtain cylinder response results closely matching the ’three-branch
response’ mode proposed in experimental works. In particular, the existence of an upper branch
with large amplitude response is conﬁrmed by performing Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS)
with low mass-damping (zero structural damping and mass ration m∗ = 2) for Reynolds number
range (Re = 1000 to 3000).
Numerical simulation of the turbulent wake of static and dynamic cylinders in cross ﬂows
is considered. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is involved in the subcritical Reynolds number
3
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range enabling large temporal spectra evaluations. A moving mesh formulation is used through
an Arbitrary Lagrange Euler (ALE) method in order to deal with solid boundary motion and
an iterative solver is used to account for ﬂuid structure interfacial coupling. As far as fullycoupled ﬂuid solid system computation is concerned, in the presence of strong non linearity
of ﬂuid, solid or interface dynamics (like turbulence or large magnitude motion), small perturbation development procedures relying on linearization of interfacial boundary conditions are
prohibited. Therefore alternative methods involving iterative algorithms are prescribed. The
present work proposes the resolution of a fully-coupled ﬂuid solid system by using a staggered
procedure suitable for non-matching interfaces. Thanks to a partitioned approach both ﬂuid and
solid subsystems are formulated, discretized and solved separately and an iterative algorithm is
involved to ensure the convergence towards the solution ensuring energy transfer consistency
through the interface.
3 NUMERICAL ASPECTS
Simulations presented in the framework of the present article rely on Navier-Stokes equation
computations1 by using a collocated ﬁnite volume method for unstructured meshes devoted to
incompressible ﬂows and turbulence with a fractional time step procedure for ﬂuid pressure
velocity coupled computation through a projection method [1].
The ﬂow is assumed Newtonian with a constant density ρ. If u and p stand for spatially
ﬁltered velocity and pressure, the ﬁltered Navier-Stokes equations can be written as :
∂ui
=0
∂xi

(1a)

∂τij
1 ∂p
∂ 2 ui
∂ui ∂ui uj
+
=−
+ν
−
∂t
∂xj
ρ ∂xi
∂xj ∂xj
∂xj

(1b)

with local coordinates (x, t) in the space time domain.
The subgrid scale tensor τ has to be modeled. The dynamic Smagorinsky model based on
Germano identity and Lilly minimization is used [2] [3] to take into account the small structures
that are mainly dissipative. The deviatoric part of the subgrid-scale tensor is given by :
1
(2)
τij − τkk δij = −2νt S ij = −2(CS ∆)2 �S�S ij
3

where S ij represents the ﬁltered strain rate tensor, �S� = 2S ij S ij , νt the subgrid-scale vis-

cosity, ∆ the ﬁlter width and Cs the dynamic Smagorinsky constant. In this work all com1
putational cells are hexahedral, therefore ∆ = 2Ω 3 can be used, where Ω is the volume of a
1
computational cell. The term τkk δij is taken into account in the pressure gradient. The ﬁlter
3
which appears in equation (1) is implicit as it is introduced by the discretization errors in space
1

With Code Saturne (www.code-saturne.org) involving a SIMPLEC algorithm with a Rhie and Chow interpolation to avoid odd-even decoupling on structured meshes [1].
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and time and by the model itself. The explicit ﬁlter which is applied to compute the dynamic
constant Cs uses the neighbors sharing a node with the computational cell. No averaging in
the homogeneous directions (the spanwise direction in theses cases) is performed. No negative
value is allowed to the subgrid-scale viscosity and the maximum value of the dynamic constant
is set to 0.065 (the standard Smagorinsky model value).
In the framework of collocated ﬁnite volume approach, all variables are located at the center
of gravity of the cells. The momentum equations are solved by considering an explicit mass
ﬂux (the three components of velocity are thus uncoupled). A second order centred scheme
in space and time is used. A Crank-Nicholson time scheme with a linearized convection and
a second order Adams-Bashforth method for the part of the diffusion involving the transposed
gradient operator, coupling velocity components are involved. A centred scheme is used for
the convection operator. The non-orthogonalities are taken into account with an implicit reconstruction technique explained in [1]. When a non-orthogonal grid is used, the matrix contains
only the orthogonal contributions of the different operators. The non-orthogonal part is added
to the right hand side of the transport equation (thus, inner iterations are needed for the velocity
and pressure equations to make the gradient reconstruction implicit). This approach is suitable
for several academic cases (decaying isotropic turbulence, channel ﬂow) and also for industrial
ones (T-junctions, combustor chamber, tube arrays) [4][5].
Solving ﬂuid solid coupled systems involves the resolution of ﬂuid and solid dynamics simultaneously and in a coupled manner particularly at the interface where energy transfer takes
place. Therefore a formulation of boundary conditions compatible with both ﬂuid and solid
systems is required. For a given interface, energy exchanges between ﬂuid and solid domain
occur through the interfaces of solid and ﬂuid domains (Γs/f and Γf /s ). The energy transferred
per unit of time and surface is deﬁned by the product of mechanical stress acting on the interface and the interface displacement velocity. Therefore, the energy ﬂux evaluated on each cell
boundary located on ﬂuid and solid interface models is consistent if at least two conditions are
fulﬁlled in the continuum space : the continuity of the velocity and the stress at the interface.
After space and time discretizations these conditions must be preserved with the required accuracy whatever the spacetime evolution of the boundaries. This implies an additional condition
on the geometry continuity. At the interface :

Dusi

ui =
on Γf /s
Dt
(3)

σij nj = Tij nj on Γs/f
D
where us represents the displacement of the interface, Dt
the material derivative and Tij the
solid stress tensor. In this work, cylinder motion under crossﬂow is investigated. Considering
small magnitude motion in the cross direction only if there is no degree-of-freedom of motion
in the drag direction and assuming rigid body motion, the solid dynamic equation is expressed
as follows :

m ÿ + c ẏ + k y = Fy
5
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where y is the transverse cylinder displacement, m the oscillating structural mass, c the structural damping, k the structural stiffness and Fy the action exercised by the ﬂuid in the lift direction (small magnitude ﬂuctuations around the mean equilibrium position). In the framework of
rigid motion theory (similarly for linear elasticity), a lagrangian formulation is used to describe
the time evolution of the solid kinematics. System remains linear and time integration relies on
an implicit Newmark second order unconditionally stable algorithm.
In the ﬂuid domain however standard Eulerian formulation is not suitable for describing solid
boundary motion. Therefore an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) approach is involved.
This moving grid method consists in introducing an arbitrary referential domain for NavierStokes system computation and using associated time-depending reference space mapping to
derive the system to be solved in the computational coordinate system.
Thus, the governing equations in the ALE framework for an incompressible ﬂow are written
as follows :
∂ui
ρ
=0
∂xi
(5)
∂ui
∂ui
1 ∂p
∂ 2 ui
+ (ui − vi )
=−
+ν
∂t
∂xj
ρ ∂xi
∂xj ∂xj
where v represents the cell velocity evaluated at the cell’s center of gravity in a collocated
ﬁnite volume approach. The introduction of an arbitrary computational reference system, from
a mathematical point of view, means the introduction of a grid mesh impacting convective
terms in the momentum equation. For incompressible ﬂow, the Geometry Conservation Law
(GCL) [6] is ensured for uniform ﬂows with a ﬁrst order approximation. It ensures numerical
conservation of physical ﬁelds : the variation of an elementary volume during a time step ∆t is
balanced by the ﬂux through the volume faces during the same period. The integral form of the
GCL is :
�
�
∂
dV =
w.ndS
(6)
∂t V
δV
Several formulations are possible to impose the grid velocity. In this work, a Poisson elliptic
equation is introduced where variable λ allows cell deformation [7] to be controlled :


∇ • (λ∇(v)) =
0


Dus
(7)
on Γf /s
v
=

Dt


v
=
0
on ∂Ωf \ Γf /s

The assumption that LES ﬁltering commutes with partial derivatives is generally considered
valid on ﬁxed grids with uniform cell width. On deforming unstructured grid this is not the case
anymore and temporal commutation errors (TCE) may have to be considered. In this work,
the TCE are neglected in a ﬁrst approximation. Finally to deal with computation of the fullycoupled ﬂuid solid system, an iterative method is involved in order to look for a solution ensuring continuity conditions through the interface at each step of the calculation [7][8][9][10][11].
6
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A ﬁxed point method is used with consistent predictor and corrector terms for kinematics and
stress ﬁeld transfer associated with a projection and a condensation method in order to enable
one-degree-of-freedom systems for modeling solid dynamics [12]. Under-relaxation may be
introduced to improve the convergence properties of the iterative scheme.
4 NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A single cylinder motion under crossﬂow is studied. This is a ﬁrst step before investigating
cylinder arrangements in the future. The main objective of this part is to investigate numerically the behavior of a rigid cylinder at low mass-damping parameter, constrained to oscillate
transversely to a free stream. The upper branch is particularly considered.
Numerical calculations are performed for two conﬁgurations : with and without damping.
The experimental work of Hover et al. (1998) [24] and numerical results of Lucor et al. [23]
are taken respectively as experimental and numerical references. Simulations are performed in
a range of reduced velocities which extends from U ∗ = 2 to U ∗ = 10 for the case with damping
and for U ∗ = 5, 6, 7 for the case without damping. Response of the cylinder undergoing VIV is
analyzer in terms of amplitude and frequency of oscillations.
Before presenting results, some numerical parameters need to be speciﬁed. The size of the
computational domain is 20D × 20D × 4D. The length of the computational domain upstream
the cylidner is equal to 10D. This is necessary to allow the pressure ﬁeld to reach an upstream
asymptotic behaviour. A mesh with 32 points in the transversal direction is used and the total
number of cells is equal to 2.106. Constant boundary conditions are introduced at the inlet
(constant velocity in space and time) and no syntetic method is involved to generate turbulence.
The ﬂow is laminar upstream of the cylinder. No wall functions have been necessary during
the unsteady simulations. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the spanwise direction. The
outlet conditions are standard, Dirichlet condition for the pressure and homogeneous Neumann
codition for the velocity. Symmetry boundary conditions are used for the upper and lower
boudary faces. At the moving boundary, a Dirichlet condition is imposed for velocity with
respect to the kinematic consistency condition. The Reynolds number Re = 3900 has been used.
The maximum CFL number is equal to 0.8. The corresponding time step is ∆t = 0.001D/U0
where U0 is the inlet velocity. Initial conditions for the ﬂow ﬁeld are set by a static computation.
4.1 Case without damping
In a ﬁrst case, we set the structural damping to be zero as we are interested in the maximum
response of the system. The choice of mass ratio (m∗ = 2) and structural damping corresponds
to a low mass-damping parameter range. The parameters are the same as the numerical references [23]. We investigate three different reduced velocities U ∗ = 5, 6, 7 for the oscillator, see
table 1. All the cases corresponds to the upper branch region.
Amean corresponds to the mean amplitude averaged on 10 oscillation periods, Amax to the
maximum amplitude and Amin to the minimum amplitude computed. The deviation corresponds
to the standard deviation from the mean amplitude Amean .
7
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m∗
2
2
2

m∗ ξ
0
0
0

Vr
5
6
7

Amean /D
0.795
0.694
0.532

Amax /D
0.909
0.836
0.593

Amin /D
0.579
0.632
0.441

Deviation
0.096
0.062
0.043

Table 1: Average, maximum, minimum amplitude of response and deviation versus reduced velocity without
damping

Dimensionless magnitude [-]

1

Lucor etal. Re=1000
Lucor et al. Re=2000
Lucor et al. Re=3000
Present simulation

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Reduced Velocity [-]

Figure 1: Dimensionless displacement at Reynolds 3900 at mass ratio m∗ = 2 without damping versus reduced
velocity with comparison to numerical [23] references
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1.15
1.1
1.05
1
0.95
0.9
0.85
0.8
0.75
0.7
0.65

Lucor et al. Re=1000
Lucor et al. Re=2000
Lucor et al. Re=3000
Present simulation

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Reduced Velocity [-]

Figure 2: Evolution of reduced frequency at Reynolds 3900 at mass ratio m∗ = 2 without damping (right) versus
reduced velocity with comparison to numerical [23] references

As illustrated by the ﬁgure 1, the amplitude response of upper branch is Reynolds-dependent.
For U ∗ = 5, amplitude response is lower than DNS results at Reynolds number 3000 and similar
for other reduced velocity values (U ∗ = 6, 7). The ﬁrst reason is clearly due to the difference of
turbulence modelling and a second explanation can be the number of points along the spanwise
direction (LES simulations were performed using 32 points whereas DNS simulations used 64
points).
Figure 4.1 gives the evolution of the frequency ratio f ∗ of the cylinder oscillations throughout
the reduced velocity. The numerical results correlate well with the ’lock-in’ zone except the
reduced frequency for U ∗ = 6 is much larger than the numerical reference [23] for lower
Reynolds number.
The simulation results are satisfactorily when compared to DNS results at least from a CPU
cost point of view. This approach will be compared to an experimental reference : a cylinder
with structural damping.
4.2 Case with damping
Numerical calculations are performed at low mass ratio (m∗ = 1) and low mass-damping
(m∗ ξ = 0.04), which corresponds to the conditions of experimental references [24].
We present amplitude response results for Re = 3900 and investigate 8 cases for the oscillator with damping (table 2). Amean gives the mean amplitude averaged on 10 oscillation periods,
Amax the maximum amplitude and Amin the minimum amplitude computed throughout the reduced velocity range 2 < U ∗ < 10. The deviation corresponds to the standard deviation from
the mean amplitude Amean .
For the case with damping, good correlations are observed as far as the upper branch is concerned. The highest average of the mean magnitude response of the cylinder around Amean ∼
0.795 is obtained for a reduced velocity about U ∗ = 5. The extent of this higher amplitude zone
correlates with the experimental data.
9
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m∗
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

m∗ ξ Vr
0.04 2
0.04 3
0.04 4
0.04 5
0.04 5.5
0.04 6
0.04 7
0.04 10

Amean /D
0.081
0.380
0.794
0.795
0.721
0.715
0.661
0.488

Amax /D
0.121
0.416
0.892
1.01
0.898
1.08
0.821
0.546

Amin /D
0.052
0.352
0.663
0.639
0.562
0.547
0.550
0.413

Deviation
0.019
0.33
0.052
0.056
0.107
0.149
0.072
0.045

Table 2: Average, maximum, minimum amplitude of response and deviation versus reduced velocity with damping

Dimensionless magnitude [-]

1

Present simulation
Hover et al.

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Reduced Velocity [-]

Figure 3: Dimensionless displacement at Reynolds 3900 at mass ratio m∗ = 1 and damping (m∗ ξ = 0.04)

versus reduced velocity with comparison to experimental [24]

2
Reduced frequency [-]

Strouhal frequency

1.5
1

Natural frequency

0.5
0

Present simulation
Ref. experiment

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Reduced velocity [-]

Figure 4: Evolution of reduced frequency at Reynolds 3900 at mass ratio m∗ = 1 and damping (m∗ ξ = 0.04)
versus reduced velocity with comparison to experimental [24] references
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Figure 4.2 gives the evolution of the frequency ratio f ∗ of the cylinder oscillations throughout
the reduced velocity. The numerical results correlate well with the ’lock-in’ zone.
The different branches of amplitude response are very well characterized by plotting not only
the amplitude, but also the phase φ between the lift force and displacement, and the Lissajou
ﬁgures or phase plane portraits of lift versus displacements (ﬁgure 5).
50

Present simulation
Hover et al.

Phase [degrees]

0
-50
-100
-150
-200

0

2

4
6
8
10
Reduced Velocity [-]

12

14

Figure 5: Phase between the lift force ﬂuctuations and the displacement at Reynolds 3900 at mass ratio m∗ = 1 and mass-damping (m∗ ξ = 0.04) as a function of reduced velocity with comparison to
experimental work [24]

The phase delay is evaluated by computation of cross power spectral density. The jump
in phase angle φ in this ﬁgure is associated with the transition from the upper to the lower
branch. If the phase φ is deﬁned as the lead of the lift force ﬂuctuations over the displacement,
then the upper is near 0◦ , whereas the lower branch is nearer 180 ◦ , such as that found for a
linear forced system going through resonance. When the dynamics shifts from the initial to the
upper branch, the phase angle φ remains at just above O ◦ . The Lissajou ﬁgures indicate the
very periodic nature of the oscillations in the lower branch (ﬁgure 6 left) and the relatively less
steady dynamics of the upper branch (ﬁgure 6 right). In the latter case, shown by the Lissajou
on ﬁgure 7 left, the phase changes of around 180 ◦ as the oscillations seem to wander to the
smaller amplitude of the lower branch, and then back by −180 ◦ as the oscillations switch back
to the larger amplitude of the upper branch. There is an intermittent switching between the
upper and lower branch amplitudes and phases, whereas we see a hysteretic change from the
initial to the upper branch. The phase portraits (ﬁgures 6, 7) can be compared to those plotted
by [13] (see ﬁgure 13 in this reference).
The maximum lift (r.m.s.) occurs (ﬁgure 8) at the transition between the initial excitation
and the upper branch. It is indeed very low in lower branch. As Khalak and Williamson (1999)
[13], the lift increases rapidly brefore the transition and decreases after the transition.
The presented simulations yield the upper branch response which has never been reported so
far with a 3D LES approach. The simulation results are therefore satisfactorily when compared
to DNS results at least from a CPU cost point of view, since this approach can be considered
11
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Figure 6: Phase plane for U ∗ = 3 (left) and U ∗ = 5 (right) at mass ratio m∗ = 1 and damping (m∗ ξ = 0.04)
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Figure 7: Phase plane for U ∗ = 5.5 (left) and U ∗ = 10 (right) at mass ratio m∗ = 1 and damping (m∗ ξ = 0.04)
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Figure 8: Variation of lift force coefﬁcient versus reduced velocity for m∗ = 1 and m∗ ξ = 0.04
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for practical applications. Further investigations will be devoted to the transitions between the
branches.
5 CONCLUSIONS
Numerical simulations of the VIV response of a cylinder freely vibrating transversely to
a fluid flow at moderate Reynolds number has been performed in the present study under low
mass-damping conditions. Simulations are performed by using a coupled CFD/CSM procedure,
with a single degree-of-freedom solid system and LES for modeling turbulent flow. Numerical
results have been exposed and compared with experiments of Hover et al. (1998) on the one
hand and simulations of Lucor et al. (2005) on the other hand. The presented simulations yield
the upper branch response which has never been reported so far with a 3D LES approach. The
simulation results are therefore satisfactorily when compared to DNS results at least from a CPU
cost point of view, since this approach can be considered for practical applications. Qualitative
agreements are highlighted as far as the cylinder response oscillation amplitude and frequency is
concerned. Furthermore, the presented numerical simulations yield the upper branch response
which has never been reported so far in CFD computations. Further investigations will be
devoted to the transitions between the branches.
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Abstract. As the demands for modernized legacy systems rise, so does the need for
frameworks for information integration and tool interoperability. The Object Management
Group (OMG) has adopted the Model Driven Architecture (MDA), which is an evolving
conceptual architecture that aligns with this demand. MDA could help solve coupling
problems of multidisciplinary character in science and engineering that consist of one or more
applications, supported by one or more platforms. The objective of this paper is to describe
rigorous techniques to control the evolution from science & engineering software legacy
systems to MDA technologies. We propose a rigorous framework to reverse engineering code
in the context of MDA. Considering that validation, verification and consistency are crucial
activities in the modernization of systems that are critical to safety, security and economic
profits, our approach emphasizes the integration of MDA with formal methods.
1

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, software industry is evolving and tackling new approaches aligned with
Internet, object orientation, distributed components, new modeling languages and new
platforms. However, the majority of the large engineering applications running today in many
research organizations were developed many years ago with technology that is now obsolete.
These old systems, known as legacy systems, are still business-critical. New platforms and
applications must interoperate with legacy software systems. Their complete replacement is
dangerous and their maintenance is increasingly expensive. That is the reason for the demand
of modernization of legacy system to extend their useful lifetime [18].
As the demands for modernized legacy systems rise, so does the need for frameworks for
information integration and tool interoperability. The Object Management Group (OMG) has
adopted the Model Driven Architecture (MDA), which is an evolving conceptual architecture
that addresses the challenges of networked and changing system environments. MDA could
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help solve coupling problems of multidisciplinary character in science and engineering that
consist of one or more applications, supported by one or more platforms [14].
The outstanding ideas behind MDA are separating the specification of the system
functionality from its implementation on specific platforms, managing the software evolution
from abstract models to implementations. MDA shifted the center of software development
from code to models. In the MDA context, code is considered as an artifact derived from
model transformations. The concepts of model, metamodel and model transformation are
central in MDA. Models play a major role in MDA which distinguishes at least the following
models:
• Platform Independent Model (PIM): a model with a high level of abstraction that is
independent of any implementation technology.
• Platform Specific Model (PSM): a tailored model to specify the system in terms of the
implementation constructs available in one specific platform.
• Implementation Specific Model (ISM): a description (specification) of the system in
source code.
The initial diffusion of MDA was focused on its relation with UML as modeling language
[20,21]. However, there are UML users who do not use MDA, and MDA users who use other
modeling languages such as Domain Specific Languages (DSL). The essence of MDA is
MOF (Meta Object Facility) metamodel that allows different kinds of software artifacts to be
used together in a single project [15]. The basic idea is to create a common specification for
communication between applications. The MOF 2.0 Query, View, Transformation (QVT)
metamodel is the standard for expressing transformations [17].
Validation, verification and consistency are crucial activities in the modernization of
legacy systems that are critical to safety, security and economic profits. Reasoning about
models of systems is well supported by automated theorem provers and model checkers,
however these tools are not integrated into CASE tools environments.
The objective of this paper is to describe rigorous techniques to control the evolution from
science &engineering software legacy systems to MDA technologies. We propose a rigorous
framework to reverse engineering code in the context of MDA that emphasizes the integration
of techniques related to MDA, such as metamodeling, with formal methods.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we provide background material on
modernization of systems and Case tools. The next four sections consist of the main ideas of
our work. Section 3 describes a framework for reverse engineering. Section 4 describes how
to transform code into models through static and dynamic analysis. Section 5 and Section 6
describe how to formalize reverse engineering processes in terms of MOF metamodels and
formal specifications respectively. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2 RELATED WORK
The article [4] compares existing work, discusses success and provides a road map for
possible future developments in the area. The reengineering of a deteriorated object oriented
industrial program written in C++ is described in [9]. In order to deal with this problem, the
authors designed and implemented several restructuring tools and used them in specific
reengineering scenarios. A variety of techniques for object oriented reengineering based on
patterns are distinguished in [7].
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Many works are linked to MDD-based reverse engineering. A rigorous framework for
automatic legacy system migration in MDA called MOMENT is described in [3]. A toolassisted way of introducing models in the migration towards MDA is presented in [12]. The
article [13] describes model-based dynamic analysis techniques that relate system execution
traces and its models such as testing whether a system run satisfies a property that a certain
model specifies and measuring how various model features materialize in a system run.
The material presented in [19] is based on techniques developed during a collaboration
with CERN (Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléari) in the introduction of tools for
software quality assurance, among which a reverse engineering tool called RevEng was
presented. This tool extracts UML diagrams (class diagrams, object diagrams, state diagrams,
sequence and collaboration diagrams and package diagrams) from C++ code.
Modernizing large industrial software systems is impossible without appropriate tool
support. All of the MDA tools are partially compliant to MDA features. They provide good
support for modeling and limited support for automated transformation in reverse
engineering.
Techniques that currently exist in MDA CASE tools provide little support for validating
models in the design stages. Reasoning about models of systems is well supported by
automated theorem provers and model checkers, however these tools are not integrated into
CASE tools environments. Another problem is that as soon as the requirements specifications
are handed down, the system architecture begins to deviate from specifications. Only research
tools provide support for formal specification and deductive verification. Many CASE tools
support reverse engineering, however, they only use more basic notational features with a
direct code representation and produce very large diagrams.
To be able to reason about software systems, MDA CASE tools need a common
information base aligned to MOF. However few MDA-based CASE tools support MOF and
QVT or at least, any of the QVT languages. As an example, IBM Rational Software Architect
and Spark System Enterprise Architect do not implement QVT. Other tools partially support
QVT, for instance Together allows defining and modifying transformations model-to-model
(M2M) and model-to-text (M2T) that are QVT-Operational compliant [5].
The Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [8] was created for facilitating system modeling
and the automatic generation of Java code. EMF started as an implementation of MOF
resulting Ecore, the EMF metamodel comparable to EMOF. EMF has evolved starting from
the experience of the Eclipse community to implement a variety of tools and to date is highly
related to Model Driven engineering (MDE). Commercial tools such as IBM Rational
Software Architect, Spark System Enterprise Architect or Together are integrated with
Eclipse-EMF [5].
3

A RIGOROUS FRAMEWORK FOR REVERSE ENGINEERING

We propose to reverse engineering MDA models from object oriented code starting from
the integration of compiler techniques, metamodeling and formal specification. Figure 1
shows a framework for reverse engineering that integrates static and dynamic analysis,
metamodeling and formal specification. It distinguishes three different abstraction levels
linked to models, metamodels and formal specifications.
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Figure 1. MDA-based reverse engineering

The model level includes code, PIM and PSM. A PIM is a model with a high level of
abstraction that is independent of an implementation technology [14]. A PSM is a tailored
model to specify a system in terms of specific platform such J2EE or .NET. PIM and PSM
are expressed in UML and OCL [20,21,16]. The subset of UML diagrams that are useful for
PSM includes class diagrams, object diagrams, state diagrams, interaction diagrams and
package diagrams. On the other hand, a PIM can be expressed by means of use case diagrams,
activity diagrams, interactions diagrams to model system processes and, state diagrams to
model lifecycle of the system entities. An ISM is a specification of the system in source code.
At model level, transformations are based on classical compiler construction techniques.
They involve processes with different degrees of automation, which can go from totally
automatic static analysis to human intervention requiring processes to dynamically analyze
the resultant models. All the algorithms that deal with the reverse engineering share an
analysis framework. The basic idea is to describe source code or models by an abstract
language and perform a propagation analysis in a data-flow graph called in this context
object-data flow. This static analysis is complemented with dynamic analysis supported by
tracer tools.
The metamodel level includes MOF metamodels that describe the transformations at model
level [15]. A metamodel is an explicit model of the constructs and rules needed to construct
specific models. MOF metamodels use an object modeling framework that is essentially a
subset of UML 2.3 core [20]. The modeling concepts are classes which model MOF
metaobjects, associations, which model binary relations between metaobjects, data types
which model other data, and packages which modularize the models. At this level MOF
metamodels describe families of ISM, PSM and PIM. Every ISM, PSM and PIM conforms to
a MOF metamodel. Metamodel transformations are specified as OCL contracts between a
source metamodel and a target metamodel. MOF metamodels “control” the consistency of
these transformations.
The formal specification level includes specifications of MOF metamodels and metamodel
transformations in the metamodeling language NEREUS that can be used to connect them
with different formal and programming languages [10,11].
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To sum up, at model level, instances of ISM, PSM and PIM are generated by applying
static and dynamic analysis. Static analysis builds an abstract model of the state and
determines how the program executes to this state. Dynamic analysis operates by executing a
program and evaluating the execution traces of the program. Contracts based on MOFmetamodels “control” the consistency of these transformations and NEREUS facilitates the
connection of the metamodels and transformations with different formal languages.
Our work could be considered as an MDA-based formalization of the process described by
Tonella and Potrich in [19]. Additionally, we propose a different algorithm for extracting
UML State diagrams and new processes to recover PIM including use case diagrams and
activity diagrams. We also propose to include OCL specifications (preconditions,
postconditions and invariants) in UML diagrams. Other contributions are linked to the
automation of the formalization process and interoperability of formal languages [10,11].
The following sections describe reverse engineering at three different abstraction levels
corresponding to code-to-model transformation, MOF-metamodel formalization and algebraic
formalization.
4

RECOVERING MODELS FROM CODE

At model level, transformations are based on static and dynamic analysis. Static analysis
extracts static information that describes the software structure reflected in the software
documentation (e.g., the text of the source code) whereas dynamic analysis information
describes the structure of the run-behavioral. Static information can be extracted by using
techniques and tools based on compiler techniques such as parsing and data flow algorithms.
Dynamic information can be extracted by using debuggers, event recorders and general tracer
tools.
We suppose that the reverse engineering process starts from an ISM that could reflect, for
instance, the migration of legacy code to object oriented code. The first step in the migration
towards MDA is the introduction of PSMs. Then, a PIM is abstracted from the PSMs omitting
platform specific details.
Next, we describe the process for recovery PSMs from code. Figure 2 shows the different
phases. The source code is parsed to obtain an abstract syntax tree (AST) associated with the
source programming language grammar. Then, a metamodel extractor extracts a simplified,
abstract version of a language that ignores all instructions that do not affect the data flows, for
instance all control flows such as conditional and loops.
The information represented according to this metamodel allows building the data-flow
graph for a given source code, as well as conducting all other analysis that do not depend on
the graph. The idea is to derive statically information by performing a propagation of data.
Different kinds of analysis propagate different kinds of information in the data-flow graph,
extracting the different kinds of diagrams that are included in a PSM.
The static analysis is based on classical compiler techniques and abstract interpretation [1].
On the one hand, data-flow graph and the generic flow propagation algorithms are
specializations of classical flow analysis techniques [1]. On the other hand, abstract
interpretation allows obtaining automatically as much information as possible about program
executions without having to run the program on all input data and then ensuring
computability or tractability. These ideas were applied to optimizing compilers.
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Figure 2. From code to models: Static and dynamic analysis

The static and dynamic information could be shown as separated views or merged in a
single view. In general, the dynamic behavior could be visualized as execution sceneries
which describe interaction between objects. To extract specific information, it is necessary to
define particular views of these sceneries. Although, the construction of these views can be
automated, their analysis requires some manual processing in most cases.
In the MDA context, we can distinguish code-based dynamic analysis and model-based
dynamic analysis. The first is based on an execution model including the following
components: a set of objects, a set of attributes for each object, a location and value of an
object type for each object, and a set of messages. On the other hand, model-based dynamic
analysis is based on model-level debugging and evolution.
4.1 Recovering Class Diagrams
A class diagram is a representation of the static view that shows a collection of static
model elements, such as classes, interfaces, methods, attributes, types as well as their
properties (e.g., type and visibility). Besides, the class diagram shows the interrelationships
holding among the classes [21].
Reverse engineering of class diagrams from code is a difficult task that cannot be
automated due to certain elements in the class diagram carry behavioral information that
cannot be inferred just from the analysis of the code. By analyzing the syntax of the source
code, internal class features such as attributes and methods and their properties (e.g. the
parameters of the methods and visibility) can be recovered. From the source code,
associations, generalization, realizations and dependencies may be inferred too. However, to
distinguish between aggregation and composition we need to capture system states through
dynamic analysis. Figure 3 shows relationships that can be detected statically between a C++
program and a UML class diagram.
Dynamic analysis allows generating execution snapshot to collect life cycle traces of object
instances and reason from tests and proofs. Execution tracer tools generate execution model
snapshots that allow us to deduce complementary information, for instance information to
detect compositions. A composition is a particular aggregation in which the lifetime of the
part is controlled by the whole (directly or transitively) and we can identify it by generating
tests and scanning dependency configurations between the birth and the death of a part object
according to those of the whole. In the same way, the execution traces of different instances
of the same class or method could guide the construction of invariants or preconditions and
postconditions respectively.
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Figure 3. From C++ code to UML class diagram

4.2 Recovering State Diagrams
A state transition diagram describes the life cycle of objects that are instances of a class
from the time they are created until they are destroyed. Object state is determined by the value
of its attributes and possibly by the variables involved in attribute computations. The basic
elements of a state diagram are states, identified as equivalence classes of attribute values, and
transitions triggered by method invocation.
Our approach to recover state diagrams has similar goals to abstract interpretation that
allows obtaining automatically as much information as possible about program executions
without having to run it on all input data and then ensuring computability or tractability.
These ideas were applied to optimizing compilers, often under the name data-flow analysis
[1]. In our context, an abstract interpretation performs method invocation using abstract
domains instead of concrete attribute values to deduce information about the object
computation on its actual state from the resulting abstract descriptions of its attributes. This
implies to abstract equivalence classes that groups attribute values corresponding to the
different states in which the class can be and the transitions among state equivalence classes.
Then, the first step is to define an appropriate abstract interpretation for attributes (which
give the state of the object) and modifier class method (which give the transitions from state
to state to be represented in the state diagram).
The recovery algorithm iterates over the following activities: the construction of a finite
automata by executing abstract interpretations of class methods and the minimization of the
automata for recovering approximate state equivalence classes. To ensure tractability, our
algorithm proposes an incremental minimization every time a state is candidate to be added to
the automaton. When it is detected that two states are equivalents, they are merged in an only
state. This could lead to modification of the parts of the automaton that had been previously
minimized. To optimize the comparison of pairs of states, these are classified according to
their emerging transitions. Let m be a bound of the number of transformer methods of a class,
the idea is to generate subsets of the set of transformer methods. The subset of emerging
transitions of a new state belongs, in a particular snapshot, to one of them. Two states are
candidates to be equivalent if they belong to the same subset. Then, it is sufficient to compare
all the pairs composed by the state and one element of the subset. Considerable human
interaction to select which abstract interpretations should be executed is required [6].
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As an example, Figure 4 (a) shows a diagram including states (s1, s2,..,s8) and transitions
(m1,m2,…,m6). Fig. 4 (b) shows a simplified snapshot of the automaton when a transition to s 5
is added. Then, the shaded states could belong to the same equivalence state class. s8 belongs
to the same subset of s4 and an equivalence analysis is carried out concluding that s8 and s4
can be merged. Figure 4 (c) (d) (e) shows the successive transformations.
m5

s2

m4

s3

m3

s4

s1

m1
m2

m6

s6

s8

s7

m5
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s1

(d)

s2

m4

s3

m3

s4

m1

m2

m6

s5
(e)

Figure 4. Recovering minimum State Diagram

A C++ implementation was developed to test the feasibility of our recovering algorithm. In
the following, the algorithm for the identification of the states is described:
/* initialization of different sets*/
set-of-states initialStates = {}; /* states defined by class constructors*/
set-of-states pendingStates ={}; /* set of states pending of analysis*/
set-of-states allStates = {};
/* set of all states*/
/*definition of initial states for the objects of the class*/
for each class constructor c
/*executing an abstract interpretation of each class constructor*/
state s = abstractInterpretationState (c, {});
initialStates = initialStates ∪ {s};
pendingStatesPending = pendingStates ∪ {s};
allStates = allStates ∪{s}
endfor
set-of-transitions transitionSet = {};
/* initialization of transition set*/
set-of-bins b = classifiedStates (allStates); /*generation of subsets of transformer methods*/
while pendingStates > 0
state r = extract (pendingStates);
pendingState = pendingStates – {r};
for each transformer class method m
/*generating transitions of the state r*/
s = abstractInterpretationState (m, r);
if s ∉ allStates
pendingStates = pendingStates ∪ {s};
allStates = allStates ∪ {s}
endif
transitionSet = transitionSet ∪ abstractInterpretationTransition (m,r,s)
endfor
/* updating subsets of transformer methods*/
b = modifyBins (r, transitionSet, allStates);
for each e ∈ b
if s ∈ b {/*defining equivalence of states and merging equivalent states*/
for each q ∈ bin and s< > q
if equivalents (s, q) mergeStates (transitionSet, allStates, s, q) endif
endfor
endif endfor endwhile
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5

REVERSE ENGINEERING AT METAMODEL LEVEL

We specify reverse engineering processes as MOF-defined transformations. MOF allows
capturing all the diversity of modeling standards and interchange constructs that are used in
MDA. We call anti-refinement the process of extracting from a more detailed specification (or
code) another one, more abstract, that is conformed by the more detailed one.
Figure 5 shows partially an ISM-C++ metamodel that includes constructs for representing
classes, variables and functions. It also shows different kind of relationships between classes,
for instance, a C++ class can have super classes or nested classes. Figure 6.a shows partially
a PSM-C++ metamodel that includes constructs for representing classes, attributes,
association ends and functions. The main difference between an ISM-C++ and a PSM-C++ is
that the latter includes constructs for associations. The state diagram metamodel (Figure 6.b)
defines a set of concepts than can be used for modeling discrete behavior through finite state
transition systems such as state machines, states and transitions. We specify metamodel-based
model transformations as OCL contracts that are described by means of a transformation
name, parameters, preconditions, postconditions and additional operations. Transformation
semantics is aligned with QVT, with the QVT Core in particular. In Figure 7 we partially
exemplify a transformation from an ISM-C++ to a PSM-C++. This transformation uses both
the specialized UML metamodel of C++ code and the UML metamodel of a C++ platform as
source and target parameters respectively. The postconditions state relations at metamodel
level between the elements of the source and target model. The transformation specification
guarantees that for each class in C++ code there is a class in the PSM-C++, both of them with
the same name, the same parent class, equivalent operations and so on. Besides, the PSM-C++
has a ‘stateMachine’ for each class having a significant dynamic behavior.
Classifier
(from Template)

Class
(from Kernel)

+cl ass

+ownedOperation

0..1
+class
0..1

*
+ownedAttribute

*

Property
(from Kernel )

C++Type
1

C++Cl ass
*

isFinal : Boolean
+/superCl ass{redefi nes i sLeaf}
/ isGeneri c : Boolean
{redefi nes
...
superClass}
0..1
*
+nestedClass
{subsets
nestedClassifier}

+cl ass
{redefi nes class}

{redefi nes
ownedAttribute}

Operation
(from Kernel)

{redefi nes type}

C++MemberVari able
*

1 +throws

*

*
{redefines rai sedException}
+cl ass
1 {redefines class}

C++Function

+friendFunction
*
+function
C++MemberFunction

{redefines ownedOperation}*

TemplateParameter
(from Template)
Constructor

*
+/parameter
C++Parameter

+friendClass
*

Figure 5. ISM C++ Metamodel
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Figure 6. PSM Metamodel

6

TRANSFORMATION AT FORMAL LEVEL

This work is strongly integrated with previous ones that show how to formalize
metamodels and metamodel-based transformations in terms of a formal metamodeling
language called NEREUS. This language takes advantage of existing theoretical background
on formal specifications and can be integrated with different algebraic languages.
NEREUS focused on interoperability of formal languages in MDD. A detailed description
may be found at [10] that defines a bridge between MOF metamodels and NEREUS
consisting of a system of transformation rules to convert automatically MOF into NEREUS.
Also, the articles [10,11] shows how to integrate NEREUS with the Common Algebraic
Specification Language (CASL) [2]. On the other hand, NEREUS allows specifying
metamodels such as the Ecore metamodel, the specific metamodel for defining models in
EMF (Eclipse Modeling Framework) [8]. Today, we are integrating NEREUS in EMF.
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Transformation ISM-C++ to PSM-C++ {
sourceModel: ISM-C++Metamodel:: C++Project
targetModel: PSM-C++Metamodel:: Package
postconditions
/* For each class ‘sourceClass’ in the sourceModel*/
sourceModel.ownedMember->select(oclIsTypeOf(C++Class))->forAll(sourceClass |
/*there is a class ‘targetClass’ in the targetModel so that both classes have the same name,*/
targetModel.ownedMember-> select(oclIsTypeOf(C++Class))-> exists (
targetClass | targetClass.name = sourceClass.name and
/*For each superClass of ‘sourceClass’ there is a superClass in ‘targetClass’ so that both super classes are
equivalent*/
sourceClass.superClass-> forAll ( superCsource | targetClass.superClass-> exists (
superCtarget | superCtarget.classMatch(superCsource) ) and
/*For each member function of ‘sourceClass’ there is an operation in targetClass so that both operations are
equivalent*/
sourceClass.C++MemberFunction->forAll(sourceF | targetClass.C++MemberFunction ->
exists(targetF | targetF.operationMatch(sourceF) )) and
/*For each variable in ‘sourceClass’ whose type is a primitive or library type there is an attribute in
‘targetClass’ so that the attribute conform to the variable*/
sourceClass.C++MemberVariable-> select (v |
v.C++Type.oclIsTypeOf(Primitive) or v.C++Type.oclIsTypeOf(Library) ) -> forAll
(sourceVar | targetClass.attribute -> exists ( targetAtt |
targetAtt.conformTo (sourceVar) ) ) and
/*For each variable in ‘sourceClass’ whose type is a user defined type there is an association end in
‘targetClass’ so that the association end correspond to the variable:*/
sourceClass.C++MemberVariable->select(v | v.C++Type.oclIsTypeOf(UserC++Class) )
->forAll
(sourceVar | targetClass.associationEnd -> exists ( targetAssocEnd |
targetAssocEnd.correspondTo (sourceVar) ) ) and

parameter

/*If ‘sourceClass’ has some significant dynamic behavior, targetModel has a ‘stateMachine’ so that:*/
sourceClass.hasSignificantDynamicBehavior() implies
targetModel.ownedMember->select(oclIsTypeOf(StateMachine))-> exists (targetMachine |
/*‘targetMachine’ and ‘sourceClass’ have the same name and*/
targetMachine.name = sourceClass.name and
/*For each modifier function in the ‘sourceClass’ there is a transition in ‘targetMachine’*/
sourceClass.C++MemberFunction-> select (f| f.isModifier() )-> forAll( f |
targetMachine.region.transition-> exists( t | t.isCreatedFrom(f))) and … ) )
and …
}

Figure 7. ISM-C++ to PSM-C++ Transformation

7

CONCLUSIONS

MDA addresses the challenges of networked, changing system environment, providing a
conceptual architecture that promotes portability, cross-platform interoperability, platform
independent, better code quality and easier maintainability. Therefore, it is possible to define
Domain-Specific languages adapted to new, industry-specific applications over diverse
platforms.
This paper describes rigorous techniques to control the evolution of legacy systems in the
context of science and engineering applications. We propose an MDA-based framework to
reverse engineering code. Considering that testing, verification and consistency analysis are
crucial activities in the modernization of systems that are critical to safety, security and
economic profits, our approach stresses the integration of historic reverse engineering
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techniques with MDA and formal specifications.
We describe how to transform code into models in a higher level of abstraction that allows
moving from these abstractions to new implementations.
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Abstract. Yearly, concerns on environmental problem of the earth are rapidly growing on.
One of the typical issues is desertification. To stop or suppress the harmful effects of
desertification, the prediction method which can clarify the mechanism of desertification is
required. For the purpose it is expected that numerical simulations are very useful. A number
of research papers on sand transfer have been published in the literatures. For example, Yuasa
et al. reasonably simulated the sand-transfer experiment conducted by Tominaga. However,
they assumed that the sand particle trajectory is parabolic. This assumption would oversimplify the physics. Our final goals are to construct the multi-physics simulation technique
which can correctly reproduce sand transfer, and, by applying it, to develop an effective
prevention method for desertification. The purposes in the present study are to improve the
particle trajectory computation, and to simulate the sand transfer around a cube more correctly.
Comparing the numerical results with the experiments, we confirmed that the present method
can quantitatively simulate the sand transfer phenomena.
1

INTRODUCTION

In late years, the various environmental problems of the earth are rapidly growing on. One
of the typical issues is desertification. Desertification causes decline of agricultural
productivity, disappearance of road and town, and so on. To stop or suppress the progress of
desertification, a lot of prevention activities have been applied such as tree plantation, windbreaking fence and so on. However, desertification does not stop and is expanding on 10-20
percent of arid region every year, according to Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2006).
The main process of desertification is sand transfer. Therefore, the researches on the method
to predict and suppress sand transfer blown by wind are needed against desertification. In the
past, this kind of researches has mainly been performed with experimental methods. On the
other hand, theoretical studies which satisfy experimental observations are not adequate (e.g.
effect of tree plantation). Therefore, it is thought that more holistic knowledge or
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understandings about sand transfer might help us to create an effective prevention method of
desertification. For this purpose, a wide variety of experiments and established prediction
methods are required. One of the useful prediction methods for sand transfer is CFD
(Computational Fluid Dynamics). Advantages of CFD are that it is easy to apply in various
conditions and reasonable cost to perform simulations as compared with experiments. In our
final purpose, employing an engineering approach with CFD, we would like to look for an
effective prevention method of desertification.
The pioneering researcher for sand transfer by wind is Bagnold [1]. He provided
mechanism and mathematical models for sand mass transfer blown away by wind. Kawamura
[2] modified the model, introducing the idea of threshold friction velocity. This modified
model is useful to simulate the sand surface geometry. Yuasa et al. [3] employed their
modelling associated with existing models, and computed sand transfer phenomena around a
cube. The numerical results were well compared with the experimental results conducted by
Tominaga [4]. However, their numerical procedure and the physical models for predictions
assumed that the particle trajectory is parabolic. The assumption would over-simplify the
physics.
Our final goals are to establish the multi-physics simulation technique which can correctly
reproduce sand transfer phenomena, and, by applying it, to develop an effective prevention
method for desertification. The purposes in the present study are to improve the particle
trajectory computation, and to simulate the sand transfer around a cube more correctly. The
turbulent flow, the sand particle trajectory and the temporal change of sand surface are
iteratively computed with a RANS technique. Comparing the numerical results with the
experiments measured by Tominaga [2], it is confirmed that the present method can
quantitatively predict the sand transfer phenomena, especially the temporal change of sand
surface geometry.
2 NUMERICAL PROCEDURES
2.1 Assumption
The number of sand particles in a desert is infinite. If all sand particles are traced, we must
spend a huge amount of time for simulations. Thus, in the present study sand particles are
treated as a lump. In each grid point, mass and direction of sand transfer are estimated from
the flow field. Since the sand transfer needs a long period and the time scale is much longer
than that of the flow field, steady flow field is assumed for sand surface geometry. That is,
sand transfer depends on the flow field in a quasi-steady state. The flow field is turbulent.
Although we can use Large Eddy Simulation (LES) or Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
Simulation (RANS), considering the short computing time, RANS is employed.
In this study, we employ the computational procedures for sand transfer as follows:
(1) Simulate turbulent air flow field
(2) Simulate sand transfer
(3) Simulate sand surface geometry
(4) Change computational grid
(5) Return to (1)
These procedures are iteratively repeated, until the computational time reaches the prescribed
terminal time.

2
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2.2 Flow field
We assume that the flow field is incompressible and fully turbulent and sand particles have
no influence on the flow field because of the low concentration of sand. The governing
equations are Reynolds-averaged continuity equation and Navier-Stokes equation (i.e. RANS),
as described above. The governing equations are expressed by
∂U i
=0
∂xi

(1)

DU i
1 ∂P ∂U i ∂   ∂U i ∂U j
=−
+
+
v
Dt
ρ ∂x i ∂xi ∂x i   ∂x j
∂x i



 − u i u j 




(2)

where Ui is the mean velocity component in xi-direction, t is time,  is air density, P is
pressure,  is kinetic viscosity coefficient and u i u j is Reynolds stresses. Reynolds stresses are
expressed as follows,
ui u j =

 ∂U i ∂U j
2
kδ ij − vt 
+
3
∂xi
 ∂x j






(3)

where ij is Kronecker delta and t is eddy kinetic viscosity coefficient.
We use RNG k- turbulence model proposed by Yakhot-Orszag [5] to predict Reynolds
stresses. Then the turbulence model equations are as follows:
Dk
= Dk + Pk − ε
Dt

(4)

ε
Dε
= Dε + (C ε 1 Pk − C ε 2 ε )
Dt
k
k2
vt = C µ
ε

(5)
(6)

where k is turbulent kinetic energy,  is its dissipation rate, C is model constant and has the
value of 0.085, Pk is production term, Dk and D are diffusion terms, as follows,
1  ∂U i ∂U j
Pk = v t 
+
2  ∂x j
∂x i

Dk =

∂
∂x j






2

 vt
 ∂k 
+ v 


 ∂x j 
 σ k

 vt
 ∂ε 
+ v 


 σ ε
 ∂x j 
Cε 1 = 1.42 − C1R
η (1 − 0.228η )
C1R =
1 + 0.015η 3

Dε =

∂
∂x j
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η = 2S ij S ij
S ij =

k

(12)

ε

1  ∂U i ∂U j
+
∂xi
2  ∂x j






(13)

where k,  and C2 are 0.7179, 0.7179, and 1.92, respectively.
These governing equations are solved by using the MAC method.

2.3 Sand transfer
According to the research by Bagnold [1], there are three types of sand transfer. They are
suspension, saltation and surface creep. This classification depends on sand particle diameter.
Suspension means that sand particles are suspended by wind in long stretches, which has less
than about 20 m in diameter. It is noted that suspension brings on yellow sand phenomena in
Japan. Saltation means that sand particles jump on sand surface by wind, which has about 70500 m in diameter. Surface creep means that sand particles are rolled on sand surface by
wind, which has more than about 500 m. Generally, surface creep is generated by saltation.
Bagnold [1] found that saltation is dominant in sand transfer. Therefore, we assume that sand
is transferred only by saltation.
Bagnold [1] proposed the equation which expresses the relation between the sand transfer
and the friction velocity as follows:
q=C

d ρ 3
u*
D g

(14)

where q is the mass transfer of sand, d is the mean particle diameter, D is the reference
particle diameter which is equal to 0.25 mm,  is air density, g is gravitational acceleration, u*
is friction velocity, and C is a constant that ranges from 1.5 to 2.8 depending upon the
distribution of sand particles being transported. C has the value of 1.5 for uniform sand
particles. Friction velocity is calculated by the following log law,
uz 1  z
= ln
u * κ  z 0





(15)

where uz is mean wind velocity over vertical height z from sand surface,  is a constant which
has 0.4 and z0 is roughness length.
Equation (14) has been modified by a lot of experiments. Kawamura [4] proposed a model
with an idea to describe the threshold friction velocity,
q=C

ρ
g

(u* − u *t )(u* + u*t )2

(16)

where u*t is threshold friction velocity which means the minimum velocity that is able to
move sand particles and C is a constant. He suggested that C is 2.78. In this study, we use
Kawamura’s equation to estimate sand mass transfer.
Sand particles dash out from a point of the sand surface, draw the arc, and collide with
another point of the sand surface. Yuasa et al. [3] assumed the particle trajectory as a parabola.
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Under this assumption, saltation length and height are as follows:
Ls = α

2

2

u*
u
, Hs = β *
g
g

(17)

where α and β are constants of 7.2 and 0.5, respectively. However, this assumption would
over-simplify the physics.
In this study, the particle-phase is treated by the Lagrangian approach, in which each
particle is tracked over time along their trajectories in the flow field. We assume that the
particles are spherical and non-rotating. As mentioned above, particle-particle collisions and
the interaction with the flow field from the particle-phase are negligible because the solid
loading is sufficiently small. In addition, the pressure gradient force, the added mass force,
and the Basset history force are ignored because the difference between the density of solid
particles and the fluid is large and the free-stream velocity is high (approximately 10 m/s).
Under these assumptions, the equations of particle motion are as follows:
dx p ,i

= u p ,i

(18)

= FD ,i + FB ,i

(19)

dt
du p ,i
dt

where subscript p denotes the particle; FD,i, FB,i are the drag force and the buoyancy force,
respectively. The fluid velocity used for calculating the drag force is the time-averaged
velocity obtained by RANS. The changes of sand surface geometry are simulated by
ρs

dh
dQ
=−
dt
dz

(20)

where s is density of sand, h is the normal distance from the base plane, Q is source of sand
mass transfer and z is specified length scale. In the present study, z is treated as the first grid
point length from the sand surface.
Additionally, it is well known that there is sand mass transfer called avalanche. When the
slope of sand surface becomes locally larger than the repose angle, avalanche arises, and mass
of sand propagates downward so as to keep the repose angle. Generally it occurs when the
slope angle is more than 32-35 degrees [6]. In this study, if the slope of sand exceeds the
repose angle of 35 degrees, the height of sand at the grid point is changed artificially so as to
keep the repose angle and also satisfy the mass conservation of the sand.
3

COMPUTATIONAL CONDITIONS

Tominaga [4] carried out the wind tunnel experiment for the sand transfer around a cube.
We follow the experimental conditions and simulate the sand transfer with our modeling. The
computational domain is three dimensional, and it is shown in Figure 1. The conditions are
listed in Table 1. Figure 2 exhibits the computational grid used in all computations. The grid
number of the flow field is 161×77×56. Sand layer whose initial thickness is 0.03 m evenly
covers on the ground surface. If sand height is less than or equal to zero, the sand mass
transfer does not occur and the ground surface is not eroded. This limitation is same as that in
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Table 1 Computational conditions
Length
Width
Height
Cube
Initial sand height
Free stream velocity

3.0
0.9
0.9
0.2
0.03
12.0

[m]
[m]
[m]
[m]
[m]
[m/s]

Symmetry plane

Sand surface

Block

0.9 m
Outflow

Inflow

3.0 m
1.0 m
0.9 m

Figure 1 Schematic of computational

domain

Figure 2 Computational grid around a cube
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the experiment. The cube is mounted on the ground surface. At the beginning, a part of the
cube (i.e. 0.03 m from the ground) is buried in the sand layer.
The following boundary conditions are applied. At the inflow boundary, inflow velocity,
turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation rate are fixed. In addition, pressure is extrapolated
from the computational region and the velocity profile is assumed to be the one-fourth power
law according to the experiment. At the outflow boundary, the velocity in the free stream
direction and other variables are extrapolated from the computational region. On the sand
surface, the cube surface and the wall boundary, non-slip condition is applied for the velocity,
and the pressure is extrapolated from the computational domain. The turbulent kinetic energy
and its dissipation rate are estimated by using the wall function. At the upper and symmetry
boundaries, slip condition is imposed, and thus there is no outflow from these boundaries. For
other variables same conditions for the outflow boundary are used.
There is no sand supply from the inflow boundary, and sand transfer whose saltation length
goes over the outflow boundary is not taken into account. This means that the total mass of
sand particles always decreases through the computation. In addition, if a saltation particle
hits against the cube surface, we assume that elastic collision occurs.
4

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows the initial streamlines around a cube, colored by wind speed (see color bar).
It is apparent that a lot of vortices are generated because of the influence of the cube. We can
find a strong horseshoe vortex in the windward and lateral sides of the cube. And two vortices
exist on the side surface. In the back of the cube, a large recirculation can be observed. It is
not clear, but we can confirm a separation vortex on the roof of cube. Obviously, these
vortices influence the velocity profile around the cube, and thus the friction velocity changes
drastically. We can easily expect that, since high velocity generally leads to high friction
velocity, severe aeolian erosion occurs around high speed region. On the windward region of
the cube, the horseshoe vortex makes high velocity near the sand surface, and enhances active

0.0

6.0 [m/s]

Figure 3 Streamlines colored by wind speed ( t=0 )
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active sand transfer in the opposite direction of the free stream. Therefore, aeolian erosion can
be found in the windward side of the cube. Moreover, the flow velocity rapidly increases in
the vicinity of the windward corner. As a result, sand transport is promoted in the vicinity of
the windward corner, and aeolian erosion is intensely generated there.
Figure 4 shows the temporal change of sand surface around the cube after five and ten
minutes. Color denotes the height of the sand surface from the ground level. It is clear that the
strongest sand transfer takes place around the windward corner of the cube, and the second
strongest sand transfer does behind the cube. The former comes from the horseshoe vortex,
and the latter caused from the separation vortex on the back of the cube. On the other hand,
the sand transfer by saltation makes some crests around the cube, especially behind the cube
and the windward region of the horseshoe vortex. Roughly speaking, the erosion pattern does
not depend on time. We confirmed that these results are in agreement with the experimental
data conducted by Tominaga [4].

(a) after 5 min.
0.00

(b) after 10 min.
[m]

0.04

Figure 4 Height of sand surface at different time
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) exhibit the heights of the sand surface in the symmetry plane and in
the central cross section on the lateral side of the cube, respectively. The present results are
compared with the experimental data by Tominaga [4] and also the computational results by
Yuasa et al. [3]. In the figures, blue symbols and lines correspond to the results at five
minutes, and red ones correspond to those at ten minutes. Globally, the present results
reasonably agree with the experiments. Especially, in the symmetry plane, our results are
clearly better than those by Yuasa et al. [3]. However, in the lateral cross section, our method
overestimates sand transfer and thus the erosion depth. Probably, this is because the threshold
value of friction velocity in our model is lower than the experiment. Therefore, in order to
obtain more realistic results, we have to improve the physical models, by properly estimating
the mass of sand transfer (i.e. Eq.(16)) and the threshold friction velocity. In addition, we
should point out that turbulence model may affect the results.
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0.03
0.02
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0
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Com.
Com.
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0

0.1

0
0

0.2

Distance from cube [m]

0.1

(Tominaga, 5 min.)
(Tominaga, 10 min.)
(Yuasa, 5 min.)
(Yuasa, 10 min.)
(Present, 5 min.)
(Present, 10 min.)

0.2

Distance from cube [m]

0.3

(b) Lateral side

(a) Windward side

Figure 5 Comparison of height of sand surface
5

CONCLUSIONS

We carried out the three-dimensional and multi-physics computations for the sand transfer
around a cube. Through the present study, we obtained following remarks:
Aeolian erosion around the cube is reasonably predicted by the present method.
Aeolian erosion is severe around the windward corner of the cube and behind the
cube. Thse are caused from the vortex motions of the flow field.
Sand accumulation is observed in the windward of the horseshoe vortex and behind
the cube. Saltation particles make remarkable crests.
The erosion depth in the symmetry plane maches with the experiment.
It is necessary to modify our models for sand transfer and the method to estimate the
threshold friction velocity, in order to obtain more accurate sand transfer.
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Summary. Recurrence plot (RP) and recurrence quantification analysis (RQA), as powerful
statistical techniques, have been used for studying the dynamic behavior of gas-solids
fluidized beds. The method of delays was used to reconstruct the state space attractor to carry
out analysis in the reconstructed state space. In this work, variance of recurrence rate, which
indicates density of recurrence points in RP, against different epoch lengths (time windows)
for time series of pressure fluctuation of fluidized bed was calculated. It was concluded that
the characteristic parameters of RPs could reflect the extent of chaos in fluidization behavior.
The average cycle frequency and entropy as nonlinear dynamical invariants were evaluated
with RQA at different aspect ratios. The estimated entropy showed a similar trend of average
cycle frequency for different aspect ratios. The results also indicated that the entropy and
average cycle frequency are higher in smaller aspect ratios showing that the importance of
the finer structures. In addition, a minimum in average cycle frequency and entropy of the
pressure fluctuations indicated a minimum deviation from periodicity or, in other words, a
minimum deviation from the larger structures, of the bed. The results of this study allow the
deep understanding the fluidized bed hydrodynamics which can then be used for scale up.
1

INTRODUCTION

Fluidized bed reactors have a numerous advantages over other reactor types that make
them suitable for industrial applications. They have good particle mixing, high heat and mass
transfer rates in addition to low pressure drop. However, due to complexity of the
hydrodynamics, design and scaling of this type of chemical reactor are still not
straightforward [1-3]. The governing equations of fluidized bed system are rather complex.
Since the performance of a fluidized bed is dependent on their hydrodynamic states of
fluidization, many investigations reported the hydrodynamic properties of fluidized bed
properly such as transition velocities, bubble and cluster characteristics. There are many
techniques to determine the hydrodynamic properties of fluidized bed such as optical fiber
probes, pressure fluctuations measurements and etc. However, a great advantage of the
pressure signals is that they are easy to measure consisting different dynamic phenomena
taking place in the bed, such as bubble formation, bubble coalescence and splitting, bubble
passage as well as particles behaviors [4].
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Traditionally, time series of pressure signals are analyzed using spectral (e.g. Fourier
transform, power spectrum) or statistical (e.g. standard deviation, averages) analysis. These
analysis techniques assume that the irregular time dependant behavior is due to the linear
summing up of random and periodic fluctuations. These techniques do not include the
complex hydrodynamic of fluidized beds [1, 5]. Most researchers who investigated fluidized
bed based on pressure fluctuations have accepted them as a nonlinear system [5-9]. The new
technique that takes account of the nonlinearity of the dynamics is called chaos analysis, in
comparison to statistical and spectral analysis [1].
All methods of nonlinear time series analysis are based on the attractor reconstruction of
the underlying system in the state space. However, different reconstruction methods may lead
to different embedding parameters. In other words, these methods are accompanied by some
limitations such as uncertainty on attractor reconstruction methods [9]. Many researchers
believe that the two-phase structure of the fluidized bed has a low-dimensional chaotic
behavior (typically more than 3 and less than 5) in the state space [9-13]. Thus, attractors with
dimensions more than three can be figured only by projection into the two or threedimensional spaces. On the other hand, long-term data sampling, which is required for typical
nonlinear evaluation of the pressure fluctuations in bubbling fluidized bed is usually involved
with some difficulties (e.g. steady sate sampling with practical fluctuation feed flow, data
saving, data acquisition, etc.) during experimental measurement [12, 14-15].
Recurrence is a basic property of dynamical systems, which can be exploited to describe
the system’s behavior in phase space [16]. While in the state space, attractors with dimensions
more than three cannot be visualized due to constrains in figuring the high dimensional
attractors, any phase space trajectory can be represented in a 2-dimensional plot using
recurrence plot (RP). In Addition, while embedding is required for reconstruction of attractor
in state space, RP may be constructed without embedding. All information contained in the
embedded RP can be attained in the non-embedded one [17]. Moreover, the remarkable
properties of RP are its ability to evaluate non-stationary and short-term data [18, 19]. These
features make RP a very potent tool to study fluidized bed hydrodynamics and eliminates
needs for time consuming and difficult long-term data sampling required in typical methods
of nonlinear analysis The aim of this work is to apply the RP and recurrence quantification
analysis (RQA) to study of scaling aspect ratio (L/D) effect on the dynamic features of the
gas-solids fluidized bed using the local pressure fluctuation signals.
2 RECURRENCE QUANTIFICATION ANALYSIS (RQA)
2.1 Recurrence plots
RP technique, derived from nonlinear properties, is based on a graphical explanation of
system’s dynamics. Ekmann et al. [16] introduced the conception of recurrence plot, as a
graphical tool that can determine recurrent behavior in a phase-space of a dynamical system.
Briefly, a RP provides a qualitative picture of the correlations between the states of a time
series over all available time-scales. A phase-space is generally a high dimensional space and
can only be visualized by the projection onto smaller two- or three-dimensional sub-spaces.
RPs enable investigation of a m-dimensional phase-space trajectory through a twodimensional representation of its recurrences to be possible.
Recurrence plot is a 2-dimensional plot expressed by the matrix:
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Ri , j = Θ(ε − xi − x j )

i, j = 1, 2,3,..., N

(1)

where N is the number of measured points, xi , xj ∈ Rd represent the i-th and j-th points of the
d-dimensional state space trajectory, || || represent the norm, ε is a threshold distance and Θ is
the Heaviside function. The RP is obtained by plotting the recurrence matrix, Eq. (1), If
Ri,j ≡ 1, it is considered as a recurrence point and appears as a black dot, if Ri,j ≡ 0, it forms a
white dot [18]. March et al. [17] showed that RP can be constructed without embedding.
Thus, it was thought desirable to choose the delay time of 1 based on the Takens theorem
[20]. Therefore, in the present work, the RP of time series of pressure fluctuations was
constructed without embedding.
2.2. Determining Parameters for RQA
The graphical representation of RPs may be complicated to evaluate, since they are
considered as qualitative tools to detect hidden rhythms graphically. The quantification
analysis of the recurrence plots involves estimation of some parameters (recurrence
parameters) that describe the structures in the plots such as single dots and diagonal, vertical
and horizontal lines. The structures within a recurrence plot are related to the different
dynamics of the system [18]. Recurrence rate and entropy are two of RQA variables that were
used in this work.
Recurrence rate (RR) expresses the density of repeated states throughout the trajectory and
is mathematically defined as:

RR =

1
N2

∑ i , j =1 Ri , j
N

(2)

where ∑Ri,j is the total number of repeated points. Usually, RR is used to determine the value
of radius threshold. The radius threshold should not be selected so large that makes the value
of RR be greater than 20 % [18].
Entropy (ENT) refers to the Shannon information entropy of all diagonal line lengths
distributed over integer bins in a histogram. Individual histogram bin probabilities
( p(l ) = P(l ) / N l ) are computed for each non-zero bin and then summed according to
Shannon’s equation.
N

Entropy = −∑ p (l ) log 2 p (l )

(3)

lmin

Entropy is related to complexity of the system. For example, entropy would be expected to be
0.0 bits/bin for a periodic systems in which all diagonal lines are of equal length, but
relatively high within chaotic systems [18, 21].
3

EXPERIMENTS

Experiments were carried out in a gas-solid fluidized bed made of a Plexiglas-pipe of 15
cm inner diameter and 2 m height. Air at ambient temperature entered the column through
perforated plate distributor with 435 holes of 7 mm triangle pitch. A cyclone was used to
separate air from particles at high superficial gas velocities. Sand particles (Geldart B) with
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mean size of 150 and a particle density of 2640 kg/m3 were used in the experiments. The bed
was operated with different loaded sand heights (L/D of 1, 1.5 and 2) and at gas velocities
ranging from 0.1 to 1.1 m/s.
Pressure probe (model SEN-3248 (B075), Kobold Company) was screwed onto the gluing
studs located 10 cm above the distributor. Pressure fluctuations were recorded in
approximately 164 s corresponding to 65535 data. The measured signals were band-pass
(hardware) filtered at lower cut-off frequency of 0.1 Hz to remove the bias value of the
pressure fluctuations and upper cut-off Nyquist frequency (200 Hz). The sampling frequency
was 400 Hz. This sampling frequency is also in according with criterion of 50 to 100 times of
the average cycle frequency (typically between 100 to 600 Hz) which is required for nonlinear
evaluation of the pressure fluctuations in bubbling fluidized bed [13, 14].
4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In fluidized beds, the main frequency of pressure fluctuations is normally below 10 Hz
with a maximum at about 2.5-3 Hz. A difference between the average cycle frequency, fc (the
number of times per time unit the signal crosses its average) and the dominant frequency of
the spectrum, fd, indicates deviations from a perfect periodicity of the macro scale, since fd is
related to macro-scale structures [14]. Figure 1 indicates the average cycle frequency of the
pressure fluctuations at aspect ratios of 1, 1.5 and 2. As can be seen, at lower aspect ratio, fc
has the higher deviation from the dominant frequency (2.5-3 Hz) which indicates that the finer
structures have significance. In addition, as it can be observed, average cycle frequency of all
three different aspect ratios initially decreases and approaches to the peak dominant frequency
of the bed and then increases with an increase in velocity.
5
dp,ave=150 µm, P2 (10 cm)
L/D=1
L/D=1.5
L/D=2
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Figure 1: Average cycle frequency (fc) of the pressure fluctuations at different aspect ratios

Figures 2a-c show the RP constructed from the pressure time series at aspect ratios of 1,
1.5, and 2, respectively. The repeated structures shown in these figures can be categorized in
four groups of short diagonal lines, small bold areas, white bands (strips) repeated
approximately regular and stretched vertically or horizontally, and quasi-square shapes made
of horizontal and vertical lines with white area within them. Each of these typical patterns is
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linked to a specific behavior of the system [18]. In this paper, only characteristics related to
diagonal lines are considered.
The presence of single spots and the large diagonal lines with invariable distance between
them is the obvious property of the stochastic and periodic recurrence plot, respectively. Short
diagonal lines with irregular distance between them are one of the indications of chaotic
dynamics [18, 22]. However, single points are rarely found in the RP of the fluidized bed. In
other hands, short diagonal lines in Figures 2a-c show complexity of fluidized bed and
indicate that the bed’s hydrodynamic behavior is predictable only for short times. This
qualitative pattern of RP is further quantified by RQA in terms of % RR and ENT.
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Figure 2: Recurrence plot of the fluidized bed at aspect ratios of (a) 1 (b) 1.5, and (c) 2;
U=0.5 m/s; particles size 150 m; N=4000; ε=0.1

RQA variables are usually calculated in consecutive epochs and dynamics of the system is
inspected through them. Figure 3 shows the plots of the values for each of these quantified
parameters (% RR and ENT) in consecutive epochs. As shown in this figure, the values of RR
are smaller than 20 % for all aspect ratios. This shows that the value of radius threshold has
been chosen reasonably. By comparing of RR values of the fluidized bed with the values of
the stochastic and periodic systems, it was found that the dynamic behavior of fluidized bed is
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between long-term predictable and complete unpredictable systems. In addition, RR values
increased with an increase in aspect ratio. Therefore recurrence rate verifies that the bed with
higher aspect ratio shows a more periodic behavior which had been shown by the average
cycle frequency results. At this condition, effect of macro phenomena on the pressure
fluctuations of the bed are dominant against meso and micro phenomena and the pressure
signal approaches periodic behavior. It is expected that a more periodic system has the lower
entropy which can be confirmed by the plot of entropy values. As can be seen in this plot, the
entropy is smaller in higher aspect ratios. This shows that contribution of the larger structures
becomes more important in higher aspect ratios and cause to lower complexity.
5.5
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Figure 3: RQA variables (Recurrence Rate and Entropy) of the fluidized bed pressure signal at U=0.5 m/s and
different aspect ratios; Epoch length=2000; N=40000; ε=0.05; lmin=2.

Figure 4 shows the entropy of the pressure fluctuations measured 10 cm above distributor
as a function of gas velocity for different aspect ratios and particles size 150 m. As shown in
this figure, the entropy for all three aspect ratios initially decreases and then increases with an
increase in gas velocity. Comparing Figures 1 and 4 reveals that the trends of average cycle
frequency and the entropy against gas velocity are approximately similar. It can be concluded
that when there is a minimum deviation from periodicity of the bed, entropy are minimum.
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Figure 4: Entropy of the pressure fluctuations at different L/Ds of 1, 1.5 and 2, Epoch length=2000; N=40000;
ε=0.05; lmin=2.

5

CONCLUSIONS

Recurrence plot (RP) and recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) were used to study of
scaling aspect ratio effect on the dynamic features of the gas-solid fluidized bed. The presence
of short diagonal lines in the RP showed that the fluidized bed is predictable only for short
times. The higher aspect ratio provides greater amplitude due to larger bubbles. This trend is
confirmed by the average cycle frequency results too, since at higher aspect ratio, fc has the
lower deviation from the dominant frequency which indicates that the larger structures have
importance. At higher aspect ratio, effect of macro phenomena on the pressure of the bed are
dominant against meso and micro phenomena and the pressure signal approaches periodic
behavior. Recurrence rate and entropy verify this result and show that the bed with higher
aspect ratio has a more periodic behavior. The results of the present work showed that the
RQA is a powerful and easy method that its variables can be used for scaling, monitoring,
study of hydrodynamic behavior within the fluidized bed system.
6
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Abstract. In this study, the mechanical and tribological properties of Ti6Al4V-alloy/Al2O3
Functionally Graded Materials (FGM) were evaluated through multiscale indentation tests
and metallographic analysis. The FGM, consisting of 11 uniform layers graded in 10%
composition steps of 1 mm thickness each, was generated by Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS)
technique with a non-uniform sintering temperature. Metallographic analyses evidenced the
presence of a Ti3Al intermetallic phase at the metal/ceramic interface of the intermediate
FGM layers. Nano and micro-scale indentation tests were performed with a NanoTest
Indenter (Micro Materials Ltd., Wrexham, U.K.), while an ad hoc set-up was designed and
realized to characterize the FGM at the macroscopic scale. Elastic and inelastic material
properties have been obtained on both the cross-section and the surfaces of the external pure
metal and pure ceramic layers. The mechanical characterization exhibited the capability to
quantify the problems related to the sintering techniques already evidenced in the
metallographic analyses. The lack of an optimal sintering temperature led to sintering defects
that most likely resulted in imperfect interfaces. This work proved that the combination of
advanced micro and nano mechanical characterization techniques in a multiscale investigation
framework represents a reliable feedback for the development and optimization of the SPS as
a process for the fabrication of FGM.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Functionally Graded Materials (FGM), i.e. materials with spatial gradients in composition,
undoubtedly represent a promising class of functional materials with the potential of
application in diverse contexts such as tribology, fracture mechanics and nanotechnology. A
special interest can be identified in the development of structural materials for orthopaedic
applications, where different properties such as reliability, biocompatibility and wear
resistance are required. This can be achieved exploiting an FGM architecture.
As an example, in joint replacement the commonly used Co–Cr against UHMWPE
bearings show a very good performance in terms of structural reliability, while third body
wear phenomenon may lead to periprosthetic inflammation and implant loosening [1]. Fully
ceramic implants (mainly Alumina) have been used too. The advantage of ceramic surfaces is
the drastic reduction of the bearing wear rate. On the other hand, the low fracture toughness of
ceramic materials and the susceptibility to failure by slow crack growth still remain a crucial
issues [2]. In this direction, efforts have been made for exploiting the FGM principle for the
enhancement of the structural reliability [3,4]. Besides, efforts are being made for exploiting
the FGM principle for the enhancement of the tribological behaviour, with the realization of
graded ceramic coatings on a metal substrate [5].
In this work, a multiscale approach based on the instrumented indentation technique has
been adopted to characterize the mechanical and tribological behaviour of different material
systems all obtained with the Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) process: homogeneous Ti6Al4V,
homogeneous AL2O3, composite Ti6Al4V-alloy/Al2O3 with different phase concentrations,
and Ti6Al4V-alloy/Al2O3 Functionally Graded Materials (FGM). The study of the
mechanical behaviour of the materials has been coupled with Light Optical Microscopy
(LOM) imaging, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), chemical (Energy Dispersive
Spectrometry, EDS) and metallographic (X-Ray Diffraction) characterizations. The aim of the
work is to show how the use of advanced multiscale indentation techniques represents a
reliable feedback for the development and optimization of the SPS as process for the
fabrication of Ti6Al4V-alloy/Al2O3 Functionally Graded Materials.
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Samples deposition
Disk samples were realized by means of the SPS technique [6]. In case of homogeneous
Ti6Al4V and AL2O3 samples, sintering temperature was set to 1200°C and 1450°C,
respectively; 60% Ti6Al4V-40% Al2O3 and 80% Ti6Al4V-20% Al2O3 composites were
sinterized at 1350°C; finally, a non-uniform sintering temperature varying between 1450°C
(Al2O3 side) and 1200°C (Ti side) was adopted for the FGM, consisting in 11 uniform layers
graded in 10% composition steps of 1 mm thickness each.
2.2 Imaging, metallographic and chemical analyses
LOM ad SEM imaging techniques were employed to preliminary evaluate the material
microstructure. In particular, the presence of a third phase at the metal/ceramic interface of
the intermediate FGM layers and composites was evidenced in the 60% Ti6Al4V-40% Al2O3
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Figure 1: LOM (left) and SEM (middle) of the 60% Ti6Al4V-40% Al2O3 composites sinterized with SPS at
1350°C/10min/30MPa; bright is the Ti6Al4V, dark is AL2O3; LOM (right) of the 80% Ti6Al4V-20% Al2O3
composites. The third phase at the metal/ceramic interface is clearly visible.

and 80% Ti6Al4V-20% Al2O3 composites (Figure 1).
EDS chemical analyses carried out at the interface region between metal and ceramic
enabled to identify Ti3Al as the intermetallic phase. As an example, Figure 2 reports the EDS
spectrum of the interface region of Ti/Al2O3 composite. This result is further evidenced with
X-Ray Diffraction measurements of the composite phases. The intermetallic phase Ti3Al is
formed in spite of the pure Ti6Al4V and AL2O3 phases (Figure 3).

Figure 2: EDS spectrum of the interface region of Ti/Al2O3 composite.

Figure 3: XRD spectrum of the interface region of Ti/Al2O3 composite.
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2.3 Instrumented indentation
Instrumented indentation tests have been carried out at three different scales. Nanoscale
(load range 10-70 mN) and microscale (load range 3-15 N) indentation tests were performed
with a NanoTest (Micro Materials Ltd., Wrexham, U.K.) indenter (Figure 4a). An ad-hoc
experimental set-up was designed and realized to characterize the samples at the macroscopic
scale adopting a load range from 200 to 300 N (Figure 4b).
Homogeneous Ti6Al4V, homogeneous AL2O3, and Ti6Al4V-alloy/Al2O3 composites,
and Ti6Al4V-alloy/Al2O3 FGM have been tested at the nano and micro scales. In particular,
the composite samples were subjected to tests adopting the grid indentation technique [7] in
order to identify the different phases of the composite as well as their mechanical properties
(Figure 4a). Further, in case of FGM samples, elastic and inelastic material properties have
been obtained on both the cross-section and the surfaces of the external pure metal and pure
ceramic layers at the macro scale (Figure 5).

Figure 4: SEM image showing nanoindentation residual imprints of the grid indentation technique applied on
the 60% Ti6Al4V-40% Al2O3 composite (left). Set-up of the instrumented macroscale indentation tests (right):
(a) indenter tip; (b) extensometer; (c) extensometer comparator used to detect the tip penetration into the simple;
(d) FGM sample; (e) sample holding system.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: (a) Sketch of the nanoindentation tests performed on a single layer of the FGM structure. Testing
configurations for macro scale indentation tests performed on the external layers surface (along the
compositional gradient orientation direction) (b) and on the sample cross-section (orthogonal to the
compositional gradient orientation direction) (c).
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2.4 Coating performances assessment
In this work, the indentation loading-unloading curves are analyzed by means of the
method proposed by Oliver and Pharr [8]. Following this procedure, the reduced modulus Er
and hardness H are evaluated as:
(1)

(2)

where S is the initial unloading contact stiffness, A is the projected contact area, P is the
maximum load applied during the test, and β a correction factor dependent on the indenter
geometry (β = 1.034 for the Berkovich tip here adopted).
The ratio between the hardness and the reduced modulus (H/Er) is expected to be a good
reference parameter to evaluate the tribological behaviour of materials [9]: indeed, the H/Er
ratio has been proved to provide a closer agreement to the coatings performances in terms of
wear than the hardness value only.
Finally, the elastic recovery parameter ERP, determined as a ratio of the maximal depth to
the plastic depth of penetration during indentation, has been also calculated.
3

RESULTS

The comparison between the homogeneous materials (Ti6Al4V and AL2O3) and the
Ti6Al4V-alloy/Al2O3 composites showed a higher dispersion of the mechanical properties of
the composite with respect to the homogeneous materials. The reduced modulus and hardness
values obtained from the nanoindentation tests on the homogeneous Ti6Al4V, homogeneous
AL2O3, and 60% Ti6Al4V-40% Al2O3 composite samples are reported in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Reduced modulus and hardness values obtained from the nanoindentation tests on homogeneous
Ti6Al4V, homogeneous AL2O3 and 60% Ti6Al4V-40% Al2O3 composite.
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The mechanical properties of the composite samples are substantially close to the one of
the pure Ti samples, the contribution of the Al phase being negligible. In fact, reduced
modulus Er and hardness H are both lower than the expected values estimated with
homogenization techniques. These two results are in agreement with the presence of a third
phase created during the SPS process. The grid indentation technique performed at the
nanoscale confirms this evidence too (data not shown).
Macroindentation tests on the outermost layers, i.e. Al2O3 and Ti6Al4V, of the FGM
sample evidenced an influence of the indentation direction with respect to the compositional
gradient. Figure 7 shows the hardness and reduced modulus values for the outermost Ti6Al4V
and AL2O3 layers of the FGM structure. The reduced modulus and hardness obtained along
the layer cross-section are remarkably higher than normal to the surface in case of the AL2O3
phase, while lower differences were found for the Ti6Al4V phase.

Figure 7: Reduced modulus and hardness values for the outermost Ti6Al4V and AL2O3 layers of the FGM
structure tested along and normal to the compositional gradient.

Regarding the indentations on the cross section of the FGM sample, although the
compositional gradient is linear between the pure metal and ceramic phases, a linear
behaviour of the mechanical properties was not found (Figure 8). Figure 8 shows the
comparison between reduced modulus, hardness, H/Er ratio, and ERP between the nano and
macro indentations on each layer of the FGM cross section.
A reduction of the mechanical properties in the central layers, where lower reduced moduli
and hardness than the expected values estimated with homogenization techniques are found, is
evident from the measures both at the nano and macro scale.
Further, even if the overall trends at the nano and macro scales are comparable, absolute
values are affected by the different mechanical properties evidenced at the two scales of
measure. This is especially true for the Al-rich layers of the FGM system where the H, H/Er
and ERP values at the macroscale are in some cases more than twice the ones at the
nanoscale, thus suggesting an evident size effect in the coating mechanical properties.
Whereas, while lower differences have been found in terms of elastic behaviour for the Alrich layers, the Ti-rich layers show size-dependent mechanical properties especially in the
elastic range.
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Figure 8: Comparison between reduced modulus (upper-left), hardness (upper-right), H/Er ratio (lower-left), and
ERP (lower-right) between the nano and macro indentations performed along the FGM cross section.

Finally, delamination and cracking of some FGM samples occurred during the mechanical
testing. As an example, Figure 9 shows two different cases: on the left side, complete
delamination is seen both at the 30% Ti6Al4V layer level and then between the 70% Ti6Al4V
and 60% Ti6Al4V layers; instead, on the right side, a trans-layer crack crosses the sample
between the 70% Ti6Al4V and 90% Ti6Al4V layers.
4

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

The mechanical characterization had the capability to quantify the problems related to the
sintering techniques already evidenced by the metallographic analyses.
In general, the mechanical testing results showed reliable mechanical properties only at the
outermost layers, where the SPS process allowed obtaining materials with the mechanical
properties expected for purely Al and Ti alloy; whereas, a significant reduction of the
mechanical properties in the central layers was evidenced. The reason for this decay of
mechanical properties in the innermost layers is attributable to the sintering temperature field
applied, which is the result of a compromise between the limit temperatures of each material.
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Figure 9: Delamination of an FGM sample (left) along the layer boundaries and a crack propagating
perpendicular to the graded layers (right).

The lack of an optimal sintering temperature led to sintering defects that most likely
resulted in imperfect interfaces. This hypothesis is confirmed both by the metallographic
characterization and by the hardness and reduced moduli found for the intermediate FGM
layers, which are lower than the expected values, estimated with homogenization techniques.
Comparison between nano and macro scale tests evidenced the presence of a size effect in the
FGM mechanical properties which affects the mechanical performances of both the Al-rich
and Ti-rich layers. However, further investigations are required to shed light on this point.
This work proved that the use of advanced multiscale indentation techniques represent a
reliable feedback for the development and optimization of the SPS as process for the
fabrication of metal/ceramic FGM. These material solutions represent a forthcoming
development for component of orthopaedic devices.
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Abstract. In this study, three-dimensional particle-based simulations are used to model
magnetorheological fluids. The numerical model of the MRF is implemented in the framework of the Discrete Element Method (DEM) and takes into account the coupling of the
magnetic dipoles, the hydrodynamic drag forces and steric forces between particles. To
accurately treat the magnetic interaction between particles, the magnetic field at the
particles’ position is computed and an appropriate magnetization model is implemented.
DEM simulations with different volume fractions of the MRF are carried out and the
resulting magnetization curves are put in comparison with experimental data.

1

INTRODUCTION

Typical magnetorheological fluids (MRF) consist of magnetically permeable particles
(e.g. iron) in carrier oil. Upon activation of an external magnetic field, the apparent
viscosity of the MRF changes within a few milliseconds by orders of magnitude, inducing
a change of the MRF from liquid to solid. By controlling the strength of the magnetic
field, the viscosity of the MRF can be adjusted very accurately. For this reason, MRF
are highly interesting for several industrial applications, such as controllable dampers or
automotive clutches.
In this work we use numerical simulations to investigate the mechanisms which govern
the behaviour of the MRF when subjected to a magnetic field. Inside the MRF, the
contribution of the magnetized particles to the local magnetic field cannot be neglected
[1]. Therefore an accurate description of the particles’ magnetization is required. We can
experimentally assess magnetization curves of magnetorheological fluids, but not of single
particles. Different magnetization functions to model the response of an iron particle to a
magnetic field can be found in the literature [2, 3, 4], however there is no well-established
1
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magnetization function which is suitable for every MRF. A specific magnetization function is an arbitrary choice and can also be different for different materials [5]. Here we
choose to perform simulations based on different single-particle magnetization functions,
compare the resulting MRF magnetization curves to experiments [4, 6] and adapt the
curve parameters.
In Sec. 2 the simulation method is presented. The calculation of the magnetization of
a particle is explained in Sec. 3. Different magnetization models from the literature are
discussed. In Sec. 4 we derive an expression to evaluate the magnetization of the MRF in
the simulation. In Sec. 5 we show first simulation results and bring them in comparison
with experimental results from the literature.
2

DISCRETE ELEMENT MODEL

The numerical description of the MRF is based on the Discrete Element Method
(DEM), originally proposed by Cundall and Strack to compute the motion of a large
number of particles [7]. After the computation of the forces Fi on each particle, Newton’s
equation of motion
mG
i r̈i = Fi

(1)

is solved numerically for an ensemble of particles i = 1, . . . , N with masses mG
i and center
of mass positions ri . We model the MRF clutch with a three-dimensional simulation box
containing spherical particles, terminated by solid walls in one direction and with periodic
boundary conditions in the other two directions.
The forces included in the model are magnetic interaction forces between the particles,
elastic repulsion, and the Stokes’ drag of the fluid on the particles. The wall is modeled
as a dense and flat ensemble of non-magnetic particles. Gravity and Brownian forces are
neglected.
2.1

Magnetic forces

The dipole-dipole interaction energy Ei,j of two magnetic particles i and j with magnetic moments mi and mj is [8]


3
µ0 mi · mj
− 5 (mi · ri,j ) (mj · ri,j ) ,
(2)
Ei,j =
3
4π
ri,j
ri,j
where ri,j = ri − rj is the vector connecting the centers of particle i and j, ri,j = |ri,j | its
norm and µ0 = 4π · 10−7 Tm
the vacuum permeability.
A
The force on dipole i caused by dipole j is given by
Fi,j = −∇i Ei,j


3µ0 (mi · mj ) ri,j + (mj · ri,j ) mi + (mi · ri,j ) mj
(mi · ri,j ) (mj · ri,j ) ri,j
.
=
−5
5
7
4π
ri,j
ri,j
(3)
2
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The total magnetic force on particle i is then the sum of the contributions of all other
particles j

Fi =
Fi,j .
(4)
j

j=i

The magnetic moments of the particles depend on the local magnetic field. The dependence is specified by a magnetization function which is described in detail in Sec. 3.2.
2.2

Hydrodynamic forces

The fluid acts on the particles via Stokes’ drag,
FStokes
= 6πηRi (vfluid − vi ) ,
i

(5)

where vi is the velocity of particle i, Ri is the particle radius, vfluid is the velocity of the
carrier oil and η its viscosity.
2.3

Contact forces

A repulsive contact force which prevents the particles from overlapping is included.
The normal force of particle j on particle i is given by the Hertzian repulsion



2
Y
R
R
ri,j
i
j
3/2
3
Fni =
ξi,j
,
(6)
2
1−ν
R i + Rj
ri,j
where Y is Young’s modulus, ν is Poissons’s ratio, and ξi,j = max{Ri + Rj − |ri,j |, 0} the
overlap [9].
As a first approach, no tangential forces are assumed.
3

TREATMENT OF THE MAGNETIC INTERACTIONS

In this section we introduce a selfconsistent algorithm for the calculation of the local
magnetic field as well as general features of the single-particle magnetization function
(Sec. 3.1). Three specific magnetization models are then discussed in Sec. 3.2.
3.1

Selfconsistent calculation of local magnetic induction and particle magnetization

The local magnetic induction at the position of particle i,

Bi,ext = Bapplied +
Bi,j ,

(7)

j

j=i

is given by the sum of the externally applied magnetic field Bapplied = µ0 Happlied and the
sum of the contributions from other particles
3
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Bi,j



µ0 (mj · ri,j ) ri,j
mj
3
=
− 3 .
5
4π
ri,j
ri,j

(8)

i
The magnetization Mi of particle i is Mi = m
where Vi is the volume of particle i. The
Vi
magnetic field Hi,in at the interior of particle i is given by [3]
1
Hi,in = Bi,ext + αMi .
(9)
µ0

The parameter α thus describes the contribution of the particle’s own magnetization to
its inner field Hi,in .
For the magnetization of the particle, we consider a model of the form
Bi,ext
Mi = |MS |f (b|Hi,in |)
,
(10)
Bi,ext
where MS is the saturation magnetization of the particle and f is a scaled magnetization
function which is linear for small |Hi,in | and tends to 1 for large |Hi,in |. The parameter b
is chosen such that the slope for small fields matches the low-field susceptibility χ of the
material.
As Hin itself depends on M, Eq. (10) is an implicit equation. We solve this equation
numerically by a root-finding algorithm that combines Newton-Raphson with the bisection
method for a fail-safe routine [10]. We approach the solution of the coupled equations
(7), (8) and (10) by the following iterative algorithm.
1. Initial step: Mi = 0, Bi,ext = Bapplied
2. Solve Eq. (10) with root-finding algorithm, update Mi for all i
3. Update Bi,ext for all i with equations (7) and (8)
4. Repeat steps 2. and 3. until the convergence criterion
max |Mi (n) − Mi (n − 1)| < 
i

(11)

is reached, where Mi (n) is the magnetization of particle i in the n-th iteration.
The positions of the particles are not changed during the selfconsistency loop.
3.2

Different magnetization models proposed in the literature

Magnetorheological fluids are mostly suspensions of carbonyl iron powder, a highly
pure iron, where magnetic hysteresis is negligible [4]. Therefore we consider only models
of the form of Eq. (10), describing anhysteretic magnetization behaviour. In this section
three different choices for the magnetization function f as introduced in Eq. (10) are
presented, the role of the model parameters is discussed, and the different models are
compared.
4
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3.2.1

Three magnetization functions

The three models we want to compare are the following:
1. A simple magnetization function for axially anisotropic materials with applied field
along the easy axis, found in [2]
µ0 M = µ0 MS tanh(

χ
Hin )
MS

(12)

2. A phenomenological model for isotropic materials, based on the modified Langevin
function [3]


3χ
1
µ0 M = µ0 MS coth(
(13)
Hin ) − 3χ
MS
Hin
M
S

3. The Fröhlich-Kennely law for the magnetization of a particle located inside an infinite chain [4]
µ 0 M = µ 0 MS
3.2.2

1

χ
H
MS in
χ
+ MS Hin

(14)

How to choose the parameters

Saturation magnetization MS is the saturation magnetization of the material of the
spheres. This value can be obtained experimentally. Following [11], the saturation magnetization MS of the suspension of particles and carrier oil can be related to the saturation
magnetization of the bulk magnetic solid MS,bulk by the volume fraction φ of the suspension, MS = φMS,bulk .
Susceptibility and α All chosen models are constructed in a way that
M ∼ χHin for small Hin ,

(15)

where χ = χmat is the susceptibility of the material. The susceptibility χpart of a particle
is given by
M ∼ χpart Hext for small Hext .
Combining equations (9), (15) and (16), we get
χpart
χmat =
.
1 + αχpart

(16)

(17)

Unfortunately, the single particle parameters are usually not known. In experiments, the
magnetization curve of the whole MRF is measured instead [12]. Thus we have to infer
5
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the susceptibility of the particle from the experimentally measured magnetization curve
of the MRF.
Regarding the parameter α, one obtains for uniformly magnetized spheres α = − 13
3χmat
and thus χsphere = 3+χ
[8]. In other cases, α is a coupling parameter depending on the
mat
coupling of the magnetic domains inside the particle and on the particle geometry and
has to be fitted to experiments [3, 8].
3.2.3

Comparison of the magnetization models

Figure 1 shows the different magnetization models for parameter values µ0 MS = 1.709 T
(taken from [4]), α = −1/3 (uniformly magnetized spheres) and a susceptibility χmat ≈ 5.7.

Figure 1: Comparison of the three magnetization functions Eq. (12), Eq. (13), and Eq. (14).

We see that the three models differ strongly in their behaviour for intermediate field
strength. The tanh function is very steep and approaches saturation early. The modified
Langevin function deviates from the linear regime for small fields earlier and needs stronger
fields to reach saturation. The same holds for the Fröhlich-Kennely function, only that
the effects are still more pronounced.
4

DEFINITION OF THE MRF MAGNETIZATION
Experimentally the magnetization of the MRF is obtained by
µ0 M = Bmeasured − µ0 Happlied ,

(18)

where Happlied is the externally applied magnetic field, controlled by a electromagnet, and
Bmeasured is the magnetic induction measured at a location close to the MRF.
If we want to mimic the experimental procedure in the simulation, we need to choose
a point where to measure the magnetization. We can–similarly to the experiment–apply
a certain external field H and measure the magnetic induction B at some point close to
the MRF. Figure 2 shows the value of Bmeasured − Bapplied for a setup where the MRF is
between two discs at z = ±37.5 µm. Bmeasured is the measured magnetic induction in the
simulation (at y = 0, averaged in x-direction) as a function of the measuring position,
6
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Figure 2: Locally measured magnetic induction (only the contribution of the MRF, without externally
applied field). The MRF is located between the yellow bars.

called z0 , in z-direction. We see that the measured value depends significantly on the
distance of the measuring point from the MRF. However, we want to have a value for the
magnetization of the MRF, which is independent of the measuring point. To this purpose,
we analyze the contribution of the MRF to the magnetic field B at distances far from the
MRF. The behaviour of the absolute value of the magnetic field for large distances from

Figure 3: Magnetic field B induced by the MRF, far from the MRF.

the MRF can be described by
|Bmeasured (z) − Bapplied | =

c
z3

(19)

with a constant c, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus the field of the MRF shows the same decay
as a magnetic dipole field. We therefore define the magnetic moment of the MRF mMRF
as the magnetic dipole moment inducing the same magnetic field B as the MRF at larger
distances from the MRF.
A magnetic dipole located at the origin with dipole moment m = mez creates a
magnetic field
µ0 m
Bdipole (z) =
(20)
2π |z|3
7
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at location (0, 0, z). The value of mMRF = |mMRF | can be found by fitting the largedistance magnetic field B (19), yielding
mMRF = c

2π
.
µ0

(21)

Another expression for the MRF magnetization can be obtained by considering that, seen
from a larger distance from the MRF, the magnetic dipoles carried by the particles inside
the MRF are approximately at the same spot. With the superposition principle we get
for the field created by the MRF:

 µ0 mi
µ0 1 
BMRF (z) =
Bi (z) =
=
mi ,
(22)
3
3
2π
|z|
2π
|z|
i
i
i
where Bi is the magnetic field created by particle i and mi is the magnetic moment of
particle i. On the other hand
µ0 mMRF
BMRF (z) =
.
(23)
2π |z|3
Combining the equations (22) and (23) we get


 


mMRF = 
mi  .



(24)

i

Thus, we expect the two definitions (21) and (24) for mMRF to be equivalent. To test this
hypothesis, we performed simulations with an externally applied field of µ0 H = 0.14 T,
0.42 T, and 1.4 T. The results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Comparison of the two definitions for the magnetic moment of the MRF.

µ0 Happlied [T]
2π
m=c
[Am2 ]
µ
 0
m=
mi [Am2 ]
i

0.14

0.42

1.4

2.40 × 10−8

5.94 × 10−8

6.92 × 10−8

2.38 × 10−8

5.90 × 10−8

6.86 × 10−8

The differences between the definitions amount to less than 1 % of the magnitude of
the magnetic moment. Therefore 
the two definitions can be regarded as equivalent. For
our simulations, we take mMRF = i mi as the working definition. MMRF is then defined
as
MMRF =

mMRF
N mpart 
=
= φ Mpart .
VMRF
VMRF
8
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The MRF magnetization for monodisperse suspensions can thus be expressed as the averVpart
part 
age particle magnetization Mpart  = m
times the volume fraction φ = NVMRF
, where
Vpart
Vpart is the volume of one particle, VMRF the volume of the MRF, and N the number of
particles in the MRF.
Equation (25) provides a convenient definition for the magnetization of the MRF in
the simulation. The experimentally measured magnetization however still depends on
the unknown measuring point. We can get independence from the measuring point by
dividing the measured magnetization by the measured high-field saturation value at the
same measuring point. This gives transformed experimental values
|B(z0 ) − Bapplied |
=
|BS (z0 ) − Bapplied |

exp
µ0 mMRF
2π |z0 |3
exp
µ0 mS,MRF
2π
|z0 |3

mexp
MRF
= exp
mS,MRF

(26)

The same can be done for the computed magnetization
mMRF
MMRF
=
MS,MRF
mS,MRF

(27)

With this scaling procedure, the experimental [Eq. (26)] and computed [Eq. (27)] magnetization values can be put in comparison.
5

RESULTS

Here we present DEM-simulation results at different volume fractions with spherical
particles of 1 µm in diameter, comparable to the experiments reported in [4]. We used the
tanh model with values from Sec. 3.2.3. In the simulations we see that the magnetization
curve of the MRF deviates significantly from the single sphere curve (Fig. 4). Figure 5

Figure 4: Scaled magnetization curve of the MRF (φ = 35 %) compared with the single sphere curve.

shows the unscaled MRF magnetization curves simulated at different volume fractions φ.
In Ref. [4], the relative differential permeability curves of MRF are shown instead of the
9
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Figure 5: Magnetization curves of the MRF for different volume fractions φ.

magnetization. From simulations, we get the relative differential permeability µr,dif of the
MRF as
µr,dif (B) = 1 + µ0

dMMRF
dB

(28)

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 6. As stated in Sec. 3.2.2, we can get experimental

Figure 6: Relative differential permeability µr,dif for different volume fractions φ of the MRF from DEMsimulations.

values for the low-field susceptibility χMRF of the MRF, whereas the susceptibility of the
material χmat is unknown. The susceptibility χMRF is related to the relative differential
permeability by
χMRF = µr,dif (0) − 1.

(29)

The computed values are shown in Fig. 7. The linear dependence of χMRF on volume
fraction is also observed in experiments [4]. The susceptibility there is much higher though.
By increasing the susceptibility of the material χmat we also get higher susceptibilities for
the MRF (see figure 8). However, the exact dependence still has to be investigated.
10
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Figure 7: Low-field susceptibility of the MRF from DEM-simulations vs. volume fraction φ.

Figure 8: Low-field susceptibility of the MRF vs. material susceptibility χmat for different volume
fractions φ.

6

CONCLUSIONS

A numerical model of a magnetorheological fluid based on the Discrete Element Method
with emphasis on the magnetization model was presented. The magnetic interactions
were treated using a selfconsistent algorithm. For the description of the anhysteretic
magnetization curve of the particles, three magnetization models from the literature were
compared. An expression for the magnetization of the MRF in the simulation was derived,
thus enabling the comparison of experimental and computed magnetization curves.
From simulations we see that the magnetization curve of the MRF deviates significantly
from the single sphere curve. The low-field susceptibility of the MRF depends linearly
on volume fraction. The material’s susceptibility, which is needed as a parameter for the
magnetization model, can be obtained by comparing the resulting MRF susceptibility to
experiments.
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Abstract. In areas of geotechnical engineering, artificial ground freezing is commonly
used as an effective way to deal with various ground construction challenges such as
groundwater control and temporary excavation support. For the description of the coupled
thermo-hydro-mechanical behavior of soil exposed to frost action, this paper presents a
three-phase Finite Element model of porous materials, consisting of solid skeleton, liquid
water and crystal ice, where the liquid phase contains both weakly-bound pore water
and strongly-bound water film. Within the theory of thermo-poroelasticity proposed by
Coussy [1, 2], poroelastic constitutive relations are provided from an energy approach of
poromechanics. In addition, the phase transition between water and ice is characterized by
a purely temperature-dependent thermodynamic state function named liquid saturation
degree considering the pore size distribution. The cryo-suction mechanism that induces
migration of water towards the frozen sites is impelled by the chemical potential difference
existing between the pre-melted water film and the adjacent pore water. By choosing solid
displacement, liquid pressure and mixture temperature as principal unknowns, the model
is implemented in a geometrically-linear Finite Element context base upon the governing
balance equations for the soil constituents and their mixture. The validation procedure
is shown by selected examples with analyses of different aspects of the model behavior.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Freezing of porous materials is of great interest to a wide range of fields such as geotechnical engineering, food industry, environmental engineering and biomechanics. In areas of
geotechnical engineering, artificial ground freezing, which can be achieved by using either
a large portable refrigeration plant or liquid nitrogen, is often used as an effective ground
improvement technique to deal with various geotechnical construction challenges such as
groundwater control and temporary excavation support. Yet, the potential problem of this
technique is that it may produce frost heave and thaw settlement at the ground surface,
which have deleterious consequences among surface infrastructure. Moreover, the closure
of the frozen-soil body is significantly influenced by the groundwater flow especially when
the seepage velocities are high. Consequently, for the sake of a safe design and execution,
such applications require a correct prediction of the coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical
behavior of porous materials upon freezing.
However, the mechanics of porous materials subjected to frost action is way more complex than simply that of a sealed water-filled bottle, since porous solids with pores of
various sizes behave intriguing and even counterintuitive. A well-known interpretation is
the unexpected expansion observed during the freezing of a sealed cement paste sample
filled up with benzene, which contracts when solidifying [3]. During freezing, fully coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical processes are generally involved such as phase transition
between constituents as well as the cryo-suction mechanism driving the liquid towards
the frozen sites. Recent works have been devoted to the modeling of the behavior of
porous materials exposed to freezing. A mathematical freezing model for saturated soil
has been established by Mikkola & Hartikainen [4, 5, 6] based on the mixture theory and
basic principles of thermomechanics. Similarly, a three-phase freezing model of saturated
porous media (solid, pore fluid and pore ice) has been developed by Bluhm et al. [7, 8]
within the framework of Theory of Porous Media (Boer [9] and Ehlers [10]). Nevertheless,
both models provide little physical explanation for the observed phenomena such as the
cryo-suction process that sucks liquid water towards the already frozen sites. Coussy has
proposed a comprehensive thermo-poroelastic theory for the description of mechanical
behavior of water-infiltrated materials upon freezing [1, 2, 11, 12], which specifies the
multi-scale physics of confined crystallization of ice and provides more physics-based understanding by means of exploring how the macroscopic properties can be upscaled from
the knowledge of microscopic properties. Thereby, as a result of careful evaluation, the
theory of thermo-poroelasticity proposed by Coussy is adopted as the basis for present
research.
Based upon the adopted theory, a three-phase Finite Element model of porous materials, consisting of solid skeleton, liquid water and crystal ice, is present in this paper to
describe the behavior of water-infiltrated materials upon freezing. The setting up of the
liquid-crystal thermodynamic equilibrium provides a relation between the crystal pressure
and liquid pressure, which in the sequel plays an important role on the cryo-suction mech-
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anism. The phase transition between water and ice is incorporated via a temperaturedependent liquid saturation function characterized by pore size distribution. Poroelastic
constitutive relations are obtained from an energy approach of poromechanics. Stemming
from the governing balance equations, the coupled set of differential equations for solid
displacement, liquid pressure and mixture temperature is formulated in a geometricallylinear Finite Element context and implemented in an object-oriented Finite Element code
(Kratos). The validity of the model is demonstrated by three selected examples with
analyses of the main characteristics of the behavior of freezing porous materials.
2

MODELING OF FREEZING POROUS MATERIALS

According to the adopted poromechanics theory [1, 2], the behavior of freezing porous
materials can be essentially described at the macroscopic scale by the following set of
equations: (1) liquid-crystal equilibrium relation, (2) liquid saturation curve, and (3)
constitutive equations.
2.1

The liquid-crystal equilibrium relation

Thermodynamic equilibrium between the liquid pore water (L) and the adjacent crystal
ice (C) requires the equality of the chemical potential of both phases
dµL = dµC ,

with

dµJ =

d pJ
− sJ d T
ρJ

(J= L, C) ,

(1)

where pJ , ρJ and sJ are the pressure, the specific mass density and the entropy per unit
mass of phase J, respectively. Integrating the above equation between the reference state
(p = 0 Pa, T = Tf = 273 K) and the current state provides the liquid-crystal equilibrium
condition
pC − pL = Σf (Tf − T ) ,

with Σf =

ρ C Lf
,
Tf

(2)

where Tf , Σf and Lf are the freezing temperature, the freezing entropy and the latent heat
of freezing, respectively.
2.2

The liquid saturation curve

The mechanical equilibrium of the liquid-crystal interface is governed by the YoungLaplace law
2 γCL
pC − p L =
,
(3)
R
where γCL is the liquid-crystal interface energy and R is the mean curvature radius of the
interface. If a zero contact angle between the liquid and the solid skeleton is assumed
for simplicity, R denotes also the pore radius where the current liquid-crystal interface
locates. Combining Eqs. (2) and (3) yields the Gibbs-Thomson relation
3
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R=

2 γCL
,
Σf (Tf − T )

(4)

which implies that all the pores having an entry radius greater than R will freeze at
the given temperature T , and the remaining ones being filled with liquid water. This
allows us to retrieve the existence of a state relation linking the liquid saturation and the
temperature.
The determination of this relation can be inferred from the knowledge of the capillary
curve, which relates the liquid saturation to the capillary pressure. For a porous material
partially saturated by liquid water, and whose remaining porous space is filled by air (G),
the capillary curve can be described by the function of van Genuchten [13]
1

pG − pL = N (SL − m − 1)1−m ,

0 < m < 1,

(5)

where pG , N and m are the gas pressure, the capillary modulus and a constant representing
the shape of the capillary curve, respectively. Similarly to Eq. (3), the Young-Laplace
law at the gas-liquid interface reads
pG − p L =

2 γGL
,
R

(6)

where γGL is the liquid-air interface energy. Combination of Eqs. (5) and (6) provides a
relationship between the liquid saturation and the pore size
−m

1
 1−m

2 γGL
 = S(R) ,
SL = 1 +
(7)
NR
which denotes that the remaining liquid saturation SL equals to the cumulative fraction
S(R) of pore volume occupied by pores having a pore entry smaller than R, according to
the standard mercury porosimetry [14, 12].
Replacing the pore size R in (7) by the Gibbs-Thomson law (4) gives a relationship
between the liquid saturation and the temperature
−m

1
 1−m

∆T

SL = 1 +
,
(8)
∆Tch
the characteristic
where ∆T = Tf − T is defined as the current cooling and ∆Tch = ΣNf γγCL
GL
cooling. The parameters ∆Tch and m are closely related to the pore size and pore size
distribution (cf. Boukpeti [15]). Their influences on the shape of the saturation curve are
illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Liquid saturation curve during freezing by influences of m (left) and ∆Tch (right).

2.3

Constitutive equations

To describe the mechanical behavior of freezing porous materials, the thermo-poroelastic
constitutive equations, developed by Coussy [2] using an energy approach, are adopted.
Consider a representative volume d Ω0 extracted from a partially frozen porous material
with an initial porosity φ0 , an initial temperature T0 and a (zero) reference pore pressure
of atmospheric pressure. The current (Lagrangian) porosity φ can be written as
φ = φ L + φC ,

φ J = φ 0 SJ + ϕJ ,

(9)

where φJ is current partial porosity occupied by phase J, ϕJ the respective change in
partial porosity, and SJ the respective current saturation with SL + SC = 1. Recalling the
standard micro-macro relations [1] and assuming that all pores deform the same when
subjected to the same pore pressure, the total stress tensor σ and the partial porosity
change ϕJ are related to the strain tensor ε, the pore pressures pJ and the temperature
T as following
σij = (K − 23 G)  δij + 2 G εij − b (SL pL + SC pC ) δij − 3 αS K (T − T0 ) δij ; (10)
pL
pC
ϕL = b  SL +
+
− αS (b − φ0 ) (T − T0 ) SL ;
NLL NCL
pL
pC
ϕC = b  S C +
+
− αS (b − φ0 ) (T − T0 ) SC ,
NCL NCC
where  = εkk is the volumetric dilation; K and G are respectively the bulk modulus and
the shear modulus of the solid skeleton subjected to condition pL = pC = 0; kS and αS
are respectively the bulk modulus and the linear thermal dilation coefficient of the solid
matrix, that is the solid part of the porous solid; while b and NJK are respectively the
Biot coefficient related to the solid skeleton and the generalized Biot coupling moduli
0
satisfying the Maxwell symmetry relation NCL = NLC and N1JJ + N1LC = b−φ
SJ . Hence,
kS
the current porosity yields
5
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φ = φ0 + b  +

b − φ0
(SL pL + SC pC ) − αS (b − φ0 ) (T − T0 ) .
kS

(11)

It is worthwhile to note that if the approximation ϕJ ≈ (ϕL + ϕC ) SJ is made, the current
partial porosities can be obtained via φJ = φ SJ .
3

GOVERNING BALANCE EQUATIONS

With the above formulation of the constitutive relations, adopting linearized geometrical relations, the problem of a freezing water-infiltrated porous material exposed to
freezing temperatures is described by the governing balance equations, which form the set
of differential equations to be solved by the Finite Element Method (FEM). In the present
work, the model development was restricted to isotropic thermo-poroelasticity under the
assumption of small deformations. For the formulation of the balance equations it is assumed that the pore volume is at all time fully-saturated – partly occupied by ice crystals
and partly occupied by the water remaining in liquid form. By choosing the displacement
u, the liquid water pressure pL and the mixture temperature T as primary variables, the
set of field equations was derived as summarized below.
3.1

Mass balance of liquid water and crystal ice

Taking into account the possible phase transition between liquid water and crystal ice,
the mass balance equation relative to each phase can be written as
d mL
◦
+ ∇ · wL = −mL→C ,
dt

d mC
◦
+ ∇ · wC = mL→C ,
dt

(12)

where mJ = ρJ φJ stands for the current mass content related to phase J per unit of initial
◦
volume d Ω0 , while mL→C is the rate of liquid water mass changing into crystal ice per
d Ω0 . Normally, the ice flow is slow, so that wC = 0 can be assumed. Summation of these
two equations yields the mass balance for the liquid water and the crystal ice
d mC
d mL
+
+ ∇ · wL = 0.
dt
dt

(13)

In addition the liquid water flow wL is assumed to be governed by Darcy’s law.
3.2

Overall momentum balance

Disregarding dynamic effects, the momentum balance equation for the mixture is given
as:
∇ · σ + ρg = 0,

(14)

where ρ stands for the overall mass density of the porous material and g for the gravity
forces per unit volume.
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3.3

Overall entropy balance

Under the assumption of small perturbations, small variations of the temperature, the
entropy balance for the mixture can be derived as:


d ΣS
d mC
d sL
d sC
T
+ mL
+ mC
+ (sC − sL )
+ ∇ · q = 0,
(15)
dt
dt
dt
dt
where Σ = ΣS + mL sL + mC sC is the overall density of entropy per unit of volume, while
ΣS is the entropy of the solid matrix, sJ the specific entropy related to liquid water or
crystal ice, and q the outgoing heat flow vector. Considering isotropy, Fourier’s law is
given as q = −k∇T , where k is the thermal conductivity.
4

FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION

In the context of the Finite Element formulation of the model in a geometrically linear
setting, the balance equations (13)-(15) are transformed to their variational forms. For the
spatial discretization of the initial boundary value problem, quadratic Lagrangian shape
functions are used for the approximation of the displacement field and linear shape functions are used for the approximations of the liquid pressure and the temperature. With
such approximations the Babuska-Brezzi stability constraint is fulfilled [16]. For the
temporal discretization, a modified midpoint rule, denoted as the generalized-α method is
used, which ensures unconditional stability and second order accuracy for an appropriate
choice of its parameters [17]. The discretized weak form, evaluated at the generalized
midpoint, yields a highly nonlinear system of equations that is solved iteratively using
Newton’s method. For the sake of simplicity, the tangent stiffness matrices required
to solve the linearized system of algebraic equations are generated numerically according to the methodology presented by Lee & Park [18]. Finally, the three-phase freezing
model for saturated soils has been implemented into the object-oriented FE-code Kratos
(Dadvand et al.[19]).
5

MODEL VALIDATION

Once the numerical model has been established, a validation procedure has been initiated in order to demonstrate, that the proposed formulation can be used to reproduce the
main characteristics of the behavior of freezing porous materials. The adopted validation
strategy is characterized by three steps, in which different aspects of the model behavior
are analyzed.
5.1

Phase transition with latent heat effect

The model performance with regards to the phase change behavior and the latent heat
effect of freezing soils is first investigated by comparing the numerical results with the
phase-change model presented by Lackner et al. [20], where only the thermal problem is
7
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considered. A cuboid fully saturated sand specimen with a height of 0.09 m and a crosssection of 0.41 m by 0.41 m and an initial temperature Ti = 1 ◦ C is subjected to freezing
initialized at the bottom surface with a heat flux q ∗ = −100 mw2 , whereas all other surfaces
are assumed as thermally isolated.
The obtained simulation results of the developed model is compared with the numerical
results generated from the Lackner’s model [20]. Both models indicate that, as soon as
phase transition starts, the release of latent heat prevents the temperature from dropping.
As long as the total released energy is consumed, a rapid temperature decrease is observed
(Fig. 2 left). Moreover, during the freezing process, the freezing front propagates through
the specimen from the bottom to the top until the entire specimen is frozen (Fig. 2 right).
The comparison shows a good correlation of the numerical results for the evolution of
both the temperature and the crystal saturation. Only a slight shape difference appears
in the latter curve, due to use of different liquid saturation functions.
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Figure 2: Model validation – phase transition with latent heat effect: Temperature (left) and ice saturation
evolutions for three sensor positions

5.2

Terzaghi’s consolidation problem

As a second validation example, a one dimensional consolidation test is reanalyzed
numerically using the developed model. To this end, a soil layer resting on a rigid impervious base at depth z = 1 m, while its upper surface at z = 0 m remains drained with a
reference pressure pL = 0 Pa, is considered. For sake of simplification, gravity loading is
ignored. A vertical constant load t∗ = −1000 mN2 is instantaneously applied at the upper
surface.
Initially, the applied load is fully carried by the liquid water leading to an overpressurization owing to its low compressibility. Subsequently this overpressure progressively vanishes as a result of the diffusion process of the fluid towards the boundary of
the soil layer which remains drained. The obtained numerical results conform perfectly
with the analytical solution [1], as shown in Fig. 3. The temporal evolution of the vertical
displacement of the upper surface follows an exponential characteristics, with a value of
8
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u = −0.09258 mm at t = 1000 s. This (nearly asymptotic) value is close to the analytical
solution of the soil layer’s drained settlement at t = ∞, s∞ = 0.09286 mm, where the fluid
overpressure has dissipated completely.
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Figure 3: Model validation – consolidation test: Water pressure profiles over depth for different time
instants (left); and vertical displacement evolution of upper surface (right)

5.3

Strain analysis during freezing

For the final validation of the model behavior related to the thermo-hydro-mechanical
couplings, an experiment performed by Beaudoin & MacInnis [21] has been re-analyzed
numerically. A cubic cement paste specimen (side length: 0.1 m), initially fully saturated
by liquid water, is exposed to uniform cooling. The specimen is assumed as stress-free
and undrained, i.e. no external load is applied and the total mass of water existing either
in solid or liquid form remains constant.
In the absence of air voids, the porous material undergoes in general a cryo-swelling
during freezing (Fig. 4). The strain analysis (Coussy [14]) shows that there are three contributions to the volumetric dilatation during freezing (Fig. 4 left). The main contribution
ε∆ρ accounts for the hydraulic effect because the excess of liquid water expelled from the
freezing sites, as a result of the liquid-crystal density difference, cannot escape from the
sample. The other two contributions εth and εΣf are consequences of the thermal contraction of the mixture and the micro-cryo-suction process caused by the difference between
the liquid pressure and crystal pressure, respectively. Actually, it has been concluded that
εΣf is always positive even for liquids that usually contract when they solidify, and would
vanish only for a zero freezing entropy [14]. This explains the dilation still observed in the
experiment [3] using benzene as saturating liquid. In Fig. 4 (right) the numerical result
for the overall volumetric strain during cooling is compared to analytical solution. Only
small difference caused by the discretization error is observed.
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Figure 4: Model validation – thermo-hydro-mechanical couplings: Three contributions to the volumetric
dilation (left) and comparison of the volumetric dilatation as obtained from the model and from analytical
solution (right)

6

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

A Finite Element model formulated within the theory of thermo-poroelasticity proposed by Coussy [1, 2] has been presented in this paper to describe the fully-coupled
thermo-hydro-mechanical behavior of water-saturated soil subjected to freezing. Within
the developed model, soil is treated as a three-phase porous material composed of solid
skeleton, liquid water and crystal ice, where the liquid phase contains both unconfined
pore water and confined water film. Instead of being specified, the latent heat associated
phase transition has been incorporated via the temperature-dependent liquid saturation
curve characterized by the pore size distribution. The cryo-suction mechanism, identified
as the driving force for frost heave phenomenon, is impelled by the chemical potential difference existing between the supercooled pore water some distance from the freezing site
and the pre-melted liquid film directly in contact with the formed crystals (cf. Eq. (2)),
and has been demonstrated in the third validation example.
In the subsequent stage, a supplementary step, taking into account the formation
and growth of ice lenses within the frozen fringe, is to be carried on for an integrated
description of the frost heave phenomenon. Besides, a more realistic inelastic material
description of the freezing soil is to be considered.
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Abstract. Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) accounts for material degradation (softening and

ultimately failure) by modifying the load-bearing properties of the material (stiffness and strength)
through a special state variable referred to as damage. Damage is typically represented by a scalar or a
higher dimension object (such as vector or tensor) with values between zero for virgin material and
unity for the material that lost all its bearing capacity. Considered in this way, damage becomes an
additional field quantity that needs to be considered along with strain and stress, and can be computed
either incrementally, or as a certain function of a suitable physical parameter such as inelastic strain.
The advantage of enriching the formulation of a continuum deformation problem with a damage
parameter is that it allows considering the material post-critical behaviour, i.e. its response under
deformations exceeding those when the maximum load-bearing capacity is reached. Typically, this
post-critical behaviour is associated with strain localisation, initiation, growth and interaction of
discontinuities, and final fracture. Within the CDM framework, cracks are represented by diffuse
regions of material damaged so that it lost all its strength in at least one direction. Computationally,
modelling the post-critical (softening) behaviour of material represents a challenge in terms of the
numerical stability of algorithms. Nonlocal description of damage appears to offer a rational route
towards stable modelling. Nonlocal averaging of the plastic strain for the evaluation of damage also
renders CDM models independent of the mesh size and orientation, and helps overcome numerical
instabilities. The formulation that emerges can be referred to as coupled nonlocal damage-plasticity
modelling [1, 2].

An important challenge remains, however, in developing this general approach into a flexible and
material-specific modelling tool. This concerns the need to calibrate a large number of material
parameters that emerge in this formulation. In order to address this challenge, recently we developed
an approach for the calibration of CDM models of ductile materials that we propose to refer to as
adaptive calibration. The calibration of the damage function is accomplished by matching the model
prediction to the experimental data obtained from a single tensile test with multiple gauge length
extensometry [3] used to capture strain localisation and size effects. We describe the application and
validation of this approach to the damage function parameter calibration for the aluminium alloy AA
6082 T0. Excellent agreement with experimental measurements is obtained.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The approaches to the issue of structural analysis in the aeronautical industry have evolved
over the decades. Original methodologies relied on the principle of avoiding crack initiation
in order to ensure fatigue resistance and durability. Later, damage tolerant design principles
were introduced, in which the presence of small defects (cracks) was accepted as unavoidable,
and emphasis was placed on ensuring that they do not grow to critical lengths within the
exploitation intervals between inspections. In the current view, not only crack initiation, but
also crack propagation and trajectory analysis are very important for ensuring safe design and
operation. Aeroengine components are subjected to complex loading induced by the
combination of mechanical loading, changing temperatures and thermal gradients, inducing
plastic deformation and creep that ultimately may lead to crack initiation and propagation.
Along with an increasing proportion of composite materials, many aerospace components
continue to be made from ductile metallic materials, such as nickel-base superalloys, titanium
and aluminium alloys. In these materials rupture (material separation) is preceded by damage
that finds its physical representation in void nucleation, growth and coalescence. The
development of populations of defects in ductile materials is responsible for material
softening that is played out in competition with the usual strain hardening behaviour often
observed when ductile metal alloys are subjected to (tensile) loading. Modelling the behaviour
of these materials in the post-peak softening regime and the correct and reliable prediction of
crack propagation even today represent a serious challenge.
Predicting efficiently crack propagation rates and directions has been the aim of many
researches since the emergence and the development, in the 1970’s, of numerical methods
such as Finite Elements (FE). The traditional approach consists in representing the crack as a
discontinuity of the modelled structure, for example, introducing cohesive zone elements [4]
on the assumed crack path or using the Extended Finite Element Method (XFEM) [5]. This
so-called discontinuous approach to crack problems is well-suited to describing the failure
process of brittle materials in which the crack path is known in advance (e.g. laminate
composites). However, if one wants to model a failure process (e.g. ductile failure) happening
in a less sudden manner, in which the deformation process is more homogeneously distributed
and for which the crack path is not known a-priori, then discontinuous crack approach
becomes problematic. Therefore, simultaneously with the development of discontinuous crack
modelling methods, a second approach, called Continuous Damage Mechanics (CDM) [6, 7,
8] has been proposed and explored. Material degradation is taken into account through the use
of a state variable whose value varies between zero (for virgin material) and unity (for fully
damaged material) and that modifies the material stiffness and strength. Coupling between
damage and plasticity is introduced by making the damage variable dependent on the
equivalent plastic strain. The method is particularly attractive in the sense that it allows to
take into account some of the most fundamental aspects of the failure process that are
particularly important in the context of ductile rupture (e.g. as material softening, strain
localization and size effects) and also to grow a crack without knowing the path in advance.
However, in the course of advancing this approach to modelling both crack initiation and
propagation in an internally consistent fashion, two major shortcomings of the CDM method
have been identified:
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1.

Material softening and strain localization that occur at the late stage of the deformation
process (i.e. when the damage becomes high enough to overcome the strain hardening)
are responsible for numerical instabilities and loss of ellipticity of the governing
equation [9].

2.

In terms of the effect of the finite element mesh size, it is observed that the energy
dissipated during the failure process is reduced with mesh refinement. In the extreme
case of an infinitely fine mesh, the classical CDM models predict no energy dissipation
during the failure process; a conclusion that is clearly physically unrealistic. This is a
manifestation of the phenomenon known as mesh-dependency.

A further characteristic feature of CDM-type models is that they do not capture the
discontinuous nature of cracks precisely in the form of interfaces that open up between
adjacent volumes of material. Instead, cracks are represented as diffuse regions (bands) of
damaged material. The damage variable reaches the ultimate value of unity at the mid-line of
these bands, so that the mid-line can be associated with the crack line.
Over the years, various modifications have been elaborated aiming at making CDM
models more reliable. A classical solution consists in replacing the “conventional” equivalent
plastic strain by its weighted average over a sphere of radius R (the nonlocal equivalent plastic
strain) in the damage function formulation [10]. Nonlocal models have been first applied to
describe the failure behaviour of brittle materials [10, 11]. Recently, the authors of the present
paper proposed a model aiming at describing the failure behaviour of ductile materials [1,
2,12]. Until now, most efforts have been directed to resolving the numerical issues in the 1D
[1] and 2D (plane stress) [2, 12] formulations. In the present contribution, a closer look is
taken at the identification of the material parameters used by the model.
In the approach described here, the model parameter calibration is realized using
experimental data obtained from a single tensile test in which multiple gauge length
extensometry is used to capture the strain localisation and size effects. The material
considered in the present study is a ductile aluminium alloy AA6082 T0 [3]. The material
plastic hardening behaviour is described by a combination of linear and Chaboche isotropic
hardening law. The damage behaviour is captured using a novel approach called adaptive
calibration that allows to extract the material behaviour in the post-peak softening regime
without recourse to complex or iterative parameter identification procedures (e.g. Markovian
optimisation [13], least squares fitting [14], Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [15]).
Firstly, the idea of adaptive damage calibration method [16] is briefly introduced and
reviewed. Secondly, the damage law (the damage evolution as a function of the nonlocal
equivalent plastic strain) that is obtained by the adaptive calibration procedure is
approximated as a simple piece-wise function in order to ease its use within the finite element
implementation. Finally, advantages and drawbacks of the method are discussed.
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2

EXPERIMENTAL P ROCEDURE

Flat dogbone specimens of the shape shown in Figure 1 were prepared from an aluminium
alloy AA 6082 T0 by mechanical milling of 3 mm-thick sheets. The T0 heat treatment was
chosen so as to bestow low strength and high ductility on the material. The specimens were
solution treated at 570°C for various amounts of time depending on their thickness, and air
cooled afterwards.

Figure 1: Dog-bone specimen design (from [3]).

Tensile testing until complete failure by rupture was performed using a screw-driven
Hounsfield universal testing machine with Servocon control and acquisition system (see
Figure 2). The crosshead speed was set to 2 mm/min. As illustrated in Figure 2(b), white
bands of flexible paint were printed on the specimen surface so as to obtain a screen of
contrasting markers. The positions of band boundaries were continuously measured with a
Fiedler Optoelektronik laser scanning extensometer (with a spatial resolution of about 0.5
µm). Continuous recording of band boundaries positions allows the determination of
extension (and average strain) between any two band boundaries at any time during the
deformation process. Laser extensometry thus provides the records of load-extension curves
for multiple gauge length specimens within one experiment.

Figure 2: Laser extensometry a/ Experimental setup - b/ Dog-bone specimen: makers and the multiple gauge
length definition (from [3]).
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The experimental technique chosen for this study thus allows plotting multiple LoadExtension curves based on the data collected from a single dog-bone specimen experiment.
As illustrated in Figure 2(b), a marker located at some small stand-off distance above the
fracture line can be chosen as reference. All other markers located below the fracture line are
used to define “sub-specimens” of gauge lengths hi. Knowing the time evolution of marker
positions allows to calculate the extension of every "sub-specimen" (of initial length h) at any
time during the deformation process. The interpretation of laser extensometry results gives
rise to experimental curves such as those presented in Figure 3. It also makes it possible to
calculate the strain anywhere in the bar and at any time during the deformation process. This
particular capability is of crucial importance for the determination of the characteristic
material length (the nonlocal radius R).

Figure 3: Load-extension curves of a 3 mm-thick dog-bone specimen obtained for sub-specimen of initial
lengths: h1=23 mm, h2=17 mm, h3=11 mm, h4=7 mm, and h5=3 mm.

As stated in previous publications on the subject [17, 18], the information needed to
calibrate CDM models (i.e. the characteristic material length, the damage function shape and
the associated parameters values) must be contained in the Load-Extension curves presented
in Figure 3. Providing that a suitable calibration procedure for the model parameters is used, a
successful finite element simulation of the tensile test on a dog-bone specimen must provide
simultaneous satisfactory agreement with all of the individual stress-strain curves presented in
Figure 3.
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3 DUCTILE FAILURE MODELLING
3.1 The model
The multiple gauge length tensile test described in Section 2 above was first represented in
the form of an 1D FE model. The model consisted of a bar with one extremity kept fixed
whilst the other one was subjected to incremental outward displacement (see [1]). The
deformation of the material elements along the bar that ensued is described using the 1D
version of the coupled nonlocal damage-plasticity model. The simulation involves sequential
calculation of increments of stress, strains, damage within each element, and the tangential
stiffness that must show agreement with the experimental results. This provides the basis for
determining the damage function evolution with deformation by the means of the adaptive
calibration procedure described below.
3.2 The adaptive calibration method
For the purpose of parameter identification, the assumption is made that at early stage of
the deformation process, the damage has very little effect on the material stress-strain
response. The Young's modulus E of 73 GPa was found by fitting the initial linear behaviour
by a straight line, the material yield stress at 0.2% of plastic strain, σY0, was fixed at 50 MPa.
An Excel spreadsheet was setup in order to vary the description of the plastic behaviour by a
combined linear and Chaboche type isotropic hardening function [19, 16] (see (1) below). The
best fit material parameters of the model were found to be h=50 (to account for the linear
contribution to strain hardening), and b=37.5 and Q=67.5 (Chaboche function parameters),
leading to the overall expression:

σ Y = σ Y + hε p + Q (1 − e
0

− bε p

)

(1)

In equation (1), σY and εp stand respectively for the current yield stress (i.e. modified by the
deformation history) and the plastic strain at instant t. An optimal fit of the experimental
curve can be achieved using automatic methods (e.g. least-squares) for the determination of
the parameters h, Q and b.
During testing, the continuous recording of paint band boundary positions allowed
following the evolution of the strain distribution along the specimen. At the early stages of the
deformation process, the strain in the bar remained low and homogeneously distributed.
During the elastic stage of the deformation process, and all the way to the critical point of
maximum overall load borne by the specimen, the strain distribution remained uniform. This
part of the process corresponds to the conditions when strain “levelling” effects due to
hardening dominate over localization (promoted by damage). The localization of plastic
strain, into an area of approximately 4 mm, happened at a relatively late stage of the
deformation process, once the critical elongation was exceeded, and necking (damage and
strain localization) began. Previous analysis [16] of the effect of the nonlocal radius on the
strain distribution just before failure suggest that R should therefore be set to 4 mm.
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The concept of adaptive damage calibration was described extensively in [16]. The idea of
the adaptive damage function simulation procedure is as follows. Firstly, let us note the
similarity between the incremental description of the processes of damage and plastic
deformation. For a given material volume at any stage in its deformation history, the prior
behaviour is already known and stored in the computer memory. The subsequent behaviour is
found in a stepwise fashion, at each stage only for a short time period corresponding to a
small increment of deformation. Wishing to apply this principle to the description of the
damage process, we note that at any particular stage in the damage process it is not necessary
to know the entire damage function. Rather, it suffices to know the instantaneous slope of the
damage function. This allows the calculation of the effective tangent stiffness, and hence the
determination of the subsequent deformation increment.
Therefore, the following procedure for adaptive damage function calibration was put
forward. In the first instance, the threshold value of plastic strain was chosen beyond which
the damage process was likely to begin. As will be seen further, guessing a value for this
parameter that is too low is not detrimental to the accuracy, and may only result in some
slowing down of the algorithm. Other aspects of the calculation also need to be set at this
stage, namely, the strain increment to be used, and the initial guesses for the slope of the
damage function (these can be conveniently chosen to be zero and a non-negative number,
e.g. 0.1). The calculation of the next segment of the stress-strain curve is then carried out
twice: without damage (or, more precisely, with the damage function slope of zero), and with
the damage switched on. This results in two predictions in the form of linear segments
describing the stress-strain curve over the next increment. The data available from the
experimental stress-strain curve is then used to guide the correct selection of the damage
function to deliver the best match. This process can be accelerated by using linear
interpolation, and repeated incrementally, until certain tolerance is attained. The procedure is
then repeated for the next and subsequent increments. In this way, a piecewise linear
description of the damage function dependence on the plastic strain is built up. One
remarkable aspect of this approach is that this piecewise linear description readily affords
itself to be used as a lookup table for further calculation. Therefore only the damage in the
most deformed element need to be adjusted. Damage in the other elements just follows the
evolution that has already happened and been recorded in the most deformed element.
The procedure described here is adaptive in the sense that it determines the damage
function profile in a way that ensures incremental adjustment so as to preserve the agreement
with the experimental data throughout the deformation history. The results of the application
of this procedure are illustrated in Figure 4 for the rising (box 1) and falling (box 2) parts of
the stress-strain curve. It is apparent that the step size and initial guesses for the damage
function slope could be chosen to deliver satisfactory agreement for both parts of the
experimental curve.
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Figure 4: The adaptive damage calibration method makes the assumption that the damage function is piecewise
linear. Two initial guesses are made for the initial slope of the damage function, and computation is carried out
based on both guessed values. The intermediate slope of the damage function that allows good match to the
experimental data is then determined by linear interpolation.

Figure 5(a) illustrates the damage function curve that was obtained after the adaptive
simulation was carried out until complete sample failure. It is worth noting here that an
artificial modification was applied to the damage curve for the range of damage parameter
values 0.4 < αd < 1. When the damage approaches 0.4, unstable and rapid failure takes place.
This process is too fast for the quasistatic loading machine to capture correctly, so that the
experimental points obtained beyond this stage are not fully meaningful any more.
Subsequent damage evolution to the value of unity is modelled by prescribing a very high
slope to the damage function. This smooth approach to unity is dictated by numerical stability
reasons.
Figure 5(b) illustrates the quality of the resulting simulation. The stress-strain curves for all
the sub-specimens considered are captured equally well, indicating that the size effect and the
energetic characteristics of the plastic rupture process are adequately represented by the
model. It is worth noting here that the adaptive damage process has been applied only to the
analysis of the load-displacement response of the longest sub-specimen. The observed high
quality agreement between the model and the experimental data for all other sub-specimens
thus furnishes a good evidence of the accuracy of the nonlocal characteristic length
determination, and of the overall coupled nonlocal damage model.
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Figure 5: a) Damage function obtained from the adaptive damage calibration procedure – b) Load-extension
curves for a 3 mm-thick dog-bone specimen obtained for sub-specimens of initial lengths: h1=23 mm, h2=17
mm, h3=11 mm, h4=7 mm, and h5=3 mm. Model predictions are continuous curves superimposed on the
experimental data (markers).

3.3 Damage function: a simple analytical formulation
Although the match between the model and the experimental data looks satisfactory, the
adaptive damage calibration method suffers from one major drawback: the resulting damage
function is stored in the form of a table corresponding to a certain number of data points. This
makes the use of the damage function in an FE code (e.g. in 2D plane stress) somewhat
tedious. We therefore propose to fit the obtained damage function by a piece-wise
combination of two functions, one for the range 0<αd<0.4, and the other for the range
0.4<αd<1. Figure 6 illustrates that satisfactory description is obtained by using the following
equation:
⎧0.5785 × (ε p − 0.1293)
f =⎨
4
⎩ 1 − 8 × (ε p − 1.3)

if 0 < α d < 0.4
if 0.4 ≤ α d < 1

(2)

Figure 7 illustrates the load-extension curves obtained from the simulation based on the
approximation of the damage function described above. The load-extension curves for all subspecimens considered appear to have been captured relatively well. It is clear that equation (2)
provides only an approximation of the correct description of the damage function evolution.
However, the accuracy obtained appears to be good enough to justify using this formulation
to streamline and speed up FE simulations of the damage process. It can be concluded,
furthermore, that abrupt change in the damage function slope introduces a similar
discontinuous slope feature in the simulation. Consequently, it appears logical to adopt a rule
that relative changes in the damage function slope must be restricted to ensure smoothness of
the simulated load-displacement curves.
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Figure 6: The damage function obtained using the adaptive calibration method (in blue) is fitted by a linear
function (in pink). Instable crack propagation is modelled by a quadratic function (in red).
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Figure 7: Load-extension curves of a 3 mm-thick dog-bone specimen obtained for sub-specimen of initial
lengths: h1=23 mm, h2=17 mm, h3=11 mm, h4=7 mm, and h5=3 mm. Model predictions are superimposed on
experimental data. The damage function proposed in Figure 7 (green line) is used.
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4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The adaptive damage calibration procedure combined with the approximate analytical
description of the damage function provides a convenient framework for simulating postcritical softening. Once the calibration is obtained, the damageable material model can be run
efficiently within the finite element framework.
It is apparent from Figure 3 and Figure 7 that the post-critical part of the load-displacement
curve is only captured well until the damage parameter value reaches the value of 0.4 or so. In
order to capture the subsequent evolution of the load-displacement curves beyond this stage,
high rate acquisition of displacement and load is required.
Accomplishing both of these tasks may be possible by employing a suitably fast imaging
camera, such as the Vision Research Phantom v7.3 high speed camera capable of over 6000
frames per second at full resolution of 800×600 pixels (and up to 0.5M frames per second at
reduced resolution). However, it is important to note that dynamic deformation effects would
need to be taken into account, so that an explicit Finite Element formulation must be used.
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Abstract. Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is nowadays one of the most challenging
research fields. As a matter of fact, if from one hand the aerospace industry is trying to extend
the duration of life-limited components, from the other hand a deep control is necessary over
the structures to guarantee both the machine availability and reliability. In effect, thanks to the
advance in the evaluation of the actual structural health by means of a SHM system, it could
be possible to set a Condition Based Maintenance (CBM). This approach means substituting a
component according to its real structural conditions instead of relying just on the design
assumptions. The final aim is to update the scheduled maintenance intervals according to the
actual condition of the structures. However this is not an easy task, as it is governed and
influenced by many variables, each one characterized by a stochastic distribution. In
particular, the key factor is the disposal of detection and monitoring systems as reliable as
possible in order to conjugate safety with economics objective. On the basis of this all the
machine stops can be optimized in order to exploit the machine availability with the minimum
loss of reliability. Thus, the first step for developing such advanced technology would be the
disposal of a robust damage detection system, able to recognise, locate and quantify the
damage in a certain component. The aim of the present work is to define a methodology that
combines the use of Finite Element Models (FEM) with Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
[1] for crack detection over a typical aerospace structure consisting of a riveted aluminium
skin stiffened with some reinforcing elements [2]. Numerical models, in fact, could be used to
train ANN. A basic system knowledge would result, upon which to introduce the variability
by means of real sensor network data [3], in order to consider the problem from a statistical
point of view. Finally, a proposal for the sensor network characterization in terms of
Probability of Detection (PoD) and False Alarm (PFA) is also reported.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Helicopters are very critical machines for a fatigue standpoint. In fact they are subjected to
a very wide range of load cycles; high frequency load cycles, from one hand, due to the
interaction between the rotors and the air and characterized by lower amplitude; low
frequency loads, due to the wide variety of manoeuvres and characterized by higher
amplitude. In addition, due to the harsh environment where such machines operate, low
velocity impacts and corrosion issues are sources for further flaw nucleation. Maintenance of
a helicopter is thus one of the most critical costs, being about 25% of the operating cost. In
order to assess the damage criticality of aging aircraft, as well as to minimize the scheduled
periodic inspection and eliminate the costly unscheduled maintenance in new aircraft,
application of an ‘on-board’ Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) system would be required.
On-board health monitoring systems of real structures require installation of networks of
embedded sensors. Such sensory networks should be clustered around structural ‘‘hot spots’’
and be connected to a data repository and/or processor, enabling to monitor the structure and
identify the presence of defects and incipient damage.
However, damage identification is a very difficult challenge, especially when dealing with
a structure which is subjected to an extremely wide range of loads as well as noise. The first
thing to be addressed is the identification of the best parameter for crack characterization
(detection, localization and extent) as well as the most suitable sensor technology for
parameter monitoring. Many technologies are available to date for Non-Destructive
Evaluation (NDE) of structural health, among which strain measurements, mechanical wave
based sensor, piezoelectric sensors, potential drop measurements, eddy current based
detection systems, MEMS technologies, crack gauges, etc. In particular, the choice undergone
in the current paper is to monitor cracks by investigating the induced changes in the strain
field [2], which can be measured by means of classical resistance-based strain gauges [3] or
through optical Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBG) [4]. The consecutive step consists in the choice
of the algorithms for data processing, the aim of which is to infer over the actual state of the
structure, according to the information extracted from the measurements provided by the
available sensor network. It is possible to distinguish two typical methodologies to do
inference in complex SHM systems, respectively based upon the Maximum Likelihood and
the Bayesian Approach, that is to say Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [5,6] and Bayesian
Networks [7,8]. The main difference between the two methods is that, while ANN has the
final aim to obtain one deterministic network, the best one, or the one related with the
smallest error, the Bayesian approach doesn’t refuse any possible parameter configuration a
priori, storing all the possible network evaluated during the training thus keeping as test
output the expected value coming from all the outputs of all the possible networks. Both the
methodologies have been widely developed in the recent past and they appear to be applicable
for structural diagnosis. However, ANNs look very promising, because of their ability to
“reason” on the basis of the knowledge created during the training phase. Even better, this
basic knowledge might be provided through finite element simulations, thus reducing the cost
of the design phase. Nevertheless, it is important to appreciate the on-field noise as well as the
deviation of the reality with respect to the FE model, by means of experimental tests, thus
allowing for a more optimized network training. Coupling of FE models with advanced
diagnostic algorithms is the most suitable direction for a feasible design of Structural Health
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Monitoring (SHM) systems, as emerges from the recent studies applied to various sensor
technologies. In [9], FE models are used to investigate the transient scattering of Rayleigh
wave induced by a surface crack in a plate. ANNs are thus applied to establish the mapping
relationship between the characteristic of the reflected waveform and the crack depth in
aluminum plates, proving that the method can be applied to online structural damage
detection and health monitoring for various industrial structures. Moreover, in [10]
parameterized modeling for finite element analysis and an information mapping approach are
applied to cost-effectively produce the damage parameter database for ANN training. A good
accuracy was obtained in damage parameters (central position, size, and orientation) by
monitoring the Lamb Wave signal scattering. However, not many attempts have been carried
out to build a complete SHM system based upon strain measures over the monitored region
inside the helicopter.
The performance evaluation of an Artificial Neural Network for damage characterization
over a helicopter fuselage stiffened skin is presented herein, based upon strain measures. The
disposal of a detailed Finite Element Model (FEM) allows for a low-cost training of the
network. However it is necessary to introduce some noise both at training and testing level, in
order to appreciate the effective performances of the simulated sensor network, thus designing
a system as reliable as possible.
2

THE ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK PROBLEM

Artificial Neural Networks are algorithms able to learn from experience, thus elaborating
new answers even in the case of new inputs. Practically, they can model reality by learning
the underlying rules, even for those events for which a mathematical formulation is not
available; the network is thus able to automatically reproduce the link between causes and
consequences, or the inputs and outputs of the ANN. An Artificial Neural Network can be
defined as a dynamic model represented through a flow chart, where nodes and links
respectively symbolize artificial neurons and synaptic weights. Nodes are then organized into
layers (figure 1a): the first one is the input layer, followed by a certain number of hidden
layers, finally ending with the output layer. Each node in a layer is connected by means of
some weights to each node of the consecutive layer. Moreover, each node (except those
belonging to the input layer) is also connected to a bias node by means of a special threshold
weight (w0). Thus, in equation (1) the activation function calculated in each j-th node is
reported, where xi and yj are respectively the inputs and the output of the considered j-th node,
while wi are the weights associated to the i-th synapsis in input.


y j = f  w0 +  wi xi 
i


1
yj =
 n

−   xi w ji + w j 0 



1 + e  i =1

(1)

(2)

The ability of an ANN to learn depends on the choice of the activation function. Generally,
the most used is the sigmoid one, reported in figure 1b and expression (2), where n is the
number of synapsis entering the j-th node.
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Figure 1: (a) ANN with single 5-node hidden layer, 2 input nodes, 1 output node (b) sigmoid function

During the training phase, all the synapsis weights have to be optimized in order to best fit
the training data set, but without overfitting the data, thus maintaining the capability of the
algorithm to generalize and to give the correct estimation even with input values different
from those used in the training phase. The network optimization is carried out with the Back
Propagation algorithm, which is based upon the Gradient Descent method, or on minimizing
the error committed by the network, defined as in formula (3), where Ti and Oi are
respectively the i-th target and i-th evaluated output.

1
(Ti − Oi )2

2 i
∆wlj (n ) = η ⋅ D + α ⋅ ∆wlj (n − 1)
E=

(3)
(4)

In equation (4) one can notice that the variation of the weight parameters for each synapsis at
the n-th iteration (wij), obtained from the derivation of the error E with respect to each
weight, is mainly composed by two terms. The first one depends on the gradient (D) of the
error E with respect to the considered weight (layer l and node j) and it is multiplied by a
learning coefficient . The second term is called momentum and serves as an inertia term,
dependent on the amount of changes in weight parameters in the previous iteration, multiplied
by an inertia coefficient . The ANN algorithm optimization should thus be carried out by
modifying  and  parameters as well as the number of hidden layers and neurons, thus
finding the most performing solution.
In conclusion, the advantages of ANN algorithms are that no mathematical or physical
modeling effort is needed and the system is able to perform an automatic parameter
adjustment in the training phase based on available input/output data, maybe coming from FE
models or joint FE/experimental simulations. The drawbacks are that it behaves as a “black
box”, difficult to be interpreted in a physical way, and sometimes requiring a huge amount of
input/output data for a proper training, increasing with the number of involved parameter,
with the extent of non-linearity and with the complexity of the approximated functions.
3

DAMAGE PARAMETER DEFINITION

In an helicopter structure, as in the majority of aeronautical structures, the most susceptible
areas for crack damage evolution are located either in joints or in particularly stressed zones.
The former can be easily identified while the latter must be recognized by means of a detailed
model of the entire fuselage of the machine, in order to highlight the most critical areas. An
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on-board real-time monitoring system, which could accurately and reliably detect and
quantify the crack, would be of great importance from a SHM point of view. Most of the
proposed approaches for solving this problem are based on a wide variety of physical
characteristics, such as, damping, vibration frequency, Lamb waves [9,10], etc. Although the
above approaches have certain advantages, they also exhibit a series of serious disadvantages,
most important of which are sensitivity to boundary and/or ambient conditions (e.g. applied
load, temperature), utilization of intrusive sensors and in many cases inability to quantify the
defects. To date, only few of the developed SHM methodologies are based on strain
measurements [1,4,11]. The interested reader might refer to [1] for a detailed reference list.
Concerning the work presented in the current paper, the aim is to develop an SHM system
based upon the strain field modifications, due to the presence of a damage. In [2] was
demonstrated that the strain field sensitivity to crack damage can be exploited for structure
monitoring; it was also confirmed the possibility to accurately model with Finite Elements the
static and fatigue dynamic behavior of a stiffened structure. However, the main issue was the
strain sensitivity also to the applied load. In fact, the helicopter fuselage is experiencing a load
that is absolutely varying in time and, even worse, not easily predictable, due to the
environmental influences. The first thing to do is to try to filter out the effect of the boundary
load. Two approaches are suggested. The former is based upon the normalization of the actual
strain measured by each sensor with respect to a reference value, estimated either form the triaxial acceleration of the machine or from a sensor located far away from the damage. The
latter, used hereafter, consists in normalizing each sensor of a confined region with respect to
the average value measured among all the sensors in the same region. In fact, this normalizing
factor should be robust to the presence of the damage but only sensible to the applied load,
thus allowing to filter the load effect, without significantly altering the sensitivity to the crack.
For that reason, the method remains valid only for linear material behavior as well as under
the assumption that the damage effect remains a localized effect affecting the minority of the
sensors, otherwise the damage information would enter inside the normalizing factor. In
addition, it is important that the sensors participating to the average value are measuring in the
same direction as the normalized sensor, in order to refer to the same load, which will be thus
filtered out. Finally, assuming N strain sensors measuring exactly in the same direction, the
expression of the normalized output for the k-th sensor becomes the following:

ε knorm =

εk
N

ε i N

(5)

i =1

4

FEASIBILITY STUDY ON CRACK CHARACTERIZATION ON SIMPLE SKIN

A simple FE model (figure 2) has been created by using ABAQUS STD V6.9 in order to
represent an aluminum fuselage skin and to evaluate the performances of an ANN for crack
detection and evaluation. The thickness of the skin has been set to 0.81mm, while the panel
dimensions are 500mm x 600mm, as happened also in [2]. A quadratic mesh was set in order
to better represent the non-linearity occurring near the cracks, thus allowing for a more
precise description of the crack effect over the strain field. Finally, the panel was constrained
in its lower edge, while the upper edge was loaded with a shell edge load, corresponding to a
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totality of 2 tons, as [3]. The crack damage was modeled by means of mesh node release in
randomly generated locations over the structure. In fact the damage has been parameterized in
its center position, angle and length in order to automatically generate a database to be used
for ANN training. In particular, damage characteristics are reported in table 1.
Table 1: Damage characteristics
x-position
y-position
Length
Angle (w.r.t. horiz. dir.)

Randomly generated
Randomly generated
80mm (Fixed)
0° (Fixed)

Figure 2: FE model of a fuselage skin; stringers are omitted in this work; nevertheless it is possible to clearly
appreciate the effect of strain field modification due to the damage.

The sensor network has been designed with 12 sensors, arranged in a matrix with 3 rows
and 4 columns, being the dimensions typical of a 4 bays panel [3]. The model has been solved
many times by varying the crack center coordinates and always collecting strain information
in correspondence of the sensor elements, shown in figure 2 in red. The sensor array has been
chosen under the hypothesis that the optimum locations are with equal-distributed sensors
over the skin surface, reasonable assumption for the regular structure and loading under study.
4.1 Crack detection and localization performances
A database of 350 cracks (80mm) was generated (figure 3) and the MATLAB “Pattern
Recognition ANN” was used inside this framework. In particular, the neural network
consisted of 12 inputs (strain simulated at sensor elements) and 1 binary target (to indicate
whether the damage is present or not). The 70% of the samples were used to train the
network, while the 15% for validation (check for generalization) and the remaining 15% for
testing (the latter reported in figure 4). Being 350 damaged panels samples available,
additional 350 undamaged samples were assigned as inputs, but with the addition of a random
Gaussian noise (under the hypothesis that the variability introduced before is Gaussian). Thus,
the test is about the algorithm capability to distinguish between the strain pattern (actually
without additional noise) generated by a damaged panel and the one induced by an
undamaged and noised panel. The performances of the ANN are evaluated for two different
noise extents (5% - 10%), superposed to the undamaged samples and calculated with respect
to the expected strain field.
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Figure 3: Confusion matrix (False Alarms and Missed Detection) for the case with 5% (a), 10% (b). Label 1
means “presence of a crack” while label 2 stands for “healthy panel”. *Probability of Missing Event (PME),
**Probability of False Alarm (PFA), ***Probability of Wrong Assumptions (PWA).

In figure 3, the green squares represent the correct decisions while the red squares
correspond to the wrong decisions; finally, the blue square reports the global performance of
the system. Performances are evaluated by means of 3 parameters, PME (missed cracks
divided by the totality of cracked cases), PFA (false alarm number divided by the number of
alarms) and PWA (wrong assumptions divided by the totality of analysed cases). The ANN
algorithm showed relatively good performances for the case with 5% (figure 3a) Gaussian
random noise. However, when the noise increased beyond this limit, the performances got
worse (10% in figure 3b). An attempt to improve the detection capability was carried out by
increasing the number of available samples. It was clear that by increasing the number of
samples the ANN was able to better fit the phenomenon, with a significant improvement in
the global performance of the ANN. The results reported in figure 3 are obtained by
consequently training the Neural Network with different hidden layer numbers and selecting
the case with better performance
Once the damage has been detected, the step further consists in its localization. Inside this
work frame, information on strain field damage induced modifications are extracted again
from the FE model, in particular by sampling 350 cases for crack position in order to train the
MATLAB “Fitting ANN”. In figure 5 the regression plot is reported relatively to the samples
used for testing phase. One can notice that the localization capability appears to be acceptable.
However this performance was obtained without the introduction of noise.

Figure 4: Localization performances for the ANN
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5

CRACK CHARACTERIZATION ON STIFFENED RIVETED SKIN

Given the relatively good performances obtained for the simple skin model, the
prosecution of the work is related to a more complex problem, that is to say the crack
detection over the stiffened panel. The introduction of the stringers should reduce the
sensitivity because of a decrease in the strain amount. In addition, also the stress and strain
distribution would result more complex with respect to the simple skin model, as clearly
noticeable by comparing figures 1 and 5.

Figure 5: stress distribution in the direction parallel to stringer for two damaged panels with crack in the centre
of a bay (a) and crack starting from a rivet (b)

Apart from the geometry, which was changed to a 600x300mm panel, the model description
presented in Ch. 4 is valid for thicknesses and mesh. Rivet connections are modelled with ties
in order to speed up the database generation for ANN training.
5.1

The problem definition

As reported in [12,13], five levels of damage identification can be distinguished:
• Level 1: (DETECTION) The method gives a qualitative indication that damage might
be present in the structure.
• Level 2: (CHARACTERIZATION) The method estimates the type of damage
occurring inside the structure.
• Level 3: (LOCALIZATION) The method also gives information about the probable
position of the damage.
• Level 4: (QUANTIFICATION) The method gives an estimate of the extent of the
damage.
• Level 5: (PROGNOSIS) The method offers information about the safety of the
structure, e.g. estimates a residual life.

Inside this paper, the aim is to develop a methodology for SHM up to Level 4, thus allowing
an extension to Level 5 in further works, on the basis of the results presented hereafter and,
more in detail, in [13].
It is however necessary to make some assumptions and choices in order to proceed toward
the best SHM system design, as reported in [13].
Firstly, the input and output of the ANN have to be decided. This is a critical phase, as
many different design paths are allowed, but related with different performances. An
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important choice is whether to use a single ANN that contemporaneously gives an alert with
an estimation of the location and magnitude of the damage or to split the algorithm in more
ANNs, each one related to a Level of damage identification.
Another critical point to be defined is the target crack length that the detection system has
to identify. In fact, it could be worth to focus the ANN training on a certain crack length,
critical according to aerospace structural design specifications. Actually it must be considered
that one cannot expect the same performances of classical Non-Destructive-Evaluation (NDE)
technologies mainly because of the completely different purpose. If, from one hand, NDE
technologies are used by maintenance operators to find cracks or damages at their first
evolution step over a structure that is not monitored on-board, from the other hand SHM aims
at guaranteeing that the crack will be detected before it reaches a critical extent with respect to
flight conditions, with a continuous on-board monitoring. Even more, the specification for
damage tolerance of helicopter stiffened-skin structures suggest a design able to tolerate a 2bay crack (about 250mm length), which means that detecting a 60mm target crack length
could be a good result from a SHM point of view.
Last but not least comes the sensor number and positioning. For a detailed reporting on
sensitivity analysis with respect to sensor number and performance comparison for sensor
locations over the skin or on the stringers, the interested reader could refer to [13]. A fixed
network configuration is used hereafter, defined according to the results presented in [2,13].
5.2

Noise quantification

Noise characterization is also a key factor for the improvement of ANN performances.
Two ways to proceed can be highlighted. The first one exploits the classical formulation of
ANN algorithm and consists in training the network with FE simulation data alone,
optimizing the synapsis weights until the ANN starts to over-fit data, as described in Ch. 2.
The limit in fitting is practically due to the fact that further optimization would bring the
algorithm to learn also the noise inside the data, thus being too fitted for the training data and
losing in terms of generality and performances when new samples are processed. The second
approach consists in training the ANN with noised FE data, by adding a certain percentage
noise to the FE output, which however will be considered as a mean value. By this way, the
ANN recognises that the same output can be obtained with slightly different (noised) strain
inputs. However, even in this case, the synapsis weight optimization will be carried out taking
into account the problem of over-fitting.
Being some strain measurement repetitions for crack propagation in similar structures
available from [2,3], according to some verification reported in [13], the noise percentage
suggested for training and test of ANN is reported in table 2.
Table 2: Noise parameters for ANN training and testing

Purpose
ANN training
ANN training
ANN testing
ANN testing

Sensor Position
Skin
Stringer
Skin
Stringer
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Noise Percentage
10%
8%
10-15%
5-10%
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6

RESULTS AND CONSIDERATIONS

Some results are presented hereafter about the various information levels investigated with
ANN algorithms. In particular, some neural networks have been designed considering results
coming from [13], thus receiving as input the strain measurements collected by 6 equally
distributed sensors for each stringer (24 sensors for the whole panel).
6.1 Level 1: Pattern Recognition for Anomaly Detection
Level 1 information has been investigated by means of a Pattern Recognition ANN,
receiving 24 strain measures as input and giving a binary number as output, indicating
whether the damage is present or not. The ANN has been trained with FE calculation (with
additional noise as reported in table 2) for cracks in each rivet and cracks randomly positioned
inside the bays, the latter without crossing the stringer. In particular the training set was
executed with 60mm cracks, then evaluating the detection performances variation when a
different crack length is given as input. In figure 6, Level 1 performances are evaluated
through Probability of Missing Event, Probability of False Alarms and Probability of Wrong
Assumption (wrong decisions with respect to totality of cases analysed in testing phase).
Though the ANN was trained with just data relative to 60mm cracks and given the important
noise defined in table 2, it is noticeable how the algorithm maintain a PoD of about 90% with
5% of PFA for 60mm cracks. Obviously, performances got worse for smaller cracks and
better when larger cracks are tested.

Figure 6: PWA,PME and PFA as a function of crack length (training was executed with 60mm cracks),
acquiring from 6 sensors for each stringer

6.2 Level 2: Pattern Recognition for Damage Characterization
The next step consists in identifying the damage type occurring over the structure. It could
be useful in case of dealing with many different damages to identify the type as soon as
possible in the hierarchical level structure in order to best suit the next level ANN. For
instance it could be applied to distinguish between a broken stringer or a skin crack. However,
no FE data are available in the present work for the broken stringer effect. For that reason a
Pattern Recognition ANN has been used trying to distinguish two very similar damages, that
is to say skin bay cracks or skin rivet crack. Again, the ANN was trained for 60mm cracks
and tested with different length cracks. In figure 7 it is clear that the influence of crack length
in performances (PWA) is less influent. Moreover, though performances in damage
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recognition seems to be low, a better behaviour is expected when really different damages are
compared, as explained above.

Figure 7: PWA as a function of crack length for damage characterization (training was executed with 60mm
cracks), acquiring from 6 sensors for each stringer

6.3 Level 3: Damage localization and quantification
Once the anomaly has been identified (Level 1) and characterized (Level 2), the damage
has to be localized. Two different Function Fitting ANN have been trained to localize a crack
developed in a certain bay or starting from a rivet. Results are respectively reported in figures
8 and 9.
Concerning with skin bay cracks, ANN was trained with FE noised data relative to 60mm
cracks, giving as input the strain measures and as output the [x,y] estimation of the position
inside the panel. It can be noticed how the distribution of ANN test output is centred on the
target, unless the requested target is too near the boundaries of the controlled region. It could
be due to a lack of knowledge about that zone, maybe requiring some additional training sets.

Figure 8: Crack localization for a bay damage, (training and testing were executed with 60mm cracks),
acquiring from 6 sensors for each stringer

On the other hand, regarding skin rivet cracks, ANN was trained again with FE noised data
relative to 60mm cracks, but giving as input the strain measures and as output the estimation
of the rivet and stringer identification number. This method for output setting could seem
more practically usable, however its relative performances appeared to be lower with respect
to a [x,y] output, shown before. The suggestion is thus to identify the rivet with respect to an
[x,y] coordinate system. In figure 9 the contour plots for crack position estimation have been
reported. The problem undergone for the localization of the target in figure 9c was solved by
increasing the number of sensors to 12. In fact, in figure 9d it is clear that the contour lines are
focused on the right position, indicating a correct damage estimation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9: Localization for a rivet crack, (training and testing were executed with 60mm cracks), acquiring from
6 sensors for each stringer in (a,b,c) and 12 sensors for each stringer (d)

6.4 Level 4: Crack length quantification
The last step of structural diagnosis consists in damage quantification. In figure 10 an
attempt is reported to acquire information regarding the length of the developing crack
contemporaneously to localization. A bigger Function Fitting ANN as to be trained with
cracks of different length and different position, demanding as output the estimation of crack
length and position during the test phase. It can be noticed that the ANN was able to correctly
estimate the crack length, while the accuracy of damage location got a bit worse than that
presented in Ch. 6.4.

Figure 10: ANN for crack location and quantification (training was executed with crack ranging from 30mm to
100mm, testing with random crack length), acquiring from 6 sensors for each stringer
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7

CONCLUSIONS

The feasibility of a structural health monitoring (SHM) system has been practically
demonstrated. Good performances were obtained with a sensor network constituted by 6
sensors on each stringer of a skin stiffened aluminium panel. 90% of PoD associated with 5%
of PFA is the limit obtained with such amount of sensors, however it could be by far
improved allowing a more dense network, but always taking into consideration the practical
installation and maintenance of such a complicate system. A 5 layer knowledge is suggested
in order to organise the network. In practice, 4 layers are needed to infer about the actual state
of the structure (diagnosis) while the last layer is necessary in order to do prognosis by
exploiting the outputs of the diagnostic system.
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Abstract. In this work, we solve numerically the governing equations for quasi-steady
Newtonian flow past and through a cellular biological medium, which is attached to the
surface of a straight vessel. The flow past the cellular biological medium is described by the
Navier-Stokes equations. For the modeling of momentum transfer within the cellular
biological medium, we consider that the cellular biological medium constitutes a biphasic
fluid-solid mixture with poroelastic behaviour. The system of governing equations is solved
numerically with the mixed finite element method. The computational domain is discretized
using an unstructured, variable density triangular element mesh. From the numerical solution
we obtain the spatial distributions of: (i) the fluid velocity and pressure, and (ii) the
displacement and stresses of the solid matrix within the cellular biological medium. Also, the
components of the overall hydrodynamic force exerted by the flowing fluid on the cellular
biological medium are calculated. A parametric analysis is performed with regard to the
Reynolds and Darcy numbers that characterize the flow past and through the cellular
biological medium.
1

INTRODUCTION

The interaction between a flowing fluid and a cellular biological medium (e.g. biofilm, or
tissue) attached to the surface of a vessel is of key importance in several natural phenomena,
and processes of physiological and technological significance. The biodegradation of organic
contaminants by microbial biofilms in soil and aquifers, the in vitro construction of artificial
tissues from human stem cells in synthetic porous scaffolds, the flow of blood in vessels
containing thrombus and atheromatous plaque formations, are some of the processes in which
fluid-cellular biological medium interactions are important.
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In all the aforementioned processes, the interaction between the flowing extracellular fluid
and the deformable solid matrix (cells plus extracellular matrix) plays multiple important
roles: (a) affects the internal architecture (spatial arrangement of cells and extracellular
matrix) and the external morphology (overall size and shape) of the cellular biological
medium [1], (b) enhances the mass transfer rate of chemical species (nutrients, wastes,
chemical signaling molecules, etc) within the cellular biological medium [2], and (c)regulates
the function of cells through the action of mechanical stresses, which are either applied
directly on the outer surface of the biological cell, or transmitted indirectly through the
extracellular polymeric matrix [3].
Significant research effort has been directed toward the elucidation of the exact
mechanisms through which the complex interaction between a flowing fluid and a cellular
biological medium occurs. Along this direction, it is standard practice to employ experimental
techniques that allow the study of the effect of a well-controlled flow field on the function and
morphology of individual biological cells, layers of cells, or cellular biological media
samples. In particular, flow chambers with parallel plate configuration have been used in
several studies to observe the response of cellular biological media to fluid shear.
Mathematical modelling is an indispensable tool, which is complementary to experimental
investigation and provides qualitative interpretation and quantitative correlation of the fluidstructure interactions in these systems in terms of velocity, stress fields, etc. A comprehensive
survey on the available approaches for theoretical modelling of momentum transport in
cellular biological media, with focus on the formulation of governing equations and the
calculation of material properties, is given in [4].
In this work, we present preliminary results from computer simulations of flow past and
through a poroelastic biomaterial, which is attached to the surface of a straight vessel. Fluid
flow in the clear fluid regions is described by the Navier-Stokes equations, and momentum
transfer in the cellular biological medium is described in the context of biphasic mixture
theory. The effect of the Reynolds and Darcy numbers that characterize the flow past and
through the biological medium is investigated.
2

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

We consider the quasi-steady flow of an incompressible Newtonian fluid in a straight
vessel with rigid solid walls, and a cellular biological medium attached to the wall of the
vessel as shown in Figure 1. In the clear fluid region, which is denoted by f, fluid flow is
described by the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations
  v f 0

in f (1)

 f v f v f  Pf   f  2 v f

in f (2)

where v f is the velocity, Pf is the pressure,  f is the density, and  f is the viscosity of the
fluid. The flow in the vessel is driven by a prescribed, constant pressure drop Pref between
the inflow and outflow boundaries of the vessel. Further, the gradient of the velocity
components along the flow direction (x-axis) is nil at the inflow and outflow boundaries
because the flow is considered to be fully developed there. At the fluid-solid interface the
fluid velocity is nil based on the no-slip and no-penetration assumptions.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the flow geometry

The cellular biological medium is treated as a biphasic mixture consisting of: (a) a viscous
fluid phase denoted by f (extracellular aqueous solution), and (b) an elastic solid phase
denoted by s (cells and extracellular matrix). The mathematical formulation of the mass and
momentum balances for the cellular biological medium is based on the theory of mixtures,
which was developed for the mathematical description of momentum, mass, and energy
transport in multicomponent, multiphase systems at a scale of observation with resolution
much larger than the characteristic length of the individual constituents and phases (the
structure of the system at finer spatial scales is disregarded completely). The mathematical
foundation of the theory relies upon the concept that the constituents of the mixture can be
modeled as superimposed, interacting continua. In this way, a material point is assigned for
each constituent at every point in space, which is occupied by the mixture. Exhaustive
reviews on the theory of mixtures are given in [5,6]. The governing conservation laws for
each constituent of the mixture contain the usual terms (that appear in formulations for a
single phase), and an additional term which accounts for the interaction between the reference
constituent and the other constituents of the mixture.
We consider that the fluid (f-constituent) behaves as a Newtonian fluid, and the solid (sconstituent) behaves as a linearly elastic isotropic solid. For the systems under consideration,
it is reasonable to neglect the convective momentum transfer and mass production–
consumption (for time scales of observation much smaller than the characteristic time of cell
division). Furthermore, we assume that the flow is in quasi-steady state. Under these
assumptions, in the context of biphasic mixture theory, the equations that govern momentum
transfer in the cellular biological medium are
  v f 0

in p (3)

0     f  Fs  f

in p (4)

0     s  Ff s

in p (5)

The stress tensors and the interaction force are given by the following constitutive expressions

 f = - f Pf I   f v f   v f
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T
 s = -s Pf I + s    u s  I   s u s   u s  



ff

Ff s 
v f  Pf s
Fs  f 
keff

(7)
(8)

Here, a is the volume fraction of the th constituent in the cellular biological medium (with
1 ), u s is the solid displacement, s and s are the Lamé parameters for the solid,
 f  s 
and keff is the hydraulic permeability of the material.
The mathematical formulation is completed with the boundary conditions at the interface
between the cellular biological medium and the free fluid. We consider continuity of the fluid
velocity and, further, that the normal stress exerted on the interface by each constituent of the
cellular biological medium equals the total normal stress weighted by the corresponding
volume fraction [7].

3

NUMERICAL SOLUTION

For the numerical solution of the governing equations of the problem we used the Galerkin
finite element method. The spatial discretization of the computational domain is performed
with triangular elements. An unstructured, variable density triangular element mesh is
generated by combining a Delaunay triangulation algorithm with a force-based mesh
smoothing methodology, so as to optimize the mesh quality. A typical mesh used for the
numerical calculations is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Typical unstructured mesh of triangular elements.

For the approximation of the fluid pressure we use 3-node linear basis functions, while the
fluid velocities and solid displacements are approximated by 6-node quadratic basis functions.
For the solution of the non-linear systems of equations that result from the discretization of
the fluid momentum balances we employ a combination of Picard iterations and the NewtonRaphson method. Due to the assumptions postulated in section 2, the governing equations and
boundary conditions of the problem constitute a one-way coupled system, so that the fluid and
solid constituents momentum balances can be sequentially solved.

4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present preliminary results regarding the effects of the Reynolds and
Darcy numbers that characterize the flow past and through the cellular biological medium,
respectively. These dimensionless numbers are defined as follows
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Re 

 f U Rc
µf

Da 

keff

(9)

(10)

Rc2

where U is the magnitude of the average velocity for flow in a clear vessel, under the same
pressure drop. All other parameters of the system are held constant for the simulations. The
size ratio of the radius of the semicircular obstacle to the width of the vessel is equal to 0.4,
the length to width ratio of the vessel is equal to 5.0, and the Young's modulus and Poisson's
ratio for the solid are set equal to 1MPa, and 0.45. Figure 3 shows the fluid streamlines in the
vessel for three different values of the Reynolds number (0, 1, and 10) and two different
values of the Darcy number (10-2 and 10-4). We observe that as the Re number increases, the
flow pattern past and through the obstacle changes qualitatively and, gradually, obtains an
asymmetrical structure. This effect becomes more pronounced for the lower Da number,
where an extended recirculation region is formed behind the obstacle. Interestingly, the
recirculation zone extends into the permeable biological medium (Figure 3F). Furthermore,
we observe that as the Da number decreases, the fluid streamlines begin to divert significantly
from the permeable obstacle, meaning that the amount of fluid passing through the cellular
biological medium undergoes noticeable decrease.
Figure 4 shows the corresponding maps of longitudinal and lateral displacement of the
solid in the cellular biological medium. An increase in the Re number affects the solid
displacement field both quantitatively and qualitatively. The values of the horizontal and
vertical displacement increase in response to the elevated values of the forces experienced by
the solid due to fluid flow (namely, term F f  s in the momentum balance for the solid). In
addition, the gradual loss of symmetry of the flow affects strongly the solid displacements
(see for example Figure 4F). The Da number also has an important effect on the
displacements. A decrease in the value of Da leads to an increase of the solid displacements.
This is attributed to the increase of the fluid-solid interaction force, F f  s , caused by the
decrease of the permeability of the medium.
In Figure 5, the effect of Re on the dimensionless drag and lift forces exerted by the fluid
on the cellular biological medium is depicted for two different Darcy numbers, namely
Da=10-2 and Da=10-4. The dimensionless drag and lift forces (per unit length) are defined by
the following expressions:


Fdrag

Flift

1
Ly Pref

 e

1
Ly Pref

 e

x

  f  ndS

(11)

  f  ndS

(12)

S

y

S

Here, Ly is the width of the vessel, and Pref is a reference pressure drop.
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Da=10-2, Re=0

Da=10-2, Re=1

Da=10-2, Re=10

Da=10-4, Re=0

Da=10-4, Re=1

Da=10-4, Re=10
Figure 3: Fluid streamlines for representative values of the Reynolds (Re) and Darcy (Da) numbers.
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Da=10-2, Re=0

Da=10-2, Re=1

Da=10-2, Re=10

Da=10-4, Re=0

Da=10-4, Re=1

Da=10-4, Re=10
Figure 4: Maps of the longitudinal (left column) and lateral (right column) displacements of the solid in the
cellular biological medium for representative values of the Reynolds and Darcy numbers.
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In Figure 5, we observe that an increase in the Re number is followed by an increase in the
values of both the drag and lift forces, as expected. Interestingly, an increase in the Da
number leads to a decrease in the value of drag and an increase in the value of lift.

Figure 5: Effect of Re on the dimensionless drag and lift forces for two different Da numbers.

5

CONCLUSIONS

 As the Reynolds number increases and the Darcy number decreases, an extended
downstream recirculation region forms which reaches into the cellular biological
medium.
 The drag force exerted by the flow on the cellular biological medium increases for
increasing Reynolds number and decreasing Darcy number, while the lift force
increases for increasing Reynolds number and increasing Darcy number.
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Abstract. This paper deals with the propagation of a crack initiated by fretting-fatigue in
bridge cables. They are submitted to traffic loads and exposed to environmental conditions
(rain, wind, marine environment, de-icing salts …). These loads can lead to two main damage
causes: fretting-fatigue and corrosion. These both phenomena can be coupled and lead to
premature failures of drawn steel wires. In fact, at specific contact points, cracks are often
initiated by fretting-fatigue. Fretting-fatigue is due to the cable bending. Near anchorages, the
bending deformations are the highest and can generate damage (wire cracks). Cracks may
propagate under traffic or wind fatigue load. They are also often submitted to a severe
environment. Indeed, even if cables are initially protected, these protections can deteriorate
and then cables are subject to corrosion. Experimental results show that wire cracks are often
initiated by fretting-fatigue and crack propagation is due to fatigue or fatigue corrosion. In this
study wire crack is initiated by fretting-fatigue first and fatigue tests are set up after with
several environments in order to evaluate their influence on the crack propagation. The
studied corrosive environments are: distilled water, sodium chloride solution and thiocyanate
ammonium solutions with different concentrations. Lifetimes of specimens are compared.
Metallographic and fractographic observations show the influence of the different solutions
on the crack propagation. Indeed, since the microstructure of the steel wires is fully oriented
in the longitudinal direction, corrosion changes the crack propagation modes and favours
mixed mode propagation or longitudinal propagation.
1

INTRODUCTION

Wires of civil engineering cables are submitted to two main damage mechanisms: frettingfatigue and corrosion. Fretting-fatigue is generally observed near the anchorage where the
cable is submitted to the most important free bending deformations. Usually, wires are
protected against corrosion in several ways such as lubrication, zinc coating, etc. However, if
these means of protection disappear during the cable life, and if corrosive solution is in
contact with the cable, then the wires would be submitted simultaneously to fretting-fatigue
and corrosion. The wires of cables are generally elaborated by cold drawing. Those wires are
cylindrical with a diameter ranging between 3 to 7 millimetres. They have a high-grade of
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carbon (about 0.8%) and are obtained by cold drawing. These cable wires have a high tensile
strength and a low ductility.
The different types of cables are described in [1] and [2]. Due to cable geometry, interwires contacts are subject to stress concentration which can lead to crack initiation. Indeed,
stay cables are submitted to vibrations induced by climatic loads (wind, rain, etc.) and traffic
loads. These vibrations lead to bending deformations which are maximal near the anchorages
and then there are small relative displacements between wires (fretting-fatigue).
Studies of fretting-fatigue phenomena were already conducted by several authors (Fouvry
[5], Siegert [4], Zhou [6], etc.). They concluded that the fatigue limit is highly reduced for
specimens undergoing fretting-fatigue. In the case of cables [4], this reduction is mostly due
to contact friction forces between wires. In order to study this interwire contact mechanism,
Siegert [6] determined normal contact force in a multilayer strand and the relative
displacement amplitude between wires. Then, a fretting-fatigue device was developed; it aims
at reproducing the contact fatigue conditions in spiral strands undergoing free bending
deformation.
Aging cables are also subjected to severe environmental conditions and can undergo
corrosion damage. There are three main types of corrosion for cables: uniform corrosion,
localized corrosion and mechanically assisted corrosion as stress corrosion cracking or
fatigue-corrosion. In stay cables with low tension, corrosion appears generally only after a
certain age. However, for aging bridge cables where protective coatings are damaged,
corrosion is an important source of cables degradation [2].
A previous study aimed at investigating the influence of a sodium chloride (NaCl) solution
on the behaviour of wires undergoing fretting-fatigue [1]. In this paper, coupled phenomena
between fatigue and corrosion are studied in wires of bridge cables. After initiating cracks in a
wire by fretting-fatigue, their propagations are realized by fatigue-corrosion in several
environments.
2 MATERIAL
The material used for the tests is mechanically a high strength steel and chemically a low
alloy steel.
Table 1 : Mechanical properties and characteristics of test wires and strands
E (MPa)

UTS (MPa)

σRg (MPa)

σRP0,02 (MPa)

ε (%)

Wire

202 000

2 020

1 860

1 750

5,5

Strand

193 000

1 940

1 860

1 480

5,2

Those wires are manufactured by cold drawing process, which consists in reducing the
wire section by passing through decreasing section dies. This process improves the wire
resistance by hardening. The mechanical properties and characteristics of a wire and of a
strand are reported in Table 1. They were obtained by carrying out several tension tests.
Figure 1 shows the stress-strain curves obtained from these tests.
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Figure 1: Tensile test on a wire and on a strand

Tested specimens are low alloy steel wires whose chemical composition is given in Table
2. They are cylindrical with a diameter of about 5.4 millimetres. They exhibit a pearlitic
structure with fully oriented grains in the longitudinal direction.
Table 2: Chemical composition of cold drawn wires (main elements)
Fe

C (carbon)

Si (silicon)

Mn (manganese)

S (sulphur)

P (phosphor)

Balance

0,8 %

0,23 %

0,52 %

0,018 %

0,017 %

3 EXPERIMENTAL TEST DEVICE
For the tests, a fatigue machine is used: it is associated with a fretting grip for frettingfatigue tests and with corrosive cells for fatigue-corrosion tests.
The fretting-fatigue testing device is shown in Figure 2. This experimental device is used
to reproduce the loading conditions of wires in a spiral strand like the free bending of staycables. The tested specimens consist of steel wires which are subjected to a tensile fatigue
loading with a mean stress value of 600 MPa, corresponding approximately to 30% of the
wire UTS (1860 MPa), and a stress variation σ. The constant normal contact force Fc is
added perpendicularly to the cable length, using two pairs of pads made up with the same
material that crossed perpendicularly the tested specimen. The two pairs of pads were fixed in
a rigid way at a distance L on a pair of supports. δ is the amplitude of the relative
displacement between the pads and the tested wire.
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2Fc
Pair of support

σ±
L

∆σ
2

Pairs of pads

Tested wire
2δ

2δ

Figure 2: Schematic of the fretting-fatigue test set-up (side view)

The modelling of the mechanical behaviour of a strand subjected to bending deformations
makes it possible to calculate the local contact between wires under simplified conditions
(Siegert [7]). Moreover one first experimental study made possible to identify value ranges of
the test parameters representative of the inter wire contacts in the strand which lead to an
important reduction of the stress limit for bare wires (not galvanized and not lubricated). The
tests were carried out with a contact force of 200 N, a distance between pairs of pads of 20
mm and a variation of tensile stress of 200 MPa at a frequency of 2 Hz.

Figure 3 : Experimental device: fretting-fatigue test under realization and a corrosive cell which is translated
after the fretting-fatigue

For the fatigue-corrosion test, the fretting grip is removed and a cell, which contains a
corrosive solution at 50 °C is translated on the contact scars. The fatigue parameters are the
same as for the fretting-fatigue test (mean stress of 600 MPa, stress variation of 200 MPa),
excepted for the frequency which is reduced to 1 Hz (Figure 3).
So, the tests consisted in two steps. The first step aims at initiating a crack by fretting-
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fatigue. The second step consists in propagating the crack by fatigue-corrosion.
For the first step, 350 000 cycles of fretting-fatigue are sufficient to initiate cracks. The
presence of these cracks is controlled with a ultrasonic device.
For the second step, the pre-cracked tested wire is submitted to fatigue-corrosion, and
corrosion cells are added. For tests in distilled water or sodium chloride (NaCl) solutions, two
cells are added, one cell is placed around the tested wire, and there is another cell in which the
solution is aerated. For tests in thiocyanate ammonium (NH4SCN) solutions, only one cell is
added around the wire.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Number of cycles

The main results of the tests are the lifetimes of the tested specimens and their
metallographic observations. The results are compared for the different studied environments:
air, distilled water, NaCl solution and NH4SCN solutions.
Lifetimes are given on the histogram of the figure 4. The pink part of the bars represents the
fretting-fatigue phase (350 000 cycles). The blue part corresponds to the fatigue phase in each
environment. The dispersion of the results is also reported.
For tests in air, the average lifetime is about 600 000 cycles, and it can be seen a large
dispersion of the results, this dispersion is inherent of fretting-fatigue phenomena.
In distilled water, the average lifetime is about 750 000 cycles and in NaCl solution, the
mean lifetime is about 800 000 cycles.
In NH4SCN solutions, the average lifetime is between 370 000 and 500 000 cycles
depending on the concentration.

Figure 4 : Lifetimes of specimens submitted to fretting-fatigue first and then to fatigue in several environments
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In NH4SCN solutions, the lifetimes are reduced compared to air, more significantly for the
concentrations of 100 and 250 g/l. This result means that hydrogen accelerate the crack
propagation by a Hydrogen-Induced Stress Corrosions cracking (HI-SCC) mechanism.
On the contrary, in distilled water or in NaCl solution, lifetimes increase. These solutions
seem to reduce the crack propagation. These results are obtained in the retained conditions
and may not be representative of what happens on bridges.
However, some authors made similar observations. For example, Pao & al. [8] noticed that
for low values of the variation of the stress intensity factor ∆K, the crack growth rate in an
aluminum alloy can be slower in a NaCl solution than in air.

(a) Air

(b) Distilled Water

(c) NaCl solution

(d) NH4SCN solution – 50g/l

(e) NH4SCN solution – 100g/l

Figure 5: Fractures surfaces of specimens submitted to 350 000 cycles of fretting-fatigue and to fatigue until
rupture in different environments
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For each type of tests, the specimen rupture surfaces were observed with binocular, optical
and/or scanning electron microscopes.
The fracture surfaces for tests in air are quite smooth in the crack area (Figure 5 (a)). The
crack initiation and the beginning of its propagation are influenced by the fretting loading and
make an angle of about 45°. The crack propagation is then due to the fatigue loading and is
perpendicular to the wire until the final shear rupture.
For the tests in distilled water or in NaCl solution, the crack propagates transversally to the
wire first and then longitudinally (Figure 5 (b) and (c)).
For tests in NH4SCN solutions (Figure 5 (d) and (e)), after the transversal part of the crack,
the crack propagates in a mixed mode (modes I and II).
The increase in lifetime of specimens immersed in distilled water or NaCl solution may be
explained by the changes in the propagation of the crack. Indeed, there is a very long
longitudinal propagation which is not observed for specimens undergoing fatigue in air.
Moreover, some authors [8],[9] also made similar observations for aluminum alloys and they
made hypothesis that may explain this effect. Three hypotheses are given by Menan [9]. The
first one consists in the blunting of the crack tip which results from a competition between
mechanical kinetic and anodic dissolution kinetic under the action of chloride ions. The
second one supposes crack closure effects which might be due to corrosion products as said
by Pao et al. [8]. The third one is the passivation of the crack tip which would protect the steel
and then slow down the crack growth rate.
5

CONCLUSIONS

Cables of bridges have two main damage causes: fatigue and corrosion. In this paper,
coupled phenomena are studied. Indeed cracks are initiated by fretting-fatigue and then
propagate under fatigue-corrosion. Several environments are studied and compared. Air is
chosen as a reference environment. An increase of lifetime is observed in distilled water or in
NaCl solutions. This increase may be due to changes in the propagation of cracks in these
environments (changes of modes, of crack growth rate, etc.). Indeed, there is a very long
longitudinal propagation (mode II) which is not observed in air, and chloride ions may induce
crack tip blunting. A reduction of lifetime is observed in the more aggressive corrosion
solutions, it is probably due to hydrogen embrittlement.
The study of interaction between these phenomena may contribute to improve the
management of bridges which are getting older. This study might be completed by pure
fatigue-corrosion studies with different level of stress.
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Abstract. Thermal stresses as a result from frictional heating must be considered when
designing disc brakes. The rotational symmetry of a disc brake makes it possible to
model this system using an Eulerian approach instead of a Lagrangian framework. In
this paper such an approach is developed. The sliding object is formulated in an Eulerian frame where the convective terms are defined by the sliding velocity. A node-tonode formulation of the contact interface is utilized. The energy balance of the interface
is stated by introducing an interfacial temperature. Both frictional power and contact
conductance are included in this energy balance. The contact problem is solved by a
non-smooth Newton method. By adopting the augmented Lagrangian approach, this is
done by rewriting Signorini’s contact conditions to a system of semi-smooth equations.
The heat transfer in the sliding body is discretized by a Petrov-Galerkin approach, i.e.
the numerical difficulties due to the non-symmetric convective matrix appearing in a pure
Galerkin discretization is treated by following the streamline-upwind approach. In such
manner a stabilization is obtained by adding artificial conduction along the streamlines.
For each time step the thermoelastic contact problem is first solved for the temperature
field from the previous time step. Then, the heat transfer problem is solved for the corresponding frictional power. In such manner a temperature history is obtained via the
trapezoidal rule. In particular the parameter is set such that both the Crank-Nicolson
and the Galerkin methods are utilized. The method seems very promising. The method
is demonstrated for two-dimensional benchmarks as well as a real disc brake system in
three dimension.

1

INTRODUCTION

In this paper an Eulerian approach for sliding contacts is developed. In the design
of machine components like brakes and clutches it is of importance to consider effects
1
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from frictional heating. Today, this is mostly done by experiments. The Lagrangian
approaches in our commercial softwares usually fail due convergence difficulties in the
contact algorithms and too long computational times. An idea to improve these drawbacks is to formulate the problem in an Eulerian frame instead. This is the topic of
this paper. The approach is presented for a two-dimensional translating problem. In a
forthcoming paper the approach will also be developed for rotating systems as well as for
the tree-dimensional case.
Previously, we have studied thermo-mechanical contact problems in the setting of small
displacements. In Strömberg [1] thermo-mechanical wear problems were studied for a
thermo-elastic body in unilateral contact with a rigid foundation. The development of hot
spots was studied by solving the fully coupled equation system using Newton’s method.
The influence of wear on these hot spots was also investigated numerically. That work was
later extended to the case of two thermo-elastic bodies in unilateral contact in Ireman,
Klarbring and Strömberg [2]. An earlier work on this topic in the same research group was
done by Johansson and Klarbring [3]. In this paper, the thermo-mechanical framework
developed in our previous works is now extended to also include large rotations with
superimposed small displacements and this is done in an Eulerian framework.
Examples of early works on frictional heating in large displacements are e.g. the papers
by Oancea and Laursen [4], and by Agelet de Saracibar [5]. A more recent paper is the
one by Rieger and Wriggers [6] where the accuracy of the contact solution, which is most
important in order to represent the frictional power sufficiently well, was controlled by
adaptive techniques. Another way to improve the contact solution in large displacements is
to use the mortar technique. Recently, this was investigated by Hüeber and Wohlmuth [7]
for thermo-mechanical friction problems. A nice feature with the presented Eulerian
approach in this paper is that the contact region is always well defined and a node-tonode based approach can be adopted, producing very accurate contact solutions. The
contact equations are then treated with the celebrated augmented Lagrangian approach
where the corresponding equation system is solved by a non-smooth Newton algorithm.
The details can be found in Strömberg [8].
One can find several other works where a Lagrangian formulation has been utilized
for treating frictional heating, e.g. [9], but it is not easy to find any paper where an
Eulerian framework is used. One example is the paper by Pauk and Yevtushenko [10]
where a cylinder sliding over a half-space was considered. In this work we present a finite
element approach using an Eulerian framework for solving frictional heating in sliding
contacts. The fully coupled problem is decoupled in one mechanical part and another
thermal problem. These two equation systems are then solved sequentially by using
Crank-Nicolson’s and Galerkin’s settings of the trapezoidal rule in the time discretization.
Other possibilities of performing the time discretization are of course also available. For
instance, Laursen [11] proposed thermodynamically consistent algorithms for this class of
problems. The convective term is stabilized by the streamline-upwind approach. For this
task the excellent text-book by Donea and Huerta [12] has been consulted.
2
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The proposed method is implemented on 64-bits Windows using Intel Fortran and the
sparse Cholesky and LU solvers of Matlab. The pre- and postprocessing are performed on
Abaqus/CAE by Python scripts. The implementation seems to be very robust and produce accurate solutions at low computational times. This is demonstrated by presenting
numerical examples.
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Figure 1: Two linear thermoelastic bodies in unilateral contact.

2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Let us consider two linear thermo-elastic bodies Ωm in unilateral contact, see Figure 1.
The first body is subjected to external forces F = {FiA } and heat powers Q = {QA } at
finite element nodes xA on the top of the first body. The second body is translating with
a constant velocity v = ve1 and has superimposed small displacements onto the current
rigid body configuration at time t. For each body Ωm , the nodal displacements are
A
collected in dm = {dA
j } and the nodal temperature vectors is represented by T m = {T },
respectively.
At the contact surface of each body, the normal displacements are given by
dN m = C N m dm ,

(1)

where the rows of the transformation matrices C N m contain surface normals in proper
positions, i.e.
C row
N 1 = [0 [0 −1] 0],
(2)
C row
N 2 = [0 [0 1] 0].
The corresponding normal contact forces F N m are obtained by
F N m = −C TN m P ,

(3)

where P is a vector of Lagrange multipliers which are governed by Signorini’s contact
conditions:
P ≥ 0, dN 1 + dN 2 ≤ g, P ◦ (dN 1 + dN 2 − g) = 0.
(4)
3
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Here, g represents a vector of initial gaps g A between contact nodes in node-to-node
contact, see Figure 1, and ◦ is the Hadamard product.
It is assumed that sliding is always developed and that the corresponding frictional
forces are given by
F T m = µC TT m P ,
(5)
where

C row
T 1 = [0 [1 0] 0],
row
C T 2 = [0 [−1 0] 0].

(6)

These assumptions are in agreement with Coulomb’s law of friction when sliding is developed.
By introducing finite element shape functions N A = N A (x) and performing a finite
element discretization, the following equilibrium equations in forces can be derived:
K 1 d1 − K̂ 1 T 1 = F + F N 1 + F T 1 ,
K 2 d2 − K̂ 2 T 2 = F N 2 + F T 2 ,
where
Km =

BA
[Kik
],

∂N A ∂N B
dV,
∂xl ∂xj
Ωm
∂N B
α(3λ + 2G)N A
=
dV,
∂xi
Ωm

BA
Kik

K̂ m = [K̂iBA ], K̂iBA

=




(7)

Eijkl

(8)

Eijkl = λδij δkl + G(δik δjl + δil δjk ), λ and G are Lame’s coefficients, respectively, and α
represents the thermal expansion coefficient.
The energy balance for the first body reads
M 1 Ṫ 1 + O 1 T 1 = Q + QC1 ,
where
M m = [M
Om = [O

BA

BA

],

],

M
O

BA

BA

=

=



(9)

ρcN A N B dV,

Ωm

∂N A ∂N B
k
dV,
∂xi ∂xi
Ωm

(10)

ρ is the mass density, c is the heat capacity and k is the thermal conductivity. Furthermore,
by introducing the contact conductance ϑ and the frictional dissipation at each contact
pair as
µP v,
(11)
we can define the heat power transferred at the first contact surface as
QC1 =

ϑ
1
P ◦ (S 2 T 2 − S 1 T 1 ) + µP v.
2
2
4
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Here, we have also introduced S i , where S row
= [0 [1] 0], in order to obtain the nodal
i
temperatures at the contact surfaces. In a similar way, we can define the heat power
transferred at the second contact surface as
QC2 =

1
ϑ
P ◦ (S 1 T 1 − S 2 T 2 ) + µP v.
2
2

(13)

In the energy balance for the second body convective terms appear due to the speed
v. These are represented by N T 2 , where

∂N A B
BA
BA
N = [N ], N
N dV,
(14)
=
ρcv
∂x1
Ω2
Thus, the convection matrix N is non-symmetric. When this matrix dominates over the
symmetric conduction matrix O 2 , then the thermal solution might be unstable. This
might be stabilized by adding artificial conduction along the streamlines by RT 2 , where

∂N A ∂N B
BA
BA
R = [R ], R = k̄v
dV,
(15)
Ω2 ∂x1 ∂x1
and k̄ is an artificial conduction coefficient. By using (14) and (15), we obtain the following
energy balance for the second body:
M 2 Ṫ 2 + (N + R + O 2 )T 2 = QC2 .
3

(16)

NUMERICAL TREATMENT

The equations presented in the previous section are treated sequentially for each time
step by decoupling the mechanical and thermal equations. That is, for a given temperature
distribution the thermo-mechanical contact problem is first solved, then for the obtained
contact force distribution the energy balance is solved. Details are presented in this
section.
The contact problem is treated by the augmented Lagrangian approach. The key idea
is to rewrite (4) as
P = (P + r(dN 1 + dN 2 − g))+ ,
(17)
where r > 0 is a penalty coefficient and (x)+ = (x + |x|)/2. (7) and (17) are then put
together to form an equation system as
h = h(d1 , d2 , P , T 1 , T 2 ) = 0.

(18)

This is a semi-smooth equation system which is efficiently solved by a Newton algorithm
with an inexact line-search procedure for given temperatures T m .

5
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Figure 2: The nodal temperatures plotted at different times: after 20, 40, 60 and 80 increments, respectively.
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The time rates appearing in the energy balances are discretized by the trapezoidal
rule. Let T nm = T m (tn ) at time tn , then the temperatures at the next time step tn+1 are
updated according to


n
n+1
n
,
(19)
=
T
+
∆t
(1
−
ξ)
Ṫ
+
ξ
Ṫ
T n+1
m
m
m
m
where ∆t = tn+1 − tn and ξ = 1/2 (Crank-Nicolson) or ξ = 2/3 (Galerkin). (19) inserted
in (9) and (16) yields


1
O1 +
M 1 T n+1
= Qeff
1
1 + QC1 ,
ξ∆t


(20)
1
n+1
eff
M 2 T 2 = Q2 + QC2 ,
N + R + O2 +
ξ∆t
where

1
(1 − ξ)
n
M 1 Ṫ 1 +
M 1 T n1 ,
ξ
ξ∆t
(1 − ξ)
1
n
M 2 Ṫ 2 +
M 2 T n2 .
Qeff
2 =
ξ
ξ∆t
Furthermore, (12) and (13) can also be written as
Qeff
1 = Q+

QC1 = S P 2 T 2 − S P 1 T 1 + Qµ ,
QC2 = S P 1 T 1 − S P 2 T 2 + Qµ ,

(21)

(22)

where S P i and Qµ all depend on P . By putting together (20) and (22), one obtaines an
equation system on the following form:


T1
= Q(P ),
(23)
A(P )
T2
which of course becomes a linear system for given multipliers P .
n+1
n+1
In conclusion, let dnm , T nm , P n be given at time tn , then dn+1
are obtained
m , Tm , P
by the following steps:
Step 1:
h(dn+1
, dn+1
, P n+1 , T n1 , T n2 ) = 0
1
2
is solved by Newton’s method, details can be found in [8].
Step 2:


T n+1
1
T n+1
2



Step 3:
n+1

Ṫ m

=−

= A(P n+1 )−1 Q(P n+1 ).

1−ξ n
T n+1 − T nm
Ṫ m + m
.
ξ
ξ∆t
7
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Figure 3: A comparison when the friction force is neglected in the equilibrium equations.

4

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

The problem in Figure 1 is here considered as a numerical benchmark. The dimensions
of the two bodies are taken to be 0.1x0.04 [m2 ] and 0.5x0.02 [m2 ], respectively. The plain
strain assumption is adopted with a thickness of 1 [m]. The first body is meshed using
8151 elements and for the second body 20735 elements are used. Young’s modulus is
2.1E11 [Pa], Poisson’s ratio is 0.3, the expansion coefficient is 1.2E-5 [1/K], the density is
7800 [kg/m3 ], the heat capacity is 460 [J/kgK], the conductivity is 46 [W/mK] and the
conduct conductance is taken to be ϕ =1 [W/NK].
A total heat power of Q =5760 [W] is applied on the top of body Ω1 as well as a
total force of F =72E4 [N] (corresponding to a pressure of 7.2 [MPa]). Both the total heat
power and the total force are equally distributed over all contact nodes on the top surface.
The heat power is applied at time zero and the force is ramped up using a log-sigmoid
function for 20 time increments. The problem is solved for 80 time increments with a
constant time step ∆t =0.125 [s]. The speed of the second body is v =1 [m/s]. Thus,
the total sliding distance is 10 [m]. The evolution in temperatures for this problem when
µ = 0.1 are plotted in Figure 2.
The bottle-neck of the algorithm is to solve the linear system appearing in the Newton
algorithm. Typically 4-6 such linear systems have to be solved for getting convergence in
each time step. The system is also non-symmetric du to the friction force. One approach
to speed up these calculation is to assume that the friction force has a little influence on
the thermal solution. If the friction force is neglected in the mechanical problem, then only
8
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Figure 4: Comparison of temperatures and contact forces for µ = 0.2 and 0.3 when friction forces are
included as well as neglected.
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2-3 Newton steps are needed and the linear system also becomes symmetric. In Figure 3
we have utilized this approach and compare the final solution to the original one presented
in Figure 2. The resemblance of the two solutions are very close. A similar comparison is
performed when the friction coefficient is taken to be 0.2 and 0.3, respectively. The results
are presented in Figure 4. Also here a close resemblance between the results is obtained
for the two different approaches, with and without frictional forces. The difference shown
in the plots for µ = 0.3 depends mostly on a time shift. This will be explained in more
detail at the conference.
Another approach for speeding up the calculations but still consider the frictional force
is to first solve the frictionless problem and then letting the friction force be defined by the
obtained frictionless contact pressure, and solving the friction problem for this constant
friction force. That is, at each iteration, (18) is first solved for F T m = 0. Let P̂ denote
the solution and then solve (18) again but now with F T m = µC TT m P̂ . In general, the
number of iterations will be twice the number of iterations for the frictionless case. Of
course, for this case, we will also have a symmetric Jacobian which is most beneficial for
large size problems.

Figure 5: A heat band developed in a disc brake.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this work a method for simulating frictional heating in sliding contacts is developed and implemented. A key idea of the approach is to use an Eulerian frame for
the sliding object. The convective term appearing in this approach is stabilized by the
streamline-upwind technique. The method seems promising. This is shown by solving a
two-dimensional benchmark with a translating object for different coefficients of friction.
The next step in the development will be to consider rotating objects. The ultimate goal
is to solve frictional heating in disc brakes efficiently. A preliminary result is presented in
Figure 5.
Acknowledgement The mesh of the three-dimensional disc-pad problem was prepared by Asim
Rashid. This project was financed by Vinnova (FFI-Strategic Vehicle Research and Innovation)
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Abstract. It is presented a new approach for dry friction modeling under conditions of
combined kinematics. The main distinguish feature of this approach is building of friction
models which are suitable for using in differential equations of motion. Under the proposed
models of friction are understudied the interrelations between friction force components,
torques and velocities which are represented be the analytical functions. The procedure of the
models constructing consists of the two parts. In the first part, the exact integral expressions
for the net vector and torque are formed with the assumption that Coulomb's friction law in
classical forms or generalized differential forms is valid at each point of the contact area. In
addition, in process of the exact integral models construction there are is used well known
results from the theory of elasticity that tangent stresses lead to shift in the symmetric
diagram of the normal contact stresses in the direction of the instantaneous sliding velocity.
To use the theory of elasticity results in the dynamics problems, it is proposed the simple
asymptotic representations for the contact stresses distributions based on their general
properties known from the theoretical results of the theory of elasticity. In the second part the
exact integral models are replaced by appropriate Pade expansions. The approximate models
preserve all properties of the models based on the exact integral expressions and correctly
describe the behaviour of the net vector and torque of the friction forces and their first
derivatives at zero and infinity. Moreover, one does not have even to calculate the integrals to
determine the coefficients of the Pade approximations. The corresponded coefficients can be
identified from experiments. Consequently, the models based on Pade expansions may be
considered as phenomenological models of combined dry friction.
1

INTRODUCTION

One of the first models describing the relation between the sliding friction and the
whirling friction in the case of nonpoint contact between the moving bodies was proposed
by in [1]. A principally new development of the theory was given by in [2], where exact
analytic expressions for the resultant vector and the frictional moment for circular contact
sites were obtained under the assumption that the distribution of contact stresses in the
contact spot obeys the Hertz law. In [2], to apply the obtained dependencies to problems
of dynamics, the linear-fractional Pade approximations of these dependencies were
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constructed. The developed in [2] theory was used in [3] to study the dynamics of a
homogeneous circular disk sliding with rotation on a plane. Under the assumption that the
distribution of contact stresses obeys the Galin law, exact analytic expressions for the
resultant vector and the frictional moment were obtained and their linear-fractional Pade´
approximations were constructed.
The convenience in the use of the Pade approximations, which permit describing the
effects of combined dry frictions for the entire range of angular and linear velocities,
allowed one to construct principally new the two-dimensional coupled models of the
sliding and spinning friction on the basis of these approximations [4].
The two-dimensional friction model was constructed under supposition that the
classical Coulomb law in differential form is validated for an infinitesimal area inside of
contact spot. Its generalizing for the case of more realistic dry friction characteristic
(validity of Coulomb law in generalized differential form) was given in [5]. It was shown
that in the case of combined kinematics using of the Coulomb law in generalized
differential form leads to new qualitative properties of the friction force dependence on
the sliding and spinning velocities, but does not change the model dimension. All these
models of the sliding and spinning friction were constructed in the assumption that, in the
case of circular contact sites, the distributions of normal contact stresses depend only on the
position vector with origin at the contact spot center. But, it is known [6] that in the case
of the rigid solids sliding it is appears tangent stresses that leads to shifting in the
symmetric diagram of the normal contact stresses in the direction of the instantaneous
sliding velocity. Investigations carried out in [7] shown this shifting even for uniform
distribution of the normal contact stresses cause, in the case of combined kinematics, the
dynamics coupling between components defining the force state of rubbed solids.
Proposed below the dry friction models generalizing permits to take into account,
simultaneously, both the dynamics coupling of the components defining force state and the
more realistic representations about dry friction characteristics and the normal contact
stresses distributions in the case of combined kinematics.
2 COUPLED MODELS OF THE SLIDING AND SPINNING FRICTION
2.1 Basic relationships
The combined model of sliding and rolling friction is constructed for circular contact
sites under the assumption that the Coulomb law in differential form holds for the small
surface element dS in the interior of the contact spot, according to which the differentials
of the resultant vector dF and the moment of friction dM C with respect to the disk center
are determined by the formulas:









V
rV
3
3
 f
 f
dF 
1  1 V   2 V dS , dM C 
1  1 V  2 V dS ,
V
V
V
(v   y,  x), r 
( x, y )

where f is the coefficient of friction, r  ( x, y ) is the position vector of an elemental area
in the interior of the contact spot with respect to its center (Fig. 1),  is the angular

2
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velocity of rotation of the contact spot center, but 1 and 2 are the coefficients which
can be defined in practice from experiments.

Figure 1. Kinematics inside the contact spot letters

To use the theory of elasticity results in the dynamics problems, a simple linear
approximation of the normal contact stresses distribution is proposed:
 ( x
, y )  0 1  kx R 

(2)

where  0   0 (r ) - distribution of normal contact stresses at absence of motion having the
properties of central symmetry, R - radius of contact spot, x - axe of the restangular
coordination systems with origin in the center of contact circle (Fig. 1) which is directed
parallelly to vector of the instantenious sliding.
To calculate coefficient k in the formula (1) it is used the condition of equality of the
external force F torque to the normal reaction force N torque which is appears from the
shifting of the center of gravity of the contact spot in the direction of sliding on the value s :
(3)

Fh  Ns

where h - distance from the moving solid center mass to the plane of sliding. On the other
hand the shifting s of the gravity center relatively of the contact spot center can be defined by
the following formula:

s

x ( x, y )dxdy   ( x, y )dxdy , G

G

{( x, y ) : x 2  y 2  R 2 }

(4)

G

Substitution of the representation (2) to the (4) yields:
s

k
R

R



0

(r )r 3 dr

(5)

0

Equalization values s calculated from the formulas (3) and (5) allows to calculate
coefficient k which is characterized the dynamical coupling of the components defining the
force state inside of contact spot.

3
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If the distribution of normal contact stresses  0 (r ) at the moving absence are obeyed by the



Hertz
 0 3N 1  r 2 R 2 / (2 R 2 ) or Galin  0  N 2 R 2 1  r 2 R 2
k  3Fh ( NR ) ,



laws then k  5Fh ( NR) or

correspondently.

2.1 Integral model
To obtain the resultant vector and the moment of friction, it is necessary to integrate the
expressions (1) over the contact spot. The obtained dependencies, where F and F denote
the respective components of the resultant vector directed along the tangent and the normal to
the trajectory of motion, present an exact combined integral model of sliding and spinning
friction


(v   y )
 f  
 1v3  2 v  21v 2 ( x 2  y 2 )  0 dxdy
F ( , v) 
2
2
2
2


G   ( x  y )  v  2 vy

2
x 0
kf
 
F ( , v ) 
dxdy, G 
{( x, y ) : x 2  y 2  R 2 }
2
2
R G  ( x  y 2 )  v 2  2 vy

(6)



( ( x 2  y 2 )  vy )
 f  
 (21v 2  2 ) ( x 2  y 2 )  1 3 ( x 2  y 2 ) 2  0 dxdy
M C ( , v) 
2
2
2
2


G   ( x  y )  v  2 vy

ˆ , y  yR
ˆ and  ( xˆ , yˆ )  ˆ ( xˆ, yˆ ) N R 2 it is
After introducing dimensionless variables: x  xR
convenient to calculate the modulus of integrals (6) in the polar coordinates:
x  r cos  , y  r sin  , r  [0,1],   [0, 2 ] (Fig. 1) in which the functions (6) take the form
2 1


F fN 

1
1


drd  2 f  ( 1v3  2 v)  r 0 ( r ) dr  2 1vu 2  r 3 0 ( r ) dr 
u 2 r 2  v 2  2uvr sin 
0
0



(v  ur sin  )r 0 (r )



0 0

F

(7)

2 1
ur 3 0 (r ) cos 2 

kfN
0 0 u 2 r 2  v 2  2uvr sin  drd , u  R
2 1

M C  fRN 



0 0

1
1


drd  2 f  (21v 2   2 )u  r 3 0 ( r ) dr  1u 3  r 5 0 ( r ) dr
2 2
2
u r  v  2uvr sin 
0
0



(ur 2  vr sin  )r 0 (r )

where the “hat” symbol is omitted for brevity
If k  0 , then model (7) is fully agree to the model, investigated in [3] and can be
considered as the first approximation, but presented in this investigation as the second
approximation. Thus, we have substantial approximation to the real situation in dependence
on the general properties of the normal contact stresses distribution. At the supposition that
external forces are absence, the coefficient k in formula (1), (5), (6), (7) is defined by the
friction force component F from the first expressions in the relations (6-8) and,
consequently, the dynamically coupled integral friction model is
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2 1


F fN 

(v  ur sin  )r 0 (r )



u r  v  2uvr sin 
2 2

0 0

F

2



drd  2 f ( 1v 3   2 v) I1  21vu 2 I 3

(8)



2 1

2 1
ur 3 0 (r ) cos 2 
(v  ur sin  )r 0 (r )
fhR

,
kfN
drd

k
drd
0 0 u 2 r 2  v 2  2uvr sin 


 I 3 0 0 u 2 r 2  v 2  2uvr sin 
2 1

M C  fRN 



0 0

(ur 2  vr sin  )r 0 (r )
u r  v  2uvr sin 
2 2

2



drd  2 f (2 1v 2  2 )uI 3  1u 3 I 5



where coefficients of polynomials terms in formulas (3) are the first moments of the normal
contact

stresses

distribution:

1

I1   r 0 (r )dr - moment

of

the

first

order,

0

1

1

0

0

I 3   r 3 0 (r )dr - moment of the third order and I 5   r 5 0 (r )dr - moment of the fifth order.

They can be calculated in elementary functions for the most used functions of the normal
contact stresses distributions [5].
If the distribution of normal contact stresses is obeyed to the Hertz law:  (
r ) 3 1  r 2 (2 )
then:

I1 1
2 , I 3 1
5 , I 5 4 35 .
If the distribution of normal contact stresses is obeyed to the Galin law: 
 (r ) (2 1  r 2 ) 1

I1 1
2 , I 3 1
3 , I 5 4 15 .
then:
In the case of thin circle, the distribution of normal contact stresses can be described by the
following function:  (
r )  (r  1) (2 ) , where  (r  1) - Dirac delta function in the point r  1
and I
I
I
1 4 .
1
3
5
Plots of the tangent F (left figure) and normal F (right figure) friction force
components normalized on the their maximum values as function of velocity of sliding v at
the constant velocity of whirling u  1 are presented on the Fig. 2. As concerned friction
torque then, qualitatively, its behavior is the same as case of using classical form Coulomb
law: there are only small quantitative distinctions.

Figure 2. Tangent and normal friction force components
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The expressions for the components of the resultant vector and the moment of friction
in relations (8) have several important properties as functions of u and v .
Property 1. The distortion in symmetric diagram of the normal contact stresses distribution
results in the appearance of the resultant vector component F directed along the normal to
the trajectory of motion. The resultant vector is not directed opposite to the velocity of
sliding.
Property 2. The distortion in the symmetric diagram of distribution of normal stresses does
not affect to the moment M C and the resultant vector component F directed along the tangent
to the trajectory.
Property 3. The first terms of the tangent F force component and torque M C , just as
normal F force component, are homogeneous functions of the variables u and v of zero
order of homogeneity and hence are invariant under the similarity group:
Property 4. The expressions (9), for the moment and both components of the friction force
as functions of u and v have a singularity at the point (u, v)  (0, 0) , because they do not have
any limit at this point with respect to both of the variables u and v .
Property 5. In the case of pure sliding u  0 or spinning v  0 , the moment M C and the
tangential component F are homogeneous models corresponding to the usual Coulomb law:
1

2
F (0, v) 
F0  fN , M C (u, 0) 
M0, M0 
2 fNRI 2 , I 2 
  0 (r )r dr
0

Property 6. In the case of pure sliding, the normal component vanishes: F (0, v)  0 , and
hence the friction force is directed opposite to the velocity vector; in the case of pure
spinning, it is equal to F
(u , 0) 
F0 ,  fhR ( I 3 ) .
Property 7. The moment M C and both components of the friction force F and F have
only one nonzero first partial derivative (the others are zero):
M C
u

 0,
u 0

F
v

 0,
v 0

F
u

0
u 0

2.2 Models based on Pade expansions
The integral models (8) give a good description of the combined sliding and spinning
friction, but are inconvenient to be used in problems of dynamics, because it is required to
calculate multiple integrals in the right-hand sides of the equations of motion. This difficult
procedure can be eliminated by replacing the exact integral expressions by the corresponding
Pade approximations. The simplest of them is the linear-fractional approximation preserving
the value at zero and at infinity of both for the torque M C and for the tangent force
component F . But, for the normal friction force component, corresponded Pade
approximation, naturally, became of the second order.
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v M C
 u
 1

 2 (21v 2   2 )uI 3  1u 3 I 5  , 
M
M0 
C
 u  mv
 m M 0 u





 v
 1 u F

 2 ( 1v 3   2 v) I1  21vu 2 I 3  , 
F F0 
 v  au
 a F0 v



(9)
u 0



v 0

 F0 uv

1
v F

,
F 
(u  bv )(v  au ) b  F0 u

u 0

The linear-fractional Pade´ approximations (9) preserve the values of the functions F (u, v) ,
F (u , v ) and M C (u , v) at zero, as well as their behavior and the behavior of their first
derivatives at infinity. But model of this type cannot completely preserve the values of all first
partial derivatives of these functions at zero. To obtain a correct description of the behavior of
the first derivatives at zero, it is required to use the second-order Pade´ approximations, and
then the coupled model of sliding and spinning friction takes the form
 u 2  muv

v M C
3

 2 (2 1v 2  2 )uI 3  1u
MC M0  2
I5  , m
2
M 0 u
 v  muv  u

2
 v  auv

u F
2

 2 ( 1v3  2 v) I1  2 1vu
F F0  2
I3  , a
2
F0 v v  0
 v  auv  u

 F0 uv
1
v F

,
F 
(u  bu )(v  au ) b  F0 u u  0







(10)
u 0



The second-order model (10) completely satisfies all properties 1–7 of the exact integral
models (8). But, for the majority of the problems of dynamics, it is sufficient to use the first
order model (9). The second-order model (10) is required for a more precise qualitative
analysis, for example, for determining the boundaries of the stagnant region and the motion
stopping time.
The approximations (9) and (10) hold for positive values of u and v . They can be easily
generalized to the case of arbitrary (in sign) velocities u and v by a formal change by
absolute values in the denominators of the corresponding expressions.
The use of the friction models based on the Pade´ expansions allows one to avoid
calculations of multiple integrals over the contact spot, which significantly simplifies their use
in problems of dynamics.
The approximate models preserve all properties of the models based on the exact integral
expressions and correctly describe the behaviour of the net vector and torque of the friction
forces and their first derivatives at zero and infinity. Moreover, the models coefficients can be
identified from experiments [8]. Consequently, the models based on Pade expansions may be
considered as phenomenological models of the combined dry friction.
CONCLUSIONS

It is developed a dynamically coupled integral dry friction model. It is shown that the
distortion in the symmetry of the normal contact stresses distribution in the case of circular
contact sites results to the appearance of the friction force component directed along the
normal to the trajectory of the mass center of the rubbed solids and, consequently, the mass
center trajectory is inclined from the stright line.
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To escape the double integrals calculation in the motion equations, the exact integral
expressions are replaced by appropriate Pade expansions. Models based on Pade expansions
may be considered as phenomenological models of the combined dry friction because their
coefficients can be defined from the experiments.
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Abstract. The present paper outlines a method of processing and analysing experimental
data based on the methodology of the solution of inverse heat transfer problems. An algorithm
and the results of the computational and experimental study of heat transfer in the vicinity of
the critical point of a specimen in a high-enthalpy particles-loaded flow are presented. One of
the main difficulties here is how to determine coefficients of the mathematical model, which
provide its adequacy to real processes. Direct measurement of most characteristics of heat
transfer is usually impossible, and their theoretical estimates are often far from being true and
often contradictory. That is why, the unknown parameters of the heat-balance equation at the
external moving boundary of the specimen are determined from the inverse problem of heat
transfer, which is solved by the method of iterative regularization. The results of experimental
data processing for the interaction of particles-loaded flows with plane surfaces of the
cylindrical specimen are also presented as well as the optimal experiment design problems for
corresponded experiments.

NOMENCLATURE
b
f
g
J
M
P

γ

thickness of a specimen
experimental measurements
increment of unknown function
minimized (residual) functional
number of temperature measurements
unknown (desired) parameters vector
descent step
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δ
θ
σ
1

measurements error
sensitivity function
deviation of measurements
INTRODUCTION

With the development of new materials and processes, identification of system parameters
has been the prime goal for understanding and defining these systems. Under development is
an approach to a study of high temperature thermal processes, based on the principles of
identification of non-linear systems with distributed parameters. One of the main difficulties is
how to determine the coefficients of a model, which is adequate to real processes. Methods
based on solving boundary inverse heat conduction problems are also widely used in
experimental investigations of the thermal interaction between solids and the environment.
Presently, heat and mass transfer in heterogeneous media are being studied intensively [1],
[2], [3]. This interest is associated with the important practical applications of the results of
these investigations in aerospace technology, nuclear power engineering, turbine manufacture,
chemical technology, and other fields.
The present work outlines a method of processing and analyzing experimental data based
on the methodology of the solution of inverse heat transfer problems. The experiments are
conducted in a gas-dynamic stand specially designed for modeling particles-loaded flows.
Solid particles are introduced into the gas flow through a special particle source (Figure 1).
The uniformity of the particle distribution over the flow cross-section and the steady flow rate
of the particles during the experiment are ensured by a special supply system. The particle
velocities are calculated as described in [4]. Experimental investigation of the thermal
interaction of the particles-loaded flow with the material is conducted at a special calorimetric
module (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Experimental facilities
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The structure of the specimen’s models (Figure 3) permits the use of a one-dimensional
mathematical model of thermal conduction. The heat transfer in the calorimeter is described
by a homogeneous heat-conduction equation
∂T
∂ 
∂T
=  λ (T )
∂τ ∂x 
∂x
T = ( x,τ ), x ∈ (0, b(τ )),
C (T )





(1)

τ ∈ (τ min ,τ max ]

where
τ

b(τ ) = b(τ min ) − ∫ Ver dτ
τ min

is the coordinate of the specimen external surface heated by a two-phase flow and undergoing
erosion, and Ver is the linear rate of erosion. τ min ,τ max are the times at which the experiment
begins and ends; C (T ) is the volume heat capacity; λ is the thermal conductivity. The initial
temperature and boundary condition at the internal boundary are known, and take the form
T ( x,τ min ) = T0 ( x ), x ∈ [0, b(τ min )]

(2)

T (0,τ ) = T1 (τ ) , τ ∈ (τ min ,τ max ]

(3)

Figure 2: Experimental module: 1 – model, 2 – sensor, 3 – thermocouples, 4 – model surface

At the external boundary, (exposed to the particles-loaded flow) the following conditions
are considered
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 ∂T 
− λ (T )
 = q 2 (τ ), τ ∈ (τ min ,τ max ]
 ∂x  ω

(4)

where

∂T (b(τ ),τ )
 ∂T 
 =

∂x
 ∂x ω
q 2 (τ ) = H ( parameters of particles − loaded flow)
and at this boundary

(x = b(τ )) the condition of heat balance can be considered in the form [5]
 ∂T 
− λ (T )
 = qconv + qturb + q r + q acc
 ∂x  ω

(5)

where q2 is the heat flux that penetrates to the model in the vicinity of the critical point, qconv
is the external convective heat flux, q turb is the heat flux resulting from additional turbulence
caused by solid particles, qr is the additional heat flux resulting from an increase in the
surface roughness, as a result of the contact with solid particles, and q acc is the heat flux
generated as a result of the accommodation of kinetic energy of solid particles at the specimen
surface.

Figure 3: Scheme of sensor.

Relations for qconv and q acc have the form

qconv =

α
Cp
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q acc = a acc

G pV p2

(7)

2

where α is the heat transfer coefficient; J e and J ω are the enthalpy of the flow at the
recovery temperature and the temperature of the external surface of the model, respectively;
a acc is the accommodation coefficient; G p is the mass rate of the solid phase; and V p is the
rate of the particles.
The effect of additional turbulence can be taken into account in the form [5]

qturb

G +G
(J e − J ω )a1  p er
=
Cp
 Gg

α






n1

(8)

where a1 and n1 are non-dimensional coefficients, G g is the mass rate of the injected gaseous
phase, and Ger is the mass rate of erosion of the model, defined by
Ger = ρ Ver

(9)

where ρ is the density of the material of the model and n1 = 1 for a particle concentration of
less than 1%.
The increase in the intensity of heat transfer due to the surface roughness is associated with
the Reynolds criterion and the relation between value h of the surface roughness and
thickness θ of the loss of momentum [6]

qr =

α
Cp

(J e − J ω ) f r

h

θ

Re 00.5

(10)

where f r is the roughness coefficient. According to [6], the thickness of the loss of
momentum is defined by the equation

θ = 0.245

νe 
T
1.4 − 0.4 ω
β
Te





(11)

where ν e is the kinematics viscosity of the gas and

β=

4V g
3π RT

ρ (2 − ρ )

(12)

is the gradient of the gas in the vicinity of the critical point. Here, V g is the velocity of the gas
flow, RT is the radius of the specimen, and ρ = ρ g ρ 2 is the ratio of the density of the gas in
the flow to its density behind the shock wave. This ratio and the Reynolds number are given
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by the formulas

ρ=

(k − 1) + 2 1
(k + 1) (k + 1) M ∞2
Re 0 =

where

k

ρ gV g RT
µg

(13)

(14)

is the adiabatic exponent and µ g is the dynamic viscosity of the gas. Under these

assumptions, the mathematical model of nonsteady-state mass transfer caused by the
interaction of materials with two-phase flows is covered by equations (1)-(14).
In general, an inverse problem formulated this way has no unique solution. To provide the
uniqueness of the solution, we proposed the simultaneous analysis of the data of several
nonstationary experiments under different conditions of thermal interaction of the specimens
with particles-loaded flow. The method based on the variations of particle concentration in the
forward flow is most appropriate for changing the loading mode.
The characteristics α C p , a1 , f r , a acc are assumed to be constant in the mathematical model
described by equations (1)-(14). In this case, the heat-balance equation (4) can be written in
the form

 ∂T 
− λ (T )
 = H (P ,Tω (τ ),τ )
 ∂x  ω

(15)

where P = {P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 } is the vector of unknown characteristics whose components are
T

defined by the relations P1 = α C p , P2 = a1 , P3 = f r , P4 = a acc and H is a function of
known form. As a result, the inverse problem, which consists in determining the
characteristics of heat transfer on the surface of a material, is formulated as follows. It is
necessary to determine the vector of unknown parameters satisfying the mathematical model
(1)-(15), using the data on additional internal temperature measurements

Tn ( X m, n ,τ ) = f m,n (τ ), m = 1,..., M n , n = 1,..., N

(16)

where n is the number of the experiment, N is the total number of simultaneously analysed
experiments, and M n is the number of thermocouples in the n − th experiment. The functions

n
n
bn (τ ), C (T ), λ (T ),τ min
,τ max
, T0,n ( x ) and T1,n (τ ) , as well as the form of the function H , are

known.

2

IDENTIFICATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The algorithm used to solve the inverse problem is constructed on the basis of the gradient
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method of minimization of the mean square functional of discrepancy (see Alifanov,
Artyukhin et al. (1995)). In the case under consideration, the discrepancy functional is
composed for the entire body of simultaneously analysed experiments and has the form
n
M n τ max

J (P ) = ∑ ∑
N

∫ (T (X
n

n =1 m =1 τ n

, τ ) − f m ,n (τ ) ) dτ
2

m ,n

(17)

min

where Tn ( x,τ ) is the solution of the boundary-value problem equations (1)-(15) for the n − th
experiment.
The iteration process of successive approximations of the unknown vector P is
constructed in accordance with the following procedure:
1. The initial approximation of the vector of required parameters is preset:

{

P 0 = P10 , P20 , P30 , P40

}.
T

2. The value of the required vector at the next iteration is calculated according to the formula
P s +1 = P s + ∆P s , s = 0,1, ...

(18)

where s is the iteration number. The increment ∆P s is determined from the condition

(

)

∂J P s + ∆P s
=0
∂∆P s

(19)

3. The condition J {P } = δ 2 of stopping of the iterative process is verified, where δ 2 is the
integral error of temperature measurements:
N

n
M n τ max

δ = ∑∑ ∫ σ m,n (τ )2 dτ
2

(20)

n =1 m =1 τ n

min

where σ m ,n (τ ) is the deviation of {m, n}-th measurement. If this condition is satisfied, then the
iterative process is terminated. In the opposite case, the procedure of successive
approximations is continued.
Following the approach suggested to calculate increments of the desired vector ∆P s , the
minimized functional (17) at the (s + 1) -th iteration can be presented as

J (P s +1 ) = ∑∑ ∫ n
N

Mn

n =1 m =1

n
τ max

τ min

(T (X
s
n

m,n

(

)

)

,τ ) + ∆Tns ( X m, n ,τ ) + o ∆P 2 − f m, n (τ ) dτ
2

(21)

where
4
∂Tns ( X m , n ,τ )
∆Pk = ∑ θ n ,k ( X m , n , τ )∆Pk
∂Pk
k =1
k =1

∆Tns ( X m ,n ,τ ) = ∑ ∆Tns, k ( X m ,n ,τ ) = ∑
4

k =1

4
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Here the temperature Tns (X m ,n ,τ ) can be determined from the solution of the direct

problem (1)-(15) at P = P s , and θ n,k ( x,τ ), k = 1, 2, 3, 4 satisfy the following set of equations
∂θ n,k

 ∂T dλ ∂θ n,k
 +
+
∂τ
 ∂x dT ∂x
 ∂ 2T dλ d 2 λ  ∂T  2 ∂T dC 
θ n ,k
−
+ 2
+

 ∂x dT dT 2  ∂x 
τ
dT
∂


n
n
n
θ n ,k = θ n, k (x,τ ), x ∈ 0, b (τ ) , n = 1, 2, ..., N , τ ∈ τ min
,τ max
C (T )

=

∂θ
∂ 
 λ (T ) n ,k
∂x 
∂x

(

)

(

(23)

]

n
) = 0, x ∈ [0, b n (τ minn )], n = 1, 2, ..., N
θ n, k (x,τ min

n
n
]
θ n ,k (0,τ ) = 0, τ ∈ (τ min
,τ max

λ (T )

∂θ n ,k (b(τ ),τ )

τ ∈ (τ

∂x
n
min

,τ

n
max

−

].

∂T dλ
∂H
∂H
θ n ,k (b(τ ),τ ) −
θ n ,k (b(τ ),τ ) −
= 0,
∂x dT
∂T
∂Pk

(24)

(25)

(26)

Then, using equation (22), a system of linear algebraic equations can be obtained
n
N τ max

∑ ∆P ∑ ∫ θ (X
4

l =1

l

n =1 τ n

n ,l

m,n

,τ )θ n ,k ( X m,n ,τ )dτ =

min

n
N M n τ max

= −∑∑ ∫ θ n ,k (X m ,n ,τ )(Tn ( X m,n ,τ ) − f m,n (τ ))dτ , k = 1, 2, 3, 4

(27)

n =1 m =1 τ n

min

from which the increments ∆P can be determined.

3

EXPERIMENTAL APPROVING

In implementing the algorithm described, the value problem is solved by a finite difference
method on an implicit four-point scheme. In the numerical solution the direct nonlinear
problem is treated by iteration in the coefficients. The approximation of all three boundary
value problems is carried out on one and same difference grid, making it possible to achieve
error matching. Below we provide results of handling the experimental data obtained during
the four-point process of an experimental device. The tests differed from each other by the
mass discharge values of solid phase. The particle diameter of the solid phase was 250 µm .
The rate of the solid phase particles was V p =1083 m/sec, the gas rate was V g =1797 m/sec,
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2

and the mass discharge of gas was G g =1490 kg/(m /sec). Variation of the length of the

specimen b (τ ) as a result of erosional destruction in the course of the experiment is shown in
Figure 4. The remaining characteristics are shown in Table 1.
Cylindrical specimen of radius 40mm, prepared from copper, had different initial thickness
b(0) (Figure 4), as well as an amount and coordinates of thermocouple devices in the
transducers, while one of the thermocouples was located on the rear surface, and the
remaining ones – at the internal points of the transducers, located in the vicinity of the critical
point of the model. The results of thermocouple measurements in all specimens are shown in
Figure 3. In solving the inverse problem the experimental data obtained in the six tests were
analyzed simultaneously. The temperature value calculated in this case at the points of the
thermocouple devices are also given in Figure 5. The results of processing the experimental
data are presented in Table 2.
Table 1:Experimental Data

No, of tests

G p , kg/(m 2 /sec)

T0 , K

Ver , kg/(m 2 /sec)

1
2
3
4
5
6

5.1
6.9
0
7.2
7.8
0

1621
1593
1581
1612
1579
1637

2.51
3.52
0.0
3.91
4.14
0.0

Figure 4: Erosional destruction of specimens and temperature at the left boundaries (6 tests).
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Table 2 :Estimated Parameters

Parameters
α
CP

Estimates
2.42 kg m 2 sec

(

a acc

0.71

a1
fr

45.53
0.0371

)

The result of experimental data processing reveals a reasonably good agreement between
the measured and calculated temperature values (Figure 5 and Table 3). Note that the
following constrains were imposed on the required parameters while solving the inverse
problem

α

CP

> 0, a1 ≥ 0, f r ≥ 0, and 0 ≤ a acc ≤ 1 .
Table 3: Estimating errors

No, of tests
1
2
3
4
5
6

∆Tmax , K

J , K2
5

0.28*10
0.9*104
0.16*104
0.12*105
0.2*105
0.35*105

22.51
33.52
27.03
23.91
34.14
35.31

Determining the function q 2 in the boundary condition in (15) from the results of
temperature measurement at several internal points of the specimen X m , m = 1,..., M , is a
well-known boundary inverse heat conduction problem [5]. This problem is solved for each
experiment using the method presented in [7] and [8]. The heat fluxes q2 and temperature of
the external calorimeter surface Tω (Figure 6) indicate that, with increase in mass
concentration of the incoming particles to 1.1% the heat flux reaching the material at the
"cold" wall is twice that in the case of a flow with no particles.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, a sensitivity method formulation is presented for the solving of the inverse
problem of interaction materials with particles-loaded high-enthalpy flows. The objective was
to investigate the influence of different factors on the intensity of heat transfer. The
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implementation of the optimization problem of the inverse formulation is carried out by
Newton’s method, while the direct and sensitivity problems in each iteration are solved by the
finite difference method. The obtained results should be considered to be another step toward
the construction of adequate mathematical models that describe the interaction of materials
with particles-loaded flows. Further parameter studies and tests on more complicated cases
remain to be done in the future to examine more complex mathematical models of heat
transfer.

Figure 5: Experimental (1) and calculated (2) temperatures.
a - test 1, b – test 2, c – test 3, d – test 4, e – test 5, f – test 6.
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Abstract. Induction hardening of an axisymmetric steel workpiece is modeled. This
evolutionary and highly nonlinear process is solved by a fully adaptive higher-order finite
element method. Numerical computations are realized in the monolithic formulation, using
own code Hermes. All nonlinear dependencies of material properties on temperature are
respected. The methodology is illustrated by a typical example whose results are discussed.
1

INTRODUCTION

Hardening of steel bodies is a widely used metallurgical process whose purpose is to bring
about local changes in the crystalline structure of its surface layers resulting in their higher
hardness. The part of the body to be hardened is first heated somewhat above temperature Ac3
when steel forms a uniform austenite structure. Then, after eventual equalization of
temperatures, the body must intensively be cooled by a suitable quenchant. The result is
harder, but more brittle martensite structure of the hardened part. The structure of steel in
internal layers remains unchanged.
From the physical viewpoint, modeling of this process is still represents a challenge
because it represents a strongly nonlinear and evolutionary coupled problem. It includes
generation of magnetic field, production of the Joule losses in the processed object, its heating
and consequent cooling accompanied by metallurgical changes in its surface structure. Papers
that are aimed at the relevant simulations are rather rare [1–4], and usually respect only the
nonlinearity of the magnetic permeability.
The authors present a numerical solution to the problem that takes into account all material
nonlinearities (most of the material properties are considered as nonlinear functions of the
temperature). The solution itself is performed by a fully adaptive higher-order finite element
method in the monolithic formulation and realized by own code Hermes [5].
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2

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Consider an arbitrary axisymmetric steel body, whose surface is to be locally hardened, see
Fig. 1. The hardened part is placed in the inductor connected to a current source providing
harmonic current of amplitude I and frequency f . These parameters have to be sufficient
enough for heating the surface to the prescribed temperature in a reasonable time.

Figure 1: Hardening of axisymmertric bodies

The task is to model the process with the following aims:
o to find the time evolution of the surface temperature in the hardened region,
o to find the time evolution of the cooling process and its velocity, and
o to determine the distribution of the resultant hardness.
3

CONTINUOUS MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE PROCESS

The mathematical model of the problem is given by two nonlinear and nonstationary
partial differential equations (PDEs) describing distribution of the magnetic and temperature
fields. These equations have to be supplemented with correct boundary conditions.
Magnetic field is described by the well-known parabolic equation for magnetic vector
potential A in the form
1

∂A
= J ext ,
curl  curl A  + γ
∂t
µ


(1)

where µ denotes the magnetic permeability, γ the electric conductivity and J ext the vector
of the external harmonic current density in the inductor.
But solution to equation (1) is, in this case, practically unfeasible. The reason consists in
the deep disproportion between the frequency f (on the order of kHz) of the field current I
and time of heating th (seconds or tens of seconds). That is why the model was somewhat
simplified using the assumption that the magnetic field is harmonic. In such a case it can be
described by the Helmholtz equation for the phasor A of the magnetic vector potential A [6]
curl ( curl A ) + j ⋅ ωγµ A = µ J ext ,

2
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where ω is the angular frequency. But the magnetic permeability of ferromagnetic parts is
always assigned to the local value of magnetic flux density. It computation is, in such a case,
based on an iterative method.
The conditions along the axis of the device and artificial boundary placed at a sufficient
distance from the system are of the Dirichlet type ( A = 0 ).
Temperature field is described by the heat transfer equation [7]
div ( λ ⋅ gradT ) = ρ cp ⋅

∂T
− p,
∂t

(3)

where λ is the thermal conductivity, ρ the mass density and c the specific heat (all of these
parameters are temperature-dependent functions). Finally, symbol p denotes the time
average internal volumetric sources of heat that generally consist of the volume Joule losses
pJ due to eddy currents and magnetization losses pm . Thus, we can put
p = pJ + pm ,

(4)

where
pJ =

J eddy

γ

2

, J eddy = j ⋅ ωγ A ,

(5)

while pm (provided that they are considered) are determined from the known measured loss

dependence pm = pm ( B ) for the used steel (magnetic flux density B in every element in

this model is harmonic).
During the process of cooling the inductor is switched off, so that the term determining the
internal volumetric losses p in (2) vanishes.
The boundary conditions take into account convection and radiation, but their particular
application depends on the case solved.
All material parameters ( µ , γ , λ , ρ cp ) occurring in (2) and (3) are nonlinear functions
of temperature. As the temperature rise of the heated body in the course of the process ranges
from 800–1000 °C, these nonlinearities cannot be neglected, because the error of computation
could reach an unacceptable value.

4 NUMERICAL SOLUTION
The numerical solution of the problem is performed by a fully adaptive higher-order finite
element method (hp-FEM. It is a modern version of the finite element method combining
finite elements of variable size (h) and polynomial degree (p) in order to obtain fast
exponential convergence [8].
The automatic adaptation of hp-meshes significantly differs from the adaptivity in standard
methods of this kind. This implies that traditional error estimates (one number per element)
do not provide enough information to guide hp-adaptivity. One needs a better knowledge of
the distribution of the error function derived from the difference between the exact solution u
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and approximate solution u ' . This error function may be expressed, for example, by the H 1
norm
e

H

1

=

∫Ω (δ

2

)

+ ( grad δ ) ⋅ ( grad δ ) dΩ

1/2

(6)

where δ = u − u ' is the local error of solution obtained in a particular step of the hp-process
and Ω denotes the definition area of the problem. In principle, error δ could be obtained
from the estimates of higher derivatives, but this approach is not very practical. Usually it is
easier to use a reference solution, i.e., an approximation uref , which is at least by one order
more accurate than u ' . The hp-adaptivity is then guided by an a posteriori error estimate of
the form δ = uref − u ' . More details on automatic hp-adaptivity on meshes with arbitrary level
hanging nodes can be found in [9].
At each time level, optimal meshes are obtained automatically by independent adaptive
processes. They change in time as the solution changes, respecting different features of
particular fields. This is possible as a result of our own multi-mesh technique that allows us
solving multiphysics problems monolithically, even though each physical field is discretized
on a geometrically different mesh. Thus, our approach leads to a significant reduction of the
size of the discrete problem and speeds up the whole computation [10, 11]. In practical
computations all physical fields are solved simultaneously, in a monolithic formulation
Our own numerical software Hermes2D [5] was used for the computation. It is capable of
all the features mentioned above, such as the higher-order finite element method, automatic
adaptivity on hp-meshes or assembling the stiffness matrix on geometrically different meshes.

5 ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
The methodology will be illustrated by an example of induction hardening of the chuck
head of a box-column drilling machine. Its arrangement is depicted in Fig. 2. The chuck is
made of steel NZ3. The aim of the process is to harden just the low thin part of the body.

Figure 2: Hardening of axisymmetric bodies (all dimensions in mm)
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The inductor (made of a massive hollow copper conductor of circular cross section cooled
by water) carries current of density J ext = 2 × 107 A/m2 and frequency f = 10 kHz. In the course
of heating, the process is realized in air of temperature Text = 20 °C and the generalized
coefficient of convective heat transfer (respecting also radiation) α air = 20 W/m2K. In the
process of cooling by spraying water of temperature Twat = 10 °C, α cool = 1200 W/m2K. The
hardening temperature Ac3 for the considered steel is 873 °C and the final temperature after
cooling characterized by full martensite structure of the hardened layers TM = 100 °C. The
most important nonlinear characteristics of steel NZ3 are depicted in Figs. 3–7.

Figure 3: Temperature dependence of electrical conductivity γ (steel NZ3)

Figure 4: Temperature dependence of thermal conductivity γ (steel NZ3)

Figure 5: Temperature dependence of heat capacity ρ cp (steel NZ3)

Figure 6: Magnetization characteristic of steel NZ3 (for T = 20 °C)
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Figure 7: Hardness in HV as a function of the time of cooling

Magnetic permeability µr is a function of magnetic flux density and temperature. For
every type of steel it must be found experimentally, which usually represents a serious
difficulty. We introduce, therefore, an assumption that µr ( B, T ) = µr ( B, T0 ) ⋅ ϕ ( T ) , where

µr ( B, T0 ) is the dependence of relative permeability on magnetic flux density B at a given
temperature T0 (for example, T0 = 20 °C) and function ϕ is given by the relation
for T0 ≤ T ≤ TC ϕ (T ) = a − bT 2 ,

ϕ (T ) =

for TC ≤ T
Here
a=

µr ( B, T0 ) TC2 − T02

µr ( B, T0 )

(

TC2

− T02

)

, b=

1
.
µr ( B, T0 )

µr ( B, T0 ) − 1

(

µr ( B, T0 ) TC2 − T02

)

and TC is the Curie temperature. For steel NZ3 TC = 800 °C and the function ϕ (T ) is
depicted in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: Function ϕ (T ) for the temperature correction of magnetic permeability

The discretization mesh for electromagnetic field was composed of about 27000 elements
mostly of the second and third orders, while the mesh for temperature field (that was
calculated only in the workpiece and turns of the inductor) about 20 000 elements, mostly of
the third and fourth orders. After several tests we accepted the time step ∆t = 0.25 s. The
complete computations of the process ranging to 78 s (when the surface temperature drops to
the value of TM = 100 °C) took about 3 hours.
Figure 9 shows the discretization mesh in the region of the part to be hardened including
the three turns of the inductor.
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Figure 9: A part of the discretization mesh in the hardened region

Figure 10 shows the surface temperature of the hardened part (measured from the bottom
edge of the body in Fig. 2) at several time levels. It is obvious that the austenitization
temperature Ac3 was only exceeded along the first 25 mm of the body.

Figure 10: Distribution of the surface temperature of the hardened part (from the bottom edge) at several time
levels

Figure 11 depicts the time evolution of temperature at selected point on the surface of the
body. After 13 seconds we can see a sharp peak brought about by ending of the process of
heating (the inductor is switched off) and immediate start of the process of intensive cooling.
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Figure 11. Time evolution of the surface temperatures at selected points
of the workpiece measured from its bottom

Finally, Fig. 12 shows the distribution of temperature in the body after 10 s of heating.

Figure 12. Distribution of the temperature in the workpiece after 10 s of heating

The time of cooling the surface from the austenite temperature Ac3 to the martensite
temperature TM is about 64 s. For this value we obtain from Fig. 7 the resultant hardness
about 785 HV.
6

CONCLUSION

The numerical results are realistic and correspond to typical values obtained by
experiments. The computations are relatively fast (tens of minutes), but the group plans their
further acceleration using parallelization of selected parts of the code (assembly of the
stiffness matrix etc.).
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Abstract. The paper presents numerical results from a novel scheme for the solution
of the flow equations in two dimensional domains by an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian
formulation able to cope with deforming and adaptive two dimensional grids without
recurring to any explicit interpolation scheme. The method is applied to the investigation
of a classical transonic aeroelastic instability phenomenon: the aileron buzz. By resorting
to deforming and adaptive grids, the method allows to highlight the dependency of the
aeroelastic stability boundaries on the mesh spacing.

1

INTRODUCTION

The investigation of aeroelastic stability boundaries by means of Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI) analysis is becoming very popular for the preliminary and verification
phases of new aircraft design [2, 14], and it is currently denominated Computational
Aeroelasticity (CA). By resorting to CFD models based on Euler or Reynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, these approaches avoid any unduly simplification in the
computation of fluid flow unsteady forces, allowing to keep into account also the effect of
shock-waves, and flow separations, usually neglected by classical potential approaches.
To obtain reliable results, appropriate meshes of the fluid domain must be used. What
should be a reliable mesh for a static fluid flow simulation around an aircraft could be
considered a question that received an answer in the literature. The same cannot be
said if unsteady flow simulations in transonic flow fields are considered, as those that
are of paramount importance for CA cases. The paper investigates the dependency of
the stability boundary from the grid spacing showing how simulation based on time1
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Figure 1: Aerodynamic conditions for which buzz may occur; taken from Ref. [11].

adaptive mesh may improve significantly the prediction capability of numerical approaches
to aeroelasticity.
In the present work it has been decided to start tackling this problem by analyzing
the dependency from the grid of the numerically evaluated stability boundary of a simple
transonic aeroelastic problem characterized by a single structural degrees of freedom: the
aileron buzz. This is an instability involving the interaction of a single structural degree
of freedom, associated to the aileron rotation about its hinge, with unsteady aerodynamic
forces caused by strong shock waves dwelling close to the hinge axis. The instability may
evolve into self-sustained Limit Cycle Oscillations [10, 11]. Two principal classes of buzz
have been shown during experimental campaigns. Following the classification proposed by
Lambourne [10] (see figure 1), the Type A is caused by interaction of the shock-waves with
the boundary layer, while Type B results from to the interaction of the shock-waves with
the aileron movement without significant intervention of the boundary layer. This latter
case is commonly denominated non-classical. Type A is characterized by shock waves
positioned ahead of the hinge line, while for Type B phenomena the shock waves are at
the flap surface, so they appear at higher Mach numbers than Type A. If a numerical
approach is adopted to study the buzz problem, the Euler equations can be considered a
good description of the fluid behaviour only for the Type B phenomena since no interaction
with the boundary layer is necessary to capture the unsteady forces. Consequently, this
paper investigates the Type B buzz taking as a reference the experimental work done

2
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by Lambourne [10]. For numerical analysis of Type A phenomena see [3] and references
therein.
The simulation of the buzz phenomenon requires one to perform unsteady simulations of
the flowfield while the computational domain is continuously changing its shape to account
for the flap movement. So Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulation joined with
appropriate mesh update scheme must be considered. The innovative two-dimensional
numerical scheme for the compressible CFD equations on dynamic meshes proposed in [9,
13] has been used. It allows to perform computations on moving meshes with adaptation,
which is required to preserve the mesh spacing for large boundary displacement.
The paper is organized as follow. The second section briefly presents the numerical
approach used for the analysis of fluid flow equations with movable and adaptive grids.
The third section shows the detail of the FSI models together with the partitioned strategy
used to integrates the two-domain problem. Finally, the numerical results section shows
the result obtained with different grids with variable refinement levels, and those obtained
by using the adaptive approach.
2

FINITE VOLUME ALE SCHEME

The governing equations for a compressible inviscid fluid in two spatial dimensions are
provided by the well-known Euler equations in an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE)
framework [6], namely,




d
u+
f(u) − u v · n = 0,
∀C(t) ⊆ Ω(t),
(1)
dt C(t)
∂C(t)
completed by suitable initial and boundary conditions [8]. In Eq. (1) u = (ρ, m, E t )T ,
is the vector unknown of the density ρ, momentum vector m, and total energy per unit
volume E t and the flux function is defined as



T
f(u) = m, m ⊗ m/ρ + P (u) I, E t + P (u) m/ρ

where I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix and P is the pressure. The term u(v · n) takes into
account the flux contribution due to the movement of the boundary of the control volume
∂C(t) with normal vector n(t).
A standard node-centered finite volume scheme is used to discretize the governing
equation. [9] As shown in figure 2, a non overlapping set of cells Ci is taken to discretize
Ω and the unknown u is approximated over Ci by its average value ui = ui (t). Eq. (1) can
be rewritten

d
[Vi ui ] =
Φik (ui , uk , νik , η ik ) + Φ∂i (ui , νi , ξi )
∀i ∈ K
(2)
dt
k∈K
i,=

where Φik and Φ∂i are the domain and boundary numerical fluxes, Ki,= is the set of nodes
connected to i by an edge, η ik and ξ i are the normal vectors integrated along the interface
3
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i ∂Cik η ik

k
Ck

Ci

Figure 2: Edge associated with the finite volume interface ∂Cik = ∂Ci ∩ ∂Ck and metric vector η ik
(integrated normal) in two spatial dimensions. The two shaded regions are the finite volumes Ci and Ck ;
dashed lines indicate the underlying triangulation.

and νik and νi are the integrated normal velocities. A high-resolution expression for the
integrated numerical flux [15] is used in the present work based on the Total Variation
Diminishing (TVD) approach.
In order to ensure the conservativity of the scheme the well known Geometric Conservation Law [5] has to be satisfied. This is often achieved by choosing the integrated
interface velocities as the time derivative of the volume swept by the interface, namely


dVi,ik
dVi,∂
= v·n
=
v · n.
(3)
and
dt
dt
∂Cik
∂Ci ∩∂Ω
Eq. (2) is solved for the fluid variables u at time level n + 1 implicitly by means of
standard integration techniques. The Jacobian matrix is computed by resorting to a first
order approximation of the integrated fluxes and a dual time-stepping technique [16].
Second and third order Backward Differentiation Formula (BDF) schemes are adopted to
approximate the time derivatives.
Following [12] and [9] the numerical scheme outline above is used together with mesh
adaptation techniques. The local modifications of the topology of the grid occurring during the adaptation step, e.g. edge-swapping and node insertion/deletion, are interpreted
as a continuous deformation of the finite volumes associated to the grid. The interface
velocities given by Eq. (3) are thus computed accounting for the distortion of the finite
volumes caused by the modifications in grid topology. Such approach allows to compute
the solution onto the new, adapted, grid simply integrating Eq. (2) without any explicit
interpolation step. To ensure the conservativity of the resulting scheme additional flux
contributions must be taken into account for every removed edge [12] and additional
conservation equations must be integrated for every removed node [9]. Such additional
fluxes and equations can be dropped after a given number of time steps depending on
the time-integration scheme adopted, e.g. two for a BDF2 and three a BDF3, since their
contribution is identically equal to zero.

4
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(a) β = 0◦

(b) β = 12◦

Figure 3: Numerical grid for two flap rotations.

3

FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION MODELING FOR THE AILERON
BUZZ

The structural model used to describe the aileron motion is a simple one degree of
freedom equation expressing equilibrium of moments about the aileron hinge, namely
I β̈ = M ,

(4)

where I is the inertia moment of the flap around the hinge and M is the aerodynamic
moment about the hinge line. Given the value of the flap rotation β at a given time tn+1 ,
the position of the grid nodes belonging to the boundary is updated and the inner nodes
are displaced resorting to a mesh deformation algorithm based on the elastic analogy that
preserves the good quality of elements close to the airfoil [12, 4].
The direct time integration of the fluid-structure interaction problem is tackled using
a partitioned loosely coupled algorithm. Both aerodynamic and structural systems are
integrated using an implicit scheme, thus achieving linear stability for any value of timestep ∆t. In particular, Eq. 2 has been integrated using a second order accurate BDF
scheme, while a predictor-corrector method derived from Crank-Nicholson [7] has been
adopted for the structural subsystem. The latter scheme is here briefly outlined.
1. The known values of flap angle, flap angular velocity and aerodynamic loads at the
time n are used to prediction of the structural state at time n + 1, i.e.

βpn+1 = β n + ∆t β̇ n + ∆t2 M n ,
2I
β̇ n+1 = β̇ n +
p

∆t
M n.
I

5
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2. The predicted predicted structural state, βpn+1 and β̇pn+1 is used to compute the new
mesh and subsequently the aerodynamic loads, M n+1 = M(βpn+1 , β̇pn+1).
3. The predicted loads are used to correct the value of the structural state at tn+1 , i.e.

β n+1 = β n + ∆t β̇ n + ∆t2 M n+1 +M n ,
2I
2
4

β̇ n+1 = β̇ n +

∆t M n+1 +M n
.
I
2

NUMERICAL RESULTS

1.1
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Figure 4: Comparison of experimental and numerical stability boundaries of the Mach-angle-of attack
plane.

Aileron buzz is now examined to study the suitability of the proposed approach to
investigate aeroelastic phenomena in two dimensional cases. The prerogative is to assess non-classical aileron buzz (type B using Lambourne classification [10]) over a range
of transonic Mach numbers. Tests are conducted on a RAE 102 typical section model
clamped on its mass center to avoid pitch or plunge movements and to allow only flap
rotation around its hinge. Flap-chord/chord ratio is 25% and non-dimensional frequency
parameter is f = 0.063 approximately (which corresponds to a reduced frequency of
k = ωc/V∞ = 0.1). A circular domain with a radius of 20 chords is chosen to avoid
6
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Figure 5: Comparison of flap rotation transient at α = 0◦ on different grids : (a) stable responses; (b) unstable responses.
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Figure 6: Comparison of flap rotation transient at α = 3◦ on different grids : (a) stable response; (b) unstable/stable responses.

far-field boundary conditions interferences on the unsteady phenomenon. The result obtained is the stability boundary in the Mach-angle-of-attack plane. Since RAE 102 is
a symmetrical airfoil, tests at α = 0◦ are conducted imposing a non-dimensional initial
7
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Figure 7: Snapshots of adapted grids and Mach number contour during a cycle of an unstable aileron
buzz case (M=0.865,α = 0◦ ).

angular velocity of flap around the hinge different from zero (β̇ = −10−3 ). Differently,
computations with an angle of attack α = 3◦ don’t need an initial perturbation thank to
8
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Figure 8: Snapshots of adapted grids and Mach number contour during a cycle of an unstable aileron
buzz case (M=0.865,α = 0◦ ).

a sufficient initial value of flap hinge moment coefficient Cm =

9
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Numerical computations are conducted at different Mach numbers (0.8 < M < 1.0)
with two different angles of attack (α = 0◦ , α = 3◦ ) in order to define numerical boundary
stability. Moreover two different grids are used to perform a sensitivity of the phenomenon
with respect to the computational discretization spacing; a coarse grid with 10 396 nodes
and 19 745 elements and a fine computational grid with 20 845 nodes and 40 482 elements.
All computations are performed using the second-order BDF time integration scheme
with ∆t = 0.5235 and a non-dimensional simulation time T = 314.15.
Figure 4 shows the comparison of the computed stability boundary on the Mach-angleof-attack plane with the experimental one. Euler equations model produces a result far
away from the experimental model instability [10]. In fact, since viscous effects are not
considered in Euler equations, a lower stability boundary is obtained. Boundary layer
presence implies an increase airfoil thickness for inviscid flow providing an higher stability
boundary in terms of Mach number. On the other hand, numerical results are in fairly
good agreement with inviscid computations by Bendiksen [1].
In figure 5 is shown the response in terms of flap rotation β for α = 0◦ across the
stability boundary (respectively M=0.86375 and M=0.865) using two different grid spacings. In general, a reduced grid spacing determines a more negative aerodynamic damping
effect, both for stable and unstable cases. This is due to numerical viscosity increase with
volume cell. Flap rotation responses for α = 3◦ are shown in figure 6. In this case numerical stability boundary has been evaluated about M=0.8125. In fact, across this value of
Mach number a different behaviour can be noticed in changing grid space. The fine grid
gives an unstable response while the coarse grid a stable one. This is in agreement with
the increase of aerodynamic damping effect with cell volume.
Figure 7 and figure 8 show the details of some subsequent flow-fields around the flap
during an unstable response at M = 0.865, a = 0◦ . Numerical computation has been
performed using a grid adaptation technique to improve the capturing of shocks movements on airfoil and flap surface. Mesh adaptation has been driven by an error indicator
based on the Hessian matrix and the gradient of the Mach number over the whole computation domain. Initial grid at t = 0− has been created using 21 625 nodes and 42 747
elements. When the flap starts moving upward the upper shock moves forward and lower
its strength while the lower shock does the opposite.
5

CONCLUSIONS

A novel conservative adaptive-grid for the Euler equations was applied to the computation of the stability boundary for the non-classical buzz problem for the RAE 102 airfoil.
The proposed technique does not require cross-grid reinterpolation. As expected, for a
given angle of attack, numerical simulations of the buzz phenomena on the denser grid
are found to indicate a lower stability limit for the Mach number with respect to coarse
grid computations. Remarkably enough, adapted grid computations are found to be less
accurate in predicting the location of the stability boundary with respect to the coarse
and dense grid ones, which is higher for the adapted case. This is believed to be related
10
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to the adaptation sensors, which allows to gather grid points close to the shock wave but
it is not sufficient to increase the accuracy in the smooth regions that contribute to the
overall value of the hinge momentum. Current research activities are devoted to further
study suitable sensors to improve the adaptation process in terms of the evaluation of the
stability limit.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present an immersed domain approach coupled with a viscous
contact model for studying the rheological behaviour of dense suspensions in a shear ﬂow. We
here demonstrate the importance of contact modelling as well as the choice of the boundary
conditions on the macroscopic properties of the suspension.
1 INTRODUCTION
In the ﬁeld of materials forming, as well as in many other industrial ﬁelds, determining the
rheological behaviour of dense suspensions remains of great importance. Lots of different computational methods can be used to handle such ﬂuid-structure interactions but in this work, we
propose to study the behaviour of solid particles in a shear ﬂow with the immersed domain
method. First introduced in the late 90’s by Glowinski et al. [1], this kind of methods encounters an increasing success in ﬂuide-structure of multiphase problems because it allows to treat
these problems with an Eulerian approach on the whole domain.
In order to be able to study accurately problems with a large amount of particles, we focused
ﬁrst our analysis to the description of the contact for a few particles in a shear ﬂow. To avoid
particle overlapping during displacement of particles, we implemented contact models such as
an inelastic collisions model and the viscous contact model introduced by Maury [2] and intensively studied by Lefebvre [3] for granular applications.
1
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We then focused our analysis on the choice of the boundary conditions for describing dense suspensions in a representative way. We present in details the way of extending the computational
domain and we insist on the description of sliding biperiodic conditions of Lee-Edwards [4].
In the last part of this article, we present some representative results that conﬁrm the different choices we have done in this study. First, the importance of the contact modelling will
be pointed out with a 3D example of 13 particles in a shear ﬂow. Finally, some examples of
suspensions will also demonstrate the rheological modiﬁcations due to the choice of boundary
conditions.
2 NUMERICAL MODEL
In this part, we brieﬂy describe the main features of the numerical model that has been used
for this study. The importance of the contact modelling is therefore explained at the end of the
section.
2.1 The immersed domain approach
The immersed domain method is achieved by splitting the computational domain Ω into two
subdomains Ωf and Ωs for respectively the ﬂuid and solid parts (see Figure 1). In the case
of multiple particles,
the solid domain is the union of domains corresponding to each particle,
N
namely Ωs = i Ωsi for N particles.
Ω

Ωf
solid particles

Figure 1: Schematic representation of computational domain

The interface Γs between the two phases is described by the zero isosurface of a distance
function:

> 0 if x ∈ Ωs
α(x, t) =
(1)
< 0 if x ∈
/ Ωs

2
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which allows to deﬁne a ”smooth” characteristic function:


 = 1α if α(x) > e
if 0 < α(x) < e
=
I(x, t) =
e


= 0 if α < 0

(2)

where e the mixing thickness depends on the mesh size around the interface. In addition, the
viscosity η will be deﬁned thanks to a mixing relation:
η = Iηs + (E − I)ηf

(3)

where ηf is the ﬂuid viscosity and ηs  rηf the solid viscosity (or penalisation factor) usually
taken much bigger than ηf (r ≈ 103 ).
2.2 Governing equations
Neglecting inertia and gravity, the ﬂuid-solid problem can be written with the following set
of equations:

∇.σ
= 0




∇.u
= 0



σ
= 2ηf (u)
˙
− pE
(4)
[[u]]Γs
= 0




[[σ.n]]Γs = 0



u
= uΓ on the external boundary Γ

where u is the ﬂuid velocity, (v)
˙
the rate of strain tensor, σ the stress tensor, p the pressure,
ηf the ﬂuid viscosity (the symbol [[f ]]Γs means the jump of scalar f across the interface Γs ).
Patankar et al. [5] have proposed to extend the above Stokes equation to the solid domain
thanks to a Lagrange multiplier by using the rigidity condition (v)
˙
= 0 on Ωs . In this way, the
motion in solid domain Ωs corresponds to a ﬂuid motion with an additional stress ﬁeld. This is
equivalent to take the stress tensor σ inside the solid domain of the form
σ = 2ηs (u)
˙
− p E + (λ)
˙

(5)

2.3 Weak formulation of the FSI problem
The equation (5) allows us to write the foolowing weak formulation over the whole computational
 domain
 Ω, where Dirichlet

boundary conditions are imposed:
Find u, p, λ such that ∀ v, q, µ ∈ H1 (Ω) × L20 (Ω) × H1 (Ωs ):






(λ)
˙
: (v)dΩ
˙
0 =
2η (u)
˙
: (v)dΩ
˙
−
p∇.vdΩ +



Ω
Ω
Ωs




(6)
q ∇.udΩ
0 =


Ω






(µ)
˙
: (v)dΩ
˙
 0 =
Ωs

3
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This formulation corresponds to an augmented Lagrangian where λ is the Lagrange multiplier
and ηs the penalisation factor. This is solved by an Uzawa algorithm [6].
2.4 Contact modelling
The particles displacement is then achieved by using the velocity of the ﬂuid, solution of (6),
and a lagrangian approach. Namely the displacement Xi of particle i at time tn+1 = tn + ∆t is
computed with the second order Adams-Bashfort scheme:
Xi (tn+1 ) = Xi (tn ) +


∆t 
3u(Xi (tn ), tn ) − u(Xi (tn−1 ), tn−1 )
2

(7)

It has been observed that overlapping can occur during this step, mathematically the distance
Dij between two particles i and j can become negative. In order to avoid this non-physical behaviour, we used the viscous contact model that has been introduced by Maury [2] and Lefebvre
[3]. This model can be seen as a predictor–corrector model based on the action of the lubrication force. Indeed, the velocity ﬁeld u∗ obtained by solving Equation (6) does not take into
account contacts. Hence, this predicted velocity will be corrected in a way that it satisﬁes the
non-overlapping condition, namely by solving:
1 n
1
|u − u∗ |2 =
minn n |v − u∗ |2
v∈K(X ,γij ) 2
2
where K is the space of admissible velocity deﬁned by
  n

  Dij + ∆t(vj − vi ) · enij ≥ 0 if γijn = 0 
K(Xn , γijn ) = v 
  n

Dij + ∆t(vj − vi ) · enij ≤ 0 if γijn < 0

(8)

(9)

The contact between particles is then described by a new variable γij which can be seen as a
microscopic distance between particles i and j:

< 0 if there is contact between particles i and j
(10)
γijn
= 0 else
Let us deﬁne the functional J as follows:
J(v) =

1
1
|v − u∗ |2 = Mv · v − Mu∗ · v
2
2

(11)

where M = diag(. . . , mi , · · · , mj , · · · ) is the mass matrix. Then the Lagrangian of J(u) for
two particles i and j has the following form:
+
L(v, λ±
ij ) = J(v) − λij (Dij + ∆t(vj − vi ) · eij )
− λ−
ij (−Dij − ∆t(vj − vi ) · eij )

4
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−
where λ+
ij and λij are the Lagrange multipliers associated to the contact constraints. Finally, by
∂L
∂L
= 0 and
= 0, we obtain the two following relations:
solving
∂vi
∂vj

−
mi uni = mi u∗i − (λ+
ij − λij )∆t eij
(13)
m un = m u∗ + (λ+ − λ− )∆t e
j j
j j
ij
ij
ij

under the conditions :

n
n
+
−
λ±
ij (Dij + ∆t(uj − ui ) · eij ) = 0 with λij ≥ 0 and λij ≤ 0

(14)

which is also solved with an Uzawa procedure.
Then the correction step of the viscous contact model involves the Fundamental Principal of
the Dynamics where the lubrication forces are taken into account. The evolution of the contact
parameter γij can be obtain after some basic calculus, see [7] for more details:
1
dγij
= − 2 λij
dt
a

−
with λij = λ+
ij − λij .

(15)

Note that the inelastic collisions model can be obtained from these expressions by imposing
γij = 0, that is to say λij > 0.
3 DESCRIPTION OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
When increasing the concentration of solid particles in a suspension, we notice that the
choice of the boundary conditions becomes of great importance. Indeed, the number of contacts between particles is also increased and hence the boundary conditions (BC) can affect the
rheology of the suspension. In this section, we present the different choices that can be made
by focusing particularly on the Lee-Edwards’ biperiodic conditions.
3.1 Representative elementary volume
In the numerical study of suspension, it is important to work on a suitable representative
elementary volume (REV). Ideally, one would like to be able to know the behaviour of suspensions in an inﬁnite domain, practically by working on a very large computational domain
Ωt with boundaries extremely far from the domain of interest ΩREV , as depicted in ﬁgure 2.
Unfortunately, this kind of approach is nowadays very computationaly expensive, especially for
3D simulations, that is why we have to deal with the boudary conditions in order to have a representative domain. For low concentrated suspension, it is common to work on a small domain
but if the concentration increases, it is no more representative. Indeed, in ΩREV the inﬂuence
of the particles from the domain Ωt ∩ ΩREV are taken into account whereas in a small domain
of size ΩREV , the particles inside the domains do not see particles from outside.

5
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Ωt

ΩREV

Figure 2: Ideal computational domain and Representative Elementary Volume

3.2 Extension of the computational domain
In this article, we focused our work on a shear ﬂow in a cavity, as represented in ﬁgure 3.
The velocities on the upper and lower boundaries are hence imposed in order to get the desired






Figure 3: Conﬁguration of the shear ﬂow

shear rate whereas the vertical velocities in the lateral walls are equal to zero. As explained
in the previous section, we mainly use small computational domains Ω0 like 4(a) for dilute
suspensions. In this case, we impose periodic conditions on the horizontal directions. That
means that each particle that goes outside the domain through vertical walls re-enters in the
domain from the other side. However, because of the zero vertical velocity imposed in these
walls, the velocities can be badly estimated. Indeed, even if the motion of particles is periodic,
the computed velocity is not periodic, that is why we proposed to extend the computational
domain in the x–direction as depicted in ﬁgure 4(b). Thanks to this extension, the particles near
a boundary see those from the opposite side.
6
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Figure 4: Extension of the computational domain : (a) original domain CL (0, 0), (b) domain extended in the
x–direction CL (1, 0), (c) domain with sliding biperiodic boundary conditions CL (1/2, 1/2)

In practice, we can extend the computational domain as much as we want and kx and ky are
the two parameters which characterise the extension of the computational domain in respectively x and y– direction. For example, in the conﬁguration 4(b), kx = 1 and ky = 0. The
domain is extended in x–direction of length H in both sides of the original domain so that the
new domain is then three times larger than the original domain Ω0 . The way of duplicating
particles follows these rules:
if xα + H ∈ [H, H + kxα H], then x+
α = xα + H,
−
if xα − H ∈ [H − kxα H, 0], then xα = xα − H,

where xα = x or y
where xα = x or y

(16)
(17)

and ﬁgure 5 schematically represents the duplication of two particles for two different extensions of the domain: the ﬁrst 5(a) for an extension with kx = 1/2 and the second 5(b) with
kx = 1 (ky = 0 for both of them). With this modiﬁcation of the boundary conditions, we














(a) CL (1/2, 0)







(b) CL (1, 0)

Figure 5: Schematic description of particles’ duplication

decrease the inﬂuence of the vertical walls on the computation of the velocity. We can precise that only particles inside the original domain are moved. The new particles are introduced
just for improving the computation of the velocity ﬁeld and their positions are determined only
through geometric considerations. In order to limit the inﬂuence of the horizontal walls, we also
carry out biperiodic boundary conditions such as presented in ﬁgure 4(c). The methodology is
described more precisely in the next section.
7
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3.3 Sliding biperiodic boundary conditions
Here we describe the changes induced by the Lee-Edwards’ biperiodic boundary conditions
[4, 8]. The new conﬁguration is presented in ﬁgure 6 where we introduced the following nota-

j

+

j
i+

i

j−

j
+

i

i

Figure 6: Two particles in a shear ﬂow with biperiodic boundary conditions

tions : i and j design two physical particles, i± and j ± are the x−periodic images, as described
±
in last section, i and j design the images by the biperiodic boundary conditions, and at last i
±
and j are the x−periodic images of particles i and j. In order to keep the shear condition
on the upper and lower boundaries of the domain of interest, it is necessary to consider sliding
boundary conditions as depicted in ﬁgure 6. The displacement velocity of the sliding boundary conditions is computed from the deﬁnition of the shear rate γ̇ = 2U
; the upper and lower
H
additional domains have hence to move with the velocity:
γ̇H
· ex
(18)
U=±
2
so that the positions of the duplicated particles are given by:
γ̇
xn+1
= xnα ± H∆t · ex
α = i, j
(19)
α
2
3.4 Computation of the distances between particles
Let us now consider the positions and the velocities of the two particles known at times tn
and tn−1 . Using the Adams-Bashforth scheme, we are able to compute the positions of physical
particles at time tn+1 as follows:
∆t
(3unα − uαn−1 )
= xnα +
α = i, j
(20)
xn+1
α
2
and the positions of the corresponding images are computed with the velocity of physical particles:
∆t
n+1
n
(3unα − uαn−1 ) for the images in x − direction,
= x±
α = i, j
(21)
x±
α
α +
2
∆t
(3unα − uαn−1 ) for the biperiodic images
α = i, j
(22)
xn+1
= xnα +
α
2
8
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In the gluey contact model, the condition that must be fulﬁlled in order to avoid the overlapping
is the following:
d = min(dij , dij , dij ± ) ≥ 0
(23)
So we have to compute the distances between the particles. Using (19), (21) and (22), we obtain
the following relationships:
∆t
((3unj − ujn−1 ) − (3uni − uin−1 )) · eij
2

(24)

∆t
((3unj − ujn−1 ) − (3uni − uin−1 ) ± γ̇ H · ex ) · eij
2
∆t
((3unj − ujn−1 ) − (3uni − uin−1 )) · eij
= xi xj ± n +
2

(25)

dij = xi xj n +
dij = xi xj n +
dij ±

(26)

In the numerical procedure, the distances between physical particles and all images are computed in order to take the minimum value for the contact model.
4 NUMERICAL RHEOLOGY
As explained in the introduction, determining rheological properties of dense suspensions
remains important for many applications. For this purpose, we present here the way of calculating the macroscopic variables from our computations. Let ﬁrst note XΩ the mean value of
X at time t over Ω. We have:

1
XΩ =
X(x) dΩ
(27)
Ω Ω
By taking the mean value of the stress tensor σ using (27), one gets:

σ s Ω = 2ηs ε̇(u)Ωs − pΩs Id + λΩs
σΩ = σ f Ω + σ s Ω with
σ f Ω = 2ηf ε̇(u)Ωf − pΩf Id

(28)

where σ s Ω and σ f Ω are respectively the solid and ﬂuid stress tensors. Theoretically, the
xy–component of the mean stress tensor in the suspension is given by:
σ xy Ω = 2ηef f ε̇(u)xy Ωf

(29)

which allows us to write the effective viscosity as follows:
ηef f =

σ xy Ω
γ̇Ω

(30)

5 RESULTS
In previous papers [7, 9] we analysed the reversibility of Stokes equations with two particles
and we studied academic conﬁgurations such as three 2D particles in a shear ﬂow. In the
following, we will focus on more complicated conﬁgurations.
9
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5.1 Influence of computational parameters
In order to obtain relevant results for analysing the rheology of dense suspensions, it is
necessary to check the importance of some computational parameters. Namely, we present here
the influence of both the penalisation and the number of Uzawa iterations for the convergence
of the 2D Stokes flow, and the influence of the mesh size. The example that has been used for
this purpose is the 2D suspension of concentration c ≈ 0.24.
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Figure 7: Influence of the computational parameters on the effective viscosity ηef f

The results of the different tests are summed up in figure 7. On figure 7(a) one clearly
observes that only 5 Uzawa iterations are not sufficient for obtaining the correct effective viscosity, whereas 8 and 10 Uzawa iterations lead to almost the same viscosity, when taking the
penalisation enough small. The same observations can be made for the three different boundary
conditions. We also tested the influence of the mesh size on the effective viscosity by fixing all
meshing parameters, and then gradually decreasing the value of the minimum authorized size
of element, called hmin . The lower hmin is, the finer the mesh is, which is supposed to enhance
the quality of the results. The results of this test are reported on figure 7(b), where we notice
that it exists an asymptotic value of the viscosity when refining the mesh. In the following, and
for CPU time reasons, we will chose a penalisation of 10, 8 Uzawa iterations and hmin = 10−3 .
5.2 Influence of the contact model
The example presented here is the motion of 13 particles of radius a = 0.05 in a 3D shear
flow. Initially, the particles are located very close from each other (compacity close to 0.74)
in order to have the more contacts possible. Figure 8 shows the evolution of the particles
trajectories in the (x, y) plane after t = 12.5s. This figure emphasizes the differences induced by
choice of the contact model: whereas the particles remain stuck during the whole computation
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Figure 8: Influence of the contact modelling for the 13-particles case: trajectories of the particles

with the viscous contact model, after a few time steps the cluster of particles disappears with
the inelastic collisions model and the particles move away. This is due to the physical nature
of the contact models. For the inelastic collisions, the value λ of the Lagrange multiplier can
be only positive which means that it acts like a repulsive force between particles. Otherwise, in
the viscous model, λ can be either negative or positive, which indicates it acts like a lubrication
force: an attractive force is exerced on the particles when they go away from each other.
5.3 Influence of the boundary conditions
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Figure 9: Influence of the boundary conditions for the 2D suspension of concentration c ≈ 0.24

In this section we study the rheological behaviour of a 2D suspension of concentration
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c ≈ 0.24 with computations for the three different boundary conditions. Figure 9(a) presents
the time evolution of the effective viscosity whereas figure 9(b) shows the position of the particles at t = 4.25s. These results point out that boundary conditions can significally affect the
trajectories of the particles and hence the rheology of the suspension. Indeed, the biperiodic
conditions limit the influence of the upper and lower walls, so that after 4.25s the effective
viscosity is lower (ηef f ≈ 1.64) than for the two other boundary conditions for which it is almost the same value, ηef f ≈ 1.66. At last, the computed values are far from empirical ones
(∼ 2.1 − 2.5), which emphasizes the importance of 3D effects that are neglected in this study.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Throughout this article, we pointed out the importance of contact modelling as well as the
choice of well-suited boundary conditions. The 13-particles example shows a real big difference
in the motion of the particles between the two inplemented contact models whereas the 2D
suspension example insists on the importance of the boundary conditions. The identification of
the rheological parameters indicates that biperiodic boundary conditions limit wall effects that
could be an advantage for future computations of dense suspensions. Nevertheless, we repeat
here that these are just preliminary results, and in the future 3D computations are mandatory for
understanding the behaviour of suspensions.
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Abstract. A combined Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) + In Situ Adaptive
Tabulation (ISAT) is proposed for the representation of parameter-dependent solutions
of coupled partial diﬀerential equations (PDE). The method is tested on a coupled ﬂuidthermal problem: the design of a simpliﬁed aircraft air control system. Furthermore, the
control of the method’s accuracy is discussed, leading to the metamodeling of the residual
itself. The presented POD-ISAT approach provides by its ﬂexibility and robustness an
appropriate representation of the solutions for diﬀerent use cases (sensitivity analysis,
optimization, etc.)

1

Introduction

Computational tools are today a success factor in Engineering Design. Finite Elements
or Finite Volumes codes become very eﬃcient in the evaluation of criteria at given design points. However, the ’full’ exploration of the design space is still a diﬃcult task
because of the curse of dimensionality and the weak computing performance available
for such applications. Alternative solutions are the use of meta-models or low-order optimal bases that show both accuracy and computational eﬃciency for particular classes
of problems (elliptic problems). Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) [1], Reduced
1
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Basis Method (RBM) [2, 3], LATIN methodology [4] or Proper Generalized Decompositions (PGD) [5] are among the most known computational approaches for dimensionality
reduction of PDE solutions. But there are still big issues such as the case of hyperbolic
problems, convection-dominated problems, strongly coupled multiphysics problems, highdimensional design spaces, etc.
The present paper deals with the design of a simpliﬁed aircraft air control system depending on inﬂow and exterior conditions. Navier-Stokes equations are coupled with a
thermal equation by means of a buoyancy force (Boussinesq approximation). In this work,
an innovating approach called POD-ISAT is presented. It combines Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition for the representation of the spatial ﬁelds and In Situ Adaptive Tabulation
(ISAT) for the local representation of the solution in the design space. This leads to a set
of local reduced-order models whose ﬁdelity is controlled by means of trust regions (TR).
In Pope’s ISAT model [6, 7], ellipsoids of accuracy (EOA) are used and adapted during
the learning process of the table. Here we rather use a threshold criterion on a residual.
The whole algorithm is detailed in the paper and numerical results show the eﬃciency of
the approach.
2

Mathematical setting

We are interested in the modelling of stationary air circulation and heating conditions
in an aircraft cabin. For the sake of simplicity, the ﬂow is supposed two-dimensional and
the domain of interest is the cross-section of the fuselage (see ﬁgure 1). The air is seen as
an incompressible ﬂuid but we take into account buoyancy Archimedes forces due to air
heating. So the stationary Navier-Stokes equations with the Boussinesq approximation are
considered. At the right hand side of the Navier-Stokes momentum equation (2) appears
a buoyancy term depending on the gravity g and the temperature deviation (T − T0 )
from the nominal temperature T0 . The Navier-Stokes equations are coupled, through this
buoyancy term, with a thermal equation that governs the evolution of the temperature of
the ﬂuid (equations (1)-(3)). The coeﬃcient κ is the thermal diﬀusivity of the air.
∇·u=0

in Ω,

(1)

u · ∇u − ν∆u + ∇p = g (1 − α(T − T0 ))
u · ∇T − ∇ · (κ ∇T ) = 0 in Ω,

in Ω,

(2)
(3)

In realistic conditions, the reference length L is 1 m, the characteristic speed U if 1 m/s
and the kinematic viscosity of the air at 300K is 1.57 10−5 m2 /s so that the Reynolds
number is equal to
LU
≈ 6.37 104 .
Re =
ν
The ﬂow regime is turbulent, but, for the sake of simplicity, we do not take into account
any turbulence model. Moreover the thermal diﬀusivity of air at 300K and 1 atm is
2
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2.22 10−5 m2 /S, thus the Péclet number is
LU
≈ 4.52 104 .
κ
Let us consider now the boundary conditions. The cabin boundary is denoted Γ. It is
Pe =

Figure 1: Spatial geometry and domain boundaries (half domain with symmetry axis)

divided into three parts: the inﬂow boundary Γin , the outﬂow Γout and the wall boundary
Γw . For the ﬂuid, no slip boundary conditions is used on Γw , velocity is imposed at the
inﬂow and constant pressure is given at the outﬂow:
u = 0 on Γw , u = uin on Γin and p = 0 on Γout .

(4)

For thermal boundary conditions, we use Dirichlet boundary conditions on Γin with imposed inﬂow temperature Tin . The heat loss at the walls is expressed by inhomogeneous
Fourier boundary conditions. The boundary heat ﬂux may depend on the diﬀerence between the wall temperature and the exterior temperature. Finally, homogeneous Neumann
boundary conditions are written at the outﬂow:
T = Tin on Γin ,

∂T
∂T
= 0 on Γout , κ
= Φ(T − Text ) on Γw .
∂n
∂n

(5)

Possibly, if interior boundaries are deﬁned (like seats for example), then homogeneous
Neumann boundary conditions are imposed. The whole system is non linear and the
dominating phenomenon is the convection (because of the large Reynolds and Péclet
numbers). It is assumed that the domain boundaries are Lipschitz continuous, uin , Tin ∈
L2 (Γin ), Φ ∈ C ∞ , so that (u, p, T ) are searched in Uuin × L2 (Ω) × XTin , where
{
}
Uw = v ∈ [H 1 (Ω)]2 , v = 0 on Γw , v = w on Γin ,
{
}
Xw = τ ∈ H 1 (Ω), τ = w on Γin .
3
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According to some approximate candidates ũ ∈ Uuin , p̃ ∈ L2 (Ω) and T̃ ∈ XTin , one can
deﬁne a residual functional relative to the test functions v ∈ U0 , q ∈ L2 (Ω) and τ ∈ X0 :
∫
∫
∫
∂ ũ
R(ũ, p̃, T̃ , v, q, τ ) = (ũ · ∇ũ) · v dx +
· v dσ − p̃ ∇ · v dx
Ω
Γout ∂n
Ω
∫
∫
∫
− (1 − α(T̃ − T0 )) g · v dx + ∇ · ũ q dx + (ũ · ∇T̃ )τ dx
Ω

−

∫

Ω

Ω

κ ∇T̃ · ∇τ dx −

∫

Γw

Ω

Φ (T̃ − Text )τ dσ

∀(v, q, τ ) ∈ U0 × L2 (Ω) × X0 .

(6)

Parameters There are many parameters in the problem for which we would like to
know the solutions of (1)-(5). Each parameter may vary in an interval. Among the
parameter of interest, let us mention the exterior temperature Text (that naturally varies
during the cruise), the inﬂow speed uin , the inﬂow temperature Tin . Using dimensionless
parameters
θi ∈ [0, 1], i = 1,
) . . . , p, we are looking for the family of ﬂuid-thermal solutions
( θ
θ
u = u(θ, .), T = T (θ, .) θ∈[0,1]p .
3

ROM methodology: general aspects and related works

A Reduced Order Model (ROM) for partial diﬀerential equations consists of a low-order
representation of the solution by help of an ’optimal’ basis and possibly an adaptivity
and enrichment process. Considering for example the parameterized temperature ﬁeld
uθ = u(., θ), reduced-order are searched in the form
θ

lif t,θ

u (x) = u

(x) +

K
∑

ak (θ) Ψk (x).

(7)

k=1

The function ulif t,θ is a lifting function aimed at satisfying some boundary conditions
(especially Dirichlet BC), possible depending on θ but quite easy to compute (for example
the solution of a linear Stokes Problem). The family (Ψk )k=1,...,K is the ’optimal’ basis.
The truncation rank K is expected to be rather small, let us say 10. The expansion
coeﬃcients ak (θ) are functions depending on the vector parameter θ ∈ [0, 1]p . In a ROM
methodology, there are two main steps: the design of the basis functions Ψk and the
learning process of the ak (θ).
In the POD snapshot approach [1, 8], some snapshot ﬁelds (ui )i=1,...,N are computed
according to a Design of Computer Experiment (DoCE). Then, the POD basis spawns
the best linear subspace able to represent the snapshot solutions:
�
�2
N
K
�
1∑�
� i ∑ i k k�
(u , Ψ ) Ψ � .
(8)
min
�u −
�
�
2
(Ψ1 ,...,ΨK )
(Ψk ,Ψℓ )=δkℓ , 1≤k≤ℓ≤N

i=1

4
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In the POD methodology, the (Ψk ) are said to be an empirical basis because of the
empirical choice of the snapshot set (see [9] for a recent analysis on the optimal location of
the snapshots). Reduced Basis Methods or RBM [2, 3] are more rigorous approaches where
the basis is enriched during an iterative learning process. At a given iteration (k) involving
k modes, a (k + 1)th mode Ψk+1 is searched as a best corrector direction corresponding
to the the worst case location in the parameter domain. This is a kind of ’min-max’
algorithm. RBM involves easy-to-compute accuracy estimators; we refer to the literature
([10, 11, 12]) for this issue. Because of the iterative enrichment process, RBM belongs to
the family of greedy algorithms. Let us emphasize that the RBM analysis framework is
restricted to elliptic problems. Another and recent approach which knowns an increasing
interest is the Proper Generalized Decomposition or PGD pioneered by Ladevèze and
Chinesta and since extended and used in many ﬁelds of applications ([5, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]).
PGD is also a greedy algorithm where the variables are separated. From a level-k model
ũ(k) (θ, .), a higher-ﬁdelity model ũ(k+1) (θ, .) in the form
(k+1)

ũ(k+1) (θ, .) = ũ(k) (θ, .) + a1

(k+1)

(θ1 ) a2

(k+1)

(θ2 ) . . . a(k+1)
(θp ) Ψ(k+1) (x),
p

(k+1)

(9)

(k+1)

where the one-dimensional functions a1
(θ1 ), a2
(θ2 ) . . . ap
(θp ) and the spatial
(k+1)
(x) are searched in an optimal way, for example by a variational principle and
model Ψ
a Galerkin projection, see references [5, 18] for more details. Although very promising,
PDG still needs investigation especially for parameter problems. It is unclear from the
numerical analysis point of view what is the truncation rank K for a given error criterion.
Moreover, PGD for the moment is an intrusive approach, what can be a shortcoming in
a practical industrial context. PGD also needs more developments in the case of coupled
problems. In what follows, we are going to present the POD-ISAT methodology which is
an easy-to-implement non-intrusive approach that can be used in an industrial context.
4

The POD-ISAT algorithm

The determination of POD modes by the method of snapshots [1] relies on the computation of some accurate ﬁnite element solutions. A very popular physics-based metamodeling technique, namely the POD-Galerkin approach, consists in carrying out the
approximation on the full Finite Element vector ﬁelds using POD modes and Galerkin
projection [19]. Nevertheless, the main drawback of this method is its intrusive feature:
the computational code has to be modiﬁed in order to develop a ROM. Besides, the
resulting system of ODEs can become unstable or chaotic, misrepresenting the physics
[20]. In the present work, we expose a non-intrusive reduced order model based on the
combination of the POD method with the famous ISAT algorithm [6, 7].
4.1

Design of Computer Experiment(DoCE)

The parameter space sampling has an important impact on the metamodels accuracy. Commonly used DoCE procedure include Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS), U5
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designs [21] and Lattice Design [22]. A comparison of these methods [23], showed that
the Lattice Design method outperforms the two other methods regarding the minimum
distance criterion. Let Nexp be the number of design sites in the parameter space chosen
according to a lattice design procedure. After computing the exact solutions (e.g. the
temperature ﬁelds) for these design sites by a FE code, an initial snapshot set S Nexp is
formed as follows:
{
}
(10)
S Nexp = ui0 , i = 1, . . . , Nexp .

4.2

The ISAT algorithm

The purpose of the ISAT algorithm is to tabulate a function f (x), where x and f
are of dimension nx and nf , respectively. Given a query, xq , ISAT returns f a (xq ), an
approximation to f (xq ). An essential aspect of ISAT is that the table is built up, not in
a pre-processing stage, but in situ (or ”on line”) as the simulation is being performed.
4.3

Local form of the POD-ISAT ROM

Assume that the current query parameter θi becomes a new entry for the table, say
the ith entry. The corresponding solution ui (e.g. temperature ﬁeld) is computed by the
FE model. Then a local reduced order model is built up at θi . This local model consists
of an approximate model ũ(i) (θ) and a region of accuracy (ROA), denoted by E(i). The
initial snapshot set S Nexp is used to build a local snapshot set of Nlocal solutions that are
centred with respect to ui as follows:
{
}
Nlocal
= uj0 − ui , j = 1, . . . , Nlocal .
S(i)
(11)

Then K ≤ Nlocal local POD modes Ψki k ∈ [1, . . . , Nlocal ] are computed using this local
snapshot set and the local reduced order model ũθ(i) reads as follows:
K
∑
lif t,θ
θ
ũ(i) (x) = u(i) (x) +
ak(i) (θ) Ψk(i) (x).
(12)
k=1

where the local POD coeﬃcients
4.4

ak(i)

depend on the parameters θ et θi .

Trust region

For θ = θi , provided that ∀k ∈ [1, . . . , K] , ak (θi ) = 0, we have ũ(., θi ) = u(., θi ). Since
the POD coeﬃcients are supposed to be continuous, there is a region E(i), called trust
region, such that the residual ﬁeld satisﬁes
∀θ ∈ E(i) ∥R(ũ(i) (θ))∥2L2 ≤ ε2tol ,
with εtol ≪ 1. The trust region E(i) is approximated by an ellipsoid [6] in Rp which is
2
2
deﬁned by p 2+p unknown coeﬃcients. The trust region is built by ﬁnding out M > p 2+p
diﬀerent θ∗ next to θi such as |∥R(θ∗ )∥2L2 − ε2tol | is minimal. To tackle this problem, θ∗
6
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is searched in the form θ∗ = θi + α∗ h, with α∗ ∈ R and h ∈ Rp a ﬁxed unit vector. By
choosing M diﬀerent vectors h, M vectors θh∗ are computed in parallel on a multi-core
machine as the M minimization runs are independent. Then, the M vectors θh∗ are used
to determine an ellipsoid of accuracy (EOA) using Ellipsoidal Toolbox 1 . The size of the
EOA depends obviously on the choice of εtol .
4.5

POD-ISAT algorithm

Initially, the POD coeﬃcients ak(i) (θ), k ∈ [1, . . . , K] (see (12)) are not known, however
we have:
ak(i) (θj ) = (u(x, θj ), Ψk(i) (x)); k = 1, . . . , K; j = 1, . . . , Nlocal .

(13)

Using (13), the coeﬃcients ak(i) (θ) can be interpolated or approximated by standard robust
methods (Moving Least Square (MLS) [24, 25], artiﬁcial neural networks (ANN) [26],
radial basis functions (RBF) [27] or Kriging approaches).
In this paper, the coeﬃcients ak(i) (θ) are determined by minimizing the L2 norm of the
residual:
(
)
K
∑
1
t,θ
∥ R ulif
ak(i) (θ) Ψk(i) (x) ∥2L2 .
(a1(i) , . . . , aK
(i) )(θ) = arg 1 min K
(i) (x) +
(a(i) ,...,a(i) ) 2
k=1

(14)

The optimization problem (14) is formulated in a low-dimensional space and is easy
to solve. As initial guesses ak (θi ) = 0, k ∈ [1, . . . , K] are used, but one can also use
interpolated POD coeﬃcients.
Once the E(i) for θi is determined, a sampling (θj )j=1,...,M ∈ E(i) is generated and the POD
coeﬃcients ak (θj ), k ∈ [1, . . . , K] , j ∈ [1, . . . , M ] are computed by minimizing the residual
(see (14)). Then, using these coeﬃcients, a kriging interpolation model of ak (θ) is built.
Thus, the local ROM at point θi is completely deﬁned by the EOA characteristics and
the kriging interpolation model which are added to the table which is enriched adaptively
allowing to cover the design domain [7]. The POD-ISAT algorithm is summarized in
Fig 2.
5

Numerical results

Table 1 shows all the control parameters that impact the quality of the POD-ISAT
ROM. The most important is εtol which controls the threshold error of the ROM. Some
exact solutions computed with the FE model are plotted in ﬁgure 3. The signiﬁcant CPU
costs are outlined in Table 2. The speed-up, deﬁned as the ratio of the time to evaluate
a solution with the FE code by the time needed to compute a solution with the ROM, is
1000/0.6 ∼ 1700, which shows the eﬃciency of the POD-ISAT algorithm. A 100 random
1

http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/21936-ellipsoidal-toolbox-et

7
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Figure 2: Schematic of the POD-ISAT algorithm
Table 1: Properties of reduced model

Nexp

60

Initial DoCE Size

ε2tol

5 10−10

Tolerance

Nlocal

10

Number of nearest neighbours
for local POD

K

5

Number of POD modes used

p

3

Number of parameters

parameters vectors θi , i = 1, . . . , 100 are drawn in the parameter space. Then, the ROM
is compared with the FE model using the following error formula:
∥ũ(θ) − u(θ)∥L2
.
(15)
relative error =
∥u(θ)∥L2

In Figure 4, where each color represents an EOA, we can see that the mean relative error is
about 0.3% an that the maximum relative error is attained for the solution corresponding
to θ12 (1.2%). Furthermore, θ12 , θ70 , θ81 and θ57 are in the same EOA (they have the
same color), which shows that their EOA was the worst deﬁned because it is too large
and inaccurate. Figure 5 shows the temperature ﬁelds of θ12 obtained by both reference
model and reduced model. In order to better see the diﬀerence between both temperature
ﬁelds, the diﬀerence in absolute value is plotted in Fig. 6.
8
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Figure 3: Reference FE solutions for diﬀerent parameter samples.

Online

Outline

EOA Building

1200 sec

Kriging model

300 sec

FE computation of u(x, θ)
Retrieve

1000 sec
0.17 sec

FE computation of ulif t (x, θ) 0.43 sec
Table 2: CPU costs

6

Concluding remarks

In this paper a non intrusive adaptive ROM combining POD and ISAT has been
presented on the design of an aircraft control system. The numerical results show that
the ROM is both eﬃcient and accurate. However, the EOA can be inaccurately deﬁned
and as pointed out by [7] this problem can be tackled by adding an ellipsoid of inaccuracy
or EOI around an EOA to control the inaccuracy of the EOA. Furthermore, the εtol
controls the error on the residual and not on the solution itself which is not convenient,
9
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Relative Error
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Figure 4: Relative errors for 100 random computations

Figure 5: Solution of parameter θ12 for both reference model(left) and reduced model(right)
IsoValue
-0.440938
-0.329203
-0.254713
-0.180223
-0.105733
-0.0312425
0.0432477
0.117738
0.192228
0.266718
0.341208
0.415698
0.490189
0.564679
0.639169
0.713659
0.788149
0.862639
0.93713
1.01162
1.08611
1.1606
1.23509
1.30958
1.38407
1.45856
1.53305
1.60754
1.68203
1.75652
1.83101
1.9055
1.97999
2.05448
2.12897
2.20346
2.27795
2.35244
2.42693
2.61316

Figure 6: The error ﬁeld for sample θ12 between the reference model and reduced model ( ◦ C)

which points out the need to consider diﬀerent approaches to deﬁne the error.
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Abstract. Hardening processes are directed towards improving the metallurgical conditions of
steel parts. The thermal process is directly coupled with mechanical consequences due to the
thermal elongation and plastic mechanical behaviour. The metallurgical transformation of the
steel results in material data changes that further complicate the simulation of the process. A
simulation application is presented where the heat is induced by an electrical inductor. The
part under consideration is a calender roll for a paper production site. The inductor encloses
the roll and travels along the length. A coolant flow is applied directly behind the heated zone.
Due to the induction, electrical and magnetical effects are significant for the heat source
distribution and have to be included in the simulation. An overview over the coupling effects
is presented.The simulation steps are directly and sequentially coupled. The result of the
simulation is the temperature distribution over time and space and the residual stress
distribution. The simulation results are compared with experimental results of residual
stresses. The coincidence is satisfactory.
1

INTRODUCTION

The structure under consideration is a roll for the plastics industry. Rolls like the one
mentioned here are used pairwise to produce very thin plastic sheets. Due to the intended use
of the roll the surface must be manufactured regarding extreme accuracy requirements. This
applies to the surface roughness as well as to other dimensions like excentricity and
cylindricity under cold and hot (200°C) conditions. Additionally, the operating loads include a
significant bending moment and heat expansion, which leads to tension stresses at the roll
surface. A compression residual stress can help to neutralize these operating stresses and thus
reduce the possibility of crack initiations.
The size and cost of the roll is significant. The simulation is very advantageous to
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investigate the heat treatment process and parameter variations beforehand.
2 THE STRUCTURE
The roll outer diameter is 900 mm, the axial length exceeds 2000 mm. After the forging
and annealing pocesses the roll outer surfaces are pre machined closly to final domensions.
The roll as it is used for the hardening process can be regarded as being massive. The final
construction has internal drill holes and openings.
The material is steel comparable to 1.6959. It is a ferritic steel that shows microstructural
changes when heated above temperatures of 800°C.
3

THE HARDENING PROCESS

The objective of the hardening process is to achieve a hardness level at the roll surface
which is needed to fulfill adequate life cycle and wear requirements. In addition to this it is
intended to achieve a certain residual stress level to neutralize the operating stresses.

Fig.1 The roll during the hardening process
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2000
Vl[mm/s]

Ø 900

Surface ind. heated
Inductor Vl[mm/s]

Shower connected to Inductor
Fig.2 The roll during the hardening process

This hardening process is to be simulated. Economic considerations require the number of
variations to be minimized as far as possible. The production of a roll is extremely cost and
time consuming. Any variations of process parameters have to be simulated in advance and
the results thoroughly evaluated.
The hardening process as shown in Fig. 1 and 2 was performed with the roll as described in
chapter 2. The simulation task was to idealize this hardening process and to compare the
experimental and simulation results. This comparison was used to qualify the simulation as a
decision basis for future variations of the process.
The hardening is done by heating the roll material by means of an induction ring
surrounding the roll. An alternating electric current flows through the induction ring and
induces a magnetic field around the ring. The induction ring is a hollow rectangular copper
section. The magnetic field induces electric currents in the surface region of the roll material.
The current losses result in a heat-up. With the appropriate feed rate V1 of the axial movement
of the ring the maximal temperature at the roll surface reaches values of close to 1000°C. The
inductor ring is slowly moved axially along the roll axis. Following the inductor ring is a
water jet channel which sprays a watery coolant on the roll surface. During this process the
roll is rotated slowly so that all circumferential sections are treated identically. Surface
measurements are used to adjust the process parameters so that the surface temperature is
close to 1000°C.
4 PHYSICAL INTERACTIONS
An overview of the physical interactions is given in Fig. 3. The alternating electric current
results in an alternating magnetic field (Magnetisches Feld) around the inductor ring. This
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magnetic field induces electric currents in the metallic roll material (Elektrisches Feld). This
electric-magnetic field interaction requires the surrounding air and far field regions to be
included in the model.
The thermal field (Temperatur-Feld) is coupled bidirectional. The electric-to-thermal
coupling includes the current energy losses in the roll material which act as thermal heat
source terms. The reverse thermal-to-electric coupling includes the influences of the
temperatures on the material data. The microstructural behavior (Gefügeumwandlung, micro
structure transformation) influences all of these field effects. The steel used for the roll is a
ferritic steel which changes to austenitic material above a certain boundary temperature and
shows a reverse change when a certain boundary temperature (usually lower than the first
mentioned boundary temperature) is passed. The material behavior is described by CCT
diagram. These material changes influence the material data significantly, especially the
magnetic behavior is influenced extremely.

Fig.3 Physical interactions

The mechanical simulation (Strukturmechanik) is coupled uni-directional. The mechanical
material values depend on the thermal field and on the microstructural changes, for example
the module of elasticity and also the thermal expansion. The thermal expansion is provided as
dilatogram graphs, see Fig.6. The graphs are common means to measure the microstructural
changes and to document the material behavior.
5

ELECTRIC-MAGNETIC-THERMAL SIMULATION

For the electric-magnetic field a harmonic simulation is used to idealize the alternating
current source. The model which was used is shown in Fig. 3. This figure shows the inductor
in the centered position along the roll axis. The mesh is axisymmetric and consists of the roll
material, the inductor ring cross section and the surrounding air region. Infinite elements are
spread over the outer air region boundary to care for the far field effect. To simulate the
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movement of the inductor ring along the axis this model is used for a sequence of
configurations where the inductor plus the surrounding air are moved axially and coupled to
the appropriate wall surface mesh nodes. This sequence is repeated for several positions and
thus provides a sequence of field distributions for discrete time points. Parallel to this electromagnetic field analysis a transient thermal field is simulated where the electric energy losses
are used as heat source terms. Both analyses exchange the heat source terms and the
temperature values (for material data adjustment) sequentially resulting in a kind of "explicit"
coupling.
The microstructural changes were taken into account by means of an APDL (ANSYS
parametric design language) algorithm that represents the CCT diagram information.
Temperatures, temperature gradients and bounding temperature limits are considered.

Fig. 3: Model configuration and FEM mesh

Fig. 4: Magnetic field and temperature distribution at halfway inductor position

6

THE VIRTUAL WELD SIMULATION TOOL (VWS)

The VWS virtual weld simulation tool is a software add-on produced by CADFEM GmbH
and partners, funded by BMBF. The tool uses the ANSYS core product as basis and benifits
from the numerous capabilities of this general purpose program. The VWS weld simulation
tool provides the special features that are necessary to simulate welding processes of any kind.
First applications focused on tailored blanks and laser welds. The features of the VWS tool
also cover the special requirements of applications like welds with other heat sources
(electron beam, friction stir), welds for shipbuilding, commercial vehicles, airplane panels, or
heat treatments.
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One of the VWS tool features which was used for the induction hardening of the roll was
the STAAZ method. This method uses material data representing the thermal expansion of the
material with microstructural changes. Common methods to quantify the thermal expansion
are dilatograms showing the elongation of a specimen during a heat-up and cool-down cycle.
Usually these dilatogram results are used to design the CCT diagram of the material. The
STAAZ method requires a set of dilatograms to be provided covering different cases of value
tripel with
• maximum temperature during the process,
• austenitization time (time span in the austenitic regime) and
• cooling gradient (time between 800°C and 500°C, t8/5).
The VWS tool uses the dilatogram information and interpolates the thermal expansion in
each element according to the local value tripel as extracted from the thermal analysis. The
advantage of the STAAZ method is that the primary experimental results are used directly
without intermediate steps like designing CCT diagram, extracting analytical function
parameters or interpolating in the CCT diagram or other analysis steps. The disadvantage of
the STAAZ method is that no information about material fractions like austenite, bainite,
martensite or others can be achieved.

Fig. 5: Typical dilatogram (left: cooling rate, right: TRIP transformation induced plasticity)

Fig. 5 (left) shows a dilatogram result with a variation of cooling rates (fast cooling, slow
cooling). When the experiment is done without mechanical stresses (usually the test
equipment controls the stress to be zero), no significant residual plastic strains can be
observed at the end of the load cycle. The application described here was used to study the
influence of the TRIP effect. The transformation induced plasticity, TRIP, is a significant
plastic strain contribution which can be observed when a mechanical stress acts during the
reverse microstructural change from the austenitic to the ferritic phase. When a mechanical
stress is applied, a plastic strain occurs which resembles a parallel shift of the graph, see Fig.
5 (right). This effect is neglected in many cases, because the material data are not available,
additional experimental runs are required and its influence on the simulation results is still in
discussion.
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7

MECHANICAL SIMULATION

The results of the thermal analysis were used for the subsequent mechanical analysis. For
this purpose a special postprocessing was run that extracts the significant information of each
element of the roll model. This information consists of three values including
• the local maximum temperature during the process,
• the austenitization time (time span in the austenitic regime) and
• the cooling gradient (time between 800°C and 500°C, t8/5).
This value tripel was stored for each element for further processing in the VWS tool.
The mechanical simulation was performed with a reduced mesh representing the axial
center of the roll. This reduced mesh consisted of one single line of elements from the inner
diameter to the outer diameter. This reduced mesh was used to get ideal results for the center
portion of the roll without taking end effects into account. The reduced mesh was constrained
in axial direction so that plane sections were enforced, with axial displacements suppressed on
the right side and axial displacements coupled on the left side. For the material a viso-plastic
stress-strain law was chosen which is included in the VWS tool.
The temperatures of the thermal analysis were applied and the STAAZ method activated to
idealize the thermal expansion. When the heat-up and cool-down cycle were passed and
uniform room temperature was reached, the residual stress distribution was recorded.
Fig. 6 shows the residual stress distribution along the radial direction. The left side of each
curve represents the position at the material surface of the roll (outer diameter). The right end
of each curve represents a position 40 mm inside the material in radial direction. Both curves
show a compression residual stress at the surface which changes to a tension stress at a
moderate depth.
Fig. 6 (left) shows the residual stress distribution neglecting the TRIP effect. Fig. 6 (right)
displays the residual stress distribution including the TRIP effect.

Fig. 6: Residual stress profile neglecting (left side) and including (right side) the TRIP effect

After these initial results were available, the simulation was repeated with slightly adjusted
material and process data.
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8

RESIDUAL HARDENING STRESS MEASUREMENTS
The residual stress measurements were made by the following methods:
a) X-Ray stress Analyzer (=> surface 0.05 mm deep results)
b) Bore hole method (=> surface 0.1-2 mm deep results)
c) Ring-Core-Method (=> surface 2 – 25 mm deep results)
d) 2-D Measurement from roll end
e) SACHS Method (=> roll center bore to 50 mm below the surface)

We compared the results of all 5 methods and found best matching results in our case with
the Ring-Core method. This method gives good data for the surface and the most reliable data
for the section of interest 0 to 25 mm depth into the surface. The 2-D end plate test also
yielded good results but it always requires an aditional numerical calculation.
9

COMPARISON OF SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The following diagram, Fig. 7, shows the simulated stress distrubution (including TRIP)
and the measured values measured with the Ring-Core method. The comparison is
satisfactory.
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Fig. 7: Resulting residual stress distribution, simulation vrs measurements

This method now allows to optimize the hardening parameters to get the desired optimised
residual stress distribution which is needed for the special operating conditions of a roll.
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is simulation of thermally induced liquid-solid dendritic
growth in a binary alloy (Fe-0.6%C) steel in two dimensions by a coupled deterministic
continuum mechanics heat and species transfer model and a stochastic localized phase change
kinetics model that takes into account the undercooling, curvature, kinetic, and
thermodynamic anisotropy. The stochastic model receives temperature and concentration
information from the deterministic model and the deterministic heat and species diffusion
equations receive the solid fraction information from the stochastic model. The heat and
species transfer models are solved on a regular grid by the standard explicit Finite Difference
Method (FDM). The phase-change kinetics model is solved by the novel Point Automata (PA)
approach. The PA method was developed and introduced [1,2] in order to circumvent the
mesh anisotropy problem, associated with the classical Cellular Automata (CA) method.
Dendritic structures are in the CA approach sensitive on the relative angle between the cell
structure and the preferential crystal growth direction which is not physical. The CA approach
used in the paper for reference comparison is established on quadratic cells and Neumann
neighborhood. The PA approach is established on randomly distributed points and
neighborhood configuration, similar as appears in meshless methods. Both methods provide
same results in case of regular PA node arrangements and neighborhood configuration with
five points. A comparison between both stochastic approaches has been made with respect to
dendritic growth with different orientations of crystallographic angles. It is demonstrated that
the new PA method can cope with dendritic growth of a binary alloy in any direction which is
not the case with the CA method.

1

INTRODUCTION
Numerical modeling is having an increasingly important role in studies of dendritic growth
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during solidification [3]. The simulation of microstructure based on the CA technique can
reproduce most of the dendritic features observed experimentally with the acceptable
computational efficiency. However, simple CA models are not capable of reproducing the
typical growth features of dendrites when the primary branches do not coincide with the
preferential mesh orientations. The reason for that is that the simple CA models suffer from
the strong impact of the mesh orientation. It does not matter which crystallographic
orientation will be chosen, the CA will always shift the dendrite with respect to the grid axis.
The crystallographic orientation axes of different dendrites have in general different angles
with respect to the coordinate system. We use a novel Point Automata (PA) method in this
paper. It follows the CA concept and is able to solve the mentioned crystallographic
orientation problem. A basic feature of this method is the random distribution of the nodes in
the domain instead of using regular cells, which leads to different distances between the nodes
and different neighborhood configurations for each of them. This new concept was first
proposed by Janssens for modeling the recrystallization [4,5]. The first results of the dendritic
growth with various orientations based on the PA method have been developed in [1] for pure
metals. The PA algorithm, developed in the present paper, is able to obtain the dendritic
morphology of solidifying binary alloy (Fe-0.6% C steel is taken as an example), by solving
the heat and mass transfer equations, coupled with the solid fraction field through the
calculations of the crystal growth velocity, interface curvature, thermodynamic and kinetic
anisotropy, respectively. Previous classical CA solutions of the dendritic growth of the Fe0.6% C steel are demonstrated in [6,7]. The present paper is structured in the following way:
the governing equations of the heat and mass transfer model are defined first, followed by the
description of the stochastic model. The solution of temperature, concentration field and solid
fraction is explained afterwards. Finally, the numerical results of FDM-PA method are shown
and compared with the results of the FDM-CA method.
2

MODEL DESCRIPTION

Consider a two dimensional domain Ω with boundary Γ filled with a binary phase change
material which consists of at least two phases, solid and liquid, separated by an interfacial
region.
2.1 Heat and species transport
2.1.1

Heat diffusion

The following heat transport equation is solved first:
∂
( ρ h ) = ∇ ⋅ ( λ ∇T )
∂t

(1)

where ρ , h , λ , T represent material density, specific enthalpy, thermal conductivity and
temperature, respectively. The specific enthalpy is constituted as h = c pT + fl L , where c p , L ,
f l represent the specific heat, the latent heat and liquid fraction, respectively. All material
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properties are assumed constant for simulation simplicity. We search for the temperature at
time t0 + ∆t by assuming the initial conditions:
T ( p, t0 ) = T0 ( p ) ; p ∈ Ω ; f s ( p, t0 ) = f s 0 ( p ) ; p ∈ Ω

(2)

(where p represents the position vector) and Neumann boundary conditions:
∂T
( p, t ) = F ( p, t ) ; p ∈ Γ, t0 < t ≤ t0 + ∆t
∂n

(3)

where n represents the normal on Γ and T0 , f s 0 , F represent known function.
2.1.2

Species diffusion

The solution of the heat transfer equation is followed by the solution of the solute transfer
equation. The governing equation for the solute transfer in both solid and liquid phases is
formulated in terms of mixture concentration [8]:
c = f s cs + (1 − f s ) cl

(4)

∂f
∂c
= ∇ ⋅ ( D∇c ) − c (1 − k p ) s
∂t
∂t

(5)

where D stands for solute diffusion coefficient, defined as D = f s Ds + (1 − f s ) Dl with Ds and
D l defining the solute diffusion coefficients in solid and liquid, respectively. It is assumed

that the concentrations of solid and liquid at the interface are in equilibrium i.e. cs = k p cl
where k p , cs and cl are the partition coefficient, concentration in the solid and liquid phase,
respectively. We search for the concentration c at time t0 + ∆t by assuming the initial and
Neumann boundary conditions:
c ( p, t0 ) = c0 ( p ) ; p ∈ Ω

(6)

∂c
( p, t ) = F ( p, t ) ; p ∈ Γ, t0 < t ≤ t0 + ∆t
∂n

(7)

2.2 Solid fraction calculations
2.2.1

Interface undercooling

The phase change situation can be achieved by undercooling a liquid below its liquid
temperature. When a solid seed is placed in such an undercooled melt, solidification will be
initiated. Due to crystal anisotropy and perturbations in the system, the growth of the solid
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from the seed will not be uniform and an equiaxed dendritic crystal will form. The solid liquid
interface is undercooled to the temperature T f defined as [9]:
T f = Tl + m ( cl − c0 ) − ΓK

(8)

where Γ , K , m are the Gibbs-Thomson coefficient, the interface curvature and the liquidus
slope, respectively.
2.2.2

Growth velocity

The growth process is driven by the local undercooling. The interface growth velocity is
given by the classical sharp model [10]:
Vg * ( p, t ) = µ K (T f − T ( p, t ) ) ; p ∈ Γ s ,l

(9)

where Vg∗ , µ K , Γ s ,l are the growth velocity, interface kinetics coefficient and the solid liquid
interface, respectively. Dendrites always grow in the specific crystallographic orientations.
Therefore it is necessary to consider anisotropy in either the interfacial kinetics or surface
energy (or both). The present model accounts for the anisotropy in both kinetics.
2.2.3

Thermodynamic anisotropy

The Gibbs-Thomson coefficient can be evaluated by taking into account the
thermodynamic anisotropy related to the crystal orientation and type as follows:

Γ = Γ 1 − δ t cos  S (θ − θ def )  



(10)

where S , θ , θ def , δ t , Γ represent factors which control the number of preferential directions
of the material’s anisotropy ( S = 0 for the isotropic case, S = 4 for four fold anisotropy and
so on), growth angle (angle between the y coordinate and the line that connects the centre of
the mass of the dendrite and point at Γ s ,l ), the preferential crystallographic orientation,
thermodynamic anisotropy coefficient and the average Gibbs-Thomson coefficient,
respectively.
2.2.4

Kinetic anisotropy

The crystal growth velocity is calculated according to the crystal orientation by taking into
the consideration the crystal growth direction θ and the preferred orientation θ def . The crystal
growth velocity follows:
V = Vg * ( p, t ) 1 + δ k cos S (θ − θ def


(

where δ k represents the degree of the kinetic anisotropy.
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3

COUPLING

The represented numerical model consists of two schemes: FDM for evaluating the heat
and mass transport (Section 2.1) and a novel PA method for simulating the phase change
kinetics (Section 2.2). The calculation domain is divided into FDM nodes used for the
calculation of the temperature and solute profiles and random PA points to calculate the solid
fraction field. Each four regularly spaced FDM nodes include one random point between them
(or a CA cell located in the center between them), see Figure 1. The number of points in FDM
mesh in x and y directions is N . At one time step, heat and solute fields are first calculated
for the FDM nodes. These values need to be interpolated from the FDM nodes to PA points
(or CA cells in case of the CA method). Then, based on the obtained profiles, the local
undercooling and the growth velocity of the interface are calculated using Equations 8 and 9.
Afterwards, a new solid fraction f s for PA points (or CA cells in case of CA method) is
calculated. At the end of the time step are the temperature field and solute field are updated,
based on the new solid fraction profile. The procedure is repeated in the next time step by
using the calculated temperature, concentration, and solid fraction fields as initial data.
y

θ θ
def

Γ

p

x
Γs, l

Ω
liquid

Figure 1: Scheme of the dendritic growth

3.1 Solution of temperature and concentration field
The solution of the temperature field is performed by the simple explicit FDM scheme
through the following discretised equation:
Ti , j = T0 i , j +

∆t λ
( ( T
− 2T0 i , j + T0 i +1, j ) / ( ∆x 2 )  + (T0 i , j −1 − 2T0 i , j + T0 i , j +1 ) / ( ∆y 2 )  +
ρ c p  0 i −1, j

L
+ ( f s i, j − f0 s i, j )
cp



for i = 2,3,..., N − 1 and j = 2,3,..., N − 1 , where ∆t , f 0 s i , j , T0 i , j , T0 i +1, j , T0 i −1, j , T0 i , j +1 , T0 i , j −1

ρ  h  λ  represent the time step, initial solid fraction, initial temperature in the FDM central,
east, west, north and south nodes, material density, specific enthalpy and thermal
conductivity, respectively. The solution of the concentration field is performed by the simple
explicit FDM scheme through the following discretised equation:

5
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ci , j = c0 i , j + ∆tD( ( c0 i −1, j − 2c0 i , j + c0 i +1, j ) / ( ∆x 2 )  + ( c0 i , j −1 − 2c0 i , j + c0 i , j +1 ) / ( ∆y 2 )  −

− c0 i , j (1 − k p ) ( f s i , j − f 0 s i , j ) 



for i = 2,3,..., N − 1 and j = 2,3,..., N − 1 , where ∆t , f 0 s i , j , c0 i , j , c0 i +1, j , c0 i −1, j , c0 i , j +1 , c0 i , j −1
are the time step, initial solid fraction, initial concentration in the FDM central, east, west,
north and south nodes, respectively. The obtained values of concentration on regular FDM
grid are in each time step transferred to random PA grid (or regular CA grid). The rejected
solute amount ∆c = cl − k p cl is added to the liquid points in the surrounding neighbors which
fall into the circle of RC _ H = 20 a , where a represents the typical mesh distance for each cell
(point) separately. Thus, the overall solute in the domain can be kept consistent. A detailed
description of FDM-PA (FDM-CA) transfer of temperature and PA-FDM (CA-FDM) transfer
of solid fraction from the regular to the random grids and vice versa is elaborated in [1]. The
same algorithms are used in the present paper.

y

y

y

x

x

x

Figure 2: Scheme of space discretization: (left) FDM nodes with N = 21 , (middle), CA cells with n = 20 ,
(right) PA nodes with n = 20

3.2 Interface curvature calculations

The interface curvature is approximated by the counting cell procedure developed by
Sasikumar and Sreenivasan [11]. The expression for PA is derived from the expression of the
CA method by assuming the average node distance a instead of the regular node distance a .

Figure 3: A scheme of curvature calculation in the PA method with Rc = 2a (example with: N s PA = 7 and

N t PA = 11 )

6
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The expression for curvature K is given by the formula


K=

1  2 N s PA
1 −
Nt PA
a 


 




where N s PA and N t PA are the number of random points whose centres fall inside the circle of
assumed radius Rc and the total number of points whose centres fall inside the circle,
respectively.
Some fluctuations need to be introduced into the calculations in order to avoid the symmetric
shape of the dendrite in the conventional CA approach. Thermal noises are usually presented
by putting the random fluctuations into the calculations of latent heat, undercooling
temperature or velocity [12]. In the present study it is not necessary to put any thermal
fluctuations in the PA method. The random node arrangements in the PA method replace the
thermal fluctuations of the CA method
In the CA approach only the closest, Moore neighbourhood configuration [3] has been
analysed. In the PA method, solid grows with respect to the ‘neighbourhood’ configuration
which is now associated with the position of the neighbouring PA nodes which fall into a
circle with radius RH [2]. The radius of neighbourhood should be kept at a minimum of 1.5
m in case of a = 0.5 m. For smaller values the dendritic shapes become distorted and the
preferred orientations are lost.
4

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

4.1 Definition of test case

A dendritic growth of Fe-0.6% C steel solidifying into an undercooled melt is simulated.
The square computational domain with length 350m is divided into 701x701 FDM nodes
and 700x700 randomly located PA points. Each four FDM nodes involve one PA node
(randomly located between the four FDM nodes). At the beginning of the simulation nucleus
(es) is assigned with the preferential orientation(s) and start to growth with respect to above
algorithm. The initial solid concentration for point is assumed to be cs = k p c0 with
temperature Tl =1490 ° C at c0 =0.6 % wt. The nominal parameters used in all presented
simulations are listed in Table 1. Varied data are presented in Table 2. In the numerical
simulation the reference CA method has been used. The details of this method and numerical
implementation are elaborated in [1].
4.2 Results

The numerical examples in the present paper are solved by the FDM based temperature and
concentration calculations and PA based solid fraction calculations. Our testing was primarily
focused on the growth of the dendrite at different orientations by the novel PA method
coupled with the heat and mass transfer calculations. To achieve the same length for primary
and secondary dendrite arms in PA method as in the CA method, an empirical factor, which

7
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multiplies the calculated velocity in the PA method, has to be introduced. It can be shown that
putting a factor of 1.25 in the growth velocity calculations for PA, the branches will have the
same length in both methods. Detailed discussion of model parameters was elaborated in [1].
The following numerical examples are shown:
• Case 1 and Case 2 represent the dendritic growth process simulated for Fe-0.6% C steel for
undercooling of ∆T = 250 °C by the FDM-CA and FDM-PA methods. The calculation time
of both methods is practically the same (Figure 5).
• From Case 3 to 4 the dendritic growth process is simulated for Fe-0.6% C steel for two
different preferential orientations θdef =15° and θdef =32° by the FDM-PA method (Figure 6).
• Case 5 represents six dendrites growing simultaneously simulated by the FDM-PA method.
• On Figure 4 the concentration profiles along the primary dendrite arms obtained by the
FDM-CA method are depicted (for Case 1). (Figure 7).
Table 1: Nominal parameters used in the calculations for Fe 0.6% C

Symbol
ρ
Tl 
λ
cp 

L
Ds 
Dl 
c0 
kp 

∆t 
Γ

δk 
S
Rc 
RH 

Value
7300
1490
30
800
2.7 x 10-5
5.0 x 10-10
2.0 x 10-9
0.6
0.34
7.65 x 10-10
1.9 x 10-7
0.75
4
1.5

l

2
0.2
350

n

700

N

701

µK 

8
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Unit
kg/m3
°C
W/mK
J/kgK
J/kg
m2/s
m2/s
%
1
s
Km
1
1
m
m
m/sK
m
PA nodes/
CA cells
FDM nodes
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Table 2: Varied parameters in different cases

5

Case
CASE 1

Method
FDM-CA

angle
θdef = 0°

∆T = 250° C

CASE 2

FDM-CA

θdef = 0°

∆T = 250° C

CASE 3

FDM-PA

θdef = 15°

∆T = 150° C

CASE 4

FDM-PA

θdef = 32°

∆T = 150° C

CASE 5

FDM-PA

4° , 14° , 33° , 28° , 43° , 8° , 0°

∆T = 150° C

∆T

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the temperature and mass transfer equations are coupled with the novel PA
method to calculate the solid fraction field in the dendritic growth. Advantages of the
developed PA method are:
No need for mesh generation or polygonisation. Only the node arrangement has to be
generated, but without any geometrical connection between the nodes.
In the new PA method is the microstructure evolution solved with respect to the
location of the points (not polygons) on the computational domain.
The random grid PA method allows rotating dendrites in any direction since it has a
limited anisotropy of the node arrangements.
PA method offers a simple and powerful approach of CA type simulations. It is
shown that both methods are able to qualitatively and quantitatively model a diverse
range of solidification phenomena in almost the same calculation time.
The dimension of the neighborhood radius and generation of the random node
arrangement has to be chosen carefully in order to be able to rotate the dendrite.
Straightforward node refinement possibility.
Straightforward extension to 3-D.
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CASE 3

CASE 4

θdef = 15°

θdef = 32°

Figure 6: Solid fraction, temperature and concentration fields simulated by FDM-PA method for two different
preferential orientations: Case 3 ( θdef = 15° ) and Case 4 ( θdef = 32° ) after 1.53x10-5 [s]
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Abstract. The electromagnetic scattering in conducted bodies is of great study in the
literature once its importance on practical modern engineering applications. The use of MoM
with the integral equations are one of the ways to solve the electric field (EFIE) and magnetic
field (MFIE) equations and in this process, these integrals present some singularities. In this
work the analysis of integral equation, for situations where the singularities are not present, is
conducted using Gaussian Quadrature. For cases where singularities are present, a technique
to remove these singularities is presented. In this technique, the singular part of the integrand
is reduced to a first type elliptic integral and evaluated in a closer form or replaced by an
accuracy approximation.
1

INTRODUCTION

The effect known as electromagnetic scattering has been widely studied in the actuality
once its importance on practical modern engineering applications is getting more present in
electronic and telecommunications equipments, in broadband transmissions, antennas design
[1,2], biomedical [3] and electromagnetic coupling applications.
There are different techniques used to solve problems of electromagnetic scattering such
as: FFT, FEM[4], FDTD[5,6], Meshless [7,8] and MoM[9,10] where, this last one is a known
numerical technique to solve EFIE and MFIE associated with numerical analysis of the
electromagnetic scattering by bodies of revolution. However, MoM solution requires a great
computational time, for axial symmetric bodies (bodies of revolution –BOR) the computation
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requirement is reduced once its analysis is conducted only in two dimensions. In
electromagnetic scattering analysis by BOR, the MoM solution leads to complex integral
equations that cannot be solved by analytical process and it presents very severe singularities.
In order to simplify the integral equations complexities and remove its singularities is
necessary to develop techniques and good approximations that can eliminate this issue [11,
12]. Many techniques however with good accuracy can lead to long computational time and
it is even more significant when a complex and large structure is under analysis.
In this work, EFIE scattering integral is analyzed under a conducting closed BOR. The
Gaussian Quadrature is applied when the singularity is not present and first type elliptic
integral is used to eliminate the singularity by a simpler and computational faster
approximation.
2 INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
EFIE has being satisfactorily used in much electromagnetic scattering analysis, however,
for solving the current under conducting closed BOR, it leads to resonance issued results.
Harrington [13] satisfactorily demonstrated that it is possible to combine MFIE and EFIE in
order to have a linear combination of both integral equations and eliminate the resonance
problem. This method named Combined Field Equation (CFIE) is applied only to conducting
BOR. For dielectric bodies, different linear combination between MFIE and EFIE can be done
such as Mueller and PMCWHT methods [14, 15].
This work analyses electromagnetic scattering on closed conducting BOR (spheres) using
CFIE equations to eliminate resonance problems. The generatrix is divided using segments in
order to apply MoM. The superficial currents were modeled using triangular basis functions
(TBF’s) defined over two consecutive segments. The current under the surface is represented
 (azimuthally). Using these basis triangular functions
in  (along the BOR generatrix) and ∅
with CFIE integral equations the following equation is defined:








I = ∅     Gφ


 


dα′dαdφ ,

(1)

where  =  − ′ is the distance between source and observation points.  may be iqual to
1, ′ or ′ , b may be equal to 1,  or   , c may be equal to 1, , ′ or ′ and the exponent
d=1 or 3. The coordinates t, and t’are parameterized as functions of variables  or ′ and
G can be defined by [16]:






2

G ,    = 2 0 sin2   cos m G d,
G ,    = 0 cos m cos m G d,


G ,    = 0 sin m sin m G d,


G ,    = 2  sin   cos mφ G dφ,


G5 ,    = 0 cos m cos m G d,

G6 ,    = 0 sin m sin m G d,

G7 ,    = 0 cos m G d = G4 ,    + G5 ,   ,

where Green’s function are:
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G =


 

G =  

 



(9)
,
(10)

 G .

In this work, the singularity removal technique was only used on the integrals associated
with EFIE (equations: 5,6,7,8). In (equations: 2,3,4) Gaussian Quadrature was used and the
integrals were evaluated using a different segmentation between source and observer. When
the source and observer segments are coincident the singularity problem on the EFIE
associated Integrals are present only in G5 ,    and this equation can be rewritten as:

(11)

G t, t   = G t, t   + G t, t  ,

where:



G t, t   =  cos m cos m


G t, t   = 






dφ.

(12)



−  d,


(13)

The integral G has no singularity and can be solved using Gaussian Quadrature. The
integral G52 remains with a singular part and it is treated using elliptic integrals:

(14)

R = ρ − ρ′ + z − z′  ,
β =



G t, t   = 

using elliptic integral definition:



G t, t  

 = 

can be rewritten as:




(15)

,



  



(16)

.,




(17)

.,

  




G t, t   = 

  

(18)
,




where:
(19)

R  = ρ + ρ′ + z − z′ ,
β =




(20)

,

The integral in  was solved but, κu remains singular for u=1 ( β = 1, what ocours in
 =  and z = z  and is equivalent to  =   . The remaining integral is singular and the
behavior of κu for t  t  is defined by [17]:
(20)

log4 + log2 − log1
ℱ β , /2 
     
2′

The singularity remains in logR  and it is treated numerically:
 log1 = α +




 ∗ logTα + T  + T  − 2α +

3
1234




atan 




,

(21)
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where


T =ρ ′ − ρ sin  + z ′ − z cos  ,


T = ρ  − ρ + z ′ − z  − ρ ′ − ρ sin  + z ′ − z cos   .

(22)
(23)

When TBF’s are used, other integral that must be solved is:

1
T T
1
α′T
2
T α′ + T
 α log1 = ∗ logTα′ + T  α′ −  +   − α′ +
−  T ∗ atan 
 ∗ T  .
2
T
T
2
T
T
T

(24)

However, when the segment intercepts the symmetry axes the 1/ in the integral (equation
20) leads to precision issues once  will tend to zero. In this case, the numerical solution will
be solved by an arithmetic mean [18,19,20]. This approximation was formally presented by
Laden and used by Legendre in 1788 and where, thru this calculus, there was possible to find
a very precised and rapidly convergent method. It is defined as:
(25)

 = 

 =  ,

 =

−1+ −1
2

(26)
(27)
,

 =   ,
 =   −    ,

(28)
(29)

3 - COMPUTATIONAL TEST ANALYSIS

In order to validate the proposed solution, some testes were done integrals (equation 6)
where the electromagnetic scattering is analyzed under a perfect conducting BOR (sphere)
with radium of 1 (where  is the wave length on vacuum) and divided in 53 segments. The
FIGURES (1-4) shows the logarithmic calculated erros for each 5 of the proposed method
compared with [16]. In cases where the singularity is present more Gaussian Quadrature
segmentation are used. The integral 5 is presented in four different equations (1) such as :
5 ( = 1,  = 1, 5 ( = 0,  = 1, 5 ( = 1,  = 0, 5 ( = 0,  = 0

Figure 1: Logaritmic error for  of the proposed
method compared with [19]

.

Figure 2: Logaritmic error for  of the proposed
method compared with [19]
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Figure 4: Logaritmic error for  of the proposed
method compared with [19]

Figure 3: Logaritmic error for  of the proposed
method compared with [19]

Figure 5: Amplitude and Phase of Current under Sphere BOR comparition of Analytic Solution versus Proposed
Method

As can be observed in FIGURES (1-4) analysis, in the great majority of the segments
the result agrees with high precision with [16]. The result diverges only in regions where the
observation and source segment touches the symmetry axes, however, the results obtained
with the current under the conducting BOR under analysis on FIGURE (5) shows that if
compared with analytic solution obtained thru MIE series, the proposed technique represents a
good approximation.
5

CONCLUSIONS
The studies of integral singularities extraction techniques are really important
for the analysis of the electromagnetic scattering once its elimination can result in
more accuracy results and simpler calculus.
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The technique demonstrated to have a much simpler computational
implementation if compared with other techniques and have considerably good
approximations.
More can be studied regarding the use of this integral to composed bodies and
more complex structures, in order to have faster results and as accuracy as other more
elaborated techniques.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Direct current arc furnaces see considerable use in modern industrial melting and smelting
processes. Pyrometallurgical applications for this type of furnace are wide-ranging, and
include commodities such as Ferrochrome, Ferronickel, Cobalt, Zinc, Magnesium, Titanium
Dioxide, Platinum-group metals1, and others.
Central to the operation of such furnaces is the direct current plasma arc, a sustained high
temperature jet of ionised gas which is formed between the end of one or more graphite
electrodes and the bath of molten process material below. Passage of electric current through
the arc inputs energy and maintains the high temperatures necessary for ionisation via ohmic
heating. This is balanced by various mechanisms of energy loss from the arc, including
volumetric radiation and convection to the molten bath surface below. Much of this energy is
delivered to a localised area directly beneath the arc, making it a very efficient means of
heating the process material.
Flow of plasma in the arc column is driven strongly by electromagnetic Lorentz forces
resulting from the constriction of the conduction channel in the vicinity of the electrode. This
constriction causes the arc to draw in gas from the surroundings and accelerate it away from
the electrode surface, toward the molten bath below (the Maecker effect2).
Much research has been conducted in the area of numerical modelling of arc phenomena,
starting with Szekely and co-workers3 and becoming increasingly more sophisticated with the
advent of better software, property data, and increased computing capability. However, the
majority of arc modelling efforts concentrate on steady-state, axisymmetric systems. While
valuable from an engineering standpoint these models are not able to describe any transient
behaviour exhibited by the arc, or any evolution of the shape and structure of the arc which
breaks the symmetry imposed by the model. Both of these aspects are important for a deeper
understanding of direct current plasma arc behaviour.
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2

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The direct current plasma arc is a coupled multiphysics system, requiring distributed
parameter models of fluid flow, energy transfer, and electromagnetics. All these fields must
be approximated by mathematical expressions and solved simultaneously in order to achieve
an overall model of the arc.
As the arc is a high-velocity gas jet, it is fundamentally a fluid flow problem. For
simplicity and in order to focus on the dynamic aspects of the arc behaviour, incompressible
flow with constant physical properties is assumed. In this case the Navier-Stokes and
continuity equations governing fluid flow reduce to:
∂v
∂t

+ (v ⋅ ∇ )v + ∇p = ν∇ v +
2

j×B

ρ

(1)
(2)

∇⋅v = 0

In these equations, v is the fluid velocity vector, p is the reduced pressure (P/ρ), ν is the
dynamic viscosity, ρ is the density, j is the current density vector, and B is the magnetic field
vector. The momentum source term is the Lorenz force, which arises due to the interaction of
magnetic and electric fields in the plasma. This provides strong coupling between the velocity
and electromagnetic fields in the model.
In order to make (1) more amenable to numerical treatment, the gauge method formulation
of E and Liu4 is used. By defining auxiliary vector field a and gauge variable θ such that:
(3)

a = v + ∇θ

∂θ
2
− ν∇ θ
∂t

p=

(4)

and substituting into (1) and (2) produces:
∂a
∂t

+ (v ⋅ ∇ )v = ν∇ a +
2

j×B

ρ

(5)
(6)

2

∇ θ = ∇⋅a

v is recovered from the additional fields by a simple calculation using (3). A key strength
of the gauge method over other primitive variable formulations is that boundary conditions
for both a and θ may be unambiguously specified by using the gauge freedom. For example, a
non-slip wall condition (v = 0 at boundary) may be written as:
∂θ
∂n

= 0, a ⋅ n = 0, a ⋅ τ =

∂θ
∂τ

(7)

Energy transfer in the direct current plasma arc model is treated using several simplifying
assumptions. Firstly, the plasma fluid is considered to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium
(LTE)5, as a result of which a single temperature can be used to characterise the energy
content of the material. LTE requires that the plasma be optically thin, dominated by
reversible collision reaction processes, and exhibit small local gradients of plasma properties.
The thermal plasmas found in direct current arc furnaces generally meet these conditions,
although deviations can occur near to cold surfaces. In addition to LTE the physical properties
of the plasma are assumed to be constant, as for the flow equations. With this, the energy
conservation equation becomes:

2
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Q
j⋅ j
∂T
2
+ v ⋅ ∇ T = α∇ T +
− R
∂t
σρC P ρC P

(8)

Here, T is the plasma temperature, α is its thermal diffusivity, CP is its heat capacity, σ is
its electrical conductivity, and QR is the volumetric rate of radiative energy loss. Both σ and
QR are strong functions of temperature and plasma composition, as shown for an air plasma5,6
in Figures 1 and 2. Temperature is coupled to the velocity field via the convection term, and
to the electromagnetic fields by the ohmic heating source term.

Figure 2: QR of air as a function of temperature

Figure 1: σ of air as a function of temperature

The electromagnetic field components in the plasma arc model are modelled using
Maxwell’s equations, simplified for the case of a neutral medium. Since the time scales
involved in plasma arc motion are much longer than those relevant to the transient terms in
Maxwell’s laws (in which field propagation occurs at the speed of light), the electrostatic and
magnetostatic versions of the laws are used. The peak velocities in the arc jet are also
assumed to be low enough to ignore the induced current due to fluid motion. With these
approximations, we have from charge continuity:
j = −σ∇φ

(9)

∇ ⋅ (σ∇φ ) = 0

(10)

In these relationships, φ is the electric potential field. Boundary conditions for the electric
field are a combination of Dirichlet (specified potential, for eg. molten bath surface at ground
= 0) and Neumann (specified current, for eg. electrically insulating surfaces, or fixed current
densities at arc root) types.
The magnetic field is calculated from the current density distribution, once it is known.
Ampere and Gauss’s laws govern the magnetic field behaviour:
∇ × B = µ0 j
∇⋅B = 0

(11)
(12)

These may then be reformulated using the magnetic vector potential, A, such that:
B = ∇× A

(13)

Substituting into (11) and applying the Coulomb gauge for A then gives:
2

∇ A = −µ 0 j

(14)

This expression is more amenable to numerical treatment, as it decouples the vector

3
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components of the magnetic field into three independent Poisson equations. Boundary
conditions are imposed on (14) using the assumption that the boundary surfaces are
magnetically insulating, only permitting lines of magnetic flux to pass into or out of the
calculation region on parts of the boundary through which current is flowing:
A ⋅ τ = 0,

∂( A ⋅ n )
∂n

=0

(15)

It is interesting to note that as a result of the electromagnetic relationships, the Lorentz
force term in (1) can be shown to be irrotational in two-dimensional cartesian coordinates.
This can pose problems7 for solutions of the plasma arc model in 2D. Fortunately these can be
avoided by using a simple modification in the numerical treatment of (14), considering the
calculation region for the magnetic field as though it has a small finite thickness in the third
dimension. This results in the expression for (14) changing to the following, for 2D cartesian
problems only:
2

∇ A−

2A
δL2

= −µ0 j

(16)

The size of the correction factor δL is specified in accordance with the dimensions of the
arc column at its base, that is, where it attaches to the surface of the graphite electrode. This
ensures that the magnitude and functional form of the magnetic field in the vicinity of the arc
root, where the Lorentz force takes on its largest values, is accurate and physically realistic.
The calculation region and boundaries for the direct current plasma arc model are shown in
Figures 3 and 4. A rectangular region immediately surrounding the arc in the central area of
the furnace is modelled, consisting of the gas space between the tip of the graphite electrode
and the top surface of the molten bath.

Figure 3: Solution region for arc models

Figure 4: Region geometry (for 2D models)

In Figure 4, the origin of a cartesian coordinate system is located at H. The molten bath
anode is located at surface GH, and the surface of the graphite electrode is section BE. The
cathode spot, which forms the root of the arc column, is at CD. The remaining boundaries are
treated as solid walls, forming a closed system.
The boundary conditions for the plasma arc model (in 2D) are shown in Table 1. The
current density at the root of the arc on the surface of the graphite electrode, jk, is governed by
thermionic emission from the hot electrode, and has been determined experimentally8 to be of
the order of 3.5 x 107 A/m2. Together with a specified total current, this determines the
dimensions of the cathode spot at CD.

4
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Table 1: Boundary conditions for plasma arc model

CD

BC & CE

AH & FG

AB & EF

GH

v

vx = vy = 0

vx = vy = 0

vx = vy = 0

vx = vy = 0

vx = vy = 0

θ

∂θ
=0
∂y

∂θ
=0
∂y

∂θ
=0
∂x

∂θ
=0
∂y

∂θ
=0
∂y

a

a y = 0, a x =

∂θ
∂x

a y = 0, a x =

∂θ
∂x

a x = 0, a y =

∂θ
∂y

a y = 0, a x =

∂θ
∂x

a y = 0, a x =

T

T = TE

T = TE

T = TW

T = TW

T = TA

φ

j
∂φ
=− k
σ
∂y

∂φ
=0
∂y

∂φ
=0
∂x

∂φ
=0
∂y

φ=0

A

Ax =

∂A y
∂y

=0

Ax =

∂A y
∂y

Ay =

=0

∂Ax
∂x

=0

Ax =

∂A y
∂y

=0

Ax =

∂A y
∂y

∂θ
∂x

=0

The boundaries in the model are specified as having constant temperatures TE, TW, and TA.
These are the temperatures at the electrode, surrounding walls, and molten bath surface
respectively. It is not physically unrealistic to have these surfaces at constant temperature,
since in general the temperatures in the arc column are high enough to cause vapourisation of
the materials they are made of; this process would be expected to hold the surfaces at the
temperature of the phase change.
3

NUMERICAL METHOD

The numerical treatment of the direct current plasma arc model was approached with the
aim of studying qualitative, time-dependent evolution of arc systems in mind. High spatial
and temporal resolution as well as high performance were desirable, and led to the selection
of finite difference methods together with explicit forward time-stepping techniques for the
discretisation of the governing equations.
Structured cartesian grids with constant grid spacing were used in both 2D and 3D in an
attempt to impose as little symmetry on the problem as possible, and to improve numerical
performance. All spatial derivative terms are discretised using second-order centered
differences, and a staggered grid is employed for certain fields such as a/v and j.
The time dependence of the governing equations is treated using a combination of
methods. The flow equations are stepped forward in time using an explicit fourth order
Runge-Kutta (RK4) algorithm. This imparts stability even at high Reynolds numbers9, and
results in relatively low computational cost per time step. Assuming ∇h and ∆h are the discrete
equivalents of the Nabla and Laplace operators respectively, this may be written as:
a1 − a t
1
2

δt

a 2 − at
1
2

δt

+ (v t ⋅ ∇ h )v t = ν∆ h a t +

j t × Bt

+ (v1 ⋅ ∇ h )v1 = ν∆ h a1 +

j1 × B1

ρ
ρ

− ∇ hθ

(17a)

, ∆ hθ = ∇ h ⋅ a 2 , v 2 = a 2 − ∇ h θ

(17b)

, ∆ h θ = ∇ h ⋅ a1 , v 1 = a1

5
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a3 − at

δt

+ (v 2 ⋅ ∇ h )v 2 = ν∆ h a 2 +
a 4 − at

δt
a t +δt =

1
3

j2 × B2

, ∆ hθ = ∇ h ⋅ a 3 , v 3 = a 3 − ∇ hθ

ρ

+ (v 3 ⋅ ∇ h )v 3 = ν∆ h a 3 +

j3 × B3

ρ

a1 + 23 a 2 + 13 a 3 + 16 a 4 − 12 a t , ∆ hθ = ∇ h ⋅ a t +δt , v t +δt = a t +δt − ∇ h θ

(17c)
(17d)
(17e)

The major computational cost of this algorithm is four solutions of the Poisson equation,
one for the θ variable at each fractional time step. Due to the regular, structured nature of the
discretisation grid and the homogeneous boundary conditions for θ, fast spectral transform
methods can be applied to achieve rapid direct Poisson solves.
Adaptive time stepping is applied as the flow field evolves. Assuming the size of the grid
spacing in the model to be δx, this is calculated according to the constraints9:
δt <

δx 2
δx
, δt <
4ν
| v | max

(18)

Due to the very strong self-coupling that occurs in the energy conservation equation (8), it
requires additional numerical treatment in order to perform in a stable manner. The
convection/diffusion terms are separated from the source terms using first-order operator
splitting; since the source terms contain no spatial derivatives, they may then be calculated in
a semi-implicit way without generating significant computational overhead. The remaining
terms are then treated using RK4 explicit time stepping, as for the momentum equations.
Using an intermediate variable T*, the source term fractional time step becomes:
T * − Tt

δt

=

jt ⋅ j t

( )
*

σ T ρC P

−

( )

QR T *

ρC P

(19)

(19) may then be solved for T* using the known relationships between temperature and the
plasma conductivity, and volumetric radiation loss. This expression is not fully implicit, as the
temperature can additionally affect the current density j via the conductivity, but the
computational cost of recalculating the electromagnetic fields iteratively does not justify the
small additional stability gains to be had.
Once T* is known, it is used as the starting point for the calculation of the
convection/diffusion terms. This is illustrated in (20) using explicit forward-Euler time
stepping, although in practice RK4 is used to retain the stability features described earlier:
Tt +δt − T *

δt

*

+ v ⋅ ∇ h T = α∆ h T

*

(20)

As a result of the use of RK4 for the convection/diffusion components of the energy
balance equation, an additional time step size constraint is introduced:
δt <

δx 2
4α

(21)

This is used together with (18) to calculate the adaptive time step size during execution of
the algorithm.
Solution of the pseudo-steady state electromagnetic field equations is required at each time
step in the direct current plasma arc model. These equations have no time dependence, and
must therefore be solved implicitly. The electric field equation (10) is discretised as:
∇ h ⋅ (σ∇ h φ ) = 0

6
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The electrical conductivity is calculated from the most recent temperature field. The
values of σ are required on the staggered grid, and so where interpolation between the grids is
necessary, linear or bilinear methods are used. (22) is a non-constant coefficient problem and
cannot be efficiently tackled with fast spectral methods; it is instead solved using a standard
geometric multigrid algorithm. As the φ field is recalculated at least once every time step, and
the time steps in the model are generally very small, a good initial estimate of the field is
always available (the values from the previous step). Iterative multigrid with a preset number
of cycles and relaxation steps was therefore chosen over the full multigrid algorithm.
Once the electric potential field is known, the current density field j may be calculated
directly from it using the discrete version of (9).
The discretised versions of Poisson equations (14) and (16) governing the magnetic vector
potential field A have constant coefficients and homogeneous boundary conditions, and are
solved using rapid fast-spectral-method based solvers once the current density is known. The
magnetic field is then calculated by taking the discrete curl of A.
The computational cost of the electromagnetic field calculation is high, comparable to the
entire time step calculation for the remaining variables. They are therefore only recalculated
once per time step (as opposed to once per RK4 stage). Together with the operator splitting of
the energy equation this has the effect of reducing the temporal accuracy of the overall
algorithm to first-order, although numerical testing suggests that the stability remains largely
unaffected.
An overview of the algorithm used in the numerical solution of the direct current plasma
arc model is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Direct current plasma arc model flowsheet

Implementation of the algorithm was performed using ANSI C. Outer loops of
computationally intensive parts of the algorithm (particularly the fast spectral Poisson solvers
and multigrid solver) were parallelised using OpenMP threading, providing increased
performance on SMP machines. The Poisson solvers make extensive use of fast sine and
cosine transforms provided by FFTW10. Extensive memory usage analysis and optimisation

7
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was conducted to limit the memory footprint of the algorithm. Data sampling methods were
implemented in order to reduce the quantity of file I/O during operation of the algorithm,
which would otherwise be a rate-limiting step.
The implementation has been compiled and tested on a variety of computing platforms to
date, including Intel (Pentium, Core2 and Xeon using gcc and icc compilers), IBM (P690
using xlc_r compilers), and Sun (SPARC M9000 using suncc compilers). Various flavours of
Linux as well as Solaris have been successfully used as the host operating systems.
4

MODELLING RESULTS – 2D

Some results from an example case for the modelling of the direct current plasma arc
system in two dimensions are presented below. The plasma gas used is air, for which phyiscal
property information is readily available. The parameters used for the model are shown in
Table 2.
Table 2: Parameters used for 2D arc model

Region dimensions
ν
ρ
α
CP

0.2 m x 0.05 m
0.005040 m2/s
0.02593 kg/m3
0.01256 m2/s
9420 J/kg.K

Electrode width
Current
TW, TA, TE
Grid dimensions
Model time

0.05 m
500 A
2000K, 3000K, 4100K
1024 x 256
10 ms

Initial conditions of zero velocity and constant temperature of 10000K are applied
throughout the calculation region.
At early stages of the simulation, the arc model forms a strong jet of plasma material
directed away from the arc attachment spot on the electrode surface. The jet is initally stable
and symmetric, however, this behaviour is not robust. Oscillations near to the arc root begin
from approximately 0.6 ms resulting in the formation of strong vortices, which travel down
the length of the arc column and break up the structure. The oscillating vortex production
causes the arc to take on a somewhat sinusoidal shape.

Figure 5: Temperature profile at 0.17 ms

Figure 6: Temperature profile at 0.50 ms

Figure 7: Temperature profile at 0.60 ms

Figure 8: Temperature profile at 0.70 ms

The process of arc jet formation and breakdown is shown in Figures 5 to 8. The
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temperature profile is shown at various times, with the temperature scale ranging from 2000K
(white) to 15000K (black).
Further into the simulation the arc jet becomes increasingly turbulent and chaotic in
motion, forming a number of interesting structures as a result of the coupling between the
flow field and the electromagnetic forces acting on it. One such phenomenon is the presence
of persistent and highly-mobile arcs on the molten bath surface (which serves as anode in
these models), shown in Figures 9 and 10. These are spontaneous emergent phenomena as the
boundary conditions at this surface are entirely uniform, and have been confirmed
experimentally using high speed photography11.

Figure 9: Temperature profile at 7.80 ms,
showing anode arcs and arc structure

5

Figure 10: Temperature profile at 9.98 ms,
showing anode arcs and arc structure

MODELLING RESULTS – 3D

The direct current plasma arc model is easily extended to three dimensions. This improves
the spatial accuracy of the magnetic field and more accurately captures the qualitative
geometry and behaviour of the arc, which is inherently a three-dimensional phenomenon. In
the 3D models, the electrode surfaces and arc attachment spots are modelled as circular and
may be located anywhere on the upper surface of the rectangular calculation region.
The 3D model is particularly well suited to the study of multiple arc systems. Some results
from an example of this, a small twin-cathode furnace design with two electrodes and two
arcs both carrying current in the same direction down to the molten bath anode, are shown
below. Table 3 shows the parameters used for this model (where not given, parameters are
identical to those given in Table 2).
Table 3: Parameters used for 3D arc model

Region dimensions
Grid dimensions
Arc separation

Number of arcs
Current, arc 1
Current, arc 2

0.2m x 0.1m x 0.05m
384 x 192 x 96
0.04 m

2
250 A
250 A

As in the 2D case, the twin-arc system initially forms stable arc jets directed away from the
arc attachment spots. The onset of transient motion and decay of the pseudo-stable state
occurs at approximately 1.5 ms. The nature of the subsequent motion is however considerably
different, with the lower arc current causing the arc columns to settle into regular oscillations
driven by precession of the arc jet around the attachment points on the electrode surfaces.
This results in a dynamic helical structure forming within each arc column11. The
macroscopic behaviour of the system is also interesting to observe, as the arcs attract each
other by virtue of the current they carry. This attractive force draws the arc jets toward the
centerline of the region, causing significant deflection of the arc columns in the process.

9
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The three-dimensional temperature field is sampled by taking the maximum value along
the y axis, producing a projected 2D temperature field in the x-z plane. These are shown for
the early stages of the motion in Figures 11 to 14. The temperature scale runs between 2000K
(white) and 15000K (black).

Figure 11: Projected temperature field at 0.5 ms

Figure 12: Projected temperature field at 1.0 ms

Figure 13: Projected temperature field at 1.5 ms

Figure 14: Projected temperature field at 2.0 ms

The full 3D fields for electric potential and temperature at the end of the simulation are
shown in Figures 15 and 16. The scale ranges are 0 – 200 V and 2000 – 15000 K respectively.

Figure 15: Electric potential field at 10 ms

Figure 16: Temperature field at 10 ms

5.1 Transition effects with current
It is interesting to observe changes in the transient behaviour of the direct current plasma
arc model as the various parameters are altered. One key parameter is the current carried by
the arc(s), as this is an important operating variable for industrial direct-current arc furnaces.
The effect at low current was examined by changing the “Current, arc 1” variable in Table
3. Three different cases using values of 50 A, 100 A and 150 A were tested by completing
simulation runs of the 3D model. The resulting projected temperature fields at the end of each
simulation are shown in Figures 17 to 19, with scale range from 2000K (white) to 15000K
(black). It can be seen that the low-current arcs, at left in each case, exhibit very different
structure depending on the current. This is borne out in the temporal behaviour – Figure 20
shows the evolution of the arc voltage, which is defined as the local maximum value of the
electric potential field in the vicinity of the arc attachment spot on the electrode surface, for
the left-hand arc in each of the low current cases. There is a marked change in the transient
arc behaviour between 100 and 150 A; at lower values, the arc voltage appears to remain
approximately at steady state with only slow variations in time, while at higher currents, the

10
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voltage begins to oscillate at a constant frequency. This reflects a change in the transient
structure of the arc column, from a steady jet to a helical structure formed by precession of the
jet around the arc attachment spot.

Figure 17: Projected temperature field,
left arc at 50 A, right arc at 250 A

Figure 18: Projected temperature field,
left arc at 100 A, right arc at 250 A

Figure 19: Projected temperature field,
left arc at 150 A, right arc at 250 A

In order to compare the nature of the transient behaviour of arcs in the model at higher
currents, two additional cases of the twin-arc 3D model were tested. In both cases the “Arc
separation” variable in Table 3 was set at 0.1 m, placing the arcs well apart to reduce their
interaction. The first case was run with the arc currents at 250 A each, and the second was run
with the currents at 500 A each. The second case also used a higher-resolution numerical grid,
at 768 x 384 x 192 in size. A sample of the temporal behaviour of the arc voltage for the lefthand arc in each case is shown in Figure 21. The increased current is seen to produce
considerably more more irregular and chaotic behaviour.

Figure 20: Evolution of arc voltage at low currents

Figure 21: Evolution of arc voltage at higher currents

Multiple transition effects are therefore possible with variation of the current parameter in
the direct current plasma arc model. Low currents produce steady arc jets, moderate currents
produce regular oscillations in the system, and finally higher currents can produce erratic,
complex motion. Similar transition effects have been observed experimentally using high
speed photography11, however much work remains to be done in this area.
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6

CONCLUSIONS

The development of a dynamic model of direct current plasma arc systems of relevance to
metallurgical furnace design has been largely successful. A novel solver algorithm using finite
difference methods, explicit time-stepping, and rapid solver techniques has been produced,
and is capable of scaling to large problem sizes on modest computing resources. The solver
retains reasonable spatial and temporal accuracy while also possessing good stability
properties.
Selected results from the model in both 2D and 3D show a variety of transient phenomena,
including symmetry breaking in the early stages of arc formation, emergent behaviour such as
spontaneous anode arc formation, and distinct transition effects with system parameters such
as arc current.
Further avenues of research should include extension of the model to variable physical
properties, induced current terms in the electromagnetic field equations, and compressible
flow. Investigation of two-temperature plasma fluid models is also advised.
7
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Abstract. Cemented hip prostheses have produced excellent clinical results and THR is at
that moment one of the most successful surgical techniques, with good success rates.
Cemented fixation represents 87% of the total number of replacements according to the
Swedish orthopedic register. Therefore, it is important to reduce revisions and understand
why revision happens. The purpose of this study was to access the micro mobility and stresses
developed in a cemented hip replacement. An in vitro cemented Lubinus SPII stem
replacement was performed in synthetic femurs and sectioned. Section 5 was analyzed after
fatigue test and was observed to be the most critical in crack incidence. A CAD model of this
section was built considering bone and cement boundary geometry. The finite element model
was built and the influences of different interface conditions of the cement interfaces (bone
and stem) were analyzed. The interface stiffness associated with stresses for interface failure
was used to simulate different surface roughness and time after surgery. The surface
roughness associated with the interface strength did not present significant influence relatively
to cement interface stresses and micro mobility of the stem. The type if interface changes the
stress and strain distribution of bone and the most severe factor is friction at the cement/bone
interfaces. The cement/bone interface debonding increase the bone strains and suggests pain.
1

INTRODUCTION

Cemented hip prostheses have produced excellent clinical results and THR is at that
moment one of the most successful surgical techniques, with good success rates [1]. The
success rate of all implants has increased and for 10 years is of the order of 93.5% (1991-96)
[2]. The Swedish orthopedic register describes an increase number of revisions and present
13.6% of all revisions. For this reason it is important to reduce revisions and understand why
these happen. An important reason for implant revision is aseptic loosening and
biomechanical factors. The mechanism of aseptic loosening is not completely understood and
is mutifactorial according to some studies [3]. Mechanical factors are fundamental to trigger
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the aseptic loosening process of a cemented implant. Other factors are type of cement and
surface finish that have been correlated with long term failure scenarios. The fatigue failure of
the cement mantle has been identified as a possible loosening mechanism. In other studies,
failure has been associated with the thickness of the cement mantle [4, 5]. Other indicator
associated to the long term failure is the micro motion and migration of the stem. Some
experimental in vitro studies have correlated these parameters with long term results. The
fatigue process results from normally activities with repeated loads [6, 7]. In some studies,
micro motions between interfaces have been associated with the failure process with the
formation of debris in the interface, promoting the creation of fibrous tissue [8, 9]. Aseptic
loosing is one of the most important failure scenarios, being the cement damage accumulation
an indicator of potential mechanical failure.
The purpose of this study was to access the micro mobility and stresses developed in
Lubinus SPII stem hip replacement. A finite element model was built based on sections
obtained image capture (section 5). Four stems of a Lubinus SPII were implanted in synthetic
femurs and loaded and tested in fatigue, using a moment from stair climbing loading profile
during one million cycles. The mechanical properties of bone were the same of those used by
other studies, and different friction coefficients and interface stiffness were simulated. This
study gives insight to identify the influence of the interface stiffness on the cement stress and
bone strains.
2

MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1 Experimental model
The experimental procedure involved the replacement of synthetic femurs with Lubinus
SPII stems. Figure 1 presents the stem geometry of the Lubinus SPII system. The Lubinus
SPII hip is one of the most used in Sweden, accounting for almost 57% of the total number of
prostheses applied in 2007 [2]. It appeared in the market recently and at the moment presents
a success rate of 98% for 10 years in 25.620 cases and 87.2% for 16 years [1].

Figure 1: Lubinus SPII cemented stem.
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Annaratone et al. [10] refer that the Lubinus SPII is "one of the best" in the market of
cemented stems. In vitro cemented hip replacements were performed using synthetic femurs
(large left femur, mod. 3403, Pacific Research Labs, Vashon Island, WA, USA). These
femurs have proven to be suitable for static and dynamic experimental simulations [11, 12].
The stems were implanted into synthetic femurs by an experienced orthopedic surgeon with
adequate surgical instrumentation and CMW3® cement bone was used.
The loading applied allowed the combination of bending moments, a torsion moment and
axial loads. The load was applied with the femur positioned at 11º on frontal plane and 9º on
the saggital plane, as specified by the ISO 7206 standard and used in other studies [6, 7].
The load applied was of sinusoidal type, which replicates loads induced by stair climbing
and is considered the most sever [12]. The loading is approximately representative of 24 years
of stair climbing, considering a hip reaction force of 2250 N for the intact femur. A maximum
load and a minimum load resulted from the loading (table 1) configuration used after the
adequate correction relatively to the intact femur head center was changed (intact and
implanted femur) [13]. The femur was fixed at the distal condyles and one million load cycles
at a frequency of 2Hz were applied through a pneumatic device.
Table 1: Characteristics of the Lubinus SPII stem.

Lubinus SPII
LII (left)
CrCo alloy
28 mm
0.98 (±0.02)
1732 (±88))
681 (±94)

Size
Material
Head size
Surface roughness (Ra)
Maximum load (N)
Surface roughness (Ra)

At the end of the fatigue testing procedure all specimens were transversely cutted in 11
sections. The first section was considered tangent to the collar. The cutting process was made
using a high speed disc. The specimens were inspected with a non destructive technique using
dye penetrating liquid [8].
2.2 Numerical model
The finite element model was built based on the in vitro femur replacements. The CAD
model was generated as illustrated in figure 3. The image was scanned with a 10 µm per pixel
and boundary conditions defined between cortical bone, cancellous bone, cement and stem.
The load applied was a moment with a 0.79 N.m as used in other studies and referred to be the
most critical [12].
The thickness of the cement layer was non uniform, which is biomechanically relevant [14,
15]. The numerical model was constructed by hexagonal elements of 8 nodes.
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Table 2: Material properties of the numerical model.

Cortical bone
Cancel bone
Cement
CrCo

Young Modulus
(MPa)
17400
280
3000
210000

Poisson
Coefficient
0.3
0.28
0.3
0.3

The finite element mesh was performed using Hyperworks V10, (Altair) software and
solver MSc Marc used. The material properties were assumed to be linear elastic and
properties supplied by Sawbones® (table 2) were considered. The FEM model contained
35695 elements and 46825 nodes (figure 3). Te surface roughness measured was 0.98 µm.

Experimental section #5

FE model

CAD model

Figure 3: Procedure to build the CAD and FE model

The surface roughness is important to define the interface stiffness between stem-cement
bone-cement interfaces. Zelle et al [16] discuss the importance of the normal stress in the
interface which depends on the surface roughness. For the stem studied the authors presented
a maximum normal stress of 0.50 MPa. Jui-Pin and Fu-Chai [17] defined the interface
strength as 0.49 to 9.95 MPa for surface roughness from 0.89 to 2.76 respectively.
The different models analyzed are defined in table 3. Different boundary conditions at each
interface were simulated to consider the influence of time after surgery. . The interface with
glue represents a bonded interface without separation. Model #2 and #3 presents possible
stem-cement interface separation. Model #4 simulates contact conditions of both interfaces in
the last step of femur replacement. The contact control was defined as Coulomb friction with
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a glue condition in the first step. . The two interface stiffness was simulated considering 0.5
MPa and 6.7 MPa until interface separation [18, 19].
Table 3: FEM boundary conditions.

Model #1
Model #2
Model #3
Model #4

3

Interface
stem/cement
(µ/ MPa)
glued
0.5/ 0.5
0.5/ 6.7
0.15/ 0

Interface
bone/cement
(µ/ MPa)
glued
glued
glued
0.5/ 0

RESULTS

3.1 Experimental results
After the in vitro fatigue tests the femur replacements were sectioned and analyzed. Figure
4 presents the cracks distribution in the cement mantle. More cracks in the cement-bone
interface of section #5 were observed. At medial aspect the stem cement interface presented
more cracks in section #5. The most critical medial and posterior aspect was observed for
section #5. For the lateral aspect, section #4 was the most critical in cement bone interface.
Number of cracks

25

Sec_5 stem-cement
Sec_4 bone-cement
Sec_5 bone-cement

20

Nº cracks

Sec_4 stem-cement

15

10

5

0
medial (0º)

anterior (90º)
lateral (180º)
posição (º)

posterior (270º)

Figure 4: Number of cracks for section #4 and #5.

4.2 Numerical results
The displacement distributions in the three models are presented in figure 5 and 6. Model
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#2 and #3 present similar results, showing small influence of the interface stiffness from 0.5
MPa (#2) to 6.7 MPa (#3). The results presents a similar behavior (relative displacement),
only in the posterior aspect presents the same displacement.
stem Interface displacement

Interface displacement (mm)

4,0E-02

Stem-cement interface #1
Stem-cement interface #2
Stem-cement interface #3

3,5E-02
3,0E-02
2,5E-02
2,0E-02
1,5E-02
1,0E-02
5,0E-03
0,0E+00
0,000

60,000

120,000

180,000
Position (º)

240,000

300,000

360,000

Figure 5: Interface dispacements for different interface conditions.

The bonded interfaces (#1) presented the most uniform distribution. The interface stemcement with contact presented the most concentrated distribution in the anterior e posterior
aspects. These models show the variation of displacements with durability of time of
replacement.

Model #1

Model #2

Model #4

Figure 6: Interface dispacements for different interface conditions.
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The micro mobility in the stem-cement interface for models #2 and #3 are very similar
(figure 7). This could be explained by the high moment applied and contact conditions do not
influence the micro mobility. For the two interfaces simulating debonding (#4) we observed
that the micro mobility in stem-cement interface decrease.
Stem-cement interface #2
Stem-cement interface #3

Interface micromobility

0,040

Stem-cement interface #4
bone-cement interface #4

Micromobility (mm)

0,035
0,030
0,025
0,020
0,015
0,010
0,005
0,000
0

45

90

135

180
Position (º)

225

270

315

360

Figure 7: Maximum and minimum principal bone strains at the cement-bone interface.

The cement stresses were critical in the medial/posterior and lateral/anterior sides of the
femur. The most critical conditions were observed for models #2 and #3 in some contact
points. The bonded interface in model #1 presented the lowest principal stress. The maximum
principal stress in the cement/stem interface was 39.6 MPa (#3), and in the interface
cement/bone was 22.7 MPa (#3).
The maximum and minimum principal strains in the bone interface were most critical in
model #4, with a maximum strain of 20000 µstrain. The maximum principal strain for model
#1 with bonded interfaces was 4700 µstrain. Figure 8 presents the strain distribution for the
three models. The anterior and posterior aspects presented the highest principal strain values.
Not taking into account the posterior aspect, model #2 and #3 presented similar strain
distributions. These values are in agreement of experimental crack results in posterior aspect
at cement-bone interface.
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1,0E+04

strain bone interface

Micro Strain

5,0E+03

0,0E+00
0,000

60,000

120,000

180,000

240,000

300,000

360,000

-5,0E+03

-1,0E+04

bone- cement interface #1
bone-cement interface #2
bone-cement interface #3

-1,5E+04

Figure 8: Maximum and minimum principal bone strains at the cement-bone interface.

CONCLUSIONS
-

The loading configuration is an important issue to obtain representative results. The
moment applied represents loads due to stair climbing and is the most severe;
The interface stiffness does not present significant different results in terms of
mobility, but changes the maximum stress in the cement interface up to 30%;
The analysis of the sections of an implanted femur can be correlated with
experimental results;
The medial and lateral aspects present the most critical bone stresses;
The micro mobility in the stem cement interface is critical in the first pos implanted
period, because some debonding in the cement-bone interface occur the micro
mobility decrease in stem interface. But debonding in bone interface increase the
bone strain distribution and promote the pain.
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Abstract. The frequency of ship grounding and collisions led to model the various
factors involved during the course of a maneuvering ship. Among these factors are the
ship hydrodynamic forces, the ship propulsion forces and forces due to the environmental
conditions and the effects of confined water. This paper presents an approach for the
identification of coefficients for a free-running ship. We elaborated a ship manoeuvring
simulation model with a numerical procedure based on the coupling of optimization techniques and a ship motion simulation model. To identify the hydrodynamic coefficients,
an automatic approach is proposed with two main steps: firstly, a sensitivity analysis
to identify the most sensitive coefficients; secondly, optimization techniques to calculate
their optimal value. Our model has been validated by using experimental data of Esso
Bernicia Tanker (190000dwt) for the Turning Circle Test.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Many equations of ship motion have been studied to describe the external forces acting
on a ship. These external forces or hydrodynamic forces are function of many hydrodynamic coefficients. Abkowitz [8] proposed a hydrodynamic force model based on the
multiple polynomial equations of ship manoeuvring variables from Taylor expansion. In
this model, the derivatives of hydrodynamic forces with respect to each manoeuvring
variables are named the hydrodynamic coefficients. Since, many mathematical models of
ship motion have proposed to identify the hydrodynamic coefficients [1], [13], [14], [5],[4],
[6]. Several methods identify the hydrodynamic coefficients, such as the captive model
test, strip theory, empirical formulae, computational fluid dynamics (CFD), system identification (SI), optimization technique, etc. Among them the system identification and
optimization technique are practical and widely used to avoid the scaling effect between
the real ship and the scale model [10].
In respect of the system identification (SI), Hwang [12] applied the state augment
of Extended Kalman Filtering (EKF) technique to identify the dynamic system of a
manoeuvring ship. The slender body theory is utilized to explain the intrinsic nature of
cancelation effect for dynamics of ship motion.
Recently, H.K. Yoon and K.P. Rhee [10] applied the Estimation-Before-Modeling (EBM)
technique for hydrodynamic coefficients identification. EBM is the two-step method,
based on the Extended Kalman Filtering (EKF) technique and Modified-Bryson-Frazier
(MBF) smoother to estimate motion variables, hydrodynamic forces, speed and direction
of current.
Regarding to the optimization technique, M. Viviani et al. [11] applied the numerical
optimization techniques to hydrodynamic coefficients identification from standard manoeuvres (specified by IMO) for a series of twin-screw ships. From regression formulae
based on existing ship model-test data, they developed hydrodynamic coefficients identification for non-conventional ships exceeding the parametric range of the experimental data
base. By means of a sensitivity analysis, they identified the 5 most sensitive coefficients
that their influence is much stronger than remaining coefficients. The objective function represents discrepancies between simulated and experimental manoeuvres, evaluated
a sum of relative errors of a series of macroscopic manoeuvring parameters in Turning
Circle test and ZigZag test. Optimization procedure is carried out by applying a Multi
Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA).
To reach a more accuracy of ship simulation trajectory based on the optimization
techniques, we have focused analyzing the sensibility of hydrodynamics coefficients in the
alternative manoeuvring tests. The objective is to find more the sensible hydrodynamic
coefficients, that means the number of identified coefficient is increased. In this study, we
carried out an optimization procedure for 10 most sensible coefficients.

2
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2
2.1

SHIP MANOEUVERING SIMULATION MODEL
Ship motions and manoeuvring tests

In the present study, the ship’s motions were simulated in 3DOF, are presented in Fig.
1, including surge (along OX), sway (along O0 Y0 ) and yaw (along O0 Z0 ). The moving
coordinate frame GX0 Y0 Z0 is fixed to the ship’s gravity center (G) is called the body-fixed
reference frame or ship-fixed frame. The coordinate frame OXY Z is called the earth-fixed
reference frame [7].
where: U = ui+vj: ship velocity; i, j: unit vectors along the GX0 and GY0 ; ψ: heading
angle; r = dψ
: yaw angular velocity
dt

Figure 1: Ship motions in 3DOF and Turning Circle test

The main manoeuvring tests of ship are recommended by the Manoeuvring Trial Code
of ITTC and the IMO [9], including: Turning circle test, Spiral manoeuvres, Pull-out
manoeuvre, Zigzag manoeuvre, Stopping trial, Hard rudder test and Man-overboard manoeuvre.
In the present study, due to limited number of experimental data, only the Turning
Circle test was applied to validate for the Esso Bernicia Tanker (Esso 190000dwt) model.
Turning circle test[9] Starting from straight motion at constant speed, the rudder
is turned at maximum speed to an angle δ and kept at this angle, until the ship has
performed a turning circle of at least 5400 . The essential information obtained from this
3
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Parameter
Length between perpendicular (Lpp )
Beam (B)
Draft to design waterline (T )
Displacement (∇)
Lpp /B
B/T
Block coefficient (CB )
Design speed (U0 )
Nominal propeller (n)

Value Unit
304.8
m
47.17
m
18.46
m
220000
m3
6.46
2.56
0.83
16
knots
80
rpm

Table 1: Parameters of Esso Bernicia model

manoeuvre consists of (Fig. 1): Tactical diameter, Maximum advance, Transfer at 900
change of heading, Times to change heading 900 and 180 and Transfer loss of steady speed.
2.2

The Esso Bernicia Tanker (Esso 190000dwt) model

Parameters of the Esso Bernicia Tanker model Mathematical models describing
the maneuverability of large tanker in deep and confined waters are found by Van Berlekom
and Goddard (1972). One of these models is the Esso Bernicia Tanker (Esso 19000 dwt)
[7], with the ship parameters is presented in Tab. 1.
3 DOF motion equations of the Esso Bernicia Tanker model The 3DOF equations of ship motion in Bis-System are given by Van Berlekom and Goddard[7]:
u̇ − vr = g.X ”
v̇ + ur = g.Y ”
(1)
 ” 2
”
L.kz ṙ = g.L.N
with:

1 
1 
1 
1 
.Xu|u| .u |u| + .Xvr
.vr + .Xvv
.v |v| + .Xc|c|δδ
.c |c| δ 2 + (2)
L
L
L
L
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
+ .Xc|c|βδ
.c |c| βδ + g.T (1 − t) + .Xu̇ξ
.u̇ξ + .X|u|uξ
. |u| uξ + .Xvrξ
.vrξ + .Xvvξξ
.v 2 ξ 2
L
L
L
L
L
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
.uv + .Y|v|v
. |v| v + .Y|c|cδ
. |c| cδ + .Yur
.ur + .Y|c|c|β|βδ
. |c| c |β| βδ + (3)
g.Y  = Yv̇ .v̇ + .Yuv
L
L
L
L
L
1 
1 
1 
1 
+YT .g.T + .Yurξ
.urξ + .Yuvξ
.uvξ + Yv̇ξ .v̇ξ + .Y|v|vξ
. |v| vξ + .Y|c|c|β|βδξ
. |c| c |β| βδξ
L
L
L
L
1
1
1 
1


.uv + .N|v|r
. |v| r + 2 .N|c|cδ
. |c| cδ +
(4)
g.L.N  = 2 .Nṙ .ṙ + 2 .Nuv
L
L
L
L
1 
1
1
1 

+ .Nur
.ur + 2 .N|c|c|β|βδ
. |c| c |β| βδ + .NT .g.T + .Nurξ
.urξ +
L
L
L
L
1
1 
1



+ 2 .Nuvξ
.uvξ + Nṙξ
.ṙξ + .Nvrξ
.vrξ + 2 .N|c|c|β|β|δ|ξ
. |c| c |β| β |δ| ξ
L
L
L
g.X  = Xu̇ .u̇ +
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where X
 , Y , N are the non-dimensional forces and moments
kz” = L1 Imz is the non-dimensional radius of gyration




, .., Yv̇ , Yuv
, ..., Nṙ , Nuv
, ..., N|c|c|β|β|δ|ξ
are the non-dimensional derivatives of ship
Xu̇ , Xu|u|
hydrodynamic coefficients in Bis-System, which will be identified by optimization techniques.

3

OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS

In the present study, the multi-variable optimization problems [15] was applied for ship
hydrodynamic coefficient identification, derives in 2 options:
- The constrained optimization problem with the SQP method: Minimize the objective
function F obj = f (α) for α ∈ E n , subject to αmin ≤ α ≤ αmax .
where
α = [α1 , α2 , ..., αn ]T is the vector of ship hydrodynamic coefficients or the vector of
variables, n is the number of ship hydrodynamic coefficients,
αmin , αmax are the minimum and maximum values of estimated hydrodynamic coefficients, are also the inequality constraints of optimization problem.
- The unconstrained optimization problem with the Simplex method and BFGS method:
Minimize the objective function F obj = f (α) for α ∈ E n . where α = [α1 , α2 , ..., αn ]T is
the vector of ship hydrodynamic coefficients or the vector of variables, n is the number of
ship hydrodynamic coefficients.
Objective of ship coefficient identification is to identify the optimal hydrodynamic coefficients so that the ship’s computed trajectory (simulated trajectory) approximates the
ship’s experimental trajectory. The deviation between computed trajectory and experimental trajectory needs to be minimized. So the form of objective function F obj is
below:

 N

F obj = 
Si2
(5)
i=1


2


exp 2
Si2 = xcal
+ yical − yiexp
i − xi

(6)

where
N
is the number of coupled points to be approximated,
 cal
xi , yical are the coordinates of the point number i on the ship’s computed trajectory,
exp
(xexp
i , yi ) are the coordinates of the point number i on the ship’s experimental trajectory,
Si2 is the square of distance discrepancy between the coupled point number i on the
ship’s computed trajectory and on the ship’s experimental trajectory, is also the function
of ship hydrodynamic coefficients α = [α1 , α2 , ..., αn ]T , is presented in Fig. 4.

5
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Input data
Initial ship’s position (x0 , y0 )
Initial heading angle (ψ0 )
Initial advance velocity of ship (U0 )
Initial of rudder angle (δ0 )
Maximum rotation velocity of rudder (δ̇max )
Initial shaft velocity (n0 )
Shaft velocity command (nc )
Rudder command (to port side) (δc )

Value
(0,0)
0
5.3
0
2.7
80
80
-35

Unit
m
deg
m/s
deg
deg/s
rpm
rpm
deg

Table 2: Input data for Turning Circle test of Esso Bernicia model

4

NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE

The numerical procedure is presented in Fig. 2. In this article, only emphasizing two
main steps:
(i) Sensitivity analysis to identify the most sensitive coefficients.
(ii) Optimization techniques to calculate the optimal value of these coefficients.

Figure 2: Flowchart of the numerical procedure

In the present study, the numerical model was validated for Esso Bernicia Tanker model
in Turning Circle test with the input data presented in Tab. 2.
The numerical procedure starts from all estimated hydrodynamic coefficients in the ship
motion equations (Eq. 3, 4 and 5), which will be analyzed by sensitivity analysis. The
6
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analyzing method is to compare the gradient of objective function F obj while varying
the values of each coefficient αi , so to find coefficients which influence more strongly
the gradient of objective function. The 10 most sensitive coefficients (stronger influence
coefficients) were chosen among 35 coefficients in ship motion equation with the following
condition:


 ∂F obj 


(7)
 ∂αi  ≥ 0.1
Next, the 10 most sensitive coefficients (optimization variables) are applied the optimization techniques, consisting of SQP, BFGS and Simplex methods. The objective
function is normalized by:
F obj (j)
(8)
F obj (j = 0)
where j is the iteration number of optimization procedure, j = 0 is the first iteration,
so that the value of F obj  (j) will be reduced from 1 to an approximate value of 0.
The numerical procedure is repeated until convergence of objective function and variable is reached. Chosen objective function tolerance is 10−4 , and the optimization variable
one is 10−4 .
F obj  (j) =

5
5.1

NUMERICAL RESULTS
Ship trajectory simulation and sensitivity analysis before optimization

Computed and experimental trajectories of ship and sensitivity analysis of ship hydrodynamic coefficients in Turning Circle test (c.f. the experimental data of Esso Bernicia
Tanker model [2]) are presented in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Ship trajectory and sensitivity analysis of ship hydrodynamic coefficients in Turning Circle test

Schematic presentation and value of the deviation between computed and experimental
trajectories are presented in Fig. 4.
7
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Figure 4: Schematic presentation of the deviation between computed and experimental trajectories

No
6
15
16
20
22

Coefficient
NT

Yurξ

Nurξ

Y|c|cδ

Nuvξ

Value
-0.02
0.182
-0.047
0.208
-0.241

No
23
24
31
34
35

Coefficient

Xc|c|βδ

N|c|cδ

Nur

X|u|uξ

Xc|c|δδ

Value
0.152
-0.098
-0.207
-0.0061
-0.093

Table 3: The 10 most sensitive coefficients of Esso Bernicia Tanker model
N


Si

Average optimal deviation was calculated as below: Saverage = i=1 N
= 68.0(m)
The 10 most sensitive coefficients table in Turning Circle test (as condition 7) is presented in Tab. 3.
5.2

Numerical simulation and coefficient identification after optimization

The optimization solution obtained by SQP, BFGS and Simplex methods is presented
in Tab. 4
Resolution of 10 optimal hydrodynamic coefficients obtained by SQP, BFGS and Simplex methods is presented in Tab. 5

8
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Method
SQP
Tolerance of objective function
10−4
Tolerance of optimization variables
10−4
Number of iterations
29
Minimum objective function
0.084
Average deviation of optimal trajectory (m)
N

Si
Saverage =

i=1

BFGS
10−4
10−4
9
0.120

Simplex
10−4
10−4
254
0.085

8.0

5.8

5.8

N

Table 4: The optimization solutions obtained by SQP, BFGS and Simplex methods

Var

Coeff

x(1)
NT

x(2)
Yurξ

x(3)
Nurξ

x(4)
Y|c|cδ

x(5)
Nuvξ

x(6) Xc|c|βδ

x(7) N|c|cδ

x(8)
Nur

x(9) X|u|uξ

x(10) Xc|c|δδ

Est
-0.02
0.182
-0.047
0.208
-0.241
0.152
-0.098
-0.207
-0.0061
-0.093

Opt
(SQP)
-0.0240
0.1598
-0.0416
0.1761
-0.2823
0.1684
-0.0805
-0.2105
-0.0073
-0.1000

Dev(%)
(SQP)
-16.7
-13.9
13.0
-18.1
-14.6
9.7
21.7
-1.7
-16.4
-7.0

Opt
(BFGS)
-0.0207
0.1822
-0.0533
0.2052
-0.2400
0.1519
-0.0942
-0.2096
-0.0065
-0.0936

Dev(%)
(BFGS)
-3.5
0.1
-13.4
-1.3
0.4
-0.1
3.9
-1.3
-6.6
-0.6

Opt
(Simplex)
-0.0184
0.2113
-0.0462
0.1904
-0.2329
0.1902
-0.0820
-0.1862
-0.0061
-0.1100

Dev(%)
(Simplex)
8.0
16.1
1.7
-8.5
3.4
25.1
16.3
10.0
0.0
-18.3

Table 5: The 10 optimal hydrodynamic coefficients (Var:Variable, Coeff:Coefficient, Est:Estimation,
Opt:Optimization, Dev:Deviation)

9
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Optimal trajectory and evolution of objective function obtained by SQP, BFGS and
Simplex methods are presented in Fig. 5, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7.

Figure 5: Optimal trajectory and evolution of objective function in Turning Circle test (SQP method)

Figure 6: Optimal trajectory and evolution of objective function in Turning Circle test (BFGS method)

Figure 7: Optimal trajectory and evolution of objective function in Turning Circle test (Simplex method)

10
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As it can be seen in Tab. 4, in the optimization results of SQP method, F objmin is
minimum, |Saverage | is also minimum and number of iterations is acceptable. So among
these methods, SQP method is the robust method in case of Turning Circle test.
6

CONCLUSIONS
- In the present study, a ship manoeuvring simulation model was elaborated with a
numerical procedure based on the coupling of optimization techniques and ship motion simulation. To identify the hydrodynamic coefficients, an automatic approach
is proposed with two main steps: firstly, a sensitivity analysis to identify the most
sensitive coefficients; secondly, optimization techniques to calculate their optimal
value.
- The sensitivity analysis of ship hydrodynamic coefficients is based on the analysis
of the gradient of objective function while varying the values of each coefficient, so
as to find the most sensitive coefficients. In the step of optimization techniques,
the form of objective function was developed and the optimization methods were
applied. The optimization techniques are carried out in 2 options of multi-variable
optimization problem: The unconstrained optimization problem applying the Simplex method and BFGS method; The constrained optimization problem applying
the SQP method.
- Our ship manoeuvring simulation model was validated by using experimental data of
Esso Bernicia Tanker model (190000dwt) for the Turning Circle test. The coefficient
identification was carried out successfully with a good optimization result. Applying
the SQP method to approximate the computed and experimental trajectories, then
an averaged optimal discrepancy of 5.8m is obtained. This discrepancy is reduced
from a value of 68.0m (before optimization) with a converge was reached after 29
iterations.

11
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Summary. The aerodynamical global optimization (GO) of the shape of a flying configuration (FC) leads to an extended variational problem with free boundaries. An own evolutive iterative optimum-optimorum (OO) theory was developed in order to solve this enlarged variational problem inside of a class of admissible FCs, defined by some chosen properties. An inviscid, GO shape of FC is used only in its first step of iteration. This shape is
checked by using hybrid numerical solutions of the Navier-Stokes layer (NSL). The friction
drag coefficient is determined and a control of the inviscid GO shape of FC, for the structure
point of view, is performed. New and/or modified initial constraints can occur, due to the interactions aerodynamics/ structure. In the second step of the iterative OO-theory, migrations
in the drag functional (which is now the total drag) and in the constraints are performed.
1

INTRODUCTION

The enlarged variational problem with free boundaries concerns the performing of the
aerodynamical GO shape of the outer surface of a FC and also of its planform, in order to obtain a minimum drag, at cruising Mach number and to fulfill some constraints. An own OOtheory was developed in order to solve this enlarged variational problem with free boundaries,
inside of a chosen class of admissible FCs, defined by some chosen properties. According to
the OO-theory, two FCs belong to the same class, if their surfaces are piecewise approximated
through homogeneous polynomes in two variables of the same chosen maximal degrees, the
planforms are polygones, which can be related through affine transformations and the shapes
of the FCs fulfill the same constraints. The parameters of global optimization are the coefficients of the polynomial expansions of the surface and the similarity parameters of the planform of the FC. Further, a lower limit hypersurface of the drag functional C d(i ) , as function of
the similarity parameters ν i of the planform is defined, namely:
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(C d( i ) ) opt = f (ν 1 ,ν 2 ,...,ν n ) .

(1)

Each point of this hypersurface is obtained by solving a classical variational problem with
given boundaries (i.e. a given set of similarity parameters). The position of the minimum of
this hypersurface, which is numerically determined, gives us the best set of the similarity
parameters and the FC's optimal shape, which corresponds to this set, is at the same time the
global optimized FC's shape of the class. The OO-theory was applied to the effective determination of the inviscid GO shape of some FCs.
The variational problem concerns the determination of the GO shape of the structure located inside of the aerodynamical GO shape in order to obtain a minimum weight and to fulfill some constraints in order to assure the necessary stiffness and to limit the magnitude of
deformation. Between the aerodynamical and the structural optimizations it exists a certain
degree of freedom, which suggests weak interactions.
The evolutive, iterative OO-theory of the author is proposed for this purpose. The OO-theory uses the inviscid GO shape of FC only in the first step of the iteration, as in 1 . This shape
is checked by using hybrid numerical solutions for the three-dimensional partial-differential
equations (PDEs) of the Navier-Stokes layer, which allows the computation of friction drag
coefficient. This shape is also controlled for the structure point of view, in its longitudinal
central section and in some transversal sections (especially located in the rear part of FC). The
requirements of the structure stiffness can lead to additional and/or to modification of some
initial constraints.
In the second step of iteration, the new functional is the total drag functional and a mutation
in the constraints is performed. The deformation of the FC is computed by using solutions of
the Sophie Germain PDE. Additional constraints, due to the limitation of the magnitude of
deformation, can occur. The iteration is continued, until the maximal shape difference in two
consecutive steps of iterations is neglectable.
2 THE INVISCID GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION OF THE SHAPE OF AN
INTEGRATED WING-FUSELAGE, IN SUPERSONIC FLOW
The wing-fuselage FC is here considered like an equivalent discontinuous wing alone,
which is fitted with two artificial ridges along the junction lines wing/fuselage. If, additionally, the wing and the fuselage have the same mean surface and the same tangent plane, in
each point of their junction lines, the equivalent wing of the wing-fuselage configuration is
here called integrated wing-fuselage. Its mean surface Z ( x1 , x2 ) is supposed to be continuous, but, for the sake of generality, the thickness distributions Z ∗ ( x1 , x2 ) on the lateral sides,
corresponding to the wing and Z ' ( x1 , x2 ) on the central part, corresponding to the fuselage
zone, are different. The computation is made in a dimensionless system of coordinates
~ ~~
O~
x1 x2 x3 , as in 1 , 2 , it is:
x
~
x1 = 1 ,
h1

x
~
x2 = 2
1

2
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x
~
x3 = 3
h1

.

(2a-c)
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The downwashes w and w∗ of the thin and the thick-symmetrical components of the
thick, lifting FC are supposed to be expressed in form of superpositions of homogeneous
polynomes in two variables, with free coefficients, it is:
- for the thin component of FC:
N

m −1

m =1

k =0

k
~=
w≡w
∑ ~x1m−1 ∑ w~m−k −1,k ~y ,

(3)

- and, for the thick-symmetrical component of FC on the wing and of the fuselage zone:
N

m −1

m =1

k =0

k
~∗ =
w∗ ≡ w
∑ ~x1m−1 ∑ w~m∗ −k −1,k ~y ,

N

m −1

m =1

k =0

k
w '∗ ≡ w ∗ = ∑ ~
x1m −1 ∑ wm∗ −k −1,k ~
y .

(4a,b)

The start solutions for the inviscid GO of the shape of the integrated wing-fuselage FC are
the three-dimensional analytical hyperbolical potential solutions, for the axial disturbance velocities u and u ∗ of the author, by using of the hydrodynamic analogy of Carafoli, written in
the integrated form, which contain good suited minimal singularities only along the singular
lines like: subsonic leading edges, junction line wing-fuselage and, eventually, a central ridge,
as in 1 , namely, for the thin and thick-symmetrical components of the wing-fuselage FC with
subsonic leading edges, fitted eventually with a central ridge
N

∑

u ≡  u~ = 

n =1

+

n
E 
2

∑
q =0

N

∑
n =1

 n −2 
E

 2 

∑
q =0

+

n −1

∑
q =0

~
An , 2 q ~
y 2q
+
1− ~
y2

u ∗ ≡  u~ ∗ = 

+


~
x1n −1 



~
x1n −1 


~
Gnq ~
yq

 n −1 
E

 2 

∑

n −1

q =1

∑
q =0

∑
q =0

~∗ ~ q
Gnq
y

−1

S1' + ( −1) q cosh −1 S 2' )

~
Cn,2 q ~
y 2 q cosh −1

1 
 ,
~
y2 

(5)

~ ∗ ~q
H nq
y ( cosh −1 M 1 + ( −1) q cosh −1 M 2 )

~
Dn∗, 2 q ~
y 2q 1 − ν 2 ~
y2 +
n −1

( cosh

( cosh

−1

 n −1 
E

 2 

∑
q =1

~
C n∗, 2 q ~
y 2 q cosh −1


S1 + ( −1) q cosh −1 S 2 )  .


Hereby M 1 , M 2 , S1 and S 2 are of the form:

3
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M1 =

(1 + ν ) (1 − ν
2ν (1 − ~
y)

~
y)

,

M2 =

S2 =

(1 + ν ) (1 + ν
2ν (1 + ~
y)

~
y)

(1 + ν~ ) (1 + ν

~
y)

2

( ν~ + ν ~y )

,

.

S1 =

(1 + ν~ ) (1 − ν
2

~
y)

( ν~ − ν ~y )

,

(7a-d)

The free similarity parameters of the planforms of the wing and of the fuselage zone are
ν = B and ν~ = Bc ( B = M ∞2 − 1 ,  =  1 / h1 , c = c1 /h1 ) and M ∞ ,  ,  1 , h1 , c and c1 are
the cruising Mach number, the dimensionless span, the maximal half-span and the maximal
depth of the wing, the dimensionless span and the maximal half-span of the fuselage zone.
The coefficients of the axial disturbance velocities of the thin and of the thick-symmetrical
components of the thick, lifting FC are related to the corresponding downwashes through
linear and homogeneous relations, deduced by using the compatibility relations of Germain
and the condition on the Mach cone at the apex of the FC, as in 1 . These three-dimensional,
analytical hyperbolical potential solutions are used for the determination of the inviscid GO
shapes of two integrated wing-fuselage models, namely Fadet I and Fadet II, optimized at
cruising Mach numbers M ∞ = 2.2 and, respectively, M ∞ = 3. and for the generation of the
proposed hybrid numerical solutions for the NSL's PDE. The inviscid GO shape of FC is used
as first step and the proposed hybrid numerical solutions for the NSL are used, up the first
computational checking and up the second step of iteration of the evolutive, iterative OOtheory, as in 1 .

3 THE INVISCID, GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION OF THE SHAPE OF THE MODEL
FADET I, VIA OPTIMUM-OPTIMORUM THEORY
The determination of the GO shape of the model Fadet I, via OO-theory, is presented here,
as exemplification.
~ , w
~ ∗ij and w ∗ij
The parameters of optimization are the coefficients of the downwashes w
ij
and the similarity parameters of the planform of the entire FC and of the planform of the fuselage ν and, respectively, ν . The quotient k = ν / ν , which depends on the purpose of the FC,
is taken constant, during the optimization process. For a given value of the similarity parameter of the planform of the FC, the optimization of the shapes of its thin and thick-symmetrical
components can be separately treated.
The initial constraints for the thin FC component are: given lift and pitching moment coefficients and also the own introduced Kutta condition on leading edge in order to cancel the induced drag and to avoid the conturnement of flow on leading edge, at cruise. The initial constraints for the thick-symmetrical FC component are: the given relative volumes of the fuselage and of entire FC, the closing condition on leading edges and also the own introduced
integration conditions along the junction lines wing/fuselage.
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For a given value of the similarity parameter of the planform of the FC, the corresponding
optimal values of the coefficients of downwashes are analytical, uniquely determined by solving of two linear algebraic systems, as in 1 , 2 .
If the similarity parameter of the planform of FC is sequentially varied, a lower limit line of
the inviscid drag functional of optimal FCs, as function of this similarity parameter, is
obtained by solving the variational problems for the corresponding values of the similarity
parameter (for FCs with subsonic leading edges is 0 < ν < 1 ). The position of the minimum
of this limit line gives the optimal value of the similarity parameter ν = ν opt and the corresponding optimal FC is, at the same time, the global optimized FC of the class.
The GO shape of the fully-integrated wing-fuselage model Fadet I, designed by the author,
for the cruising Mach number M ∞ = 2.2 , obtained by using the OO-theory, is presented in
the (Fig. 1) and looks, in transversal sections, like a flying bird!

Figure 1: The global optimized shape of the fully-integrated wing–fuselage model Fadet I

The aerodynamical characteristics of the integrated, GO shape of the model Fadet I were
checked in the trisonic wind tunnel of the DLR-Cologne, in the frame of the author’s research
project, sponsored by the DFG. Very good agreements between the theoretical and
experimental results, obtained by using inviscid analytical, hyperbolical potential solutions for
its lift and pitching moment coefficients, are presented in the (Fig. 2a,b) and (Fig. 2c,d) and
between the theoretical predicted distribution of pressure coefficient with experimental
results, in the longitudinal central section of the upper side of model Fadet I, at the angles of
attack α = −8 , 0 , 8 and for the range of Mach numbers M ∞ = (1.25 ÷ 2.4) are obtained, as
in 1 . For this range of Mach numbers, the model Fadet I has subsonic leading edges. These
good agreements between experimental and theoretical predicted values of lift, pitching
moment and pressure obtained by using hyperbolical analytical potential solutions for the
axial disturbance velocities on FC, at moderate angles of attack, proposed here as in 1 , lead to
the following important remarks:

5
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Fig. 2a-d: The agreement between the correlated experimental values and the theoretical predicted distributions
of the lift and pitching moment coefficients of the global optimized model Fadet I

6
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- these proposed solutions for the axial disturbance velocities obtained by using balanced minimal singularities only along singular lines and the corresponding developed software, for
the computation of the above coefficients, are confirmed;
- the flow is laminar, as supposed here, and remains attached in supersonic flow, for larger
range of angles of attack than in subsonic flow;
- if the FC is flattened enough, the economical supersonic flight with characteristic surface as
supposed here, instead of flight with shock wave surface, is confirmed;
- the influence of friction upon the above coefficients is neglectable;
- these solutions contain useful informations over the correct behaviors of the flow in the vicinity of the singular lines and can be seen as asymptotical solutions, at the NSL's edge..
Further, hybrid NSL's solutions are proposed here, especially for the computation of the
total drag coefficient, including friction and for the computation of the other aerodynamical
characteristics, at higher angles of attack.

4

HYBRID NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS FOR NAVIER-STOKES LAYER

The proposed numerical solutions for the NSL's PDEs use the three-dimensional hyperbolical analytical potential solutions given above two times, namely: at the NSL's edge and in
the structure of their velocities components, which are products between the analytical solutions of the same FC and polynomials with free coefficients. A spectral coordinate η is defined, as in 1 , namely:
η = (x3 − Z( x1, x2 )) / δ ( x1, x2 ) .
(8)
Hereby Z ( x1 , x2 ) is the equation of the surface of the flattened FC and δ ( x1 , x2 ) is the thickness distribution of NSL. The spectral forms of the axial, lateral and vertical velocity's components uδ , vδ and w δ , the density function R = lnρ and the absolute temperature T are
here proposed:
N

u δ = u e ∑ u iη i ,
i =1

N

v δ = v e ∑ v iη i ,
i =1

N

N

wδ = we ∑ wiη i ,
i =1

N

R = Rw + ( Re − Rw )∑ riη i ,

T = Tw + (Te − Tw )∑ t iη i

i =1

.

(9a-e)

i =1

Here R w and Tw are the given values of R and T at the wall, u e , v e , we , Re and Te are
the values of u , v , w , R and T at the NSL's edge, obtained from the outer inviscid hyperbolical potential flow, and u i , v i , wi , ri and t i are their free spectral coefficients, which are
determined by fulfilling of the NSL's PDEs. The physical equation of ideal gas for the pressure p and an exponential law of the viscosity µ versus T are used:
p ≡ Rg ρ T = Rg e T ,
R

µ = µ∞
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Here are: R g and T∞ the universal gas constant and the absolute temperature of the undisturbed flow and n1 is the viscosity exponent. The spectral forms (9a-e) automatically satisfy
the boundary conditions at wall ( η = 0 ) . Seven free coefficients of the velocity's components
are used to satisfy the boundary conditions at the NSL's edge.
By using of a logarithmic density function R and of the collocation method in the continuity PDE, it was possible to determine the free spectral coefficients ri as function of the
free spectral coefficients of the velocity's components by solving of a linear algebraic system.
The temperature PDE and the collocation method are used to determine the free spectral
coefficients ti of the absolute temperature T as function only of the free spectral coefficients
of the velocity's components by solving of a transcendental algebraic system. A splitting of
the NSL's PDEs is realized, due to the use of the logarithmic density function.
The free spectral coefficients of the velocity's components are determined by using the im2
pulse PDEs , which are treated iteratively, as in .
The hybrid discontinuous numerical NSL's solutions, proposed here, have the following
important properties:
- their viscous/inviscid coupling, at the NSL's edge, does not need interface;
- they have correct last behaviors;
- they have correct jumps along the singular lines and the singularities are chosen by using
the principle of minimal singularities and these singularities are balanced;
- they are accurate, because the partial derivatives of the velocity's components are exactly
computed;
- they are split and therefore the speed up of the computation time occurs;
- additionally, for hyperbolical PDEs the condition of their characteristical surface is automatically fulfilled.
The hybrid NSL's solutions are used for the computational checking of the formerly
determined inviscid GO shape of FC and up the second step of the iterative OO-theory, presented below.

5 THE ITERATIVE OPTIMUM-OPTIMORUM THEORY, WITH WEAK
INTERACTIONS AERODYNAMICS/STRUCTURE
Further, an iterative OO-theory is proposed, which uses the hyperbolical potential solutions
as start solutions for the optimization and the inviscid GO shape of FC, only in the first step
of its iteration. An intermediate computational checking of the inviscid GO shape of the FC is
made with own zonal spectral viscous solvers, for the three-dimensional NSL. The friction
drag coefficient C d( f ) of the FC is determined and represents about 27% of the total drag of
Fadet I, at cruising Mach number. The inviscid GO shape of FC is checked also for the
structural point of view. Weak interactions aerodynamics/structure are here proposed. Additional or modified constraints, introduced in order to control the camber, twist and thickness
distributions of the inviscid GO shape of FC, for structure reasons, in the central and, especially, in the rear part of FC are proposed. A limitation of the twist can be necessary for FCs,
which are flying at higher supersonic Mach number and it can be realized by imposing the
constraint of pressure equalization along the subsonic leading edges at a lower supersonic
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Mach number than the cruising one. The thickness distribution can be augmented in the rear
part, by artificial prolongation of the depth and, after the optimization of the thickness distribution, the initial depth is restored by cutting and elimination of the prolongation.
Up the second step of optimization, the predicted inviscid GO shape of the FC is reshaped,
by including all the constraints in the variational problem and of the friction drag coefficient
in the drag functional, as presented in the (Fig. 3). The iteration is continued until the
maximal difference of the GO shape of the FC in two consecutive steps of iteration is
neglectable.

Figure 3: The evolutionary, iterative optimum-optimorum theory

6 CONCLUSIONS
The hybrid solutions for the NSL, proposed here, are matched with the outer inviscid
hyperbolical potential flow, at the NSL's edge. The viscous/inviscid interaction is realized
without needing an interface.
The weak interaction aerodynamics/structure is realized by introduction of secondary
constraints and by modifying the primary constraints of the aerodynamical GO of the FC's
shape, according to the structure needs.
The deformation of the structure, due to the distributions of weight and to the aerodynamical pressure, can be computed by using new solutions of the Sophie Germain PDE.
The final viscous GO shape of the FC is obtained by substracting the distribution of deformation.
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Abstract. This paper presents a framework for the design of active vibration control
(AVC) and active noise control (ANC) systems. The framework is composed of a finite
element (FE) model, model order reduction (MOR) methods and software for systemlevel simulations. The finite element method (FEM) is used to develop an experimentally
verified model of the coupled structural, acoustic and piezoelectric problem. This model
serves as an example for the study and discussion of modal and moment matching based
MOR approaches. Finally, a reduced model is used to design an active control approach,
which proves the feasibility of the framework.

1

INTRODUCTION

Many of today’s structures, designed to reduce weight and material costs are more
susceptible to vibrations than traditionally-designed structures. This lightweight design
may cause increased noise, vibration and fatigue problems. The vibration and the sound
radiation are often reduced by installation of active vibration and noise control. Piezoelectric sensors and actuators are linked with a controller that adapts itself to changing
operating conditions. To be effective, there is a need to study different designs using
numerical simulations in order to evaluate adaptive control strategies and feasible sensor
or actuator concepts.
The FEM is a well established tool to set up customizable models of structures. It is
then possible to create configurable dynamic models for the mechanical as well as the
acoustic domains. Researchers proposed finite element formulations for piezoelectric [1]
1
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and acoustic problems which are implemented in commercial FEM codes by now.
To predict the real dynamic behaviour of the structure, it is effective to perform an experimental modal analysis (EMA). Based on these results, the FEM model can be tuned
towards its real behavior. Unfortunately, the FEM models do not satisfy the requirements
of the subsequent computer aided design of control systems which is carried out in the
time domain. The dimension of these FEM models can be so large that time integration
becomes inefficient or even prohibitive. An approach to solve this issue is by the application of model order reduction [2] methods. These techniques approximate the dynamical
model by one of a smaller dimension while preserving its input-output behavior.
After a description of the demonstration object used for this paper, the set-up of its FE
model is explained in Section 2. The model is verified using measured data. The test
preparation and the results are presented in Section 3. Among the model order reduction approaches, a modal technique [3] for unsymmetric system matrices and a moment
matching method via Krylov subspaces [4] by means of the Arnoldi process are introduced in Section 4. In the remainder of this paper, tests are executed in order to compare
the performance of these methods with each other. Selected components of the acoustic
box are reduced and the performances, as well as the results, are compared in Section 5.
After this preprocessing, the reduced model is imported into the simulation software
MATLAB/Simulink. The updated and reduced model is used to implement a control
approach in order to show its capability. Within the MATLAB/Simulink environment,
the interaction of structure, actuators, sensors and controller is optimized (Sec. 6) until
the magnitude of vibration or sound radiation is minimal. Finally, the work is concluded
and further research is outlined.
2

THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

In order to study and test the sound transmission, to develop reduction methods for
sound radiation [5], an acoustic demonstrator was manufactured at the LOEWE-Zentrum
AdRIA. The demonstrator consists of a cuboid box (Fig. 1a) with sound-reflecting walls.
The top of the box is covered by a clamped elastic aluminium plate (Fig. 1b). The
box is stiff, compared to its cover, and sound transmission through the box is negligible.
Preliminary studies showed that this assumption holds true up to 500 Hz. It is possible
to study and test acoustical behavior and smart structure systems for noise reduction in
a frequency range from 0 to 500 Hz.
For this demonstration object FEM models were set up using the FE package ANSYS
12.1. Assuming that the acoustic fluid inside the box is incompressible, inviscid and that
there is no mean flow of the fluid and density and pressure are constant throughout the
fluid, the acoustic cavity was discretized using the 3-D acoustic element FLUID30. The
element has eight corner nodes with four degrees of freedom (DOF) per node. These are
the translations in the nodal x-, y- and z-directions and the pressure. The walls of the
box are not modelled, because they are assumed to be stiff have no sound transmission.
This effect is simulated when no absorption at the boundary is applied and the nodal
2
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: AdRIA acoustic box: a) general view, b) top view.
translation of the elements in the cavity is deactivated. The fluid-structure interaction
(FSI) is induced by a layer of coupling elements between the cavity and the plate. Considering the partial differential equations (PDE) of this acoustics fluid-structure coupling,
the discretization of this equation by means of the FEM yields a system of N ordinary
differential equations:
Mq̈(t) + Dq̇(t) + Kq(t) = Bin f(t)
out
y(t) = Bout
1 q(t) + B2 q̇(t) .

(1a)
(1b)

where M(t), D(t), K(t) are the system matrices, Bin f(t) are the loads, and q(t) =
(u(t) p(t))T is a vector of unknown degree of freedom, where u(t) is the mechanical
displacement and p(t) is the acoustic pressure. For the sake of simplicity, the timedependence of the variables will be dropped from further calculation. The mass, damping
and stiffness matrix M, D, K are assembled as follows:






Muu
0
Kuu Kfups
Duu 0
M=
,K =
.
(2)
,D =
Mfpus Mpp
0 Kpp
0 Dpp
The mass matrix M and the stiffness matrix K are both unsymmetric [6]. The loads are
Bin f = (F 0)T . When piezoelectric transducers are applied to the aluminum plate of the
box, the FE formulation have to be extended. Adding the governing equations and the
linear piezoelectric material law to the formulation yields [1]:






Kuu Kfups Kuφ
Muu
0 0
0
Duu 0
0 .
M =  Mfpus Mpp 0  D =  0 Dpp 0  K =  0 Kpp
T
Kuφ 0 −Kφφ
0
0 Dφφ
0
0 0
(3)
The mass, damping, and stiffness matrices from ANSYS 12.1 are non-symmetric and/or
singular. The loads and the degree of freedom vector are assembled Bin f = (F 0 Q)T and
q = (u p φ)T respectively. The matrix properties make demands on the MOR algorithms,
which are discussed later in this paper (see Sec. 4).
To study the MOR techniques, three FEM models were set up. First, a pure mechanical
3
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: FEM models: a) plate, b) plate and cavity c) plate, cavity and piezo patches.
model of the aluminium plate was realized (Fig. 2a). The plate was discretized using eight
nodes structural elements that exhibit linear displacement behavior. Certainly quadratic
elements are more recommended due to their better strain approximation. However these
set-up may require contact elements at the interface to the fluid in subsequent analyses,
because no quadratic fluid elements are available. However such elements complicate the
model but provide no additional intelligence. The linear elements were used accordingly.
The support of the plate which consists of a frame and the rubber sealing (Fig. 1b) was
modeled by means of linear elements as well.
For the analysis of the coupled structural acoustic behaviour the FE model was extended.
This acousto-mechanical model is depicted in Fig. 2b. Assuming that the walls of the
box are rigid (up to 500 Hz only), the volume of the cavity was modelled. The volume
was discretized using FLUID30 elements which features fluid medium behaviour and the
interface in fluid/structure interaction problems. The third model is identical to the latter,
however piezoceramic patch actuators (Fig. 2c) were added at the left side of the plate
in order to design active noise and vibration control.
3

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL

In order to validate the coupled vibro-acoustical model, two EMA tests were carried
out. In the first test the FE model without the acoustic cavity was validated using
measured data which were available from previous studies [7]. The purpose of this was
to find a feasible model for the plate clamping. Assuming that the clamping is roughly
similar to a fixed support, the Young’s modulus of the discretized sealing was adjusted [8]
until the averaged relative error of the measured and calculated eigenfrequencies became
2.4 %. The second EMA was used to validate the coupled mechano-acoustical model.
The quantities to be measured for the experimental vibro-acoustical modal analysis are
the excitation of the structure and fluid as well as the displacement, the velocity or the
acceleration responses. A force applied to the mechanical part of the structure or a defined
volume displacement to the acoustical fluid are feasible excitations. In the present case,

4
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the excitation was realized by applying a point force with an electromechanical shaker
(see Fig. 1b). The driving point spectra were captured with an impedance sensor, which
allows the acquisition of force and acceleration simultaneously. The structure responses
were measured with a laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) at 1276 points of the plate, which
are nearly coincident with the nodes of the FE mesh. Finally, the acoustic responses
were recorded using a microphone inside the lower right corner of the cavity. A frequency
domain multiple degree of freedom (MDOF) analysis using the PolyMAX algorithm, which
leads to a modal model of the coupled system was conducted. There exist 15 structural
and 13 acoustical modes in the frequency range up to 500 Hz. The 4,1 mode and the mode
at 279.10 Hz were not detected using this set-up. The results of the measurement were
used to tune the FEM model towards the real eigenfrequencies (Table 1). The relative
Table 1: Eigenfrequncies of the acousto-mechanical system.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
..
.
29

mode shape
1,1
1,2
2,1
1,3
2,2

2,3
1,4
3,1
..
.
4,2

fEM A [Hz]
61.63
98.839
144.888
165.332
182.849
197.449
224.981
246.434
256.418
278.922

damp
1.71
1.2
0.89
0.97
0.81
0.14
0.15
0.8
0.8
0.31

rel. error
1.824
0.757
2.953
1.271
0.382
-0.664
-0.457
-0.295
1.532
3.439

0.21
..
.

fF EM [Hz]
60.51
98.09
140.61
163.23
182.15
198.76
226.01
247.16
252.49
269.33
279.10
299.97
..
.

297.964
..
.
493.171

1.14

505.71

-2.543

-0.673
..
.

error is almost less then 1%. For the comparison of experimental and numerical results,
the modal assurance criterion (MAC) [9] of the plate displacement is depicted in Fig. 3.
For the 1st to the 5th , the 8th , the 9th and the 17th mode, the MAC value is 100% which
implies very good correlation. The 6th , the 7th and the 16th mode are acoustic resonances,
therefore a MAC value of 100% is not mandatory. When the 12th and 13th , the 14th and
15th , or 18th and 19th mode is considered, one can see that their mode shapes are similar
or even equal because of the structural-acoustic coupling. However, the correlation of the
FEM model and the experiment are good and the model is valid for further studies.

5
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MAC (Modal Assurance Criterion)
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Figure 3: 2-D presentation of MAC Values.
4

MODEL ORDER REDUCTION

A common approach [2] to model reduction is to find a transformation Vn to a lowdimensional subspace. This transformation q = Vn qn + ε should approximate the system
behavior accurately within an error bound and project Eq. 1b onto that subspace. Therefore the reduced system becomes:
Mn q̈n + Dn q̇n + Kn qn = Bin
n f
out
y = Bout
1,n q + B2,n q̇,

(4a)
(4b)

T in
where Mn = VnT MVn , Dn = VnT DVn , Kn = VnT KVn , and Bin
n = Vn B . The transformation matrix Vn can be determined by different methods. For this paper, the component
mode synthesis (CMS) [10], a moment matching method via Krylov subspaces [11] and
the modal reduction of non-symmetric systems [3] were studied.

4.1

Component Mode Systhesis

The component mode synthesis (CMS) was first proposed by Hurty [12] and further
developed by Craig and Bampton [10]. The method has been developed with the purpose
of analysing a complex structure as an assembly of less complex sub-structures. After
reduction of the size of each sub-structure, all reduced models are then assembled into the
global model, which has a much smaller size compared to the physical model. Considering
a sub-structure A the physical DOFs are partitioned into boundary DOFs qA
b and internal
A
DOFs qi . The latter set is reduced by replacing it with the vector pN of the generalised
modal coordinates. The transformation matrix Vn for A is given by:
 A 

qb
I
0
A
A
(5)
q = Vn p =
Φ C ΦN
pA
N
In Eq. 5, ΦC is the matrix of the constraint modes of the sub-structure A. The matrix
ΦN represents a truncated set of normal modes computed from the internal DOFs of A
6
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when all boundary nodes kept fixed. This procedure is only applicable provided that the
sub-structures system matrices are symmetric and positive semidefinite. Considering the
discrete undamped equation of motion for the sub-structure A, after substitution of qA
b
the sub-system matrices MA , KA and the load mapping BA,in are transformed (Eq. 4b)
into a low-dimensional subspace. The reduced model is generated, when this method is
applied to different sub-structures of the demonstration object, like the plate, the cover
frame or the cavity, and these are assembled.
4.2

Moment Matching

The concept of the projection-based moment matching approach is to find a projection
matrix Vn so that the leading term of a Taylor series expansion of the transfer function
matches for the reduced and the original system. An efficient method for engineering
applications is moment matching via Krylov subspaces by means of either the Arnoldi or
the Lanczos process. For this paper, a first order Krylov subspace was studied. Therefore
The second order system can be converted into a descriptor first-order state space system
of size 2N:
Cẋ + Gx = Bu
y = Lx .

(6a)
(6b)

The state vector x is the concatenation of the first and second time derivative x = (q̇ q)T
and the matrices C, G, B, and L were assembled as follows:








0 X
−X 0
0
Bout
, L := Bout
,
(7)
C :=
, G :=
, B :=
2
1
in
M D
0 K
B
where X is an arbitrary regular matrix. In order to obtain symmetric matrices C and G
the matrix X is often set to X = −K or X = M in the case that M and K are symmetric.
For this section the descriptor representation was chosen, because the matrices C and G
are the input parameters of the utilized 1st order Krylov subspace method. The transfer
function H(s) is developed by applying the Laplace transformation to (6) and eliminating
the Laplace transform x̂ of x which results:
H(s) =

ŷ(s)
= L (G + sC)−1 B .
û(s)

(8)

The transfer function of the reduced-order model of size n that approximates the inputoutput behaviour of (8) is given by:
Hn (s) = Ln (Gn + sCn )−1 Bn .

(9)

The concept of the projection-based moment matching approach is to find a projection
matrix Vn so that the leading term of a Taylor series expansion of H(s) and Hn (s) are
7
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matched. This can be done by means of a block Krylov-subspace method. Based on this,
the transformation matrix Vn may be obtained by execution of the Arnoldi process listed
in Algorithm 1 presented in [11]. Therefore, the matrices of the reduced-order model are
defined as follows:
Gn := VnT GVn , Cn := VnT CVn , Bn := VnT B, Ln := LVn .

(10)

The aforementioned algorithm was implemented using the uBLAS C++ template class
library and the parallel sparse direct solver MUMPS 4.8 in the MORAS software.
4.3

Modal reduction of non-symmetric systems

Classical modal reduction can be applied only to symmetric positive semidefinite systems with Rayleigh damping. Obviously, none of these properties is satisfied by the
present system (3). Therefore, we have developed a generalized modal approach, which
is based on the first order representation (6), projects the system on both, left and right
eigenspaces, and accounts for higher order modes by static correction. More precisely, we
construct reduced versions of (6):
Cn ẋ + Gn x = Bn u
y = Ln,1 x + Ln,2 u

(11)

using the following algorithm:
Choose shift s0 not being eigenvalue.
Set T = − (G + s0 C) , F = T−1 B , H = T−1 C .
Compute incomplete Schur factorizations of desired size
H V = V S , H∗ W = W S̃ . With J = W∗V set
Cn = J S , Gn = − (J + s0 Cn ) , Bn = W∗ F , Ln,1 = L V
Ln,2 = Ln,1 J−1 Bn − L F .

(12)

In the Fraunhofer model reduction toolbox (MRT) [3], we use ARPACK [13] and the
LU-decomposition of s20 M + s0 D + K in order to compute the Schur factorizations in an
efficient way.
5

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Generally, the CMS is applicable to acousto-mechnical problems [14] but not yet implemented in ANSYS. For this reason, the performance of the CMS, MORAS and MRT
was compared when the FE model (11420 DOFs) of the pure mechanical plate is reduced
to a 60 DOF first order system. The transfer functions (Fig. 4a) and the relative error
computed against the full ANSYS model (Fig. 4b) are depicted in decibel scale. The best
results for this model were achieved when using the Krylov subspace method (Fig. 4b).
8
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Figure 4: a) Transfer function of the mechnical model, b) error plot.
But considering the usual uncertainties of engineering applications, all MOR methods
produce suitable results. Secondly, acousto-mechanical model (69020 DOFs) was reduced
to 120 DOFs using moment matching via Krylov subspaces. In order to check the dynamic response the system was excited by a z-direction force in the lower right corner.
The mechanical transfer function (Fig. 5a) and the acoustical transfer function (Fig. 5b)
show a strong correlation up to 500 Hz, however when this method is applied the system
becomes unstable, with poles appearing in the left plane of the pole plot (Fig. 5c). Proof
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Figure 5: a), b) Transfer function of the acousto-mechnical model, c) pole map.
of this instability is presented by [11]. This paper proves that passivity and stability is
guaranteed only if G + GT ≥ 0 and C = CT ≥ 0 are positive semidefinite and if matrix
pencil G + sC is regular. But the matrix C never becomes symmetric because of the
unsymmetric mass matrix M [8] (Eq. 7 and Eq. 2). To overcome this issue, the modal
reduction of non-symmetric systems was developed and this method was also applied to
the model. The test used for the Krylov subspace method was executed using the Fraunhofer MRT code. The results are plotted in Fig. 6. The transfer functions are consistent
up to 350 Hz and the systems remains stable (Fig. 6c). As a result, this model can be
9
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Figure 6: a), b) Transfer function of the acousto-mechnical model, c) pole map.
used for the controller implementation.
6

CONTROLLER IMPLEMENTATION

To show the capability of the reduced model for the development of active vibration
control and active noise control, a system-level simulation was developed [8]. A FEM
model with plate, cavity and piezo patches (98310 DOFs) was reduced to 60 DOFs and
a six-mode positive position feedback (PPF) was implemented. The MATLAB/Simulink
model, depicted in Fig. 7a, indicates the reduced system and the controller. The system
was excited by a z-direction force impulse and the response recorded when the controller
was switched on and off. With the active controller, the displacement response is decreased
7 dB, 8 dB, 14 dB, 3 dB and 4 dB for the 1st , the 2nd , the 3rd , the 4th and the 5th mode,
respectively (Fig. 5a).
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Figure 7: a) Simulink model, transfer function: b) force-displacement, c) force-pressure.
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7

CONCLUSION

This paper has considered the MOR of the AdRIA acoustic demonstrator for design of
active vibration control. Three different model order reduction techniques were evaluated,
however only the modal reduction of non-symmetric systems was able to produce stable
reduced models of the acoustic demonstration object. This model was used to set up
a system-level simulation, which demonstrates the feasibility of this tool chain for the
design of active vibration and active noise control.
This proposed framework enables researchers to efficiently model, simulate and study
active structures, including acoustic cavities, with attached actuators and sensors. The
MOR of the large FE model speeds up the simulations process, which helps to save
significant time and costs.
The demonstration object used in this paper was covered by a plane plate. Currently,
one-way and two-way curved shells covering acoustic cavities [5] are studied in order
to minimize the of sound radiation of active structures. Therefore, parametric-reduced
models of coupled mechanical, acoustic and electrical smart structure would be beneficial.
Researcher [3, 15] have proposed promising approaches based on the interpolation of the
system matrices. Research in the application of these methods to the demonstration
object covered by curved shells will be the focus of future work.
8
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Abstract. Health and Usage Monitoring Systems (HUMS) has received considerable
attention from the helicopter community in recent years with the declared aim to increase
flight safety, increase mission reliability, extend duration of life limited components and of
course reduce the maintenance costs. The latter is about 25 per cent of the direct operating
cost of the helicopter, thus playing an important role especially in the case of the ageing
aircrafts. In particular, with respect to helicopter fuselages, only some attempts were carried
out to monitor directly on-line the damage accumulation and propagation during life. In this
field, and in particular in the military applications, an integrated and reliable system for
monitoring the damage in the fuselage and for evaluating the time inspections and remaining
life (prognosis) is missing. However, because of the presence of many vibratory loads, the
diagnosis of helicopter structures is very critical. From one hand, a very large number of
sensors would be needed for a robust appreciation of the structural health, from the other hand
the industrialization of the product brings the need for a low impact over the existing
structures, or toward a reduction in the allowed amount of sensors. As a result, comes the
importance for an optimization of the sensor network, with the aim to find out the regions
inside the structure which are the most sensible to a damage and at the same time robust to
noise. The aim of the present work is to define a methodology for optimising the sensors
position inside an helicopter fuselage panel in order to obtain the best compromise between
the simplicity and the robustness of a sensor network. In particular, a Finite Element (FE)
model will be used to create a database of various damages inside the structure, thus
consequently optimising the network sensitivity to any damage. The evaluation of the
network performances is provided when some realistic noise [1,2] is added to the FE
calculation.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Structural Health Monitoring has received a lot of attention from the aerospace industry,
where the costs related to maintenance and machine stops are very high and safety is a
primary issue. In particular, vibrations play an important role in helicopters, where structural
defects like cracks could propagate very fast causing unexpected failures of components. To
date, fatigue behavior is controlled with a deep analysis in the design phase, governed by
damage tolerant regulations, and with a clear schedule of inspections during life, which
reduce a lot the availability of the machines, with a cost that is around the 25% of the
operating effort.
The coupling of Finite Element Methods (FEM) with Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
has proved to be promising in the frame of Structural Health Monitoring applications,
concerning aerospace industries as well as civil structural ones. The main advantage is that
FEM allows for a low cost knowledge generation, upon which it is possible to optimize the
ANN parameters. For a deeper introduction to the two tools, the interested reader could refer
to [3,4]. Though many parameterized damages could be modeled with FE, it is however
important to keep in mind that some test experiments are needed in order to validate the
models as well as to calibrate the damage sensitive parameters and to appreciate the best
direction for a network optimization. For instance, in [1] some data were presented about
dynamic crack propagation tests in helicopter fuselage panels, and it has been possible to
appreciate the extent of real world dispersion with respect to FEM crack propagation
calculations, giving it as input to the current work. In fact, to deliver a critical product such as
an SHM system, the most important point is to associate a reliability and availability to it,
thus calculating the feasibility either from the economic or safety points of view. In fact,
especially if the system has to interact with the pilot to suggest a certain flight profile
according to the structural health of the machine, the False Alarm parameter should be
reduced at a minimum. Different requirements arise if the system has to communicate with
the maintenance center, where measured data are stored and processed by maintenance
engineers in order to set up the proper maintenance schedule, concept at the basis of the
Condition Based Maintenance (CBM). The former approach is by far more critical, thus
requiring also higher performances, especially in terms of reliability.
Inside this work, the training data are provided by FE analysis, having the advantage of
allowing a large range of damage parameters to be analyzed. However, if in FE analysis there
is no limit on the spatial resolution of the data which is obtained (either strains or mode
shapes), in reality the number of sensors available will be limited and this will create
restrictions on data resolution. As a result, it would be necessary to optimize the number and
location of sensors for each given problem.
The sensor network should thus be optimized in order to maximize the efficiency of the
SHM, compromising between the increasing cost of a dense network and the lowering of
performances by decreasing the number of sensors. An approach for sensor network
optimization is proposed inside this paper, trying to find the best sensor position and number
for a stiffened helicopter panel SHM. The aim is to estimate the amount of sensors necessary
to obtain a certain performance, maybe required from regulations or from economic analysis.
Given the repetitive structure of the typical aeronautical stiffened panel analyzed, the attention
is not focused on the optimization algorithm but on performance results. However, the
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methodology is valid also for more complex cases where symmetries and repetitions couldn’t
be exploited, for which the coupling with more complex optimization techniques like those
reported in literature would be useful. A detailed survey of recent works on sensor placement
is given in [5], focusing the attention on combinatorial optimization, such as Genetic
Algorithms (GA) and Simulated Annealing (SA), which proved to be particularly efficient.
Again, in [6] the information entropy parameter is proposed as a measure upon which to
minimize the uncertainties in the estimation of model parameters, however mostly suited for a
Bayesian Network. Furthermore, in [7] the optimization of optical Fiber Bragg Grating sensor
locations inside a composite repair patch is proposed, with the aim to determine the laminates
between which the fibers should be embedded as well as the actual crack sensitivity of the
sensor.
2

THE DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM

In figure 1 the organization of the diagnostic system is reported. As suggested in [5] and
reported in [8], one could distinguish many steps or levels, each one inferring over a particular
aspect of structural diagnostic. In particular, [5] recommends 4 layers, named Anomaly
Detection (alarm generation), Localization, Quantification and Prognosis. However, an
additional knowledge layer is needed, that is to say Damage Recognition, or the ability of the
algorithm to distinguish the correct damage the structure undergoes. This is mostly important
for the Quantification phase, as a wrong estimation of the damage type could lead to wrong
assumption in Layer 3, 4 and 5. In particular, as introduced before, helicopters are critical
machines because of fatigue (connected with crack damage type) as well as low velocity
impacts due to the harsh environment where they operate (impact damage type). Moreover,
military helicopters are subjected to bullet impacts, once more connected with a different
damage pattern.

Figure 1: Flow Chart representing the organization of information inside the diagnostic system

An important thing to be decided is whether to unify two or more levels of diagnostic
inside just one ANN with multiple output. According to some ANN performance analysis,
using a separate ANN to infer over each single diagnostic layer appears to enhance the
performances. This can be explained through the assumption that, when optimizing the ANN
to solve one layer, each synapses weight is calibrated for that layer information. Obviously, it
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is important to remember that, given that the performance is measured through the percentage
of right assumptions, the reliability of the coupled system has to be compared with the
product of the uncoupled reliabilities.
3

PROBLEM DEFINITION

A FE model of a stiffened panel has been created in ABAQUS 6.9, consisting of a typical
aerospace structure, referring in particular to helicopter fuselage design. Some geometry
information are reported in figure 2, while for a detailed explanation of the model the
interested reader could refer to [8]. Two crack damages have been modeled, one consisting of
a rivet crack, starting from one of the rivet connections inside the panel, while the other
consisting in a bay crack, randomly positioned in a bay to simulate a crack propagating from
an accidental damage. A summary of the problem statement is reported in table 1.

Figure 2: Panel geometry, with model for (a) bay skin crack and (b) rivet skin crack
Table 1: Summary of problem statement

Item
Crack Types
Crack Length
(for ANN training)
Crack Angle
Crack Cases for ANN

Description

Notes

Rivet Crack

The most common case
Simulating crack starting from accidental
damage
Inside this paper, a constant crack length is
chosen to train the ANN, then evaluating the
performances for different crack length.
The loading on the panel is directed parallel to
stringers
Total 80x3=240 cracks on the panel
Total 15x4=60 cracks
Along a path in the centre of the bay parallel
to stringers
Along a path on the stringer next to rivets
parallel to stringers
The number of sensor is constant among all
the stringers.
The number of sensor is constant among all
the bays.

Bay Crack
Constant, 60 mm
Constant, perpendicular to
stringers
80 cases for each bay
1 case for each rivet
Skin

Allowed Sensor Positions
Stringer

Sensor constraints

Skin/Stringer

The sensor network design will be based hereafter upon the optimization for Level 1 and 2
diagnostics. In fact, according to figure 1, Level 1 information appears to be the most critical
point, as it influences the activation of all the consecutive level checks. In fact, the practical
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implementation of the on-board system should rely on the alarm generator, which has to
produce the least number of False Alarms (damage doesn’t exist but it is detected) and Missed
Event (damage exists but it is not detected). Level 1 decision will be modeled by means of a
Pattern Recognition ANN algorithm, inside the MATLAB environment. Only when the
anomaly is detected, all the consecutive steps should be activated. In particular, the need for a
damage type discrimination has been advanced above. Inside the present work, the Level 2
check has to distinguish between 2 damage types that are practically similar, as they both
refer to a skin crack. However, the system feasibility will be demonstrated. For a more
practical and useful solution one could try to model the rupture of a stringer, thus discerning it
with respect to skin crack damages. Again, Level 2 decision will be modeled by means of a
Pattern Recognition ANN algorithm, inside the MATLAB environment.
4.1 Performance indicators
It is important to define the performance indicators of the ANN. For this purpose, 3
parameters have been identified as the most indicative, that is to say, the Probability of
damage Detection (PoD), the Probability of False Alarms (PFA) and the Probability of Wrong
Assumptions (PWA):
PoD =

Detected _ cracks
Total _ crack _ cases

PME = 1 - PoD

(2)

Correct _ alarms
Generated _ alarms

(3)

Wrong _ Decisions
Total _ Nr. _ of _ analysed _ cases

(4)

PFA =

PWA =

(1)

In particular, the parameter defined in Eq. (3) is able to synthesize the information gained
through PoD and PFA. For that reason, PWA will be used in the next chapters to reason about
the sensor number selection.

4.2 Noise extent appreciation
As introduced in Ch. 1, during the training phase, FE calculations for strains over the
structure will be given as input to the Pattern Recognition ANN, while the output will be a
binary variable indicating whether the damage is present or not. However, it is important to
consider that, during the algorithm testing or, more generally, while using the properly
weighted algorithm in a real environment, the input data will be noised, at least hopefully
with a mean value near to the FEM prediction. In [1] some propagation tests were performed
over the same structure geometry, thus appreciating the extent of the variability of strain
measurements over the structure in function of the crack length (all the cracks were artificially
initiated at the same location in a typical panel geometry).
The main output from [1] was that two classes of sensor positions could be established,
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that is to say sensors on skin or on stringers, with sensing direction parallel to maximum
principal stresses. The sensors located on the skin presented a larger deviation from FEM with
respect to those placed on the stringers. On the other hand, skin appeared as more sensitive to
crack presence, which means that the strain parameter variation per unit of crack length
increase was larger with respect to what happened for stringer sensor. However, being the
noise robustness more influent with respect to the losses in sensitivity, stringer located sensors
behaved better than skin sensors in crack hypothesis testing. The extreme variability of
measures coming from skin sensors might be due to compressive stresses perpendicular to
stringers generated in the bay skin, similar to buckling effects, very case to case dependent.
On the other hand, stringers are designed to transmit a the load in a certain direction, thus
acting as a filter with respect to noises coming from all the other directions. In table 2 is
reported the extent of noise percentage superposed to FEM calculated inputs during the ANN
TESTING phase.
Another point to be discussed is whether to introduce or not the noise also in the ANN
TRAINING phase. In fact, the proper ANN optimization would stop before starting to learn
the noise coming from the input data, thus maintaining the property of generalization.
However, if the network training is done with deterministic data (FEM based), practically the
algorithm doesn’t recognize that the same defect could produce a certain distribution of
possible strain outputs, instead of just one value. The proposal inside the current work is to
introduce a certain amount of noise also in the training phase of the neural network. This has
been done by creating 25 replies for each strain measure associated to each damage case,
sampling from a Gaussian distribution with mean equal to the FEM prediction and variance
connected to the percentage variation expressed in table 2 for the training phase (the choice
for the noise model has to be carefully justified, as explained later on). In particular, the
performance evaluation for sensor network modeling has been repeated for 3 noise amounts
applied in the training phase, as reported again in table 2.
Table 2: Noise Estimation for ANN training and testing
Training Phase
Testing Phase

Sensor on Skin
Sensor on Stringer
Sensor on Skin
Sensor on Stringer

0%, 6%, 10%
0%, 4%, 8%
15%
7.5%

Figure 3: Probability of False Alarm (PFA), Probability of Missing Event (PME) and Probability of total
Wrong Decision as a function of noise added in the ANN training
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The noise amount to be introduced in the training phase should be estimated upon
appreciation of the actual noise present on the real case structure (Testing Phase Noise). In
figure 3 the performance variation is reported in function of the noise added to FE data in the
training phase. It can be noticed that a beneficial effect in performances is obtained by adding
noise up to a certain value, below which the algorithm starts to decrease its detection
capabilities.
Finally, the choice for a Gaussian distribution for noise modeling has to be justified
according to the assumption that the causes of that noise are also Normal distributed. The
following are the main reasons for real data dispersion with respect to FEM prediction on
strain measures:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manufacturing process
Material non-uniformities
Non Linearity (different from damage)
Environmental influences
Sensor locations
Crack angles

Under the hypothesis of material uniformity and linearity, allowing a 1-2% variation in
material properties, it will be reflected in the same percentage uncertainties on the FEM
prediction. In figure 4 it is possible to appreciate the effect on the strain FEM outputs due to a
±5.5° variation in crack angle (corresponding to ±5% of the 90° target angle with respect to
stringer direction). In case of perfect Gaussian error propagation, the lines relative to ±5.5°
angle variation should be mirrored with respect to 0% difference horizontal line. This is not
happening which means that, though the angle dispersion could be Normal distributed, its
noise propagation at sensor measure level won’t still be Normal distributed. However, it
rarely exceeded the 2% threshold variation in strain field output.

Figure 4: Uncertainty in FEM strain measures estimation for ±5.5° variation of crack angle w.r.t. nominal crack
angle (90°)
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5

RESULTS AND CONSIDERATIONS

According to the problem statement discussed above, some sensitivity plots have been
produced in order to evaluate the performances of the ANN in function of the PWA
parameter, as defined in Ch. 4.2. For each sensor number combination inside the plots, the
ANN (pattern recognition) performance has been evaluated trying 5 different hidden layer
numbers and repeating the network training 4 times, in order to select the best trial. This
because, by varying the number of hidden layers, the structure of the ANN is changed, and
thus its performances. Moreover, the optimization process itself isn’t deterministic, thus
producing a different ANN for each training trial. For a better understanding on the structure
of ANN the interested reader could refer to [3,8].

5.1 Case 1 (a, b)
Level 1: PATTERN RECOGNITION (Distinguish
damaged from undamaged panel)

Problem
Noise in training set
Noise in testing set
Crack Length for
training
Crack Length for
testing
Crack Angle
Crack Type

Sensor on Skin (a,b,c)
Sensor on Stringer (a,b,c)
Sensor on Skin
Sensor on Stringer

0%
0%
15%
7.5%

10%
8%

60mm
60mm
Perpendicular to stringer
Either rivet crack or bay crack

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Case 1 sensitivity plots for PWA with (a) no noise in ANN training (b) noised training set
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5.2 Case 2 (a, b)
Level 1: PATTERN RECOGNITION (Distinguish
damaged from undamaged panel)

Problem
Noise in training set
Noise in testing set
Crack Length for
training
Crack Length for
testing
Crack Angle
Crack Type

Sensor on Skin (a,b,c)
Sensor on Stringer (a,b,c)
Sensor on Skin
Sensor on Stringer

0%
0%
15%
7.5%

10%
8%

60mm
100mm
Perpendicular to stringer
Either rivet crack or bay crack

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Case 2 sensitivity plots for PWA with (a) no noise in ANN training (b) noised training set

5.3 Case 3 (a, b)
Problem
Noise in training set
Noise in testing set
Crack Length for
training
Crack Length for
testing
Crack Angle
Crack Type

Level 1: PATTERN RECOGNITION (Distinguish
damaged from undamaged panel)
Sensor on Skin (a,b,c)
Sensor on Stringer (a,b,c)
Sensor on Skin
Sensor on Stringer
60mm
40mm
Perpendicular to stringer
Either rivet crack or bay crack
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Case 3 sensitivity plots for PWA with (a) no noise in ANN training (b) noised training set

5.4 Case 4 (a, b)
Level 2: PATTERN RECOGNITION (Distinguish
skin crack from rivet crack)

Problem
Noise in training set
Noise in testing set
Crack Length for
training
Crack Length for
testing
Crack Angle
Crack Type

Sensor on Skin (a,b,c)
Sensor on Stringer (a,b,c)
Sensor on Skin
Sensor on Stringer

0%
0%
15%
7.5%

10%
8%

60mm
60mm
Perpendicular to stringer
Either rivet crack or bay crack

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Case 4 sensitivity plots for PWA with (a) no noise in ANN training (b) noised training set
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5.5 Considerations
In figure 5 the ANN performances in terms of PWA are plotted as a function of the sensor
combination over the structure. The first thing that should be noticed it the improvement in
detection capabilities because of the introduction of a certain level of noise inside the training
phase (figure 5b). In addition one could notice that, while for a lower number of stringer
sensors it could be worth to acquire some skin measurements, when increasing the sensor
number on the stringer it becomes practically negligible the additional information gained
with skin bay measures. On the other hand, the information gained by adding one more
stringer sensor is higher with respect to that of a skin bay sensor, maybe due to the noise
model, however in agreement with experimental test conducted in [1, 2].
If results reported in figure 5 refer to a case where crack length for training (60 mm)
coincide with that for testing (60 mm), in figure 6 and 7 the testing crack length has been
respectively moved to 100 mm and 40 mm. As expected, the detection performances got
worse when detecting cracks smaller than those for training and rather better when moving in
the opposite direction. A similar information can be retrieved from figure 9, where the
changes in ANN capabilities as a function of sensor number and crack length are clearly
appreciable for the cases with no sensors on the skin but varying sensors on the stringers
(figure 9a) and 6 sensors on each stringers and varying number of skin sensors (figure 9b). It
is however demonstrated (at least for stiffened panels) that designing a training set with a
threshold crack length allows to detect also longer cracks with a reliability at least equal to the
design point.
Finally, in figure 8 the capabilities on damage recognition for Level 2 diagnostic is
reported as a function of sensor number combinations. Again it is clear that the information
gained with a stringer sensor is by far more effective than the one of a skin located sensor. It
is also possible to appreciate that sometimes adding additional sensors on the skin could
worsen the ANN performances.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: (a) PWA as a function of sensor Nr. on each stringer (with no skin sensors) for different crack length
in testing phase and (b) PWA as a function of sensor Nr. on each bay (with 6 sensors on each stringer) for
different crack length in testing phase. Training has been done with 60mm cracks (dashed line)
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6

CONCLUSIONS

According to some preliminary studies on helicopter fuselage damage tolerant design [1,
2], it has been possible to appreciate the extent of variability in strain measures for stiffened
panel like structures subjected to growing damages. The information retrieved has been used
inside this work to enhance the performances of an ANN, thus selecting the best sensor
arrangement in terms of numbering and position, according to the capabilities of different
configurations, expressed as PWA, PME and PFA. It was demonstrated the performance
increase due to the superposition of even a small noise to the deterministic training set coming
from FE simulations. Moreover, it was confirmed [1] the best performance of a stringer
sensor with respect to skin bay measure points. Finally, the configuration suggested for the
current case test is a 6-sensor-per-stringer/320mm-stringer. The choice can be taken as a good
compromise between the additional information that could come from one more sensor in
stringer/skin and the feasibility of the SHM hardware. However, according to the new sensor
technologies based upon Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) systems, even more sensors could be
distributed along the stringer direction thanks to the possibility for multiplexing.
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Abstract. Coupled problems in engineering inevitably lead to contradictory goals for single
quality criteria. Applying numerical optimization to find the best solution requires the
definition of an objective function based upon these criteria as a measure of merit for the
whole design. It will be shown that the usual approach of a weighted sum is improper and
unreliable. Also the consideration of the complete Pareto front is not only no solution to this
problem, it usually requires a not maintainable amount of calculations. Therefore, a new
approach for the definition of objective functions is proposed, which solves the dilemma of
contradictory goals by finding an appropriate compromise based upon the intuition.
1

INTRODUCTION

Coupled problems, and multidisciplinary optimization is one of them, often lead to
contradictions with respect to the goals. These contradictions do not only occur in
multidisciplinary cases, e.g. low aerodynamic drag and a wing as thick as possible for an
aircraft, but also in simpler cases like multipoint designs. This results in the problem to obtain
an overall appropriate measure of merit for the design, instantiated by a so called objective
function. Usually, this function is set up as a weighted sum of all conceived criteria. While
this approach seems to be simple and obvious, it comprises a severe amount of arbitrariness
concerning the choice of usually applied weighting factors. Furthermore, if constraints for
some criteria have to be considered, assuming the application of optimization algorithms
which are not capable to handle them directly, this is only possible by the introduction of so
called penalty functions in order to worsen the objective function value artificially in case of
the violation of constraints. These penalty functions are usually quadratic, i.e. nonlinear, with
the effect of an unforeseeable distortion of the solution space topography. After all, it can
additionally be shown that not all possible combination of optimal criteria is possible with this
approach.
An alternative approach is the consideration of the so called Pareto front. This constitutes
the non-dominating solutions, meaning that the improvement of one criterion leads to a
degradation of the other. Historically, this is the usual way considering criteria when
evolutionary or genetic algorithms are applied, because the huge amount of objective function
evaluations simply provides this front. On the other hand, there exists no distinct solution.
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Users need to choose one solution out of all Pareto optimal ones, leading again to some kind
of arbitrariness. Furthermore, if this may be possible in the case of only two criteria, it will
become impossible for more than three, because the Pareto front becomes a hyperdimensional surface, which cannot be imagined by humans. To handle this problem, so called
decision making tools respectively algorithms have been developed, but there exists no prove
for their correctness or applicability. Therefore, a new approach for an objective function,
based upon the principles of Fuzzy Logic [4], is proposed, which simplifies the decision
finding process significantly and leading to a distinct measure of merit for each solution. In
contrast to the mentioned decision finding tools, this constitutes a real objective function.
In the following, starting with a simple example to demonstrate the difficulty in setting up
an appropriate objective function based upon weighted sums, and to understand the meaning
of the solution space topography, the proposed new approach will be discussed in relation to
the above mentioned current procedures. Finally, a practical application to an eight criteria
optimization problem will show the simplicity and advantages compared to using weighted
sums.
2 SOLUTION SPACE TOPOGRAPHIES
Numerical Optimization algorithms usually need some kind of exact measure for each
single solution in order to vary the design variables for an improvement. This is accomplished
by setting up an objective function. However, a function means defining a surface in hyperdimensional space. Having two criteria leads to a surface in three dimensions like a landscape.
Within this landscape one can find the highest and lowest points, which are the optima. This
means, by defining an objective function, the location of the optimum is also predefined,
although unknown a priory. The following simple example shows this relation for only two
criteria, making it possible to visualize the landscape. Having more than two criteria worsens
the problem and leads to unsolvable arbitrariness.
The basis of this optimization problem is a beam with length L shown in Fig. 1, loaded by
a force P and having the design parameters width w and height h. The goal is to maximize the
benefit in terms of the usable length L while minimizing the costs represented by the volume
V, calculated from equation (1). Assuming some kind of allowable stress σallowed of the material,
which should not be exceeded by the maximum stress occurring at the left mounting location,
the resulting maximal length can be calculated based upon the geometric moment of inertia
from equation (2).
V=Lwh

(1)

L = σallowed ∙ w ∙ h2 / (6 ∙ P)

(2)

min f = w1 V – w2 L

(3)

The corresponding objective function, built as a weighted sum with the weighting factors
w1 and w2, is shown in equation (3). However, it is unknown which value these factors should
have. In order to demonstrate the influence of this choice, three slightly different
combinations, shown in Tab. 1, were used to calculate the solution space from a full factorial
search. The corresponding topographies are depicted in Fig. 2.
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Table 1: Weighting Combinations for the Beam Objective Function

Figure 1: Beam optimization example

Figure 2: Beam solution spaces for different weighting factors

Different objective functions with varying weighting factors, more or less arbitrarily
chosen, obviously lead to different results. Changing the weighting factors respectively the
objective function means, changing the shape of the solution space, predetermining the
possible optima with the result of different solutions. While this example is very simple, in
practice the topographies look much more complex and non-smooth like in Fig. 3. Even in
this two-dimensional case for the aerodynamic drag of an airfoil, calculated by an iterative
code based upon the full potential theory, for the design parameters camber and thickness, it is
obvious, that finding an optimum is not trivial within this landscape. The plateau and the
peaks are due to not converging solutions, something that is very likely to occur during an
optimization.
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Figure 3: Solution space topography for the aerodynamic drag of an airfoil, depending on camber and thickness,
calculated by a code based upon the full potential theory

3

PARETO FRONTS AND WEIGHTED SUM OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS

In the case of multi-objective optimization no single objective can be maximized or
minimized without the compromise of deteriorating another. This is known as the so called
Pareto front, which includes all these solutions. To get a hands-on example, the following two
objectives may serve. For this simple example we suppose, that one objective will be
minimized with a decreasing design parameter, while the other one improves with an
increasing one. A possibility for such a scenario are the functions from equation (4) and (5)
within the interval of [0:1], Fig. 4.
f 1  1  2 x  x2

(4)

f2 x

(5)

Figure 4: Competing objectives from equation (4) and (5) within the interval [0:1]

Plotting function f2 depending on f1 yields the Pareto front, Fig. 5, i.e. all possible
compromise solutions, which in this case exist of a convex and a concave area. Now we
assume to find one of these compromises by the application of a weighted sum, equation (6).
Trying to incorporate this into Fig. 5 requires transposing it to equation (7). This is a linear

4
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equation with a negative gradient of w1/w2. Fig. 6 shows several lines with different slopes. A
minimization of f means a parallel translation to the left. An equal weighting leads to the
bottom right point of the front, while choosing w1 > w2 some points within the convex region
can be reached. The boundary in the right picture of Fig. 6 is found for f1 = 1/9 = 0.111, while
the convex part ends at f1 = 0.444 where the curvature changes. This means, no point on the
concave part of this Pareto front and also many points on the convex part, overall about 75%,
are reachable by this kind of objective function.

Figure 5: Pareto front for the objectives from equation (4) and (5) within the interval [0:1]

min f  w1 f 1  w2 f 2

(6)

f2 = f / w2 – f1 w1/w2

(7)

Figure 6: Pareto front compared to weighted sum objective functions

Therefore, weighted sums cannot be an appropriate approach for the description of
optimization goals. Nobody ever can tell, whether the hyper-dimensional Pareto front consists
of concave parts, which may be missed. Thus, another way of defining optimization goals is
necessary.
4

TRANSFORMING APPRAILSALS INTO DISTINCT MEASURES
The most difficult part when applying Numerical Optimization is to find an appropriate
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measure of merit for each single design, i.e. to constitute the objective function. This is
particularly true for cases with multiple and in general competing criteria. It seems to be selfevident to decide whether something is good or bad, but unfortunately things are never only
good or bad in an absolute sense. They are more or less good or bad. What looks like a
problem, adheres the solution in itself. In workaday life people need to find answers to
questions like “Does a 27 year old person belong to the group of about 30 year old people?”.
The astonishingly simple answer is “To some extent”, and the only question left is how to
quantify this answer. Here the theory of Fuzzy Logic from Zadeh [4] comes into play.
Assuming that one knows the theoretical best solution and is able to quantify an actual
solution compared to that, it would be possible to specify its quality. This is the basis of
Fuzzy Logic objective functions (FLOFs).
Applying Fuzzy Logic to objective functions consists of three parts:
1. Based upon the assumption that desirable, tolerable and unacceptable solutions
exist, the determination of a relative quantity concerning the membership to each of
these classes
2. Setting up logical rules describing the interdependencies of criteria qualities, e.g. if
criterion 1 is desirable and criterion 2 is unacceptable, then the overall solution is
unacceptable
3. Based upon the aforementioned logical rules finding some kind of compromise
The first part consists, in the terminology of Fuzzy Logic, of the constitution of so called
membership functions, describing the degree of membership. In this case, a linear dependency
is sufficient and yields, for the length and volume of the above example of the beam defined
within the Software CAOne® [1], classes depicted in Fig.7. The only necessary information is
an actual respectively current or starting value of the criterion and the direction for
improvement.

Figure 7: Classes for desirable, tolerable and unacceptable solutions for the length and volume of the beam

The second part, setting up logical rules for calculating the consequences, may look like in
Fig. 8. The reader may note that it is not necessary to declare all possible rules. From
experience, only the ones that are of interest should be defined. Also, the obvious rules like “If
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the volume is desirable than the solution is desirable” are already available within the
aforementioned software. The result of each of these rules in case of an AND-condition is,
comparable to binary logic, the intersection of the considered classes, meaning the minimum
of the two grades of membership.

Figure 8: Logical rules for the length and volume of the beam

The last step consists of the so called defuzzification, which means calculating an overall
measure of merit for the results of the consequences. This is accomplished by calculating a
compromise, again using membership functions for desirable, tolerable and unacceptable
results. Fig. 9 shows the applied approach. Mathematically, it is again a weighted sum for all
consequences, with the weight being the center of gravity (also called Center of Moment CoM
method) of the classes respectively triangles shown in equation (8), which is the one that any
optimization strategy will minimize. Here, the memberships of the consequences are denoted
with sk while xck means the location of the CoM of the respective solution class, i.e. 1/6 for the
desirable, 1/2 for the tolerable and 5/6 for the unacceptable class.
(8)

Figure 9: Classes for the desirable, tolerable and unacceptable solutions

Applying this approach to the beam example yields the solution space shown in Fig. 10. In
this case it becomes obvious that the goal was to improve both criteria to the same extend,
which was not clear before by applying just a weighted sum with unknown weights.
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Figure 10: Solution space topography for the beam example applying a fuzzy logic objective function

5

UNDERSTANDING THE FUZZY LOGIC APPROACH

The first step in using FLOFs is the constitution of membership functions. In the case of
linear dependencies this becomes a linear equation, e.g. sVd = 1 – V/9 and sVu = V/9 for the
desirable or unacceptable classes of the volume in Fig. 7. Concentrating only on the desirable
solutions would transform a concave Pareto front into a convex one, but also vice versa.
Considering just the mere desirable solutions, without the tolerable and unacceptable ones and
without any interdependency between the criteria, would yield a simple weighted sum
following equation (8), which is not comparable to equation (6). Thus, it is obvious that the
additional classes and the logic rules are the key ingredient for this approach. As an example,
the introduction of the rule “If Volume is desirable and Length is desirable than the solution is
desirable” would lead to equation (9), where sV and sL constitute the grades of membership
for the desirable, tolerable and unacceptable classes respectively, while xd, xt and xu are the
above mentioned values for the CoM-method.

(9)

Keeping in mind that for sV and sL the functions for the memberships have to be
introduced, and here we are only considering one single rule leading to one min-term (ANDcondition), it becomes clear that these functions do not represent a linear line like in Fig. 6. Of
course, this function consists of linear parts, but at least the division by the membership
functions leads to a nonlinear curve. This makes it possible to reach even the concave parts of
Pareto fronts.
In order to demonstrate this capability we will get back to the example of section 3. Let the
functions f1 and f2 from equations (4) and (5) represent two qualities or criteria for an
optimization problem, which tries to minimize both at the same time. Furthermore, it is
supposed that initial solutions exist, e.g. f1 = 0.9 and f2 = 0.3, and any improvement is
welcome. This would yield the membership functions in Fig. 11. Applying absolutely no rule,
which is similar to define the obvious one like “If f1 is desirable and f2 is desirable than the
solution is desirable”, yields a result within the convex region, Fig. 12, but already beyond
the boundary of the weighted sum. On the other hand, just introducing the rule “If f1 is
desirable and f2 is unacceptable than the solution is unacceptable” finds the result on the
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concave part of the Pareto front, Fig. 13. This solution is impossible to find using a standard
weighted sum, although it is a valid one. Fig. 14 shows the development of weighted sum
based objective functions for different weighting factors in comparison to the Fuzzy Logic
approach. The unreachable region is tremendously large.

Figure 11: Membership functions

Figure 12: Minimum without any rules

Figure 13: Minimum with one simple rule
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Figure 14: Comparison of different objective functions

Another effect of the application of this approach is the smoothing of the solution space
topography. Fig. 15 shows on the left side a solution space which is characterized by peaks,
plateaus and shallow gradients. Calculating the solution space based upon the proposed Fuzzy
Logic approach yields the right picture, which shows an extremely smoothed topography.
From the point of view of an optimization algorithm it is much simpler to find the optimum
within this topography, particularly because the minimum has been intensified. Details
concerning this can be found in [3]. This leads to a fewer number of necessary iterations and
therefore additionally saves computing time.

7

Figure 15: Smoothing of solution space topographies

6

MULTI-CRITERIA EXAMPLE

In order to show the advantages of the proposed approach in practice, a multi-criteria
example was chosen. It consists of the design of an aircraft wing for a transonic transport
aircraft. This wing is set up from three lofted airfoils, each described by five design
parameters, Fig. 16. The design criteria are as follows:
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1. Minimum aerodynamic drag in three design points (Mach numbers / lift
coefficients)
2. Minimum structural weight (depending on airfoil / wing thickness, contradictory to
point 1)
3. Sufficient fuel volume for a flight mission (wing volume, contradiction to point 1)
4. Best possible low-speed properties (airfoil properties contradictory to point 1)

Figure 16: Aircraft wing and airfoils

These criteria are formulated in the usual linguistic manner in order to demonstrate the
advantage of the FLOF approach. The modeling of all the qualities is not part of this work and
can be found along with every other detail and result in [2]. All together, the designer is faced
with eight criteria to be assed (three airfoil drags, the wing weight, the fuel volume and three
airfoil lifts). Now it is up to the reader to give eight weighting factors for an objective
function based upon a weighted sum. Obviously, this is not possible and results in a trial and
error process. For this example, three different weighting combinations were chosen from
experience. On the other hand, if we have an initial solution and values for each criterion, than
we easily can describe the direction of improvement and quality interdependencies. The result
of an optimization based upon the three weighting combinations and a FLOF is depicted in
Fig. 17. The objective function values are normalized in order to make them comparable.
Clearly, the Fuzzy Logic approach reaches the minimum in less iterations and the solution is
better (lower values), while as expected the weighted sums lead to different results depending
on the weighting values due to the deformation of the solution space topography. The FLOF
leads to a decrease of the wing weight from 91t to 60t compared to about 83t for the weighted
sums. The same superior improvement can be found for all other criteria [2]. All together,
applying the Fuzzy Logic for objective functions leads to an acceleration in convergence and
better results compared to the usual approach. Above all, it is much simpler to set up and
much more reliable in the sense of transforming appraisals into an exact mathematical
measure of merit.
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Figure 17: Convergence history for different objective functions

7

SUMMARY

Coupled problems in engineering naturally lead to contradictory criteria for each design
quality and need to be assessed in relation to each other for a single goal. This is
accomplished by setting up an objective function, which spans a hyper-dimensional surface in
n-dimensional space. Usual approaches using weighted sums are improper, because they
suffer from arbitrary choices for the weighting factors with the corresponding change in the
solution space topography and, therefore, the definition of the possible optimum.
Furthermore, it is impossible to describe any conceivable combination of criteria with this
approach. The alternative of a so called Pareto-optimization leads to an assessment of all non
dominating solutions, which is extremely difficult in the case of more than three criteria and,
furthermore, shifts the procedure of the formation of opinion downstream. A new approach
based upon Fuzzy Logic has been proposed, which solves all the mentioned problems and
additionally yields a simple and reliable definition of design goals, even in very complicated
cases. As a side effect the solution space topography is smoothed and leads to a fewer number
of iterations, thus saving time and money.
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Abstract. This paper presents a coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical (THM) model enriched with a buckling-type criterion for progressive spalling. In the first part of the
paper, a general fully coupled multi-phase THM model describing the behaviour of concrete at moderate and high temperatures is presented. Then the spalling criterion and its
numerical implementation in the framework of the finite element method are presented.
1
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Finally, a simple 1D numerical example will illustrate the effectiveness of the implemented
numerical approach.

1

INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, major tunnel fires (Channel 1996, Ekeberg 1996, Mont-Blanc and
Tauern 1999, Kaprun 2000, Gleinalm 2001 and St Gotthard 2001) has caused fatalities, severe traffic restrictions as well as important economic losses. In extreme conditions such as
those typical occurring during a fire (i.e. temperatures exceeding 1200o C for considerable
time spans), concrete experiences a drastic decrease of its performances due to degradation
processes that are induced by several coupled thermo-hydro-chemo-mechanical (THCM)
phenomena. Pore pressure build-up, restrained thermal dilatation, cement paste to aggregate incompatibility, thermal de-cohesion, dehydration . . . are just some main physical
phenomena affecting concrete performances and which may cause spalling. Progressive
concrete spalling occurring during a fire is a physical process of the breakdown of surface
layers which flake into small pebble-like pieces in response to THM stresses.
In this contribution, a THM finite element model is enriched with a buckling-type
criterion for progressive spalling. The thermo-hygral part of the THM model is based
on the three fluid approach for partially saturated media [5]. The approach is developed
by writing the relevant balance equations for the constituents at the pore scale and by
up-scaling these equations to the macroscopic scale, taking into account thermodynamic
constraints. The mechanical part is derived within the framework of poro-mechanics
coupled to damage and softening plasticity [1]. The final model, after introduction of the
constitutive equations, consists of a mass balance equation for the dry air, a mass balance
equation for the fluid phases (water and vapour), a mass balance equation for the solid
phase, an energy balance and mechanical equilibrium equations for whole porous medium.
The spalling criterion is an iterative post-processing, within each time step, of stress,
pore pressure, damage and current strength fields that are obtained from THM solution.
In this criterion, effective (acting on the solid phase) pore pressures may give rise to microcracking that percolate to form a flake whose size is related to the maximum aggregate
size. A buckling analysis is then performed on the delimited flake (with damaged stiffness)
while subjected to compressive stresses. The efficiency of the implemented numerical
model in capturing initiation and progression of a spalling front is finally illustrated by
an example.
2

THERMO-HYGRAL MODEL

The thermo-hygral model is described by a set of balance equations completed by
an appropriated set of constitutive relationships describing the behaviour of concrete at
moderate and high temperatures. The main physical phenomena such as vapour diffusion,
liquid water flow due to pressure gradients and capillary effects, dehydration [4], evapora2
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tion and condensation phenomena [9] are taken into account. The governing equations of
the model are finally given in terms of the chosen state variables: the capillary pressure
pc , the gas pressure pg and the temperature T . Hence, mass balance equations write, for
solid matrix:
∂ms
= ṁdehyd
∂t

(1)

∂ml
+ ∇ · (ml v l−s ) = −ṁvap − ṁdehyd
∂t

(2)

∂mv
+ ∇ · (mv v g−s ) + ∇ · (mv v v−g ) = ṁvap
∂t

(3)

∂ma
+ ∇ · (ma v g−s ) + ∇ · (ma v a−g ) = 0
∂t

(4)

liquid water:

vapour:

dry air:

where mx is the mass per unit volume of porous medium of each constituent (x =
s, l, v, a):
ms = (1 − φ) ρs , ml = ρl Sl φ , mv = ρv (1 − Sl ) φ , ma = ρa (1 − Sl ) φ

(5)

in which ρx is the corresponding density, φ is the porosity, Sl is the degree of saturation,
ṁvap is the evaporation mass rate and ṁdehyd is the dehydration mass rate.
Besides, the energy balance equation of the whole medium is:


ρl krl
ρg krg
∂T
− K Cl
(∇ pg − ∇ pc ) + Cg
∇ pg ·∇T − ∇ · (λ∇T )
ρCp
∂t
µl
µg
(6)
= −Hvap ṁvap + Hdehyd ṁdehyd
where Cp is heat capacity, q is the heat flux, Hvap is the enthalpy of vaporization and
Hdehyd is the enthalpy of dehydration.
3

MECHANICAL MODEL

The mechanical behaviour of the matrix is described by an elasto-plastic approach
coupled to damage. The constitutive law reads:
σ = (1 − Dtc )(1 − Dm )σ̃ + bps δ

(7)

where σ is the apparent stress tensor, σ̃ is the effective stress tensor [7], b = 1 −
(1 − b0 )[1 − (1 − Dtc )(1 − Dm )] is the Biot’s coefficient of damaged porous medium [6],
ps is the pore pressure acting on the solid phase and δ is the second order unit tensor.
3
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This equation takes into account the thermo-chemical process due to degradation and
the mechanical damage. Two variables of thermo-chemical damage Dtc and mechanical
damage Dm are therefore introduced.
Furthermore, the effective strain tensor ε̃ is given by the decomposition of total strain
tensor ε to the elastic strain tensor εe , the plastic strain tensor εp describing crack opening,
the transient creep component which is the additional strain observed when heating occurs
with a concomitant sustained applied load εtc [10] [11] and the free thermal strain tensor
εth .
Thus the effective stress tensor is given by:
σ̃ = E : (ε − εp − εth − εtc )

(8)

The final mechanical constitutive equation then writes:
σ = (1 − Dtc )(1 − Dm )E : (ε − εp − εth − εtc ) + bps δ
4

(9)

SPALLING CRITERIA AND SIMULATION OF SPALLING FRONT

4.1

Spalling criteria

The spalling phenomenon is assumed to be the result of a combination of two main
processes: the first one is the thermo-hygral process related to the build-up of pore pressures acting on the solid phase; the second one is the thermo-mechanical process which is
associated to the thermal dilatation gradient.
The first process is related to the mass transfer of liquid phases (liquid water, vapour
and dry air) [8]. When temperature increases, strong vapour gradients are generated
causing moisture to migrate both towards the heated surface and inwards, towards the
colder layers: this latter results in vapour condensation. This phenomenon, often referred
to as ”moisture clog”, forms a quasi-saturated layer that acts as an impermeable wall for
gases, resulting in gas pressure built-up (Fig:1-b). This pressure may give rise to microcracks that propagate forming a flake whose size is related to the maximum aggregate
size.
The first spalling criterion is then stated by comparing the pore pressure and the tensile
strength:
Fcri1 = ft (T ) − bps < 0

(10)

where Fcri1 is the value of the first spalling criterion, ft is the tensile strength which
depends on the temperature, b is the Biot’s coefficient and ps is the pore pressure acting
to the solid phase:
ps = pg − χpc = pg − Sl pc
in which χ is the Bishop’s coefficient.
4
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Figure 1: Spalling mechanism: a) Thermal dilatation [3] b) Pore pressure [2]

The thermo-mechanical process is directly associated to the temperature field. As
temperature increases, the temperature gradients generate a thermal dilatation which
engenders compressive stresses in the direction parallel to the heated face (Fig:1-a). An
additional external compressive load parallel to the heated face can intensify this effect
[8, 12].
If the compressive stresses induced by the thermal gradients are strong enough (and
the first spalling criterion is satisfied), the external layer buckles.
The second spalling criterion writes:
Fcri2

= σcr − < σ >
π 2 EI
=
−<σ>
Ah
π 2 e2
=
(1− < D >)E0 − < σ >
12h2

(12)

where Fcri2 is the value of the second spalling criterion, σcr is the Euler’s criterion
stress, σ is the compressive stresses (in equation 7) in the direction parallel to the heated
face, A is the area of spalling zone, h is the length of spalling zone, e is the depth of the
spalling zone, E is the stiffness of material, < · > is the average operation and D is the
damage of material.
4.2

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF SPALLING

The spalling criterion is an iterative post-processing of stress, pore pressure, damage
and current strength fields that are obtained from the THM solution.

5
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Figure 2: Studied configuration

The simulation of a progressing spalling front within one time step is then verified
by using the two spalling criteria presented in the previous section. If the criteria are
both verified and concrete spalls, the associated FE mesh is deactivated (no remeshing
is required) and boundary conditions are transferred to the interface between the spalled
zone and the intact layer of elements.
The THM model and the spalling criteria have been introduced into CESAR, a finite
element code developed by Laboratoire Des Ponts et Chaussées (LCPC).
5

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Figure 3: Temperature evolutions in different time steps

In this section, the presented THM modelling and the spalling phenomenon are illustrated by a simple numerical 1D example. The concrete specimen (2mm × 10cm) is
exposed to an ISO Fire and a Neumann type boundary condition on pc and pg on the left
side of the specimen (Fig 2) is applied. In order to promote the spalling phenomenon, in
this (purely numerical) example the spalling criteria related to the gas pressure is considered as satisfied (i.e. the tensile strength is artificially set to zero ft = 0). In figures 3-4
the evolutions of capillary pressure, gas pressure and temperature are given. We observe
that the specimen spalls many times from t = 485s to t = 760s. The depth of the spalling
zone is 12mm and the spalling velocity variate from 1.8mm/min to 5mm/min. The figure
5 represent the evolution of capillary pressure in the first 2mm of the specimen. At the
first spalling, the heated surface layer of 4 elements is deactivated. Then the boundary
6
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condition is transferred successfully to the the surface between external spalled layer and
inner layer. This boundary condition causes the increase of capillary pressure (Fig 4-5)
and the decrease of gas pressure (Fig 4)

Figure 4: Capilary pressure evolutions in different time steps

Figure 5: Capilary pressure evolutions in different time steps of 2mm external layer

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a fully coupled THM model, enriched with a buckling-type criterion for
progressive spalling, has been presented. Spalling is taken into account by a combination of
two criteria based on pore pressure and thermal expansion. The feasibility of the proposed
approach is illustrated by means of a simple, 1D example illustrating the propagation of
a spalling front. The presented approach constitutes a general framework for describing
the behaviour of concrete when extreme loading conditions (such as those typical of a fire
in a tunnel) occur.
7
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Abstract. This paper investigates a flame-wall interaction consisting of a premixed flame
impinging on a metallic plate. This is a coupled problem as the heat transfer from the
flame increases the temperature of the plate and bends it, which in turn modifies the shape
of the flame. This study aims at designing an aero-thermo-mechanical coupling between
both codes CEDRE (Computational Fluid Dynamics) and Z-SeT (computational solid
mechanics and heat conduction) to simulate this complex system. Numerical results for
aero-thermal coupling are compared with experimental data.

1

INTRODUCTION

Numerical simulations of real-world engineering systems involve a large number of
physical phenomena. In the case of fluid-structure interaction with heat transfer such
as the one occurring in a flame-wall interaction, many phenomena are strongly coupled:
convection in the fluid, heat conduction through the solid and its deformation. Separate
simulations of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), computational solid mechanics and
conduction generally do not give accurate solutions due to the assumptions at boundaries
(such as heat flux, temperature, pressure or position) made in the separate calculations.
In the fluid-solid coupling, information provided by each model is complementary. The
external coupling approach has the advantage to build upon the experience put into the
separate solvers and to use the most appropriate methods in each discipline. It is therefore

1
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Figure 1: Flame-wall interaction setup (ONERA Toulouse).

an attractive solution, but a robust and efficient algorithm between the fluid and the solid
media is required.
The goal of this paper is to analyze a turbulent premixed flame impinging on a wall.
The numerical problem is challenging due to the great time disparities of the physical
models in interaction. Furthermore, a procedure has to be defined over a long period
of time, such as the one of the experiment (300 s), with respect to the chemical and
aerodynamical characteristic times. Thus, the numerical coupled strategy must provide
reasonable solutions at acceptable computing efforts.
In this paper, a numerical approach is validated by comparison to experimental data.
The external coupling involves three independent solvers (CEDRE for fluid, and Z-SeT for
structure and heat conduction) and needs an efficient algorithm to predict the transient
aero-thermo-mechanical process. The coupling strategy is responsible for determining
which variables are relevant in the multi-physics interaction and which ones must be
exchanged at the interfaces. The resulting algorithm carries out the temporal exchanges
and is closely related to the physics to be studied.
2

FLAME-WALL INTERACTION

The experiment has been performed at the ONERA Toulouse (see Roinard et al. [4]).
A Bunsen burner produces a premixed propane-air flame, with an equivalence ratio of
r = 1.2 (fuel excess) and an ejection velocity of V0 = 2, 4 m/s. At ejection, it corresponds
to a Reynolds number Re of 9000, which means that the flame is turbulent. The maximum
temperature inside the flame is about 1700 C. Two flame to wall distances H (i.e. between
the exit of the burner nozzle and the plate) are tested successively: 54 and 108 mm, for
a nozzle diameter D = 41 mm. The sample wall consists of metallic plates made of two
different aeronautical alloys (TA6V and INCO600), with dimensions of 400 × 400 mm
and a thickness of 3 mm. The experiment lasts 300 s. The transient evolution of the
system is recorded for temperatures on the upper plate surface (infra-red thermography),
as well as its position (spectroscopic photogrammetry) and the flame front location (ultraviolet camera). An envelope flame is observed: hot burnt gases are trapped between the
2
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Figure 2: Mutual influences of the different physics in flame-wall interaction.

chemical reaction zone and the wall, which implies a maximal heat transfer at the center
of the plate.
Mutual influences and relative emphasis of every physics in the flame-wall interaction
are presented in Figure 2. The flame stimulates the coupled system through the transfer
of a convective heat flux q (see Milson & Chigier [3]). Thus, the aero-thermal coupling
(Conjugate Heat Transfer) is predominant. In reaction, the temperature T increases
through the plate, which bends under dilatation and creep (thermo-mechanical coupling).
The evolution of the position of the plate U causes a change of the shape of the flame
(aero-mechanical coupling), which modifies the flux profile. All along the experiment, the
flame pressure p is equivalent to the atmospheric pressure patm . As the variation of this
pressure is negligeable, the system can be simplified.
3

AERO-THERMO-MECHANICAL COUPLING

The resolution of the combustion equations is very time-consuming. As a result, the
whole computation time is mainly determinated by CFD. Consequently, the coupling
strategy needs to minimize the fluid computation time. Thus, the algorithm in Figure 3
shows a minimum number of fluid calls. Even if the aero-thermal coupling is predominant
in the flame-wall interaction, updating the flow with the best prediction of the plate
position seems to be cheaper in terms of iterations to update the deforming fluid mesh.
For simplicity, the algorithm has been split into two parts.
The first part consists in performing the thermo-mechanical coupling. After the transient conduction computation (step ), the temperature T at the interface is sent to the
structure (step ), which determines the new plate position U at this coupling instant
(steps  and ). An iterative processus is generally needed to reach temperature and
3
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Structure
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Figure 3: Aero-thermo-mechanical coupling algorithm.

position equilibria.
As for the second part, once the two fields (T, U ) are converged at tc + ∆tc , they are
simultaneously sent to the fluid (step ). Thus the fluid mesh can be updated according
to the new plate position before computing a new steady-state flow (step ). The aeromechanical coupling is limited to the update of the plate position (one-way coupling).
Then, the fluid sends the heat flux q to the conduction solver (step ).
Because of the significant discrepancy of characteristic times between fluid and solid,
a simplified aero-thermal coupling based on a Conjugate Heat Transfer (see Baqué et al.
[1]) is used: the flow solution may be considered as a sequence of steady states, whereas in
the solid the fields evolve in a fully transient manner. In order to reach temperature and
flux equilibria, a fixed point procedure - which includes the thermo-mechanical coupling
loop - is used at every coupling time step.
4

RESULTS FOR AERO-THERMAL COUPLING

The aero-thermal coupling is carried out in an axisymmetric configuration.
The turbulence of the flame is processed by a RANS model (k-ω). The reacting fluid
computation produces a cool central core flame (Figure 4), which differs from the experiment: cool unburnt gases are in contact with the material at the center without heat
transfer to the plate. A heat flux peak is reached at the impingement point of the flame
front (around x = 5 cm).
Foat et al. [2] experimentally showed that the transition between an envelope flame
and a cool central core flame is a quasi-instantaneous process. These two flames can occur
4
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Figure 4: Temperature fields in fluid and solid and flux profile at the wall at t = 150 s.

at the same equivalence ratio (when the reactant mixture is fuel-rich, see Zhang & Bray
[5]) depending on whether the fuel flow is increasing or decreasing. Indeed, once a cool
central core has been formed it is difficult for atmospheric air to diffuse through the hot
burnt gases zone, as the predominant direction of the flow is away from the stagnation
zone.
As for the solid part, a radiative flux (plate emission) and a natural convective flux
are set as thermal boundary conditions at the back of the plate. The external lateral
side of the plate is an adiabatic wall (no heat transfer). The results in Figure 4 refer to
the computation with a plate made of INCO600. In this aero-thermal computation, the
deformation of the plate is not considered.
The coupling time step is ∆tc = 30 s in order to perform only ten couplings during the
entire computation. The computation encountered a flame instability after t = 150 s.
All along the computation, the conductive heat transfer through the plate increases the
temperature at the center of the plate. This implies that heat enters the boundary layer
flow inside the cool central core of the flame from the plate. Moreover, the impingement
point gets slowly closer to the center of the flame. Combined, these two phenomena may
cause a change of the flame shape into an envelope as the one observed in the experiment,
which might explain the instability of the aero-thermal calculation.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The flame-wall interaction problem has been studied on axisymmetric domains for
aero-thermal coupling. As the procedure follows a logical step-by-step approach, the next
computation will be the axisymmetric thermo-mechanical coupling. The influence of the
5
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flame will be reprensented by a heat transfer coefficient h associated to the adiabatic
temperature at the front af the plate. Furthermore, creep generates plastification inside
the plate. Indeed, a permanent deformation of the plate is experimentally observed after
the flame extinction. This will also be taken into account in the mechanical model.
Extension to a full aero-thermo-mechanical coupling is currently underway in 3D sectorial domains and will be considered in future work.
Analogies between non-reacting jets and reacting jets (flames) with impingement were
noted by Milson & Chigier [3]. In order to save computation time, the aero-thermomechanical algorithm will be first validated on an equivalent case of a hot jet, which
produces a bell-shaped flux.
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Abstract. Regeneratively cooled nozzle structures belong to the critical components
of a space shuttle main engine. The cooling channel wall in the combustion chamber is
subjected to extreme cyclic thermomechanical loadings which eventually lead to the damage of the wall, well known as the ”dog-house” eﬀect. A material model for the purpose
of reliable lifetime prediction is being developed. The model shall describe the material
behaviour under hardening conditions as well as the superimposed eﬀect of fatigue which
occurs due to cyclic loadings.
Motivated by extending the classical rheological model for elastoplasticity with Armstrong-Frederick kinematic hardening, a viscoplastic model is formulated in the small
strain regime. The coupling with damage is performed using the well-known concept of
eﬀective stress and the principle of strain equivalence. Parameter identification on the
basis of experimental results for the high temperature copper alloy NARloy-Z, which is
one of the typical cooling channel liner materials, is performed. The applicability of the
model will be shown by means of sequentially coupled thermomechanical analyses.

1

INTRODUCTION

The regeneratively cooled rocket thrust chamber is one of the most critical components
determining the performance of a Reusable Launch Vehicle (RLV). Over the years research
in the field of structural computation has been performed with the goal to optimize the
overall performance of rocket engines.
Finite element analyses have been implemented to simulate the cooling channel response under in-service conditions [1-8]. These previous studies mainly focused on the
1
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application of a viscoplastic material model to describe the dog-house failure mode [1, 2, 8],
as well as important factors influencing the lifetime of the combustion chamber wall [3, 5].
With the exception of the work of Schwarz et al. [8], only 2D structural analyses were
performed and the material modelling did not include the eﬀect of damage. The work of
Schwarz incorporates aging as well as the crack closure eﬀect to describe the dog-house
eﬀect.
Failure prediction of the thrust chamber structure requires complete description of the
cooling channel response under extreme operating conditions. There are many factors
to be considered such as the chemical reactions during the combustion process, the fluid
flow in the thrust chamber and the cooling channels and the heat transfer between the
fluid flow and the chamber wall structure. This makes up a complex system. For reliable
lifetime prediction purposes fluid-structure-interaction analyses are indeed required.
This paper will focus on the application of a viscoplastic damage model in structural
thermomechanical analyses. The thermal loads are applied in a heat transfer analysis to
obtain the temperature field history of the combustion chamber segment. The temperature history is then given as input for subsequent structural analyses, where the cyclic
evolution of damage is to be seen.
In the following sections the development of the model based on the well known rheological model of Armstrong-Frederick kinematic hardening will be elaborated. The material
parameters are obtained by fitting tensile test experimental data performed for NARloy-Z
copper alloy. Finally results of the implementation of the viscoplastic damage model for
the thermomechanical analyses will be shown.
2
2.1

THE VISCOPLASTIC DAMAGE MODEL
Continuum mechanical approach by a rheological model

First of all, we extend the classical rheological model for elastoplasticity with Armstrong-Frederick kinematic hardening shown in Fig. 1(a) to include rate-dependent eﬀects.
This is done by adding a dashpot element with the viscosity parameter η as shown in
Fig. 1(b). In the small strain regime, both models employ an additive decomposition of
the total strain ε into elastic and inelastic parts, i.e. ε = εe + εp and εp = εpe + εpi .
The spring stiﬀness constants are represented by the parameters E and Eh . The serially
connected dashpot in Fig. 1(a) with the “pseudo”-viscosity parameter ηh = Eh /(λ̇b) is not
a dashpot in the true sense, however by choosing the right value of the spring constant
Eh and the dimensionless parameter b, the nonlinear eﬀect of kinematic hardening can be
represented. Here λ̇ is the plastic multiplier.
Coupling with damage is shown schematically in Fig. 1(b) using dotted lines for the
elastic spring. The spring constant Ed is defined as
Ed = E(1 − D)

(1)

where D is the scalar variable for isotropic damage (Kachanov 1958) [9]. The wellknown
concept of eﬀective stress (Rabotnov 1968)[9] is applied, therefore the eﬀective stress takes
2
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(a) Rheological model of ArmstrongFrederick kinematic hardening[10].

(b) Extension of the ArmstrongFrederick kinematic hardening model
into a viscoplastic damage model.

Figure 1: The classical rheological model of Armstrong-Frederick kinematic hardening and its extension
into a viscoplastic damage model.

the form
σ̃ =

σ
(1 − D)

(2)

In this viscoplastic damage model λ̇ is computed using the Perzyna formulation, λ̇ =
�Φ� /η, where η is the viscosity parameter. The symbol �·� defines the Macauley brackets
.
i.e. �x� = x+|x|
2
2.2

Three dimensional extension within small strains formulation

Based on the rheological model and the principle of strain equivalence, the constitutive
equations are generalized for three dimensions. Assuming elastic isotropic response, the
� 1 [ε − εp ], C
� 1 = (1 − D) C1 , where C1
stress-strain relationship can be written as σ = C
is the fourth order elasticity tensor. The back stress tensor is defined as X = C2 [εpe ],
where C2 is another elasticity tensor. The components of both elasticity tensors depend
on the elastic moduli E1 , E2 and the Poisson’s ratios ν1 , ν2 , respectively.
Applying J2 flow theory and nonlinear isotropic hardening, the loading function is
taken from the von Mises condition:
� �2
�
�
� D
� − XD� −
(σy + R)
(3)
Φ = �σ
3

where (·)D represents the deviatoric term of the tensor. The isotropic hardening function
is defined as
R = Q0 (1 − exp (−κα))
(4)

where α is the internal variable for isotropic hardening, Q0 and κ are material parameters.
The evolution equations of the plastic strain εp , the inelastic part of the plastic strain εpi ,

3
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and the accumulated plastic strain α are given as follows:
λ̇
ε̇p =
1−D

�D − XD
σ

�
� , ε̇pi =
� D
D�
� −X �
�σ

λ̇ b εD
pe ,

α̇ =

�

2
λ̇
3

(5)

The isotropic damage variable D is assumed to evolve in the following way over time:
�
� �k
2 λ̇
Y
1
H(α−pD ) , Y = εe · C1 [εe ]
(6)
Ḋ =
3 1−D S
2
Here pD is the damage threshold and Y is the strain energy density release rate. The
step function H is zero for α < pD and is equal to one for α ≥ pD . The rate of damage
evolution is influenced by the material parameters S and k. The plastic multiplier is
defined to take the form
�
�
� D
� m�
D�
�
σ
−
X
�
�
Φ
λ̇ =
, Φ= �
−1
(7)
η
2
(σ
+
R)
y
3
where m is a material parameter. In total the model has 13 parameters: E1 , ν1 , E2 , ν2 ,
σy , Q0 , κ, b, S, k, pD , η, m. The Poisson’s ratios ν1 and ν2 are assumed to be constant
with respect to temperature. Other parameters depend on temperature.
3

FITTING WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Mechanical and physical properties of the NARloy-Z alloy, such as the modulus of
elasticity, the Poisson’s ratio, the density, specific heat, thermal conductivity, and the
coeﬃcient of thermal expansion are obtained from the experimental report of six candidate
rocket materials prepared by Esposito et al. for the NASA Lewis Research Center [11].
The yield stress and the kinematic hardening parameters are defined by fitting the model
response to tensile stress-strain curves at 27.6 K, 294.3 K, 533.1 K and 810.9 K. The
temperature dependency of these parameters is defined to be linear.
For the material parameters and the model response see Table 3 and Fig. 3. The
values of these parameters at other temperatures are obtained by linear interpolation.
The experimental data are represented by diﬀerent symbols (see ”exp 27.6”, ”exp 294.3“,
”exp 593.1“, ”exp 810.9“). The simulation results are plotted as solid lines. It is assumed
that damage has not taken place yet. Furthermore, viscous eﬀects are neglected. The
tensile tests were performed at a strain rate of 0.002 s−1 .
Identification of the damage parameters pD , S, k and the parameters η and m requires
tensile tests until rupture as well as relaxation tests at diﬀerent temperatures. Unfortunately these data are barely available and experimental work is beyond the scope of the
current project.
4
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σy
[MPa]
190
158
130
90

E2
[GPa]
7.47
7.84
7.49
7.71

b
[−]
155
150
170
225

θ
[K]
27.6
294.3
533.1
810.9

Table 1: The value of the yield stress and the kinematic hardening parameters fitted at the test temperatures.
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Figure 2: Tensile tests on NARloy-Z. Experimental results are taken from [11] and shown by the diﬀerent
symbols, computational results are shown by the solid lines.

4

THERMOMECHANICAL ANALYSES OF THE COMBUSTION CHAMBER SEGMENT

The viscoplastic damage model presented is discretized using the implicit backward
Euler scheme and is implemented as a user subroutine UMAT into the Abaqus finite
element analysis software. First of all, a transient thermal analysis of the combustion
chamber segment is performed to obtain the temperature field of the entire chamber
segment. The temperature history is then used as input for the user subroutine in the
static analyses.
4.1

Transient thermal analysis

Fig. 3(a) shows the schematic cross section of a typical combustion chamber. The outer
wall is made out of nickel alloy. The cooling channel walls are made out of copper alloy.
The red and blue areas show where the hot gas and the coolant flow.
The geometry of the modelled segment is the quasi Vulcain geometry following the
5
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(a) Schematic cross section of a typical
rocket combustion chamber.

(b) Modelled segment of the quasi
Vulcain
thrust
chamber
at
the
throat.

Figure 3: Schematic cross section of a combustion chamber and the modelled segment.

Phase
Pre-cooling
Hot run
Post-cooling
Relaxation

Time [s] Thotgas [K] Tcoolant
0-2
40
3 - 603
950
604 - 605
40
605 - 620
293.15

[K]
40
40
40
-

Table 2: Thermal cycle applied for the transient thermal analysis.

work of Kuhl et al. [12]. Convective thermal boundary conditions are employed at the
inner and outer radii as well as in the cooling channel similar to the work of Riccius et
al. [4]. The left and right sides have zero flux boundary conditions to ensure symmetry
of the thermal field. The thermal cycle described in Table 2 is applied in the analysis.
Fig. 4 shows some snapshots of the temperature field resulting from the transient thermal
analysis.
4.2

Static analyses

The resulting temperature distribution from the thermal analysis is used as input for
subsequent 3D static analyses. The goal of the static analysis is to see the feasibility
of the implemented viscoplastic damage model to describe the dog-house failure mode
qualitatively. The pressure cycle in Table 3 is applied as load in the static analyses.
For the static analyses 8-node brick elements with reduced integration were applied.
6
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Figure 4: Temperature distribution of the combustion chamber segment at diﬀerent phases of the assumed
operational cycle: (a) pre cooling (b) hot run (c) post cooling (d) relaxation.

Phase
Pre-cooling
Hot run
Post-cooling
Relaxation

Time [s] Photgas [MPa] Pcoolant [MPa]
0-2
0
2
3 - 603
10
14.5
604 - 605
0
2
605 - 620
0
0

Table 3: Pressure cycle applied for the static analyses.

The critical area of interest is the cooling channel wall at the hot gas side. Two diﬀerent
meshes were used. The coarser and the finer mesh have in total 1338 and 4014 elements
respectively. Fig. 5 shows the discretization of the hot gas side wall using both meshes.
The corner of the cooling channel passage is rounded with 0.1 mm fillet radius.
The damage contours obtained from the analyses are shown in Fig. 6. The computation
using Mesh 1 could be performed up to 16 cycles. Applying Mesh 2 the computation could
be performed up to 13 cycles. As the damage increases, the local iteration within the user
subroutine requires smaller and smaller time steps. The corresponding cyclic damage
evolutions over time are shown in Fig. 7. Here it can be seen that with the coarser mesh,
the damage evolves slightly faster, in comparison to the one obtained using the finer mesh.
As mentioned before, the analyses were performed neglecting viscous eﬀects. This might
be the reason of the mesh dependency of the result. This phenomenon is well known
to occur in elastoplasticity coupled with damage due to the change of the type of the
diﬀerential equations to be solved as damage evolves.
Improvement on the robustness of the computation shall enable further computations,
such that no convergence problem would occur as the number of elements with very low
stiﬀness due to damage grows. Fig. 8(a) shows the predicted end shape of the cooling
channel segment. The grey area represents the area mostly aﬀected by damage. Fig. 8(b)
shows the cross section of a combustion chamber made out of the NARloy-Z copper alloy.
It is mentioned by Hannum et al. [13] that low cycle fatigue has stronger influence on
the dog-house failure mode occuring within a NARloy-Z combustion chamber. It can be
7
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Figure 5: (a) Mesh 1 with 1338 elements (b) Mesh 2 with 4014 elements

Figure 6: Damage contour obtained using the viscoplastic damage model implemented in UMAT: (a)
Mesh 1 at the 16th cycle. (b) Mesh 2 at the 13th cycle.

seen that the hot gas side wall does not bulge so much towards the chamber. On the
contrary, in an OFHC combustion chamber, it has been observed that the hot gas side
wall becomes significantly thinner and bulges more towards the interior of the chamber.
It is mentioned that crack occurs after the occurence of a necking phenomenon. For both
materials, the typical dog-house shape of the cooling channels are to be seen. However
depending on the liner material, the failure cause can be diﬀerent.
5

CONCLUSIONS

In this work the application of a viscoplastic damage model for the failure prediction of a
typical rocket combustion chamber wall made from NARloy-Z has been presented. Further
improvement on the robustness of the computation, as well as considering temperature
dependency of the damage and viscosity parameters shall enable better failure prediction.
6
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Figure 7: The cyclic evolution of the damage over time.

(a)
Predicted
end shape of the
cooling channel
segment.

(b) The dog-house failure (c) The dog-house failure
mode occured in a NARloy- mode occured in an OFHC
Z thrust chamber. [13]
thrust chamber. [13]

Figure 8: The predicted end shape of the channel segment from the simulation and the dog-house failure
mode.
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Abstract. A model for the numerical analysis of hygro-thermal and mechanical behaviour of concrete at high temperatures including transport, reaction and deformation
processes is presented. For the description of transport and material behaviour the model
comprises the balance equations for mass and enthalpy and the constitutive equations
for concrete at high temperatures. The degradation of the cement minerals C-S-H and
portlandite is described by two chemical reactions. The consideration of thermo-chemical
damage in the classical non-local damage theory is discussed. Finally, the finite element
formulation for solving the coupled balance equations regarding the primary variables
displacement, temperature and relative humidity is presented and numerical results of a
3-D frame corner are discussed.

1

INTRODUCTION

Several serious fires in multi-story buildings and tunnels have been leading to increased
research interest in material behaviour under extremely high temperatures. Especially in
buildings made of concrete, the most frequently reported building material, fire may effect
the strength of construction and reduces the load-carrying capacity.
Concrete is a composite material and consists of several phases. The solid phase
comprises of aggregates and cement paste. Here, the cement paste is composed of
Calcium-Silicate-Hydrates (C-S-H) and portlandite (CH) and the aggregates are made
up of siliceous sand and gravel. The liquid phase consists of capillary water and physically bounded water, dry air and vapour provide the gas phase. High temperatures rising
up to 1000 K in the case of fire lead to evaporation of capillaries and absorbed water
with concurrent increase of the pore pressure in areas close to surfaces. Above the critical temperature of water, Tcr = 647.3 K, water only exists in form of gas, i.e. vapour.
1
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Additionally a chemical reaction in the cement paste leads to degradation of the cement
minerals, vapour is released and the porosity of the cement stone increases. As the result of evaporation and dehydration the rising pore pressure and thermal strains lead to
damage which often manifests in the form of spalling.
2

BALANCE EQUATION

For the description of transport and reaction phenomena the balance equations of
vapour and water and the conservation of energy are taken into account. In the proposed
model the effect of dry air is neglected, thence for the gas phase only a vapour balance
is necessary. The following balance equations are formulated for the volume average on
macroscopic level
∂
(Sg n ρv ) + ∇ · qv = sv↔w + sv,deh .
(1)
∂t
The first term of the vapour balance covers the local mass and depends on the porosity
n, the saturation of the gas phase Sg and the density of vapour ρv . The source terms
sv↔w and sv,deh represent sources from phase changes between liquid and gas and the
freed vapour from the dehydration reaction. The water balance equation is formulated
equivalently with saturation of the liquid phase Sw , density of water ρw and the phase
change sw↔v . The second term in equation (1) represents the pressure driven flow. Here a
Darcy law is used for water and vapour. With the assumption of an instant phase change
of water and vapour, the summation of water and vapour balances leads to the general
water balance equation
∂
∂
(Sg n ρv ) + ∇ · qv +
(Sw n ρw ) + ∇ · qw = sv,deh
∂t
∂t

.

(2)

In context of modelling concrete under high temperatures the formulation of the conservation equation of energy leads to the conservation of heat which depends on the heat
capacities Ci of each phase, flows, the source terms for evaporation or condensation and
the heat of dehydration


C i ρi

 ∂T
∂t

+ ∇ · qT = sv↔w · ∆Hv↔w + ∆Hdeh

.

(3)

The first term of Equation (3), the local change of heat, depends on temperature T and
density of the components related to the concrete volume ρi . The next term describes
the heat flow which is divided in a convective and a conductive flow following the Fourier
law. The convective part of heat flow is described by the product of the respective flow
velocity, density and heat capacity. The heat of evaporation and condensation is the
product of change of pore water and latent heat of water which depends on temperature.
The last term gives the heat of chemical reaction and may be determined as the product
of dehydration rate multiplied by the specific reaction heat. For coupling heat and mass
2
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transfer with mechanical behaviour in addition the balance of linear momentum
∇ · σ + ρc g = 0

(4)

with Cauchy stress σ, density of concrete ρc and gravitation g is formulated. The density
of concrete ensues from the density of the components in consideration of their volume
contents.
3

CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS

In addition to the balance equations constitutive models for transport, chemical reactions and the mechanical behaviour are necessary which relate the primary variables
relative humidity ϕ, temperature T and displacement vector u with other variables. They
are assembled in the next section.
3.1

Heat and mass transport

The transport processes in general may be divided into convection and diffusion. The
convective transport is described by Darcy’s law and reads for the liquid phase as
qw = ρw ·

k · krw
· (−∇pw + ρw g) .
µw

(5)

The water pressure pw which can be expressed in terms of the gas pressure and the capillary
pressure pw = pg − pc is the driving force for the transport in the liquid phase, thence
the last term is significantly smaller. Further parameters are the intrinsic permeability
tensor k, which is depending on the degree of dehydration and the grade of damage, the
relative permeability krw and the dynamic viscosity of water µw which is a function of
temperature. Analogously the vapour flow is determined by respective parameters. The
relative permeabilities krw and krg depend only on saturation [1] and are given in Figure 1.
As a result of evaporation of pore water and dehydration vapour is generated, what locally
leads to an increase of vapour pressure and therewith a higher vapour concentration. The
resulting diffusion is described by the diffusion model after Fick
qv = −D · ∇ρv .

(6)

The diffusion coefficient tensor D incorporates the influence of pore structure and depends
on the saturation, temperature and pressure as well.
The saturation of water described by pc -Sw -relation is received from experimental results [1]. Furthermore, saturation depends on temperature which influences the surface
tension of water. Above the critical temperature only vapour exists which is described by
the ideal gas law.

3
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Figure 1: Relative permeability of liquid and gas phase

3.2

Chemical reaction

Besides the transport dehydration is a determining process at high temperatures. During dehydration water, which the concrete contains in form of pore water or chemically
bounded water in the crystals, is released and the cement paste is decomposed. Figure
2 shows the degree of dehydration. Here, degradation of portlandite and C-S-H phases
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Figure 2: Degree of dehydration and porosity

may be considered by two chemical reactions, which are leading to additional sources in
the heat balance and in the vapour balance [6]. Due to the decomposed cement paste the
porosity n increases, see Figure 2, which leads to a significant change in permeability. The
enormous ascent of the curves in the temperature range 800-850 K is due to the reaction
of the portlandite phase.
After the dehydration process the micro structure is not destructed completely, therefore the scalar chemical damage Dchem is defined with the linear relationship Dchem =
0.5 · ξdehyd .
4
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3.3

Mechanical behaviour

The stress state at a material point is bounded by a failure surface consisting of a
Rankine criterion for tensile principal stresses and of a Drucker-Prager criterion for compressive stresses. Due to the composite failure surface, Koiter’s flow rule for multi-surface
plasticity [5] with the internal variables λR and λDP is used to compute the inelastic strain
tensor for stress states at the surface.

Figure 3: Segmented failure surface for tension and compression

Due to the fact that in classical damage models the results depends on the discretisation
parameters the non-local damage theory is used. The isotropic damage parameters DR
and DDP are described with an exponential approach by Peerlings [7] and are affected by
the non-local variables λR for tension and λDP for compression.
The total mechanical damage which is defined by
Dmech = 1 − (1 − DR ) · (1 − DDP )

(7)

allows an individual damage evolution for concrete in uniaxial and multiaxial stress states.
3.4

Coupling of heat and mass transport with the mechanical behaviour

For the coupling of heat and mass transport with the mechanical behaviour it is essential to consider the pore pressure. Often an effective stress tensor
σ  = σ + b ppore I

(8)

is employed, which is the sum of the Cauchy stress tensor and the product of effective
pore pressure time the Biot number b times the unit tenor [4]. Baroghel-Bouny et al.
define the effective pore pressure as the of the sum of the pressures of liquid and gas
5
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phase [1]. Against this Gawin et al. propose a definition of the effective pore pressure
as the difference of gas pressure and the capillary pressure [2]. On the other hand pore
pressure can be considered by using an equivalent strain
ε = εel + εin + εhom

.

(9)

The elastic strain εel and the inelastic strain εin result from external load or displacement
constraints, whereas the homogenised strain εhom is effected by pore pressure within the
cement paste, thermal strain of aggregates and cement, and chemical and hygral shrinkage
of the cement paste.
Furthermore a combination of mechanical damage Dmech and thermo-chemical damage
Dchem for the description of the total damage D is necessary. Therefore the product
approach
D = 1 − (1 − Dchem ) · (1 − Dmech )
(10)

is used. The total damage D is included by the effective stress concept in the material
model.
4

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The balance equations are discretised in space by a finite element formulation. The
primary variables relative humidity, temperature and displacement are expressed by their
nodal values. The discretised form of the model equations reads as the non-linear coupled
equations system
∂x
Cij (x)
+ Kij (x)x = fi (x).
(11)
∂t
The non-linear coefficient matrix C describes the local changes of variables with respect
to time, K the fluxes. For the discretisation in time an implicit Euler scheme is used.
The system of non-linear equations is solved by the Newton-Raphson procedure.
For numerical analysis of the process of heating concrete, a 3-D frame corner with heat
impact at three surfaces is considered taking the symmetry of the structure into account.
The dimension of the cross-section area is 30x30 cm2 . The exposure of the structure to
fire is modelled by means of the volume averaged flux boundary condition as described
in [3]. The initial conditions of temperature and relative humidity are T0 = 293.15 K and
ϕ0 = 0.6, the temperature of the fire T∞ follows the Standard-Fire characteristics.
Figure 4 depicts results of numerical analysis after 10 min. for temperature, degree of
dehydration, relative humidity and vapour pressure. During the heat impact the temperature increases and diffuses into the interior. The highest temperature and therefore the
greatest damage occurs between the claimed surfaces. At the same time, water evaporates
rapidly which induces enormous pressure increase in the gas phase and causes a moisture
clog which can be identified by local increase in relative humidity. The highest vapour
pressure from evaporation and dehydration appears behind the edges near to the surfaces.
Here spalling occurs first.
6
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Figure 4: Numerical analysis of a 3-D frame corner - distributions of temperature, degree of dehydration,
relative humidity and vapour pressure after 10 min.

5

CONCLUSIONS

A mathematical model for the numerical analysis of hygro-thermal behaviour of concrete structures subjected to high temperatures, including the developing of temperatures
and vapour pressure and the damage evolution is presented. The macroscopic balance
equations for the conservation of heat, mass of water and vapour and the linear momentum
are formulated and important constitutive relations are proposed. The thermo-chemical
damage in concrete under high temperatures is considered by non-local damage theory.
Finally results of numerical analysis of a 3-D frame corner are discussed. The presented
model allows a more detailed understanding of material degradation of concrete at high
temperatures. The decrease of load-carrying capacity after fire events may be predicted
more realistically.

7
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Abstract. The process-integrated powder coating by radial axial rolling of rings represents a new hybrid production technique that combines the diameter increase of ringshaped work pieces with the application of functional outer layers [1]. The hot rolling of
the ring is strongly influenced by a coupled temperature field since the forming resistance
of the ring has to be kept under a certain level. The fact that the coating is produced
by powder metallurgy brings up another problem: In conventional ring-rolling processes
the infeed of the axial and the radial rollers in order to increase the ring’s diameter are
controlled by the assumption of volume consistency [6]. But this is not true any more
for a ring exhibiting a compressible layer. Thus attention has to be drawn to a different
coupling scheme of the roller infeed with the current shape of the ring.
The paper deals with the finite element (FE) modelling of this new process. A parameterized 2D model is used to examine the influence of several parameters on the residual
porosity in the layer. Therefore different geometric parameters are examined as well as
the influence of the roller and the ring geometry. It will be shown that the implementation
of a PID control unit is essential to ensure the roundness of the final ring shape [5]. At
the end the simulation results are illustrated.

1

INTRODUCTION

One of the important branches of metal forming processes which originally developed
in the mid-19th century is the ring-rolling process. This process is used to manufacture
seamless rings that are precisely dimensioned and have circumferential grain flow [2].
In comparison to alternative methods (e.g. flat rolling of sheets and the rolling of long
1
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products) the process of ring rolling is relatively short and simple, due to reduced material
handling requirements. In many applications the rolled ring has to be furnished with a
wear resistant functional layer around it which could be found for rollers in crushing and
briquetting mills used in mineral industry.
Modern techniques for the application of such coatings are the hot-isostatic pressing
(HIP), flame spraying and build-up welding. The most effective concepts for wear resistant
coatings are based on powder metallurgically produced metal matrix composites (MMC)
consist of a high alloyed steel matrix with embedded hard phases (e.g. borides and
carbides) [4]. The applied material should have a sufficient toughness in order to avoid
sudden fracture under stress. The produced MMCs reach wear resistances up to 50 times
higher than the products manufactured by melt metallurgy with no residual porosity,
however there exist some disadvantages. The HIP process that is used to apply the
compound layer and the rolled ring is a limiting factor for the producible ring size. The
largest HIP plants can house rings with a diameter of about 1.5 m. Moreover, the HIP
process itself is not energy efficient.
In the development of the new hybrid production process introduced by [1], the main
focal point is the integration of the application of the powder metallurgical coatings
to large ring shaped parts into radial-axial ring-rolling which overcomes the mentioned
limitations. The versatile use of the finite element method (FEM) is crucial for the design
of this new process and to investigate important quantities such as e.g. the relative density
of the layer. Therefore, the main focus in this paper is put on the parameterized model
in order to examine the effects of several geometric parameters (e.g. ring radius, wall
thickness and roller radii) on the residual porosity in the layer and the behaviour of the
stress in the rolling gaps.
One major problem which is essential for a stable process is the control of the guide
rollers [7]. This becomes even more important if the rings consist of a compressible layer.
In contrast to solid rings the plastic deformation in the layer is not isochoric. Therefore,
new techniques should be applied taking into account the compressibility of the layers.
The present article is structured as follows. In Section 2 the integration of the compaction process of the layer material into ring-rolling process is described. An appropriate
material model for the description of the layer material is given in Section 3. Section 4
deals with the FE simulation of the ring-rolling process. The excitation of the guide rollers
and their significant influence on ring roundness and ring-rolling stability are discussed
in Section 5. Section 6 includes investigated results and the validation of the applied
methods. Section 7 is devoted to the concluding discussion.
2

POWDER COMPACTION PROCESS

The standard ring-rolling process starts at temperatures between 1000◦ C and 1200◦ C.
A pre-punched blank is formed in the radial and the axial pass. The rotation of the
main roller by angular velocity and displacement of the mandrel on the one hand, the
friction between ring and rollers on the other hand lead to a continuous decrease of the
2
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ring cross-section and a growth of its diameter. The mentioned set-up is illustrated in
FIGURE 1.

Figure 1: The ring-rolling system (left) evolution of the ring diameter of a capsuled Ring (right)

[1]

In the conventional process the layer material is encapsulated by a sheet metal in the
rolled ring. Afterwards the layer material is compacted in the HIP plant. In contrast,
in the new process the layer material is integrated in the unrolled ring which has been
depicted in the right part of FIGURE 1. The heating of the ring to the rolling temperature
is used to trigger a sintering of the layer material which results in the formation of sintering
necks between the powder particles. After that the ring rolling process is started which
leads to a noticeable increase of the diameter and further compaction of the material.
3

MATERIAL MODEL FOR COMPRESSIBLE LAYER

The model of the compressible layer material has been developed by a finite strain
elasto-plastic material formulation, in which the rate dependency of the material should
be taken into account due to the high temperature [3]. The deformation of a line element
dX during the motion is given by the deformation gradient
F=

∂χ (X, t)
∂x
=
= Grad x
∂X
∂X

(1)

in which x = χ(X, t) represents the spatial position of a particle in the current configuration Ω at time t. Ci = FTi Fi is the inelastic right Cauchy-Green tensor and be given by
T
be = F C−1
i F . We suppose the free energy per mass ψ could be additively decomposed
into two parts of ψs and ψp in which ψs arises from the energy stored in the solid skeleton
and the free surface energy ψp is due to the porosity of the solid. Therefore the free energy
per mass and its material time derivative are
ψ = ψe (be , θ) + ψi (κ, θ) + ψt (θ) + ψp (ρr )
∂ψ
ψp
∂ψi
∂ψe
κ̇ +
θ̇ + r ρ̇r
· be +
ψ̇ =
∂be
∂κ
∂θ
∂ρ
3
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In the above equations ψe represents the elastic strain energy, ψi is the inelastic energy
due to isotropic hardening and ψt is the thermal energy. By using the Lie time derivative
−1
T˙
Lν be = FĊi FT and the symmetric property of be we obtain (FC−1
i F ) = 2sym(lbe ) +
Lν be . Using the coaxiality of be and ∂ψe /∂be which is fulfilled by choosing ψe as an
isotropic tensor function leads to the symmetry of (∂ψe /∂be )be . We finally arrive at
∂ψe
1
∂ψe
∂ψe
be · d − 2
be · (− Lν be b−1
ḃe = 2
e )
∂be
∂be
∂be
2

(4)

Exploiting the assumption of small elastic volume changes det Fi leads to
det Fi ≈

ρr0
ρr

(5)

and1
1
ρ̇r = −ρr tr di = −ρr I · (− Lν be b−1
e )
2

(6)

Let us insert (2), (3), (5) into the entropy inequality in the Clausius-Duhem form2 and
write
∂ψe
∂ψ
+ η) θ̇
be ) · d − ρ0 (
∂be
∂θ
∂ψe
∂ψp
1
∂ψi
+ρ0 (2
κ̇ ≥ 0
be + r ρr I ) · (− Lν be b−1
e ) − ρ0
∂be
∂ρ
2
∂κ
(τ − 2 ρ0

(7)

which yields the constitutive equations
τ = 2 ρ0

∂ψe
be ,
∂be

η=−

∂ψ
∂θ

(8)

for the Kirchhoff stress tensor and the entropy, respectively. Additionally we define the
so-called effective Kirchhoff stress tensor as
τ̂ = τ − τs I

(9)

It contains a positive scalar quantity τs called sintering stress. The sintering stress represents the driving force that leads to a reduction of the porosity even in the absence
of external loads which is essential in order to model sintering effects. Considering the
isotropic hardening governed by drag stress R,
1
2

In this part di := sym(Ḟi F−1
i ) is the inelastic part of the rate of deformation tensor.
The non-isothermal case of the entropy inequality in the clausius-Duhem form is
1
−ρ0 (ψ̇ + η θ̇) + τ · d − Jq · grad θ
θ

4
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τs = −ρ0

∂ψp r
ρ,
∂ρr

R = −ρ0

∂ψi
∂κ

(10)

the residual inequality is given by
1
(11)
τ̂ · (− Lν be b−1
e ) + Rκ̇ ≥ 0
2
The evolution equations for the internal variables
1
∂φ
∂φ
− Lν be b−1
, κ̇ = γ̇
(12)
e = γ̇
2
∂ τ̂
∂R
can be derived from a pressure sensitive yield potential φ which would be derived as
1
τy0
3
φ = δφ (
)2 τ̂  2 + ηφ − tr τ̂ 2 − τy20
(13)
τy0 − R 2
3
τy0 denotes the initial uniaxial Kirchhoff yield stress. The weighting functions are chosen
such that the influence of hydrostatic stress states vanishes if the relative density tends
to 1. These weight functions are given as
δφ = 1 + δf (1 − ρr )δe , ηφ = ηf (1 − ρr )ηe
(14)

The parameters δf ,δe ,ηf and ηe control the densification behavior. Therefore, they should
be defined in such a way that the modeled values and experimental results coincide with
each other. To investigate the densification behaviour of the applied materials the closed
die experiment has been applied [4].
In the closed die test the cylindrical specimen with the length of 3 mm and the diameter
of 3 mm is considered (FIGURE 2). The specimen is heated in the dilatometer under
inductive vacuum atmosphere mode. In order to achieve homogeneous warming of the
specimen the temperature will be fixed for about five minutes. After that the specimen will
be deformed. Finally the cooling of the specimen to the ambient temperature is carried
out by nitrogen deterrence. A press die made of Al2 O3 is used to apply the deformation
and a temperature range of 900◦ C − 1100◦ C is chosen in this experiment.
In FIGURE 3 the comparison of the experiment (symbols) and simulated (lines) results
are illustrated for the different temperatures. The simulations have been carried out at
the material point level. Therefore, the deformation and stress state are defined by
 L



0 0
σ11 0
0
L0
F= 0 1 0 
σ =  0 σ22 0 
0
0 σ33
0 0 1

In FIGURE 3 both of the curves describe σ11 with respect to F11 . The left diagram
is related to the hard work steel (material No. : 1.2344, EN standard: X40CrMoV5-1)
and the right one related to the cold work steel (material No. : 1.2380, EN standard:
X220CrMo13-4). Both of these materials are applied in industrial applications as MMC
functional layers. The figure shows that the correspondence between experiment and
simulation is very good.
5
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Figure 2: Closed die test with obstruction of the transversal flow [4]

Figure 3: Comparison of the experimental (symbols) and the simulated (lines) results in closed

die compaction test

4

FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION OF RING-ROLLING PROCESS

In this section the finite element model of radial-axial ring-rolling is constructed under
the ABAQUS software environment. Due to the large computational effort a parameterized two-dimensional finite element model has been established. We use in this analysis
a 4-node bilinear finite element formulation based on reduced integration with hourglass
control. It includes displacement and temperature degrees-of-freedom. In order to convergence problems frequently experienced by using implicit procedure an explicit finite
element method is applied. The material model described above has been implemented
by means of the user interface VUMAT. All simulations shown in this paper are presented
at temperatures between 900◦ C and 1100◦ C. We focus in this simulation on scrutinizing
the influence of geometric parameters (e.g. ring radius, wall thickness, and rigid rollersradiuses) on the residual porosity and the behaviour of the stress in the rolling gap. The
geometric parameters are given in the left part of FIGURE 4 (rM R - radius of main roller,

6
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rM A - radius of mandrel, rGR - radius of guide roller, rSU - outer radius of substrate ring,
tSU - thickness of substrate ring, tLA - layer thickness, tEC - thickness of encapsulation).
The model can be created automatically by specifying these parameters in the ABAQUS
input file.

Figure 4: Geometric parameters of the FE ring-rolling model (left), sensor and actuator quantities

of the control system (right)

Regarding the small alteration of height in this process the plane strain assumption has
been chosen. Of course this is reached in an incremental manner within the real process
(increase of the height in the radial rolling gap, reduction of the height in the axial rolling
gap). Consequently, the stress state predicted by the simulation will differ from the one
that is present in reality. On the other hand FE simulations of this process applying
the plane stress assumption have revealed that this assumption is less appropriate. In
this case the material flow in thickness direction is overpredicted and the ring growth is
significantly underestimated.
5

EXCITATION OF THE GUIDE ROLLERS

Guide rollers have a significant effect on ring roundness and ring-rolling stability. The
basic radial design of ring-rolling mills supports the ring only at the roll bite [8]. This
leads to the instability of the system. The applied momentum due to the friction applied
to the ring in the radial rolling gap leads to an oscillation of the ring and subsequently
to a non-circular shape. Therefore, the excitation of the guide rollers that are used to
stabilize the position of the ring is an important task. Huge amount of load on the guide
rollers causes bad deformation and distortion of the ring and low amount of load tends to
instability of the system. In order to determine an appropriate amount of load on guide
rollers a control system has been implemented into the FE model. For this purpose the
user interface VUAMP has been used.
Within VUAMP the guide roller displacements in y-direction (see right part of FIGURE
4) can be obtained as sensor values in order to compute the deviation of the current ring
7
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Figure 5: Reaction force of mandrel (left), mieses stress on the illustrated path B (right)

center position with respect to the desired position. With this information the forces
acting on the guide rollers are computed by a proportional-differential-integral (PID)
control unit that has been coded in VUAMP. Then the computed forces are applied on
the guide rollers in order to shift the ring back to the required position. With regard to
the quantities illustrated in the right part of FIGURE 4 the PID controller minimizes an
error given by e = |y DRC − y CRC | with yCRC = (uGR1
+ uGR2
)/2. The change of the guide
y
y
roller forces is then computed by
t
d e(t)
∆Fx (t) = Kp e(t) + Ki
(15)
e(τ ) dτ + Kd
dt
0

For the coefficients Kp , Ki and Kd appropriate values have to be chosen to get a stable
position of the ring and to avoid a large steady state error. In a time discrete compuGR2
tational scheme the guide roller forces Fx,GR1
i+1 and Fx, i+1 of the time increment i + 1 are
computed by
GR1
DRC
Fx,GR1
−yiDRC )
i+1 = Fx, i −sgn(y

∆Fx
,
2

GR1
DRC
Fx,GR1
−yiDRC )
i+1 = Fx, i +sgn(y

∆Fx
(16)
2

In comparison with alternative methods the application of the PID control unit leads
to a smaller rise time, less oscillations as well as a much smaller steady state error.
6

RESULTS

In order to work with an appropriate discretization, the convergence of the results
with increasing mesh density has been studied. To achieve this aim, two methods are
considered. At first the reaction force of the mandrel is deliberated and secondly the
mises stress along the illustrated path B in FIGURE 5 is considered. With respect to the
FIGURE 5 we can conclude that with more than 18 radial elements the solution is not
altered by further mesh refinement.
Next, the stability of the system and the influence of the PID controller on the system
should be considered. To see the influence of PID controller on the system two strategies
have been chosen. The oscillation of the ring center reveals the preciseness of the applied
loads on the guide rollers. To this end, four symmetric points are chosen around the ring
8
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such that the angle between every two consecutive points is 90◦ . The mean displacment
of these four points is equal to the displacement of the ring center. FIGURE 6 (first
picture) shows the oscillation of the ring center in Y direction. Regarding to FIGURE 6
(first picture) the small displacement of the ring center could be seen which discloses the
proper functionality of the PID controller. Secondly the roundness of the ring has been
measured. To see the ring roundness during the process, the average of relative deviation
from the mean radius of the ring has been considered. With respect to the nodes at the
circumference of the ring (outer side) the current radius of the ring ri is equal to the
initial length of the ring r0 plus the displacement of the respected node rit .

t
(17)
ri = utxi 2 + utyi 2
ri = r0 + rit

(18)

Therefore, the mean radius of the ring radius is equal to3
t
rm

i=np
1 
r0 + rit
=
np i=1

(19)

Consequently the relative deviation from the mean radius of the ring could be computed
by
i=np
t
1  |rm
− rit |
err =
t
np i=1
rm
t

(20)

From FIGURE 6 (second picture) it can be concluded that the relative deviation of the
ring radius from the mean radius is less than 1 %. This means that the roundness defect
of the ring is very small.

Figure 6: Oscillation of the ring center (left), average of the relative deviation from mean radius
of the ring (right)

Afterwards, the behaviour of a compound ring is compared to the one of a solid ring
during the rolling process. Therefore we measure the diameter evolution and the rate of
3

np is the number of tangential nodes

9
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this evolution throughout the rolling process. We study one solid and compound ring
with radius of 0.141 m. For the compound ring the layer thickness of 0.0185 m and a
substrate thickness of 0.029 m has been chosen. Therefore, the total thickness is 0.0475 m
for both rings. The encapsulation has not been considered in this simulation. Regarding
the left part of FIGURE 7 a strong reduction of the ring diameter in the first rolling stage
can be observed for the compound ring in contrast to the solid ring. The growth of the
compound ring begins after about four seconds. In the FIGURE 7 (right) the rate of
diameter evolution with respect to time can be seen.

Figure 7: Evolution of the ring diameter for solid and compound ring with respect to the rolling

time (left) rate of diameter evolution for solid and compound ring with respect to the rolling
time (right)

In order to judge the compaction of the layer, the relative density is considered. FIGURE 8 shows the relative density at point A over time in different systems. The ratio of
the main roller radius with respect to the mandrel radius is defined as k. The diagram
shows that with k = 1 the higher value for relative density could be obtained.
At the end for the both mentioned material described in section 3 the distribution of
the relative density inside the layer at a process time of 4 seconds when the ring starts
to grow is at the path B from point A considered. With the initial relative density of
about 0.7 for the both material, it could be seen that the layer include cold work steel is
compacted worse than hard work steel (FIGURE 9). Experimental investigations showed
that in some cases the ring growth starts at a lower relative density. This behaviour
depends on the difference in the yield stress of the substrate with respect to the one of
the solid layer material.
7

CONCLUSION

In this paper a parameterized FE ring-rolling model has been presented that is applicable to the simulation of process-integrated powder coating by radial axial rolling of rings.
In addition, a material model that is able to describe the compaction of the powdery layer
material has been described. With respect to the experimental evaluations, two different
material models are applied and the agreement between simulation and experiment has
been shown.
10
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Figure 8: Comparison of relative density in different systems

Figure 9: Distribution of the relative density (SDV2) in the layer with the material No.:1.2344, material
No.:1.2380 (left), considered path in the rolling gap (right)

The FE model represents a basis to investigate the influence of several geometry parameters on the ring deformation during the rolling and the residual porosity within the
layer. Therefore, in order to prevent the locking effects and the mesh dependency of
solution the convergence of the selected meshes are studied. Afterwards, the quantities
such as e.g. relative density and the diameter increase of the ring are considered and
the behavior of a compound ring compared to the one of a solid rings during rolling is
demonstrated by simulation results.
By changing the geometric parameters to obtain a stable system which leads to a
round final ring shape, it has been shown that a control system is necessary. Such a
control system has been programmed and implemented via a user interface.
8
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Abstract. This paper provides a summary description of the selected results obtained in the
frame of the THERESA- project cosponsored by the European Commission (EC). The
numerical modeling of coupled thermal-hydraulic-mechanical (THM) processes with impact
on repository long-term safety was focused on simulation of a number of representative
laboratory experiments on rock salt samples. The scope of these calculations was the
validation of the actual capabilities of the constitutive model and to identify needs for further
improvements of the model. The measured development of volumetric strains and
permeability in the samples during loading process was compared posterior to calculation
results.

1

INTRODUCTION

The objectives of the European Community project THERESA ("Coupled thermalhydrological-mechanical-chemical (THMC) processes for application in repository safety
assessment”) [1] are to develop, verify and improve the modelling capabilities and capacities
of mathematical models and computer codes for coupled processes for use in performance
assessment of the long-term safety of nuclear waste repositories in crystalline rocks and rock
salt. The Work Package 3 (WP3) of this project focused on the evaluation and improvement
of numerical modelling capabilities for assessing the performance and safety of nuclear waste
repositories in rock salt, with particular regard to the long-term evolution of the excavation
damaged zone (EDZ), considering thermal-hydraulic-mechanical processes.
Furthermore in this Work Package triaxial compressive test on rock salt samples and a
large-scale test on a hollow salt cylinder were performed and then considered for an
unconventional benchmark analysis. The evolution of the THM processes occurring during
these tests was calculated using the finite element code ADINA [2]. A new viscoplastic
constitutive model for rock salt that can describe the volumetric strain (dilatancy) and the
damage of the rock has been proposed and implemented in this code. The rock damage (i.e.
micro cracks or fractures) was judged by criteria for shear and tensile fracture and by the
dilation criterion. The main attention focused on the simulation of strains and permeability
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development the rock salt samples. Subsequently, the calculated strain rates were compared
toexperimental data.
2 CONSTITUTIVE MODEL FOR ROCK SALT
The constitutive model proposed in this project is based on the assumption of small strains,
where the total strain rate, ε&tot is split into elastic and viscoplatic parts as follows:

ε&el
ε&vp

ε&tot = ε&el + ε&vp

elastic strain rate tensor
viscoplastic strain rate tensor

(1)

hTe elastic behaviour is assumed to be time-independent. Furthermore, the viscoplastic
strain rate tensor is decomposed into a viscoplastic strain rate tensor by constant volume and a
viscoplastic strain rate tensor due to damage that considers the volume change, such as
dilatancy or compaction of the material:

ε&vp = ε&vpc + ε&vpd

(2)

viscoplastic strain rate without volume change
ε&
&
viscoplastic strain rate due to damage which describes a volumetric strain
ε
For each viscoplastic strain rate, an associated flow rule is used:
c
vp
d
vp

ε&vp = γ <Ф (F(σ)) > ∂F/∂ σ

(3)

where
γ = a1 exp (-a2 / T) is the fluidity parameter,
a1 and a2 are material constants and T is temperature;
The term Ф (F) denotes a monotonic function of the yield function (F). The meaning of the
brackets < > is as follows:
< Ф (F) > = 0
if F ≤ 0
(4)
< Ф (F) > = Ф (F)
if F > 0
The function Ф (F) is defined as:

Ф (F) = (F - Fo) m

(5)

where m is an arbitrary constant and Fo is the uniaxial yield stress and set to zero for instance.
For our viscoplastic model, the functions Fc and Fd are defined as follows:
Fc = q2
d

F

(without volume change)
2

2

= n1 p + n2 q

where
p
is the mean stress and q is the standard stress deviator,
n1, n2 are material functions of the volumetric strain, εvol ,
and expressed as:
n1 = c1 (q2/p2 - c2 (η0 + εvol )/(1 + εvol))
2

n2 = 1- c3. n1 p / q

2

(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)

with c1, c2, and c3 being material constants to be evaluated by laboratory tests. In the present
approach η0 is the initial porosity of the undamaged rock salt.

2
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This viscoplastic material model for damage is based on the mathematical formulation
proposed by Hein [3] for granular materials, such as crushed salt, and was implemented in the
finite-element code ADINA [4]. Separate criteria for shear and tensile fracture and a
compression-dilation boundary [5, 6] are available to judge the damage of rock salt (i.e.
micro-cracks or fractures):
- Shear stress criterion for compression
where

τf ≥ b |σm|p

(10)

τ f : predicted shear stress at failure
σ m : mean stress
b and p are fitting parameters.

- Tension-induced failure is assume if the max. principal stress exceeds a tension of 1MPa.
- Compression-dilation boundary
where f1 and f2

τcd ≥ f1σ - f2 σm2
are fitting parameters.

(11)

The permeability of the damage rock salt is correlated to the dilatant volumetric strain
according to the following preliminary function reported in the literature [7]:
where

k = A · εvol

B

(12)

k: permeability of rock salt;
A and B are material parameters given by different authors and types of the rock salt.

Recently, a new permeability model for rock salt has been proposed by [8] and is
presented below together with the material parameters. This model represents a relation
between the mean stress and rock porosity:
k=

with

k tp
⎛ φ
⎜
⎜ φtp
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

− p1

⎛ φ
+⎜
⎜ φtp
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

− p2

(13)

k tp = a k ⋅ exp(− pc ⋅ bk )

φtp = aφ ⋅ exp(− pc ⋅ bφ )
3 MODEL CALIBRATION

In order to adjust the material parameters and to demonstrate the applicability of the
material model to describe the dilatant volumetric strain of rock salt, a number of different
triaxial laboratory tests were investigated numerically. The calculated strain rates were
compared to experimental data. The influence of different material parameters on the
numerical results was studied and described in Reference [9]. In the framework of the
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THERESA project some new numerical analyses of various laboratory transient-creep
experiments [10] have been performed. A test conducted on rock salt from the Asse mine for
which the volumetric strain rate was measured has been numerically analysed. The cylindrical
specimen had a diameter of 86.5 mm, a length of 175.0 mm, and a density of 2160 kg/m3 at
the beginning of the test and was subjected to an axial compression with controlled strain
rates of 10-7 1/s and a horizontal confining pressure of 1MPa. In this analysis it was assumed
that the dilation of the samples starts immediately after loading (i. e. the short time elastic
compaction of the sample was not modelled). A comparison of the measured and calculated
strain-stress curves, as well as the development of volumetric strains, are presented in the
Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
35
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Figure 1: Development of stresses as a function of axial
strain; Model 1, with damage parameters
fitted on strength tests (strain rate of 1E-05
1/s ), Model 2, new parameters set.

Figure 2: Comparison of measured and calculated
volumetric strains for two sets of
parameters.
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Figure 3: Permeability of the sample during the transient creep test and the calculated evolution
of the permeability for two sets of parameters of the calculation results along the horizontal
axis lead to a good overall correlation to measurements (Model 2, dashed curve).
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Using the calibrated parameters on earlier laboratory transient creep tests the model
predicts the development of effective and mean stresses quite well, but the volumetric creep
strain over-estimates the actual measurements (Model 1). With a minor adjustment of the
damage parameters it can be recognised that the results obtained are in better agreement to the
experimental data (Model 2).
The porosity-permeability relation described by the equation (12) was used to calculate the
development of permeability of the sample. Figure 3 shows the permeability of rock salt
calculated from the obtained volumetric strain in comparison with the laboratory
measurements. In Tab. 1 are the parameters obtained from the model calibration summarized.
Table 1: Material parameters for rock salt

Properties

Parameters

Thermo-elastic properties

E = 27 GPa; ν = 0.25; α = 4.2E-05 1/K

Transient creep

a0 = 0.018; a1 = 240; a2 = 0.112;
Qc /RT = 6495

Viscoplastic damage

m = 2.25; c1 = 0.3; c2 = 400;

Hydraulic properties
Equations (12) and (13)

A = 3.2E-11; B =3.5

c3 = 2; η0= 0.02%

p1 = 4; p2 = 1; ak = 4.27E-14;
bk = 1.26; aΦ = 0.0263; bΦ = 0.3093

4

LABORATORY TEST CASE

In order to demonstrate the capabilities and suitability of the calibrated models to calculate
EDZ evolution and reconsolidation of the damaged salt, a laboratory benchmark test was
designed and conducted [10]. A schematic representation of the triaxial test cell is shown in
Figure 4. The test was performed in two steps (test case TC2A and TC2B, respectively).
After two load steps at 11 MPA and 19 MPa deviatoric stress of the sample without
permeability increase, the sample was removed from the apparatus and inspected. Afterwards,
the sample was installed again and the experiment was restarted with several loading steps, a
reconsolidation phase and a phase of elevated temperature. The evolution of the stresses
during the second phase (TC2B) is presented in Figure 5. More details are given in the
THERESA laboratory test report [10].
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Figure 5: Load conditions applied to the benchmark
sample in phase TC2B [10].

Figure 4: Schematic assembly of a salt sample in
the triaxial cell [10].

5 NUMERICAL SIMULATION
A triaxial compressive test (TC2B) conducted on Asse rock salt was proposed for the
benchmark analyzes. The evolution of the THM processes occurring during those tests was
simulated using the ADINA code. The attention was focused on the simulation of strains and
permeability development in the rock salt samples. Subsequently, the calculated strain rates
were compared to experimental data. The main objectives of the benchmark calculations are
the validation of the actual capabilities of the constitutive model and to identify needs for
further improvements of the model.
5.1 Description of the model and boundary conditions
The model geometry used for the analysis is the same as that of the experimental
cylindrical rock salt sample with a diameter of 100 mm and a height of 190 mm. The initial
and boundary conditions are assumed as follows:
- Thermal: The whole sample was kept at room temperature of 30°C for about 8 days
after this period the temperature was rapidly increased to 70°C and kept constant until
the test ends.
- Hydraulic: Boundaries are impervious except for the both top boundaries to permit gas
in- and outflow, where gas pressure at the bottom of 0.5 MPa and the atmosphere
pressure at top were imposed.
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-

Mechanical: At the top boundary a time dependent vertical stress and at the outer
cylinder surface a radial stress was applied. The bottom surface of the model was fixed
in the normal and horizontal directions.

Details of the loadings are given in Figure 5 and the laboratory tests report [10]. The
parameters adopted in the simulation coincide with those assumed in the previous model
calibration and are summarized in Tab. 1.
5.2 Calculation results and discussions
The comparison of the calculated strains with the strains measured is shown in Figure 6 on
which the symbols are the experimental data and the continuous lines are the response of the
model. There are same differences during the second creeping stage due to the fast increase of
the vertical stress from one to 20 MPa. During the next moderate increase and decrease of the
loading stages there is a better agreement between the experimental and predicted strains. In
our case the calculated salt permeability using both available relations shows differences in
the first loading stages (Figure 7) because of the assumed initial porosity of the salt sample as
near zero (η0=0.0002). Taking into account that the initial porosity of the sample was about
0.2% and the corresponding permeability of about 10-19 m2, a new simulation will match quite
well with the measured behaviour. The increasing temperature and also the confining pressure
have different influences on the actual results. Unfortunately, it must be mentioned that at the
moment there are too few experimental results available to be sure that our assumptions are
correct.
6
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Figure 6: Comparison of measured and predicted
axial, radial and volumetric strains.

Figure 7: Permeability of the sample during the
transient creep test TC2B and the
calculated evolution of the permeability
with two different relations.

The distributions of void volume fraction and strains in the model at the time t = 8.3 days
are shown in Figure 8. Due to the experimental boundary condition at the upper and lower
surfaces of the sample, large strain gradients and the failure of rock salt were calculated. This
is not surprising as the case under study is characterized by small dimensions and a rapid
change in stress loading and unloading. The effect will also influence the hydraulic behaviour
of the sample material at these locations. It must be pointed out that the numerical model used
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is a simplified hydro-mechanical formulation based on Darcy' law and a saturated porous
media which are questionable with regard to gas flow through a viscous rock at high
temperature.

Figure 8: The spatial distributions of the void volume fraction, axial and horizontal strains after 8.3 days.

12 CONCLUSIONS
The numerical simulation results of the laboratory benchmark tests, performed on rock salt
have shown a quite good agreement with experimental data. The mathematical formulation of
the constitutive model is simple and can be easily implemented in different numerical codes.
The model is suitable to describe the main hydro-mechanical behaviour of the rock salt such
as transient creep, volumetric strain and material damage. In the case of the sealing (reconsolidation) of the damaged salt, there is still a considerable difference between the model
and experimental data. A future improvement of the proposed model is required.
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Abstract. The paper presents CFD simulation results of a natural draught wet-cooling
tower (NDWCT) with ﬂue gas discharge. The problem considered is mixing of the ﬂue
gases with the rising plume and possible corrosion of the tower shell due to acid condensate. A previously developed CFD model of a NDWCT has been used in the analysis. No
wind conditions have been assumed and the results have shown that under this condition
the corrosion is unlikely to occur.

1

INTRODUCTION

Cooling towers are devices used to cool industrial water. In conventional coal-ﬁred
power plants, they cool the water coming from the condenser of the steam turbine. The
aim of the tower is to keep the cooled water temperature low, since this temperature
aﬀects the eﬃciency of the power plant and thus the fuel consumption and pollutant
emissions. The most frequently encountered natural draught cooling towers are massive
structures whose height reaches up to 200 m [1, 2]. The water to be cooled is sprayed on
the top of a heat and mass exchanger called a ﬁll (packing) ﬂowing downwards in a form
of a thin ﬁlm. Evaporation and heat exchange between the ﬁlm and the air are responsible
for the cooling eﬀect of the water. Free-fall rain zone below the ﬁll, allows airﬂow into the
tower. Finally the droplets traveling downward the rain zone are collected in the water
basin from where the water is pumped back to the condenser. Increased humidity and
(and usually higher temperature) reduce the density of the air in the tower and form the
draught of the tower. From the viewpoint of mass, heat and momentum transfer the three
zones: spray, ﬁll and rain are the most important regions of the cooling tower. In Figure 1
the three transfer zones are presented. Two groups of models are used to simulate the
operation of natural draught towers:
1
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tower shell

drift
eliminator
sprayers
fill
air inflow

rain zone

water basin

Figure 1: The heat, mass and momentum transfer zones in the cooling tower

- Zero or one-dimensional models (global models) used in both design calculations
and performance tests. These models work on average ﬂow and thermal parameters
of cooling towers.
- Two or three-dimensional models making use of the Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) codes. These models can be used in both design calculations and performance
tests, however since they are more computationally demanding, they are used when
the local ﬂow and thermal parameters of cooling towers need to be determined.
Combustion exhaust gases cleaned in wet type desulphurization plants are too cold (50 80 ∘ C) to be introduced without preheating into the chimney of a power plant. These
gases can either be reheated and directed to the chimney or introduced into the cooling
tower and dispersed in the atmosphere with the plume. The latter solution is extremely
interesting due to the lack of a reheating system, which reduces the investment cost of
a newly built desulphurization plant. When this approach is used in newly built power
plants, the stack does not need to be erected at all. Figure 2 shows a simpliﬁed diagram
of a power plant equipped with the desulphurization plant transferring the cleaned gases
to the cooling tower.

boiler
cooling
tower
turbine
fuel
air

flue gas
desulphurization

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of a power plant with ﬂue gas discharge
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The ﬁrst plant using the ﬂue gas discharge into the cooling tower was built in Völkingen,
Germany in 1982 as a model (prototype) version of this solution [3]. Introduction of more
strict regulations regarding SO2 emissions required installation of desulphurization plants
in both existing and newly built power plants in order to meet this regulations. In the
last 30 years a couple dozen of retroﬁtted (e.g. RWE Niederaussem, Germany; Vattenfal
Jänschwalde and Boxberg, Germany; PKE Jaworzno III, Poland) and newly built plants
(e.g. RWE Niederaussem, Germany [1, 2]; PGE Belchatów, Poland; PKE L
 agisza, Poland)
used the concept of ﬂue gas discharge into the cooling tower [4].
Despite the known aforementioned advantages, the problem of corrosion of the inner
part of the tower shell due to acid condensate from the ﬂue gas is of concern. This can
be solved by coating the internal part of the shell by acid resistant material e.g. epoxy
resin, however it generates additional cost. Also questions arose how the introduction of
ﬂue gases aﬀect the cooling eﬃciency of the tower and how well the ﬂue gases are mixed
with the plume? There is also a risk that under wind conditions the ﬂue gases would
not mix properly with the rising plume. They could then ﬂow along the tower shell and
the remaining sulphur oxides would be the reason of corrosion of the tower shell if not
protected. Another question is how the ﬂue gases are dispersed in the atmosphere? This
question is speciﬁcally important under strong wind conditions. Under normal and mild
wind conditions the towers are known to disperse the gases even better than stacks [4].
The ﬁrst applications of ﬂue gas discharge into the cooling tower used specially designed
mixers to increase diﬀusion of the ﬂue gas in the plume [4]. In new cooling towers, however,
the inﬂow is through a gas duct placed centrally a few meters above the ﬁll.
To address these questions a previously developed and validated CFD model of a
natural draught wet-cooling tower [5, 6, 7] has been adapted to take into account the ﬂue
gas discharge into the tower. In this paper, as a preliminary calculations, only the mixing
eﬀect of the introduced gases with the rising plume is examined.
2

CFD MODEL OF THE COOLING TOWER

The object under consideration is a 120 m high natural draught wet-cooling tower
built in PKE Jaworzno III power plant in Poland. The ﬂue gases are introduced in
the center of the tower 25.86 m above the ground level by 7 m diameter duct as shown
schematically in Figure 3 (left). The duct is introduced to the tower at the level of 18
m through an opening in the tower shell. The geometry of the model encompasses both
the tower and the surrounding atmosphere comprising a 300 m high cylinder of 200 m
diameter, as shown in Figure 3 (right). The model of the tower has been developed using
a commercial CFD code ANSYS Fluent. The coupled heat, mass and momentum transfer
of the multiphase ﬂow in the cooling tower is solved by the use of built-in functions of the
CFD code and additional models developed by the authors of this paper. The developed
models are incorporated via the User Deﬁned Functions mechanism. The need of special
treatment of the heat, mass and momentum exchange in the spray, ﬁll and rain zones
is induced by the large scale diﬀerence of the surrounding atmosphere (𝑂(103 ) m) and
3
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200 m

300 m

120 m

54.74 m

25.86 m

7m

95 m

Figure 3: Main dimensions of the cooling tower (left) and the computational domain (right)

the internal equipment of the tower (𝑂(10−2 ) m). Since the modeling approaches were
already published in [5, 6, 7] they will not be presented here in detail but will be brieﬂy
discussed.
The heat and mass transfer in the spray and ﬁll zones are expressed in terms of two
point boundary value problem [7, 8]. For boundary conditions that are determined from
the CFD code, results of the equations in the ﬁll are the distributions of mass and heat
sources. These sources are plugged into appropriate transport equations of the CFD code.
The momentum transfer in the spray and ﬁll zone is accounted for by treating them as a
porous medium. Substantial acceleration of the computations is achieved by employing
an original technique based on Proper Orthogonal Decomposition Radial Basis Function
(POD-RBF) network [7, 9]. The ﬁnal result of this technique is a vector-matrix product
deﬁning the distribution of the heat and mass sources in the ﬁll.
The heat, mass and momentum transfer in the rain zone is simulated using the EulerEuler multiphase model available in the Fluent code. The standard functionality of this
model has been extended to account for mass transfer.
The geometry of the model has been created using the Gambit preprocessor and the
generated mesh consisted of 5.12 million structured and unstructured grid cells. The mesh
has been veriﬁed in terms of quality.
2.1

Governing equations

The equations solved in the CFD code are the mass, momentum and energy transport
equations. Additionally species transport equations are solved for O2 , CO2 , SO2 and H2 O
(vapor). The concentration of N2 is inferred from the concentrations of the remaining
species. The multiphase ﬂow in the rain zone of the cooling tower is solved using the EulerEuler approach. This requires solution of the mass, momentum and energy transport
equations for the liquid phase as well. The Standard 𝑘 − 𝜖 turbulence model is used to
close the system of equations. The option Dispersed is used to account for the turbulence
of the secondary phase. The governing equations are summarized in Table 1 The governing
4
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Table 1: Transport equations solved in Fluent

Equation
Continuity
Species transport
Momentum
Energy
Turbulence

# of equations
2
4
6
2
2

Applied to
both phases – air and gas, liquid water
primary phase – O2 , CO2 , SO2 and H2 O
both phases – air and gas, liquid water
both phases – air and gas, liquid water
primary phase – air and gas

equations are solved in a steady state with second order discretization schemes in space.
2.2

Boundary conditions

The pressure inlet and pressure outlet boundary conditions are assigned to the side
boundaries and the top of the cylinder like domain, respectively. The pressure and temperature are assumed constant at that boundaries. This also infers that no wind conditions
were assumed at this stage. The velocity inlet boundary condition is used for the ﬂue gas
introduction. The summary of the input data assigned at the boundaries is presented in
Table 2.
Table 2: Air, water and ﬂue gas parameters

Atmospheric air parameters
Air temperature
𝑇𝑎 , ∘ C
Relative humidity
𝜑, %
Pressure
𝑝, hPa
Water parameters
Hot water temperature
𝑇𝑤 , ∘ C
Water mass ﬂow rate
𝑚𝑤 , kg/s
Flue gas parameters
Gas temperature
𝑇𝑔 , ∘ C
Gas mass ﬂow rate
𝑚𝑔 , kg/s
Composition:
O2
𝑧O2 , mol/mol
CO2
𝑧CO2 , mol/mol
H2 O
𝑧H2 O , mol/mol
SO2
𝑧SO2 , mol/mol
N2
𝑧N2 , mol/mol
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3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to determine the eﬀect of ﬂue gas mixing with the rising plume the cooling
process has been simulated using the methods described above. The obtained velocity
and temperature ﬁelds are presented in Figure 4. As can be seen the velocity of the ﬂue

u, m/s

T, K

Figure 4: Contours of velocity (left) and temperature (right)

gases entering the tower dissipates quickly and then increases again within the plume.
The initial raise of the plume velocity above the tower outlet, can be explained by the low
pressure that is formed inside the tower. The lowest pressure is just above the ﬁll. Due
to buoyancy forces the plume rises towards higher pressure which is reducing its velocity.
The rising plume accelerates to some altitude and then starts to decelerate until its inertia
and buoyancy potential (diﬀerence in density of plume and air) is lost by mixing with
the ambient air. This ﬁnal reduction of velocity is not shown in the pictures, since the
height of the domain is not large enough. The temperature of the ﬂue gases gradually
decreases, however, as can be seen from Figure 5 (right), the core of warm ﬂue gases is
encircled by air stream until approximately 210 m, where the proﬁles of inner and outer
part of the jet become smooth. Similar behavior can be observed for concentration of the
ﬂue gas constituents. It can be seen from Figure 5 (left) that under no wind conditions
the concentration of SO2 is zero near the tower shell at any altitude. At the tower outlet
the distance of the closest non-zero SO2 concentration from the shell is ca. 12 m.
4

CONCLUSIONS

The preliminary results of simulation of the natural draught wet-cooling tower with ﬂue
gas discharge showed that under no wind conditions the mixing of the ﬂue gases inside the
tower is low enough to be sure that the gases do not touch the tower shell. This infers that
no corrosion due to acid condensation from the remaining sulphur oxides will occur. It
should be however stressed, that this situation may be change under wind conditions which
6
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120 m
180 m
240 m
300 m

Temperature, K

Mass fraction of SO2

120 m
180 m
240 m
300 m

Position, m

Position, m

Figure 5: Proﬁles of SO2 mass fraction (left) and temperature (right) at various elevations above the
tower

will be the subject of our future research. The factors that may also have inﬂuence on
the obtained results are the turbulence model used, and the assumptions made regarding
the boundary conditions, speciﬁcally the constant temperature and pressure along the
vertical boundaries.
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Abstract. In the present study, the Linear Friction Welding (LFW) process between a bar of
Metal Matrix Composite (MMC) AMC225xe (AA2124 with 25% SiC particulate
reinforcement) and a bar of unreinforced base alloy was simulated using the commercial finite
element package ABAQUSTM. Fully coupled implicit thermo-mechanical analysis procedure
was employed, with semi-automatic re-meshing using Python scripting and output database
scripting methods for extracting deformed configurations. Due to the large deformation near
the weld region, multiple analyses were carried out between each re-meshing stage in order to
limit the element distortion. Comparison of the simulation results with the experimental data
collected during welding, and with post-weld optical section micrograph has shown
satisfactory agreement.
1

INTRODUCTION

Metal Matrix Composites (MMCs) are a class of materials that typically contain
reinforcement particles or fibres dispersed in a continuous metallic matrix. Over the past few
decades, significant effort has been dedicated to developing MMCs with better physical and
mechanical properties compared to monolithic metals. The synergy between the properties of
the matrix (usually a light alloy based on Al, Ti or Mg) and the reinforcement (usually a hard
ceramic oxide, carbide, or nitride) allows the MMCs to exceed the parent material’s
performance [1]. MMCs based on aluminium alloys form a class of attractive light-weight
materials possessing a good combination of high stiffness and strength. The incorporation of
stiff and hard reinforcement in the form of fibres or particles leads to a significant increase in
the overall elastic modulus. Strength is also improved due to a variety of mechanisms,
including grain refinement and the creation of additional obstacles to dislocation movement.
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AA2124 is a wrought aluminium alloy widely used in the aerospace industry, e.g. fuselage,
fuel tanks etc. It possesses a good combination of mechanical properties: relatively high
stiffness and high strength, low density, and good resistance to fatigue crack growth. MMCs
based on the AA2124 alloy usually use silicon carbide (SiC) particle reinforcement, due to the
good interfacial bond that can be formed with the matrix.
Despite the several advantages over conventional alloys, a significant limitation to the
industrial application of AMCs is posed by the problems that arise in conventional joining
techniques, such as segregation and degradation (fracture) of the reinforcement phase.
Recently, linear friction welding has been successfully applied to join aluminium alloy based
MMCs. One of the crucial advantages of the LFW joining technique is that it avoids melting
and solidification [2]: it is a solid state joining process in which the bonding of two paralleledged components is completed by their relative reciprocating motion under the action of
steady axial compressive force. During the process, significant heat is generated by the
friction at the component interface, resulting in the continued displacement of plastically
deformed material [3-7]. This reciprocal motion and the very large attendant strains, together
with the complex interaction between the thermal and mechanical behaviour of components
makes the task of modelling the process somewhat of a challenge. Previous attempts have
been made to carry out Finite Element (FE) simulation of the LFW process between two
components made from the same Ti alloy, leading to limited success in capturing the
temperature field evolution [7, 8]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no work has been
reported to date on simulating LFW of aluminium alloys or aluminium-based composites,
particularly for the case of joining two blocks with different material properties.
Below we describe the simulation setup and report the comparison of the optimised model
output with observations.
2 THE FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION
2.1 The LFW process description

Figure 1: Illustration of the AA2124/MMC linear friction welding arrangement, and the coordinate system used.

2
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In order to simulate the entire linear friction welding process, the detailed parameters of
the welding process are required. In the present study we used the data collected during
Linear Friction Welding of AA2124/AMC225xe performed at TWI (The Welding Institute,
Cambridge, UK). The schematic illustration of the welding setup can be seen in Figure 1, and
the details of the welding process parameters are given in Table 1 and Figure 2.
Table 1: Linear friction welding process parameters

Joint

Force Pressure
(kN) (MPa)

AA2124/
AMC225xe

85

Frequency
(Hz)

Amplitude
(mm)

50

2

157

Burn- Piece
Initial
off
(mm) Length
(mm)
2
80

Weldment
Length
(mm)

Total
Upset
(mm)

150.94

9.06

LFW data MMC_Al
90

2.5

2

70
60

1.5

50

1

40
30

0.5

20

Amplitude (mm)

Force(kN), Upset(mm)

80

0

10
0

-0.5
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

Time(sec)
Figure 2: Plots of time history of the applied force, amplitude and upset during LFW process

In Table 1, total upset means the total axial shortening of the two components after
welding, while burn-off indicates the critical initial shortening at which the LFW control
system begins to reduce the oscillation amplitude. In the simulation, one bar of the assembly
was maintained stationary, while the other was subjected to oscillatory movement along the ydirection whilst experiencing a compressive force in the x-direction applied at the top end of
the bar. When the axial shortening reached 2mm, when the corresponding time was ~0.65s in
Figure 2, the oscillation amplitude was triggered to reduce in a linear ramp that reached zero
in 0.5s, which also corresponded to the time interval for observation made in the course of the
experiment (Figure 2).
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2.2 Setup of 2D LFW simulation

T
O
P

B
O
T
T
O
M

a)

b)

Figure 3: a) 2D model setup with boundary conditions and loads; b) 2D mesh with fine and coarse mesh regions

For the purposes of the current study, a 2D model was created with the exact in-plane
dimensions of the specimens, i.e. the width of 36mm and length of 80mm for each bar (Figure
3). As illustrated in the Figure, the bottom bar was encastre, whilst the top bar had timevarying displacement boundary conditions applied to represent the oscillatory movement
during the welding process. Two Reference Points (RP) were created in the model, for the
following purposes: 1) to apply fixed or moving displacement boundary conditions, by
linking the RPs through input command “*Equations” with the specific edges of the model,
highlighted in colour in Figure 3a; 2) to act as a sensor through a user subroutine (UEL) for
measuring the current weld upset. When a critical user-defined upset distance is reached or
exceeded, the UEL calls the utility routine XIT to trigger re-meshing and to ensure that the
elements are not excessively distorted; 3) to play the role of information channel between the
input file and various subroutines at the beginning of each re-mesh analysis step, so that the
total run time information can be made available for the user-defined subroutine UAMP that
defines the amplitudes of oscillation and pressure. In this way, the kinematic aspects of the
bars being joined can be fully monitored and controlled via the respective RPs.
The LFW process model developed in the present study follows a nonlinear, quasi-static,
thermo-mechanically coupled analytical framework. Each analysis step in the simulation
sequence represented a single fully coupled temperature-displacement calculation. The exact
duration of the step was not known a priori, but was in fact controlled by the user element
subroutine UEL.
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The key aspect of the implementation that was crucial for successful completion of the
simulation was the re-meshing capability. During LFW, large deformation occurs in the near
the weld region, namely, local shearing, forging and flash formation. If a single mesh were
used, no matter how fine, element distortion would accumulate and soon render the
calculation impossible. To limit element distortion, re-meshing had to be triggered when
certain criteria were fulfilled. The procedure was automated through the use of Python scripts.
To capture the significant changes in the component shape, the capabilities of ABAQUS/CAE
were used to extract the outer contour of the bars, re-seed the surface, and create the new
mesh in the automatic mode. In each bar, the mesh was divided into two regions (see Figure
3b). Smaller elements were used in the region near the bond line, and also for the materials
forming the flash.
To describe the contact conditions, two types of contact interactions were defined: weld
contact and self-contact. The weld contact was described by a pair of interactions that was
symmetrical, in the following sense. The first interaction defined the bottom surface of the top
bar as the master surface and the top surface of the bottom bar as the slave surface. In the
second interaction definition this master-slave relationship was reversed. This “balanced
master-slave” arrangement ensures more accurate and stable description of the contact
pressure at the weld interface and avoids “hourglass” effects. Furthermore, it was combined
with a softened contact interaction description in order to promote the re-distribution of the
contact pressure between nodes lying along and to both sides of the interface between the two
bars being joined.
The other type of contact interaction was introduced to address the possibility of selfcontact that may cause problems during re-meshing. The Part2DGeomFrom2DMesh
command was used to generate the new, current configuration geometry. This is achieved by
performing curve-fit operations, and these in turn may lead to self-intersections of the
boundary, with consequent invalid part topology and meshing failure. To overcome this
problem, a softened contact model was used that introduced a normal pressure even for a
small separation distance (0.01 mm). The separation distance was kept as small as practical to
avoid introducing non-physical assumptions into the contact behaviour.
2.3 Material properties
The material of the top and bottom bars was AMC225xe and AA2124, respectively. The
inelastic deformation response of both materials was described by constitutive laws that
incorporated temperature and strain rate dependence of yield stress. The strain rate
dependence was defined by the Johnson-Cook law where the prevailing exponential
coefficient used was C = 0.0083 [9]. The temperature dependence of the other relevant
physical and mechanical properties was found from the ASM Metals Handbook [10]. The
values used in the simulation are given in Table 2 and 3. It is worth noting that the
temperature dependence of the yield stress exerts crucial influence on the LFW process, while
the strain rate-dependence of the yield stress greatly influences the model convergence. For a
simulation that is stable and realistic, correct definitions of the temperature and strain rate
dependence of the properties of both AA2124 and AMC225xe materials are of crucial
importance.
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Table 2: Material properties for AA2124

Temperature (°C)
24
150
205
260
315
370
Density (kg/m)
2770

Yield Stress (MPa)
450
395
340
240
145
69
Thermal Conductivity
(W/m·K)
191

Elongation
8%
10%
13%
17%
23%
35%
Specific Heat (J/kg·K)
882

UTS (MPa)
485
415
365
270
160
76
Young’s Modulus
(GPa)
71

Table 3: Material proerties for AMC225xe

Temperature (°C)
20
25
150
200
260
350
Density (kg/m)
2880

Yield Stress (MPa)
480
480
321
276
102
48
Thermal Conductivity
(W/m·K)
150

Elongation
5%
5%
9%
18%
34%
45%
Specific Heat (J/kg·K)
836

UTS (MPa)
650
650
428
358
200
65
Young’s Modulus
(GPa)
115

b)

c)

3 RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION

a)
t = 0.485s

t = 0.795s

t = 4.0s

Figure 4: Von Mises stress contours in the specimen at different frame time: a) 0.485s, b) 0.795s and c) 4.0s
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The LFW simulation presented here had the total duration of 4s, and burn-off time 0.85s.
The oscillation amplitude was ramped down to zero at a time close to 1.15s. At 3.5s the
applied load began to decrease, and at the target time of 4s the compressive load was reduced
to zero.
The von Mises stress contours at different stages of the simulation are shown in Figure 4.
The sequence provides an illustration of how the process evolves and what significant shape
changes occur. They involve the “squeezing out” of the material from the weld zone and into
the flash. It is seen in Figure 4a that at ~0.5s significant flash generation and axial shortening
(upset) begin. At the time of ~0.8s, greater amount of flash was generated in both bars, with
some noticeable asymmetry (right to left), and with significantly more flash produced on the
AA2124 side. This remains true at 4.0s (end of the process, Figure 4c): most of the flash is
seen in the unreinforced alloy side of the weldment, while only a relatively thin layer of
highly curved AMC flash can also be found.
Figure 4c represents the distribution of von Mises stress within the assembly at the end of
the process. At this stage the externally applied compressive force is already removed, so the
residual stress state is being considered. As expected, a higher level of residual stress is found
in the softer of the two bars being joined.

Figure 5: Flash geometry a) in the model and b) in the experiment in LFW of AA2124/AMC225xe

One possibility of validating the process model is to compare the predicted post-weld flash
shape with the optical section micrograph. Figure 5 shows, on the same scale, the comparison
of the flash geometry between the FE model and experiment (LFW bond region observed
under an optical microscope) . The shapes of the flash for the AMC225xe material obtained
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from the model and experiment appear almost identical, with both the flash thickness and
curvature (Region 2 in Figure 5b) captured well. The flash shape for the unreinforced alloy
AA2124 obtained in the model is somewhat similar from the observation, although the flash
thickness once again appears to be captured correctly (see Region 3). The model also
captures correctly the gentle curvature of the bond line in Region 1, with the region occupied
by the relatively hard MMC appears convex, and concave for the softer AA2124 alloy.
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Figure 6: a) Time history of the axial shortening (upset) in the LFW simulation; b) Time history of the
maximum temperature in the LFW simulation

Model post-processing was also developed in order to extract the upset and maximum
temperature across the entire sequence of simulation steps. Figure 6 illustrates the time history
of the model upset and maximum temperature during the LFW simulation. It is worth noting
that the final upset of the model (9.36mm) is quite close to the experimental value (9.06mm).
Furthermore, at the time of 0.65s, the upset predicted by the model is ~2mm, i.e. in precise
agreement with the burn-off value when the oscillation amplitude started to decline. It is
worth pointing out for clarity that the ramping down of oscillation amplitude in the simulation
is time-triggered at t=0.65s. In contrast, in the experiment it is the burn-off reaching u=2mm
that acts as a trigger for reducing oscillatory the amplitude.
It is also worth noting that the maximum process temperature within the model fell into the
logical range, not exceeding the solidus temperature (502˚C) yet close to that of the forging
(400˚C).
4 CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, a successful simulation is reported of the LFW process between
unreinforced aluminum alloy AA2124 and Metal Matrix Composite AMC225xe that is based
on the same alloy as the matrix and is reinforced with particulate SiC. The fully coupled
implicit thermo-mechanical analysis procedure is described, with semi-automatic re-meshing
to control element distortion. The simulation provided satisfactory agreement with the records
of process parameters taken during welding, i.e. compressive force required for forging, burnoff and total upset. Further validation of predictive capability in terms of the mechanical
behaviour of joints requires comparing the residual stresses from the simulation with
experimental measurements carried out on the weldments e.g. by diffraction. This work is
currently under way.
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Abstract. Regeneratively cooled combustion chamber and nozzle structures are exposed
to extreme temperature gradients in space and time. One sided wall heating during the
hot run generates thermomechanical loads that induce high heat fluxes on the surface
and consequently high stresses inside the thin cooling channel structures. In order to
address the strong interaction between the structure and the different flow fields a coupled
simulation considering the thermal and mechanical interactions is desirable. The present
study covers both physical couplings in a partitioned approach applied to the steady state
case of a subscale thrust chamber.
Furthermore, this study will present a novel full parametric 3D modelling approach
for cooled rocket thrust chambers, which is specifically designed to reduce computational
expense in FSI analyses by applying non conforming symmetry conditions across coupling
interfaces. The parametrization ranges from thrust chamber contour design through CAD
modelling up to grid generation of the individual domains. Further extension of the
parametric approach allows the analysis of thermal protection systems applied inside the
combustion chamber.

1

INTRODUCTION

The regeneratively cooled rocket thrust chamber is one of the most important components determining the performance of today’s launch vehicles. Over the years research has
been performed with the goal to optimize the overall performance of rocket engines. Complex thermal and mechanichal loading conditions cause a strong interaction between the
hot combustion gas, the thin wall structure of the combustion chamber and the cryogenic
liquid fuel which is pumped through the high aspect ratio cooling channels. Combustion
gases reach a temperature level of about 3,600 K with a chamber pressure up to 20 MPa [1].
The highest heat flux is reached with 131–147 MW/m2 at the throat region [2].
1
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The response of the cooling channel structure can only be addressed through an adequate prediction of the in-service conditions. Chemical reactions during the combustion
process, fluid flow in the thrust chamber and cooling channels, heat transfer between the
involved domains and the thermomechanical coupling in the structure make up a complex
system. The thermal and pressure loads generated by the hot gas and cooling channel
flow are essential for the prediction of the cooling channel response.
Computer resources in the past were limited to the application of simplified models
for coupled simulations. In [3] the thermal interaction between a 2D structural model
and a straight 3D cooling channel segment is analysed. The interaction with the hot gas
side is neglected, whereas experimental data of [4] serve as boundary condition. This
simplified model is extended by a thermomechanical coupling strategy in [5]. Riccius
argues in [6] about the relevance of a correct transient load cycle, whereas a 1D fluid
model is deployed for quasistatic and transient thermal analyses. A 3D coupled heat
transfer analysis is presented by Liu et al. in [7], where the hot gas and cooling channel
structure are modelled by a finite volume scheme. The cooling channel flow is included
by a 1D approach. Current industrial simulation strategies were presented by Knab et
al. in [8], where a coupled heat transfer simulation is performed between the hot gas
side and the coolant flow. The hot gas side is modelled by an axisymmetric multi-phase
Navier-Stokes solver, whereas the cooling channel flow and the structure are analysed by
a 3D conjugate heat transfer model.
The increasing computing capacity now allows us to perform a coupled 3D fluidstructure interaction analysis of the whole thrust chamber structure. A coupled steady
state heat transfer analysis with a subsequent static mechanical analysis of a subscale
LOX/H2 thrust chamber is investigated in this work.
Assuming finalized combustion at the inlet, the hot gas flow is determined by means
of the 3D steady RANS solver of the CFD code DLR-TAU [9]. ABAQUS FE Software is
used to analyse the cooling channel response in a hot gas run at steady state.
The FSI computation environment ifls developed at the Institute of Aircraft Design
and Lightweight Structure at the Technical University of Braunschweig will be shown to
be able to perform the fully coupled 3D FSI Analysis of the thrust chamber structure.
Building parametric models for FSI Analysis is a laborious work, because each physical domain has to be carefully designed starting from CAD modelling, going through
specific grid generation techniques according to the physics involved and finally defining
the appropriate boundary conditions, where e.g. discretised coupling surfaces have to be
extracted for interpolation purposes of the involved field and flux variables considering
non-conforming grids. In this study we will present a novel object oriented full parametric
3D modelling approach for cooled rocket thrust chambers. The approach covers all above
mentioned modelling steps in one software concept.
In the following sections we will present the partitioned numerical coupling concept
implemented in ifls, outline the parametric modelling approach and demonstrate the
complete coupling approach of this study on a steady state subscale thrust chamber
2
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computation, which will be discussed.
2

NUMERICAL FSI COUPLING CONCEPT

The developed simulation environment ifls provides a framework to simulate coupled
problems in a partitioned approach, where the coupling domains are analysed with individual codes for the aerodynamic and structural phenomena. Detailed information of
the software concept implemented in ifls and the available state-of-the-art techniques for
numerical coupling can be taken from [10]. The software environment has been tested
and validated for different individual code combinations. For details, refer to the previous
studies [10, 11, 12, 13].
Basic requirement for such a coupled concept is the equilibrium of energy transferred
across the coupling surfaces during a single coupling time step. In the following analysis
a steady state problem is solved. To ensure conservation in space, non-conforming grids
need to be handled such that the transfer of the state variables is achieved in a conservative
manner. Several techniques to exchange the boundary conditions on the coupling surface
were proposed. A general approach to construct conservative transfer schemes is provided
in [14, 15, 16], which fulfill the interface conditions in a weak formulation based on the
Lagrangian multiplier technique. Based on this approach ifls provides several popular
transfer schemes presented in [10, 17]. The transfer scheme applied in the present study
is referred to as conservative interpolation or node projection scheme. In this case the
nodal loads of the fluid interface are mapped to the nodes of the closest structural interface
element, where the structural shape functions are evaluated at the fluid interface nodes.
A schematic illustration of ifls iteration procedure and framework is shown in Fig. 1.
The fluid-structure interaction considered in this work is assumed to be steady state
for all involved domains. A two way coupled formulation accounts for the heat transfer
and stress/displacement problem between the hot gas and the cooling channel structure.
In each euqilibrium iteration step the structural domain is solved in a sequentially coupled thermomechanical analysis, in which first the heat flux computed on the hot gas
side serves as input for the structural thermal analysis and second the structurally computed temperature distribution together with the hot gas pressure loads is applied in a
subsequent static stress/displacement analysis. The deformation results of the structural
analysis are transferred to the fluid domain in order to perform a grid deformation in each
iteration step. Furthermore, the surface temperatures computed by the structural solver
are interpolated to the fluid side serving as new input in the equilibrium algorithm.
The solution of the coupled problem is obtained by the Dirichlet-Neumann iteration.
Formulating the Dirichlet problem in terms of a Schur complement one defines symbolically the fluid operator F as follows:
)
(1)
F φ(f ) |Γ = φ(f
,n |Γ ,
where φ represents the state variables (temperature, displacements) and φ,n the flux (heat
flux, surface tractions) at the coupling interface Γ. The indices (s) and (f ) at the state
3
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Figure 1: Process logic of the coupling algorithms and the corresponding software architecture

variables φ and the flux φ,n represent the fluid and the structural domains, respectively.
The inverse Schur complement is formulated for the structural problem, consequently the
Neumann problem is solved:
−1 (s)
φ |Γ ←→ S φ(s) |Γ = φ(s)
(2)
φ(s)
,n |Γ = S
,n |Γ .
For the classical Dirichlet-Neumann iteration the state variables are relaxed in each
steady state iteration step as follows:
(3)
φk+1 = (1 − ω) φk + ω S −1 F φk ,
with the relaxation parameter ω.
The application of a fixed ω between 0.7 and 1.0 can be assumed as standard in coupled
heat transfer problems. However, an optimal computed ω = ωopt is desirable to accelerate
the equilibrium iteration. Several acceleration methods, e.g. Aitken method and gradient
method have been analysed in the past [18, 19].
For the fully coupled problem in the present work the Aitken method is used to accelerate the fixed point iteration. The Aitken method is defined as follows:
(4)
ωopt,k = 1 − µk ,
where the Aitken coefficient µk is defined as
(∆φk − ∆φk+1 )T ∆φk+1
µk = µk−1 + (µk−1 − 1)
(∆φk − ∆φk+1 )2
with ∆φk+1 = φk − φk+1 . For the first iteration loop µk = 0.
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(a) Definition of coupling surfaces.

(b) Software concept.

Figure 2: Parametrized modelling aspects of cooled rocket engines.

3

PARAMETRIC 3D MODELLING APPROACH

3D FSI analyses of cooled rocket thrust chambers are computationally expensive. Computational reduction can be achieved if symmetry conditions are used, consequently the
assumption of the present parametric approach is to model half of a cooling channel segment for the combustion chamber cooling circuit. The hot gas is modelled with periodic
boundary conditions, which is shown in Fig. 2(a), where the coupling surfaces are defined. The data transfer between the hot gas and structural domain is achieved through
an additional coupling surface Γs,hf,f ull , where the state and flux variables are mirrored
to satisfy integrity of the applied boundary conditions in each iteration step. Accounting
for all symmetry conditions in the different computational domains allows the simulation
of the 3D state by the assumption of periodic repetition.
In numerical coupling it is very time consuming to realize CAD modelling and grid
generation for all involved computational domains. Validation of numerical methods is
always a topic, therefore a software concept for parametrized modelling of thrust chamber
designs and cooling channel setups was developed. The parametrization reaches from the
thrust chamber contour and cooling channel design to the CAD modelling and finally to
the grid generation of the hot gas, structure and cooling channel flow field.
Fig. 2(b) shows schematically the developed software architecture, which uses the
python interface to the preprocessor Abaqus/CAE. Python scripting allows an object
oriented modular and reusable framework for the different components of the parametrized models. Additional software packages like Triangle [20] and TetGen [21] enhance
5
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Figure 3: Parametrized model: thrust chamber contour (left); cooling channel cross section (right).

the possibilities in grid generation.
The class definition of ThrustChamberContour describes the complete rocket engine
contour of Fig. 3 (left), where the nozzle is designed with the thrust optimized parabola
(TOP) from Rao [22]:
2

r
cx dr
bx
+
+
+
+ e = 0.
(6)
rt
rt
rt
rt
Even modern nozzles like the Vulcain and SSME nozzle can be studied by means of a
parabolic contour [23]. The nozzle contour can be described by five independent variables
rtd , θn , L, re and θe . The angles θn and θe are evaluated through a bivariate spline whose
input data was taken from Rao [22].
The derived class ParamCoolingGeom accounts for the chosen cooling circuit cross
section definition shown on the right of Fig. 3. Different cooling channel setups are
possible and can be derived likewise. For each cooling channel setup, one can derive
classes for the different computational domains. These classes use the object oriented
Abaqus/CAE interface to implement the parametrized CAD and grid models. In this
study the analysed subscale thrust chamber consists of three domains structure, hot gas
and the two cooling curcuits, one in the combustion chamber region and one in the nozzle
extension. For both cooling circuits a continously varying cooling channel geometry can
be defined for the cross section sketched in Fig. 3 (right).
4
4.1

NUMERICAL RESULTS
Cooled subscale thrust chamber

In this study a coupled FSI analysis of a LOX/H2 subscale rocket thrust chamber
is simulated. The subscale thrust chamber is defined by Astrium Space Transportation
GmbH, Propulsion & Equipment. Extracted general parameters of the detailed test case
6
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Figure 4: Mach number distribution at steady state of the coupled FSI analysis.

definition serve as input for the parametrized thrust chamber contour of this work. The
test case consists of 80 cooling channels in the combustion chamber and 160 cooling
channels in the nickel based nozzle extension. The combustion chamber material setup is
composed of a NARloy-Z [24] liner and an INCONEL alloy 600 jacket.
On the hot gas side a 3D steady RANS analysis using ideal gas law assuming finalized
combustion is performed in each Dirichlet step of the static FSI analysis. For the fluid
simulaton the DLR TAU-Code is used, which is an unstructured RANS solver based
on the finite volume method. Reservoir pressure inflow conditions were computed with
the preliminary design tool RPA (Rocket Propulsion Analysis) [25] and served as inlet
conditions for the DLR TAU-Code. The temperature niveau computed with RPA reaches
3502 K at a pressure level of 9.35 MPa. At the outlet supersonic outlet conditions are
applied, while an isothermal wall is defined at the coupling surface. The turbulent effects
are modelled by the original version of the Spalart-Allmaras model implemented in the
TAU-Code. The hybrid grid consists of 590833 grid points, 686535 tetrahedra and 785686
prisms. The dimensionless y+ is adapted to a maximum of 0.57 at the thrust chamber
throat. Fig. 4 shows the typical mach number profile of a TOP nozzle, where compression
waves are generated at the intersection of the downstream arc and the parabola contour.
These compression waves coalesce in an internal shock. Comparisons to Östlund approve
these flow phenomena [23].
The steady state heat transfer problem of the cooling channel structure is analysed with
the ABAQUS FE software. The resultant heatflux of the hot gas simulation is transfered
as boundary condition on the coupling surface. In this study the cooling curcuits introduced in section 3 are accounted for by the definition of constant film coefficients at the
structural boundary. The film coefficient of hf,CC = 150 kW/(m2 K) is applied for the
combustion chamber circuit and hf,N E = 30 kW/(m2 K) is applied for the nozzle extension circuit. For both circuits the sink temperature is defined as T = 40 K. Radiation
effects in the combustion chamber are not considered. Radiation to ambient is computed
for the outside facing surface of the cooling channel structure.
The resultant temperature distribution of the cooling channel structure is used as
input condition for the static stress/displacement analysis. The fluid solver provides
the mechanical surface loads for the hot gas side. At the inlet deflections in the axial
direction are suppressed. Symmetric deformation is guaranteed by applying zero deflection
normal to the symmetry planes sketched in Fig. 2(a). For the static analysis a linear
7
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Figure 5: Structural temperature distribution of the cooled rocket engine at steady state.

elastic material model with temperature dependant material parameters is applied for
the above mentioned materials. Both finite element models are modelled by 3D 8–node
linear hexaeder elements.
Fig. 5 shows the converged temperature distribution of the structural domain. The
high temperatures at the combustion chamber inlet can be explained by the assumption
of finalized combustion at the inlet, where a homogenous inflow condition neglecting the
typical injector head is applied. Realistic physical conditions are met at the throat region,
where the temperature peak reaches about 849 K. The cut view at the throat region shown
in Fig. 5 gives insights about the temperature distribution of the cooling channel cross
section.
Another temperature peak can be identified in Fig. 6(a) at the nozzle extension just
downstream of the manifold position. The nozzle extension material is completely out of
INCONEL alloy 600, which has a heat conductivity one order lower than the upstream
NARloy-Z. Furthermore, the assumed constant film coefficient is five times higher in the
upstream cooling curcuit.
The structural response of the static stress/displacement analysis is shown for the
thrust chamber counter in Fig.6(b). The effect of the global deformed state on the
aerothermomechanical analysis is small compared to the strong influence of the thermal
interactions.
4.2

FSI analysis including thermal protection systems

The transfer of thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) to the high heat flux environment of
rocket thrust chambers seems straightforward because TBCs are effectively used in power
generation and other aerospace applications. Referring to thrust chambers, TBCs offer
great potential to reduce heat flux, coolant temperature and pressure loss; consequently
an increased chamber life is expected.
8
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(a) temperature distribution.

(b) deformed vs undeformed.

Figure 6: Results along the thrust chamber contour of a static aerothermomechanical analysis.

(a) FEM model.

(b) Structural temperature distribution.

Figure 7: The cooled rocket engine at steady state including the TBC–system.

The parametrized modelling approach introduced in section 3 can be easily extended to
analyse TBC systems in the context of a coupled thrust chamber analysis. In this study
a standard TBC coating system consisting of a 30µm MCrAlY bond coat and a 10µm
zirconia top coat is analysed. A small section of the parametrized FEM model is shown
in Fig. 7(a). The thin layers of the TBC system are analyzed by 8–node continuum shells
in which the copper and nickel alloy is modelled by 8–node solid elements like before.
Material parameters of copper, BC and TBC are taken from [26, 27] and [24].
Fig. 7(b) shows the converged temperature distribution near the throat region of the
structural domain including the TBC system. The temperature peak near the throat
region reaches about 1548K. One can depict from the cut view shown in Fig. 7(b) that the
temperature level of the copper alloy is drastically reduced compared to the conventional
setup shown in Fig. 5.
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5

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
- Both physical couplings, thermal and mechanical interactions, have been analysed
for a steady state case of a subscale thrust chamber. It was shown that the developed
simulation environment ifls is capable of simulating FSI phenomena of cooled rocket
thrust chambers.
- A novel parametrized 3D modelling approach for cooled rocket thrust chambers
has been introduced. The approach is object oriented and easily extendable, which
allows for future sensitivity analyses and quick design changes and most important,
to understand in more depth the physical coupling phenomena involved.
- At last, the extensibility of the presented modelling approach was shown by a fully
coupled steady state thrust chamber analysis including a TBC system applied inside
the combustion chamber.
- In the ongoing research we are focused on the transient analysis of complete engine
cycles at in-service conditions in order to address the limiting lifetime factors of
cooled combustion chambers. In this context the cooling fluid domains analysed by
RANS model will be integrated in the presented fully coupled approach.
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Abstract. The contribution presents the program Transport, which serves to
simulation of column transport experiments. Its main function is not to predict results
of experiments but to compare influence of individual physical and chemical processes
to the experiment results.
The one-dimensional advection-diffusion model is based on Finite Volume Method;
it includes the triple porosity concept, sorption, retardation, and chemical reactions
simulated using connected program React from The Geochemist‘s Workbench package
or PhreeqC. Due to these geochemical programs, the user has extensive possibilities
of chemistry simulation during transport. The program Transport simulates not only
the processes inside the column but also preparation of entering solutions and
measurement methods of outgoing solution parameters.
Important part of the contribution would be demonstration of results of simulation
of real transport column experiments recently realized at the Technical University of Liberec.
1 INTRODUCTION
Modeling of transport processes is becoming increasingly important in recent years. There
are many areas where it is necessary to model the transport of heat and water. This paper and
the Transport program have been developed for the needs of projects dealing with study
of contamination. But the modeling of transport actions is not sufficient for the contamination
problem. The reactive processes are also very important, because the contaminants affect their
surroundings primarily chemically. Transport and reactive components can interact, that is
why we are talking about a coupled problem.
An example of impact of the reactive component to transport may be the precipitation
of mineral phase. It can affect mobility of all observed components. An example of the
opposite effect may be a dependence of type of ongoing reactions on flow velocity. We study
those and other influences using simulations of the Transport program.
Studying of such processes in the underground, about its composition we have only limited
information, is extremely difficult or almost impossible. If we want to detect patterns
of events that take place under the ground, we must study them in known conditions first.
In the laboratory we can split both processes and test them separately. The reactive processes
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among solutions of different concentrations in flasks and transport processes using column
experiments with simple solutions. Only when we can correctly simulate such processes
separately, we can begin to combine them. The Transport program is used to simulate the
combinations of these processes.
2 GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
This paper aims to present the Transport program itself and design a methodology of its
use for modeling of transport-reactive processes. The paper is divided into four main parts and
conclusion. In the section 3 we present the Transport program and possibilities of its
configuration. In this section we briefly describe the structure of calculation of the program
itself as well as the structure of model problem.
An important part of the transport-reactive modeling is to understand the system from the
perspective of chemical reactions. The importance of this phase of simulation will be
discussed in the section 4. The Transport program itself does not calculate the reactive
component of processes, but it uses the communication with geochemical software package
from The Geochemist's Workbench (GWB hereafter). With this software, we can model
the state of equilibrium of used solutions. This will give us knowledge of their properties and
then we can compare them with changes within the transport.
A major problem in calculating the transport-reactive processes is their time-consuming
intensity. In the section 5 we suggest a possible way to help. It is the Method
of Contamination Front. This method is based on communication between the Transport
program and the React program from GWB package. Presented method does not solve
the problem of time-consuming intensity, but helps to properly set up the simulation.
The resulting calculation will not be accelerated, but it is an important tool in studying
the properties of processes in the stage of setting up the simulation.
The final part of the paper (section 6) will discuss the results of simulations in terms
of accuracy and time-consuming intensity.
3 THE TRANSPORT PROGRAM V2.2
The Transport program is being developed at the Technical University in Liberec. It is
a 1D model based on the Finite Volume Method. It can be used for simulations of column
experiments, where the column is filled with a homogeneous porous rock saturated with
homogeneous water solution and there are successively injected up to two different water
solution. The model is adjusted so that before and behind the rock column there are so-called
input and output chamber without a rock. It is well adapted for different kinds
of measurements of output parameters of the solutions.
During its development our task was not to simplify the problem and to create a simple
model. On the contrary, we expanded the simple model to resolve various types
of experiments. The complexity of the model with more parameters emphasizes the accuracy
of the modeled experiments. Then the information about the phenomena occurring in the
column can be considerably more accurate.
Beside a detailed model of geometry of the column, it is difficult to improve the simulation
of transport processes in any way. But large room for progress still remains in modeling
of chemical reactions.
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4 CHEMICAL REACTION MODELING
Following [1], while the coupling of hydrologic transport and chemical reaction models
is an active area of research, the development of chemical reaction batch models has received
much less attention. Whereas reactive parameters setting is more difficult than setting
of transport parameters. Reactive transport program can not only compute with species
concentrations. Information about other solute properties is important to include. Those
properties are changing along the column experiment depending on current reactions and
ambient conditions.
For example, setting of the solute and external atmosphere equilibrium is important for
solute properties and inside chemical reactions. Otherwise setting of precipitation processes
have an effect to solute composition and sometimes also transport properties. E. g. when
column experiment takes only few days, it is not possible for hematite to precipitate; the
mineral hematite is the final product of precipitation for solution including oxygen and iron
but its precipitation needs at least hundreds of years and column experiments do not last as
long, so we have to suppress this mineral in the thermodynamic equilibrium computations.
The Transport program includes some setups to operate with given aqueous solutions.
Setting of concentrations and solute properties is an important part of operation with reaction
component of the process. The Transport program user can perform complete analysis
of given solutions before he starts to compute the main simulation of the column experiment.
The user can also compute the equilibrium of the solute and the atmosphere. Another program
option is setting of different ambient conditions in different parts along the column model.
For example, the user can prohibit the access of oxygen inside of column but he can allow
the calculation of equilibrium with the atmosphere in the output flask.
Coupling of reactive chemistry with transport significantly extends the computation time
significantly. In this time, some trends can be observed in the effort to deal with this problem
(parallel programming or development of numerical methods). Our approach to this problem
is different. It is based on finding the contamination front which is almost independent of the
kind of the applied software if we assume using the operator splitting method.
5 THE METHOD OF CONTAMINATION FRONT
The method of contamination front is based on reduction of the number of chemical
equilibrium computations. By the “contamination front” we mean the situation where
the solute concentrations significantly change in time. For example, this situation occurs when
two different solutions mix because of advection. In such a situation, many chemical
processes take place so it is important to compute the chemical equilibrium there. In other
places of the column we can suppose that simulation of chemical processes can be omitted.
The Method of Contamination Front (MCF) is based on looking for elements where
the concentrations rapidly change. In this time, we are evolving two variants of the MCF: (1)
testing the concentration change in time in each element, or (2) testing the concentration
change along the flowpath in one time.
In the first case (variant 1), we are searching the contamination front in every single
element. We wait for a significant change of concentration of the chosen species. The level
of importance depends on the coefficient k (Eq. 1). If we set up the coefficient k=0.5, change
of the specie concentration has to be larger than arithmetic mean of the past and the present
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specie concentration.
| Ce (t)- Ce (tkont)|> (Ce (t)+Ce(tkont))·k

(1)

where Ce [mg l-1] is concentration of the chosen species in the finite volume e, tkont [s] is the
time when the last concentration front was found, t [s] is the actual time, k [1] is the
coefficient of the MCF variant 1.
In the second case (variant 2), we are searching for the contamination front according
to the situation in neighboring elements. We check concentration of one species in every
element using the equations (Eq. 2). Variant 2 uses only the concentrations in present time
which can be an advantage for large 3D models:
C- = Ce-1(t) – Ce(t)
C+ = Ce+1(t) – Ce(t)
| C- - C+ |>| C- + C+|·K

(2)

where Ce [mg l-1] is concentration of the chosen species in the finite volume e, K [1] is the
coefficient of the MCF variant 2.
6 MODELING OF REAL EXPERIMENTS
In the previous three sections we have briefly discussed certain points of problems
of transport-reactive processes. We will follow this introduction up with a specific example
of simulation using the Transport program. In the introduction to this section we will set up
a complex real problem, which we will divide into individual subtasks and present possible
ways to solve them.
As it will be seen, this problem is very complex. Its solution is just at the beginning.
At present, new experiments are still underway, which will help to better understand the issue.
Therefore the final results of modeling of the specific task are not included at the end of the
section. It is only an example of using the Transport program to simulate a particular
phenomenon. Simulations of different systems may be done using the indicated procedure.
6.1

Description of the task

Currently, one of the objectives of our group is the use of iron nanoparticles
for decomposition of organic contaminants in groundwater. A huge reactive surface is one
of the known qualities of iron nanoparticles. Good migration property is their estimated
quality. These miniature particles have the potential to penetrate even the smallest pores
directly to the source of contamination. But their actual behavior is not well know, yet.
During the migration of nanoparticles through rock environment, their aggregation
or sorption on the rock occurs. The exact physical and chemical principles of these
phenomena are not yet sufficiently explained, or even modeled. For their explanation and for
the discovery of other deviations from the behavior of larger particles we use the Transport
program.
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6.2

Simulation of tracer tests

One of the most important parts of the process is identifying the physical parameters
of rocks and of the entire experiment. Errors made in their determination can lead to
inaccurate or incorrect understanding of the characteristics of migrating nanoparticles.
The tracer test is used to determine the basic parameters of the experiment. To the column
saturated with water or a solution of known properties we inject a saline solution and record
the characteristics of outlet solution on the output. The most important observed parameter
is the electrical conductivity; the secondary outlet is the pH of the solution. If we know
the precise parameters of the column and the method of measuring the output characteristics,
we can then calculate other properties of rocks. These include porosity, which can have
substantial effect on the monitored processes.
Before we start modeling of the transport it is necessary to analyze the reactive
components of the processes. By testing chemical properties of individual solutions and their
combinations we gain important information about progress of the experiment. In the case
of tracer tests using a saline solution and distilled water does not occur any complex chemical
processes. From this analysis, we found the estimated value of pH.
6.3

Outputs of the experiment

The values of conductivity can be modeled very accurately. Conductivity for low
concentration of the solution depends directly on the concentration of salt. Simulation of the
pH of the output solution was not accurate (Figure 1). The difference of pH values in order
of tenths is indeed very difficult to measure and thus very difficult to compare with the model.
In our case a variation in the trend of changes in pH was observed. It was a problem as
in general the trend of development of a certain quantity is more important than its specific
value in geochemistry.
The measured change in pH occurred when the composition of output solution was
changing. But the change was always more distinctive at the beginning of this change than
supposed the model. The expected value was approached after a certain time. Using
the Transport program, we tried to assess what might cause this unexpected deviation.
By testing known options, we concluded that the determining phenomenon is the exchange
of sodium and calcite ions at aluminosilicate clays that were present in the rock in the
experiment. As can be seen from the chart, when the simulation included the sorption
of sodium, the trend of the simulation corresponds much better to the measured values.
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Figure 1: Continuous injecting – dependence conductivity and pH on time of the experiment.

To verify the correctness of our hypothesis, we proposed a further test experiment. Instead
of rock, the column was filled with glass balls of size of tens of micrometers. Parameters
of the column corresponded, but the exchange between ions in solution and ions of geological
environment was excluded. The trend in pH during the experiment with balls and with rock
remained unchanged, the hypothesis was thus refuted. We are still trying to attempt this
phenomenon. Experiments are in progress.
6.4

Analysis of results and discussion

On this simple example, we wanted to demonstrate some of the ideas that are important
in modeling of coupled problems not only in geochemistry. Also on this problem, we tested
the time required for the calculation and compared it with the calculations using the method
of front contamination.
The basis for modeling of coupled processes is a detailed knowledge of the various
components of these processes. For this case of modeling of nanoiron migration, the first
necessary is to test the transport and chemical properties of the monitored system. That is in
our case the tracer test and monitoring of interactions between particles of nanoiron with
different solutions and rock environment.
Although we believe that we know the observed system and we are able to describe its
deviations from the normal state, it is useful to doubt our results and perform test simulations
under various conditions over and over again. Only by the reactions of the system under
various conditions we can learn more about it.
On the model tracer tests, we also compared the influence of the coefficient of the method
of contamination front and its other settings to its time-consumption. The calculated results
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were then compared with the total calculation time without using the previously mentioned
method (Table 1). The comparison is only approximate, because the computing time can vary
with the complexity of simulated systems. The faster calculation method can be used,
the system is the simpler. For example, variant 1of MCF with K = 0.01 can be used for
complex actions including precipitation. And even this version is many times faster than the
complete calculation.
Table 1: Examples of computation times using two variants of MCF with different coefficients. Average
deviation is comparing of results of the MCF variant and complete reactive transport computation.

Variants of the method
Complete reactive transport
MCF Variant 2, K=0.1
MCF Variant 2, K=0.3
MCF Variant 1, k=0.01
MCF Variant 1, k=0.1

Computation time
19h 16min 57s
9h 8min 39s
2h 43min 32s
44min 29s
16min 27s

Average deviation [%]
0.01
1.58
0.21
5.52

7 CONCLUSION
This paper contains a brief description of the Transport program. This program is
a powerful tool for studying both simple and complex processes occurring during the column
experiment. This is achieved by the wide range of setting transport and reactive parameters
of the experiment. The paper also briefly describes the methodology for modeling
of transport-reactive processes.
The paper also proposes a method of speeding up the work on modeling of transportreactive processes by looking for the contamination front. Although the method itself speeds
up the resulting simulation only at the cost of losing some information, it still can be
a valuable tool in finding the correct parameters resulting simulation. It does not need to be
limited just to the 1D problem. Currently we are working on its extending to more complex
problems.
Last part of the paper is a demonstration of some simple simulation of column
experiments. Their example demonstrates a possible way to work with the Transport program.
The results were also compared to time simulations using the method of contamination front.
Besides introducing suitable instruments for the study of transport-reactive processes,
the authors of this paper wanted to draw intention to the complexity of the modeled processes.
Without proper understanding of elementary processes, it is not possible to adequately
simulate complex actions that are dependent on elementary ones.
When creating models of complex systems it is necessary to simplify them. But we often
certainly do not know if we can make some simplification. If it is a study of coupled problems
of transport-reactive processes, the Transport program is a suitable tool for studies of these
systems.
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